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FOREWORD

The space, atmospheric, and terrestrial environments influence the functioning of all Air Force systems.. As technology
advances, the role of the enviroment becomes more important to system performance. In many cases, the environment
determines the limit in technical capability. This Handbook reflects the world of geophysics as honed and shaped by the ... Z
special needs of the Air Force.

Today's operational systems were designed with the environmental knowledge made available by the Air Force Geophysics,. .'
Laboratory and its predecessor. the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories. Tomorrow's Air Force depends on the
quality and breadth of today's research as reflected in this Handbook. Although written primarily by Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory scientists, this work reflects the state-of-knowledge of thousands of collaborative investigators, both -U.S. and
foreign. It is a mixture of basic research and exploratory development, and as such, represents the entire range of our .
technology based efforts The very breadth of Air Force operations from space, through the atmosphere, to the earth makes ' .,
it challenging, exciting, and rewarding to do front line research across this broad spectrum and to present a useable summary
of the results to a wide community via this publication. This Handbook is one of our deliverable end products. 7-

The recogn~:ion by the Air Force of the value of geophysics research to its mission is clearly illustrated in this work.
The advances made by in-house scientists, the unique world class facilities created to do this work, and the excellent support -.
of space based exrzriments. all attest to the long term dedication required to advance our understanding of the environment. -
Many significant players,. military aad civilian, have come and gone since the last issue of this Handbook. It is in the context
of pride in these people and pride in our accomplishments for our country that we take great pleasure in dedicating this
book to the twenty-fifth anniversary of the International Geophysical Year.

PL-,:.f-..2,o

J. R. JOHNSON. Colonel. USAF A. T. STAIR. JR.
Commander Chief Scientist

.'-'1,
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PREFACE

This fourth edition of the Air Force Handbook of Geophysics and the Space Environment has been complet~ly revised. tow_
It was conceived as a commemorative issue in recognition of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Internationa, Geophysical
Year. This was particularly appropriate since the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory-at that time the Air Farce Cambridge
Research Center-had been an active participant in the IGY in 1957-58 and the first edition of the H:ndbook had been
published in 1957. The complex task of preparing this edition involved several years of effort during which time the twenty- ,-.. -

fifth anniversary of the IGY occurred. I
The purpose of the Handbook remains the same, that is, to provide Air Force designers, engineers, and systems operators

with facts and data about the environment in which the Air Force operates. Extraordinary progress has occurred in this '
scientific field since the first edition was published due both to rapid advances in computer capability and the development ,,,
of large rockets and satellites which have made available to experimenters platforms for upper atmosphere and space research '-
that did not exist twenty-seven years ago. 7 .,"'

The first edition of the Handbook was published the same year the first artificial earth satellite was orbited. At the time '-'
of the third edition, there was considerable activity in space but man had not yet gone to the' moon. Since the publication
of the third edition, research in and use of space has grown at an astonishing pace and its importance in man's future is an .W.
accepted fact. The Air Force has been active in space since the development of intercontinental ballistic missiles and early, -.' .

reconnaissance satellites, and is preparing for an even more active role as the space shuttle becomes operational.. ;.Ail

In keeping with the Air Force interest in space, the format of the Handbook has been arranged to give those chapters Y. , J
dealing with the space environment increased emphasis. The fourth edition begins with chapters on the sun and its emissions, -'-'
then treats the earth's magnetic field and the radiation belts, and follows with chapters on the ionosphere and the aurora.
The subject of electrical charging of space vehicles has been of special concern to the Air Force and has been included to
aid designers interested in that problem. Of no less importance are Air Force operations in the atmosphere and on the earth
itself. The next group of chapters deals with properties of the atmosphere, and the Handbook concludes with chapters on
the earth sciences and infrared astronomy.

Readers familiar with ear'ier editions will note that some chapters of the older versions have been deleted, while new
chapters have been added. The choice of subject matter has been determined' primarily by changes in today's Air Force
requirements and operational activities. The contents also are related to the technical programs at the Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory and reflect the expertise of the scientific staff, but should not be considered a technical report on such programs.
In fact, the Handbook is only an intoduction to several areas of geophysics. Subjects such as galactic x ray astronomy,
astrophysics.. planetary physics, meteors, some aspects of atmospheric pollution. oceanography. and others not of current
concern to the Air Force do not appear here. Such subjects are covered very adequately elsewhere. -"'

Numerous references have been included in each chapter so that the reader may pursue a specific subject area to whatever
depth desired. The authors were not constrained by chapter format or length but were allowed to express themselves freely.
As a result the chapters ran'e from brief statements on a subject to textbook treatment of others. The Handbook has been
brought as up to date as possible. Other government organizations such as NASA and NOAA have also published surveys
and technical memoranda that deal with aspects of the atmosphere and space environment. Together with this Handbook '

they can provide the reader with an up-to-date picture of our understanding of the atmosphere and the near-earth space
'environment.

A.S.J.
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Chapter I

THE SUN

R.C. Altrock D.F. Neidig
H.L. DeMastus R.R. Radick
J.W. Evans G.W. Simon
S.L. Keil, Capt., USAF

Radiant energy from the sun determines the surface tern- energy. To produce the solar luminosity, about 4.3 x 1012

perature of the earth and supplies virtually all the energy g/s must be converted to energy.
for natural processes on the earth's surface and in its at- The energy generated in the core is transferred outward
mosphere. The sun is about 5 x 10' years old and geological b, radiation. Because of the high densities, the radiation is
and paleontological evidence indicates it has shone with its absorbed and re-emitted many times on its outward journey.
present intensity for about a billion years. The solar radiation Radiation that began in the core as high energy gamma rays ,
is, however, not absolutely constant. There are short-period is degraded by these successive absorptions and re-emis-
fluctuations in ultraviolet and x-ray radiation and in cor- sions until they finally emerge as visible radiation charac-
p;;.;cular emission that induce complex responses in the earth's teristics of the solar surface. However, the energy is not
atmosphere. In this chapter, solar characteristics and activity carried all the way to the surface as radiation. As it moves
are identified; other chapters deal with the geophysical re- outward from the core, the temperature, density. and pres-
sponses themselves. We shall discuss first the quiet sun, sure drop. As the temperature drops, free electrons can be
then solar activity, trapped by atoms into bound states, causing an increase in

the opacity. Thus radiation becomes less effective in trans-
porting, energy, A large temperature gradient results and.

1.1 THE SUN'S "STEADY-STATE"
BEHAVIOR (THE QUIET SUN) Table I-I. Solar structure as function of radius [Allen. 19731.

r T p M, L log P
Although all observable solar features change on time-

scales of seconds to days, the statistical description of many R,, l0' km 10' K g/cml M,. ,, dyn/cm2

such features taken together remains unchanged over sub- 0.00 0 15.5 160 0.000 0.00 17.53
stantial periods of time. These "steady-state" features of the 0.04 28 15.0 141 0.008 0.08 17.46 "
so-called quiet sun are described here. 0.1 70 13.0 89 0.07 0.42 17.20

0.2 139 9.5 41 035 0.94 16.72
0.3 209 6.7 [3.3 0.64 0.998 16.081.1.1 Basic Characteristics 0.4 278 4.8 3.6 0.85 1.00 15.37

0.5 348 3.4 1.00 0.94 1.000 14.67
The sun is a relatively smali, faint, cool star at an averagedistance of 1.49 ?< 10' km from the earth. Its mass is 0.6 418 2.2 0.35 0.982 1.000 14.01

1.99 x 0-- g. Composition of the outer layers by mass is 0.7 487 1.2 0.08 0.994 1.000 13.08
* approximately 73% H. 25% He, and 2% other e!ements 0.8 557 0.7 0.018 0.999 1.000 12.18

[Allen, 1973]. Table I-I gives the run of temperature, den- 0.9 627 0.31 0.0020 1.000 1.000 10.94,.)
sity, mass concentration, energy generation, and pressure 0.95 661 0.16 0.0-4 1.000 1.000 9.82
as functions of radius [Allen. 19731. The total solar lumi- 0.99 689 0.052 0.045 1.000 !.000 8.32
nosity is 3.83 x 103 erg/s. 0.995 692.5 0.031 0.0%2 1.000 1.000 7.68

A schematic cross-section through the sun is shown in 1.000 696.0 0.006 0.0 1.000 1. X) --
Figure 1-1. Energy is generated in the solar core by nuclear
reactions. The primary reaction is the fusion of hydrogen T = temperature: p = density: P = pressure: M, = mass within radius
nuclei to form helium nuclei (4H' -- He 4). For every gram 4: t., = energy generation within radius r: M.. R,. L_ mass, radius.

energy generation of whole Sun. with M.. 1.9) x 10"g and
* of hydrogen entering the reaction, 0.007 g is converted into L., = 3,83 x IO"qgs.

/ " 1-1 '
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THE SUN

convection becomes the primary energy transport mecha- diameter have led to the discovery of global solar oscilla-
nism. The exact depth at which this occurs is model de- tions. The observed periods agree approximately with the- 1
pendent. However, observations clearly show that this con- oretically predicted radial p-mode oscillations. Table 1-2 n

vection zone reaches the solar surface and that at least 3 or compares some observed periods of global oscillations with
4 scales of convection are present. Near the solar surface, predictions based upon a theoretical solar model [Christen- A
radiation can escape into space and it again becomes the sen-Dalsgaard'and Gough, 1976]. A summary of attempts
primary energy transport mechanism. to measure global solar oscillations can be found in Hill 1.

INAttempts to make accurate measurements of the solar [19791. These modes of oscillation can be used in a manner Z,

Table I 2. Observed and theoretical modes of .slar oeillalions IChrsensen-Dalsgaard and Gough. 19761.

Periods of Solar Oscillations (min)

1 =0 1 =2 1=4 1'=2
1973 1975

Mode Period Mode Period Mode Period Mode Period
Pi ' 62.7

(63.9) g1  55.1
52 47.9 f 46.0

p, 42.2 f 39.6
P2 43.8 (42.3) pI 38.0 g2  61.5 g.6

33 P1 32.6
(31.8) P2 34.3 g3  70.9 .I30.3. p,293

P2 29.3
P4 26.0 p.1 26.7 g 81.8

23.8 p. 23.4
21.0 p. 21.0 .

121.51 p.4 21.5 g9. 93.0
p4 19.5

p 18.2 p5 17.9 g6  105
16.7 17.1 p5  16.3

P7 15.8 p6 16.0 g7 117
14.6 (15.4] P6  14.6 g--3

Ps 14.0. P7 14.1I gm 130
13.3 p. 13.0 "5

N 12.5 P8 12.6 gy 1421 1 .9 , 1 1 .8 P ' 1 1 7 -

p11, 11.3 P9 11.4 go 154
(147)

10.4 10.5 p" 10.4 pm 10.4 g11 167
(159)

P12 9.55 g12 180
(171)

9.2 8.8 p1 8.84
[9.121

P1a 8.52
7.9 p 7.99

7.6 Pi, 7.53
7.0 7.2 Pi- 7.12

Pis 6.75
P1. 6.41 .

p.,o 6.10

The period, headed 1973 and 1475 ire from oh,'enition, h. Hill. Sichhin,. and Browin 119751 and are accurate to 5'; Those peno)d, not repried in
the publication were kindl% 'upplied by Profe.sor Hill. Periurb in the ither colurn, were obtained theorclicall1, ugsin a s,.olar model with 7 - 0,02. ccepi
tho ,e in parenthe, .i % hich are meri,d of oscillation of a mdel wIth Z - 0114 The pen dN i n square braket. s ere obtainred hi. repeaing the ci .npu tati,)n
with Z 0.02 using a different distribution of mesh prxint, iReprinted ,ith pcrnision fromn Macmillan Journals td 1 I17 1
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CHAPTER 1
analogous to terrestrial seismology to probe the deep interior amount of radiant energy at all wavelengths received per

of the sun. This should eventually permit us to refine the unit time and area at the top of the earth's atmosphere,

model shown in Table I-I and place better constraints on corrected to the mean earth-sun distance, and is customarily

theoretical models of the solar interior, expressed in units of watts per square meter (W/m2 ). The

The total solar irradiance is quantitatively defined as the term solar constant is also used occasionally to denote this
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THE SUN -

radiant flux but is somewhat misleading, 'since the total solar I
irradiance seems to fluctuate slightly. The best measurement ,a
to date of the total solar irradiance, 1368 ± 7 W/m2 , was
obtained in 1980 using radiometers aboard the NASA Solar Dopp,,

Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite.
More than 70% of the solar irradiance is concentrated

* in the near ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared portions o .
of the spectrum lying between the atmospheric transmission z
cut-offs near 0.32 p.m and 1.0 pAm. Since most of this 20

radin; ,n reaches the earth's surface, a large fraction of its -- .c.u,,' Nnpots

energy :nters the lower atmosphere through the evaporation-
precipitation cycle of water. About 2% of the solar irradi- 0 2, Poho,phs.,,
ance appears at ultraviolet and x-ray wavelengths shorter . Q .o.. , -. \
than 0.32 p.m. This radiation is all strongly absorbed in the *

upper atmosphere where it drives several' important pho-
tochemical reactions, including ozone production. The re- v 0
mainder of the solar irradiance appears at infrared and radio i V
wavelengths longer than 1.0 p.m. Much of this radiation, HRUOGRPI tAPATITUDE Is

especially in the infrared, is strongly absorbed by atmos- .
pheric water vapor and carbon dioxide and thus contributes Figure 1-3. Solar differential rotation for sunspots (solid curve), large

to the energy budget of the lower atmosphcre. scale photospheric magnetic fields (circles) and quiet pho-
tosphere (cmsses) [Wilcox and Howard, 19701. 4%., .-

Figure 1-2 illustrates the spectral distribution of the solar
irradiance. A complete description of the ultraviolet and
radio portions of the solar irradiance will be found in Chap- 1.1.3 The Solar Atmosphere
ters 2 and Ii.

Because the sun is gaseous throughout, there is no rigid
"boundary marking the start of the atmosphere and end of
the interior. However, a definite optical boundary, below

1.1.2 Solar Rotation which we cannot see, exists and is commonly referred to
as the solar surface. As can be seen from Table 1-1, the

The rotation period of the sun is a function of solar solar temperature decreases outward from the core until we
latitude, varying from about 24 days at the equator to 34 reach this optical surface. For a few hundred kilometers
days at the pole. This variation is called differential rotation, above this level the temperature continues to decrease. How-
Taking into account the earth's orbital motion, an effective ever. at about 400 km one reaches the temperature mini-
period of 27 days is usually satisfactory for predicting ro- mum. above which the temperature again begins to increase
tatian recurrences of solar-terrestrial disturbances. Because with increasing height. Although no r.gid boundaries exist, ",

th'; sun's axis of rotation is inclined only 70 to the plane of it is convenient to divide the solar atmosphere into layers
the earth's orbit, most of the solar surface can be scanned having characteristic temperatures and densities. Moving
in the course of one rotation. outward from the optical surface these layers are known as

When solar rotation is measured by following tracers the photosphere. chromosphere, transition :one, and co-
(features on the solar surface such as sunspots) one observes rona. Each of these regions is discussed below.
faster rotation rates than from the Doppler shifts of solar
spectral lines. Figure 1-3 shows the latitudinal dependence 1.1.3.1 The Photosphere. The photosphere is the ap-
of rotation rate measured by tracers compared to the Doppler parent solar surface, with a very sharply defined limb, seen
shift of lines [Wilcox and Howard. 19701. Furthermore, by ordinary observations in white light. Its location with r
Doppler measurements show that the differential rotation respect to other solar features is shown in Figure I-I. Its
varies with time. and seems to have large eddies or cells diameter, usually considered to be the diameter of the sun.
imbedded in it. These temporal variations can be as large is 1,391 x I(P km, Practically all of the solar mass is -

as the variation in latitude. Evidence has also been found contained within the radius of the photosphere. Figure 1-4
for toroidal oscillations superposed on the solar rotation shows the variation of temperature, density. and pressure
[Howard and LaBonte. 19801. in a standard model of the lower solar atmosphere. Height

Differential rotation probably has its origin in the in- is given in kilometers above a depth in the atmosphere for *-

teraction between convection and rotation. This same in- which the probability of a photon e,-ciping is lie. The thick-
teraction underlies most of the magnetic activity observed ness of the photosphere is only about 100 km. or 0.014%
on the sun (Section 1.2.2). of R,, where R,, is the solar radius. Below the photosphere

1-$ 5.'
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Figure 1-4. Gas properties versus height (HSRA iodel[ingerich. 1971. (a) Te-npe~ai ine as a function of height. (b) Pressure. density, electron pressure,
and hydrogen ionization as functions of height.

the solar gas is opaque. This opacity is primarily due to a Wdes) into the photosphere gives rise to the granular ap-
small concentration of negative hydrogen ions in the region pearance of the solar surface shown in Figure 1-5. Similar
immediately below the photosphere. These negative ions opacity barriers which exist deeper in the sun cause other
act as continuous absorbers over a great range of wave- larger scales of convective motions. The most obvious of
lengths, absorbing most of the intense'radiation from deeper these is the supergranrilarion sh~own in Figure 1-6. Figure
lavers in the sun. The resulting accumulation of thermal 1-7 is a schematic diagram of the various scales of motion
energy in this layer sets up a system of convective- currents present in the solar atmosphere.
that transports the excess en.-gy through the negative hy-

drogen barrier. The energy is then reradiated into the rel- .

atively transparent gases above the photosphere and. hence, i
into space. Penetration of these convective elements (gran-

~~4 -
..........

Figure 1-1. Ph4i%*-irj iranufai*n and sunp'%t sinwcturv Ps~tiirahed Figure 1-6 Velocity irud'.i tai tuned in Ca 6101 A, *hwing
withP~l ItIts-l kethit'er ile-~c.ie a ti ~4ttoal Slar ~ 4lk'ftalulht4 inhi n-u in solar %urfac Supergranule% i.Av

(*r at~%d Sai:rarmnttt Peak -diiameter' i-f atiout .1 Nm and lifetimes of 1-2 days.
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Figure 1-7. This schematic diagram shows the horizontal size of viotis motions present in the solar atmosphere. Also shown is aapoximate nge
for the resolution limiti of ground-based observations, The smaller sizes indicated for resolution are only achieved using special techniques
such as speckle inte'ferometry or active optical systems. Typical resolution for conventional telescopes iz.,imited by turbulence in the terrestrial
atmosphere to approximate one aresecond or about 720) km on the sun. The scales shown with the solid lines indicate an approximlate range.
while the dashed lines indicate sies either predicted theoretically or that have been only tentatively observed.

Because the opaque gas composing the photospher'e ab-
sorbs and reradiates approximately as a black body. the-
photosphere emits an essentially continuous spectrum. or IIIulI

continuum. Sharply tuned absorptions by the various atoms '

in and above the photosphere give rise to thousands of dark
lines (Fraunhofer litnes) superposed on the continuum. This ,

line absorption spectrum. shown in Figure i -8. is the source ~ w y r I-
of most information on the abundance of the various ele- J i A

though~~~~~~~~~~~~~ th4ie fanme faom r nbevbe''
ments anid, the physical state of the solar atmosphere. Al--*

through the terrestrial' atmosphere. all the natural chemical
elements known on earth proibably exist in the sun. Their
relative abundances. however. differ radically.

T'he principal region of line absorption is a layer about 1t
4MW km thick just above th;. visible surface of the photo- ?.-

sphecre.. Spectra with iieh spatial resoAlution on the sun as
shown in Figure P)Q showv small-scale wiggles due to Dop- i1.---- r
pier shifts induced by mass motions in the line formation
region, Analysis, of these vvigh- Iines has revealed several -

physical prowe'.ses oiccufring on the sun.
The granules of Figure 1-5 are evidence of 6-invective iueiNTeriuhirlneasltinsctrmoteslrams*

overshooting into the stahI'c photosphere from deeperlavers. pliere

1-7



CHAPTER 1

1. 1.3.2 The Chromosphere. The chromosphere is a layer.
several thousand kilometers thick. of transparent glowing %9.
gas above the photosphere. Many of the phenomena oc-

~i n curring in the photosphert: also are manifest in the chro-
mosphere. Because the density in the chromosphere con-

___________________________________ - tinues to decrease with height (Figure 1-4), and is much
lower than in the photosphere, magnetic fields and waves
can have greater influence on the structure. Thus the chro-
mosphere is even more inhomogeneous than the photo-
sphere. Its continuous spectrum is extremely faint, and like

far To

Figure 1-9. The spectral region around the Mg B lines at 5167 Aand
5172 A is shown. The verticle axis is wavelength and the P. P4horizontal axis is distance along the A.it. The dark horizontal
bars ame absorption lines.

An average granule has a diameter of about 1.4 arvsec P t
or I Mm. Granules typically live for 8 minutes and
reach velocities near 2 km/s. Most granules lose their tem- . - .,

perature exress after rising only. 50 to 100 km into the 0.022 ( 4M0

photosphere. but their momentum carries them 100 or 200 P
km higher.0
The supergranules shown in Figure 1-6 penetrate higher into
the atmosphere but have much smaller vertical nmotions than-
granules. They are primarily observed as horizontal flows am PO

in the chromospheri layers abo-ve the photosphere. Super-
granules have diamneters of approximately 30 Mm and life-
times of t-2 days. Evidence has recently been found for
two other scales of convection: mesogranulation I November -
et at., 19811 with a scale of 5-10 Mm. and giant cells perhaps 0.0351 &.00

100 Mm in diameter. -
In addition to revealing various modes of convection, wiggly 0
line spectra show that the sun oscillates in a number of ' -- *O
different modes. Oscillato-iy modles with large coherent wave
systems having periods near 300 s are observed in the pho- 1600mo

tosphere and overlying chromosphere. Such datu are com-
par~ed with a theoretical non-radial acoustic spectrum in
Figure 1-10. These modles have most of their energy con-*
centratcd in the underl~ine convection zone. and deviations0-
of predicted modes from observed modes catn lead to better 00O.
models of the convection, zone. The 3W0 s oscillations areh, mr1.51.8
evanescent in the pholosrhcre N-low the temperature min- Figre. 1-11 Cmiirin.n, tit in th'~crvcd L-w diagram %%ith theorticalimum shown in Figure 1-4). At the higher temperatures iit-uni~iwi~ mk 'a ndp~lhd~e

found in the chromosphere. the %kav-e% become propagating ~ ?7 ~n~i n.rasac02.1.5 .5 5
and higher frequency acoustic waves are observed. The etc to., >Obs-rvitioin, Ae made i the marcticallt.
mechanical energy in thles- waves, may be responsible for innntWv line Fe I X 357h It u'.ine the sacutim itvmcr

telcicw ~at he Natumial Sedar Oh..rsat~w% at Sacrainintthe temperature increase in the chromospher and higher PeakI Reprinted %kith prirniio~n ft~m thc .'Smcrican As-
layer,.,. Iiot walct S* icis I 9771

%9
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THE SUN

all sole atures above the photosphere. it can be obser'ved

loins uall .o ib sltn the light of oeof its strong
lins.usallr hered Hat line at 6563 A lFraunhofer C line)

or the line of CA 11 at 3934 A (Fi'aunhofer K).
The rise in chromospheric temperature with hcight can

be understood in terms of a nonradiative energy input into
the atmosphere via mechanical energy generated in the con- ~ ~ ~
vection zone. Acoustical wkaves propagate outward and
can form shocks in the low density chromosphere. creatingZ-.
more enercetic collisions N wen particles. The low den-'
sity also leads to a relative ehne ntiteablyof
magnetic field- to carry energy in the form of' waves.
These mechanisms combine to heat the chronmosphere ~~.
from approximately 43W0 K at it% base to over 20 000 K ..

in about 2 Mil.
Sinmilar to the granulation patterns observed in the pho- . '

tosphere. a chni oosphuric neivrk can be observed in chro- ... .

mIospheric lit~es. Figure I - I shows the appearance of this
network in lbs and Ca II. The scale of this network cor-
responds fairly closely to th at of supergranulation. anid the
bright regions of the chromospherte iietwork correlat !well
with supergranular boundaries. At sub-photospheric Jen- Figure I -11. Ca 11 spcrroheliograms made on the violet side of Ca 11
sities the supergranules are capable of pushing magnetic . line at 3934 A. The network of bright emission is clearly
flux tubes to their boundaries while in the chromosphere the evident. and outlines the boundaries of supergranules seen

fields dominate the gas. If hleating occurs preferentially near i iuet6
the field lines, the appearance of the network can b.- ex-
plained. The net%%ork is also the location of %picid.s wnich
are brilliant flamies of' gas that pro " ect'upward for approx-
imately 10 M~i andi live for 2 to 5 minutes. Figkire 1-12
shows,. hosk these .pi,,iles appear at the limb of' the sun. than on the quiet sun. EUV photograph% of the transition
Spicules miaN provide the priniary path for moving energy zone obtained by Skylab are shown in Figure 1-14.
and material into the corona. For further information on this region, including models.

see Jordan 11981. Zirker 119771 Athay 119761 and Bonnet

m..3.3 'The *Transition Regiim. At the top of the chro-
mospherr. appiomiliatcl% 1.7 \fill above the temperature
mininiuim. thie temperature begitis a sudden steep rise to 1.1.3.4 The Corona. Physical Properties: Above the
coronal \alues. fIn the next fe,.% necatmers it rises fromn transition region and extending out into interplanetary space
25 (MR) K to near 2 x 10' K. 'This -steep temperature rise is the faintl\ visible solar corona. Long seen only during l -
is called the transition region. Because this transition occurs the few seconds or minutes of total solar eclipses, the trvue
in suich a ilarro%% /one of tlec solar .itosphcre. it is very nature of this outer atmosphere has only in recent years been
dif'ficult ito measure the phi~sical hecight boundaries accu- recognized. Dominated by temperatures of one to two mil-
ratch. It is ;list \mr hard to observe this region. since its lion degrees. tnacneticallv-induced motions, sudden re-

p~ctal lnes re n th I-N an canbe sudid ony frm lases of energy. and explosive expvnsion into the surround-.*'-

satellite and rocket obsers ations. Thius the amount of data ing vaeuun; of space. this entity has strong implications for
asailjblc to datle is ver\ limited, We sho\s in Fictre 1-13 the energy balance oft near-solar space and planetary envi-
a protile of teiiperattire vs high~t from te.photosphere roninents.
to the loss corona \01ih somec transition zone spe,.tral "The corona is heated from beow h mechanical. cee- -..- *

liesinicte.The slope of the rise and the location of its, trical or magnetic dissipation. 'The exact nature of the heat--
onset are funct iots oft solar acti~iih. being steeper andi in o e en discovered. Favorite catndidates are
losser i n thle atlmos1phere inl act i .c, eions i Sect ion 1, 2.3. 1 shock ss.aves produced by the upward surging oif' granules LM

1-9
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THE SUN

T( K) tonal holes, magnetic loops, prominence cavities, and time-
dependent variations in coronal transients.

Table 1-3 presents a simple model of a coronal hole and
the quict 'corona. Further information should be sought in l.t.p
Zirker [1977], White [1977], Allen [19731, Eddy [1978],
and Jordan [1981]. ,'

0 VI N .

Table 1-3. Model of corona in quiet sun and in coronal hole showing
electron density vs height above 'the solar limb (R. = 1.0)

C IV [Zirker, 19771.

L5Quiet Sun Coronal Hole ~~
Si IV (T = 2.0 x 10"K) (T = 1.5 x 106 K)

r/Rk N, (cm --) N. (cm-3) %

Lv. (wING) 1.1 1.0 X 10 5.4 x 107  LAM
C 11.2 7.1 x101 1.6 x107

MG 'I H & 1.4 07 % . %
____, __'___ _ 1.4 2.3 x 107  2.8 x 106
K3  CIHK 2.0 2.8 x 106 2.0 x 105

.04 3 A1 4.0 8.9 X 104  4.0 x 103  %tLjF7 10.0 8.0 x 103

Methods of Observation: Coronal observations are ex-
tremely difficult because of the requirement to elminate the
million-times-brighter light from the solar disk. Until th.'

3 development of the coronagraph in the 1930s, the only ob-
000 2000 1000 0 K servations of the faint, coronal light (about as bright as the

full moon) were made during total solar eclipses.

igure 1-13. An average quiet sun temperature distribution from photo- In the standard coronagraph, light spilling around an "

sphere (0 km). through the temperature minimum (400 km). occulting disk is either passed through the narrow slit of a -
chromosphere (500-2000 km). and transition zone (2000- spectrograph to form a spectrum of the faint emission lines .:' -
2500 km), and into the low corona (3000 km up), derived o u a w n f ti or g
from Venaza et at 119. othuhn -of the corona in an emission line, most often the green line

of Fe XIV (5303 A), -ad at times the red Fe X (6374 A),
alo the photosphere or by propagating waves or oscillations or yellow Ca XV (5694 A) lines. These lines have ionization
iduced by them or by spicules. Other recent speculation temperatures of 1.5, 1.0, and 3.4 x 106 K, respectively.
as centered on the dissipation of Alfvdn waves being prop- Figure 1-16 shows two filtergrams of the corona. . .--

gated upward from the turbulent photosphere along mag- Photoelectric coronal observations from the ground are
etic lines of force. The end result of this heating, whatever of two types. Observations of the emission-line corona made
:s source, is an increase in temperature to near 2 x 10' K with a differential photometer at the National Solar Ob-
i the low corona. The temperature decreases slowly above servatory at Sacramento Peak in New Mexico consist of
iat level. This extreme heat causes the outer parts of the circular scans around the limb at two or three heights. A
orona to "boil away" into the near-vac'jum of interplanetary sequence of such daily scans can be used to build up a
pace. Coronal heating is reviewed in Jordan 119811. picture of the low corona over a half solar rotation (Figure

Observations of the corona (Figure 1-15) indicate that 1-17). Observations of the intennediate ,orona using light
* is highly inhonogeneous. Different regions, such as scattered by coronal electrons (also called the "K" corona)
treamers (radially-elongated bright areas-Section 1.2) and are made daily with the K-coronameter on Mauna Loa.

oronal hoples (dark areas-Section 1 .2). show small vari- Hawaii.
tions in temperature (on the order of 30%) from area to The corona can also be observed with radio telescopes
rea. but large variations in density. up to one to two orders (Chapter I1). Here the corona can be seen directly against
f magnitude. These variations become more pronounced the disk (there is no complicating "background light" as in a
ith height. the visible), and different heights can be probed -by using

Modcls of the corona are controversial and complex. different frequencies. , =-.-.
:arly one-dimensional models have now given way to two- The discovery of coronal holes (Section 1.2.7.1). one .,
nd three-dimensional models representing streamers, co- of the major advances in solar physics in the past decade. .

1-11 ""
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THE SUN
ILE COACHNAL DISK ON DOT W6.I0 SA. PEAK GREEN-LINE INTENSITY AT 1 .15

INTENSITY

ccci

E V ~

ic 1 -

S

IM E LIME DATACORONAL HOLES ARE SHOWN AS BLACK AREAS

7. A "picturt-of the green-line corona on 7 Feb 198(4 obtained by allotting micte-tws e,i~-loni ta~n, to rotate across the disk. Note the (black) polar
coronal hole, from which high speed solar wind streas% [low. (,National Solar ()bsrsators it Sacramnto iPeaki.

Smade possible by satellite obser-vations. The'lack of a near-solar interplanetary medium (1PM) is the scintillation
tiering and absorbing atmosphere at satellite altitudes Of radio stars as observed through the corona/IPM. Semi-
de possible the first prolonged high-resolution solar oh- empirical relations hetween the signal fluctuation of a radio
vations in soft x rays. These Sky lab observations and star and the turbulence generated at a given point in the
ers revolutionized the understanding of1 coronal pro- IPMI by solar wind tlo%% (Chapter 3) have allowed investi-'
ses. Astronomers also use satellite imiaues of the corona. gators at the University of California. San Diego (UCSD).
ained in the extreme ultraviolet ddJV) with Skylab. and, to produce low%-resolution three-dimensional pictures of the
onagraph observations in white light and eiision lines solar wind (low wsithin one astronomical unit (the distance
h from Skylab and the Solar Maximum.11 Mission satellite from the earth to the sun) of the eak-h.
4N.
Indir'c observations of. the corona can be made on the
in sow-~ -;pectral lines oif helium. most notablv' that of' 1.2 THE ACTIVE SUN

M3 A. The population (if certain atomfic states of chro-
spheric helium is partially, controlled by conditions in Although the quiet stin is of immense astronomical in-
overlying corona. and so coronal holes are marginally terest because it is the only star whose spatial features are
Xctable in this-line. A dailv 108301 A patrol iFigure I - readily resolvable wsith earth-bound te le scope s.most of the
is operated at the National Solar ObservatorN facility sun's geophysical effects (except for the basic solar irra-

Kitt Peak. Arizona. diancet result from solar activiN. In this section we shall
Another source of data concernint, the corona and the discuss phenomena related to the sun's magnetic field. for

1-13



CHAPTER I
more trailer spots to the east (Figure 1-20); the leader spot
is often the largest spot withih. the group. Magnetic fields
in large spots are tqpically 3000 gauss, with leader and

? trailer spots generaliy ha,'ing opposite polarities. During an
1 -year cycle all leader spots in the northern hemisphere of
the sun have one magnetic polarity, while in the southern
hemisphere this polarity is reversed. This pattern persists

,:. throughout the rise and decline of the cycle. During the next
" s 1cycle, however, the entire polarity pattern is reversed. Thus,

the fundamental cycle of solar magnetic activity is actually
% about 23 years in duration. During cycle No. 21 (maximum

in 1979-80), leader spots in the northern hemisphere had
.:,. positive polarity (magnetic vector-pointing outward from

Fiur 118 the solar surface).The first sunspots of a new cycle typically appear at
latitudes of 20 to 250 in both northern and southern hemi-
spheres. As the cycle progresses, additional spots appear at

Figure 1-18. A %ample 10830 A %can obta; ed by the National Solar lower latitudes, until they are concentrated near the equatorOt,,cr'aior' at Kitt Peak on 24 Dec 1978. At.tive Regions at the end of the cycle (Figure 1-21).

and prominences arc black and coronal holes are light! De-
fining a coromal hole usually requires a %ries of pictures Major variations in coronil stntcture take place during
taken over ,esveral days as well as inforimation about the the solar cycle. Several decades of observations have con-
magnetic field, firmed that green-line intensities, and to some extent the

red-line intensities, follow the sunspot number quite well.

it is probably through the emergence, growth. transport and In particular, averages of the green-line intensities show

destruction of magnetic flux that the sun produces the tran- large maxima at midlatitudes in both hemispheres that ap-

sient behavior which causes large responses in the earth's pear near or coincident with sunspot latitudes. These belts

environment, move towards the equator with the progression of the solar
cycle and finally merge.

The total variation of the green-line intensity during a
solar cycle is significant. In addition, the appearance of the

1.2.1 The Sunspot Cycle two yellow lines is now known to be an excellent indicator
of.regions which will produce large flares and perhaps even

The most obvious manifestation of solar activity is the proton events.
Il-year sunspot cycle. The relative sunspot number R (or

Wolf or Zurich number) remains (he single most important
index for the general level of solar activity; it is calculated 1.2.2 The Solpr Dipole Magnetic Field
according to the formula

The sun has a weak dipole magnetic field aligned with
R = k(n + 10g). its axis of rotation. Because of the stronger, complex field

patterns associated with spot groups. however, this dipole
where n is the number of individual spots visible on the field is recognizable only at latitudes above 60', where it
solar disk. g is the number of sunspot groups (see below), measures about I gauss on the solar surface. It is believed
and k is a station constant, or "personal equation" for the that the dipole field. although weak in general, becomes

* particular observator'. concentrated in the midlatitudes due to the dynamo action
Records of sun'.pot counts have been kept since the mid- of the sun's differential rotation. Magnetic ropes of strong

seventeenth century (Figure 1-19). The cyclic behavior of field may then rise to the surface due to magnetic buoyancy.
R with a period averaging 11.4 years is the most obvious forming the oppositely-poled leader and trailer portions of
feature in the historical record, although an approximately an active region where the flux loop intersects the photo-
80-year periodicity may also e present. The anomalous sphere. This would account for the spot-polarity law dis-

* period of low activity. 1645-17(X) (Maunder mimimum). is cussed above. The loops may eventually rise into the outer
recognized as a possible reduction in the level of solar ac- corona where they neutralize the original dipole field and
tivity: its existence has been independently supported by ultimately replace it with a new dipole field of opposite
measurements of the carbon- 14 content in tree rings formed sign. The polarity reversal of the dipole field occurs near
during that era. sunspot maximum although the spot polarities themselves

Most sunspots occur in groups that are dominated by a remain consistent with the tiolarity of the dipole field that
leader spot on the western side of the group and one or existed at the beginning of the cycle.

1-14
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ANNUAL MEAN SUNSPOT NUMBERS FROM 1610 TO THE PRESENT
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CHAPTER 1

*- lengths of I to 5 Mm and narrow widths of 100 to 200 km.
* . They may. in fact, be smaller. but it has been impossible

to date to see smaller structure-, with solar telescopes. Fil-ige eiei-ncgaua insadaevsbcwt rud
based telescopes only on rare occasions when the atmos-
pheric seeing allows the 1/4 arcse% eolto required to
see them. Their locations are presumed to coincide with

* *' extremely fine magnetic structures occupying the granule
* ~, boundaries, perhaps analogous to the somewhat larger flux
* tubes of the supergranule network (Section 1. 1.3.2). Meas-
P ureme~nts show that these small flux tubes have intense mag-

netic fields with strengths between 1000 and 2000 gauss.

* 1.2.3.1 Activ'e Regioiu. The development of a large-scale
* -sunspot-bearing fictive region usually begins with an in-

crease in 'he number and intensity of magnetic flux tubes
in the photospheric network. In response to this, a bright-

igu12t T~pical hiriilar sun..pit gniup stitmintr leader paxt frighoi ening in the overlying chromosphere develops. Thewe
and trailer %pwi. The backgrtind patern of granulatitn i% bihtnns or piuges are the chromospheric counterparts

alsa ~tt~eNatawaa Soar Aase-ain ~~ ~ to the sunspot group that later becomes visible in the pho-
tospheric layers. The corona responds also, producing a

j large area of bright emission visible. for example. in x-ray
1.2.3 TheEmergence and Organization of and radio images ( Figure 1-23). Within a day of plage for-

Magnetic Flux mation a small leader spot emcrges which continues to grow
in size for several days. The trailer spots usually form within

*The solar surface abounds with both large and small- a day of the leader, and many smaller spots often form
scale magnetic features. The smallest features, known as throughout the entire region (Figure 1-20). Generally a sun-%
filigree (Figure 1-22i are bright. wiggly structures with spot begins life as a small pore which darkens as a con-

*% 40

-~f -~ . .

7 j 0* .*lT 0~ ~ ~ *~g .:

%. %

JQ Jo- SJ
t? ** *.

*~~" I MIN. * AX.N.*&.

MAX.

1933 1935 1937 1939, 19L41 1943 1945 1947
* YEAR

Figure 1-21, T~pical "buticrth" diaatrn shosain! %ariation in distriumtit o unpas -Aitta time. D~urnne a %unspoi cce the distihutitin migrate% toward
ttc solar cquafir iMount Wilson and La, Csapanas tOhseratoticesi
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THE SUN

energy released by a flare ranges from 1025 to l02~ erg;
durations vary from I to 100 minutes.

Flare importance has traditionally been assigned ac-
cording to the flare's maximum area as observed in the Ha
line (Table 14). Following the* importance class. a letter

Table 1-4. Flame aia milnance

Area
Importance (Heliographic Square Degrees)

S (Subflare) 2.06
1 2.06 to 5. 1
2 5. 15to 12.4
3 12.4 to 24.7
4 >24.7

code (F. N or B) is given to designate the relative brightness
of the flare as faint. normal, or bright. In recent years flareON
importance has been supplemented by the soft x ray clas- Fop it 1 -.1. Soft x.my~ loop souctines isa flim $Ameencm Scmice md
silication of the flare (Table 1-5). These x ray classes are -.IncIt
only roughly correlated with the optical importances.

fined to the footprints of these loops forming intense fare
Table 1-5. Fiane Yt ra asaikaio kernels, or an arcade of loops may be involved forming a

1,8A x rxy flux at IAU pair of serpentine. parallel ribbons. Magnetograph obser-
cls vations reveal opposite magnetic polarities for the two men'-

________________________________ bers of a kernel or ribbon pair. Photosphiric field strengths
C l0"r-E < 1G5  for thefRaweloop footprints are typically l000-2000gpuss
M 10'1CE< 10-
X E 0 ' j.

Historically. flares have been studied in the Ha line.
which is "ond in the chromosrphere. Observations in the
ELIV and x ray regios -however. have shown that flares *
may be more correctly characterized as coronal phenomena
with the primary energ~y release probably occurring in the
low corona or transition region. It is not surprising, there-
fore, that flares are best seen in'wavelengths originating in -

the corona. Flare images in soft x ray.. (-i0 A) and XUV
line% t2(1.w0 A) obtained by the 59kylah Mission show that
the basic flare structure is a low-lying coronal loop on the
order of 20-50 Mm in length (Figure 1-27). wherein tem-
perauresrise fro the nomal x 10"K to about -0x, 101
KC. Complex flares often reveal the presence of many such
loop structures. The loop structures are formed by magnetic
fields rooted in the deeper photospheric layers. The chro-

flar l-2i. hichis pobaly asecod- I9Ui 1-2111 Hn hitctgram 4kinten tie ttwfmumplhen ",tmmn of amospheric fae(Figure -8.wihi rbbyaeod -tw-itn 1m NauuawaI SoAw Obwmatmv at Sara-
ary response to the coronal energy source, is primarily con- meMO tAki.
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for highly efergetic event%. On ly rarely does the flare dis~- flar, emsin are resw~."Ne for a variety of immediate
- *-turbanc affect lavers deep enough in the atmosphere to geophysical effect% collectively known as sudden iono-

produce oplical continuum iso-called is*,ie-light flares). spheric disturbances (SID%) (Chapt-r 10). These distur-
About halr of all flares %how a sudden or explosive rise bances are a result or increased ionization at several levels

to maximum. This impulsive phase is most clearly defined in the ionosphere.
by hard x rays iphoton energies 10 KeV - I McV) or i- Shock waves produced by explosive heating propagate
crow avces wa% elengths 1-.10 cm) and may last only a minute' upward through the corona where they accelerate electrons
in the case of simple tiare-s. Sort x ray and tia cmissions. and pritons to relativistic energies. The interaction of shocks.
even in imipulsive flare%. are usually less abrupt in tir particles. and magnetic fields generates Type 11 and Type
onset, and often continue to rise after the impulsive com- ;V meter-wave radio bursts IWhapter 11). The outward-
ponents are in decline. Complex flares show multiple im- propagating shock I(velocity - 1000 km/ds) is apparently also
pulsive phases. with e~ach impulse apparently being asso- the origin or solar protons (energies _- 10 MeV) that produce
ciated with a particular point in the 'flare. The impulsive terrestrial poilar cap absorption MPCA) and solar co- mic ray
comnponents pnibhbl originate in a process which accel- ground-level event IGLE), while the shock wave itself ar-
Crates electron% to energies exceeding 10 KeV. producing riving at the earth in ahout two days iSa cauCrof the sudden
hard x rays via electron-prtdon bremssvrahlung and micro- commencement phase of geomnagnet 'ic storms (Chapter 4).
waves via jyromsnchrotron radiation in the amibient mag- The origin of flares, particularly the processes of energy
netic fields iWhapter l1). Type Ill mecter-wave radio bursts storage and release as well as the triggering instability.
(Chapter 11). which may also occur during the impulsive remains a difficult theoretical problem. Obviously,, the local
Phase. have been attributed to the outward escape of some magnetic field is involved. Recent theories point to current-
of these elcttrons along open field lines. Recently obtained carrying magnetic configuratiopis in which field lines re-
hard x ray image-, %how the early stages (if the hiard it ray connect and simplity. The problem is observationally dif-
bursts occurring at loop footprints similar to the first optical ficult because the flare plasma parameters cannot he tracked
kernel brfighienng%. This -,uggests a commo-n eniergi'ing in sufficient spatial and temporal detail. Without the aid of
source in the loop, from whilch electrons are guided down- in situ measurements we are forced to rely upon observations
ward into the chnomnosphcre along the field lines. It is nt of secondary effects which detect the flare energy only after
clear whether the population of electro~ns producing the im- disordering processes have already occurred.
pulsive emiss.ions is best characteri~cd as the-rmal or noai-
trmral. Certainls the hard % rav kernels and Type Ill radio
bursts suggest a non-thermal directivits in the particles. If,
the energy distibhution is thermal. then temperatures ex- 1.2.7 Coronal Activity,
ceeding 10' K. and pos sihls even IW K. would he required
'in oirder it, produce the observed hard x ray continuum. The 1.2.7.1. Coronal Holes and Solar Wind. During Sky-
presence of proton,, with energies exceeding 310 MeV. as lab, pictures of the sun were taken regularly with a soft x-
evidenced hbs nuleargamina-ray ines in the impuisive phases ray telescope ITimothy et al..- 19751, while at the same time
of large flare,,, lends additional support to acceleration pro- 27-day recurrent geomnagnectic disturbances were occurring.
CcSes which produce nont thernmal distributions. It was noticed that when areas dark in x rays crossed the

A variety or phenomenia occur in response to violent central meridian near the sub-earth point, a geomagneticV
heating or magnetic rearrangem ent isssociated with flares. disturbance occurred" a few days later. This relationship
Surge, (Figure 1-2tsi are spike% or filaments of chroimo- 'persistcd. and thus the source of the disturbances, the long-
spheric material sent outward tvelocitv -- IM0 km/lsi by a puzzling -solar .44-reirlns. was finallN discovered, solving a
sudden change in the distrihution of magnetic field lines in riddle that hbid existed for decades. These dark areas named
the active region %tirprikingl%.. manv surges, are notA asso- coronal hole% iWigure 1-29) were shown ito he sources of
ciated with tdarcs. altho~ugh consersclv a large fractiosn (if high-speed solar wind streams MHSS) that es.entually im-
flare% seem ito generate surges. The material pushed upward pacted on the magnectosphere and caused the disturbances.
in a surge usuall% descends along its 'original traiectors'. The For mnore information on IISS see Chapter 3.
latter characteristic distinguishes surges from sprav's I Figure Subsequent work oin the nature of coronal holes has

l-2 whcharehig vlocity (exceeding the solar escape shw-ta vte are somewhat cooler thy 5MX)000 K) than
velocit%. 671 Ikm si e'plosi'.e t-jections associated with cer- surrounding areas and up ito an order of magnitude less
tamn flare'. dense. %cc 'Table 1-3. They also coincide with large areas

The intense heatinte in flares usually "ev aporates- the of open magnetic field. It is thus hypo)thesired that an open
chuniiospherc near the bases, of ma'.-iiettc loops The heated, field provides an unrestricted path for the propagatio-n of
gas then rise' to fill thc loop with soft x raN~-emitting pltsn'. solar wind into interplanetar% space resulting in high solar
OptiskillN. these pevvflarc hsop% or listp prf'mme-rc ;Ire wintl speeds that deplete the matter in the holes and carry
often ohscred to~ form in the laite tages (it large tmo-yihbon awa% internal energy ithus the lower density and tempera-
flires i F ures Y% h enhanced soft x ra% and ul'ras iolct ture I
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1.27.2 Streamers. Earlier speculation on the source or this complicated pattern of fields is drawn out into space. ~ ...

M-regions had centered on sirramers. which are long. ra- a very comiplex neutral sheet or current sheet sepitrating the
dially-orinted bright regions or the corona. Recent research two polarities develops (Figure 1-30).
has shown that streamers can he detected even at the orbit As this pattern sweeps by the earth (or any other point
of the earth. The signatur *e of streamers J Borrini et al.. 19811 near the ecliptic), it results in several days of one IMF,
consists of low solar wind velocity Ion the order of 350 polarity. followed by a sudden reversal and several days of
kmi/s). an increase in lensity and a decrease in the He/H
ratio. These events appear to be coincident with secterr.
boundarv passages.. wshich are sudden reversals of t in-
terplanctary magnetic fieldjIMFi that often separate HSS
from one another (Section 1.2.7.3).

6'C
1.2.7.3. The Solar Current Sheet. In the upper corona.
magnetic fields tend to, he mostly radfially oriented and to
reflect che polarity of the large-scale average field underlying.
them. Opposing fields in such large quasi-unipolar regions
tend to reconnect at low altitudes, resulting in a single po- Pik
larity remaining at high altitude drawn out from the sun by
the solar wiind. As the fields are stretched, they remain
attached to the rotating sun "beneath" 'them, and each field
line becomes a spiral (Chapter 3. Figure 2. . Figure 1.301 Sc~hemitic illusttitont'fthc % arped solar curlcnt set This

Although the sun tends to have a dominant polarity in undulating surface doi&, idc% M reiu n inicrplanciay spaxe
hav ing negiacict ild pwtniiatj aua 1 tnMo airiard the suneach hemisphere. polarities from one hemisphere often in- Th ftcgkvn t;-fl%d byte dija'ran as jpnmsarntl% 201

trude partially into the other. Thus as the iun re-tates and Wsrinaimucal units IHaiamaia and Aka'.olu_ 19821
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the opposite polarity This yields a regular pattern of mag- electromagnetic and particle emissions connected with solar

netic sectors separated by sector boundaries. which as we flares. However, minor effects may occur due to the vari-
saw above are the signatures of coronal streamers sweeping ation of radiation from the very highly-ionized elements of
by the earth. Distortions of the IMF also occur as the flare the corona. As solar active regions and their associated
streams overtake slower streams and shocks are generated streamers grow and decay, rotate across the disk. and change

(Chapter 3). For further information refer to Hakamada and in number with the solar cycle., the amount of high-energy .-

Akasofu 119821. radiation falling on the ionosphere varies slowly. Parameters
such as the Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF) for long-

range communications are partially controlled by the struc-

he. Transients. Skylat observations demonstrated ure of the corona, and knowledge of this structure aids in
the existence of a phenomenon never before observed out- the prediction of such parameters.
side of radiot frequencies in the upper corona: the coronal Indirect effects of the corona are manifested through
rransit'r. Fast motions had been observed in the lower propagation of coronal parameters to the earth by means of
corona. but the limited height range observable with ground- the solar wind (Chaptr 3). Since slar wind conditions are
bastd coronagraphs gave n. indic.ition of their enormous directly controlled by the corona, the velocity, density, and
size. Skylab showed huge bubble-shaped disturbances rising magnetic field direction and magnitude of the solar wind
through the ctwona and expanding until their sie approached are all determined at or near the' solar surface. It is these . ,

that of the sun itself (Figure 1-31). As they enter the inter- parameters that determine whether a geomagnetic disturb- . .

ance will occur. Geomagnetic disturbances generally indi-
cate the onset of a wide variety of particle and electro-
magnefic-radition effects irt the geosphere. which together -, -

or separately have wide-ranging effects on a number of
systems. In addition. Altrock 119801 has found that even if
conditions in the, solar wind are not conducive to the onset
of a geomagnetic disturbance, changes in upper-atmospheric
density may occur that affect satellite orbits. The change Y-J..

may be connected with the passage of streamers at the earth. . -.

Thus, in order to predict and/or protect against such detri-
mental effects, it is essential to have a thorough observa-
tional and theoretical understanding of processes in the solar

corona.

1.2.8 Solar Variability and Climate

While the spectacular and explosive events associated ...-
with solar flares have immediate consequences upon the~~geophysical environment. the radiant energy output of the

sun is a fundamental factor controlling the earth's climate.

Although we dnot yet have a firm, quantitative measure
of the sensitivity of the earth's climate and weather to changes

Figure i-.1 Whit-light pht itriph of a coninai iranwaerf ,itained %ith in the solar irradiance. climatologists estimate that the earth's
t de iI %1mudL (Nstnjvsi h teshh- o-omiraph ex- mean surface temperature would change by about I K in
perltnt tin %ksljb Th b- ik circi e i% nk th ,un but the respons to a sustained l% change in the total solar irra-oclt ing dll t c h of i1ic" intarunr.-n! u,,.d to N,%:k tA thitito- "

tir lighi T .Ttioe o iv, tmuc i% t, milar radii This diance. The effects of a' small change in the mean temper-
paicular trn'eni trasci'd ,tard frnm the Nun at asiu, ature could be large. An increase of two or three degrees.
'4141 kn, for example, would suffice to melt the polar icecaps. raise

the sea level by everal hundred feet and flxd large areas
of present coastland. On the other hand. a one degree de-

planetary medium, the transients may generate a shock wave crease would have a significant adverse impact on the major
that sweeps out into space. Their origin has been traced to grain producing regions of Europe and North America. and
s urge or prominence eruptions, a decrease of perhaps ten degrees would probably result intotal glaciation of the earth.

1.2.7.5 Coronal Induced Disturbances. Direct effects Fortunately. the total solar irradiance appear, to he rel-
of the corona on communications and electronic systems on atively constant, although this fact has proven rather difficult
and near the earth come mainly through the very short-lived to verify. Ground-baed irradiance measurements require

1-22
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t lrg corrections for atmospheric absorption. which is both 1.2.9 Predictions of Geophysia" ,,

highly selective and variable. Consequently. such measure- Disturbances
ments cannot achieve in acc. -acy better than ± 0. 2%. 4

Measurements from spacecraft have untilI only recently been 1.2.9.1 Flare Prediction. Flare-induced geophysical
Lmited to a comparable accuracy d-- to detector drift prob- disturbances adversely affect many communications, nay-
lems caused by exposure to the harsh space environmeit. igationr. and other electronic systems. Therefore daily pre-

The variability of the solar irradiance in the ultraviolet dictions for the level of flare activity are issued by the joint
and radio portions of the spectrum is well-established (Chap- USAF/NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
tens 2 and 11) and is clearly associated with various man- isiration) Space Environment Service.- Center (SESC) lo- ~ .4~

ifestations of solar magnetic activity such as flares. Fur- cated in Boulder. Colorado. working with Air Force Global
thoereore. the SMM radiometer measurements have clearly Weather Central (GWC). Offutt Air Force Base. Nebraska.
detected short-term fluctuations of 0.1 -0.2%~ in the total Present techniques for preparing solar forecasts are based
irradiance ( Figure 1-32) that cu-relate with the passage of on empirncal relationships between flare occurrence and other -

large sunspot groups across the face of the sun. However, active region paranmeters such as sunspxot group type. mag-
longer term trends have been more difficult to establish.- netit comtpleciity, and region evolution characteristics.
Because there is no long term information from space-borne IMost of the data used at SESC is provided by the Solar
instruments, ground-based measurements still provide the Electro-Optical Network (SEON 1 operated by the USAF Air
best information concerning such trend, There is some Weather Service. SEON consists both of optical telescopes
marginal evidence. based on masuremecnts of light reflected (SOON - Solar Observing Optical Network) and radio tel-
from solar system bodies as well as'direct radiometry. for escopes (RSTN - Radio Solar Telescope Network). The
a slight increase of about 0.4% in total irradiance between selection of the final SEON site (southeastern Italy) was (;v

1968 and 1978. On the other hand. other ground-based announced in September 1982. SOON Nites are located at
radiometric measurements show ito evidence for any vari- five (four sites already operational in 1980) widely-spaced . .

atio exceeding 0.2% over the 310 year interval from 1923 longitudes. providing continuous 24-hour monitoring ca-.,-
to 1952. For more information refer to, White 11977 1. pability. SOON provide% data on solar magnetic contigu-
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itiofs, sunspot types and locations, and chromospheric capability oftedata. tw echnique, sn variation .of ~
uiracteristics. Four SEON sites compose RSTh. which multivariate discnimirant analysis (MYDA) developed at
onitors solar background radio emission (10-cm flux) as AFGL, has result..d in an objective flare forecast superior

-ell as the type and sizes of flare-associated radio bursts. to the presei'ny-uso, subjectively-derived forecasts.
EON issues immediate reports of flare occurrences, im-
ortance, and locations for use at SESC and GWC.

The near-real time acquisition of solar data by SEON 1.2.9.2 Coronal Disturbance Prediction. SESC also 1
nd other observatories, as well as present and planned predicts geomagnetic disturbances due to coronal fluctua-
itellite monitors, is making available daily a large number tions as part of its daily program. Primary jata sources come
fparameters for each active region on the solar disk. This from the National Solar Observatory's Sacramento Peak
mass of data lends itself to computer program-, using so- coronal photometer and Kitt Peak He[ 10830 A patrol, and
histicated statistical procedures to maxiMi7C the predictive the UCSD's radio scintillation program (Sction 1. 1 .3.4).

-- AA
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Chapter 2

SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIANCE

Section 2.1 L.A. Hall
Sections 2.2-2.8 L.J. Heroux and H.E. Hinteregger

.1 SOLAR UV IRRADIANCE IN THE Table 2-1 gives the solar spectrum in I-angstrom av-
STRATOSPHERE erages from a measurement made on 19 April 1978 at Hol-

.1.1 Solar Spectrum Between 2000 and 3000 A l~k oman AFB, N.M. The data in Table 2-1 were taken at a _

balloon float altitude of 41.4 km at 1022 h local time. The

Solar radiation incident on the earth's atmosphere is solar zenith angle was 29.6 and the ozone column density
sorbed in the spectral range 2000-3000 A by stratospheric above 41.4 km was about 2.7 x 10'1 molecules/cm 2. Fur-

one in the Ha.tley band. This absorption is an almost ther details and a description of the instrumentation and its
"uctureless continuum having a maximum near 2550 A calibration are given by Hall 19811..-
d falling almost symmetrically on both sides. The ab- ,'
rption of solar radiation in this range provides the energy 2.2 SOLAR CONSTANT AND SPECTRAL
r stratospheric photochemistry and is the major part of the IRRADIANCE
-at input which produces the local temperature maximum
the stratopause around 50 km. 2.2.1 Solar Constant
Measurements of the 2000-3000 A spectrum in the strat-

phere can be made up to about 40 km by means of high- The solar constant S is the total solar radiative energy
titude balloons. Only about 3% of the total ozone column at the top of the earth's atmosphere corrected for the mean
:nsity remains above 40 kn" but at 2550 A where the sun-earth distance. The solar constant or total solar irradi-
#sorption coefficient of ozone beaks, only 3% of the in- ance expressed in units of watts per square meter (W/m2 ) t
dent solar radiation penetrates to 40 km at local noon and is the largest contributor to the earth's energy budget. There ' "
10 latitude. This can be seen in Figure 2- I, where the bowl- have been several measurements of the solar constant as
aped depression between 2900 and 2200 A is caused by summarized by Frohlich (19771. The most probable value
:one absorption (see Chapter 21). for S proposed by Frohlich is S 1373 - 20 Wim2 .

I0" . " ...- *'.

2000 2200 2400 WAEENT2600 -(00 3200o '-,':. " *'::

200 /

ure 2-1 The solar wiane in i-A intervals at 39.5 km in the stratosphere, Measurements made on 21 April 1977 with a solar zenith angle of 312022020202003Ia-131. Iq~l). : " . .
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IAPTER 2

le 2-1.Wwirrdiancm at 40 km.

One Angstrom averages centered on the wavelength in units of 10" ph cm-2 s- A-'
A 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

)00 0.470 0.551 0.519 0.688 0.649 0.623 0.661 0.748 0.674 -0.695
10 0.802 0.623 0.727 0.678 0.642 0.821 0.760 0.766 1.03 0.934
20 0.907 0.809 0.897 0.983 1.00 0.648 0.613 0.827 0.861 •  0.940 ..,
30 1.04 1.09 0.909 0.952 0.929 1.13 0.950 1.13 0.905 0.732
40 0.879 1.15 1.21 1.05 1.01 0.968 1.25 1.08 1.13 1.09
50 1.09 1.23 1.09 .1.30 1.10 0.943 1.21 1.26 0.981 1.15
60 1.16 1.07 0.754 1.20 1.14 1.12 1.04 1.02 1.12 1.25
70 1.27 1.36 1.35 1.42 1.36 1.54 1.39 1.55 1.29 1.35
80 1.34 1.30 1.32 1.43 1.21 1.35 ..70 1.51 2.22 .. 39
90 1.50 1.99 1.86 2.61 1.71 2.06 2.22 2.00 2.72 2.05

100 1.58 2.62 3.75 1.68 1.86 3.56 3.07 3.21 2.41 1.78
10 1.74 3.28 4.27 2.04 3.01 1.95 4.17 4.49 3.22 3.14
20 5.31 3.42 2.79 2.00 1.04 1.78 3.29 3.06 3.18 3.43 .-

30 1.79 2.81 2.39 3.02 2,67 1.84 2.83 4.11 2.89 1.71
40 2.61 5.13 3.78 4.11 4.15 3.33 2.85 2.91 2:98 4.04
50 3.40 2.55 2.81 4.16 3.50 3.51 2.93 1.84 1.80 1.85
60 .2.74 3.78 2.94 3.72 2.78 2.99, 1.51 1.40 3.07 1.63
70 2.94 2.67 3.51 2.73 2.27 1.76 2.89 2.47 1.54 3.60
80 4.27 4.53 4.40 4.45 2.60 3.76 3.33 1.58 3.92 1.98
90 4.16 2.90 2.27 5.54 4.38 2.85 1.92 3.18 4.66 4.34

z0 3.03 1.83 3.80 4.60 4.64 4,01 3.47 3.15 1.68 3.18
10 1.55 1.10 1.74 4.23 2.26 3.34 2.17 1.26 160 3.20
20 3.29 3.67 3.85 2.32 3.64 .3.13 2.60 .2.49 3.40 3.10
30 3.04 2.01 4.06 5.33 4.42 4.65 4.52 4.12 2.75 3.27
40 4.20 2.86 3.25 2.73 2.20 3.48 3.29 4.04 4.00 2.43
50 2.97 2.22 3.37 2.65 2.13 2.82 2.12 2.90 2.12 3.41
60 1.44 2.12 2.62 1.76 1.78 1.45 1.60 1.33 1.57 1.25
70 1.34 1.47 1.40 1.79 1.35 1.92 1.28 1.86 1.90 2.17
80 1.39 2.75 2.87 1.95 2.12 2.83 2.02 1.18 2.30 1.94
90 1.45 161 1.75 1.79 1.89 1.77 2.58 1.08 0.858 1.25

300 1.30 1.42 1.85 1.08 1.80 1.98 2.62 2.39 1.87 1.54 per
10 1.33 0.838 1.03 1.01 0.957 2.18 1.50 1.44 1.68 1.56 .,p
20 0.624 1.09 1.40 2.10 2.01 1.18 0.768 0.954 1.42 1.56
30 1.25 1.11 0.914 0.659 1.24 1.13 1.67 0.954 0.577 0.714
40 0.914 1.09 1.19 0.565 0.451 0.626 0.718 0.784 0.489 0.758
50 1.17 0.974 1.24 1.49 1.10 0.653 I.38 1.17 1.17 0.628
60 0.505 0.815 0.785 1.22 0.744 0.601 0.838 0.522 0.719 0.717
70 0.887 0.937 1.11 0.704 0.457 0.626 0.721 0.993 0.846 0.525
80 0.604 0.374 0.281 0:279 0.448 0.631 0.665 0.683 0.430 0.323
90 0.583 0.831 0.583 0.637 0.549 0.279 0.200 '0.365 0.542 0.276

400. 0.472 0.567 0.479 0.496 0.322 0.193 0.340 0.210 0.430 0.442
10 0.363 0.190 0.346. 0.327 0.317 0.428 0.484 0.540 0.516 0.471
20 0.589 0.592 0.702 0.456 0.449 0.479 0.507 C. 736 0.529 0.444
30 0.535 0.585 0.436 0.392 0.496 0.242 0.397 0.410 0.518 0.340
40 0.359 0.542 0.507 0.434 0.390 0.448 0.391 0361 0.271 0.332 .... ..,,.
50 0.319 0.285 0.234 0.286 0.243 0,299 0.256 0.256 0.3? 0.234
60 0.299 0.252 0.206 0.220 0.257 0.234 0.267.. 0.272 0.291 0.321 -e
70 0.270 0.304 0.294 0.140 0.366 0.307 0.316 0.280 0.259 0.209
80 0.197, 0.315 0.239 0.109 0.134 0.211 0.267 0.215 0.123 0.161
90 0.121 0.073 0.165 0.204 .0.249 0.340 0.268 0.300 0.271 0.278

'2 " '"'.
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SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIANCE

Table 2-1. (Cn .mind)

One Angstrom averages centered on the wavelength in units of 10" ph cm-2 s-' A-'

A 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2500 0.323 0.151 0.241 0.289 0.326 0.292 0.218 0.129 0.245 0.294

'1O 0.346 0.185 0.235 0.234 0.146 0.159 0.104 0.14 '0.138 0.109

20 0.188 0.183 0.168 0.117 0.117 0.172 0.186 0.173 0.129 0.101

30 0.162 0.244 0.229 0.224 0.185 0.200 0.159 0.171 0.229 0.193

40 0.269 0.169 0.224 0.282 0.276 0.259 0.184 0.227 0.254 0.197

50 0.200 0.249 0.410 0.221 0.410 0.270 0.342 0.255 0.349 0.495

60 0.371 0.417 0.297 0.262 0.339 0.394 0.689 0.418 0.564 0.575

70 0.725 0.509 0.593 0,681 0.682 0.413 0.288 0.509 0.594 0.623

80 0.856 0.962 0.781 0.441 0.641 0.370 0.189 0.422 0.470 0.788

90 0.866 0.561 0.558 0.529 0.320 0.685 0.605 0.526 0.258 0.195

2600 0.243 0.510 0.685 0.663 0.515 0.504 0.291 0.191 0.425 0.493

10 0.566 0.393 0.251 0.435 0.300 0.696 0.722 0.554 0.415 0.692

20 0.772 0.696 0,528 0.841 0.796 0.665 0.436 0.666 0.462 0.640

30 0.597 0.346 0.473 0.781 1.23 1.23 1.45 1.60 2.14 2.08

40 1.60 1.66 1.71 2.75 1.99 1.85 1.63 1.84 1.33 1.31

50 1.84 1.63 1.84 2.15 2.05 3.06 1.86 2.49 2.29 2.14

60 2.53 2.43, 1.82 2.39 1.63 2.63 2.25 1.90 3.07 2.50

70 1.96 3.74 1.90 1.78 . 3.40 3.17 3.21 2.18 2.71 1.65

80 2.48 3.16 2.88 2.90 2.96 2.57 3.61 3.30 2.94 3.00

90 2.36 2.90 3.94 3.10 3.76 2.16 1.94 3.44 2.90 2.70

2700 5.25 4.00 2.96 5.02 3.74 5.70 3.86 3.62 4.34 3.19

10 4.45 4.35 3.79 5.92 2.91 3.27 3.98 4.62 3.49 1.21

20 2.44 1.81 3.78 4.08 2.89 3.58 4.13 3.96 3.48 6.37

30 6.98 4.15 5.56 4.42 3.52 4.30 5.25 1.63 4,18' 3.32

40 2.47 3.90 3.14 2.20 2.55 4.65 3.55 1.73 4.11 2.38

50 2.03 4.25 6.45 6.19 4.60 4.22 1.80 4.23 8.10 9.87

60 7.34 8.71 4.90 6.28 7.22 11.7 9.70 7.86 7.55 6.31

70 9.44 10.4 7.00 10.3 10.6 9.03 8.83 8.22 5.85 7.13

80 5.79 5.78 7.57 6.18 6.61 7.15 7.38 6.95 5.01 5.86

90 4.79 4.10 3.81 3.31 2.44 3.68 4.43, 2.38 2.59 3.59

2800 3.79 3.07 2.56 5.27 2.95 3.97 5.39 5.61 7.01 8.34

10 8.58 8.87 8.80 8.66 12.9 15.7 14.2 13.8 15.0 15.7

20 19.1 17.1 18.0 15.7 22.7 21.1 13.9 21.1 19.5 19.7

30 24.4 24.6 17.8 26.6 23.3 19.1 12.4 24.9 23.9 26.0

40 21.9 19.0 26.7 18.4 15.8 25.4 17.2 14.7 11.9 10.9

50 7.65 5.92 2.60 4.87 7.64 10.8 12.2 15.8 18.7 21.5

60 29.5 24.4 31.8 28.1 30.7 29.3 38.0 27.1 26.5 21.8

70 33.6 40.8 42.1 39.7 24.6 37.9 30.3 33.7 38.4 22.3

80 25.1 12.2' 10.2 24.2 29.0 47.5 41.4 41.8 39.2 44.9

90 40.2 38.0 50.4 34.8 47.7 46.7 62.4 60.3 54.6 59.9

2900 73.1' 80.5 54.4 69.0 75.2 83.2 67.7 70.0 61.5 64.8

10 65.1 64.6 58.9 101 67.3 63.0 62.3 71.6 55.8 71.9

20 67.4 73.5 72.2 70.9 55.2 65.8 48.9 60.1 59.2 32.3
30 91.7 76.2 92.1 69.4 71.6 98.9 .74.4 26.9 62.6 51.6
40 83.4 55.7 62.5 91.3 63.8 66.6 103 70.7 26.1 42.3

50 0;3.2 87.9 92.0 105 31.6 90.5 87.0 57.2 85.7 102

60 73.1 73.7 97.7 112 87.0 42.9 53.2 26.0 77.7 70.1

70 34.5 69.9 79.8 39.0 71.9 106 81.6 113 123 85.4

80 86.0 67.8 41.8 68.1 34.6 45.3 51.7 63.2 67.3 ' 76.0

90 110 106 87.0 82.9 56.9 40.3 94.0 92.4 110 69.1

2-3
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CHAPTER 2
Table 2-1. (Cominued)

One Angstrom averages centered on the wavelength in units of 10" ph cm" s-1 k'

A 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3000 46.3 25.8 61.7 36.8 57.2 93.5 90.1 54.5 46.8 65.9
10 69.0 110 54.5 101 85.2 82.8 83.4 89.5 54.6 45.2
20 48.5 14.7 62.1 109 76.4 97.4 41.2 108 133 104
30 100 93.5 104 139 120 118 132 78.3 43.3, 112
40 117 86.5 66.3 96.3 120 121 138 79.3 50.0 108
50 134 80.8 168 142 79.0 96.0 126 83.0 44.9 44.2
60 90.7 1I1 117 129 77.0 89.2 101 63.8 83.7 114
70 123 121 96.2 109 122 109 78.6. 134 107 107
80 125 115 67.6 103 101 144 150 96.9 77.3 134
90 85.1 81.2 90.6 30.5 73.2 117 113 47.4 96.9 105

Two rocket flight measurements of the solar irradiance The solar spectral irradiance S AX, defined as the irra-
were also reported by Willson et al. 119801. The total solar diance per wavelength interval AX . is plotted in Figure 2-
flux measurement for 29 June 1976 was 1368.1 ± 0.5 W/m2  2 for wavelengths longer than 3000 A. This figure is based
and for 16 November 1978 was 1373.4 -_ 2. These on data from Labs and Neckel between 3000 A and 3 tim,
measurements are within the error estim "hlich. and Thekaekara above 3 jIm. These sources of data are from

lL I'I' l'l', i-l I I ' i i IllI llllili
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.Figure 2-2. The solar spcctr:l irradiance for wavelengths longer than 3(Xx) A. Th- data between 3(X) A and 3 p m are from Lab, and Neckel and from
Thckackara above 3 Rm. These data are from a summary given by Pierce and Allen 119771.
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SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIANCE

a summary given by Pierce and Allen 119771. The spectral activity near the minimum value of activity for the I I-year
region above 3000 A accounts for approximately 99% of solar cycle. The irradiance values between I and 10 A are
the solar constant. Nearly all of this energy reaches the from Kreplin 119771. between 10 and 50 A from Manson
surface of the earth since atmospheric absorption of the 119771. and between 50 and 1850 A from the solar minimum
radiation is negligible. The irradiance in this wavelength reference spectrum of Heroux and Hinteregger 119781. The
region does not appear to vary with solar activity. Because irradiaRce between 1850 and 2090 A from Semain and Si-
this region is the principal source of solar energy, the vari- mon and between 2090 and 2300 A from Simon is from a
ation in the total.solar irradiance or solar constant is also summary of Delaboudiniere ct al. 1l978). The irradiance
small and is now believed to be less than 1 l%. between 2300 and 3150 A was measured by Mount and

Rottman 119811 in a rocket flight flown near solar maximum
of the present solar cycle 21. However, because the spectral

2.2.2 Solar Irradiance Between I and 3000 A irradiance in this longer UV wavelength region does not
For Solar Minimum' vary significantly with solar activity, these irradiance values

should also represent solar minimum conditions. In Table
The solar spectral irradiance for wavelengths below 3180 2-2, the solar spectral irradiance is giver, in units of photons

A at the top of the earth's atmosphere is tabulated in Table cm -s-I and in units of mW/m 2. which is also equivalent to
2-2 for 10 A wavelength intervals. The values of irradiance ergs cm 2-' . The fourth column in Table 2-2 gives the
for the wavelength range I to 2300 A are for levels of solar percentage of the total solar irradiance. s = 1373 W/m2 .

Table 2-2. Solar irradiance and cumulative irradiance for quiet sun at the top of the earth's atmosphere. S = 1373 W/m2. I mWm -2 = I erg cm-2 s-1

A

Wavelength Interval SA) 0
A (10' photons cm -2 s:t) mWm-2  %

I-10 0.0005 0.002 0.15 x 1V,
10-20 0.0014 0.002 0.29
20-30 0.0076 0.006 0.73
30-40 0.088 0.050 4.4
40-50 0.095 0.042 7.4

I- 50 0.193 0.102

50-60 0.055 0.020 8.9 x IV,
60-70 0.069 0.021 1.0 x I0-s

70-80 0.073 0.019 1.2
80-90 0.106 0.025 1.4
90-100 0.094 0.020 1.5

50-100 0.397 0.105

100-110 0.048 0.009 1.6 x 10--"
110-120 0.017 0.003 1.6
1120-130 0.014 0.002 1.6

130-140 0.009 0.001 1.6
140-150 0.062 0.008 1.7

100-150 0.150 0.023

150-160 0.082 0.011 1.8 x I0-1
160-1lF/ 0.115 0.14 1.9
170-180 0.782 0.089 2.5
180-190 0.787 0.085 3.1
190-200 0.602 0.062 3.6

150-200 2.37 0.261

200-210 0.292 0.029 3.8 x 10.
210-2210 0.266 0.024 4.0

2-5
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CHAPTER 2'
Tale 2-2. (CowimW)

A

Wavelength Interval S" 0
A (0 photons cm-2 s- 1) mWm-2  %

220-230 0.268 0.024 4.1

230-240 0.206 0.017, 4.3
240-250 0.531 0.043 4.6

200-250 1.56 0.137

25C-760 1.233 0.093 5.3 x 10-,
260-270 0.204 0,015 5.4

* 270-280 0.426 0.031 5.6
280-290 0.262 0.018 5.7
290-300 0.225 0.015 5.8

250-300 2.35 0.174

300-310 7.700 0.504 9.5 x 10"3
310-320 0.375 0.023 9.,7

* 320-330 0.020 0.001 9.7
330-340 O. 140 0.008 9.8
340-350 0.430 0.025

* 300-350 8.67 0.561

, 350-360 0.110 0.006 1.0 x 10-4

360-370 0.840 0.045 1.0 I
370-380 0.000 0.000 1.0

380-390 0.000 0.000 1.0
390-4M 0.014 0.001 1.0

350-400 0.964 0.052

400-410 0.161 0.008 1.0 X I-4

410-420 0.027 0.001 1.0
420-430 0.002 0.000 1.0

,430-440 0 .187 0.009 1.0

440-450 0.005 0.000 1.0

400-450 0.382 0.018

450-460 0.009 0.000 1.0 x 10-4

i 460-470 0.305 0.013 1.1
* 470-480 0026 0.00! 1.1

.480-490 0 053 0.002 1.1
* 490-500 0.173 0.007 1.1

450-500 0.566 0.023

500-510 0.163 0.006 1.1 x 10V
510-520 0.025 0.001 1.1
520-530 0.111 0.004 1.1
530-540 0..120 0.004 1.1
540-550 0.021 0.001 1.1

500-550 0.440 0.016

550-560 0.786 0.028 1.1 x 10-4

560-570 0.093 0.003 1. I
570-580 0.031 0.001 1.1

2A
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Table 2.2. ,C,,,,ul SOLAR ULTRAVIOkET IRRADIANCE

A

Wavelength Interval SA 0

A (109 phoons cm-' s-') mWm 2l %

580-590 1.270 0.043 1.1
590-600 0.155 0.005 I.1!
550 --60 2.34 0.080

600-610 0.530 0.017 I.1 x 10

610-620 0.017 0.001 1.1
620-630 1.832 0.058 1.2

630-&0 0.021 .0.001 1.2

640-650 0.062 0.002 1.2

600-650 2.46 0.079

650-660 Q.026 0.001 1.2 x 10-4

660-670 0.014 0.000 1.2

670-680 0.014 0.000 1.2

680-690 0.131 0.004 1.2

690-700 0.044 0001 1.2

650-700 0.229 0.006

700-710 0.369 0.010 1.2 x I0-4

710-720 0.072 0.002 1.2 *0 i

720-730 0.015 0.000 1.2

730-740 0.019 0.001 1.2
740-750 0,024 0.001 1.2

700-750 0.499 0.014

750-760 0.117 0.003 1.2 x 10
76G-770 0.340 0.009 1.2
770-780 0.323 0.008 1.2

780-790 0.587 0.015 1.2

790-800 10.516 0.013 1.2

750-800 1.88 0.048

800-810 0.111 0.003 1.2 x 10-4

810-820 0.143 0.003 1.2

820-830 0.184 0.004 1.2

830-840 0.857 0.020 1.3

840-850 0.305 0.007

800-850 1.60 0.037

850-860 0.392 0.009 1.3 x 10-4

860-870 0.504 0.012 1.3

870-880 0.643 0.015 1.3

880-890 0.833 0.019 1.3

890-900 1.071 0.024 1.3

850-900 3.44 0.079

900-910 1.487 0.033 1.3 x 10-4

910-920 0.502 0.011 1.4

920-930, '0.274 0.006 1.4

930-940 0.447 0.009 1.4

940-950 0.408 0.009 1.4
2-74i
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TWc 2-2r 2Gtouue

A

Wavelngth Interval 0A S., 0S1

A (I0' photons cm2 sl mWm.2  %

900-950 3.12 0.068

950-960 0.048 0.001, 1.4 x 10-4

960-970 0.058 0.001 1.4
970-984) 5.069 0.103 1.5
980-990 0.253 0.005 1.5 U
990-1000 0.439 0.009 1.5

950-1000 5.87 0. 119

1000-1010 0.119 0.002 1.5 x 10-4

1010-1020 0.222 0.004 1.5
1020-1030 3.671 0.071 .1.5
1030-1040 3.794 0.073 1.6
1040-1050 0.244 0.00 1.6

1000-1050 8.05 0.155

1050-1060 0.292 0.006 1.6 x 10
1060-1070 0.405 0.008 1.6
1070-1080 0.528 0.010 !.6
1080-1090 1.021 0.019 1.6
i090-1 100 0.599 0.011 1.6

1050-1100 2.85 0.054

1100-1110 0.083 0.001 1.6 x 10-4
1110-1120 0.022 0.000 1.6
1120-1130 0.679 0.012 1.6
1130-1140 0.045 0.001 1.6 I..'.

1140-1150 0.077 0.001 1.6

1100-1150 0.906 0.015

1150-1160 0.129 0.002 1.6 x 10-4
1160-'170 0.219 0.004 1.6
1170-1180 2.872 0.049 1.7
1180-1190 0.493 0.008 1.7
1190-1200 0.675 0.011 1.7

1 150-1200 4.39 0.074

1200-1210 4.855 0.080 1.7 x 10
1210-1220 251.774 4.114 4.7
1220-1230 0.636 0.0I0 4.7 *

1230-1240 1.480 0,024 4.8
1240-1250 0.640 0.010 4.8

!200-1250 259.39 4.24

1250-1260 1.080 0.017 4.5 x 10
1260-1270 0.930 0.015 4.8 1.%
1270-1280 0.750 0.012 4.8 U. "
1280-1290 0.500 0.008 4.8
1290-1300 0;860 0.013 4.8

2-8 .;.
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SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIANCE

Wavelength Interval *AA0

A MPPhtons cm-1 s-1) mWm 21

1250-1300 4.12 0.065

1300-1310 4,585 0.070 4.9 x 1
1310-13-10 0.780 0.012 4.9A
1320-133A) 0.780 0.012 4.9
1330-13140 5.300 0.079 4.9

1301300.920 0.014 4.9

1.300-1350 12.37 0.187

135021360 1.47 0.022 5.0 xIV ~ '

1360-1370 1.05 0.015 5.0
1370-1380 1.13 0.016 5.0
1380-1390 1.04 0.015 5.0
1390-1400 2,70 0.038 5.0
1350-1400 7.39 0.106

1400-1410 2.70 0.038 5.1 x 10-4-A
1410-1420 1.59 0.022 5.1f
1420-14-30 1.90 0.02;i 5.1
1430-1440 2.10 0.029 5.1
1440-1450' 2.10 0.029 5.1

1400-1450 10.39 0.144

1450-1460 2.30 0,031 5.2 x 10-4L

1460-1470 .3.00 0.041 5.2e
1470-1480 3.80 0.051 5.2
1480-1490 3.70 0.049 5.3 '~i~

1490-1500 3.40 0.045. 5.3

1450-1500 16.20 0.217

1500-1510 3.90 0.051 5.3 x 10-4'

1510-1520 4.50 0.059 5.4
1520-1530 5.50 0.072 5.4
1530-1540 5.90 0.076 5.5 .

1540-1550 9.50 0.122 5.6

1500-1550 29.30 0.380

1550-1560 8.80 0135,6 x 10'
1560-1570 9.00 0.114 5.7
1570-1580 7.70 0.097 5.8
1580-1590 7.10 .0.089 5.9
1590-1600 7.20 .0.090 5.9

f550-1600 39.80 0.503

1600-1610 7.90 0.098 6.0 x IV~
16!0-1620 9.40 0.116 6.1
1620-1630 11.10 0. 136 6.2
1630-1640 12.00 0:146 6.3
1640-1650 15.30 0.185 6.4
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T*I, 2-2. (Coitimd FRI

Wavelength lnteival IOU _u__

A (10' photons cm, S-') mWm2l%
1600-1650 55.70 0.681
1650-1660 25.00 0.300 6.6 x 10-4

1660-1670 18.40 0.220 6.8
1670-1680 23.00 0.273 7.0
1680-1690 26.99 0.318 7.2
1690-1700 37.02 0.434 7.6

1650-1700 130.41 1.55

1700-1710 43.00 0.501 7.9 x 10- 4E

1710-1720 43.99 0.510 8.3 .t
1720-4730 45.98 0,530 8.7
1730-4740 41.99 0.481 9.0
1740-1750 50.02 0.569 9.4

1700-1750 224.98 2.59

1750L-1760 56.99 0.645 9.9 x IV~
1760-1770 61.97 0.698 1.0 x 103
1770-1780 74.02 0.828 1.1

17017080.99 0.901 1.2
1790-4800. 82.96 0.908 1.2

1750-1800 356.93 3.99
1800-1810 103.00 1.13 1.3 x 1I0-

1810-1820 126.00 1.38 1.4
1820-IM3 132.02 1.44 1.5
1830-1840 131..96 1.43 1.7
1840-4850 110.95 1.20 1.7

I800-i85O 603.93, 6.57

1850-1860 190.51 2.04 1.9 x 01

1860-1870 237.55 2.53 2.1
1870-1880 .265.25 2.81 2.3 .~

1880-1890. 279.95 2.95 2.5
1890-1900 293.84 3.08 2.7
1850-1900 1267.10 13.41

1900-1910 293.48 3.06 2.9 x10-
1910-1920 332.62 3.45 3.2
192D-1930 .347.92 3.59 3.4
1930-1940 254.26 2.61 3.6
1940-1950 446.52 4.56 4.0 ___

1900-1950 1674.80 17.27

1950-1960 427.16 4.34 4.3 x 1()-3

1960-1970 485.73 4.91 4.6
1970-1980 487.21 4.90 5.0
1980-1990 492.68 4.93 5.3
1990-2000 552.41 5.50 5.7

1950-2000 2445.19 24.58
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SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIANCE

Table 2-2. gCfAvr.lnd)

A

Wavelength Interval *J Su 0
A (!phoons cm 2 s-1) mWm 2  %

2000-2010 624.83 6.19 6.2 x i0-1 %

2010-2020 629.98 6.21 6.8

2020-2030 642.27 6.30 7.1

2030-2040 763.27 7.45 7.6

2040-2050 895.71 8.70 8.3

2000-2050 3556.06 34.85

2050-2060 919.75 8.89 8.9 x i03

2060-2070 964.77 9.28 9.6
2070-2080 1128.23 10.80 I'0 x 30

"2

2080-2(0 1270.13 12.10 1.1

2090-2100 2562.98 24.30 1.3

2050-2100 6845.86 65.37

2100-2110 2.72 x I0' 25.6 1.5 x 10-2 .
2110-2 1 20 3.52 33.31 1.7
2120-2130 ,2.92 27.3 1.9

2130-2140 3.81 35.4 2.2
2140-2150 4.81 44.5 2.5

2100-2150 17.78 x IC-' 165.90-.

2150-2160 3.74 x 10+3 34.5 2.8 x I0-2
2160-2170 3.48 31.9 3.0
2170-2180 3.72 34.0 3.2
2180-2190 5.07 46.1 3.6 €.-

2190-2200 5.60 50.7 3.9

21350-2200 21.61 x I0'  197.2 q.- "

2200-2210 5.42 x I0W 48.8 4.3 x 10-2

2210-2220 4.19 37.6 4.6
2220-2230 5.80 51.8 5.0
2230-2240 7.96 70.7 5.5
2240-2250 7.17 63.4 5.9

200-2250 30.54 x I0W' 272.3

2250-2260 6.95 x 103 61.2 6.4 x I0.2

2260-2270 5.34 46.8 6.7
2270-2280 5.50 48.0 7.1 ...
2280-2290 8.88 77.2 7.6
2290-2.300 7.18 62.1 8.3

2250-2.00 33.85 x 10-  295.3 .

2300-2310 6.88 x !0' 59.3 8.5 x 10-2

2310-2320 5.94 53.0 8.9 " ,

2320-2330 6.54 55.9 9.3
2330-2340 5.42 46. 9.6

2340-2350 4.87 41.3 9.9

2300-2350 29.65 x I0"  253.6

2-11
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TaW, 2.2 W('mehunh

Wavelength Interval ., S. 0
A 10' phot n cm s ' mWn%

6.78 x 10' 57.2 1.0 x 10'1
2.6-237(0 6.18 51.9 1.1 '
2370-238W 6.15 51.4 1.1 ',',

2380-2390 5.36 44.6 1.1
2390-241) 5.85 48.5 1.2

2350-2400 30.32 x i0' 253.6 . .

244X)-24 10 5.10 x 1o, 42.1 1.2 x 10-'
2410-2420 7.0) 57.6 1.3
240 -24340 9.39 76.9 1.3

24M-2440 8.49 69.3 1.4
2440-245 ) 7.73 62.8 1.4

24)-245 ) 37.71 x I0' 308.7

2450)-240) 6.46 x I01 52.3 1.4 x 30'
24.60-2470 6.79 54.7 1 5
2470-2480 7.50 60.2 1.5
248M-2490 5.43 43.4 1.6
249)-25(X) 8.18 65.1 .1.6 .'""

2450-2501) 34.36 x 10' 275.7

25W1-2510 7.66 x 10' 60.7 1.6 x I'
2510-2520 5.69 44.9 1.7
2520-2530 5.55 43.7 1.7 .
2530-2540 7.16 56. , 1.8 -
2540M-255) 8.17 63.8 1.8

25(0-2550' 34.23 x 10' 269.2

2550-2560 II. " x 10' 87.1 1.9 x 10'
2560-2570 14.6 113 1.9 " '
2570-2580 16.9 130 2.0
2580-259 16.1 124 2.1
2590-26X) 12.0 91.9 2.2 .- '.

255 )-2(A) 70.8 x 10' 546

26-X)-2610 11.9 x 10' 90.7 2.3 x 10
260-2620 12.9 98.0 2.3
2620-2630 13.5 102. 2.4
26.30-2640 25.1 189 2.5 L ...

2644-265) 32.4 243, 2.7
,2J()-2650 95.8 x I0' 723

265 (-2660 34.2 x 10' 256 2.9 x 10'
2660-2670 31.7 236 '3.1
2670-2680 33.0 245 3.3
2680-2690 31.8 235 3.4

.269O-2704) 32.4 238 3.6

2650-2700 163 x 10' 1210
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SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIANCE -,

Table 2-2. (rio.,lotod
)  .

, S.,AIS

Wavelen::th Intcrval u SM

A (I0 ph tons cm s') mWm % AI

270t-2710 35.7 x 10' 262 3.8 x 101'

2710-2710 29.3 214 4.0

2720-2730 26.0 190 4.1

2730-2740 28.6 208. 4.2 ____

2740-2750 18.2 132. 4.3

2700-2750 138 x 10" 1006 , +

2750-2760 21.2 x 10' 153 4.4 x 10'
2760-2770 32. I 23 I 4.6
2770-2780 -34.6 248 4.8 ...

2780-2790 24.9 178 4.9
2790-2800 13.3 95 5.0 .. *

2750-2" 126 x 10' 905

2800-2810 13.1 x 10" 92.8 5.1 x 10,
2810-2820 28.9 .204 5.2
2.820-2830 40.1 282 5.4
2830-2840 44.0 308 5.6 '
2840-2850 33.9 237 5.8

2800-2850 160 x 10 1124

2850-2860 22.6 x 10 157 5.9 x 10. -
2860-2870 46.9 325 6.2
2870-2880 45.7 316 6.4
2880-2890 44.4 306 6.6 .
2890-2900 63.9 438 7.0

2850-2900 224 x I0-  1542

2900-2910 81.6 x 10W 558 7.3 x 10'
2910-2910 77.1 525 7.7
2920-2930 68.3 464 . 8.1
2930-2940 73.9 0 8.4
2940-2950 69.2 467 '8.8

2900-2950 370 x 10' 2514

2950--,960 68.1 x 10' 458 9.1 x I0' 1
2960-2970 73 6 493 9.5
297(1-2.4, 61.1 408 9.8
1980-2990 64.0 426 1.0 x I

2990-300M 64.4 427 1.0

29501-3000) 331 x Ii', 2212-

3000)-3010 50.8 x 10' 336 1.1 .

3010-3020 59.3 391 I.I
3020-3030 61.5 417 1.I
3030-3040 77.7 509 1.2
3040-3050 74.9 , 489 1.2

3(XN)-+3050 326 1 I0' 2142

2-13
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CHAPTER 2
T"b~ 2-2. tfo.,nuew)

Wavelength Interval 40ASM 0

A (10" photons cm1s1) mWm 2

3050-3060 73.5 x 10' 478 1.2
3060-3070 71.9 466 1.3
.3070-3V80 79.0 510 1.3
.3080-3090 76.4 492 1.3
1090-3100 58.5 375 1.4

-3050-3100 359 x 10' 2321

3100-3110 78.5x 1(9 502 , 1.4
311 (-31.20 87.9 561 1.4 '..
311-0-3130 78.9 502 1.5
1130-3140 85.3 540 1.5
3140-3150 74.6 471 1.6

3,100-3150 405.2 x IOW, 2576

3150-3160 66.5 x 10' 419 1.6
3160-3170 77.8 4881.
3170-3180 105 657 1.7

contributed by the wavelength region shorter than the listed 'O 71-- ' T 7r'! 1=r-- I I I ,11

wavelength. For example, the solar irradiance for the entire ~l
wavelength region below 3000 A is I1% of the solar constant. '

The solar irradiance based on Table 2-2 is plotted for 0

20 A wavelength intervals in Figure 2-3. The pronounced

emission lines of elements abundant in the sun. The high fI..
levels of irradiance in the intervals 300-320 A and 1200- t 1
.1220 A originate primarily from thesoaemsinlesf
He 11 at 303.78 A and hydrogen Lyman-ct MH Ly-ca) at
1215.67 A. respectively. The solar spectrum above about .,.I

1500 A is essentially a continuum with absorption and emis- .0-

sion lines superimposed on the continuum. )AVLrT.1

2.2.3 Solar Iradiance Below 1200 A 0

The temperature oif the visible surface of the sun is about ;
6000 K. If the temperature is measured as a function of - i
distance outward from the surface of the sun, the temper-
ature decreases to about 4500 K at the top of the photosphcre
(near 500 kin) and increases gradually in the chromosphere .- A
which extends to about 2000 km. As can be seen in Figure
2-4. the temperature increases rapidly from about l0W to
5 x 10' K in a verv narrow transition region near 2000M
km. and then continues to increase gradually in the'corona
where 'the temperature can exceed 2 x 10"~ K. The solar
UV spectrum between I and 300 A is produced throughout .' .*o c- 250Q~ 2700 2900

this spatial region which encompasses a temperature range
from the photospheric minimum temperature of 4500 K tol0 .Figure 2-3. The solar spectral irradianicc between I and 300 A forathe corona!ltemperature of 2 x 16K quiet '.un at the top of the earth's atimophcre. The plotted

The solar spectrum between 3000O and 1 300 A is pro- value% are average% over 20 k intervals of wavelength.
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SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIANCE

cliltmol CRONAduced predominantly in the upper photosphere and lower
oin chromosphere. The dominant feature in this wavelength re-

gion is a continuum that becomes apparent near 1300 A and V.
increases in intensity toward longer wavelengths as is evi-

ox- dent in Figure 2-3. There are numerous emission and ab-
or sorption lines superimposed on the continuum. At wave-
F Ilengts shorter than about 1300 A, the solar spectrum consists%

a: 0=
w predominantly of sharp emission lines that originate from
CLtransitions in multiply ionized atomic species that are pro-

H 1 duced over the wide range of temperatures established in____
10 the chromosphere and corona. Figure 2-4 indicates the tem-

perature regions in which several of the ion species observed
1000 200 400 10000 0.00 40000 in the solar spectrum are produced. An example of the solar

HEIGHT ABOVE SOLAR LIMB (km) UV spectrum between 1300 and 270 A, measured on the A
NASA OSO 3 satellite by Hall and Hinteregger 11970], is 4:

Figure 2-4. The 4patial distribution of temperature in the solar chfro- given in Figure 2-5. The scattered light background beneath
sphere and corona. The temperature region of productioni of the spectrum is estimated' from a pre-flight calibration to

seveal mlttpy-totze speie' s alo giendecrease gradually from 150 counts near -120 A to 50 counts ~

11 I MARCH 1967 l*,..".
0942~~, UTHcot'

t1ooscr-sc

imm

10
1210 1019;0 900 00 0

WAVELENGTH (A)

NO. 610 **

H e I cont
2 Hell -7. .He

0'He 10~ photons cmar sec' 1

;xAJ1 2 SL

10

600 50(6 400 300

WAVELENGTH()20

- .----.------.-.--.-- NO. 611

Figure 2-5. The solar UV spectrum between 1301 and 270 A observed from the satellite OSO 3. The folding of the data for H Ly ct line at 1216 A is
introduced by the pulse counting circuitry IHall and Hinteregger. 1970)1.
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UIAPTER 2

ar 270 A. The reversal of the center of the intense hy- to the temperature region of formation of He 11 and Fe XVI,
)gen Lyman- a line at 1216 A is instrumental, caused by respectively. The reversal of the intense emission line of Fe
erflow o" the photon counter. The hydrogen continuum XV at 284 A is again instrumental, caused by overflow of
rich extends from about 911 A toward shorter wavelengths the photon counter.
the only significant continuum in the spectrum for wave-
tgths shorter than 1300 A. A detailed discussion of the 2.3 ABSORPTION OF SOLAR UV
ectrum shown in Figure 2-5 is given by Hall and Hinter-
ger 119701. 2.3.1 Absorption Below 3200

The solar UV spectrum between 300 and 100 A mea-
red in a rocket flight on 4 April 1969 is given in Figure Sola- radiation at wavelengths shorter than about 3200
6.' The figure is from a paper by Malinovsky and Heroux A is totally absorbed in the earth's upper atmosphere. Al-
9731 where the top of the atmosphere intensities of the
ies are also tabulated. For the wavelength interval 300-than 2 of
:0A.oc ca n s tat.Fo th smal gt interval 3h the total solar irradiance. t is the principal source of energy'.0 ,A . one can %cc that this sm all interv al of w avelength in t e u e r a m p e e nd c t ol th n u r l a g i :

in the upper atmosphere and controls the neutral and io~nntains multiplets of ions produced over a wide temperature composition, temperature, and photochemistry in the stit-
nge txtending from 2 x lot to 2 x IO"~ K, corresponding osphere, mesosphere, and thermosphere. The absorption of

solar UV in the earth's atmosphere for an overhead sun is
. , . . . . . , illustrated in Figure 2-7, which gives the altitude at which, -

. the rate of absorption at a particular wavelength is a max- '10"
2.0 imum. At these altitudes, solar radiation is reduced by a

.a factor of e- t = 0.37 of its value above the earth's atmos- ..

1.5l "_phere. The primary atmospheric constituents that absorb the
* •radiation in the different wavelength regions are also given

in the figure.

1.0 i ~ I
6. ' 2.3.2 UV Atmospheric/Ionospheric Processes

o'5[ "The absorption of solar UV radiation at wavelengths
1 ,shorter than 1027 A ionizes the primary atmospheric con-

, ' ' ' ds .,A stitu~nts 02 N2. and 0. This radiation is absorbed at alti- .

0 170 0o 19 200 220 tudes above about 100 km. The rate at which the ions 02 .Y .ELENGTH. N2 + and 0' are produced as a function of altitude is shown - ."

in Vigure 2-8. These rates were czlculated by using rocket
F I ... . measurements of solar UV intenste-, for 23 August 1912.

rem F.W The corresponding total producticr, ,ts of the three spc.a:s
of ions produced by radiation with.n scveral wavelength

0 F.u ,.X intervals of the solar UV spectrum are gven in Figture 2-9.

1. A detailed account of the .a' Y" t',u.s used to obtain these
sX . figures is given by Heroux et a. L 9741.

r'-, I 2.4 SOLAR UV IRRAPInANCE VARIABILITY

o.1 2.4.1 Sunspot Number and 10.7cir So'lar Radio Flux
o + q' uqtvrl ii III=

-5'ji ?tf L-n_ 1 , The sunspot number and the 10.7 cm (2800 MHz) solar

radio flux are uiw:d exiensively as indices of solar activity.
,' Eddy '119771 gives a review of sunspot observations that

' j' ' ,,have been made for several h'ndred years. Th, se records
04~4 '~clearly indicate that the suispots are indicators of solar

,220 230 240 250 260 270 ?0 290 activity. j, n additional diagram of the latitudinal distribution
WA/ELE'ETH (A) of sunspots during the period 1874-1976 is given by Yallop

and Hohenkerk 119801. The sunspot numbers for the present
igure 2-fl. The solar UV sp-ctrurn between IM0 and 3W) A obtained solar cycl! 21 are plotted in Figure 2-10. The values are

from a rocket flight on 4 April 1969. The folding of the data
for the Fe XV line at 284 A is introduced by the pulse counting the monthly mean .inspot numbers obtained from te Solar-
circuitry [Malinovsky and Heroux. 19731. Ceophysical Data Reports published monthly by the Na- ,'.; .

1-16
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SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIANCE

200

02 , N2 ,0 i/e

150 F REGION

E REGION
o 100
.I-

HD REGION

50 Ly03

O0 600 '1200 1800 2400 3000 '4000 6000

WAVELENGTH (a)
Figure 2-7. The altitude at which the rate of absorption of solar UV radiation is at maximum. The principal atmospheric constituents that absortb the

radiation in the different wavelength bands are indicated.

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). minimum of cycle 21. For comparison, the monthly mean
These reports also give the daily values of the sunspot num- values of the 10.7 cm radio flux for cycle 21 obtained from

* bers. The smoothed mean values of the sunspot numbers the NOAA reports are also given in Figure 2-10. Both in-
* for cycles 8-20 are also included in the figure. Each cycle's dices show a similar increase with increasing activity for
* beginning minimum has been shifted to coincide with the cycle 21, which began :n July 1976. The daily variations

*300 300 1 fl 111 1 1111

250 TOTAL 250--,

20 N

200 U 200

4- .* -,

150 5o

1 I00 too
- , " " *. .. **, ,,1 tl , ,,~t IIil

10 100 1000 Io too 1000
ION PRODUCTION RATE (cm- 3sec-1) ION PRODUCTION RATE (cm-3 sec-1 )

Figure 2-8. Production rates of 0', O"* and N,- and their totals as a Figure 2-9. Total production rates of 0. 0, and N2,- produced by
function of altitude. The rates were calculated by using rocket several wavelength regions of the solar UV spectrum. The
measurements of solar intensities between 1027 and 52 A of rates were calculated by using the solar intensities of 23

-* 2-3 August 1972 jHeroux et al., 1974). August i972 [Heroux et al. 1973].
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S Figure 2-10 Monthly mean sunspot numbers and 10.7 cm radio flux for solar cyc!e 21, which began in July 1976, The smoothed mean values of the
* sunspot numbers for cycles 8-20 were obtained by shifting each cycle's minimum value to coincide with the minimum of cycle 21.

* in both the sunspot number and the 10.7 cm flux can be Therefore, it is not surprising that the UV flux emitted from
significant. For November 1979, the mean value of the a wide range of regions in the solar atmosphere does not
sunspot number is 185, while' the daily values during the correlate well with the daily 10.7 cm flux emitted from a

-" month varied from a minimum value of 98 to a maximum' limited region in the solar atmosphere.
value of 302. For the same month, the mean value of the
10.7 cm flux was 232, while the minimum and maximum
values were 154 and 374, respectively. 2.4.2 Solar Cycle and UV Variability Below 2000 A

Although the 10.7 cm flux is a reliable indicator of the
general level of solar ,activity, the correlation between the The variation of the spectral irradiance from the mini-
solar UV flux in narrow wavelength regions and the daily mum through the maximum level of activity of a solar cycle
10.7 cm fluxis highly unreliable. Solar UV emissions orig- can be significant for wavelengths shorter than about 1800
inate from a wide range of temperatures, densities, and A. This variation is illustrated in Figure 2-11, where the
heights in the solar atmosphere extending from the lower ratic of the irradiance near solar maximum during January
chromosphere, the chromosphere-corona transition region, 1979 to the irradiance near solar minimum during July 1976

* and the corona. The 10.7 cm flux, however, originates pre- for solar cycle 21 is plotted for 25 A intervals of wavelength.
* dominantly from the upper chromosphere and lower corona. The data were obtained by Hinteiegger [19811 from the
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AFGL spectrometer on the NASA Atmosphere Explorer greater than 100 from solar minimum to maximum, although
(AE-E) satellite. Figure 2-1 i shows that the variation de- the ratio of the averaged irradiance in the interval 325-350
creases with increasing wavelength toward 1800 A. At A is a factor of 12.
wavelengths longer ihan about 2300 A the ratio approaches Figure 2-12 illustrates the relative variation of the selar
unity, and therefore solar activity has a negligible effect on spectral irradiance for several 50 A intervals in the 1400-
the spectral irradiance at these longer wavelengths. The 1750 A range, along with the hydiogen Lyman-a line, at
large ratios that art apparent at wavelengths below 500 A 1216 A. The variations for the Fe XV 284 A line emission
originate from highly ionized atomic species produced in and for two intervals of the 170-205 A'range are shown in
the solar corona. Individual lines that fall within the 25 A Figure 2-13. These data were obtained on the AE-E satellite
intervals can vary by a significantly higher ratio than that by Hinteregger 11980]. Each point represents the average
plotted in Figure 2-Il since the plotted ratio represents the of all measurements f - the, month. For comparison, the
irradiance averaged over several lines that fall within the monthly averages of the sunspot number R1 and the 10.7
wavelength interval. For example, the ratio of the corohal cm radio emission are included in the figures. These data
emission line of Fe XVI at 335.41 A increases by a factor illustrate that the variation of the itradiance with solar ac-
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l]Figur- 2-11I. The ratio of the solar spectral ifradiance near solar rnaximuimt during January 1979 to the ifradiance near solar ininimumn during July 1976
" ' for solar cycle 2 1. The ratios are plotted for 25 A intervals of wavelength {Hinteregger, 1981].
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~ U" 'Vl"~ '~'W' ""tivity between 1977 and 1980 depends upont the region of
300 production of the radiation in the solar atmosphere. The

variation of the H Lyman-u line that is produced in the
200 lower chromosphere is a factor of approximately 2.3, while

4g t'0 the variation of the Fe XV line produced in the corona is
"X 15 150 approximately 8.0 The variation of the photospheric radia-

tion in the wavelength interval I 700- 1750 A is only 1. 16.'
100 ~ ~ Ly- 100 This variation approaches 1.0 for wavelengths greater than

I 1216Aabout 2200 A.

-o-70 In addition to the variability of the solar UV irradiance
- ~over an Il1-year -yele. there is also a 27-day variation of

50-o - 5 solar UV associated with the period of solar rotation. The
1400-1450 A magnitude of the variation at different wavelengths depends

CO urupon the region of the solar atmosphere emitting the radia-
S30 0 C0;50A 30 tion. The variations of the emission lines from highly ionized

I ] species produced in the corona are significantly greater than
1600-15 OA 20 the variations of -lines produced in the lower chromosphere.1

20 I This is illustrated :- Figure 2-14 where measurements are
IS 700-i7SOA IS ~~plotted of the 27-day variation of svrlslreiso

to.1180 1 lines for May and June 1967 from an experiment on the
10 97,6ILILA1I11-ljI-A .1977 L97 0,501-0 t O 3 satellite [Hall and Hinteregger 119701. The vatriation

of the coronal Fe XVI lines at 335 A can be seen to be

Figure 2-12. Irradiance variation% at Aavclcngths from 1216 to 175 A significantly' greater than the variations of the other chro-
fnmm AL-E satellite measuremnents during soilar cycle 21 mospheric lines shown in the figure. The 27-day variation
IHinteregger. 19801. of the unresolved He 11 and Si Xl lines near 304 Ak has also

been measured over a period of almost two years (1967 to
1969) from an instrument flown on the 050 4 satellite by

300--300 Timothy and Timothy 119701.
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Chapter 3

SOLAR WIND
J. Feynmm

The solar wind or interplanetary medium is a fully ion- where r is the radial distance, p th: mass density, and u the
ized, electrically neutral plasma that carries a magnetic field radial velocity. The momentum equation for a fluid is written %
and streams outward from .the inner solar corona at all times, as
The wind is highly variable -n both time and space and fills
the interstellar region in the vicinity of the sun. This chapter du -dP GM,,
describes the observed properties of the solar wind in the pu dr -dr p - (3.2)

vicinity of the earth, including the undisturbed wind and P.'.
the magnetosheath and bow shock formed as the solar wind where P is the scalar pressure, G the gravitationa! constant,

flows around the earth's magnetic field, and M0 the mass of the sun. Energy conservation is given . -.
by

3.1 BASIC THEORY I d 1i 3 P\]
Irpu iU +--I

r2 dr 2 (3.3)

3.1.1 Simple Spherically Symmetric
Treatment - Id GM,, + r(r=U -7 - GM-" + s(r) .

The solar wind is the outer part of the sun's corona.
streaming past the earth. Chapman 119571 made an early where S(r) is an energy source or sink term. The corona is
estimate of the particle density expected in space at the orbit assumed to be a neutral electron proton gas so that
of the earth. He considered the expansion of a corona with
a temperature at the base on the orderof 10' K. He calculated p = n(m v, + me) = nm (3.4)
the coronal density profile assuming that the corona was in
hydrostatic equilibrium and found that the electron density where mr and m are the proton mass and m, the mass of
at the earth's orbit would he 10: or 10' particles/cm'. He the electron. For equal electron and proton temperture the -"it

also found that the pressure at large heliocentric distances pressure is given by
would be of the order of 10- dyn/cm 2. whereas estimates
of the interstellar pressure were in the range of 10 '2 or I1 'O P 2nkT. (3.5)
dyn/cm-. Thus. the hydrostatic corona could not be matched
with its boundary conditions in the distant heliosphere. This Parker further simplified the problem by assuming that the

treatment, although describing the sun in a ve'y simplified pressure and temperature were related by the polytropic law
manner, led Parker to postulate that the corona was not in
hydrostatic equilibrium and that. in fact. the coronal plasma
was flowing out from the sun continuously. Parker 119631 P = P,. (3.6)
treated the problem as that of a steady state spherically
symmetric fluid expansion. The equations that govern the wis r

behavior of such a system are the equations of mass. mo- where a is the polytropic index. An isothermal gas corre-
mentum, and energy conservation. The mass conservation sponds to ot = I and an adiabatic process to at 5/3. The

is expressed by assumption of the polytropic law effecti-,ely assumes a so-

lution to the energy conservation .equation with an implied .-

source term. Parker examined the solutions of the equations
I d for a range of -elections for a. See Parker 1]9631 or Hund- "d- W pu) 0. (3.1) hausen 119721 for further discussion and details.
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CHAPTER 3

The simplest case, but one tha illusuates important points I I I I
concerning the behavior of the solutions, is that of the iso-
thermal corona. Near the su the isothermal assumption is 3 CLASS 4

probably valid. Using the expressions for the density and
the polytrope law with a I, the momentum conservation

equation becomes n~M* 37d u n M G M.nC L A SS.2n l i -A T d 2 ,(3 .7 ) 2
2

Equation (3.1) for mass conservation is integrated to give

4imur2  onstant. (3.8) 1

: , ~that is, the flux through a sun centered sphere is a constant. I.,

Equation (3.8) can be used to eliminate the number density CLASS I
from Equation (3.7)(I

I du T 4kT GMo '
!u 2I2 -2 = 

2  (3.9)
u dr\ M) r r 0 2 4 6 _-

f/re

-* ~Assume that the temperature of the corona is such that- ,Au t temr i hFigure 3-1. Topology of solutions to the solar wind equations for the

sphecrically symmetric isodhennal case. The only solution that
T m ,can satisfy the boandary conditions of low velocityat the sun

4k' aid low pressure at large distances is the class 2 solution '1go ' IlHundhau~en. 1972). :

where f. is the base of the corona. The right hand side of
Equation (3.9) is negative in the range of r, < r < 'r where either maximum or minimum neai rc. These four classes of

solutions for the velocity are shown in Figure 3-1. The
GMjm physical solutions for the solar wind are members of the~~~(3.1|0) o ,

= -, class of solutions that satisfy the physically relevant bound- . .

ary conditions. Class I solution velocities approach zero
and r, is called the "critical radius." For r > r,, the right near the sun and at great distances. Class 2 is the unique
hand side of Equation (3.9) will be positive. For r = r, solution that has a low velocity near the sun, passes through
the right hand side must be zero. In that case, to make the the critical point, and has high velocity at great distances.
left hand side zero either Both class 3 and 4 solutions have high velocity near the

sun. Class 3 is the unique solution passing through the
2kT critical point and having low velocity at great distances.

u2(r,) _- (3.1 Ia) whereas class 4 solutions have high distant velocities. Since.
for the physical solutions, the velocity near the sun is small.

or class 3 and 4 solutions are immediately eliminated. Class
I solutions would give finite pressures at large distances'

I du and would result in the same problem of matching to the

u du0. (3.1 b) interstellar medium as did the hydrostatic corona. For'classu drT
r = r, 2. however,it can be shown that the expansion speed con- ,.

tinues to increase slowly as r -- , so that the density and
These two conditions expressed in Equation (3. I a and hence the pressure approach zero at infinity. Thus the class

b) define four classes of solutions to the set of simultaneous 2 solution satisfies the boundary conditions and represents
equations governing the model corona. If Equation (3. 1 Ia) the physically existing solar wind. Since according to Equa-
is satisfied then du/dr has the same sign for all r. that is, u tion (3. 11 a) the velocity at r, is equal to the velocity of
either increases or decreases monotonically with distance sound. this solution is supersonic for r > r,. 4

from the sun. If Equation (3. I1b) is satisifed, then u is Although the dicussion above is highly simplified [fol-

3-2
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SOLAR WIND
lowing Hundhausen. 19721 the essential characteristics are The velocity of the wind changes only slowly with radius
maintained in all more sophisticated 'treatments. That is, a beyond a few times the critical radius and will be approx-
family of solutions in every treatmeri cxists but the im- imated by a constant. The path followed by the fluid element
position of'the boundary conditions sei, , a finite number is determined by
of solutions that have low velocities at the sun. pass through
critical points where the flow becomes supersonic. and result I dr U, u
in a high finite velocity and zero pressure at infinity. r d U - rsin' (3.13)

The configuration of the solar wind magnetic field was
also treated by Parker 119631. Since the conductivity of the For constant u beyond r,, this is integrated to give
solar wind is extremely high, there is essentially no diffusion
of the plasma transverse to the magnetic field and the field -Cu
is said to be "frozen in" to the flow. The plasma carries the r - r. = ---- (4 - 4..) (3.14) ' ., %
field with it into space. If the sun were not rotating. the
field would extend straight outward in all directions but the Then for a spherically symmetric geometry V B 0 '
rotation causes the, field to appear wound up as shown in gives
Figure 3-2. In a spherica; system of coordinates (r. 4.)

B,(r. 4.0) B (r,4,
ORBIT OF EARTH . ) r

, B* (r, 0. 0) -B (r., 6,,. 0)- sin 0 (3.15) % -
' ",, ~ur ;--

B9 = 0.,~~P e.; .

0 The configuration near the solar equatorial plane is shown
0 in Figure 3-2. S....

30m300 00 m/ Transforming to a stationary coordinate system leaves ' -
I300 km/s the magnetic field configuration unchanged but in the sta-

tionary system there is an electric field

SE -ux B (3.16)

so that the direction of the plasma flow is radial rather than
,- along the field lines.

3.1.2 Further Considerations

Figure 3-2. The configuration of the interplanctary magnetic field in the This simple spherically symmetric solar wind theory was
equatorial plane for a %teady solar wind. The field winds up remarkably successful in predicting the existence of the wind
because of the rotation of the sun. Fields in low speed wind and estimating the velocity and density. However. it soon
will be mom wound up than those in high speed wind fParker.
19631. (Reprinted with permission from J. Wiley and Sons became apparent that the predicted velocity was lower than
C 1963.) that observed and the predicted density was too large. Re-

finements of solar wind theory have taken many approaches.
rotating with the sun. the velocity of a fluid element carrying none of them as yet completely successful. The earliest
the field is given by attempt at improvement was to consider the electrons and

protons as two fluids each expanding separately from the
U, = u sun. The particles within each fluid were interacting with. , -%.'

each other through large scale electric fields. This two-fluid -. .- ,j.'Ub = - rinO (3.12)
model produced results that were again too slow and too , .d

U= 0 dense, and the predicted total energy flux at I AU was twice
that observed. Later. observations showed that the solar

where u is the speed of the wind and w is the angular velocity wind came from restricted areas of the sun so that the ex-
of solar rotation (o = 2.7 x 10" rad/s). pansion of the wind was faster than the r2 appropriate to the

3-3
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CHAPTER 3

spherical case discussed by Parker 119631. Studies of the ecliptic. The transformations among the systems are given
effect o, this geometrical difference, however, showed that in Russell 119711.
although the acceleration of the solar wind at small distances
from the sun was increased markedly, the speed at I AU
was not raised appreciably. A possible cause for the speed 3.2.2 Magnetic Fields
of the wirl being higher than expected from simple theory '5-

is the e'tect of magnetohydrodynamic waves on the wind Observations of the magnetic field in the vicinity of the
in the sui ersonic region. Theory indicates these waves will earth show that the field is, on the average, in the spiral 110
exert a force on the solar wind tending to accelerate it. At direction predicted by the steady state model but that there
I AU. outward propagating Alfvdn waves (Section 3.2.5) are often large variations. The variations are ascribed to
are the predominant mode observed. Fast mode MHD waves several sources: waves, discontinuities, and certain large
(Section 3.2.5) propagating outward near the sun would also scale disturbanccs. These topics will be described in Section
accelerate the wind. Since this latter mode is strongly damped, 3.3. Here the basic large scale structure and average prop- ,.,

it is quite reasonable that if there was a wave flux near the erties will be described.
sun it would he lost before the wind propagated to I AU. The magnetic field in the solar wind is, as expected,
This consideration is important because fast mode MHD drawn out in a spiral such that the angle the field makes
waves are rarely seen at I AU. For both these wave accel- with the earth-sun line is a function of the velocity, low
eration mechanisms, an important problem is that the ex- solar wind speeds resulting in a tight spiral and faster speeds
istence of the required waves in the required region has not in a more radially aligned field. The angle increases with ,- .

been demonstrated. An alternative idea for wind accelera- distance from the sun. For the observed velocities of the
tion is that the electron thermal conductivity has been over- solar wind, the magnetic field has a spiral angle of about
estimated by using the classical values, and at the same 450 at the earth. The magnitude of the field is on the order
time, the thermal coupling between the electrons and protons of a few nanotesla (earlier literature used the term gamma,
has been underestimated. As with several other proposals t-Y = I nanotesla). An example of observed magnetic field
listed here. this seems to be an attractive possibility but the distributions is given in Figure 3-3a. b. and c lHirshberg,
observations and analysis have not been carried far enough 19691. The direction of the radial component (often referredto make a de~finitive test. to as the x component) is, of course, either towards or away

from the sun. Wilcox and Ness 119651 found that the field
typically maintains one of these orientations for many days

3.2 PARTICLE AND FIELD and then rapidly changes to the other. The region of space
OBSERVATIONS in which an orientation is maintained is called a "sector".

The sector orientation is usually determined on the basis of
one-hour or three-hour averages of the radial field compo- .'

3.2.1 Coordinates nent. but the maintenan.e of the sign of B. is typically seen
on a smaller time scale. Transitions from one sector to

There are two coordinate systems commonly used to another take place over a period of minutes or hours. At
describe observationsof the interplanetary medium I Russell, transitions the direction of the interplanetary field usually
19711: geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) and the geocentric changes sign rapidly while maintaining more or less the
solar magnetospheric (GSM). In the GSE system. X points same magnitude. Sometimes the sector boundary on the
from the earth towards the sun. Y is in the ecliptic plane scale of minutes or tens of minutes displays only a single
and negative in the direction of planetary motion.,and Z is change of sign. Sometimes the sign changes back and forth
parallel to the ecliptic pole. In GSM. X is along the earth many times and over many hours before the field settles
sun line and positive in the direction of the sun. Z is positive down to the new orientation. When this happens the position
toward the north and is perpendicular to X and in the plane of the boundary may be hard to define. An example of the
which contains X and the earth's magnetic dipole axis. and observed structure is shown in Figure 3-4. Typically, two
Y completes the right handed system of coordinates. or four sectors occur during a solar rotation. The sector

GSM coordinates are usually used to describe interac- structure can also be inferred from high latitude surface
tions between the solar wind and the earth's magnetic field magnetic variations ISvalgaard, 19731. The accuracy of the
whereas GSE coordinates are used to describe the undis- procedure varies with season and station latitude. The sector e
turbed solar wind. A second system sometimes used for the structure is stable over many months during the declining
undisturbed solar wind is the geocentric solar equatorial phase of the solar cycle, but changes from month to month
system in which the X axis remains in the ecliptic plane during the increasing phase. The sector structures and/or *.

pointing from the earth to the sun, but Y is parallel to the the, high speed streams (Section 3.3.2) apparently order a
sun's equatorial plane and Z completes the sstem. The large amount of solar wind phenomenology. Studies of the
sun's pole of rotation is tipped at 70 to the plane of the typical behavior of the interplanetary medium within sectors

34".
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EXPLORER 33A U .

?94 THREE H4OUR AVERAGES
NOV. 19M -FEB. 1967

WORTH

20- NOV. 1966 TO FEB. 1967 ISOTROPIC

ABOVE (55%7)
12 .t,- v

900 C
0 2 4 6 S 10,I 19 Z1

TO SUN%.

X-Y ISOTROPIC
PLANE

/ 9a-900
- 7 N

90* 2(b)

/ Figure 3-3t. Oty.ervatioms of the interplanetary miagnetic field. In th* . typ-
ical sanaple (a) the most commnx field magnitude is about 5

/ nT (I y I nTj hut t average of the magnitudes is higher
br.ause the distribution is skewed. (b) and (c) %how the mel-
-Afive frequencies of the directions of the field. It tends to lie

* eo* along the spiral direction appropiriate to a velocity of abo~ut
450 kmis Ii.e.. aboujt 45') and in the solar c-quatorial plane

(C) hut there arc %ignifieant deviation& ladapled from Hirshberg.

are relatively simple to carry out using sector boundanes as In the vicinity of the earth a typical magnetic field in-
convenient time markers. The results of some of these stud- tensity JBI is about 6 nT, but hourly average values vary
ies are described in Section 3.3 on large scale disturbances. from about I nT to a high of 37 nT. The highest recorded-

Observations from spacecraft that traveled to solar lat- single value was 170 nT observed on 4 August 1972 [Bur--.
itudes of over 100 from the solar equatorial plane showed laga and King. 19791. Figure 3-6 shows the distribution of
that the sector structure was dependent on latitude. The over 70 (X) hourly vtlucs collected from satellites at I AU C

structure tends to disappear at higher latitudes. and the in-' between 1963 and 1977. The distribution, of the magnitude
terplanetary magnetic field then has, the sign of the solar IBI is skewed towards high values. However. the distribution
magnetic field of the appropriate solar pole. The picture that ,of the log IBI is distributed normally with a mean of 0.75
has developed to explain these observations is shown in (1131 = 5.6 nT) and an rms deviation of 0. 18. For about 3%f
Figure 3-5. Plasma leaves the, sun predominantly at high of these hours log 113 exceeded the mean by at least 20.
latitudes and flows out and towards the equator where a that is 1131 -- 13 nT. When the field is high it typically %~

current sheet is formed correspo~nding to the change- in mag- remains so for many hours, forming distinct events. There
netic field polarity. The current sheet is tipped relative to were about 100 such events observed between 1963 and
the sun's plante of rotation and warped so0 that as the sun 1974 of which 75% were associated with shocks or inter-
rotates' the earth passes through the current sheet. experi- 'faces between interacting solar wind streams (Sction 3.3.2).

encing periods of alternating polarities, that is, sectors. Periods of high-intensity field may persist for as long as 24
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Figure 1.4 Two sear, of sector Ntnicture polarity A small dot indicates ". P

a day %%ith polaritV directed away from the sun a big. dot.

ti) irds, the sun: a cross, an ambt~ur'us day: and a blank. a Figure 3-6. Distribtution of 71431 hourIN averaged values of the interplan-

data eap l-ach line represent, tine %iolar rotation or 27 days.. etay igricftic field we nitude i81. and of log B! These data

''lic date of the first day ot the rotation is given on the left- were collected tietween 19)63 and 1977. The avrace value of

hand scale and the number of the rotation on the right-hand B is 6 1N nT but the a-eraite of log H correspond. to a value

scale Note the strong tendent: for sector truclum ito repeat otf 56 nT. The mnost cot imion value oh B is aboiut 5 nil liurlaga

otn subsequent rotations [adapted from Wifon ix t at_ 19751. and King. 197Q1l.

3-6.
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SOLAR WIND IA~
YEARLY DISTRIBUTIONS Of HOURLY AVERAGES large. geom Iagnetic disturbances occur. Figure 3-7a shows

I1963 distributions of GSE B, observed for each year from 1963
1 63 to 1974 ISiscoe et al., 19781. The figure gives the number

1 2 of times IBI fell within each I nT bin. The number of values
1964 used in each histogram is also given. The distributions are

3 ~generally exponential. but with a high intensity tail. The%
1965 exponent changes in a systematic way with the solar cycle.

1 48 These data are collected in Figure 3-7b which gives the . .

196probability that an hour chosen at random from the set of ~
1 over 50 O(X) hours of observation will fall in a particular I 1

1967 6nT bin. Of course, a figure of this type made using different
I a . years of observation would differ somewhat from that shown.%

A 1968The finding that the most probable value of B, is less than
7 1 nT is in general agreement with the notion that a steady

3 3 spherically expanding solar wind would have no B, com-
0 6 pontent when measured in the sun's equatorial plane. The
0 5 B, component is primarily due to disturbances such as wavestj or interacting parcels ofthe interplanetary medium.

3 3.2.3 Protons and Electrons

1 6 ~he solar wind plasma consists of protons. doubly charged- .A
193 hlimions, a small number of other positively charged .r . -

1965 particles. and enough electrons so that the plasma is eiec-
1974 3trically neutral. The Debye length, is about 10 m. Since

commonly 95% of the positively charged particles are pro-
92 tons. it-is the protons that are usually referred to when

statements are made about the solar wind bulk properties
such as velocity. density. and temperature. In this section
the large scale general properties of the wind will be de-
scribed for protons and electrons. Alpha particles and heavy

0 10 20 30 ions will be dealt within Section 3.2.4.

16. to)

TOTAL 1963- 1974
52929 HOURS

* .1I PER DAY

0.01 1 PER WEEK

rnI PER MONTH
o 0.001'
a.

__ _ *I PER YEAR
0.0001 + T

0.0000I I0 4 8 12 '16 20 24 28,

IB BI tnT) Wh
Fiture 3.7. ta) The distributions~ at the tnjnatude at the hourly axerae value at the comlionentt athe interplaneta-v malnetic field perpen.Iicular to the

ecliptic plane. :B, Data for eacph %car fram 1l63 to 1974 are platted. The data unerave %dried trom %ca~r to year- Note the chanes itt slope
and the high lnten,t' tail 1h litforain atf the occurrence freg~ucnc (it Hi hawed aot the 52 929) %altie u~.ed in the aho~e di't, ihutions The%
ordinate gtv- the prahabi lix thati an entty selected at randor'i Aill tall in the partiular I -y hiti Loc~k fo r selected aw raL'e recturreneNid
are marked For eviample. the a% crage time heitneen ohserxation., af 13y B, 12-y is abo~ut one moanth [Siseiw et ;I_. t)7Kl.
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'HAPTER 3

Solar wind properties do not vary randomly on a time particles/cma. Most of, the extreme density values are due
-ale of hours. Instead the wind is organized mainly into to rarefaction and compression arising through stream in-
eriods of slow plasma and fast plasma, with the slow and teractions or solar flare disturbances discussed in Section
ist regions interacting. The structure of these streams will 3.3.3. The proton temperature Tp, which increases with the
e discussed in Section 3.3.2. Here the interest will focus velocity, varies by a factor of twenty and has an average T
n typical values of physical parameters. of 1.2 x 10" in this data set. ,

Early plasma probes detected protons and other posi- The proton distribution function varies widely, and is
vely charged particles but did net permit detailed descrip- usually not well represented by a single Maxwellian. Figures
ons of particle distributions to be made. However, the first 3-9a and b show examplcs of two-dimensional proton ye- , -

irec moments of the distribution could be determined, that locity distributions. Figure 3-9a shows a simple distribution ,-
the proton velocity, density, and (less exactly) the tem- with a single peak,. corresponding to a single velocity and

erature. A typical distribution of speeds is shown in Figure 'density. Figure 3-9b shows a distribution with a strong sec-
-8. The direction of flow is almost always from the sun ond peak corresponding to a plasma having two beams with

different velocities and densities. The most usual distribu-
: I I tion is between these two and would show a single major

13,976 VELA 3 MEASUREMENTS peak with evidence for a high velocity tail. Note that in
Z20 .JULY 1965 TO NOV. 1967 both main peaks the spread in contours is greater in one

AVERAGE FLOW SPEED - direction than at right angles. that is, the tenperatures, par-
400 km/t allel and perpendicular to ,ome direction (the direction of

MEDIAN FLOW SPEED - the magnetic field) are not equal and are often given sep-38ik/sarately. The temperature Tp is 1/3 (Tl + 2T ) where and - ,. ,,"'U' "3.' ' "
:10 t denote components parallel and perpendicular to the mag-

netic field. The average value of T1/T, is 1.5 with a range
of 0.7 to 2.8. Distributions that have two velocity peaks
can be described as two stream:s of protons moving relative

0 " 1 1 1 1 Ito one another. The higher density streams are usually the
250 350 450 550 650 750 lower velocity ones.

FLOW SPEED (km/s) Solar wind electrons are more difficult to observe and
their properties have been described less fully than those of

igure 3-8. A frequency distrihution of solar wind speed lHundhausen. the protons. In contrast to protons. ,electrons are subsonic
19721. Rloth the average speed and the shape of the distri- at earth. Observed distributions of electrons are shown in
butiona differ from year to year. Figure 3-10 IFeldman et al.. 19751. Note that because of

the subsonic velocityi the spreads in particle speeds are
within a few degrees). The major causes of non-radial flow much larger than the bulk speed. Very low velocity elec-
re aberration and interaction of fast and slow solar wind Irons, which would allow an actual measurement of the bulk
tructures. The amount of deviation from radial flow due to speed to be made, cannot be measured at all because of
he angular velocity of the source of the solar wind at the observational difficulties. The figure shows four cuts through
un is still a matter of debate. Although there is considerable the distribution. Figure 3-I0a shows particle fluxes in the
'ariation in the velocity distributions for different time pe- direction parallel and anti-parallel to the electron heat flux. - --

iods. they all have nearly the same range of values. In Since the electron heat flux is along the magnetic field di- .,.
:igure 3-8 there are tew measurements with velocities lower rection these two cuts are also in directions parallel and anti-
han 275 km/s and in data sets from several other years there parallel to the magnetic field. Note that fluxes for each speed
vere none. In the sample shown, values higher than 650 are not the same in two directions, indicating that a sub-
:m/s were rare but in other year% the upper frequency bin stantial heat'flux is carried by the electrons. In fact. it is ,.:--.

vith non-negligible sample number was 775 km/s. Veloc- the electrons that regulate the heat flux in the wind as a '

'ties of over 1000 km/s occasionally have been reported whole. The curves in the upper panel represent fits to the
ifter extremely energetic flares occurred on the sun. Au- points. the fits to the lower speeds being Maxwcllians. Note
ocorrelation among speed measurements is high for lags of that although the two Maxwellians are excellent fits at low
ess than 40 h, reflecting the stream structure (Section 3.3.2). speeds. they fail decisively at high speeds. In much of the
Fable 3-1 shows average values and ranges for 3-hour av- data reported in the literature, the higher speed particles are
:rage speeds for about 3.5 years of data IFeldman et al.. fit with a second set of two Maxwellians or a somewhat -"
19771. The average velocity given there is 468 km/s, s me- more complex function as shown here. In Figure 3-lOb the ,.
what higher than that shown in Figure 3-8. data shown are from a plane perpendicular to the heat flux. 7"

The density of the proton component is also ordered by Two data sets are shown: one for positive and one for neg-
he fast and slow velocity streams with an average of 8.7 ative directions along a line in the plane. The fluxes arc the
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SOLAR WIND

iblc 3-. Average solar wind paramneters

5-95% Range
Parameter Mean a Limit " -

speed (km/s) 468 116 320 to 710

density 8.7 6.6 3.2 to 20
(proton/cm3 )

MA 10.7 4.8 4.4 to 20

Ms 7.7 1.5 5.6 tO 10

1B (WT) 6.6 2.9 2.2 to 9.9

T,(K) 1.2x Io 9x 104 I x 10'to3 x 10'

T,(K) 1.4e 105 4 x 104 9 X 104to2 x IO

T/Tp 1.9 1.6 0.37 to 5.0

k/np 0.047 0.019 0.017 to 0.07b r''

T. (K) 5.8 X 10" 5 x. I0 6 X 10 4 to 15.5 x IO

TJTp 4.9 1.8 2.3 to 7.5

PP 0.7 0.9 0.11 to 1.7 " "" S

1.3 1.9 0.1 to 3.1

P + 3, 2.1 2.4 0.5 to 4.6 , .. -

CA(km/s) 50 24 30 to 100

Cs(km/s) 63 15 41 to 91
nformation from Fe n an et al.. 19771)

ame in these two directions showing that the electron dis- component electrons below 50 eV that can be well fit with
-ibution function is symmetric about ti.e magnetic field a bimaxwellian function are also knu v as the core elec-
.irection, Again the data are fit with Maxwellians at low trons. The hot component or halo eiecron component is
peeds and more complex functions are fit to the residual defined as the remainder of the measured distribution func-
luxes at high speeds. The low speed portiong of electron tion after the cold component is subtracted. In this scheme V...
listribution functions are collision dominated, whereas the from 3 to 10% of the electrons belong to the hot component.
ery high speed portions are collision!css. Observed distri- The enc,gy at which fh begins to rise above f, is about 60
ution functions are consistent with a theoretical model in eV. The hot and cold components generally move relative
vhich the entire distribution at all velocities arises from the to one another along the magnetic field direction so that no - -
ffects of Coulomb collisions IScudder and Olbert. 19791. net current flows in the frame of reference moving with the

Although there is not yet general agreement concerning protons. The total bulk velocity is observed to be within
he best method for describing and interpreting electron about 50 km/s of the proton velocity. The total heat flux in
)bservations, the data presentation that is used here is that the solar wind -is primarily carried by the hot electron com-
)f Feldman et al. 119771, in which the measured-flux dis- ponent. If both halo and core components arc fit with bi-
ribution is broken up into low and high speed parts as shown maxwellian distributions then the average core electron tem-
n Figure 3-10. The electron and proton densities and bulk perature is 1.2 x 10 K. whereas the average halo electron-
'elocities are set equal. consistent with the observations, temperature is 6.9 x l05 K. The value of 1.4 x los K
[he electron distribution function is described as a super- given in Table 3-I is the temperature derived from the fit
osition of two distributions, one a cold component f, and of the distribution function as a whole. As can be seen from
he other a hot component fh, so that f f, + 17. The cold Table 3-I. the electron temperature does not vary as widely

3-9 ..-
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CHAPTER 3

0257 UT ON MARCH 27. 1971 'A
100- a 1916 UT ON MAY 20. 197
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Figure 1-9. Proton velocity distributions. Two examples (a.b) of two-dimensional proton velocity distributions contoured for equal number density.
Contours A. B, C and D correspond to 0.001, 0.0032. 0.01 and 0.032 and contours E through N to O.1 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1 of the peak
contribution to the proton number density [Feldman et al.. 1974).
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Figure 3-10. El ctrnn flux as a function of sped IFeldman ci al.. 19751. (a) shows the flux parallel and anti-parallel t, the dircction of the electron heat
flux. hi shos the ltuxe, in a perpendicular plane.
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SOLAR WIND

as the proton temperature. The electron thermal pressure is hel;um abundances may be associated with impulsive in-
usually, but not always, greater than the magnetic field jections into the wind of hot or cool coronal plasma as a
pressure ( = 84rnkT/B 2, 03, > I). Thus, although the pro- result of solar activity but there does not appear to be a one
ton thermal pressure is usually less than the magnetic field to one correlation. Helium abundance also shows a trend
pressure (0, < I). the average P calculated'using the total toward larger values in higher velocity winds but this trend
thermal pressure is about 2 (Table 3- I). is time dependent and may change with the solar cycle. The

average abundances at velocities of 300 kn/s vary between
3% and 4%, and at 500 km/s average abundances between

3.2.4 Other Ions 5% and 9% have been reported INeugebauer, 19811,
The helium and hydrogen components of the solar wind

Since helium is the second most abundant solar con- have almost the same speed at I AU. However, differences
stituent, it was expected to be present in the solar wind in of up to a few tens of kilometers are common, and the
quantities that could be detected by the early solar wind helium is usually moving faster than the hydrogen. The
probes. This expectation was fulfilled with the flight of average reported value of the. ratio of the helium to hydrogen

Mariner II in 1962 INeugebauer and Snyder. 19661. How- speeds (v,./v,) ranges from 1.001 to 1.035 and is always
ever, the measured 'alues of the abundance, velocity, and positive. The direction of helium motion relative to hydro-
temperature of the helium component of the wind were so gen is generally along the direction of the magnetic fieh.
different from what would be expected on the basis of simple At I AU the velocity difference v. - v. is in general pro-
theory that the behavior of helium is still not well under- portional to, but less than, the Alfvdn wave speed. Also,
stood. For a recent review of helium observations see
Neugebauer 119811. Observationally, the helium properties
are ordered by large scale structures such as sectors. velocity
streams, and flare disturbances. These proprties will be- VELA 3
discussed further in Section 3.3. The simplest helium pa- 800 JULY 1965- JULY 1967

rameters to measure are relative abundance, velocity, and
temperature. The major unexp.tcted results are that in the
vicinity of the earth, relative alundances of helium by num-
ber. n./np, vary from less that 10-3 to more than 0.3, helium
velocities tend to be a few km's larger than hydrogen ve-
locities, and the temperature of helium is usually about 3
or 4 times that of hydrogen.

Helium in the solar wind is almost always completely -
doubly ionized, as would be expected because of the high W
coronal electron temperatures. However. a few events have sA
been reported in which He '/He ' reached levels as high
as 0. 1 [Schwenn et al.. 19801 and 0.3 IGosling et al., 19801. :4

* These events have been interpreted as the inclusion into the i 400

* wind of material from relatively cool chromospheric prom- 2
' inences. z

The distribution of relative abundance values of He*
by number measured by the Vela 3 satellites is shown in
Figure 3-11 IRobbins et al.. 19701. For this data set the
values ranged from 8.1 x 10-4 to 4.2 x IO '. The yearly 200-
average abundance between 1962 and 1976 varied from 3%
to something over 5%. The helium abundances are not dis-
tributed randomly in the plasma but instead show systematic
behavior that has not yet been satisfactorily explained the-
oretically. Most values of ninp ; 0. 15 in Figure 3-11 were

* observed in solar wind reliably associate,] with major solar
flares lHirsherg et al.. 19721. Although most helium abun- 0 0.10 0.20
dance enhancements are associated with flares, regions of HELIUM TO HYDROGEN DENSITY RATIO
solar wind containine between 914 and 154 helium plasma
are sometimes see-" , speed wind with no association Figure 3-11 i c distribution of ilar ind heliurn tt h dJr, cn rumkl'r

with ma,,r flare. : Jtnetarv shock, iSection 3.3.3). denit, ratio's fRobhin, e.t al . 1971)1 rhe . .."onc-
"ment cen,'rd.flecled in the hiih abundat,

In general. the data suggest that unusually high solar wind amcated with malur '.'tar tlares
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CHAPTER 3

v. - vp is strongly dependent on the ratio of the solar wind another context in Section 3. 1. 1. The two uses are so dif-
expansion time to the Coulomb collision slowing down time. ferent they almost never cause confusion.) The heliocentric
The expansion time scale is defied as the time required for distance at which freezing in occurs depends somewhat on
a solar wind ion to move through one density scale height. the type of particle involved because of the details of the
It has been'suggested that the helium is accelerated to higher interactions. In slow, low temperature regions of the wind
velocities than hydrogen by waves in the interplanetary me- the abundances of O '  to 0' ' ion- in the available data
dium but as yet there is no dircet observational codfiimation. set indicate a freezing in temperature of 2.1 x 10' K and

The temperature of helium is almost always higher than the abundances of Fe7" through Fe" * yield 1.5 x 1( K.
that of hydrogen, and it appears that there is a tendency for' Other plasma, associated with solar wind accelerated by
the thermal velocities of the two components to be equal flares showed oxygen and iron freezing-in temperatures of
rather than for the temperatures to be equal. The most prob- 3 x 10' K I Bame et al., 19791, and iron charge states have
able value of T./Tp is between 2 and 4 but values as high indicated temperatures as high as 1 6 x 10 K.

*' as 10 are occasion.ally observed. Average values of T./Tp
*" calculated from different data sets have varied from about

3 to 5. It is not known if this difference' is due to actual 3.2.5 Waves and Turbulence
" changes in the solar wind or to inaccuracies in the measure-

ments. There is a positive correlation between TI/Tp and Observations of the solar wind show that there are vai-
- V. - vp. The behavior of T. is not understood theoretically ations in almost all quantities on all time scales. For ex-

but it has been suggested that the waves that can prefer- ample. as discussed in Section 3.2.2 the interplanetary mag-
entially accelerate helium may also heat the ions by an netic field of a uniform undisturbed wind should not have
amount roughly proportional to their masses. any Z component; however, hourly average Z components

In addition to 'He ions, solar wind 'He ions have been are about 1/3 the intensity of the field magnitude. This Z
detected. The 'He' /'He' + ratio has been measured both component is due to the presence of waves and discontin-
from foils left on the lunar surface and directly using an ion uities in the plasma.
composition experiment on ISEE 3. The results of the two Considering the solar wind as a turbulent medium, power
techniques are- in agreement. The ISEE experiment found spectra have been calculated and compared with the theo-
-on average 'He + Ne/ He + of 2'1 '- 0.2 x It) using more retical predictions based on magnetohydrodynamic turbu-
than 4000 observations; however, the distribution was very lence theory. Spectra of the magnetic field, particle density,
broad. Low ratios. which lasted a few hours..had a tendency and particle velocity variations have been given in the lit-
to characterize periods of low 4 He" ' flux [Ogilvie et al., erature.
19801. Magnetic field data lend themselves to thes,: studies

% Some ions heavier than helium have been observed in because of the good time resolution and accuracy of the
the interplanetary medium. The observations are difficult to measurements. Examples of spectra in the I0- to 10'' Hz
make because of the low ionic abundances. However. neon range are given in Figures 3-12a and 3-12b [Hedgecock.
has been collected on foils on the moon. and plasma probes 19751. If the field could be described as that ideally present
have been able to resolve oxygen. iron. and silicon at times in a spherically expanding constant velocity solar wind with-
when the plasma temperatures are low. The relative abun- out fluctuations, there v,ould be no components in the two
dances, are within a factor of ten of coronal abundances, transverse directions. The top curve in Figure 3-12a gives
and the speeds tend to be the same as the speeds of the the power in the variations of magnitude. The power levels
helium observed at the same time. There does not appear in the magnitude are much lower than the levels in the
to be any further acceleration of heavy ions. The temper- components. The spectra of the two transverse components
atures however, apparently increase further with higher ion (T and NY are very similar and have been averaged to pro-
mass and measurements of oxygen temperatures suggest that duce the transverse spectrum Tr. A composite spectrum of
the thermal speeds of all constituents tend to be equal in the transverse power is shown in Figure 3-12b. Note the
the solar Wind fOgilvie et al.. 19801. different spectral indices used to fit the data in the different

The ionizatiori state of heavy ions provides important frequency ranges. The magnetic field power ,,pectrum for
information on the electron temperature at their source in periods greater than a day tends to flatten. The power spec-
the corona The ionization state of the atom in the collision tram slope varies from day to day. or for lower frequencies
dominated corona is determined by a balance between ion- from sample to sample. In the I) ' to I0 ' Hz ranee both
ization by electron collisions and recombination due to ra- the slopes and the absolute value of the power variations
diative and dielectronic processes. As the solar wind moves are consistent with a factor of I0 variation. IHcdgecock.

. away from the sun, collisions become more rare. and beyond 19751. When the spectrum %as fitted with a line given by
some heliocentric distance the ionization state of the particle F. the average spectral exponent N for 17 periods in 1972
remains unchanged. This process. called "freezing in," per- was 1.27.
mits the particles to be used as tracer% of their sources. Examples of power spectra of solar wind fluctuations in
(Note that the term "freezing in" has already been used in positive ion flux are shown in Figure 3-13a iNeugehaucr.
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9 Figure 31.(a) Power spectral density (PSD) of the interplanetary mag-Lai R.0*, netic field. The R direction is along the average spiral di-

AI R1 rection of the field. N is in the solar meridian plane andT
a: 8%6 completes the system. B is- the magnitude of the field. TheW 0 components are as marked. TR is the average of the trans-

r* 0 verse (N. T) spectra (adapted from Hedgecock. 19751. (b)

00

%* N gyroradius. A long period velocity spectrum is shown in
% 0 Figure 3-13b from Coleman 119681. wn a erc

4 ~~~~~Frequently, fluctuations in the slrwn a erc
ognized as distinct types of waves and/or discontinuities.

STANDARD ERRORS/ BANDWIDTHS Discontinuities will be discussed in Section 3.3. Although
- 10 DAY I DAY a kinetic theory treatment is required for a proper description

3~ ~ I iilaapa aa ~mi ,~ of the behavior of waves. the magnetohydrodynamic theory
-7 -6 -5 -- 3 is useful for classifying the waves I13ares. 19791. There

FREQUENCY Ilol Hz) are three types of MHD wave,. the transverse Aifvdn (or
intermediate ) wave, and fast and slow'magnetoacoustic waves.

(a) The transverse Alfvdn wave is non-compressive with con-
stant magnitude of the magnetic field. but not constant di-
recton. The fluctuating magnetic field and velocity are re-

WL19751. Curves A and D are for the noisiest and quietest 100 lated by
a spectra of the 1728 spectra in the data set used in this study.

In the 10 second region these two power densities differ by b = t (4
7rp)' 2v.1.7

more than a factor of 100. Curves B and C are two different
types of averages of the entire data set. In curve B the values where b is the magnetic perturbation. v is the velocity per-'
of the power density are simply averaged. In curve C ffhe turbation. and p is the constant density, The velocity of an

Llogarithms of the power spectral density are averaged to Alfvdn wave is given by C, = B/(4irp)' 2.Typical value,,
avoid giving too much vseight to the shape of the spectra of C, are given in Table 3-2.
from the most turbulent intervals. The error bars represent The tw%.o magnetoacoustic modes are compressive and
90% uncertainty levels. The enhancement at high frequen- their maenei fluctuations are nearly linearly polarized. The
dies is probably due to fluctuations at the proton thermal velocities of the fast and slow waves are given by
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Figure 1-3. (a I Ftiur diticrent ticit ara n~ti fthe pm~er riectral tlcnmv ol %arialitin in the ftwa! charge flux tif rnsiic i4W INcugt~aucr. I105I1
(b) Potcr spectra tit ihe solar iind veltiit in 1962 l('olemnan. 196)11. 1 Reprinted %% ib pertission from the Amentan Aiirintmical Ssxict%
f I (X)

to be (bserved far from their place of origin. Thec AIIfviln

(Cwave, 
however, is not damped.

Oy far the most comlmonly observed wave in thc solar

+~~~wn 1 (.81 the Alfv~n %%ave. An example is shown in igure

2CCcos2 (3,)] are transverse directions. The velocity'and field component
variation% are approximlatelv related according it) the expres-

- sion above, The maonette field magnitude and INe rla~mzfI
density showio vcrs little variation. Interplanetary tructuations

where C, is the speed of %ound. II is the direction t the are dominated hN large amplitude aperiolic Alfst~n wvesvc

wave normal relafiie to the, ficld, and the plus is taken for more than SO' of the time I Belcher andi Davis. 19711. The

the fast mode and minus for the %low mode. Tyspical value,, clearest example% occur in high velocity streams fSection

of (I, air show n in Table 3-1 where (X= kiT, 4- 3T.v I A 2 and their leading edges ThsMaesaepopgtn

m1'~. This, express ion asumnes the electrons respond iso- otiard in the rest frame w hich implies that the% are pro-

thermallk and lte prnrons adiahaticallv ito one dimensional duced in or necar the sun below the crilical point of the Ho%%

sound w1aves as expected from the electrons role in heat r,. They have not vet been actually observed in the vicinity

conduction- In the limit o" small amplitude wkaves,. tiu(.,ua- of the sun and this is a ver difficult observation ito make

tions can he thoueht of' as, a superposition of these threc without insittu detectors .In the vicinity of the earth. chanees

types Of %M[I) wave. l10ioev'er. the waves in space are not in the maenitude of B are ;mall with ABf.iH 13 -- 0.06 whereas

small amplitude so (hat their behavior is more complex than the variation of the components is relatively large with_1, 7

described by ,mall atvplitude N-I I) theory. The inagnctoa- 113 - 0.4 wher i indic~mtcs, a conipon.~t Iflurlaga and Tumer.

coustic modes will he damped and so will not he expected 19761, *rhe direction of minimum variance of' the ficld is
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Figure 3-14. Alhen v a,., in dhc -..t uind CurL' a. h & c 4i that th., sinimg %ariui,..n it( 'h. niagnlisctied ctmpgintii mcu 'iniultaianust'.
with I:c %anat.n% ofti h.to4.i. (*ur.c d 4%m%' 1tai the htivd magnitude and dcnit% Are Sith %erv stead) ltthf and t)A~s'.. 19711 4

aking the main field. Trhe obs'.irved frequencies. of 'the aves' purpiose the- hydromagnetic approx~imation is used, that i%.
ame from the- order ot'minute'. to hour%. In Figure 3-12a the the plasmna flow w~ill he apptroimtated by the flow of a
low' pio~er lc~cls in the slpectrum of JB! compared to the di'.'ip.Aionli:'. pverfixt gas. The' magnetic field w.ill he a%.-
s.pectrum oif the- Variations. 01compionein' i. due 141 the dtim- sullied it) follow the flow. The appnflanlation w.ill be sut
anance oif Alf%-en wmzves. icetyacurate to orpani/e the- obsict-ations (of interplan-

Obersajim'. als.o show fluctuation%. in the- solar wind etjirl disturbances and discontinuities discussed here. The
that are non-AIlvenic. For example. the leading edge'. of quantities that mu'.t he conserved across a hydromagnetic
high vclocity '.tream'. contain large amplitude Altvcn wiises. diwcontinuit'. are ma'.'. momentum. energp. the compo~xnent
a non-Alf'.enic component and akof perhaps an Alf'%enic of the magnetic. het d pierpendicular it) the: discontinuity. ark]
iompunent propagating too ard the s.un IBeicher and I)a'i'.. the compronent of ithe electric field tangential to the disconk-

lQ*~ I! These It ito v '.et of wa. t'% ire prohahl% of local tinuit% *I he jump condition'. have been gisen I'v Spreiter
orig'in. and Alksne 1I19h').

rherv are %c.-, leu unamhtguou , qdvffct~'so in- For a tangenttaf di'.commntynt
terplanctarv magnetoacou'.tic oaices itne case repored h%
Burlaga 1 196$ is. probahlk a fas.t magnetilacuu'ic %%ale I],, j3 lo
propagating across the miag.netic field IBame'.. 19791. lvl 4t i0 j Il' -4. 11)1 4. 0. IP t- fiXrI (I.

for a contact discontaunity
31.3. LARGE SCALE STRUCTURES

AND DISCONTINUITIES 0II .li II II I.~j~0

3.3.1 Discontinuities for a rotational di .continuitv:

Before discussinyg the types% of disturbances that appear F
at I AU in the solar wind, it is helpful to describe the ' t4) . HI 14t-ip (3.21)
classifications. of discontinutics more completely. F-or this If!i P IN 1%. I I Ill , -'1 11.1 0
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and fast and slow shock waves satisfy in the field magnitude. The distributions of these quantities
are shown in Figure 3-15, adapted from Tsurutani and Smith

v. 0. [pl > 0. IP) > 0, [HI = 0 19791. Small angle and magnitude changes occur most
frequently. Discontinuities are usually quite abrupt. A study

(pv. ) (pv.) ;a (pv.) (3.22) of Mariner 4 magnetic field data found that 50% of 'the
fast rot slow discontinuities analyzed had thicknesses less than 3500 km

and 10% less than 500 km ISisoe et al.. 19681.
H, and H2  ilicrease thrgh fast shock waves. A class of discontinuities called directional discontin-

HanH2decrease txmhslow shc ae. uities (DD) has been defined as events that arc either ro-
tational or tangential discontinuities and show abrupt changes
in magnetic field of at least 30 in consecutive 30-second

Here v, p. P. and H are the velocity, density. pressure. and magnetic field averages. It is not possible to unambiguously
magnetic field intensity respectively in a frame of reference distinguish between tangential discontinuities and rotational
at rest with the discontinuity. Subscripts t and n refer to discontinuities among DDs, but is was found that in low
components tangent to and nonal to the discontinuit) sur- velocity solar wind tangential discontinuities are most corn-
face and II denotes the difference in the enclosed quantity mor whereas DDs consistent with outward propagathig ro-

/ on the two sides of the discontinuity. The rotational dis- tational discontinuities become the predominant mode in
continuity is the steepening of an Alfven wave. Fast and high velocity winds ISolodyna et al., 19771.
slow Sho:ks are the stcepening of fast and slow magne- Shock discontinuities are also observed at earth and are
toaccoustic waves. Contact and taneential discontinuities do usually associated with solar events such as flares or perhaps . -,,

not propagate in a frame of reference at rest with the un- errupting prominences. The fast solar wind from such an
disturbed plasma. The three other discontinuities do prop- event accelerates the ambient wind in front of it. If the
agate in that frme_ Contact discontinuities are not expected difference in velocity between the fast wind and the ambient
to be observed in the solar wind because they are difficult wind is larger than the speed of a fast magnetohydrodynamic
to form and would decay away quicklv. Taneential and wave. a shock will form in the ambient wind at a position
rotational discontinuities and fast ard slow shocks have been well in front of the boundary between the ambient wind and e
observed Slow shocks are ver'y rare. and if not specifically the flare plasma. This shock is known as the forward shock.
stated otherwise. the worJ "shock" w ill be used here to refer As the fast plasma accelerates the* ambient plasma. conser- -"
to a fast shock. ration of energy and momentum require the fast plasma rk

' At earth, three types of discontinuities are common, fast itself to slow down, It the slowing down is severe enough
sh.ocks and roational and tangential di.continuities. Shocks another shock called the reverse shock will form within the
am formed in the solar wind by the stecping of the interaction fast plasma on the sun side of the boundary. When a detector
region between fast and slow solar wind parcels. They are passes thmugh a forward shxck, there will be a sudden
cnmmonly a%ociatcd %%ith impul~ivc high speed solar wind increase in magnetic field. density, and temperature and a
from flare events. The interaction region between long lived decrease in velocity. Passage through a reverse sh:k will
streams of slow and fast solar wind rarvly !.tecpens into aPear as a decrease in magnetic field. density. and tem-
.shcks by the time the soar wind regions arive at earth. perature and an increase in velocity. Both types of shocks
Rotatioral and tangential discontinuitie% are comrmonl'ob- have been oherved as shown in Figure 3-16 [Burlaga and
served at I AU and are apparently formed close to the sun King. 19791. Forward and rever.e shocks are fioun in flare
but the mechanism of formation is ht krh,'vn ITsurutani asstciated events and rc'erse shocks occasionally are formed"
and Smith. 19791. Since the mag'nctic fields ire measured during the interaction ol long lived streams of slow and fast
in space with a smaler sampling intcral thin parthk:k.. 5o)14r -*Ind Ilt.wcsCi, %hoks arc n10 d-s C11m,,n11 as I)' ls
tms studies of dicontiniitics havc used obser,.ratinal cn- and occur once ever ftw days at sunspot maximum and
teria based on change% in the magne"ic fields. Thc frequency less frequently at low sunspot number.
of occurrence of dis.ontinuities % ill depend on th . %election The jump conditionns at shocks (Rankine Hugoniot con-
criterion but with carefull% &digned criteria it is Iound that ditionsi allo the strength of the shock and the direction of
tangential "ind rotational di'contnuitics occur at i rate of the normal to the shock to be determined if the plasma and
one ortwo per hour. The meantime intersalbetween arrval% field properties arc known accurael% enough. For strong
of di-.con:inuities can typically he decribcd by a Poisson shocks the direction of the normal to the sh-ck can-be found
distribution over the interval of from perhaps I0 minute % to from J. %
an hour. but the rate of occurrence varies strongly on ,i time
scale of several dys. Even on a time scale of several solar n t t B, X B,) X IB. - B,). 3.23)
rotations, the average rate varies by a factor of more than
2 ITsurutani and Smith, 19791. Two important parameters where B, and B, are the observed fields before and after
that characterize the discontinuities are the angle through shock passage and the sign depends on whether the shok
which the magnetic field rotates and the percentage change is forward or reverse. A wide range of shock normals has
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to our.5 wnuI~. di.5n' (ifh ce ta meitian o nthmge n but As si'eean i th thgue, rltie hg eld neval% tweded te
mwet mc ae ccurn near the solargniue limbshe ase shck ecrr the dioniui h ~1pi~ ahnel roatien the pnmle ittn st~ tyicallyi

toe apperv andrh' alt. h -acnmbrso most noof i wti 5 maximized btoreothe vuantity. als ehigh-sed od eal o
theotew erh-csuno l%'inheteminaiti~onseftn been omcue order is. igati withi thuri % m 7- are ttoner of the t
tend ditin herther lares at aue 2 r).te stnge shock% tdo suang evrai fneratrs of ge the soar uige spartcur

occur IHundhausen. 19721. stream may persisti for many months or longer than a year.
They are responsible for recurrent geolmagnetic storms that
characterize the declining phase of the sunspxt cy .i. The
streams are imbedded within the sector structure, that is.

3.3.2 Solar Wind Streams magnetic sector boundaries typically precede the velo*city
rise by hours or days. The solar sources of the stream% arc

The earliest continuous observations of the solar wind the low temperature. open magnetic field regions known as
were those from Mariner 2 lNeugebauer and Snyder, 19661 coronal holes INcupert and Pizzo. 19741.
which found that the solar wind speed and density were The properties of the stream structure have been exten-
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igure I- If &W'As wan 'am inieraoes ta) i esc ho.urly awrag diva tow tIoo cliarcptc .sI~k deu~stected in itts solar voind N*~ the n~c in selsuint
ku1.irraur. ik-tsihs Afk! snas~nsisK Wtd At the -14 ... t~d.al line Thk- dahed fin SfldKile. ttb, end ot the %wlud nrpgs chi sIs's a %*rC~m
inrde The inlscrtaswe regmns is. ctjriwrsnjcd l' an atwupti dusp intleicnst and nw .n s.#s,,otn- ,s h ~'#te.cntedniya
wot'rrhur, m nuinj k a , toukit too he vnil tin, Ahh..sgh NO~ cbs. 4te,ssk and t inetljs rcgssn a mr chara-gkred h-, vm hihs
and! King. 1941I

sis-elv anal% /cd 'I he structure sossen-ed at I At' is partly material Aill fo'rm on both sides of the boundarv between
due to the struc~are of( the %tind as it leats' the sun, and the streams%
partl% it) the evolution of that structure due to the interaction The bo~utkdai between fiss and high speed streams has
of loA and h~igh s.peed sltcais eninitted from a rotating a distinctive character and is called a stream interface region.
sun. An iniuat: idci isi Ihe itticiattitin is easi eslsipcd ItiIs characterted h% in ahrupt drop in density, a sharp rise
h% the tlllssm : picture. Assume fosu .fpetd wind leases in temperature. andf a rise in veluucits that ma-, he small. An
the %un'% neighborhcood to the Isest of the source of high exampl- sif a stream interface is given in Figure ", i6 IlBur-
speed A ind, that is. at a position furthert along in the di- laga and King. 1479[. This figure also shows an example,

-'rection of rotation This means that as the sun rotates, the of an interface assu%,-iated %i ith a yenr intense magnetic field.
high specd region rolates Ito the angular posilii pre. itwush Nfagetic field chance is not a d-fining characteristic of

occupied boo the low speed %,iurce region Then. viessed interfaces, andi otteri is not present.
aling a radius vector it) the sun, the lo%% speed parcel of A stud-, if the characteristic% of selected solar wind
wind %%ill hase a high speed parcel of wind overtaking and streams ssas made by (iosling elif. 119781 ssho superpoised
compressig it. As. the high sneed material increases the data us-ing 23 sern abrupt interfaces, a% the /ero time point
velocity of the low speed material. the low speed material for the data. The data were extremely well ordered by this
will become compressed. At the same time. due ito conser- procedure. as is seen in Figure 3-18. The figure gives the
vation of momentum. the high speed -material wkill be sloss ed one hour average data for I(X) hours both before and after
and its densitv will inerease. T'hus, a ridge of high density the interfaces. The error bars, are the estimated error of the
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0%ur Surwiu C.J cj~kh 41.uthss .4 (MIWh.'W ia~crag~c plasnu pr 'driL%' in 23 sra~m The :eru ttun i% definecd a, brcing the tve '4 $in aiwuri
lmiK No.4retrc, waihinwe grAduat intcrta~xs ofigure 31fi wcmc incldd in the Anaissis In".tang et A.. 1971

meain Ficure 3-lma ei~e' the proton thtri-al pressure,.Ith. densitv of about 7 cm 'at the interface. This discontanuitv
proton enN h iwgcin the ectiptic plane a-id the takes plabc on a time scale of minute.
flow speed. The intertac.: occurs %%hen the speed i' still Figurc 3- 1 g gi..es the: Iemperatures (if the- proton% and
quite low%. about 410 km %. Three hour%. after interface pas.- electrons narallel and perpendicular to the magnetic held, ____

,age. the .i'eragec speed is Jhoui 4X01 km s.. but the maximum All four quantities. change discontinuously at the interfac~e
javct~ spec.J of 5N)1 km. s - not reached until 1.5 days atd both electron temperature-.return to near their low speed
later- The plasmna near the interface is accelerated by the v alues thiree hour. after the interteecrasse. ISut both proton
streani-Ntream interaction. Since the interaction recion has temperatures remain ele~ated. Note that the temperature *

the '.hjpc of an Archimtedes spiral ifor tle %ame reao)ns scales are not the samei for the protons and clectrons and
discussed in Section 1.2-2. 1l.)r the riaoneti field direction) that the electron tetiiJZatre increase i% rrlativels small.
the low speed plastma is deflected toward the west whercas The properties of the helium in the solar wind also show
ti--, high speed pla!sma is deflected towards the cast. A shear organization when analyzed according to stream structure.
flo%% txcurs iit the interfa(c. Magnetic sector boundaries Figure 3-1 8L shows that the abundance of helium minimizes .
occur in the low spe ind preceding the interfaces. Thev about a day before the interface and that both the heliumn

typicall) appear fromn 1.5 day, to 1.5 hours before the it;- .temperature and the ratio of alpha particle temperature to
terfaces. The total pressure tthat is.. particle plus magnetic proton temperature are discontinuious. In most of the stream
field;i peaks approximatelN at the interface although the pro- structure the helium is. on average, flowing faster than the
ton density and proton thermal pressure are already declining. hydrogen. but during the day before the interface is crossed
at that p'osition. On the average there is discontinuity in the relative velocity changes sign, and in this region, the
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)roton speed exceeds the alpha particle speed by a few the driven gas is shown in Figure 3-19, but its exact position
cm/s. is often very difficult to identify observational ly. A reverse

shock may form behind the discontinuity.6
The driver gas itself. which typically arrives at earth J' .

3.3.3 Solar Flare Disturbances about 5-10 hours aftcr the shock, is often characterized by
enhancement in the helium abundance that commonly ex- ~ z*

The second major interplanetary structure that orders the ceeds 15%( helium by number and may reach more than
;olar wind is the solar flare disturhance. Major flares eject 20% -~25%4 111irshberg et al.. 1972 1. On some occasions the
iigh speed plasma into the wind, which results in a dis- helium enhancement is not seen or it may be seen later in
urbance propagating to the earth and beyond. The disturb- the event. In Figure 3-19 this is interpreted as indicating aI %
tice is shown schematically in Figure 3-19 IBame et al., patchy distribution of helium enhanced plasma. The numberM av

of particles released into interplanetary space by major flare -. *~

~ ~ *LS ~events is estimated to be on the order of 10' P particles 5.

or 1015-10"~ g. The driver gas is often also characterized
by low proton lGosling et al.. 19731 and/or electron tem-

observations suggest that the magnetic field can form closed
-. loops asshown in Figure 3-1.Sc op have apparently

- -~.~N i..... been observed I Burlaga et al.. 19811. Examinations of the
~ ionization states of heavy ions in plasma associated with

flares indicate that at least part of the flare ejecta originates
in coronalI regions with temperatures of 3-4 x 10" K. The
driver gas has been slowed down on its way from [he sun
to the earth by interaction with the ambient solar wind. Thus
the observed velocity oif the driven gas will be less than the
mean transit velocity of that gas from the sun to the earth.
Typical values of the ratio of observed velocities to mean
transit velocities ftr a series of major flare-shock events isI,. At.0-.

vales .10.-U n) i th diectonperpendicular to the eclip-
,,iurr 19 A' .5hctwtsi Juwgrani 44 s rw.,shlc vtvtrs ~ te.fr tcpae inettvlct ftedie and disturbed gas

iri f mshrkc id hN .1 nuJWW 'faIr flr at ti shg.adi hwsr il- msouthward. then the r

fied ad illdrve mpessvegeomagnetic storms and au-
19791Terail mioing flare plasma copesste roras. Tesomrflcth ruttcofthe faedisturb-

iniicrt %ml eloe i ani a.hok i fomed Stdie i- ace.Theclsuddlentor ceimmence- uddn.cmmece
Jclth t rrio~r disturbances the: shock exad na mn asdh h butices ndynamtic pressure on

'vroad~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~hc fot4thtisfveth hw arieatI temutoai:taocuwefiehckis crossed-
Al' an x- aproimaed h a ~f ircl ofradus 06 A, Te intia phae whthchtothedurng rthhthe fields ici
todcener ) 4Nt Iir~itkg. 96M Rckel. 975- A te i crhinedthenosditureded dereg1ihcne reio

-ht'ck the dcnsit% protion tetmperature. mnaucetic field, and t~fou when the magnetic field in that region is notrthward.
v elocits increase ahruptl% as the shocked gas is entered. When and ithe fheld turns'southward the nmain phase of
rhe de-nsit and slcifo max.1 or mnay not continue to in- the stormi dexelops --

:rcasc in the TNost shoc:k region depenlding on the details of
he dcli r'. Af cnero% from the fixne site ft the solar wind
ind Alm oin the stlk-tiirc, throwoh %hich the .h.xwk propa- 3.4 LONG TERM VARIATIONS
!ated on it% %4;1% from the Ntun ito the earth. For example, if
i sho.-k is ohsersed in the liw speed 'A md preceedling or
olkoA inc a strcam,. the denit' andi 'eloitv chancve at the 3.4.1 Solar Ci'cle
hot-k %%ill N, relati%0l' Logee lltlssey6er. if ohs,.rxed near

he dcnityi( [wak or in the hig-h speed v% nd, a disturbante It %as expected that the interplanetary niediunm varifed
Aith the samec initial conditions at the sun wil sho% a Awith the solair c% cl even before hr.%iitr observations of the
-elati'.ely small chanye in %elocity. although the change in solar wind begain. Fluxes of' particles, fromt the sun were
Jensit'. ma. still he considerable lllirshhere et al,. 19l~74[. beeed to he the cause of ce%,maimetic activitv and aurora
N discontinuity beisseen the shocked ambient plasma and and it was well established that tht. e phenomena exhibited
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SOLAR WIND
lar cycle variation. The variation of the solar output
ig the eleven year solar cycle has many manifestations. .50

~xml.sunspot numbers, major solar flares. and the
wind velocity. Distinctions should be made between

olar cycle as expressed in each or the various quantities. 5
ough all solar cycle variations will have the same period0
may have different phases, relative amplitudes, and

es. It is common practice to use the variations of sunspot %
hers as the standard for the solar cycle and to compare
:hanges in all other quantities to the sunspots. Here the C
I solar wind cycle- will be used to denote the changes 0Lk aL 1

ie various interplanetary parameters. 084-

Before direct observations were begun. studie's of geo- 0.7 -
,netic activity had shown that the variations in the in- %

lanetary medium were such that minimum solar cycle OCS3 JJ i

jitions at earth's orbit occurred (on the average) about 0G
1 1.5 years after sunspot minimum. AlN), geomagnetic 225-

St unpo mxium sbt ,orms tending to recur on- O

-esivesoar otaios wremore common about, threeeI
rsatrmaximum. The sudden commencements are'due* ~ y sddenbegnnins wre mst orn

olrwind shocks which are most common at sunspot 50
tiu.Recurrent storms are caused by long-lived rel-

ely steady high speed streams in the solar wind such as
ic observed in1962 and 1973-74. that is. during the 4 Z
%e of decreasing sunspot numbers.
The solar wind has now been observed at least inter-
tently fo'r almost 20 years and solar cycle variations of YEAR ? 17

eral paramneters have been established. Figure 3-2)
nizn. 19831 shows the variations of some of these Figure 1-240 Log rerni %nalaion~i eklecied quantitie'. The tt' ,'net *

intitics: Figure 3-20a gises the annual mean sunspot num- t %t% the annual mein sunsrtio numtver Th, wecod

from 1962 to 197X. Figure 3-26h shows the annual mean ~h iL' h nulma eo-t h hr ae .

oeitv of the solar wind. The first few vo'lues are joined mne1ln igr itcotckie nuituitt fle .Thc Jgd,
a dashed line to indicate that the data sample was t1mo tnttioit lmi 11.11i -is1,g niii at The fourth panel idi

show., the; -aly 4%vtrag. ii4 hiurl% %alue, o! tNe mignitu-e"all to give- an accurate value. u h 'ne h 51 h ni t 5,tgl"

Th~ere is also a solar cvcle variatior, in the magnitude oif Ihe 'eftentag.e aliundaun.:e -1 hlium hi, nurnK r The Am'm.
incerplanetary ticid that is most clearly ween in the yearly indicate thit .,n limiits on the '-aluc. could he dtemrmine

an value of the loearithm of Blil as s-hown in Figure 1-nm.193
Ilic The data exhibit relatisels low mecan values. cor-
pondine to Babout 5 PT, in 1964, 1965. 1975. 1976 1966 were sparse but what information there is indicates
j 1977, TNi rncan Iot! '13 is rernarkahlN cons tant through-, that the mean %elocit% observed in 1462. during, the declir'- -'~

the c%,cle between 196S6 and 1974 corresponding to HfI ing k4g o' soilar cI 19. wkas high w ith a vebtitk (if about
)ul 5 X nT. The large rise to ;WB, about h t) nil appearinit 41) kmi % whreas in 1%64 and 1965 it was near 44N1 km s,
the beginning ot the nw 4un,,pot cycle %hows that the The distinction betNscen the sFhape tit the sunspot cy cle van-
ar wind magnetic tield '.an differ from cc to cycle. ation and the, solar %%ind c% cle %ariation is clearts shown by
The vearl% aseravesN of the hourly averaged magnitude the .elocitv. Here thc hi~hcst yearly avecrace velocities are

B. ~ L.are also 'compared to the wunspot number in o0 r-d during )ear% doininated b% recurring high speced
pire 3-21k1. Here B, ii. defined in CPSE coordinates and solar -wind streams%. That this is noncthcess a solar cycle

hourlv averac is taken by includ tng the, sign of,.ta variation is shown by the fact that the declining phase oif
i" B, wkere (if' constant magnitude and neeative for half' each sunspot number cvclc exhihits such a series oif recurrent

W1e hour and positi'.e f-or the rest. 113, would be /zero. geomnagnetic stormy
icre are two maxima in (I~) one before Lind one after 'The axeraved helium abundance in Fig'ure 3-2(le shows
nspot miaximumn. It is not known if this double maximumn a solar cycle variation much tiore like that it the sunspot
a common form of the ( %,) No!ar cycle variation, number. The abundance near sunspot minimumLT1 in 1962--65--

The variation in the yea:rly avcrage solar wind speed (v) and 1976 is lust above 314t ,wkhereas 5'14 was, the abundance
)m 1966 to 1979 is shown in Ficure 3-20b. Data before typical of sunspot tiaximium conditions.
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CHAPTER 3

3.4.2 Secular Variations typically I AU at earth's orbit, the plasma acts as a quid
on a much smaller spatial scale. bcause plasma instabilities

Little infonnation exists on the variation of the solar and wave p krticle interactions produce a small equivalent
wind for time scales longer than a solar cycle. In Figure mean free path. For many applications it is good approxi-
3-2(k" it appears that the interplanetary magnetic field in- mation to treat the solar wind as a magnetohydrodynamic
tensity in 1979 near the maximum of the current solar cycle fluid interacting with the earth's field. For a full discussion
was larger than at an' time in the past. but Figure 3-20b of the interaction of the wind and the magnetosphere the
shows, that the velocity was quite close to values typical of process of magnetic reconnection or merging is important;
the preceding maximum. It has also been inferred from however., its major effect is to feed energy into the mag-
geomagnetic records that the solar wind was in some sense netosphere rather than to affect the flow around the mag-
.ccaker during the early years of this century than it has netospher and so it is beyond the scope of this chapter.
been reccntly I:eynman and Crooker. 19781, and from au- See Chapter 8. A further simplification is usually made in
roral record% that it was also weak in the early years of the the calculations by assuming the Alfvdn Mach number of
19th century, IFcsnman and Silverman. 19801. The lack of the solar wind flow is h~rge. This decoupies the fluid equa-
aurora during the Maunder minimum in the 17th century tions from the magnetic equations so that the properties of

again indicates a weak wind ISues,. 19791. A revaluation the flow can be determined by solving the gas dynamic
of the auroral record from 450 Al) to 1450 AD convincingly equations. and subsequently the magnetic field can be found
shows a periodicity in occurrence frequency with an average from the flow.

Speriod of ah,,:. 87 %ears ISiscoc. 19801 which almost cer- The shape cf the forward part of Ole magnetosphere is
tainly reflects a solar wind variation, calculated by neglecting the magnetic tield press're in the

solar wind outside 'the magnetoFphere boundary ind the
particle pressure inside the boundary. The remaining pres-

3.5 THE CLOSE NEIGHBORHOOD sures arc then set equal on the two sides, that is, the dynamic
OF THE EARTH pressure of the solar wind flow outside is balanced by the

magnetic field pressure inside.
The flow around the magnetosphere can then be cal-

.3.5.1 Magnetosheath culated. To simplify the calculations further the magneto-
sphere is often approximated as an axisymmetric bxy formed

As the maenetized solar wind flows past the earth, the by the rotation of the equatorial trace of the magnetosphere
" plasma interacts w%,ith the earth's magnetic field and confines boundary around the earth sun line. The resultant flow is

the field to a cavity , the magnetosphere. Sirce the proton quite sensitive to the ratio of specific heats -Y. Observations
- flow of the solar wind is almost always highly supersonic favor a y of 5/3 IAuer. 1974] and this value was used in

and super-Al f\"nic. a shock. c.lled the how shick. forms the model calculations discussed here.
sunward of the magnetospheric cavity. The configuration is The model flow in the high Mach number approximation
shostn schematically in Figure 5 of Chapter 8. The solar is illustrated by Figure 3-21 ISpreiter and Alksne. 19691.
w% ind flows across the bow shock in front of the earth where In Figure 3-2 Ia. the lines of constant ratio of magnetosheath
it is slossed to subonic velocities. It is deflected by the density to solar wind density are shown. The sheath density
obstacle presented b\ the earth's field at the boundary des- is high in the forward part of the magnetosphere reaching
ignated as the mial.neopause in Figure 8-5. The wind then a maximum in the subsolar region. As the plasma flows
flos,,s generally anti, nward down the flanks of the mag- back toward the magnetospheric flanks, it becomes less
netophere carrying the interplanetary field with it. A typical dense and values less than one begin to appear near the
distance bet\%een'the earth', center and the subsolar point magnetopause at about 7 R, behind the earth. Figure 3-21b

- on the magnotopause (tile bontdar\ between the solar wind shows both line., of equal velocity ratio and temperature
and the mauneto,phere) is If0 earth radii (Ri ). The shock ratio. Since the fluid approximation is used, the temperatures
is about 3 R, sumsard of the magnetopause at the sihuolar of the electrons and protons are assumed to be. the same.
pint. The region bet\ cen the shock surface and the surface and for comparison with ohservation the' are assumed equal
o! fie macneto,,phere is called the magnetosheath. to-the measured proton temperatures. The numbers labeling

The problem of calculating the flow of the solar wind the lines and written on the magnetopause side of the mag-
plas a past the earth using the full plasma equations is netosheath ritc the temperature ratios, and the numbers on
prohibitively difficult. Even in. the nagnetohydrodynamic the how shock side are the velocit\ ratio's. The stagnation
approximation. the problem has not been treated in ceneral. point is labeled at zero velocity, which of course is un-
The hihconducti\it\ of the solar wind and the large kinetic realistic as far as expectations of observations are concerned.
enervy density of the particles permits the approximation to Ilowever. slowing and heating of the plasma in the subsola'
be made that the imagnetic field contiuaration 'an be treated staenation region is ob-.erved. As the plasma moes back
as thouh !he field is frozen into the flow. Although the along the flanks it begins to cool and increase in speed.

- solar wind proton mean free path for Coulomb collision is Fieure 3-21c show s the stream lines of the flow.
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*Figure 3-22. Magnctosheath mnit fields for three orthogonal components oif the interplanetary field calculated by assumin the field is fro7en into the
flow shown in Figure 3-21. The field directions are as shown in 1a). 11M. And tc). The jump relations, at the shock are indicated and the
dashed line% indicate contour' of equal intersity ratio. %hereas the solid lines follow~ the directions of the field lines IAlksne and Webster.
1970). (Reprinted %ilith pertisston from Pergamon Press. Ltd. -c 1970.)
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The magnetic field configuration is computed in this The observed flow and averages of the magnetic fields
approximation by assuming the held carried by the flow, in the magnetosheath agree satisfactorily with the magne-
Th, results are shown in Figure 3.22 IAlksne and Webster. tohydrodynamic models. The magnetosheath magnetic field
IQ'. The incident field has been broken up into three is typically very disturbed but the vectors tend to he aligned
orhog,mnal components with directions as shown on the with the magnetopause as ihown in Figure 3-24a IFairfield.
figure. An arbitrary incident magnetic field will be described 19671. The average relative magnitudes of the magneto-
by an apliropate superposition of the three cases. The stream sheath field for 10 RI intervals along the earth-sun line are
lines are given by the solid lines and the lines of equal shown in Figure 3-24b 1 Hehanion aid Fairfield. 19691. The
magnetic f-eld ratio are given by the dashed lines. The ratio of the magnitude of the magnetosheath field to the
magnetic fie~d lines become draped over the magnetosphere magnitude of the interplanetary field varies from 4 near the A

and tend to be aligned with the magnetopause direction, most sunward portion of the how %hock to less' than I far
Calculated values of magnetosheath electric fields are down the flanks.

shown in Figure 3-23 1Alksne and Webster. 19701 but these The variability of the magnetoshath fields is reflected
have not been measured. Since there is no electric field in the power spectra as shown in Figure 3-25 IFairfield.
associated with field aligned flow, electric fields for only 19761. The low frequency power levels of the variations of
two orthogonal magnetic field directions are shown, and the the field magnitudes differ by four orders of magnitude
electric field due to an arbitrary magnetic field can be found depending on the day. The September and November 1967
by combining the two cases shown. spectra are probably the most representative. Spectral 'peaks

Measurements of the shape of the magnetosphere show near 0.05 Hz and 0.07 Hz are typical but the exact frequency
some asymmetry that is not present in the results calculaed and relative magnitude are variable. The 31 July spectrum
from the high Mach number approximation. This asymmetry was taken on a day when the solar wind Mach number was
probably arises because of the the asymmetric magnetic field low. At these times the power in magnetosheath variations
in the magnetosheath and the coupling between the fluid is also quite low. The dashed lines with slopes of I/f and
flow and the magnetic field. All of these effects will lead 'l/f3 are shown for comparison. The spectra typically steepen
to magnetosheath pressure asymmetries which will distort at frequencies abose the proton gyrofrequency. At frequen-
the magnet,,sphere to some extent. In addition, the orien- cies between 3.3 x 10' and 2.6 - 10' Hz, which are r
tation of the earth"s magnetic dipole relative to the direction lower than those shown in the figure. the average slope is
of incidence of the solar wind must be taken into account. slightly steeper than I/f. There is a tendency for the per-
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Figure 3-23. tagnctosheath electric field, cailcula.ed under the jnte aurnmpthin, a,. in Figure 2". rhe relation% t the ,hck jump are mdicated in 'ach
panel jAlksne and Weh,ter. 19701 (Reprinted Ath prni oi.'n irm Pereamin. 'Prs. I.td tI 1711
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pause or within the magnetosheath also contribute to ob-

-~ 'fto..,'served waves in the magnetosheath.

A" "x~.'-3.5.2 Bow Shock

The flow of the solar wind past the earth is usually but I
.0 : %a. not always highly supcisonic and superalfvenic as far as theSoo protons are concerned. Howev~er. bo~th theory and obser-

'0* vations imply that the treatment of the bow shock as if it
were a hydrodynaibic discontinuity isi a gross oversimpli-
fication. Since the solar wind at earth is collisionless on a
scale much larger than the magnetosphere, plasma prop-
erties are responsible for producing the bow shock discon-
tinuity. which is a collisionless shock: The types of plasma L

1 01.phenomena involved will depend on'the Mach number of
0" 3 %t the eneryw the agneti field and the diena n r co of thece

.0~t the low, i the tio ti field ofd the inenainrgy o of thece
*0magnetic field relative to the shock surface. Figure 3-26

IGreenstadt et al., 19801 shows a conceptualization of col-
Soo 0 2 .0 0200 0 '. m agnetic field is visualized as m aking in angle of about 45 *

Figre -25 Cmpoiteofmagetoheth agoti fild pe . .. he with the solar W'ind. which is flowing from the direction ofh
lower frequency data are magnetic field magnitud. -
while the highest frequency data are from flucra'io,
the field curmponcnt I Fairfield., 19761.

QUASI-N
turbation vector to align itself with the shock surface ~cr PERPENDICULAR
variations observed near the shock surface. In the inrpct BOW SHOCK
portion of the magnetosheath. large amplitude waves oC-
curring primarily in the field magnitude are observed. Ro-
tational wave modes have becen found to dominate over
magnetoacoustic modes for wave periods greater than 10
minutes. There also appear to be plasma clouds with scales
of several hundred to several thousand kilometers associated IS
with weak fields that deviate from a direction tangent to the
magnetopause. In addition to broad noise with a I/f" spectral/
shape there are often sporadic occurences of quasi-mono- 'QUASI /

PARALLELIchromatic bursts throughout the magnetosheath. These waves BOW SHOCK I
have a frequency of 50-2(X) H7. durations of less than one
to tens of seconds and amplitudes of tenths of nanoteslas. .-

Several sources have been suggested for magnetosheath
' field fluctuations. The waves and discontinuities in the solar 3 3ke V PROTON
wind are sources of some of the variabilitv, as is the con- IFORESHOCK
vection into the magnetosheath of waves proiduced at the I BUDR
bow shock or in the region of space just upstream fromn the
bow shock. Waves incident on the bow shock will he trans-
mitted acioss it and amplified and new waves 01 vartousI
types will he produced in the process. The details concernting
the types of waves produced depend' on the properties of
the incident wave. The power in the variations and corn-I
plexity of observed forms will be markedly increased lw

transr,'iission. Interplanetary discontinuities will contribute Figure 3-2(1. A cticnatic of (tie earth', him shock sh,.wing the quasi
motcloselv'ohe% h classical niagnetohssdr4%dvi~anic equa-in thc solar wind to explain a significant portion of mag- toshtprle hc einhhso sdmntdh

netosheath power. Processes taking place at the magneto- plasma effects IGrvenstadt et al-. 195(o: Gan'., tqAtX1.
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the sun, that is. the sun is beyond th.e lower rih hand netoshcaiii so we amtmaravagdover priods-~

quadrant. Four rcgions (if the' shock surface are distin- of more than 5 min the shock should arrive at the shape %
guished. the two extremne-. strictl% perpendicular and strictly given by steady state magnetohydrtxlynamic theory. The

raralcl %hocko 'and the two intemniediate regions (quasi- instantaneous shock is not in equilibrium. Figures 3-26 and
perpendicular and quasi-paraliel shocks). A shock is called 3-27 show schemiatically the waves in the vicinity of theR
par-illel when the upstream magnetic field is perpendicular boundary that propagate back into the solar wind and into
to the plane oif the shock and parallel to the upstream flow the magnetosheath. The properties of both the quasi-per-

veo it.Cnversely. perpendicular shocks have normals pendicular :.hock and the quasi-parallel shock depeid on the
perpendicular to the direction of the miagnetic field in the range of P anti M. where M is the Mach number of theAN
.Mlar wind. The major part of the txi shock region has flo% ing gas. S'Ince the fast wave mo~de is t~e MH-D wave
been divided into quasi-parallel and quasi-perpenidicular re- that steepens into a shock. the Much number for a perpen-
giors based tin empirical results. Quasi-perpendicular shocks dicular shock is given by M =Vi((CI + C20" where CA
have a monotonic. sawtooth, or wave-step magnetic profil and Cs are the Alfvtn and sound wave velocities. In Table%

* and are sharply defined in space. Quasi-parallel shoicks are 3-2 lGreenstadt and Fredeicks. 19791 the characteristics of
thicker and do not show a clearly definable boundary be- shock phenomena are given for various combinations of f3
tween upstreami and downstream parameters,. either in the and M. A value of 0 - I is the dividing line for the regimes

* field or particle properties. of 0 parameter space land M - 3 is the dividing level for
Figure 3-27 I15rcenstadt, and Frz-dericks. 19791 is a sche- the Mach number. An estimate of the incidencc of the spe--

matic of a cut in the plane containing the interplanetary ,cific ranges of' 0 and M the solar wind can be founid from
field. showing the waves that appear in the parallel and Table 3-I1. In the solar wind 0 varies from 0. 5 to 4.6. and
quasi-paralh-l region in the vicinity of the classical position the ranges (if sonic and Alfv~nic Mach numbers are from
of th-e bow shock. The shocked magnectosheati. plasma takes 4 or 5 to over 10. However, solar winds with Alfvdn num-
about 5 min to flow around the forward part of the mag- hers less than I havei been observed on ocrasion.

L~-~- / PROTON VELOCITY

I' - /El

RETURN -
PROTONS

Fivnire 3-27. (Xonceptuaijth r , It?' col~of- hc phicnon obg a, i'. nnfre~d in the exm:1h \ vtin %d Km~ htwk, Vitnhocked interplanetatry fkid
directio Ba , is indilk ted 'm the~ foregflond Meld -Pl~fforirti Fid magrntde i. pinet %e-rlwlIc'ii ~up.-irniviedx three -dirmnr imint
sketches reprcenct mular "ind pron the~ral~ proprithss anrnK~t distrition, in %elocity spaice. I(i;re,adI and Fredericks. I19791,
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Tahk 3-2. Macnvwtpic teature% of the t%1% shmk hy paramter cl sr La%

Parameter Plasma Name of Quasi-perpendicular Quasi-parallel .11;
Values Conditions Structure Features Features _ _

13 4 Cold plasma. Laminar Clean field jump. sometimes with damped Multigradient field transition with
M - 3 low Mach periodic waves, no turbulence. embedded, nearly-periodic

number wavetrains.
Relatively little proton temperature jump Upstream waves with strong
distribution. seconds period, unknown plasma

distributions.
13 < I. Cool plasma. Quasi- Clean field jump. downstream, nearly- Multigradient field transition at
M z 3 high Mach laminar periodic waves, little turbulence. 'least 2 R1, thick, with large

number Appreciable proton temperature jump. amplitude pulses: extensive
bimodal distribution. nonmaxwellian high foreshock. Little change in solar
energy tail downstream. wind stream..ag velocity, sonic _

heating with resulting non-

maxwellian proton distributions
differing from either solar wind or
magnetosheath lorms.

13 I. Warm plasma. Quasi- ' Clean field jump. small scale turbulence. No known example.
M . 3 low Mach turbulent Little proton temperature rise, maxwellian

number downstream distribution.
13 I Warm plasma. Turbulent Irregular ficld fluctuations obscuring Multigradient. irregular field
Af ! 3 high Mach definite average field jump. transition with large magnitude

number Bimodal or multiaodial proton distributions, excursions, upstream waves.
nonmaxwellian downstream. Unknown plasma distributions. but

maxwellian deep in magnetosheath.
13 > I Hot. high High-beta Irregular field fluctuations of extremely
M > 3 velocity high peak magnitude. possibly lowering 13

plasma locally.
Extensive precursor region wth appreciable
effect on approaching, flow; proton
distributions unknown. -

(Froi Greentadt and I-rcdri cks, ]1979 1) .-- ,,

3.5.3 Upstream Waves and Particles The upstream energetic particle population has been di-
vided into several types based on their observed velocity

The solar ,ind-magnetosphere interaction generates and pha,,e distributions. Reflected ions are characterized by
substantial numbers of energeti, particles with a high enough a Kamlike distribution of solar wind ions that apparently
.ped so that they can propagate back upstream guided by have been reflected and energized at the bow shock. They
the ambient interplanetary tield. The upstream particle re- have., a streaming velocity 2 or 3 times the solar wind velocity
gion has a strong local time asynmetry with the major effect and'a density of about t. 1cm'., Their kinetic energy dis-
occurring usually on the dawnside on field lines connected !ribution typicalIV maximizes at about 5 keV and has spread
to the quai-parallel shock. This region of space upstream of 1-30 keV. TI-ey are detected on interplanetary field lines
of the bow shock is sometimes called the foreshock and is that connect to the bow shock and are nearly tangent to the
charic:.rize! by many different types of particle distribu- shock surface. The suw,.ard boundary of the region in which
tions and wave modes. The energy flux of particles into the these partit I-; 'are observed is defined b- the field-aligned
Upstream region is found to be 10"-10"' crgs. which is flow back into thc solar wind plus E x B convection. where
comparahleto the peak energy rele;tsed in a geomagnetic E is the s ;lar ,%ind electric field. thr-i
.b,,torm. The presence of energetic heavy ions indicates In addition to these beam-like ions there is a popula-
that strong local acceleration Is OccCuTing. Observationn of tion of diffuse ions that has a nearly isotropic velocity dis-
plNrnma waves, particles, and fields i-. the region has led to tribution with a typical temperature of 4 x 10' K. an up-
a partial understanding of some of the intei elatitnships stream flow. speed of 0.8-.2 time, the solar wind velocity
among the phenomena ITsurutani and Rodriguez. 19811. and a density that varies between 0.02 and 0.8.cm'. The
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energy density of the diffuse ions is comparable to that be Doppler-shifted right-hand emissions being convected
of the reflected ions. These particles are found downstream back over the spacecraft. They propagate at small (- 250)
(antisunward) of the reflected ions, almost filling the entire angles to the magnetic field. The rest-frame frequencies have
foreshock region. An excellent correlation exists betweeni been deduced to be 0.1-40 times the proton gyrofrequency..
diffuse ions and low frequency (0.01-1 Hz) MHD and They are related to the MHD waves and are dejected during
ion-acoustic-like plasma waves. Recent observations indi- diffuse ion events. Whistler mode waves with frequencies
cate that the transition from distributions typical of reflected 10-2(X) Hz arc observed upstream of the bow shock. These ,
ions to that of diffuse ions is a smooth one and thet. dre emissions have a peak amplitude of 0 1 nT and occur at
ions with intermediate properties in a region of space be- about 1/4 to 1/2 the electron gyrofrequency. It is believed
tween the reflected and diffuse ion region. that the most intense waves are associated with low-energy

Upstream electrons have energies of 0.5 to 100 keV and electron spikes coincident with intene' diffuse ion fluxes.
stream in a field aligned direction. The majority of events Other waves that have been observed include sniall am-
involve 1-2 kcV particles with a peak flux of lO'cm 2'sr plitude electrostatic waves in the 100 Hz-10 kHz range
keV '. They appear on interplanetary field lines newly con- polarized primarily parallel to the ambient magnetic field.
nrted to the bow shock and because of their high velocities They have short wave lengths. 30 < X < 215 m, and a low
can' be found upstream of the ion foreshock boundary. relative energy density. Broadband impulsive electrostatic

The region upstream from the earth's bow shock is also emissions with amplitudes proportional to f-2 for frequencies
characterized by'complex wave phenomena. There are MHD less than 3 kHz are observed to almost always accompany..
waves with an amplitude of 5 nT peak to valley and period electron plasma oscillations. The electron plasma osciila-
of 10-60 s. which have a left-hand polarization in the space- tions themselves have intensities up to 10 mV with wave- N

craft frame. The particles involved in the wave show a ± lengths of 400-780 m and frequencies of 20-30 kHz. They
15 km/s solar wind velocity variation as well as correlated are detected throughout the foreshock region and are driven L,
density fluctuations indicating a magnetosonic component. by 0.2 to 1.5 keV electrons at the boundary of the electron
There is a strong association be:ween these waves and dif- foreshock. Low intensity electromagnetic emissions at twice
fuse ions. Wave packets of whistler mode waves having the electron plasma frequency having a narrow b.: ;4 width "
intensities -_ I nT and typically composed of 2 or 3 coherent are detected upstream of the bow shock to distan. as of at
cycles ,are observed. LAng trains of more than 20 cycles least 240 RI. The emission frequency is correlated with
have been seen on occasion. The emissions, though left solar wind plasma density variations.
hand polarized in the spacecraft frame have been shown to

. Mi
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Chapter 4

THE GEOMAGNETIC HELD
D.J. Knecht and B.M. Shuman

The existence of the geomagnetic field has been rec- However, the most important connection, the fact that
ognized for a very long time. The usefulness of a magnet the geomagnetic field inte, .cts with a continuous stream of
as a directional reference was probably known in China solar plasma, was established only within the last twenty
morethan 1000 years ago and in Europe at least 800 years years. As a result of satellite investigations, these recent
ago. As early as the 15th century, the earlier belief that a years h'.ve seen dtast:c revisions in many fundamental ideas
compass needle points true north was found to be incorrect concerning the configuration of current systems and the
and mariners and mapmaker took account of this. Recorded magnetic field above the surface of the earth.
measurements of the magnetic declination (the deviation of But while satellite measurements have expanded our
the compass from true north) at various locations on the understanding of the space above us. the development of ..

earth date back to the early 16th century. which also saw techniques for collecting andinterpreting archaeological and
thediscovery of the magnetic dip (the deviation of a compass geological data have led to some important discoveries about
needle from horizontal when unconstrained). Although ex- the earth below us: namely, that the continents have drifted
periments with magnets had been carried out since the 13th thousands of miles from their original locations and that the
century. the concept that the earth itself is a magnet was entire geomagnetic field undergoes periodic reversals.
no advanced until the end of the 16th century by Gilbert. Today. geomagnetism encompasses two hrohid areas of -

From these beginnings. geomagnetism as a branch of theoretical study that are served by overlapping expermen- - " '

saence was developed. It was first assumed that the mag- tal data bases: the physics of the interior of the earth (which
netismof the earth was like tnat of.a solid permanent magnet produces the steady and slowly varying field) and tLe physics
and was therefore expected to ! e constant in the absence of of the magnetosphere and ionosphere (which produce the,
major geological changes, but this view was soon proved dynamic behavior of the field). The material in this chapter ,.. -

wrong: the secular variation (changes in the field over time tends to neglect the physics in favor of a description of "" '
intervals of years or centuries) was discovered in the 17th geomagnetic phenomena and their experimental observa- .2

century. Transient variations of the field (geomagnetic dis- tion. but this neglect is partly remedied in other chapters
twbance) were observed during the 18th certury. and gco- on the ionosphere and magnetosphere. :, .
magnetism was increasingly appreciated to be a Jynamic
phenomenon.

By the early 19th century. a large number of magnetic 4.1 BASIC CONCEPTS
observatories had been established both in European coun-
tries and in the distan: lands of their empires. Through
coordinated measurements by inany stations, the geographic 4.1.1 Units, Terminology, and Conventions-.
dependence of some geomagnetic phenomena was discov-
enei and the worldwide nature of major disturbances was The geomagnetic field is characterized at Pny point by
-stablished. The increasing volume and piecision of accu- its direction and ,nagnitude. which can be specified by two
mulated data made discouragingly clear how complex were direction angles and the magnitude, the magnitude of three
the phenomena being studied. Increasing internadonal co- perpendicular componerls, or some other set of three in-
operation included investigations during the first Intema- dependent parameters. Angles are commonly measured in
tionaPblar Year ( 1882-1883). By this time. the correlation degrees, minutes, and seconds. Priorto widespread adoption . .:
between the I I-year periodicities of sunspot occurrence and of inks units. the magnitue was usually given in units of -

g.mnagnetic phenomena had been noted. Early in the 20th oersted (magnetic intensity) or gauss (magnetic induction).
tenaurv the intimate connection between solar and geomag- Since the field is less than one oersted everywhere, the unit
netic phenomena was further established by the correlation gamma was most useful: ome gamma equals 10' oersted or
of recrrent disturbances with the 27-day solar rotation and 10-5 gauss and was used interchangeably for intensity and
latieby the correlation of magnetic storms with solar flarcs. induction. Since the miks unit for field strength is very large

-..----- -
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* CHAPTER 4

(one 'esla =It0' giuss). (he nanotesla (nT). which very 4.1.2 Coordinate Systems
conveniently equals one gammia. is now almost universally

*used. A number of coordinate systems are employed in the
Some of the angles and components commonly em- description of geomagnetic phenomena. Fivc of the most

ployed arc shown in Figure 4-I1 Standard terminology is as useful are the geogrdphic. geomagnetic. geocentric solar-
fllows. The vector geomagnetic field is the vector F. Its ecliptic. geocentric solar-magnetospheric. and solar-mag-
magnitude F is called the total intensity or the total field. netic sys'emns. They arc shown in Figure 4-2 and are defined

as follows.
A geographic coordinate system is one that is fixed with

respect to the rotating earth and aligned with the axis of
rotation. Most commonly used are the spherical polar co-
ordinates r. 0,. and 4, where r is geocentric distance. 6 is

D colatitude (measured from the north geographic pole), and

- Geographic Geomy~agnetic
Z. (e9O(

#no - maneic

3ras I .9 -C - -

Soa -' ec ii Soa -mgeope

+ -a

F: total field0
H: horizontal component .dpl

X: northward component 4
Y: ic-istward component . --- i -

Z. /'eitical component ~
D: o -zhnation 1
~:itclinaticr .I-

YSIP Y1M

Ficure 4- . Di~eniti,.n and sig'n c,nnisi for the nwoiny clentents.

10

The niaenitude ti o1 the horiiontal comptonent irector H is
called the hori/ontad intensitv*. the niagnittode Z. of tie ver-
tical component vector Z is called the vertical intensity. The Solar-magnetic

northward. eastsmard.A;id do"~ nward coniponents of the field S
are designated bN the inagnitudes X .Y. and Z. respeL ively. dwtction of dipole

g"o'.Pliic axis direction
the Cartesian componentl oif the ie!d. 'The matenitude 1) 'if nort, pol

the anele bctvcen X and H is called the dcclinaitioii. the
manti ariation. or the variation of the compass.. rhe ,<

maenitude I of the angle btiween H or F is called the
inclination or the dip. rhe qluantitics F. It. X, Y. Z, 1) a.id
I are called magnetic elements. The sets of e!ements used
most com~monly to specify the field are tH. D. Z.)- WF, 1.
M.; and MX Y. Z). The sign convention for each parameter 1 1dreto
is shown in the fig~ure. all vector% and ingle,i being positive
as drawin. fi Iure 4-2 kveral oidinaie 'ystern usedt in geoiagnetistu.
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THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD

4b is east longitude (measured from the Greenwich merid- field line (that is. one computed from an accurate higher-
ian). with the earth assumed spherical. Sometimes altitude order model fitted to the actual geomagnetic field, as de-
(above the surface of the earth) is specified in place of r. scribed in Section 4.6. I ) is traced out to intersect the mag-
north or south latitude is specified in place of 0. and west netic equatorial plane at the point A. which has polar co-
longitude is specified in place of 4) for values greater than ordinates I, and A. From here a simple dipole field line
180 degrees. (Geodetic coordinates, which are defined rel- is projected back toward the earth to a "'landing point" Q_.
ative to the nonspherical earth ellipsoid, must be used with The corrected coordinates for point Q are the uncorrected
care.) coordinates of point Q, (4, and A,). The value of @, may

The geomagnetic coordinate system is also ai spherical be found from the dipole equation. L, = R sec 2 4). where
polar system fixed relative to the earth, but the polar axis R is the radius of the earth. Assigning the corrected coor-
is the axis inclined 11.5 deg,'ees to the axis of rotation, dinates to the point Q permits an accurate description of
intersecting the earth surface at' the point 78.5°N. 291.0°E phenomena in the actual field as if it were a simple dipole
which defines the geomagnetic north plole. This was at one field: for example. points having the same coordinates in
time the axis of the best centered-dipole approximation to the northern and southern hem-ispheres will be actual con-
the field: current spherical-harmonic models of the main iugate points. A revised tabulation of co.rected geomagnetic
field would place the pole approximately 0.25 degrees far- coordinates, using terms through order 7 in the spherical-
ther north and 1.6 degrees farther west. Geomagnetic co- harmonic model, has been published by Gustafsson 119701
ordinates r. 0,,,. and b,,, (and geomagnetic latitude and Ion- for every 5' of geographic longitude and every 2° of geo-
gitude) are defined by analogy with geographic coordinates. graphic latitude.
with I,, (or geomagnetic longitude) measured from the The geocentric solar-ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system
American half of the great circle which passes through both is a right-handed Cartesian system with coordinates X_.

* the geographic and geomagnetic poles (that is. the zero- Y,. and Z,. and the center of the earth. as origin. The
degree geomagnetic meridian coincides with 291.0°E geo- positive X,. alis is directed toward the sun. The Z, axis is
graphic lo|.gitude over most of its length). directed toward the northern ecliptic pole, so both the X,.

The corrected. geomagnetic coordinate system, is a re- and Y_ axes lie in the ecliptic plane. This system therefore
finement (of the geomagnetic coordinate system that has rotates slowly in space with the orbital pcriod of the earth.
proveta useful i, considering phenomenai that involve prop- In this system, field vectors are often resolved into two
agation along lines of force of the geomagnetic field IHak- components, one lying in and the other perpendicular to the
ura. 19051. it effectively provides a more accurate field-line ecliptic plane: the direction of the former is specified by the
connection from a point on "or near) the earth. surface ,ither angle 4 between it and the X axis (positive counterclcek-
to the ,_equatorial plane or to its conjugate point than would wise when viewed from the northern pole). The direction
be afforded by any simple dipolc approximation of the geo- of the total field is specified by + and 0. where 0 is the
magnetic field. Figure 4-3 shows how the corrected geo- angle between the vector and the ecliptic plane (positive
magnetic coordinates tlatitude ',. and longitude .A) are northward). This system is particularly useful for referenc-
obtained for.a point Q. at the earth surface, whose geo- ing data from interplanetary space. such as measurements
magnetic coordinates arc ( ) and.\. Starting at Q.,an "actual" of the undisturbed solar wind and the intrplanetary mag-

netic field.
The geocentric soiar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate

system is also a right-handed Cartesian %, stein. with co-
ordinates X..,,. Y.,,,. and Z,,,. and its oriuin at the center of

IN. tie earth. The positive X,,,, axis is also directed toward the
I L int sun. It differs from the solar-ecliptic system in that the Z,_

n Qc \' . axi, lies in the plane containing both the X,.,, axis and the

FE LI NE \\geomagnetic dipole axis defined olbove. The system there-
fore not onl rotates with the orbital period of the earth but
also rocks back and iorth through 23 decrees 4a rotation

7 "about the X,,,, axis) with a period of one day. This ,ytem

*'' " A, I l,. ' I is parti.ularly useful for ri&krencing data from distant re-
" cons of the magnetosph,: e. since time-dcpendent features

.- ",~O.-- / ,that result from the conic.al motion of the dipole axis are.
/ N" • . to a lirce xtent. eliminated: that is. to a irst approximation.

the entri re magnet,isphcre. in it main features. may he cx-
S.....A pected to rock back and forth in this-" a,

A related frame is the solar-manetic CoM I coordinate
Fiure 4-3 \kluxi of ftrdim" .rrcod Lv,111. n,- Ox,rdmintw', Sx cst I. In this .\ stelmu the Z axis is directed to the north
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al(rLg the gec.ma,!netic dipole axis, and the Y axis is per- widely used is the B-L coordinate system of Mdlwain. As
*pendicular to the earth-sun line toward tedusk side. Tb shown in Figure 4-4. surfaces ofcutistant B (magnetic field

X axxis is not always directed toward the sun in this system. intensity) are concentric. rougly ellipsoidal shells encir-
but rocks back and forth through 11.5 degrees about the cling the earth, while surfaces of constant L (a magnetic
earth-sun line. This system differs from the GSM essentially parameter) approximate the concentric shells generated by
by a rotation about the Y,,,, axis, dipole field lines rotating with the earth. The mathematical

In addition to strictly spitial coordinate systems. several definition of L arises from the equations of motion of par-
*so-cal!ed magnetic systems have been found useful in study- ticles in the field. to some degree of approximation. particles
*ing the motion of charged particlcs trapped in the magnetic move to conserve three adia'batic invariants to which B and

field: these coordinates generally locate particles by refer- L are simply related. Since these coordinates are more useful
* ence to surfaces on which some magnetic parameter is con- to the study of trapped particles than to the study of the

stant. and since: most particles arc strongly controlled mag- field itself, the reader is referred to standard texts on trapped-
nefically a, great simplification of the data often results. Most particle physics for a complete discussion.

ICI

(n ....
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THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD

4.1.3 Sources of the Geomagnetic Field The steady (nonvarying or dc) component of the field
may be considered first. Although it is true that the entire a

In considering a physical description of the field. a uscful field has been varying drastically over geological time scales. a
point of view to adopt is thai of energy balance. A static that portion which varies with periodicities greater than about
field represents an energy density B'Xr. and any change a year is customarily considered to be the steady field, while
in the field implies a transfer of energy to or from the field.' the remainder is considered the variation field.
Understanding the field therefore implies identifying the Most of the steady field arises from internal terrestrial
energy sour:es and the causative physical mechanisms through sources (that is. below the surface of the earth, but excluding
which this energy generates (or is generated by) the field, currents induced in the earth by external current systems)
Except in the case of permanent residual magnetism. a mag- and is known as the main field. This field results primarily
netic field is generated only by the macroscopic motion of from convective motion of the core and is' approximately
electric charge. so the final step in any physical process of dipole configuration, having a strength at the surface of
affecting the field will involve electric currents, though the the earth of several times I( nT. The dipole is centered
energy driving the currents may be drawn from various close to the center of the earth, with its axis inclined about
sources. At present. the terrestrial and extraterrestrial sources i 1. 5degret;.i !,o the axis of rotation. About 10% of the main
known to contribute appreciably to the geomagnetic field field, often tcmed the residual field, is nondipolar: it con-
are the following: sists of both large-scale anomalies (up to thousands of kil-

I. Core motion. Convectioi motion of the con- ometers). believed to he generated by eddy currents in the
ducting' fluid core of the earth constitutes a self- fiuid core, and small-scalc irregularities (down to 10 kin)
exciting-dynamo. arising from residual magnetism in the crust. Changes in

2. Crustal magnetization. Residual permanent mag- the main field (the so-called secular variation) are slow,
netism exists in the crust of the earth. with time constants of tens to thousands of years.

3. Solar electromagnetic radiation. Atmospheric If the earth were in a perfect vacuum. its dipole field
winds (produced by solar heating) move charged would extend outward without limit, merging smoothly with
particles (produced by solar ionizing radiation): the fields of the sun and other planets in a simple additive
this constitutes an ionospheric current which gen- fashion, the field strength declining inversely with the third
crates a field. power of geo-entric distance. However. interplanetary space

4. Gravitation. The gravitational field of the sun and is not a vacuum but is filled with the ionized corona of the
moon produces a tidal motion of air masses that sun (the s.olar wind), which flows continuously outward past
generates a field in the same way as does the air the planets. On a quiet day. near the earth, this plasma
motion from solar heating. typically has a density of a few ions/cm' and a velocity of

5. Solar corpuscular radiation and interplanetary field. about 400 kmls. An important feature of the plasma is its
A number of field contributions arise directly or high electrical conductivity. One result of applicable theory
indirectly from the interaction of the solar wind is that the magretic field will be'frozen into": uch a plasma:
and its imbedded magnetic field with the main that is. the ions. electrons, and magnetic field will move
field of the earth. Some important effects are the together as a compressible fluid medium. When such a mov-
compression of the main field by external plasma ini fluid encounters a stationary entity with which it can
pressure. the intrusion of solar plasma into the interact, such as the geomagnetic field, one or the other will
main field, the heating of plasma already within be deflected'. swept away. or otherwise modified by the
the field, and the merging of magnetospheric and collision. The total pressure of the solar wind is the sum of
interplanetary fields. the pressure exerted by the momentum of the particles and

There are a number of other obvious possibl.- sources'that. the Maxwell .pressure B2.87n of the frozen-in field. The geo-
in fact, do not contribute appreciably: examples are the magnetic field also contains highly conductive plasma. and
mantle of the earth and energetic cosmic rays. this medium similarly sustains a pressure equal to the sum.

of the ambient-plasma and Maxwell pres.iures. When the
pressures of the interplanetary medium and the geomagnetic

4.1.4 The Steady Interior Field field are compared. it is clear that at great distances the
geormagnetic field will be swept away by the solar wind and

A geometric-tempowal description of the field is con- that close to the earth the solar wind will be excluded by
structed from meaurements made by observatories. sta- the field. At intermediate distance% there must exist a region
tions, ships. rockets, and satellites. all 'of which are re- of interaction where the pressures arc comparable and where
stricted in ecomnetrio coverage (geographic or spatial location) rather complicated features can be expected. In the last
and temporal coverage (time period and frequency re- decade, satellite experiments and theoretical development
spomse). Observed phenomena tend to be classified accord- have discovered and clarified the principal features of this
inly. The traditional classification by frequency is v.ery interaction. Some of them are illustrated in Figure 4-5. IThe
useful and is retained here. 23c tilt of the rotational axis and the I 1.5' tilt of the dipole
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Figure 4-5. Th1e general configuration of tthe magnetosphere, shown in a noon-mieridian secipn

axis have been neglected for simplicity.) The field of the the tail has heen ebserved at a distance of more than 1000
earth extends to a geocentric distance of 10 R,z. toward the 11 behind the earth. It might also be expected that within
sun (R1-- being a unit of length equal to the radius of the the tail the north-polar field lines would be smoothly con-
earth) at which distance it terminates abruptly in a thin layer nected across the equatorial plane to the corresponding south-
known as the magnetopause. The region interior to this layer polar field line%, but this also does not happen-, these field
is known as the magnetosphere. The region exterior to it lines are dra-wn out into the tail, directed. toward the earth
contains the solar wind, which is "piled up-. that is. corn- 'above the plane and away from the earth beow it. Thus.
pressed, deflected, heated, and made turbulent by the col- beyond a geocentric distance of about 10 RI- in the tail, the
lision. 'These effects propagate some distance upstream. with equatorial plane (neglecting tilts) is a sort of neutral sheet,
the result that the wind is slowed over a distance of a few across which there is a fairly abrupt field reversal, and the
RF. Since the velocity of the undisturbed wind is "super- component perpendicular to the neutral sheet is very small.
sonic", there exists a surface at which, the velocity is just A surface of discontinuity in the magnetic field implies
..sonic'" and a stationary shock front, the bow shock, is the existence of a current flow in the surtace. and the current
created. The magnetopause is typically at about 10 RI: and .pattern can be inferred from the field. On the sunward mag-
the bow shock at about 14 RI. on the sun-earth line. The netopause the flaw is characterized by an eastward current
region between these is called the magnetosheath. Field lines sheet (dawn-to-dusk) across the nose (subsolar point) of the
from the high-latitude (polar cap) regions are swept back magnetosphere. In the neutral sheet the flow is wes~ward

* toward the night side and form a long geomagnetic tail. across the tail (also dawn-to-dtjsk). with return loops or, the
Although it might be expected that solar wind pressure per- tailward part of the magnetopause. These currents are shown
pendictilar to the direction of its bulk flow'should close the schematically in Figure 4-6. (The composite magnetopause
magnetosphere within a few tens of RI. behind the earth, current is not shown.)

*that is not the case, the combined pressure of field and1  The current system oif the magnetopause acts to cancel
* plasma within the tail is sufficient to preveznt closing, and the dipole field outside and enhance the field inside the
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NJ for separating field contributions have been somewhat ar-
bitrary and subject to personal judgment. These fields were
originally defined on thebasis of data taken during a few
of the quietest days per month. With better understanding
of magnetospheric disturbance, improved measurements,

and an awareness that quietness is only relative (any day
being only more or less disturbed), it became more common

6 Pto consider them in an idealized sense as being those vari-
ations that would exist if the earth were subjected only to
an absolutely quiet extemel environment. More recently,
evidence of a direct connection between quiet and disturb-
ance variations has made this viewpoint less useful.

- -Quiet variation fields include several contributions. The
solar quiet (Sq) variation field, which has a peak-to-peak r
amplitude of several tens of nanoteslas at most surface lo-

Figure 4-6. Flow patterns of the two principal current systems which cations, is caused mostly by the generation of ionospheric

determine the configuration of the magnetospheiv [adapted currents by solar electromagnetic radiation., The L (lunar
after Axfoud. 19651 daily) variation field, which typically has an amplitude of

a few nanoteslas at the surface, results from the generation
magnetopause. This is equivalent to a compression of the of ionospheric currents by luni-olar atmospheric tides. An-
geomagnetic field by the cavity to which it is confined, other contribution of a few nanoteslas at the surface results
Because the cavity almost totally surrunds the earth, the from the confinement of the main field by the solar wind.
field is compressed on all sides, but since the tail is open the compression being stronger on the day side than on the
and the highest pressure is on the nose of the cavity, the night side. Quiet variation fields are discussed in Section
compression is somewl-at less on the night side. The 4.4. which for both historical and practical reasons retains
compression results in an average increase of the equatorial a ground-based perspective.
surface field of about 0. 1 (about 30 nT); just in.ide the
magnetopaue the increase is l0)" (which is about 30 nT
when the magnetopause is at, 10 R1 s but about 60 nT if it 4.1.6 Disturbance External Fields
has been pushed in to 8 R1l About a third of the surface
increase results from diamagnetism in the solid earth. Variations in the geomagnetic field that do not have a

The steady field then consists basically of the main field simple periodicity and appear to result from changes in the
of the earth compressed by the cavity to which it is confined: interplanetary environment are called disturbed variation
In addition, most I of time-varying field contributions dis- fields or geomagnetic disturbance and are denoted by D.
cussed below are also (like the magnetopause current) likely The D field is that remaining after the steady and the quiet

* to have an average dc value which may be thought of as variation fields have been subiracted from the total. Large
part of the steady field. For example. convection of the disturbances of relatively long duration, the behavior of
outer magnetosphere and the flowing of a ring current are which suggests sonic magnetospheric events as the cause.

- . processes which continue even on the quietest days. are termed geomagnetic storms. Except for some fluctua-
tions attributable to irregular motion of the upper atmos-
phere. the sun is responsible for all disturbance effects rec-

, 4.1.5 Quiet Variation External Fields ognized at present. and with only two exceptions, it is the
solar wind with the frozen-in solar magnetic field that trans-

The earth with its core. atmosphere. and main field mits the disturbance to the vicinity of the earth. The two
rotates in the interplanetary environment and moves along exceptions are disturbances in which ionospheric conduc-
its orbit so that any point stationary in geographic coxrdi- tivitv is enhanced as the result (if solar flares: polar cap
nates experiences periodic variations in gravity force. solar absorption events (PCA), which result from low-energy pro-
illumination, and compression or other modification by solar tons from the flare, and solar-flare effects (SFE). which
wind effects. The field contributions that result from these result from x-ray emissions from the flare.

* motions vary diurnally'and seasonally. Field contributions lfistorically, the disturbance field has been studied by
that vary this slowly and regularly and do not result from ground observations. with the hope of separating the ob-
disturbances in the inturplanetary environment are known served surface field into components that could be explained
as quiet variation fields. The analysis of experimental data in terms of current systems above the earth. A useful dis-
to determine the quiet variation fields is of course difficult tinction ha, beer the separation of the component that de-

* in the presence of magnetopheric disturbance, and criteria pends only on universal time JUT) from that which depends
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CHAPTER 4
on local time (LTt. the fonier. usually called the storm- 4.2.1 Instrumentation

time variation -and denoted by Dst. is. by detinition. sym-
metric about the polar axis. while the latter, called the dis- Instruments used over the past several hundred years to
turbance-daily variation and denoted by DS (or Ds). is asym- measure the intensity and direction of the magnetic field
metric. Then D = Dst + DS. The component Dst was have been few in number and simple in principle, but during

attributed to a ring current encircling the earth a few R,. the past century they have been made very reliable and fairly
above the equator. while DS was attributed to ionospheric precise. Although greater precision and sensitivity were needed
currents generated by auroral particles precipitated from the earlier, major developments of new instruments came only
ring current. Although better knowledge of the magneto- in the past 35 years. partly because the o!der irstruments

V sphere has made clear that ionospheric and nagnetospheric were not adaptable for use on rockets and satellites. The
current systems are intimately related. this separation is still principal instruments currently in use may be listed as fol-
useful. Other separations have been male or proposed. usu- lows.
ally relating to a theoretical model of ,ome postulated phys- Ground-based instruments exploit several physical prin-
ical process. Many are currently in use in the literature but ciples. Several of the older instruments are based on the
are likely to be revised as understanding i'iproves. alignment or oscillation of a permanently magnetized needle

Except as noted above, geomagnetic disturbanc, results in the field. these include the compass. dip circle, and mag-
I. from the interaction of the solar w-ind with the geomagnetic netic theodolite. which measure 1). I. and H. respectively. |

field. While some minimum level of disturbance may be the three elements usualt v measured at observatories to de-
expected to result from turbulence generated by instabilities termine the field. Se. .r&.. others rely on the induction of a
in the flow of plasma around the magnetosphere even if voltage in a coil of wire. The coil may be rotated in the
sola wind properties %%ere absolutcl. constant. most dis- field as in the dip inductor, or may be fixed as in a large
turbance phenomena having characteristic times of minutes induction-coil magnetometer used to measure geomagnetic
to days anti observable in ground-based rneasurements of pulsations. Two magnetome'ers are based on the cancel-
the field result from variations (often abrupt) in one or more lation of a component of the get,.nagnetic field by tOe known
of the solar wind parameters t fr example. the density or field of an electromagnet: these are .>e H-magnetoilieter of ,
re city~ of the plasma or the direction or intensity of the Schuster and Smith and the Z-magnetometer of Dye. Of the
interplanetary fieldt. The largest disturbance,, of the mag- newer instruments. veral are based on atorr;c-resonance
ne ophere are called n:agnetospheric storms and the cor- techniques: these are the proton pr:cession (and proton vec-

S respnding disturbances A* the geonagnetic field are called tor). rubidium-vapor, and helium magnetometers. Another
geomagnetic storms. Whik phenomena vary greatly from widely used instrument exploits the saturation characteristics
storm to storm it is poissible to describe a typical or "classic" of a ferromoagnetic core: this is the fluxgate or saturable-

- magnetic storm i,,cw Section 4.5. I). Man% other complex core magnetoneter. Most recently, a number of extremely
. dynamic processes in the magnetosphcre are manifested in sensitive instruments have been developed which utilize the

F, magnetic-field disturbance: ome of these are discussed in quantum-mechanical behavior of Josephson junctions in a
Chapter M. superconducting loop: these ar: known as SQUID in.,gne-

The dyn:imic behavior f the nagnetosphere also in- tometers (for "superconducting quantum interference de- 0

cludes ose'illations, cpecily in accompaniment to slower %,ices" i.
magnetic disturbance. hotih because it is an elastic entity All of these magnetometers are in use for ground meas-
which can resmate and becarc a number of it, d',nanuic urcments. Satellite and rocket measurements rely mainly on
processe, generate ocillatorv currents. Periodic anti ape- the rubidium-vapor., induction-coil (often called searchcoil).
ri(odic tield fluctuations \, ith frequencies covering nearlN and luxgate magnetometers. which inherently have small
eeiht decldes, I' to t Il/I) are observed. In the lower size. low weight. m'idest power requirements, and an easily
frcquencN range IT tip to 5 Ii/i they arc called geomag- telemetered output. A brief decription of several of the
rnctic pulsations, These are discussd in Section 4.5.2. ligher most important of these intrtuments follows.
frequencies I-IF and VIFi are associated % ith the dyaam- Fied induction coils of various sizes are used to measure
ics of ionosphetic and nagnetosphcric plasmnas. rapid fluctuation, in the icld. To measure the vertical com-

ponent. hori/ontal coils with dimeters of nearly I0 km are
laid out on the ground: t.r the other components. coils a

4.2 MEASUREMENTS OF THE fcw meters in diancter, but v, ith many turnS. are used. Also
GEOMAtNETIC FIEI) used tor thi.: purpowse are much smaller coils which are

%%ound arouid laminated mu-nctal cores, which concentrate
Geomagnetic phenomena are studied experimentally manetic flux for increased sensitivity. Since the quantity

through data obtained b ground stations, ships. aircraft . measured is the time rate of chanve of the tield. the sen-
asnd space vehicle, This section discusses the instrument, sitivit\ is inherently proportional to the frequency of' the
Used for geonaenetic measurements and re\icws the prin- fluctuation A mnctal-core coil of ( i30 M) turns, having a

cipal sources of ,itch mca,urement, diameter of 7 cm and a leneth of 2 in. can detect variations
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of 0.001 nT at one Hz. A typical spacecraft searchcoil erated fields are known: an uncertainty as low as about 0.3
having a diameter of 2 cm and a length of 30 cm has a nT is possible. This instrument is used to measure H and ,
sensitivity 1000 times less. Z at many observatories.

The first and best developed of the atomic- or nuclear- In the last 25 years. a newer resonance instrument has
resonance ifistruments is the proton precession magnetom- been widely used. This is the alkali-vapor magnetometer.
eter. The physical principle on which it depends follows, which relies on the Zeeman effect and the phenomenon of
Individual protons in a hydrogenous material placed in a optical pumping. Any alkali vapor is suitable, but the ru-
magnetic field have both a magnetic moment and an angular bidium isotopes 85 and 87 have been most used. The energy-
momentum, which coincide in direction. the field exerts on level diagram for Rb-87. showing the Zeeman splitting in
the proton a torque tending to align its moment with the a magnetic field, is shown in Figure 4-7. When light having
field, but the existence of the angular momentum causes the a wavelength of about 0.79476 lAm is passed through a
common vector to precess about the field direction. Nor- transparent cell filled with the vapor, resonance absorption
mally the precessing vectors are random in phase and pro- and re-emission occurs involving transitions between the
duce no coherent signal, but if they are started with a com- various Zeeman sublevels of the ground and first excited s'

mon phase by suddenly releasing them after, polarization by states. If the' light is circularly polarized, the absorption
a strong field perpendicular to the field to be measured, they transitions must have Am = + I, so no transitions from
precess for some time in unison, producing at the precession the groundstate sublevel with mi = + 2 can occur. Even-
frequency a signal which can be detected by a pickup coil tually. all electrons are trapped in this substate and no further
surrounding the material. The precession (Larmor) fre- absorption can take place: the vapor becomes magnetically
quency is directly proportional to the field, the constant of polarized and transparent. This process is called optical
proportionality being 1/21r times' the proton gyromagnetic pumping. The polarization can be destroyed by impressing
ratio. This physical constant, known to an accuracy of better in a direction perpendicular to the ambient field a weak
than one part in IO0. has tht value 26751.9 x I0"o T s magnetic field oscillating at a frequency (the Larmor fre-
so the frequency for a field of 30 M) nT is 1.2773 'kHz. quency) corresponding exactly to the Zeeman splitting (6.99
In a typical instrument, the hydrogenous material is a frac- Hz/nT). Forbidden transitions between the various m-sub-
lion of a liter of water, alcohol, or n-heptane around which levels of. the groundstate are induced. electrons trapped in
is wound a single coil. used first to produce the polarizing the sublevel with m + 2 are redistributed to other sub-
field of about 0.01 T and subsequently to detect the preces- levels, resonance absorption of the light is again possible.
sitn signal. After the sample is polarized, the coherence of and the vapor is no longer transparent. The ambient mag-
*he precession persists for a few seconds before being de- netic field is determined by measuring the Larmor frequency
stroyed by thermal agitation. Several precautions and cor- (that is. the oscillating-field frequency that produces max- -

rections are required. but the instrument is basically simple imum light absorption). The simplest magnetometer consists .' * .
and reliable. Absolute measurements of the field can be of the vapor absorption cell surrounded by a coil to produce
made with an uncertainty as low as 0. 1 nT. The sensitivity the Larmor-frequency field, an if-excited vapor lamp with
of the instrument can he increased to 0.01 nT by adding a a filter to absorb all but the 0.79476 Rim line, a circular
microprocessor to process the piecession signal. Versions polarizer between the lamp and the cell, and a photodetector
for use -in observatories, aircraft, ships. and rockets have to measure the intensity of transmitted light. The frequency
been developed and a continuously self-oscillating version of the impressed field may be adjusted manually for mini-
is under development, mum transmission of light through the cell: there is a 2 0 %"

The proton vector magnetometer combioes the proton- change in absorption between the pumped and unpumped
precession magnetometer with two sets of 1-4elmholtz coils conditions. In more refined instruments, several corrections
arranged to null the'H and Z components. To measure Z. and improvements are incorporated and they are usually self-
H is first annulled by producing - H in the H co ils. The oscillating: that is. both the light intensity and the impressed
null cannot be detected directly but is produced by using field oscillate with the Larmor frequency, which is estab-
just half the current required to generate - 2H: the latter lished using a feedback signal from the photodetector. The
condition can be detected since the total intensity is then absolute accuracy of alkali-vapor magnetometers is limited
exactly the same as that wsith zero cerrent in the coil. The bNy the inherent line width of the resonance (several nT for
current required to annul Z is then measured. First-order rtbidiuni) and a further splitting of the Zeeman levels by
instrument errors, of which l c~ling alignment is moq crit- second-order effects in the coupling of moments: the un-
ical. can be corrected by appropriate check% with reversed certair!v in weak field recions such as the distant magne- .e
coils. To keep the field eradient at the sensor low enough tosphere is neglicible. but ir. strong-field regions. such as
with moderate coil dimenions, a four-element Fenselau or near the surface of thc earth, it is seldom less than ablout 2
Braunheck coil array may replace the simpler Helmholt/ nT.
coil Since this instruniment uses the proton prececoon mag- The helium magnetometer also depends on optical
netometer simply as a null detector. the precision of the punpin,. Its operation is similar to that ot the alkali-vapor
measurement depends on the accuracy with which the gen- instrument. but since tht- groundstate of helium has zero
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GROUND STATE FINE HYPERFINE ZEEMAN SPLITTING U
AND FIRST STRUCTURE STRUCTURE IN MAGNETIC FIELD
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Figure 4-7. Energy-level diagram for Rubidium-87.

magnetic moment, electrons are trapped in a substate of the odd harmonics, the second harmonic, is a measure of the
metastable 2VP, state instead, being excited to ir,- metastable ambient field. Its amplitude is proportional to the magnitude
state by an rf electric field. The inherent sersifvity is higher of the field component parallel to the core. and its phase
because of a greater Zeeman splitting (28 HzunT compared indicates the sign. Several schemes may be used to eliminate
with 7 Hz/nT for Rb-87). but the line width of the resonance the diive signal in the secondary winding. The primary and P
is much broader (about 100 nT). secondary coils can be wound on axes which are perpen-

The fluxgate magnetometer has been in use for nearly dicular. or if the core material is separated longitudinally
half a century. but its current usefulness results from ex- into two halves, the primary winding can encircle the .wo "1
tensive develbpment in recent years. At present. it is prob- halves in opposite senses. In either case the net excitation
ably the most widely used instrument in both ground and flux through the secondary can be made zero, and to the
space measurements for geomagnetic and magnetospheric degree that this is achieved, only the desired even-harmonic
studies. In it'i ;implest form. it consists of a highly perme- signal is detectod. A magnetometer of the latter type is
able ferromagnetic core on which primary and secondary shown schematically in Figure 4-8. Since a single sensor INcoils are wound. The primary winding is driven with a n.-asures only one component. most applications use a three-
sinusoidal current that has an amplitude sufficient to drive sensor orthogonal array. It is also common to combine the
the core material into saturation twice each cycle, thus instrument with coils, either external or wound in the sensor
changing the permeability of the material at a frequency (like the calibration winding shown), to annul all or most
twice that (if the primary current. The flux in the core has of the ambient field. It has also been combined with a
two sources, the exciting field and the ambient external field. servomechanism to orient a three-sensor array such that two
The former produces a large component at the driving fre- sensors read zero. the third measures the total field, and the
quency and. because of the changing permeability, other servomechanism measures the field direction. This so-called
components at odd-harmonic frequencies. The latter pro- orienting fluxgate was uied extensively in world-wide mag-
duces a large component at the second-harmonic frequency netic mapping by aircraft. Since the fluxgate is an analog
and smaller components at higher even-harmonic frequen- electronic instiument, a number of characteristics of the
cies. all due to the changing permeability: that is. the steady circuitry and core materiAi limit its absolute accuracy: some W
ambient field, which would otherwise produce no signal. is instruments have an uncertainty of less than I nT. The
gated" into the secondary winding by the changing per- s-nsitivity for both ground and space measurements is better

meability of the core. Since the exciting field produces only than 0. 1 nT. Since the excitation frequency may be as high
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Figure 4-8. Schematic diagram of a typical fluxgate magnetometer.

as 10 kHz, field fluctuations with frequencies as high as 100 corresponding to the existence of integral and half-integral
Hz or more can be measured. muftiples of !he flux quantum in the loop. The SQUiD is

The most recent and most sensitive instrument is the not an absolute instrument. changes in the ambient magnetic
SQUID magnetometer. which operates in liquid helium at field are measured by counting the number of maxima which
about 4 K. One version uses two Josephson junct'ons in a occur in an output signal as the field changes. In practice
supcrconductng loop as shown in Figure 4-9. Each junction
consists of two superconductors (the two halves of the loop) INSULATOR
separated by a thin insulator across which a current flows
because of the quantum-mechanical tunneling of electrons SUPERCONDUCTOR
through the the insulator. Quantum mechanics requires that
all electron pairs in the superconductor be in the same state,
and therefore that a single wave function describe the entire A B
loop. One result is that in a loop without junctions the
magnetic flux enclosed by the loop cannot change (being
"trapped") and is quantized in units of h/2q, (having the
value 2.07 x 10" Wb), where h is Planck's constant and
q. is the charge of the electron. Adding the junctions to the
loop results in a parial breakdown of the trapping; a non- Z
intc:.ral multiple of the flux quantum can exist in the loop, SL,
but the behavior of the loop in attempting to maintain the UE)

trapping can be observed through its effect on the Josephson ,.dc current flowing from A to B in the figure, which vaies H E_ _... 110 : ' '

as shown with the applied magnetic field. Another version
requiing only one junction in the loop observes this be-

-40D -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 30 400
havior by its effect on the impedance of a coil arranged to MAGNETIC FIELD (MILLIGAUSS)

couple an externally generated rf magnetic field into the-.
loop. In either case. the measured quantity exhibits an in- Figure 4-9. Te basic geometry and 1osephson-current respon. of'd sim-
terference pattern. that is. a series of maxima and minima pie dc SQUID magnetometer. rt o m
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both dc and rf instruments are equipped with feedback cir- 4.2.3 Satellite and Rocket Measurements
cuitry to keep the detector locked on a single maximum.
and the a/mount of the feedback signal becomes the measure Sounding rockets carrying magnetomieters have been used ...

of the magnetic field. The SQUID is a vector instrument, since 1949 to measure the intensity and height distribution
since only the component perpendicular to the loop con- of ionospheric current systems by measuring the change in
tributes. The sensitivity is extremely high; field changes as the transverse magnetic-field component as the current layer
small as 10 5 nT can be observed. The main limitation is was traversed and comparing it with that expected from an %
the need to keep the thermal energy kT very small compared idealized infinite current sheet. The equatorial electrojet. 14

with the energy of a flux quantum so the imerference pattern the midlatitude Sq currents, and the auroral electrojet have
is not obscured by thermal noise. dlnd this limits the area all been studied in this manner using primarily proton-
or the kiop to about I or 2 mm-. The magnetometer inher- precession or alkali-vapor magnetometers but occasionally
ently issesses excellent linearity, range. and frequency fluxgate or searchcoil instruments. Recently. attention has
response. Its disadvantages are that it must 'be calibrated to centered on the fine structure of field-aligned currents of the
some other standard, is susceptible to electromagnetic in- auroral oval. and a series of rocket-borne experiments has 1-
terference (which can ,:aus loss of lock to the reference attempted to determine the configuration of the lines of force
maximum and hence its calibration), and must be operated of the geomagnetic field by injecting energetic electron beams
in a liquid-helium cryostat. along the field line at rocket altitudes and detecting their

return. '

The use of satellites for magnetic measurements began
in 1959 with the Sputnik 3 and Vanguard 3 spacecraft. ',

4.2.2 Ground Measurements Measurements since then have provided the drastically al-
tered concept of the magnetosphere described in Section

Since the early nineteenth century. the principal source 4.1.4. In the last decade, deep-space satellites with highly
of geomagnetic data has been a continually increasing num- elliptical orbits (Hawkeye' I: Heos I and 2: IMP H. I, and
her of magnetic observatories throughout the world. Re- J: ISEE I and 2: 000 5: and Prognoz 4, 5, 6. and 7) have
centIV. the advent of scientific satellites has greatly advanced carried fluxgate magnetometers to the boundary regions of
the precision of global' surveys and the study of magnetos- the magnetosphere. Other satellites',n elliptical orbits of .-.

pheric phenomena. but this has not diminished the need for lower apogee (Explorer 45. GEOS I. and Jikiken) made
ground-based measurements. measurements largely within the magnetosphere.

By 1840 about 50 observatories were making coordi- Low-altitudc polar satellites are ideal for making meas-
nated measurements of the declination by hourly intervals. uremeits of the geomagnetic field to derive a' spherical- .. _
In recent years over 250 stations have been in continuous harmonic model of the internal geomagnetic field, since they "-,
or intermittent operation. Of these, over 130 are formal are nearly simultaneous and.have a uniform global distri- ''-

observatories, most of which publish data on a regular basis. bution. The OGO 6 satellite accomplished this during
Others are repeat stations which are carefully marked and 1969-1970 using a rubidium-vapor magnetometer to obtain
used periodically for standard measurements with portable accurate scalar measurements of the field. These were im-
instruments, Still others are special stations set up for a proved on during 1979-1980 by the MAGSAT spacecraft. ,,' . ..

particular research problem, Their geographic distribution which obtained both scalar values. using a cesium-vapor ..
is shown in Figure 4- 10. and a list of most stations in recent magnetometer. and vector component values, using an au-
operation is given in Section 4.8.3. Almost all observatories tomatic-field-offset fluxgate magnetometer. The scalar val-
measure three elements to define the vector field with an ues have an accuracy of I nT: instrument and attitude un-
accuracy of about I nT and a time resolution of one minute. certainties limit the vtcuracy of the vector values to 6 nT.
Many also derive K indices and make rapid-run magneto- In the last decade, high-resolution fluxgate magnetom-
grams for better time resolution. Many of these data are eters :n the polar-orbiting TRIAD and Air Force S3-2 sat-
available from the data centers listed in Section 4.8. I. ellites measured the distribution and intensity of field-aligned

In recent years. a number of ground-station networks currents ronnecting the outer magnetosphere to the polar
have boen constructed to provide the particular geographii: and auroral regions of the inosphere. By applying spin-
coverage needed for the study of ionospheric and magne- averaging techniques. ,!d t from the flLxgate magnetometers
tospheric dynanics, The largest number were ;, operation .carried for attitude determination on the ISIS 2. AE-C. and .! .i...

forthe three-year International %Iagnetosph,:ric otudy (IM;) S3-3 satellites) werc also used to measure field-aligned cur-
commencing in 1977. including five in North America. three rent%.
in Europe. and (through international cooperation) one which Magnetomcters aboard geestationary satellites respond
ci',led the globe. Some are still in continuous or interniittent primarily to time variations in the geomagnetic field and
operation. Data from manN of these are in digital form. have ha-L been useful as extraterrestrial observatories to monitor
10-second (or better) time resolution, and are available from the fluctuations caused by magneticstorms. In the last dec-
the National Geophysical Data Center. ade. such spacecraft. all equipped with three-component
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Figure 4-10. Geographical distribution of magnetic observatories.

fluxgate magnetometer:;. have included ATS 5 and 6 GEOS measurements and mathematical models (Section 4.6) are
2. GOES 1. 2. and 3: SMS I and 2. and (in an orbit slightly both sufficiently accurate that differences between them are
removed from the synchronous position) SCATHA. not detectable on world charts of moderate scale. and charts

are plotted fron the models. Charts of the magnetic elements
F. ". Z. and D are presented in Figures 4-11 through

4.3 THE MAIN FIELD 4-14. respectively. These charts for epoch 1980.0 are plotted
from the GSFC 9/80 model ILangel. 19821. but differences

The steady field includes both the main field of terrestrial between all recent models and the actual field are too small
origin and the nonvarying components of external current to detect on these small-scale plots. Crustal anomalies. which
systems. While only the forner is discussed here, it should seldom exceed 10( km in extent but are resolved by current
be remembered that the latter contributes to the surface field models, are similarly unresolved in these plots.
an amount which exceeds the uncertainty of present satellite An explanation of the source of the main field must be
survey measurements. consistent with seismic and other geophysical data. and

many proposed explanations have been discarded on the
basis of convincing arguments. The most satisfacto y theory

4.3. I Basic Description is that the field is generated by a self-exciting dynamo sys-
tem in which an etif generated by the motion of a conductor ,. \J"

The detailed chara-eristics of the main field are most (molten iron) in a magnetic (excitation) field produces a
easil% shown in world chart', A the elements,. llistorically current so oriented a,, to produce the, excitation icld. Al-
such charts wkere prepared by the hand tittine of curves to though a detailed understanding of core circulations is still
obser\atorv and survey data. No,. however, experimental lacking. it is bel;evcd that the dipole part of the field results
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Figure 4-16. The northern portion of the Kur%k anomaly. Isointensity contours of the hori7ontal and vertical field are shown in'units of oersteds [after
Chapman and Bartels. 19401.

has been decreasing at an average rate of about 0.05% per archaeological samples is a measure of the geomagnetic field
year (16 nT per year at the equator); data for the past 150 that existed at the time of their production. If the NRM is
years are plotted in Figure 4-18. stable, its direction is the same as and its intensity is pro-

It has long becn observed that the major regional aniom- portional to the field in which the sample was formed. how-
alies in the field appear to be moving westward, and math- ever, only certain combinations of material, physical pro-
ematical analysis INagata. 19621 has confirmed that about cess. and conditions result in NRM that is stable enough
60c of the secular variation not attributable to dipole weak- for reliable results. The most reliable data, result from ther-
ening :an be accounted for by a westward drift of the non- moremanent magnetization, locked into the sample by cool-
dipole field by about 0.2 degree per year. The cumulative ing after formation at a higher temperature. The best ar-
drift over a period of 38 years is easily observed in the chaeological samples are baked earths, such as kilns or
equatorial profiles of the vertical field shown in Figure hearths. from earlier civilizations. and the best geological
4-19. samples include materials such as lava formed at high tem-

A smaller part of the variation can be described as a perature. Very careful experimental techniques are required.
. northward movement of the dipole center with a velocity but the validity of a great many paleomagnetic data and

somewhat greater than 2 km per year. If this rate were to conclusions is well established.
continue, the center would be outside the core after about The study of the secular change of geomagnetic-field
1500 years. s) it is likely that the northward motion is merely intensity has tc,.n extended backward in time about 50(X)
the current phase of an axial oscillation of the currents that years. as shown in Figure 4-20. Over the most recent 20()

, generatc thc fiipot years the intensity has tended ii' decrease at an average rate
The remnwrnder of the variation is rehatively small (except of about 10 nT per year. while for tot' preceding 2(XX) years

, in Antarctica). It seems to have about a dozen regional foci. an increase of similar magnitude is obseied.
but it has not been accurately measured. The study of the secular change of geomagnetic-field

direction has been extended backward oer both archaeo-
logical and geological time scales using data from rock

4.3.3 Paleomagnetism samples. During the past several tens of thouands of years
the direction appears to have made quai-periodic ocilla-

Paleomagnetism. the ;ttdV of the geomagnetic field in tions ranging over several tens of degrees. However. meas-
times earlier than those for which retorded data exist, is urements covering the past few millions of years have yielded
based on the fact discovered more than a century ago that the important discovery that the dipole axis has not wandcred
the natural remanent magnetism (NRM) of some rocks and over the entire earth but has remained quite closely aligned
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with the axis of rotation. There seems generally tobe a
clockwise motion of the dipole.axis about its mean position

'D.3 " .with a period of roughly 10 000 years suggesting a prcces-
" sk .sion about the axis of rotation.

M For' earlier geological ages. paleomagnetic (as well as
0 paleoclimatological) data obtained on any one continent tend

..32 to be consistent and yield a time history of the apparent
a ]-_ ; motion of the magnetic poles; over hundreds of millions of

0 - " - years. such "virtual poles" seem to have moved systemat-
ically by many tens of degrees toward their present loca-
tions. However. there is a very large apparent disagreement

*I o-_ between traces for different continents. The explanation is
L [ that during this time period the continents themselves havedrifted large distances from their original locations.

,_______ ,_,___ .... ___ ,I,__ Measurments covering about 500 million years have
Yea A 0 revealed that there exist reversely magnetized rocks, and'

,, careful study has established that these indicate that the field
Fr 4has periodically undergone complete reversals, the latest

Figure 4-18. ('hange in euatorial field strength over the past 150 ,eat being only about one million years ago. It is not clear whether
lhisoncat dat from Vestine. 19621. the present weakening of the dipole field represents the

beginning of another reversal or a less drastic oscillation.

" "05L. . . . . 4.4 QUIET VARIATION FIELD.,

o . , A daily variation of the surface magnetic field was first
, , noted in 1722. Although the ionosphere was not discovered

os /-_ until 1902, at was predicted as early as,1882 that the cause
of the variation was electric current in a conducting layer

jof the atmosphere. Subsequent study has shown that the
quiet variation includes a large effect of solar origin, a

* "smaller effect of lunar origin, and a still smaller remainder
N 15- due to other magnetospheric processes.

0 90 180 270 360
EAST LONGITUDE (DEGREES)

4.4.1 The Solar Quiet Daily Variation
* Figure 4-19. Pntihi% of the vertical cquahioal field in the years IW17 and

145. fieldveng the cumuiafti Bultard drift 195 .1 '1olar quiet daily variation (the Sq field) results prn-
l."tcipally trom currents flowing in the E layer of the iono-

sphere. To a first approximation. this current system is sta-
tionary in ntnr;tating coordinates, and the field variation is
observed on the ground as a function of local time because

* the earth rolates under the currents: therefore, it is similar:: : .. , for all observer,, at the same latitude. ha,'ing the dependence

shown in Figure 4-21. However. this is a pix approxi-
. mation since the conductivities that determine the current

pdttern are controlled by the magnetic field, which is tilted.
-. " .. and the Sq variation is more nearl' the sine along contours

of constant dip latitude than at constant geographic latitude

There is also a longitudinal derendence from such effects

- Year A D . as the influence of tcean areas upon the strength of induced
currents.

Both th-, conductivity, which permits this current to-Figure 4-20 Fqua'. itetl ie rcht i n recent miiena, a dedtaed frm flow. and most of the electric field. hicb powe% the cur-
".- m~nea'.urments archaeoh,eiuai ,,anpk-, and recenlt o.'b.,,

MWV data lagaft and Ouima. 19671 rent. zre produced by solar electromagnetic radiation. The
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isbuddin jte vertical direction, the Hall current is in-

*50 F 0o hibited.* and a polarization result.,. It is round experimentally
H O' z Dand theoretically that the polarization enhances the effective

conductivity in the direction of the electric field (Cowling
'50- conductivity). At all other points; even %lightly off the dip

5- equator. the conductivity along the slightly tilted field lines
a z, is sufficient to allow the pillarization to leak off partially.

i----~ and the Cowling conductivity is much less enhanced.
W Both the strength and pattern of the Sq variation show

a dependence on longitude, season. year. and solar cycle
9 IMatsushita 'and Maeda. 1965a1. The dependence on season

-'0 is strong. with the current vortex in a given hemisphere
D becoming more intense during islocal summer. The de-

- pendence on solar cycle is also strong: while E-laver ioni-
zation increases by _50"4 from solar minimum to solar max-

£ '~.-imum. the Sq variation increases by about 10O'4. presumblv
a -"because the wind speed also increases. The Sq variation i

z b~l -enhanced and dimninished by the changes in solar radiatioln
* produced by solar flares and eclipses, respectively.

~. -.- K~.----The Sq'field also exhibits large changes from day to
~ .. ,,,-~.day. but the reasons for this are not yet well understood.

Tbe current evidence that the Sq current system is partially
- driven by niagnetospheric processes associated with dis-

turbanc phentomena blur% the traditional distinction be-
:A 1 'A t- 1. 24

L OCAL SC)L AR TIME (HOU0RS, tween quiet variation and disturbance variation fields.

Fig~ure .4-21 A,witmidc average %i tile solar quiet varijlium near the~

cunuse'sit .L,Ir mixiu ittin h. April. S,,~nsi, Afld
OLd1'er. 1'$58 latter mis'U'lita. W1' 4.4.2 The Lunar Daily Variation

The lunar daily variation (the L field) is generated in
major part (if the electric field appars Ito he generated in the same manner as Ihe Sq field, except that the responsible
the manner oft a di. flamo if high-peed tidal %% inds produced winds are produced b uni-sot r gravitational tides and
hit sofar heating, it( the atnlosrhcre. resulting in a variation there is currently no evidc-nce for any contribution to the
termied S4". Hoiseiier. it is alsoiclear that part oif the electric electric field hy magnetospheric proceses. The dominant

fied.paticlalythe hic-aiud al ariiae, in the behavior is a sernidiurnal variation: the amplitude is about

mat-mettlisphert: and is. commuitnicated ito the ionosphere it an order of magnitude smaller th~in the Sq anmplitude. As
fivid-alit.ned currents resultine in a %ariatitin termed %q" in the case of S+~ about 30Y of the L field is prodiuced by
l.%aisutIaIt. Yi5 eutre 4-'2 shit%%- the %4" anti total induced earth currents, Pigure 4-23 shovis the average 11

* Sq I 4' - Sq't ionoispheric curri-nt ,%,stern' inferred fromt variation in the elemnent% Ht. Z. and 1) near the time of an
a gfohaf arra, of nic.isurctncnt Induced caih current% i not equinox and for a mean funarage. Figure 4-24 sthows the
%htosjni contribute rouc-h1x ..ne-quarlet tot oncithird of the inferred ionospheric that no, induced) currents. A lunar

total Sq tieli eqijutorial ekectrojet is a lvinvipail featurc. cx isting l and being
One not ahie feature i.. a concentratiion f current at the more intense than showit for the same reafotn% given in the

miapictf' dipl equator, Ihi' so-called equiatorial electroict case of' the S4 %ariation.
is. in tajct. t'nl\ a itcx% hundrcd kitoicters sie more: con- The dependence oft, tin several parameters is consisent
ceni-mied thin :.tut Ix, rceokstucd in the fiiurc it the sphcr- with exptectations lMatsushita andi Maeda. 1965hi. There is

-- icit h.,rnon! , musdl iised to compute the current,, I he cec- at seasonal dependence. !:s for S4. and also a dependence

trofef elists fc, .jiic of'.a ilecial k ircumstan:e Dt fact that on lunar aiice The Noa-I l dependence on 1. is s.maller
the tield at -,hc dip equ.ifor is ex~t ifs h, ,i-nT-l reatc. a than that of Sq. the s ariaiin Neine abotut 3014 ( instead of
narrims belt of h:v+ kindu~ ti-i1 ftin the f"t 'lominc' aiji N ltkV; ) reater at solair miaximumn than at solar minimum
clckti. field tilurree Iixri~dictilar tot a r-.acnctic fieldf bec~ause the ;ncreascd actit, it\ increases onts the conductiv-

thee ess~ rd tn n.'rtxtard repetisek s oud nrnalf *ities and not the tdal \kind speeds, The longitudinal de-

* prodkl i a 11.011 current tttiQint. pepniiltit tstth there pendence. it it cxittst. is tio smrall to have been estabfished

%erfi~l .i I lose r. tin this :ji: the ciinducttic medium Ito date
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4.4.3 Magnetospheric Daily Variation 4.5 DISTURBANCE FIELDS

Excelit tr the- contribution tot the high-latitude Sq field.
the daily variation in thke surface field that result% from the 4.5. 1 G;eomagnetic Storms and Substorms
rotiation (if the earth %% ithin its mnagnetospbere has not been
otisened directly. since it is similar ito and certainly smaller T~he termi ieomnagnettc storm refer' to the geomal.!etic
than the Sq and L. %ariations. The da~side-nwhtsidt: dtffer- effe~ts of a magnetospheric storm. shich. broadly. detined.
ence in comprn-ssion of the field hN a quiet solar %% id results is an% large prolonged disturbance of the- matgnetosphere h%
in a surfac~e dturnal % artation computed ito he abolut 3 nTl. '.ariations in the- solar s'.ind- These storms. obsess.ed in
and te surface diurnal .-oilponen1% of other magnetospheric recordings (niagietogratnsl Of the- surface tralrnetic field.
field, (tkuh as a quiet-time ring current)I that' could arise exhibit great srhit and complexity. redflcing the- coim-
from as~rnnetric geometitics are probabI. negligible. In the plexit% oif so~r phenomecna Ifossese a classic storml the*

oute magetophere . tif course, such diurnal effects, are feature' of %%hich rfrqnt bsrd.cnhderid
large. but measurements Ma~de their are usuallv refereticed as folloN It includes mso energliitg pails and a subsequent
;o a ctiordinatc s'stemn that dis.N not rotate with the earth: recsiser%.
the effect of the- rotatine earthI is then a sonev hat different hefrtpart cosssof as sudden co'nitnceinent and
problemn an initial phas hse result tromt a change in :onpression1
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LrHTof the magnetosphere following the passage ofa icn-
~and correlate well with the pressure exerted by the bulk

flow, Th udncmecmn S) seen at low-lat-
~',~- ' ~ /-\\/-\\ itude observatories as an impulsive increase in H. typically

~ ~ I /~\,having a rise time of onc to six minutes and an amplitude
2O~ f\/~\, \/~\of several tens of, nanoteslas and observed over the entire

LJ with aspread in arrival time of less than aminute.
'~"- ' -~Depending on location and the particular storm. it may be

~ ~~ ~ tN ,f' j positive, negative. double-valued or absent. The rise time P
corresponds to the time required for the discontinuity to

W reach all points of the magnetopause and be transmitted to '

* ___________ - the ground as a hydromagnetic wave. When not followed
4 , by the later phases of a storm, this phenomenon is called a

sudden impulse 61). The initial phase typically lasts two
M I\ "N to eight hours, during which the hield rceins compressed

0 -'- by the increased solar-wind pressrfolwnthdio-

pN j Z - tinuity.
02,,.-.-.. /'\ / & ' ,( The second part is, the main phase. It result., from an

j. ~ /\/\ f\~ / inflation of the magnetosphere by a ring current and is best
~. -- N.Y ~correlated with a previous southward turning of the inter-4

planetary field, which permits enc*-gy to be extracted, from
s'~~ the solar wind by a merging of the interplanetary and geo-

/N~r~, \,/N 5 ,~/~\ , magnetic fields at the magnetopause. It is seen at low lat-
itudes as a rapid decrease in the field to values which are

k- ---- 17 2& "i 71 24 2 below the prestorm level. often by, more than 100 nT and
LOCL LNARTIM ~infrequently by more: than l(XX) nT. It developsover aperiod

of a few hors to a day and is characterized by noise (large
de!ft421 nrivehd fn d aa werin the flie 184119ft Clfti fluctuations with a broad risetime spectrum) and an asym-
ifr na MrWn dacdta cstnii5h rui iI-92 ae metry in local time iearliest development in the late-after- 0

Ma4'r~tla ad M cuta i~iblnoo n secctor). Since solar %ind discontinuities usually in-

volve cl'anges in botth pressure and field direL (ion, storms

typically shoiw bO compression and inlation effects. but

* mencment% or storms which fail ,to d-welop a main phase
41 are not uncommim.

0 ~The final part is the recovery phase. It consists of a quiet
- . .4increase 4f the field toward the prestorm level with a char-

o' /s-52 / acicristic time which is t~pically about one day but some-
W0 ) > ~ timnes much lingcer the recoi, ry Is often faster at first than

- * later. Recover% results I'vom a dei~case in the ring-currecnt
~ ~ *~ .,plasma awhtn the source is terminated :Id the existing plasma

j I ;I A t , I is lostl It% varius mechanisms,
\. '\ -1 11 I\~\~. The term macewtosphric substorn. demites a proxcss

h- \., n hich energ exltcd from the solar A ind and stored
0 In the magn-losphere is dissipated. It i% %.) named becausez ' 1 77the main pI"s of a large magnetic stoirm often appea-% zo

~..2.. - IP he the %upi-tpoisition oit many %uhstorms. each oft which'
o0612 is 2' cointributes. paniclc% to the main-phasc ring current- The

LOCAL LUNAR TIME (HOURS) intermittent and impulsive nature oft the substotvns accounts1
c ~ nd~esa~nie.~hfoir the characteristic noise: of the main phase. ThV substorm

Fi-rA" hvms^,henc currcrit inferred fpmru tht: t+'..cd t, NAnoti is the prinupal inslabili1% of the magoictosphere ind ver P
coimmoln. it is often observed almos^t daily and is seldom

It1UAnds* .,' Ampere, lIe Afc ! j~ht MW i~ej %'s absent for man% da% s The pro~ess takes place near local
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midnight and is manifested in auroral and geomagnetic ob- 119791. Shawhan 119791. Southwood 119791, Hughes 119821.
servations by the auroral breakup and the geomagnetic bay. Singer 119821. Southwood and Hughes 119831. and Hughes
It is now clear that it involves a short-circuiting through the 119831.
auroral-zone ionosphere (via field-aligned currents) of the Dugey 119541 suggested that the long-period ULF pul-
cross-tail neutral-sheet current. This permits closed field sations observed on the ground were hydromagnetic waves
lines that had been distended by the cross-tail current to resonating on geomagnetic field lines. In the idealized case.
-relax earthward into a more dipolar shape, carrying with field lines can be considered fixed at both ends in a perfectly
them particles for the main-phae ring current. Substorms conducting ionosphere. and harmonic standing waves can
appear to be self-limiting, lasting for less than an hour. larger exist on flux tubes. In space and on the ground. magnetic
amounts of energy are often dissipated in a sequence of observations of spatial variations in wave frequency and
substorms or one substorm with multiple onsets., polarization characteristics have supported this picture. An J., °

Prior to the most recent decade, many studies of geo- approximate expression for calculating the resonance period
magnetic disturbance sought to explain various phenomena is given b'y the so-called WKB or ime-of-flight approxi-
by constructing -equivalent- current systems confined to the mation
ionosphere. More recently, there has emerged a much better .
understanding of the importance and general nature of field- 2 ds 14I
aligned currents in the magnetosphere and the intimate con- T() f nLm (4.1)
nection between ionosphere and magnetosphere. Chapter 8 A VA(S)

discusses some of the rnagnetospheric-ionospheric processes
and current systems. including substorms. that manifest where the Alfv6n speed is given by VA f B/ip,,nm,)1 2. the
themselves in geomagnetic phenomena and that traditionally integration is carried out between conjugate ionospheres. rJ A

have been studied from that perspective, is the harmonic number. ds is an element of length along
a field line. n, and m, are the number density and mass of 1 /
species i in the plasma. and L is the Mcllwain L-shell

4.5.2 Geomagnetic Pulsations parameter. This method is least accurate for the fundamental
mxde but more accurate calculations of eigenperiods have

Variations of the geomagnetic field having periods from been carried out using the wave equations for low-frequency %
less than one to several hundreds of seconds are observed hydromagnetic waves in a mmuniform magnetic field (for I
both on the ground and in the magnetosphere. They are example. a dipole field). The full hydromagnetic wave equa- Li
ultra-low-frequency 4ULF) waves with frequencies below tions are coupled and have not been solved in general.
the ion gyrofrequency that propagate as .ydromagnetic waves However. with certain simplifying assumptions (such as
in the manetosphere. They have commonly been called considering magnetic perturbations strictly transverse to the
micropulsations. geomagnetic pulsations. or simply pul-,a- background field) they have been solved for poloidal-mode
tiocs. Wave amplitudes range from tenths to several hundred fradial field displacement) and toilal-mode fazimuthal field
nanoteslas. with the largest amplitudes usually occurring in displacement) waves. A particularly useful table for cal-
the longer-period waves at high latitude;. Similtaneous pe- culating eigenperiods of the uncoupled poloidal and toroidal
riodic variations in particle precipitation, aurorai inensity. rmxe waves is given by Cummings c al. 119691. Solutions
electric fields. x ray bursts, and particle flux are often ob- in an arbitrary field geomctry have been developed by Singer
werved. The pulsations have been classified into two prin- et al. 11981. "e theoretical dcvelopment of hydromagnetic
cipal type-: Pc oconfinuou-s pulsations, which often have waves has bhen discussed more fully by Southwood and
very sinusoidal waveform, and Pi (irregular) pulsations. Hughes 119821.
More detailed classification is discussed h Jacobs 11970; Sceral mechani.ms, have been smiegeted asi sourcs of
further uhiivsutions and characteristics of the waves are magnetic pulsations, however, it is usuall% difficult i link
given in Figure 4-25 [Saito. 19781. The shinestpriod ULF a particular wave observation to a -pecific source defini-
waves are thought to result front cyclotron instabilities with tisely. For waves exernal to tIle magnetosphere. source

charged particles in the magnetosphere. An overview of include the Kchin-lcniholt/ in',tabilits twind-oer-%ater) I
these waves ran be found in Jacobs 119701, an,! ishJt: at the magnctopause boundar, qua4si-parallel %%ae cxci-
lv781. A descnplion of the large variety of hi~her-;c.- tatiton where waves upstream of the bho% shock penetrate
quency (outside the ('[F hand) plasma waves in the mag- into the .naenetophere. and sudden impulses due to solar
netosphere is beyond the prcsnt scope: hoever, useful wind di%scmtinuities encountering the magnctopausc. For
summanes have iteen given by Ja<|o,. 11,q70 1 and Shawhan waves internal to the magnetosphere. sources include mat-
19791. ceveral collection, of paper, presented for revie% netic .ubstorms. real-space or velocitv-%pace gradient. in
ai meetings have been publisheLd ISmothwood. 1990: Orr. the magwntospheric plasma distribution, iont^pheric .on-
1981. IA(PA. 19821. Other u ul revie hasc been gisen Jucti, it\ dicontinUotes. and unstcad. larec-scale plasma
by Saito 119691. Orr I19731. Lancrotti and Southiwood consection. %Ian% da.-ide Pc pulsation'. probably originate
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oscillating flux tube. The ratio of the effective field-line 4.6 QUANTITATIVE MAGNETIC-FIELD
co luctance (i.,VA) I to the ionospheric conductance is one MODELS
conirol on wave damping in addition to wavc-particle in-
teractions in the magnetosphere. For example. on the night-
side of the earth where , - (p,,VA) '. the wave may damp 4.6.1 The Internal Field
oi'. after only a few cycles, forming Pi2-type pulsations.
whereas on the dayside. where 14 > (Y,,v) '. the reflec- A first approximation to the geomagnetic field near the
tance is high and waves can exit for many cycles as Pc surface of the earth is an earth-centered dipole with its axis
pulsations. The amplitude of the wave signals on the ground tilted to intersect the earth at 78.5°N. 291.0°E. the geo-
is also controlled by the ionospheric conductivity and the magnetic north pole; the other intersection at 78.5°S. I 11.0 E
howizontal wave number of the waves. An expression re- is the geomagnetic south pole. (These values were adopted
lating the ground field strength b, to that in the magneto- internationally to define the geomagnetic coordinate system;',. ".
sphere b. is however, the dipole terms of the first International Geo-

magnetic Reference Field (epoch 1965.0). also adopted in-
b ternationally. place the pole at 78.560N. 290.240E. and thisb, 4,. axis is also sometimes used.) In spherical coordinates. r. 0,

and 4b. with r measured from the center of the earth and 0- 41
where h is the height of the E region. k is the horizontal meas..red from the dipole axis (geomagnetic colatitude). ie,-
wave number, and !,. and I. are the height-integrated Ped- dipole field has the vector components
ersen and Hall conductivities. respectively. '

Magnetic pulsa!ionscontain inforni.tion about their source B

and the regions through which they propagate. Accordingly.

attempts have been made to use ground observations of M
pulsations as a diagnostic tool for infng properties of the .= -- sin (4.4
solar-wind and magnetospheric environments. Gmund-pul-
sation characteristics such as occurrence rate. amplitude. B, =0. ".
and frequency have been correlated with various combi-
nations of the solar wind vel,',ciy and the interplanetary The total intcnsity is' then
magnetic-field strcngth and its component values. param-
eter% which arc important fr generating pulsations in the M
solar wind or at the magnetopause boundary. Although this B - 13 cos 0 + I (4.5)
reserarch is still in its infancy. it may evmiually be possible
to monitor solar wind properties from ground-based pul- where M is the dipole roment of the earth (about 7.9 x 10"
sation nasurements. a much easier and less costly tech- Trm'). The equation of a field line is obtained by equating
nique than in .situ satellite measurements. Magnetospheric its slope to the slope of the field vector:
plasma density is another property that would be useful to
measure by ground~hased observations, and attempts have rd0 B. tan 0
been mide. using the notion of field-linc resonance. As can dr B, 2
be seen from Equation 14. Ii. measurement of pulsation pe-
nod permits determination of plasma mass t'ensity along a
flux tube, pros iding the standing-wave harmonic and field I y
geometry are known. This problem is further conplicated ".'.'94"
hl the actual distribution of mass on the field line and it
doe', not dit;nguish plasma species. Nevertheles,. it has
been used to give estimates of mass,, den,ify on flux tubes. where the constant of integration r,, is the geocentric distante
Another use of pulsations as diagnostics of the magneto- at which the field line crosses the geomagnetic equator. A
spheric environment is that of determining substorm onsets magnetic shell, which is the surface of revolution generated -~

using Pi2 pulsations. It appars that each su,,btorm onset by roating a held line about the dipole axis. is a useful
mab. b asociated with a Pi2. although the converse is concept in studying charged-particle motion. In the B-i.
probahl. m-4 true. The Pi2 signal is particularly useful be- coordinate ystem, trapped particles which move adiabati- ,
cause it begins abruptly and can often be observed over a cally io conserve three invariants of the motion are conined
large iortion of the earth. In space the signal propagates to a shell oi constant L The B-L coordinate system u;. "

faster than the plasma injected at substorm onset, and at roughly 5peaking, a transforiati n of the actual distorted
Some distance from ;he injection source the Pi2 can be used field of the earth into an equivalent di-.ole field iemptoying
to foretell the arrival of energetic particles. 'a multipole expansion of the flrmer: as discussed blow). -
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CHAPTER 4
and the shells of constant L transform into the simple mag- integrated over the sphere is not unity but (2n + I)-/2).
netic shells of the dipole field, with L = ro. The coefficients g '. hn', A. and B. appropriate to this

The centered dipolk is a poor approximation to the actual function, rtfened to as "Schmidt coefficients", are now , ,
field. It yields an equatorial field intensity of 30 800 nT, quite universally used in quoting results of analyses, al-
while the actual intensity ranges between values of 41 000 though earlier analyses have used other normalizations, par-
and 24 000 nT. more than 25% above and below the cal- ticularly the Gaussian, in which the numerical multiplier is
culated value. Much of iais discrepancy can be removed by replaced by 12n n!(n - m)!/(2n)!]. % .
taking the dipole !o be eccentric, a fairly good fit being In the potential, those terms containing g' and hl arise -
obtained by displacing the center of the dipole 436 km from sources internal to the earth, while those containing
toward 15.6°N, 150.9 0E and inr:ining the dipole axis to An' and B. arise from external currents- the potential func-
intersect the spherical earth at 81 .0N, 275.3°E and 75.0'S, tion is valid in the space above the surface and below the
120.4E IParkinson and Cleary. 19581. However, discrep- external current system. The field is given by
ancies of about 10% remain, which is not good enough for
most purposes. Since much better ,nodels are readily avail- B = -VV. (4.9) ,.,$
able for machine computation, the eccentric dipole is seldom
used. The northward, eastward, and downward components of the

'Any field derivable from a potential function can be field are thus
expressed in terms of a multipole expansion of the potential.
The coefficients of the various terms can then be adjusted I IV
by a least-squares method to give the best fit to the measured r '
field. The methodology for such analyses is well developed, 4,'

and sets of coefficients along with computer programs to I V
(4.10)calculate the field and a number of related parameters are r sin 0 4

readily available. In simplest form, the analysis is as fol-
lows. The magnetic scalar potential can be written as a aV
pmerical-harrmonic expansion: ar

.
V = a (cos 9) The construction of a model consists of adjusting the coef-

, ficients g.' L', A'. and B'1 to fit experimental measure-
[(a) 0, ments taken over a network covering the entire earth, using--

L g cos mb + h' sin md)) (4.7) a least-squares procedure to minimize some quantity such -.
r as the weighted sum of the squares of the differences be- :,'. -"

tween calculated and measured X. Y. and Z values, As the --
+ (An cos mb + B. sin mb) degree of the multipole terms increases, the magnitude of "., .

their effect decreases, and it is pointless to retain more terms
than are warranted by the accuracy of the experimental

where r. A. and b are the geographical polar coordinates of measurements.
radial distance., colatitude. and east longitude, and a is the Twenty years ago all models were based on surface ,-,r . '
radius of the earth (a = R,). The functions P,' (cos 0) are measurements. Since analyses were unable to identify con- r'-..0,,
the Schmidt functions: tributions from external sources, the coefficients An' and -.. ,,'

B"' were usually assumed to be zero. Although measure-
ments were not simultaneous, the existing knowledge of the
secular variation was used to adjust them to a common epoch

Pm (cc (n -m). ! 1 to which the resulting model applied. The significance of
In + n). J coefficients of order greater than about six was dubious.

[(I - cosl), 2 d ... 1 Since then field models of moch greater precision have
-"~ -- :-"', ,,, (cos2O - I )" been develop-d on the basis of data obtained by low-orbiting

2 lo polar satellites that can provide nearlv simultaneous cov-
F0' = 2if m >0 erage of the entire earth. A first major adv 'ance was made

, = I if m = . possible by three spacecraft of the NASA 'POGO series,
(4 which carried accurate total-intensity magnetometers. A

second advance has nok been afthrded by the MAGSAT
The second quantity in brackets is the associated Legendre satellite, launched in late 0'79,. which made accurate three-
function P_,1,cos 0). Its numerical multiplier makes the component measurements or the vector field. The increased
Schmidt function partially normalized. (Its mean-square value precision of these recent data require the retention of higher-
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order coefficients in the multipole expansion; the latest models spherical-harmonic analysis. Therefore, a separate modelI
typically include terms to order 13. At satellite altitude (e.g., of the external field must be constructed, and contributions re;

500 km). these models specify the field to an accuracy of from the internal and external models can then be added to '
about 10 nT and clearly reso!ve regional anomalies resulting specify the total field at any location in the magnetosphere.

from crustal magnetism. Also discernible in the data are the Large-scale current systems,'often only partially under-
contributions of the external field, including that of the stood, are associated with many complex magnetospheric
magnetic-storm ring current. Since satellite surveys now processes. However, three major current systems appear to
span about 15 years. the secular variation can be increasingly explain the basic configuration of the magnetosphere: (1)
well determined. Current models derived from data span- the magnetopause current, which creates the magnetopause
ning such a time interval include the time dependence by and flows in it, confining the geomagnetic field to the mag-
specifying the coefficients for a reference epoch and also netosphere: (2) .he neutral-sheet curre,'. which is driven by
their first and second time derivatives. the dynamo-generated potential across the magnetosphere

Until recently, substantial discrepancies existed between and causes polar-cap field lines to be drawn out away from',... .
models derived from different data bases. The value of a the earth into the tail: and (3) the ring current, which consists ., ' .
standard reference field was recognized. and beginning with of plasma drifting around the earth in the region where field
epoch 1965.0 such a model, the International Geomagnetic lines have a more dipolar shape. Several useful models have
Reference Field (IGRF), has been adopted. IGRF 1965.0 been developed by Olson and Pfitzer 11974, 19771. Ta5:-
was an average model: for any speciiic purpose anoiher ganenko 119761, and others to compute the magnetic field

model was likely to provide greater accuracy, but the IGRF produced by these currents. One of the Olson-Pfitzer models " * "
served well as a common reference. This difficulty no longer includes the tilt of the earth dipole: the other permits varying
exists: IGRF 1980.0 is the most accurate model' available. the stiergths of the three currents independently. %

Its time-derivative coefficients permit its use until 1985 when Extt' nal-field models describe a field configuration that
the next IGRF is scheduled. Retrospective studies have also is much less stable than the internal field. In studying some
resulted-in a Definitive Geomagnetic Reference Field. con- magnetospheric process, the model can be used to describe .r
sisting of models at five-year intervals (DGRF 1965. DGRF the general field configuration while the process is modeled -,

1970. and DGRF 1975) with linear interpolation of coef- separately. However. the currents involved in the process
ficients between them. The DGRF is not cxpected to be may be intimately associated with the model currents. An
revised further, whereas the IGRF may be (becoming DGRF example is the substorm, in which part of the neutral-sheet - ,
1980). A continuous bridge from the DGRF 1975 to the current is diverted along field lines and through the iono-
IGRF 1980 is made by the PGRF 1975 (-P' for "'provi- sphere causing an abrupt change in the configuration of the
sional"l. a linear interpo!ation between the two. This pattern magnetospheric magnetic field. The development of self-,
is expected to be followed for further updates. consistent models for such processes is just beginning.

The-coefficients for the three DGRF models and IGRF
1980 have been published in EoS IIAGA, 19811 and else-
where. those for IGRF 1980 are listed in Table 4-1. These 4.7 GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY INDICES
and other field models can be provided by World Data
Center A for Rockets and Satellites (Section 4.8. 1) in the The magnetograms and averaged data supplied by mag-
form of coefficients and computer programs to generate field netic observatories are too detailed for many purposes, and
values. it has long been found useful to compute some numerical Z .7.

parameters that indicate the level of general magnetic ac-
tivity or of specific types of disturbance. The International

4.6.2 The External Field Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) has
formally adopted 19 of more than 30 such indices currently " -

Theexternal field is that portion of the geomagnetic field in use. A brief description is given here of several of the
that resuits from currents flowing above the surface of the most useful indices: a compete review has been given by - . -

earth. Even at the surface and at low altitudes, where the Mayaud 119801. The availability and sources of indices are 2 L

contribution of the external field is a very small percentage, discussed in Section 4.8.5.
measurements are now sufficiently precise that it is included
in the spherical-harmonic models. As the strength of the
internal field weakens with increasing distance from the 4.7.1 General Activitv Indices K, Ks, Kp,
earth. the external field becomes relatively more important. and Km
However, even with external-field coefficients, the spheri- ,- '-"-',
cal-harm mic models described above losc their usefulness The K index, a measure of the irregular variations of
beyond about two or three earth radii. The reason is that standard magnetoeramns. is an indicator of the general level
the geometry of the external field does not lend itself to of disturbance at a iven observatorv. The index is defined ... . -
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Table 4-1. Spherical-haniminic cixflicients of the IGRF 1980.0. " S* 'a

n m g h dg/dt dh/dt n m g h dgfdt dh/dt

I 0 -29988 22.4 8 0 20 0.8
I 1 -1957 5606 11.3 -15.9 8 I 7 7 -0.2 -0.1

8 2 I -18 -0.3 -0.7
2 0 -1997 -18.3 8 3 - II 4 0.3 0.0

2 I 3028 -2129 3.2 -12.7 8 4 -7 -22 -0.8 -0.8 :7-
2 2 1662 -199 7.0 -252 8 5 4 9 -0.2 0.2

8 6 3 16 0.7 .0.2
3 0 1279 0.0 8 7 7 -13 -0.3 - 1.1
3 I -2181 -335 -6.5 0.2 8 8 -1 -15 1.2 0.8
3 2 1251 271 -0.7 2.7.
3 3 833 -252 .1.0 -7.9 9 0 6

9 I II -21
4 0 938 -1.4 9 2 2 16
4 I 783 212 -1.4 4.6 .9 3 -12 9
4 2 398 -257 -82 1.6 9 4 9 -5
4 3 -419 53 -1.8 2.9 9 5 -3 -7 .,;"-1
4 4 199 -298 -5'0 0.4 9 6 - 1 91 %

9 7 7 1o
5 0 -219 1.5 9 8 1 -6
5 1 357 46 0.4 1.8 9 9 -5 2 H.
5 2 261 149 -0.8 -0.4
5 3 -74, -150 -3.3 0.0 10 0 -3 i''
5 4 - 162 -78 0.2 1.3 1.0 1 -4 1 Vi:

5 5 -48 92 1.4 2.1 10 2 2 210 3 -5 2 acm,

6 0 49 0.4 10 4 -2 5
6 1 65 -15 0.9 -05 10 5 5 -4
6 2 42 93 3.4 -1.4 10 6 3 - I
6 3 -192 71 0.8 0.0 10 .7. i -2
6 4 4 -43 0.8 -. 6 10 8 2 4
6 5 14 - 2 0.3 0.5 10 9 3 -I
6 6 -108 17 -0.1 0.0 10 10 0 -6

7 0 70 -1.0 .

7 I -59 -83 -0.8 -0.4 -
7 2 2 -28 0.4 0.4
7 3 20 -5 0.5 0.2
7 4 -13 16 1.6 1.4
7 5 1 18 0.1 -0.5
7 6 1I -23 0.1 -0.1
7 7 -2 -10 0.0 .I.-

for each 3-h nur interval on the basis of the largest value R ginia. has sometimes been used as a, standard measure of
of the 3-hour ranges in X. Y. D. or H. where the range is activity for the United States. K valies are integers ranging
the difference between the highest and lowest deviations from 0 through 9:- the calibration for six representative sta-
from the regular daily variation. The K value for a given tions is given in Table 4-2: it may be noted that the K scale
value of R is found from a table in which the location of is roughly logarithmic with range. .

the station has been taken into account to permit comparison The Kp index ("p'" for "'planetary") is probably the most
between K values from different stations: the index reflects widely t'sed of all the indices. It was intended as a measure
mainly auroral-zone activity. so stations nearer the auroral of the worldwide average level of activity: however, it is
zone are much more sensitive. A two-letter subs cript iden- very sensitive to certain auroral-zone activity and insensitive '--
tifies the station. The KIR index, from Fredericksburg. Vir- to Vome other types of disturbance. It is based on the K
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Table 4-2. Definition of the K scale for six representative observatories

Name of Geomagnetic -ower Limit of R in nT for the K Value to be -
Observatory Lat. Long. .0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Godhavn /9.9 32.5 0 15 30 60 120 210 360 600 1000 1500
Sitka 60.0 275.3 0 10 20 40 80 140 240 400 660 1000
Huancayo -0.6 353.8, 0 6 12 24 48 85 143 240 400 600 -
Fredericksburg 49.6 349.8 0 5 10 20 40 70 120 200 330 500
Tucson 40.4 312.2 0 4 8 16 30 50 85 140 230 350
Honolulu 21.1 266.5 0 3 6 12 24 40 70 120 200 300

Table 4-3. Value of the ap index for a Liven value of Kp.

If Kp= 0o 0+ I- lo I+ 2- 2o 2+ 3- 3o 3 + 4- 4o 4+
then ap= 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 12 15 18 22 27 32

If Kp= 5- 5o 5 + 6- 6o 6 + 7- 7o 7 + 8 - 8b 8 + 9- 9o
then ap= 39 49 56 67 80 94 111 132 154 179 207 236 300 400

indces from 12 stations between geomagnetic latitudes 48' Ap is then defined to be the average of the eight 3-hour ap
and o' °. selected for good longitude coverage. Values of indices for the day. ,
K are first used to find tme Ks index Cs' for "standardized") In the same way, the single-station indices ak and Ak .,
from tables which remove the characteristic seasonal be- 'are found from K by use of Table 4-4. In this form, these
havior at the station. The Ks index ranges continuously from indices are normalized for station location (because K is). 
0.0 to 9.0 but is quoted in thirds of an integer by use of ,
the symbols -. o. and +. such that the interval, for ex- Table 4-4. Value of ak for a given value of K.
ample. from 3.5 to 4.5 includes the Ks values 4-, 4o. and _

4 +. Ks can therefore assume the 28 values 0o, 0 + . I-. If K = 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ''

lo. I +. 9-. 9o. The Kp value for each 3-hour in- then ak= 0 3 7 15 27 48 80 140 240 400
terval is the average of Ks from the 12 stations. The Kp "
index is published in two forms: numerical tables and the
"musical-note'" diagram reproduced in Figure 4-26: in the and comparison between stations is convenient. To remove
diagram each successive solar rotation is plotted under the the normalization, these indices are sometimes multiplied
previous one to expose 27-day recurrences of activity, by a calibration factor f. given by f = R,/250, where R- '.-,

A newer index Km ('m" for "mondial", meaning global) is the lower limit of R for K = 9. Indices so adjusted are.,. ..-.

has recently been developed as an improvement on Kp. It quoted in units of nanoteslas Thus at Fredericksburg, "
is an average of two component indices Kn and Ks (not to f = (500 nT/250 = 2 nT. As an example of the complete
be confused with the standardized K index Ks) derived from circle. whei. R = 27 nT. K = 3. and ak = 15 (dimen-
northern- and southern-hemisphere stations, respectively. sionless) or ak = 30 nT.
Some of its advantage lies in' a simpler and more direct The am index is similarly related to Km (their are also
conversion of the data. but the major improvement comes indices an an( as corresponding to Kn and Ks), but in this
from a much better geographical distribution of stations. case the a-type indices are derived directly from the data

and the corresponding K-type index follow%: that is. the "f
awkward conversion-reconversion to and from a logarithmic

4.7.2 Relaied Indices ap, Ap, ak, Ak, am, scale is avoided. The am index is probably. in many re-
and aa spects, the best worldwide index currently available.

The aa index is similar to the am index but is derived ,

Because the 3-hour K-type indices are detined with a from only two observatories situated at approximately an- '. "
roughly logarithmic scale, they are ,)ot suitable for simple tipodal locations in England and Australia. Although its t. "

averaging to obtain a daily index (though this is not un- development in the early 1970s was motivated by the avail-
commonly done). To convert to a roughly linear scale (that ability of records from two old observatories (Greenwich
is. reconversion to an equivalent range). the ap index is and Melbourne) and has resulted in an index which spans,, ": -.

defined from Kp b use of Table 4-3. and the daily index 115 years t 1868 to the present). it has also proved to be an
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Table 4-5. Salc for lindint Cp from the daily um of ap. Ftw each Cp interval the value liked is the uppcr limit of the daily-W,M values in the interval.
If sum< 22 34 ,44 55, 66 78 90 104 120 139 164 -190 228

then Cp= 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2,
If sum< 273 320 379 453 561 729 1 119 1399 1699 1999 2399 3199 -

then Cp = 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 .7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2. 2.3 2.4 2.5

easily obtainable but very good approximation to the am ically from a single combined plot of the deviations at all
index. stations of the element H from its normal quiet-time value.

AE is the height of the envelope (that is, the difference)
between the curves AU and AL (for "upper" and "lower")

4.7.3 Character Indices Cp, Ci, and C9 drawn through the maiximum and minimum excursions of
the deviations. respeciively. The values of AU and AL are

The Cp index, called the daily planetary character figure. al o used as indices, and another index Ao is defined to be
is a number that ranges continuously from 0.0 to 2.5 and the mean deviation, the curve midway between AU and AL.
is quoted to tenths of an integer. It is found. using Table
4-5. from the daily sum (the sum of the eight 3-hour values)
of the ap index. It restores the quasiogarithmic relationship 475 Ring
originally introduced by the Kp sale and later removed by Currnt Index Dst
the ap cale. The peculiarity of its scale results from the
intention that it should replace and he equivalent to a val- The nmst widely used and available index of low-latitude

uable older index, the Ci index, called the international daily activity is the ho urly Dst index. It is the magnitude of the

character figure. available for all days since 1884. Cp is normalized hortizontal component of the Dst field (axially

* more reliable and ohiective. but usually differs from Ci by symmetric disturbance). as determined from the data oh-

* less than 0.2. Ci is obtained for each Greenwich day as the tained by four low-latitude observatories distributed in Ion-

* arithmetic mean of the C index values from a number of gitude. The Dst index was designed as a measure of the

observatories. at each observatorv the C index, called the magneto,pheric ring current of magnetic storms.; therefore.

daily magnetic character index, is reported as 0. I. or 2 high-latitude and equatorial stations are avoided to minimize

according to i% heiler the UT day is quiet. moderately dis- the effects of auroral and equatorial electrojets. The deri-

tur'ed. or highly disturbed, respectively. valion was described by Sugiura 119641. who since the IGY

The C9 index. shich can be found from Cp or Ci by has been the principal source of this index.

use of Table 4-6. is sometimes used in their place especially
for graphing. since it uses the more convenient single-digit
zero-to-ninc sale. Figure 4-27 shows a standard plot of the 4.7.6 Other Indices
C9 index that. like the Kp musical-note diagram. shots
recurrent 27-day activity. The Q index is an index which provides better time

resolution than those based on the 3-hour K indves, but ;ts
availability is limited. It is a measure of high-latitude mag-

% 4.7.4 Auroral-Electrojet Indices AE, AU, netic activity for each 15-minute interval, assigned by a
AL. and Ao number of observatories above 58 degrees geomagnetic lat-

itude,. It is computed. from the more disturbed of the cle-
The AE index called the auroral electroict activity index mcnt, X and Y. as the sum S of the absolute values of the

is derived from. inaenctograms from a number of auroral- maximum iositive and maximum negative deviations front
zon estations distributed in logitude. It is intended to incas- the nornmal iquiet) curve. with the provision that if the "neg-
ure the strength of the auroral electro iet tabulated t'.ar hourly alive'" V'positivc') deviation does not indeed become neg-
and (to some extent) 2.5i-minute intervals. Obtained graph- alive (positive). it is considered to be zero. The conversion

Tati .- 6 Sajk for hndin ("? fr,.n Cp or 0i.

If Cp or Ci = 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I.O 1.2 1.5 1.9 2.0

or or or or or or thru thru thru

0. 1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.I 1.4 1.8 2.5

7 then C9 = 01 I 2 3 4 5 h 7 8 9
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R9 1' Fs C cale for ohtaining Qfrom S. appl Iicable to all stations%. is

No *~7. _. .. _ give indah'. 4-.
Wa _____C9Q V 1 Tien indiceskU. u. u, and A~ are all taved from the

77 f1~ Mn W. 5.5_67s.5_ . difteren'e hCIttee cons.eutive dailv mean%. of shome c-

=P78 5.6 67. '(5 s ment of the field The U figure i.. thie ah'.olute magnitude
*7U M a x~e 5 6C 7- 5.6 " i. .8.s, of the difference hco~cen the dauik mean'. of the horontal

~7~77j ~ ~ ,~ t' a reduction of U to an equivalent equatorial value b,. the
75600U 27 J3; 5'. 5, .6 "V .5. relation u = U'.in 0t,, c6o)i. where 09., is. geomnagnetic
V773U0 27 63i 4,6 IS s6.& colatiude and tli is. the angle between H and the magnetic

*in .~ ~55~5 . 3. ~ * .~ meidin. heu, figure is obtained from u by a nonlinear
MM XM5 .. is , 56, Its 67 5 s 57676s conv.ers.ion intended it) reduce the influence of large dm'.tur-

072 4.jS.and annual chane'.. t'. ince they were intended to meas.ure

6's V ;9 it 4655 !4 ) 6763 ring-current effct'. the D'.t index has largely '.ulerseded
*V7 82 r4 7"6.77T5 tt"7477pI ., , them.
11M W. 14 54 s . jis ., I[ss77s The W mea'.ure applies ito quiet variation fields. rather
U7376AW V MJV55 75 4,77 is, s'5 '7,~6~s than di'.turlhance phenomena. being &rived from the am-
Itss& t 27W. F , It~ss .5.~ 1 4M plitude of the Sq variation. It is a meas.ure of -olar radiation

V's I~I ' i s ss ~ . .. ~ m ~effects. and the intcn.itN of the equatorial ciectrojet I Bartels.
vs),,X i Aj t 65 .SS .6 55 5 OI (765 "1
W -so 3F 7i .65";, s50,56S 5" s5;

6"77777s~ 2ow iv, ,5 167. 4.8 SOURCFS OF GEOMAGNETIC DATA'

76s Dtt i S 5 55, 57;S 5 666., The following pragraph'. prov.ide s.ome s.pecific infor-
I5d3  5'.; ,.5,. 7 555 5"1" 76 mation oti the availability of geomagnectic data. In recent

66654. M 76s t 7 7C S ", '. the increa'.ing empha .%is. on glohal studies of mag-
5sI6W"7W 46 A r *171;5 766,41. .7 US7 neto'.pliric phenomena and the correiation of s.atellite and
M77c~sI 17 M9 .7765 5 7 676 7 'I , i 6 round-ha-.-d mea-.uremnt'.% have ciecoiraged the extens.ive

160~765 0a 15 :s .754, 46~s455 * collection of '.uch data at s.everal data center. whereth'
5s(A76 9 aY 44 45 5 S65 56 4S ~' are made readil' available. For data that are not archived

Os 5665-. W~ j29 5s & 57T It 06 .1 5 there, the center can often provide a referral t) an alter-

,77s 26 ;, .5 5s7 s 65s,717 55s
i. fSS 53 018 6 55 5 _65 76 Cs 6%sIts

)&, 5571 19 ~ !7 ' 4.8.1 Data Centers
5 76. t 3 7 5 ;0 55.6-66
S.. .0CA 64 POP 1 6 5 ss 55 &5 7766 Two national data centerm in the United State'. have

r'('60717 *.s extens.ive hiiling'. of gcomagnetic data. The National Gco-
M AA A-(-, phsil Data ('enter iNCAD i'. operated by NOAA tEn-

_______________vironmental Data and Information Service. NOAA. D)63.

* -- . ~ .I325 Broad% a%.Bdr.(C'enter pon 33447-6123,

nternational% a%. the World D~ata Center A for Siolar-Tcr-

DAILY GEOM GNETC -- re'.triaf Phv'.ic'. i[X'-A for STPi The National Space
Science Data ('enter f NSSIX' i i'. operated hy NASA i Gxd-

CHARAC TER FIGURES C9 A ND dart! Space Flight Ccnter.Codle N11t. (ireenhelt. I) 20'17.
3-DAY MEAN SUNSPOT NUMERS P9 phone t0--4-6? nd al'.o 'er~e' a'. the World Data

(afrer Barfe~s Y' Center A for Rocket. and Satellite%.. MAW* has. niaeneto-
grains i a' plots. and comnpute'r tape'. and magrnetic induces.

Fizurc 4.2- Mot o'f the C4 iykk- out .unprm numti'r R1 tt the .nm i tabular, compuiter tape. and chart foi Bo~th center-,
1'^ 1i'i'.a ha'.c spacet mica'.uremcnt'. I i1.t' nonduplicati'.e ot mai
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TA*. 4-7 Sak fir fiinge Q roue S, 1 fla. vod'alue tit Seatinml') is the upper limi.te i., he *smanKim ofn Q

If S< 1) 20 .40 80 144) 244) 4WX 660 IWO) 1500) -2(U)
then Q 0' I 2 3 4 5 6 T. 8 9 10 11

necto'.pheric magne'tic field%.. *eio::ic field%.. and ULF VLF ntc% i'I of Table 11 of the WDC-A catalog. Stations. are* listed
phenmena. Both .eritel.. :'.ue Caalg'. of their holdings. ir order of increa'.ing uncorrected gtmagnetic colatitude;.
and publication. IAfken t al.. l942. Nationtal Space Science
Data Center. 19H41 :ind~

Subeenter'. of' inc Worid Datz. Center'. ame als.o relevant 4.8.4 Magnetic Field Models
to gcomnagneta'.m. -Tb., are organiiied into WDIXA ('.uh-
CiUC?'. in the L'niweel Stites.. including the two mentioned A number of magnectic-field model%. and computer pro-
ahove'.. WDC-B t'.ub,:enzer'. in th, USSR. including One grams. for their us.e are now available fronm the Nationial
fior '.olar-terre'.trial ph .'.ic'. it IZ/MIRAN. Mos.cow). and Space Sc iencek Data Center Ise NSS DC. 198 1. p 5 For
WIX>C (twenty. '.ub-citcr' in Europe. Japan. and India). many us.es where the highes.t precis.ion i'. not required hard-
WDC-A for STP now includes. in i;'s catalog the geomnagnetic copy churls. and tables. may be more convenient. Thic IGRF
holding'. of WDC-82 Now.ow iand WDC-C2 i Kyoto). 1975.0 field is. available in this formn. Barraclough and Fa-

biano 119771 pres.ent 14 chart' (elements, X. V. Z. H. D.
1. F and the sittular variation in term'. of the ir firs.t lime

4.3.2 International Organizations derivatives., and tables which lis.t value%'. for e~ery five de-
gree'. of longitude and ev.ery ti'o dcgec%' of latitude Pub-

The International Council of Scientific Union'. VCSU) licatton'. re'.ultins! from the mo'.t current work with MAG-
include-. 1f union%.. which are nogvmmna otrgania- SAT and other data can be ex.pected from cooperative effoet'

vion'. dedicateed to s.cientific progre'.' in various. di'.cipline'. at both NASA and the United State'. Geological Sur'.e'
Gcoenenetv'.:! is. a concern of the International Union of ILangel. 198411.
(kode.y arid Geu.ph .'.ec' (IUGG). which in the pas.t ha'.
initiated '.h international collaboration'. a.' the Interna-
tional Cktliph -.ucal Year and the International Magneto- 4.8.5 Activity Indices and Charts
s.pheric Study 'A ithin the lUGG a number of a.'.'ociatiori.
have beeci formed: geornagnecti'.m fall'. within the concern' At pres.ent. an ex.cellent collection of mdice'. ha'. been
of the Internatioinal A'.'ociation oif Geofnagneti'.m and ass'embled at the NGD.C i Section 4.4. 11. The % idef'. ui'ed
Aeronomy GAGA). Thi'. a'...ciation %a'. oreeinally the Sec. table'. and chai%' f'urnis.hed by. the ISGI. a'. well a'. the
'tion de Magneti'.me et Electricite Terre'.tre'.4 19191 and later puhlicatiqn' of the IAGA. may be obtained throu:-!h the
the Irternational A'oociaf ion of Terre'trial Mtagnetis.m arid IUGiG Publication'. Office esee Section 4. X.2). A variety of
Electricity 0Q.10 before taking it'. pres.ent name in 1954. '.ourcts' current through 1971 was. listged by Knecht 114721.

The IAGA ha'. hi'.toricalh, been a principal '.ource of The period'. for which variot.'. indiex'. ha,.c been comn-
publication-, .4 eeomagnetec data, including it'. Bulletin'. 12 putcd and puhli..hed %3~r- greatly. often dfepending on te

'.eree' fcoverin: 14-U0 throueht 1969) and Bulletin'. 32 series. res.ources. a~ailahle ito the worker'. uho have the capahilit%.
tIcinen 197f0 through the prewwnt of 'eomnagictic data. Ehen s.ome oif the currently rno.t us.eful indicc%'. s.uch a'.A
indices.. rnid variation-., and spilintervals.. The Inte'- and l. have been delayed. An ene4uir,. a%. to the: curnt
national Ser'.ece of Geoneagriclic Indice'. ISGle operate'. cov.-rage oft an% tradex. (teond that lim.ed in the c.etaloei
under '.upere'.eon of the iAGA It'. s.erv ice'. include the may be directed its the N('a[X
rc-gular dhtrebuti4)m (f tle Kp and C9 table-, andl chart'. from
it%. Ciiltineen office fdntitut fur (kophysi. .34 Gotitingcn.
W.' Germany.,v Publication'. if both the l-'GA and the ISGI ACKNOWL.EDGMNENTS
are :e'ailabk fromn !he IUG Publication' Office #34 ter rue
(ia% -Iu'.'.. 75t;i5 Pari.. Franve,. A cat..'og i'. available. rhe '.ection oin niagnefic pul,.ation'. %~a% written h% H J.

Singer. Reference rmterial'.' recent data, and or helpful
comment ere Locnerou'.ly provided h% R .11. L.;nef. it.

4.8.3 Magnetic Stations Cain. and N.W. Pcddic on current narci-i odel'.;
S. Mat'.u'.hua oin recent work on the S4q %artaton; 1'. Saitis

.NearfI 4MK nkweic statio,rx, data from % hech arec held on the -'lae'..fication of putiIion. and J If. Allen oin the
in the World lijat (entcr'.. are lietd en 'ahic --4. which acti'.etic'. and ho'lding%. of the WlX'-,A tor %1lP rhc author'.
iv. a conden-.afia'n etemetting ta. s' oft corrected coiordi- are %er'. grateful for thee ceentibhuisn'.
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Chapter 5

THE RADIATION BELTS
W.N. Spjedvlk amd P.L. Rothwell

Interaction of the solar wind flow with the earth's tor. Figure 5-2 illustrate% principal aspects of a charged
magnetic field gives rise to a cavity in the interplanetary particle trajectory in magnetic mirror field geometry. The
medium known as the carth* magnetosphere. Within this
cavity ther exiists a limited region where the ii~dahion of
eaergetic particles is confined by the earth% magnetic 1
fiel. This region comprises the earths radiaticon belts asT
ditpited in Figure 5-1. The radiation belt region contain%
electrons, protons. helium. carbon. oxygen, and other

lHpure A-2. A charged panic.* tr~aiii-r in a magneikc -hiitc Con-
scrsaion of the itu sdiahauic insmani can cause ittp wat
init piafli it, he reftocd ~Ahcrethel magnetic fied it
tIfionger I hI caasses the Pjflir iiw he trapped hot 'the map-

* ncti lcid.

.. .. .. . ..... magnetic force (F - V xSB deflects the particle velocity
vector V so that the particle spirals around the magnetic
field S. The conserguice of the magnetic lines ol force
cause'. a tightening ot the spiral anigle and eventuallv a
reflection of thp particle from the high magnetic field

. . ... . . .region fmirror pointy: for thi'. reason the earth's magnetic
field ;%. capable oif confining chargcd parttclett. A detailed
account ol single particle motion in magnetic ficids is

hgc5-1 (nts-cv'mn .4 thr eara' rnnipxi in, the~ thn found in Roedercr f 1970[.
mingtncointig ran mtm#ihl shilr a lair approximation. the ezrth*% magnetic field in

mpmo itk-c inti rididf,,,n htIsiS' ini thu. uisi'tl ii the raidialtimn heft region can be: described in term% of a
uiu.$icrui~~ ilu

t
r'magnetic dipole located near the center of the: earth. I he

dipole moment is M =0.312 Gi Rl . atid the dipole is
itns with energies% from less than I keV to huindreds (of directed %o that the magnetic south pole oin the earth's
W.eV. Particles beloss 2M keV energy represent the prin- surface is. locatd in northern (iecenland l(geographic .

cipal corpuscular energy' densit% and form the extrater- coordinatcs: 7X.5'A NV l '1 ): on te earth. the northern
restrial ring currcrnt. Confinement for trapping) ol' these end of the compass needle polits to) this, location. Ulhe
particles results from the dipotar-likc topoltig ol the spatial distribution of the dipolar mapnetic field strength
geomagnectic field wshich is characteri/ed h,. magnetic ist;
field lines% that cons rix at high lattidi:'. tiussard' the Q~ 14 3coAJ I
poles resulting in a rclatise inimumi inapicc !deld R.- "I Iui6A(
strength region in the-vicinity of the gcorjugneuic equa-
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CHAPTER 5
-Alkere R 1% the radial dis.tance mea'.ured from the center soures~. internal transport procsevie. and loss mecha-
ol the eairth. R1 is the radius ofl tht earth. 81 = 4 312 G(isj nisms. I1 he outer houndarN of the tadiation bell trapping
ilh- equatorial field at R Rl and A is magnetic latitude. regiorn occurs. at the point where the magnetic field i.i no
A detailed account of the carths magnetic field and its longer able to) maintain stable trapping. and at low alti-

* ariabilit% - i% found in Chapman and Bals I ITS 11. Since tudes the earths, atmosphere forms an effective boundary
ilthe geomagnetic field is inhomogenenus. a radiation belt. for radiation belt particle%. D~uring geomagnctietilly uie
particle espcrieniees #ar~ing magnetic field strengths over conditions. the radiation Welt region extends from the top
its. tractor%. Field sariations on a length scale ol the of the atmosphere along dipole field lines% to an equator-
order oll the particle'% gyroradius cause a net drilt across ial radial distance of at least 7 earth radii. Fnergetic ions
the magnetic field in the a imuthal diiection around the and electronts that encounter the dense atmosphere col-

earh s lluartel i Fgue -hIis is a direct result ofl liewt h topheric constituents and are readily

the field strength being greater closer to the earth causing lost fromn the radiation belt%. Particles with mirror points
well inside the atmosphere Inominally below - I) km
altitude) are said to he within the atmospheric (bounce)

cisrone. Kinematically. the angle betsween the %elocity

J 0A isector of such particle.% and the magnetic field direction
of (the pitch angle) at the equator is below a certain value.

know~n as the- loss conec angle. Figure 5-4 exemplifies this.

MIRO
/OI

'I 0,-e
N6~

IIpr ni r vinas tcjqj1 iaio ofci th heait '.nni pai"t I initist.s i he'haline
Iant 1,,4 onwi ide ani~ij he-tira nurnir pwitoiwr liucetis .. c.

i-ok~kd CItcnlPatern fd~hcd curco ishl, id Flt th 5 .ll ,shed ion o mrprest nimic t i a i -Ij . gric twnsd
lanieri(iii tW41 fiend I he m tic patiditr Purl isl h,,, I inil' t he oh lne s

the pairticle orbital radius% of cursature to be kssi, there. p.60.-on Ia he lith tr par wim ilrl ptiouint het 610661

I he direction of the magnetic force depends tin the '.gn njatI% heI.. (N llkinin udl .t hus pricpepite inith (tic iit

ofl thc particle charge: efcctroni'. drift eastwtard and posi- .6(6666 hells,

tise ion% drilt iti~lard. ! hu'. the energetic trapped par-
lick-' arc spread out in a belt-like configuration around
the earth. forning the ratfuimnop ht 'the earth%. radiation ens ironinent I%. be't studied uith

Radiationi bett election. ;d~eat \er\ high '.ped'. combined experimental and theoretical mean'.. On oine
Vior csamiplc. electronsi %%th at kinetic eneru\ oft 54X) keV hand. it i%. impo'.'ihk, ito encompas%' the entire maeneto-
rme at 101, the. speed of light. Radiation belt elect ron%. sphere h% experimental technique. or even to meas.ure all
ntv thtis he studiedf usine rclatis istic theor\. Ions, the ph\sical paramietcrs that nm hamve beraring oin the -

hecause thes are suhstanliall.\ lca\ ier. generalf% mio% c at lhnamical phenlonictia: onl the oilher hand, this ens ron-
suhcta isslc eicities. atl NNI kc\ the proton speed i% ment is s.o complex that there can hc little hope tit theo-
Y,.1the speed ot lhAt, s h I e lic asicr ioins are es en ret icaf h predicting the i.t at radialtion belt hi ii r si le Iv

ifsr 6 the siome cens from at set ol mnat hematical piistilates. Fe~r esaniple. the
t he composit i. and flh \ tinteniies of the earth's~ i ernitng diff usion eqluat ons dcscrihinp the t rapped

radation hetst tec determined by\ the strenetfi of the radiation phenomema mia\ he knlsn lin anals tic form.



THE RADIATION BELTS
but the transport colticient% that enter into them must PROTONS5 ELECTRONS *

be empirically determined.00
This chapter gives an accoura oi these and other ap- 1f OMS

plied concept%. The :rnstate of knowledge of the 1jj Jo

geomnagnectically trap, - diation is described both from vi310P.
the theoretical per-spectivc: and from direct observations. 00 10 30M 10 3
,We demonstrate how this knowledge is used to construct loi il
physical models of the radiation belts. Empirical radia- 3ti i ?50.
tion belt models based on data compiled from many%

spacecraft and a brief'survey of man.% interaction with fi
gmopace are also presented. ,g

5.1 THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES 0Jz

The difficult mathematical problem of the motion of, 0. 01-
energetic charged particles in a dipolar magnetic field
was. extensively studied during the first half of the twen- US

tithcetuy.A general analytic solution to the equation 30
of motion was nevcr found. and in most cases particle 30

oibit tracing had to e done numerically. The intested El
reader is referred to Stiirmer 1 1955). Physical approxima- Id

tions that leai to great simplification have. however. 0003803~~
been found. 'This is known as the adiahatir theorY for _________

an ilhmerl1 n 2 4 aSi 2 4 0,trapped particle-, tP[Alnad Flhric .3.an LL
the earth's radiation belts have now been successfully
described in terms of adiabatic invariant% and their V~iur ,.5. tuei graton.hisuniC. and drift ir4etwicds forequatoriutik
perturbation. mirroring partic in a dipoic hfeld as function ot I.-shell for . ,

dillmrni particle energies [Shuli and La.nict'ri 1974[:

these fundamental particle motion frequencies for, pro-
5.1.1 Single Particle Motion tons artd electrons in the earth's radiation belts [Schulz

An ensemble of ions and electrons moving in space and Lanzerotti. 19741.
constitutes a plasma that can, exhibit many modes of
collective as well as single particle behavior. In the pres-
eCe of electric (E) and magnetic 13) fields these parti- 'S.1.2 Adiabatic Invariants
cles are subject to the electromagnetic Lorentz force. In general. the motion of charged particles is such . .'
F: =qfE + V x B). where q and V -ire the particle charge that momentum and energy can be transferred between
and selocitv vector respectively For ions q =Ze. where the different particles, and between the particles and the d
Z is the ionic charge state and e is the unit charge'. for ilsta nle C hi oin Therefoe itisno

electrons q =e. This force controls the particle motion, always possible to identify constants of motion. How- ~
and collectively the ensemble of charged particles can ever, under certain conditio:-:; these energy and momen-
modifi, the field-; througeh induction, charge separation. tumn exchanges are very small, and it is possible to iden-
and electrical currents formed h% differential ion and tify specific quantities that remain virtually unc hangcd
electron motion. When the latter effect% are negligible, with the particle motion. These are called adia'--tit
the prricles move ind"pendently of each other and the nrag
sin~tIe pariule Pniaton approximation is applicable, Associated with each of the 'tkhrc quasi-periodic

For geomagnetically trapped par-ticles there exist modes of motion is an adiabatic invafiant related to the
three quasi -periodAic motions: gyro motion raround the liamilton-Jacohi action variable:
magnetic field line%, bounce motion itween the ceinju- ~ . .v
gate mirrorpoints. and drift motion around the earth. The -.

fundamental physics in tiis approximation is described c
in detail h% Alf s n and F.'ilthammar 1191,31. One should
note that the frequencies associated %%ith each of these
periodic motions are such that >> 1bh.11n >- futri %here d Iis a vector line element along the path of inte-
For this reason the three t~pes of motions are largely gration. Here P is particle momentum and A is the mag-
unco-apled. Figure 5-5 illistrates numer;..al values of netic vector potential (that is. 3: V A). 'Ihe integration
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CHAPTER 5

is extended over the particle orbit for gyro motion, where the relativistic factor -y I VF lc2. A is an
bounce motion, and azimuthal drift motion (for i = I, 2, approximate constant of motion when both of the fol- , ,

3 respectively). If the particle's trajectory closed exactly lowing conditions are fulfilled:",
on itself, then the action variables Ji would be absolute - The spatial, scale of B-field variation is much
constants of motion. Finite spatial and temporal varia- larger than the particle gyroradius
tions in B prevent perfect closure, and thus the Jis are at
best approximate cons:ants. B-V"' >> p s = P±/BI q1 y moV sina/ BI q (5.6).e4 D ', _ ,

5.1.2.1 First Adiabatic Inveriant. J, is obtained by eval- B P Pqm snBq (.
uating the integral in Equation (5.2) over the particle
gyro motion only, that is, over the oarticle orbit proicc- The time scale of change of the B-field is much
110n in a plane perpendicular to B. Using subscripts 11 and larger than the particle gyroperiod
_L to denote directions parallel and perperdtcular to B,
and by virtue of Stokes' theorem [Schultz and Lanzer- T >> r = 27rpg/v.L= 2w"ymo/Blql. (5.7)
otti, 1974] one derives

JI = 2rpgP + S -rp2B
.  (5.3) 5.1.2.2 Second Adiabatic Invariant. J? is obtained by

cevaluating the integral in Equation (5.2) over the bounce

trajectory and averaged over the gyro motion, or equiv-
where B = I . p is particle momentum and pg P±/Iq B alently along the magnetic field line (guiding center field V
is the particle gyro (or cyclotron) radius.. From this, one line) around which the particle gyrates, and thereby .,. ,

defines the first adiabatic invariant defining the second adiabatic invariant:

PJA i p2 sin 2a (5.4) +Qm
M=2moB= 2moB ' (5.4) IJ l P f P11d: (5.8)

also known as the relativistic magnetic moment. Here mo -gilt
is the particle rest mass, and a = arc sin (B" P/ PB) is the

icnFigure 5-6. where dR is an element of length along that field line
segment and 2 m is the curvelinear distance of the mir-

rorpoints from the equator measured along the guiding .

center magnetic field line: Since equatorially mirroring

V particles (a,, =ri2) do not have any bounce motion, it
follows that J=O for such particles.

Provided the particle mirrorpoints are above the
dense atmosphere. J will remain an approximate con-

_ _ _ _ _ _stant when the time scale of B-field variation is much
larger than the particle bounce time between the conju-
gate mirrorpoints ' 4.;-.

em

Figure 5-6. A particle %%ith it, %elocitv %ector inclined to the magnetic I dQ )5 -
field at an angle o. this angle is called the particle pitch T >> TH I/it( . (5.9)

For non-relativistic particles. Rm

A (5.5a) Constancy of the first adiabatic invariant g *.npli ,s
B B

that '

where e_ is the particle kinetic energy associated with the
directions perpendicular to the local magnetic field direc- sin 2

ca sin2a I
tion. while for relativistic particles B,, B =constant (5.10)

p2 M11 m over the bounce motion hetw en the mirror points. Here

A2 (5.5b) tl.c subscript /cro denotes equatorial quantities and B, is
PmBB the magnetic field induction at one of the mirror points
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THE RADIATION BELTS

(where a =r/2). Equation (5. 10) is known as the mirror Although Equation (5. 17) cannot be solved explicitly for ,,_. , i'
equation. Using (5.10) one finds Xm(ao), a numerical solution is easily obtained, or one

may approximate as in Hanilin ct al. [1961]

SfS dR(Ii BcosXm(ao)-[sinao] . 1  (5.18)
Rm It should be emphasized that using a dipolar mag-

netic field representation explicitly disregards any azi- t,,

muthal asymmetries of the geomagnetic field. Such

, m asymmetrics do exist and become significant beyond
- f d -( ) (5.11) L=5. Under such conditions a different magnetic field

P J representation should be used, and this is outlined in J' l.'
' ImSection 5.6.1.4.

and in dipol" coordinates (Equation 5. 11) becomes
.5.1.2.3 Third Adiabatic Invariant. J3 is obtained by

2moy evaluating the integral in Equation (5.2) over the particle
=p T(ao), (5.12) drift notion around the earth, and averaged over gyro

and bounce motion
where T(ao) is the bounce time integral given by

J3 + A -di (5.19)
cosX [4-3 cos 2X] dX ( c f

o0),= - ! .}%f. I..II- 4_ OS,', / (5.13) ;::

f, . [4-3 cg,]
o cos6 ~ cos where 4 is the magnetic flux enclosed by the azimuthal ,

drift orbit and 1 is linear azimuthal distance. Using . .

Stokes' theorem yields
and ,Xm(ao) is the magnetic latitude of the mirrorpoint
which depends on the equatorial pitch angle a,.

A. di dS, (5.20)

To a fair approximation "

T~ao) - 1.30-0.56 sina [Hamlin et al., 1961], (5.14) where S is a surface bounded by the azimuthal drift path. '.
In a dipolar magnetic field one calculates [Roederer,1970]

or alternatively 9 p.
' '

.

27rBE R
T(ao) - 1.3802-0.3198 (sinao + [sina]' / 2) 2 =  K (5.21)

L
[Schulz and Lanzer-otti, 1974]. (5.15)

where L is the Mcllwain [1961] L-parameter.
J3 wili remain approximately cor~stant when the time

Other approximations are given by Davidson [1973]. scale of B-field change is much longer than the azimuthal
Gradients of T(a,) should, however, not be derived from
such approximations. From Equations (5.1) and (5. 1) it drift time i d = s/V d -round the earth. Determina-
follows that d ft 'onlher.etma

tion of the azimuthal drift velocity is discussed in the
B BE nx setion.

sin2a L3sin 2ao (5.16) next section.

where in a dipolhr magnetic field L = (R/ RE) is the equa- 5.1.3 Particle Drift Motion. In a uniform magnetic

torial distance of a given field line, and' field, charged particles execute a spiral motion such that
the angle between the particle velocity vector and' the

COS 6 Xm(0o) magnetic field direction (the pitch angle) remains con-
sin 2a. ( (5.17) stant. When the 'magnetic field lines converge, the parti-

[4-3 Cos2X m(ao)]I
V

2  cle will respond to an effective net magnetic force from

5-5
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higher to lower magnetic field strengths. This is illus- In general, the magnetic field may also have an iflten- -. *'

trated in Figure 5-7. The physical reason for this force is hity gradient across the field lines. 'hsis illustrated in
Figure 5-8. Charged particles moving in such a magnetic

IB

(a)

(a)

lB IF.=__ iIwXA,

lB6 VIIB I

(b)

Mc
Figure 5-8. (a) A uniform B-field wh~ere fitld lines are represented as

F-ature 5-7. (a)j Particle motion in a uniform magnetic field (uniform evenly spaced. i-

spiral motion). (b) A magnetic field with increasing strength perpendicular '..

(b) T he tightening of'spiral motion in a converging magnetic to B. represented as deniser field lines with increasing B.

-field. P
(e) lllu.,tration of magnetic force with gyroaveraged ici com-

ponent in the T*B direction ina conserging magnetic
field.

field will have a smaller gyroraditts in the higher field -

tht hepatilegyo otonprduesanelmet-ry region and a larger gyroradius in the lower field region. M.
thatthepartclegyromoton podues a' eemensry As a consequence, there wiHl be a net drift velocity per-

current (which rn-.y be interpreted as a magnetic dipole pendicular to the magnetic field direction. In this figure . "

current loop). For each such loop the e Iffective current is a positive charge would drift into the paper and a nega- -

tive, charge out of the paper. Defining the angular
L- qPi-rfeqec

-p e 2i'rp~m,y' (5 22) glyrorqe

where p, is the mean gvroi a. ius over the loop. The mag- . (.24

netic moment Of a current loop enclosing an area 4 is
one can express the instantaneous vector gyroradius as

M ip A myB(5.23) PD x(5.25)

wAhere A irp3, which is the particle magnetic momentr.
r ard the drift velocitv is then the time rate of change of Pgitself. The particle will therefore, avcraged over its gyr-,.

motion, be subject to a net force F =M. N BW in thedp c 'P
direction alone the field lines iax~a from the higher lield Lee c - Bi(.2)'t
region. Vd dt qB2  4t(.6

NVP
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THE RADIATION BELTS

*here it is as-umed that the madtg.tri fieId is constant in .,hich n'r-relativistically becomes

time with F ; dh eing the net lorom due to tht. cross-Il2c
di

ptadcnt, one ohaims the -gradent drift- VCd I B ). (5.11

Although the effect of the earth's gravitational field ik
rather small compared to other force. on radiation belt

: - . i "I. (5.27a) particle.. it can easily he inclu.ded:

cm.-/

* P2  VIr. - ES1) (5.34)

2m.s ,'R

%here g i's the vector gravitational acceleration.

.hich twbn-reiati.istcall, is jut 'he effect of a weak, externally imposed electric field
is also easily taken into account:,

.' Vf = II" BU. t5.27b)c Iilil -ro 1W I 1527qVW c Ex 8) = € X2 (5.351

qB2

The electric field drift is inh'Pndent of particle charge
The carlh\ magnetic field is alo cumed (that is the and mass as long as either is non-ero. Thus. under the

dipodar-tike field lines form loops from pole to oknt. and nand elctrons drift
the ifId line radius of cur.ature i. given hy 'together (plasna flow), while under the influence of an

inhomogencou'. magnetic field, oppositely charged parti-
R,, I I *3AinA)l (5.2M 1 ckl drift in opl)sitc directions (causing current flow).

R T coA 'S.12nT he total particle drift velocity is then the superposi-

tion of the contributing drifts:

± 'herc 1t: indisidual field lil.es are desribied by the
dirot. rulation p+ 2p2

Vi (B 1SD (5.36)
*: K 'R,, c,,s:A (5.29) 2m, ,/qk'

c( c mR" f 3

With R Rt I. Iha% acharged particle moving in that + q1 W X•) + C 1 (CX B)

fitid %ill e-,periencc a centwldugal forte H
2

f + 2E
F, mi, jR., f 3)qR3 6XvBI

(5.37)
%here a is a tinit cior in the direction awas from the EC m yC
InstntAncu,, held line center of curvature his-cauws a B2 qB2

drif

In the dipolar magnetic field representation an approxi-

- ' [mate formula for the drift period is givenhv Davidson;!I) 05,31)n-1197.71

anx! in the ahscn ' ot %ignificant plasma currentls 1-43K 3

, - 0 OandV • a n R,&iderer, 19701 and tine I.-(V e) (l+0.42sina.)
can AricR

%here K, z 1.030X x 104 seconds for electrons. ,KA 5.655
cp- ~47r ZB R2

- - " V . (5.32) sconds for protons. and K, for ions of

n:'-A . mas 1, and charge state Z. '

¢,: 5-7



CHAPTER 5

The cartoon ir. Figure 5-9 illustrates the principal 5.2.1 Qualitative Description
drift effects associated with the different drift mecha- A number of sources are considered responsible. and
nisms. In Equations (5.36) and (5.37) the terms are listed the effectiveness of each probably also varies with time:
in order of their importance in the radiation belts. Above I. Particles from the sun, including solar wind parti-
-10 keV the magnetic gradient curvature drift is gener- ces and energeti- solar particle emissions, possi-
ally strongest, and static electric field and gravity effects bly via magnetotail storage. For a description of

- are usually neglected in radiation belt studies. The solar cosmic rays see Chapter 6.
gradient-curvature drift carries energetic electrons to- 2 Particles from the earth's ionosphere, including
wards the east and ions to the west. Thus there will be a the polar wind flow into the magnetotail, particles
net westward electrical current encircling the earth. This flowing up the magnetic field lines to form the
is the extraterrestrial ring current. These findings are plasmasphere and particles accelerated out of the
summarized in Figure 5-10. auroral ionosphere (Chapters 8 and 9).

5, I Cosmic ray albedo neutron decay (CRAND)
, + within the trapping region.

"AGMETIC FIELD CHARBED CHA;GEo 4. Particles arriving at the earth having been accel-i PWIOS THROUH ATICLIE PARBTICLE
TH P R Re crated in interplanetary shock waves or in the

magnetospheres of other planets.

(A) I. Low energy components of galactic cosmic rays
HOMOGNEOUS(Chapter 6).

s-FiTRU NO 6. In situ acceleration of pre-existing low energy" " ' DISTURBING

FORCE trapped particles within the radiation belts.
The solar wind flows past the earth's magnetosphere

virtually at all times (Chapter 3). Some of these particles
may find their way through the outer regions of the

.. FIELD o ITH jQ,>~ magnetosphere to the stable trapping region [Hovestadt
HOO NEOUet al.. 1978]; this process may be particularly effective
ELECTRIC FIELD _ during periods of southward heliospheric magnetic field.

E I DRIFT DR IFT Direct transient injections of solar energetic particles
* _probably also occur, particularly in conjunction with

magnetic ,sicras.
*oNIGC) EO Ionospheric particles diffusing out of the polar iono-
S-FIELD .TeR Fo4C) ( ,I sphere (polar wind) escape into the magnetotail region
INDEPENOENT OF from which some may become energized and injected
SIGN OF CHARGE

(*.,I GAVITATION) into the trapping region. Auroral electric fields are
V DRIFT 'DRIFT intermittent and can have a significant component paral-

lel to the magnetic field, and ions and electrons from the
(D) Ftopside auroral ionosphere can be accelerated to multi-
INHOMOGENEOUS
S-FIELD ke energies. The wave fields associated with plasma

waves may also cause particle acceleration. This could be

/ Ia source of H, He'. O. and electrons provided other
GRAD /9/ processes act to trap the particles.

DRIFT FIELD WEAKER DRIFT Cosmic rays impacting the earth's atmosphere under-
go nuclear reactions, and a flux of neutrons escapes from

Figure 5-9- Summary ilustration (if drift of ho);h posiiie and negative the top of the atmosphere.. Free neutrons are unstable
charged particle% in a) a uniform 8-field, no external force: and decay into proton, electron and neu'rino triplets on a
h) a uniform P-ield with a perpendicular electric field: cl a time scale of -1000 seconds. If the eleLtrically charged
uniform 1-field with an external force which is independent decay products find themselves within the radiation belts.
of electric charge such as graslity and dl a B-field with a
gradient [Alt'en and Falthammar. 1963]. they will immediately be subject to the magnetic force

and may become trapped. Empirically, this is an impor-
tant source of multi-MeV protons in the innermost part
of the inner radiation zone (L ! 1.5). There is little direct

5.2 TRAPPED RADIATION SOURCES information about the efficiency of direct extraterrestrial
Precisely where the radiation belt particles come from energetic particle trapping in the radiation belts. One

and how'they are accelerated to energies in the keV and may surmise, however, that time variability of the geo-
MeV range are still areas of research for which a com- magnetic field is needed for trapping to occur or that
prehensive answer 'is not yet available. incident extraterrestrial energetic ions in low charge
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TRAJiECTORY OF

TRAPPED PARTICLE

~MIRROR POINT

• DRIFT OF

M11AGNETIC CONJUGATE POINT

I'gtar' 5-11, - dA.,.'rtpli i d:;ount g tit the iirci t\pc tit maotion ot parick'h. tr;ipp.d in tht earth' maigneiw I1wi

states (for example (C* and 01 may chalrgc exchange to them towards lower L-shells on a time scale that pre-
higher charge states (for example. ('b' and (Y*) within serves u and J hut violates the constancy of 4:. For equa-
the magnetosphere so that their gyro radii become small torially mirroring particles, a radial displacement from
enough (p, = P- qB) or trapping. L=5 to L=3 increases the particle energy by a factor of

The plasma shict in the earth's magnetotail is consid- -5. Furthermore, if the particle spectrum follows a
ered an important reservoir for radiation belt particles. power law distribution j(E) = (E E0) u with u : 3. for
Howeser. the plasma sheet particles thcmselvcs are likely example. then the apparent particle flux enhancement
to be a mixture of particles from several of the prime seen at fixed energies will be a factor of 125. Seen at a
sources mentioned abosc. IDuring magnetospheric Sub- fixed L-shell, the obsersable flux increase will be even
sto m., plasma sheet particles consect inward toward the greater if the pre-storm radial distribution falls off
earth, and in the process can he accelerated and may toward lower L-shells (as may be the case at lower radia-
become trapped in the radiation belts. Unfortunatehl. lit- tion belt energies). and smaller if this flux gradient is
tie is known about the specific details of the time negative. Given the knowledge of the storm perturbation
dependent trapping process and it is not vet possible to electric field (magnitude. direction, azimuthal extent, and
make a quantitative evaluation of the strength anti char- duration) together with observations of the pre-storm
acteristics of this source. - radiation belt structure, this in silu s"ource" is in princi-

Currcnt research also points to the earth s ionosphere pte assessablc.
as an important contributor to the lower energy p.:rticle
population beto, a fcw tens of keV. perhaps' with a
roughly equal eontrib,.tion from solar wind particles. In 5.2.2 Simplifying Assumptions
contrast, the high energy particles ahone .5f ) kcV For most of the radiation belt source mechanisms
appear to hae an extraterrestrial source. 'Ihc former ,accurate quantitative information is still lacking.
conclu-ion is dericd from obserrat ions of dominant Ideally. one would like to know
oxygen fluxes at times, while the latter stems fromIdaloeoudiktonwob,.rgen carbon-to-imen raios of order ute. I.rth I. the source strength for different particle species as
ohbered carbon-to-oxygen ratios of order unit%. For the a function of energy and pitch angle.
\er\ important intermediate energy range here most of 2. the effective source focat~cns within and on the
the radiation bell encrg. densit\ is found, there is no boundaries of the trapping region. and
exp,.rimental result indicating the ,soliro. 3. the source strength as function of the different

A simple theory that seeks to explain oberied storm- geophysical conditions during quiet and disturbed
time enhancements of radiation belt particle fluxes at times.
tens and hundreds of keV energies has been advocated Unfortunately. contemporary research has not yet

[l.Vons and William%. 19801. Particles existing in the yielded quantitative answers to these requirements.
outer radiation zone may suddenly, during the storm Without this information. hom can we understand and
main phase, be subject to an electric field that transports model the earth's radiation belts?

5-9



CHAPTER 5
*For quiet time conditions one can solve testeady DW

state radiation belt transport equations for the interior of
the radiation belts subject to suitable outer tone hopund-
ar~r cirnons on the trapped, fluxes. This amounts to
the assumption that the radiation belt source is capable
of supplying particles to the out.-r radiation ione bound-
ary at a rate sufficient to offset losses within the trapping
region. The existence of long-term approximate stability
of the radiation belts ws a whole during extended quiet
periods upport% this contention, and fortunately trapped -v 5V
flux observation% from geostationary spacecraft. such as SU
ATS. of the outer ilone flux levels at 1. = 6.6 makes this /
a feasible solution.

This is not a satisfactory situation for magnetic%
X ~storms and other disturbances. As a consequtence most K.,

radiation belt modeling has been do ne for stecady state. ~~
quiet time conditions. Time dependent radiation belt
modeling would require time dependent boundary condi-
tions averaged over local time. It is conceivable that data
from several geotstatiecnarv satellites may be used for this
purpose. but this has not yet been done.

5.3 TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN THE Figure 5-11. V41,Apotential contours for an eletric field in the earth*&

RADIATIONor BlIE low::;"~ energy particles. The electric field is super-
- *. As we hate seei h tai e geicfed ai position of an corotational F-fied due to the rotation of

ation belt particles execute the three periodic motion%: the earth and it, imbhedded magnetic field and a uniform
da%%n-dusk electric field. The spcaratix tsolid curve) is thegyration around the magnetic field lines, bounce motion It)% cncrgs particle AIfsen laver' hih separates the open

btssen mirroir points. aid a/irauthal drilt around the and closed drill path% Iliselson1. 19791l. -the outer osal

earth. I he latter t~r peof periodicity is caused by the represents the magnetopause in the eq~uatorial plane.

gradient-curnature drilt motion. Ff~feCtS of gravity and
electric fields cause departure fronm this simple picture. tion. of course, take plne': during distu. bed conditions
but both fOrces are primarily importar, at low energies when the imposed -convection electric field is time vari-
lspicall% belov, a kwu tens of kcV. able and the low energy particle distributions are not in

equilibrium [Harel et al.. 1981 a & b].
5-3.1 Convection

Magnetospheric conmccti oi results roir. extcmalh.
imposed electric field,.. rIhe solar wind flows past the 5.3.2 Stochastic Processft: Phenomenology
earth at a velocitv in the range 2tM)-NX) km scc. T-his At higher energies. particularly above a few tens of
implies a -con% etion- electric field E =V c B across keV, the dominant drift of trapped particles, is due to the
the earth*% magnetosphere dircctid from dawn to dusk. gradient and curvmure effects of the geomagnetic field.
Combined, with the electric field induced by the rotation T-he* prime drift motion is therefore circular (w'ith gyro

K of the earth a characteristic mnagnetospheric conection and bounce motion superimposed) around the' earth.
pattern is set up (Axfo(rd. 1964: Roederer. 197 0). Th'le [)epartures from this pattern are due ito thelwlualng
radial corotational electric field is induced by the earth's nature of the geoelectric and geomagnetic fields induced
magnetic dipole field corotating with the earth. Figure by variations in the solar wind flow and internal magnec-
5-Il %how, nmodel electric equipotential lines around the tospheric processes. Radiation belt particles are also sub-
earth duec to these, electric fields in a time-independent jeet to interactions with plasma waves and suffer colli-

* situation. Particles of' quite low% energies f!- I keV) are sions with exospheric neutral atoms and low% energy
primzirih. controlled h% the electric field drift, and thetr plasma particles. Common to these processes is their
motion approximately folitws the equipvtential lines as randomness in occurrence, and their effects% are described
indicated by the arrov.s, in Figure 5-11. Notice the topo- 1w stochastic analysis that can be reduced to diffusion
logically distinct regions: near the earth where the con- theory: radial diffusion and pitch angle diffusion. The

vdci~c motion ftsllow&s oval paths around the earth, anid physical ideas are illustrated in Figure 5-12. Radial diffu-
-i*t greater distances %%here the drift paths are open to the sion transports radiation belt particles across the dipolar-

* magnctopause. Decpartures from this overall configura- like magnetic field lines in the radial direction, and pitch

* 5-10
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mean .change Ap. AJ. and A*' takes place in% the adia-
batic invariants per unit time I1_,j<<«p. AJI<«J. and
1.141<49. The distribution function f~p. J. *-: t) aver-

i aged omocr gyrophase. bounce phase. and a.-imuthal drift
SOURCE RAIA SIN phase'is then governed by the relation

F ITCH ANGLE fN.j t:t ffdA )dApdA'
DIFFUSION fI~s Ap. J AjI..* 't AIt)

Pip Ap. J A. .14, Apu. AJ. A)
Fipur 5-12. A comncetual re rew~ntat,,n of ititch iangle and oatiat dii.

IUsson in the canh\ radiation hicit I iiussn occur, in (.9
eithet diretioin. hut in most cascs there o.. a net dittuson
flu% in the indicated direction timard% the earth. n n xad n Pi eisaon h

andonnepads adr i Taylor sre.aon h
unperturbed (luantities to arrive at

angle diffusion alter% the particle pitch angle (or etluival-
ently. the mirrorpoiint location). In both cas es the ea ,rth's afa u~ a (<AU> I f
atmosphere is a sink: for radial diffusion My transport to at:ap ( t! BJ )
very low 1.-shells, and for pitch angle diffusion by lower-
ing the mirrorpoints into the atmosphere. In a-dition to .A <-14, f) X~ ________

dtffustse processes, energy degradation from collisions .1j d) ,2 '2A1t
with exospheric particle% also occurs.

* 5.3.3 Effects of Field Fluctuations

* ~~Adiabatic inv ariants are useful substitutes for particle ~<~> a A'
constants or motion. It should be kept in mind. however. + Tjd k) At Jj h4rA
that the earths magnetic field. is never perferctly static.
ield fluctuations are associated with micropulsat ions

[Jacobs. 19701. magnetospheric substorms I ~kasofu. d.14) .1 f) (5.40)
196141. geomagnetic storms and other phenomena. and
field oscillation% vary considerably in magnitude. fre- + higher order terms.
quencies. and principal location. The adiabatic invariants
are said to be violated when electric or magnetic \aria- where the stochastic coefficients are defined by
tions take place near or above the adiabatic motion fre-
quenc\ in question. Fven slow~ field variations may vio-
late the third adiabatic insariant 4) (7- minutes to <t (J (4
hours) uohilc p-\iolation requires %ase-;ikc fluctuations
on a time scale of -mIiliiseconds. Macroscopicall\. the
earth's radiation belts are subject to' field fluctuations P(p. .1. 4t: Ap. AJI. .14) .1i
that occur at quasi-random times. 1 heir effects are best (.1
described by stochastic methods I (hand rasek har. 19651 fi
that treat the mean dev~iations in the adiabatic insariants <Ai4t> IIdiA,.,) di-IL) d(-14)
and tlte associated distribution function.N

Iltn a partic distibution hiunction I It w~ .1. 41-, io P;& .1. 4). Ap -11 _14) i
such that the number ol particles located \%itihin a ~i~ta
parameter space \tilumc clecct poti h\ u 1' 2 dp to %%ith i and j being pA. .1 or 4, in all permutatit n%.

JJ p g+ 1 2 op.J .1 2 d.1toi .1+ 2 d.' It 2 d+ to +
1 2 d'F is gisen h,. The transport equation (5.41 I can be grcatl\ simpli-

fled by recogni/ing that violation oif one adiahatic ins ar-
dX =lftp. .1. cli: I) dp 0i dolF iant is almost al~a\vs uneorrelatedl %ith the process %io-

hiting another. In that case all cross coetlicients must
at a time I. "Ihe function I is thus the particle dcnsits in '.anish:
Whs paramietcr space spanned h\ the adiabat ic in\ ariants.

Let Pip. .1. Ir; .lp. A1.1. .14)') be the prohahilit\ that a <AAV <p''~ ~ AF )(S.42)
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Furtermre.<~~* ~n ~ .. ,,4))In this case the Jacobian coordinate transformation is

related. In the absence of external so~urces and losses%. dif- t

fusion would proceed to transport particles from over-
abundant regions of parameter space until all gradients GIL. 2wr R' BF (5.50)
in the distribution function had vanished. and for each
diffusion mode

* and the pure radial diffusion equation becomes

<*i a <t.Ii)2> 0 a.f.4)a '2(.1

Equatio (i5.414)) (then sipife to' 5.
Equtio (541)the sipliiestowhere S and L represent particle source and loss furic-

J ltions. rot1' i% the pure radial diffusion coefficient at con-* (~) ~ ~.(D,, 4!) fi =p. .1 J. (5.44) '.stant us and J values. It has been estimated that

where -. D, (aj = Dt.i (r) (,,, (5.52)

- <(~i 2 > , ~where 3(o.) is a function only of the particle equatorial
-~ 2.1t I . (5.45) pitch angle and Dti. : Dtl~ (4) is the radial diffusion

Equaion(5.4) s te dflwon quai~i decriing coefficient for equatorially mirroring 0 , - particles

the earth*% radiation' belts. It is valid whenever the per- where 1 . For a description of aa see Schulz
turbations are small (but accumulative). Transformation [1975a].2

to other variables, such as 01. 02 0. is facilitated by the
* Jacobian Gi (j. J. 4). 46,i1. 5.1) su~ch that Both geomagnetic and geoclectric field fluctuations

_ L . contribute to DLI.. For geomagnectic fluctuations it can
(.... _L. a ) G f-) (j 1. 2. 3). be shown that

wherewhere i"6M is the fluctuation power spectral density

,Ld)) evalua!-.d at the azimuthal angular drift frequency
fl ~ ~ ~ ~ -~, T) ( .(.7 ~ - LRF - td Empirically P4M) (ou) - o r where the

value of r most often is r =2 ±1. When r 2. one obtains
and the very sirriple expression

F(61 40 t3: . (5.48) D f'f K M ) 1.10 (5 54)

54where KIMI is a factor dependent on the fluctuation
RadalDifusonmagnitudes. For geoclectric field fluctuations it car, be

Field fluctuations on a timcae comparable to the shown that
atimuthal drilt time around the earth can 'violate the
third adiabatic invariant V) but preserve the p and J c
in-*ariants. This is the limit of' pure radial diffusion. To D''(~ w)L' (.5
study this process requires knowledge of the diffusion8B =
coefficient, sources, and losses. It is convenient to use the

-' dipole I.-shell coordinates defined through where P" is the n-th spatial Fourier component of then
electric field power spectral decomposition. For details.

4 2-R j: %c see Hutharnmar I i9681. and Cornwall 11968).
T (591he actual calculation of "I'l is fairly complicated

and the reader is referred to the research literature. How-
* where BF 0.312 Gi is the equatorial B-%alue at the sur- ever. for typical substorm conditions Cornwall (19721

face of the earth where L 1. derived the simple relation
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Lt , is the bounce averaged pure pitch angle diffusion coeffi.

DT. 0)le L4  (owM Z'), (.5) cient related to the loral pitch angle diffusion coefficient

where pM is the magnetic moment in MeV G and Z, isthe particle 'charg: state number. *1on -2

0
Op

Both KMand 01 are dependent on the geophysical The actual calculation of Doa*,, from observed

activity. Likely values of K(M) fall in the range 2x 10 10 plasma wave distributions in the magnetosphere is quite

to 2 x 10 8 (L-shells) 2 per day and KIE ) may be found in complicated. The reader is referred to the research litera-
the range 10 to W4 (-shells) 2 per day. The total radial ture (Lyons et al.. 1971. 1972, Retterer et al. 1983 and

diffusion coefficient is then references therein].
In general. pitch angle aiffusion can come about by

DLL violation of u only (that is change in j by violation of
D WL [L . (.37) J only (change in p). or by a combined violation of both

t should be emphasized that the relations in Equtiand J. The pure pitch angle diffusion limit is ideally
Equations realized when both p ind J are violated so that the ratio

(5.54) and (5.56) represent simplified considerations that' of p./p changes while Jp remains almost constant.
may not always be realized. If. for example, p4M ) or When this happens, there is essentially no energy
do not follow w 2 dependences. then D L) will involve exchange between waves and particles. Physically, this
dependence on p, and D may have a different form. can mean that the principal interaction is between the

particle and the magnetic field of the wave.

5.3.5 Pitch Angle Diffusion
The presence of plasma and electromagnetic waves in 5.3.6 Energy Diffusion

the radiation belts implies fast low-amplitude field fluc- Particles can become energized when interacting with
'tuations, and some of these waves (such as the ELF waves (wave damping) or can lose energy to the waves
whistler mode) can violate the first adiabatic invariant iu. (wave instability). One maywrite a pure energy diffusion
These fast fluctuations will. in principle, also violate * equation in the form.
and J; however, for these adiabatic invariants the effect is
likely to be at least in part averaged out. It is convenient C G r afD + - Lt. (5.62)
to convert from p to equatorial pitch angle coordinates Gt Gae N +S Lt .5'

p2 L3 sin2ao However, such an equation has not been used much in d
, BE (5.58) radiation belt physics. since almost inevitably o also

changes. The m'ore general case of coupled energy and
whereby the applicable Jacobian is angular diffusion and the associated diffusion coefficients

needs further research. For information relating to such %
G(o: it) d p )2 L . sin2ao (5 coupled processes, see Schul, and Lanzerotti 11974]. %

Ga 1)= Oao p2 U1 Bin (5.59)

at constant particle momentum. In the pure pitch angle 5.4 LOSS MECHANISMS
diffusion limit IJp is unchanged and only the particle Energetic particles residing in the radiation belts are
direction of motion changes. subject to collisional interactions with coexisting particle

populations. The most important of these are the earth's
main atmosphere, the atomic hydrogen exosphere. and
the plasmasphere. Near the earth (that is. at very low

T L-shells or for small equatorial pitch angles) such
" collisions constitute a dominant energetic pa! ticle loss

A sin2aoT(ao) 0 rDe0 aosin2eoT(ao) 'f mechanism. But even in the central parts of the radiationt L 5ubelts Coulomb collisions and charge exchange can be
+ S* - V (5.60) quite significant. Pitch angle scattering of particles into J

the atmospheric bounce loss cone (where particle-particle
where S* and L are the source and Io'ms functions collisions are dominant) is also of great significance, I
appropriate for the pitch angle diffusion process. Do00o especially for radiation belt electrons.
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5.4.1 Exapbere nevertheless thought, that this formula represents average

The erretrta exsphee (o gecoroa) ~~ ~long-term cold plasma densities appropriate for long- 0

uation or the atmosphere to great altitudes where colli- term steady state radiation belts studies. Further am-
~son% are infrequent and the constituents follow ballistic protvment. including storm and !ubstorm variabihity.

pricipl cnsttuet i thugh tohe will be needed when time dependent radiation bell
atomic hydrogen with a density ranging from -1 odl0aedeeopd

atoms% eml at 10-1 km altitude to -102 atom% cm'i at
* 3 l 10 km altitude. Table 5-1 gives the mean atomic 5.4.2 Coulomb (-ollisomis

l..lk ~i \mhc drnits..tns~oal ~dr.~c, ~~ ~Coulomb collisions are inelastic interactions between
I .,h '- uiitdnaAntvlh~rto ttccui o i charged particles. A radiation belt particle "colliding-

withan eosphricneutral hydrogen atom. for example.
.~tsc..n.~~.nsl~n~-s IhIwill interact with the internal atomic electric field when-

T ='9 K ever the impact parameter is less than the atomic radiis.
* or with the electric field from a thermal (plasma) proton

I--Shtll [H)I I cmh, 1.-Shel [1-1 (1 cm') or electron out to the particle-. Debye shielding distance.[ The encounter will result in energy transfer from the
1.1 IS(M. 1.5 16MM). energetic ( incident) particle, and in deflection (angular

2. 311. 2. llscattering) of both particles. Changes in ionization states
((N) 35of either or both particles can also occur. On the average.

4.0 (M). 4.5 10.angular scattering is important for radiation belt eecc-
trons. but usually not so important for the miuch heavier

5.0 14N(. 1.3 120. radiation belt ions. The collisional scattering process is
6.0 9N. 6.5 83. qualitatively illustrated in Figure 5-13.

* hydrogen number density [Hi1 as fun ction of [-shell at
- the equator [for example, Yinsley. 19761 and it is thoughtV

to be an 'average reprcscntation for an exoispheric.
temperature of -950 K. 1fhecexospheric temperatures%.

addensities will of corechange with. solar and geo-
magnetic activity. -- D_

Also ovMrh'?ping 'the radiation belts is the terrestrial -®--.ATOM

plasmasphere .onsisting of thermal ions and electrons _________________________
and contained within an [-shell range roughly below

abot 14 t 6by the effect of the corotational electric Figuri 5-11. Deflection of a posiie and ,'egatis particle in the inter-

* field of the earth. Figur. 5-Il shows the electric equipo- nat atomic elettric fietd of the target atom. ht and h arc
* tential lines in the equatorial plane formed by the combi- impact pafameter-s and r., i% the atomic radius. If the

of thecorottiona elecric feld ad themolartif~ paramecit it, greater than r,%. no interactiton occurs. 5
nation oftecrttoa lc-i il n h oa or plasma partiiles r., is replaced hy the i)ehie %hietding

-. wind induced dawn-dusk -convection- electric field. The distance A,,,

* separatrix between closed (around the earth) and open

5 qui-xotcntial lines is related 'to the static plasmapause.muh ergtchaU
- although in a dynamic. time-variable situatio)n no simple Radiation belt particles are uc more eegtcta

i elation between the two exists. Umpir~callv. there- is a exospher.c particles and energy is transferred from the
- much higher'density of cold Il(IWO IOtMX) K) plasma- energetic ion to the atomic bound electron(s) or plasma

splictic particles below the plasmapause than beyond it. electrons. The changes in the energy spectrum and direc-
Based on data deduced from ducted VI-F wave propaga- tional characteristics of particles traversing a material
lion experiments. Cornwall 119721 estimated the follow- substance whose effective thickness is greater than the
ing average plasmaspheric particle densities: collision mcan free path is a difficult mathematical prob-

lemn. Great simplification is. however, obtained when the
(c][J 250 0, l.,,K cm Ifor 1. -. Lo ~ differential collision cross sections are small enough to

(5.63) overw helmingly fav or veri, %mall energy loses and direc-
[I el 13 (1. 1 ... K CM 1 for 1. . 1.,, tional changes in each collision. Fortunately, this is true

f(;, Cioulombh collision-, in which the classicalI Rutherford P
%%where Lo - 4.1 and K -4-64, cros% section is vali'j. See Rossi and Olbert 119701 or

It is well known that the plasmasphere deviates Ire- Jackson [19751 lot details.
quently and strongly from this functional form. It is One finds that the average crnergit loss rate for an
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THE RADIATION BELTS

energetic particle passing through a gas of atomic parti- The Coulomb collision loss factor is given by
cles is given by

4Z, 2 Z, n] r. (mc- 0) F(,6.Zt) 45.60) Got .) 150 v/2- a' C4 V*/n L9 2/ (m"l3I 2)) [H] Z 2 '

where Z, is the, net charge state number of the incident (.1
particle,' 4 is the nuclear charge number of the target gas~ where MH z1.67 x 10 24 grams is the hydrogen atom
atoms. m,, is the ele.-ron mass. r, is the classical electron mass and e =(4.80286 ± 0.00009) x 10 11 esu is the unit
radius. c is the speed of light. 5 V: c and Ff5.4,) is a charge. Z, is the ionic charge state, number for incident
slowly varying function determined quantum mechani- energetic ions (Cornwall. 1972; Spjeld%.ik. 1977). For a
cally by fuller treatmeitt of the collisional process the reader is

referred to the treatise by Mott and Massey 119521 or . p.

Ff54) .9.In zrm2C4 (1 2 12(7,)l Rossi and Olbert 11970).

for energetic electrons. (5.65)

and Collisional encounters may also change the ionization
slat( of the colliding particles. This may entail- ioniiation %

Ff.4): 252 + In [4m~c4p4 (I p2)2 12(7) of the -target" atom and * or alteration of the net ionic
for nereti ion (566) charge of the incident particle. The latter is of impor-

lance for radiation belt ions since almost all of the physi-
call processes depend directly on their charge -state. The

where lIZ,) 13.5 Z, (in eV) is an approximate value of simplest of the charge exchange reactions is the one that
the ionization potential for the gas atoms [Rossi and neutralizes radiation belt protons (H):
Olbert. 1970).

Le for p J. +-. t) denote the distribution function H *(.h-
'frequatorial radiation belt particles. The changes due to--

stochastic energy loss from the energetic particles can be 'I

described by where underlying denotes energetic particles. The above
reaction is an example of the electron capture process in

(!E) -C.tn <~j.to which the incident proton picks up (or captures) the
at Coulomb C1 iorbital electron from the thermal hydrogen atom, which

(5.67) then becomes a low energy proton. Once neutrai/ed. the
incident proton (now fast neutral hydrogen) is no longer'

and the stochastic time average <.Ap A~t> and,<AJ 11t> subject to the magne-tic deflcting force and escapes from
are then simply given by the trapping region. Macroscopically these events occur U .

at random. and fast neutral atoms thus exit the radiation
d~ de (f~ belt% in all directions. Since the speed of these particles( )* greatly exceeds the earth's gravitational escape speed. z

many disappear to outer space. Some of these fast neu-
and tral atoms mnove tow.ards the earth where they produce

secondary interactions upon entering the atmo~.phere.

<MJ- )(LIS'~E) i n a similar manner, other sinelv chareed ions can be
de dtneutralized in such collisions:

Cornwall 11972) noted that it is possible to treat the

slowI varying logarithmic term in the expression for dTH+ -H+
as an approximatc constant. By including contribution% C' 4.H -C + H* (5.73)
from energetic particle plasma electron collisions as, well
as, from energetic particle exospheric atom collisionw. one 0, + H -0()+ W*.
deriv.es the expression valid for equatorially mirroring

tali 2) particles: Thesec newly generated thermal hydrogen ions (proton%)
make a contribution to the ecirth's plasma envelope:

(ii) 5(i(.l ) ho%%ever, thei rate of formation i% probahlx le-ss than the
dt (coulomb S'rate at which s uch ion% are supplied from the topside
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CHAPTER 5
ionosphere. One nay note that the total charge is con- below about 20 keV. but falls off sharply with higher
served in the radiation belts under the charge exchange energies.
reactions,

There is also another class of ion charge exchange,
this results from electron stripping reactions by which the
ehergetic ions (necessarily heavier than hydrogen) lose
one or more of the remaining bound electrons. For
example. there is a finite probability that an ion (say O')
in a collision with a thermal hydrogen atom loses several t I I I -i
of its electrons:

Figure 514. Fow diagram for energetic oxyren ion charge exchange.
"* H - O " + H* + 4e" (5.74) This figure illuvtrates thai wh.le multiple charge stale

- - - increases are posible in a single encounter, only single
step ciarge tate reductions can occur in a hydrogen atom
gas. Oxygen tons in lower charge Mates may be further
ioniurd (through single or muhiple electron stripping) inIn this example four leorons ae stripped off. Whether ngle collonal encounters with the exospheric gas

he last 0" ion actually loses one ot more of its electrons- tomns The ions may lose net charge in collisiom by cap-
or captures one from the hydrogen atom strongly turing the bound electron from a thermal hydrogen atom.

To become neutralincd. a fully ionved oxygen iondepends on the energy of the incident ion and the details requires a minimum of eight separate collisions.
of the collision. Since this type of reaction preserves a
non-zero ionic state, the ion remains trapped within the .-._;

radiation belts. For this reason one distinguishes between . ....-..
"internal- charge exchange reactions such as the stripping ''

reactions: % l we"I'a"A
02.,H- +co. , : ,

01- + H 0.- + H + -.-- -- - ~(5.75)
0 + H -- +?  H + 4e-. ."

with their reverse reactions such as ,,, t ,c n - w eVPo r t ¢ le E~nergy (heV}

084 + H - 0 7 * H" Figure 5-15. Proton charge exchange cross section as function of
proton energy. It is worth not;ng that this cross section is .

+ H - 0 + H (5.76) high (a lOP X) cm2) below a few tens of keV causing
- - short proton lifetimes at those energies. and it falls off
0 2 * + H - 0# + He rapidly, towards higher energies. The values between 0.4
02 H - 0 Hand I. keV are from the experimental work of File et al-

l191 . the data from I keV are due to a compilation by
on one hand. and reactions that produce immediate par- Clath 11970l. and ah'ove 1000 keV the theoretical results
ticle loss (lowest charge state to neutral) noted above on from Brinkmann and Kramers 119301 have been used
the other. Notice also that to become neutralized, an O8* [Spjeldvik. 19771.

ion requires a minimum of eight separate collisions with
hydrogen atoms (since only one electron may be cap- For ions heavier than protons, multiple potential
tured.in each collision).. This should be contrasted with charge states are available. For helium ions, one must - -

electron stripping reactions in which the mutiple charge consider not only the cross section for the neutralization
state changes occur -in a single collisional encounter. The reaction but charge state changes: state I - state 2 and
principal features of the charge exchange chemistry are state 2 - state I as well. Thus, for helium there are .
illustrated in Figure 5-14. three impc; 'ant cross sections to be included. A point

Th"1 probability that a given charge exchange process worth noting is that the process transforming He* to
actually takes place in a collision is expressed as a re- He2' dominates over the charge state reducing reactions .,.
action cro-s section. Such cross sections derive from in the high energy part of the radiation belts, essential!y
laboratory studies of collision processes- however, for above 800 keV. This is explicitly depicted in Figure 5-16
many ions the pertinent cross sections have not yet been which shows the three charge exchange cross sections for
measured over a sufficiently large range of particle ener- radiation belt helium ions.
gies. Figure 5-15 shows the cross sections for the charge Charge exchange cross sections for the heavier ions
exchange of protons incident on atomic hydrogen from a such as carbon and oxygen have been measured &,ver a
compilation by Spjeldvik [1977]. Notice that the charge small fraction of the radiation belt energy range. The .

exchange cross section is quite high (op > 10 is cm 2) situation is particularly severe for carbon ions where
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. ........

Figure 3-16. Helium ion charge exchange cross section as fUnction'o( gr -t.Cag xhnecos etosfr(tmc xgntn
~ so~i ~ne~si~ the'.a~es ompled i Caflm in an atomic h~drogen gas%: Charge gain Flectron loss .

1170 ton mn epeimnt'adthe dolled -lines% are crmss se,.ttons 0'-CYO -O~ j c . The data shossn art frm
exraoltin% A dshd i esacomputed from the Lo ct al., 119711 for 0-targects. ihe solid lines are .:rudc

theoretical work of Brtnkmann and Kramer% I 19M03 The estimates made by~ Spjeldsik and I-rit I 19719al. More rell-
three pertinent charge exchange c.ross sections art: He* - ahle cross %ections lor oxygen ion% and other heai ion%

* He (ion neutraltation). 14e2' - He' and He:* - He*. The nedtghealibd
extrapolated curve abtve 1000) kcV (for. He* - Hie

2
' is ned1o00 ethlsid

progressively' unreliable towards higher energies
(Spjelds'ik and Frat, 197863. charge exchange proceswe on radiation belt ion distribu- f%',~

tion functions is throu~gh loss and gain terms. For radia-

almost no-measurements have been made. For oxygen tion belt protons one has the expression e
ions there exist a number of measurements, but unfortu-

i~f7nately the laboratory work used particles other than 'O'Chag Excage= A10 f (577
atomic hydrogen as targets. Figure 5-17 shows estimated ag

since the loss rate is proportional to the number of pro-
-- tons present (or more precisely, the distribution function

1). and also proportional to the factor Aj <Voa) (HI>
where V is the ion speed and ojthe charge exchange
cross section for transformation state i - statej. To de-

C%- AI-0WL scribe the heavier ions where more than one charge state
- ~applies, one considers a distribution function for each ~

- charge stzte. For helium ions, let f, and 172 be the distri-
bution functions for He* and He2

* ions respectively. The
* -. .. charge exchange processes are then represented by

I-A tol f, +- A21 (2  A 12 fl
Fitgure 1-I7. Charge exchanye cross sections, for (atomic) oxigen ionN Cit )Charge Exchange%

in an atomic hy~drogen tras Charge loss Electron capture (.8
cross sections W) - 01 (gl es timated from sparse asailalsle
data. ,itebinrs ci al. I I9MO1 give data Asith H-targets up to
8 key. [-i et al. 11971) gise data with 0-targets and (21 m
Mactionald and Martin 119711 gtsc data -Aith He-tarpgiv% (5k/haeEcag A21 1 2 + A1I2 f1 (5.79)
Also shoun arc results with rarefied air-target%'lSfo%1c'vareE hng
et al.. 19721 11he cros, set-ons for reaction% with i>l
hase not heen measuredl below -- 10 Me V iSrpicld% k and r
I-rn,. I97ttAl. and this provides a coupling between the distribution

functions. ~~
ion charge loss (electron capture) cross sections based on In general.. or an ion spteciecs wilh s available ch v-ge
a compilationi of a number of measurements ustng H. air sae ieotiscag xhne~xrsln l-t
and 0 as target particles [Spjeldvik and Fritz. 1978a). form
Estimates of the charge g;;in (electron loss) cross sections
have been made from limited data available. Examples% a- '.t

are illustrated in Figure 5-18. For the remainin,, reactions % -i*s 1 f + iAfl for i # j.
between the multiple charge states, no laboratory mea- Chaqtc 1 xchan&e 10

surements have been reported, and one musi. usc crude (5.80)
estimates [Spjeldvik and Fritz, 1978a].

The mathematica! description of the effects of the and when the exosphere predominantly consists of
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atomic hydrogen las in the case of the earth) the first 'and propagate to interact further with another particle
summation contains contributions from j = i I only. population elsewhere. then the latter process is termed Joe

Z$
parasitic". Both types of processes are of major signifi-

cance in the radiation beits.
5.4.4 Wave-Particle Interactions

Plasma waves play an important role in radiation belt
physics. l)iflercnt conditions for wave propagation. 5.4.4.1 Pitch Angle Scattering Into the Loss Cone. In-
growth and decay in the magnetosphere have led to teractions between energetic particles and plasma waves
delineation into numerous itive mmde. . For a detailed can significantly affect the trapped particle population's
classification of thesc modes sc Stix 119621 or Kennel et energy and angular distribution. If the pitch angle is

al. 119791. In a previous section. the radiation belt trans- altered so that the particle finds itself within the atmos-
po)rt equation was given: here we shall outline some of pheric bounce loss cone, it will have a high probability of

the concepts concerning the interactions. becoming lost upon entering the atmosphere. For ions
Angular scatterin. can result from interactions with this probability is virtually 100% while for er.crgetic

electromagnetic waves. As an example, consider gyro (or electrons a certain fraction of the precipitated particles
cyclotron) resonance: a radiation belt particle spiraling are backscattered up into the magnetosphere oniy to
around a magnetic line of force (the guiding center locus encounter the conjugate hemisphere during the succeed- I
field line) will gyrate at a rate determined by the mag- ing bounce motion.

netic field strength. mass, and charge of the particle. An The directional change in the angular scattering proc- "
electromagnetic wave (with electric and magnetic wave ,.ess due to plasma wave or collisional interactions is ran-
vectors) also propagating along that field line will rotate ed t a v rl l ecn a
according to its wave frequency. Whien both the sen.e of dom: to lowest order it is just as likely for a single parti- "* '. \

rotation and the rotation frequency match for both wave clc to be scattered from lower to higher pitch angles as in

and particle, the particle will be subicct to an essentially the opposite direction. However, when the particles are• " anisotropi('allt- distributed in pitch angle (for example, ,"
constant 'wave" field for the duration of the encounter.e..-",- .
The particle can exchange energy with the wave through with - > 0), the number of particles scattered from the .
the electrical incraction and or deflection can occur higher particle density region towards the lower density
through the magnetic interaction. Higher order reso- region is greater than the number scattered the other
nances can also take place, for example, if the rotation way. As a consequence, the stochastic process is biased
rates differ by a fac.tor' of two. When the particle-wave by the particle pitch angle distribution and a net diffu-
interaction is primarily %ia the magnetic wave vector (as sion./h~x occurs. This pitch angle diffusion flux is ju.
in the case of the radiation belt electron whistler mode
hiss wave interaction) the result is primarily angular scat- -- . ) f5.8"
tering: this is the pure pitch angle scatiering limit. Other FdIiff Do sin 2. T(a.

resonances including bounce resonance and drift reso-
noance can also e important, so that the diffusive transport term in (5.45) may be

These wases in the radiation belts may remain in the written as simply
area where they were generated (vcry small group veloc-
ity) or nropagate afar (large group velocity). They have 1df, ' I aFdiT
frequency and wavc length. and there arc dilfrent polar- 'di i n 2T -- • (5.82)
i/ation properties. Propagation properties are determined
by a disper.ion relatioin [Stix. ;9621 that in part depends
on the densit of the plasma in which the wave exists and Atmospheric particle losses within the bounce loss
the geomagneitic field. Stability or instability of the waves cone generally cause f(a, < a),() to be near zero
is frequently determined by the energetic particles with (except under conditions of extremely strong scattering).

which the waves can interact. This generally favors a positive pitch angle anisotropy
Plasma waves are said to be unstable to growth if (loss cone di-stribution), and particles can be lost to the

interactions. with the charged particles transfer energy to atmosphere at any L-shell due to the pitch angle scatter-
the waves: if the transfer is from the wa\es to the parti- ing process. Of course. Jfi 0Jo may be. negative under
cles the waves are said to be damped. If plasma waves certain conditions, and thus net reverse diffusion can
interact with radiation belt particles in such a way as !o take place. Examples are an atmospheric source cone in
have their principal. interactions locally, then it is possible the auroral zone as a consequence of auroral electric
to clf-consistentl give a theoretical treatment of both fields, effects of I.-shell splitting due to the deviations --

wave and particle properties. On the other hand, if the from the dipolar azimuthal symmetry of the magentic
waves have significant pntial propagatio %n that they,. field [Rocderci. 1970], or particle injections durini, dis-
for example. gain energ. from one particle population turbed times.
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Analysis of resonant wave-particle interactions violat- FOrM (F CXXYT" SONAN iN AVO N . AI,

ing the first adiabatic invariant have generally considered yd 9RM".....

waves with frequencies near the gyro frequency of the %

energetic particles. The condition for resonance between ............
waves of angular frequency t and particles at the gyro- ." :
frequency il is given by %

cu k1 v11  n L1; n :0, 1 ±. ±2, ±3 [Lyons, 1979]. cow

(5.3) -2a' -,, 
-

" I -

where k1l and vil are the parallel (to B) wave vector and.- " '

particle velocity respectively. For a given wave mode 4-
there is a dispersion relation linking w and k. The ctclo- .. , .....

froh harmonic resonances have the (Doppler shifted) .
wave frequency equal to a harmonic (n-l, n z2, Ptl -%
n z ±3. ) of the particle gyrofrequencv. and the classi-
cal Landau resonance (n = 0) has the wave parallel phase Figure 5.19. Rdiation belt electron FI.F whistler mode wave inter.
velocity vii = wi kl. All these resonances result in particle actions: Regions of cyclotron resonance in momentum %
diffusion in both energy and equatorial pitch angle an. spac e. Up p er pa n el sh o w s t he e f fect s o f p u re pi tc h a ng l e

The Landau resonance results in diffusion solely in diffusion (conserving electron energyj for the resonance .
with plasmaspheric ELF whistler mode turbulence. l.ower

vil. conserving v.L. Thus the, pitch angle change Aa at it nanels show the effect upon progressively more energetic
given location along the particle trajectory is related to electrons. 'and that for the most energetic electrons the

the parallel velocity change Av1 by high order resonances become increasingly important as
the electrons dilTu, . in pitch angle towards the atmos-

Sin 2a pheric bounce loss cone. The resulting pitch angle diffu- ,
A - Av1i. (5.84) sion co-wfticien thus becomes a strong function of pitch IS

Vi angle I L.yons et al.. 1972] 4 ,.

The cyclotron harmonic resonance can likewise pro-
duce pitch angle changes resulting from the energy The earth's magnetic field is. however, quite in-
exchange. or teinteraction can be primarily with thethe homogeneous when considered in its totality, and !he * '
magnetic wave vector causing pitch angle scattering more ~-m a g n e i c w a v v e ct r c a u s n g p i c h a n g e s c a t e ri n m o re w a v e e n e r g y is , in g e n e r a l, u n e v e n ly d is t r ib u te d o v e r ih e .-: '
directly with little energy exchange. The latter process is wave energy iin el, un e dsrte oce -.

particularly important for electrons. space of the radiation belts. During *the particle bounce .'.\

Ingeneral.thestudyofparticuary ionteaons motion, as the particles move away from the geomag-In general, the study of wave-particle interactions netic equator along its trajectory, the incrcasing magnetic
requires an extensive mathematical treatment, and the field strength causes both particle pitch angle and parallel .
necessary deriv!ations and analysis are beyond the scope velocity to change. The increase in the local pitch angle
of the present chapter. The interested reader is referred to patice o e wa ro the uoral pltcane

a number of works on the subject [Stix. 1962; Sagdeev as a
Equation 5.10) Implies that cyclotron resonance canand Galeev, V;69; Lerche, 1968, Kennel and Engelman,,,.-' .-
occur for all equatorial parallel particle energies greater ,,. .1 Lyons et al.. 1971, 1972; Retterer et al., 1983]. than a minimum value Eilmin.

Figure 5-20 illustrates radiation belt electron and
5.44.2' Scattering of Energetic Electrons. Pitch angL ELF whistler mode wave propagation. The significant
scattering is particularly important for radiation belt elec- wave-particle interactions for energetic electrons -Are
trons. Here, we bypa!,s the extensive mathematical treat- shown. Note that the wave propagation does not neces-
ment found in Lyons et al. (1971, 1972]. The different sarily follow magnetic field lines, and therefore the parti-
resonances are illustk-oted in Figure 5-19 which depicts des may interact with waves generated over a significant
the regions of cyclutron resonance in velocity space volume of the magnetosphere. For comparison, the inner
resulting from w~ves distributed over a band of parallel and outer radiation zones (for electrons) are indicated.
wave vectors A,'. Resonance at each cyclotron harmonic Satellite measurements have shown that a ban( of '.'.,

occurs over a band of parallel velocities Avll; for simplic- whistler mode wave!; centered around a few hundred
ity. relativistic effects for electrons >500 keV are not hertz exists essentiaiv continually within the plasma-
included. No cyclotron harmonic interaction occurs for sphere. Because of the persistence and audio frequency A

v<V ,;.., and f-e value of Vilmi n depends on the actual range, this type of wave is called hi... Ray tracing studies
k1l band over which the wave energy is distributed. This have shown that the plasmaspheric hiss can readily prop- %
is locally true where the geomagnetic field may be con- agate across the geomagnetic field lines' [Lyons and .- '- ,
sidered uniform on the scale of the gyroradius. Thorne, 1970] and thus fill a great volume of the inner
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CHAPTER 5

magnetosphere with wave energy. These waves are be-
lieved to be generated in the outer regions of the ph,'na.
sphere, and within the plasmasphere the ELF his, ,1ibu-
lence is the dominant wave component that int.i ;cts t
with radiation belt electrons. Waves that may infl.ence Z

trapped particles can also be generat;.d by earth-based 20 KeV
radio sources. Ke

z 200 KeV LANDAU

. o .- R k~ 0 I..,-

:::::::::::::::::::: 0CYCLOTRON"_u -- -~ -

... 2000 KeV

::...... .......... ..... .

OMITLE PROSEAMICAMNJS~d*'**'*~

ASLS DIVEN E CLMOM, (WoMU L-4 BOUNCE AVERAGEDI--

Figure 5-20, Spatial illustration ol radiation belt electron wave-particle 00 300 600 90 °

interactions. Characteristic locations for the inner and EQUATORIAL PITCH-ANGLE
outer electron radiatiot' 7ones are shaded. and the mag-
netic field line approximating the average plasmapause
location is also indicated. Left side: 0.5 kH/ whistler-' Figure 5-21. The bounce averaged electron pitch angle diffusion coeffi-
mode ray paths in the radiation belts showing internal cient De,a,, calculated for all cyclotron harmonic reso.
reflection and cross-I, propagation characteristics [from nances and the Landau resonance. Note that at each
Lons and Thorne. 19701. Right side: Typical energetic energy there is a region of very low pitch angle diffusion
radiation belt electron trajectories indicating the spiral (for 20 keV electrons, near 870): this "bottleneck- in the
motion betwee, the magnetic mirror points. The spatial pitch angle diffusion coefficient is the cause of the r,
regions where the Landau and different cyclotron reso- 'bumps" in the actual electron pitch angle distributions
nances are most effcctise are noted lt.yons et al. 19721. giving rise to the so-called bell-shaped distributions

[I.yons ct al.. 1972].

Based on typical observed wave characteristics, Lyons It has been demonstrated that there is a limiting value
et al. [1972] calculated the pitch angle diffusion coeifli- I' that the radiation belt integral omnl-directional flux I
cient for both cyclotron and Landau resonances shown cannot exceed without provoking a cyclotron wave
in Figure 5-21. They also computed lifetimes for erer- instability. Schulz and Lanzerotti [19741 etimated this
getic electrons subject to this wave-particle interaction limit to be about I' = lol L 4 particles cm 3 see I inte-
process. An example of these lifetimes for average grated over all energies and pitch angles. The linear wavw.
modeled wave pa:ameters and a normalized wave ampli- growth rate is -yg, and therefore the growth rate for wave - . -

tude of 35 m-y is shown in Figure 5-22. rhese lifetimes energy is 2 -,g. An incipient wave undergoes a p..rtial
take on great significance in the modeling of the radia- reflection (reflection coefficient R :5 I) upon traveling
tion belt electron structure and will. be discussed in more a distance d - L RE: the remaining fraction, I -R. of
detail in the modeling section. the wave is lost from the radiation belts. The time inter-

val between wave reflections is T = L RE!V, where

5.4.4.3 LimitOn Radiation Belt Particle Fluxes. Plasma Vg = (?dwidkl) is the group wave velocity. The condition ,
waves generated by radiation belt Particles locally will for marginal stability is that the waves on the average do
have their growth rates in part controlled by the intensity not grow further in time: that is. the decrease in the wave , . '
of the trapped energetic flux of those particles in reson- amplitude upon relection is restored in one traversal
ance with the waves. While radiation belt electrons between bounces:
within the plasmasnhce are controlled by the parasitic-Rex"--"RFVJ-;(.5)-
type of interaction mechanisms, it has been found that R exp [2gL-RFiVg ] = 1. (585) lot

the radiation belt particle fluxes beyond the plasma- ," -
sphere can be effectivelv limited by the self-generating This defines the marginal growth rate to be
wave mechanism. In the following a fcw principal aspects
of the radiation belt saturation process are outlined: for "yg = (Vg/2LRf) In RI. (5.86)
a more detailed mathematical treatment ihe reader is
referred to Kennel and Petschek [1966] or Schul7 If I exceeds I' (that is. if -y exceeds -yg) the consequence is
[1975b]. a net growth of wave energy, and the stronger waves
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CHAPTER 5
physics. Vhe ideal empirical models represent the s an- (6) By symmetry Ia(J- f(n e0 ) so that one needs
dard's with which the theoretical models must be com- to consider only the range 0 :_ a,, _ Yr 2.
pared. and they are also useful for engineering purposes. The complete radiation bell modeling can be simpli-
However. they give only a smoothed statistical picture of fled in a way that retains much of the essential physics
the time period when the data were obtained, and the hut greatly simplifies the mathematics, namely separating
data collection process is subject to experimental errors radial diffusion from pitch angle diffusion. Ode treats
and misinterpretations. Theoretical models, on the other radial diffusion for a, = 7r2 particles only. and with
hand, can be used to simulate and predict radiation belt given f(o,) = n"2) the pitch angle diffusion process at
behavior under a variety of condition:: quiet times. dis- fixed i.-shells only. This approach is not strictly correct

' . turbed times. or magnetic storms. They can be used to whet. there is significant intcraction bet'een the pitch
s'udy ionic species and charge state distributions for angle and radial diffusion modes, hut it reduces an
which no experimental information 'is available. Such almost unmanageable numerical'problem to cases where

* models are onl. as valid as the physical approximation solutions can be found. The results should therefore be
" they are based on. however. In the following sections treated with some caution.

simple theoretical m,,dels are outlined.

5.5.1.2 Electron Model. Radiation belt electrons are
5.5.1 Quiet Time, Steady State Mbdels described by the diffusion equation

Studies of quiet geomagnetic conditions using theo-
retical radiation belt models serve as an important test of f 1.2 )I L 2 + I)

our current unJerstanding of the trapped radiation
environment. It is assumed that under quiet time condi- (5.89)
tions the radiation belts can be described in terms of an sin2a,, T(a,,) + G(.),u I 2 df

equilibrium balance between sources, internal transport,
and losses. Symholically one writes

where Gf(l.) is the Coulomb loss term for electrons.
:-:• --i(frnpr +(af) Lyons and Thorne 119731 separated radial and pitch°f[ sorc~~itrnsot , ,+ s 0 .(5.99)

Tt(t loss angle diffusion by substituting for Equation (5.71) the
two equations

The sources are considered to be located on the
boundar% of the trapping region (and thus describable •f: 1.2- d 1 A1 f f

'ia a boundary condition on the trapped flux for each at" .)lT. Te (5.90)

species) as %ell as in the interior of the trapping region and
S (such as t he CR AN,)-sou r.'eT. |he transport mechanisms "

are radial diffusion and pitch angle diffusion. Particle F- a sin2aT(a,)f (5.91)
losses are caused h,. charge exchange ion ncutrali/ation. "
energy degradation. and pitch angle diffusion into the Jlhev soled U
bounce loss cone. Particles diiusing outward may quation (5.91) under an assumed angular

distribution preserving exponential dedav conditions andencounter the magnet cnause and become lost from the otie h oetnra oepthag"dsrhto
magnetosphere. Radiation belt theoretical models consti- Obtained the lowest normal mode pitch angl- distributio-

tute the combination ofthes.,: processes. and electron precipitation lifetimes 7,. Their results.
shown in Figures 5-24 and 5-25 respectively. The preciib
tation lifetimes were calculated assuming a-mean ELI

"" 5.5.1.1. Formulation ,of Boundarn (onditions. For Whistler mode wave amplitude of 35n. For other wave
" steady state conditions one needs in general boundary amplitudes. these lif.etimes scple as IB, 35m-).

conditions on the particle distribution function f: Using these characteristic electron scattering precipi-
(I) At 1. = L,,, (outer boundar:') one .,pecifi s the tation lifetimes it is possible to solve the stead% state

particleergy spectra and angular distributions, radial diffusion Equation (5.90) for equatorially mirror-
which dehn> fat the outer boundary. ing radiation belt electrons. I he results are shown in

(2) At I = I .m = I (inner boundary formed by the i:igurc 5-25.
surface of th( earth) the particle distrihution fuc- A simplification in this work was a priori approxima-
tion vanishes d f 0). lion of the Coulonib collision "loss time" which was

(3) At , : r 2 dl dr,, 0 0. defined as T We dt) I Nshcre df dt is gi\en h\
(4) At tk,, : 0 or df on,, 2 0. Fquation (5.64): this is a rather crude approximation for
(5) At P V ,, (or F : | )0 %here F ... :'I(K) the last term in (5.90). since T,. really depends on the

McV. distrihution function itself as giscn h Equation (5.66)'.
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energies considered. Figure 5-26 shows the computed
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Figure 5-27. Terfa'proton radial distributions calculated fromO0 L L proton radial diffusion subject to Coulomb collision

1 0 division (or slot) within the trapping region. The curves

ENERGY IkeVI now show that the radial flux maximum is displacedtowards lower L-,hels with higher proton energy. For

Figure 5-26. Radiation belt protot enery spectra obtained from a d a9l co,

theoretical calculation based on. proton radial diffusion (19771.

subject to Coulomb collisions and charge exchangte ses. D causes a substantial increase in the trapped fuxes
'4io wase-partacle interaciions were considered. BoundpDy
conditions were imposed at L-6,.6 with data from the on L-shells below the peak flux location. Proton models
ATS-6 spacecraft, and the computed spectra at lower that treat other than equatorially mirroring pitch angles
L-shells are compared with asailabe equatorial data from in a comprehensive manner have not yet been developed.
Explorer 45. The results of the theoretical calculations
below a few tens of keV energies may he inaccurate since The reason is partially that Donna is not know for prot-
convection processes may dominate over diffusion at these ons, and partially that solving the simultaneous proton

, low energies (Spicldsik. 19771. radial and pitch angle diffusion problem subject to the

radiation belt proton spectra obtained with this mthod, simultaneous p-variations is mathematically difficult

" and data are shown for comparison (taken from owing to the great inhomogeneity in the coefficients.

, Explorer 45 below L = 53). Notice that the spectral max-
imum found at L<5 generally is displaced towards 5.5.1.4 Heavy Ion Models. Besides electrons and pro-

- higher energies with lower L-shells. The flux values com- tons, the earth's radiation belts contain appreciable fluxes
puted below a few tens of keV are below radiation belt of energetic helium, carbon, oxygen, and other ions.
energies (convective processes also operate in that range) Theoretical modeling of these ion populations can be
and should not be ,;onsidered reliable. The comparison carried out by a generalization of the proton model. One
with data is quite' good, however, giving support to the must consider a distribution function for each charge
usefulness of the radial diffusion theory above at least state of a given radiation belt species, as well as the cou-

- 100 keV. pling between charge states imposed by the charge
* A complementary view of the theoretical radiation exchange chemistry. For helium ions one may write the

belt proton fluxes is given in Figure 5-27 which depicts coupled equations for equatorially mirroring ions:
the computed radial distributions for different proton
energies., Qualitatively similar to the observations, the (f\, 2LaL [1- 5 , 2,M ]+
radial flux maxima are displaced towards lower L-shells L' JLt-L (5.l9UL3] +
with higher proton energy. On L-shells well beyond the (5.93)
flux radial peak location, the characteristic time scales of
diffusive transport are substantially shorter than that of Gl(L) 1 I 2(af/ap) A 0 f, + A 21 f2 - Al 2 fl

X," the loss processes. This si.uation is called diffusive equili-
brium. There is also an important connection with the and
magnitude of the radial diffusion coefficient. As D, d. 2

"' increases, the diffusive equiliorium radial range extends - Ld L [DL 1.L 2 (cf2 d[)1 +

. towards lower L-shells, and the radial peak location is dt 2 (5.94)
found at lower I.. Also. the absolute magnitude of the
flux radial peak increases as D.. increases. An enhanced G2 ([) p I 2(4f2; ) . , 21f2 +
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where the subscripts indicate the ion charge state. fourth charge state should be most ahundant. A signift-

Thewe et4uations base also been solsed numerically cant finding, illustrated in Figure 5-29. is that the radia-
k'ornwall. 1972. Spjeldvik and Frit/. 1978d],. and some tion bel charge .tate distribution in the interior of' the
of the findings are illustrated in Figure 5-2M. Notice that radiation belts MI < 5) is almost completely independent

of' the charge state distribution of( the outer radiation
- ..- ~../one source. In fact. this figure shows. that regardless of

*> f I the source being ionospheric Isource charge state 1) or
I t It solar (source charge state 6 dominant) a steady state

Va4 1 -iaiain et distribution over ion charge states evolve.

-7~~ta is ind. ~ :. terppidng the source characteristics in the

4 4MeV OXYGEN- Ions Ol"
A. IONOSPHERIC SOURCE S SOL.AR WINO SOURCE

RADIAL DISTANCE IEarth Radi)~

Fitqlt'c S.-t tve-rtnai hditm Ion tfediaf dwiriution'. cakuiatt
trorn it .1. d iit'iori tthr.,r% with ( poui,'rnh coltimonns and 0

* di~~chrge rsch4av S...isd cuwsu. h,.-& es~tiiril mirror-

milr satntionfo hresaeI(e otesaeigtusc% of tic" vihil thu- dashMdcun crk-st tic N1
%oltt. thati Hctc don4ttt heuto'- I McS 'Ahikt c C% 4 4

dominat t highcr cncrgnts [SpcWkstk amnd I-itj, 197Kl.

2 1 H2* at energies around I MeV. so that the lower5
ch'irge state of helium ions is most abundant at the lower
energies and the higher charge %tate at the higher ener-
gies. 'The spectral feature% compt-ted for helium ions
beow -~ I McV %tem from the energy dependence of( the St.,

radial diffusion coefficient 1), 1 and the loss rates. 'These -yr itlm cae avdirhmtno aitonWo&%
batse %et to be verified or refuted by observations. Iqu S'PC RIonIo ehdll Iticf .a ithuta,.nic t it, r~dto* hitn os"s-

For esen heas ier ions a multitude of charge statcs are a-ipnctf Right panel at Mii latnd i'A'Ntt s.'tirc 01 ins 1

a% aifabc ito the radiation belt hea% v ions: for carbon ions .tssttttcd. (itW tinds tICA sut itle r..diln hti1 chargc

there are sI,( positiise charge states. and for oxygen ions latt: ti.strihoiorn in tht initort o# Ilk- tippiiz tqciof
Nov4mus lartpch anndcdnt it thu .ouruc chargr tale

there are eight In general. for a gisen ion charge state of chrwt,.

*an elemental species with s a% ailable state%, the radial dif-
fuision equation for esquatoriaflv mirroring ions may he

ritten the finding% concern ing charge states of energetic
radiation bell ions iaN be- %ummari/ed as ftollows,:

L- . .~:. di [It 1. 20,l df.)J +(,0l)pA 2I f JIAp) 1, Higher charge states are crucialltt important for
the oserall structure of the, heay Ion component

*(5.95) of the earths radiation hefts abotse -IM keV.

Af1 for i 2. (ihargc state redistrIibution pr'tccsses are of major
A1 , impourtanlce throughoumt much of the radiation

lts11 and at all energies.
%here A,, ('enoies chargie state transformation from state 3. Radiation heft charge state distribution becomes

* i to -,tale j. So that A" =I 0 lar i = j ISpicidvik. 19791. largelN indepcrndent of source charge state charac-
'Ithe radial diffusion equation has been sohc d for teristics, because of the frequlient "internal- charge

qtui~alori alk mirroring± radiation belt us vgen ions vschiange.
ISpjcfdxik and Hit/. 197Xhi. and one of the Findings is 4. RLuatise eharee state di~trihution is to aI large
tf~at oxsLgen ions can he more numnerous than protons at extent independent of' the dill ui~c transport rate

- multi Wk! energies. '11w os gert ion charge state distri- in mutch of' the inner mnagnetosphere.
button is predicted to %ary from a doinnceo )in I he fast tss i conclusion-, ar ai el acag

at energies befoss - (M kcV to %tuccessisefs higher charge state redistribution /one adjoining the particle injection
- states at the iizher enervies: for esample at 4 N110V tilie rcion in the oter radliation /one.
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5.5.1.5 Theoretical Radiation Belt Ionic (ompo.4tion. injection events. Lyons and Thorne 119731 have demon-
* Because of' experimeittal dif'ficulties. only %cry limited strated that the radiation belt electron particle scattering

information is asailable concerning the actual composi- lifetimie can explain quantitatively the restoration of the
lion ol radiation belt ion fluxes. lFor this reason wc pres- radiation belt %lot region after it become' filled in during
en: a theoretical prediction of radiation belt protons. the %torm injection process. SpJeldvik and Thornec 119751
helium and ox'.gen ion fluxes at 1. n3.2.5 (in the center of subseq4uently demonstrated that the precipitating electron

* . the radiation beltso. Ithis is shovin iii 1-iure 5-30.) It must flux into the middle latitude ionosphere following such
stforms causes enhanced 1)-region ioni/ation of sufficient

* - ' magnitude to explain VI.F radio wave phase anomalies
0." 1 observed at such times. SpJeldvik and Lyons 119tOI have

X L> :1321 1*r suggested a simplified prediction model for these cffects.

-~'I here is reason to think that magnetic storms differ
considerably from one another, not only by the magni-

(.. tude of the ring current storm index DI but also in the

z injection characteristics of energetic ion fluxes. Once
injected. radiation belt particles become subject to the

I.. normal processes in the trapping region discussed earlier.
a-..For specific magnetic storms, the post-storm decay of

protons and heavy ions has also been studied, and fair
*. .*4-* 4. -1 agreement between predictions and observations has

ION ENERGY (kev) been reported in limited energy ranges where the data
were available tSpjeldvik and Friti, 1981a & bi.

het ;-141 1 ho ~to wadi nibdlt 11hcx radiaui.'n lk-h w.n fluxtcs .(')n
piimttttoei,.t petc tcrpr %pcx;j til 14.5.2.1 The Variability of the Parameters. Within the

priliin, efitnt ad %t.%i~n flisc at 1U5 fr dilercil fabeltk diffusionn belthiforin .tthey.tin nec-
dsit.,..,. ~II~~iisl'~~ddu. Ition of particles is descrihed by a (time variable) source

be kept in mind that thesIec prediction-, have yet t .o be tirm variable,: Th bdaic conditions ony theo oue
,icrilicd or refuted h%. exsperimental obscrs~ation'. patiu- tievral.reflectingdyaicoitnsnthoue
larl% in the ItMI I(MK cV range. I he prediction is that edge of' the stable trapping region f(Lri. P.:t. and
protons should be the dominant ion species I rom 4),1 to the transport coefficients. DI.I and 15.. will also be

* I cV.helum onsshold omintc t Ito eveal 4eV time variable reflecting the geomagnetic activity level.
*per ion, and at higher energies oxsgen tand possihli, also Based on limited data. Lan/erotti eit at. D!9781 estimated

carbon)I should dominate. Ihese comparisons are done at that the radial diffusion coefficient might vary with the
eqmil itotal ion v'nergi, It- comparison is made at eqa Xp geomagnetic index as

energi per nuceleoa, then proton-. would be the dominant
constituent at almost all radiation belt energies beson a13 0 I (5.96)

* fes tens of eA. IT1

with

-5.5.2 Geomagnetic Storms (9.6 0.07 ~. K ).(5.97)

* ~Most radiation belt modeling deal% with equilibriumI2 a '

condition,. appropriate for quiet time conditions. [ here is It is not vet known how 1,and might vary with
at the present time no f'ully comprehensise radiation belt geomnagnetic conditions. I It 1.is known however that the
mdtreel .frthe es(on gei arnt ial thorm an te exospheric neutral density varies with actisity (because of

di~urbnce. _hc easn i palialy he ncmplete the heating of' the upper atmosphere). and the plasma-
knossledge of' the radiation belt particle source micl- spei-este etil vary strongly. A first appi oach
anisms. n npr htd~tredn .mdln sdfi may be to solve the appropriate transport equations

\acult belacseioffthedchtngesninmmagneaicoheldoandrttei. using perturbation theory for the different variables.
- 5a~in eletri fieds hat ustbe aso ncororaed. Sonmc geomagnetic condition% may. however, be too

-R .irch is being conducted in this ai-ea. but no defliit drasticallv altered to be treated as perturbations. so cau-
-~ ~~~~~~~ moeslea ial a fti siie ion is in order. At the present time there are many

Specific type,, of disturhance,, and associated time unknoss us. and specific models have vet to be developed.-
\ariabilit% have. hoN~escia. been-anal\/cd. Amiong thesec

** are studies oh the post-geomnagnetic stormi deca\ of ener- 5.5.2.2 Magnetic Topology Variations. D~uring the early
*getic particle fliuxs follotiing the (yet not fully explained) phase of magnetic storms the earth's magnetic field
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becomes compressed on the dayside. It has been considers the vol ine of space to be covered and the time
observed that the subsolar magnetopause can be pushed variation in the particle fluxes. Most of the data used in
inward from'an average location of -1R, to -5 1 . the NASA models were obtained in the Mill's and early
during large storms. This implies a large H-field change. 197(1's. Fhr example. the present A P-It modlel for protons
Depending (in the rapidness ol the field change. the par- is a combination ol 94 dillerent instrutment cnerg -detec-
ticle population may respond adiabatically or non- tor channel% from instrument% flowsn on 24 satellitesJ
adiabatically. However, most magnetic storms do not [Sawyer and Vette. 19761, The combined data sets were
cause such a large perturbation of the magnetic field. smoothed to obtain omnnidirectional flux distribution% in
Increase in the lower energy (-I0 54N)kcV) rad i ation the R. 1. parameter space. 'Ihe fluxes wecre integrated
belt ion fluxes produces an enhanced ring utrrent (see over'all pitch angles and. therefore. directional informa-
Section 5.7) that depresses the earth's magnectic field tion %as niot titili/ed. Other limitations in the data sets
earthward of the 'enhanced particle flux region. and are variations in instrument response: and the lack of

* causes- adiabatic deceleration of the trapped radiation local time depenidence considerations. Also note that the
belt particle fluxes. TIhese effects must also be ineorpo- flux models are compiled from a data bast: obtained over

*rated into storm-time radiation belt prediction models, a brief time period in comparison with other geophysical
On the other hand. geoelectric fields penetrating into and solar time scale%. Long ternm dy namical changes% inb

the trapping region during disturbed conditions I Harel et the radiation belts are not well understood so that
al.. 19141a. bi can cause cross-I. non-dill'usive transport extrapolation to different epochs must bec done eau-
and thus adiabatic acceleration of the particle population tiously. For example. much higher fluxes than the mod-
[Lyons and Williams. 198t01. The relative influence of cis give have recently been o~bserve-d. One example of'
these proccesses: depends on O.ArtiCk- energy. very long terml effect-. is the adiabatic encrgi/ation of

inner belt protons by the se-cular variation of., the earth's
magnetic field ISchu'l/ and Paulika%. 1972).

* 5.6 EMPIRICAL RADIATION MODEL.S
Sine te dsevcr oftheeath' raiatonbels, he 5.6.11.11 Pirotons In It has become customary ito
Sinc th dico~r% o th eathraditio bets.the refer ito energetic protons located below L. -~ 2 as irner

population of trapped particles has becen measured with bet or inner /one protons. ['his is a misnomer. however.
* ever improving instrumentation. The early Geiger coun- since the proton oesnormally have only one radial

ters flown onl thctfirst few spacecialt had little of no par- flux peak. Sawyer and Vette j 19761 have completed anr
ticle identification capabilities. Subsequent instruments extensive modtel'ol the trappedi 'proton-cnmironment out
used toil technique%. solid state detectors, magnetic ito L 6.6 for energies ahove 101) kcV. [he measured ions

* and or electric deflection technique-. and electronic signal were labeled -proto .s- althotigh no actual ion identilica-
* . disc-rimination. I his led to a clear separation oh electrons% lion was made. The model is composed of two parts.

and ions fuhielh were then assua:ned to bec solely protons). Al"IMl\ and '%PSMAX. which correspond to'observa-
* Iurine the later ycar% oh space exploration the presence lions made during the 1960-19701 sunspot minimum and

of' a multitude of different ion species was established, maximum conditions. respectively. [he difference be-
I-he purpose oifthis sctlion is to provide a brief ts cr.\iew tween these two mo~dels is thought' it result in part frm

* of existing radiation belt data. as a source guide tor those differences in upper atmosp .here heating during solar
* Aho require crude numitrical estimate% of- the radiation aetivc periods such that the trapped particle collision
- ens ronment. It is cmphasi/ed that the older empirical rate Idue to the exospheric expansion) \%as increased.

-. proton- model in real ity represents contributions from APMtMAX dillf-ers from AI'X.MIN for altitudes less than
* man-x ion species. and that sometimes the heavy ion con- about I(M) kmn and for I \aloes less than 2.9.. Steep spat-

* ,tribution may be dominant.. tial gradients, in the ion fluxes at losser altitudes are dillt-
cult ito deterniiei accurately.

An) equatorial profile of the ion Iiiroton) liaxes as
5.6.1 Data Acquisition and Procesming given by APIXMIN is shown in Figure 5-31. Note the

Fmnpirical radiation belt models ire compiled by presence of >4CM MeV protons for I -- 2. Ibhis is con-
NA.SA National Space Science D~ata Center. Gioddard sistent \%ith higher cncmg\ protons being produced by thi
Sp~1 ace Flight Center in Maryland I Vette et al.. 1979 and dcayt of neurtrons produced in the atmosphere h% cosmic
references therein]. [hcse,mnadels represent a systemiatic rays (the C'RAM) sourc-1. The losser cticrgy fluses can

- effort to compile mans years of data containing a large arise fromi inw~ard radial diltusion as discussed in the
- numbe'- ol disparate satelI;c obsers atiorv, into a few key theoaretic~al modeling section.

nmodels. ;hese obsers ations Aere separated in space and heAPXh proton models include not data after 1970i
time, and made vs ith hisehis \arvinu instrumentation so and S cr\ lititle data ahoy eIf9) MeV eneryies I \ette et at..

- ~ that %tjhjectise iodgmients \%ere necessar\ regarding data' I19781 jAlhot1i aglthe - pro toin" belt is cions Ie red tar more
* qualit\ . I[he complexivy of th-, task is appreciated it' one static than the electron belts. sienilicant enhancemnit
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observed to be preferentially enhanced during the same f-qaoilvmrrngonitecpthupr
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atmosphere at higher equatoripw pitch angle% on lower La 2.00

1-shells. For example, Figure 5-32 shows the Bt1 B,, dis--_________________

tributio n~ for three diferent L-values just a bove the Iol Ne. 00.030
FLUX VS. 8/8~ DISTRIBUTIONS 101 0.13

La 1.17 -

go0 *. iI 520

-Nov 12y

21 Ao

".10

-Jj
Z O
02

X

i iO~ 00L

Figure 3-32. Empirical inner ione radiation belt proton (ion) flux vs
8 , 1 for three representative 1,-shelKs L11L17. 1.50. and

100100 lS 11 I 0 15 2.0. and sexeral representative energies as given by the
too os .10 1 I 1.0 125 .30APNiMt! proton nmde (Sawyr and Vette. 19,761.

also

atmosphere. At L =1.17 the equatorial pitch angle distri-
tO. butions have vetry steep loss cone gradients such that the

1050 NOV in0, particle flux vanishes at ck,!<730. At L =!.50 this 'cut

11 0 oMV of-is a - 37 and for L =2.00, ac- 2P0. These

-30 MoY cutoffs come about because the atmospheric bounce loss
-so o cone is wide at the lower L-shells as seen in equatorial .

1oo pitch angle. .z
'The South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly has a control-

104- ling effect on the inner zone particle fluxes in the vicinity
of the loss cone. This anomaly arises from the earth's

X~ magnetic field being less intense at a latitude, longitude,
region located near the coast of Rrazil. Trapped particles
at these low L-shells will encounter their lowest mirroring
altitude (Hmtnd and thus the densest atmosphere in this

0 longitude region. Figure 5-33 shows omnidirectional
0ow

*~ l~tproton .flu,4 contours in protons cm 2 sec I MeV I at
W

750 km altitude. These contours were derived from 5 to I.
O 7 MeV (dashed lines) and 28 to 45 MeV (solid lines) data

02 10'channels on the AFOI. particle identifier instrument
flown on AF Satellite 72-1 in 1972. The data show that
the location of the nroton peak flux in the South Atlan-

100A ktic is dependent on energy. The 5 to 7 MeV peak is
10 o.2 14 i16 1.8 2.0 22 2.4 26 28 30 located around 1. 2 while the 28 to 45 MeV peak is

8190located around L. 1.3.
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r_ ...j

QQ~4 ~_7
Iell,

I 400A

1010-L_ __

FLXCNOUSFRH 5EEG -- 35 %IEl-~ L../TUI

* -eI Ie0.Poo onest lu onor %nc~rdi lc-pt ilni nral ta liueo 50kr.h oi ie rit2A c
protn (on)flux:% nd he ashe lie, -7 fcV rotn luxc . Iu n r atic-1ntsMe

paties -throughs~in~~ lscnor a esrdi the Soiuth Atlantic anomaly rein an artn flue simu0l.tesld lisect are-4 giet

prtoiuct: a -windshield wiier- effect. F leetrons, present int Figure 5-35. Care must be exercised whether the ratio is
the enhanced los cone crealted by the locally low lI-field
region arc lost. Uhese cecctrons arc subsequently replen-
ished b% pitch ;tngle diffusion during their drift around
'the carth oultde the anomaly.

Solar cycle vauiations anid high altitude nuclear deto-
nations that modilv the atmospheric composition signili- W
cantlv affect the trapped particle populations. A IS-year >
timi: stud% of inner belt 55 McV protons concluded that -

Ithe observled, flux v.ariations were consistent with ex- L43 L.*9 7S5r
pecled atmospheric loss processes jllarsigrnault et al.. '14 _J

E

5.6.1.2 Heavy ton%. "I the abundance of trapped heavy
ion% gi~e elites to the origin of the radtition belt particles.
Al high energies theN ako constitute a ha,ard ito opera- U..3

tional space ssim.Oser the last decadedata hase been
acquired ito sketch the spectral and angular dependence. ~*
of the helium and carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (CNO) fluxes. za

1k/him o b'n: Helium ions are somectimeis referred ito WW
as alpha particles. although in a strict sense an alpha par- Itick is onit the totallv ioni/ed stitle (H,2* of a heliuim I

ion.Figre -34 hov ascage equatorial helium ion 415

spectra over at rangve ol I -shells during, quiet-time condi- ai_ J
tiflnN IFrit/ and Spjeld% ik. 19791. Notice that these spec- HELIUM ICN ENERGY (MOV) r

Ira are %cr% steep at 1- 4. hecomne mitich li .ir %iih
lower I -s h-eI s. and are almost II at at I -3. 'Ihki is F igure 04A. 1 ticrp riecdra Mi eutoIial raidiationt hell wliuin ion,
expected in h e.iiicd.qitpr~i uelt.t~.since the lower cherup lilittmn ions arc preleren- deduced 'rom flia-s ionf otwsrlaiin% onl 1:,\pi~lrer 45 dur--

ttallv lost through the ion exchatnge mecchanismi and (oti- iaa are gisen at I 2.25. 2.5. 2.75. 1..25. 35. 4. 4 5,
lomb collision energy degradation. as the particles diffuse and 5 11- rite and Spied% ill. 19791.
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strictly sinusoidal pitch-angle distribution did not corn
plctely describe. the 9F,-240) keV nucleon ion fluxes at the

L4T L41geosynchronous altitude (t. 6.)4 ('arhton-Nir tgcn-Oxtvgeti ((NO):, Trapped oxygen
ions can at times be much more numerous than protons c
particularly at 1. >_ 5. when compared at equal total ion

fit energy. F-igure 5-36 shows the radial fl~x profiles of car-
bon and oxygen ion% as measured by the IS FE I space-
craft [Hovestadt et al.. 197141. At equal total ion energies

r in the MeV range the carbon to oxygen flux ratio is of
the order of 0.5. and at equal energy per nucleon the

L'Scarbon flux can dominate. This indicates an extraterres.-
trial source for the very energetic trapped heavy ions

Jr L since the ionospheric Cz 0-ratio is < 10 5 t[Blake. 1973).f The CNO flux pitch angle anisotropy is even more pro-

- nouinced than that of helium, having a value of the aniso-
tropy n-index typically between 1-2 and 16. At the higher U 4
total energies (>800) keV) and at geosynchronous alti-
tudes the C NO flux has been measured to be h:gher than
that of protons and helium. 4

.4r L hasv hp In heavier than oxygen are also

preentin he art'sradiation belts in small quantitits. It

1 with nuclear charge Z ? 9 can take pi -c during some
- magnetic storms, and mans' orders of ma;gnitude flux

intensity enhancements at f ? 10 MeV have been ob-
served lasting for many months [Spjeldvik and Fritz.

5 U I I 1981Ic]. D)uring such disturbed conditions the trapped
£w~~tfluxes o f other ions (He, 0. etc.) can also be greatly

Figure 5-35. Q'Jiet time He p ion flux ratio, in the equatorial radiation enacd(pediadFit.98lbJ
bets of the earth deduced front Explorer 45 otihersations
duri iunc 1-15, 1972. The ratio% are calculated from
flux obser'ations at equal energy per ion. The shaded 5.6.1.3 Trapped Electrons. Empirical flux mnodels have
areas depict the experimental uncertaint% in the data bendvlpdtadsriehenerndoerlcrn

l~n, ad Sid~ik 191.radiation b-Its. The National Space Science D)ata Center RI

defined at the same total ion energy or (as in this figure) at NASA Goddard Space Flight (Center has developed
at the same energy per nucleon. At higher total ion ener- two inner belt models: AF-6 I^Teague et al.. 19761 for
gies the heavy ion flux may' be dominant over the preton sunspot maxtmosm. and AF-5 epoch 1975 [Teague and
flux at %omc' 1-shells (Figure 5-35) while at the same Vette. 19741 for sunspot minimum conditions. There is
energy per nucleon proton fluxes usually dominate, also an outer belt electron model called AF-4. An '

The equatorial helium ion pitch angle distribution is updated outer belt model. AF-7. is now under develop-
generally more anisotropic than the comparable proton ment. In this section a brief" descript ion of the mode~ls is
pitch angle clistribution. For I.-values between 2.5 and given and typical electron flux versus 1.-shell profiles.
4.5 the proton fluxecs most often vary as sin la,, where energy spectra. and pitch angle distributions arc quoted.
n = 4 ± 2 arnd a,, is the equatorial pitch angle while for Inn-, r~I A4 leanmvt% The empirical data AF-5 model
helium ion-, n -101 ± 4. Beyond 1,. 5, the helium fluxes is based on flux data from five satellite,.. O( 1, 0 3. 1'
are quite dynamic and characteristic qtliet-time values. are 1963-3W(. 0V3-3 and Explorer 26 [Teague and Veti.
difficult to define. lDurins! mauc'ntic storms the fluxes of 1921I his data hase covered the period from Oeember
energetic heliuim ions can increase by orders of magni- 1964 to iDeccmber 1967, representing a transition from
tulde in the heart of the radiation bels 0I. -2 5). and the solar (sunspot) minimum towatds maximutm ctetaitions. .

relatisec abundance of the different ion species can vary. D uring thits period the time-ineraged Zur ich sot, spot
At i-zher L-shells substorm effects can he significant, number R, rangcd in %alute froim about It0 Micc Ner
For example. during the 18 June 1974 substorm. helium 1964) to around 1(8) Mlcccmber 1967). In t..,usti itig
ia)ns were more numerotis than protons at gew,,lnchro- .. the M\:-5 mnodel it was a'stimcd that the tiial iinn, bellf

nou alitue fr F 88) eV on*Friti and Wi'en, electron flux is cotnposcd of' four components'
19761. Blake and Fennell. [I Xl also have noted that a day fluxs at solar mitiitti. 21 qutiet da\ 1itv. i. o!he li r
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Figure 5-36. Fquatoriaily trapped carbon and oxygen ion fluxes measured from October 1977-anuary 1978 during quiet times. Count rates ma-" be
approximatey converted to omnidirectional flux units: ions cm 2-s keV) by multiplying by 50 .1E where AE is the appropriate energy
passhand in keV lHosestadt et al., 191.

times during the solar cycle, 3) storm time flux and 4) quiet time values, and 3) the duration and characteris-
residual flux from the 1962 high altitude Starfish nuclear tics of the magnetic storms. The inner-belt electron flux
explosion. By late 1967 the Starfish generated energetic increases are infreuuent but substantial and long-lasting, V%
electron flux at f < I MeV had decayed to insignificant so that a model storm effect was not extractable from
levels. It should be noted that for energies 6 > 690 keV this NASA data base. However, the average long term
the available data for the inner belt AE-5 model were impact of magnetic storms was estimated by forming
quite limited. For example, within the observing range of the ratio R, which is the average electron flux (June
the instruments the monthly averaged OGO I and O(GO 1966 l)ecember 1967) divided by the quiet-time electron
3 data showed non-/ero counts in this energy range only flux (October 1967). The results are shown in Figure 5-37
when the Starfish fluxes were s~ill present or during and reflect a pronounced flux peaking at I MeV. Of -,

storm times. course, the largest relative storm time energetic electron
The quiet day solar cycle variation was defined by flux enhancements are found in the elfkctron "slot-region"

taking the ratio of the omnidirectional lux measured located at t 2 4. depending on energy.
from solar minimum to a standard reference epoch An inner belt electron model for solar minimum was
(chosen as October 1967). Insufficient data necessitated "
the assumption of' B-ficld (and therefore particl e pitch derived from the. model discussed above [Teague and -
anglc distribution) independence for the geospachis is called the A och 197 Pro-
ccle variation. Also. the presence of Starfish residual h pecwdl Model and was constructed by removing the esti- ,.
cyeergetieonAsr,,r the senoftaish rtmesiul mated temporal variations. For example, the Starfish
energetic electrons rt:rictd the analysis to later times residual energetic electron flux component (I. < i.6 Ri.
when these man made radiation belt electron fluxes had .> 700 keV) was removed, using the residual Starfish
decayed aw av. It should be cm phasized that the solar > 7W of w a ue nd u sin oe o l S1 a7 fi.

electron model of Teague and Stassinopolous [ 1972].ccle variation has been determined for only one specific0clp °€,, ",

cycle and that it may not apply to others. Similarlv a solar mu.inun model, AIF-6, was con-
1he effect of magnetic storms on the time averaged structed using the AE-5 model at solar maximum values

inner radiation belt electron flux depends on I the Ire- (epoch 1967) and with the estimated Starfishi residual-
quency at which magnetic storms occur. 2) the magni- (background) energetic electron fluxes also subtracted ..
tude of the storm time electron flux enhancement over out. This model is called AE-6 Epoch 1980.
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~Quit Dy Fux Ot. 967 0 L=2.8
Avetage Flux x L=2.4
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log20E(keV) Figurr~5-38. Eprcl radiation belt elect o fluxes at 1.- 1'4: Energy

0.3 C5 1 ~ 2 3 0spectra comparison of the AE-5 1967 and AE-6 inner belt
electron models with experimental data taken from the

E (MV),listd stelitesforth- tims sown Teaue t at, 1791

Figure 5-37. Estimate of the relative average effect of substorms on
inner Wet electron fluxes (Teague and Vette. 1972). It is The quiet day inner belt electre-i fluxes for E < 690

cautioned that different disturb~r.- zan have different keV at 1.3 < L < 2.4 can be represented by an analytic
formula based on the empir-al data [Teague and Vette,
19721. The energetic clecti-oirs flux is parametrized as

Teelectron models were verified by comparing them follows:
with additional data sets from the spacecraft 0V3-3. e

OVI-13. OVI-19. 060 5. OGO 1. 06O 3. 1963-039C, j(cr0,L.E) =A(a,,.L) f exp r E~cE0(ot,.L~ (5.98)
and 0GO 4 [Teague et al.. 1979]. These additional data
were also obtained before 1970 and substantiate the where L is the Mcllwain L-shell parameter. a(, is the
model mean values for that particular epoch. Figure 5-38 equatorial pitch angle and the parameters, A (ao, L),

shows a comparison between these data sets and the .o e(ot L), are related to the equatorial values (a,, 900)
AE-6 and AE-5 1967 models. this is the quiet time by thefollowing empirical expressions:
energy spectra of equatorially mirroring electrors as
measured at L =1.5. The 06O 1 day 300 1964 results are sinm (a,, act(tx)
evidently seriously contaminated by the Starfish detona- A(a0,.L.) A(900, L) sin al etc o~c
tion residual enereetic electrons. Othcrwise, these results sn

show fair agreement between the AE-6. electron model A (900 , 1.) 900 a

and the different data. Figure 5-39 shows comparison of (5.99)
the model and measured equatorial pitch angle distribu-
tions at 1,L 1.4. Trhe AF-5 1967 (solar maximum) model E0(a, l)- E1 (90'. L) sinn aoisin' > o" > _ ia,,
and the AE-5 1975 (solar minimum) model bracket the
data within a factor ±2 to 3. except at very low equater- 6,90 L) 90r f,: a(h

ial pitch angles. (5. 1 W)
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900 fo a~vn shllar gienin abe 52. ute Bel. Emprlritron The ouetero betrvappeds Eqeatoronl
trn itchan dispriutons ar te irbl flatrout todae hnelish aneiiladbcgoudpam
age .whethtlie rail taren as sn1.4 [Te pran e- can modfyu theru Lelero flux t ehe s within minuaste. from
te 19741stemiiu.llwdeutoilptc nl Bcueo the apae Scoinbewen Daa ener netD om- .,.

(0he Los onea ~give)h ancorespovnd to Tabl 100. kmelc- sper sBstrmecproess aThe outer belt traped elec-o
trn mirron alit.9 Thes formulas theqol belued r fluxes, elte-aveaet mdwhv een d35ad 1 E.elopd

wr it h anlditbution ees they farpresent xtaola-n hr ricril changes in the mantcfed averbacgerfuxd oversmh
tinsbed on aner iperfectl ado aincomplTe aaet. The tmprodfudey ta the modrolu eels gitiver forutwo.
dip olC apotion give m iniu alwdeutrmsl ofBifrmtpchanl Beus. ofthe aparmoelstr cllgbed epoc maget4
(tablone5- ang(olrlinmu) and corespnd ta10 r lc speisu mrossndeo e be67 (nape solarma-

I imum) [Singley and Vette. 19721. The data base was

ol arcsin 1- (5.101) 11 satellites. .*

L\BcL-i J Because of the lack of azimuthal symmetry of the'-
geomnagnetic field in the outer radiation zone, studies of

where B(- is the mag1letic induction at the 100 km alti- the radiation belt electron structure beyond L -5 re-
tude level. Figures 5-40 and 5-41 show the equari)rial quires the conventional B-1, coordinate system (Calcu-
electron flux profiles as givr by AE-5 (1975 projected) kited from the earth,, internatl magnetic lidld)-to he aug- .-.-

and AE-6. mented with the additional coordinate local time. L-T.
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rati 5-2 Flul, wixwkl parameter (fo quict-day inner belt ecl -.as. c q-ex. for details t eaguc and Vvte. 49721,

Quiet-Day Model Parameters (Inner Belt Electrons)

Reference Pitch Angle 90 Degrees

EPOCH = 10 67

JAa = 90) Afa0 =90") E(a 90") M N PHI Bc
L

IRE) fcm -2 sec t sri) lcm "2 set "1 sri keV-t) fkeV) (deg) (G)

1.30 i.20E07 1. 71F03 83.7 2.80 0.670 67.1 0232
1.35 1,70E07 2.39E03 84.3 2.20 0.660 61.4 0.234
1.40 2.23E07 3.08E03 85.1 1.70 0.650 57.5 0.238
1.45 2.81E07 3.81E03 85.7 1.20 0.640 59.0 0.241
1.50 3.41E07 4.56E03 86.5 0.93 0.6310 65.0 0.245
I 55 3.99*.07 5.21E03 87.5 0.92 0.620 66.0 0.249
1.0 449F07 5,74E03 . 88.4 0.91 0.610 67.0 0.253
1.A5 4,79F07 6.08F03 88.8 0.90 0.600 66.5 0.257
1,70 5, JOU07 6.42F01 89.1 0.89 0.590 66.0 0.262
I 75 5,46F07 &1F03 89.5 0.88 0.580 68.0 0.265
I- lI. " 7F07 7.lhFO3 89.8 0.87 0.570 70.0 0.208
1.85 &600F07 7.57F03 89.0 0.96 0.545 76.0 0.271
1.90 6.1 fF07 7193E03 87.8 0.85 0.520 86.0 0.274
1,95 5.84E07 7,80F03 86.5 0.83 0,50, 90.0 0.277
2.00 . S3XF07 7.50F(13 84.7 0.80 0.480 90.0 0.280
2,10 4AE9F07 71 5F03 81.0 0.79 0.470' 90.0 0.296
220 4 15FH 7.00E1 77.0 078 0.460 90.0 0.292
2.30 3.61 F07 6,50F03 74.5 0.77 0.450 90.0 0.298[ 2-40 3A 1 F07 6.0003 72.0 0.76 0.4.40 90.0 0.304

The empirical 1.1 dpcndcnce of the outer radiation bet The parameters m Bn,., and B, are all empirical runc-
clectron fluxes has been determined to be tins of L and are gien in Table 5-3. "'he parameter h is

tie magnetic field ',aluc at thc desired location off the
IOU ILT ii ~ eomanetic equator. and R, is the %alue of the magnetic

. ) ) L I2j field at lIM km altitude on the same field line.

Figure% 5-42 and 5-43 shot the AF-4 equatoriai

wit, I F in hours and CIF. I. 51 = 0 [Vette. et ai.. omnidiretitional model ekectron fluxes from .04 to 4.50
1 I97hI . his is onl% halid in a time aserage'wnse.' and it MWV. Fpoch 194 represents olar mitimum and epoch
was found that at a gasen local time the electron flux IS67 solar maxinum. t sing th, ahovc expressions %%ith
inten,.it leels ,aried bs at least factors of 10 to 50 orr Tahle 5-3 and Figures 5-42 and 5-43. flux estimates can
the data acquisition perioid stated. be made at non-equatorial latitudes,.

Gis :n the equatorial ti , I, r 2 or H B,,) the ofM Measurements front thc OVl-19 satellite hasc audi-

e4uatorial outer helt inteurAl electron flux (fx,, * : 2) cated that the AV--/ model lluxs', ma 4, -,ignificaa'tls
can he estimated ta [Singley and Vette. 19721 two Iow. parlicurarly at higher energies htsond I %tC\

[Vampola. 1977o. Th-,',e ncer dawa INcr, ;reriate.d )\cr

J L F. B. 1] .1 J> F. B : B. I (; . I1 (5.103) periods v hich 'ncluded tk mo gnch .torni, in 19(C) " 1,"
O\ -19 ,intrumentation neaured r;,diation c ,ah dcc-

and trons in the 53 kcV t, 5.1 MeV energ\ range in 24
differentiai energ.' hnds, which ,igniticantlk inpro\ed

BB m , the high energ. data co'erage oer that which %;sat adail-

G [B. 11 (B RO) H_ I H < B, (5.104) able to construct the A[ -4 mdlsc. I he OV1-19 dat hais
.* B,,., heen incorporated into a ness N\ SA model called At-7

HI. Figure 5-44 shows the eqtiatoria.l clctron flux %crais
G [B 1 .] 0 B B, . L-shell profile as predicted by the AF-7 VII model. Note.
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Tible: 51. 1Fux model paramneters for oluter Welt electrons. Size text for AE6 -MAX

details ISingley and Vette. 19721.
____________________________________ 900

A E-4 B! B Model Parameters (Outer Belt .04

Electrons)" 00

L B* BC
(RE) m (G) 7M-

3.00 ,.1.12 0.01154 0.580
3.10 0.87 0.01046 0,542
.1.20 0.71 0.009511 0.585 60 7

* 3.40 0.6 0.007929 0.588
53.60 0.63 0.006680 0.59350

4.00 0.60 0.004870 0.596
4.5n 0.60 0.003420 0.599 L

5.00 0.60 0.002493 0.600 4
5.50 0.60 0.001873 0.601'
6.00 0.60 0.001443 0.601 325

*6. 50 0.60 0.001134 0.602 52

7.00 0.60) 0.000909 0.602 225 /325

8.0 0.60 0.000609 0.60337

*8.50 0.60 0.000507 0.6035 20- 42n '1

9.00 0.57 0,000428 0.6035 453
9.50 0. ,52 0.000363 0.604 to

10.00 0.44 0.000312 0.604 1X
10.50 0.35 0.00M269 0.6014
11.00 0.24 0.000234 0164

L

ig~ure 5-41 Urirtcal radtatton Welt electron ohsers~ttions [4uatottal
flux. kersu% 1. profilcs for the At -6 model as taken twnm* hosseser. that no direct equatorial measurement% basec the tNSSUX'i cornputermnodcis The flux is tn unit% of

been included in the empirical model f'or electrons electrons (cri ,-% 0. and th- cnierg range isti)t04 Met

Ithe31)1 data hab%e SXI curk m aellite orbtin atMuhf range of- .-shells and energies. Also plotted are the pre-
the atabas %%% acluied romsatllits obitng t a dicted electron lifetimesi (l yons et al.. 1972?)%c Section
stgnficnt nclnatin t th manetkequtor maing 5.5.1.2 on theorttical electron models) w~hich in this

* equatorial flux represent ation% based on thesL data comparison appear to atgree with the experimental data-
uncertain.

P igur-c 5-45 shots the di! fererwvs hbewecn the AF-4 5.6.1.4 Shell Splitting Effect%. 'The outer belt particle
and the AF-7 models at energies abose I McV. The AF-7 pitch ang'le distributions art: particularh interesting dii.'

* 1.0 modiel is based on data taken (on the AZL R satelli'e to a phenomenon called shell-splitting. Here we shall
and is shown in Figure 5-46. Note that e IMV cc- 4ilitatisel% describe tepyia rcs:fraasi
trons are most likel.y to penetrate spacecraft shielding and cons id.:rat ions. swe Rozderer 1 1971. Shell-splitting arises
contribute to the accumulated radiatton dosayea.nd dam- from the lack of local time (a/imuthall s~mmetrX of the
age It is partially for this reason that the empirical model carhs magnetic field. pa-ticulariv at turcater distaticcs
uncertainties are of interest to spacecraft designers. from the earth. It is usuall ' considered iniporiant for I

Magnetic ftorrmv na~ c~ituse lare enervelic electron 4. but it. should also exist at lower I "shell% %shere the
flusxetihancceems that fast for scseraf 'seeks in hie radi- earths magtetic mttlipoles become signifi'can ' Shell-

ation belts I- irc c-4-7 sh-ass an example of ain elct rtn splittitng arises hecati~e particles driinig in longitude pie-
flux enfianeirtit as ohscrs ed oin OGO( -5 lWest cf ail. scr~ ing the first tso adiabatic ins atianls mtdif% their
I19811 during I 96K_ I i, example shoAs that the electron pitch atielc and radial location according ito the as~ i-
flux at 1.53 MV itncreased h\ more than Four ordlers metrit. magnetic field. While the concept of dipole I-shelf

of agitde urngiit prtcuar magrntic stform, is useful to describe principal features oft trapped parti-
figure 5-48 shim.s the meain exponential decas time of c:.actual non-dipolar gcomcetr% v. ith aimthal ass m-
these electron f1LuX enhancements in dass for a \%ide metry requires more generalied coirdinates. One such is
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z

40

X~~\ I\.

L (EARTH RADII)
300 F0i0g90 10 lure 5-44. Empirical radiaton twit ckcttrin fluxes AI--4 radivil pr,;-

300 500 7.0 9.0 1.00file of eq4uatorial omnrudirrtioinal flux for dittcrcn' crirgs
L(EARTH RADII) thre~hiilds. qxrit h tI wiiout5e 4rkt Vette. 19721-

figure 5-42. Empirical radition tiet eetiin fluxes, A*F-4 radial pr noneoh-mgeoasete a.beoels n
file ofi eq.uawiat onuirtooal flux fori '.annus enerp none h ageoa~ h\ma eoels n
threshoNid irpoih 1W,4 (%ingte% and Vcite- 19721, there is a preferential depletion necar tv,,: 90. ibis gives

rise to thc o.-called outer /,one hutterfli distribution
the sstrictlv non-invariant) McIlwain parameter [,in which is a pitch angle distribution with a minimum
f1eiciluin. 1961: Stone. 1963). 1, is defined as the around an equatorial pitch angle (z,, -- ir 2. F-igure 5-51
equi-saknt dipole [,-shelf of a test particle has in the shows a survey ol the eniergetic: electron pitch angle di%-

same magnetic mirror "icld k... second adiabatic In- tribut ions in the near equatorial magnetosphere as mea-
variant. and energ a,. a corresponding particle in the stired b\y West 119791, The butterfly .distribution% ale
actual. non-dipotar geometry (F-igure 5-b. Shell splitting cleairl\ predominant in the afternoon sector after the
can atlso result 1mom asy mmetric electric fields. F-or eastward tcountercloek~isel (riftine electrons have inte-
mathematical details wee Schuli and I .an/erotti 1 197,11, racted %%i'h the mnagnetopause.
Figure 5-49 show,, particles oin the same I-sh1ll at 10e31 Shell splitting also causes a couipling hetm&een pitch
noon in the noon-midniuht meridian plane, When radlia- ang'le and radiIl diffusion, An\ t\pc of pitch-angle dIII-

*tion bell particles drift around the earth ito the m~idnigNt ftision Ina\ be accompanied b\ radial diiusion it the
%ector thev move to a lower 1.-shell and smaller equator- H-field is a,,imiithallv ass mmcntric, t-he direction ol the

ial pitch angle% preserving their first adiabatic invarient radial displacement dependks"in the loneittode at which
values. Those particles starting closer to the equator at pitch angle diffusion took place. Particles near the equa-
noon drift to lower I.-shells at midnight Conversely. tor that move to lower pitch angles oin the day side ssill be
Figure 5-50 shows the position of particles at local noon radiall\ displacedfurther from the earth on the niglitsidc.
havine initially heen on the same 1.-shell at local mid- ('onscrselv. displacement to lo\.er pitch angles on the
night. *Those starting closer to th~e equator at midnight niyhtside leads to an inwkard particle flux on the daysidc..
mow%. closer to the magnetopause e n the dayside. If ihey It is estimated that particles spend 2 3 to 3 4 of their
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ta (tmrpari -in of Afl -7 MsokI Spcslira with a numhei of data sct% at I.-4 th HI model cur-we iN mainl% based on Itc OVI'-19

(b) ( arnpan..,n M' Al 1.7 M.wdtl ,pt-lra Aith a numnher oft dajta wlts at 1 -46 6 IVette et at.. 19791.

(tritl period tin the etteetixe dass-.ide so~ that pitch angle through radiation effects and spacecraft charging [Chap-
dill U~toot couid kad to a net cncrgs vons.wving outflow ltr 71. Man\. studies oif the gco,,ynchronouN environment
at particle-, lRocctvr. 19701. 1-irsi and sceand adiahatic ha\e cheen made liar example. I'aulikas and Blake. 1979,
invanant consersing in~ard radial diftistan as'descrihcd Young. 1979: Garrett. 1979-, Baker et al.. 19Ml; Mullen
tn the theoretical maodeline %ection wontld increase parti- and (iussenhoxen. 19X31.
ce. encrg wkih .nwa.rd radial Motion. Alter undcrgoing \<at local midnight the mapnelic field lines at geo-'
manx ceteks of outward f-constcrxing diluson, and %x ncbronous altitude often depvart strongl from ans
.insuard 'M-ct nsciin;n di lusion. a significant local crier- re-wimhlance at dipolar shape during macticalx actixe
gaation ot trapped 'particleN could result fSchul/ and pcritd%L I his effect is associated with changes in the pitch
I ati/crotti. 1974 s nl itiuinand I I-codoridi'.. 196XI. hut this neds anldIriui ' the particle fluxes from heing

* to he inxe-stig..ed Iturihet. peaked perpendicular toithe magnetic field line to a more
isotropic: disttiht~n. I his and tither flux change% haxe
been ttscd as diagnostic dcx ices it) studs underl\ ingmag-

5.6.2 (;osnchronous Altitude Region nctospheric processes I Highic ct aL.. 197X. Helian et ali..
*(L. 6.6) 197X: Baker ci ait .19

7K: Baker et al , 19Xlt: Behan mt at_

*(ieo%\ nchronotis atituide is 3 6 l(10 km which carre- 19X 1 .
Spoinds ii an I -shell xu ofi a ahout h.6. A '.ateilite at thi% In tisl- section the lotng term temporal lwhax ior ot
altide in the plane at the earth's equiator xvill remain enricgetic C. I McV electrons and the plasma enxiriin-
fi xed over the samne pcgel!raphicat location. J his le.1ture i.S ment is cnmphasi/ed. U-nergetie electrons penetrate space-
hight\ usel ul for coimunicatio n and ,tirseilkince Satel- craft shieldiniz and ma\ ecau c radiation degradation ol
li tes lithe natural ge sviieh -anotos charged p:i rtice en xi- wien uck Leti iii comtn citts. [ihe plasma et ii tne itt.
ronment impacts the tite-titne and reliability of' satellites of which the ions aie an impoirtant component. modifies,
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lF.pr "-7 RtAdiairon hch ce-tro.n Af~rsn Ai mcnw. ifltirf.
ot ecV flitk: i 1 5 Mc'.i rcA.n..*k at I -I a. roitkd h%

I-~w 5-4th %%%fKj kf 7-Ht unefim otfit heft rm..uk forv tqua,- %"c el &t 1tQ9ril durngi fk-Itr 19M~I %use the lour'4
tontal eitrrrmn fluxe. ai tunimn -,I Ithe twe criptderN tit magnitude iuwrcAw and thr vuh~ci ceit%
Kn toeIV and the INu% in unit% .t4 cletn cm')I the nema dc-a

dm wuo i urtirinstit thi:set cufNe higlhth the nwid-
el*, arras 4U Ir.S akur;aa'

AE I,- LO
Fnergetic trapped electron flux ifltemititC it- 1.0

W~V) at gesa vnchronoos Alt t de have hcen shown to hie
plostifviwl correlated -Aith Itic aserae siolar iiind 'ipeed
iPatilk.1% and Blake. 1991 The 3.9 MeV integral cee-
train flu% J'I 3.9 MCVI. for c ~amptc. has himn

25 olswr'.d to %arn ti aliout a factor of 5 from a solar -Aind
\,w upecd of 440) km %cc to one of hENI km %c I o'ker crnergp

zz - little such correlation. Si.ttictentl\ long time axerage% I

I \ari mrisrcalt'i remotic the solar %%tnd -;edwt lct

ict">y"" lriie ird. th owall a rg sthi\ t the endectio-

L the a'etapc ma\, be recpreenitd h\ a power lam, %peetfat
dependence Integratioll ot INe fitled curse% gis integral

1 4 h( \%'0W 1 0t '4 Infem m.acy K, It rn-10 I~r cttia,- tn.ise.ta r .f'setwt h I- n l
for iaI ~ccm - ihrx I c,' t , t i fu o f I thea ii'ficd rnrt fl x l\0 h r, r.-irt% t te A 4 a t l-

ittW\4~ sthc fli , in umiw of cIctom i'- I it moidet -, Vipttts 5-42. 43. 45 and 461. 1 ho. implies that
d. . r%-fyior1~n-l Idre.w orrmc~ ,tliathl'the rn.-tlcl the lontg term temporal aseraivcs oft the electi-fi lowes at

area'of k''t ~gcw,\nch;aanr'u altitude did not malerill\ change dur-

ing the 1970's. 'Ihc %catter I)l the indit idual S( Al II
the oltagc lo w hich a satellite wilt charge. Resuil from fluxi daita measuirentsn ahout the mecan timic-ase-agod
the SCAM "-IA (Spacecraft Charging at High Altitude) fluox is substantial. A* ime the ohserxed electron fluxes
%ald. iltc sho-w that the ion composurion at geos~nchro- dillered fromt the mecan \aluies In mell oser an order of
now,~ I,. a tunction (it mlagnietic actix itv aid local timei tttL'fit tite. The flux models, therefore, should he used
IMullen and (juvsenhoven. 19931. with tation.
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CHAPTER 5

-0 5.7.1 Electrical Current Relations7. islThe ring current itself produces a magnetic field that
is superimposed on the earth's.magnetic field. 'Enhance-
ment in the ring current constitutes the cause of the

-magn-t;k field ,hepr , r';r observed at mid-latitudes on
,i .5 the surtace of the earth during the main and recovery

phaes of gcomagnct.' storms as well as' magnetic field
enhan'emenl beyond 1. - 6 7. as illustrated in Figure

*5-3. For this reason we shall consider ths. magnetic effects
of the trapped parlicles.

'KPZ. 13 As one can see from Equations (5-.,) and (5.37), the

pantle4. gradient-curvature drift velocity is proportional
to the particle energy. With the equatorial pitch angle.

"" a,. one ma. write

a -Vd 0 +I *C0los~)(B 1 r IN!) (5105)

.where eltlrii: Field and gravity effects ave been disre-
gardtd. Her,.B I I -he Magnetic field due tut the main o
(earth', internal) dipok- m, sment and I M b#wee $ s -

a unit s-ctor ia the magnetic northward dirlction. At the
. magnetic {eqUator

rx 06 74
LOC '4- For mp, li:itf in the ptsecntatiorn. we %hall conider

,'uatociall mirroring particles onl%. that is. a,, 2;
tuifer 5.-5 I,r-ascia. tt, .a... Ih p rlw 'nerp ,kn-,b Its fof, ihc mathematical treatment of the g.ncral ca,-e tit an

i, t~qnow tlekl~ig: I 1 *no ) u't,, S4
"  

AI . ItUl'h.n , -arhNtrars *'utch angl-e,,, see leslcr and Parker 119591
IswAr i,rnw Hig'her Kr l~insr-ir hightri rilgnosz. act . t trr ichan lea_%k
htbt-c data r4,icwri 4c 9 .1) ' ,. .% &pt., e .gets W then ge
+ rllhl¢PItls s, tit i I1 I 11 ' linedlt dufli', ket~y~+ua'

19' t f-chmat% I'M %4u1krt And (,ru%wntkrcn, 141411 7 A

imp ie, that the particle-, arc not -l ,inel1 %4nnl b the
, magnetic fieki ,% 11 %atuc sigmf-ic'stl Icss than unit%
* suI , -.l, particle -onfinement n lh rcgioO I ' ks"llts where * is a unit \ector in the eastward aimuthal dife'-
* indis-aic that the plasma pr(K.TcS.. that ;arc operatie dur- lion aroind the t irth From Maxwell\ eqiuations (the

Ing K.1%C rw,',iids. 1 i tIt'i I tlTll l tW Wtlte ' su Hisr-Sa\art law-; [.lak.ckon. 19751, Ith magnetic fi'Md

-t.Malk difterent than Ihose opcratise during quiet gitncialetd i tic diit lioiolln fit catch pirtike is

f Irimes (,arrert 1 1979 It istsimo detail, of the c r, nch-
ranim% plasma en irionlent. 2wr

5.7 THE RING (TRRENT .1
I he .radicn-curaliure drilt (if radiation hlt parlic e Ahcre i is the magnitude of the single-particke drilt

CatuItl's dilltrcnial i Oiwtirl Ai if rI;iiss aid largw current-:
dclpend'nt: cktrons drilt cast%.ard and positive insdi
towards the :west. This constitutes an electrical current q lVd
around the earth ir. the A .-stward direction.' called the 4- o(5,f
extraterrestrial ring current. During gcomagnetic distur- 2irr

* bance,. such as magnetic storms, the population of
trapped particles at -- I 8Xi) keV energies is substantially and thus
enhanced on L-shells between 1. = 3 and L = 6. As a
consequence. the ring current is intensified and magnetic A = U . (5.1I0)
disturbances at the earth result.
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The minus sign indicate% that the particle a~imuthal drift where fi~a,,. U., 0 is the distribution function for particle I
generated field Opposes the main (internal) dipole field specie% i, expressed as fisnetion Of equatorial pitch angle.
earthward of the ring current particle population. I.-shell and energy.

There is also a m~agnetic effect oi the particles spiral Parker 119571 developed a hydromagnetic formalism U
motioni around the fid lines. Each gyrooO may he that provides an alternative to this extensive integration.
considcred a %mall dile moment j A (since for a,, One may define the macroscopic particle pressure% in the%
ir 2. e e~.and thle a.-aociated magnetic field is direction parallel and, perpendicular to the local magnetic

field direction

ri Hr 8, R P11 Fj(X. V.a&,jMv 2cOs2 cj,dr, (51)

which is in the direction of the internal dipole. The total
periturhation at the Origin due to a single et~uatorially Jf F(X .Crjv'i2
mirroring particle i% then24J (.v 0 m snadd 1, 5.1K

. Nk8 hrIk412 where I, is the particle distribution function for a particle
species i expre-sed in position. IX). speed. and pitch
angle coordinates. 'Ihe summation is extended oser all

At the equatorial surfacc of the earth the unperturNNJ particl %pecie%. [he magnetic fild pressure is .

#irtt iporle fichl I% pgit H, % o that

H1  W~I&1  
-Witht these pressure expressions the total gradient-

and ~an tha th totl eerg in he arth uner- curvature drift current can he written as

turbed dipolir ficld atv-, the earth*. surface may% he writ- c~.. Jten a, 1'j , Kit. 2P., tit,:

-*here c ix the ielocit% tit ligtht jWilliam%. lq9X21. the- cor-
Wmna.. rkptv., tNh rctat ic rIng current single rartick' irsponding gsrat.on current of the particle distinhution as

Sri

15.1211)
I, imnn' o-ut 1". 1t' sp-s, is h ;toir trapriCt Pat-

t..iftelk o. 0It-4-r afl 1 eItktf 19; dIf, n ~ -

I ia I ~ ia .t~ii ts tw oal Cnwrex in
1Wtnh rn' wi~ w"t .i 1tik IwNIi 'ncrex .1I t i fcttrm' %..ittn the hiiwc t t I quation 15.13111

V. ~tt~' isnotif w.r mlirtnr 1515 11 Invc Ni" stio" Inin. he m1itc ficlut 1iradtnt jn.it ici cimsattire

Sj .ud nd mrix n". :- c." h" tmo, *Ito "! 1 anksii Us. iiidu thtec ivtim- sitin the hrtickct.. o1

I4s F - iri 1hk 'i fted 'I ;11 Iikt0,~ 1Uia Pam-i 2Irrrsntctrm dr.e the particle
ek i *t~ 1 ~ ~t~ ~ .ni'*i't~ ~ ~ ~ 5 b~ r~ ssile fau~tfcrt the niapict ic Iteld pradicnt. and the

ti~t rna'ne& fild ,wr1rtstnviiti e ldt tiif bri cut % ,atirc [he total current tit all par- r.
tic then redo es it)

IFY in.'o jf~ in ft. . ~. 2  B

(5.116)(5.122)
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As a rule of thumb. it requires a total ol'4 .x 1022 ergs or the H* lifetimes are shorter than that of He* and 0* life-
patticle kinetic energy to produce a surface magnetic times, and the opposite may be true. Figure 5-56 shows a
field depression of -I(XWnT 0I nT =ly 10 56(. relative comparison of' ring current ion flux observations t

5.7. CopostionandSoucesduring four different- time periods. These results pertain
5.7. Comositon ad Sorcesto e 5 20 keV energies while the ionic composition at

The population or trapped particle% is made up pri- higher energies remain% to he investigated observationally.e,-6
manily of electrons. protons. helium ion%, carbon ions. Ionospheric or atmospheric ions probably form a sig-
and oxygen ions. Tte composition is found ito %ar% sub- nificant fraction ol the ring current population. This is J 1

%tantiallv with location (such as L.-shcll) and with geo- inferred from the observations reported by Shelley et al.
marnetic conditions. The heavier ions, such as He* and [19741 and Sharp et al. [19761 tLow-orbiting polar satel-
W. may be domjinant during disturbed conditions on I.- fites detected the precipitation of oxygen ions (I. 6.8)
shdls in the range 1. =3 to L1= 5. while prolonged quiet during distrubed times and also detected field-aligned 41

periodted to ao pnn)aoe eso e nqi upward moving accelerated ions from the auroral iono- *.~

M e Witer is aWso a reasonable expectation since at t% pical sphere. Sufficient pitch angle scattering at higher alti-
ring current energies f(- 70) keVi the charge exchange life- tudes could cause these upward movring ions to become
time of H' is longer.'At lower energies. beow a tc% keV, stably trapped and form part of the ring current.

5 I I I -.

PROW
11-14 9-0-1

W Ws'

z o

ON sAMD 113 7 r 130 167* Gr 2o r U 39 40 300 400

L.TG 166 162 159 153 137 32 35 39 4 42 2

79-02-I) 3 76-11-03
Vt 110 (d)

-W DST Pat

j 05 .?

I - i 0 10C

'..V*4UEI t- z 3 & 2 3
GM LATITUD.E -1 30400613 r 1 r i 1?.,SO fr 1561102

LTG 125 123 123. 120 1111 its21 of 13 al 0 s

energy dens~itic Icaecuiid I rim a ttl ssn 0 q) speoronivr t 0 (.1 45 1eV sz I une he isminption thast sstix prtsts .n% -Ac e assrci
The results shssA the importance I the hem Ccr t.i, at ciiflerent tit :ni ,;~ bestion% I he fosur pmncls irprent data o Is t Ii r diftcrent
periodsan the I},-tndcx htsinry i, aI'os shoskn i% :i guidle to the ring current deim ts I lundin el al.. Ii)XtOl
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THE RADIATION BELTS 4
f. If on total ion (no mass resolution) observations, fluctuate substantially for other geomagnetic conditions *~

it has bK come clear that the greatest contribution to the for which 113,1l generally remains less than 50 nT. r0W

ring curi-nt comes from =20 200) keV ions where the Figure 5-58 shows an example of the D~t index plotted
mass composition is yet unknown. This is illustrated in for June-Decembecr 1972. and the occurrence of four ___

Figure 5-57 [Wil[7ms. 1981Ii magnetic storm periods in June August. September and
October! November is evident. The D, index is therefore~
very useful to identify magnetic storms from surface

PEW________ magnetogram records.,

b 5.7.3 Adiabatic Effect s Produced Y
by the Ring Current

'Much of the time the magnitude of the ekt ctrical cur-II rent set up by the uimuthally drifting radiation belt par-.
Clamp"It "NOWtices. changes slowly in comparison with the ion drift

period. 1 herefore. the third adiabatic invariant, which is
I proportional to the enclosed magnectic flux threidinf, the

__________________________drift path. is most often conserved following injection or
on .000 amaccelration. Sbraas and Davis t196M1 have shown that

sigiiircant adiabatic effects will take place even for mod-
crate values of l~.To separate the adiabatic and non-

Figpar 5-' Integrit rept ecraion if the ring~ current enep dcmt%* adiabatic features one can transform to a Dj 0 refer-
a% funcimn of to cltp Ig ihe cifllfhutionf to thve ring~ ence. If ji (E1, 1,1 is the equatorially mirroring flux for

*Current CnrIC11 denkit' is grather e the. cur~e i* steep- - -i h
tIhis is Alio %here currenits the ionic Lompij.tttan a, '( I. = 1,. D,~ = 0 and j2 (C-2 - 12 isth correspond-*

Unk 1mnI nlaa. Iifii I Iing flux for, 1), 0 0 then one has

A~ practical ic~asure for the oserall strength o,' the
est raterri: trial ring current is the [),,-in~dex which ica- 'This follow, from Lioev ilk's theorem which states thatq
surck the middle latituide spatially zseragceJ decin the phase space density is constant along dynaial par-
the, hortitintal cOmponetHo heerh uraemg tickc trikectnnes if const, =j p2 ). Thec equatoiaillv mir-

nectic ticki I), <.%H>. [aikicF this ddiin thc 4uict roring cncrp f,' is mapped from the unperturbed el
ntmc ring curr Ient creonsto P,~ ot rts Nalues energy hvi conservation of the first adiabatic invariant:
of ft I),. index are puNi..hed hi NASA National Space 514
%cenc D~ata Center. (uoddafd Space Flight (Center. B B)(514
NfarN, land. Magnetic %iorrns gencrall% ha~ec I) deprcs-
%10n, tin the order of 110) to 2111 n-I henr large stormis where 8, is the %amec of the quiet timei magnetic field
mna% cicced NO tni nf. and the D),1 index ina also inducti.r

Dmi OEX FOR CIM t53 -366(JtME I - E ER 31) I'M

0

X

OXY OF THE YEAR 1972

Fiuv5A.N An rsdnipteofi tht timv t' . ,iin oi te hrt'ntal trugnetlic field compocnent ti) at the equator. 1 he tarie rapid drops in t) scorrc-
%pond to a build tip of the -ing current during -nagnetic stoirms ia'tlow'd hy subsequent decay.
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For a dipole field where BF, 0.312 G I. I I I

HF 0.2 RADIAL PROFILE OF RING
(5.125) CURRENTFIL

and 0 --

-0.

-0.4
The magnetic flux enclosed by the drilt path (the third
adiabatic invariant) is given by o.6

ii 1. -1.0

(5.127)

and

1.. -1.4

*~ 2 ir Bj1i2wJf A RM rdr. X,.
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

45.128) EARTN RADII

1-ipurc 5-" t he radial depeendenceti I ihe ring current majeritic fwild

A~herc .1 Rorl is the magnetic field change induced by the u~ed in the calculaioun of adihatic eflect.. on trappiled
proton% lm S(;raa% and I~asi. 11961t Notice that the-

rin! current enhancement 14oraas and I)aus%. 'I deceaw ,. preatco near 1-4. M
fquiaton (5 12h, usecs the fact that the integral from ()Ito

1. includes the return ma.gnetic fluxs through the earth so . t* *- .
that the net dipole magnetic flits through the entire et4ua- U"COAECTED
tairial plane -., tern. t his 6:ct allotis the 0 lo.l. integra- CONNCTED

lion intersial tit he replaced het one for 1., to -. The ions D-s ST. -47 r

Will nom cquatoralli mirror at I w2here hv equating 4)1. / 'X x'

and 4,U0K,

106

14 1h fu8to 1t 1t is shs i -ir r -r a0 Kieneler s
f .fimfoI

l)~~~~~.~ IA Oa efud n ene ......-
he~~~~NOO deelndenu~tr -4 s hQ nifsrtx

eamd a rsre ~ ira n ~~s 0 3 . .
105. (Earth Iad i)

104 O.- .
fu. tio R ~ r is) %ht nIO in Fitr 5-5 Fee ON giPA( 0~ iue5N erut~lpoo tgztimr~nest r.~

111, ;~i 1ie can hax tti' wad. and. hence W., K1n tugihe eaith , a
th: teerind Inn., himed 5-M wtel iom rrspndn ' I \it tsurn

'ipace st pn rc sped l S haaat hoic and radial disdec It lie rai hc,0e th iii6I0inci0, f0e

S TlMSther tam ned cteild upi i rn uretadulew

effect-, of penct rat ng radition on materials. Specific raia~l nemiernent Al t itite particles art- %hoi~ tin th

effect% include detector ir a lii netion a idi dc cradat it . lower part ti the ligur, SI aa and )ai*I .*..
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THE RADIATION BELTS W:

optical system degradation, memory system alteration. id THVAITONBLS-
and control system malfunction or failure. For manned "
space operations, biological effects are a major concern.

A crude measure for damage done by penetrating. .00
rwcrgetic radiation is radiation dosage which is measured

in radA. This unit is defined as an energy deposition of ,2.0
100 ergs (6.25 x 107 MeV) in one gram of a material sub- E. E,.2"O

stance. This definition dpes not distinguish between dif- , 0

ferent kinds of incident radiation or different effects on
the material. Radiation dosage is thus only an overall ___

measure, and it is' often necessary to examine specific U. .2

interaction cross-sections when studying radiation effects. 0 . P

Encr,: is deposited through chemical (molecular
bond changes. bound electron excittion. and ioni/ation) I
and nuclear (element transmutation, nuclear excitation. E..O.5

and induced radioactivity) interactions. The macroscopic
effects are evident in device failure after a critical level of L _AW-

radiation exposure is reached. Most often this critical 8 E,0-'

levcl depends directly on the nature and energy chairacter-
istics of the incident radiation. "' "

A malor concern is the on orbit lifetime of microelec-
ironic devices that are designed to a specific level of radi-
ation -hardness- (such as 104- 10) rad). "There is in manv
case% a trade off beteen orbit choice and system lifetime
that must he determined.

10
A lowest order approximation to the expected radia- 0 1 2 3 4 '. "

tion exposure effects can he estimated by'combining the ELECTRON ENE GY (MEV)

deposition rate versus incid ent -p_ o f
Jarni and Radke 119791 with !he expected radiation belt Figure -I. MtIel electron spectra for engineering applications:
flUX intnit deduced o ras in Normaliied integral omnidirectional electron flux a% a .

f i rfunction of electron energy. fk. matching a model energy
Section 5.6 or from theoretical modeling. A simple Ihut spira to the cur¢s the appropriate F,, can he quickl.
seer crude) approach to estimating the radiation doage found 1 he flus at I McV is normaited to I electron cm.
f o il ) ' , .la n n i a n , R .W ke .19 79 1." ' ' -

It is assumed that hiclding is equal in all directions A similar technique also applies to ions. For protonq, .
so that a spherical shield approximation can be used. Figure 5-63 shows a similar set of exponential spectral
The shielding is also assumed to he aluminum or close to radiation curves extenditg to 300 MeV, and Figure 5-64
it in de nsitv. The incident omnidirectional particle fluxes gives the radiation exposure dosage as function of the
are normalized for scaled) to unity at a selected energy so aluminum shielding thickness. Notice that the shielding is
that dosage need only be calculated as a function of spec- generally less effective in reducing the radiation dosage
tral shape. 1he dose rate for a gisen energy spectrum is due to the very energetic ions in the radiation belts.
found b muhipl~ing the resulting dosage by the model
(or measured) omnidirectional flux at the selected cncrgi.
Total dosage is determined h integrating over the 5,8.1 Detector Malfunctions
expected cxposure time of the s',ellite. Single particle upsets occur when a single particle

Figure 5-61 shoms a number of exponential spectral creates enough free electrons to simulate a device logic
radiation cu,\es normalized to unity at I MeV for enter- state change. Single particle effects are particularly severe
getic electrons up to 6 McV. B% picking the one curc. in small (<If ;Am) sensitive regions of microelectronic
that most nearl:. approximates the actual expected radia- devices. Figure 5-65 illustrates the incidence of a cosmic
tion energy spectrum. one has a one-parameter spectral ray f'\ery energetic hea\v, ion) in a single memory cell
representation. the spectral c-folding energy F,, One then commonly used for onhoard information storage. Notice . /
proceeds to calculate the radiation exposure for the nor- that the volume where ,the ionization takes place is at
malized spectrum behind a certain thickness of shielding least comparable to the sensitive cell region itself. It is'. ./
by using the curses in Figure 5-62. This procesis has to be presently an area of controsersv whether reduction in cell
averaged over the expected radiation conditions for the size will always increase the soft error or single event
expected spacecraft orbit during the period of the desired upset rate: it is conceiable that with very small memory
orbital operations. cells the ionization volume could encompass many cells.
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DOS VERSIUS SPAVWCAL SHIELD TWIKNESS

I (armI I I

E.2100

' .12
E.3

E -02 
E.-25

0 0 200 W 400 500 60
ALuMftA -.4CI(NSS (MILS) E. 25%

exece r-.aio doertel1ntadRde.I7
Figure 5S.62 Radiation dosage experienced behind various shldn

thicknese% tit almotinumn ahsotaer for veseral incident
electron enierg) spectra normaiid to) 1 vlectron cta

2 at I
I MeV. Multipicav.rn h% the I MeY flux gises the

0 WO 7W0 300
PF40TCN ENCAGYV MEV) 5

On the average. the effect of single-particle incidence Fgr -3 oe rtnsetafregn.cigapiain:Nr
on detector materials. such as aluminum and s .ilicon. is iur m-6 Md inra prton pectr crerinesn altiating Fo.

the generation of one electron-hole pair per 3.6 eV of %here thet flu-A at 304 McV is normalifed to I proton cmn2

energy deposition. Thus. I rad of incident radiaticni in I [l1anai and Radke. 19791. z

gram of material creates ! 74 -1013 elctron-hole pairs.
B'en a moderatetv energetic radiation belt particle (for
example I Me%/) will create a large number of free ehargc 4L TKJNS

Carriers in the detector material and may lead to false ___DOSE__________ SHIELD_________

signals. Prolonged exposure to energetic particles deerades r.
thc detector performance by the ateumulation ot mate- #I>E) EXP[(E-3W/Ej

rial mierostructural damage. I-ar example. solid state
detectors of the Al-Si-Au varicet' are found to have a tO 2

factor of 1I) increase n useful lif',timec when the alumi-E-
num side is facing the radtation cxposure (compared to
the gold side). Versl energetic an~d vers hcaxv cosmic rav *4 E,'I0 -

ions have apatrticularlk devasiat'ing effect .on detecto'r to

systems: for further &tails see Adams and Partridge
119921 and McNultN ['19911. o ula

Fiiiure 5-66 shows an example t ancerinierac- do
lion occurring near a seonsitive region ol a radiation par7
tidle detector or tither solid state de' ice. An incident
proton, fre mr.wilStimulate a 2hSi nucleus to emit t6 ,,
an alpha particle which has a short range. The recoiling0 40 50 60
?SSi nucleus stops in 'even a nauch shorter distance. The ALUMINUM THICKNESS (MILS)

combined effect can d-poit lens of MeV in a small
(10 -20 -20) pm olumn(,eclement creating a "soft f igur: 5-f-4 Radiaton (t-.sage vrcncvI hehind %irioiss, dt

(data) error. Accelerator data [MecNultv et al., 1980)] Ihicknt> scs ot alrminuni ihsorkict lor sescraiI incident

indicate that the proton induced (E > 40 McV) soft error pr tln ipcriaiwiorm theoitf reotolnux at 1 5kv. ;t

rate is less tha. 10 '6 soft errors "(protons-cm?). An upper gixe thrt raialton dow rate 1.t;,nin itid Radke. I9779l.
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sotvxi KPEPSUT OF SIEWsaW FEGM deposition process. Similar effects can result from alpha-
Of A SING I r LEMAYCEtL / / particle emission from nuclear interactions and from

c~wPAY natural and induced radioactivity in the devices them-

/tS, selves.
If the effects are infrequent in occurrence, engineering

........... design emnhasiuing redundance of tecritical op
...... ~ nents could circumvent the problem. However,, when the

CCM effects are frequent and or persistent th'As approach may
not be feasible.

. . ...... Figure '5-67 [E. Petersen, personal communication,
19821 shows the energy deposited in a 10 p~m --- thick

Figure "S4i. Illustration of radiation ellkO. Flectron-hole generation sensitive region by different ions over a range of incident
near a sensitie region as a result of local iofli/atiofl
produced bty a tra~ersing cosmic ray or energetic particle energies. The vertical scatle on the right denotes the
lB. Blake. per-sonal communication. 19h21. number of electrons produced. As a circuit becomes

smaller and more complex, less deposited energy (charge)
is needed to tr: gcr errors.

- - x , REION -RAMk ~ 25

DIFFUSIONEGIN ~

DEPETON 4-A 02
REIO UBSTRATE .25

043

S0-0 .05

01 10 10
X .INETiC ENERGY (WWVNIJCLEON)

Fiuore 5-66. Illustration of the production oI numecrous secondary. par-
ticles front the nuclear inte,-actiott of the primnar% particle Figure 5-67. Fnergv deposited in 10 jimn of silicon hN. different ions,

i n a -ensitivc volumne of a solid state detector device T he scale on the right show~s the ntumberr of Irce electrons
IMcNultN et al.. 195111. released. -the low energp part of th,. cuirse occurs when

the ion penetrating range is less than 1%) pit so that it
deposits all it, eierg\ 1 Il etersen. persial conimunica-

limit to the expected error rate (error see), therefore, can 'in 19821.

be found by using the proton flux models for F > 40
MeV times 10 6. If trapped heavy ions are sufficiently 5.8.3 Control System Failure
abundant they could dominate the soft error rate [Adams Radiation tiduced errors in' electronic cIrcuitry can
et al.. 198 11. This is one of several purely practical rnoti- b atclrydmgn hnte cu nciia i-
vattons for measuring the energet -ic *trapped particle euitrv, sutch as 'control s\-stems or iti decision makinu

I comhposition to an adequate degree of accuracy, logic. While otlher non-critical circuts may continue to

function with false infortmttion. control syrstems. cati
latch-up. that is. he swvitched into ain undesired miode

5.8.2 Memory Alteration fromn wtaich there mav he no reset option, or the space-

Certain microcircuitry used in current spacecraft craf't may he damnaged. Certaitn circuitry switching ma\

ainstrumentation has proven very susceptihle to the effects CaLISe burnout ol electrical systenms or exeti worse effects.
of energetic heavy ions in the radiation belts and in the particularl\ \\hen propulsion, attitude, or wAreapons sys-
cosmtc radiation. Memory chips and microprocessors are tens tima he involved. For these reasons it is Imperative
frequently found to have their logical states and infornia- that proper safegttards and redundtinc\ design be consid-
tion content severely altered by the localized energy crud in the early stages of spacecraft erinieering.
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5.8.4 Biological Effects and shock processes. High altitude and space detonations

There is extensive iterature on space biology [see for (more than I0 km above the earth) hav. the fireball size

example Hacq and Alexander. 19611. Here we shall only limited by the magnetic field. This occurs because the
point out that the quiet time radiation belts at some loca- explosion generates electrically charged fragments that

tions present a lethal radiation dosage to a man in a are susceptible to the magnetic force, qV x B. where q is
the particle charge and V its velocity. A nuclear detona-space suition of I megaton can have fireball expansion to 1

main trappcd radi -.- tonc. there are intermittent high

fluxes of sola encreigunt itic l Ior example. it is ki across the magnetic field when the B-field has a value
B t 0.5 G. The expansion is not magnetically limited

beliexed that he energet particle litxc asso( ietd withthe August 1972 ',olar flare magnetic storm ec ent Hoi along the field lines.
thae beenst1972 extremel aremul st om m ns t W d Depending on the location of the nuclear detona-
hc ere n parc, T hmetd presnt hiab amost an e N- tions; a certain fraction of the neutrons will decay withinxhhere in space. The method presented amone canl also be

,ed to estimate human radiation exposure behind dif- the magnetic field trapping region. and the decay prod-

nt shielding design-,. A definitel\ lethal dosage is ucts will thus constitute artificially created trapped radi-
_.tnt 5hi)ldads d~esrsiand Rsintek lethaldosages aiion. For nuclear fission, the fission fragments alsoemit particles (such as electrons and a-particles) before

reaching a nucleonic configuration as a stable isotope.
This process further contributes to the trapped radiation.

5.9 MAN'S Iand the characteristic electron energy is I to 8 MeV from
BELTS this source,

I he activity of mankind can. to a significalt degree. Studies of nuclear detonation effects have shown that
influence the earth's radiation cnxironment. Examplc even small high altitude explosions (in the kiloton range)
are nuclear detonations (fission and fusion). acceleiator affect the radiation belts considerably. See for example
particle beams (neutral ibnd charged), release of chemical re\ iews by Hess 1 19681 and Walt [19771. '1able 5-4 giv'es
substances, injection of' metallic powders, and clectro- an oserview of the known radiation belt effects of the
magnctic %kaxe energy production. The effects of some of leak. Orange. Argus I. Argus 2. Argus 3. and Starfish
these modification sources have not vet been studied.'but nuclear detonations carried out at high altitudes by the
for others a substantial body of data is available. United States, and the USSR-I. OSSR-2 and USSR-3

high altitude nuclear detonations by the Soviet Union.
Energetic charged particles exiting th upper atmos-

5.9.1 Nuclear Detonations phere along the geomagnetic lines of force are generally

A vast number of free neutrons and other particles within the atmospheric bounce loss cone. In the absence
and a great pulse ,. electromagnetic energy are released of significant pitch angle scattering, such particles will
in nuclear explosions. In the nuclear fission process, the follow the field lines and precipitate into the conjugate
fission fragments also carr.: significant kinetic energy, hemisphere. Empirically. a significant fraction of the
[ le product of nuclear fusion is generally a stable p"-ticle nuclear detonation particles become trapped in the radia-
(He) Mhich ma\ be ioni,,ed. As a rule of thumb -- 1)26 tion belts. This implies that significant pitch angle scatter-
last netitrons (each of \%hich decay into a proton- ing must take place from the angular source cone region
electron-neutrino triplet) are released per mega.on nuclear (00 < "(it (-) to stably trapped particle orbits (a, > aot ()
cxplosi\c yield. This pitch angle scattering must take place on the time

I lhe s i/c of the nuclear fireball depends not only on scale of a single half-bounce period rt 2 (which is of the
tle explosi\e \icld. but also on the medium in \\hich the order of seconds).
detonation ':'etrs. In field-frec emptv space the fireball Following such an artificial injection of particles into

ill expand xsithout limils, but in tie presence of mate- the radiation belts, the normal radialion belt radial and
rial substances or a magnetic field the fircball is effec- pitch angle diffusion mechanisms will operate. The initial
tix !y restrained. In a dense gas (such as beloN\ - 100 km narro\% injected radia! distribution will broaden, and the
in the earth's atmosphere), collisions between the explo- charge exchange (for ions) and Coulomb energy degrada-
sion products and the atmospheric constituents dissipate tion mechanisms will modify the characteristics of the
much of the detonation energy as heat. About halt of this injected distributions. Depending on the location, the
eneri\ is radiated aw.ay and the'thermalited remainder is artificial radiation belts may last for days or years [Wait
typically at 6000 K it XO)O K IZinn et al., 19661., At an and Ncwkirk. 1966: Stassinopoulos and Verzarii. 19711.
altittde of 60 km in the earth's atmosphere, a I megaton The effects of accelerator beams are likel% to be sim-
fissional detonation wsill have a fireball radius of -4 ki. ilar to those of the nuclear detonation particles,. but the
and for the same nuclear explosive yield this radius will yield (in terms of number of particles) is likely to he
he smallcr close to the grotnd. The fireball itself may much smaller. On the other hand. since the bean parti-
accelerate to \elocities of'several km sec due to buoyancy cles may be generated over a wide range of' energies
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Table 5-4. listing of high altitude nuclear detonations, h'tsecn 1959 and 1962 (Walt. 1977].

Approximate
Altitude Time I -Value Characteristics Approximate

Event (kin) (0T) Date Latitude I.&ngitude I)etooation Yield of Hand Decay Time

Teak 76.8 10:50:05 01AUGi58 170 N 169°W 1.12 MT Range l.ow Altitude few days
Orange 42.91 10:30:08 12AUG58 17* N 169 0 W 1.12 MT Range Low Altitude I day
Argus I 2M0 2:30:(0) 27AUG58 380S 120 W 1.7 1-2 KI Narrow Band 0-20 days
Argus 2 250 3:20:(0) 30At1(i58 500 S  80 W 2.1 1-2 KT Narrow Band 10-20 days
Argus 3 500 22:10:0) 06SF1P5X 50° S 10° W 2.0 1-2 KT Narrow Band 10-20 days
Starfish 4W , 09:():29 09.It1.62 16.70 N I 8).5°E 1.12 1.4 MT Wide Distribution 1-2 yrs
USSR 1 03:40:46 220C'T62 1.9 Wide it.tribution 30 days
USSR 2 04:41:18 28(C"162 18 Wide Distribution 30 days
USSR 3 09:13 01NOV62 1.75 Narrow Band 30 days

(thermal 'to relativistic) a more precise study of their whistler-mode waves from VLF radio transmitters can
effects is warranted. perturb the energetic electron component of the earth's

radiation belts. Correlative studies indicate that energetic
5.9.2 Relea-:, of Chemicals electron precipitation not only occurs from natural

* Chemical releases for research purposes have been sources [Sp.ieldvik and Lyons, 1979] but also in correla-

" carried out at high altitudes. In most cases barium or tion witi. strong terrestrial radio transmitter operations
-lithium was released to trace magnetic field lines locally tVamnpola and' Kuck. 1978; Park et al., 1981; Imhof et

and to assess the magnitude of electric fields and at. 1981; Chang and Inan, i983. Precisely to what
*. atmosphere winds. Chemical releases into outer regions extent man's electromagnetic wave generation influences

of geospace are also planned. Such programs may mod- the overall radiation belt structure is not known.

ify the environment locally (for example, by altering however.
plasma wave dispersion characteristics), but are not
expected to impact the radiation belts seriously unless

- large quantities of chemicals are used. 5.9.4 Effects of Space Structures
Extensive operations with rocket propulsion or spe- Proposed operations of large manmade metallic and

cial ion engines could. however. drastically alter the dif- electrically insulated space structures will produce local
ferent particle populations and could lead to profound "singular" regions in the magnetosphere. Associated with

. changes in the radiation belt structure. See Chapter 7. To space shuttles, space platforms, or space power arrays
- date no comprehensive environmental impact analysis will be a hydromagnetic wake in which the wave and pat-

has been carried out. ticle behaxior will go through a sudden change. It is not
known whether or not these cavity phenomena may have"" 5.9.3 Transmission of Radio Waves

5 Tn s o o aa significant effect on the radiation belts thenisclhcs. For
It has been suggested that electromagnetic wave some details see (arrett and Pike 11980] and references

energy from tropospheric thunderstorm acti\ity and thcrein.
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Chapter 6

GALACTIC COSMIC RADIATION AND
SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES

D.F. Smart and M.A. Shea

6.1 NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS
J(>E) = f J(E)dE, (6.3)

Energetic charged particle radiation iN usually charac-
terized by the energy of the particle in electron volts. An with units of particles cm- 2s'sr- 1. OmniGrectional inten-
electron volt is the kinetic energy a charged parlicle gains sities are J(E) or J(>E) integrated over the 41r sterad'ans
by being accelerated through a potential difference of one solid angle, with units of particles cm-2s 'MeV - ' or particles
volt. The amount of energy in one electron volt is rather cm-2s- I respectively.
small: particle energies are usually given in units of keV A graph of the differential energy spectrum gives (E)
(101 eV;. MeV (10" eV), GeV (l0' eV). and for extremely plotted against E; a graph of the integral energy spectrumhigh energies. TeV (1012 eV). (An electron volt is equal to gives J(>E) plotted against E. The differential energy spec-
1.602 x 10 erg.) The total energy of a nucleon E-r is the trum (E) and the integral energy spectrum J(>E) are com-
sum of the kinetic energy E plus rest-ma.is energy m,,c' monly expressed in two ways, either as a power law in ell

energy.
Er = E + m,,c 2 = mc2,  (6.1).

J(E) = J.E-. (6.4)
where in,, is the rest mass. m the relativistic mass, and c
the speed of light in vacuo. The rest mass energy of a proton J(>E) = 657)
Rn,c 2 is equal to 938.232 McV, the rest mass of a neutron y-!5
is 939.526 MeV. and the rest mass of an electron is equal
to 510.984 keV. It is customary in the literature to give where - is the differential spectral index, or in the expo-
values of the kineic energy per nucleor, for heavier particles. nential form

The total energy is related to the particle momentum p
by 'EJ(E) L , exp -.EE(6.6) -

ET = IP'c + m2c~l''. (6.2)
'd'J(->E) J,,F, exp - 61.7)

In the absence of electric fields and oftinie-varying magnetic = -- (6.7)
I[ fields, Ey and p are constants of the particle's motion.
. Observations of the inrensity of corpuscular radiation where E,, is defined as the characteristic e-folding particle

are reported in various units depending upon the detection energy. that is. the value over which the flux will fall
methxl. The syrnho "" is normally used to designate the to Ie of its previous value. There is a considerable hazard
flux. but the precise units must always be specified to avoid in extrapolating any spectral form beyond the range of the
ambiguity. There are a number of ways to specify particle data from which it was derived, and many scientists give
flux. The unidirectional differential intensity RE) is the flux the range of values for which ,pecific spe.tral ferms are
(number per unit time) of particles of a given energy per valid.
unit energy interval in a unit solid angle about the direction When the effects of corpuscular radiation on personnel
of observation, incident on a unit area perpendicular to the are of primary concern, particle flux intensitics or counting ,_jdirection of observation: the units are usually particles rates must be converted to dose or dose rates. The rad is
cm - 'sr ' MeV '. Unidirectional integral intensity JIC-E) the unit of absorbed energy: one rad is I(X) erg absorbed

- is the intensit, of particles sith energy greater than a thresh- per gram f absorbing material. A rem (roentgen equivalent
old energy E man) is the dose absorbed that produces the samin biological
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effect as one rad of x-rays or -y rays. The relation between O

the rem and the rad is one rem = rad x rbe where rbe
is the relative biological effectiveness. Conversion of ob-
served particle fluxes to absorbed dose rate, however, is not
straight-forward and is sometimes very difficult requiring---'
extremely detailed information on the particle composition
and energy spectrum. The conversion depends in a complex -
way on the energies and kinds of particles and on geo- >

metrical configurations of the absorbers and direction of the t ELECTRONS- 1O Z
incident particles, as well as on the different absorbing prop- U t W

erties of materials. Computer codes exist Isee, for example, '
Seltzer. 19801 that will convert incident energetic particle Z' Z

fluences into radiation dose behind a specified shield thicko o.

ness. See Haffner 119671 for a detailed discussion of radia- . .-tion dosage nrod the relative .sensitivity of various organs to /," .

radiation. Z ALPHA PARTICLES Z

The magnetic rigidity P of a particle is a measure of its U W /
resistance to a magnetic force that deflects the paiticle from W WZ Za straight-lhue trajectory. The rigidity, with units of mo- PROON
mentum per u-it charge. is defined as PROTONS

P =C, (6.8)a

where q is the charge of the particle. If pc is electron volts, .o1 0o 10 I00

then q is the number of electronic charge units and P is in R!GIDITv (GV)
volts. Conveniemt units are MV (10'V) and GV (109 V).

Conversion f;om rigidity to energy can be accomplished Figure 6-1. 'Conversion from magnetic rigidity to kinetic energy per nu-
by solving Equation (6.2) for the desired quantity; however, cleon for electrons, protons and alpha particles.

the conversion can be done conveniently by employing ihe
relativistic parameter -y. Conversion from rigidity to energy
in terms of kinetic energy per nucleon is Figure 6-1 shows the relationship between the rigidity

of protons, alpha particles, and electrons and their kinetic
energy per nucleon. Since most heavy nuclei have an A/Z

EA = (Y - I)E,,A  (6.9) ratio of approximately two, the alpha particle curve can be
used to approximate the rigidity to kinetic energy per'nu-

where EA is the kintic energy per nucleon, and E,A is the cleon of the heavier nuclei. Tv obtain the total kinetic energy
rest mass enery per nucleon. Conversion from kinetic en- of a heavy nuclei the energy scale must be muliplied byofg anevynceiceenrysclemson utpleb

ergy per nucl toyrigidity is the total number of nucleons (as an example, by 4 to obtain
the total kinetic energy of an alpha particle).

A 1 , On many occasions the magnetic rigidity is used in place
P =. Z 1(' - !t. E,,A (6.10) of the kinetic energy in describing the flux spectrum. In

particular. in lieu of Equation (6.6), a frequently used
where A is the atomi: number and Z is the atomic charge. expression is

The relativistic p,arncter y' can be conputed from either
the cosmic ray kinetic energy or the cosmic ray rigidity. (P) = Jo p

AP .exp-. (6.12)
E, + E,I ,A.E= ,V,, (6.1 Ia) The earth's magnetic field acts as a momentum analyzer

EA on cosmic rays incident upon the earth's atmosphere. Only

r .those cosmic rays having a momentum per unit charge (that
or is', rigidity, exceeding that of the threshold of the observation

PZ -2 1]12. point may be detected at any specified point on the earth's
= +I I+ . (6.1 lb) surface or in the earth's magnetosphere. The cutoff or thresholdA/E,,/ rigidity of cosmic rays is the minimum rigidity that permits

6-2
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GALACTIC COSMIC RADIATION AND SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES

a charged particle to arrive from a specified direction at a as the inverse of the solar sunspot number cycle. This is
given latitude and longitude; particles of lower rigidity are discussed more fully in Section 6.2.2. 1. The isotropic flux
not observed at the specified location and direction because exposure to galactic cosmic radiation in space at sunspot .0

of this geomagnetic cutoff. Tile geomagnetic field is con- winimum is - 4 protons cm 2s ' resulting in a yearly in-
figured such that particles of progressively lower rigidity tegrated exposure of - 1.3 x 10' protons/cm2 . The iso-
are detected as the distance north or south of the equatorial tropic flux exposure to galactic cosmic radiation at sunspot
region increases. See Section 6.2.3 for more detailed dis- maximum is - 2 protons cm 2s ' resulting in a yearly in-
cussions. More specialized concepts that consider the "bend- tegrated exposure of - 7 x 10' protons/cm 2. The galactic \.
ing" of particle trajectories through th- magnetic field and cosmic radiation converted to integrated dose results inex-
allow a mapping of observational directions inside the mag- posures ranging from 4 rads per year at sunspot maximum
netosphere to directions in interplanetary space are referred to It) rads per year at sunspot minimum f Wcst et al., 1977).
to as asymptotic directions and asymptotic cones of accep- The differential energy spectra of all high energy cosmic
tance. A more detailed description of these concepts and ray nuclei above - I GeV/nuclen exhibit a spectrum pro-
their use is given by McCracken et al. 119681. portional to a power law of the form dJ/dE x E". where E -

is the kinetic energy per nuk.leon and -y is the spectral index.
Below - I GeV/nucleon. the differential spectrum of cosmic

6.2, GALACTIC COSMIC RADIATION ray nuclei observed at tre earth's orbit deviates from a
simple power law. The differential spectrum becomes flatter

Galactic cosmic radiation is composed of high energy with decreasing energy until a maximum in the differential
nuclei believed to propagate throughout all space unoccu- intensity is reached around a few hundred MeV/nucleon.
pica by dense matter. Its origin is still a matter of scientific Below the maximum, the differential intensity decreases
debate and may have botk galactic and extragalactic sources. monotonically to a few tens of MeV/nucleon. The primary
The flux of galactic cosmic radiation is believed to be es- cosmic radiation spectrum observed for protons and alpha
sentially isotropic outside the heliosphere: propagation ef- particles in the inner heliosphere around the earth's orbit is
fects inside the heliosphere result in an anisotropy of - I%. shown in Figure 6-2. At the vicinity of the earth, the low

Primary cosmic radiation is, by definition, the cosmic energy portion of the spectrum changes with time. These
radiation incident on the earth's atmosphere. Cosmic rays changes are mainly the r effects of solar mnooulation, and are
propagating through the atmosphere undergo nuclear col- illustrated by the shaded and hatched areas of Figure 6-2.
lisions and generate secondary cosmic rays; these secondary
cosmic rays consist of all known nuclear and sub-nuclear 6.2.1.1 Elemental Composition or Primary Cosmic
species. Radiation. Nuclei heavier than helium comprise only about

High energy cosmic ray particles contain a large amount I 7 of the total primary cosmic radiation and have a total
of kinetic energy. and the deposition of this energy can integral intensity of about 25 particles m -!s 'sr '. Cosmic
permanently affect the material through which the cosmic ray nuclei with Z > 2 are classified into various charge
ray nucleus passes. In the case of small, state of the art. groups such as light L). medium (M). light-heavy (LH).
solid state electronic devices operating in space. the passage and very heavy (VH). The L-group nuclei include those
of a cosmic ray through a circuit element can generate enough with 3 < Z - 5, the M-group with 6 -_ Z -_ 8. the LH-
electrons 'n the sensitive volume to chanee the state of the group with 9 -_ Z -- 14. the H-group with 15 - Z -- 19
circuit element and cause "'soft errors" or permanent dam- and the VII-group with 20 -_ Z 7 28. Thde charge group
age. A recent examination of the effects of cosmic radiation from manganese (Z ='25) to nickel (Z= 28) is commonly
on microelectronics is given by Adams et al. 119811. referred to as the iron group.

During their travel from the source regions to the vicinty-
of the earth, the cosmic rays interact with 'the interstellar

6.2.1 Primary Cosmic Radiation medium. and some fragmentation occurs resulting in a de-
pletion of the heavy charged primary cosmic rays and an

The primary cosmic radiation observed at the earth's increase of the lighter nuclei compared to the "'Universal
orbit consists of approximately 83% protons. 13% alphas, Abundance" shown in Figure 6-3. The relative abundance
1% nuclei of atomic number Z > 2. and 3% electrons, of the various nuclei observed , the earth for energies
This composition extends over an energy range from a few greater than O).45 GeV'nucleon arc shown in Table 6-I lLez-
hundred MeV to > 102- eV'. There are no known local plan- niak and Webber. 1978.1.
etarv sources for the high energy ions observed in the cosmic The abundance ofthe elements N. Na. Al. S. Ar. Ca. Ct,
rdiation. but the electron component below about 20 MeV and Mn is enhanced in the cosmic radiation observed in the
is dominated by Jovian electrons. heliosphere as a result Of fragmentation in the intersellar me-

The intensity of cosmic rays observed at the earth's orbit, dium. Almost ill ofthe abundlance of the elements Li. Be. B.
is solar cycle dependent undergoing a solar cycle modulation F. Cl. K. Si. Ti. and V is due to fraumentation of heavicrcosmic
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rtgstte 6-3~. Tnc universal abundance of the chemical elements in nature
-J srelative to silicon = 10'. These results were obtained from '

I0 studies of meteorites, our sun and other stars. IData from

Cameron. !981.1

Table 6-1. Cosmic-ray composition as observed at I AUl.

00 a. a Charge >450 MeV/Nuc
KINETIC ENERGY tGeylnuc) H 40 0

Fiue62 rmary cosmic, ray differential energy spectrum. The upprL19±4.
enyclope indicates the solar minimum spectrum while t Be 94 ± 2.5
lower envelope indicates the solar maximum spectrum. Thc B 329 ± 5
shaded area inIicat,.s *he rangc of the solar modulation over c 1130 ± 12
a solar cycle. The hydriu'en %pce.rum in this figure has been
multiplied by a factor of 5 %o the miodalated ptrti,;n of the N 278 ± 5
spectrum a% oid% mergLing with thc top ot the helium spectrum. ( 10

F 24 ±1.5 er 'ray nuclei (that is. higher charge- number elements) during their Ne 158 ± 3
propagation through the interstellar medium. The ratios of the Na 29 ± L.5
cosmic ray elementu-l abundance to the solar systemn clemen- Mg 203 ± 3
tal abundances are generally ordered by atomic parameters such Al 36 ± 1.5
as the first ioni7ation potential. at least up through Z = 40 (as Si 141 ± 3
showAn in Figure 6-4). with exceptions to this rule at H. He. C. p 7.5 ± '0.6
N. and possibly Ne and Mo. S 34 ± 1.5

Cl 9.0 ± 0.6

6.2.1.2 The Anomalous Cosmic Ray Component. TheA 42±.
low energy portion of the. cosmic ray spectrum is quite Ka '6. ± 0.3
variable reflecting its dependance on solar modulation. In Ca 6 ± 0.6
1972. during the decline of the 20th solar sunspot cycle. Ti 14.4 ± 0.9.
anomalies in the energy spectra and composition werc noted9.±07
at energies -_70 MeV/nucleon. These !;fferences persistedCr5.±09
through sunspot minimum and continued throughout the M 16±1.
rising portion of the 21st solar sunspot cycle but seem to Fe 1036 ± 2.5 %1
have dikappeared after the max imum of (he 2 1st solar cycle. N . .
This behavior leads to the suggestion that the anomalous N . .
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Quiet Time Energy Spectra
1976-1977

Profors U. Morylarul UenI. 1le
4 MPI CNl6cjO Cal Tech

I Prots; 0 6
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A GZn OwNU
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FIRST IONIZATION POTENTIAL (eV) Carbo ttr

Figure 6-4. Ratio of risc galactic cosmic ray source (GCRS) to'hie -localL
galac-ic- tLG) elemental abundances at I AU ordered by thc lo-3 L- ,- ia d
hirst ioni~atiofl potential [after Mewaldt. 19811.. 16' l0o 10' I&2

KINETIC CNERGY (MeV/nuc) 4:

comonet my b slarmageti cyledepndet ad oly Figure 6-5. The '*anomalous'* cosmic iay spectrum. The differential en-
present during alternate cycles. The anomalous component ergy spctra of hydrogen, helium. cartmin,and oxygen ob-
resulted in t he low energy cosmic ray spectra shown in served in the interplanetary mediun near I AU during the
Figure 6-5. The -anomnaly- can be seen by comparing this solar minimum in 1976-1977 dt~rinr quiet-times, The "anon'-

aIlous cosmic ray" component appears between -2 and -30spectra w~tl. that of the pre% ious solar minima, the Lipper MeVr nuLcon and is chaiacterized by large overabundance of
envelope of the low ene-gy portion if the spectra shown in He and 0 compared to H and C,respectively IGloeckler.

Figure 6-2. In a review of this anon'3lous component. 19741.
Gloeckler 119;, )1 noted that the helium spectra above - 2
MeV/nucleosi wa - e:atively flat, and between - 5 and 30
MeV/nucleon IH, was more abundant than protons. The Table 6-2. Abundances relative to carb'on of the anomalous component
oxygen spec'-irn possessed an unusual hump between -2 ane galactic cosmic rays.

and 20 McV~r.,clc. -n with no comparable feature for carbon.
adat -~ 5 MeV' tiucleon oxygen m as some 10 to 20 times Anomalous .Galactic

more abundant thar, carbon. In addition to helium and ox- Component Cosmic Rays
ygen. nitrogen and neon were observed to'be more sbundant Element (2-30 MeV/nucleon)i .(>I100 MeV/nucleon)
in the anomalous component than in the 3 100 Mc V/nucleon
gala-tic cosmic rays. The abundances relatve to clrbon of H 40) t±4 275

-the major elements in the anomaious component are corni- He 90 t 10 50 X
pared to the composition of galactic co. mic rays in Tarsle C
6-2. Assuming that 2-30 McV/nucleon carbon is of pre- N 3 :t 1 0.225
dominately galactic orign during quiet t'ies, the elemnrts 0 18 ± 4 1.0
He. N. 0. Ne,- and possibly Fe were from 5 to 20 times Ne 1.3 t 0.4 0.175
more abundant in the anomalous comnponera than in the Mg 0.3 ± 0.2 0.23
normal cosmic ray composition. Witnin statistical uricer.- Si2) + 0.25 01
tainmies the composition of the other elements ;n the anom- i 0.17 1)0"
alous component region were comparable to that expectedFe06± .2 .2
from the galactic coimic ray flux. (a) Approximaie energ' range of the measureincris in Nley -nucteon. .I
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CHAPTER 6

ray energetic eiccirons of non-solar origin measured at teistics are still quite variable, depending on the status of
I AU has two components, a galactic cosmic ray electron the interplanetary medium. The most favorable connection
component and a Jovian electron component. All electron of the interplanetary m;,gnetic field lines between the L.-th
flux in the heliosphere below about 25 MeV are of Jovian and Jupiter repeats at approximate 13-month intervals with
origin I Eraker and Simpson. 19811. At the earth's orbit, for corresponding peaks in the electron flux during the "electron
energies greater than - 100 MeV. the galactic cosmic ray season" which may last for several months. Before the pres-
electron flux dominates. A composite primary electror; spec- ence of the Jovian electrons was established, these "quiet
trum is shown in Figure 6-6. The solar cycle modulation time electron increases" were unexplained.
dominaes the variability in the electron spectrum from about
100 MeV toabout 5 GeV.

Lpiter's magnetosphere is a source of relativistic elec- 6.2.2 Cosmic Ray Flux Modulations
trons that can be observed throughout the entire heliosphere.
Within several AU of the pl-net Jupiter. the flux is mod- Cosmic ray flux modulations can be divided into three
ulated with the characteristic 10-hour planetary rotation pe- groups. The long term modulation (millions of years). solar
riod. The MeV Jovian electron flux observed at the earth cycle modulations (usually referred to as the J I-yr cycle).
has a 13-month "seasonal" characteristic. This "seasonal" short term modulations (congisting of cyclic variations rang-
effect results from the relative position of Earth and Jupiter ing from a semi-diurnal variation to a 27-day variation, and
as the planets revolve around the sun in their respective transient variations consisting of decrease, and increases

, orbits. When the interplanetary magnetic field lines passing associated with various solar phenomer.:).
near the earth connect to the Jovian magnetosphere (the There is conjecture alhut variations in the galactic cosmic
Jovian magnetosphere being a minimum of 5 AU in length), ray sources over very long time scales. The analysis of
-the propagation of the Jovian electrons from Jupiter to the cosmic ray exposure to meieorites and lunar rocks is both

limited and complicated. So far. statistics and uncertainty
in the dete,minations only allow the conclusion that t'e

. current cosmic ray composition has not changed by more
SCOMOST PRIMAR tLC ,* SPETRUMA than a factor of two over the last 10' years. The isotopic' IS!* --S FE6S 1 1 9-MA 1"an Ig

0.v ) S U 1 1 .omposition of the cosmic radiation, specifically the ..Be
0 IV? , ALLOOL ,. .,0., 3 isotope presumed to be a spallation product of cosmic ray

1,,0 BAL L interaction in the interstellar medium, resu!ts in a probable

JOVA" E LECTRONS cosmic ray age of - 15-17 million )ears.
SOLAR ,OOULATON Cosmogenic isotopes produced by the cosmic ray in-

. .ter;,ctions in air. 'such as 2"AI, "'Be. and "C. and then
frozen in sea sediments, ices or biological materials produce

21 ' somev.hat better limits on possible cosmic ray variations.

The "oBe isotope sediments over the last two million years
show less than a 30% variation in th,- cosmic radiation.

-. ' ,. -The carbon-14 variatio;:, are most like-ly due to the strength
E of the solar modulation effect.. Thzse variations of a few

. 2_ percent have the amplitude and phase expected from his-
t torical and recent sunspot data. cosInic ray modulation ob-
Sservations. and CO, transport theor, IForman and Schaffer.

-) -x 19791.

6.2.2.1 Solar Cycle Modulations. Th,. galactic cosmic
radiati'-n c Hibits an intensity variation with - I l-yr pe-
riodicity. as shown i;i Figure 6-7. The cosmic ray irtensiiv

- -: .changes at the earth are inverselyc orrelated with the sunspot
. numre: and Lag chaoges in sunspot numiner by 9 to 12

months. The increas,' in solar activity modulates the galactic
cosmic rays. through the agency of the soiar wind. in such

. .... .... ........ " ... --..... a manner that an increase in solar activity corresponds to a

ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGY(GeV) decrease in t!,e cosmic ray intensity. From solar cycle min-
imom to solar cycle maximum, the energy density of the

Fiure 6-6. Ctm)is : prnmr,, c rnic-ras ctron differential cnergy
'No .irum crwrics V MeNker. University o t'hicao. Privat primary galactic cosmic rays in the vicinity of the earth
Communicationl decreases by about 4W4. The cosmic ray intensity, as ob-
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....... . .. where V is the solar wind velocity and K the effective
diffusion coefficient in the interplanetary magnetic field ir-
regularities. The diffusion coefficient is generally a function
of 0 = (v/c). magnetic rigidity and radial distance. The
factor a ,y '+ I)/y, where y ,is the relativistic factor.

-noo 
t~ Numerical techniques for solving Equation (6.13) have been

developed by cosmic ray modulation theory specialists. These
techniques require the specification of the interstellar density

L spectrum U(E,,). the functional form of the diffusion coef-
ficient, and appropriate boundary conditions. Numerical so-
lutions of equation (6.13) yield the modulated spectra at
I AU.

Figure 6-7. Illustration of the -- i -yr solar cycle miodulation of galactic ' The solar cycle modulation of the cosmic ray spectra is
cosmic rays oberved at the earth by the Mt. Washington described quantitatively by the "modulation parameter," 4.
neutron monitor from 1954 thru 1979. This parameter is defined as

served at the earth, does not change smoothly from maxi-
mum to minimum value It decreases by a series of sharp f ______dr (6.14)
drops followed by partial recovery until the minimum in- 3K (r)
tensity is rea, ed near the maximum in solar activity. The
recovery to maximum cosmic ray intensities may be either
a slow rise, as observed from 1958-1964, ora rapid increase where V is the solar wind velocity and Kj(r) is the radial
as observed from 1970-1972. These two variations in in- part of the diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient
creasing cosmic ray intensity are also observed in the ion- K is usually treated as a separable function of radius and
ization chamber records going back to 1933. giving rise to rigidity. In practice the actual value of the cosmic ray mod-
a 22-yr solar cycle variation. The historical record of sunspot ulation parameter at a specihc instant of time is difficult to
observations shows longer (80-200 yr) periods modulating determine. A reference level (such as the counting rate of
the amplitude of the sunspot number cycle. The variations a stable neutron monitor) is correlated with the historically
in the carbon-14 record seem to correlate with these same derived modulation parameters as shown in Figure 6-8. and
periods. See, for example, Stuiver and Quay 119801.

Theor " of Solar CYCle Modulation. There has been con-
siderable theoretical work attempting to model the nodu-
lation of cosmic rays by the interplanetary medium. The
physical mode! is based on a solar system filcki with an 1200o
expandiog fully ionized and highly conducting p!asma. the
nolar wind (see Chapter 3). which contains frozen-in irreg-
ular magnetic fields. Cosmic rays undergo many scatterings 1000
from these irregularities and execute a random walk in the
solar wind. The cosmic ray pop, lation outside the helio-
sphere diffuses inward, and during this diffusive process it 800
undergoes deceleration by the adiabatic cooling associated >
with the expansion of the solar wind. The parameters re-
quired-to define the transport equation and its solution are 600

the diffusion coefficient (generally a function of radius and
energy), the solar wirid velocity, and the interstellar energy
spectrum. 400

The basis of current solar modulation theory is the Fok-
ker-Planck equation for the modulated number density I (r F,
per unit kinetic energy at heliocentric raditis r and kinetic
energy E. Gleeson and Axford 11967, 19681 have given this
equation as 01

2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500

, (r-VU) - -- (r2
v) - EU) Mt. Washington Counting Rate

r ir 3r aE ilE
(r - = 0 (6. 131 Figure 6-8. (orrelation between the cosmic ray modulation parameter t

r jr\ iun and the counting rate of the Mit Wahineton neutron monitor.
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interplanetary medium corotating with the sun. The aripli-
MI WaSh Yeaof 1

+M)CWP1, Ra M!oew.., tude of these variations, as observed by ground-level neutron

0 2055 0,o monitors, is quite variable, normally a few percent. ranging
*2306 471 from about 1% to 5%.

2216 -972 -or cosmic ray detectors located on the earth there are
2 243 :974 also diurnal and semi-diurnal variations in phase with theS, 2196 1974

'. 2247 1974 earth's rotation.The amplitude ofthese diurnal variations
• 2266 ,1t

236 9/ 2361 is variable ranging from a maximum of a few percent to a:" iao°:0 minimum of about 0. 1%. Figure 6- 10 shows za enhanced

,. daily variation continuing for several days. During stable
12, ' interplanetary conditions the maximum amplitude occurs at

, 1800 h local solar time. This corresponds to an asymptotic
r: ,6:rection roughly along the direction of the sun-earth Archi.

0 zmedean spiral path continuing outward from the earth into
a: _interplanetary space.

The semi-diumal variation is usually less than 0. 1 % and
maximizes in both directions along a line 135 ° west of the
earth-sun line. a direction perpendicular to the mean inter-
planetary magnetic field direction at the orbit of the earth.

The presence of a sidereal variation reflecting a galactic
anisotropy is still not firmly established, and if present would
have an extremely small amplitude of a few hundredths of

o ,0 ,0 ,00 K Transient Variations. There can be both sudden de-

GeV/Nucleon creases, and more rarely, increases in the cosmic radiation

flux that result from solar activity! Sudden decreases in
Figure 6-9. Differential energy spectra fir cosmic-ray ion nuclei. The

shaded area indicate% the rane of the solar cycle nldulation. intensity, called Forbush decreases (named after the original
" discoverer) are associated with sudden increases in the p!asmi

density and magnetic flux emitted from the sun. The large
the current neutron monitor counting 'ate is used as a ref- Forbush decrease events are generally associated with "''ge'"
erence modulation level.

Solutions of Equa!ion (6.13) result in ,an analytic- de- -

scription of the cosmic ray spectrum as a function of kinetic,
energy and solar modulation parameter. r,,,'

i(E,4)) = AIE( E + 2E,,.,)(E + $) + M)J]
IE + 4))(E + 2E,,., + 4)1, (

where E is the kinetic energy of the cosmic ray nuclei in J,, ,

MeV'nucleon. E,,., s the rest mass energy of the cosmic DEEP ER, CA50LO.

ray nuclei in MeV/nucleon and 4) is the modulation param- ,
eter. Io model the cosmic ray' proton spectrum Garc;-i2,
Muno7 et al. 119751 present solutions of the cosmic ray
spectrum for various modulation levels and elements of the .. 70,
cosmic ray flux. Figure 6-9 shows modulated differential
iron spectra for various values of the modulation parameter

4.The shded areas inia te the range of the modulation 4
'" "observed during the past few solar cycles. !rw 'r J' . :'e i 'i ,: ' .:6

6.2.2.2 Short Tcrm Modulations. Short term nidula- '
lions can be subdivided into two types, cyclic variations ,

and transient variaticns.
Cv'clic Variations. Th.,e are - 27-dav variations in the 4

observed cosmic ray intensity within the heliosphere. at least s~UWR 9 7
:n the regions explored from 0.3 to 20 AU. These variations
are statistical averages associ'ited wi:h the structure of the Figure - Ih lmrtion of an enhanced cosmic ra dillN .ari;Imon
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position in the geomagnetic field from a specified direction.
Rigidity is a canonical coordinate used in cosmic ray studies
which is element independent. When translating these to
the different elements of the cosmic ray spectrum, a different
curve is obtained for each of the elements contained in the

.,0 cosmic ray flux. If a primary cosmic ray particle is suffi-
ciently rigid (that is. having a rigidity higher than the cutoff

1% ,rigidity). it can penetrate through the geomagnetic field to
*i an observation point: if the rigidity of the particle is less

DEP 'R ..VA than the cutoff rigidity, it cannot penetrate through the mag-
* U, " Co , R A netic field to the specified location from a specified direction.
*1 When considering charged particle propagation through the

geomagnetic field, it is convenient to use the rigidity (mo-

*,- -- menturn per unit charge) of the particle. To determine the
--.. . . .energy per nucleon of a specific cosmic ray element, rigidity

FEWA *r,. to energy tables can be utilized. See Section 6.1 for addi-

Ftional discussion.
Figure 6I I. Illustration of a co.mic ray Forbush decreae. Cosmic ray cutoffs are a function of geomagnetic lati-

tude. altitude, and the zenith and azimuthal directions of

solar flares and interplanetary shock structures. Tie mag- the incident particle at the detection point. They have a.
" nitude of these decreases is quite variable ranging from a maximum value in the earth's equatorial region and a min-,

few percent to as great as 35% in the most ex:reme case imum value in the polar regicns. Unfortunately. the cosmic
yet recorded by neutron monitors on the earth. An example ray cutoff is not a simple value. There is an upper cutoff
of a Forbush decrease is shown in Figure 6-1 I. above which all particles are allowed, a lower cutoff be),.cv

There are two types of "cosmic ray" increases attrib- which all particles are forbidden, and a penumbral region
utable to the sun. The solar "cosmic'ray" event is discussed between these two values where the transmission of cosmic
in Section 6.3. There are other occasional cases when ex-
tremely energcic solar flare generated shocks propagating
through the interplanetary medium can accelerate the am-

"-* bient particle population to higher energies. An example 5 15
is the 4 August 1972 cosmic ray event thought to be the re-

*suit of Fermi type aczeleration of particles between two
propagating interplanetary shock structures ILevy et al..
19761.

10 .10

6.2.3 Geomagnetic Effects z

Cosmic rays being charged nuclei experience a V x B
force that continuously alters their path as they propagate ar

through the geomagnetic field. When analyzing cosmic ray 5 .5
observations acqu:.red on the earthto deduce the intersity
and anisotropy of ti-e cosmic ray flux in interplanetary space.
it is necessary to make allowance for the "magnetic bending"
of the cosmic ray traiectory through the magnetosphere.
Methods that correct cosmic ray observations for the actual
amount of the "geomagnetic bending" each particle has
undergone are very specialized and beyond the scope of this -10 0 o 20 30 40

• GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE
handbook. Detailed information on cosmic ray asymptotic

-,. directions of approach, asymptotic cones, and variational i 6.2. Ilu ,-'ion ol the \\dth hhadud areal of thu omic ra',
coefficients is given by McCracken et al. 11965, 19681. C'cnicai cutoff pcnutbr. a function ot lutittd along thu

"n Th o. '.,,i. indI, I ht, the ttvctoc eco-

6.2.3.1 Co;mic Ray Cutoff Rigidities. Cosmic ray u- nmagnetic cutoff riwidi alone thi,, eridian The "hrp-

toff rigiditie. are values that specify the minimun rigidity onl .o...dcri .thu .crtical dirctio n ho wvr thu mac-

a charged particle mus.t possess to be observed at a specified 1itutdc of the ,ariatin i, correct
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radiation i ; chaotic. The cosmic ray penumbra exists near precision of these calculations is limited only by the ac-
the cosmic ray cutoff rigidity where there is i complex series curacy of the geomagnetic field model utilized.

* of allowed and forbidden particle trajectories that has so far There are long term secular variations in the cosmic ray
defied all attempts to systematically order it. The effective cutoff rigidities directly reflecting the long term secular
cosmic ray cutoff is a practical value corrected for the trans- changes in the geomagnetic field. Over an approximate
mission through the cosmic ray penumbra. An example of 10-yr period these changes are sufficient to be experimen-
the variation of the vertical cosmic ray cutoff along the tally observed, and for very precise analyses these secular
260'E longitude meridian is sl.own in Figure 6-12. The variations should be considered.
width of the cosmic ray penumbra show'i in this figure is Because of the complexity of cutoff rigidity calculations,
somewhat typical of its worldwide behavior, a number of approximations are generally employed. For

The primary reason that precise values of the cosmic experimental analyses. the specific approximation utilized
ray cutoffs are relatively difficult to obtain is that the equa- is usually determined by the precision of the measurement
tion of charged particle motion in a magnetic field does not being studied: as cosmic ray experiments become more pre-

* .have a solution in closed form. Relatively accurate geo- cise. more accurate cutoff -igidities are required.
S- magnetic cutoff rigidities can be derived by the numerical For the majority of cosmic ray studies on the earth's
" integration of cosmic ray trajectories in mathematical models surface or in the atmosphere, it is often sufficient to know

of the geomagnetic field: however, the calculation of these the vertical cutoff rigidity at each observational location.
, values for a large number of locations and directions in- World grids of vertical cutoff rigidities from which ,alues
' - volves a formidable amount of computational time. The for intermediate locations and time periods can be inter-

, Table f.. Traictor'-dcrivcd effctive vertical cutoff rigiditiet for Epo'h 1980.

Geographic t.ongitude (E)

*[i Geographic
Latitude 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165

- 70 0.27 0.34 0.39 0.44 048 0.51 0.51 0.55 0.58 0.60 0.61 0.57.
65 0.60 0.69 0.8(0 0.87 0.91 0.94 0.98 1.03 1.12 1.23 1.18 iIl
60 1.16 1.36 1.43 1.59 1.62 1.68 1.70 1.80 1.96 2.05 2.12 2.06

- 55 2.(X) 2.29 2.45 2.53 2.67 2.73 2.84 2.93 3.12 3.31 3.31 3.15
. 50 3.32 3.59 3.83 3.94 4.06 4.20 4.34 4.45 4.69 5.00 4.97 4.69

45 4.99 5.20 5.35 5.44 5.66' 5.81 6.08 6.31 6.59 6.96 6.96 6.38
40 6.95 7.44 .7.59 7.73 8.07 8.54 8.99 9.23 9.57 9.99 9.82 9.05
35 9.77 9.74 10.01 101.42 10.88 11.27 11.39 11.63 11.95 12.18 11.69 10,67
30 11.49 11.83 12.10 12.51 13.0)9 13.82 14.19 14.31 14.23 13.97 13.46 12.75
25 13.25 13.68 14.03 14.38 14.86 15.37 15.69 15.70 15.47 15.05 14.46 13.76
20 14.17 14.61 14.99 15.39 15.91 16.43 16.7,3 16.68 16.36 15.85 15.21 14.54
15 14.63 I S. 10 15.54 15. 16.54 17.07 17.35 17.27 16.91 16.37 15.75 15.14
It0 1-1.70 15.19 15.67 16.17 16.75 17.29 17.57 17.50 17.15 16.63 16.06 15'.56
5 14.41 14.88 15.38 15.94 16.57 17.11 17.41 17.38 17.07 16.61 16.15 15.77

,-0 13.80 14.22 14.73 15.34 16.1M 16.56 16.87 16.90 16.67 16.31 15.97 15.74
-5 12.94 13.27 13.77 14:41 15.10 15.64 15.97 16. 07 15.94 15.68 15.50 15.42

- 10 11.86 12.11 12J.57 . 13.23 13.90 14.40 14.71 14.88 14.84 14.69 14.65 14.77
-15 10.45 10.63 11.08 11.75 12.32 12.80 13.0)6 13.24 13.17 13.18 13.39 13.69
- 20) 8.87 8.89 9.26 9.74 101.24 10.45 .10.55 10.69 10.75 10.66 10.62 11.87
-25 7.28 7.29 7.63 7.93 8.02 7.71 7.28 7.26 7.42 7.64 '8.36 9.19
-30 6.11' 5.84 5.84 5.8t0 '5.58 5.40 5.19 5.14 5.09 5 38 5.84 6.nt0

5.05 4.49 4.37 4.38 4.12 3.85 3.47 3.41 3.34 3.55 4.10 4.90
-4t) 4.03 3.62 3.38 3.26 289 2.58 2.21 2.04 2.04 2.22 ".3 3.29
-45 3.33 2.X 2.53 "-.1 2(X0) 1.54 1.28 1.12 1.10 1.22 1.47 2.01

50 2.76 2.27 1.97 1.64 1.3(' t0.94 0.71 0.56 0.53 0.60 0Y81 1.15
-55 2.17 1.72 .1.45 1.12 0 V 0 1Z )) (.3 0.24 t0.21 0.25 0).38 0.57
-0 .69 1 .29 I.03 0. 076 0.69 ).30 0. 15 0.09 0.06 0.08 (0. 14 0.26
- 6._ 0.96 '0.72 0.48 2.d0

7 .84 0.66 0.46 0.3) 0.16 0.08 0.00 MLOU .) M)0N) 0.0 02 (.
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GALACTIC COSMIC RADIATION AND SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES

polated for Epochs 1955. 1965, 1975. and 1980 have been
calculated by numerical integration (Shea etal.. 1968; Shea ..

and Smart. 1975; 19831. An iso-rigidity contour map of -- . . -
effective vertical cosmic ray cutoffs for Epch 1980.0. re- ---
fleeting the use of the newer and more accurate internal - " ' '---- - .---

magnetic field model IPeddie, 19821. is shown in Figure - .- ..- - - _
6-13. The values for the effective vertical cosmic ray cutoff _D)
rigidities for this same epochare tabulated in Tab!e 6-3. .

The Skirmer 4pproximation. The classic work of St6rmer -. - - _ -

on the motion of charged particles in a dipole magnetic field - .- ..
resulted in the following equation for the cosmic ray cutoff . .. .... .... .,.. ,.
rigidity P,

Figure 6-13. lso-rigidity cmtour of vertical cosmic ray effect:%e cutoff
C+si,\ (6.16) rigidities. The units of cutoff rigidity are in GV.

P' =M 1 '+ (I - sinF sini$ cos3X)'2 1-

where X is the geomagnetic latitude. . is the zenith angle.
.and'$ is the azimuthal angle measured from the magnetic
north. When this equation is normalized to the earth's dipole

Table 6-3. (ConUinied)

Geographic I.ongit 'c (Et

Geographic

180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315 330 345 Latitude

0.47 0.36 0.23 0.13 0.04 .0.00 0.00 0(00 0.00 0.06 0.11 0.19 70
0.99 0.77 0.49 0.31 0:17 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.17 0.30 0.43 65
1.76 1.38 0.98 0.65 0.40 0.23 0.16 0.16 0.23 0.39 0.64 0.90 60
2.'85 2.28 1.75 1.23 0.8,1 0.49 0.36 0.36 0.50 0.80 1.21 1.70 55
4.25 3.46 2.81 2.05 1.42 0.98 0.75 0.73 0.95 1.43 2.13 2.85 50
5.60 4.85 4.!5 3.16 2.37 1.75 1.35 1.27 1.62 2.47 ".35 4.35 45
7.96 6.47 5.49 4.60 3.63 2.77 2.14 2.05 2.57 3.79 5.08 6.15 40
9.52 8.99 7.67 6.11 5.17 4.21 3.24 2.99 3.83 5.26 7.36 9.11 35

11.69 10.48 9.65 8.78 6.99 5.54 4.38 4.02 5.14 7.5A 10.02 10.94 30
13.04 12.38 11.74 10.88 9.63 7.74 6.02 5.51 7.02 9.98 11.78 12.68 25
13.90 13.33 12.84 12.23 11.32 9.35 7.67 6.61 8.49 11.67 12.88 13.63 20
14.59 14.09 13.67 '13.19 12.46 11.05 9.27 8.64 I;.OI 12.60 13.50 14.12 15
15.10 14.68 14.30 13.88 13.35 i2.36 11.27 11.06 12.22 13.11 13.78 14.25 10
15.43 15.07 14.73 14.36 13.92 !3.22 12.45 12.29 12.73 13.33 13.76 14.04 5
15 53 15.25 14.93 14.60 14.21 13.71 13.14 12.80 12.97 13.32 13.48 13.55 0
15.35 15.17 14.92 14.62 14.28 13.86 13.36 12.99 12.98 13.09 13.(X) 12.85 -5
14.87 14.82 14.66 14.43 14.15 13.81 13.37 12.97 12.81 12.69 12.36 11.92 -10
14.01 14.17 14.15 14.03 13.84 13.57 13.19 12.77 12.47 12.15. 11.53 10.79 - 15
12.72 13.15 13.36 13.42 13.35 13.17 12.85' 12.42 11.99 11.47 10.49 9.47 -20
10.19 11.24 11.98 12.56 12.67 12.63 12.38 I1.9,. 11.40 10.52 9.33 8.04 -25
7.98 9.45 9.40. 10.75 11.79 11.92 11.78 ! 1.34 10.56 9.57 8.15 6.88 -330
5.65 6.62 8.01 8.73 9.62 11.05 11.09 10.z5 9.73 8.50 6.88 5.95 -35
4.15 4.84 5.60 6.76 8.18 9.'t3 10.08 9.63 8.80 7.35 6.18 5.(X) -40
2.69 3.30 4.28 4.99 '6.01 7.87 8.89 8.52 7.74 6.80 5.34 4.15 -45
1.65 2.24 2.94 3.79 4.58 5.61 7.05 7.41 6.77 5.47 4.27 3.42 -S50
0.95 1.36 1.94 2.64 3.35 4.29 4.90 5.18 4.90 4.25 3.48 2.77 -55
0,51 0.76 1.20 1.77 '2.27 2.98 3.75 4.01 3.82 3.39 2.72 2.14 -60
0.22 0.42 0.69 1.05 1.55 1.96 2.46 2.72 2.63 2.40 2.02 1.61 -6
0.10 0.22 0.40 0.60 0.90 1.20 1.51 1.67 1.75 1.59 1.33 1.11 -70
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CHAPTER 6

moment M and the distance from the dipole center R is
expressed in earth radii, the constant terms evaluate to 59.6.
For locations on the earth the vertical cutoff rigid ityisvery 4,9 " MV . .MeV

useful. and since th2 zenith angle is zero the dipole vertical t .

cutoff is given by

14.9 cos? 2"
P, (6.17) 1.5 MOV 12.2 MOv

4l ,6 , .:. -.. .1.-

Variations of the Stbirmer cut, f equation can be em- 74

ployed when normalized to the cartn's actual magnetic field. t 8Mv 24.4v

An improvement in accuracy can he obtained by correcting " * .
for the displacement of the earth's effective magnetic center - "

from the geocenter. A number of magnetic coordinatte sys- X7

dinate system IMcllwain. 19611 is very useful since in a 6 , .
dipole field cos- I R1. The worldwidc grid of traiector- 6, '. .

derived effective venical cosmic ray cutoff rigidities. no, 6'""6 2 i 2 r. 2

malized to the L paramet r. results in ,A,3,,TLC EOA. Timi( ....

*-P, = 16.) L 2. (6. 18) Figure 6.14. Daily %ariion it the high iatitude geomagnetic cutoffs.

This lorm is useful where the geomagnetic field retains its
basic dipolar structure: it can be used throughout the mag- 6.2.4 Charged-Particle Flux

"  netophere wherever a useful L coordinate can be calculated. Within the Atmosphere
A priCtical limit for the region of applicability seems to be

. within the domain of the 1 '= 4 shell. At higher L-shells The intensit% and compoition of the cosmic rays ob-
increasing errors will be encountered due to the external served within the atmosphere depend on the quantity of
,:rfent systems of the magnetosphere. absorbing material traversed before observation in addition

Recent work indicates that the Stdrmer equation can to the cutoff rigidity of the observation point. Atmospheric
he generalized to estimate the cutoff at other directions conditions. especially barometric pressure. have an appre-
and altitudes if a local nornivlization value is available. ciable effect on the measured intensity: hence. cosmic-ray
If a vertical 'm',re properly, dipole ra di:i) cutotf is knos n. intensities are usually reported in terms of atmospheric depth
the cutoff at other directiini, may be computed using a (mass of air per unit area above the observation point) or
normalized form of Equation (6.16) and an appropriate of ait pressure at the observation point rather than the al-
magnetic coordinate *,vstem. If a cutoff at one altitude is titude of the ob,,ervation. The ioni/ation rate measured within
known, the .-utoff at another altitude can be computed. the atmosphere depends upon the amount of matter above
A convenient vav is to emplo. the L 2 dependence of the point of observation and on its distribution in height.
Equation (6. I 1. At a given altitude, the value of the pressure in millibars is

Cosmic Rav Catoffv tit Hig h L~atitudes. The earth's mnag- about 2c4 less than the atmospheric depth in grams per
netosphere has a dynamic topology reflected in the daily square centimeter. Figure 6-15 is a plot of atmospheric depth
variation of the cosmic ray cutoff at hieh magnetic latitudes. as a function' of altitude.
In region, %%here the magnetic field line, are "'open" (that Primary cosmic rays incident upon the top of the earth's
is. traceable to the distant magnetospher;c tail), the cosmic atmosphere interact with air nuclei prodr ing high-energy
ray cutoff is essentiall zero. In regio:|s of the magneto- secondar, cosmic rays. These secondar' particles. in turn.
sphere where the magnetic field line to,"ilog. changes from interact with other nuclei and produce additional secondar-
open ito clos ed as the Carih rotates t manetic latitudes fromt ies. Ficure 6-16 illustrates a nucle;,r cascade process initi-
- 60c to - 75 . there is a sieniticant dailh variation in the ated by a primary cosmic ray. The production of secondary

* value of the cosmic ra\ cutoff rigidities. Current magne- components becomes sieniticant at about 55 km (4-mb pres-
tospheric models are inadequate tn precisely model these sure with the local intensity reaching a 'taximum ithe Ptfoter
chanes and are limited to providing upper limits of the maximuni) at approximately 20 km 56 mb). The intensity
cutoff rigidity values. The bc,t availabl. a\erage high tat- o! scondarics Ohn derca,,e . from the Plot/or maimnum
itude cutoff values have been obtained b\ pol'ir orbiting to the surface of the earth as the particle,, low energy bN
satellite,, [l:anselo and Stone. 19721 and are shos,,n in additional colliion, until the majorit\ either deca\ ( r are
Figure 6-14. ab,,orbcd. Ai celent compilation asscmblin, comic r-,
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VERTICAL DIR MASS
*1 \ VRTCA

VERTICAL AIR MASS

.10.

IL

U 1

0 00?. o W 7(Kr 0 W 0 o 6 0

44

00ide 11941

Pijure6-i. hemas o ai pr Uitare i a erica clum oetendin upwr fre adeivht frome a kalee ofly thepimar

exbservhatils one erth a sefed preparey Aiofra spnd

tutm into probable secondary components at any location
and specified atmospheric depth. See O'Brien 119701.
O'Brien 119791 and references thereit' An example of the

* computed atid experimentally mca'Lured ionii~ation as a func-

OJ~dO'.Ction of altitude is shown in Figure 6-17.

W TRN EGN.T 6.2.4.1 The Secondary Cosmic Rav Ionizing
Component. The cosmic ray secondaries most commonly
measured on the earths surface are Tr and l.' mesons. neu-

~ ~* r~o. ~cro~s trons, protons, electrons, and -y-ray photons. The secondary
'.0 O~V,~0,./%cosmic rays are often classified into thre~e major components:

-:0 the hard component comprised of primarily relativistic muons.
St '(ASthe ntrcleonic component comprised of locally orodwuced

ptons and neutrons and the soft com net cmrsed oif
Figure 6-W6 Schematic dlaLrdnt of a cos..ic ray shower. N and P are electrons, and yl rays. The flux and composition of the sec-

hig enresnetros ad potns hil th I~ercas n ondar-v cosmi, rays are the result of random interaction
and paire used to denote dis integration prodluct neutron% and
protons Pions. mesons, electrons, Txssitrons. and gamma probabilities: the instantaneous flux of ionizing secondaries

O - rays are indicaIed by convlenltional svmbols. can have a considerble variation from the average flux. For

* * -6-13



CHAPTER 6

I I I I I I IjI '-~ example !he intensity in the core of the cosmic ray shower

500 may be orders of magnitude above the "average" for a few
400 microseconds.

16 Typical ionization rates in the polar atmosphere as a fur.c-
300~~~ E tE EN ion of atmospheric depth and solar-cycle variation are shown

2 0 *0 i n Figure 6-18. The variation of ionization with latitude ob-
wl20 - 0 - 0'BRIEN (1970); tained byNeher 119671jduring the 1965 solar minimum. plot-

uCALCULATED FOR ted as a function of cosmic ray cutoff rigidity, is illustrated in
LiSOLAR MINIMUM Figure 6-19. The miost common high energy ionizing com-

S100 -- \- ponent of the secondary cosmic radiation is the cosmic ray i.

0. 80 0 meson. These muons must be relativistic to traverse the at-

o 60 +mosphere (half life = 2 x 10 ' s), are only weakly ioniz-
- - ~ing (the energy loss of a a. meson in air is 2.2 MeV cm' g-') and

Z 40- 0 at sea level have a pole to equator latitude dependence of the
P - order of -O0%. The typical pi meson spectrum is shown ir.

< Figure 6-20. The Lmeson intensity as afunction of altitude is
Z 20- shown in Figure 6-2 1.
0 The high energy secondary cosmic radiation can initiate

* >.'(, ~nuclear interacticns in whatever matterthey penetrate. The

W 10C nuclear fragments of these interactions resemble "stars" when
L) 8 recorded in photographic emulsions and examined under high

7- 8-magnification. "Star counts" can be used to estimate the prcb-
in 6- abe rate of interactions in, semi -conductors; these interac-0 4 auaino bevdsa onsi ie nTbe64

0 tions can cause errors. in solid state'agic circuits. A compact

6.2.4.2 Vie Secondary Cosmic Ray -Neutron Compo-
2- nent. The secondary cosmic ray neutron component is

generated within the atmosphere by the nuclear interaction
______________________________________ of high energy cosmic ray nuclei with atmospheric atoms.

I I I I J There are no neutrons inthe primary cosmic ray flux. At
*0 200 400 600 800 1000 high energies the "knock-on" process dominates the neutron

ATMOSPHERIC DEPTH (g cnii 2 ) production. while at lower energies the "neutron evapora-
Fiuretion" process dominates the neutron production. These neu-

Figur6-17. Computed and experiintaI altitude variatiolt ofL,'osmic rav trons interact with other atmospheric atoms and produce
4 ~ionwiition. The data are nornnalized to a sta level valu-' ot radioactive isotopes. The secondary neutron flux in the at-

2- 15 ion pair, per wecond per cub-, cent imeter at ej level mosphere is responsible for the generation of cosmogenic
(K~Llr an lihft. ~7x[isotones such as "4C (half life of 5730 years), 2"Al (half life

Table 6-4. Cosmic ray induced nuclecjr iyiteractions iper cubic centimeter per da',I

Type
V If'Star

(Number of l0OGy
Prongs) 2 GV Cutoff'Rigidity Cutoff Rigidity

Atmospheric
Atmospheric Depth Depth

-____ .9 47.4 63.7 81.3 121 677 j 14.9 47.4 -

>1 2390 20311 2150) 2040 161 2.1 575 425
>9 619 *352 372 235 290 L2? 238 132

>16 223 122 129 27 116 (0.29 105 61

I Pita s.'urcc%. Ros'si II 1952 1464 I nml rctcrcmkc' thcremIn
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SOO- Soo 500
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Figure 6-18. Yearly Averaged cosmic ray ionization rate per atmosphere of air as a function of atmospheric depth [Nehter. 19711~.

*of 7.4 x IO-W years). and ...Be (half life of 1 .5 X 10' years). 6.2.5 Cosmic Ray Albedo
*The carbon- 14 isotope enters the hiosystem and can be used

to date dead t iolegical materials. Other long lived isotopes Some small fraction of the secondary cosm~c radiation
*may collect in the polar ice or sea sediments, The differential will escape the atmosphere and contribute to the total ra-

2nergy sptctrum of neutrons at various depths in the at- diation fluxc exposure to earth orbiting satellites. The elec-
mosphere is shown in Figure 6-22 [Armstrong et al., 19731. trons and protcns will spiral along the earth's magnetic field
T;iese result-i are typical of m'di3titudes. The fast neutron lines to the opposite hemisphere. Measurements of the al-

*flux in the atmosrhere at various depths and cutoff rigidities bedo proton flux at the l'op" of the atmosphere for high
for both solar minimum end solar maximum conditions is and midlatitudes are given in Figuire 6-24 while the albedo
illitistraled in Figure 6-23 ILight et al., 19731. electron flux at the **top'* of the atmosphere is given in Figure

9 ____ ___

59" 

10'* [lb'009k.
30D qn'E 

I

00

400g/cm'

24 8 4 0 02 It 10 .1.0

Figure 6-14. Cosmic rav ioni,:i:1rate as::;:l:::,n of attitude and Figure 6-20. Difrnilverticat [lux. ot T~owns at sea level Measured
goant:cutoff rigidity'. vausaeindicated hv the %juiHu% ssrnto's wAhite the solid
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CHAPTER 6
I T I .. results from and is descriptive of d measurement technique.

Cosmic ray sensors on the earth recorded the first observed en-
ergetic solar flare particle outbursts, and hence the name solar

7 cosmic ray events was derived. Later, when balloon borne
cosmic ray detectors observed particle events not detected at

E % the earth's surface, the name ground level event was intro-

duced to distinguish between those events detected at ground
level and those observed only near the top of the atmosphe'e..

"""This name is still used to identify solar particle events contain-
ing relativistic protons. Beginning in the 1 950s the earth's po-

1, ',lar ionosphere was shown to respond to solar flare protons with
energies from about I to 50 MeV. and the term PCA events

W became synonymous with solar proton events. Spacecraft
measurements are now many orders of magnitude more
sensitive than earth-based measurements and allow meas-

ATMOSPHERC DEPTH (g.crnZ ,z) urements of the composition of solar particle events. The
term solar electron event was introduced after 1965 to dis-
tinguish the species of particles present. However, the older

Figure 6-21. Altitude variation of the muon intecnsity >0.3 GeV. The ti.h
solid line reproeents older values (circa 1948) IMurakami definitions are still used to provide continuity of historical
et al.. 19791. data bases. 7

The most commonly measured components of solar par-
* ticle events are protons and electrons. The first positive meas-

6-25. The electron albedo includes approximately equal urements of solar neutrons occurred in 1980 [Chupp et al.,
numbers of electrons and po: itrons. There appears to be a large 19821. Solar neutron fluxes at the earth will be extremely

* variability in the available electron albedo measurements that rare as the neutron half life of - 11.7 min implies all but
is not yet resolved. Typical numbers in the energy range 0. 1 the most energetic solar neutrons will have decayed before
to2.5GeVaree* = 77.e = 6 m's-'srt.Theresultsof they can reach the earth's orbit.

* satellite measurement; in the equatorial region ct 230 km are
given in Figure 6-26. There is an approximate factor of 2 in-
crease in these numbers in the high latitude region. 6.3.1 The Solar Particle Source

About l0% of the secondary cosmic ray neutron flux in
* the upper atmosphere will escape into space. The cosmic The source of the energetic solar particles is generally

ray albedo neutron flux escaping from the atmosphere is not the solar flare (see Chapter 1). There is a time correlation
* bound by the earth's magnetic field and will later decay between the observation of an increase of the particle flux

* (neutron half life - 11.7 minutes) into an electron and in interplanetary space and the occurrence of a solar flare.
proton, which may be trapped in the earth's magnetic field. At jow energies, there is a correspondence between the level
and an anti-neutrino. The albedo neutron flux is an i:nportant of solar activity (such as the number of flares and sub-flares) .
source of the high energy proton flux trapped in the earth's and the low energy solar particle flux in interplanetary space.
magnetosphere (see Chapter 5). A model "global averaged" Some flares are more copious energetic particle pioducers
albedo neutron spectrum is given in Figure 6-27. Near the than others, the more copious solar particle generators gen-
earth there is an approximate 1:7 ratio of the albedo neutron erally being solar flares rich with x-ray and high frequency
flux from the equatorial atmosphere as compared with the radio emission (particularly in the centimeter and millimeter r
flux from the polar atmosphere. wave lengths).

Many of the particles accelerated to high energies in a .
solar flare will escape from the solar corona into the inter-
planetary medium. As the energetic charged particles move

6.3 ENERGETIC SOLAR PARTICLES into the interplanetary medium they will be guided along
* (SOLAR COSMIC RAYS) the existing spiral magnetic field pattern. As a result, both

the intensity and the spectrum observed at the earth depend
• .Part of the energy released in solar flares may be nuclei ac- somewhat on the relative positions of the earth and the flare
" celerated to high energies and released into space. These.;olar on the sun. For example. a solar wind velocity of 400

particle events arc commonly referred to by a number oS de- km/s produces a spiral field that connects the earth to the so-
scriptive names such as solar cosmic ray events (SCR). solar lar longitude - 55' west of the central meridian of the sun
proton events. solarelectron events, polarcap absorption events as viewed from the earth. The actual degree of "well con- .7

(PCA). and ground level events (GL ). Each of tbese names nectedness" between the earth and the sun depends on in-
'b'

6-16
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CHAPTER 6

SOLAR MINIMUM SOLAR MAXIMUM
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.-igure 6-23. Fa',t neutron flux% ersu% atmospheric depth for various cutoff rigiditie, for s alar miri mum conditions (left pandc and solar maxi mum conditions
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SPLASH' ALBEDO ELECTRONS 100

U, T,
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ZFigure 6-26., Spacecraft me!asurments of the low altitude albcdo electron
w LL. I h

ENEMIC RAYMeV)OENERY We) NUTRO '!PC'I
Figure 6-25. Measured differential kinetic e;rgy spcin~m of the aihedoelectron flux at the -top" ofthe alrnt ,phcr'-. Thc solid circles Jr

are! measurements at Palestine. Texas (veical cutoff rieidits
-45 GVt. and the open circles are meiasuremvents at high *7

Waitudes (Ft. Churchill. C'anada). Adapted from Israel 14691. a)

195-5-1W6 lDodson et al.. 19751 and Catlo~g (?f Solar E 6

Protot, Evetas 1970-/979 lAkiniyan et al.. 19831 contain
considerable detail in describing solar particle events and2
associated solar circumstances.

6.3.2.1 Solar Proton Events. A list 01 the malor solarH
proton events observed at I AU at the orbit ,)! the ea~rth is]
given in Table 6-5. The solar prolt n event frequency dis-]
tribution has a period of - I I years (t1.c solar sunspot cy'cle).
and there is usually one anomalousty large event in' each
solar cycle. Apart from these anomalous events. the re-
mainine events seem to he distributed as though the log, (tb ioF5 1 L . LJ
base 10) of their sizes has a normidl statisticai Jiribution.0tO60
This is called a lo-normal distribhution. Kin; I 7 19741 has NUR~EEG MV
found that the distribution of the solar protont iluerices F is Figtirel6-27., NnidcelLhat averaeed athedo i.,utr(,n pectrum Wlaflin
a log-normal distribution above n.ry energy threshold. The avid White. 19741.
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Table 6-1. Majiw ')lai proton cvents ib.,crvcd at the earth.

Maximum Maximum Peak Flux IntegratedF Neutron 30 MHz (cm-2 sU) Intensity
Solar Particle Monitor Rsometer (onmidirectiona) (cm 2)
Event Onset Increase Absorption >30 >30

Date PECS (Percent) (db) MeV MeV

A 1956 Feb 23 X 3 4 4554 13 6 200* 6.5 x ]0*
1956 Aug 31 X 3 0 - 4.9 150* 2,5 x 107*
1957Jan20 X20 - .4.1 2500* 3 x I0*
1958 Mar 23 X 2 0 - 3.2 1 200*
1958 Mar 25 X 3 0 - 10 1 500*(sc) 12 10O'
1958 lul 7 X 4 0 - 23.7 1 500* 3 X I0*

2 000*(sc)
1958 Aug 16 X 4 0 - >15 200* 2 x 107*
1958 Au. 'j2 X 3 0 - 10.6 . 50) 5 X 107*

WK8 At%-,'- X 4 0 16.6 1 ]00* 5.3 x 107*

- 1958 Sep 22 X 3 0 - 10.6 50* 6 x 106*
1959 May 10 X 4 - 22 6 000* 7 x 10*

8 000*(sc)
1959 Jul 10 X 4 0 - 20 4 lOf)* 8.8 x 108*

195v-Jul 14 X40 23.7 1! 000" 1.1 x 10°*

1959 Jul 16 X42 10 21.2 16000M 8.1 X 1014
18 O00(scj

1960 Apr I 1 2 0 3 50* 2;7 x l0*
1960 Apr 5 2 0 3.1 40* 2 X 106*
1960 Apr 28 (2- 0 - . 3 300* 2.5 x 107*
1960 Mav 4 (1)2 4 290 5 200* 7 x 10"*
1960 May 13' (1)2 ) - 4.5 60* 4 x 10"*
1960 Sep 3 2 2 1 4 2.7 240* 4 × 107*

Maximum Maximum Peak Flux
Neutron 30 MHz (cm - s') Integrated
Monitor Riometer Intensity
Increase Absorption directional onmidirectional (cm 2)

Date PECS (Percent) (db) >30 MeV >30 MeV >30 MeV

1960 Nov 12 444. 135 21.2 12 000* 1.4 x 0li*
1960 Nov 15 4- 13 88 >20 6 000* 5.2 x I,*
1960 Nov 20 (33 2 8 5 1 000* 6 X 10'*
1961 Jul II X I 0 - I 20* 2 x 106*
1961 Jul 12 (2)42 - 17 120* 1.0 x 10X*

1961 Jul 18 333 24 II 2500* 2.1 x 106*
j1901 Jul 20 (1)2 2 7 5 3(X)* 9 X t0"+

1961 Sep 28 2 2 0 - 3.3 11.0 150* 2.4 x 10'*
1963 Sep 20 1 2 0 -- .4 4.0 30 Ix 10(
;-1965 FebS 1 0 --- . 1.3 50.0 250 Ix 10"
1966 Mar 24 1 2 0 1.6 15.0 -1.0× 10X
1966 Jul 7 1 2 1 3 2.1 30.0 4.4 x 10'
1966 Aue 28 1 2 0 - 4 15.0 . 1.0x 0
1967 Ma 25 3 3 0 1- II 32.0 1.7 x 10"

71967 0a 29 2 2 0 4.1 270 1.3 x 10"
1967 Dec 3 1 2 0 -- 1.8 10.5 4.6 x 106
1969 Jun 9 2 3 0 6.5 12.4 8.9 x 10
1968 Sep 28 I 10 12, 0.1 16.9 x I061±
1968 Sep 2) 2 1 I 1.7 19.0
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Maximum Maximum
Neutron 30 MHz -Peak Flux Integrated
Monitor Riometer (cm-2 s-1 sr-t) Intensity
Increase Absorption (directional) (cm -)

Date PECS (Percent) (db) >30 MeV >30 MeV

1968 Oct 4-6 120 -- 1.5 6.3 2.6 x 105
1968 Oct 31 230 - 5.5 10.0

11.2 x 1061±
1968 Nov 1 230 - 4 11.7
1968 Nov 18 2 3 3 14 12.5 404.0 1.7 x 107

1968 Dec 3 1 20 - (slight) 1.7
13.2 x l0i

1968 Dec5 230 - 4.7 31.0
1969 Feb 25 1 2 3 16 2.1 41.5 2.1 x 10'
1969 Mar 30 I 1 2 9 1.4 13.0 1.3 x 10h
1969 Apr II 3 3 0 - >16 123.0 1.6 X 107

1969 Nov 2 3 3 0 - 13 737.0 2.1 x 10
7

1970 Jan 31 1 2 0 - 3 6.2 ,2.7 x 10s

1970 Mar 6 1 3 0 - 5 0.9 1.0 x IO
1970 Mar 29 1 2 0 - 1.8 20.2 1.7 X 10"
1970 July 24 I 2 0 - 4.5 0.8 5.8 x I04

1970 Aug 14 2 2 0- 3.0 2.7 3.9 x 105
1970 Nov 5 1 2 0 - 3.5 1.7 2.8 x 105
1971 Jan 24 3 3 3 26 14.5 408.0 2.7 x 10

7

1971.Apr 6 1 2 0 - 3.8 5.0 2.0 x 105
1971 Sep 1 2 3 3 16 5.2 162.0 1.3 x 107

1972 May 28 1 2 0 - 2.6 2.7 5.3 x 105
1972 Aug 4 4 4 2 20 >22 21 000.0 6.2 x 10"
1972 Aug 7 3 4 2 8 3.1 384.0 3.0 x 107

PECS. The notation PECS stands for the three digit proton event classification system as defined by Smart and Shea
119711 a5 follows:

First Digit Second Digit Third Digit

E > 10 MeV
Satellite Measured Daylight Polar 30 MHz Sea Level Neut,'on

Proton Intensity Riometer Absorption Monitor Increase
Digit cm 2 s 'sr'

-3 From 10 'to !0 2
i ~ --2 From 10 2to 10 --
i - I From 0 to IO W-

0 From I0" to 10' No measurable increase No measurable increase
I From 10' to !02 Less than l.f dB Less than 3/%
2 From 10- to 10' From 1.5 dB to 4.6 dB From 3% to O%
3 From 10' to 10' From 4.6 dB to 15 dB From 104 to 10014
4 Greater than 10' Greater than 15 dB Greater than 100l/

The lirs digit represenis the tcaurenlent of th, 0 I) M 'c' proton flux hy a satellite ",ithin the earth-moon systevm. the second dgit relre.ents the 30t
.4,I1H1 ahsorption measured hx a sunlit Polar rionetet, amd the third digit represent, the respronse of a high latitude sea le,cl neutron monitor. An -X in
the first diit indicate, that ntt enough satellite data are .ailable to make a determination of the maximum flux of protons greate," than lI MeV. A digit
% ithin parcnhhesi, is provisi ,nal. based on partial data.
'Proton liu\ datd derived from Polar C ap absorption measurements.
(,.c Peak liux a,,,,o oi;ed %kith coma nt Ic storm

Comp,. .it integrated proton flux of 2 separate event,.
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CHAPTER 6

Table 6-6. The paraImeter% of' the log-normal 'listribution. for ordinary solar flares. Parameters are shown for the integral ominidirectional fluence
for the entire soilar esent in protons cm -. and the peak ormidirectional flux in protons cm s'

E >I10MeV E > 30MeV E > 60MeV E >100MeV

Log Omrntdtrectional

Integral Fluencc 8.27 ± 0.59 7.2b ± 0.75 6.63 ± 0.95 5.77 ±1.24

-' Log Otnidirectional
PaFlx3.27 ± 0.64 2.37 ± 0.82 1.88 ± 0.78

Data from King 19741.

means and standard deviations of the distributions for four Solar electron events are characteristically separated into
energy thresholds are shown inTable 6-6. two groups: low energy solar electrons (energy ranges in

the 10s of KeV) and high energy electrons (energies in the
* 6.3 2.2 Solar Electron Events. The data base for solar MeV range). (Since the rest mass energy of an electron is

electron events begins with their identification in 1965. Since 0.511 MeV, electrons with kinetic energy in the MeV range
it is difficult to measure electrons in a high flux of pene- are relativistic, and their velocity is nearly the speed of

* trating protons. it was not until 1965 that the detector tech- light).
noilogy used on spacecraft was capable of uniquely distin- Low energy electrons are emitted by many solar flares
guishing betwzen electrons and protons. Solar electrons are (even small ones). and there is a very good correlation
present in all major sokr particle events and were probably between Type Ill radio bursts and the measurement of low

* present. but not itientified. in major events prior to 1965. energy solar electrons for "favorably" located solar flares.

Table 6-7. Average abundances relative to iixygen (if energetic particle populations in the interplanetary medium.

Solar Flare Particle Events Solar Material

Iron-Rich Corotating
Normal (I-5 Particle Streams

Eleme~nt (1-20 MeV) MeV) (1-10 MeV) Corona Photosphere

H 4600 W)30 2800 1780 *1445.
70 40 .170 150 91*

Li -0.(X)05 -l1.4 - 10
Be<0.007 -2 .10 "

B <0.0007 < 1.8 o

C0.5,4 0,23 1.05 1.0 0.6
N 0.13, 0.2 0.126

F <0.002
N0.60.39 '0.2 0.063 0.054

Na0.016 0.0 05 . 0.0028

M g 0.18 0.54 0.13 .0.079 . 0.050
Al1 0.016 0.005 0.0048
S i 0. 13 0.44 0.087 0.079 0.065

P . 0.XW2 . ,0. W5 0.0(X)5
S 0 1.426 0.33 . 0.06 0.0251 0.023
Ar 0~I.tXW4 0.01 0 OA) 15
Ca ' 0.0)12 0.0045 0.0032
Fe 0.15 1.3 0,095 0.093 0.05

Noethe phoi~phere He ahunkfa,iiic not jiccuratels measured and there is a lar~c sariance bisicen the results iif different measureient mecth.ots



GALACTIC COSMIC RADIATION AND SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES

The frequency of the low energy solar electron events is
highly correlated with solar flare frequency throughout the
solar sunspot cycle. The location of the solar flare is im-
p.,rant since low energy solar electron event detection at
the earth is generally limited to heliolongitudes within ± 90 SOLAR FLARE PARTICLES
of a position about 500 West heliographic longitude. NORMAL

High energy solar electron events have a distinctly dif- "Fe, He rich
ferent time profile from the low energy solar electron events. i ON
The high energy solar electron event profile is similar to the W 0 sOLA9 CORONA

. .§0 * SOLAR ATMOSPHEREtime-intensity profile of the 90 to 100 MeV protons. The S T
high energy solar electrons characteristically arrive at I AU 0

after the observation of the low energy solar electrons emit- . 10 -

ted from the same flare. See Simnett 119741 for a detailed w
study of this phenomena. >

There is a special class of solar electron events called 0 -

"scatter free" events. These events arc very impulsive, with "
short interplanetary propagation times, and short rice and M I Fe"

Wdecay times. The data indicate that the solar elec!-ons in 0 V_
these events undergo very little scaltering in the interpla- Z 16 -

netary medium between the sun and the earth. The scatter z
free events have an upper energy limit of about I MeV, and
detection at the earth is restricted to a relatively narrow solar 4 -
flare source region about ± 300 from the Archimedean spiral 0 o-

path from the sun to the earth. See Section 6.3.4 for a
discussion of the most favorable propagation path between
the sun and the earth. "3

6.3.3 Elemental Composition of Solar l I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1
Particle Events H He Be C O Ne N Si S CaFH Li B N F Ne ~A 'P Ar F!

Average values of the elemental abundances of > I

MeV/nucleon solar particles in relatively large solar flare Figure 6-28. Abundances of elements and element groups normaliied to
oxygen in the solar corona (filled circles). solar atmosphereevents (peak intensities exceeding 100 protons cms -  or photosphere (stars and in solar flare particle events The

srMeV- ') with a "normal" composition are given in Table abundances for relatively large(peak intensities ">- 100pro-
6-7 and shown in Figure 6-28 as solid bars. open rectangles tons cm-" s-' sr-' MeV '1 flare p=r iJe events with a normal

( tnd solid triangles (upper limits). The composition are indicated by solid vertical bars. solid tri-
(element groups) angles (upper limits). open squares (single measurement with

abundances relative to oxygen of the individual elements or error bars) and open rectangles (element groups). The corn-
element groups are derived from a number of individual position for "Fe"-nch (also 'He-rich) solar flair particle events

is indicated by cross hatched ba-% and rectangle% and is basedflare particle events. There is signifiant variability in the i ndac cr ed brs n te s an i ae d
on abundance measuremen's in the I to 4.6 MeV'nucleon

composition of normal flare particle events, not only from range. The vertical extent of the bars for H. He. C. N. Ne.

one event to the next but sometimes during a given event. Mg. Si. S-Ca. and Fe in both the normal and Fe-rich events
The vertical extent of the solid bars and onrectangles indicates the degree of variabilit in the composition betweenopen rdifferent solar flare particle events IGloeckler. 19791.
indicates the degree of variability in the elemental com-

position. For the large events, variations in the abundances
from flare to flare, and with time during single flares, give
no indication that physical mechanisms preferentially ac- corona and photosphere whose abundances are also given
celerate any particular species over the energy range of in Table 6-7. There is overall agreement in the abundances
observations. Systematic changes in the elemental comnpo- of He. C. N. and S through Fe* the elements Li. Be. B. F.
sition have been observed during individual solar particle and P are rare, and the odd Z (Z is the atomic number)
events and :n successive flares from the same active region. elements N, F. Na. Al. and P are far less abundant than

, In addition to the velocity dispersion there is a charge-to- their even Z neighbors. The energetic solar particle com-
mass dependent dispersion in the time-to-maximum for elc- posit.on seems to be consistently enriched in the elements

, ments having equal velocities. Ne to Si. and the solar flare C,'O ratio although consistent
IDespite these variabilities the basic composition of solar with the solar photospheric abundance, is lower than the

flare particles is similar to the comixosition of the solar currently acceptable coronal abundance values. At this time
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little is known about elements heavier than Fe except that and plasma turbulence in the corotating interaction region
their abundances are very low. (CIR) provide evidence for the continuous acceleration of

The elemental composition of the solar particle flux is particles in the interplanetary medium between - 2 and 5
basically similar for small, medium and large events, there AU. The acceleration mechanisms proposed most frequently
is. however. a tendency for the IeO ratio to be somewhat include both statistical processes resulting from magnetic
larger (- 70 to 90) for the small and medium events than and plasma turbulences that are generated when high and
the corresponding ratio for the large solar particle events low speed solar wind streams collide in the corotating in-
IGloeckler. 19791. teraction region. and acceleration at the forward and reverse

Our know ledge of the isotropic composition of solar flare shocks which bound the corotating interaction region.
particles is at this time rather limited and generally confined Of the possible sources for the corotating energetic par-
to the lighter elements Typical values of the H and He ticles, the most likely candidates are either the high-energy
isotropic ratios in the energy range of - I to 10 MeV/ tail of the solar wind or a possible but so far undetected,

* nucleon averagced over a number otf solar flare particle events low energy(K 200 k-V/nucleon) residual particle popula-
" are ' 1 = 71 + 10. -6) • 10 ". 'H'/H - 3 1 10 " and tion, presumably of solar origin.

-H,4It _ (9 4)" 10 '. The isotropic abundances of solar
" flare Ne in the energy range from I I to 60 MeV'nucleon

have recently been reported to be 'Ne Ne 76 6.3.4 Prediction of Solar Proton Events
This valt is distinctly lower than the comparable and well
established solar wkind ratio of .13.1 +0.6. The look

.- abundances of the carbon. oxygen. and neon isotopes The capability to predict a phenomenon such as a solar
• C C 1 10 . 7 0O <O 3 • 10 0. -O)O - 2 • 10 '. 2INLi proton event illustrates our understanding of the proc.sses

Ne < I0 2) ;ndicate that element production by nuclear controlling such a phenomenon. Solar protons are ;4ccel.
spallation reactions in the solar atmosphere is not significant. crated in solar active regions during solir flare events. The

% x-ray, radio and optical emissions during the solar flare evtnt
are the indicators that particle acceleration is occurring. The

6.3.3.1 Charged States of Solar Particles. Direct and "'U-shaped" spectral signature in the radio emission peak
indirect determinations of the ionization states of solar par- power spectrum ICastelli et al.. 1967: Castelli and Guidice.
ficles. indicate incomplete stripping of the heavy ions over 19761 can he interpreted as the indicator that solar protons
an estended energy range up i) at least - 5-10 MeV/nu- are being released from the solar active region(sce Chapter
cleon, At high energies (1 10 MeV'nucleon). the ionic com-' I I). After the energetic particles are released from the ac-

- ponent of solar particle events sems to .c completely stripped celerating region. they will travel through the solar corona
of electrons. Direct measurements' have shown that, in gen- and some will propagate outwards along the interplanetary

" eral. the charge states of C. 0 and Fe below I Mevr'charge magnetic tield lines to the position of the earih. A coil-
in energetic solar particle events are (a) consistent with the puterized code to predict solar proton intensities at the earth
ionization states of these elements in the solar wind (charge after the occurrence of a specific solar flare has been de-
states of 6. 6 and 12 for C. 0 and Fe respecti.ely). (b do veloped by Smart and Shea 119791.
not vary substantialls from event to event, and Ic) remain
constant over the energr range of the measurepients of -50 ,

. n 6.3.4.1. Propagation of Solar Particles. The propaga-.to 1() kV chare A number of indirect determinationsto- cacAi tion of solar protons from the llarc site to the earth can beS ol charge states, of Fe at higher energies ( I to 10 MeV separated into t, o distinct phases. The first phase is dif-
nucleon) also indicate: partias ionization. fusion from the flare -,ite throuch the solar corona to the

'fixrt'" of the Archimedcan sprial path foirmed b% the inter
6.3.3.2 Corotating Energetic Particle Streams. Coro- planetar . ' magnetic tield tine between the sun and the earth.
tine energetic particle esents are 1iie,, increaes in the The Necord phase is the propaation in the interpianetarN

intensitv of protons and i -particles i the range of - I to medium ftom the sun to the earth along the interplanear.
._- 21 Mc\ nucle,, that persi,l fto three to six days and magnetic tield line,. Figure 6- 21) pro', ides an illustratio n of'
often reappear a number of time, at -- 27-da. intcr\als, the propagation concepts.
These corotating or 27-da. recurrent incrca,,.s are not as- Priplt!,ti,, in th Solar Co "o-t . The aneular distar .e

- sociated \kith solar lares and do not eshibit the %elocit\ the solar particle,, ira\ el in the solar corona 'from the pre-
- dispersion 44ien obh,, \ ed at the onset of solar flare particle suled ,,irct that i,. the solar flare site) to the foot of the

e\ent, ht are correlated ,. ith high-spe ed solar % ind streams Archtniedean spiral path froni the sun to the earth is dcs-
anti inteplanetar. macnetic tield structures cotroating with ienated b\ the \K)hol 0 in Figure 6-29 In a heliographic
the ,un Mcasirement,, of radial gradients andi patli'le an- coi-kd'rate 5-stern the solar flare ksill ha. c cxrdh.ate,. de-

* isorOpits in cilrtatimn, event', combined '\ith the ternpt'ral- fined as solar latitude No and hcliocentric longitude ,

spatial correlation, obe,r\cd at 4 to 5 At' bet\cen the \%here o) is p , ti'\e ,t of central meridian. id (1), i,
* I Me\ nucleon c,rotating parlicles and the magnetic field negatie ca.! o central meridian. It the toot" o the Ar-
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I '  + 
. . . .ELECTRONdS M PROTOWS

.

J

to E

*.U "-EAT IN EAIR-H Figure 6-.30. Interplanetary nwan, freept i asa.ncin fc'r~
+. raticle rigidity. Thiese data have been derived from at anal-

SUN Jysis of many sola: patcle events. The shaded areas indicate
the rwge of "wca 'Ner tree" upw- IcgionI aod "nonal k Ir

/ Iregiont proaataion in the interplanetary medium.

and are released into the interplanetary medium, they prop-Sagate along the interplanetary magnetic field lines. (See./ / Chapter 3 for a detailed description of the solar wind.)E The spiral structure of the interplanetary magnetic fieldshown in Figure 6-29 is highly idealized. On a microscale

therete re go many irregarities in the interplanetary medium.aThe energetic slar particles propagating through the inter-
planetary medium will undergo raidom scattering and the

•Figure 6-2q. Illustration ofthe concept ot solar particle propagation fn~ same general theory described inSection 6.2.2. I applies.the sun ti the earth. The coronal ,;r~pagation ditance 1t The mean free path between scattering centers is quite vari-illutratd y the heay arc on the sun Interplanetary prop- able depending on ruth the particle energy and the am ountagttion proeed alg the Archindan spiral path frm i h i ea ed. a m rotheunt earregulurlans in t he interplanetary medium.thesmmayhlathe general range of mean free paths determined from a
Figue 6tmh-' t hf ,por n'era cle events is illustated in Figure 6-30.

t chiuedean spiral is at helioentric longitude i. then the During the sun to earth phase of theit propagation the
lheliocentric aogitudinal distance from the flare site p to the elar panticles appear to have an average mean free':' "foot" of the Archimedean spiral will be . - bt. It is path lengt of the order of 0.1 to 0.3 AU: consequently.

assumed that coronal prun pagtion is a function of e. ard over the I Al radial distance, diffusion perpendicular to
from diffusion theor, it is expected to be prdportional to , the interplanetary magnetic field line is negligible. The en-,.&0-" IWihberenz. 19741. ergetic paricles travel essentially along the interpla3etary* As, a resprlt of diffuson tin the olar corona and the magnetic field lines tith a velofit that is a function of the
inherent assumption that same stochastic processes are op- particle energy. The minimum propgation dea will be forerar~ng. there will be a solar particle gradient existing in the particles that essentially travel ah lg the interlanetary mag-solar corona such that the proton intensits decreases as a netic field lines with iminal scattering. so for"scatter free"function of distance irom the flare site. The obserational onsets the propagationtime from the sun to the earth nillS evidence shows that the gradient p vary from case to be the distance traveled asnt the Archimedean spiral path

Jcase. An observer at one astronomical unit who is connected divided by the particle vehoits.As. ia the inttrplanetard magnetic field to the heliographic o- Some scattering ctanly o-curl in the intetlanetar.siton of the flaring region would obsper've the maximum medium, and to determine the time of maximum inten,,ity.possihle particle intenity. An observer whose ingerplanetahe diffusion theo is applicable. Almost all theories, involvinglmagnetic ield connection is at a distance of ft from the slaar particle transport in the intcrplanearv medium s',how
flaring ltation would oberve a reduced intensith e ber- that the time of maximum is prop rtional to th square of
vtioal data en uegest an averatge gradient may bc aout one the distance traveled. The distanhe travelled can i obtainedorder of magnitude per radtan of clocntric ditathice. bs integrattng alng the Archimeinl an oc pira path. Normal-

- Propagation in the nerp lerrv cFehm Ate r the ied to the earth's orbit at I Aer i. in a heliographic coordinateJ agenergetic solar particles propagate throufh the solar corona system, the Archimedtan spiral path leneth. I). is
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D 1/2r A + I +

lnlbA + V41A + j 619 00 4 9
II ~300

whr A is the heliographic longitude of the "foot point" A 00

where the Archi-nedean spiral path to the earth connects to A
the sun. If the solar wind p~assma carries "frozen in- mag-

ntcfed.tethe heliographic longitude of the "foot
point" of the interplanetary magnetic field line that extendsI

* fioni the sun to the earth is given l"y (bA = (wur)/V,. where A
90* 70 50* 301 10* 0- 3X0- 50- 70- 90-'

taw. is the solar synodic rotation rate ( 13.3 degrees/day). r is East SOLAR LONGITUDE OF FLARE West

I AU. and V_ is the velocity of the solar wind in km/s at
* the earth. If the Archimedean spiral equation in the polar Figure 6-?l. Distribution of observed onset ti-nes (if 30) MeV protons as

form is normalized to I AU. then 46A = 404/V,.~ where a function of solar longitude. The data points are the mecas-

404 is the nominal solar wind velocity when the solar ro- urenents Iof Barouch et al. [19711

tation is equal to one radian during the time it takes the
* plasma element to travel I AU. where D is the distance along the length of the Arctiimedean

The velocity of a proton is given by spiral from the sun to the earth and 0 is the proton velocity.
This calculation can be re~peated for each proton energy

r 2 (velocity) desired to obtain the velocity dispersion of the
13 =[I ~-------j-j (6.20) predicted onset times as a function ot energy.

6.3.4.3 Time of Maximum Particle Intensity. The dis-
tribution of the time of the maximum of 20 to 80 MeV

* where Ei is the kinetic energy of the particle in MeV. 13 protons observed at the earth for a number of proton events
is the velociti, of the particle compared with the '.elocity of [Van Hollebeke et al.. 19751 as a function of solar longitude

* light, and the rest energy of the proton m,,c2 has the value is illustrated in Figure 6-31 where the heavy solid line has
* of 938.232 MeV. (Note: 3 Vic.) the functional forn of 80'. The minimum in the cdrve cor-

*The minimum time in hours required for a proton to responds to a flare at the -foot point- of the Archimedean
* propagate along the Archimedean spiral path from thte sun spiral path htween the earth and th( sun which would be

to the earth with zero pitch angle and no scattering is 0. 133 about 5-.2' for a nominal solar wind of 404 km/s.
D The time of maxmum can be computed by as 'sumning

the particle% have an average bulk velocity that is about half
* 6.3.4.2 Particle Increase Onset Time. Thz delay time

from the iolar flare until thL onsel oif the particle increase ...~ .I .$
at the earth is the combination of the coronal propagation ~MVPiTW'

* time and the time for the particles, to propagate from the 0V6M PKTN

sun to the earth alons: the intemnlanetarv marnetic field lines.
ThL dilltribution of )nset tin1e6 expected for 30 NMeV

* protons 1"Or nominal selar in d %peeds is shoisn in.Figure g

6-31. In this figure the heas solid line has the functional '

farm of 4"*: the data poiints shois n oin the tivurec art, taken
fronm 4.rouch et aL 119711 and indicate typical variations
that may be expected. The minimum in the figure corre-
srxinds, to "flare at tht. heliographic long'itude of the *Iooi

* point- oif the nominal Architredcan spiral path between the
sun and the earth (57.2'. Weli of central meridian). The :
initial onset will be for the fastest (highest energy)t protons%. L........ f *

The onslet tlime is given h% Ali-s'~ ~~~q-

0,1I13 1) Figure t.2~ tDistribution of ti..crtd tites of mia'tmumn t it to it eT., tin hours - 40'. (6.211 pWItol. a, a ttiflot f o foijteitudk. Ilkat oit are

13the "easutrerrent' tit Van Holitebe-It ci at 1175
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of the particle speed that would be computed from the par- particle longitudinal gradient will combine to increase the
ticle energy. Most theoretical models set the time of max- flux decay rate at the earth.
imum proportional to the square of the distance traveled
along the magnetic field line from the sun. The time of 6.3.4.6 Differential Energy Spectra. The slope of the
maximr, intensity is computed by differential energy spectrum of solar proton events observed

atthe earth is summarized by Van Hollebeke et al. 119751
20.133 D2  and shown in Figure 6-33. Assuming that the hardest spectra

T,, (in hours) = 2. 0- + S02. (6.22) (the minimum in the solia curve of Figure 6-33) should be

along the interplanetary magnetic field lines leading away

6.3.4.4 Magnitude of Maximum Intensity. The maxi- from the flare site. the average spectral slope is observed

mum intensity is predicted ')y converting an electromagnetic to vary as

emission parameter (usually radio flux or x-ray flux) to a
proton flux. Many different algorithms can be used but = 1'.0 + . (6.24)
currently the best predictors are the relationships between /

integrated radio flux and peak proton flux. The maximum
particle intensity is expected to be along the Archimedean 6.3.4.7 Prediction of Polar Cap Absorption. It is pos-

spiral path from the flare. The maximum partick intensity sibie to convert predicted proton flux to prediction of the

expected at the earth is derived by attenuating the flux through profile of the riometer absorption in the polar ionosphere.

the coronal gradient over the heliocentric distan:e in the It has been showi that riometer absorption is proportional

corona between the flare position and the solar equatorial to the square root of the intergal proton flux above some

longitude of the "foot point" of the Archimedean spiral path' specified energy. A convenient relationship is J, .... = 10A 2 .

from the sun to the earth. where J, .,, is the flux of protons with energy greater then
10 MeV and A is the absorption in decibels for a 30 Mi-z

6.3.4.5 Proton Event Decay. The decaying porti0n of a riometer. The relationships developed by Sellers et al. 119771

solar particle event is normally exponential in character with are simple equations that are relatively independent of the

a nominal time constant for the flux to decay by a factor of slope of the solar proton energy spectrum. These authors
I/e although there i's a slight energy dependence. and there selected the integral proton flu greater than 5.2 MeV and

can he a large variability between events. 2"2 MeV to be a good predictor of the riometer absorption

The decaying portion of the event can be modeled after in the sunlit polar ionosphere and the night time po;ar ion-

the principles of diffusive particle transport in the interpla- osphere respectively. These equations are

netiry medium. One such method is collimated convection
lRoelof. 19731. This results in a Ie decay constant of A (day) = 0.61J, * ,] (6.25)

A (night) = 0.251J, ,12. (6.26)

T,j (in hours) 3D I)36(10" (623)4V_(j -- )360
. ..~ ' .. .

" where T,, is the IVe decay constant. D is the distance along
the Archimedean spiral path. V_ is the solar wind velocity.
and -f is the differential energy spectral exponent. -

Effi'cr (if ('oronal Gradient on Ap1parent Demca Rate. " .. -

The a,,sumption that there is a particle gradient in the corona ote . *

combined with the, solar rotation. results in a decay rate at
the earth that is dependent on the solar flare location. After * ,
-the particle flux nmaximun, the flux along the intcrplanetar
magnetic field lines can be conidered as a corotating, struc-
ture bcing con-cted out into space. If. the particle source
is a rare on the eastern hemisphere o- near central meridian
of the sun. the particle coronal longitudinal flux gr-dient . ......... .

rotates toward the "foot point" of the Archimcdean spiral - .

W from the sun to the ear:L, thus the apparent decay rate % ill ,

be slower than the radial convection rate out from the sun, hgure. ". 13. Viri;amon ti the ahimi',lt vittUC oi %'? ctral index y in the

If the particle source rotates away from the "foot point." as 2Y] '44 MeV ran' a%, t lun.'twn tit the h.'ohi.htudt ThedJ*,hed 4:11' ln e hn L1 4" t i'h t" -' It ht" *norn Fl' c-'enf,

is the case for flares that occur on the extreme viestemr The ,,lid line i, leais quware- tit ijti can tt' prewnicd

hemisphere of the sun. then the solar rotation and the coronal t 2.711 - . 2)
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Chapter 7

THE CHARGING OF SPACECRAFT SURFACES
H.B. Garrett

The buildup of static charge on satellite surfaces is an analysis is applicable to current spacecraft charging prob-
important issue in the utilization of satellite systems. The lems. This is true as in a very real sense the space vehicle
analysis of this spacecraft environmental interaction has re- itself can be considered as a "floating probe." This theme.
quired important advances in basic charging theory and the of the vehicle as a probe, will form the basis of much of
development of complex codes to evaluate the plasma sheaths this chapter.
that surround satellites. The results of these theories and Probe theory has developed into an important subfield
calculations have wide application in space physics in the of plasma physics in its own right, see review by Chen
design of systems and in the interpretation of low energy 11965). It has only been with the advent of rockets and
plasma meas.remcnts. ultimately satellites that the charging of objects in space has K

In this chapter. those aspects' of charge buildup on sat- become a major separate area of concern. The first period
ellite surfaces relevant to the space physics community are of charging studies, in fact, was concerned with the potential
summarized. The types of charging processes, models of of interstellar dust grains. One of the earliest studies, that '-'
charge buildup, satellite sheath theories, and charging ob- of Jung 119371. found that photoemission and electron ac-
servations are described with emphasis on basic concepts. cumulation were probably the dominant processes in inter-

As many books and monographs on specific aspects of stellar space. This subject was extended and put on a firm
the charging of bodies in space have appeared in the last physical footing by Spitzer 1!941; 19481, Spitzer and Say- A
two decades, it is difficult to cover all areas in detail in a edoff 119501, and others lCernuschi, 1947; Opik, 19561.
chapter of this nature. Rather, the chapter is limited to the Depending on the assumed "sticking", probability of the
charging of spacecraft surfaces in the near-earth magneto- electrons, the photoemission yield. and the ambient envi-
sphere. Rocket measurements are only briefly treated. The ronment, the estimate satellite to space potentials for these
reader is referred to books by Singer 119651, Grard I 1973a], early studies ranged between - 3 and + 10 V. ,
Rosen 119761, Pike and Lovell 119771, and Finke and Pike With the advent of rocket-borne sensors in the early
119791 that contain papers on 'he charging of natural bodies 1950s, spacecraft charging emerged as a discipline. Perhaps
such as the moon IManka. 1973; Freeman et al., 19731, the first example of a spacecraft charging effect is in a paper
dust particles lFeuerbacher et al., 19731 and other planetary by Johnson and Meadows 119551. They theorized that shifts
bodies JShawhan et al., 19731. A brief historical review of in the ion peaks measured by their RF mass spe 'trometer .
spacecraft charging is followed by a discussion of obser- above 124 km could be explained by a negative rocket
vations. Following a description of the major charging potential of - 20 V. The first treatment of the charging of
mechanisms, specific spacecraft charging models are ex- a macroscopic object was published the next year by Lehnert
amined with emphasis on basic concepts. A substorm worst 119561 who estimated satellite to space potentials of -0.7
case environment is included. The chapter concludes with to - 1.0 V when ion ram effects were included.
a discussion of spacecraft charge mitigation techniques. A Not only did 1957 see the launch of Sputnik, but it
more detailed version of this chapter can be found in Garrett ushered in a second phase in spacecraft charging studies.
119811. Gringauz and Zelikman 119581 discussed the distribution of

charge (or sheath) around a space vehicle in the ionosphere
and the 'influence of photoemission and satellite velocity.

7.1 SPACECRAFT CHARGING Jastrow and Pearse 119571, while neglecting photoemission
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE but including ram effects, computed the drag on a satellite

caused by charged particles in the ionosphere. Their study
The historical roots of spacecraft charging analysis can for the ionosphere assumed Ti > T, so that the estimated

be traced to the early electrostatic probe work of Langmuir potentials were between - 10 V f night) and -60 V (day). P
ILangmuir. 1924, Mott-Smith and Langmuir. 19261. Not values which are too high as T,; > T, is the actual case
only is the Langmuir probe still an important space plasma IBrundin. 19631. Another basic assumption ot their study,
instrument, but as will be discussed, much of Langmuir's as in the related study of Chang and Smith 119601, is that
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CHAPTER 7

the ion density is little changed in the immediate vicinity effects (-0.14 V). During this period more believable po-
of the vehicle. tential measurements were also reported for rocket probes

Zonov I 19591 and Bean. and Johnson 119601 analyzed as exemplified by Sagalyn et al. 119631 who found potentials
the effects of electric fields induced by the movement of a of -0.4 V (150 km) to - 1.7 V (450 km). D
satellite across the earth's magnetic field- these fields can In a 1961 paper. Kurt and Moroz 119611 predicted po-
be quite important tor large structures. Beard and Johnson tentials of - 3.2 to 4 V outside the radiation belts. They
119611 also discussed the effects of emitting charged par- also predicted potentials as high as -20 kV in the radiation
ti,:les from a vehicle and the limitations on vehicle potential belts. Although only crude estimates, their dredictions an-
in the ionosphere, another issue which is !-till of concern ticipated the - 20 kV potentials observed in eclipse on the
(see Section 7.4. 1). In the same period, the first satellite geosynchronous ATS o satellite in the 1970s. These and
potential measurements were made by Sputnik 3. Krassov- other results were compared in an excellent review of the
sky 119591 found a potential of -6.4 V and Ti: = 15 000 effects of charged particles on a satellite by Brundin 119631.
K at 795 km. Another good review from this period, in which the validity

The lirst review of spacecraft charging appeared in 1961 of various ionospheric measurements were discussed, is that
IChopra. 119611. Despite difficulties with thi review (Cho- of Bcurdeau [19631. The most complete works of this pe-
pra predicted high positive potentials Ance the photoelectron rinod, however, are in the first book concerned with space-
fluxheassumedwastoo high). itcanbeusedasaconvenient craft chargirg ISinger, 19651 and the thesis of Whipple
marker for the end of the second phase of the study of 119651. Whipple's thesis brings together most of the pre-
spacecraft charging. By 1961 most ofthe elements of current ceding results in an analysis of the roles that secondary
spacecraft charging theory were in place. Preliminary ob- emission, backscatter, photoemission. and magnetic field
servations by rockets and satellites had confirmed that charg- effects have in spacecraft charging. As such, it completes
ing existed and. in agreement with some tieofics. was on the third period of spacecraft charge analysis-a period marked
the order of a volt :typically negative) in tne ionosphere. by a realization of' the importance of spacecraft charging
Photoemission and the ambient electron flux were recog- for plasma measurements and of the importance of self-
nized as dominant sources and v x B effects had also been consistent calculations. Quantitative measurements also be-
considered. On the negative side, secondary emission and came ava;!able for the first time. The period 1965 to the
backscatter had not really been adequately considered present has been primarily one of refinement and extension
IWhipple. 1'9651. charged particle drag (which was ulti- of these 1961-1965 results to higher altitude regimes and
mately shown to be of less importance than errors in 'he more complex geometric situations. It represents the "fourth
neutral drag coefficient (see reviews by Brundin 119631 and period" of spacecraft charging and is the concern of this
deLecuw 119671)) was still of primary concern, and self- chapter.
consistent solutions of the particle trajectories and fields had
not been carried out. Only monoenergetic or Maxwellian
distributions were being considered. 7.2 SPACECRAFT CHARGING

The ncw phase of studies in spacecraft charging actually OBSERVATIONS
started somewhat earlier than 1961 with Bernstein and Ra-
binowit,'s probe study. Bernstein and Rabinowitz [19591
introduced a means of calculating particle trajectories in the 7.2.1 Rocket Measurements
vicinity of a probe for the case where collisions could be
ignored. The importance of their study (see Section 7.4.4) Rocket measurements of the ionospheric plasma have
was that their method allowed a self-consistent solution of been routine since the early 195 0 s. The first observations
the time-independent Vlasov equation and Poisson's equa- of spacecraft potentials were probably the RF spectrometer-
tion. Their work %%a' later adapted to spacecraft by a number m-asurenients tn a rocket by Johnson and Meadows [19551.
of investiLators. l)avis and Harris 1196. 1. by a more sim- They made use of the differences in the energy shifts of
plilied method, calculated the snielding of a .rapidly moving different ionized species to estimate a vehicle potential of
sphere in the ionosphere by -stimating ion trajectories in a - 20 V above 120 ki. Sagalyn et al. 119631. employing 2
fixed electron sheath. Their results concerning the distri- spherical electrostatic analyzers mounted on a Thor rocket.
bution of ions in the wake. despite their neglectinu the ion found mu,:h lower potentials of -0.4 V (150.km) to - 1.7
thermal vclocity. are coni,,tent with Explorer 8 measure- V (450 kin). Their 'measurements are in good agreement -'

ments reported in the' same vear IBourdeau et al.. 19611. with subsequent satellite measurements in the same region.
"hese latter result, are probably the first accurate spacecraft Narcisi ct al. 119681 also fo',nd rocket potentials of about

potential meaurements betsseen -125 kni and 23WX ki. The - 0.5 V in the 1) and E regions although their results may = N
ion current. Ahich varied srongly a, a function of angle have been affected by the potential distribution near the
relative to the salcllitc velocity vector. wa tund to aeree rocket IParker and Whipple. 19701. As discussed by Parker
with Whipple's [ 151) theory (see [-quation (7.231). A sat- and Whipplh !1970[. however. there are forthese and similar
elhe potential of -- ). 15 V %kas observed alon, with v X B satellite .measurencnts difficulties in intetireting the results
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since the detailed particle trajectories must be considered in 'ELECT11111 DENSITY t@Ie00tOfl,/CIT
3
)

dcterminine the actual instrument responses. Further. as 270 10 104 103 log

electric lieds near the rockets may e perturbed by exposed 250- Eetn0il

**tethered payload" experiment of Williamson et al. 1 19801. 230------ -.

in which a potential of + 10 V on the main payload induced 20

ptnilo- Vontesonaypyod4mawyOlsen 119801 ,see also Winckler 119801) has described ~~-
potential measurements from a number of' rocket beam ex 105-

periments. These ranged from the Aerobee flight lHess. . * .- IOLR7VLMEE

!9691 throuh the Echo series I Hendrickson. 1972. Winck- I ROCKETUPLEG

i9?Xl. Precede, and Exeede [O'Neil et al.. 1978a, and bI. i
Although extensive literature exists (in many of these flights. 10

the majority is concerned with the beam aspects. Potentials. 12 -

%%hen observed, were typically 'a few tens of volts positive ,io I

or negative relative ito the ambient plasma tJacobsen and Wo 1 0

Maynard I1198t01. however, have reported 'potentials of POTENTIA.L DIFERENCE 1,011.1

hundreds of volts on the POLAR 5 rocket experiment). As
an example. voltages of + 4 V ( 108 kni) to + 28 V ( 122 t-igure 7-1. Vchic le-to-anhient ptotent ial difference and e lectron density
kmn) were observed by Precede (electron beam voltage: -2.5 (niodeled) as a function of attitude lCohen et at.. 19791.
kV current: -0. 8A O'Neil et al.. I 1978a1).

An exception to the rocket beam flights just mentioned kmn tOGO 4): Sagalyn and Burke 119771. - 1.5 V to 4 V
was the "*Spacecraft Charging Sounding Rocket Payload" in the plasmna trough and - 0. 5 to -'I V in the polar cap
ICohen et al.. 1979: Mizera et al.. 19791. This flight tested at 25(W km (INJUN 5): and Samir Ct al. 11979 a. bI. -0. 1
prototypes of the positive and negative charge ejection sys- to --1.3 between 275 to 6WK km (AE-C). The highest values
tems. the transient pulse monitor, and the rocket surfice .observed at low altitudes were by Hanson et al. 11964: 19701
potential monitor subsequeatly flown on the P79-2 SCA- who estimated po~tenti.als of - 6 V at 240 km to - 16 V at
THA satellite. Additionally. a thermal e missive probe, a 540 km and Knudsen and Sharp 119671 who recorded - 15

* bipolar-intersegment voltmeter, and a retarding potential V at 516 km. Even higher values of - 40 V were observed
* analvzer were'also flown. The unneutralized beams., repeat- by Sagalyn and Burke 1 19771 at 2500 kmr on INJUN 5.

edly varied the rocket ground potential between - 600 V These latter values are probably vali J as they were observe
and + 100 V (Fiuure 7-I. Cohen ct al. 119791). Potentials in the auroral zone during impulsive precipitation events
as hi.-h as + 11l() V were observed on conducting surfaces and at night. Although most of these results were for eclipse
and +400) V on insulators IMizera et al... 19791 relative to 'conditions, there was no unambiguois effect due to pho-
spacecraft ground. The sariations in the vehicle to space toelectrons at these altitudes (tlis is no, truc for higher
potential correlated well with the ambient plasma density. 'altitudes).

Higher voltage variations, particularly in sunlight. are
* seen in the plasti~asphere proper at altitudes above 2500 km.n

7.2.2 Sateli itf Mrasurements On 000 5. Noriman and Freeman 1197.11 found pot-rntials
of - 7 to - It) V at 1. 1 R, . Between 2 to 6 Rf,. as the

Satellite t-.easurements at low eaith orbit have been miade saiellice crossed the patiiue.the voltag- varied from
* primnarily by retatrding potential analyzers and sini far current -5 to + 5 V. At 8 R, the potential reached + 20 V (note

collection probes. Th earliest satellite observations of that in eclipse the potential fell below - 3.5 V). Ahmned
* Spacecraft charging %%ere by the ion trap experiment on and Sag-alvn 119721. emiploying .spherical ectrcstatic ana-
* Sputnik 3 w.hich mea~sured potentials in the - 2'V 'a - 7 lvizers on 000 1 ,cacult ed potentials of -3 to -6 V

V range IKrassovsky. 19591. however. Whipple [19591 es- beyond tl~e plasmapaulse and - I I to - 8 V in the plas-
timated - 3 1) V. As, has been dliscussed. the first wvell doc- masphere. On the same satellite. Tayloiret al. 119651. em-
Umnented meaSUremnents of satellite potential at low altitudes ploying an RF spectromeiter. estimated - 15 V at bw al-
%%ere b% the Exploror 8 wkhere potent ials of -0. 15 V were titudest( 15)()- 27MX kmt) to --0 V v*30 MN) km. As discussed.
obserx ed between 425 and! 2300kmn IBourdeau et al.. 19611. however, this poteorial vrs o av h:ve resulted from
Such loss neg.ative values, are t\ pica] of' this region: Re ddy the interaction of' the exposed rositive electrodes on the

% et al. 119671. -0.5 V al 640 kin on IROS 7: Sarnir 119~731. spacecraft solar cells %kith the environnient. Whipple et al.
--0. 71 V to 0(.91 V bet\% cen 600) ,.nd 9W1 ksm (Explorer 119741 reported potentials between t) and - 5.4 V in the

31): Gofdatn et il. 119731. - 0-7 V betwkeen 40W and 650 plasinasphere: on OG() 3 in sunlight. Montgomery et al. -

7-3
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CHAPTER 7

119731 observef" potentials of + 100 V in the high latitude satellites in the plasmasheet (T[; 10 keV). The best doc-
magnetotail at 18.5 RI: on Vela 6. (As there were apparently umented and most extensive set of such observations come
no ion measurements at the time of these estimates. there from the University of California at San Diego (UCSD)
may be some uncertainty in the method used ass a result of particle experiments on the geosynchronous satellites ATS
possible differential charging I ee Whipple, 1976b, or Grard 5 and ATS 6. The large pote~ntials observed by these sat-
et al.. 19771.) During eclipse in the same region, they es- ellites were first reported and explained by DeForcst 11l972;
timated the potential to be + 15 V. 19731, and provided a major impetus to the discipline of

As the satellite potential in eclipse is proportional to the spacecraft charging. A typical examplc of a - 10 000 V
electron temperature. it is not surprising that the most spec- eclipse charging event in spectrogram format for day 59, aL
tacular potential variations have been for geosynchronous 1976, for ATS 6 is presdrnted in Figure 7-2a. In this type

2ZC-~ 2 3  W1.* Me. OM SIPE- 3 P9,. 2 rG. '.G PAC-360s 6 OM-W~ 2MI2011 ON- -4 LNGO

SEE.

-50- _ __ _ ,

10000

:00

10.1

EN~, ..... ;__

100 -

:000:j ~

2: ,22 1
NY' 59 Zn C-6

Figurlte 
7
-

2 j. Spe~ctrog'ramof the VCSt) particle detector,. on ATS 6 for day 59. 1976 sh'nming a 10-kV chartging event heien 2140 and 22() UT.
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CHARGING OF' SPACECRAFT SURFACES

later are the ATS 5 and ATS 6 beam experiments [Goldstein
.0 ELEcTRONS 10' PROTONS and DeForest, 1976, .Asen. 1980. and Purvis and Bartlett.

"- 19801. These studies presented evidence that while electron
le emission reduced satellite charging. neutral plasma emission

was necesssary to achieve zero satellite to space potentials.
9 CLIPSE Limited observations are availiable in the solar wind and

1,1 in the vicinity of the other planets. The Vela satellites typ-
"', x,,.tcust ically experienced potentials of + 3 to + 5 V in the solar

cum, wind [Montgomery et al., 19731. Whipple and Parker[ 1969a1
computed potentials of '+ 2.2 V and + 10 V for OGO I and

IMP 2. respectively, in the solar wind. The Voyager space-
* craft observed potentials of + I V to + 10 V [Scudder et

0 1 2 304050 60 0 10 20 34050 60 70
0 o ENERGY (Ke) ENERGY oKo V al., 19811. Although preliminary, similar potentials were

apparently measured by the Voyager in Jupiter's outer mag-

Figutr 7-2b. Electron and ion disribution function% versus energy for day netosphere while slightly negative potentials occurred inside
59. 1976. (Dashed lines repres.ni hc spectria before and the denser, cooler regions of Io's plasma torus [Scudder et'
after eclipse: solid lines represent eclipse spectra.) al.. 1981; see also comments in Giard et al., 19771.

The most complete spacecraft charging measurements
are those being made currently by the P78-2 SCATHA sat-

of pl IDcForest and Mcllwain. 19711 the Y axis is particle eltite (Figure 7-6). P78-2 SCATHA was launched in January
I . ¢nerv. the X axis is time. and the Z axis (shading) is particle of 1979 into a near-synchronous orbit (5 x 7 RE ). The

count rates. The figure is interpreted as follows. When the satellite is specifically designed to study spacecraft charging
satellite entered eclipse (-2140 UT). the photoelectron flux as is evidenced by the extensive list of scientific and en-
went to zero shifting the already (100 V) negative potential gineering instruments (Table 7- I). P78-2 SCATHA has con-
even more negative. This negative satellite potential V, ac- firmed current ideas concerning 'the charging process. At
celerated the positive ions as they approached the satell" . the same time, information on the sheaths surrounding a
adding energy qV, to each particle. Zero energy positive satellite has been 'obtained. An abbreviated list of obser-

/ *'ions thus appear as a bright band between 2140 and 2200 vations follows:
i UT at an energy (10 keV) equal to q times the potential V,. I. Arcs were observed under different potential con-

Electrons. in contrast. wre decelerated giving th.: dropout ditions (eclipse. sunlight. beam operations. etc.
in the electron spectra between 2140 and 2200 UT. The IKoons, 19801).
spectra for before and after eclipse are presented in Figure 2. The satellite surfaze potential monitor (SSPM)
7-2b demonstrating this 10 keV shift. Potentials as high as has determined the response of a number of ma-

2000 V IReasoner et al. 19761 in sunlight and -20 000 terials to both natural and artificial charging events
V in eclipse have been observed on ATS 6 IS.E. DeForest, IMizera. 19801. Sample potentials of over - 1000
1978. private communication!. V have been observed relative to spacecraft ground

Another effect of potential variations, differential charg- (see Figure 7-26b).
". ing. is also visible in the ATS 5 anw ATS 6 spectrograms. 3. Natural charging events of - 1000 V or greater

In Figure 7-3. a spectrogram from da; 334. 1969. for ATS have been observed with one event in excess of
'- 5 is presented for the detector looking parallel to the satellite -8000 V.

spin axis. Between 0500 and 1100 UT a feathered pattern These observations are the first to include simultaneous
is visible in the ions and a drepout in the electrons below data on the plasmas. magnetic aMid ectriC- fields. surface
750 eV is observed. These patterns are not visible in the potentials of dielectrics and other surface materials, arcing.
detectors looKking perpendicular to the satellite spin axis. and surface contamninants.
The explanation IDeForest. 1972: 19731 is that a satellite The SCATHA data set has been of particular value in
surface near the detectors has become differentially charged defining a "worst case" charging environment for the geo-
relative to the detectors resulting in a preferential focusing synchronous orbit. In Table 7-2 are listed two "worst case"
of the ion fluxes and a deficiency in the electron fluxes to examples from SCATHA as adapted fron Mullen et al.
the parallel detectors. 119811 and Mullen and Gussenheven 1198-21. For compar-

The frequency of occurrence of the ATS 5 and ATS 6 ison with earlier estimates, a "worst case- examp!e from
charging events in eclipse are presented in Figure 7-4 IGar- ATS 6 has also been included IDeutsch, 19811. The plasma
rett et al.. 19781. The daylight charging events on ATS 6 moments and single maxwellian tempt'ratures Idescribed in
have been found by Reasoner etal. 119761 (see also Johnson Garrett. 19791 are averaged over all angles while for SCA-
et al. 119781) to be anticorrelated with encounters with the TttA the 2-maxwellian values are for component, narallel

plas napause. The level of charging has. however, been and perpendicular to the magnetic field. The SCATIJA cx-
found to correlate with Kp (FIgure 7-5). To be discussed ample on Day 114 (24 April 1979. 0650 U i. 23 MLT)
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CHARGING OF SPACECRAFT SURFACES

50- A-5/ATS-4 ECLIPSE PIOTENTIALS
- ATS-5 (1969- 1972) [; T(AV6)-LP (ISO/i01 1 0 )

; 40 ~~~ATS-6 (1976) fONattSLt~il 0
E 0 MXWELLIAN a

-wo
2 a

z - -4000- a
z

0

00

VOLTAGE tkey) 0

Figun: 7-4 Occurrence rcqutlnc) of ATS 0%9-1,4i721 and ATS 6 % 10 20 03 04 05 IS o 10 o go
I II7bi es p ie nial I III mnn aiilo

ing also exist. Typical is the plot of 4atellite operational Figun9 75 Slntaocrec fwiec o(iwe %aitin oTS
anomalies as a fu'r.ctiiin of local time at geosynchronous .5 an ATSwiro:Icatepriii.a% (arrtiu Kp0~ i .ini ,

orbit presented in Figure 7-7 JMcPherso~n and Schober. 19761.
The cause of th Iis clusterine near local mnidnight is believed,
to be spacecraft char..ing- intense fluxces of energetic elec- defined power laws: peak current %cales as the 05) power
Irons associated m th injection events are encountcred near of the area, released charge a-, I .(M. energy dissipation as
local n idniL'ht %%:-ich lead to charge buildup and arcing and I,50. and pulse duration as 0.53. Although still preliminary.
hence to control circuit upsets and operational anomalies, various attempts are also underway to theoretically mtJel

Given that differential charging! can take place. %khether these arcing pheno.-nenra jMuelenberg. 1976; Beers et al..
through potential diftrrrnces oin adjoining surfaces or through 19791.

chre deposition in dielectric%, arcing can occur. Arcing. Another result for surface arcs I Stevens. 198(0: Nanevc
defined as the rapid I-nanosecond) rearrangement of charge and Adamo. 19801 in the laboralorv. is tha' the breakdowkn
hN punchthrough 4brcjkd0,An from dielectric to substrate), potential on a negative surface varies from - IM~ V at low
b~ flashover I propcigating subsurface doscare), blowoff earth orbit to - t R)Va esnhoosobtipyn

l~r tosufac~t be~cen s urfaces, or between surfaces. and that arcing should not be a common ocrec.I i'r

space. is not well understood. A typical arc discharge pulse 7-9 1 Shaw et al r. 19761 the arecing rate oin a geosxnichro'ious
I19alnlain et al.. 19771 is plotted'in Fig~ure /-X. lialmain satellite shows% a steady increase with the daily geomnagnetic
1 19801 findsN that surface discharges display characteristics index~ ap. A% arcing is common even at low levels oi cg~o-
that scale ith variations in Npecimen area according to well magnetic activity. a discrepancy exi~ts beween laboratory

P78- 2

I 1c-urc f, I tc I-" ' (-A Ic lIi ttelitv thc ditinitc i,1 arc . rrsnrc I l "iti t, 1d 4; i l hn
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Table 7-1 PrnipaI inwestgaItt4s %Cvnmw% fiw P79-2 SCATHA

Experiment Principal lnvestigatot/
Number Title Sponsor Address

SCI Engineering Dr. H.C. Koonsi The Aerospace Corporation
V.Experiments USAFiAFSCiSD P.O. Box 92957

Los Angeles. CA 90009

sc:, Spacecraft Dr. iF. Fennecll! The Aerospace Corporation
Sheath USAIIAFSCiSD) P.O. Box 92957
Electric Fields Los Angeles. CA 9'XO9

SC3 High Energy' Dr. J.B. Reagan! Lockheed Palo Alto Rsch Lab
Particle Office of Naval 3251 Hanover Street
Spectrometer Research Palo Alto. CA 94304

SC4 Satellite 14 A. Cohen/ AFG1JPHG
Electron and USAF/AFSC/AFGL Hanscom AFB, MA 01731
Positive Ion
Beam System

5C5 Rapid Scan Capt. D. Hardy! AFGLjPHG
Particle USAF/AFSC/AFGL Hanrcomn AFB. MA 01731

SC6 Ther1mal R.C. Sagalyn! AFGL/PH
Plasma USAFiAFSCArGL Hanscom AFB, MA 01731
Analvier

SC7 Light Ion Dr. D.L. Reasoner! NASA Marshall Space Flight
Mass Office of Naval Center, Code BS-23
Spectrometer Research Huntsville, AL 35815

SC8 Energetic Ion Dr. k (3. Johnson! Lockheed Palo Alto R%#ch Lab
Composition Oft .e of Naval 3251 Hanover Street
Experiment Research Palo Alto, CA 94-304

SCY UCSD Dr. E.C. Whipple/ University of California
Charged Office of Naval 8019 Dept. of Physics
Particle Rescarch/USAF!AFSC/ La Jolla, CA. 92093
Experiment SD

SC It) Electric Field Dr. T.L. Aggson/ NASA Goddard Space Right
Detector Office of Naval Center. Code 625

Research Greenbelt, MD 20771

SC I I Miagnetic Dr. B.G. Ledley!,' NASA Goddard Space Right
Field Office of Naval Center. Code 625
Monitor Research Greenbelt. MD 20771

ML12 Spacecraft .. Dr. D.F. Hall! The Aerospace Corporation
Contamination USAFAFSC/AFML P.O. Box 92957

Los Angeles. CA 90X)9

TPNI Transient Dr. J.E. Nanevicz/ SRI
Pulse USAF.AFSC'SD Menlo Park. CA
Monitor
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CHARGING OF SPACECRAFT SURFACES
Table 7-2 Wrc aw. g tNcyhromvjs ernwon-it. The ,mvnent%. TAVG. and TRNIS Are averagend tner all angk-% ThL SC'ATHA !-Ma%%.-lijn

paramneter% Are ftw fluxc% parallel And perpendiculir to thW magnelac thld ATS IS 2.Mavj%%llhan pararnetcr, Are j~er*ged oser All dirtoion%

SOURCE DEUTSCH 119811 MULLEN ET AL. -MULLEN AND)
119811 GUSSENHOVEN 119921

DATE .DAY 178. 1974 DAY 114. 1979
ATS 6 -SCATHA SCATHA

ELECTRONS IONS ELECTRONS IONS ELECTRONS IONS
(ND) (cm '1 0. 112E + 01 0.245E + 00 0.900E + WX 0.230E + 0 1 0.30E + 01 0. 300E .+ 01

(J n m0.410E + 00 0.252E - 01 0.187E + 00 0.795E - 0?, 0.501E + 00 0. 159E - 01
(ED) (eV cm '10.293E + 05 0. 104E + 05 0.960E + 04 0. 190E + 05 0.240E + 05 0.370E + 05
(EF) (eV cm % %r '1 0. 264E + 14 0.298E + 12 0668E + 13 0.430E + 13 0.151E + 14 0.748E + 12

NI (cm ~) parallel - 0.882E - 02 0 ?00E + 00 0. 160E + 01 0. 100E + 01 0. 1 IOE + 01
perpendicular - - 0.200E + 00 0.I1IWE + 01 0.8(NE + W0 0.900E + WX

TI eVp parallel - 0.tilE + 03 0A4X)E + 0.3 0. 300E + 03 0.600)E + 03 0.4CME 9-03

perpendicular - - 040E + 03 0,300E + 03 0.600E + 03 0. 30E + 03
N2 icm ' parallel 0.122E + 01 0. 236 E +00 0.6&w)E + 00 0.600E + 00 0. 140E + 01 0. 170E +.01

perpendicular -- 0.230E + 01 0. 130E -+ 01 0. 190E + 01 0. 160E + 01
T2 1eV) parallel 0. 160E + 05 0.295E + 05 0. 240E + 05 0.260E -4- 05 0. 251 E - 05 0.247E + 0M

perpendicular -- 0.248E + 05 0.282E + 05 0. 261 E + O5 0.2-%E + 05

TAVG 1eV) 0. 160E + 05 0.294E + 05 0. 770E + 04 0.550E + 04 0.W3E + 04 0.X?2E + 04
TRMS (eV) 0. 161 E :+05 0 .295E + 05 0.900E + 04 0. 140E + 05 0.733E + 04 0. 1 IE + 05

and in sit measurement% which underscores the need for IEEE Conference on N uclear and Sp ace Radiation Effect%.
further analysis. 1979). Balmain 1199)01 and Nanevicz and Adamo 1 19801

TMe C11fects of arcing are! somewhat better understood have analvicil the effects of arc discharges on material sur-
than the process itself. The current pulse (Figure 7-81 gen- faces. Balmain 1 19801 gives numerous example% of boles
crates an electrical pulse in spacecraft systems either by and channels of micron size in dielectric surfaces. Nanevicz
direct -current injection or by induced currents due to the and Adamno 119801 find additional, large scale physical dam-
associated electromagnetic wave (see Proceedings or the age to solar cells such as fracturing of the fover glass.

Of more immediate concern to the space physics com-
munity than arcs. however. are the effects of spacecraft

LOCAL TIME DEPENDECNCE OF ANOMALIES charging on plasma measurements. There are nuronus wavs
that charging can complicate the interpretation of low energy

t3 2s 1 , 0 plasma measurements. These can be looselyv defined as sit
16

0 ing of the spectra in energy. preferential focusing or exclu-

00
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-4 -90 -.- 0.

so t I o 25 3 0 40 45 so F~re71 Heating rate Ivr da% distid h% thL averagre heating rate f.w
thq: entire time periodl 4, a runtpin of the daiti [)*,t ifk..s

*~ lNane'oe and Adam... ltttl

* Figure 7-9 Number of are, Vier hour as 4 functhin 44 daiIv apfq Contaminant ions. due to thrusters (ionic or chemical)
gcA~snrnuw satellite lShjz% et al . I'I7h1 or outgassing of satellite materials.. van he trapped %%ithin

the satellite sheath and preferentially deposited on nega-
sionof artcle of paticlarenegy o dieston.and tively charged spacecraft surfaces. Cauffman 119731 ose

ciontin aticln of masurmulen er or seodri . ande also*Jemniola 119781: 1980)J1 has estimated that as much a%
tered cectrons. and photoelectrons. Each of these effects is 50 A of material can he deposited on charged optical sur-

briely dscried blow.faces in as little as. 1(K days. In Figure 7-10 1INanevic/ and
As dscrbed arler i reerece t th ATS6 oser Adaino. 19)101 the heating rate of sensor. on a gcosvnchron-

vAtns (Fiued 7e).apotnta ifference betee the o~r ots satellite apparently rosw ^ ith geomnagnectic activ ity This
hick~ and the ambient plasma can raise or lower thse energy disg elid% of dueo nrc actmianthedefore.itin-
of the incoming particles. In the case of differential flux uigproso emgei ciiyad hrfse n
measurements such as the ATS 6 electrostatic analwer. creased charging (Figure 7-51. Such deposition ma% ak'o
the shift in ersergy is easily detected in the attracted ale scnar msso ndpooeetonpoeris
( Fig'ure 7-2). For devices that measure the total current I such Another effect related to charging otTserved in the lab-

as Lagmur pi'b moe sbtl tehniue' mut le ei- oratory is parasitic po~wer loss. This is anticipated it, be
*ploved which involve intimate knowledge of the current- Imotnatlwrbtlaiud'detontacisbten

voltge caracerisicthe ambient plasma and exposed high voltage surfaces such
The most. difficult effects to correct are due to particle as solar Cells. McCoy et al. I 19M4)i and Steven% 119')X01 have

focusing or exclusion. As demntrated in Figure 7-3. dif- etmtdti fetbt hoeial n ylbrtr
fe-imtial charging oft surfaces near a detector can result in experiments in large vactium chambers to result in a 161"
focusing or defocusini at specific eniergies. Just a% the ge- power loss for voltages. in excess oft SOXM) V at III% earth

* omtrsof he chile an hado th fild f ,~* f a orbit. Thyalsoi find that arcing begins at los% earth orbit
detector, the potential gradients near the detector can distort at- (X) V a ~ n h s a nu sigi bcat. pro e N frptetials o
the particle tratectones~ %lethods foir estimating particle liuxe'. -IM)Va esnbooi ri paet% h oe

* in the vicinit. oif such charved surfaces are discussed in losadam edutouharigsmch oe ros
* Section 7A. on high v'oltag'e arrays than parasitic postecr loss

Secondary electrons. backscattered electrons, and pho-
toelectrons are emiitted by spacecraft surfacecs, If the vehicle

* is po'.itivels charg'ed. these lost% energy particle'. can be 7.3 CURRENT MECHANISMS
rpattracted toI the vehicle. They constitute an extra and un-
dtra.hle current sourc. wiat can confuse ambient electron The space craft t:harg ing effect,, repoArted in the prv% iou%
measurements Even in 'he case of~ negatise: potentials. &~f. section result front current balance, that is. all the variu
ferential potentials or space charge po'tential minima can currents of charged particles, tit and trotti thc satellite surta dtc

result in significant secondlar' and hackscattered electrons must balance. Suich current balance is valid! for aI untlorm.
and photoclectron currents nto the detector. This current is, conducting sattcllhte sufface or for a non-conducting .urtak'e
easily misinterpryied as a p )sitive potential effect it pints in the limfit (it a point Vnless othermiw ileaed. the fonner
clectr 'n me1asuireients are as itlabe. case I for a unttorrnt conductine satellite till he asstied I it
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CHARGING OF-SPACECRAFT SURFACES

a non-unifoirm '.aellic surface is. conidemd. then the cur- '.. Thes.e time '.cak'. imply at least three different range%. for
rent balnc for each isolated s.urfaice and the re'.i'tive. ca- the v.alidity. of current balance. Except for the highecst fre-
pacitivc. and inductive current%. between '.urf;;ce' must also ifuctcy ambient electron variation'.. for plasma frequency
he considered). The calculation of the satellite surface po-- Variations at low altitude'. and arcir~g. satellite to space
tential consists. of 2 steps. Firs. the current% ito the satellite current balance can be rc-ali/ed. Thin dielectic% can respond
s.urfaice arc determined as. funtstion% of ambient conditions. to typical enivironniental variation'. mote this. include'. am-

* stelitegcomt'try. and powtential. Second, a s.atellite poten- bient variation%. due ito satellite %.pin modulations. wh'ch are
tial is found so that current balance is achieved. ic cal- usually a few seconds tot a minute). Current balance of large
culation of the current'. tot the %atellie surface is very' de- surfa~x'. relative ito each other may. however. tit% he achieved

penenton hefied'.in hevicinity of' the space vehicle. -ti.bhavior is. illustrated in Figure 7-25h). Thus. current

These not only depend oin the geometry of the vehicle but balance is expected to be. %.alid in a number of interesting
*also on the sh-ath or the cloud of charged pa.ieles trapped case'. although care must bt exercised in the vicinity of the
*near the satelite. I htnt0iula% for calculating the current plasma frequency and. 'in the other extreme. of large isolated

sources. given the incident particle dis.tribution at each %.at- dilcrc'ufae.
ellitc surface, will be dec,ribed in this %czzion.

7.3.2 Incident Particle Fluxes
7.3.1 Time Scales

The major natural s.ource of potential'. of 1) kV or higher
In eteminng he aliityof he '.'umpionof urrnt on -satellite surfaces. is thec ambient space plasma. Although

balance. an important issue to consider i'. the time scale'. space plasmia i. '.eldoni representable in term'. of a single
*for which it is applicable. Basic electrostatic cons.iderations tempterature and density, the Max-Acll.Boltimann di'.tri-

give order o;t magnitude estimates oif these time scales.. As buti-in function 't'a useful .at~ipoint for describing the
an example. a..sum the .atclitc i. a'conducting sphere of ambient plasma co ,ndition'. trat generate these large ponen-
ridius r anid ha'. a capacitance of C. (7r), The time scale tial'. Given the distribution function f lor an is.otropic Max-

-, for the charging of a conducting sphere relative to '.pace elBtmnnpaa
in the earth'. maL'netosphere is then IKatz et aL.. 19771

-. - f I 10*.t..fv,) =n,(, iexpQ j 7_1)
47re) X(7 ,2 'J,2T

where n, = number density of s.pecies i. m, =ma'.' of
where r I mn. V is the %atell':c potential relative to %.pace %pecies i., T, =temlserature of '.pecies i. v, velocit% tof
I -I IkVi. and Ji%' !he ambient flux t -t)nA cm 1. spcies i. k Bolt,-mann cons.tant. aind f =dis-tribution

Unfoirtunaitl '.atellites normall'. are covered with ther- function.
mal blanket'. that consim of thin dielectrics. depiosited over The current flux to a surface in the absen'. of an eOectric
conducting substrates. The'calacitance of a given dielectric tield is
area A of thickness '.can be e'.~inated t.%. C1, t x A14iros so
that the time scale ;-,is I Kit/ et A_ 19771 ~,=~ ffi dV

,-o lb, t7.21
A] A%%'uniing vsolrtip .

where' % )W I em. V -- I kV. and] J~ WnA cm _ !, VT-h
Other inqportant unit, s a are the charging time otit'-t

large. isolated surfaces relittse to each other 1(from seconds1
to perhaips hour'.. depending oin surface detail'., the plasmia %there i,., is. the current dcn,6t per unit area for 1) piotential.
frequency OW)* It' li/t, and the gyrot'reuenc, (11)" lif? n i'. the unit nonnal to surface. q, is the chare on species

Hifo lectron'. and It0 'if fo I- Ioilower '%alue'. are i. and & V is thc %olurne elemient in %eloiy pc

representatie of c'cosi.nchronous ttr;-it %here' n -- I cm A'. %%ilt lie shown in Section 7.4. %%hen the ctd.ot
an] B lI(nT. andJ the hieher value'. for the iono'.phere, the '.racer.itt piotntal. sheath or plasma anisotropics. and
wheitc n -lt(Y cmn and B -3 ~ t'T ~picalix en' i- dce at ion' tit the aient plasmna troinu a Ma'. w dli an d is-

ronniental changes lake place in mtinute' or longer. although tribution are considcred, the imiple distributomn function of
V tirme wale'. oin the order ot the pl-as.na trci~uenc\ anti t!\- f-qmt I. 'n (7_41 is no lon ucer %Al and the inteerat mon ol'

*rofrequene'. are obse-,rsed. Arcing dtjration tc It) lo t) Equation 07 41 livc.'mes diftwtc [-\.en so. Eq-cuatiop 17,41
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CHAPTER 7
or a moxidification of it. is accurate for many practiral pur- photoe lectron yield Hi E ( W(E)S(E)) as functions of en-
poses. Approximate values of T and n for vjnious space ergy for aluminum oxide lGrard, 1973bj. The total current
plasmas art! tabulated in Table 7-3. density for zero or negative satellite potentiil and normal

incidence. as derived by Graid. is

7.3.3 Photoelectron Currents' = J-' W(E) S(E) dE =f 1I(E) dE. (7.5)

Mhe phi-tiecco-on current from a surface is a function
of satellite mncterial. solar 'flux. solar incidence angle. and Jpt#1, for a variety of materials is tabulated in Table 7-4
satellite potential (sce review by Lucas. 119731). In Figure IGrard. 1973b1.
7-Il adi~pted froi Grard I I 973b 1. are plots of the 4 functions If the satellite is positively charged. the ambient pho-
noece.,sary to descrbe the photoelectron current. In Figure toelectror. current is attracted to the surface. .4 this return
7-Il the Solar flux S is ptted as a function of energy E current is a functitiri f ,Iotential and georrictry the energy
for %%avelcngth). The details of thc spectrm changc with spectrum of the electrons 'fo a given inc~,;1~. .. oochro-
solar activity and can vary greatly if the sunlight reaching matic photon must he known to calc.-ite it acct'nely. Grard
the !ipacoecraft is attenuated by the atmiosphere IGarrett and I 1973b1 has carried out these calculation% ' stcral ma-
Del ortst. 19791. Also shown in Figure 7-11 are the electron terials and different probe geometries (wwe also Whipple.
yield per phuoton for nominal .iicn~c. W (E). and the total 119651).

Ta " .' lItiiud PIA4%n.. piranictr% Gtw vat.ut% emnirninent% %ti,. rili]Ic am ruugh c~Iimuic% Seev aprxcndix.
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* c I. IFigure 7-12a. Setvidary cleqctron yeild N, due ito incident ek-Linms of

- £ ~10 ne:. L imiding on aluminum lWhippie. 1965)

16 Z4II 2 -
10140* 14, electrons are emitted as a result of energy deposition by

Id v incident electronis or ions ISternglass. 1957. Willis and Skin-

32 LI 0ner. 1973. Chung and Everhart. 1974. Baragiola et al..
105 10 15 20 25 19791. Each of the three has a characteristic emission ! pcc-

E WV) trum.I
The equation for the current density due to second-!ry

Figure 7-li. (tiye pt of~iheedelcdpiv er p to: S(F). emission, assuming an isotropic flux and ignoring other
tii sola. flus, and their protduci. Hi Ft. the 3$hioa 4*14lkiIui angular variatiens is (sec. however. Whipple. 119651):
yield, as functio.n of encrgs E ftw aluinuiwn tsi&k IcrAtJ.

2 Irq, f.E g( E) 6,E)E fQE dE (7.6)

7.3.4 Backscattered and Secondary Electrons where J,=secondary electron flux due to incident species
i(usually assui-ed te be electron%. c or protons. H

The impact of ambient electrons and ions on a spacecraft g, = emission spectrum of secondary electrons due to in-
surface generte.. hack scattered and secondary electron- cident species iof cnrgy E. 8, = secondary electron yield
backscattered and secondary ion fluxes being insignificant, due to ir.cidcnt specic% of energy E. L' = secondary elec-
These fluxes, though often neglected in charging calcula- tron energy. and f, = distribution function of incident par-
tions can exceed the incident fluxes '..ndet some circum- ticles at surface.

*~:stances. Although a clear distinction between secondary and Typical curves for ?i, for e and H 'impacting on alu-
*backscattered electrons is not4 always possible. back~cattered minum from Whipple 119651 are plotted in Figure 7-12a

electrons are those ambient electrons reficcted back from and 7-12b (,,,-c also Stemnglass 119571. Willis and Skinner
the surface with some losof energy I Sternglass. 19541 tsce '119731. Chung and Everhart 119741. and Baragiola et al'.
also rcviews b) Dtkker 1 19591. Hachenberg and Brauer 119791) The function g, is assumed to be independent of

119591. Gibbons 119661. and Lucas 119731) Secondary incident energy and incident particle species. The norm3l-

*Tabie 74. PtkovreIectuo emission charact-enslics of variiou%%paceCaft material,

Photoelectron Saturation Flux Satural~ion Current
*Material Work Function ecV) 1l012n~ls-m ) Density (g± A/in2 )

Aluminum 3.9 260 42
Oxide

*Indium 4.8 190 30
Oxide
Gold 4.8 180 29
Stainless 4.4 120 20
Steel

I Aquadog 4.6 110 18
LiF on Au 4.4 90 I5
Vitreous 4.8 90 11
Carbon
Graphite 4,7 25 4
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k.i mpacting %in aluminum l~hippk. W1'S. 0. IL.0I

ized curve IWbipple. 1965.1 for aluminum is plotted in Fig-
ure 7-12c. Figure 7-13. GraJphilof G WEi~ us a funotin tf tE'/Ei when: G is ap-

Frbackscattered electrons, the current density is given energy E* as, a result of an inciident particle of energy E

* by DeForest 119721 lStemnglass. 19541.

2irq'.E E ,E E tual values are dependent on angle of incidence which has* -~-JdE B'.EE fEI E. 1.7) been ignored in the preceding discussion. Further, the sec-
rri ondary and backsicatter properties of actual satellite surfaces

where which are invariably oxidized or contaminated are not %ell
known. Currently the lack of knowledge in this area is one
of the major deficiencies in spacecraft charging theory.

* and G is the percentage of electrons -scattered at fraction E'! 7.3.5 Magnetic Field -induced Current
E of the incident energy E. Distortions

Stemnglass 119~541 has published experimenal measure-
ments of backscatter parameters for different materials. An A problem in low earth orbit often encountered by elec-

estimate of G for AlI from his data is plotted in Figure 7- tric field experimnrts employ long (- 10 m or longer) an-

1,3. For negative fiotential%. the backscatter flux is roughly tita rbosi h nue lcrcfeddet h
20 f h icdetflx satellite crossing the earth's magnetic field lines. Bricfly, a

For both secondary and backscattered cuirents. the ac- aelt oigrlt et lsaEsue ohv
zero electric field with veloc.ity v, will see an electric field

* E in its rest frame given byp

soE v' 10 It 1 X B) V/cm (7.8)i5C

where E is in V/cm. v, is in cmi/s. B is inG. and C is the
40 ~speed of light.%

An earth-orbiting satellite will s.-e a maximum induced
20~s v 3 field at lo%% altitudes on the order of -4).3 Vim. The.4

or- local fields and current Ilows iii the vicinitv of the vehicle
0 2 4 6 a 10 2 14 6s to 20 will be distorted bv this effect.

SECOeMI ELECT"O EWfNGv 6W) -
Besides the v~ X B current, the magnectic field also in-

Fiuc7-12c- pn~s~n ruin of econdan, ec-cri'n due it inidn d'ice% anisotropics in the Particle fluxes. Ambient fluxes.

clevirons hmr ion rmwting in aluminum [Whipple. 1%51 seccondaries. beani iluxe-. and charged particle wakes are
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CHARGING OF SPACECRAFT SURFACES
all controlled to a greater or lesser extent by the magnetic I)1
field. Whipple 119651 and Parker and Murphy 119671 have J /*
a-maly~ed some of the effects of these magnetic field-induced h- h. 40

anisotropies on spacecraft cha.ging (see also reviews by r.n1, .09
Brundin 119631 and (Juverich et al. 119701) and find that h2-~

the electron flux can be reduced by as muc'h as a factor of T..
2. but as a rule these are ignored in spacecraft charging 0. 1
calculations. McCoy et al. 119801 has suggested that thisI i
constraint of electrons to field lines may become of real ~ ~10 ~(b) 9
concern for very larre structures which are much larger than iwj
a gyroradius. e)j

hi.810s 1
7.3.6 Motion-Induced Effects .hS-0J- *o A2.42

In low earth orbit, the velocity of a satellite is 7.5 km/ds. I t
IWithin the plasmasphere. where particle energies are I eV 0 s o 2 . 240 300 3W 0 14 120 100 240 300 MO*

( c) ( d) 9
or less, the ion thermal velocity is 10 km/ts or less. This
implies that a pla..ma wake would t formed around the

*vehicle Chang et al. 11979! have estimated that motion- -on

induced effects on the satellite potential due to such a wake
are iportnt fo ionram t themal vlociy milcis s lo

as 0. 1. Thes motion-induced effects would be present even0.- lt 0.4

for neutral particles and result in there being large asym- 0 S 20 180IS 240 3W0 Mo'

* metries in the flow between the leading surfaces of the8
* satellite and the rear for even small objects such as booms.
*The motion of the satellite can also induce space charge ,Figure 7-14. NormAired electron current versus angular poitionotf the i

varatins n te vcinty f he ehile ~arer.1971. heplasma probe on Explorer 31 ISamir and Wrenn, 19691: 1
varitios i th viiniy o thevehcleJ~aker 1971.The1810r would corresplond Io the center of the wake tthat is.

depletion of electro~ns and ions in the satellite wak' can oplitsite the direction of movement), Also shown are the-
*distert the flow of the particles to the vehicle. A typical oretical tits, The. altitude h andI ambient density n are indi-

observation is presented in Figure 7-14 in terms of the nor- atIuevcc l.190

* mali~ed electron fluxes in tbc wake of the Explorer 31 sat-
ellite ISamir and Wrenn. 19641. Altaiough simple models

*of this phenomena will be dlscussed below, reviews by37
Brundin 119631. Vasha 119691. Liu 119691. and Ai'Pert

* 119761 and papers by Gurevich et al. 119701 and Kunemann
*119781 should he consulted for details. 2

-7.3.7 Charge Deposition 00
j by Energetic Particles 5

The depiosition of charge in dielectrics by hig energy_>____
particles is a well known phenomiena in nuclear physics (See. W400 selConds
for example. Gross and Nablo 11967 1: Evdokimnov :.nd Tub- 10
alov 11974 1: and Frederick son 11 979 1) and has Seen proposed 5005 as a Source of satellite charging lMculenl-crg. 19761. As an

'7 example IFrederickson. 19801. electrons between 10 keV and
:.' . I l(X keV lose energy at a rate of R = 10~' to 5 x 10 eVg 'cm2

depending oin energy and the miaterial involved i R -p. where I
p is the density of the material. gives the energy loss rate per7

cm). Electrons of I leV will typically pnetrate secveral mil- OET 2 ew 4I
limeters into a solid. Fields of the order of NI V/tnrn are nec-
essarv to retard such tnctdent fluxes. Fl-dsof thts magottude Hue71.Teecti il n6m V u~l safnto i

are more than adequate to . ausc electric:al breakdown in a die- exposure time to a 4 N, * Wi Aecin'. I 51eV electron
lectric. Figure 7-I1 is a theorcticai plot 4f the potential in a PCV 11ri Ired,:ricksoin. 145(11
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sample exposed to I-MeV electrons as a function of time to a much larger beam spread marked by aa increase in the
[Frederickson. 19801. local plasma density. The critical current Ic when this occurs

As satellites in the earth's radiation belts or the hostile is proportional to the beam energy. V,. such that Ic cV, 3'2

environment of Jupiter can experience high dosages of en- an equation resembling Equation (7.14). The NASA Lewis
ergetic particles, this effect becomes important if long mis- studies are part of a coordinated effort to validate the NAS-
sion lifetimes are desired. Recent evidence ITreadway ct CAP code (see Section 7.4.6) and have included testing of
al.. 19791 indicates that the effects of charging and arcing the P78-2 SCATHA experiments IStevens ct al., 1980a].
may be substanti-ally altered by the buildup of charge in
dielectrics. As yet. this process has not been included in
spacecraft charge modeling. Its inclusion, however, will be 74 SPACECRAFT CHARGING THEORY
critical to 'a complete undertanding of the charging/arcing

* prtcess. The basic equation expressing current balance for a given

surface in an equilibrium situation is, in terms of the current:

7.3.8 Artificial Charging Mechanisms !F (V) - jl,(V) + isF (V)' + ls(V) + IBsF(V)

Artificial mech-.nisms that effect spacecraft chargtng are + l+ , (V) + ID (V) = I- (7.9)

numerous and inlude electron and ion beams and exposed, where V = satellite potential, 't = incident electron cur-

high potential surfaces such as the junctions between solar cells rent on satellite surface. I, = incident ion current on sat-
'Stevens, 19801. Recently. beam sources have been actively elite surface. 'SF = secondary electron current due to 'F,

* exploited both asprobes of the satellite sheath and as a means
'of controlling the spacecraft potential [Goldstein and De- Insp = backattered electrons due to I,,, = photoelectron
Forest. 1976: Olsen. 1980; Purvis and Bartlett, 1980; Cohen current. IR = active current sources such as charged particle
et al.. 19791. Voltages in the KV range and currents between beams or ion thrusters, and IT = total cur.ent to satellite
mA and A are typical of these systerms (Winkler. 19801. The (at equilibrium, IT = 0).
Excede 2 test IO'Neil et al.. 1978b1, in fact, ejected 3 kV In this section methods of solving Equation (7.9) for V
electrons at 10 A. An example of a theoretical beam calcul- so that t- = 0 will be described. The basic problem is the
tion will be given in Section 7.4 as an illustration of the com- solution of Equation (7.9) subject to the constraints of Pois-

plexities involved in analyzing such experiments, son's equation: 7

Parker 11979. 19801. Stevens 119801, McCoy et al. 119801.

and Rieff et al. 119801 have carried out calculations of the
currents to exposed potential surfaces for large. high voltage an 4 q(
structures. They find that a major effect is to induce large the time-independent collisionless Boltzmann (or Via-
voltage gradients in the satellite sheath that must be con-

sidered in the proper design and use of such systems. The soy) equation:

potentials can lead to multipacting and preferential depo-
sition of ion contaminants. Another possible difficulty as- v • Vf. - V V (r) - V, fi = 0, (7.i)
sociated with very high positive potentials is the "'pinhole" mi
effect. As discussed in Kennerud 119741. the insulation on
Such surfaces can become punctured. Even microscopic holes where n. = local electron density. ni = local ion density,

can result in exceptionally high focusing of electrons-in n, = surface-emitted electron density. V, and V, = gradient
some cases the pinhole can completely defeat the insulation, operators with respect to position and velocity space re-

Finally. a number of experiments have been conducted spectively.
in vacuum chambers. Currently. the most extensive pro-
grams are those at NASA Johnson lMcCoy et al.. 19801
and NASA Lewis IStevens. 1980" Purvis et al.. 1977: and 7.4.1 Analytic Probe Theory
their colleaguesI. The NASA Johnsen chamber test- have General Considerations
involved testing ot high potential surfaces and of rocket
beam sources prior to flight IKonradi. private communi- The most important concept in prose theory is that of
cation. 19801 in an environment resembling the ionosphere. lhe Debye length X,,. the distance over which a probe or
As discussed in Bernstein et al. 11978: 19791. these latter satellite significantly perturbs the ambient medium. (Note
tests have concentrated on the analysis of the s.o-alled "beam- that this is only one definition of the satellite sheath. The
plasma discharge" (BPD) in electron beam experiments .  sheath thickness is not only dependent on satellite potential
They have found that the electron beam at a critical current and charge. but through the so-called "presheath". inf!u-
transitions from one well defined by single particle dynamics ncoes the plasma up to the order of the satellite radius
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[Parker. 19801. More precisely. electrons and ions form a In order to solve these equations, it is as:,. ,d tha! V and
cloud around any charged surface that is a function of the dV(Y)/dY are 0 at some distance Y = S which determines
particles' energies and densities and the potential on the the sheath thickness (called the 'space-ch , ,e limited" as-
surface. As an illustration, the solution to Poisson's equation sumption). The solution' becomes
for spherical symmetry is I L

n 42 V.312
e_,,x,'  J = -S2m (7.14) ,. .

V(r) = (7.12) -IT m(
r

This is the "space-charge limited diode model" solution or
where XD= (KT/4 rr q2n,,) - and n, = ambient charge Child-Langmuir model for a plane. If J is replaced by J,, K*
density. This is the classical Debye length for the assumption qn,, (kT/m) "2 (where,(2 -" < K* < I, the lower limit
of linearized space charge." The "linearized space charge" corresponds to Equation (7.4b); the, upper limit is for a
approximation can be extended to spherical and other multi- monoenergetic flow of energy E 1/2 kT) then the sheath
dimensional geometries, an analytical fit for the spherical thickness can he estimated:
case is discussed by Parker [19801. Values for X1 are listed T 32-n,2

in Table 7-3. If2 (V(7.35)
The terminology "'thick" sheath and "thin" sheath de- 3 \qKT (V, . J \K*J

rives from the assumption that the region over which the
satellite affects the ambient plasma or is screened from the This sheath thickness determines the region over which charge
ambient plasma is either larger or smaller than the char- is collected and is important in determining the maximum
acteristic dimensions of the spacecraft. Usually this reduces current that can flow to a probe for a given V.
to determining whether Xo is long (thick sheath) or short Although seldom utilized in spacecraft charging calcu- K
(thin sheath) compared to the spacecraft radius. From Table lations. a form of Equation (7.14) was employed by Beard

7-3. for a I m radius spacecraft with no exposed potential and Johnson 119611 to obtain the potential to which a vehicle
surfaces in low earth orbit, the term thin sheath is appro- can be charged by an electron emitter in the ionosphere.
priate. For geosynchronous orbit. unless the satellite is 10 This calciktion placed an, upper limit on the current that
m or larger, the thick sheath approximation is appropriate. could be drawn at a given potential ignoring magnetic field
If active surfaces (that is. exposed potentials driven by the shielding effects. When. included IParker wid Murphy, 19671.
satellite systems) or a substantial photoelectron population the maximum current was reduced by as much as a factor
are present. these limiting criteria will change. but even so of 10. Linson 119691. including turbulence, found values
for most satellite studies they are very useful (Opik 119651 between these limits, however. These studies imply that a
has carefully considered this issue of the appropriate screen- I m sphere emitting a 0.5A eiectror, beam at shuttle altitudes
ing criteria for the general case of an arbitrary central force). ,would have a potential of I0- 10'V. depending on the mag-

As a hrst example, consider a large structure such that netic field ILiemohn. 19771, thereby seriously inhibiting a
the characteristic scale of the sheath is significantly smaller 10-100 keV beam. Recently. Parker 119801 (see also Ken-
than r,. the radius of the surface (the thin sheath assump- nerud 19741. McCoy et al. 119801. and Parks and Katz
tion). Assuming at the surface (X = r) the potential is V,, [19811). in order to estimate the sheaths around large space
and that the surface is nearly planar relative to the sheath structures. have developed an analytic expansion for the
dimensions, at distance Y( = X - r,) from the surface (only thin sheath approximation to a sphere. He has investigated
the attracted species is considered) the applicability of this estimate of the sheath to extremely

high applied potentials in the ionosphere by comparing it
to the results of a self-consistent numerical calculation (see

Poisson's Equation qn(Y (7Section 7.4.2). Although his rigorous computations (for a
dY-7 Debye length to satellite radius, ratio of I to 100) deviate at

low potential values tqV/kT - 10) from the space charge
Current continuity limited model, the results approach each other for very high t.:

J= q n(Y) v(Y) = constant (7.13b) potentials (qV/kT - 400 000).
The preceding therry concerning the thir. sheath assumes

The particles are assumed to have E = 0 in the ambient that sheath effects dominate thc current flow to the satellite.
space: This places empha!,is on Poisson's equation and the space ".

charge around the satellite. In the opposite extreme, the
sheith and space charge are ignored so that. to first order.

Energy conservation Laplace's equation holds. In practica! terms this translates
I into the assumption that \,,> r,. For spherical symmetry.
2mv(Y1- + q V(Y = 0. 7.13c conservation of energy and angular momentum imply that
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for an attracted particle approaching the satellite from in- and for the repelled species J1 = Jio e , where
finity

Imv(r. 2 + qV(r.) (7.16a) _= qV (+ for electrons, - forions) (7.21)
2 2 kT

m Rivo = m r.,v (rJ (7.16b)
The current-voltagc characteristics implied by Equations

where v. is the velocity in ambient medium, R is the impact (7.20) and (7.21) for the three geometries are plotted in

parameter, and R1. is the R for a grazing trajectory for a Figure 7-16. Several important conclusions can be dr.wn
vehicle of radius r,. from Equations (7.20) and (7.21) and Figure 7-16. First

Solving for the impact parameter R, (only particles hay- Prokopenko and Laframboise's results for a sphere are iden-
ing R < R, will reaCh r,): tical to Equation (7.18) (with '12 mv.2 replaced by kT:) for

R= (I - ('vo) (7.17) current /mV sphere--
(infinite

(R1 - r,) is equivalent to the sheath thickness S defined for sheath)|

a thin sheath as it also is the size of te egion from which she.th

particles can be drawn. cylinder
The total current density striking the satellite surface for (infir.?e sheath) ,..,..

a monoenergetic beam is infinite plane •P i

_ (vV!1 (7.18) Moxwellijn

4tr mvJ rnono -

where I is the total current to spherical satellite equal to the repulsive voltage 0 aotrcctive voltage
ambient current that would pass through an area 4 ir RI and depends on independent (approximotely) of

J,, is the ambient current density outside the sheath equal to velocity' Oistr.bution velocity distribution

1/4 irR . This is the so-called "thick sheath, orbit-limiteX" independent of geometry depends on geometry
current relation.

Thethick sheath results arereadily extended to more com- Figure' 7-16. Qualitative behavior (f Equations t7.20) and (7.21) for a
plex distributions. For most spacecraft charging probicms, Langmuir probe IParker and Whipple. 19671. tReprinted h

Boltzmann's equation [Equation (7. 11)] in the absence of with permissim of Academic Pre'ss ., 1967)

collisions reduces to Liouville's theorem. For a complex
distribution function, F. Liouville's theorem states that: a thick sheath. It should also be readily apparent that the

planar solution is conceptually equivalent to a thin sheath.
F (v) F (V') (7.19) Thus, Equation (7.20) additionally gives a qualitative pic- 'I-

ture of how the probe characteristics change as the ratio of .,. .,

where F' :nd v' are the distribution function and velocity the Debye length to satellite radius is varied from small 4
at the surface of the spacecraft. F and v are the amnient values (thin sheath or planar) to large values (thick sheath

distribution and velocity at the end of the particle trajectory or spherical). This was done explicitly by Whipple et al.
connected to tht. satellite surface where F' and v' are meas- 119741 and Whipple 119771 forthe ratioof the Debve length
ured. Prokopenko and Lafromboise [1 977. 1980J have de: to satellite radius and is closely related to the parametrization

rived (based on Equation (7.19)). in more general terms the method of Cauffman and Maynard [1974].
current density to a sphere, infinite cylinder, and infinite i
plane (that is.. three-, two-, and one-dimensions) for a Max-
well-Boltzmann distribution for the orbit-limited solution. 7.4.2. Analytic Probe Theory
Their results (see oi.ginil derivation in Mott-Smith and Thick Sheath Models
Langmuir 119261) for the attracted species are .

At this point a complete anal'-.ic theery for the case of

fl + QIJ Sphere a thick sheath, spherical probe has, been developed. Sub-
J, = 1.0 "l2(Qiir)" 2 + e° " erfc (Q, ,)l Cylinder stituting into Equation (7.10) and assuming that the sec-

1(l) Plane ondary and backscatter terms catn be parametrized, for an *
(7.20) ambient Maxwellian plasma "., 4.

748.
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A " Jm " I - SE (V.T,.n,:) - BSE (V.T~no] I
exrfqV/kTEL) l2f- (l

- At'J '[I1 + SI(V.T1 ,n,)] ( - ( 210
A- - (o )

,T
Apj J'Tt AX) 0 V <0 W 8'-

0

where <* T AG aR S

Ji:o = ambient electron current density *
[Equation (7.4)1 5 T (AVG) T. j • 0 0o o0 ATS -5 ( G0  T° RM )

JK) = ambient ion current density (Equation ., 0 ATS -6. o
(7.4)1 . o

At = electron collection area 14 it r, for a O I I I
0 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12

SATELLITE POTENTIAL (V) IN ECIPSE

A, = ion collection area (4 7r ' for a sphere)

Ap, photoelectron emission a (7 r. for a igure 7 17. Observed temperature of ambient electrons versus satelliteis area ( aotential in eclipse. T,,i AVG) is two thirds of energy density/
sphere) number density: T,,RMSt is one half of energy flux/number

flux.
SE. SI, BSE = parametrization functions for secondary

emission due to electrons and ions
and backscatter threshold temperature below which charging does not occur
,saturation photoeletron is real and is due to the fact that at an intermediate energy

flux Tabl 74) (usually a few hundred eV), the secondary yield is greater

f(X,,) = percent of attenuated solar flux as a than I IRubin et al.. 19781. The electron temperature must
fi'nction of altitude X., of center of sun be several times greater than this threshold energy before

f above the surface of the earth as seen charge buildup occurs.
by satellite. The agreement can be significantly improved for Figure

7-17 if the actual ambient spectra are utilized in the inte-
Equation (7.22) is appropriate for a small (<10 m), uni- gration of Equations (7.4), (7.6), and (7.7) instead of a
formly conductiig satellite at geosynchronous orbit in the Maxwellian in computing the currents. This method of using
absence of magnetic field effects. To solve the equation, V the actual particle speLira to estimate the currents has been
is var:,d until If = 0. A numl-e fex ,-s of this pro- extensively employed by DeForest 119721, Knott 11972],
cedure. assuming SI = SE = BS -- 0, are tabulated in Garrett and DeForest 1 19791, and Prokopenko and Lafram-
Table 7-3 For %'arious plasma regions. boise 11977. 19801 in the calculation of satellite to space

If i! is a.sumed that SI, SE. and BSE are constants (that potentials for geosynchronous spacecraft. The potentials of
is. -3., -0.4. and -3.2 for Al). then Equation (7.2) Figure 7-17 are recalculated in this man"et and plotted in
predicts IGarret and Rubin. 19781 that in eclipse, the po- Figure 7-18a lGarrett and DeForest, 19791. Rc.sults arc pre-
tential between the satellite and space is sented both for particle spectra immediately before entry oi

* -immediately after exit from eclipse ("sunlit") and for eclipse
V -Tj: (7.23) ("eclipsed"). differences are attributed to the digitization of

*- ,the spectra. As the exact secondar. response of the satellite
The satellite to space potentials .)bserved by UCSD elec- surface -was not known, SE. SI, and BSE were assumed to

:rostatic detectors for tentv-one ATS 5 and four ATS 6 follow the Al curves of Figures 7-12 and 7-13. Their _b-
eclipses are plotted in Figure 7-17 versus the electron tern- solute amplitudes were then varied until the observations
nerature. As tlhez geosynchronous plasma is not necessarily were fit in a least squares sense lGarrett and DeForest.
Maxwellian. two different "temperatures,- T,, (AVG) 19791.
( 2/3 energy densitynumher density) and T,, (RMS) Given the validity of the calibration method, the effect,

/(-- I2 energy flux/numbr flux), are presented Ithese would of a varying photoelectron flux on the satellite to spacc
be equal if the plasma was actually Maxwcllian). The agree- potential can be studied during eclipsc passage. If the sat.
ment is, good considering that the range of potentials is ellite position is known, the photon flux reaching the satellitc
between -300 V and - 10 000 V. The existence of a can be calculated from first principles lGarrett and Forbes
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14 C T19811. If the satellite surface materials were known, then-14 the photoelectron current, Jpw) • f(X.). could also be cal-
2 culated from first principles. Although the exact surface

lio response is in actuality not known, adequate approximations
can be derived lGarrett ?.nd DeForest. 1979; Garret, and'L, - ATS-S ATS-6

S T Forbes, 19811. Jp(, in Equation (7.22) is then varied to fit
-- ECLIPSED . . observations. Estimates of the varying potential on ATS 6

during eclipse entry and exit by this technique are compared
* i 0-6- with actual observations in Figure 7-18b [Garrett and

* DeForest, 19791. This eclipse model has proven valuable
W- -4- in e,.timating photoelectron flux and potential variations for
-" ATS 5, ATS 6, Injun 5, and P78-2 SCATHA.
2-The esults of Prokopeniko and Laframboise 11977, 19801,
".o _ L. L _1 I- using the :pectra suggested by Knott [ 19721, are particularly
0 -2 -4 -6 -8 -t0 -12 -,4 important , cause they established the existence of muiltiple

OBSERVED POTENTIAL )kV roots for Equion (7.22) (see also Sanders and lnouye 119791).
Multiple roots imply that a satellite can undergo rapid volt-

Figure 7- 1Ia. Predicted and ohcrved ptenfials in eclipse fir ATS 5 and age variations in response to small environmental pertur-
ATS 6. Solid symbols arc for calculations using the spectra bations and that adjacent surfaces can come to radically
in eclipse. tusing the potential. for the same conditions. To obtain their
perulhresult, they solved an equation equivalent to Equation (7.22)

(that is, local current balance) for the spherical, the cylin-
drical, and plana assumptions of Equations (7.20) and (7.2 )
and for eclipse conditions. They found that the potential is
markedly increased for a planar probe relative to a spherical
probe.

DAY 66, X DAY 59,
1 97 19, j

ATS-6 7.4.3 Analytical Probe Theory
Thin Sheath and Related Models

> 3 Analytic probe theory can also be utilized to estimate
-IO satellite to space potentials in the 250-700 km range. As

discussed in Brundin [19631, in the absence of magnetic
Z forces, photoelectrons, and secondaries, Equation (7.9) re-
LA- duces to

W. : __ AE - JEo" CE e- w T
I
- A, JIR Ci 0 (V < O) (7.24)

.J

Swhere

J- J,, = ambient electron current density (Equation (7.4))

0 OBSERVED = ion ram current density (ignoring ion thermal
* P ED!CTED velocity)

= q, n, v,.

1284 1285 1286 1319 1320 1321 1322 v, = satellite velocity,

UT (min.) AF electron collection area (4 ir r., for a sphere),
Figure 7-18b. Observed and predicted potentials for the entry imo eclipse A, ion collection area (r. r,,' for a sphere),

of ATS 6 on day 66, 1966. and for eclipse exit on day 59.
1976. r, satellite radius

i- 720
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C= electron shielding factor ( = I. no electron wake -

assumed, - 1/2. wake
on rear half). _,

C= ion shielding 'actor J( = 1. complete shielding orf
ambient ions or thin sheath; -

- I - 2qV. no shielding or thick sheath.

(Equation (7.13)).

I I. I - I

Samir 119731 and Samir et al. 11979b1. assuming no .10 .35 .30 0 so .

electron wake and no ion shielding (note that this is a thick A WITH VELOCITY VECTOR ( SEGREES1

sheath assumption which is usually inappropriate in this
region), have compared the predictions of Equation (7.24) Figure 7.19. Varialitm,, in th pIxitive iin current denity with angle

relative 1to ihe satellite velmcity vctor. The data and figure
with observations. In spite of the simplicity of Equation arc ft..ni Bourdeau ci al. 119611. T .* fitted line i, given by

(7.24) and the assumption of a thick sheath, they predict .Auation (7.291 with a a:sunred to h, 3.h kni/s: the stellite

the satellite to space eclipse potential (typically - 0.75V) xitential is assuned to he 0.

for a large range of ambient conditions to a factor of 2.5
or better.r, " ,X> . the Debye length in the ionosphere being much

A simple approximation for estimating the current to an smaller than the satellite's characteristic dimensions. This
isolated point on a planar satellite surface in the ior..sphere allows the neglect of the effects of the satellite potential
as a function of the surface normal relative to the velocity except very close to the satellite surface. The left hand side
vector is that of Whipple 119591 and Bourdeau et al. I 19611 of Equation (7. 10) can then be ignored, so that it becomes:

-" (see also Tsien 119461 and Chang et al. 119791):

Fn. - n- 0 17.10*)
ScqnA , cos0(1/2

I= L ao0(12This is the so-called "quasi-neutrality' assumption Ifor ex-
+ 1/2erfx))+ (7.25) ample. Gurevich et al., 1966, 1968. 1973; Grebowski and

z.,,. Fischer, 1975; Gurevich and Dimant. 1975; Gurevich and
Pitaveskii. 19751. Equatien (7.11) for the ions can be re-

where duced by making use of the "hypersonic" character of the
motion of a body in the ionosphere (that is, M. the square

V- cs = - root of the ratio of the ion kinetic energy to electron thermal
a kT, energy. is much greater than I). First, this implie, that the

0 = angle between sensor normal and velocity vector, gradient of the potential perp'endicu! r to the flow direction
A, = collection area. is much greater than the gradient along the flow directi;nia0 = grid transparency function, so that this latter term can be ignored. Second, the thermal

a = most probable ion thermel velocity. velocity of the ions iti the direction along the flow direction
can be neglected relative to the satellite velocity v, in the

This equation. the so-called "'pianar approximation". is good ionosphere. Based on these assumptions, Equation (7.11)
for short Debye lengths but becomes inaccurate for long for ions can be rewritten as
Debye lengths [Parker and Whipple, 19701 and more tom-
plicated ortita' traiectory calculations must be carried out. il' Of, q OV ' Of'

v * + v, 4 - - 0 (7.11*)
Even so. Bourdeau et al. 119611 found it to be a good' iz 'lr m1 if, "v
approximation to the ion current relative to the velocity
vector measured hy the ion planar probe on Explorer 8 where r, and v, correspond to components normal to the
(425-2300 kmn altitude). Their results for V = 0 are plotted direction of motion and z is in the v, direction.
in Figure 7-19 (note that there is some question as to the For the electrons, a Boltzmann distribution
best vaiue for a. see Bourdeau et al. 119611). (n, = n[: • exp (qV/KTE)) is usually assumed. The re-

A simple analytic theory closely related to thin sheath suiting system of equations for the ions does not contain
probe mehodology and capable. within limits, of explaining the ion thermal velocity along the direction of motion and
the satellite wake structure in the ionosphere has also been can be put into a dimensionless, self-similar form IAl'pert
develeped. It (see reviews in Gurevich et al. 119701 and et al.. 1965: Gurevich et al., 19701 that resembles classical
Al'pert 119761) is based on the thin sheath assumption, hypersonic aerodynamic equations. Depending on the char-
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acteristics of the assumed plasma conditions. the wake vai- that dielectric su'faces can charge in tens of minutes but
ations for a number of simple geometries can be analytically may take hours ,to discharge. Further. charge up can be a
solved. These range from the extreme assumption of a true long term (days) process and be dependet . on the time
neutral flow as reviewed in Gurevich et al. 119701 and Al'pert history.
I19761--charged particle variations in the wake mirroring
the neutral variations--to plasma flows around infinite half-
planes, wedges, plates. cylinders, and discs. The predictions
for one such analytic soldtion [Gurevich et al.. 19701 are 7.4.4 General Probe Theory
'compared with Explorer 31 observations in Figure 7-14 from
Samir and Wrenn 119691 for various distances r/r, from the Whereas analytic probe'theory is applicable to a number
satellite. The theory is not considered reliable at angles of practical problems. it does not allow for the complex
greater than - 1200 as the electron density can differ greatly geometric and space charge effects of the satellite sheath
from the ion density in this region of maximum rarefaction on partic!e trajectories. As a consequence, it is severely
[Gurevich et al.. 19701. limited in its quantitative accuracy (the parametrization method

Although severe constraints (primarily r, > X1) and ne- of Cauffman 119731; Cauffman and Maynard 119741. is one
glect of the ion thermal velocity) have been placed on the qualitative means of studying these effects using analytic
realm of applicability of this "'hypersonic." quasi-neutral probe theory). In order to include the effects of the sheath

* theory. it does allow the analytic study of the effects of on particle trajectories, it is necessary to seek simultar.eous.
geometry. magnetic field, and. of more importance, ionic self-consistent solutions of Equations (7.10) 'and (7.11).
composition on the wake. As discussed in Gurevich et al. Typically. this is not analytically possible and an iterative

11970. 19731 and Samir et al. 119801. variations in ion procedure must be employed. First. V (r) is assumed so
* composition play a critical role in the details of the expan- that f, (r,v) can be computed subject to Equation (7.10).

sion of the ion population into the rarefied wake region The number densities. n,, are then -_ d from
behind the satellite. Although these results are useful, in
most practical situations a finite Debye length is a necessary nt (r) = ffff, (r,v) d3V. (7.26)
assumption. This greatly complicates any theoretical com-
putation and requires the advanced probe theory of Section
7.4.4. Given' the n, (r), V (r) is computed according to Equation

An application of analytic probe theory, based on local (7. 10). The process is iterated until a consistent set of value
current balance is in the so-called circuit models. The single of n,(r). V(r). and f, (rv) at grid points surrounding the
probe theory introduced so far does not explicitly consider, surface are found. Then the J,'s at the surface r, are found

' the problem that satellites consist of a variety of surfaces, from the generalized form of Equation (7.4)
,- including dielectrics, and that zach surface can charge to a

different potential if isolated from the others. In order to Ji, (.) = q, fff v • n fQ(r.v) d3V. (7.27)
explicitly model this differential charging effect, the cou- JJJ
pling currents between surfaces mustbe included in Equa-
tion (7.9). Circuit models IRobinson and Holman. 1977; The theories to be discussed assume the time-indepen-
lnouye. 1976. Massaro et al.. 19771. -s this class of models dent form of the Vlasov equation. Equation (7.10) is then

. is termed, consist of many "probes." each representing a just a restatement of Licuville'* theoem, namely, that
particular point or surface on the satellite (a dielectric sur- fi (rv) is constant along a particle trajectory in a potential
face, for example. would be approximated by one or more Vr. To determine f, (rp.v) at a point rp for a particle of a
individual points). Besides the 'ambient. secondary. back- given energy, all that is required is to find the intersection
scattered, and photoelectron currents considered in the sin- of that particle's trajectory with a surface where f, is known.
gle probe model., the coupling currents to each point. JRI.(., The trajectory may either be traced from the point backwards
are included in J to estimate the curuerts between surfaces. to the surface (the .inside-out procedure) or from a surface
Time variations are explicitly handled by including induc- to the point (outside-in procedure). According to Parker
tive and capacitive elements which have finite charging times 11976a1. the inside-out traje.tory tracing method is pref-
(local current balance with space is assumed at each instant erable in that the points at which the density is calculated
in time) making these models applicable to a wider range can be pi;iked at random and is suitable for both electrons
of problems than the single probe models. Inouye 119761 and ions. It has the disadvantage that the trajectory infor-

• and Massaro et al. 119771 have utilized such models to assess mation computed for a given point is lost in moving to the
* the effects of geomagnetic storm variation, varying solar next. increasing the computer time. The outside-in method

angle. isotropic fluxes, etc.. on individual satellite surfaces can be readily adapted to time-dependent simulations but
as a f'incion of time. Their results, although subject to the introduces difficulties in choosing trajectories so that the
difficulties associated with simple probe analysis. indicate density at an arbitrary point can be determined. As a result
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many time-consuming trajectory calculations are required. r'. For various values of L we find that U has the shapes
The computation can he greatly reduced, however, by using plotted in Figure 7-20a. Loxking at the contour L.. four
the "flux tube" method. As Parker II976a notes. this ad- types of orbits can be defined relative to point r r,. Adopt-
ap:ion of the outside-in method, in which all the particle ing ;he terminology of Parker 11973. 19801. they are Figure
trajectories between two reference trajectories are assumed 7-20b) as follows:
to he similar, ignore% the possibility of orbit crossings or Type /: The particle has sufficient kinetic energy and
reversals and is only suitable for axisymmctric bodics and small enough angular momentum to reach r, from infinity
cold ion beams I Davis and Harris.1961 I. Unless otherwise or to -each infinity from point r,. These orbits would con-
stated Parker's inside-out mehod is assumed in the follow- tribute only once to a density integral at r,.
ing. The integration of Equation (7.26) then reduces to Type 2: The particle starts at infinity but never reaches
determining the limits on the trajectories that intersect rp as r,. being repelled at some minimum distahce. !f th. mini-
these Aill he the limits on the integral, mum distance is inside the region being integrated over, it

The precisL method of determining the trajectories that contributes twice as it goes both in and out IParker. 19801
intersect rp differentiates the various probe calculations [Par- and zero if it is outside the regio'i of interest.
ker. 1978b. 19801. Common to all. however, is the so- Type 3: The particle starts at i,. but is reflected at some
called orbit classilication scheme. Consider the following distance back to r,. These particles contribute twice to the
arguments from classical mechanics tree for example. Gold- integral if r, lies outside the turning point.
stein 119651, Bernst-in and Rabinowitz 119591. Whipple Type 4: Type 4 orbits are trapped orbits that circulate
11976al. Parker 11977. 19801). The equation for energy around the satellite. These are normally ignored as the orbits
conservation in a spherically symmetric potential V(r) is can only be populated by collisions that are assumed zero

in most satellite studies. As Parker 119801 notes. this as-
Lsumption has never been justified rigorously.

E q, V(r) + 2 + 2 mv2 (7.28) As a specific example of these calculations, we will
,,. 2review the spherically symmetric models of Parker 11973,

1975. 1976b 19801. These models have been successfully
where E is total energy. L is m vr = angular momentum, compared to the "Equivalent Potential Formulai-n" IPar-
v, is total tangdntial velocity, and v, is radial velocity. ker. 19751 and the particle-pushing code of Rothwell et al.

The two terms in brackets are called the "'equivalent (or 119761 (Figure 7-23a). The typical proceedure follows. As-
effective) potential" U(r.L) JGoldstein. 19651. For illustra- suming spherical symmetry. Equations (7.26) and (7.27),
tion assume thepotential V(r is attractive and of the form can be reduced to two-dimensional integrals. It is also more

-0 0orI

1:". Figure 7-2
1

a. "hc aknt potential'" U. r.[.) as a function of r for Figure 7-20h Same as a. onl, for the L., contour illustrating the tour
,'ario, saluc .. classes of orbit,.
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convenient to work in terms of E and L2 so that the equations

'P becomec

mf fr fi (2m JE- q il- 1_2e)" 4
'C7.29.0

ri OtC

In r i J f FL EJ~. (.9) igure 7-2V Turning-Iomn ftwiwruati of Pauker I IQtl. Example illus-
traing dtmuin%. ofl tour te.pe. o4 ,wbi: in (R. LKWi %pace.
Four in INs% pl is in unit% tel r_

The integration% are now over the allowable ranges of E
and U2. comnputed. V(r) is found by numerical integration from Pois-

T'here are two common ways of defining the allowable son's equation given the n,(r) at grid points around the. sur-
range of integration in the (lz.L) space. The first 2;cheme fe. . h rcs ste trtd ni ossetslto
makes use or the fact that the energy E must be greater than a.. pcesithntrtdutlacoitntouin

U~r)if te tajecoris ar toexis:,'is fourvl. Recently. Parker (1979. 1980) employed the -nher-
Utr) ~~ ~ ~ ~ cal ifth raecoieeaetoexs: c model to calculate the sheath of a body of

radius l100 Debyc lengths and for a voltage of 400 (00 kT/q.
the most extreme combination of size and voltage solved

E* > [q, Vr) + L2 Ur). (7.30) rigorously to Jate.
2me More geveral geometric situations require actual nu-

merical trajectiry tracing and are discussed in Parker 1 1973.
T'he maxima arc found in Ur0. Thi5 is the "Effective Po- 1977. 1978a. b, 19791. Parker and Whipple 11967. 19701.
tential Form ulation" IParker. 19801 and has been utilized Whipple I l9171. 3nd Whipple and Parker I 1969a. bI. While'
by Bernstein and Rabinowitz 1 19591. Lpframboise 119661. the above proceda.'e for spherical symmetry is qualitatively

% and Chang and Bienkowski 119701'. representative of the calculations represented by these pa-
1'he other approach is to define a function: pers. numerical partid!e tracing is required if more realistic

geometries such as for the truncated cylinder or -pillbox"*

r~ qV~ri (7L2 illustrated, in Figure 7-42 are to be studied. The final po-
JV g -r E-4Vr >-7.1 tential contours, in this case for a directed plasma flow

showing the effects of at wake IParker. 1978a1. arrived at
by the iteration process ait. plotted in Figure 7-22.

.e where g is called the turning point function IParker. 19801. The preceding theoreticeI studies of Parker, Whipple.
To classify the orbits, the minima in g are found. This and others have been particomlarly useful in studying the
technique is termed the "Turning-Point Formulation" and efftcts of differential charging and space-charge potential
has been utilized by Bohm et al. 119491. Allen et al. 119571. minima. Differential. charging. at distinct from space-charge
Medicus 119611. and Parker 1 1973, 1975. 1976bi. Although potential minima, has'been demot-strated by these and sim-
the two methods are equivalent. Parker 119751 indicates that ilar efforts to result from wake effec.; IParker. 1967a. 1978a.
the Turning-Point Formulatior is simpler and more efficient. t'l, from asymmetric photoelectron emission (see. for ex-

After obtaining Lquations of the form of Equations (7.29a) amiple. Grani et al. 119731. Fahleson 119731, Whipple 1197661,.
and (7.2%). solutions are found at a given point in space Prokopenko and Laframboise 1 1977b. 19801. Besse and
assuming V(r) is known. That is. Equations (7.29a) and Rubin. 119801), and from exposed potentials (Reiff etal.

* (7.'19b) are broken up into integrals corresponding to the 119801; Stevens 119801). The effects of the space-charge
different orbit types (note that type 4 orbits are normally potential mininmum produced by emitteid-electron space charge
ignored). f, (E.1.2) is assumed known at the probe surface has been investigated by Soop 11972. 19731, Schroier 119731.
(0 for no emission or the appropriate values for secondary Parker I 1976bi. Whipple I 1976al. and Rohweil et al. 119771
or photoelectron emission) and. typically, assumed to be a Isee also Gurney and Fu. 1970; Grard and Tunaley. 1971,
Maxwellian in the ambient medium. and Grard et al.. 19731. Whipplel I 976bI and Parkerl(I976a)

The next step is to determine the integral bounds on E found that such harriers. which are typically a few volts.
arpu L2. A typical example in terms of the Turning-Point are inadequate to account for the ATS 6 observations of
Formulation is presented in Figure 7-21 IParker. 19801 and trapped p'eotoelectrons and secondaries, and that a differ-
should be compared with Figure 7-20. For a given value of ential charging barrier must be invoked. Such charging bar-
r and E the limits on L2 are determined. Once the integral riers can sieniticantly affect observations and their existence
ranges of E and L2 are known for r. n,(r) and J,(r) are must be coiisitdered in designing satellite instrumentation.
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incremented in time using this net potential. The next group
is then nmoved based on the other particles. The proces% is

AXIS iterated in tie with the computer keeping track ol surtace
interaction% (hackscattered and secondary electron%. pho-
toeletrons. and the outer houndary' and interactions be-
twcen tht. satellite field%. and the particles. Although plasma
simulation codes oif thik type have been extensively em-

WAKE ployed in plasma physics. they are just beginning to he used
REGION for the plasma probe problem.

Although %till limited by computer capacity to relatively
simple spherical and cylindrical geometries. these mixiels
have been invaluable in studying the detailed effects of space

- char-ge and the time-history of the plasma sheath. Results
mow-for a spherical modell of this type from Rothwell ci al. i 197h.
CONDUTING19771 are presented in Figures 7-23a and b. Of considerable
SPACERAFTinterest are comparisons in Figure 7-23a between the code

'I . and a tady sate solution for the case of strong lcron
emission Ithe "PARKSSIG code of Farker. 1976bj. The

(ZED probwe in this case was biased at + 2 V and the electrons
FRONTemitted at an energy of 1eV. the other parameters are as
form" indicated (secondary emission has beecn ignored). The re-

SAOOLEsults are meant to resemble isotropic photoemission and
POINT show very goofd agreement between the two very different
POTENTIAL
BARRIER types of codes. Figure 7-23b illustrates the important ability

that such codes have in 'simiulating the time-dependent be-
havior of satellite charging following the turn-on of pho-
toemiNsion as a function of different ambient conditions.

renhiat The rapid (2-1010'. risc time of the probe in response to
Figure 7-22. DIffereta charging of nonconducting spacccraft by di-

nected plasmra iaom Ictiiotcnfial contours are in unit. (if
M41q !Park~er. 1978al.

STRONJG EMISSION COMPARISON OF STEADY STATE (PARXSSG)
WIT TIME SIMULATION tAFGL-SNEAT4)

%7.4.5 Numerical Simulation Techniques .O If" II-1
EMISSION CURRENT - 0apr
EMISSION ENERGY - ceV (mo..mn.rot.c Iflectrans)

Although general probe theary can be applied to a num- EMISSION DENSITY -211 /cmS
her of interesting' and important cases. it has not been ex- AMBIENT TEMPERATURE -*Sev (Mxwdiiaiit

tended much beyond spherical or cylindrical geometries nor AMBIENT DENSITY - I /cm
3

does it take into consideration time variations in the sheath. v Z peePtn~Iius. +lqixtlbrum

-Numerical techniques have been developed that. though 2,0 2 TME -SIMUL.AT ION ROTENTA( 500O
retaining many of the basic concepts of probe-theory. allow TI ?ME -SMUATIONISOROPIC

explicit inclusion of time dependency or geormetry. These IYO I = 1" ,CA!O00
models are capable of handling time varintions on the order ARKs' 5SO ISTOPIC I

of the plasma frequency or complex share% such as the ~ , - m

*shuttle or the P78-2 SCATH-A satellite.
The most straightforward numerical techniques concep-a

tually. though perhaps the most demanding computation- -0

ally, are the so-called -particle pushing" codes. As origi- 00

nally presented by Albers 119731 and Rothwell et al. 11976. 0
* 19771 for a spherical geometiy and by Soo-p 11972, 19731

*and Mazzella et al. 119791 for cylindrical geomctry. many 0 -- 0O

individual or groups of similar particles are followed si ,- 1.0 1.5 20

%multaneously by comput er as they move through the satellite a/R

sheath. At each time step the potential on a given particle Fiue"2a ,.prmn(fcdtsleshth1tnian inifo
or set of particles due to all the other particles is computed re

7 2 
(nut.rk.. tte. ea.1% file~ t PARKSMi;. o l ni t Aki

by a fast Poisson equation solver. The particle group is SHtF.sI .,Ale IRoth-~ctI et :11. 14771,
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SATSELLIT POTENTIAL FOR A STRONG PHOOEMISSIONl

AND VARIOUS AMBIENT PLASMA DENSITIES

T*o .56V Ep", nOeVMAXWELLIANI a o ie1/i*

111 0 6 AMP/s.
12-

t 0.NO SECONDARIES as I SZ? Noa /cc

Z a 52.7a 8,010 /cc

a 260.53% asI to$

* 0

.2L

*0 2 4 6 al t0 12 14 IS Is 20 22 24 2S 2 30

Figum 7-21h. Spa ,xraff %ttage trjnmients ftillsawing the -lum-im- ti the pla..m at 1 0. The rewults, are (tir a ..phre f tnindary eimi%itml, a t, the
ratio tit phosliceot it) ambiient elecinwi tempecriture. and Ep%. i.% the man cenergy of the photwelvotun .rs'.unied ft he Maxweilian

the turn-on of'photoemission could be significa~nt in causing
* satellite transients as only - 2 V are necessary to trigger

many circuits.
The cylindrical. particle pushing code AFSIM (Air Force

Satellite Interactions Model) I Mazclla et al.. 19791 has been
*employed to follow the effects of an electron beain emitted

- by a satellite. A 3WX eV beam at 2WX A.A was emitted into
a vacuum from a satellite initially at 0 potential. The corn-'n
putations showed that the satellite potential rose to + 300 -..

V at 36 A~s. at which point a portion of the beam was trapped
in the sheath and began tot orbit the satellite. A space-charge

* r-*,ntial formed four spacecraft radii away with most of
thne beam being reflected back to the satellite. Figure 7-24
shows the configuration 65 pAs after turn on. The circle
represents the satellite and the l'c-am is visible as a collimated
so~urce while the comet-like structure to the right i: the cloud
of previously trapped beam electrons orbiting the satellite.

7.4.6 NASCAPV

*Partic le pushing ct dc'% are very useful ;n studying the
* detailed behavior of particles in time and in the sheaths

%urrounding a probe. They are still, however, limited to
* relatively simple geometries because of computer limitations
* and are subject to num,.-rical instabilities. Recently an al-

ternative model has become available that explicitly treats iuv72.Setinuaoniii heASMtk-[nvaetl.
the effects of geometrv2 This is the NASCAP (NASA Charg- tieUn 24 hat6 Oluafter urn-o tit .10I eV.k 2M ueIA i l-mo

* ing Analyzer Program) computer code I Kati el al.. 1977.
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1979: Schnuelle et al., 1979; Roche and Purvis, 1979; Rubin -1

et al.. 19801 for the thick sheath limit (the model is currently
being extended to thin sheaths). This code combines a so-
lution of the Poisson equation 'and a probe charging model
alonr with a complex graphics package to compute the -2
detailed time behavior of charge deposition on spacecraft
surfaces. An approximate circuit model of the satellite is g
used to estimate voltage changes during time steps for an .;

implicit potential mslver. The propagation of particle beams -4
through tL satellite sheatr, is computed by orbit tracing in
the sheath field. The cole has several options available 2 S

ranging from a less-detailed code capable of calculating the,
differential potential on a simple laboratory material sample
to a detailed cide capable ot modeling individual booms MFE VM
and sensor surfices on a complex satellite such as the PI - 10-2 W- 1 0 1

2 SCATHA satellite I Rubin et al.. 19801. The primary intent TIME t119
of the model is to compute the effects of satellite geometry
on the satellite photosheath, sheath field, and surface ma-
terial potentials. Filluri 7-25b. NASCAP computer simulation Iime-epenence of poten-

tia for two surfaces on the P78-2 SCATHA satellite
The first step in the NASCAP model is to insert the l$chnuelle et al.. 19791.

satellite geometry and material content. Using simple
3-dimensional building blocks, the code has provisions for
modeling surfaces ranging from cubes and planes to com-
plete satellites with their booms and solar panels (Figure the circuit element model, the inside-out technique, and
7-25a). In the second stage the currents to the satellite sur- Langmuir probe theory in one model along with the added
faces are computed by treating each surface element as a advantage of detailed grphical results. Unfortunately, with
current-collecting probe. The inside-out techniqu,- may then this gain in capability, the code has become large and re-
be used to model the charge distribution in the photosheath. quires hours of computirg time for the more detailed models.
The program is stepped forward in time, local current bal- Two steps have been taken to alleviate these problems. First,
ane. being assumed at each time step. Time-dependency efficient versions have been developed for specific com-
and variations in differential potential can thus be modeled
as demonstrated in Figure 7-25b. The analysis is carried out
on successively larger. coarser nested grids IKatz et al.,
19771. allowing the trajectories of particles em.tted from
the satellite to be traced in the space surrounding the satellite

" (Figure 7-25c).
The NASCAP program combines the best elements of

07
.5.

SCA. h , , -50 0 so

Figure 7-25c. Particle trajectories from an electron emitter as computed
Figure 7-25a. NA.CAP computer simulation of the P78-2 SCATHA sat- by the NASCAP code in the presence of a magnetic field

ellitc ISchnclle et al.. 19791. Compare with Figum 7-6. IRubin Ct al. l9WgO
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TIME IN SECOWS rl~

0 . "MI. 600M~c saw. WON. 0 50 100 1M so 8

I A' SPACECRAFT
I~I ~-.5 'S POTEWrIAL

* ~ I, -FLITODATA
.6 "tAPsaav a t" C""aRe.-L

rn~o~z ro ~ y6 PU IPREDICTIO

I! Figure 7-26h. Oh.~cn'ed potntial differern murd by the PIK-2 tWA-
THAM aelIIte Mrtacix pottltmili crinmt etccn
a Kaptin %.ample and the ,.alelhg gnroud. AIha, ihon are

Figure 7-2ta. Oberved -aelite it,.PaiC potential WP711-2 SCATHA I he- NASCAP predicin% frown %am perimd ISteverm et at..
*tween It%10 and 17.141 1.T1 tt day It7. 1979) AI'.u .. lvn 1911011.

am NASCAP prtdettwn fiw the '.a'nc period ISchnuele et
At.. 19111

the potential between the Kapton and the satellite ground
* . the spin frequency of the satellite. Second. it illustrates

pUtational tasks such as the SCATHA version discussed in die power of NASCAP in predicting such rapid variations
* Rubin et al. 1!9801. Secondly. tn conjunctton with a number (the slight time-lag bectween the data and theory is due to

of labora.tory -and in situ satcllite experiments, an attempt ti~e actual satellite spin period being slightly faster than th:
is being made to verify all aspects of the code and'determine assumed I rpm). This agreement is. in part. much better
what are the critical input parameters I Purvis et al.. 1977; than the prediction of the satellite to spae potential as the
Roche and Purvis. 1979: Stevens et al., 1980a1. The model Kapton sample properties were obtained prior to flight in
has been applied to many satellite charging problems such ground test simulations-an important consideration in fu-
as large cavities, exposed potenitials. and arbitrary geome- ture studies.
tries not considered previously IPurvis. 1980; Stevens. 1980:

* Stevens and Purvis. 19801.
*Preliminary results of comparisons between the P78-2 7.5 PREVENTION OF

* SCATHA measurements and NASCAP have recehdly be- SPACECRAFT CHARGING
come available. Some of these results are plotted in. Figures,
7-26a and 7-26b. In Figure 7-26a lSchnuelle et al.. 199,'1, Although varying the satellite to space potentiai allows
the observed satellite to space potential heiween 1630 Lid the measurement of very low c .iergy plasma, charge buildup
17M) UT on day 87. 1979 is plotted. The data. consisting on satellite surfaces is not in general a desired phenomenon.
of potential and plasma measurements during an eclipse. In 'order to eliminate or at least limit the worst effects of
were input into the NASCAP "one-g'rid"* model (as the name spacecraft charging. several techniques have been devel-
implies, this computation makes use of only the inner most . oped. Although the obvious so)lution is to develop systems
NASCAP computational grid-Figure 7-250) at - I minute that can withstand !he worst effccts. this is not always a
(I spin period) intervals. Although the NASCAP simulation feasible or desirable method. Alternatives to this "brute
mi%%es the two minor jumps. in potential. it reproduces the force" method will he describied in this section.
two major ones and is in excellent quantitative agreement The simplest method for preventing spacecraft charging
with the data considering the uncertainties in material prop- effects is to employ sound design techniques--use con-
erties. NASCAP also responds more slowly to environ- ducting materials where possible and proper grounding tech-,
mental changes than the actual data. As Schnuelle et al. niques. These techniques are detailed in a dest. n gu.ideline

* 119811 note, this is due to the I minute time steps imposed handbook recently completed at NASA Lewis I Purvis et al.,
on NASCAP by the data whereas the real environment is 19841. Although~ a large satellite to space potential can oc-
changing continuously, cur. differential charging. 'the major spacecraict chargng

Figure 7-26b IStevens et al.. 1980cl. comparing the problem, is significantly reduced by these procedures. Sev-
NASCAP predictions with the surface potential of a Kapton eral different methods have been developed to assure an
ample (SC I1-2-see Table 7-1) on P78-2-SCATHA, is in- adequately conducting surface. As an example. non-con-

teresting for two reasons. First, it illustrates kV changes in ducting surfaces en the GEOS series of geosynchronous
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satellites were coated with indium oide. As %o!ar cells are dielectri,, materials may be a!tered by the arcing process in
the primary non-conducting surfaces on GEOS and as in- a manner which greatly reduces future arcing IA.R. Fred-
dium oxide is sufficiently transparent to sunlight so that it erickson. private communication. 19801. It is currently
does not degrade their operation, this technique has been thought. however, that the techniques described obove arc
quite successful IG.L. Wrenn. pIivate communication. 19801 adequate in reducing charging. Basically. spacecraft charge
at keeping. satellite differential potentials near zero and, prevention is a matter of good design technique-ground
because of the secondary emission prop.rties of indium well, avoid cavities in which charge can be deposited. and
oxide, the satellite to space potential between zero and -- l(XX) avoid exposed potentials.
V even in eclip,;c. Such coating techniques, however, can
be expensive and difficult if large surfaces ;re involved.
Furthermore, they do not reduce the hazards associated with 7.6 CONCLUSIONS
charge deposition in dielectrics and in the case of "pinholes'"
(Section 7.3.8f. may be ineffect;ve. Before concluding this chapter. a brief summary of the
* Another technique that may be applicable to large sur- major accomplishments of this fourth pelod of charging
faces involves :he use of electron and ion emitters. Grard analysis is in order. Probably the major step forward has
119771 and Gonfalone et al. 119791 discussed the application been the growing realization by the space' physics com-
of such systems to actual satellite systems. The latter paper munity of the role of spacecraft charging. Before the geo-

* described the successful application of a low r,-: nt (mA) synchronous observations of 10(kV)and higher potentials.
elect m emitter on the ISEE-I :;atellite. Te ISEE-I is in a 'spacecraft charging was considered to be a nuisance. Since
highly elliptical (3(X) km to 23 Ri) orbit so that it spends a that tin.e. however, spacecraft charging analysis has become
long time in the solar wind. The ISEE-I results indicated an important adjunct to plasma experiments and to satellite
that the electron cloud emitted by the satellite gun success- design. On the negative side. however. there is still apparent
fully clamped the potential of the satellite at a few volts confusion on the part of some expcrimentalists a.; to how
positive to the ambient solar vind plasma. Purvis and Bar- to correct low energy measurements and an unwillingness
tlett 119801 repotled results from ion and electron emitters on the part of satellite designers to spend the necessary time
on the geosynchronous ATS 5 and ATS 6 satellites. These in properly designing their satellites. Both of these problems'
results indicated that whereas electron emission alone re- have proen hard to solve.

* duced the satellite to space potential to -3. it did not sig- In the area of plasma measurements, th. spacecraft
nificantly reduce the charge on dielectrics. Use (of an ion charging theory necessary for their interpretation can be said

, emitter and neutralizer together not only clamped the sat- on the basis of this review to be quiter sophisticated. The
ellite to space potential at 0. but also, through the cloud of simple probe theory of Langmuir and his successors has
ions. neutralized the negative chzrge on the dieectrics. Sim- been shown to give adequate order of magnitude estimates
ilar success was demonstrat-d by the b eam experiments on of the gross effects of spacecraft charging. The introducti.n %.
the P78-2 SCAIHA satellite IH.A. Cohen. private con- of variou:; ,ophistications such as the satellite velocity or

S munication, 19801. There may be some difficulties. how- the satellite sheath lCauffman and Maynard. 1974. for cx-
ever, with these techniques as reducing the surface charge amplel have made this theory applicable to many practical
may enhance dielectric breakdown [A.R. Frederickson. pri- cases. The development of 'finite element models has al-
vate communication. 19801 between the dep6sited charge lowed fairl) sophisticated engineering studies. The original
and the surface. Also there is the possibility of contami- methods of Berns,.!in and Rabinowit, have grown into the
nation of the satellite environment by the beam ions. intricate, advanced trajectory codes of Parker. Whipple. and

Careful selection of satellite materials can reduce space- others. In combination with various simplifications these
craft charging. Although thermal control surfaces which are techniques have yie lded straigh'forward methods of cor-
necessary on many satellites generally consist of dielectric recting I.angmuir probe data. Even sec.)nd:try emission.
materials. careful selection of the materials according to photoelectron emission, and velocity effects can be mod-

" their secondary emission properties and bulk conductivity eled.
can reduce charge buildup Rubin et al. 1197i have .dem- With the advent of electrostatic analviers a.id their'abil-

K' onstrated that for materials with a secondary emission greater ity to provide both detailed spectral inftormation and mass
than I. the plasma temperature must be several times the discrimination. experimental information on charging ef-
energy at which this occurs if a satellite is to charge up. fects has increased enormously. As a result, active studies
Again, however, the increased secondary electron popula- of the sheath population and fields in the vicinity of a space-
tion could contaminate low energy (E :< 10 eV) plasma craft under a variety of ambient conditions havc become
observation, feasible. These have been carried out in detail on the GEOS

Several other techniques have been proposed (for ex- and P,,-2 SCATI!A satellite,, for the geosvnchronou, orbit.
" ample. see Beattie and Goldstein 119771 for methods of Similar experiments are planned for the early shuttle pay-

:o. protecting the Jupiter probe) and recent results indicate that loads. Theoretical modlels of' the ,,heaths and fieeits around
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typical geosynchmnous satellites are available. ranging from wVhere:
the simple thick sheath probe models to the NASCAP cede qn, 2
which is capable of handling complex geometries. Ad- II - 41rr,' •

vanced wake and sheath modlcs are also available for shuttle
studies. Rapid time variations on the order of the plasma I qn , (2T, \m/

frequency have even been modeled. 2 7Tn)
In the area of eneineering design. finite element modlels

have been applied in the design of a number of geosyn-
chronous and interplanetary missions. NASCAP has been -"rr ' • IPHO V < 0
applied te several systems and proven useful in designing
vehicles so as to avoid the worst effects of charging. On r, = satellite radius
the practical side. effort is beginning to be expended in i
developing charge-reducing materials and techniques. More For the "RAM" case and assuming a thin sheath for the
importantly. the techniques learned on small spacecraft are electrons:
beginning to be applied in the design of the next generation
of large. high voltage vehicles. V = T' (L, IF.o V < 0

Despite this impressive growth of spacecraft charging q l! + IPH)
technology since 1965. there are 'still a number of areas in
need of study. These can b: grouped under the headings of
material properties. geometry. magnetic fields, wakes, arcs. V= (Ir. !- I")J 1t2m~v-' V > 0
large size/high potential. and charge deposition in dielec- Ito

tris. Although woik is under way in each of these areas.
much still remains to be accomplished. Even so. more than
enough has been accomplished in thiI fourth stage of space- Where: lo = irr qnK)v,
craft charging anai.sis so that. as a scientific discipline.
spacecraft charg;ng can be said to have come of age. v. = satellite velocity

AThis assumes, for ion repulsion. that the ion ram current.APPENDIX-Table 7-3 Explanation I,(,. is reduced by a factor (I - qV/'/mlv2) and that theions have -~ 0 thermal velocity (see Whipple [119651. p. 28).
The simple probe models of Section 7.4. I. can give first Thase ermal plraee hae 11en adpted

The assunmed environmental parameters have bven adopted
order estimates of the satellite to space potential under a from many sources. They should be treated at best as rough
variety of conditions. Given the plasma parameters listed approximations as the actual environments can vary by fac-
in Table 7-3. this potential has been estimated using ap- tors of x 10 to X 100. The Jupiter data are from Scudder
proximationsto. Equations d7.22) and (7.24). As only a first et al. 119811 and J. Sullivan Iprivate communicationl. The
order estimate is desired, a conducting spherical satellite solar wind data for less than I AU are from Schwenn et al.Imin diameter) has been assumed. Secondary, and .

I m n dametr) as ben ssumd Scondry.and 119771. Values greater than 1. AU are estimated.
backscatter terms are ignored (these would tend to make the t. Vti
potential more positivel. For the planar. thin sheath as-
sumption (I-D in Table 7-3): IT is in eV. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Chapter 8

MAGNETOSPHERIC AND HIGH LATITUDE
IONOSPHERIC ELECTRODYNAMICS

W.J. Burke, D.A. Hardy, and R.P. Vancour

This chapter deals with the volume of space that is In dealing with ,he earth's magne-osphere three things
bounded externally by the m'agnetopause and internally by quickly impress the mind. First. there is almost nothing
the plasmapause and the high latitude ionosphere at an al- there. Particle densities in the plasma ,e.':t range up to about
titade of 30 km. The magnetopause separates regions of I/cm'. With present technology, laboratory vacuum sysfems
space dominated by the earth's magnetic field (magneto- are able to get down to densities of 10"/cmt '. Second, the
sphere) and by the shocked solar wind (magnetosheath). volume of space occupied by the magnetosphere is consid-
Earthward of the plasmapause. dynamics are generally con- erable; Typical magnetospheric dimensions are of the order
trol:d by corotation rather than by solar wind driven con- of 10 R,. (I RI; = 6.4 x IOW kin). Third. when concen-
Ivection. The arbitrarily chosen, low altitude boundary in trated to global scales the effects of magnetospheric pro-
the ionosphere represents a transition below which the ef- cesses are impressive. The third point which is illustrated
fects of the earth's neutral atmosphere are dominant. From in Figure 8-I provides a convenient point of departure for
the viewpoints of both'cause and effect, the chapter is some- this survey of niagnetospheric and high-latitude ionospheric,
thing less than self contained. Without the geomagnetic field processes. The figure exemplifies the spatial distribution of
(Chapter 4) and the solar wind (Chapter 3). there would be, visible radiation observed by means of an optical imaging
no m.agnetosphcre and no magnetospheric clectrodynamics: system on a Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
without solar irradiance (Chapter 2). there would be much (DMSP) satellite. City lights provide an easily recognized
less of an ionosphere. Without magnetospheric electrodyn- map of the western ialf of North America. The total energy.
anics. there would be no aurora (Chapter 12). no high- emitted by auroral forms over the northern tier of Canadian
latitude currents (Chapter 4). no radiation belts (Chapter 5). provinces rivals or exceeds the combined ground emissions
and no problems with spacecraft charging (Chapter 7). from the United States and Canada. Auroral emissions are

The term "electrodynamics" encompasses a complex of largely due to plasma sheet electrons with energies of a few
processes by which charged particles move about in the keV impacting the E layer of the ionosphere. The instan-
magnetosphere-ionosphere system. The nature of the pro- taneous locus of plasma sheet electron precipitation is called
ceses varies from region to region within the system. Mag- the auroral oval. Global imagery from satellites such as
nct;c merging at the magnetopause and field-aligned poten- DMSP have shown that the auroral oval may be approxi-
tial drops above the auroral ionosphere are examples of mated by circular bands surrounding the geomagnetic poles.
local ,zed. clectrodynamic processes. They are unified as The centers of the circles are offset by -3Y to the night
electrodynamic processes in that they emerge. with appro- sides of the magnetic poles. The radii of the circle, the
priate boundary conditions, as sohntions of the Vlasov-Max- widths of the bnds and the intensity of emissions vary with

* well equations. General solutions of the Vlasov-Maxwell the level of geomagnetic activity. However. at all times the
* equations over the entire magnetosphere-ionosphere system auroral oval exists and acts as a major sink for magneto-are well beyond present capabilities. Some success, how- spheric particles and energy., The particles and energy lost

ever. has been achieved by considering elements of the by the magnetosphere due to auroral precipitation ultimate!y
system in relative isolation. This provides insight into how come from the solar wind. Thus. an estimate of global
system elements evolve in response to external inputs. Since precipitation loss is also an estimate of the efficiency of
the entire system is electrically coupled. the isolated element solar wind/niagnetospheric interactions required to maintain
approach is self-limiting. As one element evolves it affects the auroras
processes in other elements of the system. The main goals During periods of moderate geomagnetic activity the
of this chapter are to describe the various system elements auroral oval can be appioximated as a circular band ex-
and indicate, in a qualitative sense, how they are electrically tending from 75 to 65' magnetic latitude. The area of such
coupled. a hand is 10I'cm ' . The mean flux of electrons into the
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CHAPTER 8

8.1 MAGNETOSPHERIC BOUNDARY
INTERACTIONS

In describing interactions between the solar wind and
the earth's magnetosphere two coordinate systems are use-
fully employed: geocentric solar-ecliptic (GSE1 and solar
magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates. Both coordinate sys-
tems, which arc described in &tail in Chapter 4, have their
origins at the center of the earth with the X axes positive

-toward the center of the sun, that is. X,= Xl, The ,
:- xis is normal to the ecliptic plane and positive toward the

- 4 north. The Y, that completes the right hand system is pos-
-: :itive toward local dusk. The Z,, axis is coplanar with the

earth's magnetic moment vector (M) and the X. axis. It
is positive toward ecliptic north. The Ym axis, which alwys,
lies in the SM equatorial plane, completes the right hand
coordinate system. For a radially flowing solar wine

-- , (V, = ,X V.Xm, where X., auid X_~ are unit
vectors along X, and X_0 , respectively) the angle between
M and Z, gives the magnetic latitude of the magnetospheric
subsolar point. Note that due to I V offset between M and
the earths rotational axis and to the 23.50 angle between the
equatorial and ecliptic planes the magnetic latitude of the
subsolar point is subject to -± 34.50 combined seasonal and
diurnal variations. The GSM is superior to the GSE system
for ordering data relevant to interactions between the solar
wind and the magnetosphere.

8.1.1 The Magnetopause

The shape of the "steady state" magnetosphere is de-
termined from the force balance equation

V-IP +TI= (8.1)

where P and T are the total pressure and the Maxwell stress
tensors. respectively. The total pressure tensor is made up

Firure X.I t)MPS mnur'. trom .ner .tern North America of two parts due to the dynamic and thermal pressures of
the solar wind components:

P =2n,mpVV, + p,+p (8.)

auroral oval is --- It)" cm 2s '. Thus under steady state con- where n, is the solar wind density. mp themass of a proton;
. ditions the solar wind must supply electrons to the mag- p,, and p.. are the thermal pressures of solar wind ions and

netosphere at a fatc. of' IW'/s. The average energy of pre- electrons, respectively. The factor of 2 accounts for specular
cipitating electrons is of the order of I k,:V. The energy reflection of incoming particles. The shape of the magne-
los,, due to electron precipitation alone is ---10" W. Similar topause on the dayside can he calculated by numerical means
or lareer amount,, of solar wind energy must he supplied to using a simplified force balance
account for ion',pheric Joule heating and for maintaining
the ring current The central focus of this chapter is to outline 2n,m 2 ( - B 8

the pre,nt under,,tandine of how 10-" electrons per second, 2 (8.3?
and ten,, of billion'. of Aatt,. are extracted from the solar
wind to drive mavneto',pheric and ionospheric electrody- where g.,, is the permitivity of free space. 6,1 is an outward
namic proce,,e,. directed unit vector normal to the magnetopiuse. and Br
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the total magnetic field at the magnetopause. Br is a su- the calculated total field strikingly illustrates the effects of
perposition of fields due to the earth's dipole Bt,. to the the solar wind on the overall magnetic topology, Magnetic
currents flowing on the magnetopause Bm. and to other field lines on the daysidc are compressed while those on the
currents distributed in the magnetosphere. Beyond the mag- nightside are elongated. Note that in this model, field lines
netopause B,, exactly cancels the internal fields. To a very intersecting the earth at magnetic latitudes greater than 83'
good approximation at the subsolar point of the magneto- are swept back to the nightside by the solar wind. There
pause are a pair of singular points on the magnetopause at epara-

trices between field lines closing on the day and night sides.
Br= 21, ,x Bo[. (8.4) These points correspond to the dayside cusps.

The models just discussed do not describe the nightside
In the magnetic equatorial plane of the magnetotail adequately. One reason is apparent from

a consideration of Equation (8.2). On the dayside of the
- B,, magnetosphere. the dynamic pressure of the solar wind dom-
L- mates over the thermal pressures. On the nightside. with

plasma flow almost tangential to the magnetopause
where B,, = 3 x 10' nT is the strength of the earth's field (V, • fti - 0). the converse is true. An early model lJohn-
at the surface on the magnetic equator and L is the distance %on. 19501 of the magnetosphere had a tear drop shape with
from the center of the earth in earth radii (RE). Substitution the closing distance determined by the solar wind Mach
of Equations (8.4) and (8.5) into (8.3) gives the distance to number. Piddington 119631 suggested that. in flowing past
the magnetopaue near the subAvlar point the magnetosphere, the solar wind excils tangential stresses

at the boundary. Such stresses draw the nightside of the
magnetosphere into an elongated magnetotail.' In the ab-

L lmon mVs2) (8.6) sence of significant plasma within the magnetotail. the tan-
gential force exerted by the solar wind on the magnetosphere

For a solar wind density and velocity of 5/cm' and 400 is
km/s. L. = 9. The shape of the dayside magnetopause was
calculated by Mead and Beard 119641 and by Olson 119691 FT = - 7r RM2T (8.7)
using iterative numerical techniques in which the tilt of the
dipole was ignored and included, respectively. Figure 8-2
shows a meridional cross section of the magnetosphere cal- where B%,T and R,11, are the field strength and radius of the
culated with L, = 10 in the Mead and Beard model. The magnetotail. respectively. There are. however, distributed
locus of dipole field lines (dashed lines) in comparison with currents in the inner magnetosphere (the ring current) and

in the magnetotail (the neutral sheet) currents, whose elfects
must be included in realistic stress calculations.

- ,' 8.1.2 Convection

I, many ca.,cs. the magnetosphere-solar wind interaction
is wcil described by steady state equations such as Equation

80 090 0 (8.1). The equilibrium represented by these equations is.
, 75however, dynamic rather than static. Only a dynamic sit-

_uation is consistent -with existing high latitude current sys-
t, 20 tems. These currents result from ionospheric convection

which is driven by magnetospheric convection IGold. 19591.
Magnetospheric convection is in turn 'driven by the solar
wind. That is. energy is extracted from the solar wind by
the magnetosphere. and at least s;ome of that energy is d .

-- PURE DIF.E / sipated in the ionosphere. Two mechanisms fir transferring
-DISTORTED DIPO.E/ . ,,. energy to the magnetosphere have been developed over the

Slast two decades: viscous interactions lAxford and lines.
19611 and magnetic merging I I)ungey. 19611. Both models
explain many qualitative features of magnetospheric con-

Figure 9-2. Modiel of earths magnetic field distorted h'" the Aolar wind vection and auroral particle encrgi/ation. Recent satellite
11%Mead and Beard. 19641 observations suest that both mechanisms are operative.
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but in more complex ways than envisaged by early pro- Consider a magnetic field that at great distances above (be-
ponents. low) the X-Y plane points in the + (- ) X direction. In the

The Axford-Ilines model postulates that the ,nagneto- presence of an electric field Ey. magnetic field lines convect
sheath plasma exerts a viscous force on a layer of unspecified toward the X-Y plane. At the neutral line X = O. Z = 0).
thickness inside the magnetopause. Magnetic field lines magnetic field lines from the upper half space merge with
N"reading this layer are dragged in the antisolar direction field lines of the opposite polarity from the lower half space.
and are stretched to great distances in the magnetotail. As To the left (right) of the neutral line. merged magnetic field

S .Jongated flux tubes move out of the viscous Interaction lines cross the X-Y plane with a + ( - ) Z component. and
layer they snap hack to a more dipolar configuration. In the E X B convect away from the neutral line in the : ( -
rest frame of the earth this motion of magnetic field lines direction. Two necessary conditions for magnetic merging
appear% as an electric field. E = - V x B. A magneto- arc magnetic field of opposite polarity across some plane
spheric equatorial projection of the convection pattern gen- and an electric field component that is tangent to the plane.
crated in the viscous interaction model is given in Figure Before considering how magnetic merging might apply
8-3. When mapped to ionospheric altitudes, assuming that to the magnetosphere. it is useful to distinguish between

several possible magnetic topologies. It is well known that
i_ _a weak interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is carried by the

solar wind. Except ior a small correction term in the force
balance equation. the IMF plays no obvious role in the

*7 /vis.uvu, iicactioi, modei. The magnetic merging model
assigns important roles to the IMF because this model re-

• ,quires three types of magnetic field lines: (I) IMF lines with
_j Oboth "feet" in the interplanetary medium. (2) closed field

lines with both "feet' in the earth, and (3) open field lines
with one 'fiot' on earth and the other in the solar wind.

J "Dungey 119611 pointed out that when the IMF has a south-
ward component. magnetic merging can occur near the sub-

Fiurc 1-3. Equatxial prije, tion of conwcotion pattern in viscous inter- solar point of the magnetopause. The idea is illustrated in
Figure 8-5 which can be viewed either as a snap shot or as

E -B 0. the model reproduces the general features of
the polar/auroral current system (Chapter 4). Note that plasma

- - trapped on elongated flux tubes is adiabatically heated as
the'llux tubes convect -arthward and shrink in volume 7

The second model postulates that the dvnamc interac- , ' -. . "t ion btteen the solar wind and theinaenet,,sphere proeeds \ 2'
by mean,% of a magnetic mierging procc,,,. The simplest \.,x" ..
features, of this phenomenon are illustrated in Figure 8-4. .

", ..

Figure 9-5 Snapshoi ot niatn,.ic merging hctvAexn south ard 1M: and
thc earthis rnavnetoph--re

., .a time history of an individual field line. As southward
directed IMF lines are convected up against compressed
dipolar fietd lines. merging occurs at time (D. Because one
foot of a ne,, ly merged field line is imbedded in the solar

________ _ wind. the %khole field line is dragged in the antisolart -- X,,,,)
direction. In an earth-stationary frame, of reference the mo-
tion of the ionospheric foot of the field line appear, to reLui

Fiure 9-4 M.nclic field ',imcir, and clctric ield required for mag- from a damn to dusk electric field. Tiimes ' throuch 'i-
neric merging. show the various staLes of antrisun%%ard motion of an open
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field line. At time II. a portion of the field line has con- (A) W e'e
vectd to the magnetic equatorial plane where t reconnects 7
with an open field line from the conjugate ionosphere. Un- , " ' '- \

der the influence of the dawn to dusk electric field, the 3A...* ' -
field line then convects earthward (times ® through ®). ,. , :
Eventually. reconnected field lines move to the dayside r
(time 0) where they ,-e in position to continue the merging-
reconnection cycle.

The magnetospheric convection patterns predicted by " -
the viscous interaction and magnetic merging models with PLAMA NTR R,0( LQV.A': T-r F RNz( .C ,NT

a southward IMF are quite similar. Empirical evidence from ,LAER LAYER

* near the magnetopause indicates that both viscous and mag- MGATO AUSE BOUNOt,' LAYERS

netic merging processes occur IEastman et al.. 1976: Russell
and Elphic. 1979: Mozer et al.. 19791. That many obser- Figure 8.6. (at Schematic diagram of various observed magnetospheric

, boundary layer%: (bi their mapping down to the ionospherevational studies have shown high correlations between along magnetic feld lines lVasyliunas. 19791.
southward turnings of the IMF and the onset of magnetic
activity indicates a dominant role for energy transfer by a Tt
merging process. As discussed in Section 8.5. 1. this surmise The plasma mantle was first identified as a magneto-
is supported by modifications observed in polarcap,(open sheath-like plasma flowing along magnetic fie!d lines inside

field line) convection patterns with variations in the Ys, the magnetopause in the near-earth lobes of the magnetotail

component of the IMF and when the ZsM component is lRosenbauer et al.. 19751. The plasma density and the spa-

northward. Finally. we mention that currently merging is tial thickness of the mantle are, greatest during periods of

thought to occur sporadically rather than as a steady state southward IMF ISckopke et al.. 19761. The mantle is also

process IHaerendl et al., 19781. and in the vicinity of the observed in the lobes of the magnetotail at lunar distance

dayside cusps rather than near the subsolar point ICrooker. (Xsm = -60 RI.) near the ecliptic plane IHardy et al..
1977: Crooker. 19791. 19751. Mantle particles are believed to enter the magneto-

sphere near the dayside cusp. Dawn to dusk electric fields
cause particles to convect in' the antisunward direction so

8.1.3 Boundary Layers that particles that mirror at low altitudes find themselves on
open field lines as they rise from their mirror points. The

Before considering the dynamics of the closed portion same dawn to dusk electric field causes the mantle particles

of the magnetosphere. let us return briefly to our original to drift toward the equatorial plane as they move away front
question of how 102' particles/s gain entry to the plasma the earth. Pilipp and Morill 119781 suggested that mantle
sheet. Between l0P and 102' solar wind particles/s impact particles may be one source of plasma sheet particles.

the dayside magnetopause. Thus. an entry efficiency of less As the name suggests. the "interior cusp" refers to the
than l'k is sufficient to maintain the plasma sheet. Our region of closed magnetic field lines passing through or just

equatorward of the cusp. Magnetosheath plasma diffus
understanding of how magnetosheath plasma gains entry to
the magnetosphere and influences its interior dynamics has into this region. As opposd to the mantle or the LLBL.
been evolving rapidly over the last decade. Under such the plasma of this regin. which is also called the entry
circumstances, it is not inusual to encounter a multiplicity layer. is relatively stagnant. However, depending on the
of nomenclatures that will probably be simplified as rela- strength and direction of convective electric fields in the
tionships between various boundary plasma regimes become cusp. it is possible to think of the interior cusp plasma as

more evident. Vasyliunas 119791 has defined magneto- a partial source of both the mantle and'the LLBL.
spheric bourdary layers as regions of space threaded by Along the dawn and dusk meridians near the magne-
magnetic field lines of the magnetosphere but populated by
plasma similar to that found in the magnetosheath. The four
regions satisfying this definition are (I) the plasma mantle.
(2) the interior cusp. (3) the low latitude boundary layer PLASMA MANTLE LOSE

(LLBL). and (4) the plasma sheet boundary layer. Figure ENTRY LAYER ( ",ASA
8-6a is a schematic representation 'of tie magnetospheric PLASMA SHEE-'T...

loci of these regimes. Somewhat speculative representations ( -
of their ionospheric projections and their "souree-relation- '

.. LOW LATITUDE BOUNDARY LAYER
ships" to the, plasma sheet are given in Figures 8-6b and
8-7. respectively. 'rhe plasma mantle is found on open mag-
netic field lines: the remaining three regions are found in Figure K-7. A nodel of magneto,pheric circulatim for tilling the plarna

closed field line portions of the magnetosphere. sheer IFnrxman. 14791
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tosphcric equatorial plane. the LLBL is characterized by Magnetopouse

magnetosheath-like plasma flowing in the antisunward di- (Dawn) I. . . .
rcction. The thickness of this layer ranges up to -I Rl . Asshown in Figure 8-6a. the LLBL has been observed to great

distances in the antisolar direction. The density of plasma .

within the layer is about a factor of four less than that of ....................
the adjacent magnetosheath ISckopke et al.. 19811. Elec-
trons within the layer have trapped pitch angle distributions .... .........

IEastm.n and Hones Jr.. 19791. Whether the LLBL is main-
tained through a diffusive and/or an impulsive [Lecmaire and To ill............
Roth. 19781 entry prncess is currently a matter of debate. Sun ... Inner Boundary.o : :::: : I R a ht 4 fP asoheet

*.: Sckopke et al. 119811 estimate thai a diffusion coefficient :
of lO"m 2/s is required to maintain the observed LLBL. 'Fig- ;...
ure 8-6a shows the plasma boundary layer together with the .:::::: :: :.....
LLBL as forming a cont:nuous envelope surrounding the ...... .......
hot plasma contained in the central plasma sheet. The phys- .... : ::: Sheet.......
ical nrocesses whirh connect the LLBL and/or the mantle, .....

with the plasma boundary layer and with the central plasma
" sheet arc not knoi||t al this time. It is curcrtly beieved (Dusk)

that discrete arcs in the auroral oval map to the boundary
rather than to the central plasma sheet. Within the plasma Figun 8-8. "ledstibutionofplasmashwetleectromin thequatril pane
sheel boundary, rapidly flowing plasmas are observed. These IVasyliunas, 19721.
flowing plasmas come from spatially limited acceleration

' regions called "magnetospheric fireballs" [Frank et al.. 19761.
h te the dawn and dusk flanks of the tail. At lunar distance

Whether the energization process is results from (XsMt = -60 R:) the tail radius is -25 RE. The average
pemagnetic recion n or sme other process is still another half-thickness of the mid-tail plasma sheet is -3 RE. During

the expansion phase of substorms, the thickness of the plasmasheet in the tail decreases and then expands during the re-

8.2 THE PLASMA SHEET covery phase [Hones et al.. 19731. At lunar distance the8.2 THE Paverage density of the plasma sheet is -0. 1 cm'. The dec-
tron and proton temperatures are and re-

The earth's plasma sheet is the highly dynamical region spectively IRich et al.. 19731.
6V of the earth', nagnetosphere that acts as a depository for The remainder of this subsection is cncemed with the

auroral particles. It is a region of closed magnetic field lines, physical mechanisms responsible for particle energization
Before being first detected by the Soviet satellites Luna I and precipitation in the plasma sheet. Energization processesan prcpttoote lsaset nrgzto rcse

and Luna 2 [Gringan? et al., 19611. somewhat strangely. are classified as either adiabatic or non-adi3batic. Examples
this important region of the magnetosphere was not antic- of non-adiabatic energization are neutral sheet acceleration
ipated theoretically. Equatorial L d noon-midnight merid- oSpei:;er. 1967. stochastic wave-particle acceleration. and

ional projections of the plasma sheet are given in Figures heating derived from magnetic field reconnection and an-
8-8 and 8-9. respectively [Vasyliunas. 19721. Both projec- nihilation. Although these are undoubtedly importan! sources

tinhiaton shoowg that the undoutedl imhereat exensurcesa isanetions show that the plasma sheet extends for great distances of particle energy, we limit ourselves to describing adiabatic
in the - X,,, direction. The plasma sheet has a distinct inner• ' .energization in some detail. Partirt, precipitation is main-
edge that varie, as a function of local time and the level of ec
geomagnetic activity IVasyliunas. 1968: Frank, 19711. The
dynamics of the inner edge of the plasma sheet are well ' 3
understood theoretically and vre discussed i. Section 8.6.2. Mrs II
The equatorial thickness ;f this -1-undary is - I R1 and is

.'................ . : 7: • G I
marked bv a cooling of electron temperatures. Just tailward-
of this boundary plasma sheet electrons have an average as" here sheet.. .......
energy of - I keV. l)uring periods of substorm injections.

* -. the temperature of electrons mav rise to - 10 keV. Tem-
peratures of plasma sheet ions tend to be higher than those

of lectrons by a factor of 2 or more.o f cl eE le c t r o n 2'e ( r O V e l

Figure 8- 10 is a cross ,secti:.nal view of the magnetotail
o rtion of the plasma shect. It has a mnimum thickness in Figure 8-9. The distribution of night,.ide. plasma sheet electrons in mer-

the mid-tail region and flares to a maximum thickness near idonal plane IVasyliuna,. N8I.

* - 8.6
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N Northern lobe where p! and ds are momentum componcnt and distance

B 0 (3) the flux invariant

shee A -dt (8.10)
where A is the magnetic vector potential aad df a distarce

p-Pls- element along a particle drift trajectory (Northrop, 1963:

Rossi and Olbert. 19701. Most plasma sheet particles either
precipita:e or follow drift trajectories that intersect the mag-

Magnetopause- Southern lobe netopause before they can drift all the way around the earth,
Thus, in the plasma sheet only :he first and second invariants
arc of interest. The third invariant is important for under-

Figure -10. Cross-sectional view of magnetotail looking earthward. standing the ring current and radiation belts (Chapter 5).
At this point it is useful to introduce the related concepts

taimed or enhanced either by magnetic-field aligned electric of pitch angle dnd magnetic mirroring. The pitch angle of

fields (E1) or by pitch angle diffusion. EI is very important a particle (a) is defined as the angle between its instanta-
for discrete auroral arc formation. Pitch angle diffusion re- neous velocity and the magnetic field
suits from wave particle interactions. Here we summarize
briefly the collective plasma modes responsible for these / • B
phenomena. Ot Cs~ lI

8.2.1 A bMagnetic mirroring results from the conslancy'of a particle's"-8.2.1 Adiabatic Motion in the Plasma Sheet
magnetic moment and total energy. The tot.l energy of a
non-relativistic particle of mass m and charge q moving'" The adiabatic enen, ization of plasma sheet particles in-

Tea t nwith a velocity v in combined magnetic and electric fields
volves the related concepts of adiabatic invariance and guid-
ing center motion. The general concept of adiabatic invar-
iance comes from classical Hamilton-Jacobi theory ITerHaar,
19641. If a system executes a periodic motion in a force wh = /2 my + eI B + qof (orce

field (F) that changes slowly in time with respeci to the- where 11 is the electricai potential. The component of force~period (T)ri exerted along B is

I dF I
F dt T = - q (8.12)

dt - ils - -s

then the quantity
The second term on the right hand side of Equation (8.12)

e.I = p d q. is due to field-aligned electric field components that are
discussed regarding auroral arc formation. The first term on

where-p and q are canonical momentum and coordinate the right hand side of Equation (8.12) is the magnetic mirror

variables, is a constant of the motion known as an adiabatic force. A particle at the magnetic equator Is = 0) with pitch

invariant. Charged particles moving in the earth's magnetic angle (1,1 can move earthward along B until its pitch aigle

field may have as many as three periodicities due to their reaches 90* (v = v_01 = 0). At this point, it is reflected

gyration. boun e. and drift motions. The three adiabatic, by the mirror focce toward the magnetic equator. The strength

invariants associated with these periodicities are of the magnetic field at the mirror point is designated B.,,.

(I) the magnetic moment The total kinetic energy of a particle at its mirror point is
./2mv- = RiB,. Since in general IL = l/2mv2 (sin-ot)/B.

" mv -8 the magnetic mirroring condition, in the absence of E.. is

2B often witten

where v. is the component of velocity perpendicular to the sin B (8.13)
magnetic field. B,,

(21) the longitudinal invariant
The line integration for the longitudinal invariant proceed,

J f p 'ds. (8.9) from the magnetic equator to the mirror distance (s,).

*-

,C v w or - .. L
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rhe notion of guiding center motion is more general With the expressions for the adiabatic invariants IEqua-
than that of adiabatic motion. Under many circumstances tions (8.8) anJ (8.9)1 and guiding center drifts [Equations
charged particle motions are wel!-pproximated superpo- (8.16). (8 17), (8.18)1 we may understand (I) the adiabatic

sitions of mu.ions of guiding centers and gyrational motion heating of magnetospheric plasma, (2) the existence of a
about the guiding center. For example. in an uniform mag- ring current. and (3) the position of the inner boundary of
netic field the equation of motion the plasma sheet.

Both the viscous interaction and the magnetic merging N

dv models require that particles in the nightside plasma sheet 4_
m = q (v X B) (8.14) be "adiabatically" heated as they convect earthward under

the influence of a dawn to dusk electric field. In this motion,

describes a particle that gyrates with a circular frequency each particle's magnetic moment 1/2mv 2/B is a constant.
S= qB/m about a field line and moves along the field line Consider a particle mirroring in the equatorial plane. J = 0. I ,,i

(its guiding center) with a constant velocity. In the presence As it drifts from. say. 30 R, in the magnetotail where B * 20
nT to a distance of 6 Rr where B - 140 nT, it, kinetic

of n external force field F that is perpendicular to B, the energy must incras seven fold. Particles with J 0 gain-
equation of motion kinetic energy, not only from the conservation of ;., but

also from the apparent motion of magnetic mirror points
dvM q ( X B) + F (8.15) (conservation of J). In moving from equatorial crossings of
dt 30 R , to 6 Rj.. particles find the,iselves on shorter and

shorter field lines. Since fp,ds must be a constant, 1), must
can be reduced to the form of Equation (8.14 by trans- increase as particles convect earthward.
forming to a coordinate system moving with a drift velocity From the conservation of energy, it is seen that an in-

crease in partile kinetic energy must be due to a decrease

F x B in potential energy. The potential energy is electrical. that
VI) qB-_ is.

In this frame of reference the motion of the partic!e about d1/2 my) q (V1,' E (1
B is purely gyrational. dt (8.19)

The most importart drifts within the magnetosphere are
caused bv electric fields The brackets in equation (8.19) are used to represent time

averaging over a gyroperiod. and VI) is the total drift ve-
E × B locity. Since V1. is perpendicular to E. only V(; and Vc --

V . (8.16) contribute. Hines 119631 has shown that theenergy gained
B2  by "adiabatically compressing" a magnetospheric plasma is

equivalent to the kinetic energy gained by gradient and

magn.!,c field gradients curvature drifting in the direction of an electrostatic potential

gradient.
V ;= 'B x VB Guiding center motion is the simplest basis for under-

qB- " (8.17) standing the earth's ring current. The existence'of a west-
ward current encircling the earth can he inferred directly

and magnetic field line curvature from decreases in surface values of the horizontal compo-
nent of the earth's field during the main and recovery phases.

my, 2 R x B of magnetic storms (Chapter 4). The general expression for
VC current density is given by a sum over plasma species

R- q B2 8.)
= mvB x (B' )B j =V Bn,,q,,V,)

qI34

where R is the magnetic field line radius-of-curvature vec- Assuming, for simplicity, that the ring current is made up
tor. Note that V1; an] V, depend on both the particle's of a single ion soecies (it ) then the current density is
energy and charge: V, depends on neither. Protons (dec-
trons) gradient and curvature drift toward the west (east). jR = nq (V. - V1 ) (8.20)
In the nearly dipolar part of the inner plasma sheet. V(; and-N
V(- are of comparable magnitudes. lDue ito sharp magnetic Since V1, is independent of~ charge. only V,. and V(. con-
fieid line curvature across the neutral sheet. V, > V,; in tr:bute to Equation (8.20). Recall that for protons (elec-
the magnetotail. trons). V(; and V- are westwards (eastwards). In an equiv-
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MAGNETOSPHERIC AND HIGH LATITUDE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRODYNAMICS

alent fluid description, Jt is driven by magnetospheric pressure equatorial plane of the magnetosphere, the form of the elec-.
gradients. During the main phases of m.,gnetic storms and tric potential is
the expansion phases of substorms, particl.s are 'energized
and injected into the inner magnetosphere by intense electric -

fields. With the onset of recovery phase,; the electric fields q (R. )) + C R'Y sin4) (8.21)

decrease in intensity and/or are shielded from the inner
magnetosphere. Injected particles find themselves on closed, where fl = 7.3 x 10's - 1 is the angular spin velocity of
stably trapped orbits in which they gradient and curvature the earth, C'is a constant to be determined, and 'y is a
drift around the earth. During recovery, phase these particles parameter that reflects the level of electrical shielding. The
are slowly removed from the ring current by precipitation case -y = I corresponds to a uniform, dawn to dusk Ec that
or by charge exchange with low energy neutrals (Chapter completely penetrates the inner magnetosphere. Best em-
5). pirical values of y ,are in the range of 2 to 3 [Ejiri dt al.,

The position and shape of the inner edge of the -plasma 1978; Gussenhoven et al., 19811. The value of C is deter-
sheet is determined by the drift motions of plasnma sheet mined by noting that Ell is directed radially inward and -..
particles. VE decomposes into drifts due to "convective" is mostly the YSM direction. In the dusk sector Ell and F(. ?
(V~c) and "corotational' (VF,,) electric ilds. In the fol- are oppositely directed. Depending on the st.-ength of Ec,
lowing discussion., we use the symbols Ec to represent the there is a stagnation point along the 1800 1 r (o = 3,/r2)
"convective" electric field imposed by the solar wind on, the axis of symmetry where the two fiel exac, ly cancel.
magnetosphere and Ell to represent the corutation electric
field. The direction of (VE11 is eastward for all particles.
For simplicity let us consider the drift motions of charged r)
particles having pitch angles in the equatorial plane of 900.  a ( - 2
The conservation of energy Equation (8.11) immediately -R 0. (8.22)
tells us that cold (p. = 0) particles are constrained to E X B a R R Rs
drift along equipotentials. Par,icles with non-zero p. drift '

along surfaces of constant (P' + p.B/q).
In the magnetotail, particles predominately drift earth- Substitution of Equation (8.21) into (8.22) gives

ward under the influence of a Jawn tc dusk E-field. As they
approach the earth, electrons acquire significant eastward il B,,R
drifts due to both V; and Vt. Since both of these drifts C R, . (8.23)
are eastward, cold electrons with V, = 0 drift closer to the % 41

earth before their eastward drifts dominate over their cmth- Thus,
ward drifts. For this reason outbound satellites ern-ounter
cold before hot electrons at tae plasma sheet's inner edge L B,,RF F ( 5. (L\~ ]
[Kivelson et al.. 19791. AP (L. 46) = L" - y' ) sin ,

The boundary between cold electrons that drift along Ls '/ \ /
equipotentials from the tail and those that corotate on closed (8.24)
trajectories is called the zero-energy Alfv~n layer or the
inner boundary of the plasma sheet. Under steady convective wae-
electric !geld conditions. cold electrons that drift in from the where we have 'made the substitution L = R/R and
magnetotail without precipitating eventually cross the day- Ls = RIR.-. The common term 11 B ,RF2 is -90 kV The
side magnetopause. Thus, the inner botndary of the plasma potential of the stagnation point is
sheet is the boundary between closed (corotation dominated)
and open (convection dominated) equipotentials. 3 s - 90

41 Ls -IlI + lI'yykVM (8225)
Before calculating the shape of the last closed equipo- 2 k L,

tential, we note that for protons. Vc, and Vt.1 are oppositely
directed. This leads to more complex drift paths for protons Since along the 4b = 31t/2 line F,. < (>) E41 for L < (>)
than electrons. Protons with p. * 0 can drift earthward of Ls. Equation (8.25) gives the potential of the zero-energ
the zero-energy Alfvdn boundary in the evening local time Alfv~n -boundary. By setting the term in brackets on the
sector. The dilferent drift paths of protons and electrons righ: hand side of Equation (8.24) equal to II + ]-y I. We
eventually lead to the build up of polarization electric fields arrive at the equation for the zero-energy Alfv'dn hondar
near the inner edge of the plasma sheet. The main effects in the equatorial plane as a function of distance from the
of the polarization field are tc shield E, from the inner center of the earth (t..) and local time
magnetosphere and to distort its dawn to dusk orientation
in the plasma sheet. (L' "' , si 611 -y 0. (8.26)

As a function of distance a Mrd local r-ne 6) in the \L/ Ls

8-9
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Southwood and Kaye 119791 have shown that to anl excellent tons into the auroral ionosphere cannot be xpain intrms
approximation of the individual particle model that we havc: been using.

I he problem is illustrated simply in Figurc 8- 12 where wc

where S =fcos (4) - 7r/2)/2 I The solution is exact when V V
Iy . Figure 8-Il shows that the shape of the last equi- .-

6.V

Figun:'8-12. I-Awontomr of distihufion funcim~s with (a) im)rupic anid (h)
toss cone distributions.

12. 0
5 represents an isotropic population at some initial time. Par-

ticles it 90' (vj * 0) move along field lines to-
wir'l their mirror points. If their mirror points art: suffi-
cienitly deep in the atmosphere, typically altitude% < 2WX
km. the particles arc lost. Othenwise they return to the
magnetosphere. If we designate the strength of the ma!gnetic

MLT field at an altitude of 2(00 kmi as WA2X)). then Fqua!'ion
(8. 13) shows that particles initially with equatoriai pitcen
angles

18
A.,2

F-igure )9-11. Shalies of last ctie'd Lquifuotentiot hr various values of yl~jiri Q, < =i sin (8.28)

are lost after a few bounce periods. Such particles are said
p' 'ential va rics fromt an eogtdea'rp for -y= I to to be in the atmospheric loss cone. For plasma sheet particles

2*.. to he At~nhounlary I. depnds n whih cersain p~tyc lou loe. Palsl lotion dtitonre fitiand

n pr jetio. th eqalo~ar boudar ofdifuse uroal re- such .-s shown in Figure 8-1 2b arc unstable to the growth
cipittion.of whistler waves.T*he waves grow in energy by causing.

piz-ficles to ditTuse into the loss cone. To produce strong
pitch trnple diflusion, that is. maintain isotropy over the loss

8.2.2 Pitch Angle D~iffusion of Plasma Shee! cone, a resonant condition must he fulfilled. Resonant scat-
Particles Weing! occurs for particles %hose energy is equal to that of'

the magnetic: energy per pariiice
're final topic ito be considcecl under the headling of

sz. neral maginctospbvric processe, is particle precipitat ion, B

Tho anticipate ouir discussion of thL ionosphere. we note that2
irntru mental ionj on satd i tes pass inp through thc diffuse all-
roral iono~pherc nwasurc fluxes of' clectronm and protons, Thi-, model successfully explains flux limits obsers ed for

thtare isotropic over the downcoming hemisphere. The stibly tri-ppcd ring current particles. Thc requirericrnlt,,
continuous precipitation of plasma sheet electrons an r- reson-rnt pitch angle dfion ie ~1;~o 8 ' a



MAGNETOSPHERIC AND HIGH LATITUDE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRODYNAMICS

v mpifically verified by observations of the proton ring cur- 1*....

rent from Explorer 45 during the magnetic storm of De-
,- cember 1971 IWilliams and i-yons, 19741.
", , An examination of the resonance condition given '.n ,,K,,. '.., .VIEW

Equation (8.29) shows that a whistler mode instability can-
not be 'responsible for strong pitch angle scattering in the

*plasma sheet. At geostationary altitude (6.7 RI.) in the plasma
sheet, B - 100 nT and n - I cm 3. This gives a magnetic

* field energy density in eV/cm' of 2.5 B2(nT). A resonant
energy of -25 keV is well in excess of mean thermal ener- ,

gies for either electrons or protons in the plasma sheet. I
. Realizing that whistler mode interactions could not ex-

plain the isotropic precipitation of plasma sheet particies,
investigators in the 1970s concentrated on sources of elec-
trostatic wave energy. There are two important develop-
ments from the decade of which we take note. The first
concerns direct observations of broadband electrostatic noise
all along magnetic field lines connecting the auroral iono-
sphere to the equatorial plasma sheet lGurnett and Frank,
19771. The amplitudes of observed waves are of sufficient
intensity to drive strong pitch angle scattering. The second
development concerns the theoretical recognition of the role
played by cold, plasma for making available free energy
contained in anisotropic pitch angle distributions. Cold plasma, Figure 8-13. Outline of elf consistent calculation of" magnetospheric con-~vection IVa.,yliunas. 19701.
of ionospheric origin, in the plasma sheet can pr(uce ye-

!ocity space gradients in the total distribution functions
ti f/ dv . > O) that are unstable tothe growth of(N + 1/2)

electron cyc'otron waves [Young et al., 19731 and lower (a) First link: with knowledge of the electric field, we
hybrid ion waves I Ahour-Abdalla and Thorne, 19781. Nu- calculate the motion and distribution of protons and ele-
merical studies show that such waves are unstable over trons in the magnetosphere. and hence the total 'plasma

restricted ranges of parameter space. Measuring low den- pressure at any point.
sity. cold plasma embedded in a hot plasma sheet is ex- (b) Second link: from the plasma pressure gradients, w
perimentally difficult. A successful measurement of the cold calculate the components of the electric current perpendic-
plasma component is a critical requirement for our under- ular to the magnetic field. That is. from the force balance
standing plasma sheet processes. equation

Vp=jxB (8.30

... we calculate
8.3 ELECTRICAL COUPLING

OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE
AND IONOSPHERE . B X p (8.3C.

B2

Before discusing the electrodynamics of the high lati-
tude ionosphere. it is useful to review briefly the theory of For simplicity we have assumed that the pr!ssure is iso-
Imagneosphere-ionosphere coupling. Vasvliunas 119701 has tropic.
developed a theoretical model that illustrates the physical laws (c) Third link: by calculating the divergence of the per.
describing how, magnetospheric convention couples with the pendicular current and averaging over each flux tube. wt
iono'phere. The model , is presented in Figure 8-13 obtain (j) the field aligned currents (FAC) flowing betweer
in the firn of a closcd hoop of equations (,traight lines) and the magnetosphere andthe ionosphere.
of quantities to he determined tboxes). External sources of
parlic~es. cross'magnelospheric potentials. neutral winds in . (-i)-- - (8.32
the tono',hcrc. and so fonth. are imposed boundarv condi- iis\B B
lion" N .: loop of cqu:itions is sclf-consi,,,ently clocd.
i can........I pi point, Let us assumc that we have an (d) Fourth link: from the requi- '!:I thc,,e fiel(
initial idea about the distribution of magnetospheric electric aligned currents be closed by pcrpend: ) h.ic current-
field,, and particles in the ionosphere. we obtain the configuratiot of the electri

8-1
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field in the ionosphere. The continuity of ionospheric current E
requries that XO ..

V 'I j!J Sinx (8.33) itt,,

where I is the height integrated current and X the inclination /
of magnetic field lines. In the ionosphere

I =1E (E + V. x B) (8.34) DUSK I DAWN

where 1 is the height integrated conductivity tensor and V.
is the neutral wind velocity.

(C) Fifth and final link: the ionospheric electric field can S
be mapped into the magnctosphere, and the requirement that4it agree with the magnetosphcric electric field pssumed at
the outset determines the field, and thus closes the system-
of equations. Except near discrete arcs, the mapping may E
be done by assuming that magnetic field lines are equipo-
tentials. There is empirical evidence suggesting a functional (b)
relationship between ji. in dicrete arcs and field-aligned DUSK NP DAWN SP DUSK
potential drops ILyons et al.. 19791. We note in passing D NP D S/ DUS

that the Rice University group has successfully simulated k- "I

the ionospheric features of a magnetospheric substorm using ,' _
this model IHarel et al.. 1981. AB

qFron Equations (8.33) and (8.3.1). it is clear that neas- Y UT
urements of E and i are critical for understanding the
m o e s pre- Figure 8-14. (a) Field-aligned currents and electric fields as seen by polar
cipiting particle fluxes are needed to (I ) understand spatial orbiting satellite in dawn-dusk meridian. (b) Idealized elec-
\variation in ). (2) identify the dominant carriers of jl,. (3) tric field and magnetic perturbation measurement.

calculate field-aligned potential drops. and (4) help distin-
guish hbt,.een topologically different regions.

centered coordinate system; X 's positive along the satellite
velocity; Z is positive toward local nadir; Y completes the

8.4 HIGH LATITUDE ELECTRIC FIELDS right-hand system. In the dawn-dusk meridian Y is positive
in the antisunward direction. At high latitudes in the northern

Electric fields at ioiosphcric altitudes are measured from (southern) hemisphere we approximate B as being along the
potential differences between the ends of extended booms Z - ) 7 axis. Figure 8-14a also shows dusk to dawn electric
on satellites lFahleson. 19671 and from the E x B drifts fields in the auroral ovals and uniform dawn to dusk electric

S of' cold plasnta ltlanson and Ileelis. 19751. In principle, fields across the polar caps. The convective electric field
can be determined from particlc fluxes. With present tech- ieverses directions near the poleward boundary of the au-

nology. full distribution functions of ions and electrons can- roral oval and goes to zero at the equati.rward boundary.
not be measured with sufficient accuracy. For this reason. The governing equations are current continuity lEqua-
highly ,ensilive triaxial Iluxgate mrignetomcters fArmstrong tion (S.33)1. Ohm's law IEquation (8.34)1 and the Maxwell
and Zmuda. 19731 are used to determine j Iron; magnetic equation
deflections. Particle fluxes :r approximately the energy range
lt) eV to 30 keV are measured by mans of continuous V , B IL,,j (8.351
channel electron multipliers lchanneltrons plact:d iehind

: electrostatic energN-anahzers IGold. 19591. In the infinite current sheet approximation, these cqualions
It is usefLul to exphin the format of high latitude data may be comb;ned to eliminate j and reduce to

presented in the folloing subsections b, providing an ex-
ample of the simplest kinds of electric fields and magnetic B
field deflecti(n, expected to he measured by instrumentation il" ".
on a r lar orliititg satellite. Figure 8- 14a shows tle trajec-

V'-' tir, ,of a satellite in circular Polar orbit with the ascendine where AB. is the deflection of the magnetic field due to

node at the dusk (18(X) 1') meridian. We define a, satellite j and ,, is the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity

' 8-12
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[Smiddy et al., 19801. Except near local noon at the dayside The E field and FAC systems shown in Figure 8-14b are of
cusp and near local midnight at the Harang discontinuity large scale.
where there are significant divergences of the ionospheric
Hall current IRostoker. 19801. Eqeation (8.36) is a very
useful approximation. It tells us that for a uniformly con- 8.5 POLAR CAP ELECTRODYNAMICS
ducting ionosphere. fluctuations in the transverse magnetic
field component should track variations in the meridional This section treats three topics: ( large-scale electric
component of the electric field. Deviations from correlated field patterns. (2) electron precipitation morphologies. and
variations are due to the presence of conductivity gradients. (3) characteristics of discrete, sun-aligned arcs in the polar
Figure 8-14b is a plot of Ex and ABy expected over a full cap. Here we use the term "'polar cap" to designate the
orbit assuming a uniform ionospheric conductivity. Positive portion of the high latitude ionosphere containing only open
(negative) slopes in ABy correspond to regions of current magnetic field lines. Precipitating particles on tI' se field
into (out of) the ionosphere. Thus, due to the divergence lines should be of direct magnetosheath origin. Except pos-
of ionospheric Pedersen currents, a field-aligned current sibly during periods of northward interplanetary magnetic
(FAC) should flow into the iono:i0 here at the equatorward field (IMF), cold ionospheric plasma should convect in the
boundary of the dusk side oval and out at the poleward antisunward direction under the influence of a dawn to dusk
boundary. The morning side oval currents have the opposite electric field.
polarity. If there are significant Pedersen currents across the
polar cap. the poleward-FAC system should be of greater
intensity than the equatorward system. 8.5.1 Large Scale Elet'tric Fields Patterns

In the following subsections. ABy is given as a function
of time rather than distance. Since satellites at ionospheric Table 8-1 lists the six polar orbiting satellites launched
altitudes travel at speeds of ,-7 km/s, Equation (8.35) can to date that were capable of measuring ionospoheric electric
be transformed to give a convenient expression for j. fields. Data from the double-probe experiment on Injun 5

confirmeu the existence of convective reversals near the
j (,-A)= 0.1 I . a AB,(nT) 8 poleward boundaries of the auroral oval. An inclination of

3 t(s) (8.37) 68' allowed the Atmospheric Explorer (AE-C) driftmeter to
measure convective drifts in the oval but usually not in the

A current of ; 1iA/m corresponds to a locally unbalanced polar cap. The AE-D satellite had an inclination of 90 but
flux of - W 1/cm 2s . failed - 4 months after launch. The orbit %has initially close

Finally, in both the polar cap and the auroral oval we to the noon-midnight meridian and precessed toward dawn-
refer to small- and large-scale structures. Small-scale struc- dusk. Because of the high altitude of S3-3. its near-apogee
tures have latitudinal dimensions of a few tens of km or data have been most useful for identifying the small-scale
less. They are traversed by satellites in. a few seconds. features of auroral arc/inverted-V phenomena. The OGO 6
Discrete arcs and inverted-V's are exampls of small-scale and S3-2 satellites spent sufficient periods of time 'near the
structures. Somcwht arbitrarily, we define large-scale sys- dawn-dusk meridian to identify the main large-scale features

* tems as having latitudinal dimensions greater than 1(X) km. of polar cap convection.

* Table -I Satellite, capable fit gkauring electric field,

INITIAL TYPE
SATELLITE 'LAUNCH DATE INCLINATION APOGEE (km) INSTRUMENT

Injun 5 Aug 1968 . 81°  2550 double

060 6 June 1969 82' 16M0 double
probe

AE-C Dc 1973 68 40W0 drift
meter

OcAE-(t 1975 91 4(X) drift
meter

S3-2 Dc 1975 96 15511 doublc
protv'

S3-3 Aug 1976 998 8050 douhlc
probe
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* Two examples of Ex measured by 060 6 at northern when By > 0. For both OG() 6 and S3-2, A types are only
i summecr) high latitudes are given in Figure 8-15. Except found in the summer hemisphere and are associated with the
for small-scale variations. the miain f-omtures of the expected IMF polarity that tcnds to produce strong E fields along the
ExF pat terns are found in the aurorAi oval. The example in evening flank of the polar cap. The occurrence ration of A
the tap trace is consistent with a uniform dawn to dusk to B was 2:1 ;n S3-2 data. the A to D ratio was 3:1I in June
electric field across the polar cap. In the bottom trace Ex 1969000O6 data. The dependence of D types on By (upper
has relatively high (low) values near the morning (evening) right plot) agrees with OG() 6. The type F patterns were found

* flank of the polar cap. when By 0. The distribution of B, D. and F patterns tend
A simplified summary of large-scale electric field pat- to confirm the critical rolc of By lFriis-Christensen et al.,

terns identified by lieppner 119721 is given in Figure 8-16. 11972 1. A survey of S3-2 measurements shows that A, B. D,
Type A: UnilfOrni E\ across polar cap. These were and F types are found when B, < 0.5 nT. Type I shows no

observed hy 000 6 on~v in the northern correlation with Bx oir By. The highly irregular electric fields
(summer) polar cap. are found only when B, > 0. Type I patterns are further

Type B: Strong E\ near the morning (evening) flank discussed below in connection with poilar cap art's;
of the northern (southern) polar cap. An example of an F-field pattcrn that was found in r;-

Type D): Stronag E\s near the evening (morning) (lank proximnately hall'the summer polar cap passes of S3-2 when
of the northern (southern) polar cap. B, .> 0.7 nT is sh)%wn in Figure 8- 18. During S3-2. Rev 5215

*Type F: Strong E\, along flanks of polar cap with souithern high-latitude pass B, was 4.9 nT I Burke et al.. 1979 1.
-weak fields in the central polar cap. As expected for driving sunward convection in the auroral

*Type I: Irregular field across the polar cap. oval, E., was directed from dusk to dawn. At the poleward
Types A and 1) (B) \%ere found when the IMF was in a boundary of the oval. E\s reversed polarity becoming dawn to
towkard (awav) structure. dusk near th- morning and evening flanks of the polar cap.

During the last three months of 1976 the S3-2 orbit %as Within the central polar cap E.\ was directed from dusk to

close to the da\% n-dusk meridian. Figure 8- 17 is a scaiter plot dassre Sun %k ard convect ion in the central polar cap is i ncon-
of hleppnier%. pattern% ohserved in S3-2 data as a function oif sistent with a viscous interaction model. It was theoretically
IMF Bs, and By. It is -.,en that A and B types are found Only anticipated a- a consequence of the magnetic merging'model

NORTHERN HIGH LATITUDES
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CROSS-POLAR CAP JUNE,1969 S3-_2 -REV.5215 ..
ELECTRIC FIELD PATTERNS OGO-6 0 ,. 39 South PolarCap DEC7.1976
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Figuire,-16 Types of ekoLnc held pat'm owr ted by OG hand ther Figure- l Examp 'c f sunwad comi km. duk to dawn clecinc hcld
depeindnce of IMF B% ad 8 IHeppo.r. 9721. m ithe central plar cap dunng A p..iod of nnhenm IMF

IRussell. 19721. Sunward c mvectiom in the summer polar cap
*- l 4 ; . 4 . during lxrxk of northward B/ is ctwistem %%ith Nith potmd

.... L , magnetorreter IM acawa. 19761 and laboratory simulatiin

S- IPodgorny et al.. 1l97 1 results
The cross p. Iar cap potential ..1*, can N- derived from

-- - -- _ i "--- satellite electric field measurements and is an impolant
J + . param.'er for magtitspheric numling. ThiN poential (in

Wr i"" + volts) gives the rate (in whers/s) that magnetic flux i%
*1 +- -: ttansfrn'd fro the 'Ja t th- night side of Ilk- magricto-

- - sphere. Based on two weeks of OC ) 6 data Hepprier 119771

found that on the average A1, increased front 21 to l(XI

kV as thicge t ne Kr increaed frm 0i to 6. Therei" o , •' = = ' ......: ' * were individua! ca'ses in w~hic:hlt, P ,.itniticantll excededd

r; k 1• kV.
h- I - 't " Reilflet al. I 19811 anali/td 32 measurements of .1t

S.- .......- .. irom Al-C and A.-l) as a lunclion ol %anous sAlar ,wind
, and IMF paran.ters. To calculate nierging rate-. that account

for compression of the IMF in the magnetosheath. B at the
magnetopause was set at Ih lesser of 8 times its sola, wind

6 " 4 2 =a 0 LZ 4 L 6 2 " value or 60! nT. The latter value was taken as typical of the

I MF By nT) earth's field near the subs ilar magrntopaue. Alhhou.h the
best agreement was found with thoretical mer.ine rate,,. a

Figure g-17. Scatter piot of convective electric field patterns o+srvcd by high correlation was found with Akasofu', 119781 1 param-
$3-2 as a function of IMF B- and By. eter. Figure 8-19 shows that in the AE measurements, 7"-P-
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Figure' 11-19 Cn...s rxvtjr cap poterntial as a functitmn oft ila Vnd zaai- '

varied front31 it) 150 MV This implies that 3(1 kV cannot POLAR RAIN
be accounted for by r~vrting. Such it potential greatly ex- (03:28:34 UT)

* ceeds the potential aerliss the houndar% laser theoreticalIh..
* estimated by Ifill 1 19791 and measured at ionospheric ai-

titudes h% Smidd% et al. 119801. The upr-.. limit of 1501
kVL is much less than the cross mlaelnetosphere potential
drop t4'lin the solIar sind. With V, 4WN km/% LChNENRY(V
and B, - 5n-r. the Y component 01 the electric field iuv22 Tpcfdfentasetr wthporrinndlf r-
in the solar sind is 2 mVrii 12. 8 kV!Rt ). For a mag- ,uvt.iTpiI fcrna scrafoihporinnadkipi'

rict~l~wic dameer o 30 , a theda~k-duk meidia. cpiiaion obcoscd oin orbit 1176 tir 15 May 1969 jWin-
netopheic iamterof (1 1 atthedas n-uskmerdia. ~nnham and Heikkita. 19741,

lobes of the magicntotail indicate that pollar rain electrons
enter the magnectosphere at great distance downstri.am from.
the earth. The efficiency, of the entry process is mod),ulated

* 8.5.2 Polar Cap Precipitation by the ,oat fteII.Yee and Frank I !97h1 tound
that fluxes ot soft electrons in the northern lobe of the tail

Particle fluxes into the poilar ionospherv are conveniently increased by more ttian an order of magnitude %%hen the
divided into hieh and lo%% enerp~ compionents. Encei~ IMkIF 'A a %in an a%%a% (B\. - OF sector. There isaim, evidene
particle% from solar flare% can seriously disrupt the polar suggestfing a B, influerce. Meng et al. 119771 found that
ionosphere: these are important during maectic storm pe- the intensit% of polar rain tiuxrs is %trongest Flea- the flank
nods The flu\ lesels of lo%% encrpi protons in the polar. of the polar cap along sshich conwecton is strongestl.
cap are hselos the sensitis its lecisl of existing dctct.,ors, Polai sho-Aers, are tjiaractcri/cd b\ kxealii enhanced fluxes
Winningham and Ileikkila 11l9741 identified three classes of of' precipitatinte electrons. \%ith mean energies of - I keV.
loss energy electron precipitation ;Foar rain. polar shovcsrs. -Ihewe electron structures are emhedded in broader regions
and po.ir s.qualls .of polar' rain. The\ are thought to be responsible for sun-

Polar rain is a relatiseis unifi)rmn tspc of prcipitation alicned arc-s in the polar cap and are discussed further in
that can till the enti re polar cap. Particles. ha' e mean thermal Section 9 5.3.
enercsof- 14 ) eie and are isotriipicall% distributed outside Polarsqualls are describe-db\ Winninghomi nd Ileikkila

the tittoplicric: liss cone. The encrgy ixes carr d1nI19741 as localiied. interse llu-eN of electrons that bave
thewe particles are in the 11) to I0n erus cm s 'range. . undeionc: iel'l-alitencd accelerations oit several kV. The\
isso to three oirders of mac'nitu-de less than typical auroral are found :n the polar cap duzing2 geoniaictic storms Foster
fluxes. The hi--hest enerv\ fluxes for polar rain occur during and Buriows 197h: 19771 base reported ohserving! fluxes

periods oft geoniagnetic. activit~ I Meng and Kroet. 14K771 titof electrons into the polar cap that are spectrally identical
Figure 8-2) is it ilot of' pre~ipiiating e!ectron spectra nica- toi those founid in ptilar squalls . Iloss ever, these fluxes ssere
%4 ured in the davosde cusp ::ndt in'the polair rain. The similariiv o1-servcd t-s be ss idely and unifiirml\ distributed over the

in spectral shape uuet.that polar :ain particles are Of pr cp iesulprils te sr bevddrn
direct marnetosheath origin. Particle fluxes measured in the the recovery phases oif magnetic storms. These fluxes also
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appear to he modulated by the polarity of the IMF. While are produced at F-layer altitudes by electrons with enes Yies
intense fluxes of keV electrons were measured in the north- of a few hundred cV [Weber and Buchau. 19771. Here we
ern polar cap, only polar rain was detected in the southern illustrate many of the known characteristics of polar cap
hemisphere. Figure 8-21 is a plot of particle fluxes measured arcs using data from the USAF satellites S3-2 and DMSP

(Defense Meteorological Satellite Program). 'At the times
__________ of interest, both satellites were in orbits close to the dtwn-

IC ~dusk meridian. S3-2 measured Ex,,ABy (described in Sec-
tion ... 1). and fluxes of electrons with energies between

>~i~S2MARCH 0- 1.1972 50ecV and 17 keY. DMSP satt llites are three-axis stabilized
PO..Aft CAP and arc in circular, sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of> -Iis2)ARRI ~ 840 km. All DMSP satellites are equipped with scanning.

optical imagers lEather. 19791. Some. but not all, are also
eq~uipped with spectrometersthat look toward local zenith

* ~ St.and measure fluxes of electrons with energie3 between 50

/ ~VELA 5AeV and 20 keV.
Iri LC9 Figure 8-22 is a cartoon that represents., in magnetic

X~.DECEMBER12, 197 7

61 It,

_j,

1 14 4 1
2 3 4

LOG ELECTRON ENERGY (ev)

h-gur., M-21 Nflerentiat ce'trcn energ) spectra nwacurxed in the- poclar
cap (.cid curvo:.i id in Ithe fail k~ts, and m n ccc~heath e

ic~~hc~uietThe: tneiIcat nwa~,urenwnt v as, nude
at - 111% h' " NOi M41aItl. 6W ie 14d 4:h At 9 It, mti I I 5tar h.
the 1%4tAi cap .it 16i lhmcia tmi 11 March. and 1t poctar rain .~
at IIt, h' lilarvh The- pclAr %;ap spectra display a mrnwv 56
or kcc rcnovinced hiehlt rg tadt relsime tcc theo niagne
f-,c-ath fi-iccer and Humc'ac. 19761..j-

in the polar rain and extended squals by ISIS 2 and nearly
simultaneous measurements of Iclctnin'fluxes in the mag.
neto'cbeath andi the tail lobe fro~m VU1A 5. Foster and Bur-
row%% 119771 argue from the near isotrop) of the kcV parlicks Vigure 9-2 ('anticc roewnc-i~natitccn) wct cccntial DM514 high latnitud
in the polar cap and the simnultaneous absence of' keV ekev- %r 12 Itcenilwec 117-
trims in the magnettocsheath that the'electrons %%ere acced-
crated along magnetic fkid line% at great distance from the, latitude and local time. compt)ifesc of visible imaery fromi
earth in the magnetosphere. DMSFIF and l)MSP'F2 taken oser the northern hemi-

spthere during a period of magnetic quieting on 12 l)eccinher
1977. Straightmsolid lines gtic the portions of F2 trajectori's

8.5.3 Polar Cap Arcs during. which electron data were taken. To the right ot each
cartoon, the hoctiv average values el IMF B, and B, are

Investigations of discrete arcs in th~e polar cap have represented. During the initial period ot* southward~ B/, the
shown that polar cap arcs tend ito he sun~aligned and are polar cup was clear of, sisiHe etnissi, ns and only unifont ,
motst frequently observed dur -Ing perio-ds of magnetic clui. polar rain fluxes were detected. Appr,,ximatel% on.: hour
eting when the IMF has a northward component [Ismail et after the IMF turned northw,.rd sun-aligned ats were found
.al.. 19771. Visible arcs are caused by precipitating electrons in the polar cap. Polar cap arcs persisted until the IMF again
with energies of ---2 keY. Anotler. class of subvisual arcs turned southward. An hour after a second northward turning
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of B/. arcs returned to the polar cap I Hardy et al.. 19811. it passed within VO of the magnetic pole along the dawn-
The sun-aligned arcs were embedded in a region of high dusk meridian. The IMF X, Y. and Z components were
density (-0. 1 cm ') polar rain. Within the arc the up-look- - 3.7, 3.8 and 7.4 nT. respectively. As compared with the

, ing DMSP spectrometer detected three spectral components. idealized measurements of Figure 8-14b. Ex and ABy were
a cold I(W)'eV) high density (1.5 cm ') population, a peaked highly irregular. Recall that in'the northern hemisphere Ex
primary distribution with a temperature of 350 eV that had positive corresponds to sunward convection; ilj is out of the
been accelerated through a potential drop of -750 volts and ionosphere in regions whe.-e ABy has a negative slope. I
a secondary and/or degraded primary population. Burch et regions of negative slope in ABy accompanied by enhanced

, al. 119791 found that over polar showers the low-energy electron fluxes are noted in Figure 8-23. As evidenced by
* component was highly field-aligned. The secondary, and their being embedded in polar rain. Events 3 through 7 lie

accelerated primary populations were neariy isotropic in in the polar cap.
pitch angle. Event 6 has been analyzed in detail by Burke et al.

' Figure 8-23, gives a plo t of Ex. %B,. the directional flux 119821. It was shown that the FAC out of the ionosphere
of electrons (cn 2 s sr) ' and electron pitch angles measured had an intensity of 2.8 iA A/m2 that was carried by electrons
during S3-2 Rev 5231 as functions of invariant latitude, with a temperature of 200 eV and had been accelerated

* magnetic local time. and altitu'de. The pa;s occuned while through a potential drop of - I kV. A nearly isotropic pitch
the satellite %%as near apogee over the north polar cap where angle distribution of electrons across event 6 suggests a field-

- S3-2 REV5231/N 8DECEMBER.1976
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MAGNETOSPHERIC AND HIGH LATITUDE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRODYNAMICS

MAGNETOPAUSE roral physicist is replete with :e-ns such as "inverted-Vs".
"double-layers". "diffuse aurora", and "beams and conics"

= " Mozer et al., 19801. These terms describe distinct auroral

throees ais rotopin the global auoTmhology () phe-n
defy adequate summation in this section. Here we consider
three main topics: () global auroral morphology, (2) phe-

A nomena associated with inverted-V events, and (3) sub-
. .. " / , storms. Under the heading of global morphology we treat the

systematics of large-scale, field-aligned current systems and
"- ' . the equator% ard boundary of diffuse auroral precipitation.

48.6.1 Global Field Aligned Currents

o\ - /-ta I . Thi average global field-aligned current (FAC) system
.' =____for periods of high and low magnetic activity are shown in

-, , ,oosvE.Rc Figure 8-14. lijima and Potemra 19781 define Region 1 (2)
as a region of FAC near the poleward (quatorward) portion

tof the auroral oval. In the evening ctor current flows into
the ionosphere inm Rgion 2 and o t in Region r. The polar-

tol e ity ocurrent flow rever-d in the morning sector. The in-
teenie sec urrents are of the order I m2. Cur-

00 0 rents ou 4r tie irph are mi-Atly cared by precipitating
Selectrons. It is believed that cold ele trons mo ing from the

ionosphere to the magnetosphere carry the curt into the
/ ""Fi.........-ei ionosphere. Klumpar 119791 found that the equatorward

o o "boundary of Repion 2 is coterminus with diffu auroral
g electron precipitation in the post-midnight sector. In the

gilevenini edect- Rediimn 2 extendi n2l epetrwnard of the
electrfedsan curret aociat . electron pcipitation v Aundary.

uT f Near local midnight and noon large-ale FACs are theI ,-.MoK, complex. Figure 8-25 shows that near midnight the
• p'" * ~FiVgwe 9-24 kieshretd twi ,i4imeltml pnloitttm tid" ¢evftj W&ld Mai

/ aligned potential drop extending for large distance" along"

.... " "cm "s 1 sr w ere sufficient to produce a visible arc. Figure

• -:..: .:." •8-24 gives an idealized. two-dimensional projection of the
,:.. ". electric field% and currents associated with Event 6. As pre-

dicted y Lyons 11980.19811. the arc is in a region of neg-
ative electric field divergence. Similar. recently reported meas-
urements fr m . Dnamic'% Explorer satellites suggest that

-.-. sukh polar cap arcs nmy result from a bifur.-ation of the m -:..

distant plasma sheet. That is. s4me polar cap arcs are on
closed magnetic field lines IFrank et al.. 19821.

hced-attgncdcurmmn .ktcminc' frnri oil data ,*vand lr,- -- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 41 pi-" F-4m L. A-nT~nwot~h.1 I o-anI . wm.. ,mg, tand

8.6 AURORAL OVAL ( ,) dt T Jain d. .-t'r . ".'. ,."'nu ! ,i'n, an
ELECTRODYNAMICS I nui,., and P,,Cn. i 47

The auroral oval is a region of closed magnetic field lines morning side Region I current overlaps the e.uing side
mapping through-the plasma sheet. Ionospheric plasma con- , Region I. No simultaneous electric field and magnetit field' vection should he mostly in the sunward direction. Near lo- measurement% have yet becen mrtred froni this region

'al midnght (noon) strong equatorward (poleward) convec- However, it is expected that the n,,rphology of these l-',.
tion components are expected. can he unders tood in terms of latittt.n. , -,s of the

The stock-in-trade vocabulary of a contemporary au- electric field ju.,t pr., , 19741
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CHAPTER 8
show~ed that in the late evening sector the large scale con- field mod~el ot Fairfield and Mead 119751 the aurorzil bound-
vective electric field is directed poleward in the equatorward aries were projected to the magnectospheric equatorial plane.
parn of the oval. It rotates th'mugh west across the Ilarang Figure 8-26 is a plot of* projected boundary positions (oper.
discontinuity tot cquatorw~id in the poleward part of the circles) in comparison with predictions (if the Volland-Stern
oval. Pedersen currents driven in the ionosphere converge electric field miodel lEjiri et al.. 19781 (solid line) and the
fromt both sides on the Ilaraiig discontinuity. To maintain injection hi-indary of' Mauk and Mcllwain 119741 (dashedS an mverall divergence-free current system. current must flow lines). Best tihs are obta'ncd for a shaping factor -y =2.
into tbe iono-ibt~re at both the equatorward and poleward Note that the stagnation points are offset from the dusk

4 boundaries of the oval and out of the ionosphere near the meridian. The off(set angle 6,, varies fromt 23' toward eve-
Ilarang discontinuity. These are the essential features found fling for Kp = 0 ito 45' toward afiernoon for Kp = 5. The
near midnight in Figure 8-25. potential distribution in the equatorial plane (Equation (8.24)

In the vici..,ty of thc dayside ctisp an extra FAC system of the previous chapter) takes the form
*hus been observed pol"ward of the Region I. Its polarity is'
opposite tota ftenab egion I current. In the
northern (southern) hemisphere it appears only on the after- TL. 4b I- I B.R1 - [y s in~wib - i l*
noon (morning) side of noon when INIF B, < 01. and only -

on, the morning afternotmn side %ihen 'IMF B, > 0 (.8
ISMX'aimid ct al.. 19791. Simultaneous electric and mag- Fr 2tetn /- Ly'i miial eae t
neritic field measurements from the USAF satellil.- S3-2 in Fo =2thtemIytL.

1)smprclyraedo
tlke region of the, daN sid.- cusp suggest that the extra FAC Kp

s'N tem lie', entirely oin opewn. nculy merged mayretic field_
lines that are being uragged Itoard the (tusk or dawn flank (1.6 + 2.4 Kp ) 0'
o I the polIar cap ll~oyle et al.. 1981 1. u

with a correlation coefficient oif 0.97. Thus.

8.6.2 Equatorward Boundary of the Oval 4

In the pie' iou'. section it %%as pointed out that the inner
edge of the plasma sheet, or /ero-encrin Allf &n boundary. (1.6 4~2.4 Kpt) isn4 41*
map's tot the equatorsard hilundary oidiffuse aurora Lrcp
itation. More than four thousand crossings of this hound-ary

har ben na~.,d sin dtafro a up~ad-lokngA further anal>'.is Ilfrdy et al.. 19921 has been per-
* -~~~~ electron spectromecter on the- pol~ar orbiting U.SAF satellites fomdoreangtebnardaandhuI arad

l)MI' 2 ad lMSP4 Iusenhsenci l -1981. he solar vind and INIF measuremnts 'The tmost significant
corrected L'eomalenctic latitudes of the bioundarcie , results. vkerc obiaincd 'khcn % ,%, %%as cOrrelated with the
Aerc studied a'. functions. of inagnctic ltxa.l Ime IMNi. I'di inierplaneiar electr, field VlI, f'or the hour piecceding the

Kp.Kp s athre~hur nde ~' manetc atisi t copild bundarN measurement sul~eco to the condition B,, I nl..
frr a %rl %ide nctvor-k oh midlatitude mauctornetcr Corcelation parameiters are summniri/ed in Trabie 81-4. Tot

sr tti. Reuii ama %%or - -clauion analses . compare the resuilts tit the tuo studies a correlatin analN %i'.
% a'. perfo.rmed I-ci vmcen K pad I.

liVlasillahe \1,Il sccoov, aloing %%ith correlation coetti- t ,1 ) 091 VB, 8 iXt
cicni'. arc ,eni I~ihles X-2 and S-,3. tsinL the niat'nctic

.orh .South

-- - -- ------- -----. -----.--_- .. ~

(imfi X t)540) 674 1.5 171 t1.5X

f 5m ill Xt( N 67.8 1.87 _.75 674.7

ill)(K 074M 69.5 1 I.96 401~ 0.82 )7
011)(8WK 70. 2 -2.15 367 -. 0.83 68.3 1.97 41101

1)(K (9() 69.7 -1.99 302 -0,72,1
I9K 1(XX) 69.1 1.64 217, 0.(67
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MAGNETOSPHERIC AND HIGH LATITUDE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRODYNAMICS

Table 8-3. Regre~sii coefficients for aunwral boundaries in the evening %ectuir.I

North South

MLT A., a N cc A., ax N cc

1600-1700 .71.3 -1.19 107 -0.65
1700-1800 70.7 -1.20 256 -0.69
1800-1900 71.6 -2.00 103 -0.90 70.6 -1.60 327 -0.80I
1900-20M0 71.2 - 1.96 426 -0.89 70.0 - 1.82 447 -0.87
20M0-210M 69.4 - 1.85 452 -0.82 69.5 -1.89 345 -0.84
210O-2200 68.7 -1.66 556 -0.83
2200-2300 68.3 -1.79 184. -0.63

* . with VB, in mV/rn. This allows us to express the magne- pare it with measured cross polar cap potential drops (A$li,).
tospheric poeal as a function of VBj. To estimate 4.~ we use the position and shape of the

WL. 4= UBR,.2 magnetopause in the equatorial plane given by Mcllwain
119721. In this representation the magnetopause lies at a dis-

FAL.of 15RI. at the (lawn-dusk meridian. We ignore sortm

conipressioms of the magnetosphere in the calculation%. Two
To test the validity of this equation it is possible to calculate methods of calculatingAP,, are used. The first method sets
the cross-magnectospheric potential drop (14'.! and corn- b,, =,0in Equation (M.40)) making the axis of symmetry the

%)

k0 K2 K.1

a 

I *

Y, -- 4

* 2 ~' '00

Kp' -

ss ''. - .
'N$&. .7-......j..--sr

.4+

0C 00-

Fiue -6 V lad-trnifcto oudrifr Y 2an y 3.ntadf) i heine de fte l~ a heta efriindbyte .IP f27

rod ondnso vris p? .Th MakMlwi 17' neto iunayi losZn(ahdln)
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CHAPTER 8

Table, 8 . The intercept% (A,., slopes, correlation coefficients (cc) and sample sizes (N) for the linear regression of the boundary location with VBz in
each magnetic local time zone, with a I h delay in the value of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) used.

North Pole South Pole

MVLT A& Slope cc N A., Slope cc N

0400-0500 65.1 3.28 0.52 43
0500--0600 63.6 1.94 0.61 110
0600-700 64.2 1.80 0.70 105 64.4 1.70 0.56 124
0700-0800 66.1 2.56 0.68 85 63.7 1.95 0.61 94
0800-0900 65.1 2.27 0.69 68
0900-1000 65.5 1.74 0.74 38

10 11065.8 0.44 0.59 19
1600-1700 69.5 1.89 0.82 26
1700-1800 68.6 1.36 0.74 57
18()- 1900 68.6 2.49 0.81 44 67.2 1.60 0.083
1900-2000 67.3 1.76 0.68 123 66.6 1.81 0.70 141
2000-2100 65.2 1. 7; 0.70 130 65.8 2.01 0.64 44
2100-2200 65.5 1.91 0.71 132

* dawn-dusk meridian. The second method uses empirical of 400 km/s. The solid line calculations assume qf 0.
values of (b,, given in Figure 8-26. For Kp = 0 the axis is that is. the dawn-dusk meridian is the axis of symmetry.
tilted with the dusk stagna1tion point 230 to the nightwarc! side For this case. AT., increase% linearly from 6.5 kV for Kp = 0
of the dawn-dulk meridian. For higher values of Kp the to 65 kV for Kp = 6. The dot-dash line indicates values

* stagnation point rotates sunward reaching a constant value of Alt-'~, using empirical values of 4 ,, and axes of symmetry
of -45 ' for Kp > 2. In Figure 8-27 we have sketched the indicated in Figure 8-27. In these calculations A*.,, ranges

from 5.5 kVfor Kp = Oo 95 kV for Kp = 6. We note

>2that in these calculations there is an abrupt transition in the L
2 trend of A*. near Kp = 2. This is close to our indepen-

dently derived "breakpoint" in B,,.
KP 0 For reference, in Figure 8-28 we have also plotted av-

crage values of B'I',.(dashed line) as a function of Kp based
on two weeks of 0(X) 6 electric field measurerrmes Heppner
119771 found that ATIM, increased linearly from 20 kV for

nFigure 828 Eqa'4'Oa is pottvue vidas a lcti es of p B - . .. A.. .-. *.

axde,. B, is oidtiwn therointeplane o elei
fdw andd.F %i iece-fo-d--t-d--(oitv Yi

Itndgceti.sarm nesprccornae) Figure 8-28.11. Pols plape aoetsl aro function o97f (dahe tie,

st~naidge~enticsolr- agnerisherc cordnats).from Eiluiition (8.12) with 6,, = 0 Noljd line) and 4,, with
Values of B/ are derived from YB, using a solar wind speed .empirical values ('ot-dash line).
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MAGNETOSPHERIC AND HIGH LATITUDE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRODYNAMICS

Kp= 0 to 100 kV at Kp = 6. At low vatues of Kp the AE-D
DMSP values of A'm are not sensitive to the valte of to "INVERTED V" EVENT OCCURRENCE MAP '
and are considerably less than Heppner's Al'kp. With values 00 23

of 0.= -45 ° for Kp > 2 VW. and All, are of com- 0- 22
parable magnitudes. In a time-average sense AT and W.P
are coupled through the process of magnetic reconnection 2 t,/

in the magnetotail. The two quantities must be roughly the 0R e..
same since on average, the amount of magnetic flux trans-
ferred to the nightside magnetosphere must equal the amount
being returned to the dayside magnetosphere. 09

We emphasize that these are "average" results in the
sense that they represent least square fits to the data. Heppner 0.

119771 pointed out the AIP,. frequently exceeds 100 kV
during period of high Kp. Similarly, in both DMSP bound-
aries for cases of large negative Bz and high Kp respectively.
the latitude of the boundary is often much lower than the
average. Since such cases correspond to the Alfvin bound-
ary being closer than average to the earth, they also cor-
respond to potentials exceeding 100 kV.

. Si. 11 12 13 .% -

8.6.3 Inverted-V Phenomenology LOCAL TIME

Diffuse auroral electron precipitation is fairly uniform and Figure l-. Spatial ocw-ncc maptf 2W) invened V vcnis. Local time
and ,arck-, 4f cmsian% Irana la timliam N&r a efrisotropically distributed. In the poleward portion of the oval. tnd Hofman -

electron fluxes are more spatially structured and are often field
aligned: Discrete optical arcs are the m)st striking manifes-

' tatior of the stracturing process. The dominant stuctural later. At the energy of the peak flux the electrons are field
features of electron fluxes observed with polar orbiting %at- aligned whereas those with higher energies are ioropic over
ellites are the so-called inverted-V structures. These struc- the downconming hemisphere. This distribution is consistent
rtres are latitudinally narrow (- V) bands of electron pre- with the electrons having been accelerated through L field-
cipitation that increase in average energy from a few hundred aligned potential drop at an altitude above the point of ob-
eV to several keV, then return to ? few hundred eV IFrank %ervation lEvans. 19741. Electrons with energies less t.an
and Ackerion. 19711. On energy-timc spectragrams they have that of the peak show highly complex pitth angle distri-
the shapes of inverted-Vs. Although individual inverted-V butions. Some of thes ,e electrons are secondaries and de-
structures have been identified with ground-ol)served dis- graded primaries trapped betwen .a ,,,a;1A:1,. 6,ift,,, 1,.124

crete arcs [Ackerson and Frank. 1972]. the general relation- and an electrostatic potential bamer Sormne of the low-en-
.ship between the two phenomena is not clear. Inverted-Vs ergy electrons arc highly field-aligned suggesting that the,
have latitudinal dimensions of several hundred km. whe-eas arc accelerated electrons of ionospheric origin If so. the
optical arcs have typical widths of I to 10 km iMaggs and complexity of their dstnbution suggests that the field-aligned
Davis. 19681. potential drop is varying lempoiallh andfor 'Patia:lly.

Lin and Hoffman 1 197YI have 'studied the global distri- One ofthc nost exciting devclopments of the 1970s was
button of invertcd-V structures and the pitch angle distri- the dvelopment otldirect evidenve for the cxisren,:e of field-
butum of electrons within them. Figure 8-2 is 'an esent aligned potential drops from nasuremcns b instrumch-
occurrence map of 280 inverted-V structures observed with tation on the S3-3 satbIlite. The observational ,wOk of the
the AE-I) satellite. This map shows that inverted-Vs are Univer~it. of California. Berkele-, group i' surmarired b%
found throughout the high-latitude region. They appear pre- Moier et al. I l1(; 1
dominantly in the late evening sector and are absent from The highlh occentric orbit of $3-3 carried it to altitudes

, the late pre-noon MLT sector. of - X(XX) km above the auroral ionosphere. his is a hitherto
The pitch angle dis!ribution of electrons measured over unexplored region At these altitudes very intense electric

an inverted-V event is given in Figure 8-30. This spectro- field structures were ob;erved. An example given in Figure
gram gives the ratio of field-aligned flux at a given energy 8-31 shows electric fields it 8(0 km reachiie 400 mV/m
to the flux at pitch angles of 60'. The heavy black line gives and undergoing rapid reversals. If mapped. assuming
the energy at which the maximum differential flux was meas- E - B = 0. to auroral arc altitudes the electric field in-
ured. Note that the energy of the peak flux rises to -3 keV tensities would be of the order o, I(M mV/m ard the lat-
at 1008:05 UT. then d'-creases to -0.5 keV 20 seconds itudinal width of the structure would be <10 km. This is a

8-23 Z",
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AE- 7509 FLUX RATIO SPECTROGRAMFLXRAI
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Figure K-30. Spedtrograrn dis.playing the diret tonal ditfferential flux ratios. 7'1 and 00)~ over an inverted-V event -The flux ratios. are s.eparated into four
categories. a, '.ho% n in the uppirig~ht corner I Lin and Hoffman. 19791.

typical width of a discrete optical arc. However. the electric
field intensity greatly i'xceeds that measured in the lower wave turbulence that are collocated with inverted-V precip-
ionosphere. For this reason it is argued that there must be itation structures. Within the electric field reversals we find
a potential drop along mnagnetic field lines that accelerate fluxes of field-aligned electrons going into. and H *and 0'
plasma sheet electrons to form arcs, ions going out of the'ionosphere. The upgoing ions are

These electric field structures have been observed at all decided according to pitch angle distributions into "beams"
altitudes down to l(XX) km. Thes' are mostly found above and "conics." Ion beams are highly directed along magnetic
4(XX) kmi. Comparisons of' S3-3 electric field measurements field lines. They have only been observed at altitudes greater
with sinivltancous measureinns from otner instrume~nts on thatn 4(XX) kmi and in the region of discrete rather than diffuse
the spacecraft show that the electric field ,-n!rutures aire aturora. They are thought to be accelerated upward by the

E400 6 SEPTEMBER 1976 S3-3 ORBIT 475
E 200 (a

E -200 
0

400I * 0
(b).200 E

0 >EY, -P-00 E
a I -400

UNIVERSAL TIME 0240 0300 0320
ALTITUDE, km 7593 8042 7465
MAG. LOCAL TIME 18.7 17.6 14.7
INV. LAT. Degrees 61.0 71.5 7.

Ficure X-' I An c'.amplc oft .,rapid ek~tric ticki rcr~a I okwred at X) kni by %3-3 IMozer et al. 19801.



MAGNETOSPHERIC AND HIGH LATITUDE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRODYNAMICS

same parallel electric fields that accelerate plasma sheet 5. The recovery phase coincides with the period in which
electrons downward to form discrete auroral arcs. Ion conics midnight sector arcs retreat equatorward.
have pitch angle distributions that peak ai some intermediate The substonn signatures dealt with in the August 1978
angles between 90° and (r . They have been detected at all meeting are observable from ground-based instrumentation.

latitudcs in the auroral oval and at all altitudes greater than Except for the micropulation bursts. the signatures are of
1(X0 km. They are thought to be accelerated through res- ionospheric effects whose causes lie in the magnetosphere.
onant. interactions with upper hybrid and ion cyclotron waves A key observation f6r understanding how substornms may
JGomey et al., 19811. be triggered conies from numerous satellites at geostationary

altitude. During pre-substtrm periods the nightside mag-
netic field at 6.7 R, takes on a tail-like configuration. At

8.6.4 Substorms substorm onset the magnetic field rapidly recovers its nor-
mal. nearl) dipolar configuration. Simultaneously hot plasma

No overview of high-latitude electrodynamics would be sheet particles, with no dispersion. are injected.
complete without some comment. no matter how cursory, To explain the observations the following scenario has
on substorms. It is during substorns that the dynamic cou- been pieced together.
pling between the magnetosphere and ionosphere is Most I. At a southward turning of the IMF, magnetic flux
striking. Despite intensive studies of substorm processes is transferred from the day to the night side 'of the
over the last fifteen years, the richness of the observatins magnetosphere. This process proceeds for about half
has made total agreement on what constitutes the essential an hour in which potential energy. in the form of
elements of a substorm elusive. stored magnetic flux, builds up in the tail. During

The evolution of discrete auroral arcs in the late evening this period the neutral sheet current moves earthward
sector as synopsized from all-sky camera d'ita by Akasofu to -10 R1. leading to a tail like field geometry at
119641 is given in Figure 8-32. Under pre-substorn con- 6.7 Rj:. Recall that discrete arcs map to the boundary

* ditions. homogeneous arcs extending for thousands of kil- plasma sheet rather than the central plasma sheet.
ometers in the east-west direction are found in the oval and Thus, the most equatorward arc maps to a region
sun-aligned arcs are found in the polar cap. Substorm onset near the inner edge of the neutral sheet current.
is announced by a brightening of the most equatorward arc. 2. At substorm onset, the neutral sheet current near the
The discrete arcs expand poleward and westward traveling inner edge of the boundary plasma sheet is diverted
surges develops in the evening sector. After expanding to via field-aliened currents through the ionosphere.
some maximum latitude, the arcs slowly retreat toward their This leads to a collapse of the inner portion of the

* pre-substorm condition. tail. In the ioncsphere. part of ihe cne.-gy released
To resolve differences between various s.heois of thought. in the collapse of the tail appears as ao explosive

nine active investigators met in August 1978 to specify brightening of the most equatorward arc. As the in-
substorn signatures and unambiguously define words com- ner-tail field lines snap back to dipolar. plasma sheet
monly (often differently) used to describe substorn pro- electrons are rapidly accelerated by inductive electric
cesses [Rostoker et al.. 19801. Major points of agreement fields and are injected to the vicinity of geostationary

. were distance. The process continues while Bz remains
I. During extended periods of northward IMF. the mag- southward.

. netosphere quiets and asymptotically approaches a 3. When the IMF turns northward the rate of flux trans-
' ground state. fer decreases abruptly. If the IMF maintains a north-

2. As the IMF turns southward. magnetospheric con- ward conponent for considerable time, the potential
vection increases; This enhanced convection can ex- energy stored in the tail is slowly dissipated and the
ist for some time prior to substorm onset. magnetosphere relaxes toward a "ground state.'

3. Substorm onset is signaled by an explosive increase
in'luminosity of the most equatorward arc. an in-
tensification of the auroral clectrojet. and a burst of 8.7 CONCLUSIONS
Pi2 micropulsation. The burst of micropulsations tes-
tifies to the explosive nature of the onset process in This chapter provides an ihtroductor, summary of what
the magnetospheric source region. is known about the electr'd ynamics of the magnetosphere and

4. The expansion phase occurs from onset to the time the high latitude ionosphere prior to the launch of the l)v-
when the midnight sector arcs have undergone their narnics Explorer satellites. Our knowledge is an amalgani of
most poleward excursions. Note that in this defini- theoretical nodcls anti in sire observations. In a qualitative
lion, multiple intensifications of the substorni pro- sense. wc are able to explain the gross features of magneto-
cess. each marked by a micropulsation burst. are spheric processes. For example, a set of MflD equations has
allowed. ben used successfully to calculate the equilibrium shape of
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I. MAGNETOSPHERIC AND HIGH LATITUDE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRODYNAMICS

the maignctopause IMead and Beard. 19641. However, the work of cartographer% from the mid-seventeenth century. The
microphysics of how (if) magnetic merging occurs at the mixed fruits of exploratiors spanning two hundred year- arc
magneropaue and how particle% cross the magnctopause to evident. Europe. the Middle East. Africa. and the eastern
form th boundary layer are not yet understoold. An esscn- shores of the Americas ar mapped with exquisite detail.
tially MHD f, for coupling between the ionosphere and Shapes assigned to the American west coasts and to the na-
magntos'phcre lAshour-Ahdalla and 11.dme. 19781 has been tions of East' Asia range from vague to fanciful. Our own
applied to successfully simulate substorm effects in the in- position twenty years into the age of satellite exploration is
ner plasma sheet and low latitude portion of the auroral oval analogous to that of wventeenth-century map-makers. Some
ILyors et al.. 1979: Harl et al.. 19811. Thus. adiabatic parts of the magnetosphere-ionosphere system arm well ex-
energization' is an important and well understood Magneto- plored. Our understanding of other important parts is based
spheric proccss. Other energi/ation proces%cs associated with on fragmentary data sanples and lez.ves much to be desired.
reconnection in the magnetotail are not understmod. The role Undoubtedly. 'readcrs a few decades hence will find many of
-of parallel electric fields for the formation of auroral arcs was our ideas 'as quaintly 'amusing as the seventeenth-century

. experimentally established in the 1970s. Competing theo- image of Jalan. To those who view cartography or space
retical models of how parallel electric fields form in a colli- physics as quasi-static processes, this is a scandalous situa-
sionless plasma fill !he literature. tion. To those involved in the process, it crystalizes the ex-

With the gift of hindsight. it is interesting to examine the citement of exploration.

'a -,

1
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Chapter 9

IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS I
Section 9.1 F.J. Rich
Section 9.2 F.J. Rich
Section 9.3 Su. Basu

9.1 STRUCTURE OF THE IONOSPHERE of the layers are shown in Table 9-1. This profile is valid
only for midlatitudes. In the equatorial region, the I ofile

9.1.1 Ionospheric Layers is distorted by the geomagnetic field, and in the polar region,
the profile is distorted by ionization by energetic particles,

The ionized atmosphere of the earth is composed of a magnetospheric coupling, and other effects.
senes of overlapping layers. In each layer there is an altitude The D region is prescn; only during daylight hours. The
of maximum density, above and below which the ionization altitude of the peal density is normally around 90 kin, but

density tends to drop off. The total ionization profile with this may decrease considerably to - 78 km when the solar
the layers indicated is shown in Figure 9-I. Characteristics, x-ray flux is enhanced. The E region peak density occurst at a peak altitude of 110 km. At sunset, the E Region electron

MIDLATITUDE DENSITY PROFILES density drops by a factor of 10 or more in a short period
'000- .(tens of minutes) before reaching a nighttime equilibrium
800- NEUTRALS density. At night, the region of low density near 150 km'•SOLAR MA~X J4--A between the E region and the F region may have a sharply '"-"

SOLAR MIN, TOSE lower density than shown in Figure 9-1 or the density may
AN- be great enough so that there is no depletion region de-

_9 pending on geophysical conditions. The F region is a com- 'e.I
NIGHTTIME F P2 bination of two somewhat' differert regions. The Fl region

w ELECTRONS regio
Q- has an altitude peak near 200 km, but is absent at night.

The F2 region has a peak near 300 km during the day and
at higher altitudes at night. Shortly after sunset, the absolute

TIME density near the peak of the F region often increases due to
' ELECTRONS plasma transport processes before decreasing to a night time

8o- value.

6o The Topside Ionosphere is the name given to the rest,o? 3' ,14 ,'0 ,o ,IV ,ol of the ionosphere' above the F region peak. In a simple ~ r'

DENSITY(cm-' model of the ionosphere, the density of the topside iono-

Figure 9-1. Total ionization profile with ionospheric layers. sphere decreases exponentilly with height with some caai-

Table 9- I. Layers of daytime midlatitude ionosphere.

Layer Altitude(km) Major Component Production Cause

D 70-90 kin NO +, O: Lyman Alpha. x-rays
E 95-140 km 02, NO +  Lyman Beta. Soft x-rays.

UV Continuum
F1 140-200 km O, NO' He 11. UV Continuum .

(100-800A)
F2 200-410 km O, N +  He II. UV Continuum .

,,0o0oo- A)
Topside F > 400 km 0 f Transport from Below

Plasmasphere > 1200 km H + Transport from Below

9-1
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CHAPTER 9

act!ristic scale height until the ionization density is below photons v by setting the production rate equal to the lcss
detectable levels. In the mid and low latitude ionosphere, rate for a quasi-equilibrium ionosphere. The production rate
the geomagnetic field tends to trap ions, especially hydrogen is
ions. that would otherwise drift off into deep space. Thus.
somewhere btwecn 800 and 2000 km altitude the scale Q. (h) = 13P. N(h) F. (h) ionizations cm - I s -  (9.1)
height increases to a very large value ( : one earth radius).
If one follows a geomagnetic field line out to the equatorial where 13, is the absorption cross section for photoionization.
plane and back into the conjugate ionosphere. the density N(h) is the neutral density at the height h. and F. (h) is the
would change by less than IC2 and in some cases less than photon flux of frequency P. The recombination rate is ap- N
10. This region of trapped ionospheric ions is the Plus- 4proximately
masphere ICarpenter and Park.' 19731. The outer edge of
the plasmasphere where ionospheric ions are not trapped is L, (h) = N, N, (9.2) :%
the Plasnapause. The plasmapause is located approximately
along the geomagnetic field hle that 'maps down to 600 where al is the recombination coefficient and N and N,
magnetic latitude. A representation of the topside iono- are the ion and electron densities. If multiply charged and
sphere and plasmasphere is shown in Figure 9-2. negative iorIs are not important, N, = N,. For an appro-

priate set of assumptions. the density near the peak of the
layer is .A RN

,. "QM-""-- . (hhm) 21 , 

PL. .P R N,(h) I' 414I (9.3)

where Qm is the production at the peak of the layer, h,, is
:/ the height of the laver and H is the scale height of the neutral

- L .,, : : atmosphere. The parabolic variation of density with h around
the peak gives the layers of the ionosphere their character-
istic shape.'

In principle, the above equation needs to be summed
-J over all appropriate frequencies of incident photons to obtain

"'" R c P &" the total ionospheric profile. In fact. many details about
.. LASMA_ - - ionospheric chemistry (especially in the D and E layers) and

about plasma transport (especially in thL F layer) must be
considered. For example, NO is not a significant component

Figure? q-. Repr..'ntatiun ot top,,idk ionosphere arnd plasnasphere of the neutral atmosphere, but NO* is a significant ion
component due to a chain of chemical reactions induced by

For'further information about ionospheric layers ee Banks photoionization. Details about computing an ionospheric
and Kokarts 119711: Kohnlein 1 19781: and Chapters 12 and model with all factors included is given by Banks and Kock-
21. arts 11973 1.

9.1.2 Chapman Theory for 9.1.3 Ionization Production, Loss
Ionospheric Layers and Vertical Transport

The layering of the ionosphere was first discussed by Ionization production is generally a two-step process.
Sydney Chapman in the 1920s. Ionizing photons from the The first .tep is the creation of ions from the neutrals by
sun will produce more and more ions as they penetrate solar photons in the ultraviolet and x-ray spectrum. and to
deeper and deeper into an atmosphere with rapidly increas- a lesser degree by collisions with energetic particles. Most
ing density. As photoionization occurs. the flux of photons of the ionization is produced by solar radiation with wave-
is attenuated until a depth is reach'-d that photoionization lengths less than 1026 A. which ionizes 0. 02, and N,.
production drops. Thus, a !',er of ionization near the al- There are a vast ;'rray of minor constituents, especially
titude of maximum production is created. molecular and metallic ions, that are important in under-

The proce.is of quantitatively determining the height'pro- standing the ionosphere. Some of these minor constituents
tile of ionization is outlined as follows. We a:;sume that play important roles in the absrption of soki" UV radiation
direct photoionization and recombination are the only sources (especially in the I) rcion). in thc productiou of airglow,
of production and loss respectively. We can find the ion in the chemistry of the ionosphere, and in the role of tracers
densitv at a height h due to a single frequency of ionizing to indicate ionospheric and atmospheric transport. A review
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IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS

of photoionization is given by Hudson 119711 and Stolarski are important to the dynamics of the ionosphere. especi,lly

and Johnson 119721. above the density peak of the F region. Energetic ions can
The second step in the creation of the ionosphere is the undergo a charge e/:change process. cross magnetic field

reaction between ions, neutrals, and electrons to create dif- iines as a neutral ano be re-ionized by a second charge
ferent forms of ionization than that created by direct ioni- exchange. The result is a transfer of energy across field lines
zation. Ionospheric chemistry explains why NO is an im- that otherwise would be impossible.
portant ionospheric ion despite the low abundance of NO The principal loss of ionization comes from recombi-
in the neutral atmosphere. Two of the major reactions in nation. This is simply the reaction of positive ions and
the ionosphere which create NO" are electrons to form neutrals. The most important recombi-

nation reactions are
N, + 0 - NO' + N

NO* + e N + 0
N, + 0- NO + N 19.4)

O+e 0+0. (9.6)
MI of the major reactions are summarized in Ficure 9-I of

Torr 119791. The reactions that result in minor constituents The charge exchange reaction

are quite numerous and not all of them are well understood.
Reactions that should be mentioned involve metastable atomic 0 + 0 -0+ +0 (9.7) e

states. negative ions. ionization by photoelectrons, is impotant to facilitate the recombination process. The
neutrals and vibrational states of molecules. Further details ma n to flate th o bination process. The
of ionospheric chemistry are given in Chapter 21. major problem related to loss of ionization is not a lack of

Ater recombination of ions and electrons to form neu- knowledgeabout the reaction rates. Reaction 'rates depend upon thetrals, the atoms are often in an excited state that is meta- density of the ions and neutrals, the atomic state of the
stable. On the ground. such states are de-excited through incident and resultant ions, the vibrational state of mole-

concisient and resutan ions thee vibrationa statnc of mol-hescoisions. but with~ ,e to.er collision frequency in the cules, and the temperature of the ions and electrons. If one
thermosphere. forbidden att.nic transitions occur which re- reaction rate for any related part of the recombination pro-
lease photons not generally seen in the laboratory such as -.

the57 ad30 Aeicess is not known precisely, it is difficult to determine the
the 5577 ,A and 63W A emissions of atomic oxygen. reaction rate of the complete recombination process. Solar

Negative ions are gent'rally found in the D and lower E eclipse data have been used to empitically determine some
regions. They are formed primarily through ejectron-neutral of the effective recombination rates. The knowledge of re-moecl coliios Photo(iv recomnatio rates Thf electedge ofrrom'.'-
molecule collisions. Photodissociation of electrons from action rates for both production and loss covers a vast ai ray
negative ions provides the major source of D-region clec- of atomic and molecular reactions lTor', 1979; Ferguson. -.

trons shortly after sunrise. See Ferguson 119711 and Turco 1971; and DNA Rate Book. 19721 known with varying de- '.

1 :9741 for a discussion of D-region chemistry. grees of precision.
After electrons are removed from an atom by photoion- Vertical transport of ions and electrons is principally

ization. they have an energy that depends'upon the work g e l n n d i ogoverned by collision frequency and gravity. Below 130 ....
function of the atom and the energy of the photon. The km. the collision frequency of ions and electrons is so large
energy distibution function of photoelectrons is a iomplex that to a good approximation no ions or electrons enter or
function Ilasperse. 1977 and Docring et al.. 19761 that can leave a unit volume. The unit volume may move up or down
crudely be approximated by a combination of 2 eV and a under the influence of pressure gradients. Between 130 km
20 eV Maxwellian distribution. In the D and E regions, the and 3(M) km the mean free path of electrons, and to a lesser
photoelectrons lose their energy through collisions close to da
the hocation of their formation. In the F region, the photo-
electrons can travel sienificant vertical distances before los- height or layer thickness of the ionosphere. Diffusion be-

conies an important factor in plasma transport ind energy
ing all of their energy. As a rule of thumb. th' toele,:trons exchange. Above an altitude of 303-4(X) kin. the plasma
traveling upward at altitudes above 3X) km are considered c b'a_-fn-e t

can be treated as collisionless for many purposes. At high
as escaping because of the low collision frequency. Except and midlatitudes. vertical transport is approximately along
in the polar regions, these photoelectrons do not truly escape magnetic field lines and particles will terd to diffuse upward
but follow magnetic field lines into the opposite hemisphere. or downward according to their mass. Because the ions andr
Some of their energy is lost to plasma in the plasmasphere electrons are electrically coupled. ambipolar di'fusion must
and the rest is u!-cd to heat and populate the opposite ion- be considered. The ions and electrons diffuse upward to-osphcreb consiered The al.s andI Photoeertron diffus upwar to-",,,
osphere Manas et Al. 119781. Photoelectrons fioi the op- gther at a rate that must be less than a neutral particle with
posite hemisphere are most important when one hemisphere the mass of an electron and slihtly reater than a neutral

is in darkness and the other in sunlight. particle with the mass of the ion. Near the equator, vertical
Charee exchance reactions such as

h transport is impeded by the magnetic field lines. In the
0 I+ - 0 -1 ( 9.5) day tiie, however. dle to clectrodhnainic effects ionization
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CHAPTER 9

is transported upwards at the magnetic equator which sub- contour of the trough follows the contours of the auroral
sequently diffuses dowti magnetic field lines at ± 15

° mag- oval instead of paralleling the magnetic latitudes. As the ,
netic latitudes. This results in the Appleton anomaly as auroral oval moves poleward, the trough moves poleward
discussed in greater detail in Section 9.2.2.4. and expands in width. As the auroral oval moes equator-

ward, the trough moves equatorward and decreases in width.
The depth of the trough (the ratio of minimum density to

9.1.4 Neutral Winds and the density a few degrees equato,'ward and/or poleward) is
Horizontal Transport typically a factar of ten in density or total electron content

(TEC) but may vary from barely discernible to a factor of
Below 130 km altitude, the ioni-neutral collision fre- 101.

quency is so high that ions wi!l freely flow across field lines The equatorward wall of the trough tends to be found
with the neutrals but the electrons are relatively fixed with on the same field line or !°-2° poleward of the plasmapause.. ,,..,

respect to the magnetic field. As a result, neutral winds tend From this observation has come the suggestion that the
to cause ionospheric currents. These ionospheric currents trough is formed by plasma flow upwards into evacuated
are detected on the ground by the diurnal variations in the flux tubes. The region equatorward lies on filled flux tubes
magnetic field at mid and low latitudes (+60° to -600). that can replrnish the plasma, and the region poleward of
The Sq (solar quiet) current system and the equatorial elec- the trough is replenished by ionization induced by precip-
trojet are the major current systems related io the neutral itating energetic particles. An alternate explanation is that x.,.,.
winds. The separation of ions and electrons in the E region the trough is created by the cancellation of the corotation
produce polarization electric fields that can cause E x B and convection electiric field in the evening sector. Plasma "-','.."
drift of plasma in both the E- and F-regions [Evans. 1978]. remains nearly stationery for several hours; depletion is due

Neutral winds are predominantly atmospheric tides with to recombination. After leaving the stagnation zone, the
periods of 24. 12, 8, 6. . . .hours. The zero order neutral trough is sustained through the night by the lack of pro-
wind consiste of a steady flow away from - 1400 local time duction in the region of the trough.
toward - 0200. The latitude of these high and low pressure The light ion trough is a sharp drop in H' and He'
zones shifts seasonally with the sun. At high latitudes the density near the peak of F region and in the topside iono-
neutral winds are strongly affected by geomagnetic activity sphere. On the night side, the light ion trough or density
[Roble et al.. 19811]. The ring current, which causes the gradient is collocated with the equatorward wall of the total
negative Dst midlatitude deflection is dissipated in the ion- ion trough. On the dayside, the light ion trough continues
osphere near 600 which, in turn, heats the thermosphere. to be found near 60* magnetic latitude while 'the total ion ,-

The Joule heating of the auroral zones and polar caps and trough either ceases to exist or moves to higher latitudes.
the heating from precipitating particles also cause the high For a satellite traveling in the altitude range from -800 to . .
latitude thermosphere to be heated. As a result of the heating - 1500 km on the dayside and -600 to - 1500 km on the '.,

of the thermosphere. 'he neutral winds at high and mid- night side, the light ion trough is seen as a rapid transiion
latitudes can be strongly affected End even reverse direction. between H * and O' as the dominant ion [Titheridge, 19761.

The convection electric fields imposed upon the high Above -1500 km. the 0* density is so low even when it
latitude ionosphere from the magnetosphere also cause hor- is the dominant ion that the total density drops by a factor
izontal plasma :mansport. In the winter ionosphere. the drifts of - 10 to > 10' at all local times at the same latitude as
driven by t e c( nvection electric field are a major source the light ion trough.
of ionization in the polar cap drawing from the auroral zone The plasma temperature in the F region near the trough,-

and the dayside ISojka et al.. 19811. Tne convection electric and the equatorward wall of the auroral zone is increased
field can also decrease ionization by enhancing the recom- substantialiy from the temperature in 'idjacent regions. This
bination rates as ions are driven through the neutrals. is partly related to energy from the ring current in the equa-

torial plane of ihe magnetosphere being transferred to the . . .
ionosphere. When this energy deposition is large enou.h.-

9.2 HIGH LATITUDE PHENOMENA the airglow is enhanced to form stable auroral red (SAR,
arc.. SAR arcs are generally subvisual. They tend to be
most intense following a major geomagnetic storm.

9.2.1 Total Ionization Trough and Light Ion
Trough.To h9.2.2 The Ionosphere in the Auroral Oval.

The total ionization trough is a region of decreasd F-
regon ionization and/or total electron content found in a We have known of the visual displays called auroras for
latitudinally narrow band near 60'--65' magnetic latitude centuries and we have known for the past century that au-
Ahnmed et!a. 19791. The ends of the'trough are typically roras are asiociated with clectronia netic disturbioces.

found an hour after sunset and an hour before sunrise. Th( However. it has only been since the start of the space age

9.4
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IONOSIHERIC PHYSICS

we have known auroras are global and are the projection of 'An important feature of the !,;gh latitude ionosphere is
activity at great altitudes in the wagnetosphere and solar that the plasma density is irregular on the scale of meters ' %

wind (Chapters 3 and 8). The'global nature of auroras is to kilneters vertically and on the scale 6f meter to hundred
generally acknowledged by referring to the atiroral oval. a of kilonleters horizontally. The small scale irregularities
band a few degrees in latitude and around both inanetic cause scintiltation of radio signals passing through the ion- tr
poles where auroral phenomena are found IFeldstein and osphere. The large scale irregularities c. density gradients
Starkov. 1967: Meng. 1977; Gussenhoven et al.. 198' and provide . ri,:,:essary condition for variou!, plasma turbulence
1983; see also Chapter 121. The optical emissions are a mechanisms that result in small sale irregularities (see Chapter ,--
result of the ene-gy from precipitating energetic particles 10). The cat,-,:s of irregularities : the au'roial zone are
(mostly electrons) being deposited in the ionosphere. Op- numerous IFcjir and Kelley, 198t; but are related to factors
tical emissions visible'to the naked eye are mostly in narrow such as particle precipitation ai,d Ei x B drifts. The region
latitudinal bands (I to 10 km in width) called auroral arcs. of auroral zone scintillations extends equdtorward of the
but there are precipitating particles and optical emissions optical auroral IMartin and Aarons. 19771. but are roughly
throughout the auroral zone. In the equatorwatJ portion of collocated with the region of particle precip;taion. Some
the auroral oval the optical emissions are spatially uniform of the strongest scintillations are observed when the ray path
and are known as the diffuse aurora. Along the poleward of the radio signal is aligned with the magnetic L-shell in
portion of the ov.l, the precipitating particle:; tend to be the F region. This has been analyzed to indicate that irreg-
grouped into bands about V0 wide. The intensity and max- ularities are in the form of sheets extended along the mag-
imum energy of the precipitating particles are greatest in netic field and in 'he magnetic E-W direction IRino et aL.
the ceinter of the band and fall off near the edges of the 19791. L
band. These have been called "inverted-V" events due to
their signature in the records of polar orbiting satellites. If 9.2.3 Substorm Effects. a .. -
the maximum intensity is great enough. a visible auroral
arc will appear at the center of the inverted-V event.

The pre~pitating energetic particles lose energy to the In the ionosphere, a substorm is an intensi'fication of

atmosphere by ionizing neutrals ina manner similar to the processes and strictures that are normally observed in the
ionization caused by protons. If the precipitating particles quiet time auroial zone ioiio,[hcrc.See Chaptei 8 for a
all had the same energy, a thin layer of ionization would complete description. During a s;ubstorm the flu, and av-be formed. The alitude e f athe ionization layer is determined erage energy of the precipitating particles increase rapidly

from the energy of the precipitating particles: 10 keV elc,- and substantialy This causes more visible features to ap-
trons produce an ionization laver near I I0 km altitude: 500 pear. The increase in the energy of the particle causes ion-
eV electrons nroduce an ionization layer near 1810 kmal- ization ir the lower E liyer that is not present during quiet
titude. The density of the oniati,,n layer is determined by times. The increased activity causes an increase in the scin-
the intenty of the particle flux. tillation producing irregularities. The increased E X B driftthte inesiyheteprtceIl%

rates heat the ionosphere and increase the scale heights.In the nig-httimec auroral zone. the electro density profile

can be accurately estimated if the spectrum of precipi'ati During the early phases of a substonn, the auroral zone
spectrum of precipi- ., moves equatorward several degrees in i,-20 minutes. The

tating particles can be estimated from the -lectron density trough either moves equatorward with the auroral zone
profile rVondrak and Baron. i977j, This is especially tree movement or ceases to exist luring the substorm depending

op gcoma netic conditions and local timec. During the latein the E region "here the ionization liletimes are short. In
the F region ,,here ionization life'times are lonn., the ioni- phase, of a substorm the auroral oval contracts poleward
zation present at any, ,2iron moment is influenced. ' the and precipitation induced ionization tends to die away by

• " ~~~recombination. '.---
precipitation oser the past fcw% minutes to tens of minutes
as well as the instantancous precipitation. Also. vertical and
horizontaltranspoirt has a major effe.ct upor the structure of 9.2.4 Polar Cap Structure.
the F retion. ReLions of enhanced F re6ion ionization car.
drift many degrees from the production region JVickrey et The polar cap ionosphere is relatively placid compared
al.. I9801. to the auroral zone. but soft pa ticle precipitation knovon as

In the unlit auroral ionc. photoioni/ati'o doininates the plar rain I\Winninghai and I lcikkila. 19741 does affect the
production of ionization, but ioni/ation from particles has polar oap ion, ,,phcr,.. '..: i,=miner months, the polar cap,.
a major effect on plasma irregularities. Also. in limited ionosphere is domnin led b\ photoionization similar to the %-l.,,%.
altitude regions the ioni/ation from particls can occasion- in idlititlde ionosphere. In the ssinter mionth, ion ization is %
alix dominate photoionifation. E\n where the nhotolion i- . generall\ maintained 1\ the polar rain and hby cn\ection
fation is the dominant ,ource. the heat from precipitating froi the dl\ sde t(, the nikght ,idc of the polar cap. Iti the
partilcs increase,., the ,cale height of thtc imosplhcre .nd \N intcr imonth'. the V lascr can he sunlit \ hilc the 1: uer
the neutrals, is in darktes,,. lhii', en cad t) Ie' I cine the doninant
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CHAPTER 9

ion in parts of the topside ionosphere. During times of weak where n Is the electron or ion concentration, e is the elec-
convection and precipitation, the winter polar ionosphere tronic charge. v, and v, are the electron and ion zollision fie-
near the midnight sector can decay to very low !c-els of quencies. and m,. and m, are the masses of an electron and an
ionization: this area is called the polar hole IBrinton et al., ion respectively. The Ionitidinal conductivity is indepen-
19781. dent of magnetic field intensity and is identical to the con-

Since the magnetic field lines in the polar cap diverge ductivity obtained in the absence of any magnetic field.
effectively toward infinity, the H * in the polar ionosphere When an electric field is applied perpendicular to the

, escapes rapidly in a process known as the polar wind. Unlike magnetic field. the conductivity in the direction of the elec-
, the midlatitude ionosphere. O' is genet.!ly the dominant tric field is called the Pedersen conductivity and is given by

ion at all altitudes of the F-region.

F~ ~ +2~ 42V9.3 EQUATORIAL PHENOMENA mne. ) m,C +, 2 +

(9.9)

9.3.1 Sq Current System where fl, and fl, are the electron and ion gyrofrequencies
respectively.

See Chapter 4. In such cases of a crossed electric and magnetic field,
Hall current usually flows perpendicular to both the electric

and magnetic fields and the resulting conductivity, called
9.3.2 .Equatorial Electrojet the Hall conductivity, is given by

dayThe intense eastward ionospheric current that flows by
dyover a narrow latitudinal stnp along the magnetic equa- r fi f),_______

tor is known as the ', I elrojet Matsushita and .. = e -/ + 0
Campbell. 19671. The electrojet causes the large daily vari- m, vC2 + 0 m - + fl,-
ations of the horizontal component of magnetic field inten- / (9.0)
sity recorded by ground magnetometers near the magnetic
equator. The ionospheric current system is a result of a At the magnetic equator. an eastward electric field is
dynamo action of the horizontal wind system and the efec- developed by the dynamo action of the horizontal wind
tncal conductivity of tme ionosphere in the presence of the system. which gives rise to a motion of charged particles
electrons and ions. The concentration of ionospheric current in the east-west direction (X) due to the Pedersem conduc-
near the magnetic equator is a result of the high value -f tivity or and in the vertical direction (Z) due to the Hall
electrical conduc!ivity of the upper atmosphere at the dip conductivity (r-. In view of the horizontal statification of
equator. which :rises from an inhibition of Hall current due the ionospere. the flow of Hall curr,:nt in the vertical di-
to the horizontal configuration of the earth's magnetic field rection (Z) is totally inhibited and a polarization electric
and the horizontal stratification of the ionosphere. field (Ez) dev.elops. in such a case the current densities Jx,

The electrical conductivity 4f the ionosphere is not only J in the X and Z directios can be expressed as
governed by the concentration of the charged partiJes but
by the neutral particles and the earth's magnetic field as J x Ex + (,Ez
well lChapman. 1)561, Through collisions the neutral par-
ticles restrict the motion cf charged prticle, under the action = - oEx + QuEz= 0

of any impressed electric field. The presence of the magnetic
field, on the other hand. restricts the motion of charged or. Jx = (cr, +.2) Ex
particles across !he magnetic field and thereforr makes the
conductivity anisotropic.

When a dc electric field is impressed parallel to the or, Jx/Ex = ! + -
magnetic field, the longitudinal electrical cond'jctivity that or1

. exists paralll to the magnetic field is given by (. 11)

-"; The resulting conductivity in the east-west direction is called
I I I the Cowling condiictikitNv (T,.= o~r,, = ie no + .1.

Mi' V, MY, The variations of Pederson cT,. H all (Y,, and CoNlirL
cJ o' conductivities with altitude at the magnetic equator are
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IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS
shown in Figure 9-3a for an assumed variation of electron 9.3.3 Electrojet Irregulirities
density N and temperature T shown in FEgure 9-3b. The
enhanced value of the Cowling conductivity in the dynamo lonosondes first detected the existence of a distinct type
region is sufficient to account for the intensity of the equa- of sporadic E near the magnetic equator which is patchy
torial electrojet. Away from the equator, the geomagnetic and transparent to radio waves reflected from higher layers.

The intensity of equatorial E, (or E,,) is strongly correlated

T, olegwith the strength of the electrojet current discussed in the
0 05 LO 1,5xe last section I Matsushita. 19511I. A typical ionogram showing

2 a) W(b4ecoe is shown in Fiue9-4. VHF forward scatter

200' N .4at

* /

* 150- ,%

72 X /0

Qx02 5 Ic 20

0 5 tO 0 12 3 10S .5
a,emu N, cm3

(a) (b)
Figure 9-4. The typical equatorial sporadic E configuration on ani tono-

gramt recorded at Huancay o. PLeni at 1229 hr (75'W) on 19Fgr"3.(ai Variation of Pedersen IT1. Hall (r. and Cowling o, con- pi19A ohneal.96.Fiue ductiviuies s~thb attitude for an jontiphere in which electron ~ rllN ~hne l.161

denxit\ N and crnpeirature T va- a-; shown at 1bh, Note that
wale for ryz is smaller than ot1 and (r, by a factor of 10
lChapinan and Raija Rao. NO5. based oin Chapmian. 19561l. experiments established that these echoes arise as a resuldt

of scattering from field aligned irregularities of electron
*field is no longer horizontal. which allows the hall field to density immersed in the equatorial electroject IBowles and

leak away. Baker ind Mlirtyn 1 19521 estimated that the half- Cohen. 19621.
width of the strip of enhanced east-west conductivity around The important characteristic% of the electrojet irregular-
thc dip equator is about 3' in latitude. The equatorial ee- ities as related to the physics of the scattering region hay-
trojet corresporils to an ea..t-west electric field of 0.5 mV/in been probed by the VHIF radar measurements performed at
and a vetic:1 poharviation field'of about It0 mV/in. This the licainar . Radio Observatory. Radar spectral studies
gives rise !o an eastward cmrent or westy~ard electron drift have shown the existence of two classes of irregulatities
of several hundred rn/s. 'rhe electron drift is westward by called Type I and Type 2. associated with the electrojet
day and eastwkard at night. This electro jet model was studied I Balsley and Farley. 1973: Farley and Balsley. 1973, Fejer
in detail h,, Sugiura and Cain 119661. More complete models and Kelley. 19801.

allvi 1n fr erica crrnt h~'-ben discussed by Untiedt TpIireularities have a very narrow spectrum with
*119671. Sugita and Poros 1 19691. Richmond 119731. and a Doppler shift corresponding approximately to the ion

others acoustic velocity of about 360 m/s. Farley 119631 and Bune-
The equatorial electrojet current has been observed to man 119631 have 'explained the Type I irregularities by

reverse its normal direction durinu day or night and during showing that a plasma is unstable to waves when the relative
m-.agneticallys quiet or disturbed tcondtioins: this reverse cur- electron-odrfveciynthdrcinofheweex

rent systemn has becen termecd the cwuf'r cl'ttrojet lG uin ceeds the ion acoustic velocity. As such. Type I irregular-
and Mavaud. 1967: Htton and Oxinloye. 1970: Rastogi. ities are also called two-stream irregularities. Type 2 irreg-

1973: Fejer et al_. j976: FeJer and KelleN. 19901. The rapid ulanities on the other hand have phase velocities smaller
reversal-, durine disturbed conditions have been related to than the ion-acoustic velocity and arc o"isered even when
ria _netosphcric and high-latitude phenomenat Jlatsushila the eastward drift velocity is very small during the day.
and Bals)-v. 19721, %%hereas, ihe rexersals during quiet con- Type 2 irregularities- are identied wlith E-4 echoes tn ion-
dition' have been related ito lunar tideN I Rastogi. 19741. ograns. and both disappeatr under counte-r electroiet condi-
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lions during the daytime. At night the Type 2 irregularities equator and plasma diffusion along geomagnetic field lines
are almost always observed except for momentary disap- IMartyn. 19591. Figure 9-6 illustrates how the eastward E-
pearance when the electrojet electric field reverses sign. The region dynamo electric field at locations slightly off the
Type 2 irregularities are explained by the gradient drift magnetic equator maps to F-region altitude over the equator.
instability mechanism. This is because the horiztntal po- The eastward electric field in conjunction with the northward
larization field arising from a relative electron-ion drift in

-1 the electrojet region can, in the prsence of the earth's
*, magnetic field, develop a drift in the direction of the ver-

tically oriented density gradient and give rise to these ir-
regularities IFejer and Kelley, 19801. OTOR%

4" 9.3.4 Equatorial Anomaly and Fountain E ./f.'/G' "'O r

Effect ,,'//E-REGIC' DYNAMO

During the equinox thc: sun is overhead at the equator,
andin the of'qularnto l theu iov ation d ty eq r Figure 9-6. The F region geomagneiic anomaly. Near the equator the

and in terms of solar control the ionization density is ex- electric lields of the atmospheric dynamo in the E layer are
pected to be maximum in that 'region. Instead, the daytime conveyed upwards along geomagnetic lines of force to the

ionization density at the F, peak shows a pronounced trough motor in the layer .here produce an upwards move-
ment of the plasma during the day. The raied plast.ia then

S." at the magnetic equator and crests at about 30°N and 30'S diffuses down lines of force io produce enhanced concentra-

* magnetic dip. This anomalous latitude variation of F, ion- tion at places on each side of the equator and decreased

ization near the magnetic equator obtained from bottomside concentration at the equator itself IRatcliffe. 19721.

ionograms illustrated 'in Figure 9-5. was first recognized by
geomagnetic field gives rise to a vertically upward plasma
motion. At high altitudes over the equator. the plasma en-
counters field lines that connect to the F, peak at W0N and
30°S magnetic dip along which the plasma diffuses under

"E the action of gravity. Such plasma transport depletes the F2
0 . ionization at the equator and increases the density at loca-

1.1. itions 30'N and 30'S. Theoretical studies of the equatorial
-4 0 lranomaly on a more rigorous basis have been perfotmed by
'E many workers Isee Hanson and Moffett. 1966 and references

300 therein].
The transport processes involved in the formation of the

| QO V, equatorial anomaly are best illustrated by the Alouette I
. OWO .topside sounder results. Figure 9-7 shoms the variation of
Z, Ow ionization density as a function of height and latitude in the

0(S) . -daytime topside ionosphere.' At high altitudes over the mag-
netic equator, the density shows a dome-like structure fol-

200 lowing the shape of a magnetic field line. At lower altitudes,
below 700 km. a field-aligned double humped structure is

160-. obtained, with the maxima being closer together at the greater
i.; O(O)heights.

C 9C U. 0. -30 -60 - 90 The diurnal development of the equotorial anomaly has
Mogrec d p (eg been studied from ground based as well as topside sounders.

Ground based data indicate that during years of sunspot
S Fiure Y-5- Variation of N.F, and of electron density electron concen- minimum the anomaly is most pronounced at about 14(X)

tration) at uetied heights with magnetic dip, for noon on mag- LT and then declines steadily until it disappears around 2tNO)
neticall quiet days in September 1957. The cro level f, LT IRastogi. 19591. However. during the period of sunspot
each curve is indicated on the left Croorn et 'at.. 1959). t p
Reprinted with permission froti MacMillan Journals Ltd.. ' maximum. the anomaly after an iritial decay in the afternoon
1959 1 hours shows substantial redcvelopment in the late evening

hours [Martyn. 1959; Appleton. 1960: Wright. 19601 and
Appleton 119461 and is known as the equatorial anomaly or often the ionization density at the crest,, in the evening period
.Appleton anomaly. ' exceeds the davtimc values. Latitudinal asyvmmetr of thc

The equatorial anoialv is explained in terms ot a ftwn- e:uatorial anotnaly in the northern and southern hemisphere
lain Cffh'ct caused by vertical electrodynatnic drift at the as a function of sea ,in and longitude has also been studied
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d agated signal. The bulk of the information on maignitude
and occurrence of these irregularities came from amplitude

0 .900 fluctuation or scintillation measurements at a host of equa-
torial stations (sec Chapter 10 for furthcr details).

700 During the last decade a deteminnd effort has been made

0_ to understand the nature and occurrence of nighttime equa-
torial F-region irregularities since the largest propagation
effects extending up to S-band frequencies are observed. in
this region. Our insight has come from miulti-technique ob-

600 servations comprising satellite and rocket in situ measur~e-
E J ment of irregularity amplitude and i.pectra. coherent and

*2 0 inc~iere'it radar backscatter measurements, total electron
- content, and ground based and airborne multi-frequency scin-

'0 550j tilla~ion. and all-sky imaging photometer measurements.
<* o.- Togcmher these techniques measure irregularities over scale

I_ ~lengths of 5 to 6 orders of I, -gnitude from hundreds ofz
Soo ~ kilometers to tens ot centinmettc . and given the right con-

Uditions the po~st-sunset equatorial F-region is indeed found
to contain irregularities over this enormous scale size range

470 lBasu and Basu. 19811. A brief description of the different/ 4;0techniques and their results are given below.
W A'fil Te rocket and satellite in situ measurements have de-

W tected large scale irregular biteouts of'ion concentration !N,)
*4 - 0' U G: HEIGHT (kin) inl the nighttime equatorial spread-F region associated with

W < small scale irregularities in Ni 111anson and Sanatani. 1973.
< . Kelley et al.. 1976. Morse et at..- 19771. *A comprehensive

2 +study of such depleted regions by NMcClurc et al.. 119771

£ I' indicates the presence of very sharp electron density strue-
0 - 0 i.., j tures (see bottomn panel of Figure 9-8) and the exist'erce of

-10* 0. +10* +200 +300 ionic species near the F-peak that are normally obtained in
GEOGRAPHIC LATI TLDE (degrees) the bottoniside andi valley reeioii between the E and F layers.

Tfhis stud% altio revealed the existence of at highly structured
Utle47atdnnal~i variti'un tiection~ det ao th equtoia upwaid veiocity within these depleted 'regions on the order
tme1.*Iandial at atim, aht ele,. abw ni deti'gv zicr fontth of IMX rn/s dience thie name bubbles), and %orne ines * in

hro,'liccies and K4if n 1 'i ac'ikl s ~ .ddition. a sestwkard velocity of about 20 ni/s as shown in

It-yon. 19l63 : Lyon and Thomi as. 1 9631. Inteilheisplieti tec C

niettral wlinid and variationl of Ilagnelie deClinjition wkith .

long itude hame beeni in vi k'd in thcit~cikal m i odels Ill an sonl
and Mvolfet 1 9001 ito acec iutlt sotic a'tIN neII~tl v

9.3.5 Equatorial FRgo Irregularities [5ua

litoricai. tle "ignmi o eqmia nihtni:F 4 . .

reuion inrtilaritic', x~ aN Itst olaineil hiintile Nproa'Id-1 3
sitire ollntl a ' i i s 11i k latid XI el . 1 91 , F. l

tot al spread-f-l Nneh-i iie into Isso t,.pes. rarne AA 633 498 3eo 284 212
-4.;. 9 0 68 238

W n iqeipcd I'*ctadClen (1 ztl 021 ',44 068 0193 122
1 981. thle loit t ie being atit iluted Io sttonukl sealteririlc

It? ~~~ ~ ~ wan 9U h~rtt' lorrc9nI. dtift inete, data. orhit 282 Satellite alituidr. dip latitude.
I le aditelit of iihit ie. atnd L'ostafiottir-N heaerutit ii the and inapnetie h's-al time ate indicated on the Itrure The sat-

eari, 1 )i61 IN ;)t,it t aw' ti'tit treeh tiit: k fill tutor-ing equa- ettite 1toifetid %%a, -- ;50 it, 65; . Tt.c o'hsofsed pitch and
t'rrl ittecuarits', hat it ieasir ie t~ phae. aripititl ,:Mw~~ are showsn in the tipper anti loster curvc,. ic'.

.V. pctr' ! Po-is'!iie angle, :ci, epond to ''on, nioning tip ori
* .anld pIais ii? poi'ati/ lIo i t tile 11,11' n'r.{e ra I' lo l~-eft %\al, toi i the Ts wissall fIlc( lirc el ai 1 9'77[
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CHAPTER 9

Figure 9-8. Woodman and LaHoz 119761 using the radar mensional maps of these structures show that the depktions
technique at licamarca observed plume-like structures in observed near the magnetic equator have typical E-W di-
backscalte i power maps of equatorial irr.gularities at 3 m mension of 1(X) km and are as large as 1200 km in the
wave length. The maps 'he,' obtained are similar to that magnetic N-S direction. These observations establish that
shown in the top panel ot '.,ure 9-9. They interpret the the bubbles are open at the bottom and confined within
plumes as being due to ye' dcally rising hubbles and their magnetic field tubes. From measurements of both incoherent
wakes. Evidence for the fact that the plasma bubbles, most scatter and coherent backscatter using a steerable radar at
probably initiated by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, are 155 MHz, Tsunoda 11980a located the I m field aligned

probably extended in altitude has been obtained from con- irregularities at the top edge of a plasma bubble and mapped
ventional polarimeter observations of the total electron con- the bubble along the magnetic field tube.
tent (TEC). These observations I Yeh et al., 1979: DasGupta By performing careful coordinated studies of radar back-
et al., 19821 show that scintillation patches in the early scatter, high resolutioa satellite and rocket in situ and ground
evening hours occur in association with depletions of TEC scintillation measurements, the spatial and temporal coex-
which may be as large as 40th of the ambient value. istence of kilometer and meter scale irregularities have been

From topside sounder observations. Dyson and Benson studied IBasu et al.. 1978; 1980; Rino et al.. 19811. Figure
119781 have shown that plasma bubbles are confined within 9-9. taken from Basu and Basu 119811. shows that the 3 m
magnetic field tubes. By the use of an all sky imaging irregularities causing the radar backscatter and kilometer to
photometer on board an aircraft. Weber etal., 11978. 19801 several hundred meter irregu larities causing scintillations
have detected 6300 A airglow depletions in the nighttime are simultaneously (within the limit of time resolution of
equatorial F-region inl association with radar backscatter and the experiment m min) generated in the onset phase, but
scintillation patches. The 6300 A airglow depletions signify the short scale irregularities are outlived by the large gcale
depletions of integrated ionization density'and the two-di- ones by several hours. A considerable effort has been made
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I ~over the past fcw years to detect irregularities shorter than [Tsunoda et al., i979; IoNOSlERI PHYSICSoa 180] n

the ion gyroradius which js --5 m in the topside equatorial. more recerntly the TRADEX radar at Kwajalein has been

ionosphere [Woodman and Basu. 19781 for radar system used to deect I I cm irregularities which are approximately

japplications and for the understanding of the complex plasma 3 times the eiectron gyrora~ius and 30 times the Debye

processes in equatorial spread F. By the use of the ALTAIR length [Tsunoda. 1980c]. Thus equatorial spread F is found
radar at Kwajhdein, Mlarshl sans ireuaiiswtp- to encompass irregularity wavelengths extending over 5-6

*tial wavelengths of I m and 36 cm have been dc~ected orders of magnitude.

Id

7
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Chapter 10

IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
Section 10.1 S. Basu, J. Buchau, F.J. Rich and E.J. Weber
Section 10.2 E.C. Field, J.L. Heckscher, P.A. Kossey, and E.A. Lewis
Section 10.3 B.S. Dandekar
Section 10.4 L.F. McNamara
Section 10.5 E.W. Cliver
Section 10.6 G.H. Millman
Section 10.7 J. Aarons and S. Basu
Section 10.8 J.A. Klobuchar
Section 10.9 J.A. Klobuchar'
Section 10.10 S. Basu, M.F. Mendillo

The series of reviews presented is an attempt to introduce in HF communications is leading to a rejuvenation of the
ionospheric radio wave propagation of interest to system global ionosonde network.
users..Although the attempt is made to summarize the field.
the individuals writing each section have oriented the work 10.1.1.1 lonogram. Ionospheric sounders or ionosondes
in the direction judged to be most important. are. in principle. HF radars that record the time of flight or

We covet areas such as HF and VLF propagation where travel of a transmitted HF signal as a measure of its ionos-
the ionosphere is essentialk, a "black bx", that is. a vital pheric reflection h.,ight. By sweeping in frequency, typically
pan of thesystem. Weaisot verareaswhereth : ionosphere from 0.5 to 20 MIlz, an ionosonde obtains a meas-
is essentially a nuisance. such as the scintillation of trans- urement of the ionospheric reflection height as a fi:ction
ionospheric radio signals. of frequency. A recording of this reflection height meas-

Finally, we have included a summary of the main fea- urement as a function of frcqtency is called an ionogram. - "
tures of the model. being used at the time of writing these lonograms can be used to determine the electron density
reviews. IJ. Aaronsl distribution as a function of height. N,(h). from a height

that is approximately the bottcm of the E layer to generally
the peak of the F2 layer, except under spread F conditions

10.1 MEASURING TECHNIQUES or under conditions when the underlyi ionization prevents
measurement of the F2 layer peak density. More directly,
ioncsondes can be used to determine propagation conditions

10.1.1 lonosonde on HF commnications links.
Two typical ionograms produced by a standard analog

For more than four decades, sounding the ionosphere ionospheric sounder using film recording techniques arc shown
with ionospheric sounders or ionosondes has bedn the most in 'Figure 10-I. The frequency range is 0.25 to 20 MHz t

important technique developed for !he investigation of the (horizontal axis), and the displavedheight range is 600 km.
global structure of the ionosphere. its diurnal, seasonal and with 100 km height markers. The bottom ionogram is typical
solar cycle changes, and its response to solar disturbances. for daytime, showing the signatures of reflections from the
Even the advent of the exsremely powerful incoherent scatter E. Fl and F2 layets. The cusps. seen at various frequencies
radar technique IEvan.. 19751. which permits measurement (where the trace tends to become verticai) indicate the so-
of the complete electron density protile. electron and ion called critical frequencies, foE, foFI . and foF2. The critical

* temperatures. and ionospheric motions, has not made the frequencies are those frequencics at which the ionospheric
relatively inexpensive and versatile ionosonde obsolete. On sounder signals penetrate the respective layers. Thesz fre-
the contrary, modern techniques of complex ionospheric quencies are a measure of the maximum clectron densities
parameter measurements and data processing IBibl and of the respective layers. Since the densities vary with time,
Reinisch. 197 8.1: Wrigh. and Pittc\y. 1979: Buchau ct al.. ionospheric ,ounding is us cd to obtain information on change%
19781 hive led to a resurgence of interest in ionospheric in the critical freqfe'ncy and other parameters of the electron
soundint: as a basic research tool. %\hile a renewed interest densit\ vs height prolile.
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

cussion of the occurrence and global distribution see Herman N=.09\ (04
119661. The nighttime onogram also shows increased RFI
bands at higher frequencies. Because the D laver disappears N, = 1.24 x I0" fN (105)
at night, HF propagation over large distances is possible.
This long distance propagation is heavily used for broad- where f5 is in MHz and N, in electrons/cm ". The plasma I
casting by commercia! users and for shortwave radio corn- frequency is he natural frequency of oscillation for a slab
munications by government services and radio amateurs. of neutral r,lasma with the density N, after the electrons
Fortunately the ionosonde's own echoes also increase in have been displaced from the ions and are allowed to move
amplitude due to the disappearance of the D layer, reducing freely. For further discussions of the relation of R. to the -4
to some extent the effect of increased propagated noise on wave propagation see Davies 119661.
the systems overall sigt,al-to-noise ratio. Peak densities of the ionospheric layers vary between

10' and> 106 el/cm' Inserting these numbers into Equation
10.1.1.2 Principles of Ionospheric Sounding. The con- (10.4) gives a plasma frequency range from I to > 9 MHz,
cept of ionospheric sounding was born as early as 1924, this is the reason for the frequency range (0.5 MHz -f "
when Breit' and Tuve 119261 proved the existence of an 20 MHz) covered by a typical ionosonde. The low densities.
ionized layer with the reccption of ionospheric echoes of of the D layer can only be probed with low frequencies
HF pulses transmitted at 4.3 MHz from a reiote transmitter < 250 Hz. requiring large antennas and complex processing/
(distance 13.8 km). This. during the next decade, led to the analysis techniques and are not directly measurable by the
development of monostatlc ionospheric sounders by the Na- standard ionosondes (felr details see Kelso 119641 and ref-
fional Bureau of Standards and the Carnegie Institution. erences therein). Indirectl) the D region ionization is meas-
Even today the principles used by Breit and Tuves constitute ured by the integral absorption effects that it imposes on
the principles on which most ionospheric sounders are based., the HF waves propagating through it to the E or F region
These are the transmission of HF pulses and the measure- reflection levels (see discussion of fmin).
mentof their time of flight to the reflection level. For a T!ie inclusion of the magnetic field in the formula for
short historical revwe of the development of ionospheric the refractive index leads to the well known Appleton dis-
sounders see Villard 119761. prsion formula (dispersion means that the refractive index

ionospheric sounding takes advant:'ge of the refractive depends on the propagating frequency) for a magnetized
properties of the ionosphere. A radio wave propagating into plasma, here given for the case of no collisions, generally
the ionospheric plasma encounters a medium with the re- valid for frequencies > 2 MHz, in the E and F regions.
fractive index (in the absence of the eaith's magnetic field
B. and ignoring collisions between e!ectrons and the neutral p.2 =

atmosphere) 2X(I - X)

2(0 - X) - YT' ± V' + 4(1 X)2Y
= I - X = I - (10.1) (1.6f (10.6)

where with

X N -,m - (10.2) Y . = B (10.7)
417 F,,mf2 27rm f

and
e. t,, and m arc natural constants. N, is the electron ,ensity. e B
and ( is the wave frequency. Below the ionosphere. N, = 0. 2 f1  (10.8)
and R = 1. Within the ionosphere. N, > G. and R. < 1.
At :i level where X =I. " where fi1 is the gyrofrequency, the natural frequency at

which free electrons circle around the magnetic feld lines.
= N.. - = -(10.3) B..T are the components of the magnetic field in thc direction

4 r ir,.m of (longitudinal) or perpendicular to (transverse) the wave
normal. Inserting the constants into Equation (i0.8) leads

the refractive index p- becomes zero. The wave cannot prop- to the useful relation for the gyrofrequency
agate any farther and is reflected. The quantity f., which
relates the electron density to the frequency being rct-lecctcd. fl, = 2.8 x 10" B. ( 10.9)

is called the plasma frequency. Inserting the natural ,on-
stants into Equaticn 10.3) permits us to deduce the useful where fl, is in MHz and B in gauss 'I gauss = 10' tesla).
rela!ion betmen electr'n dcnity and plasma frequency (which The refractive index given in Equation (10.6) shows,
is identical to the probing frequency being' reflected) by the + .olution to the sqt:are root. that in a magnetized
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CHAPTER 10

plasma two and only two -characteristic" waves can prop- detailed discussion see Davies 119661 and Chapter 10 of
agate. These two characteristic waves are called the ordinary Budden 119611. -

or o-component and the extraordin-ry or x-corronent seen As a result, the actual reflection height h is smaller than,.-,
in the ionogram shown in Figure I0-1. A radio wave with the so-called virtual height h'. which is derived, assuming
arbitrary (often linear) polarization will split in the iono- propagation in the medium with the speed of light from 1-W
spheric medium into two characteristic or o-and x-compo- . I
nents, which in general propagate independently. h (,0.15)

The reflection condition R - 0 gives two solutions for 2X; for the + sign (o-component) ,.-'.
X f t + with t the round trip travel time of the pulse. Or since __,_-_

X =I (ItLiO) [ii'
U < e,; (10.16)

as in the no-field case. Equation (10.3); for the - sign (x-
component) then

X I - Y. 10.1 h' >h. (10.17)

At the reflection level for the O-component the plasma fre- As stated before. one of the main objectives of ionnspheric
quency equals the probing frequency. f1 = f. The x-com- sounding is the deteimination of h(f). which through the
ponent is reflected at a lower level that depends on the local relaton between f and N.. Equations (10.3) and ( 10.4) rep-
magnetic field strength. It can be shown that the critical resents the desired function N,(h). Since the group travel .
frequencies fo and fx'. for fo > f11. are related by time is -

fx -( fo 2" 10.12) t= -- ' -= - 'dz. (10.18) " '.

c"' ,. C',

that is. the magneto-ionic splitting (due to the presence of
the magnetic field in the ionospheric plasma) depends on the virtual height is related to the group refractive index by -.

the local magnetic field strength and therefore varies, from
station to station. For a typical midlatitude station. B = 0.5G 1 h..

and from Equation (10.9) we determine fl, = 1.4 MHz. h'(f = i lf,(z). ti Oz. (10.19)
leading to the fo-fx separation of -0.7 MHz seen in Figure
10-1. A solu.;on X = I + Y exists for frequencies below
the gyrofrequency f1l. For details see Davies 119661. If the electron density N.(h) is considered as a function of .

Using ionograms to determine the true height electron the height h above the ground, '' is also a function of h
density profile N,(h) is further complicated by the slowing- and the problem is now to solve the integral equation (10.19).
down effect that the ionization below the reflection level for given vilues of h'(f) obtained f-one the ionogram. The .

has on the group velocity of the pulse. While the phase techniques used to solve this equation arc known as true

velocity v of the wave is height analysis for which in general numerical methods are
used: they are discussed in detail in a 1967 special issue ofCRadio Si,,, c,,. f.

v = c-- 10.13)

it can be show~n that the group velocity u. defined as the
propagation velocity of the pulse envelope., is given for the 10.1.1.3 Analog lonosonde. The general, principle of an
no-magnetic field case by ionospheric pLIse sounder is shown in Figure 10-2 Ikawer

and Suchy., 19671. A superheterodyne technique is used to
C, '4 both generate the transmitted pulse of frequency f-l and toU = - = 1h.l)c,,. (1I0.14) . ."

l±t'(h.f) mix the recei~ed signals back to an intermediae frequency
or IF for further amplification. Tuning the receiver mixer

where R'(h.fl is the group refractive index. Therefore. while stage so that its output frequency is equal to the frequency
the phase velocity increases above the speed of light in a of the fixed frequency (puled) oscillator f.. and using a
plasma . the group velocity, the velocity at which the enerey common variable local oscillator C0. ensures that the receiver
propaga" -s. slows down (. R I in "a plasnia. For a more and transmitter are automatically tuned for every valuc of
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Figure 10-2. Schemnatic prcstniati,- of the mdjor compon.ents of 'an Ionospheric Pulse Soun,!er.

the oscillator irequecy f,,. The tran.mit pulse is amplified in synchronism with the transmission aid pulling a film

in one or several po.,,'er stages and transmitted, using a slowly in the dire :tion of the X-axis in the focal plane of

suitable wide-ban I ;",tenna with a vertical radiation pattern. an imaging optic results in an ionogram recording such as

The same antenna can b, used for reception using either a that shown in Figure 10-1. Since sounders based on the

ialp (voltage dividr) of the transmitter tank circuit or a general concepts shown in Figurc.l0-2 rely completely on

Transmit/Receive or T/R switch, which protects the r.ceiver analog techniques for ,ignal generation, receptiou. and pro-

input from overloading dufing transmission of the pulse. cessing. they have more recently become known as analog

especially problematic for transistorized re-civers. More re- sounders, in contrast to the digital sounders developed in

centlv separate antennas for transmission and reception have several places during the last decade. Aralog sounders are

become commonplace. This permits the use of smalle, and still operated at many ionospheric observatories, especially

therefore less costly receiver antennas in phased arrays for the well-known C3 and C4 ionosondes. which were devel-

angle-of-an val measurements and as po!?rl7ed antennas for oped hy NBS and which were distributed worldwide as the

polari/ation or .mode identilication tBib! and Reinisch. primary ionosonde for the International Geophysical Year

i978a.b. Wright and Pittew:ty. 19791. .195-58.
The received signals are mixed down (or up) to ie

intermediate frequency and amplified in an IF amplifier, that
is matched in bandwidth to the pulse width (overall bandwith
B = I/P. %kith P the width of *he transmitted pulse). After 10.1.1.4 Analog/Digital Hybrid lonosonde. While ver-
detection and amplification, the video signal modulates the tical sounding with the transmitter and receiver and their
intensity of the CRTs electron beam (Z-axis modulation). respective antennas collocated made synchronization of
Deflecting the beam in the Y-axis with a sawtooth voltage transmitter and receiver relatively easy. a much more de-
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CHAPTER 10'

manding task arose when investiga.rs attempted to sound ture of an ionogram trace simultareously with the digital
* the ionos, here oser paths of var ing distances to determine information. Prepro essing has largely eliminated the n,-i:;e

ii; n. ,. stricture and th propa,,ation conditions directly, background. The bottom part of Figure 10-3 shows a digital
It' lte transmitted signal is io be received withi, the amplitude ionogram. represented by all amplitudes above a

receive bandwidth, the ,vstem:. must he started at a precise noise level Jetermined automatically and separately for each
time. and must have pr'ectl% aligned frequency scans. This frequency. The noise level on each frequency can be esti-
was achieved using linear frequency scans and synchronous mated, since the unmodified signals oi the lowest four height

*" motor drives, which derived their A/C voltage from crystal bin, are shown at the bottom of the ionogram. The displayed
oscila tors IBibl. 19631. A large step forward was the de- range starts at 60 km and in 128 height increments with a
velopment of frequcncy stepping sounders such as the Gran- A = 5 km covers the range to 695 km. Each frequency
ger Path Sounder IGowell and Whidden. 19681 which con- step is in 100 kHz. which covers the range from (neminally)
hined digital and analog techiiiques. Digital techniques 0 to 13 MHz in 130 frequency steps. lonograms of this type
generated ;onograms by stepping synthesizer/transmitter and car. be produced in between 30 s and 2 min. depending on
receiver through the desired frequency range. providing se- the conv-lexity of signal characterization selected. The num-
lectable frequency spacing tfor example. 25. 50. or 100 er of integrations required to achieve an acceptable signal-
kHz. linear or linear over oictave hands). The frequency to-nois;e ratio, and the desired spectral resolution of the
synthesis itself and the data processing/recording howev,_r. Doppler measurements also affect the duration of the ion-
used the standard analog techniques. All digital and hybrid ogram sweep., The ionogram ii similar in structure to the

* • pulse sounders currently available use these frequency step- daytime ionogram in Figure 10-1. showing clearly an
- ping techniques. E-trace (foE = 3.25 MHz). an Fl-cup ("n~l - 5.0 Mliz).

and the F2 trace (foF2 = 8.2 MHz). The tot, part of tre
. 10.1.1.5 Digital lonosonde. TI-e rapid development ')f figure was produced by printing only those arnplitldes which

integrated circuits. microprocessors and especially Re-id- had a STATUS indicating oi-polarization, vertical signals.
* Onlv-Memories. and of inexpensive storage of large ca- only. T he resulting suppression of thyk %-:ompo'Ient and of

pacit . has led to the development of digital ionospheric the (obliquely received) noise shows the effectiveness of
sounders. These systens hay- some analog components. these techniques.

. but use digital techniques for frequency synthesis, receiver The digital "HF .adar Systen" developed at NOAA.
tuning. signal processin. 'recording. and displaying of the Boulder. Colorado lGrubb. 19791 is an ionospheric "ounder.
ionogram, However, to the modern sounder. the digital btlilt around a minicomputer. Appropriate software allows

. contro; of all sounder functions, the ability to digitally con- freedom in generating the transmit signal phase coding and
trol the antenna confituration. and above all, the immense sequence. and in processing procedures. However. i,.,uc-

- power (f digital real time processing (if the data prior to tion exectt~on times of the minicomputer limit this flexi.
recording on magnetic tape or printing with digital printers bi:ty. The sounder with its present software uses an echo
are of special importance. detection scheme' rather than a fixed FRB grid to obtain the

A digi:al amplitude ionogram. recorded by a Digisonde information on the ionospheric returns. This scheme re-
128 PS at the A-GI Goos Bay Ionospheric Observatory quires that the return has to e identified beforehand. gen-

" is shown in Figu'e 10-3. This system developed at the Uni- erally using a selectable level above the noise. and an "a
* versitv of lwell I Bibl and Reinisch. 19 78a.l uses phase hits out ofb samples" criterion. This system, by the use of

codiriLg. spectral integration. polarized receive antennas for a receive ar'enna array, then determines on-line for this
o/x component identitication. and fixed angle beam steering initially identified return. the ccha amplitude, its rolariza-
of the receive antenna array for coarse angle of arrival meas- tion. Doppler shiut, and reflector location IWright and Pitte-
uremcnts to provide a rather complete de-cription of the way. 19791.
p',perties an(' origin of the reflected echoes. Using a stan- The spectral information available in digital ionograms
dard set of 128 ranec bins for each frequency, the sounder has been used to track movin'g irregularities in the equatorial
integrates the sampled receiver output signals for a select- [Weber et al.. 19821 and polar ionosphec lBuchau et al..
able number of integrations. improvine'the signal-to-noise 1983!. An examnle of a Doppler ionog;am recorded in the
ratio and pro\idiig the sanii~les for spectral analysis. Since polar cap is shown in Figure 10-4, The right lower panel
for each frcuuency-range-bin or FRB only one return is shows a Leavily spread amplitude ionogram and superim-
record .d, a search .lgorithm determines from the set of posed two oblique backscatter traces. The right upper panel
separate sienals to. x. several antenna direction-.. Doppler shows the Status or Doppler ionogram: each FRB displays
lines) the .ignal \, ith the largest anmplitude and retain am- the Doppler bin number instead of an amplitude. FRB's
plittde anti STATUS. that i.. special signal characteristics. with an amplitude belom an automatically determined noise
Usin!: a special font tPatenaudC et al.. 19731. the resulting level show neither amplitude nor status. Separating the ion-
digital amplitudes are printed out Providing the analog pre- ograit into positive anti negative Doppler ionograms permits
"entation essential tfw the reconition of the detailed struc- the identification and subsequent tracking of approaching
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Fig~ure 10-4. AmltdeNau iFonagrdnF taken hs the AFGI. airthilre ionospheric observatory with a Digisonifd- I '9PS at Thule. Gre~enland 9 December
2231 WtTt. The lower right panel shows the amplitude iFonogram after removal oft radio noise. The Doppler iaanigram shown in the upper
right panel is produced b replacing each amplitude in the ioniagram below with a number represetming the measured Doppler shift. 1he
separation int, positive and negative Doppler traces tapproaching and receding relectioin regio~n%) is shown in the two panels on the left.

(traces marked B and C) and receding (trace marked A) the frequency extent of E and Es traces shows the typical
reflecting or scattering center%. The overhead trace (very cos X (X = solar zenith angle) pattern of the solar E-layer.
low Doppler) is marked 0. maximizing at noo~n. Sporadic E events observed on all three

nights are typically observed at these high latitudes during
10.1.1.6 Digital Data Proessing. The av; ilahility of auroral stormns lBuchau et al.. 19781.
ionograms in digital form- hias finally provided the basis for
successful automatic processing of these complex data. Real 10.1.1.7 FM/CW or Chirp Sounder. The availability
time monitoring I Buchau et al.. 19781, survey of large data of very linear sweep4requency synthesizers resulted in the
bases IReinisch et al.. 1982al. real timc analysis of iono- development of FMICW (trequency motdulated continuous
spheric parameters IRcinisch et al.. 1982h1. automajtic trace wave) or Chirp Sounders. initially for oblique ioicidence and
identification and true heig-ht anal'sis I Reinisch and Xue- in the 1970s also for monoiotatic vertical incidence sounding
quin. 1992. 19831 have been made possible by the availa- I Barry. 19711. A linear waveform with the constant sweep

* ilitv of data in dioital forni. Analysis concepts for an 0lc- rate df/dt is transmitted. Receiving tl'e waveform after prnp-
of-arrival determination and other parameters for the agation to the ionosphere and back and measuring the lime
NOAA'SEL digital soutnder have been presented by Wright dela% of each frequency component against the original
and Pinle~aY 119821 and by Paul 119821. waveform prmrnits the determination of the travel limec as a

An example of i data survey presentation using digital function oif frequency. T'his is actually done by mixing the
ionosoinde data from Goose Bay is shown in Fieure 10-5. received waveformi with the oricinal. resultine in a differ-
The top ro%% shows the irntegrdted heieht characteristic. ence frequency %%hich can be measured by spectrum anal-

hbtained by co llpsing each ionogram onto its heicht axis. ysis. The difference frequcnc% as a function of frequency
This characteristic provides the hitt)rN of 1± and F layer (the '*Chirp'* is proportional to the travel time of the signal
(minimium) height variations o'aer the course of three days. as a function oif frequency: therefore. a graph oif the dif-
The middle panel sho%% s the temporil changes of the F layer ference frequency as, a function of time or transmittt~d fre-1
returns, with the lower envelope determined by toE (day- quency. through the known swkeep rate df/dt. forms an ion-
ttme I or fmin (nighttimet. , while the upper envelope is de- ogram. While initially transmitter and receiver were sepaated
termined eeneraillv by foF2. The bottom panel representing byv a substantial dis:tance. to avoid o~erloading of the re-
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\was developed. using a TR %switch arid a quasi-randomn h\ spctrumn analysis it, arn elfctie hand\%idth of the order
interruption oif the linear w aietormn transmission. The main of I If/.
ad' in te of the 1-MIAV s\%tem is the vet' fljfriml instan- Allhitivh the ditn~tal itt-r::ti,n atid spctra! airal\Nss
tanmows handmildth (it the transmitted rial. allowmin! a used in the mo'l~ern di1_ital pulsed iotios.'Itd* deCrCes

imvilarl\ narrniii recci~er band\width (nomninal IM hI/ at *offctiiie bandw.idth ofl a pulse receiixer %ignitieantl\ (b\ a
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Figure 10-6 FI/CW or chirp-ioitique propagation ioogramn over a 2400 kmn path. Transmitted from an aircraft over the North Atlantic and recorded at
a receiver %tic! inl Mairc.'

factor bet'seen t0 and lfM. dependin, oin the in~tegration Alouette 1, was launched into space on 29 September 1962.
time and Orocessing procedures) from the original 20 kVIz Since thcn a series of follow-tin improved topside sounders
band%%idth for a t~pical 50) fis pulse and makes the actual were launched. either'as orbiting ionospheric sounders (Al-
sienal-to-noi'.e ratit) comparable ft that of a chirp sounder. out~e 11. 1965) or integrated with a complement of in situ
the FM Wsystem allows a substantial reduction of the measuring geophvsicaI instrumenhs. (ISIS 1. 1969 anid ISIS

* peak poscr ist the transmission. Gootl FM/CW ionograms 11, 1971). For de~ails on these sounder% see Franklin and
* hase been obtained s% ith trans mit rx.er as low as 1W (CM). Maclean 1 19691.

The F CWsystem is. definitely a gooid solution for the Since groiundhased ionosindles obtain ionospheric echoes
alrcad% strained owcupanc% of the HIF spectrum. However. only tip to the peak of he laver with the hiL'he'I electron
several draswbackN haxe limited its application as a vertical density (generally the F2 tayerl. knosdedge about the top-

* sounder. motion of the reflecting region irnpsi's a Doppler side ionos-phere was based oie, theor%. the fe%% incoherent
shitl, %%hich intrisltices ranixcrmits that are intolberable un- scatter facilities. and sposradic high-altitude rocket flights.
der arctic con'dition, T'he inmportant Doppler shift oif the The topside sounders therefore tilled a gap in the techniques
echoes cannot be obtained lfo%% ever. due to their lo~k Iran%- asailable to measure the global ioinosphere in its entvret%.
m"it jpos r and Nupx-rior S;N ch.!racleristics. many FNI!CW% During the approximaately 15 years, that these topsidu %oun-

s tn'are usecd a% backscatter sounders z-id as, oblique de-rs h;-, pros ided continuous datta. the man% millions of
- incidence Ort propagation sounders: A typi'-al propagationi ionoi'rams that have been accumulated have contributed

ionotrarn shosint, extensise niuttinop structure is shown in substantiall% ito our picture ot the global ionosphere IChan
Fivure io(, rhe ioni-eramn %%,t% obtained over a 24Mn kmi and Cohin. 1969: Thomnas andi Rsvcrot. 19701 and of its

pa th a ithi the transtnitcr located on botard an aircraft andi subregions, suich a% the high-latitu de ionospherie liell and
the reccix er located ,it the AVl OTI1-B radar site at Columbia Petrie., iqfs: Thoiias andi Antlrc% -. 1968 1. the F regioni
I-all,. Maine. 1, S..A. trough Ikluldrevi - J965-. Pike. 119761. and the equatorial

ionosphere JEccle% and King. 19691 ThL topside sounder
i.IN1. Topside Sounders. Shoartly after the onset of provides an h'f trace fronm the satellite altitude ilos\n to the

the satellite era, an ionospheric topside sounder satellite, peak of the IF laser (escept for tho~c rare occasions -here

* 10-10
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S. l-a~~~Fiure~ 10.7 An Aloiictic I tipside ii1mogram mfusirating Z-. 0- Annd X-stav.~ Imeis. cutoffs., r imnance spikes. and c Ittf e~i

ioni/ation tit ier la'.ers ecueed% the m aximium density of" therefore the final appearance of the hi'f- race. This trave
the F2-la~erf. A t~pical topsidle ionogram ishoi n in Figure is somietimes, further comtplicated by ionospheric irregu-

* .141-7 1'roin the V1 N Iapidh#,ok ot Iu'uImorap, lnterpt-uu-ton larities and oblique returns. All these factors combined en-
011d Rethiiuri,, IVi.'-23. 10~72!. A unique phenomienon sure an incredible variety of ionogram%. To capture their geo-

*observed in topside ionogn anis are the ionospheric resonance ph% .sically significant parameters a large numbetr of rules
spike% due ito the csciltion of' thtu ambient plasma hy the and definitions have evolved over the decade%. %hich after

*transmnissions, 'Ihei inost I rcqtuntl\ obsenedresonance %pikes acceptance by the International Radio) Science U~nion l'RSI
OCCUr at the flocaliplasiia frequiency f N. at the 'local 1; - have been published a% the U.RSI Hiundbaok of Inpnosramn
rofrequenc\ I,, fdabeled 11, in Ficure 10-7). at the hybr:.t Interpretatioin and Reduction. I UAGi-23. 19721 governing

frcqene~the analysis of jonograim at all ionospheric stations.
This set oft rules, resulting from the still continuing or ter-

* f1 ~ \ ~ it ll.2' minated operation of' more than 3(X) ionosonde stations
tt'- and at certain harmonies 61' thesw iretquencies Illaq: el al. di\trihtifcd ov.er the ' \hole globe. has prit teed a rather urn-

I %9 I.fonin analvied data bawe which'is archived at the World D~ata
*Mmi\ oft the references given here anti a large amiount (Centers f'or Solar Terrestrial Research located at Boulder.

(iof fur-ther material can be li nd tin the special issue on Colorado WIWC A t. limiran. U SSR INWIX' B). *fok~o.
topside %otinding of the Pooin1 in, 1 a ., *q di /If.1 I %9h)f Japan IX C CI iandi Slough. UK iWIX' (C2). With somne

eweptions. the inii idual mtorld data eers stoire data ong-
10.1.1.9 Iwiagram Interpretation. 1 -ebha\ ion of the inating in their respectivergos X soe h ai

___iionosphe re is otten t.en' if, namic. [his~ t act and the large front the estern hemisphere and also data from France and
*ranue of electro n densities,* mver %k hich the itincsphcrtc ta'\ - India.

ens change from day to ila% fromt dai to night(. \k ith season To pros ide spe-cial instructions foir thc anal\ Nis of the
andti %ith s")far cvc!e resil It i a farce %artiett, of ii'novrains. etnitcoivplc s io nt 'crtits tnt high lat itudfe stations.
There are also eieit (if ftic es, tin ionospheric variations a /111!/l 14lathl iqpnn to th U RN!Ifnlod 4i I' 'Pt
and sinticitires, fro m the equatnitis ito the tittles and tin the 1011ci fel wqw-c 'to 1' i ti Rfedm-i ha,, been1 p111bt ished
rcigular oit slitadic appearance and disappecaran.c oft the jI'A(;-;. 19f7'5,

lo4m er la\ ers D\! iamnic effcts, that shapc tht- pm 'file' alo ng Fo iNjspcial rcemdc h c fettt. it is oftien essential it) go
the rat. path andi ,pek i tic:a I in Ithe vie in it\ o t'the reflectit ~n back to t sn tirce daita, the io no iphit fiIi titf a spifoik
region also affect the grotup dcla\n at each I requenc., ait stalio ni sI Ini h iesenhmshr.teeftm r f ri
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CHAPTER 10
at the World D~ata Center A for Solar Terrestrial Physics. flft toE foFi foF2f F2

NQAA/NGSDC. Boulder. Colorado. A Cattihgia' of Ion- Ok

osph're Soundings D(;ta IUAG-95. 19821 provides access 00)*,.*~.)'

to this data base, which spans the period from 1930) through 400 z..
today. The longest and still continuing operation of an io- 300- h'-,

nosonde station started at Slough. UK in January 1930. too ____F

Continuous operation starting befo~re 1940) is mtill ongoing too- WE

at Canberra. Australia (1937): Hicks Island. USSR (1938); 0- - F- -t- r n i rri T~
Huancayo, Peru (1937): Leningrad. USSR (1939). Tomsk,
USSR (1937). and Tromso. Norway (1432).

To provide an overview of somec of the more importamt3
ionospheric parameters that can be derived from 3.1 tono-

gram and introduce their geophysical meaning. two iono- 4

grams are provided in the form of a sketch (Figure 10-8). .f___I________to_~z

and the parmmeters are identitied. Both ionograms depict 600F

the 'same ionospheric conditions (taken from Figure 10-1) woh-
with the exception of an Es laser that can suddenly appear. 100

Possibly as the result of a windshear at E laver heights. This
Es layer can obscure parts of the (race from reflections at too

'~i dniiainaditrrtto spoie eeahigher regions of the ionosphere. A list of parameters and OF___-r_____-_r__r________nm

gen.ral reference and not as a guide for ionoigram analysis .
F~ir detailed instructions in the evaluation of ionograims please Figure 10-8. Line sketch of ddytirne ionogrp shows definiton of im-
refer to the L'RSI Handbooks UAG-23 and UAG-SO. pontant ionogramt parArneters. b

Parameter Meaning/Commerqs
a) Critical' and characteristic frequriie%

foF2 F2 layer ordinary wave critical' frequency. A measure of the maximum density Nemax. of this
layer I see E quation (10,5)1.

fxF2 F2 layer extraotdinary wave critical frequency. Can' be used to infer f&F2 using Equation ( 10. 12) i
if foF2 is obscured by interference.

f0FI F1 layer ordinary wave critical frequency. This layer is often smoothly merging with the F2 layer
* resulting in the absence of a-distinct cusp and in difficulties of determining th,! exact frequency

(Lcondition).

fou solar produced E layer ordinary wave critical frequency. o

(C'npient: Extraordinary wave'returns exist for all layers. However, absorption of the ye
extraordinary component is stogrthan that of the oom netand the x-trace of the E ae

*is rarely,. that oif the F I layers not always observed.

I -.

thE.. Es lavcr~lki.keting frequency. Returns fromt higher lavers are obscured by the Es layer up to this
f'requene... This frequency corresponds closely to the maximum plasma density in the (thin) Es- 1
layer IReddv and Rat). 19f81.

fXE% hfighest frequency at %%hich a continutous Es trace is observed. V

foEs fo~s can b.- inferred. applying Equahion (10. 12). If fbhs < foEs, the laver is semti transparent. Es
I and hiuhtr lasers are both'ohser..ahle. The determination oft fots and fxEs lfor all LaIses is subject

to itmpe e of rue eond the scope of this outline (see URSI Handboo-Kk on lonogramn
InterpretationL. Modern Sounders. using polarized receive antenna,,. permlit unambiguous ti.0Es
determinat ion.

10-12
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

Parameter Meaning/Comments

fmin Minimun frequency at which returns are observed on the ionogram. Since radio wave energy is
absorbed in the D region according to an inverse square law (Absorption -- 1f2), the variation of

fmin is often used as a coarse indicator of the variation of D region ionization. fmin is not an
absolute value (as for example foF2). but depends directly on the transmitted power and the
antenna gain. Comparison between stations, therefore, can be only qualitative.

b) Virtual heights
h'F The minimum virtual height of the ordinary wave F trace taken as a whole. Due to the effects of

undedying ionization and profile shape on the travel time of the pulse, these minimum, virtual
heights are only useful as coarse and "relative" height classifiers (high. average, or low layer.
compared to a reference day). True height analysis must be made to give more meaningful height
parameters. such as the height of the layer maximum (h,,,_,F2).

h'F2 The minimum virtual height of the ordinary wave F2 layer trace during the daytime presence of Lob
the FI layer. When an FI layer is absent, the minimum virtual height of the F2 layer is h'F.
defined above.

h'E The minimum virtual height of the normal E layer. taken as a whole.

h'Es The minimum yirtual height of the trace, used to determine foEs. p

hpF2 The virtual height of the ordinary wave mode F trace at the frequency 0.834 x foF2. For a
single parabolic laver.with no underlying ionization *his is equal to the height of the maximvrm of
the layer, h,,,.,. In praetice hpF2 is usually higher than the true height of the layer maximdm.
Useful as a rough estimator of h.,., but strongly affected by a low foF2ifoFI ratio (-- 1.3 . k7

MUFI3000)F A set of "'transmission curves- IDavies. 1966 and 19691 developed for a selected propagation link
distance t'.e URSI standard is 3(XX) km) permits the determination of the Maximum Usable
Frequency. which the overhead ionosphere will permit to propagate over the selected distance.
The MUF is determined from the estimated transmission curve tangential to the F-trace. For this
ionogram MUI (3(XX))F would be 17.0 MHz,.

16.1.1.l10 lonosonde Network. E" n though the rou- has been iticorpo- !ed into INAG as of September 1984.
tinely operating ionosondes forming the worldwide network The INAG bulletin can be obtained from the World Data
are independent, generally operated as subchains or a- in- Center A. Boulder. Colorado. 80303.
dividual stations by national or private organizations, their With the advent of modern digital ionosondes and on-
operation is coordinated by the "Ionospheric Network Ad- site automated processing. a carefully planned network of
visory Group (INAG)". working under the auspices of Corn- remotely controllable ionosondes can provide ionospheric
mission G (On the Ionosphere). a Working Group of the data and electron density profiles to a control location for "
International Union of Radio Science (URSI). INAG pub- real time monitoring of ionopheric and geophv,-ical con-
lishes the "onospheric Station Information Bulletin" at vary- ditions. Autornat~c oblique propagation measurements be-
ing intervals. The Bulletin provides a means of exchanging tmeen stations of the link can increase manvfold the number
experiences gained at the various ionospheric stations, dis- of ionospheric points that can be monitored. Considerations

. cusses in detail difficult ionograms for the benetit of all for the deplo~ment of a modern ionosonde network have
- participants. and disperss information on new svstems, new recently been presented by Wright and Paul 119811. Op-
, techniques, special events (for example. eclipses). relevant erational and technical information on the individual. stations

meetings. and general network news. URSi's International of the world s ide network of ionosondes, as well as their
Digital lonosonde Group (IDIG). vhich provides a forum respective aftiliations and addresses, are available in the i
for the discussion of standardization prmosals. for the ex- Directov Of Solar Terrestrial Phvvic.% Monirorinv Stitions
change of software, and for the general exchange of ex- IShea et al.. 19841. Figure 10-9. taken from the report in
perierces with these rather new and still maturing svstems preparail.on. shows the location% of all ionosondes reported

10-13
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Figurc 10-9. Maportuicl incne i osrilic incrler%aiof 199..

as operational or operating in 1994. World Data Center A per unit volume it) he Nr. where N is the electron nu.'mber
Report. UAG-85. lists all past and present ionospheric ob- density. He also predicted that the spectrum of the Scattered
servatories. signal will be Doppler broadened by the random electron

thermal motion. The spectrum of th e scattered signal was
expected to be Gaussian with center to half-power width of
0.71 AM. where .At. is- the Doppler shift of an electron ap-

10. L2 Incoherent Scatter proaching the raidar at mean thermal speed so that

iiJ. Thomson 119061 ihowed that Single electrons can
Scatter electromagnetic waves, and that the energy scattered =!(LY H.(1.2)
b) an electron into unit Solid angle per unit incident flux is r nk/-
given by (r, sinilso where r, is the classical electron radius

e2/tm~' =2.82 )< 10 "~ m) and il; is the polarization
argle. that is. the angle hctween the direction of the'incident where X is the radar wavelength (m. k is Boltzmann's
electric field and the direction of the observer. Thus the constant (~1.38 x 10 2' i/K). T, is the electron temper-
radar hackscatter ids = /2cross-section of a single elec- ature. and ni,. is the mass of an electron ( =9.1 X 10 "
tron %%ill he o, = 47rr, ,. Gordon 119581 first proposed th-it kg). Al awavelength A =I m. and T, 1600 K. 0.71 .Af,
byth use of a pow~erful radar operating -it a frequency 2MN kHz. Soon after Gordon 1 19581 propo ed the fea-
IF - foF2 where toF2 is the plasma frequencv at the peak sibility of the incoherent scatter radar experiment to Stu(,
of the F2 laser, the hackscattcrcd po~er from the electrons the upper atmosphere, Bowles 119581'%%as able ito detect
in the upper atnio'.phere should ht detectable. The incas- radar echoes from the ionosphere. The echoes resembled
urement of scattered pomer and its characteristics as a func- the predicted ionospheric sc atter signal except that the band-
tion of altitude %%as expected to provide a measurement o)f width of the % signal %%a% considerably less than the predicted
the varioius geophNsical paraMeters both iii the tx'ttomside value. The decrease of the bandwidth of the scatter Signals
and the topsmide ionosphere. Gordon assumed that th~e ee- contributing~ a larger signal power per unit bandwidth oh-
trons were in ranloom thermal motion of the same type as viously made it easier to detect the sig~nal. Bow es 119581
the moition ese.'utcdl h\ neutral Oarliclcs So that the radar cOrrectl\ surniised thio the presence of ions causes a re.
%%ould det.ect scattc, ine from indi\ idui electrons that are duction of the Nands\ idth of,the scattcred signal. Later the-
random in rhaws or incoherent. Ibis k~ known as incoherent orel~cal work li-cier. 'l1960 i))uvcrtv and Farlc\. IWO0
Scatter or lhom~on scatter ibr a compreheiit review.. Salpet-.r. 1960 llagl~rs. 19611 s hc%%ed that the spectral
See F~xans C '(I ordon kcuoated th bakscatted pos-,er form of the scattered .ignal is dictated by the radar %%ave-
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

length in relation to the Debye length in the upper atmo-
sphere. The Debye length (D) for electrons is defined as COMPLETE SPECTRA FOR VAROKXS VALUES OF a

D = (e,, kTJ4"aN2)" 2 m (IC.22) a-0.003

where E,, is the permittivity of free space ( = 8.85 x 10 2
F/m). e is the charge on an electron (=, 1.6 x i- 9 C). k 10
is the Boltzmann's conszant. N, is the electron density im )
and T, is the electron temperature (K). The Debye length
for the electrons in the ionosphere is typically of the order ,0
of I cm or less below 1000 km and it is not possible to 3 a I
sustain organized motion at scales smaller than these salues.

It was shown that, in general, 'the spectrum of the scat-
tered signal consists of two parts, one due to the ions and I6"
the other to electrons. If the radar wavelength is much smaller
than the Debye length, the scattered energy is entirely due 0'

to the electronic component and the initial predictions of 16' 0

Gordon 119581 for the scattered power (Not,) and its spec-'
trum (ac) are valid. On the other !zand. for radar wave- 0.33

lengths much larger than the Debye length, which represents , ,
the experimental situation. the electronic component de- 60 W id 0 1.0 ,10
creases and appear as a single plasma line at a Donpler shift OPLER SHIFT (Af.)
approximately equal to the plasma frequency of the medium.
Under this conditian., the largest part of the scattered energy
resides in the ionic component and the spectral width is Figure 10- 10. The variation or the overall spectrum for different values

of the ratio il = 477D/Xs . The Ion has been assumed 0>
controlled by the Doppler shift Af, for an ion approaching These curves assume that collisions .;re negligible and that
the radar at the mean thermal speed of the ions, given by T, = T, IHagfors. 19611.

= -- Hz. (10.23) is encountered in the ionosphere, the total scattering cross-
t \ /section (or) m~y approximately be given by

where m, is the mass of the dominant iositive ion and T, is o ..

the ion temperature. Considering T, T,. and the dominant (T (10.24)
ion to be 0. Af.- 2 x 102 Af,. The echo energy is. (I + a-)(I t - + o2)

therefore, mainly concentrated in a relatively narraw spec- T

tral window rendering the radar investigation feasible with T o s r tph
apparatus of much lower sensitivity than initially envisaged. ty inrnt mter ofdaritech n ge o f upper
Figure 10-It) shows how the spectral shape depends on a p l n s id ge
parameter a 4=rI)/X for the case T, = T,. For u ->- 10. atmospheric parameters by the use of a powerful ground- %
the stattered energy is entirely due to the electronic com-
ponent. whereas for very small values of c. the electroni"
component decreases and the energy appears mair!y in the . '

ionic component with a much smaller bandwidth. The ice- .
tronic component now appears as a single line, known a
the plasma line. at a Doppler shift approximately equal to % .*i

the plasma frequency of the medium
In the ionosphere. the electrons and the ions are at dif- 31:

ferent temperatures and the sptectrum of the ionic component

changes for different value% of the ratio TJ'r, at a given re
value of a. This is sht-wn in Figure 10-I for the case
(X a 0. 1 for 0 ion-, which illutrates the double-hupnild
form of the spectrum. By measuring the height of the hump 0 04- '" to
at the wing relative to the center of the spectnlt it is DOPPLER SHIFT (Af)
possible to estimate T/T, and the total scattering cross-
section due to the ionic cotllponpnt is simpix obtained Iron |icurc it) I I st'tr of iihe wni. comisn'nt tor the c.s¢ ot
the area under the curves. For small values of T,/r,. ,hich 4-.I) A) 4) I '.n. PI' fl eprintct. with vr-
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CHAPTER 10

based radar system [Evans, I c691. The most obvious meas- 7Oo

urement is the electron density (N) versus atitude! (h) prohle WW00'
made b eodn h aito feh oe ,a
function of delay by using a vertically directed pulsed radar. 4000 .JICAMARCA

'Me echo powcr is given by 9A&- 1962
- 430t535 EST

3000- :5501EST

= N(h) orh) 2 0-1545 EST

where C is a constani. The constant C can be determined 15W

either by a careful determination of the radar paramete's or
by an absolute determination of N at an altitude by an E P=o

ionosonde or other techniques. ! iowever. as mentioned ear- 900

hier (Equation 10.24). the scattering cross-section r(h) de- 7

pends both on ct and T,/T, which are both functions-of X 600o

altitude. From a measurement of the scattered energy spec- 50

trum, these corrections can be introduced an": electron den- 40

sity profiles are determined. It has also been possible to
obviate this difficulty entirely by th, use of Faraday rotation 300

iechnique. Figure 10- 12 illustrates the eledtron density pro-
file extending to almost one earth radius obtained at Jica- -___

marca by this technique. In addition to the rather straight-
forward measurement of electron density profiles, electron 150

and ion temperatures. ion composition, and photoelectron P

flux, the ionospheric electric field and a variety of other up- 100........j................I
per atmospheric parameters have been success fully meas- 10o to'*1 o
ured at various locations extending from the magnetic equa- CT0 SY(,m)

tor to the auroral zone I Radio Science, special issue, 19741. Figure 10-. An electron density profile obtain, tjiaac ta x
tends to iltitost one earth radius [Bowles. 1963].

Table 10-1. Incoherent '.cattcr facilities.

Locwation Frequency (MHz) Power (MW) Antenna Dip latitude ('N)

Jicamarea, 50 6 290 m X 290 mn arrayI
Peru Pulsed

Arecibo. 430 2 300 m spherical 30
Puerto Rico Pulsed reflector

St. Sanlin. 935 0'.15 20 m x l00 m 47
* Friince Continuous reflector

Millstone Hill. 440 , 3 68 m 57
USA 1300 4 .25 m parabola

Pulsed
Sondrestriim. 13WX 5 32 m parabola 71

Greenland Pulsed
EISCAT*

Transmitter:
*Tromso. Norway 224 5 30 m X 40 m 67

(monostalic) parabola cylind,,r
933.5 2

* Rceier:(tristatic) 32 m parabola

Tromso. Norway
Kiruna. S~eden .32 m parabola

,S'.dankN'la. Finland

'Europ.'dn In ,.herent SC \Tter tdctilt%

10-16
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION 2M

probe is replaced with the entire exposure conducting sur- ,
face of the rocket or satellite. If the exposed conducting

,tOATI", ,A•C (, D41A" O i COILIM.0 surface of the rocket or satellite is much greater than the
/ area of the probe. the potential of the surfaces will remain

fixed as the potential on the probe is swept. As a minimum... . .'++ . the area of the conducting surfaces should be 100 times

greater than the area of the probe. and ideally the area should
be 10 000 times greater then the area of the probe. By setting ,

S,,<C,,,A I the potential of the probe vcry positive ( + 1.5v to + 20v).
all electrons within-a few Debye lengths of the probe will

Figure 10-13. Cylindrical Langmuir Probe. be drawn in and measured: this allows a direct measurement
of plasma density oscillations which are directly related to
plasma turhillenice.

Table 10-I adopted from Hargreaves 119791 gives a list of The two most common shapes for Langmuir probes are
the incoherent scatter facilities now in operation and the the cylindrical probe (Figure 10-13) and the spherical probe
characteristics of the radar system. (Figure 10-14). Any shape probe is possible, but these shapes 6:..,

are the easiest to analyze mathematically. k
10.1.3 Langmuir Probes

10. 1.4 Faraday Cups for Rockets
One of the simplest devices used on rockets or satellites and Satellites

to measure the ionospheric density in situ is the Langmuir
probe. named for Irving Langmuir. who pioneered the method I ie most commonly used device for measuring the ther-
at General Electric in the 1920s. The den;ity is determined mal ions is the Farday cup (see Figure 10-15). Itis usually 7--7•

from a measurement of electric current passing between two an aperture that is a section of a flat, infinite surface in
conducting surfaces in contact with, the environment. A contact with a pla.ma. A screen across the aperture shields
varying electrostatic potential placed between the two sur- electrostatic potentials inside the sensor from the outside
faces causes the current to vary. The mawgnitude of the cur- environment. The arrangement of grids or screens inside
rent indicates the density of the ionospheric plasma, and the the sensor is determined by the funtion of the sensor. Most
change in current with respect to changes in the potential Faraday cups use a suppressor screen in front of the col-
between the surfaces indicates the ion and electron tem- lector. This screen has a large negative potential (- IOV to
peraturcs. The doublc-floating-probe. which is the closest - 100V) to repel electrons from the environment away from I
version to an idealized Langmuir probe, usually consists of the collector and to drive secondary and photoelectrons from
a conductor at each end of a dipole antenna flown on a the collector back to the collector.
rocket or satellite for other purposes. The major disadvn-
tage of a double-floating-probe is that ion thermal velocity -'.

is much lower than the electron thermal vel )city and the .e ,
rocket or satellite speeds. Therefore. the usual Langmuir
probe is a single probe to measure only electrons: the other - -p- - .-. -*"-

.07 -.- DMSP SSIE
DMSP SSIE ELECTRON SENSOR o I ION SENSOR

SOLD PLATED ALUMINUM [... rK....
COLLECTOR 1.T3" DIAMETER CLLrO

GUARDRINGSAIEF T GR10

fTO ION AMPLIFIR

ALL ,R1DS COLD PLA'ED TUNGSTrN,

OELECTRON / I' L ' PRANPD11 NC 1,""
AMPLIFIER O"CO0 00,OD 0PLA'E .0 oL. .INU7..

I ~F -~ALL CONDUCTING SUAFACE CGOLOF _ PLATED.

SOLD PLATED TIJNGSTEN OND. U

TRANSPARENCY- (0.O

2.2 " DIAMETE R.-

Figure 10- 14. The Sphc altt LaIrLnituir Probc on the I)MSP Satellirt. Figure Ill-I , The F arild; Cup ucd on the DNISP Satcllite.
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CHAPTER 10.

10.1.5 Optical Measurements frordi 2-18 &.They can be scanned at.ross thc sky or oper-t.d
in the zenith. When properly calibrated, spectrometers p-c-

Ground. airborne. satellite, and rocket based optical vide the absolute intensity of aurora! and airgiow features
measurements are commonly used to determi~ne ionospheric as well as some measure of spectral character.
structure and dynamics. While a number of different in- High Resolution Svxients- Fabry-Perot interferoteirs
strurnents are employed, all analysis techniques must relate use multiple path interfe~rence to achieve high spectral rcs-
spectral emission feature% ito ionospheric structure and dy- olution. These instruments are primarily used to measuree

nami'; proces.ses. This is done through a knowledge, of the spectral line broadening and Doppler shift. From these pa-
atmosphere/ionosphere chemistry that lead,, to the nmeasured ranieters. atmospheric temperatures and drift vel icities can
photon emhission. Ionospheric domains are convenientl,, di- be derived. Primlary spectral features of interest are 63M A
vided into region% that are produced or influenced by en- 1011, 5577 A 1011 for ineutral winds. and 732(0 10111 for
crgetic particlec precipitation (auroral regions) 4nd those con- .plasmra drift.
trolled miainls bv solar ionizing radiation (equatorial and
midlatitudev. Optical measuremetnts have played important 10.1.5.2 Ionospheric Structure from Optical
roles in both regions in defining, the spatial and temporal Measurements. Ionospheric structure at, mid and equa-
characteristics of" ionospheric plasmia. Commonly used ob- tonial latitudes is contr-6lled by solar ionizing radiation. elec-

srigtechniques will be discussed followed by a section tric fields. and neutral atmosphere dynamics. Airglow ob-
describing important results. servations of equatorial plasma depletions are one example

of optical measurements used to define ionospheric pro-
10.1.5.1 Observing TIechniques. Optical instruments can cesses. A brief review of equatorial airglow c~emical pro-
be classified according to spectral resolution as low, me- duction mechanisms is presented to illustrate the techniques
dium. and hich. used to infer ionospheric plasma density ariations from

Lowt Re'sititiol svswems: The all sky camecra has his- remote optical measurements.
torically -been used ito measure auroral structure. This is Two primary airgiow spec!ta! emission features are of
perhaps tlue lowest resolution system., measuring all wave- interest for tnighttime. F region pb.enonena 6300) A 10ll and
leng~ths over the sensitivity range for the type of film used 7774 A 01. The 63(XA atomic oxygen emission results from
(typically Kodak TRI X). The systemn uses a 1600 field of the following sequence of reaction.
view lens to measure auroras over a circle of 1000 kmn
dlianmeter in the lower ionosphere (110 kmi altitude). All sky
cameras typically measure only bright auroral feaitures. pri- '+0 ± .(02)

man lv at E reL'on altitudes. K?

Photometers are low resolution systems. They rely on 02, + e --- 0 + 00l))(0.7
narrow hand interference filters to isolate spectra! :ines and o(1)) -~ 0 IT) ± I'063M0) (10.28)-
bands oif interest. Meridian scanning pluotoni:tcrs use a nar-
row. (0).5' to 2.50) field of view and -2 A' fliers to measure I +N 2 K, *N. (l2)
absolute intensit oif' auroral and airglow along a ve~ticaf 8- (P
circle. commnonly aliened along a magnetic meridian. Tilt-. SneK , n nrgon hr stedmnn
ine filters use the chanue in transmitted wavelength versus io(0 =N te 3)Avlm eisiiraesgvn

separation of non-spectral continuum from the line or band
emission. iN ~K,,NZ\

More recentl%. all-sky imiaging photometers have been dOHM0) - 0.75 KFEjjj.j I -1 dh
developed In perform all -skN t 155') monochromatic incas- AJ
Itrements at high sensiti% iv (20 Rayleighs). The se emlploy (10.30)
sfiehthI. xs ider ( 20 A") interference filters because of the
lack of converence of' the e stre .ie optical rays at large wee Ki 14x1 'c

zenith angles . Imag~ie i ntensiftiers -ire employed to achieve
the hiebh sensitivity. R1ita are recorded either on a photo- K.) 7.0 X 10 cin' s

graphic imiage or bw using a TV system to produce a video A 1
signar. T ~pical s stern parameters are show~n in Table
10-2..

Medum esuoij,, ystms:Ebert-aste tpe caning (See Weber et al.. 1 1990J and Noxon and Johvnson 1 19701
spectonlees are used as mediumn resolution oiptical systems. for a more complete- discussion). m
Thes , are effectively used oiver the (visible,, wavelei!gth The 7774.,A Of results from radiative recombination of
iange of .0() to 7900t A with variable spcrlresolution 0,

10-18 
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Taltle 10-2. Summary of system specifications.

Field of View 155 0 %A

Pass Band 25 Aatfl1.4, 5 Aatf 8

Resolution 1/20 zenith. 2' horizon

Spectral Response S-20, exceeding 100 l.A/lumen

Picture Storage No detectable degradation for tip to 3 .

Tube Gain Photon noise granularity visible above tube noise

Threshold Sensitivity 20 R at 2 s exposure :
I kR a, 30 frames/s 4

Dynamic Range 20 R to 10 kR covered by 3 preset HV settings

Flatness of Field 30 percent loss at edge of field

Repetition Rate Typically 20 s for complete filter cycle

Temporary Storage Video disc, three video tracKs -4- one sync track

Pemanent Storage Video tape deck, time-lapse type (9 h recording timeK
on a single reel): 16 mm color movie camera%

Process Controller In-field programming capability

Display Systems Four black arid white monitors, 9 in. diagnal; Color ~* N~

monitor. RGB and A-B input, 12 in. diagonal

Real-Time Display Simultaneous fuiiy registered display of three filter
channels. Capability of displaying difference i1 any
two pictures. Display of two or three Il'ers as

?seudo-color on RO3B monitor

Character Generators Date/time display on each frame for frame.. ',

identification

Digit al Encoding Digital encoding of time and housekeepirg data for
computer-controlled data handling

0' + - 0(P) (1,31)ANOMALY - Of 3U7 15 OEC 1979

OUTSIDE DEPLETION

0-, P - 00S) + ht'(7 774' (10.32) .-

(?774).30

and thie volume emission rate is given by 50600!30

400.

dIU7 174) = K,1 0 fJINJ ih. (10.33) -), /

To illustrate the altitude dependence, 6300 A and 7774 A
airelow volume emission rates were calculated for an elec-

10 0 1
tron density profile repricentative of the Appleton anomaly PHOTONS/cml-s' L-

region. and are shown in Ficure 10-16. The bottomnside
profile was ohlained from true "icight ainalysis of a digital Figure 10- 16 Electron density profile derived from true height anaslysii

ionogram. This was matched to ;t modified Chapman func- ot htornit3Ide lonografli matched to a modified (h-pmar
tio iT~sls~ ~l 9func~tion for the topside. Also shown are cakcukated 63(X)

to Tnlvet al. 1731 to reprcsei~l the topside profile n77A o IY.tlS'O1rtsndcun ftlit0

from hmiax F, to 690 kmi. because o" the exponentially in Ravicghs.

It0-19
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decreasing 0. concentrati. n. the 6300 A volume emission periods in the absence of "snapshot" satellite measurements.

rate is confined to the bottomsid and reaches a maximum Optical measurements coordinated with VHF radar. iono-
value at 340 km. below hmax F2 (360 km). The 7774 A soiide. in situ density. and satellite radio beacon scintillation
volume emission rate is proportional to INeI 2 and attains its observations have helped to provide a detailed description
maximum value at h,.x F2. Because of the broad altitude of the development, structure, drift, and decay of :hese
exatent of the equatorial electron density profile the 7774 important equatorial ionospheric features.
A volume emission rate displays a similar broad extent and Optical measurements have improved our understanding
falls to 50' ol" the nmaximum value at 3X) km and 450 km.' of auroral zone and polar cap ior.ospheric structure and
Thus the 7774 A airglow measurements provide information magnetoslhere-ionospherc 'coupling processes. In this re-
over a broad altitude range. with approximately one half of gion dominated by the effect of precipitating electrons and
the emission produced above the F layer peak. ions over a wide energy range (few cV to 100's of keV).

All sky imaging pho.,meter measurements conducted optical measurements of impact excitation and chcnical
within a few degrees of the magnetic equator and near the recombination aid in understanding a wide variety of pro-
Appleton Anomaly region (- 18' MIL) have established the cesses. In this section. several examples of all-sky mono-
two-dimensional horizontal extent of equatorial plasma de- chromatic images are shown, primarily to demonstrate the
pletion,. These are also the regions of post-sunset equatorial use of optical'measurements, especially when coordinated
spread F. VIIF raJar backscatter plumes. and amplitude and with other iorospheric diagnostics. Figure 10-18 shows a
phase scintillation on transionospheric radio propagaion. montage of auroral images at 10-min intervals at 6300 A
Figure 10-17 shows an example of all sky images at 6300 A 1Ol1 and 4278 A N,' . These images were recorded on an
and 7774 A near the equatorial edge of the Appleton Anom- aircraft which flew 'North-South legs along the Chatafiika.
aiy. The brighi region over the southern two-thirds of the Alaska Incoherent Scatter Radar magnetic meridian. The
image is air!ow from the high-density anomaly region. The images provide a map of the instantaneous particle precip-
North-South aligned uark hand is a region of decreased itation patterns separately foi the E (4278 A) and F (6300
airglo%% emission. Comparison with simultaneous in situ A) layers. Measurements with the radar mapped electron
measurements from the Atmosphere Explorer satellite (AE- density structure and satellite UHF radi, beacon scintillation
Ef shows this airglow depletion to the collocated with a measurements mapped regions of ionospheric irregularities

4 region of ,igni:icantlv decreased ion density. Having estah- (from tens of meters to a few kilometers). In this experiment,
T lise,' the relation between airglo, emi:;sion processes and optical measurements provide a continuous map of'particle

F layer denit%,. the all sky images provide a two-dimen- precipitation regions over a large area (!200 km diameter
,ional map of these depleted regions. In addition. the dv- at F-region altitudesi for interpretation of magnetosphere-
namic, of these region% can be monitored over extended ionosphere coupling and ionospheric dynamics.

Measurements in the polar cap have recently clarified
local particle precipitation effects from plasmna tran.port (E-

t. DECEMBER 1979 field) effects. Local precipitation of low energy 600's of

eV) electrons, during IMF B? north conditions, leads to the
61004-" 7774A . production of sun-aligned F region auroras. Some of these

auroras are characterized by F region plasma density en-
",,os;,,,4 4 hancement and structuring within these auroras leds to am-

plitude and phase scintillatioi.
-. During Bz south conditions, large patches of F region

plasma are observed to drift across the polar cap in the anti-'

sunward ditrction. Coordinated stellite measurements show
that thest: patches are rot lo.cally produced by precipitating
particles, but arc convected from a source region at or eoua-'
torward of the dayside cusp. These patches .are also subject

A%_" I to strLctunng processes that lead to scintillation.

10.2 SOME ASPECTS OF
LONG WAVE PROPAGATION

54 1 . It is convenient to refer to radio w aves ha% inLc freouen-
..'3 3 cies below 30X4O kli, as 'ong waves". These include Ex-

tremely Lw Frequencies (ELF). Very Low Frequencies

7 -1- il kx t s: m and 774 A rex.rdd nart (VLF). Lo%. Frcq,encies (LF). and Mediim Frequencies
m.r - .t' ihe \pplchn \noa.1i (MF). as outlined in Table 10-3. ELF has had verv little
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Tabl 10-3, IAmS havc freticncy handJ.[ Designation Abbreviation Frequency Range Wavelengths
Exeey Low Frequency ELF 03-30 kHz lO2lIW km'
VeLowFrequency VLF 3-300kHz 10-10 km

Medium Frequency MF 300-3000 kHz 1 -0. 1 km

use, except for communication% that require wave penetra- phase. The latter is the basis oif the long-range lI(X) kH/,
tion beneath the surface of the ocean or earth. The VLF/LF groundwave navigation system. Loran-C.
band% are used extensively for navigation and military com- If the transmitted signal is a continuouis wave. the am-
munication. The standard AM broadcast systems utilize part, plitude and phase of the composite signal received at a fixed
of the MF hand (535-I(Cb kHz, Long radio walves are also distance vary with time as the ionosphere changes. On the
used in basic ionospheric res.earch. meteorology and thun- other hand, at a given moment the signal amplitude is a
derstorm study and trackin~g. standard frequency and time. function of distance f Hollingworth. 19261. having maxima
distribution, geological studies. and minerals exploration, and ininima typical of an interfe~rence pattern. The~ ground-

Long waves propagate by a number of different modes. wave component is stronger than the %kywav.-s out to a
These include propagation over the surface of the earth by distance that depend% on the wave frequency. amiong other
diffraction modes. ELF propagation by transm ission- line factors. This region of groundwave dominance is the mokst

* type modes, propagation by ionospheric reflection (or earth- stable. or primary. coverage, area of MF broadcast tran%-
* ionosphere waveguide mox~cl and propagation thirough the mitters.

ionosphere by so-called "whistlr modes. lEach type oif As defined above, the groundwave exists at all radio
mode require% a separate physical descriptiont and math-- frequencies, but at wavelength% comparable to the height
matical formulation. of the ionosphere or greater. the usefulness of the concept

begins to fade. Also, for transmitters high above the ground.
or at high frequencies where quasi-optical propagation anal-
ysis is appropriate, the term groundasave is sedmused.

10.2.1 Groundwave Propagation The earth often acts as a fairly gtd1 onductor for long
waves, in which case the electromagnetic boundary con-

The most general definition oif the grotundwave is the dtospri lcrcfed epniua otesrae
wave that would tit excited by an antenna at or near the air- dtopri lcrcfedpredclrt h trae

* while tending to suppress electric tields tangential to the
earth boundary if there were no wave reflections from the- surface. It'follows that groundwave fields near the earth*s
upper atmosphere. At long wavelength% ionospheric retlec- surface tend to have transverse magnetic (TMI polariiration
tions are important, and for cointinuous wave (CWI t~ans- rather ;haii transvcrv. electric (TI-i polarization. In common

missonsit s ncesarsto egar th toal avefied ~ usage the unqualified term "groundwave" implies TM ptv-
vector sum of the groundw ae and skyw aves. If an antenna larioration.

* radiates a very short pulse. however, it may be possible for
a distant receiver ito resolve the groundwave and skywavc% 10.2.1.1 Idealized llat-Earth Models. In a simple model
individually. The time interval betwseen the onsets of the the earth's surface is regarded a% a flat perfect conductor.
groundwav- and the first-hop sk~wave is. given by and the air is homogeneous wth refractive index 1. The

most elenment ary sovurce is a vertically-directed current
* At = 2\ W + 4aw + ±hiinztd,4a) d) Il1c). (10.34) 1 I - I,.ex p owti. at freq uency j =w/27r. oit intfinitesimal

length df. which has an electricrdipole mioment Mm -) lit i
providing ,df (Note: cc~mplex antennas can be- regarded a-, dist ributions

of such elementary currents,). Trhe fields (if such a source
d -- 2a c0% {a/i a -h 1. (10.35) may be found readily by the niethod of imnages. When the

current element is just above the surtace, the fields in air
v 'Iere d is the distance hetvkeen the transmiitter and receiver. .are simnpl% twice the homiogeneous frce- .pace fields. Be-
h is the effective hei~ht of reflection in t he iono~phec. a is cause of symmnetry the magnetic tieli is ever%' where in the
theecarth*s radius I .637t kit and c is the wave velocitN azimuthal direction 6 isee Figure lt-9t hilethe electr-c
(3 X 1W~ km/s. If the transmnitted pulse- is short enough. field on the surface is constrained by the bioundarv conditions
At ma% he lone enough tf-or example. At =- 93 jis for ito he strictly in the vertical direction /. In inks, units the
d = SO) km and h X0k int to0 permit % er-v accurate ica- nmnetic and electric tiels at a distance. d. on the Ih I
surement, (if the gromindwae. e'ptciall% its arrisal time or pertcctl% -conihielint! surface amc. respcctie1%,

W022
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Ezi. / -10

CURRENT
ELEMENT 2  ___ _ I

76I

Figure 10-19 VeW1W Ait tjnn.i a pit P in a c-vlindnc~aI coc- 0.5 rB

twdinaic %-4c~n The plane .'( reftresnt, the surface titMSC~l

Atrn 110,36) 0.1a0L*C~f

Mt I' 207r iRWl 2b0D- 0

(10.37) Figure 10-24) Height %nationt, in the amptu&%k anW pha..es of t100 M,

E ~0. F 034 rccund*ac tekis 4wi a wcufte ton a plane cath Values
are 4itmin a dtcaanc..c of -30. lo(), and l41) km. kcw prop-
agationin ser fresh, %ate. (r = 10 ' Simn. r/c., 801

Where t' =It - d/e). h is the vacuum wavelength ckt adTtivov.MI

e~' A 0 ' m. i. i. te ermttiitvorfre spce Zenneck wave. without an's radiation field. rt:Nuires an in-

abliv 8.41 x 10 ' FIIn;. Th . te rrl pcm petsrare fini tely long source distributio 'n Illll and Wait. 197141.
abilt'sI 4r xII)- I/rn. Th fa-fild ompnens ~For a finitely conducting earth. t-~uation 110. 39) is still
relte ~true approximately. but the radial electric field compoinenit

E, -44 (10.39) E., has a finite value related to the loss of wave power into

where 7_, is the impedance of free-space I 120-it ohm).
In a more realistic model, the plane earth is allowed tot

have finite conductivsity (T and permutivity F. The solution 0 '. -

of this boundurs-'alue problem was given by Sommrerfeld
I tX091 in terms of an infinite complex integital Isee Stratton. so.-~-.
19411. A more complexs problem, that of an cle's.ted dipole., ..

was so~lved b% 's Nkc 19191. who e, prtcsscd the free-space Gr
field as a sum of plane waves that reflected at the earths,.
surfa-e in accordance with the Fresncl I-o'rmulas. Notion 40--

119411 and oither-, have calculated numerical 'saluec front
the formal soilutions. Ilei %sarafions oif the fields are shown -

20- PLANE EARTHin Fieure W0-20 fo~r a soiurce oin a plane earth surface SPIIEPICAL EART

IHeckscher iind Ticho'solsk% . 19X 11, and curves illustrating 01
griiund%%a'se field amplitudes along the surface are gi'sen, in
Fizurc 10-21 for both plane and spherical earth mriiels.

At"pi of ground%%ate. the Zenneck surface waVe, his -20 10................

fields cxppvssed cxactI% in simple Llosed ltirtit Although . O;INC

the /cnneCk vca'se is impoirtant histccricallv and concep- Fgr 02 ogI,~ tudj ih iltij ~tlIO
tualiN. it is generall' diltlcult ito eite h'ecjiise it its rather liue1.1dcijcc1m I,%cr placne n pcs tij cjcrih.. III; pricpAcejh4-nc
slou decis\ with hcti-ht . In tact, the esicitatton tt a p'tre .csw. Lecd cvctlh. ac 14 Snicc 1 41
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Tahk 10-4 Ridwof gdi haw rjdia -and '.cnwcoctr heWI Itor he s.ensed with a vertical mnonpole antenna, or a vertical
tamius' carth w.rfA.s .an IMt M. 'dipole. Thw radial component E., may he '.cn'.d by ahor-

SURFACE TYPE1  uf is III *,,j Ei, E, i/ontal dipole with it%. axis. in the direction of propagation.
___________ _______ __ _____I___ It follow'. from thN principle of reciprocity that it a horvontal

Perfect Conductor 0 . ( dipoleon the earth i'. driven with RFcurrent. a TM-polari/ed

Se atr4 A 1.M 114.9 groundwave i%. radiated in directions. along it%. axis. The
Sea aler4 X( t)(~)l~ i~~ held% produced by hori/ontal and vertical current elemewnt'

Gtd ol(oN .0236 146' ha'e been di'.cu%%'ed in mathe-matical detail by Wait 11954.
GoodSoilIt) 2(1 ~ {.1957. 19t1. 19711.

Fres.h Water 1 ' 44 0.0713 132.89'

*Poor %oil lo10 10 0).0745 1432-5 10.2.1.2 Idealized Spherlral.Earth Moeb. A mathe-
m natical trea-ment of the grounidwave on a '.mooth s.pherical

-I thick Ice 1 2 x lo tt 0.40)3 1476 earth of hot %)geneou'.. is.otropic material wa'. undertaken
bWasn 119191 ito determine ifran atmos.pheric reflectinig

laver fiono'.pherc) was. required to explain the large field%.
the ground. The ratio of the radial and vertical electric field'. produced by di'.tant trans.mitters.. Such early theoretical anal-

* at the '.urtacct i%. gitien h% y'.e' *ere hindiva1'ped by the poor convergence of the in-
__________finite series. contained ;n the s.olution'.. That diflicultv %a%.

I.YE I I /pt/p. I10.4) largely o'ercome' 1w Van der Pol and Bremmer*. 1 1931
~res.idue '.eriC- solution. which has. become a bas.is for

%where modemn numerical analy'.i' the groundwave.
Figure 10-21 s.hows examples. of tield-'.irength v%. di'.-

p FliF,, -- i4rtwii,. 110.41) lance curve'. for wave'. of s.elected freqluencie'. propagating
over-good s.oil." as.'uming a vertical s.ource on the -.urtace.

*Starting IuM. below the '.urfaic of the ass'umed unitorm The earth -cur%;ature caus.es the wave amplitude ito decrease
earth. E, and] If,. decreas.e exponentialI\ with depth. The with di'.tance miore rapidly thain it would on a flat card, oif

* held', are F' of their value', oin ith suirface ;-t th--'.i the s.ame material. but near'e'oretefa-adrud

depth" h. iihich may be es.timated fromr earth model%. give ess'entially the s.ame field..
One %ay, ito pre'nt both amplitude and pha'.e data is in

- - . terms' Of the complex factor W. which is the ratio of the
0 cI 10.421) actual field component to an ideali/ed one calculated a'. if

-- \ 1; lmI(p' I t p) the earth were flat and perfec:tly condt~cting. Thec flat earth
5413/ .rfwhenare - i/2. 0431 propagation dis.tance i'. taken to be the: samhe a'. the cur'.i-
'.4)A ff %~tiri rt! ir2. 10..11 linear dis.tance on the s.phere. Figure 10-23 %.how%. curve'.c

* Simple %'.ate. (if E, .F are gixen in Table 101-4 for variou'. of W in the complex plane. for (M kli/ prepagation titer
earth '.urlacc. ait a lreqtienc\ of (III.ad iur a aernd". 'il
M(-22 '.h: ,.'.' ski" depths. over the long wave~ %rit-citni

The riaenetic field oft the terind'.a'.e If., may be %en'.ed 07'
with a loiop antenna haxing t. x' parallel to the surface T #000Uf
and perpendicular to the direction of( propagation. E, may

der__ _ _ __ _ __ _ .4 VsOF

3

voon P'

a f O0s040 06 07 0 0 0

-011 me

ophur11Z mpc le v N jilWi ia rtn~wnt
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
10.2.1.3 Models with Earth-Properties Gently Varying Groundwavc perturbations caused by hills have been
Along the Propagation Path. Except for large bodies or studied with models having semielliptical bosses on oth-
water, the ca *h\ s-trface is fio uw..ven. both in electrical erwis. sfmooth surfaces IWait and Murphy. 1957. 19581.
properties anca in topology, to be representd well by the In the electrostatic case, the vertical electric field at the
idealized models discussed above. H-owever, if the e;;rth's summit of a hemispherical ho'.' is exactly 3 times th-t on
electrical prprisand curvature dot notA varymc in a a fiat pln.and for a %mclnra ide the factor is 2.

wavelength, the groundwave amplitude and phase can be tirms. This hield-cihancement effect carres. over (with modl-
approximated by the solution of an integral equation for W ificatins) to VLF groundwavc-, and has been demnonsirated
[Hufford. 19521. The two-dimensional integral equation-- experimentally I "arrison et al.. 19711.
the most general form--is valid provided. fit,.i. impedance
boundary condlitions can Im- appliedJ and second, terrain
irregularities are noit too sev.ere.

A much sampler. one-dimensional, integral equatioin is 10.2.2 ELF Propagation
more Lommonlh used. It is derived by a stationary-F, i.se
integration that redluces the. dimen'.ionahty of the general ELF propagation has N%-:n the subject of theoret 'ical study
version. being amn approximation it as not valid for all terrain for many years. The texts by Wait 1 19701. Galejs 119721
type'.. particularly at low frequencies where wave leng:h% and Burrows 119781. along with review paper% by Bernstein
aind Fresnel /ones have sies comparable with terrain fea- et al. 119741. Wait 11974 and 19771 and Bannister. 119801.
tures. Field I 19 92a1 compared solutions of the one- and provide conlprehensive-de'.criptions of the propagation char-
two-dimenisional equations to quantafy the ersr incurred aeteristics of ELF waves. Much of the discussion that fol-
by using the one-dimnensional equation for terrain features lows is based off a review paper by Bannister 119821.
narrower than a Fresnel /%one. For a frequency oif 10E) kt~i ELF waves below a few hundred heri propagate with lit-
and on-path feature'. narrower than about 10 km. the two- tle attenuation, penetrate well into lossy media and are very
dimensional equation is needed to propierly account for the stable compared w ith higher freqfuencies. Neverthle~ss. ELF
signals dependence ont obstacle width, recovery at long I'as lirmittions relative to convenitional radio communication
distanices, and transver -c diffratiion patterns. The one- and bonds. Its rec-triced bandwidth ailows only very low data rite.
Iwo-dimenaon;&.l solution'. approach one another far beyond and hteeause of the- great wavelengths. EL.F transmitting an-
wide terrain feature'.. t ennas are very inefficient (less. than0.5c is tvpicali.

Coniderable error can, be incurred at low frequencies The energy of mn ELF wave is contined principally to
*by appivirg the one-dimrensioinal equation. evecn for la-rge the wa-eatuide that exists between the earth and the iono-

terrain features. Fir example. for , path-length ofW () km. sphere' At ELF tlke fctive height ht of the waveguide is
that equatioin overstates h% a faect-r of abotut foiur the effect much less zhan the wavelength Akof the- wiave and the wave-

- of an obstaclIe 6 ioan in diameter. It cannot give a-curate guide is below cut-off foir all but the lo~west order mode.
results unless the diameter appro~aches a Fresnel tone width, the transverse elecitromagnetic (TENlI moide. On the other
which for this example is seve 'ral tens of kiloimeters. IFow - hand, at VLF the- waveguide: height exceeds the: wavelength
ever, because numerical solution oif tht- twoi-dimensional, and several modes% propagate. Ac i.F !he number of signif-
integral eqluatioin is costly, its sec has been limited to highly icant propagating modes% may exceed 20.
adealifcd arreatulantiecs An alternate approach given h,, King The principal TIEAt f%1d. are th, %ertical electric field
and Wait 119761 ot*ins an equivalent iwi-dimensioinal miodel E_ and the- hori/ontal magnetic field. Hf,,. Scotndary field

*by averacinat the terrain over the Fresnel lone. compoinents. ariseL because the surface inipedanc n, of the
If. instead of being hotmogeneous. the earth were com- ground-- albeit small is not /cro. hence the' term '*4uas.i

pried of la~crs of different conduc:i\ at\. and dielectic con- TENV* imide. The secondarv fields arc small compar,-d w ith
stant. it could still hec charac.ten/ed o. a tfrequenc% depen- the principal iedbut are impotrtant becausec horiiontal
dent) surface impedance. so) that thet ia.'eeral equation for antennas wtiuld notf radiate if the secondar. fields w ere iero
A" can be- formulated LSomec proigress, has be-en made- in this i~urm-ws I9'XI.
and other wa.s oft estimatine earth-coinstants, for ground- Attenuation oft the 1-LF qua't.i-W notk- in the. earth-
wave phase predliction at 1lrI. but uncertainties in these ioinosphere A aveguide is low%% -on the orticr of I or 2 dB'Ntm.
constant% remain a maJor sou~rce oif prediction error. The attenuationi is cause d mainly h\ is,. sr absoirpt'n in

Siecial rmodels of non-uniform terrain exist for which the itintispherc. since the- surface Impedance of the iont'-
-A)solutito the Integral equation is, unnce'-%ar%. Grouind- sphecre is t~pitall\ niuch lage than the surface impedance
wav~e propagation trm land to sea. and % ice versa, has becen ot the !rovud 'That effect1 is evidenced ;n the- expressitw

* modeled %%ith an earth h",vIng a sharp di..eontinuit\ 0f con- foir the. %%avuidc attenuiation rate qv. ithich is, inversely
ducai% iR% alone a hori/ontal strawi~h lane \~ useful appiix- proiporfional to h. Thait hi'avitir indweatr,- that th-e rate of
inate solution %%as piven h, \Iillinion 1I 104111 based on povve teaka.:e Itrm the guide is pr..;'.,rional ito the fieldl

* reein'ta argunwnfs. and Ina~tht.1m.uieal slufton hioc beevn intensitN ;it the surf acv. wAhereas the rate 4 jsmer tiow along
given hiN !A alt I 14561'.111d V~ .1ii and 114 11er Ilk- the~l ui s prosportional it) the guidc\ volume. Thus, as
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CHAPTER 10
the guide's height decrease. the ratio of power leakage ito the exponential decay due to absorption and the p decay
total power flow increases IBurrows. 19781. du,! to spreading: anti (6) the directiorial dependence of the

ELF attenuation is low enough to support very long- radiated field. Once the current moment Il( angular fre-
range propagation. and a planar moidel of the earth is in- quency w. and coordinates p. 4b of the field point are spec-
adequate if the path length exceeds the earth's radius. The ified. only two parameters are left undctet~mined. A and the
most important effect of earth curvature is the closure of attenuation rate. ct. Both depend on the ionosphere.
the guide. which allow's the field ito return ito the source Greifinger and Greifinger 1 1978. 19791. derived simple

* point after one complete encirclement. Therefore, the total approximate expressions for ELF propagation constants that
* field is the umi oif the field arising from propagation over agree well with full wave numerical calculations. For day-

the shorter great-circle: path fri~in the source. and that arising time propagation, the approximate expressions for c/v and
from propagation over the longer one. 'rhe local effect of at are
thec curvature is small. however, and the wave propagates
in the cursed guide %~ it nearly the same parameters as it OP. -- 0.985 V\'ii , (10.46)
would in a planar oine.

The geomnagnetic field interacts with the charged par- and
tides% of the ioinosphere to produce an anisotropic conductipg
medium. However. the electrical mismatch between the at- a(414f-0 /h, + 1.7
mos~phere and the ionosphere is large at ELF, and the tran-
% ition betw~een them ahrupt. so the ionosphere acts much

likea prfet rfletor Th, efec of he nistroy i thre- whee K isthe altitude where (r, ' wF,,. ht, is the altitude
fore sml.and,ELF attenuation and phase velocity depend where 4wIa,4 = 1: C, and 41 are the conductivity scale

on. lgtyon !he direction of prpgto.hihsatattds ,adh r~etiev n r is the
conductivity of the ionosphere. which varies with altitudi.

10221ELF Field-Strength ('alculatluns. The expres- Equations 110.46) and ( 10.47) show that the phase can-
sions most often employed fior calculating ELF fields in the stant depends primarily o-n the twAo reflecting heights ard is

* eorth-ionosphere waveguide are based upon an idealized nearly independent of the codctvt scale heights. On the
mdltassaurris the earth and the ionosphere to be sharply other hand, the attenuation rate depends on the- scale heights

txwjdcdandhomnogeneou%. Experimental measurements of as well as the reflection heights.
thewaqudcpro rtics at ELF have sonconsistently A ipeexponential fit totein,,hrcconductivity
tha (hv c beh represented accurately by formulas based profile is given by Wait 1 1970! for determining propagation

on suh a s m delx- (Toiplicatd calculations that ac- paramecters:
cout fr -rtialstrujcture oft the ionosphere IField.'1969

* and Pappfert and Moler.. i9791 also confirm that the simple (V,(/)IF,. 2.5 x IWl exp Ili - H'1,I. (10.48)f
model is adequate for man%. purposes.

For the ideali/ed model, the magnitude of the magnetic where H is an (arbiitrary) reference height. The correspond-
*fieldof the signal from a horiwontal dipoe is approximatel% ing values for h,, and h, are

'"I Wa Y2(2. 5x10
4L_ (sin pia) ' I

II d'~ - .and , H-%!1(0.9
cos 6. f 10.44) 11 =h, 2. n ~ )

wreNote that all heights rei kilometers.[

* f, ~001.45) i
h\ 10.2.2.2 Theoretical and Measured ELF Propagation

* . Constants. , I can bet stOumn that the elflctivc A~aver~uidt'
is in excitation~ lactor. ri, is the %urface impedance of the heiht of reflection is rouL'hi% h,,. rather than the: higher

* ground. c is the sed oit light. v is the phase 'elocity of reflectine hei ht h, This is in excellent aereement witli the
the :1t-A mode ;ind a is the'radiis of the earth effective rcdlection heichts inferred fromn ELF propagation

Thefire are 'ix distinct lactors in Equation (It0,44v~ t I measuremients Ianier. 1975. Thelk most comnmon value,.

the source streneth ldi Q) the excitation factor V (31 a of It and &, cmplosed in interpreting \l'.F dla'tiimc propa-
cohie~tion of tree space pairanw'ters. all of %khich :ire Inou n galion nicasajrements are It 70 kmn and &3.33 I m.
once the trcqttvnc\ is siccitied- i4i a spherical tictusine BN using tbe'.e %Aluc- the salues% of h... h . e' and ft can

* factor. t, the radial1 pro .pa~ttwn Ioss factor, includingL NO be: d merimic edil m
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

Inder nighttime propagation conldition%. an E region
bottom uthere thL electron den'.itv increas.es very s.harply it%%

-CLCLAEDusually encountered elovi the aliueh,. For a simple

to vry o%%l onthe scale of the local %vaelength. the
q ~Propagation cons.tant i'. jireitinger and (ireilinger. 19791

.. A IMEand the attenuation rate i e/,.t1.

0.2 twhire h, is. the altitude (it the F region bottom and krin, i'.

0.11the local wzi%.. number.
o 7 10 20 0 0 200 500 11000 2000 %ighttinw Eff attenuation rates. are plotted in Figure

FREOUENCY. Wz l0-21"Ifor treq4uencie'. fron4011,/ to 14M)Hi The calculated
"'Iue'. %erc ishwined us.ing Wiiait". nighttimei iontitpheric

Figure 111-4 Cak-uIawil and nicj'ured EF t anw attenuatkin rate% corndicti'.itv fltmklel fwith a reference height of 'X) km and
l~ana'4c tlsc ale height itf 2.5 kn I in corijunettimn %%ith FA4UakMn' ( 1(

and 110.521. and ii'.'uring Ithe height ofte F region hottomn
to he. (X) km and it%. conductitt ity to he 8 x 10 " S/rn. Als.o

Th-oiretical v.alues. of FITF da'.irnw attenuation rate%. are plotted are '.ariou. mea'.ured *ialue' of a. Figure lf0-26
plotted in Figure 10-24 for frcquenwc' from 5 If/ ito 20W) 'hv.ta.b rqece. rm4 L oXM i hr '
Kit Alm)o plotted are ttalue'. of'(% determined ;rom controlled excellent agreement hietttwen th-.' theoretical and the; mea'.
w.owce mea'.urvment'. lflanim.er. 140821. or interred fronm ured '.altw'.
Schumainn res.onancentea'.urenent% lChapmnan et at.. 19hhbl. In addition ito their wer% I- dtcna:..iw-arjte'.%. ELF rwdio
Figure 10-24 '.ho%%%' that the- agreement bet~oteen the theo- ia.'.itn aliout 2t(t c-in pertt. !,,%-.v ntla and
retical and mea'.ured %.alue'.ot FI.-da'.tinteattenuatton tratc retain us.able '.treniah' :o '.ti'~tuil dpth .. Thirse feature%.
I'. excellent. make them attrawti.L for comi nth.iitii1. ,"er great di'.-

Theoretical '.alue. oit IELF dafirne' retativ*e phas.e %c- liance'. to '.uh-%tIirtate location%. For e'.ampk. .nc.n br sea
locity are plottd in Figure 1t0-25 f'Ir trequencle'. from i f A ter with a conductivtt'. of 4 Sin. it: %in depth i%. ahout
to Iii,' AlIM plotted ;are %ariiu'. %calue. oft ci- deter- .16 mt at a freq~uency of 'A') II,.t.
mined fromnt ta'.urcitnt. oft atnao'ph-ric'.. Figure 10-25
'.hovt sexcellent agreement het%'.een the theoretical and inea-

'.ured~~ (.le. tc Or trequcwe'. aho'e 511 1!/,. and lair 0

agreement for frequencie'. hehnov 540 It/
-CALCULATED

* 5. 0MEASURED

NIGHTTIM
zi .0-

FREOUENCY, Nx FREQUENCY,Hz

* i turr 111 24 C Ai uI.,kci .rnd nv.i,turtd lais t ft I I phjc. ate'. , I teute li I't , uloS j icj nd iwj',rt:- I I I nihilmw' .,icnuai). w", rlv,
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CHAPTER 10'

10.2-2.3 Auomfs ELF Propepa"o Occasinally dhe agation in the- earth-ionosphere waveguide where condition% 3
nighttime field strengths mcasured at 44) H/ to VA0 Hi havc change over transverse distances comparable with a Fresncl
decreased by 4 dB to 8 dB in the northeastern United State% ione. They derived an expression for the- relative emws%
IBannister. 1975. 191401. Those relatively severe nighttime introduced by neglecting transverse ionospheric gradients
fade%. sometimes occurred during the several days following over the path ark! found that the WKB method is inaccurate
magnetic storms-. wihen similar (but less pronounced) he- when the %width of a disturbance is less than two third% ofV.
havior *a%. tounid to coinci& w&ith phase disturbances ot- the width of the fi*tFe.e oe uteteWBa-.* q
VI.F path.. across the noirthern United State%. These ..hort- prtoximation --igniticantly overes.timates. the propagation
path I-~ 1.6 Mm I field s.trength reduction%. might have been anomaly when the dis.turbance is centered near the propa-
caused by enhanced ionos.pheric ioniiation due to precipi- gation path and undere..tiniate. the anomaly w~hen the di..-
taing electron.. from the radiation Nel1%. liosever. attempt.. turbance is centered far off path.
to correlate the fade.. vii geomagnetic indices. have met Strong locali/ed dis.turbance%. behave like a cylindrical
with limited ..ucce..... S.mutaneou,. measuremcnt.. taken in len.. filling a narrow aperture: Lateral C.iffraction. focusing.
Connecticut 'nd the North Atlantic area during the may- and reflection caouse the transverse electromagnetic ITEM)
netically quiet period of early March 1977 have indicated mode to exhibit a trans.verse pattern of maxima and minima
some of these anomalies. might have been caused by a mov- beyo-nd the disturbance and] a ..tanding'wave pattern in front
ing ncturnal ..poridic E la'. of it. The focu..ing and diffraction diminish w~hen the trans-

Calculatior,% by Barr 1771 and Paprt" and Moler 1 197M I verse dimnsnion of the disturbance approa. .. the width of
show that nocturnal %porxt.'ic F can produce marked maxima the first Fre..nel /one, typically. several megameters. Re-
and minima in the pi'pagarion characteristics of EF radio flection from % ide..pread inhomo'%geneitie. can be important
wave., One phys.ical explanation for the effect is interfr in two situations.: first, for great-circle propagation path..
ene bet%% tn % a% .. reflected from the normal E region and that are nearly tangential to the boundary of the disturbed
from the spotadic I- region. Pa',Ipert 1198401 %howed that a polar cap: and second, when the TEM mode is obliquely E
sporadic E patch tone square megumeter in extent could incident oin the day/night terminator. in which cave a phe-
account for the 6-14 dB fade., that have been ob..-r..ed Sim- nomen in analogou.. to internal reflkction can occur.
ilarly. patches 0.5NMm'in extent could account for the- more
commonly observed 3-4 dB fade%. .

Many other iono ipheric disturbance.. can cause EL.F
propagation anomalic... inclut~ne those associated % ith solar 10.2.3 Long7,Range VLFILF Propagation
x-ray flare.,. energetic electron.., proton%. from solar particle
events ISPEsi in the polar cap. and, high-altitude nuclear Very lows and lows frequency !VI.FI.F) waves are re-
burs.ts. The attenuaition rate can inicrease easils by I or 2 flected from the lowes.t regions% of the 'ionosphere tthe D
dB/Mm relative tot normial daytime conditions during such re~gion during day light and the lowecr E region at night). and
di-sIurbancce., depending on the' ssase frequency and severity apart from the sunri..e and ..unset period%, exhibit propa-
of the dis-turbance, andi certain moderate solar proton events gatiort characteristics that are verv %table in both phase and
can cause the attenu.!tion rate to approach 4 dB1Mm at 75 amplitude. The LF band 004 3MX klil is. useful fil Com-
Hi IField. 19142hl munication.. to'di..ance.. ringing from hundred%. to several

thou..and kilomneter.. shorter than the alm 'ost global range..
10.2.2.4 Analsk of Iaterali Non-U niform mono. achievable at VLF but much longer than the groundssavc
spheric M~furhance... MIost predictions of FL.F field% in di..tanc. normally associated with the MF bind.
the earth-ionoispitere ssaseguide have used a WK8 meihod Beginning in 1911 with Austin. vanous vmpirical for-
described by% Pappert andi Molar 1 1971, *ro find 1:-fields mulas. keduced from numerous mecasurements, have been
along any particu lir radial Ironi' the tranwmitter. that method used to estimate the field strength.. of these long waves. For
assumes the propertie% oft the guide to depend oni% oin di%.- example. Pierce derived asemiempirical formula to describe

tanc frm th trnsmtterIhneser esn sch lreein- VLF propagation over water during the day. That formula.
bomo.eneitics a% spioridic E patches%. the polar cap ho'und- which gives the verticaf electi-c field strength at a di~tance
ar'. and the das 'niieht terminator can cause the properties d from a transmitter having a radiated powser P tkws) at
of the earth- ionosipliere A.ascc~uidc 10 chanee markedly i'ser frequency f (klfta. is lWatt. 19671
the-huge ssAseleneth. or 1-rLsnl /one. of an FlY siv'nal.
Such inhornocenettios can cause lateral reflection. dihrac- ' 21')\P

F1 IAm I --- cxp 0 -(.21d&a) (""1 (10.53)tion. and fix'uswng of Fl miodes. Those pherotmena arc (,iin d~ai
asually unimplortant at hi,.hcr frequencies ssbec the earth-
ionosphecre %%.ieguide can bet assumned to be %a' slus %Iom1 in wshere a i% the r:&d~us of the earth and the absorption term
the lateral directions i% the ecspone ntial

To handle such souajtions. Field and Joiner I119r9. 1 01421 Modlern mnatheniiitical approaches for prtdicting the
emplioyed an integral equton approach for analy iii! ptr- pro~pavation chara,:tcri'tics of VI FLF wasCs are formnulated
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

in tcnts of a conducting spherical earth surrounded by a TM -TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC TE -TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC
concentric electron-ion plasma (the ionosphere) into which .. .. .,.
waves are launched from a Hcrtzian dipole source. The , TM TEI

application of Maxwell's equations and the appropriate
boundary condtions allow the electromagnetic field to be
calculated everywhere. In doing this the earth and the ion- WAVE POLARIZAtIONS"osphere can be regard" as forming a waveguide twithout

side-walls) in which pvropagation may he viewed either as
a series of wave reflections (wave-hons. or by the math-
ematical equivalent--traveling wave modes. Generally. it""
is more convenient to apply the waeguide mode approach TM OO

MODES OS
to the VLF and lower LF hand, and the wave-hop approach .• [)€EIITED BIY EXCITED BY,:d,

to the higher LF hand. as described below. In addition to VERTICAL CURRNTS .ORIZONTAL CUmy TS
the references cited under the specific topics that follow,
more detailed descriptions of the features of VLF/LF prop FAMILIES OF OPAATION MOS
agation can be found in the works by Budden 119611. Wait Figure ;o-27. Chau-chtics of itransvcrc nantic iTM)and tramnsve
and Spies 119641. Watt 119671. Pappert 119691, Wait 119701. eetorc ITEI *aveN lKt mey et al.. 19121.
Galej% 119721. Field et al. 119761. and the AGARD pro-
ceedings on long waves edited by Belrose 119821. ionosphere. the TM and TE modes are not entirely inde-

pendent, but are coupled. In general, when an electron ac- . .
10.2.3.1 Waveguide Modes. In the waveguide-mode quires a velocity from the electric field of the wave the
formulation for VLFILF propagation an arbitrary propagat- magnetic forces cause it to have a component of motion ,
ing field is regarded as being composed of a series of modal perpendicular to the electric field, thus causing polarization
patterns that propagate with chara'teristic phase velocities, conversion. The interaction is described by the Appleton-
little change in pattern shape. and gi Pdually decreasing am- Hartree equation (for example. see Ratcliffe 119591). and
plitudes. Generally. the more complex (or higher-adear) the polarization conversion has been demonstrated experi-
modal patterns attenuat, more rapidly: at great distances mentally (as reported by Bracewell. et al.. 119511 Lewis,
only the simpler (lower-order), modes may be important. et al., 119731 among others). ne coupling effect is most
The earth-ionosphere cavity exhibits such wavcguide fea- pronounced at night when the waves reflect higher in the L
tures as cut-off frequencies. and reflections from mis- ionosphere. where the electron-neutral collision frequency
matched secti'ns caused by abrupt changes in the electrical is smaller than the electrm gyrofrequency,
properties along its boundaries.'

The field at a point in the waveguide depends on how 10.2.3.2 Wiveguide Propagation Equztions. The de-
strongly the various modes are excited, and upon their rel- tailed equations for VLF/LF waveguide propagation are

ive amplitudes and phases at the observation point. Al- descried. for example. by Wait 119701. Pappert and Bickel
though there is evidence of wave focusing in the vicinity 119701. Galejs 119721. and Field et al.. 119761. To illus-
of the point antipodal to the transmitter, typical field strength trate the key dependencies and to define the commonly
versus distance curves generally show a d-creasing trend, used notations, they are given here for the case when
upon which are superimposed local variations due to modal geomagnetic anisotrophy ithat is. polarization conver-
interference. sion) effects can be neglected. That approximation is fairly

A transmitting antenna modeled by a vertical current- accurate for long-range VLF/LF propagation under nor-
element produces transverse magnetic (TM) polarized waves, mal daytime conditions.
which have a magnetic field parallel with the earth's surface. Transverse Magnetic (TP) Modes
whilz the electric field is perpendicular to the magnetic field Conventional ground-based VLFiLF transmitters are
and not quite vertical. For TM waves. the earth-ionosphere vertical and their fields are composed of a superposition of I,
waveguide has a quasi cutoff frequencyduring the daytime TM waveguide modes. Following Field 11982c1 the vertical
at about 2 kHz. Figure 10-27 illustrites idealized TM wave electric field is given by
vectors and mode patterns.

Airborne VLF/LF transmitting antennas with horizontal Ifs~ L cos*d
current elements excite transverse electric (TEI wave%' with Ev - 12thri exp( - d"

horizontal electric fields, and magnetic fields in the vertical _____

plane. Figure 10-27 illustrates idealized TE wave vectors d!a !js(IO.54xp d) 1054)
mode and waveguide patterns. In geieral. TE fields are very sin W, 8.7
small at the ground. and the modes are difficult to excite
with groundbascd transmitters. _7i ( .Z ~d)h0hHV.

Because of the presence of the geomagnetic field in the
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CHAPTER 10 M

where the subscript j denotes quantities associated with the I 0 4

jth TM mode. IL is the effective elctric dipole moment of ''5 I
the transmitting antenna: A is the fre-space wavelength; d%
is the distance from the transmit.,r: a is the earth's radius;
and c is the speed c(f 'iht. Included is a factor cos %V-
where %De is the angle -en the dipole orientation and thc X
vertical-to account loi ii'clined transmitting antennas icos 4E

ds I for a vertical electric dipole). Although most quan- -

tities are in inks units. ali distances (L. A. d. a) arc expressed-
in mnegameters.

The quaintity S, is essentially thce igenvafue of the jth _ *.10.10 Z
TM modec and must he computed numerically. At VLF. 2 6

however. S has a magnitude close to unity. so the term A
S: in Equation (10. 54) does% not appreciably influence the %
field. The magnitude of the vertical electric field depends .

on the state of the ionosphere through three parameters: A',\
the excitation factor for the TM mode: a, . the attenuaiion
rate in decibels per megameter of propagation (dB/Mm);
and Gi, .the height gain function for transmitter and receiver
height% ht ane hm. respectively. The phase of the jth mode
is governed by the- relative phase velocity. c/t,1 . These
propagation paratrsm must all he computed numerically III I .I

10 is 20 2S 30 is Q. 45for model ionospheres having arbitrary height profiles. FEUNY ~
Transvser.ve Electric ITMi Modles
Airborne VL.F/LF transmitters use long trailing-wire an- Figure 10-29. Excitation factor's frequecfiy for lowest three TM modites

tennas that radiate a complicated superposition of TM and j= .2.3)andlowest twoTE mode% (m = 1.2): ambient
TE mode%. Here much of that complexity is avoided by day ar f(' S/rn (Field et aL. 19761.
considering broadside propagation. where the great-circle
path connecting transmitter and receiver is perpendicular to TEITM Ertcitation 'Factors
the plane containing the inclined electric-diple~l transmitting Figure 10-29 shows the frequency dependence of the '
antenna. The vertical electric field produced by the vertical excitation- factor magnitudes of the first three TM modes <
cornponert of theic-:wlided transmitting antenna is given b y and the first two TE modes. The first three TM modes arc
Equation 110.55). The broadside horizontal electric field excited equally at the lower VLF frequencies. but above
produced by the horizontal component is given by about -30 kHz the higher-order TM modes are much more

effectively excited than the first one. The TE modes are
/ i~r) It. sin d;, excited much more poorly than the TM modes, by four or

F,1  ~4 V -lOriep\d five orders of magnitude, as shown in Figure 10-28. The
efficiencv of TE.mode excitation relative to TM mode ex-

d/a x ~,ep( ~ ) (051 citation improves as the ground conductivity is reduced. For %
sin d/a 8.7 example. a* 20. kHz the TE mode excitation factors are

nearly two orders of magnitude greater for a 10 'S/in con-
2 Ld) fatrfrtelwscMmdei esb lota re

exp ( d-- G,ihriG,,,hj, Vim. ductivity than for.10 'S/ni. On the other hand, the excitation

of magnitude if the conductivity is changed in the same
The s-smtsls are the same as in Equztion (10.5-.). except fashion.P.
that in denotes the mth TE m1ode. The excitation factor% also depend on the state of the

ionosphere. The excitation factors as defined h~ere and shown
*O.2.3. T1M ode Structure. iquatiinns l0.54i and in Figure 10-28 are inversely proportional to a quantity that

fl10. 5S sho%% Nho each inusles% contribution ito the field is becomes the "height of the ionosphere" in the limit of ,a
proportional ito the product ot tour quantities: the excitation sharply hounded ionosphere. For the diffuse ionospheres
fa1ctor V the transmitter height-igain function Qh1 ). the the excitation factors at the lower VLF frequencies are roughly
re~eiver height-iain function (hj,. andi the propagation proportional ito the inverse of the average height at whtich
1,11ki CNp odXg -1 This section gives, calculated salues implOrtant rcflcct'ons occur. Thus, one wsould expect these
ithewe tour quantities for a nominal ambient datinie ion- factors to bccomec StoMewhat larger under distu6rbed condi-

ospherc and an assuimed ground :ondluctis it% of 'W"' S mn. ti mts.
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Figure 10-29. Height-gain factors for lowest three TM modesj = 1.2.3) "and lowest two "rE modes (im = 1.2):, ambient day. 20 Z m •2 2: l

kilz. ar - 10" S/m IField et al.. 19761. WJj•I ! lJ
j a2

TEITM Height-Guain Factor, m sI

The height-gain fact:-r of the waveguide mode accot'its

for the effects of non-zero transmitter and receiver heights.
The transmitter and receiver height-gain factors for a given
mode are identical and. therefore, are equal when the trans- ,'.,
mitter and receiver are at the same altitude. Figure 10-29 1r
shows computed height-gain factors for the first three TM 10 15 I 2 30 35 40 .45 P

modesand first two TE modes for a frequency of 20 kHz.
These height-gain factors exhibit the classic height-depen- FREQUENCY, kHz

denees for antennas over a highly conductive ground; the t
TM moec height-gain factors are of the order of unity over .jFigure 10-30. = 1.2,3) and lowest tvo TE modes m = 1,2): ambient ' , 10A%

most of the waveguide. except for some rather sharp nulls, day. a = 1'' S/r [Field et al.. 19761.

and. above a few kilome.ters. the TE mode height-gain fac-
tots increase sharply to values well in excess of one-hundred.
For elevated antennas, the large TE mode height-gain factor agation analysis than is mode theory. In intense disiur-
mitigates the effects of the small excitation factor, and these bances, however, higher order modes are much more severely ..
modes can be excited about as effectively as TM modes, attenuated than lower, ard the mode sum can be used well

At frequencies above about 30 kHz the first TM mode into the LF regime. Figure 10-30 shows that the first TE -
develops a broad maximum in its height-gain factor in the mode is slightly less attenuated than the first TM mode,
40-60 km altitude range. Such "whispering gallery" be- although that result depends on the specific normal daytime
havior is not important for ground-based or airborne ter- conditions and ground conductivity assumed.
minals. but may be significant for very high. balloon-borne. Figure 10-31 illustrates the ground conductivity depen-
terminals operating at higher frequencies [Videberg and Sales. dence of the attenuation rates of the first TM and TE modes
19731. at 20 kHz. Results are given for normal daytime conditions V..-

TEITM Attenation Rates and a moderate ionospheric disturbance, such as a solar
Figure 10-30 sh:)ws attenuation rates as a function of proton event '(SPF). The disturbance increases the atten-

frequency for the first three TM modes and the first two TE uation rate of both polarizations over normal vaties. How- -'

modes. The higher order modes are more heavily attenuated ever, the TE attenuation rate is virtually independent of
than the lower, which often allows them to be neglected at ground conductivity, whereas the TM rate exhibits a strong,
VLF for long path-lengths. At the higher frequencies, the broad maximum for conductivities between 10" and 10,'
attenuation of the higher order modes can be mitigated by S/m, where the TM eigenangle is near the Brewster's angle r %,,.0
efficient exci:ation. Under normal conditions, therefore, it of the ground. The TM mode propagates somewhat better J" P%.*
is usually necessary to retain many terms in the mode sums than the TE mode for most common ground conductivities,
for frequencies throughout the LF band. It that case. geo- but propagates much worse over low-conductivity ground.
metric optics is often a more convenient approach to prop- such as occurs throughout Greenland and much of Canada. .-.-

10-31
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Figure 10-31, Attenuation rates of the lowest orde TM and TE models _ , ,

vs ground contiuctiVity. for 20 kHz under normal daytime
and mxcrately disturbed ionospheric condition.; iField et
al.. 19761. 0 INTENSE '1z DISTURBANCE

Although tht.se -'esults pertain to a frequency of 20 kHz, I
curves for other frequencies exhibit the same general be- aI
havior. The main difference is that the Brewster's angle 0.1 .0 -0
peak in the TM attenuation rate occurs at higher values of O " '
conductivity for higher frequencies, an6 vice versa. DISTANCEMm .,

Except for propagation over very low-conductivity ground,
TE modes are more vulnerable than TM mode to degradation Figure 10-33. TE/TM signal strengths vs distance for ambient day and

intensely disturbed ionospheric conditions: 20 kHz, a = 10'in disturbed ionospheri environments. In the VLF band, in.sl detre antenna iclintion and = andS/m. 10 degree antenna inclination and trnmitter and ': ..
for example, the TE mode attenuation becomes prohibitive receiver at 12.2 km IField. 1982c].

for intense disturbances, as illustrated in Figure 10-32.
TEITM Signal Strengths Versus Distance
Figure 10-33 shows 20 kHz TE and TM signal strengths, rect comparison of TE and TM polarized signals radiated

compted as a func'ion of distance for ambient and intensely broadside from a trailing-wire antenna inclined 10 degrees
disturbed ionospheric conditions. The curves provide a di- with respect to the horizontal. Both the transmitter and the

receiver are assumed to be at an altitude of 12.2 km, and
the propagation path is over poorly conducting earth

-TV iOkH 1  (a" = 10-1 S/m).•
* - rti / In Figure 10-33 the ambient signals exhibit nulls and ,' V

U//enhancements at ranges up to several megameters, caused
/by interference among severel propagating waveguide modes.
/ / ,o At greater distances, the higher order modes, which are

more heavily attenuated than the lower order modes, d-
20 minish in importance and the signals fall off smoothly with

distance. The curves also reveal several differences between i,'...-,
signals in ambient arid disturbed environments. First, and
most important, if at least 2 or 3 Mm of the path are dis-

4 turbed the disturbed signals fall wel below the ambient
signals. Such behavior is typical during strong solar proton.

WEA MOOERAT Im events in the polar regions. and results when such wide-
0DISTURIANCE spread ionospheric disturbances depress the effective height -

SEVERITY O of reflection in the ionosphere significantly. Second, mode

Figure 1O-32 Attnuation rates of the lowest orleriTM and TE modes, interference patterns are nearly absent in disturbed environ-
for dsutorvd ionophenc conditios and a perfeytly con- ments, indicating that heavy attenuation of the higher order
ducting earth [Field et al. 19761. modes leaves onjy the lowest order modes to contribute

10-32
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
significantly to the signal strengths. Third. at ranges under 10.2.3.4 Numazrical Modeling of VLF/LF Waveguide
approximately 1.5 Mm, the disturbed signaiscan be stronger Propagation. Numerous' sophisticmted computer pro-
than the ambient signals. because the disturbed environment grms have been developed for making VLFILF field strength
increases the mode excitation factors but destroys interfei- predictions. As described by Morfitt t1al. [ 19821, the model
ence nulls. However, if the disturbance covers most of the developed at the United States Naval O:ean Systemsi Center
path, but not the transmitter and receiver, the attenuation (NOSC) is particularly attrac-.ive in tat it ir' -porates (1)
rates increase but not the the excitations, arbitrary electr-in ind ion density distribution.i and collision 44 :l

In Figure 10-33 the ambient TE signal is stronger than frequency (with h-ignt), and (2) a lower bouidary that is a
the TM signal at all distainces. owing primarily to the rel- smooth homogeneo_). earth characterized by ant adjustable J
atively high transmitter and rec..lver altitudes and the nearly surface conductivity and dielectric constant. The model alsor,
horizontal antenna orientation assumred in thL calculations. allows for earth curvature, ionospheric inhomogeneity, and
Under !he disturbed condition. the TE signal is more ad- anisotropy resulting from the gteomagnietic field. In addition,
versely affected than the TM signal and falls below it at air-to-air, ground-to-air, and air-to-ground TE/TM propa-
most distunces. however, as indicat 'd by Figure, 10-3 1. if gation predictions can be made involving a horizontally '
the suriace conductivity was reduced sufficiently, the TE inhomogeneous waveguide cha1il. The NO0iC waveguide
signal would again become stronger than the TMi\ signal. model can be used for computing long wave fields at fre- /

I.

80 80
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CHAPTER 10

Inumber of hops required to describe the signal streng:hs are
To less than the number of waveguide modes that are required.

Tie most 3encral wave-hop formulationm describe the prop-
agation of TE/TM waves excited by an inclined dipole over
a spherical earth with an anisotropic ionosphere [Lewis,
19701. In addition to these sophisticated wave-hop tech-

S4 ',.- niques, other (simpler) approacheshave been developed that
provide good, qu~ick. estimates of VLF/LF signal strengths.

" P 30- but without showing such propagation features as wave in-
~N terference phenomena or polarization conversion effects [e g.,

i,.- \ N.\see Lewis and Kossey, 19751.
i; :10.2.3.6 VLF/LF Probing of the Ionosphere. Th epropagation of long radio waves to great distances is con-

.__trolled by the lowest regions of the ionosphere (usually the
0 a 3 4 lower E region and the D region). As such, the variations

WSITNCE Me in the amplitudes and phasf s of propagating long waves ire
very sensitive indicitors oi chaages inthe lower ionosphere.Ft~ur" tO- l I. da~lti , ~nl¢k'lam.fr tlttd pt',aah

lP1ppe~, tlullt' It is not surprising, therefore, that in addition to their uses
for long-range communication and navigation long waves
are used to assess the state of the lov.,er iot.osphert and as

qucnwics as, high a% 30) kHz for daytime propagation IPap- a t jol for characterizing somn, of i,!, properies.
pert. 19811 and a-. high as 60 kHz for nighttime propagation Becaust of the extremely long wavelengths, ELF waves
IMortilt et a.. 19821. Figures 10-34 and 10-35 show rep- are affected by the electron and ion densities that are present

A" resentative TM signal strengths computed by NOSC for over a very large range of altitudes. At night, for example,
nominal dayime and nighttime modcls of the ionosphere that altitude range can extend from below 50 km, to wel
appropriate tor midlatitudes. and or propagation over water, up into the. F region. Similarly, under disturbed conditions
At VI.F. many of the propagation predictions have been the electrons and ions at altitudes appreciably below 50 km
validated by NOSC airborne measurements, such as those can play an important (if not dominant) role in ELF prop-
described by Bickel et al. 119701. agation. However, owing to the difficulties involved in in-

ter-eting long-path ELF propagation data (which tend to
10.2.3.5 Other VLF/I.F Propagation Prediction represent an "average" of the state of the ionosphere), ELF
Techniques. In addition to the waveguide mode formu- has not been use d extensively for ionospheric research.
lations a number of o(her mathematical techniques have been The propagation of VLF/LF radio waves is controlled
developed for describing-the propagation of VLF/LF waves: by the region of the ionosphere below about 90 km at night
These i,,clude the zonal harmonic ot spherical wave analysis z.td below 75 km during the day. Unlike ELF, the obser-
mehod lI ohkr. 1F64. 19661 and the wave-hop method IBrry" '..;on of the signal characteristics of VLF/LF waves has
1964. and Berr% and Chrisman. 19651. The spherical wave provided a rel.tively simple ground-based technique for cx-
te-:hnique has the attractive feature that it can model vai- ploring the state and nature of the lower ionosphere. The
atons in height in the earth- .mosphere cavity. but it requires technique has proven to be especially sensitive for moni-
tne use of large-scale. ve- fast. digital computers for its toting ionospheric disturbances, such as those produced by
implementation. For the higher VLF and LF frequencies the solar x tay flares Ifor example. see Reder, 1969 and Kossey
wave-hop method requires the least computing time. but it and Lewis, 19741. geomagnetic storms IBelrose and Thomas,
has not been formulated in a way that lends itself to modeling 19681. electron precipitation events IPotemra and Rosen-
of discontinuitie, in the earth-ionosphere duct hJones and berg. !9731. ionospheric substorms ISvennesson, 1973],
Mowfiih. 19821. po!ar cap absorpti-n events IOelbermann, 19701, and high

In the wave-hop approach the field strength at any point altitude nuciear bursts IFrisius et al.. 1964 and Field and
is the sum of the groundwave (see Section 10.2.1) and a Engle, 19651. The observation of contin'tous-wave trans-

'- series of *-hors. which represent waves that have been .missions over very long propagation paths has often been
reflected from the ionosphere and/or the ground. The hops used for monitoring because such paths proi ,de coverage
are numbetLd according to the number of times they have over very large geographical areas. As with ELF, however.
been reflected from the iotosla.erc, Each reflection results a disadvantage of such long path observations is that the
in a reduction in hop amplitude so that u-ually a relatively effects of relatively localized disturbances are integrated.
small number of hops are needed to provide good field- or smoothed-out.,making it difficult to obtain information

" strength estimates For VLF propagation at distances less on the severity, extent, and structure of the disturbed region
than about I(M0) km and for LF propagation. in general. the of the ionosphere.
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

Steep-incidence (that is, short-path) VLF/LF propaga- the geomagnetic field are greatly diminished and the iono-
tion techniques provide data on more localized regions of s.here can be assumed isotropic. Under such conditions the
the ionosphere. However, with continuous-waves the direct mathematical inversion probleinbecomes somewhat simpler.
and reflected components (groundwave and skyK aves) over- Field et al. 119831 have developed an inversion technique.
lap in space and time and can only be resolved indirectly appropriate for isotropic propagation. which has been used
by observing the interference pattern on the ground IHol- in conjunction with VLF/LF'puls. reflection data to de-
lingworth. 19261 or by direct interpretation of diurnal phase rive conductivity profiles .)f t..e sev':rely disturbed polar
and amplitude changes IBracewell et al., 19511. For ex- ionosphere.
ample, the interference patterns produced by the ground- A problem with profiles calculated by inversion is that
wave and skywave from a 16 kHz transmitter were used by of nonuniqueness. which can be caused by either incom-
Bracewell and Bain 119521 to first suggest the presence of pleteness of data or the nonlinear dependence of the reflected
two ionized layers well below the ionospheric E-region. signal on the propagation medium. In addition, the profiles

Phase and amplitu.le observations can be used to char- characterize narrow regions of the ionosphere, since the
acteize the steep-incidence VLF/LF reflection' properties of propagation data contain information about only those al-
the lower ionosphere. Of particular interest is the use of the titudes where the ionosphere interacts appreciably with the
data to determirne effective heights of reflectior and effective reflected wave.
plane wave reflection coefficients of the ionosphere IBrace- The altitude constraints are even more severe if long,
well et al.. 19511. Such experimental data can be compared path propagatioi. data are used, rather than steep-incidence
directly with that obtained theoretically, using full-wave reflection data. Nevertheless. some effort has been devoted
computational techniques in conjunction with electron den- to deducing the structure of the ionosphere from long path
sity and collision frequency models of the ionosphere Ifor data. As described by Crain 119701, the data in, this case
example, see Budden, 1961. Pitteway. 1965 and Inoue and are the attenuation rates and phase velocities of the prop-
Horowitz, 19681. Thus, the experimental data can be used againg waveguide modes, and the analysis is a trial-and-
to validate theoretical models of the ionosphere. such as error technique effectively to find an ionospheric conduc-
those obtained from the chemistry of the upper atmosphere. tivity profile which provides a waveguide mode or wave
In addition the data can be used to develop and validate hop structure that agrees with the observed distribution of
phenomoloecal models of the lower ionosphere. important radio field strength.
for long wave propagation predic-ion (for example, see Bain, In essence the !ong-path technique is similar to the steep-
19821. incidence approach insomuch as ionospheric reflection coef-

More recently. with the advent of high-resolution VLF/LF ficients are calculated as an intermediate step in obtaining
pulse ionosounding lLewis et al.. 19731 it became possible the mode constants. In order to synthesize the total field as
to observe ionospheric reflections free of the ambiguities measured, one has to take care to add in as many modes as
of the groundwave and skywave interference phenomena contribute to the field. This can add a great deal of com-
characteristic of continuous-wave measurements. The tech- plexity to the application if the technique. Nevertheless.
nique has been used to obtain a variety of steep-incidence the technique has been applied with much success to develop
reflection data at low-, mid-, and high geomagnetic latitudes phenomenological models of the lower ionosphere. Al-
ILewis et al., 1973 and Kossey et al.. 19741, and to in- though such models may not be consistent in all respects
vestigate features of the C-layer of the daytime ionosphere with those derived from detailed analyses of the aeronomy
[Rasmussen et al., 1990 and Ra..musen et al., 19821. The of the upper atmosphere. they have found widespread ap-
technique provides a rel atively dl;,!ct means for determining plication in long wave propagation prediction codes.
VLF/LF ionospheric reflection hei his and effective plane The results obtained by Bickel et al. 119701. Morfitt
wave reflection coefficients, which then can be used to de- 119771 and Ferguson 119801 are especially noteworthy in
velop electron density models of the lower ionosphere IKos- that regard. They have performed detailed analyses of a
sey et al.. 19831. large volume ,and a wide variety of VLF/LF propagation

The inversion of steep-incidence VLF/LF reflection data data and have derived analytic models of the lower tono-
to obtain electron density models of the lower ionosphere sphere for propagation prediction. Those models are simply
is not an easy task. Under quiet ionospheric conditions it exponential height-profiles of conductivity. w'iich can be
is especially difficult, since usually the polarization con- specified by only two parameters. Scale height and reference
version effects of the geomagnetic field cannot be ignored. height. Following Wait and Spies 119641 the conductivity
Nevertheless. mathematical approaches that employ full- parameter. Wr. depends on th,' ratio of electron density to
wave and iterative computational techniques have been de, tlectron-neutral collison frequency. and is taken to be of
veloped and applied with some success Ifor example, see tL.: form Wr(7) = 2.5 x 10' exp 0/1'-), %.hcre r (kn)
Shellman, 1970 and Field and Warber, 19841. Under dis- is altitude. 03 is the inverse scale-height tkni ') and 11' (kin)
turbed ionospheric conditions and certain daytime ambient is a reference height The value of clectron den,itv N(),.
conditions, when the VLF/LF reflections are controlled in electrons/cm', is calculated as a-function of height h) the
primarily by ionization below about 70 km, the effects of equation N, 1.43 x 10' exp(p3z-l' -0. 15z). The
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CHAPTER 10
Tabe 10-5 Suggscted citpotmntial pnrik ftw u~e in kmig wave pnipatukon predictitm ckd.. Frequcncies. f. are in'kHi IMwtitt et al.. 19"21.

Seasonal-Diurnal
Propagation
Condition H' (km) ' (km i ) Magnetic Dip (0)

Summer day 70 0.5
Summer night 87 0.0077f + 0.31
Winter day 74 0.3
Winter night 80 0.035f - 0.025 90-75

(10 < f < 35) (high latitudes)
Linear change between high and
middle latitude- (transition latitudes)

0.0077f + 0.31 <70
(middle latitudes)

collision frequency v (collisions/s) is given by associated with ground-reflections on multi-hop paths (see
', Hz) =,1.82 x 10'' expf -O. 15z). Table 10-5 gives ex- Figure 10-36). The problem is further compounded in that

* ponential profile . bAstd on VLF/LF propgation data, which the ionospheric absorption Iom-e alone show significant short-
are suegested for use in long wave propagation prediction period and day-to-day variations, as well as diurnal, sea-
codes IMorfn et al.. 19821. sonal. latitudinal, and solar-cycle effects jKnight, 19821.

A number of techniques have been developed to estimate
MF field strengths. A relatively simple technique, based on

10.2.4 MF Propagation an empirical formula has been adopted by the CCIR ICCIR,
19781. A more complex wave-hop method has also been

At night medium frequency skywaves can propagate to developed by Knight 119751. Figure 10-37 shows computed
considerable distances with relatively little attenuation. but ionospheric losses over the 500-1500 kHz band for single-
during the day the skywaves are severely at'enuated in pass- hop paths at mid- and low geomagnetic latitudes. In the
ing through the ionospheric D-region. so that only the auroral zones the ionospheric losses are somewhat greater
groundwave provides usable signals. Thus. during the day- than those shown in the figure, and the estimates do not

* time MF signals are very stable, while at night they are apply if the waves penetrate the E-layer and are reflected
much less so owing to the variability of the lower E-region by the F-layer. The latter is most likely to occur at fre-
of the ionosphere. and to interferences between the ground- quencies above 15(X kHz IKnight. 19821.
wave and skywaves.

10.2.4.3 Effect of MF Waves on the Ionosphere. Even
10.2.4.1 MF Groundwave Propagation. The propaga- relatively small electromagnetic fields impart appreciable
tion of MF groundwaves can be described using the tech- energies to the electrons in the ionosphere causing their
niques discussed in Section 10.2. 1. Because of the shorter temperatures. and consequently their thermal velocities, in-
wavelengths, however, such factors as the earth's atmos- crease. This increases the effective electron-neutral'collision
phere (and hence, the effective radius of curvature of the frequency: as a result, the complex dielectric constant of
earth), terrain elevation, conductivity changes, and trees an I
buildings along the propagtion path usually influence MF
groundwave characteristics to much larger extents than they
do for VLF/LF waves. Most of these effects can produce " .

' -

strong local interference patterns in the amplitudes of MF 40--I LOSS

" groundwaves [Knight. 1982 and Hizal and Fer. 19821. PO.ARIZATION POARATM
COUfIMN LOSS Wr'fdl"ATE .OUIIG os

10.2.4.2 NiF Skywave Propagation. Beca-use there are Lou

so many factors that affect the characteristics of MF sky- aml
waves. it is difficult to draw a representative set of propa- Loss

gation curves. These factors include the losses associated ONECtIV

with an imperfectly conducting earth at the transmitter and
receiver, polarization coupling losses thai depknd on the Figure iO-36 I.,,es ,trsviated with MF skywave propagatim IK=.ght.
geomagnetic field, ionospheric absorption losses, and losses l'i21
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10.2.5 Long Wave Propagation Through
the Ionosphere

Electromagnetic waves cannot propagate in an ideal
plasma unless the wave frequency is less than the plasma

07 frequency. or approximately 80 N. where N is the number
Iof elem'trons per cubic centimeter. Thus. a density only slightly

more than I cl/cm' wtld suffice It) completely reflect a 9
kHz wave. The well-known 'whistler" phenomenon. how-

5 6 ' N 0 I " s " s " ever. denonstrates that under certain conditions long waves
W hasaloo can penetrate even through the F-max region of the iono-

sphere. where the electron density is one hundred thousand
Figure 10-37 Computed MF Krphric reflectiom koe':-eat-wea timres lairger than would produce complete opacity if the

ipipagaiIm at all alirud-.---nowth-south pru galtrtm at ionosphere were a simple plasma. The long wave ionos-
thk- matnctic euator lKnighl. 1921. pheric tralsmission window is due it) the geomagnetic field

of the earth, which constrains the electron motion produced
the medium becomes appreciably dependent on the field. by electromagnetic waves incident on the ionosphere. As
Thus. th associated physical processes. and the differential such the magnetic field provides a propagation mechanism.
equations which describe the radio wave propagation in the The term "whistler referis to an audio-frequency phe-
ionosphere. become nom-linear. This gives rise to various nomenon associated with lightning discharges in the lower
phenomena. including cross-modulation and de-modulation atmosphere, Electromagnetic energy at audio frequencies
which, in principle, can be observed experimenitally. The emitted by such discharge% propagate in the ionosphere in
effects depend on wave frequency and the collision fre- a highly dispersive manner. The higher frequencies travel
quency and are such that they have been mainly observed faster than the lower ones with the result that the signal.
in the MF band. particularly at night. which was originally impulsive, is received over a relatively

The main influence of the non-linear effects on the prop- long time interval with the frequency generally descending
erties of radio waves reflected frorn the ionosphere manifest with time (hence. a whistling sound).
themselves throug'. self-irnterference of the wave: that is. its Extensive studies have been made to determine the prop-
influence on itself, and the interaction between a number erties of whistlers for example. see Store.. 1953. Ratcliffe.
of wave%. These waves can he of the same frequency. or 1959. Pitteway. 1965 and Hclliwell. 19651. Their results
two independent modulated or unmodulated waves of dif- [Watt. 19671 show that from the complete expression of the
ferent frcque'ncies. An early observation of such an effect. Appleton-Hartree e,:uations for the refractive index. ap-
the so-called Luxemburg effect, was reported by Tellegen proximate expressions can be developed which give insight
If19331 who noted that the signal r.-ceivd in Holland from into the nature of the whistler mode. For example. the en-
a 650 kliz Swiss station appeared to be modulated by the ergy transmitted through the ionosphere is well-coupled to
signals from a nrowerful station at Luxemburg (22 kHz). the whistler mode when the direction of propagation is in
This phenomenon of cross-mdulation has been f,)und to be the same direction as the earth's magnetic field. For trans-
quite common when the unwanted, or disturbing. station is vcr. propagation. :his coupling is very piw'r. Also. the
situated near the transmission path of the wanted wave Isce coupling is increased for sharp gradients of refictive index
Davies. '1969 and Al'pert. 19601. at, the ionosphere boundarv. When collisions are included.

Although the phenomenon of ionospheric cross-modu- there is a finite range of angles between the wave normal
lation or Luxemburg effect was discovered accidentally, it and the direction of the earth's magnetic field for coupling
has been systenaticallv investigated ever since its discov- to the wh~stler n .'-e. !n :n anisotropic ionosphere. the wave
cry. The motives of the earliest theoretical and experimental normal and the direction of energy flow along the field lines
investieations were interest in the effect itself and the pos- are different depending upon the magnitude of the refractive
sible use of the effect for probing the ionospheric regions index and the static magnetic field. If ducts of ionization
in which the cross-modulation occurs IFejer. 19701. In the that are ali-ned with the earth's magnetic field exist. the
latter case techniques have been developed to obtain D- waves can be guided in them.
region parameters such as electron density and collision . VLF signals from terrestrial transmitters have been ob-
frequency profiles. served at satellite altitudes ILeiphart et al.. 19621. and have

Another MF probing, technique, the "partial reflection" been tracKed fiorn ground level' to altitudes of 5M0 km or
experiment, has proven to be a valuable methodi for ob- more lOrsak et al.. 1965 and Harvey et al.. 19731. Such
taiing quantitative measureient-; of electron distributions probes showed that the polarization changes from linear to
in the lo~er ionosphere. It has been one of the most exten- ci-cular as the wave penetrates the ionosphere, and that very
"~,ively employed techniques for synoptic studies of the ion- significant delays in the signals occur.
ophere below I(M km I Belrose. 1970. 19721. Such phenomena can be calculated using full-wave tech-
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1 1*, ' I - the layers, and the half-thicknecs% width%** y.E. y..FI: and

-0 11111"a y. These mode-l' art: called phenotninologicaI models

lBarghaustnectal.. 1969. Bent et al.. 1972. Ching and Cbiu.
I 197.; Chiu. 1975; and Kohnicin. 19781.

So- The ITS-79 model l8arghausen ct al.. 19691 based on
11111. theanalysis 1wi Jones et al. 19I (i f Aorld-iic. groundI / based ionoionde data. predicts only the hottomstrJ of the

40J ionosphere. The Bent miodel I Bent et al.. 197 21 predicts the
/ total electron content of the ionosphere in the altitude range

to- ~from I1SO to 2(X X) kmi. without a direct consideration of the
/ bottomside E and Fl layer%. The Ching and Chiu 119731

model covers the altitude ranye from 1 10 to l(X) km. In-
-W le W, e~ 0. le to e~ e e* Qi as lt,o stead of parabolic layers l13arghausen et Ai. 19691 they

MKOUEmcY. "I assume Chapman functions. for the eliectron density distri-.
butions in the E. Fl. and F2 layers. Liter Chiu 119751

F tig=r 10-M8: Compuicd ini %a~, lran..misimi, ksethn-ugh anhew nmodiied thChing-Chiunmodel to -corporatet(he polar i .no
da% and night x .heokrro [t4cl al , 190701, sphere. Their models are useful only for studying the large

scale phenomena such as global thermoispheric and iono-,
-. niquc-. lPitteva%. 19651 or W KB mecthods% jBoo!;cr et al.. spheric calculation.,

19701. in conjune.tion with appropriate models of the ion- L'sin-g ionospheric data from E-SRO satellites. Knhnlein
w .phere. Figure 10-38 gives computed long wave trans- ll 9 /'1 extended the altitude rangL up to W5(X km. He sug-
mission losses for plane waves incident on the ionosphere gested a -differential approach- for the ioniosphecric mod-
in a direction parallel to the geomagnetic field. The results cling. He separated small scalc spatial structuirs such as
are representativi: of those expected for ambhienit ionospheric the equatorial trough. the midlatitude trough and !he polar
conditions at mid- and high geomagnetic latitudes. Under ionosphere. from the large scale global structure. He mod-

* disturbed conditions or at very lows geomagnetic latitudes clcd these individual structures and added them into the
-* the penetration losses are much more severe. especially for global structure. His method reduces the number of coef-

frequencies abeme a fe%% kilothertz I Booker et al.. 1970 and ficients otherssise needed to model the complicated iono-
Harvey et al.. 19731. spheric behavior.

The other approach for ionospheric predictions is to use
10.3ION SPH RIC ODEINGtheoretical moidels IStubbe. 1970; Strobel and McElroy.
10.3 0NOSHERI.MOD LING1970; Nisbet. 197 1: Oran et al.. 1974: and Oran and Young.

19771.These are based on the physical processes responsible:
For successful radio communication, it is essential to for the production, maintenance and decay of the iono-

* predict the behavior oif the ionospheric region that will affect sphere. A theoretical model would thus rely on the process
a given radio communication Circuit, Such a prediction will of ionization of neutral atmospheric constituents by the in-

- identify tetime perioids, the path regions and the sections cident solar extreme ultraviolet radiation, the transport pro-
o~f high frequency band% that will allow or disrupt the use cesses such as diffusion and neutral winds, and also'on the
of the selected high frequency comm inication circuit. This effect of electric and magnetic fields on thec transport pro-
need for prediction leads, to modeling of the ionosphere. cesses. Essentially the theoretical model tries to explain the

A model is a numeuical statistical description of the experimental ihserati.,)ns in terms of known p)hysical pro-
ionosphere in tenns ' lcation I geographic or geomiagnetic cesses. In addition, this approach seeks new physical pro-
latitude% and lori ' itudest. time tsolar zenith angle). seasons. cesses to explain the differences between the Observational
and other factors such a% the solar activity 10.7 cm flux, results and the, prediction% base.d on the theoretical consid-

* sunspot numheri. Trhe empirical equations are derived from eration%.
the dependcn, of the observe hnmn o aibe Radio commiunication can be divided in two main cat-
nientioned ahtrwe. These observed phenomena include: the egori. .. Ground-to-grosund rad!io comimunication is'based
beha% ior of critical frequcncies,* foE, fol . toF2. and fo~s on the reflection and'scatterine characteristics of the iono-
for the E. Fl. F2. apt] sporadic E layers,: the, altitudes (hE, spheric layers. On the other hand. ground to satellite, satellite
hFlI. and h_,F2) for peaik (maximutim electron densities for to ground'. or satellite to satellite radio communications de-

pend on the transmhission and refraction characteristics of
* The critical frequency is the limiting radio frequency be-
low which a radio %save is reflected bv. and abo-e sshich "*The half-tllckness width v,,, of the ionospheric layer is
itpevnetrates a nd passes through.,the ioni~ed medium tan determined with the assumption that the layer has a parabolic

* . ionospheric layen)at % ertical incidence, shape lAppleton and Beynon. 19401.
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the ionosphere. The main goal of any modeling effort is to Time, geographical location (latitude and longitude) of the
predict the penIods of goott or poor radio communicalions transmitter and receiver, and sunspot number. To compute
for the sele ted paths to enable a continuous undirupted the system perfornance the model needs the antenna pa-
communication through the iono'sphere or by some other rameters. the radiation power of the transmitter, and the
means. signal to noise ratio of the receiver.

We w ill consider several ionospheric models that are For the Y) region the model considers only the absorption
,iutinely used for are available) for the prediction and spec- losse%. The non-deviative absorption is in the form of a
ification of the ionosphere. The emphasis hre is on ac- semi-empirical expression. It enables the user to compute
quainting the user with the modeling programs and their the losses for the HF frequencies penetrating the D layer.
limitations. We do not attempt to review the scientific lit- The deviative absorption losses arc included in the loss
erature for a determination of the state of the art of modeling calculations as uncertainty factors.
efforts. Threfore only the essential refernces will be cited. For the E region the model computes the parameter foE.

First. we ll consider the nunerical-phenomenological It assumes a constant height of 110 km for the maximum
models. Then we will consider the theoretical nodels. This (peak) ele-tron density of the E layer, with a canstant semi-
will he followed by the modifications to models to take into thickness of 20 km. The numerical coefficient, for foE are-
account high latitude phenomena such as the auroral E layer based on the cxperimental ground ionosonde data during
and tc midlatitude F region trough. In the concluding se.- high solar activity phase in 1958. and the lows solar activity
tion. we will look at the limitations of these models and a phase in 1964.
po.sible approach to overcome thcs limitations. For the F2 region the model computes the parameters

foF2. the height of maximum electron densit. h,,,F2 and the
semi-thickness y.F2 of the F layer. These are in the form

10.3.1 The Numerical-Phenomenologkal of numerical coeflicicnts for the high 1958 and low ( 19641
Models phases of the solar activity. Both the E and F2 layers arc

assumed to he parabolic in shape.
At present the three mot widely used numerical models The sporadic E (Es) layer could be very helpful or harm-

" for ionospheric predictions arc 11) The ITS-78 model. (2) ful to radio communications depending on the nature of the
' The Bent model. and 13) the Inophe;c Communications Es layer. A blanketing. totally reflecting Es layer extends

Analysis and Prediction Program (IONCAP). In addition. the frequency range of the E-mode communications. How-
the 4-1) model of the Air Force Global Weather Central and ever a semi-transparent or partly reflecting E, layer would
the Bradley rmodel will be considered. We will also took at cause serious multipath and mode interference and would
the International Reference lonosphere-IRI 79. be detrimental to communicatfion systems. Using numerical

coefficients, the ITS-78 model computes foE, only for the
" 10.3.1.1 The ITS-78 Model. The main purpose of this ordinary ray. (The earth's magnetic field splits the incident

. model JBarghaucn et al.. 19691 is to predict long term ray into the ordinary and the extraordinary rays.) The nu-
performance of communication systems operating in the merical coefficients are for both the high (1958) and low
2-30 MHz frequency range. The ITS-78 model and its com- (1964) phases of solar activity. As the model does not pre-
puter program was de'eloieu by the Institute of Telecom- diet the occurrence of Es. the foEs maps are used only when
munication Sciences. ESSA. Boulder. Colorado. The model propagation via regular E layer is not possible. To compute
is based on the presentation of the ionopheric characteristics the system pe.formance. the model incorporates three kinds
in a form of syn,-ntic numerical coefficients dieveloped by of noise: galactic. atmospheric, and minmade.
Jones and Gallet I 9-)l and improved by Jones et al. 119661. To determine the operational parameters such as the
The important features of the ITS-78 model are the pa- maximum usable frequency (MUF). the model computes
rameter for the D. E. Es (sporadic). and F2 layers of the the path geometry (between the transmitter and the receiver).
ionosphere. The parameters computed in the path geometry are the path

*.:: The model provides (output) circuit operational parain- length. path bearing (azimuth).' and the solar zenith angle
-, eters such as'the maximum usable frequency (MUF). op- X of the sun. The model computes paths for reflection% from

timum traffic frequency (FOT). and the lowest usable fre- E. Es. and F2 layers. These are called the E. E,,. and F2
quency (LUF). In addition to the regular E-layer propagation movdes. The paths could involve nore layer (multiple nodes)
mode, it takes into account propagation via the sporadic E and more reflections (multihop).
lay-.r. The program computes all the probable modcs. It To determine wave propagation the electron density dis-
computes the system performance. For 'hat purpose it cal- tribution with altitude is needed. Both the E and F layers
culates the antenna patterns and gains for 10 most commonly are assumed to have parabolic shapes. The maximum usable
used antennas. It also has a program to determine MUF ?s frequency (MUF) is obtained by multiplying the critical
a function of the magnetic activity index Kp. frequency of the layer by the MUF factor M(3(XW). The

The inputs for the ITS-78 model are the date. Universal term in parentheses refers to the standard ground distance
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CHAPTER 10

of .3000 km between the (hypothetical) transmitter and the The data base of the Bent modekl consists of M0 00
receiver. The experimental data for the numerical factor topside ,ontonheric soundings. 6(1K satellite Fwtasurenlcnt%
MOM(K) I in terms of coefficients) come from 13 inosonde of electron density and 4011 (MM) botomside wiunding% of
%tations covering the geomarnetic latitude range flrm 7 1 *S the ionosphere. The data extend from 1962 to 11*9 to cover
to 98N. the maximum and the minimum of the solar cycle.

The stability and predictability of the E layer results in The hottomside data are fol-? houriv, value% from 14
a 99% probability thighe.t) of supporting radio propagation stations in the American sc':or coventig geographic lati-
and communication via the E layer. Thor nex 't highest prob.- tudt% 760 N to 1 2" S or geomnagnetic latitude% from 1)o
ability is via the regular F layer. When neither of the above (f The tops-ide soundings cover the period 1962 tc I1I966.
made% is possible. the Es% mode is conideted for commu- w~ith geonagnefic latitude range 8(5' to - 75'. and the cee-
fIKatieon ta-on densit'. profiles are from 1(XX) km down to ite altitudes

For computing the system performrnc the program al- of the foF2 peak lhF2., The satellitc data are from the-
low% a selection from 10 antenna paictems. The program Arid 3 satellite covering the period May 1967 to April 1968
takes into account the gontrd losses. iost-mpheric lci-.res. and are linkcd u ith real tim;e ! 1 2 fron. 13 griwnJ t"V.lKons.'
freeqwpc lo-ses. and the excess losses. The program com- Thus the- data base of the Rent model refers to %()lar cv.cle
pute%. the radio communication circeiit reliability, service 20. while the data base of the ITS-78 modiel is from solar
reliability. and the multipath evaluation%. cycle 19.

The ITS-7K model has several limitations. Tht- results The Bent model uses foF2 from the ITS-72( model. In-
frmtemodel are us.~ul onls -Ahen the operating frequency sta Rftemnh' eda aus h ent model com-

is ticlou the nmaximum usjhlc trequenc%. The model- as- pute% average values for cv -ry 10-dav interval tW the- month
%umes, that transission %.ill be b'% reflection from the ion- from the 1(0.7 cm solar (lux input. For the height h,,F2. it
osphere. For this the transmitter and the, rceiver must he uses M(MNI factors oif NOAA (ITS-78) in terms of the

* on the- same side of the ionospheric layt-r Ifor example. sunspot number. It uses an empirical polynomninal for M in
ground-to-ground communication. The model does not take computing hF2. in place of the Shima7aki equation 119551
into account the daytime Fl lac %hichusuafllydevelops used by ITS-78.

bewe h iF ac-Thmoedesntdquel The distribution of electron density with altitude, as-
account for the electron density above the altitude of h,F2. sumed by the Bent model for the computation of the total
Finall'.. the, model does not take into account the dependence electron density is shown sthematically in Figure 10-09.
of absorption (in the- operating frequenc% in considering the- Starting from the bottom, it divides the profile into five

I) layer absorption. sections: a bottom hi-paratiolic F2 layer; a parabolic F2 layer
10.31.2TheRen Moel.The entModl Ientet l.: above the peak: and three exponential sections to cover the
10.31.2TheRentModl. he Bnt ode I Bnt t a..' altitude above h,, (h,0F2 to I () km). The construction of

1972; lcetlvn and Bent. 19731 is basically for ground- the- profile needs the parametets k1. k,. ki. Y, Y, foF2.
to-satellite communicition but can be adapted for ground- and h,,F2. The last two have already been explained. The
to-ground or sate!! te-to-satell ite communication. The main dependence of the other parameters on geomagnetic latitude.
purpose of the Bent model is to determine the total electron solar flux.foF2. and the season is from work of Bent I Liew-%
co-ntent iTEOa of the ionosphere a% accurately as possible ellvn and Bent. 19731. The topside and the firt adjoining
in order to obtain high precision value% of the delay an d expo-xnential section are iaatched at a height d (above hl,,)
directional chanies ot'a % ave due to refraction. Grotind-to- by the equatitin
satellite communication demands opcrating frequencies which
are higher than the MUF. Thus the imode involves the trans- d hn X, -I h+ = I 1. (1.6
mision refraction characteristics of the F2 laver and the kLl+Yk- J 1.6
electron den-,it% distribution above tuie height of the F2 peak
must bit kno~n. where Y, is the half thickness of the F, layer and k, is the

The r;.idoel pro% ide . toutput) the, vertical total electro~n exponential constant,
content alsoe the tran'mittcr. the profileof vertical electron The remaining. profile above the F2 pecak lof altitude
density' %kith aitttide, and the total electron content along range th,,, d to 1012) knil is divided in three equal in-
the path bet-ween the satellite and the ground. It also provides tersals oif altitude.
the retraction correction, to the elevation dngle. the range. The model can predict %% ith an accuracy oif Mir _14011.
and the r-inge rate. If the model is urxidltd ss ith observed recent data within a

The input paramieters toi the nmodel are the date. Universal range of 2(XX) ki radius t(from the transmitters), the pre-
Time, locations oif the transmitter and receiver (grou~nd and dictabilitv is improved ito tgY14.
satellite). rate of change in elevation and altitude of the Thouigh the model predicts total electron content (.'E0)
satellite, operating frequency, the solar flux t(10.7cm flux). %kith good accuracy, the naJel does not have separate E
and sunspot number. andi Fl layers,. As the model Ahas constructed for the TEC.
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HEIC41T II, In the system performance options. 22 performance pa-
1000 hm - rameters are available. The program for'the antenna output

option computes the elevation angles and the operating fre-
quenicies for optimum antenna geometry and its gain.

~ ~4,*~3%Inputs for the proram are the date. Universal Time.
gegrpical locations of the transmitter and the rece'ver.
arid sunspo number. The program can accept external iono-
spheric parameters as input to the program. For antenna I

Ke pattern, one can select the antenna from 17 antennas in the
h, ~program (7 antenna.% from ITS- 78 have been modified). For

the system performance additional inputs such as radiation
0-6,61' power of the transmitter. and the SIN ratio of the receiver

1114 _, j N- P,(- " The schematic for the electron density distribution with

1 6 IT~.2 .. altitude for teINA rgn ishonin Figure
~ NJ.4 ~ 1040O The model has 3 parabolic layers. F. Fl. and F2. 1

and h,~F2. The half thickness width- for the layers are Y.E.
fa2Ii Y.Fl.and Y,2 rrspectively. FoteF aye. hjIYmj

Ii F2 isassumed to be4.The Elayer has fxed altituds hj 10
I I km and Y.E = 210 km. IONCAP improves on the ITS-78
i model by incorporating D and Fl layers. The D layer con-

N, N, N.N. ELECT"O trihution is considered indirectly by adding an exponential
DENSITY, N tail for the E layer down to the altitude of 70 km. In the

transition region between the E and FlI (or F2 if FlI is absent)
FM0-9Schematic fivx(Mml amhaoi rhe o h

103 leen denmr) djbIiim witih tdek hr the 9men model.

the E and Fl lav-rs are included as the bi-parabolic bot-
tomside of the P 2 laver. Also, the prograri does niot take M * k VIRTUAL'
into account .ie non-deviative absorption in the underlying
D laver.

10..1.3 The Ionospheric Communications Analysis ari tRmFL - - - - - - - - -

Prediction Program (IONCAP). The IONCAP 11-loyd TRUEI
et, al. 19781 is essentially the latest. improved, and more
vt-satile and fievlble version of the ITS-78 model.

It provides .30 output options, which can be divided into
four categories. (1) ionospheric ciescription. (2) antenna pat- _-PARABOLIC NOSE
terns. (3) MUJF predictions, and (4) system performance I

predictions. FO.F F. o 2 
Rj. 

h l h,2

For ionospheric predictions it provides monthly median ,n LINEA R tor PARABOLIC) LEDGE
values for the parameters -oi o ,fF2 .. ht _2
Y,,,E. Y,,FI. and Y_,F21. It also provides the lower, median.

Pand upper decile values of the minimum foP, or foE,. It can - --- I
J, iIfalso provide a prediction in the form of a plot of operating LINEAR VALLE'

frequency wi~h virtual height and also with true height.I
0 ~ ~ The MUF option of the output provides the minimum ARnLCNS

radiation angle and the M factors for all four modes. E. Fl.
F2. and Es. The plots for the diurnal variation oif the MifFs 70 EX NIA TI I

Nare also available. The MIJFs provide the description of the , otF

state of the ionosphere and do not include any system pa- FREOLUENCY
rameters. The operating frequency for a given radio corn-
r.unication circuit is the ctitical frequency of the layer mul- Figure 10.40) $shematic for the cectrnn density profile and virtual heigt
tiplied by lhe MifF factor. fof the IONCAP model-.
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laser. the elxtron density is a,,sumd to he linear for the a reduction in electron density between the two peak values.
fr.qiucncy range f, to I. %her f. = x. x foE anid f. = x. NiE and N.F-at altitudes h,.E and h,.F. respectively. The
x fri. T~pical values for %, and x, are 0.85 and 0.48 rocket observations have shown that in reality the electron
respectively. Thu% the electron density decrcase%' above the density at any altitude between the altitudes hmE and h.,F
parabolic m.c 0.95 toE t<fo-) and continues upwards up is rarely smaller than the peak electron density N,,E. Thus
to 0,9. t oE <loEt producing a linear valles in the transition the assumption of the parabolic shapes for 't and F layers
region. When the %,, = x, = I the valley is absent in the underestimates the electron density in the altitude region
transition region and the curve i, a vertical line ,tarting at between hE and h,F. To correct such an underestimation
the tip of the parabolic nose of the E layer. The FI layer Bradley and Dudency 119731 suggested a linear distribution
forms a linear or parabolic ledge depending on the mag- of electron density from foE to 1.7 foE. The lower end is 9
nitudes of h,,F1, h,-F2. foF I. and foF2. In the ITS-78 model, at hE. At the upper end. the F layer is parabolic in shape q
the FI layer is ass umed to he absent. In the IONCAP nodel down the altitude where the plasma frequency is 1.7 foE.
the numerical cocthicients far toE are functions of geo- This linear interpolation has not yet been incorporated in
graphic latitude for both solar maximum and minimum from the IONCAP model (see Figure I-.0) of Lloyd et al. 119781.,
the work of Leftin 119761. The model uses foFI maps of In high frequency prediction it is essential to know the
Rosich and Jones 119731. I also takes into account the probability of communication at any particular operating
retardation below te F2 laver. frequency f. For convenience the observed data are cx-

For the MUF computations the ndel uses the corrected pressed as follows: F, isthe upper decile. f. is the median.
form of Man% n',. theorem. A-. th- absorption equations us- and F, is the lower decilc of the ratios of f/f,. The distri-
ing the secant la%% do not work for lower frequencies at bution functions of F, and F, are not simple Gaussian dis-

altitudes belohh 0 kni. these equations have been rmodified tributions (F. - MUF = MUF - F, for Gaussian). The
in the IONCAP program. The IONCAP provides two pro- distributions are X2-distributions of F, and F,. For proba-
grams t I) the ITS-7T short path Geometry and (2) the long bility determinations these two x-distributions (of F. and
path t' It0 ON) knt geome rv. In addition to the ITS-78 F,) have to be used. Two variables F, and F, with their
model, the path computations now include the FI mode. associated degrees of freedom, and the need to integrate the
the over-the-MUF mode. D and E region absorption losses. X2-distribution curve makes the process of determining the
and sporalic F losses. A correction to frequency dependence probability distribution very cumber%ome. Bradley and Bed-
is added for lo frcquencies reflected from altitudes below ford 119761 derived simple empirical equations for this prob-
-90 kii. ability distribution. The equations are

The improvements over ITS-78 can be summarized (see
IONCAPI as follows: 80

I. The description of the ionosphere is now more com- Q= .) I m -

p le te .
I - ( 1 0 5 7

" The los' equations have been supplemented. This(10.57)
includes E m ode adjustncnts. iior-adic '-. effects, over- or 100. whichever is smaller for f--f,,,
the--MUF losses, and Iosses for low r,.iction heights.

3. The ray path geometry calculations have been re- and
vised. This was an empirical adjustment to Maryn's
theorem. 80

4. The loss statistics were revised to include the effects Q (f/f,,,) - 30
ofsthesporadic E layer and of over-the-MUF modes. F05

5. A separate long path model was developed. (10.58)
6. The antenna gain package was revi%ed, or 0. whichever is larger for f>f,,.
All models predict only the quiet ionosphere. which

shows a large systematic dependence on latitude. longitude, where
sasi. time. and sunspol activity.

Q - is the cumulative probability.
10.3.1.4 The Bradley Model. The Bradley model con- f - is the operating frequency.
ains two modification,, to th' exi,,tinG rrdvi,,,: .I ) the tilling f,,, - is the predicted median frequency.
of the valley between the E and F layer,, tFl. or F2 it Fl F, - is the lower decile (of fif,,).
is absent). b pariholic layers' Bradley and lDudeney. I9731 F. - is the upper decile (of f/fo,,t.
and 12) a simple toinnulation of the prediction of the prob-
ability of the hig:h-frequency propagation I Bradley and Bed- They note that the probability distribution from their
ford. 1976!. simple empirical equation is as txod as. though not always

' The assumption that the electron density distribution in better than. that from the X2 distribution. Therefore they
the E and F layers is parabolic in shape. results in a valley- highly recommend a replacement of X( distribution proce-
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dare by it"e equations for a 'determination of the present 10.3.1.6 International Referenc e loophere---RI 79. !l

probability that signals will propagate at a given hour over The IRI 79 IRawcr. 1911 is the latest addition to the con.

a given sky-wave path. tinued elorts of ionospheric modeling. The emphas,, of IRI
The latest computer model like the IONCAP has not 79 is to sunumari/c the experimental data from n.kets and

incorporated "Bradley Features" in its program. satellites t) provide true height prolile, of the ionosphere. t2
The model serves a% a standard reference for various pur-

10.3.1.5 The Air Force Gloval Weather Ceniral 4-D poe such a% desegn of xperimcnt. etimatin of envi-

Model. The input data to the 4-D numerical model lFlat rnmental and otherneffe.ts, andtctinCr theories. The*rnl,
tery ct al.. personal communication] are the critical fre. gives the altitudc dependne of f parameter: electron

quencies for the laver% and M3(XO). real time or near real density, electron and io tenpertur. and the composition
time observations from 40 ground stations around the world. of poitive ions. It computes the density for atomic ions
and total electrori content (TEC) from eleven stations. The ' I. He' and r molecuitr ion% , t and NO."

frequncyv of observations varies from hourly (best) at one Fi the moldN use doF2.from 'I 7 e fficiens
end to wcekly (worst) at the other end. The desired purpose
of the 4-D model is to produce a consistent ionospheric with modified dip coordinates IRawer. 19631. As the fol'2,

%l.cificationt anywhere in the northern hemisphere for a 24- are from the ground hastd ionosoqde stations,. the model

h period. In that sense it is not a forecasting model like the really computes a relative ditribution of electron density
other models, mentioned aove. with true height. with respect to that of the foF2 peak. For

This, n~xlel has three ionospheric laye, E. Fl. and F2. a true peak height the model uses an empirical relation
Thismodl hs treeionsphriclayrs.E. l. nd Bilitza et al., 19711 with iNt04NX)tloF2 coefficients. from

Each layer is represented by a Chapman distribution function I 1lte71. This eirc rtion is basedionthe in-CCIR 119671'. Thi, empirical relation is, based on the in- .,.

coherent scattering measurements which yield electron den- .. -
=h) Ne,,, exp {all -- z - exp f - z)1 (10.59) sity with true height. The model has an alternate procedure

based on the results of Chiu 119,51 to replace the foF2 and

M(3(XX))ft)F2 coefficients from CCIR. This procedure when
where a refers to the loss mchanism and z is given by used limits the ability of reproducing the complex iono-

spheric features available from the CCIR coefficients. The .
h -h., and h, is the scale height for the layer. At a IRI 79 can also use direct data of the peak electron density

= h, and the peak altitude for computing the profiles.
given altitude the total contribution to electron density is The schematic f(or the altitude dependence of the electron
the sum of contributions by all three layer, density for the IRI 79 model is shown in Figure 10-41 The

For any height the electron density is approximated by aItitude range from 80 to I(XX) km is divided into six sec-

ti(.ns: topside. F2 hottomside. Fl. intermediate. valley, and

N,() = , aWL(f). E/D regions respectively. The topride region is mrideled
L I with tie use of harmonized Bent' model IRamakrishnan et

al.. 197.)1. The bottomrside F2 is expressed as the sum of
where a is the weighting factor and W1() is an empirically Epstein Tiansition Functions IRawer. 19811. The FI region
derived set of discrete orthogonal functions for the altitude is based on ihe work of Eyfrig 119551 and Duchain et al.
interval . The 95 to 20WX) km range is divided into 127 119731. The intermediate region fills the gap between the
interval. The widths of the interva!, range from 5 km at valev region ard the Fl layer. The rocket measurements
the loest altitudes to 50 km at highest altitudes. The em- compiled by Maeda 119711 determine the shape and the
pirically derived function W'4 ) is in two parts. %pherical depth of the valley reuion. The fol- is front Kouris and
harmonic functions for spatial dependente and trigonometric Muggleton I I( 7 3a.-i. The uodel also ,t,kes into ccount
functions -,ine. cosine) for temporal dependence. the contrihution from the !) la.er. The model does nt .

With the help of these ,ariables a, and W. the entire account for the highly % jriablc Es la\er.
data base for the ionosphere is reduced to a limited number The IRI 7t; is the only numerical model w-ith information
of coefficients. Thcse can be used to construct the electron . on additional parameters such as the electron and ion tern-
density profile for an' location in the Northern Hemisphere peratures and the conipoition of po,,itive ions. The com-
salid for a 24-h specificatironperiod. The motlel is still being position is determined with th-: asumption that the plasma
developed. The specification accuracy of the model will is electrically neutral above 84 kin. The model also .om- :'
depend strongly on the frequeney and reliability of the input putes the distribution of cluster 'ion, in the altitude range
data-real-time experimental ohervations from the 40 ground 80 to 90 ki.
stations of the northern hemirhere. Also the quality of The inputs for the piogram are location tlatitude and
specificati.n, interpolatcd for location, in,,de the net%,ork longitude). sunpot number and time The optional inputs,
will be better than tho,,e extrapolated outside the observa- are the peak altitude and lvak electron den,ity. The output
tiona network. consists of I I parameters: ahsolute electron densat. relative -
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CHAPTRT10e progrdims are in FORTRAN-4 and ALGO L-60 corn-

puler codes. These programs arc available from the WorldI Duta Center. Bioulder. Colorado.

Topside iII

10.3.2 The Theoretical Models
NMF2 The theoretical models for the ionosphere arc based on

F 2 (2) he physical processes responsible for the observed ionos-
pheric phenomena. The processes responsible for the ion-
osphere are production. maintenance. and decay of the ion-

F 11131osphere. As the approach deals directly with the physical V

MST - - Intermtd. 14 processes. and not with the otbs.-rve'i phenomena. the emerg-
ing mo)del is called a physical model.

14EF Four models are summarized in Table 10-6 to show
several variations in the same processes considered by dif-
fercnt workers. Strobel and McElroy 119701 considered only

-- E-Valoiy IS1 I NO9R the F2 region (2(X) to 7X) kin). whereas other% took into
NNER account the altitude range from .120 to 12(00 km. Nisbet

H~ .E/OtS I119711 constructed the first computer-based simple physical .

H A Imodel MK-l for the ionoso'here. He considered only three
neutral constituent% NY.. -nd 0. whereas Stubbe- 119701J
and Oran and Young 119771 also considered the minor con-

NME NMF2 stituents He and H. For the dissoiaio anoiaino
~g N the neutral species. the incident solar EUV radiation in the

Fagrc 0.4 mcI~7~mic~roi~cNwdtjnsr~cr~iRwcri95l. range .30 to 1912 A is used, along with the wavelength
dependent absorption and ionization cross sections for the
neutral species. Nisbet considered three basic predominant

electront density. neutral temperature. "lectron temperature. ionic species: O0 NO'. and 0, *. Oran and Young 119771
ion temperature. ratio of electron to ion temperature. percent took into account the additional ionic species H, Ne
concentrm'ions of 0' (and N ' . H 0 , O* and NO' N ' and H* One has to consider the chemical reactions
ions. The accuracy (or) of predictions is as Weow: that produce ions by charge exchange processes. Nisbet

119711 used 5 reactions whereas Oran and Young 119771
Peak .used 24 chemical reactions Isee Strobel and McElroy. 19701. .

Height IDensity Temperature . For maintenance of the ionosphere, the proce~sses of dif-
F region t 1514 ± 30r4/ t 301% fusion and photoionization :ire assumed. The processes of
E region ± 5ch ± Il0th ± Ioq4 dissociative recombination and radiative recombination are

Tjhk 10-6 jrijtit'ns in the phvswal pr.tvsne, uw'd in tht ihioretical mslcts

Nisbet Stubbe . Strobel and MicElroy Oran and Young
Procses 119711 119701 119701 119771

In the Altitude Region lkni 120-1250 120 -15(X) 200 7(X) ,120- i200,
Neutral Contituents for N.. 0.. 0 N,. 0,. 0. Ile. N,. 0.. 0. Ile N,. 0., 0. He. H

Ionization H
Chemical Reactions 5 Reactions 10 Reactions 4 Reactions 24 Reactions

(Charge- Exchange)A
Ionized Constituents 0' . NO' . 0,' 0 NO' . 0,. 0.'N'..

4

H~' 14 ..

Neutral Winds -Horizontal Winds Horizontal Winds Ho.rizontal Winds O
Electric Fields -Yes

Magnetwc Fields -Yes I
Additional Features - Solar Flare Effects 1.
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

responsible for the decy of the ionosphere. For his simple The additional limitations of these models aremo)del, Nisbet neglected the transport processes such as I . All the models are poor in pr~edicting the high J. _
neutral winds. electric fields, and magnetic fields. The pro- latitude ionosphere.
cedure is further complicated because coupled simultaneous 2. None of the models take into account the effects
equations must be solved for neutral winds. mass transport, of particle precipitation in the aurorl region which
and energy transport. For determining electron density in enhance the E(Es) and F layers.
the iona)sphere. the gas consisting of both ions and electrons, 3. The mid-latitude trough which exhibits large hor-
is considered electrically neutral. Ithus, in every elementary izontal gradients in electron density is not incor-
volume, the number of electrons is equal to the number of porated in these models.
ions. All the models reproduce many of the observed fea- 4. These models are gtxxl for latitudes t 20° to ±600,
tures such as the diurnal variation, seasonal variation. and ard are poor predictors for the equatorial region
solar cycle dependence of tne midlatitude ionosphere under and the high latitude region.
quiet conditians. The accuracy of the theoretical models Nonetheless these models serve two useful functions:
depends upon the understanding of the physical processes (I) to predict ionospheric parameters, and (2) to determine
considered in the models. For accurate predictions from the physical phenomena and/or to modify existing coeficients
theoretical models, precise information on the large number for explaining the deviations between the experimentally
of variables used in the models is necessary. Also, the observed value and the predictions from these models.
models use several observed average boundary conditions The computer programs for the ITS-78 lBarghausen et Ok

which could have a large variability dependent on other al.. 19691 and the IONCAP program ILloyd et al.. 19781
geophysical parameters such as solar activity and magnetic are available from the Institute for Telecommunications Sci- . -,
activity. The results from the models are adequate for long ences. Boulder. Colorado 80303. The computer pregrams
term planning of science and engineering applications. Though for the Bent model ILlewellyn and Bent. 19731 are available
these models reproduce main observed average features of from the Atlantic Science Corporation, P.O. Box 3201,
the ionosphere. they are unable to specify the ionosphere Indialantic, Florida 32903. The computer programs for IRI
within an accuracy of ± 201-r needed by the systems in 79 are available from World Data Center A. Boulder. Col- ~
operation. At present. the main input information of soiar orado 80303.
EUV radiation needed for the theoretical models is not rou- *

tinely available for p:edicting the ionosphere.
10.4 HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO

PROPAGATION

10.3.3 Comparison of the Phenomenological The high freqL.ency (HF) band of the electromagnetic
Models, Their Limitations and Ability spectrum extends from 3 to 30 MHz, corresponding to a I%

wavelength range of 100 to 10 m. Many services have
In comparing the models one must note that IONCAP frequencies allocated in this band-Local/International

is the modified a' more flexible version which replaces Broadcast. Amateurs. Standard Frequencies, Maritime and
the ITS-78 model. As the ITS-78/IONCAP and the Bent Land Mobile. Point-to-point Communications, Industrial,
models serve entirely different purposes. it is essential to Scientific, Medical Diathermy. Aero Fixed. Citizens' Band. " -
understand the difference in their approaches and final out- and so on. The band is also used for ionospheric sounding
put parameters computed by the models. These are sum- and over-the-horizon surveillance. Its use in most applica-
marii.ed in Table 10-7. The left-hnd column in Table 10- tions depends on the fact that HF waves are reflected by the
7 lists the parameter under consideration. The next four ionosphere.
columns summarize the features in each of the models. ITS- tlF is used for broadcasting because of its greater area
78. IONCAP. the Bent. and the IRI 79 models, respectively, coverage relative to the bands on either side, which are
From the table it is seen that the selection of a model will restricted to either ground wave or line-of-sight propagation.
depend more upon the information sought under the param- Its use for communications stems mainly from the fact that.
eter headings, than on accuracy. The IONCAP model is it is often the only means of communication. It is also very
basically useful for wave propagation using operating fre- often the simplest and least expensive form of communi-
quencies which should be reflected by the E. Es. Fl. and cation.
F2 layers. On the other hand. the Beni model relies on the With the advent of satellite communications, which use -.

transmission, refraction, ard absorption characteristics of signals of such high frequency that the normal ionosphere -.-
the ionosphere. with the operating frequency much larger has little effect on them. and improvements to subniar;ne
than the foF2 frequency. The IRI 79) model basically pro- cables, the proporlion of traffic that goes by HF is signifi-
vides a distribution of electron density with altitude. All the cantly smaller than it used to be. However, the toral use of
model, predict quiet ionopheric conditions only. The models HF radio circuits is actually greater now than zer before.
do not hold for disturbed ionospheric conditions. and a substantial research effort is still being devoted to
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CHAPTER 10
Table 10-7. Itcomparirin oif ilic empirical-comlputer ba'.cd ionos~phec nuW smd.

Parameter Ionospheric Models

IT-8IONCAP bent IRI 79 ZA

D Region Non-deviative and Same as ITS-78 Not modeled Modeled
deviative absorp- + E Layer
tions only exponential

extension down
to 70 km

E Region
foE Modeled by L-eftin Same as ITS-78 Not modeled Modeled

et at. 119681 + exponential Kouris and
h ,E 110 km fixed down to 70 km Muggleton I 1973a~bJ
YmE 2kmprblcLeftin 119761

shape coefficients

Fl Region Not modeled 'Not modeled Modeled
foF I Rosich &Jones Eyfrig 119551

coefficients 11973) Ducharme et
al. 119731

h,,FI

YmFI (fixed) =

F2 Region Haydon-Lucas Same as ITS-78 Bi-parabolic Modeled
Bottomnside coefficients 119681 Rawer 119811

foF2 ~Shimazaki eq 11955) et o
hJ.,2 + +Elayer efficients
YmF2 retardation

Kelso 11l9641

F2 Region Topside Not modeled Not modeled Up to 1000 km Modeled
Rawer 119811

E-F Transition Not modeled Modeled Not modeled Maeda 119711
Region

Electir- Density , Not computed Available up .. Available up Available up
Profile .to h.F2 to 3500 km to I f-I0 kmn

Electron~. Ion Not modeled Not modeled Not modeled Modeled
Temperatures

Ion Conv,Wsition Not modeled Not modeled Not modeled Modeled

Total Electron Not computed Not computed Computed -Not computed
Content (TEC)

MUF For short path Also for long Not modeled Not modeled
only path (> I0.(X kin)

Short-Term Predic- Function of Kp Not modeled Not modeled Not modeled
tion of MUF-,.4

Input Parameters Sunspot number ' Sunspot number Sunspot number' Sunspot number
required and 10.7 cm

solar flux
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Table 10-7. (Continued) ?.,

Parameter 1-Ionospheric Models

Atmospheric Modified

Manmade Same -,Y

MUF 50% Modeled Modeled Not modeled Not modeled " -.
FOT 90%
HPF 10%
System Performance Modeled for Also has a Not modeled Not mode!ed

short path long path
(<3000 kin). option >

10,'000 km

Antenna Patterns Uses ITSA- I Modified Not modeled Not modeled
Package with ITS-79
10 antenna package with
options 17 antenna

options

Sporadic E Modeled in terms Same as ITS-78 Not modeled Not modeled .. , .
of occurrence
frequency

Ciruit Reliab'iitv Modeled Modeled as Not modeled Not modeled .
Service Probability ITS-78 ,. "ft

Multipath Evaluation V______ __

improving our knowledge of the ionosphere and HF prop- Lecture Series No. 127 on "'Modern HF CommunicationF',
agation. is also a valuable source of information [AGARD. 19;31.

Some of the difficulties associated with using HF for It is the intention of this section to provide a broad
commun:,ations, broadcasting. or surveillance stem from overview of HF propagation, its relationship to the iono-
the ionosphere itself and success in any of these fields de- sphere, its problems, and to indicate those areas of current
mands a good knowledge of the ionosphere and its vagaries, interest to users of HF. A basic knowledge of the ionosphere
Irredicible difficulties associated with HF propagation can itself is assumed (see Chapter 9 of ,he present volunme).
usually be *raced to characteristics of the ionosphere or of Emphasis will be placed on the use of HF for comnuni-
radio waves propagating through any lightly ionized me- cations. The same concepts and problems also apply to the
dium. Thus it is essential for the professional user of HF use of HF for broadcasting and surveillance (over-the-ho-
to have a good knowleege of both the ionosphere and radio rizon radar). Section 10.6 covers the effects of over-the-
wave propagation. horizon radars in the HF bard.

Much has already been written about the ionosphere and
radio wave propagation and the 'reader should look else-
where fer details. See. for example. the books by Davies
11966. 19691. David and Voge ji9691. Rishbeth and Garriot 10.4.1 Morphology of the Ionosphere
119691. Hargreaves 119791. Ratcliffe 1 19701, Lied 119671,
and Picquenard 119741. The four volume report "Solar Ter- An understanding of the morphology of the ionosphere
restrial Predictions Proceedings" IDonnelly. 1979, 19801 is is an essential prer quisite for its successful use as a corn-
an excellent supplement to these books, providing more munications medium. The basic theory of :he ionosphere
recent reports on the general problem of forecasting the and its variations has been outlined in Chapter 9 of this -" -

solar-terrestrial environment. The reports of Study Group 6 voume-herc we are concerned mainle with how the iono
of the Consultative Committee for International Radio (CCIR) sphere varit, rather than why it does.
are also a very useful sou|rce of information. and are par- There are tie main variations of the electron density of .
ticularly valuable Oecause they are regularly updated. AGARD the ionosphere that niust be taken into accourt:
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1-igure 1(I-43 The georaphical var,;rln ot the critical lrcq.uencv ot* the F~ liver as a function of local limne foir June at solar minimum (center panel) and
solar maximuihotton plinel . The ttp panel %ho%4s the %ariation of the milar ienith angle for the same month.
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CHAPTER 10

1. DIURNAL-variation throughout the day. which is f. F. -JUNE, 1954, SOLAR MINIMUM
largely due ito the variationi 4f the solar zenith angle.

2 . SlFAS(ONALL-throughout the year.
3. L(XATI)N-htith geographiL and geomiagnetic. 60 --
4. SOLAR A(CTIVITY-both long term and disturbances
5. HEICHT-the different lasers. 240-,

Teevariations have all been deduced experimentally. w 20 I
by world-A ide observations ot the woiosphere over the past i , /
few decades. Trhe reader may refer to l)avies 11966, Chapter 4 4 2
31 and Ilar-reaves 1 1979. ChapterS 51 or details. The diurnal. -j 20 /
seasonal, solar esclc and heieht variations ot the ionoshr X 4 4.0
may all be deduced by routine monitoring of the ionosphere NIGHTUN

at one location. Figure M0-42 shows these four variations 60 LINE
for a typical midlatitudc station. 1959 wa% a periodI of high p i
solar activitv, as indi;ated by the high values. of the ionos ______________ _____________

pheric inde\. T (see Section 10I.4.4). Trhe figure also ilk.!- 00 04 08 12 16 20 24
- trates thle mid-latitude seasonal anomaly, the name given to

the initially un. \pected Iact that fl-2 is higher in the winter
than in the summner, in spite of the l.~rger solfar zenith angle.
This anomaly alld others are described by I Iargreaves 11979. 1, Fo - JUNE. 1958. SOLAR MAXIMUM

80'
Once the diurn.A. seasonal. solar cycle and height van- 4.5

ations ot the ionosphere at a given location have been de- 60 ~NN
duced. the next step is ito measure and undersan tev- 40-
ation %%ith location. This has been achieved through an Z. 6. .5/
international etfon of observations and data exchange. aiid w 20 - ~ I

Ac now hase reliable maps of the world-wide distribution Z 5
of the iprtant ionospheric parameters. The accuracy of 0
these maps, oser the ocean ,.reas. where no ohsenvatons are -J 20 6 64 I
uaalahle. still remains somnew-hat limited IRush et al., 19931. X

[he easiestI part of the ionosphere to model on a world- ~ 0/ GROUND
U0DY-IHwide basis is the E laver. Figure 10-43 shows the variation 60 0 AYNIH

(iof foE, the critical frecluenc% for the F layer. for June at sosolar mninimumi and solar miaximtum. The ti-ure also shows ~
* the variation (it the sola ir /enith anglc lor the month, and it 00 04 08 12 16 20 24

%mil he cecn that the variat-'n of toE follows closely that of LOCAL TIME
* the sohr- zenith angle. In fact. the \ariations are so close.

indicating, that toF is very largely solar controlled, that it I~ut o4 h e~~piIxnto ttertctfeunyo h
% is rxossible to use a simple empirical representation ito deduce Fiue104.n toera a vaiation f tcriti fruenc of mth-

foE for a given /enith anile. X Itor example. H-argreaves mnum and maximium.
* 1979: %Muggleton. 19711

10-44). except that the FlI layer tends to disappear in winter.

* f~ti 3.3IIIs .t)XR)~ MIHargreaves 11991 gives the following formula for foFI:
foof .1. 4.25 +( 0.X4R cos)5R fos MI Mz

Note that foE also varies litiearli, with Sunspot number. R, fFI=42,1( -0()5)cs)I ~

increasing by about 20'4 over a typical slow cycle for a The v-dfiations oif foE and foF I With (cos, X)' 4 identify both
zenith anie of' iero. the E and F lavers a% well behaved Chapman layer%. Other,

Sporadic L. (E,,) la\ ers also io:.cur in the height range of' more accurate. world-wide representations of foFI have
k , the normal F region. These layers, are patchy and only a been given by Rosich and Jones 119731 and Ducharme et

ie\w kilometei-s thick at id~ latitudes. They tend to appear al. 119711.
and disappear alniost at rndkom (hence thle name). but have Moving oin to the F2 layer, due to its large height and
%%ell-deined ,ros,, seasonal and latitudinal variations. See, electron density the most itaprtant layer as far as "-IF prop-
for e~aniple. I Iargreas es I 11979. p,901. agation is concerned, we find that the simple situation that

Th lIme is similar i)the E layer (see Figure hod-o h 'adF aesde not hold very well for
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tric and magnetic field%. Theoretical modeling studies of the
70. equatorial ionosphere have been ,'rlmnnLd hr Ander-(,n

50 C5 Js 119811J.'among others , mpiricdl niap. -f' ! a;.J other

C' 4 
ionospheric parameters have t_ -u!V .&.. " . .

': The morphology of the . ,,-..
more complicated than that, - , g

-Gmuch remains unknown abiL: ~-o L. . .

4 5 portant feature of the high latite',e. ,: ot not',
3t "- i. latitude ionosphere trough. which lies 1.., e . 4' tIN:

- 3. 2 ....... auroral oval. The trough is a narrow feature that io... in
step with geomagnetic activity and thus fail% to appear in

59 A monthly median maps of foF2. However. it can have very
G0oGAP LONG.uDe serious effects on IIF communications at high latitudes be-

cause of the, strong horizontal gradients associated with it.
The morphology ,of the high latitude ionosphere has been

reviewed. for example. by Hunsucker 119791. Hunsucker
et al. 119791 and CCIR 11981a1.

SLastly. we must consider the ) region. This region is
. . c--- - of no direct concern for [IF radio propagation since the

(~ R7~ -,~. electron densities are always too low to reflect HF waves.
* .- However, the D region is very important from the point of

view of absorption of the energy of an ttF wave. especially
3 at the lower end of the HF hand. A review of the D region

"_1 0 6,and the prediction of its effects on radio piopagation bas
been preseated by Thrane 119791. Synoptic models of the

-. . D region electron density are unreliable because of the com-

GEboRAPH C LONGITUDE plexities of the D region and the difficulties encountered in
measurement of the electron density proliles.

Figure 10-45. The geoiraphical variatiof (i the critical.frequenc% of the Absorption of HF waves occurs mainly in the D and
F2 laoer for June at ,ilar minimum and maximum. for 00 lower E regions of the ionosphere. The free electrons absorb
UT. World maps such a, these are made for each hour of energy from the' incident wave and reradiate it in a contin-
each mh 1576 mat). uous process. However. if an energetic electron collides

with a neutral particle before it can reradiate its energy. this

the F2 layer. Figure 10-45 shows. for example. how the F2 energy will be taken up by the neutral particle as kinetic
layer critical frequency. foF2. varies over the earth at 00 energy and will be lost to the 1HF wave. that is. energy will
UT in June. for low and high solar activities. It can be seen be absorbed by the medium.
that the simple structure obtained for the E and FI layers, This type of absorption is known as non-deviative ab-
with the contours of foE and foFI clos,.ly following the sorption and is roughly proportional to I/f 2 where f is the
contours of the solar zenith angle, no longer applies although wave frequency. Extra absorption.' known as .deviative ab-
a clear zenith angle dependence can be seen around sunrise sorption. also occurs near the reflection level. The non-
(-E0 to - 120'E). In fact. the departures of foF2 from a deviative term usually dorrnates for oblique propagation.
simple R. cos ' X dependence are so great that it is necessary If the operational frequency, I. becomes too low. the ab-
to make world-wide obsemations to determine the actual sorption will increase to the point where the signal disap-
variations of foF2. Detailed studies of foF2 ha've shown that pears below the level of the noise at the receiver site and
as well as depending on R and cos X. foF2 also, depends becomes unusable. This frequ.ency is known as the lowest
on other factors such as electric fields, and neutral winds usable frequen zy. or LUF. A gox treatment of absorption
to name a few. and its large scale morphology is controlled is given by Davies 11969, Chapter 6j while the variations
by the geomagnetic field. of absorption are discussed by Davies 11966. Chapter 31.

foF2 is also found to have variations with latitude which
are not seen in foE and foFI. For example. Figure 10-45
shows that foF2 exhibits two afternoon peaks (--12 MHz 10.4.2 Simple Ray Propagation
in the solar maximum portion of the figure) situated on either
side of the equator. This feature is know n as the equatorial Many of the operational aspects of IfF propagation may
anomaly and is due to elecirodvnamic lifting of the layer at be studied using simple ray concepts. Figure 10-46 iPlus-
the equator under the combined influence of horizontal elec- trates the basic geometry of a one-hop HF circuit. Note that
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1 the diagram ignores the ground wave which is usable for
ranges up to about 54- 160 km. depending on the frequency.

.antenna. grudcnutvt. etc. The reflected ray is con-

PC> '7 tinuously retracted as iteas through the ionosphere and

suhaetis the mamu utae frequcy Fiu. is-4qalo hew

product of the critical frequency. t.. of the reflc-ting layer
J. and an obliquity factor related to the geometry of the cir-

Rm10-0o. Simple peiwnvtr~i of an HF unkique circtt *flnting ftW cuit. For a flat earlh/ionosphere :ipproximation. thi, factor is
em~em~at eiemnn% of the circuit The formula for the max-
imum u..abi (rqm (MUL is al is 'icud n m 4. where di is the angle of incidence. For a curs'ed earth
nuny calculiaumu tot HF propapatkmn and ionosphere. the factor k is introduced to allow 'for the

different gometry. This factor is typically of the order, 1. 1.
In practice, the obliquity factor for a given circuit relying

on reflection fronm the F2 layer for example. is obtained from

FOR A 1000km CIRCUIT* - ~ L 0  J
I- hop 22-ho

elevatiouinq 9_& i.0T2_0.528I4.
K* sac(W 4.4 12.6 19 i3

90E -MO DES 
4 090F- 

MOOES 
0S c S.0 So- .
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10.4.3 Requirements for
Successful Communications

Under normal operating conditions, there are three fac-
tors, that must be considered to achieve successful com-

a- munications. These are
5. I Choosing a suitable operating frequenc).

2. Closing a suitable antenna system.
,3. Ensuring that the wanted signal is at a level above

that of the local radio noise ai the operating frequency. " "
The choice of a suitable operating frequency is the sub- " j

ject of main concern in the present context since this is Ta Rx
where a knowledge of ionospheric physics and radio wave
propagation is required. This choice will be disu.sed in Figure 10-50. Sketch illustrating the fact that the antenna pattern should
Section 10.4.4. The choice of a suitable antenna system match the required prpagatim mode for a given circuit.

will require matching the antenna pattern to the propagation
angles of the HF signals-these can be deduced using the
ionospheric mrodels developed for choxosing a suitable op- the situation. Note that the radiation pattern of an antenna
crating frequency. However in many cases practical con- is a function of frequency so that an antenna appropriate
siderations will intervene and a far from ideal antenna will for a low HF frequency may have P very poor performance
he used. The ideal antennas tend to he very expensive and at a higher frequency. Selection of the correct antenna will
mobile operators especially will often be forced to use a not only ensure that the bulk of the transmitted power goes
random wire hung over a tree. As a general rule of thumb, at the required elevation angle, but can also be used to select
horizontal antennas are required for short circuits and ver- a particular propagation mode and thus avoid multipath in-
tical antennas are required for longcircuits. The ubiquitous terference. Multipath interference arises when the trans-
whip antenna is absolutely the worst (but probably the most mitted signal arrives at the receiver over two or more sep-
common,) choice for short sky-wave circuits since its an- arate propagation paths with different time delays.
tenna pattern has a null in the vertictd direction. Antenna Figure 10-50 illustrates propagation via IF and 2F prop-
patterns for the common antennas can be obtained from agation modes, with an antenna pattern whose lobe favors
Lloyd et al. 119781 Table 10-8 gives a brief summary of the higher angle 2F.mode and almost completely prohibits

Table itt- Suitahbe %imple antenna, for use om paths fnn f to nswe than .X)O km.

Required Radiation
Path Length (km) (Elevation) Angles Suitable Simple Antenna

0-2(X), 600-90r Horizontal dipole: broadside
is required azimuth. 0.25
wavelength (W) above ground.

2(X)-5(X) 400-70 Horizontal dipole: broadside
to required azimuth. 0.3 X
above ground.

S5X)-INJO 25I W50 0.25 X vertical monopole. or
and l0°-200 horizontal dipole. broadside to

required azimuth 0.5 X above
ground.

I(XX)-2(XX) IO"-30°  Vertical monopole up to 0.3 X
and low angles long with grounJ screen.

2(XX)-3(XX) 5'- 15* Vertical monopole up to 0.3 A

and 20'-30°  long with ground screen.

> 3(XX) low anele, Vertical monoptle up to 0.6 A.
long with ground screen.
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CHOICE OF ANTENNA If an adequate signal-to-noise ratio cannot be obtainedCHOCE F NTENAby lowering the noie level. it is necessary to increase the

............"..... signal level. Sme increase in signal level can be achieved
by choosing an antenna that has more gain at the given
o ". operating frequency and elevation angle. This is one ap-
proved solution. An alternate soluti'on is to increase the
transmitter power.

10.4.4 Predictions for HF Communications
The first step in predicting IIF communication condi-

Fi~urc IO-51. Skcach Ilu ,ar~aIing ii fae: :haii itfc anacnna tld h, tions is to set up an appropriate' model of the ionosphere.
iio mSkecthhc creuja I ic fac a nn, pantten ua&raled To have practical application, this model must include all
i% rk4 Api'ai tr ,hort circut% i R - 3(110 kinI, five main variations of the electron density distribution of

the ionosphere (altitude. location, diurnal, seasonal, solar
propagation via the IF mode. The impact of the choice of cycle). must inludc some measure of the remaining vari-
an antenna for a given circaut is illustrated in Figure 10-51 ability of the ionosphere after these main variations have
for hlp lengths of 3(X) and I000 krn. In this case, the antenna been accounted for, must exist as a reasonably efficient and
heavily favor% the longer circuit and is quite inadequate for fast comp-iter code, and must possess som method for
short-haul circuits. projection forward in time. Ideally. it should also be capable

Given a frequency that the ionosphere will support and of a modeled response to short time scale events such as
an antenna which emits sdfticient power in the direction shortwave fadcouts and ionospheric storms. (These are dis-
taken by the signal that arrives at the receiving site. the cussed in Section 10.4.6.)
third thing to ensure is that the signal strength is above the Most ol the ionospheric models used for communication
strength of the local radio noise. This noise can he natural predictions arc empirical m lels based on world-wide ob-
or manmade..Below about 20 MIU, natural noise is caused servations of the ionosphere over the past four decades.
by either distant thunderstorms, which cause a general in- Obscrvations of the main parameters of the ionosphere. foE.
crease in background noise level, or local thunderstorms foFI. foF2. %t3(XX))F2. and Es have been used to produce
which are usually much more obvious causes of poor signal- worldwide contour maps of monthly median values of these
to-n)ise ratio. Galactic cosmic noise becomes the domi- parameter% I r each hour of each month and for low and
natine natural noise above -20 MHz when it penetrates the high levels of solar activitv. An example'of such maps is
iontsphere from above at frequencies above foF2. The world- given in Figure 10-45. To calculate the maximum usable
wide distribution and characteristics of atmospheric radio frequency (MUF) for a givencircuit. hour and month. the
noise can be obtained from the CCIR Rep)rt 332 ICCIR. values of fol:2 and M(3(XX))F2. for example. are determined
19631. Manmade noise includes such things as industrial by int'rpolation in the appropriate world map for the ex-
noise due to welders, diathermy machines, car ienition. pected point(s) of reflection of the signal. For a level of
power lines and so on. Interference from other communi- solar activity other than the low or high levels for which
cators using the same operating frequency can also be re- the maps are dravn, values of the ionospheric paraneters "
garded as noise. are obtained by interpolating in each of the lo% and high

There are many techniques available to ensure an ade- activity level maps and then interpolating again in these
quate signal-to-noise ratio. The more environmentally ac- rc.ults to find the .alues appropriate to the given level of
ceptabie method is to aim at lowering the noise level. This activity.
can be achieved by choosing as a receiver site soire location In practice, the only prediction actually performed in
that is remote f-om the major .sourt.es of 'manmade noise, making predictions of suitable lIF operating frequencies is

£ which usually entails being away from major cities. Sonic that of the general level of solar activity that can be expected
n(.ise rejection is also possible using hori/ontally polarized to pertain at the epoch for Ahich the predictions have been
antennas which de-select the local noise that tends to be made. This prediction is usually m'ade in the forn of some
vertically polarized. Careful attention to the azimuth of the ionospheric or solar index. .%hich is a single parameter de-

* main lobe of the receiving antenna can also result in the scribine ilhc uross behavior of the ionosphere. and .% hich i,,
beam not being aimed at a nearby source of noise. In heavily used o 'drise the computer program. Thc most cordmonB urbanized areas (Europe. East and West Coi,,t of the United index ul.ed lor pre'liction proigra ,ms such as the U.S. pro- i
States., the noise level is often set by the large number of grais IONCA1 and ITS-7X. and hy the C( IR, is the avraee
other communicators. sunspot number. R ,. I hx,% evcr. WiUk "ison 1I 19821 ha 'shown
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CHAPTER 10

A PLOT FOR BRISBANE JUNE OQUT an appropriate signal-to-noise level at a receiver site is a

200 - - much more complicated procedure than the calculation of
the MUF. The required transmitter tnower is of no small
matter since the cost of the transmittc i creaes dramatically
with the power. The noise level may be either measured at

7 / lthe site or estimated from empirical data bases such as
40 provided by CCIR, Sec for examp!e Davies 11966. Chapter

150- 47 71 and CCIR 119631.
"I here are two other main concerns here. the antenna

?and the transmitter, but let us assume that an appropriate
49 antenna with a known gain has already been selected. To

calculate the required transmitter power, ,we need to cal-
X s 6culate the losses. These include deviative and non-deviative
0 IOC absorption losses, basic free-space transmission loss, mul-

' tihop ground reflection loss. polarization coupling loss. spo-
• radic E obscuration loss and horizon focus gain (a negative

X loss). he largest of them is the free-space loss, and this
51 inciraes with the length of the propagation path.

%aZtBecause the circuit losses depend on the propagation

- path. all possible paths must be considered and compared.
73w Reliable determination of the actual propagation paths re-

quires a relianle model of how the' electron density varies
8 with altitude up to the peak of the F2 layer. Suitable modcls

%/43 of this N(b) var;. tion have been developed by Bradley and
0 I .Dudeney I lIi!31. among others. As well as being an accurate
0 2 4 94- 6 8 10 12 14 representation of the real N(h) distribution, such a model

must also be computationally simple because it is used many
FREQUENCY (MHz) times in the determination of the virtual reflection heights.

huh'. and thence the possible propagation modes. The Inter-
Figure 10-52 Ttc vaniatiqJtu of . tic ne.thlv srlmdian value 4f oF2 fr national Reference Ionosphere ILincoln and Conkright. 19811': Jur e.' Wl UT . at Bn,.haue .. Au,tralia. a %, a funtwi~m tit de h u

kwiphcr,,, index. T. Eh data ptmnt rerwcwnt, the value may also be used to deduce an Nlh) profile, but this model
fw June law vyar, 1943-19140, has not been designed for the speed that is required in routine

field strength calculations.
The ionospheric models curently available for use in

that any index based on the ionophere itself, such as IF2 studies of HF propagation have been reviewed by Dan-
e Minras and Ba7;ard. 19601 is usually preferable to a purely dekar 119821 and Goodman 119821 fsee also Section 10.3).

tP la id e su h a R ,.F g r 10 2 il u t a e th l - Full descriptions of the techniques used to calculate field

tionship between the ionospheric index. T ITurner. 0968: strengths at a receiving site are given by Davies I 1966.
Turnerand Wilkinson. 19791 and the monthly median values Chapter 71. Lloyd et al. 119781 and CCIR 1;970. 19781.
of foF2 at Brisbane. Australia for X) UT in June ( 10 LT). A straight forward approach to obtaining MUF's forvar-
Each data point represents data for June in the years 1943 ious modes and their respective path losses which also
to 1980. The low dispersion of the data points about the permits the inclusion of' realistic antenna patterns for
regression line indicates the usefulness of the T index for transmit and receive sites is available in the IONCAP
describing ionospheric conditions. The selection of the cor- program I[.loyd et al.. 19781. The model computations
rect index for some future epich will become more uncertain are based on a three layer (F2. Fl. E) representation of ,,
as the lead time increases because of our general inability the electron density profile with ITS78 coefficients being
to predict the detailed behavior of the sun. used to determine the (R,-dependent) foF2 value. The ion- 3

Predic .tons of the main critical frequencies and heights ospheric parameters are evaluated at the reflection points
of the ionosphcre. together with some %imple geometry (Sec- and two dimensional ray tracing is applied, assuming lo-
tion 10.4.2). are adequate for the calculation of the appro- cal horizontal stratilication. For the most reliable results;
priate frequencies to use for communicatior on a given simplistic approaches to propagation mode determina'lion
circuit It is also possible to determine elevation angles of must be replaced by ray tracing techniques such as de-
the possible propagation modes fand thence choose a good scribed by Davies 11969. .Chapter 71. These techniques
antenna) and to determine the conditions under which some are essential when large horizontal gradients exist in the

adverse propagation conditions will exist,. ionosphere, but are rarely' used for routine calculations
The calculation of the transitter power required to yield because they are very time consuming.
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a circuit by choosing a frequency that is :upported by only I
one propagation mode (for example, use a frequency above

- the 2F MUF but below the IF MUF) or by choosing an
/ 7-" antenna that heavily favors one propagation mode. Diversity

techniques, in which the same informa'ion is sent in two or
S , z/more ways and recombined at !he receiver, can also be used

-..--... to overcome the effects of fading. Example are space (spaced
S .'antennas), frequency, angle of arrival, and polarization di-

u . versity.

0 ' 10.4.5.2 Sporadic E. Sporadic E is a two-faced phenom-
ILa 4 2. It Ienon having both advantages and disadvantages. There is

UPER EC.E no doubt that when a strong sporadic E layer is present, it~MEDIAN
M.. LOWE CLE presents an ideal propagation mode suitable even for me-

XXX MEASUGNETCALUE dium speed digital data transfer.' However. a dense Es layer
OBSTURED PERIOD can screen the F layer. preventing signalsfrom ever reaching

o 1 . that layer and causing Es-F combination propagation modes
00 04 0S 12 to 20 24 that may have none of the desired characteristics--the sig-
ISo~tur nals may miss the target or, may arrive at an angle not

sv..,,fed in the original receiving antenna design. Many
Figure 10-53. Plot of the b',erved value of foF2 a midlatitude station, prediction schemes for HF propagation include statistical

December 1980. as a function of ltx:al time At eacI tisur
them are 31 data pi'ints F04 afoaservations lie within occurrence rates for Es propagation modes, but the Es layer
the dashed upper aimd lower detile curves, remains essentially unpredictable.

10.4.5.3 Problems in High Latitudes. After major solar
.10.4.5 Problems with HF Communications flares with particular characteristics, high energy protons

penetrate into the lower ionosphere at the poles and causes
The use of the ionosphere for communication, broad- wide-spread and long-lasting disruptions to HF communi-

casting. and surveillance is fraught with difficulties, some cations. The polar cap absorption event is di! ,ussed briefly
of which have already been mentioned. Predictions of the in Section 10.4.6. The penetration of electrons with energies
MUF. LUF. and field strengths rely on median models of in excess of 10 keV into the D region leads to increased
the ionosphere and can therefore specify only mean prop- absorption in the auroral zone. This auroral absorption may
agation conditions. A knowledge of the spread of values have severe consequences for circuits crossing the auroral
about the median is required for successful communication zone, but strong absorption is usually limited geographically
for more than 50% of the time. and such statistics are in to patches a few hundred kilometers in extent and the du-
fact usually provided by the better prediction programs. For ration is typicaly half an hour to a few hours.
quiet. undisturbed conditions, this spread about the median An important feature of the undisturbed'high latitude
is typically l5c-20c. See for example Figure 10-53. ionosphere is the great variability in space and :ime. This

Even when conditions are undisturbed and the com- varianility severely !imits the usefulness of a median model
municator has chosen an appropriate operating frequency. of the ionosphere. The F region trough, which marks a
antenna, and transmitter power. propagaiion problems are transition between the midlatitude and'high-latitude iono-
still encountered. Some of these are associated with events spheres, can have severe 'and djrimental effects on signals
on the sun and will be discussed in Section 10.4.6. Here propagating through it. The sharp gradients at the walls can
we wish to consider some'problems that can occur even cause reflections and result in off-great-circle propagation.
when the ionosphere is being cooperative. Propagation in the atroral region may introduce rapid

and severe fading of HF signals. Diversity techniques or
10.4.5.1 Multipath Propagation. We have already seen some sort of real time channel evaluation technique (see
in Section 10.4.3 that propagation will normally occur by Section 10.4.9) therefore become almost mandatory.
several paths. for example. the I F and 2F modes (see Figure The polar cap ionosphere in darkness, of importance to
10-50). The received sign'd will be the vector sum of all long distarce HF communication between higher latitude
waves arriving at the receiver. If the different signal paths stations such as in Canada and northern Europe. is essen-
change with time in different ways. deep and rapid fading tially unpredictable for HF purposes. Enhanc-d F ionization
may occur. sometimes causing the signal level to drop below regions resulting from particle precipitation are randomly
the local noise level. Different modulation techniques are distributed within a low density background ionization. Es-
affected ir different ways by this multipath fading. pecially during sl'ihtlv disturbed conditions polar cap plasma

Multipath propagation mav sometimes be eliminated froin- convection mo'e, high density particles anti-,tunward at
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high velocities (Buchau et al. 19831. These changes will unusual complaints in the Indian Subcontinent [Lakshmi ,
result in rapid MUF and mode variations and will in general et al., 19801.
lead to poor channel perfrmance. MUF variations of typ-
ically several MHz from hour to hour and day to day were 10.4.5.5 Spread F and Irregularities. Small scale ir-

observed on an arctic link (Pctrie and Warren, 19681. In regularities of ionization seem to exist at every level of the
summertime the F I mode tends to dominate the mid-morn- ionosphere superimposed on the background of ionization
ing MUF. an] during winter/solar minimum conditions Es discussed in previous sections. They affect the propagation
inodes over transpolar circuits (for example. Andoya. Nor- of radio waves and their characteristics may. therefore, be
way to College. Alaska) have a greater than 50oh occurrence determined by radio techniques (see for example, Rishbeth
IHunsucker and Bates. 19691. and Garriott. 119691. Section 6.4). When seen on iono-

grams. the presence of irregularities is described as "spread
10.4.5.4 Problems in Low Latitudes. HF communica- F'. the spreading being either in the range or frequency
tion problems at low latitudes due to steep spatial and tem- domain. The corresponding descriptions are "range spread-
poral gradients have been discussed by Lakshmi et al. [ 1980J. ing" and "frequency sp-eading". and parameters describing
The very steep gradients in foF2 during sunrise hours give this spreading are scaled routinely from ionograms [Piggott
rise to several diffiiultie-. Il.akshmi et al.. 19801: and Rawer. 19721. Many morphological st,dies of spread

I. HF link operators are expected to get their frequencies F. showing its diurnal, seasonal, solar cycle and latitudinal

cleared from the appropriate governmental authority well in variations, have been published (see for example Herman,
advarce and it is usual practice to fix one frequency for the 119661 or Singleton, 119801. and references cited therein).
daytime and another for the nighttime. The use of the night An earlier review of spread F and some of the effects on
frequency during sunrise will require much more power than radio propagation has been given by Newman 119661. Most
is normally permitted while the frequency allocated for the morphoogical studies of spread F have been concerned with
daytime will be higher than the MUF during the transition frequency spreaditg. The cha-acteristics of range spreading
period. are. hoever, quite different and only' a few studies of this

2. Point-to-point links normally use inexpensive tuned type of variation have been made (see fo. xample Cole and
directional antennas, and frequent change of operational, McNamara. 119741). At equatorial regions, range spreading
frequency is deleterious from the point of view of antenna is often Pssociated with the large scale electr n; density de-
efficiency. pletions known as bubbles or plumes IBasu et al. 1980c;

3. In the case of long distance circuits in the east-west Tsunoda, 1980; and Tsunoda et al.. 19821.
direction involving multi-hop F region propagation, the The effects of irregularities on radio propagation are
problem of the sunrise period will extend to a large number most important on paths that cross the equator when prop-
of hours, because the different F 'region reflection points agation actually relies on the presence of the irregularities
will fall in the sunrise transition location at different periods. [Nielson and Crochet, 19741. Most recent efforts on de-

The steep gradients associated with the equatorial anom- scribing the effects of irregularities on communications
aly cause problems with north-south circuits. For example, have concentrated on the effects of irregularities on trans-
if we consider the anomaly peak in the northern hemisphere ionospheric propagation, where the problem of scin:illation
to be at 15°N geomagnetic latitude, if a north~south is encountered. This subject is covered in Section 10.7, this
HF circuit is operating such that the reflection point is on Chapter.
either of the sides of the peak. anl it' the frequency of the
link is very close to the MUF. a peculiar situation arises. 10.4.6 Disturbances to Normal
If the point of reflect.in is equatorward of thi., anomaly Communications
peak. the radio w, " 's incident on the ionosphcae for the
northern circuit :il c .tinuouslv encounter increasing lev- Wc have previously seen that HF communications are
el. of electron _ due both to the vertical gradient as subject to sudden and often large disturbances due to events
the radiowave penetrates higher into the ionosphere and the that originate on the sun. Solar flares can cause immediate --

horizontal gradient as the wave progresses in the direction and compk;te absorption of HF radio waves by greatly en-
of increasing electron density. On the other hand for the hancing the absorption suffered as the waves pass through
same link in the return direction, the horizontal gradient is the D region. These events, called short-wave fadeouts (SWF),..
reversed. Thus the real MUF values for the two opposite are due .o increased ultraviolet and x'-ray fluxes, and can
directions in the same circuit can vary by a large margin theref.r' occur on only the sunlit side of the earth. Major
depending on the angle of incidence and on the magnitude flares can also eject a stream of protons which can p.-netrate
of the iorizontal gradient. In fact, rather frequently. espe- the ionosphere near the magnetic poles and give rise to
cially when the operating frequtncy is close to the MUF complete blackout of HF communications in polar ree:nns.
(calculated ignoring horizontal gradients). only one way Soch events are called polar cap absorption ev,'lts ' s)

communication would be possible. This has been one of the and can last for days depending on the size o the flare and
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how well it is connectcd magnetically to the earth. The through an international effort coordinated through the IUWDS
SWFs. on the other hand. usually last from a few minutes (Internationl Ursigram and World Days Service) and many

to a few hours at the greatest and .iire most severe at low national agencies issue forecasts of solar and geophysical
latitudes (see Section 10.5). , conditions. This effort has been described, for example, by.

Many large flares also eject a cloud of plasma, which several authors in Volume I of Donnelly 119791, including

if gebmetrical and interplanetary magnetic field conditions Heckman 119791. CCIR Report 727 ICCIR. 1981c] gives a

are favorable, can intersect the earth's magnetospL,e and review of the subject and refers to many of the latest avail- -,
cause both geomagnetic and ionospheric storms. The geo- able papers.
magnetic storm, in which the earth's magn.:ic field is usu- The USAF Air Weather Service (AWS), through its
ally depressed below its normal quiet day vaiu, is a result operational centers of the Air Force Global Weather Central
of a strong enhancement of the ring current and of no in- (AFGWC), provides space environmental support to the
trinsic interest to the HF communicator, but is a useful and entire Department of Defense. The overall driving require
readily available indicator of an accompanying disturbance ment is to minimize system effects caused by impulsive
to the ionosphere and thus to communicators. The iono- solar/geophysi-al activity and ionospheric variations. The
spheric storms are of concern, however, especially when techniques for geophysical forecasting used at AFGWC have ':
the effect of the storm is to decrease the MUF on a circuit been e.'scribed by Thompson and Secan [19791. A major
to well below the predicted levels, advance in observational equipment during ,the last decade

The physics of ionospheric storms is not yet completely was the deployment of the new solar observing network
undertood. but it is well established that both electric fields (SOON) and radio solar telescope networK (RSTN). With , '
and thermospheric winds (see Chapter 17) play a role. See the data from SOON. RSTN and x-ray data from satellites,
for example Hargreaves 11979, Chapter I I. AFGWC can provide a real-time comprehensie analysis of

The effect of a storm ata given location can be either a flare and its effects on the space environment.
to increase the value of foF2 (a so-called positive phase or The action taken by an HF user to overcome the effects

enhancement) or to decrease the value of foF2 (a negative of these disturbances depends on the nature of the disturb-
phase or depression). or to do both. a long depression fol- ance. During a SWF, a move to higher operating freque~icies
lowing short enhancement. What actually happens depends is appropriate since the absorption decreases With increasing
on such things as local time of one;t of the storm, station frequency. During the negative phase of an ionospheric
latitude, and season. During winter, most storm effects tend storm, lower frequencies must be used. The effect of a PCA,
to be enhancements, whereas in summer and equinox on the other hand, is normally so severe that it becomes
depressions often follow short-lived enhancements. It is the necessary to reroute the traffic around the disturbed area-
depression that causes the major communications prob- This usually requires avoiding the whole high latitude ion-
lems--the enhancements often go unnoticed by communi- osphere.
cators. Major depressions last typically for a day and can
decrease the MUF by a factor of two. Storm effects are 10.4.7 Unusual Propagation Modes
much more marked at higher latitudes (see for example .

Rishbcth and Garriot. 119691, hapter ). The usual monthly-median HF predictions normally as-
The lower regions of the ionosphere are not usually sume simple propagation modes such as the IF and 2F

affected during ionospheric storms and the lower frequency modes and in general these predictions are quite successful.
limit for HF communication remains unchanged. Some prediction systems also in(-rode Es and such propa-

Ionospheric storms due to solar flaires are a high solar gation modes as I Es and Es-F. However. it is found in
activity phenomenon. However, ionospheric sorms also oc- practice that other unusual propagation modes can also exist.
cur away from the peak of the solar cycle. These are at- In general these unusual modes have one feature in com-
tributed to enhancd solar wind streams emanating from mon-they rely for their support on some particular feature
magnetically open features in the corona known as coronal of the ionosphere that is restricted in latitude. We shall
holes. As the stream sweeps ovr the earth, the electric c insider here a few examples of such modes.
currents flowing in the magnetosphere and ionosphere are Possibly the most useful propagation mode not normally
modified, yielding both geomagnetic and ionospheric storms, predicted is the F2 super-mode encountered on transequa-
These storms are called recurrent storms because they tend torial circuits during periods when the equatorial anomaly
to recur every 27 days (solar rotation period as seen from is well developed, that is. during the afternoon and early
the earth) as the solar wind stream passes over the earth evenings, during equinoxes, at high levels of solar activity.
again. The effects on the ionosphere are usually less marked This mode involves two F region reflections without an
than those of a flare-induced storm but can last longer (a intervening ground reflection and is characterized by high
few days) because of the time taken for the stream to pass signal strength, low fading rates and an MUF 10-15 MHz
over the earth.. higher than for the normal (2F) mode. It is often described

The scientific community keeps a 24-h watch on the sun as the afternoon-type TEP (transequatorial propagation) mode.
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A second mode associated with the equatorial iono- ditions. For a survey of the historical development of fore-

sphee. and which can coexist with the aftemoon-type TEP casting methods for HF propagation see Rawer 119751.

mode in the early evening, is called the evcnirg-type TEP The effects on the ionosphere and communications of

mode. It is characterized by itrong signals, rapid flutter solar diturbances which cause ionospheric storms have been

fading and frequencies well aho./e the normal 2F MUF. A discussed in Section 10.4.6. However daily values of foF2

propagation frequency of 102 .filz has been regularly ob- and MUF are known to vary by ab(,tt 15% to 20% from

served on a Japan-Australia crcuit. The propagation mode the monthly medi~in values during uuiet times as well as

in this case is probably a ducted mode, the signals traveling during ionospheric/magnetic storms. See, for example. Fig-

within the walls of equatorial "bubbles" IHeron and ure 10-53. These variations may be superimposed on slower

McNamara, 1979 and Winklev. 19811. This mode is also upward or downward drifts in values over several days. It -

most likely to occur during the equinoxes at solar maximum. is desirable to predict all of these variations for th,. purpose

A review of TEP has been published by Nielson and Crochet of'efticient radio communications,

119741. There are several possible approaches to the short-term

Enhancements of the MUF on tr-nsequatorial circuitr forecasting of ionospheric parameters.

have also been attributed to :ombination modes in which I. Using associated geophysical parameters.

one hop is via a reflection from the equatorial Es belt which 2. Using the ionospheric parameters themselves.

stretches a few degrees either side of the magnetic equator 3. Using ionospheric indices.

lMcNamara. 1974al. In an Es-F combination mode, the The day-to-day variability of foE and foFI is so small that

MUF is enhanced because the F layer hop is longer than monthly median values of these parameters can be used to

the usual hop lengh on a 2F mode. Similar MUF enhance- represent the daily variation in the E and Fl regions IRush

ments on nighttime circuits have been attributed to a com- and Gibbs, 19731 and therefore offer little difficulty. r.-e

bination mode in which one hop relies on scatter from F Short-term forecasts of foF2 have beenmade by'relating

layer irregularities [McNamara, 1974b!. Propagation above changes in toF2 to corresponding changes in selected solar

the MUF due to scatter by small scale irregularities can and geophysicail variables such as the 10.7 cm solar flux

routinely be observed IRawer. .9751. and thc geomagnetic index Kp I Bennett and Friedland, 1970;

The high latitude also produces its share of unusual Ichinose et al. 19801. The disadvantage of this type of ap-

propagation modes, mostly because of the presence of the proach is that the independent variables upon which changes

midlatitude trough. Strictly speaking. the modes are not in foF2 are assumed to depend must themselves first be

different from those expected-they are just heavily affected predicted. Even if this is done successfully. only limited

by the presence of th.e trough. success iN possible because the correlations of these param-

Another interesting propagation mode is the round-the- eters with parameters of the ionosphere are not very high.

world (RTW) propagation mode. This mode relies on as- A more successful approach to the short term forecasting

pects of the vertical distribution of electron density, rather of foF2. or alternatively of an operational MUF on a give.-

than on latitudinally localized features of the ionosphere. circuit, is a prediction scheme based directly upon imme-

Consideration of observed elevation angles, signal losses diate past observations of foF2 or an ',)perational MUF. Such

and time delays have IciJto the conclusion that RTW signals prediction schemes for foF2 are described, for example. by

propagate via a chordal mode of propagation, rather t&an Rush and Gibbs 119731. Lyakhova and Kostina 119731,

by a uniform muitihop mode. McNamara 119761, and Wilkinson 119791.
Rush and Gibbs 119731 used a five-day wei;7hted mean ,,. -.

value of foF2 to predict daily and hourly values of that

10.4.8 Short-Term Forecasting parameter. The method ot Lv:, ova and Kostina 119 7 3 - is

of HF Conditions based on the observation that' u'rrciation coefficients be-
tween the deviations of f(;F2 from median values remain

Long-term predictions of moathly median parameters of greater than 0.5 for up ,o f'ur hours. The high correlation

the ionosphere such as described in Section 10.4.4 are the between hour-to-hour variations of foF2 has bee discussed

traditional approach to frequency management. Frequencies by Lvakhova 119601. Radinov 119631. Gautier and Zarhar -

are selected which should ensure at least a 90',. success rate isen 119651 and Rush 119721.
for communications at all times of day, during any season. McNamara 119761 made predictions of foF2 at a par-

and at all parts of the solar cycle. Fngineering decisions ticular location up to 3 hours ahead by projecting forw;!rd.

such as transmitter power and antenna'configuration are also the trend in the departures of the last few hours' observations

made at this stage. Optimum working frequencies (OWF) from a 15-day runnine median Wilkinson 119791 on the

are' derived for each hour of the day,. usually for a month other hand. simply projected forward in time the deviatin"

at a time, using empiricall-y derived frequencies and signal- of an observed foF2 value front the predicted monthly me-

to-noise ratios. Use of predictions in this manner continues dian value of foF2. Ile found this technique to be effective
to pro ide acceptable. though not high quality, communi- for lead time, of up to about 3 hours. .

cations for many purp'ses such as voice and telegraph con- Similar techniques have been applied to obliquc circuits
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by Ame and Egaai 119671. Ames et al. 119701. Krause et ditions requires the projection forwar,' ;', o" the effec-
al. 11970. 1973a.bl. D'Accardi 119781. and Uffelman and tive ionospheric index. In the limit of -. :. 1Ls.d un'. the
Hamish 119821. "forecast" in fact becomes a real-time j'.ss't::,t of the C..

The success of any of these forecasting schemes will ionosphere.
depend on the particulai circumstances of its intended use. A brief review of short-term forecasti'. fCc HF prop-
especially as regards the requried accuracy of the forecast agation hi's been given by CCIR 1198111 !he special case
and the lead time required Most schemes are reasonably of high latitude propagation is considerc,. ;n CCIR 119831.
successful in forecasting an operational MUF that is closer . ." -"
to the actual value than is the predicted monthly median -
value, but only tor lead times of the order of an hur or 10.4.9 Real, Time Channel Evatuaion
le s s . I

Forecasts can be made with different lead times, de- To take full advantage of the HiF communications po-
pending on how closely the variations in the ionosphere tential'of the ionosphere and to overcore its inherent vani-
need to be tracked, and the sampling interval for actual ability, frequency management should be implemented in ' -

observations must match that lead time. In general, the error three stages, namely long-term predictions (Section 10.4.4),
in the forecast values will increase with the lead time and short-term forecasting (Section 10.4.8) and real-time chan-
if this error becomes too great, the forecasting scheme would nel evaliation (RTCE). It is at the first stage that engineering
offer no advantages over the use of a monthly median value. decisions such as site location, antenna configuration, and

To make short-term forecasts for circuits for which no transmitter power are made, and suitable operating fre- '".
real-time observations exist, the behavior of the ionosphere 'quenc.:.- applied for from the appropriate regulating body.
must be inferred from such data as are available, using these The second stage, that of short-term forecasting, determines
observations to infer the values along the required circuit, which of the allocated frequencies will actually propagate i,.- ";
Numerous studies have reported correlation coefficients that nov -.r a short time ahead. These two stages are generally
illustrate the degree to which hourly deviations from median al ti.; would be required for voice and low-speed teleg-
values of ionospheric parameters at two or more locations raphy circuits.
are related IGautier and Zacharisen. 1965, Zacharisen, 1965; This two-stage approach has several limitations: .-.
Zevakina et al., 1967; Rush, 19721. These correlations may 1. The signal-to-noise data are not always reliable and
be used to infer values of foF2 at locations remote from the this ratio is not necessarily a useful criterion for choosing
observing site. with an error depending on the separation frequencies for some forms of communications.
of the two locations in latitude and longitude, and on the 2. Reliable long-term predictions of sporadic E are not
loca! time ind season. Rush 119761 has used the observed available. (Es modes are often the best to use.)
correlations to establish, the usefulness of, and requirements 3. No account is taken of interference from other users.
for. a network of ground-based and sate!lite-borne iono- 4. The forecast available frequency range will be un-
spheric observations whose measurements are to be used certain to some extent because of inevitable errors in the
for shot-term forecasting of radio propagation conditions, forecasting models.
However. it should be noted that the relatively high cor- 5. The approach does not indicate which of the assigned
relations used by Rush originate from the very disturbed frequencies propagating at a given time would be the best
days (that is. ionospheric storm days) and these same high to use for a givcn form of cdmmunicalon.
correlations are not always obtained for days' when the de- 'RTCE is the third stage of a frequency management
viations from the median values are relatively small. system required to maintain reliable high quality HF corn- -A

A third approach to short-term forecasting is to use ob- munications even indelr the most adverse conditions. It be-
servations at all available ionospheric stations to determine comes especially important for medium and high speed dig- P- Z7
an effective ionospheric index, which can then he used in ital data transfer. With an RTCE system. all channels are
conjunction with synoptic monthly median maps of foF2 sounded in turn to determine which is actually the best to
and other parameters (,see Section 10.4.4) to, predict the use at a giyen time for the particular type of communica-
values of these parameters at the reflection points of the tion/modulation syste m.
given circuit. The limitations of this, technique are s.et by Darell' 19781 has given the following definition of
the accuracy with which an 'appropriate index can be de- RTCE: "Real-time channel evaluation is the term used to
termined from a restricted stibset of observations and the describe the processes of measuring appropriate parameters
accuracy with which the ionospheric model, driven by this of a set ot communication channel, in real time and of
index, can reproduce the actual ionosphere at the reflection employing the data thus obtained to describe quantitatively
points. An example of le use of ionospheric indices, to the states of those channels and hence the relative capabil-
update n-odels of the ior, ;phere has been given by Mc- ities for passing a given class. or classes. of communication
Namara 119791. Other. more complicated, methods have traffic."
been describd b., Thompson and Secan 119791 and -as- A review of R'CE has been prepared by Study Group
cione et al. 119791. Actual fi recasts of propagation con- 6 of CCIR ICCIR. 1981d. ,n0 the interested reader is
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referred to that report. One of the more recently developed transient propagation modes, for example. sporadic E layer
t;.hniques of RTCE. %%hich'can serve as o'n exampl. of the propagation.
technique. is that of pilot tone sounding. 1*RTCE evaluation allows a more efficient use of thc

level CWtone- are either inserted into the data spectrum higher th. n those which would be chosen via predicton

or transmitted in potentiall> available alternative channels. techniqucs. Thus spectrum congestion is reduced.
At the receiver. simple measurements on the tones enable 4. RTCE will provide a means of' automatically selecting

N. the relative states of the channels to be specified in terms the best frequency and simultaneously indicating preferred
of predice (digital) dita error rates. In a situation where stand-by channels.
a multicomponent broadcast is being used to radiate identical 5. Transmitter power can he minimized. consistent with
t4ata simultaneously on each of sescral frequencies. this type providing an acceptable quality of received traffic.
of RTCE system allows the best component 'to be seecv 6. In the longer term. RTCE data can be used to adapt
automatically at thc receiver. Other parameters of a communicatior system. apart from

0nOf th ai dantages of the pilot-tone RTCE frequency. optimally for the prevailing path conditions.
technique is the extileme simplicity of the concept and the
Implementation when compared with other techniques for
RTCE. for exanmple. oblique incidence ionosondcs. A fur- 10.4. 10 Conclusion
ther 3d% antage of the techniquie is that it permits RTCE and
data signals to be combined in a simple format, rather than It has not been possible within the present limitations
requiring a separate stimulus, The techniquc also lends itselIf of space to present more than a cursory overview of the
readilN to automation. Nk ith an automated svstem, there will sbetof HIF propagation. However, it is hoped that most
be lto difficult% in principle in including into the algorithm readers will bealetfolwuonoicofscalnert

Afor sele!cting the 'opt~toum wrigfrequency any measuire- by going to the referei,es cited. In this regard, the value
ments of other petnen. properties of the pilot tone, for t f the proceedings of the "Boulder Workshop" (Donnelly.
esamiple. amplitude. Doppler shift. and spectral width. The 19,79; 1980) iannot be stressed too highly. The CCIR doe-
noise lesel in the channel could Adso be inclr-ded. uments and the AGARD Lecture Series No. 127 should also

Thc pilot-tonc soundef technique does not permit the prove very useful, but possibly somewhat harder to obtain.
determination 4tt thc operational MTF or identification of
propag'ation modes. The former may cause difficulties when
the NlLF is decreasing (for example. due to normal diurnal 10.5 IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
variation Iif the working frequency is just below the MUF.
tDitticulties could be severe if the MI.F chane,, si'eniticantly
during the RTCE time rtvpicall% 3 min per chan'neli. 10.5.1 Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance (SID)

The signal optimization problem at HF is potentiallv
%1r complex and to date RIVE has been used ilmost, ex- The SID is caused by x-ray and ultraviolet emissions
clusis el% as a frequency selection aid. Dar-nell I 1975bj lists from solar flares. These emissions prodivcc increased ioni-
the various parameters on an HF link which could he under zation of the sunlit ionosphere. This excess ionization typ-
the control of the communicator and hence he made adaptive ically lasts for a period of 10 to. 60 minutes, depending on

SIn respwonse ito the IRIa. data- the intensity and duration of the responsible flare. SIDs are
Trans'missit n frequencx observed by monitoring manmade and natural High Fre-
Tran'nw~,cr power levJ quency (HF) or Very Low Frequency tVLF .radio signals
Haind'o idth that prorpte % ia the ionosphere. The various types of SIDs
D~ata rate are named accordin- to the method of their observation:

Modlatont~f'1. SWF.--short wave fadeout: a decrease (either sudden
Time at which the tran'! ission is niade sur gr-adual) in the signal received from a distant HIF
Signal processing alizorittmr at the receiveor (2-32 MH/i transmitter.
1-lesation anjles for antenna arras beams 2. SCNA-sudden cosmic noise absorption: a decicase
Dioersit% t~pe in the intersity of the constant galactic radio noise as
To this list ;mayj he addcd antenna poilarization for near mneasured by riometers (frelativre ionospheric' opacit

vertical inc dence propagatio~n. meters) operating between 15.-N) MIli.
?.'The poitential advnae ccruing from the'use 4,fR ICE 3. SPA--sudden phase aromaly: a change in phase ot

techniques have been summnarized b\ D~arnell 1 1975a1: a eevdV. 1-S lI) igal relative to a
I. 'The effect of ma-n imide noi,e and interference can frequency standard at the reeiving site,

be measured and specified quantitivel\ 11)arnell. 197FI. -.-h--sudden enhancement of signal: an increase in
2. The facility for real-finic. on line ImeaUrcment of the strength of an incident VLF signal occurring at

prop..gation and intedr rnce allowks the use oit relativelyN the s ame time *as an SPA.'
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5. SEA-sudden enhancement of atmospherics: an in- of an over-the-horizon (0TH) radar designed for the sur-

crea:;e in the background VLF noise from distant veillance of aircraft at ranges of approximately I (XX) to 35(X)
thunderstorms. km.

6. SFD-sudden frequency deviation: a short-lived in- The radar reflections are the result of scattering from
crease in the frequency of the signal from a distant electron density irregularities aligned along the lines of force
HF transmitter, of the earth's magnetic field, The characteristics of the field-

7. SFE-- solar flare effect or geomagnetic crochet: sud- algned scatterers are such that the radar echoes originate
den variation in the H component of the earth's mag- in a small range of angles about perpendicular incidence to
netic field. the magnetic field lines and that the amplitude of the auroral

The first live of these effects are all attributable to increased echo is aspect-angle sensitive. In addition to the orthogo,
ionization in the D layer, primarily by soft (1-8 A) flare x- nality condition, it is necessary that this geometric tonfig-
rays. The absorptive effects (SWF and SCNA) are caused uration take place at ionospheric altitudes. that is. 80 km
by a thickening of the absorbing layer through which the and above.
HF waves pass. while the effects on VLF signals are due The probability of observing radar reflections from ion-
to the lowering (SPA) and strengthening (SES and SEA) of' ization irregularities is also dependent upon the frequency
the D layer from which these lower frequency waves are of occurrence of E layer auroral or spread-F irregularity
relected. In contrast. SFDs arise from the flare associated activity in the region of interest. Reflections can be expected
i,'crease in ionization in the E and F regions produced by to occur in regions where both the conditions of near-per-
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation in the 10-1030 A range. pendicularity at ionsopheric heights and high auroral or spread-
Finally. the geomagnetic crochet (SFE) appears to be a F irregularity activity are satisfied. The fulfillment of only
hybrid effect. having an impulsive component associated one requirement is not sufficient to warrant a radar reflec-
with the flare "flash phase' EUV emission, and a more tion.
g-atoual component associated with the flare soft (1-8 A) x- An appropriate model to use to define the condition of
rays lRichmond and Venkateswaran. 19711. These ionizing auroral activity is'the Feldstein-Starkov 119671 auroral belt
emissions temporarily increase the D and E layer conduc- (oval) model. Since the location and extent of the auroral
tivitv and alte: the normal ionospheric currents to give rise oval are a function of time and geomagnetic activity. E layer
to the SFE. For a comprehensive review of the SID phe- auroral echoes can be expected to appear over a wide area
nomenon. see Mitra 119741. during magnetically disturbed periods for an HF backscatter

radar located at high latitudes.
The F layer irregularities can be described in terms of

the probability of occurrence of spread F derived by Penn-
10.5.2 Polar Cap Absorption (PCA) dorf 119621 or in terms of Aarons' 119731 irregularity scin-

tillation region.
While SIDls are caused by flare electromagnetic emis- In this -ection, an estimate is made of the characteristics

sion. PCAs result from bombardment of the ionosphere by of ionospheric clutter that could be observed by an HF
flare-accelerated protons with energies n: 10 MeV. These backscatter radar operating in the midlalitude with the an-
particles, stream into the earth's polar regions along geo- tenna beam oriented towards the polar region. The topics
manetic field lines and produce increased ionization in the to be discussed are the amplitude . the backscatter cros%-
D laver (as Aell as aurora at E laver heights). PCAs are sectional ar-a. the angular extent, the Doppler frequency
nornallh observed by means of riometers. In contrast to the variation, the frequency of occurrence, the diurnal and sea-
SIt). the CA is a lone-lived effect, with durations ranging sonal variation and the correlation with %olar-geoph ,ical
from tens of hour,. to several days. In general. PCAs h,!!tv. conditions.
onl) the most intene solar flares and begin within a few
hours after flare maximum. dependent .n the flare longitude.
A rcvicvs of the PCA phenomenon has been published by 10.6.1 Signal Amplitude
"Hultqvmst I I961 i .

The amplitude of E layer auroral clutter that could be
encountered by an HF backscatter radar is deduced by ex-

- trap'olation of radar-auroral data recorded by SRI Interna-
10.6 HF RADAR IONOSPHERIC tional at Fraerburgh. Scotland. during 1959 and 190)

CLITTER IIc.adabrand er al.. 19651. The radar mcasurements, were
made sinutaneously at fr--quencie, of 30, 401 and 8()

4 Back,caiter rctlections from F" layer auroral ionization MlZ.
and F lacr cli:x;ror densitN irreulirities can be an impor- To predict the SRI International auroral data effects on
tant source of Clutt--r for a radar operating in the high )at- an HF backscatter radar in terms of the corresponding radar.
itt :s. The ionopheric clutter can degrade the performance it is necessary to determine the relative sensitivities of the
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30 IANOA For aurora which fills the antenna beam, (7 is replaced
by the volumc scattering coefficient, a_, that is. radar cross

t0~ UNCRT~iTVNsection per unit volume, such that, for a rectangular antenna,

ca= aS, caR2I3,iIv T (10.61)

FAEOUENCY tMHsa- O00 MHz ORDIOGONA,
-1 IO I POLARIZATION where V is the volume filled by the scatterers. c is the tree

410"Hi TA14SMITspace velocity. Tstepulse length, and Pi and Ov reth
POARZAIO ~horizontal and vetclantenna beamwidth, respectively.

-30 Figure 10-54 is a plot of the relative signal strengths of
auroral echoes recorded by SRI International at the three

Figure 10-54. Relative %irnal %trer.jh II f auria ecv at 'v(. 40. an frequencies in April 1960. The region of uncertainty be-
SO0MHj okained h the SRIlr'termatimnAl Sctland rad&rs tween .30 andi 401 Mfli results from the fact that there was
Ilecadahrand et aL.. 19651. no way to specify to what degree the auroral scatterers filled

the 30-MHz antenna beam. At 401 and 80 Mrlz. the antenna
beamwidth was 1.2*, while at 30 Mi-lz it was IS*. Thus, it

radar% to the awtora. This is accomplished by comparing the was assumed that the scatterers completely filled the beam
various parameters that enter into the radar equation. at the two higher frequencies. However, it was doubtful

According to the radar equation, the signal -to- noise ratio that the beam was completely filled at -30 MHz. The 10 x 10
of the received signal is- given by aurora is assumed to be a point target for the 30-MHz an-

tenna.
P_ PiG,Gi2t7 The data in Figure '10-54 are normalized with respect to
N (4-in)'R 4 KTB Nf LGL (10.60) 401 MHz. For a filled beam antenna, the relative signal

strength of the 30-M~z echoes was 6-dB greater than those
where P, is the transmitted power. G, and G, are the gains at 401 MHz, while, for the point target case, there was a
of the transmitting and receiving antennas. respectively, A. 28-dB difference between the 30- and 401-MHz data.
is the wavelength, IT is thc, radar-target cross section. R is The absolute magnitude of the -30-MHz aurora) echoes
the radar range. K is, Boltzmann's consta.it. T is the ambient can be deduced by comparing the system sensitivities of the
temperature. B is the receiver noise bandwidth, N4T is the 30- and 401 -MHz radars. According tovTable 10-9. the 401 -
receiver noise figure. L, is the system loss and L, is the MHz radar was 48.9-dB more sensitive than the W0MHz
two-way loss due to the propagation medium. Ibis rela- radar assuming that the aurora, xas a point target and 26.9-
tiownhip'is applicable to a point target, that is. the antenna dB mnore sensitive, assuming that thN 30-MHz antenna beam
beamwidth is much larger than the dimensions of the target. was completely filled with scatterr. Thus, it follows that

Table 10-9 Compariin ofi SRI International-Scolland W0-MI-I and 401-Mliz rWar wseitivitic% utilized in the April 19M1) radar-aurrwal ribservations.

Scatterers Fill
Point Target Antenna Beami

-434)-M11z 401 -MHz f401 MHz'34) MHz) (401 MHzBO MI~z)
Paramer Radar Radar (dB) (dB)

(10.0,2 (0.748,2. -22.5
, w 0.0015 0.12 + 19 +19

QGidWi 40 X4 +44 +44
of 1 1.2 I I

15 1.2 -II

(DE)IN3() 300 00

NF (dB) 9 4.5 +4.5 +4.5

L,(B 7 3.1 +3.9 +3.9

I.~~~~~~ ______1_______________ 48.9 +26.9
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0.01 ..

the magnitude of the 30-MWz radar-auroral data was 20.9- -120 -10 -Q -72 -56
dB, less than that of the 401 -MH7 data.

The amplitude distribution of the 401 -MHz radar- iuroral APLITUDE (d~m)

echoes is presented as a histogram form in Figure I10-55. Figure 10l-5 Cumulativ.e daiznbutito functwntr of SRI lnicmnatitmal-Scot.
The system noise level was approximately' - 133 dBm and land radar aurtwral data.
that the system saturated at - 60 dBm. which accounts for
the large number of echoes at that amplitude. ure 10-55 was computcd utilizing the value of - 77.? dBry.

The histogram Jata. when replotted as a- cumulative for the mean as obtained fromt Figure 10-56. The 30,-MH/
distribution on probability paper. shown in Figure 10-56. amplitude data, also shown in Figure 10-56. was derived
closeh fit a straight line. This characteristic is indicative on the basis that the 30-MHz auroral echoes followed a
that the 401-MH7 amplitudes are log-normally distributed. Gaussian distribution and were 20.9-dB less than the 401 -
The theoretical nor-mal distribution foinction plotted in Fig- MHz resuits.

Table 10-1(1 Compari..i of the .en,iti% 4% of an HlF wt~ater radar it, that of the SRI Intema~tional -Scomland 30VI."radar

Scatterers. Fill1
HFSRI.. Point Target A~ntenna Beam

Backscatter Scotland (HF Radar/SRi) (HF RadarSRI)
Parameter R I adar Radar (dB) idBl

x2(-1Il0.02 (10o0l2 0 0
R ~)0.8 0.0015 + 27.3 +27~3I45 40 +5 4 5

tdB I
ol5 I15 -4.9

I5 15

B (kl1z, 2.5 6 .+3.5 .+3.8

III-12.2 - 12 2
NE(B 29 .. 3

L, (dB P 3 7 -4 +4
I -r = 4003pI.) + 37. 1dLB + 33.5 LIB

_____IT__ =______ _ 10 1r = L~sJ +21.1 LIB + I 5dB
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CHAVrER 10
TAWg 14.11. ~iunuiteo uradaaro clw-Iutter levds of a hyrpthelical HIF liockscatir raidar at YJ MHz fused im SRI Intcmaiional data

"I Scatterers Fill
Point Target Antenna Beam

,Statistical T = 40)As T =lfpAS = i4X) As T = 10 pA
*Parameter (dBin) (dflm) (d~rn) (dlim;

*Upper DXecike -42.0 - 58.0 -45.6 -77.6
*Upper Quartile -51.0 -67.0 -54.6 -86.6

Median -6.)-77.0 -64.6 -96.6

Loscr Quanlile -71.0 -87.0 -74.6 -106.6
I.Aower Decike WO 8. -96.0 -.83.6 -115.6
Standard 14.8 14.8 14.8 14.8

Deviation

To esimate the magnitude of the auroral echoes that imatel'y the: 10- to 210-Mu,/ range. From simultaneous au-
could he observe-d h% an tIF backscatter radar. it is necessary roral echo measurements at frecueocies of 49.7. 143.5 and
o. 4.h f akcatrrdrt 226 Mtlii Flood I 19N01 has deduced a'lco .

tha o ik-SRIIneratona 3)-il/ rda. heparamteter beiveen 49.7 wd143.5 MH/ and n 6.5 between 143.5
of in h% pothetical 1fF radar. considered in this analysi%. are and 226 MII.,
given in Tahle 10-li0. For an assumed pulse length of 448) Measurements of F region radar aurora a. frequecwies
A~s. the FIl radar is 37. 1 -J13 more sensitive than the SRI in tN: HIF band and at VHFt 143.9 Ml1.) from locations in

Intrnaionl .0-Nlf/radr fr te pinttaret aseand Finland and Germany indica!' d a frequency dependency o
33.5-dR miore sensitive for the tilled beami case. When the n =3 jOk-sman et al.. 091
pulse length is decreased ft 10) A. Ohe difference in sen- Since there is a %~ide discrepancy in the experimental

* sitisities dictrases to -21.1 dli and + 1.5 LIM for Ihe point mecasurements of the frequc.' depende-nce of auroral back-
target and filled beam ease. respectively. scatter. shich could be due to the charactctislics of the

*The predicted IF hicks,.atter radar-attrtral clutter levels auroral ionization. that is. inhornogencous distribution of
* at 30) N11li die prenmed in Table 10-I 11. Tbse SRI Inter- aunwral electrons. var ing-%cale A/i, of ionitation irregu-

national 30.MiI, radarajuroral data given in Figure 10-56 laritics and different scattering altituds, a value of 4 for
and radar sensitivities in Table 10-1t0 are Lsed in the cal- the exooentin Equation 110.621is assumed in thisanalvsis.
cut ation%. The estimated med~an auroral cititter amplitudes that

In deducing the: radar-auroral signal levels at other :re- could confronit the hypothetical 1WF backscer radar in the
qucies in, the Ill hand. is assumed that the auroral echo 5- o30Ml hand are shoviin in Figure IW5-S. ihe external
pos~er is frequenc% dependent according to the law

,Ashert: k and n. are constants. 1tilinine the data in Figure .0-

10-54. it can be %ho-An that for this pioser la%% n z=2.5 Itir
* a point target and h t 0.5 for the tilled becam case. loss..

ever. ait examitnation of other .radar-auroral data taken at
Scotland revealed at value of n 6,X for a point target and - 4N TARGET

n =2.7 for a tilled bewn ti xadabrand et Al.. 19651 An Ha 1,PULSE iIMGTH

anal%%is ot auroral echoe% tront simultaneous multiple Ire-

4ucnc% obwnratiois in Ala'ka h% Leadahrand et al.. 119671 -f 12O

revealed than n - 2 Itir frequencies he'%een 540 and 854)0
MV: zand In - 5 bet~kcen S0 and 3(XX),.Mli. 140. EXTERNAL WItSE LEVEL

Radar baciscatter measurements of artificial electron £ . -.

clouds, in the E rcgion of the' byo ~te'h Gallagher and 100 2 to 0 a 101
7

Barnes 119631 viielcl a c''-tn, n. 014 for frequencies PREOUENCY IMHOl

between approxiiall 2t0 and 50) MW'l and - 4 between 5
and2(1Mu,. A ties.howver atwasboud tat he Figur~ tt -57. Estiniated median auro'ral clutier amplitude bawd oin SRIand20 t tnie. h~evr, t %as oun tht te Item:,tr.,njl-Scriland radar data. t" frequecy depen-amplitude returNs were insensitive to frequency in approx- dencN.
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Firm 10-51 E%iniated median radaruaunwraI clister-o-lime ratio taw.d Figue t1-59. Eglimuitd rmdian rada-auirot3 CltIfCr~i-1-Ikwc ratio ha%Cd
tit SRI Inte tamal-Skoltaml ra"a data. Ifixtrqiiene de. ta SRI Int.ienunl-StidandJ radar data. I I frcqumy de.

nIoise level of a rural environment also shown in Figure ligation and magnetic field lincs are not orthogonal. the
10-57 is the average median value a% predicted for-a location auroral clutter amplitude should decrease.
in Maine at an azimnuth of MY for all seaso)ns, all time-, of Hates and] Albee 1 19691 report that. assuming a simple
day and a sunspotA number of 70 It is %tecn that the auroral model of auroral backwratter from the Ei region that includes
clutter amplitude increases- with decreasing frequency and kmospheric refractiori effet.,. a lower limit of t) dBldeg in
bandwidth and that the amplitude- of the- point target cas%' the IS- to A4)Mti range was observed for the aspect-sen-
is greater than that of lhe. filled tica-ii case. mivc dcrease in backscatter cross section with off-perpen-

Figure 10-511 is a replot of the- data in Figure 10-57 in dicular ancle from the geomnagentic field. The aspect-seh-
termsl of the auroral dlutter-lo-noi-e ratio 11 is or interest it sitive decr ease of the cross sectiont of F layer backseatter
nvote that. for a f ' fre~quenc% dependerocv. the clutter-to- echoes was found by Bate% andl Albex 119701 to ht: on the
itoise ratio nuximi/ts in the vicipits of I0 MIDi. This i% orderof S dB/'dtg of oll-perliendtCul1anty from the magnetic
due it) the fact that the: external noise level increases with field in the 6- to IS-Mlu, region. An aspect angle decay of
,decreasing frequency. 2 dui'deg at M4) Mli i %%a%. deducted fruom the Sctland-auniral

When 7. fretltency depenidency (ff ithat i%. n = in measurements b% [cadabrandct al. 119651.

Equation 410 6z). is as--amed, the ionoisplieric clutter levels
over the HIF hand are decreased, with respect ito the I
estimates. bs, an amiount of 15.6, 9-5. 6.0. 3.5 and 1.6dH 10.6.2 Crm-s Section
at 5. 10. I5. -10 and 25 Mlii. respecctively-. A% shown in
Figure 14-59. the clutte-to nise ratio for the, f e ase. mown Ill radar obsersations% conduc~ted zit Caribou. Ma"'r.
otonwcalhs increase,, %with increasing fr%:4uck The- clutter- under the Polar F-ox 11 program. at Iretquencles of K 125 and
to-noise. ratio at Y4) %li/ is 11 2 d8 greaktr than that at 5 14 X75 %Ii,. during the period btweecn Detcnibetr 11971
1600 The upperr iint) Io-Act dr-tile value% of the data pr-and Noseniher 1972 are used ito estimate the, cross section
seted in Figures ItI-IA and 10-59 are 419 dBi and --- 19 otl ionosphtric clutter.
dBi with respect ito the median level. .The radar cross section given hN Equation It 1I1 can'

The height distribution u'4 thk auroral echoes observed also bet expressed bN
bv SRI International in S4.ctand wkas peaked at about IWM
to 1201 kml. that is., in the F revlon. altlumwh hetights as great
a% 2W~ kmi %%ere observecd. Thus, the data presented in Fig- . 2rs~1 ;l
ure.,. 10-58 and 1 0-'S9 can be considered it) appl% onl% ito E
region reflections, where .Ah is the thickness of the aurora in the vertical di-

It should also he menitionedf that the amplitude dis tri- rection. Since All va% in unknown factor in the Polar Fv%
hution of the 401 -%il, au.-oral .-chx)s shown in Figure I0- IIeprmni W.;s"ittbeuiytm.Tu%. Fqua-
55. which was used as a basis of extrapolation to the HF tion t 10-63) can he %ritt.'n as
backscatter radar. was appliabl.' o data obtained when the
direction of propagation at thc reflection point was perpen- A =rRli;(164

dicitlar to the magnetic field lines. When directions of prop- A (TR,210.4
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CHAPTER 10

TaNW 10-12. Average area %caterng owsficient of E laver and F laver The cross section of ionospheric clutter that could Ibe
irregulanie% bamcd i M~ar Fox 11 data. January 1972. observed by the HF backscatter radar is preseaited in Table

Area Scattering 10- 13. The calculation% are based on an assurm radar range

Coefficient (dBsm/m2) of 700 km for the E layer irregularities and 1500 km for
_________the F layer irregularities. These ranges correspond to a ray

Frequency Statistical path oriented at an elevation angle of 5' and intersecting
(MHz) Parameter E Layer F Layer the ionosphere at altitudes of approximately 100 and 300

8.12 Uper uarilc .342 -7.2 km. respectively. For this configuration. the E layer scat-
8.12 Uppr Qurtie -3.2 -7.2tering area evaluates to 95.6 dBsm and 79.6 dBsm for a

Median -47.6 -33.6 pulse length of 400 lis and 10 uts. respectively. For the

Lower Quartile -58.6 -42.0 corresponding pulse lengths, the F layer scattering area is
14.875 Upper Quartile -565 -37.1 99.0 d~sm and 82.9 dBsm. According to Table 10-13. it

Median -63.9 -47.2 is evident that the F layer clutter cross section is about 10

Lower Quartile -74.0 -5. to N20dB greater than the E layer cross section at B. 125
________________________ -MHz and 20 to 23 dB at 14.875 MH7. The difference-

between the F layer and E layer cross sections are most
likely due to the fact that the F layer ionization level is

where 'A is the area scattering coefficient and A is the area many times that of the E layer.
containing the scatterer%. It should be noted that the Polar Fox If estimates of the

ihe area scattering coefficients of Ei layer and F layer E layer and F layer area scattering cross section contain all
irregularities as deduced from tht Polar Fox 11 data are given the propagation loss terms. that is. the ionospheric propa-
in Table I10 12. The data show the average% over all times gation losses had not been removed from the calculations.
in the month of January 1972. and over all azimuths in the Because of this, it is not possible to use the Polar Fox 1I
.90* sector beween - 30r and + 600 with respect to te data for extrapolation to other frequencies in the HF band.
North. It is seen that, for all the statistical parameters. the
8_125-Mtlz data are from 12- to 21-dB greater than the
14.875-Mtiz results.. The most Interesting feature of the 10.6.3 Angular Extent
basic data. from which Table 10-12 was tei-sed, was the
lack of evidenice of the influence of the geographic locations The angular extent of HFP ionosphecric'i-tner was de-
of the ionospheric scatterers'on the magnitude of the area termined from Polar Fox 11 radar data recorded in January
scattering coefficienit. It was hypothcsi/ed that the scattering 1972 at six frequecwies ranging between 8 and 23 MHz.
coef~ficient would he greater in the noinherl% directions since Figi~re 10-60 contains plots of the, cumulative distribution
tIs is the regi encompassed h) the auroral mval I Fcldstein of the angular extent of F Ia~er. F laver. and ihet combined
and Starkov. 19671. E and F layer clutter. Accordi... ito Table 10-14 which

Tahk t 11 H k....ttr fidir cotnuk-d A~-r4'c :tea of t~ 14%%r MW F IaCt InftUItn9C% Ksa.i-e 4Mt INIItr I'M 1t damj. isnuis 1

Averag Cross Se':tion
I .Cross% Section Ratio

Frequcnai , Pulse Lepeth statistal Iil
(tIf)Parameter F Laver V Laser F Laver E [-aver

8.125 4AXI L'ppr Quartile 61,2 71.8 10.6
Median 480 (14 4 17.4
1-imer iuric3705, 201.0

Ito ppcr Quartile 45.4 .55.7 10.3
Median 32.0 49-3 17.3
L~ower Quartile 21i.4 40. 19.9

14.975 4MW tUpper Quartile 39.1 I 61 9) 22.8
Median 31.7 5i.8 j20.1
tmer Quartile 21.6 44723-1

t0ipper Quarile 211.1 45.8 22.7
Median 15.7 35.7 20.0

L~ower Qua-tile { 5.6 28.6 23.0
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Figw' 10-60, Cumultiv&cdistiinof he anguaresieni ofionospIwenC d2

clutter based on Mar Fox 11 data 20 -!..........

summarzes the statistical characteristics of the three curves 5 0 is 0 5 3
in Figure 10460. the median values evaluate to 60.2' 18' FREOUENCY IMHZI
and 27.60. respectively. The angular dimnensions character-
ized in Table 10- 14 were deduced from ionospheric clutter Figure 1tfli E-Airiate o( E laver HF r&drauFanral doppler frcqucrk"

piesent only in the I -hop propagation moe.pufad And %hifi ha~ed On SRI Iniernautiwut-Scoutland ia
s%tieCn(' at 401 MW~

10.6.4 Doppler Frequency Spectrum 119671. the maximum IDoppler frequencey spread at 401 Mil;

is on the order of 1.90 kWl at - 6 LID Weow~ the peak, 4 (0)

The Doppler spectrum of radar pulses reflcted from the W.l, at - 12 dB. and 4.75 ktiz at - 14 dBl
aurora diffecrs from 'that of the original transmitted pulse.' The expected (orie standard i'deviation of Doppler fre-
The change,. that can take place are (lIb the center frcqucnc) quency shift and spread at 1fF is presented in Figure 10-61.
can he shifted, and (2) the spect'ral width can he incrcd. The estimates are hased on the fact that the Do~ppler fre-

The shift in the center frequency corresp.ond, it) a drift 4ucn~y Yarialion,, are directI propowrinal -o frequencN and
mot-tiort of the auroral toni/ation Radar-auror-il data indicate oin the assumption that shifts and Npread'. are normall) dis-

*an east Aiest drift before magnetic midnight and a sest-cast (rhuted, Thus, the Maximumn shift and spread are equis. alent
drift after maecetic midnight It-eadahrand el at.. 1965j to the 3-s;igr.ia (standard desiatont salue ofthe dIstribution
IDrift velocities of the order of Sit) m,'% are typical At-
eording to the anal%issif E laser tradar-auroral cthoes ;e-

*.cordled in Sittlatid at a frcj4s-n.' Of 401 Mliz. the maV 2

Mumi Doppler shift is normal t 2.15 ktli jl.ar%on and
* lkd'Ics., 19<71 7*100 --

ihe sprcad in the lioppler st tin is due to the random., 1 S'

turbiulent motion ot the irrevulinroo-s of eleCktron densitv in z-8d
the auroral ioni/ation. According to Larson and Hlodge'.±8

-12 dB
!W

1A fi 14 Angu4K h lj cstenr tr' 4
Clutter---------------------------------Jai1

Statistical F 1.axer F Laver E and F layecr
Parameter . Clutter Clutter (lutie

Upe _4ilUpe ---i -- 87, 76.0-j~ 7' REUN~ Mz

Upper Quarile S8 42.4 74.4' 5 10 1s 20 25 30

Median 60 '2 18.8 27.6 R LEC WH

*Lower Quartile 19A 1 10.6 13.6 Figure tO-62 Fstiniaie of F aver HF radar- aumral toiat doper frequenc{Lower Decile 11.6 2.8 3.A deviation hdased on SRI ntciationat-Scotiand mca'urr
Menis ai 40,i MI-Z.
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CHAPTER 10
At 10 Mlii. the Doippler frequency shift evaluates to ±18 in sporadic E. The data did not reveal a seasonal depen-
H7 and the Doppler frequency spread becomes 16 Hz at the dence.
-6 d level. 33 Hz at - 12 dB and 40 Hlz at - 18 dB. Under quiet magnetic conditions, the, field-aligned F

The estimates of E laver HF radair-auroral totol Doppler layer echoes were found to be a sunset phenomenon and
frequency deviation are plotted in Figure 10-62. At 10 MHz, correlated with the sunspot cycle lBasu et al.. 19741. In
it is possihle that the I -sigma value of' the total Doppler general. the echoes occurred in the range from :050 to 1500
de:viation could he on the order of t26 'iz at the - 6 dB km. However, during (h: daytime. long range echoes, at
level. -±35 H/, at - 12 dB, and ± 38 H7 at - 18 dBl. times, were observed at ranges of 3000 to 3300 km. An

Ei laver radar-auroral echoes, having radial velocities as interesting disclosure was the fact that the occurrence of theI high a% '1450 i/!'. have been observed at 17 MHz, by Brooks F layer helid-aligned echoes increased directly with the in-
1 1966[. This correspionds, to a Doppler frequency shift of crease in magnetic activity until the level KF, (Fredericks-
1643 *H;lz The maximum radial velocity of F region field- burg. Maryland. three-hour K index) attained a value of

I aligned irive::uldrities detected at 17.3 Mlii IBaggaley. 19701 four. Beyond this level, there was a decrease in the occur-
was founs1 to be on the order of 165 m/s with a mean of 65 rence of the F layer echoes with no .choes being observed
rn/s, In term% of the [Roppler frequencv shift, these velocities when Ki, - 7. Radar auroral measurements made at Stan-
evaluate ito 19.0 and 7.5 H/. rcspectively. ford University at: a frequency of 17.3 MHz reveal that

'The extrapiolation tot the 1W hand of the Doppler meas- maximum auroral activity occurred between 1900 and 0400
urernents, oM F. reeton irregularities conducted hy Hofstee hours local time IPeterson et al.. 19551.
and Forsyth 1 19691 at a fretiucnes of approximately 4U) MHz. Accon'iring to the HF radar echo observations conducted

hi~fyand Fcklurid 1 19721 at 50 kll/. BalslcN et al. 119731 at 12 and 18 MU, in the state (,f Washineton. thcre was a
at 514) MIt1, (irccns'aid et al I 197 51 it 50 MID and Hal- pronouned peak in the fre'quency of occurrence of the echoes
doupis and Sofko 1 19761 at 42 Sill/ are in agreement with from field-aligned irregularities necar the time of local sunset
the results presented in Ficures lfl-611 and 10-62. IHow%-.r et al.. 19661, The. characteristics of the echoes de-

tected at sunset %were different from thoise occumfng at night.
* It was found that the local sunset echoes appeared at ranges

'of about 2WOK km and were generally spread in 'range (dif-
* 10.6.5 Frequency or ccurrence fusei. Teoc~currenc: of the-- sunset echoes% was relatively

* , and Correlation with indlependent of magnetic activity. The nighttime echoes, on
Solar-Cepiisical Conditions the other hand, appeared at ranges of about l(XX) km and
* Th exerienta obervtion offied-algne ecoes tended to displa% little spread in range (discrete), The oc-

The xi-crimnta iier~jion of ic~-algnedechves currence ofonighttimec echoes% was highly depen-rdent oin mag-
AltT9 4 kilf? k-nduted oxer a three-%ear periodt6t l'4I63o netic acissvit%
al a site Isi-din the %icini% t( of osir ,l"..'oe~d that it H4'er et al , 1 1961 nooted a decreasing echo activity
ckhts-. u'erc present fowr a, honi! at, I t h'daN I~alik and with solar cycle, the maximum percentage occurrences fr
Aaron,. 11)(41.Atot a sea Yonal pattern was clearl% on-, the ngtiebeing aprxiael Y4 in lDecember
dt to wd. tluciI c apjq'.trcd 1o 1 K a tcI,-otjt jot the rcflections 195. .374i in December 1903. and 35%4 in March 1964

K" ,sir o'r, I rcaicr Pni~r ofI daN during the summer 'M-hei/mrich reltive sunspoot number during the correspond-
th~r drir_ htwiicrI h,.,Irrlatonof h. cti it. wth ing Ivritsi Nsxa- 185 2. It fl. and 14.5. respectively. Hower

%xln,,I. rntc ss .I' to 'id it F'IstIor e xaliptt. in 1961 and %lakihitai 11%14l bave concluded that HF F layer hack-
%hen tKe uorqrs~io't' t s'~ " xosap.rdo statter echoes, arise irom the same general irregularity re-
i'l the i' an aiieof 1,0 h ,l% In 1961~ Allen the gions it, which Npi'ead F' is detected.
,u '-rA it nuo'ir i'S. the v t' we appi-u redi on I of til Spreng~er and (ilode I119641 have reported that the diurnal

dt i al n Of.'ue I ' h tl'r "Il~mi i e,.ho actsits vari~tion oh the fretquc> of 'occurrence of radar-auroral
i-i ti v.1 ' Poen wA 2(XKL h x.A titme echoc,, recorded front, late 1959 to mid 1962 at 33 MHz at

A of h oie f t. the: 19 .1 %I I I/tield'aligned Kuhlungsbiorn igvoivriphic coordinaites: 54ION. 12"E~ geo-
echic' r. ,vJd fr' " 1910 thtovoth I1965 hat' been per- mnaei'ettc latilude: 541N) showed a double maximumr at ap-9 brt ' th: 'Air f 'al ( Opi'e fRe'.earch I abiraitooe' pr- jimatels 1014 W nd 17(Xt hou mrs lot l t ime The probabilIityv

* Itia-o vi t IC173, 1944 It '% a' found that tindet quiet of occurren'.'e oif E laver auroral --chtie- was found to be a
magn 'tit . t on' tKlu Ad~t n(d F laser ech, sh's\ cd a func-tion of magnetit: activit\ No auroril echoes were oh-
'Oltiwir es e r-' me' 'mim in(' apr~ared i, the w'-ociated serVed at it macnowk index. Kp < 5. and Il(XY4 occurrence

* si 4 the '-round h--'itee-ct.v from \sportitt' F $,SL al r.1 - 9 tittth r.ec!ard to the correlation of auroral echo
e!t;it . 1973! A Ae ak setondar irmximum itew in the acti sity \.X oh un1l"'.pocvcle. Sprener antiGkde 119641 bave
Sfinter ' thi dc t .1hje fit:ld atgned echoes, durinL the concluded thai the maximui (if auroral activitN occurred in

da'ti~ lurt~editur ted waimw't condition', the tietd- 1960 about to Nears after the sunspot miaximrum and that
itend lst ch c" icrasd .~ith ij;inaetic ;,etivt and t he activit\ deceas,.6d to zero. within a period of only one

appecared durimi, the daytimie \ ith a coriesplonding decrease and a half se.ar-.
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

Bronks' 11965, 19661 investigation of radar-aurral echoes For an assumed f 2 dependence, the radar-auroral clutter-
at 17 MHz conducted in 1959 and 1960 indicated that, for to-noise ratio at 5 MHz is 15,6-dB less than that derived
the discr.te echoes, the maximum number appeared between on the basis of an f " law. Assuming that the radar aurora
0000-0300 hours local time, and for the diffuse echoes, is a point target, the clutter-to-noise ratio for a 400 As pulse
between 1900-2100 hours local time. is estimated to be 3.6-dB greater than that deduced for

A maximum number of backscatter echoes at 13.866 auroral scatterers that completely il' the antenna beam. For
MHz from the F region on 75% of the nights for March a lO-±s pulse, the corresponding difference is 19.6 dB. ,

1958 was reported by Weaver 11965). A minimum number An analysis of the HF ionospheric backscatter data ob-
of echoes was observed in June, the data being collected tained in Maine under the Polar Fox 11 program reveals that I
during 1957 and 1958 at Ithaca. New York. with the antenna the F layer cross section could be 10 to 20 dB greater than
beam oriented in a northward direction. the F layer cross section at 8.125 MHz and 20 t6 23 dB at

Backscatter observations of F region field-a!igned irreg- 14.375 MHz.
ularities made at 17 MHz near Sheffield. England (geo- The median value of the angular extent of E layer, F
graphic coordinars: 53.43°N. 1.58*W; geomagnetic lati- layer and combined E and F layer ionospheric clutt.r appears
tude- 65.4*N) bet* - rid-tober. 1964. and mid-January. to be on the order of 60.20. 18.8* and 27.60. respectively.
1966. IBaggaley. 1 '01 which was a period of low sunspot Extrapolating from the SRI International-Scotland UHF £
activity, showed that. on the average, the echoes were pres- radar-auroral data, it is estimated that for 5-MHz radar trans-
ent on 23.3% of the days while only 1.5% of the total missions reflected from E layer adroral ionization, the .
observing time was occupied by the echoes. A summer I-sigma value of the total I)opplcr frequency deviation, that
maximum and a winter minimum were found to exist. This is. Doppler frequency shift and spread. could be on the
seasonal variation correlates with Malik and Aarons' 119641 order of t 13 Hz at the -6 dB normalized signal level.
results. 17 Hz at' - 12 dB. and ± 19 Hz at - 18 dB. At 30 MHz,

Baggaley 119701 noted that there was a correlation be- the I-sigma Doppler de,,iaiions shoild increase to approx-
tween the onset of F layer echoes and the solar zenith angle imately ± 78 Hz. ± 105 Hz. and ± 114 Hz. respectively.
at the reflection point in the F layer fassuming a height of , HF field-aligned backcatter echoes usually occnrs most
3W0 km). That is. a maximum number of echoes occurred often near local suuset. Ho-wever. experimen'1 observations
at a solar zenith angle of 90* - 95°. and a minimum at angles have shown, at times. pteak activity near the midnight hours.
less than 85' and greater than 125'. In addition, no corre- There is a strong correlation of backscatter echoes with
lation was found to exist between F layer echo occurrence the solar t,:;e. That is. the percentage of days displaying
and magnetic activity. (X the total time for which F layer backscatter reflections decreases with d,-creasing sunspo:
echo activity was present. only IlI% was associated with number.
magnetic index Kp _- 4. The characteristics of sunset echoes are found to be

Field-alignkd echoes from the F region observed at Bris- different from those occurring during the night. The sunset
bane. Australia. at 16 MHz occurred preferentially dunng echoes are generally of the diffuse type. and are independent
geomagnetic dishabances and correlated strongly with spread- of magnetic activity while the nighttime echoes ate discrete
F and radio star scintillations occumng in the same region and cormelate ith magnetic activity-
of the ionosphere ISwenson. 19721.

An analysis of 29-Mll, bakcatter measurements car-
r,ed ;ut in Northern I West) Germany and Scandanavia (geo-
magnetic latitutks of 55 .77N I by Czechoiwsky et al. 119741 10.7 SCINTILLATION ON TRANS-
confirmed the close correlation between radio-auroral oc- IONOSPHERIC RADIO SIGNALS
.:urrence and geomagnetic activity. Most of the radio auroras
appeared in the aftermoon and evening hours. A radio wave traversing the upper and lower atmosphere

of the earth, suffers a distortion of phae and amplitude.
.r When it tra%,ersee ionospheric irregularitie,,, the r'adio w ave

experiences fading. phase deviation,. and angle of arrival
r 10.6.6 Conclusiort variations These sienal Puctuat;ons. known as ionrisphric

scintillation. vary widely with frequency. magnetic and so-
The radar auroral clutter-to-noise ratio in the 5 30MHz lar activity, time of day. sason, and latitude.

frequency range. as predicted from the SRI International The irregularities producing scintillations are predoni-
radar data acquired in Scotland, is dependent on the fre- nantly in the F layer at altitudes ranging from 2(0 to I00
quency dependence law of the auroral hacks-atter echo power. km with the primary disturbance region for high and equa-
Assuming a frequency variation of f ". the clutter level max- torial latitude irregularities between 250 and 400 km There
imizes at approximately 10 MHz. When a f law is as- ate times when E layer irregularities in the 90 to 100 km
surned, the maximum clutter level is shifted to a frequency region produce scintillation, particularly, sporadic E and au-
of 30 MHz. roral E.
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

The phase variations are characterized by the standard de- cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z), and a plane wave of
viation of phase, cr, over a given interval of fluctuation wavelength X traveling in the z-direction is incident on the 0

frequency. layer, then for weak scattering (rms phase io < I) the spa-
Attempts have b- -i made to model the observed am- tal spectrum, ')(K,,Ky), of phase (s) and log amplitude (X)

plitude pdf. Whitney et al. 119721 and Crane [19771 hove (Yeh and L:, 1982) on the ground (z = z) is given by
constructed model distribution functions based upon the use
of the Nakagami-m distribution (m = (S4 )

- 2) and have shown 22k . 2

that the empirical models provide a reasonable approxi- (b,(K.,K.) = ir(rX)
2L I sn- -in 1066

mation to the calculated distr.bution functions. Fremouw et K 2 L 2k / (10.66)
al. 119801 showed that the Nakagami distribution for inten- X Cos [ (Z L)- Fi(K 0)
sity and the normal ditribution for phase may be used to k 2  JJ.1N(.KY.

characterize the statistics of the c'ntillation signal. In ad-
dition. the Rayleigh pdf provides -, iood fit to the data under
conditions of very strong scintillation (S4  !.0). the upper and lower signs within the bracket referring to X

and s respectively. In the above equation,

K,.K:.K, spatial wave numbers in x. y and
10.7.4 Frequency Dependence z directions

Observations IFremouw et al., 19781 employing ten fre- (bj(K,.KK) - power spectrum of irregularity electron F
quencies between 138 MHz and 2.9 GHz transmitted from density deviation
the same satellite. show a consistent wavelength (W) de- k the wavenumber of the radio wave "
pe-ience of the form X' of S, for S., less than about 0. 6. ktewvnme fterdowv

The frequency dependence becomes less steep for stronger
scintillation, as'S 4 approaches a maximum value near unity -

wire o few rare exceptions. When S4 exceeds 0.6 (peak to rc - the classical electron radius

peak values > 10 dB) the frequency dependence exponent ( 2.818 x 10 1 M )

decreases. (If two frequencies are being compared and both L - irregularity layer thickness.

experience strong scattering to the extent that each displays
Rayleigh fading (S4 - 10). then there is effe-tively no In the presence of a relative motion between the prop-

wavelength dependence over the frequency interval.) When agaton path and the irregularities the spatial spectrum () K,K,)

strong scattering occurs but is not constant over the fre- is convected past the observer and a temporal variation of

quency interval, the wa':elength dependence is Jifficult to signal phase and amplitude is observcd. If the irregularity

determine. The observations IFremouw et al.. 19781 also structure does not change during the convection froien-
show that the puase scintillation index. (Y#. varics as A for in hypot)tesi, and the irrcguiarties havc a uniorn velocity

both weak and stronm sc;ttering. However. in extremely u in the x-direc'tion then the rsver pectra of log amplitude .1-

strong scateng environment, the frequency dependence of and phase in the frequency domain arc given by
phase scintillation is also weakened. i"-.- I( ° ),-

U = " K .. ,,

( r~ k l -' J : " { 2 k ( q 2 L ) • ,

10.7.5 Fading Spectra =iT 2(-u - k--sin (10.671 U
During their passage through the ionospheric irregular- x - _"', i,,.0 d,,

ities of electron density, radio waves from satellites undergo k 2/ -"
spanal phase fluctuations. As the wave emerges from the
irregularity layer and propagate% towards the ground, these %here
phase fluctuations cause interference to occur and a dif-
fraction pattern in both intensity and phase develops on the wu-angular frequency of pa.e a id amplitude fluctuation
ground. In the presence of a relative motion between the
diffraction pattern and the observer, a temporal variaion of
intensity and phase results. By transforming the temporal q-=-+ K

patte-n to the frequency domain, the frequency spectra of
intens.ty and phase fluctuations are obtained.

If a thin irreguiarity layer lies in the plane z = 0 of a The tern within the bracket with the upper sign is known
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as the amplitude or Fresnel filter function and that with the bandwidth of the frequency spectra, implying the devel-
lower sign as the phase filter function. The Fresnel filter opment of shorter scales in the diffraction pattern. It is found
function oscillates with the variation of frequency f and at- that the correlation lengths get progressively smaller with
tains its first maximur, at the frequency fz =. u/\/2 . increased strength of scattering I Rino and Owen, 1981; Basu
The behavior of the phase filter function is very different and Whitney, 19831. Under conditions of strong scattering,
from the amplitude filter function as it fails to attenuate the the phase scintillation spectra are also believed to suffer
low frequency regime. Equation (10.67) provides a rela- from the refractive scattering from very large scale irreg-
tionship between the irregularity power spectrum in the ion- ularities [Booker and MajidiAhi, 19811. Since wave prop-
osphere and the amplitude or phase scintillation spectrum agation through a strong irregularity environment has con-
obtained on the ground. Since the irregularity power spec- siderable systems app'ications, intensive work in this area
trum has a power law variation IDyson et al., 1974; Phelps is in progress.
and Sagalyn. 19761 of the form K-P, the power spectrum of
amplitude scintillation shows a maximum at the frequency
fF due to the Fresnel filter function. On the other hand. the
phase fluctuations are dominated by the low frequency re- 10.7.6 Geometrical Considerations
gime. At f -> fF. both amplitude and phase scintillation spectra
show an asymptotic variation fV P when the three-dimen- The intensity at which scintillations are observed de-
sional irregularity spectrum is of the form K P. Thus from pends upon the position of the observet relative to the ir-
a study of weak scintillation spectra the spectral form of the regularities in the ionosphere that cause the scintillation.
irregularities causing scintillati~ns may be deduced. Keeping both the thickness of the irregularity region and

Figures 10-65a and 10-65b show two samples of weak AN, the electron density deviation of the irregulatity, con-
phase and amplitude, spectra obtained from 244 MHz scin- stant, geometrical factors have to be -considered to evaluate,
tillation observations made at Goose Bay. Labrador by the data and to predic: scintillation effects at a particular lo-
use of the Fleetsat geostationary satellite (Basu et al.. 19821. cation. Among these are:
The phase and amplitude scintillation data were detrended (a) Zenith distance of the irregularity at the ionospheric
by a high pass detrend filter with a cut-off frequency of layer. One study IWand and Evans. 19751 found the inten-
0.0067 II/ and the data sample ) ields an rms phase deviation sity of scintillation related approximately to the secant of
of 2.4 radians and amplitude scintillation index S4 = 0.51 the zenith angle up to 700; at angles .>70' the dependence
conforming to weak scintillation criterion, Beth spectra show ranges between V2 and the first power of the secant of the
an a-vmptotic variation in the high frequency region. the -zenith angle.
amplitude spectrum showing f - variation, and the phase (b) Propagation angle relative to the earth's magnetic
spectrum show ing f - variation. If we consider that the field. Performing this calculation demands the use of an
scint:ilation spectra have an average f 2 variation, the cor- irregularity configuration and the con;ideration of Gaussian
r'sponding three-dimensional ir-egularity power spectrum or a power law model for the irregularities. At high latitudes.
is expected to have a power law %avenumber spectrum of irregularities in one study were e!ongated along the earth's
.the 1rm) K '. The decrmase of power spectral density at magnetic field with a cylindrical form of axial ratio of 5
the lo frequency end of the phase spectrum is caused by along the lines of force. Sheet-like irregularities with forms
the detrend tilter. It may Ie noted that in the amplitude of 10 : 10 : I have alse been found in recent auroral studies
scintillation spectrum the high frequency roll-off starts at IRino et al.. 19781. For equatorial latitudes, this elongation
the Frcncl frequenc of about 40 nill. For an irregularity along the lines of force may be of the order of 50 to 100
layer height of 350 ki. the observed Fresnel frequency IKoster. 19631.
yiels the irregularity drift (elocits as 37 insec. 1c) The distance from the irregularity region to the source

When scintillation. become intense, the theory outlined and to the observer (ncar the irregularities. only phase flue-
alve te not hold. and stron,., inele scattering as ,cll a' tuations are developed). As noted in Mikkelsenet al., 119781
multiple scatter theories appropriute to such cases have been and Crane. 119771 the theoretical scintillation index can be
developed lYch and L.iu. 1982 and references thereinl. In expressed in terms of the above factors when tkaling with
such ca-cs i' becomes difficult to relate in a straightforward ionospherc irregularities represented by n Gaussian power
manner, the scintillation spectra to the irregularitv structures spectrum.
in the ionosphere. Figure-, 0-65c and l0-65d show a sample Mikkelsen et al. 119781 have attempted to determine the
of intense amplitude scintillation data and its spectrum theoretical scintillation index. S,. when the irregularities are
S (IMS) analy/ed fr:mni 257 If/ scintillation data oh- described by a power-law power spectrum.
tained at Ascension Island near the crest of the equatorial Mikkelsen assumed the arproximate dividing line be-
anomaly h the ue of transmision from the gcostationarv tween weak and strong scintillation is --9 dB. with SI < 9
satellite. Marisat lBasu and Whitnev. 19831. In contrast to dB denoting the weak case.
the weak amplitude scintillation spectrum shown earlier. The geon'ctric variation of S, is provided in Mikkelsen
these spectra show a flat low frequency portion ind increased et al. 119-781.
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oin 31 March. 1974 (ci Data (al 257 MIH?7 intensity scintIlati..n and 'dt its pectnim unker strong weaiter conditions observed at Ascension
Island on 20 D~ecember, 1979'

10.7.7 Spread F and Scintillation 10.7.8 Equatorial Scintillations

The evidence from the corelation of scintillation occur- 10.7.8.1 Patch Characteristics. It has b.-cn established
rence and spread FIatoi ltyistat equatorial rang~e that nighttime ionospheric equato~rial iITrgLtlaritN regions
spread is associated with scintillation activity and frequency emerginq titer sunse., develop from hoxttotnside instabilities.
spread is not. Thui the avaik,!ble spread F maps cannot be probably of the Ravleio'h-Taylor type. The depleted density 4

used for scintillation observations in these regions: they a~e bubble rist' tnto th, recion above the peak of the -2 layer.
dramatica~Iy misleading in many cases. In the I cFtgh latitude Steep gradients on the-edge-, of the hole hLIp' to generate R.

region nio statistical study has been made to correlate types the smaller-scale irttmlaritics within the patch which pro-
of spread F with scinti!ation activity. It might be noted that duces intense scintilltition elfect. II~asu and Kelley. 10~791.
even rang? spread occurrence, and scintilLtion have impvr- A plirint-like irregutlarity region develops. finally form
tant differences. ing a patch 07 irregularities that has beer likened to a banana
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
or an orange segment. A cut through the center of the "ba- PE.cu-4 O. ANCA,,TAER T .4 2 8 ,S. 131 M

nana" is shown, in Figure 10-66. SNSET (3O0.1 S1.MR-SE

The characteristics of the patch development, motion L ,

ana decay can be summarized as follows: ' AUG

I. A new patch forms after sunset by expanding west-,
ward in the direction of the solar terminator with velocities 2i 0 .C
probably similar to that of the terminator. It comes to an
ahrupt halt after 1 pljoali,, expanding to an cast-west di- .- t

mension of tX) to ,ro l hundred kilorneters. It appears t

to have a miniinun si/c II I tX) kmn 0 A

2. It is composed of field aligned elongated rod or sheet- 31
like irregularities. The vertical thickness of the patch is 50 MAN

to several hundred kilomcers The patch has maximum A"

intensity irregularities in a height region from 225 to 450 MAI

lirn. with irregularities extending to over I(XX) kin. , JUN

3. Its north-south dimensions arc of the order of 2(XX) L .. . .

km or greater. ,ACAYo 1 5O

4. Once formed, the patch drifts eastward with 'APRIL 76 - OCT ?

ranging from 100 to 2(X) m/s.
5. The patch duration as measured by scintillation t ch- Figure 10-69. Percentage occurrence of 1.5 GHz scintillation -2 dB

niques is known to be greater than 2', h: individual patchs during Apr 1976-O 1977.

have been tracked by airglow techniques up to 3 hours where by the occurrence of L band. 1500 MHz activity, at Huan-
they have maintained their integrity IWeer et al,, 1978J. cayo. Peru. That evidence is shown in Figure 10-69 [Basu
Effects have been seen over 8 h. et al.. 1980bi L-band activity at Huancayo does not suffer

Studies of the variation in electron content in the patches from strong scattering or fron saturation (as does 136 MHz
have been made by measuring the change in relative phase and 250 MHz data on occasion): the data show clear equin.
between the two characteristic waves (ordinary and extra- octial maxima.
ordinary mxes) with polarimeters. It is found that the patches From available data it appears as if geomagtetic control
are regions of depletion in electron content. While the dcec- of the occurrence of scintillation varies with longitude. The
tron content depletions are found to be only of the order of generalization can be made that increased magnetic activity
20%. the satellite in situ data may indicate density depletions inhibits scintillation activity before midnight--except dur-
as large as two or three orders of magnitude at one fixed ing those months with very low scintillation activity (May-July
altitude. In a strong irregularity environment, however, fast for the region (0°-700W) and November-January in the
fluctuations in polarization are often obtained. Lee et al. Pacific longitudes (135'-180'E). After midnight the scin-
119821 have shown that scatter;ng suffered by each char- tillation activity in general increases slightly with the pres-
acteristic wave may induce fast polarization fluctuations and ence of magnetic storms. The data shown in Figures 10-70
obtained expressions for the variance of these fluctuations and 10-71 are for a year's observation in each case. The
for irregularities with Gaussian and power law type spectra. complexities of the magnetic control of scintillation occur- "

rence are illustrated by (he variations in the curves of oc-.
10.7.8.2 Variation of Scintillation Activity. A variety eciTence at each station in each season. For further details
of observatories used data taken over the same tine period see Mullen 119731.

to compare scintillation activity at 251 MHz IAarons et al..
198(0b[ One set of data was taken at Huancavo. Peru. Natal. 10.7.8.3 In-Situ Data. Basu and Basu 119801 have de-
Brazil. and Accra. Ghana with all observations'nade at veloped a model from in situt, theoretical, and scintillation
elevation angles greater than 2Y' and w,.ith d'stance between studies. In their morphological model of scintillations. in
the most separated st'.tions about '70" of longitude: a map situ measurements of irregularity amplitude. AN/N. as corn-
of-both geographical and magnetic coordinates is shown on puted from T sees of data are utilized in coniunction with

• the right side of Figure 10-67. simultaneous measurement of electron density N. A corn-
*" A second comparison of data at 2501 Mli was made bination off AN/N and N data provide.i the required AN
• between observations from Hluancavo and frot Guam'. The parameter its a function of position and time.
" data are shown in Figure 1(t-6: activity minima occur from

May-JulY in Huancavo and from November-January in Guam. 10.7.8.4 Sunspot Cycle Dependence. Vrom the view-
The conclusion is that the occuTence patterns are loqgitu- point of electron density variations, the equatorial region
dinallv controlled, around the magnetic equator displays a complex pattern.

It should he noted that in ceneral maximum intensity During the day an increase in maximum electron density

e. occurs in the equinoctial montis. This can best be illustrated occurs away from the equator. The electron density contouIrs
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Figure 10-70. Seasonal patterns of occurrence of scitntillation activity > 6 dB (S4 = 0.3) at 250 MHz for very quiet tKp 7-0 1 1 and for disturbed
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display ;tdi stinct trough offelectron density in the hottoniside 1. The equatorial anomnaly has eon siderahlv higher cec-
and topside Ionosphere at the magnetic dip equator with tron density values in high sunspot number years than in
crest% (it ioni/ation at ± 1 5'- 20' north and south dip lati- years of low solar activity.
tudes- this is the Appleton anomaly with the regi.)n within 2 h curneo aiu lcrndniy'o

± 0dip latitude of the magnetic equator termned the elec- anonialy latitudes is near sunset in the years of high sunspot
trolvt region. ntumber and in the afternoon in y'ears of low solar activity..

From the o~ar cycle minimium in 1974 and miaximium Thu-, the post sunset irreglarix patch, s attain high A~N
in 1969 1970). Aarons 1 19771 found that there was a hit.!her levels in the years of high s~slar flux.
occurrence of deep scintillationm during a year o~f high soslar
flux than durine a vear with low solar flu for observations
at both Accra, Ghana and'] luancavo. Peru.

Recent observatitons of' 1, band scinmillations from both 10.7.9 Middle Latitude Scintillation
NIARISATand GPS during the period oif maximumn solar
flux 11979 -199111 DasGupta et al. . 198 11 have revealed The middle latitude scintillatitn activity is not as intense
that scintillation intensities maximi/e in the Appleton atlom- as that encountered at equatorial. auroral or polar latitudes
aly region rather than near thc manetic equator. Hlowever. activitv mav reach levels. primaril% at VH1F and

The conclusion in thle study~ I Aarons et al. . 1981a I was UH1F, that wNill increase error rates I. systemns with low fadfe
that the intense scintillation activity during, years of high margins. The reader is ref'erred ito Aar(ons 119921 and Hrami-
solar flux are due to wo facttors: ley 119741
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CHAPTER 10

AURCRAL NV -

O-AL 4OAPkuS pc.A HIGH SOLAR FLUX JAN IF

.~ 'MAR - OI

60~ 70 O0 4Rpu FLUX (3
CORRECTED GEOMAGNETIC "UN

LATITUDEJLL

Figure 10-72. Depiction of high latitude irrepulantic. -22-02 LT. Sheet-AU

like irregularitice, are seen in the aurora[ oval. rod iffegaj- SEP
laritic.. at highe-r and lower latitudes. OC -

15 21 CGM 0309 15 LT0

irregularities in the auroral oval at the polewArd edge of the MEAN SCINTILLATION INDEX (08t

trough. In the auroral oval, the intensity, of scintillations is NARSSARSSuAO 1968-1974 Kp-4-0

a function of local magnetic activity. Poleward of the aurora
there may again he a lowering of scintillation activity until Figure 10-74. Contours of monthly mean scintillation index in dB at 137

the observing path transits the polar region IAarons et al., MW' as a function of local time for disturbed (Kp =

1981b) 4 - 9) nagnetic conditions obtained at Narssassuaq dur-
1981 b(ing 1968-1974.

10.7.10.2 Aurora[ Scintillat ions. From studies of radio
star and low altitude satellite scintillations. a series of height Pe-haps the most consistent studies of long term behav-

measurements have pointed to F layer heights as the primary ior of scintillations have been made in the aurora] zone, at
seat of the irregularities producing the signal fading. Alaskan longitudes and along the 70'W meridian.

Maximum irregularity intensity appears above the region Both the diurnal pattern of scintillation activity and the
showing maximun ;ntensity aurora (Martin and Aaron-;. seaso~nal behavior as observed from one 'site can'be noted
19771. Vickrey et al. 1 19901 have shown that there is a in Figures 10-73 and 10-74. The data used for this long ~ i~

collocation of scintillation patches in the auroral oval and term study JBasu and Aarons. 19801 were taken over a
F region ionization enhancements. period of 6 years from Narssarssuaq by observing 137 MHz

scintillations of the ATS-3 hcacon, the propagation path
traversed the -onosphere at -.63' CGL.

SUNRISE The long term study u:-, for Figure 10-75 incorporated .. ~
SUNRISEdata fromt three observatories f Narssarssuaq. Greenland: Goose

C-. 4 Bay. Labrad(,r- and agamore Hill. Massachusetts). The
1 contours are of reduced data for one season (May-July) for

jAN magnetically active periods of time (Hasu and Aarons. 19"101.

- The boundarv of active scintillation is pushed equatorwards
MAR extending into what was the quiet trough and plastnfapause

9 4, latitudes. Thus during magnetic storms scintillations and

oMAY~ 4 .L

MA,.

+ - - 55"I5A

5 2 ~ 309 15 I- 1- - ~ 2 E ~ 2

ME AN S NTILLATCN ;NCr !19 v '5 l ?. s1 ,' 4 9

NA ARS5,Ar.Al 968a.194 K;. 0 .3 pi

Figure 10-75. Variation of mean scintillation index during the notlhemn
Figure 10-73. Contour, of monthly mean scintillation index in dB a: 137 solstice in dB at 137 MH7 with local time and invarian

NIHz as a function of local time for quiet conditions IF-p latitude derived from hourly data at the 3 stations under
0 3) obtained at Narssarssuaq during 1969 -1974. disturbed m~agnetic conditions IKp =4 - 91.
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GEOMETRICAL ENNAHCEMENT FACTOR FOR vine PHASE t8S8:1) 41

50 55 610 ow 10 75 8 8

POKER FLAT CH P LAT -dog
6 I 1.- FT YUKON

0 Figure 10-78. S. at 50% excedance level vsmagnetic latitude for daytime
S J data during 1977-1978.

4- 

P*RFA

* ture-at least as observed from Alask.j. Figure 10-78 illus-
/ trates the davtinic increase with increasing latitude.

2/ \
- 10.7.10.3 Polar Scintillations. A long term consistent

series of measurements has been taken at Thule, Greenland
ft5 5 60 65 70 75 so with observations at 250 MHz IAarons et al.. 198 Ibl. The

7DIP LAT - deg scintillations for this study ranged from very low values of
3-6 dB peak to peak on occasion during a period of low
sunspot number to saturation fading of 28 dB peak to peak4
for hours during winter months of years- of high sunspot

Figure [G-76. Model computation% of phase geometrical enhanzement number.
factcr for sheet-like structures with an 8 :8: 1 anisotropy. One set of measurements was taken between April and
Because of the meridional pass traieetory, the location of coe 95 uig hspro flwsoa ciiy hr
the enhancemeni is independent of the pass elevation. Ocoe195Duigtsprodflwslaatvtythe
R lino and Owen 19801 was an absence of strong scintillation activity to such an

extent that only the occurrence of scinitillation greater than

optical aurota can be noted farther south than 550. In the 6 dB could be plotted. Figure 10-79 shows the contrast
70'W longitude region this' extends below the latitude of' between the 1975 period when solar flux was low (10.7 cm

Boq on. flux was -75) and the same months in 1979 when the solar
Geometrv and Etancemniw Sheet-like irregularities *fuwahih(l5-5)

proucestrngenhnceent wen bse~vaios ae mdeA contour plot (if the percent occurrence of scintillation

in specific directions. For two sites in Alaska. Rino and index greater than 10 dB is shown in Figure 10-80. The
Owen 119801 have constructed the theoretical geometrical plot was developed from. hourly average values of (he 15
cnhancement factor for rms p!,ase fluctuations for an 8:9- minute SI for each month for low magnetic activity tKp = 0-
irregularity (Figure 10-76) IRino and Matthews. 19801. They 1). Two patteras emerge: (I ) Maximum occurrence of ac-
found this enhancement in phase fluctuations %.i can be seen tivity takes place in the months of little or no sunlight ait F
by the data in Figure 10)-77. The amiplitude enhancement. ~
less dramatic but p!-sent. is also sliwn in Figure 10-77.
Daxtime scintillation does not show the sheet-like struc- THut [

.. .. ... ..

4 :4 T

igu 1079. Per,-entaee occurrence ol 'cintillation Lreater than 6 dB for
los solar Ilux period April -Octobe-r Vi975 is contrat-d with

Figure 10-77. RMS phaws and S al 50'; exceedance level k, waienetic ima for hich solar fli% perioid .pril -October 1979 folr both
latitiude for niehitinic datia duirin 101 7~ I 9'S. quiet anid dtisturbed inacnetic conditions.
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CHAPTER 10

7_ ,-__, -,..of subvisual F layer (X 6300 A 01) polar cap arcs. Kil-
o, ometer-size irregularities within the arcs produced intense

*'" ,, *-" , (saturated) amplitude scintillation at,250 MHz as the arcs
drifted through a satellite to ground ray path. Ottside the
arcs, scintillation frequently persisted at a lower level (SI

.. 0re 6 dB).
'\1 Y. ......... A pictorial representation of both the small scale anti-

- " sunward irregularity drift and the patch motion (predomi-
nantly dawn to dusk) is shown in Figurr 10-81 (E. Weber,
private communication). Results point to two irregularity
components in the polar cap; antisunward drifting irregu-

.... larities which produce a background level of weak to mod-
erate scintillation and intense irregularities within F layer

.. V , 4 . polar tap arcs that produce more discrete (- I h duration)
... , "intense sintillation events as the arcs drift through the ray..... .. r .. path. A

Figure 10-80. Contour plot of diumal irattem of monthly percent occur-
fence of scintillation greater than 10 dB for low magnetic Goa L':

activity (Kp - 0 - 3. Obervations were taken during 10.7.11 Empirical Model Of Global
Ma, 1979-Feb 1980. Scintillation Behavior

region heights. Much lower scintillation occurrence takes%
place in the sunlit months. (2) The diurnal variation is weak, 10.7.11.1 WBMOD. Over a period of years, starting from
and apparent only during the winter months. available data and from weak scintillation theory, a model

Aurora] arcs in the polar cap are approximately aligned of scintillation termed WBMOD has been developed [Fre-
with the noon-midnight magnetic meridian IDavis. 19621. mouw and Bates, 1971; Fremouw and Lansinger, 1981; "
These arcs generally drift in the dawn to dusk direction Fremouw and Rino. 1978. 1976; Fremouw, 1980; Frerou,,
IDanielson. 19691: however, reversals have been noted et al.. 19771, The program provides for phase and amplitude
IAkasofu. 1972: Weber and Buchau, 19811. Recently We- information. Input user parameters include frequency, io-
er and Buchau 119811 described the orientation and motion cation, local time. sunspot number, and planetary magnetic

index. Kp. The user also must specify the longest time the

12 system needs phase stability. Scintillation indices are the
75- output. A model of the irregularity drift velocity is contained

CGLT in the program.? _ . Program WBMOD permits a user to specify his oper-
P ating scenario. The code returns the spectral index p for

:/power-law phase scintillation, the spectral strength param-,- "i

i , 85-~j "K eter T. the standard deviation o', of phase. and the intensity .*
-, ,scintillation index, S4 . as functions of a changing indepen-

4/dent variable chosen by the user.
18 6 The descriptive irregularity model is based on numerous

- - obsewations iFremouw and Bates. 197!; Fremouw and Rino.
, 5 19781. but most particularly on observations of phase scin-

4 ' CG tillati.n performed in the DNA Wideband Satellite Exper-
-LAT .iment -Sagaln ct al.. 19741. The most significant caveat

. . " about use of WBMOD, however, is that it has been cali- -"
, ,. , ,,,brated quantitatively against Wideband data from only a

single station in the northern auroral zone (Poker Flat. Alaska).
, 7 -5 The descriptive model was developed by iterative eompar-0 " "ison with most of the Wideband data population from Poker

Flat. with a portion of the population reserved for final
DAWN-DUSK ARC DRiFT comparative tests.

The basic calculatioots are made of two central quantities
Figure 10-81. Schematic of small scale aroisNunward irregularity drilt and T and p. T is the spectral strength of phase at a fluctuation --

the patch motion, frequency of I Hz. p is the power-law spectral index of .-.. -

C," -.' ,C
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

phase; T is highly variable, unlike p. The program calculates more limited than WBMOD as (I) they are applicable only
T and p and the two commonly used indices of scintillation for the frequency of the data base. 13 7 MHz. (2) there is
activity based on thera, one for phase, rb, and one for an equipment-biased limited excursion of the scintillations ._ I

intensity. 54. and. (3) these data have an implicit dependence on the
In order to calculate T, p, orb, and S., one must have geometry of the observations, namely, observing ATS-3

values for eight parameters describing ionospheric irregu- from the stations detailed above. This does not permit other
larities. They are (I) the height, h. (2) vector drift velocity, viewing geometries or taking into consider, tion the conhig-
Vd. of the irregularities; (3) an outer scale, a: (4,5,6,7) four uration of the irregularities unless correcting factors are A
"shape" parameters describing the irregularities' three-di- included.
mensional configuration and spatial "sharpness". a, b. S. With these caveats, the equations for each station are
and v. and (8) the height integrated strength of turbulence, Narssarssuaq (630 CGL intersection)
C,L. Program WBMOD contains models for the foregoing
eight parameters, but the degree of detail is very much less SI (dB) = -6.4 + 9.2(1 - 0.2FD){I + 0.23(1 - 0.3FD)
for some than for others.

Themost variable and the most important of the eight X cos (HL + 2.0 + 0.34Kp) + 0.03 , -.

is the height.-integrated strength of turbulence, CL. The X Cos J2(HL - 0.6)1 + 0.02 cos [3(HL
irregularity strength is modeled by .*+ 3 .0 )11210 "41(p ' + 0. 12FDW +  .09A.(I +  1.76F tIM, .,' . .

= E(XmXg,T,D.,R) + M(X_,'r) FD = cos (DA + 15.6) + 0.56 cos.12(DA - 22.4)-
+ H(Xm,T,,,Kp.R) (10.68) t--:'" :

(10.69a)
where X, geomagnetic invariant latitude,

Goose Bay (600 CGL intersection)
X,, geographic latitude,

T = local meridian time, SI(dB) -1.3 4 1.1( - 0.77FD){I + 0.5(l - 0.2FD)

D = day of the year, X cos(HL + 2.1 - 0.6Kp) + 0.06

= smoothed Zurich sunspot number, x cos 12(HL - 2.l)l + 0.02 cos 13(HL

T, = geonagnetic time. + 5 .2 )112 1"
3Kpf I 1) 01) 8OiA., 4 + 1, 21rij

Kp planetary geomagnetic activity index. FD - cos (DA + 0.5) + 0.2 cos 12(DA - 99)1

(10.69b)
The three terms in Equation (10.68) respectively describe f
the strength of equatorial. midlaiitude. and high-latitude Sagamore Hill (530 CGL intersection)
irregularities. Thei first two have not been tested extensively
against Wideband data but the high latitude term H has been. SI(dB) = 0.33 + 0.02(1 + 0.2FD) {l + 1.2(0 - 0.01FD)

The high-atitude term is based on the observation that
there often is a more-or-less abrupt boundarv IAarons et al.. x cos (HL - 0.4 - 0.15 Kp) + 0.3
19691 between the midlatitude region of relatively smooth x cos 12(HL - 0.8)1 - 0.1 cos 13(HL
'onosph,!re and the highlatitude scintillation region. It is +-
located. typically. equatorward of di!:crete-arc auroras in
the general vicinity of the diffuse auroral boundary. FD = cos (DA + 56) + 0.7 cos 12(DA - 143)].

(10.69c)
10.7.11.2 Formulas In Atlantic Sector. ' Since WBMOD
has been developed and calibrated against data from only DA is day number, As = S,/100, HL is local time (hours)
one longitude sector (Alaska). it is appropriate to note em- at subionospheric point (350 kin), and S, is solar flux at
pirical formulas that. though not as complex. have been 2695 MHz in solar flux units; all angles are in radians.
developed for another longitude sector, along the 70'W Arguments of the cosines with diurnal and yearly terms
meridian. These formulations have been made [Aarons et should be converted by factors of 2/24 and 2',r/365, re*-
al.. 1980a1 for Narssarssuaq. Greenland, Goose Bay, La- spectively. ,
brador and Sagamore Hill, Massachusetts based on 3-7 In Aarons et al. 11980a] corrections for frequency de-
years data base of 15-min scintillation indices. The forcing pendence are given thus allowing higher frequency scintil-
functions are time -f -day. day of the year. magnetic index lations to be estimated. In addition. corrections for geometry
and solar flux. lovever, these individual models are much are also given similar to those cited in Section 10.7.3. I.
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CHAPTER 10 .

10.8 IONOSPHERIC TIME DELAY
EFFECTS ON EARTH-SPACE
PROPAGATION

One of'the most important effects of the ionosphere on 4• Z

radio waves that traverse it is a retardation, or group delay, 0
on the modulation or information carried on the radio wave,
due to its encounter with the free. thermal electrons in~ the I
earth's ionosphere. Other effects the ionosphere has on radio o" o
waves include (1) RF carrier phase'advance (2) Doppler
shift of the RF carrier of the radio wave (3) Faraday rotation
of the plane of polarization of linearly polarized waves (4) I o0

angular refraction or bending of the radio wave path as it ,n(L
travels through the ionosphere (.) disto rion of the waveform Z0 '.

of transmitted pulses. and (6) amplitude and phase scintil-
lation. With the exception of scintillation effects (see Sec-L__,tion 10.7). all the other effec~s listed here are proportional, 100OMz 200 300o400 500 IGHz 2 3 4 5.

at least to :rst order, to the total number of electrons en- RZOUENCY

countered by the wave on its passage through the iqnosphere
or to their time rate of change. In fact, phase scintillation Figure 10-82. Time delay vs frequency for various values of TEC.
also is me'ely the short term, time rate of change of total '
electron content (TEC) after the longer term variations have
been removed. ki! Obviously, the TEC parameter is of potentially great

In this section a short description is given of each iono- importance to precision satellite ranging systems.
spheric TEC effect upon radio wa,,es. along with a repre-sentative value of the magnitude of each of the these effects 10.8.1.1 Two-Frequency Ionospheric Time Delay

under normal ionospheric conditions. This is followed by a Corrections. if the navigation or ranging system band- %
discussion of the important characteristics of average io- width is large enough so that two, fairly widely spaced bands
nospheric TEC behavior and the temporal and spatial vari- can be used for ranging. the ionospheric time delay error
ability of TEC. can be reduced to an acceptable level automatically and can

be made transparent to the system user. Because the io-
nospheric time delay is a function of frequency we can write:

10.8.1 Group Path Delay .
k k

The additional time delay, over the free space transit At c- x TEC At_ - x TEC. (10.71)
time. of a signal transmitted from above the ionosphere to
a user on. or near. the earth's surface is given by Where At, is the ionospheric error on frequency fl, and At2

is the ionospheric error on the frequency f,. If the normal
At = 4).3 system operational frequency is f, and we choose f2 at a

cf lower frequency for ionospheric correction purposes, we N

%here the TEC is the total number of electrons along the obtain: b(At) = - X TEC (I /f' - -.f)
path from the transmitter to the receiver. c is the velocity c . -

of light in n/sec.. and f is the system operating frequency = At, (fi - f')/ f2 (10.72) -
in hertz. The TEC is generally expressed as the number of
electrons in a unit crdss section column of one square meter or: At, = f3/(f' f ) X B(At)

area along this path.
A plot of time delay versus system operating frequency The value (At) is obtained from the difference of the si-

for TEC values from 10"' to 10"' el/m- is given in Figure. multaneous measurements of the total range, including ion-
10-82. These two values r'-prescnt the extremes of observed ospheric time delay, at the two frequencies, f, and f2, since
TEC in the earth's ionosphere. Note that. at a system op- the geometric distance is, of course, the same at all fre-
erating frequency of I GHZ. for example, a TEC of 10'1, quencies. The quantit) f,/ (f. - i') is called the ionospheric
a value freque,itly exceeded in many parts of the world, scaling factor. Far ratios of f,/f, near unity. the required
would produce a time delay of 134 ns or 40,2 m of range precision of the differential measurement may be unreason-
error. At a system operating frequency of 1(X) MHz this ably large. A plot of this quantity. normalized by fi, is given
same TEC valut-s would produce a ranee error of over 4 in Figure 10-83. In this derivation the contribution of re-
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

6r- assuming the satellite transmitted modulation phase at LI
I and L2 is known and the receiving system frequency dis-

5i. persive characteristics can be independently measured and
icorrected for.

I 4 For a typical daytime high solar activity TEC value of
10"l el/rm column the &(At) meas'ired by a GPS receiver

4 3- would be 35 ns or 10.5 m of ionospheric errir. Fur a direct
measure of absolute TEC from the modulation phase delay

r at L2 minus LI we have

0Z 1 TEC = 2.852 x 1016 x B(At), (10.74)
Q

o0,. - (6where ,(At) is measured in nanoseconds (ns). Since, at
0 , 4 0 5 " o' 7 O'S oIs 10.23 MHz. one complete cycle of modulation phase of

RATIO OF SECONMARY FRFOUENCY f2 PRIMARY 3600 is 97.75 ns. we obtain TEC = 9.7745 x 1011 el/m
TO PRIMARY FPFQUENCY , FREoUENCY per degree of 10.23 MHz modulation phase difference, or: %

Figure 10-83. Ionospheric I scaling factor vs ratio of primary (higher) to TEC = 278.8 x 10" el/m 2 per cycle of medulation phase
secondary (liower frequency difference. Thus, the cycle ambiguity in absolute values of %

TEC is trivial to resolve usinr *he GPS system as a means

of determining ionospheric time delay.
ceiver noise to the ditferential measurement accuracy has Absolute ionospheric time delay measurements can be
not been considered. made with an accuracy approaching I to 2 ns, iependng ,U

upon the received signal to noise ratio on both frequencies.
10.8.1.2 An Example of h Two-Frequency Ionospheric For the power levels transmitted by the GPS satelli~es, an
Time Delay Svstem. The Department of Defense is cur- omnidirectional receiving antenna, and a receiver with a
rently testing an advanced navigation system, called the modulation tracking bandwidth of approximately 15 Hz. the
NAVSTAR-Global Positioning System (GPS), [Demaro, differential modulation phase has been measured to within
1981. Milliken and Zaller. 19781 which uses coherently approximately .,2 ns. The contribution of receiver noise
derived, identical modulation on two carrier frequencies, for the two-frequency ionospheric time delay corrections on
called LI and L2. to measure the ionospheric group path the GPS system has been considered by Cretcher 119751.
delay directly and thereby correct for ionospheric time de-
lay. The ratio of frequencies used ii, the GPS system is
exactly 154/123. with the higher frequency (LI) at 1575 10.8.2 RF Carrier Phase Advance
MHz. The tw'- carrier frequencies transmitted by the GPS
system are the !54th and !20th harmonics of 10.23 MHz. In addition to group path delay, or modulation time
This 10 MHz frequency is hi-phase modulated on both car- delay. over the free space delay, the phase of the carrier of
riers with a psuedo random code resultirg in a [(sin x)/x 12 radio frequency transmissions is changed by the ionosphere.
shaped spectrum of width 20 MHz to the first nulls. A user The RF phase is advanced with respect to its phase in the
with knowledge of the transmitted code collapses the re- absence of an ionosphere. This effect is extremely important
ceived spectrum to equivalent carriers with 10 MHz mod- in, determining space object velocities by means of range
ulation. The 10 MHz modulation is transmitted with a known rate measurements. The amount of phase increase or phase
phase difference on the two carriers, and the'received mod- path decrease can be expressed as..
ulation phase difference is a direct measure of the ionos-
pheric group path delay. 1.34X 10

For the GPS carrier and modulation frequencies the ion- AID = - TEC (cycles). (10.75)
ospheric group path delay at 'requency LI. as obtained from
Equation 10.73 is where f is the system operating frequency in hertz. and TEC

is in el/m2 column. In practice, the amount of this phase

At,=- 1.5457 At). (10.73) advance cannot readily he measured on a single frequency ...

ard twc,. coherently derived, frequencies are required for
where b(At) is the difference between the ionospheric time this measirement. .
delay measured at the two frequencies. This difference in
ranee is directly related to absolute ionospheric time delay 10.8.2.1 Differential Carrier Phase. In addition to the
as. of course, the satellite is at the same range at both dual frequency identical modulation transmitted from. the
frequencies. The only frequency deperident parameter in GPS satellites for ionospheric group path correction, these
ranee measurements is the ionospheric time delay effect, satellites also transmit two. coherently-derived carrier fre-
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CHAPTER 10

quencies for ionospheric differential carrier phase neasure- A2  = ((b- ) - ( - 60 =b u + . - 2 X (b,
ments. For the pair of frequencies used by GPS. approxi- , .
mately 1.2 and I.6 GHz. the differential carrier phase shift.
referenced to the lower frequency, is from Equation (10.75)

1.4__m_- 1.34 ,

.I L ' l ,'Im 7 , AX, 34 x 10- 7 x TEC (cycles)

x TEC (cycles). (10 76)

where m = fl/f, = 1.2833. A l = 4.31 x 10 17 x TEC ' .-
or 2.32 x 10" el/m- per complete 21r cycle of differential A 2.68 X I0 -7 TE

A2 - m TEC (cycles).carrier phase between LI and L2. measured at L2. The f,- - ,..
differential carrier phase IEquation ( 10.76)1 is related to the
differential modulation phase. lEquation (10.72)1 simply by When
the ratio of. carrier to modulation frequencies. With a rea- i..
sonable carrier signal to noise ratio, this differential carrier f2  t (10.77)
phase can be measured to within a few degrees. or less than
approximately 0.04 x I0' el/rn. Since the TEC is gen- 2.68 X 10 f2 , r

er:Ily much greater ti.an 2 32 X 10"6. corresponding to 2r 42 = m-4 TEC (cycie:+.
of differential carrier phase. there is a 2nir ambiguity in the
differential phase measurement. For a can At frequency of 100 MHz a modulation, fre-

The differs.ntial 'artier method of measuring TEC can- quency of 1.93 MHz would be required to give 2,tr of second
not, in practice, be used to measure absolute values of TEC differential phase for a TEC value of 10i el/m.2 A value
by itself due to the larke 2nir phase ambiguity in the meas- of A2$ of 2r for 10 a el/m is a reasonable compromise
urement. but this is not important for navigation systems between the requirement for minimizing chances ofan am- '"
which require a .correction only for range rate errors due to biguity in absolute TEC and accuracy in measuring TEC
the ionosphere between two measurement times. relative changes. The second difference of carrier phase has .. :- -

The US Navy Navigation Satellite Systei. NNSS [Black, been ujed with the DNA-002 satellite to make estimates of
1980; Kouba. 19831. determines pociiion for stationary and the absolute value of TEC [Freemouw et al., 19781.
slowly moving vehicles by measuring satellite transmitted
RF ,arrier phase change.; as P fuiction of low-orbit sate!lite
motion across the sky. This method of positioning requires
only range rate information. The primary NNSS frequency 08.3 Doppler Shift
is 400 MHz. A second RF carrier at 150 MHz is used only S
for ionospheric range rate corrections. While various tech- Since frequency is simply the time derivative of phase,
niques have been proposed for determining the absolute TEC an additional contribution to geometric Doppler shift results
from the differential carrier phase information reczivzd from due to changing TEC. This additional frequency shift is
the NNSS satellites they all involve assumptions concern- generally small compared to the normal geometric Doppler
ing some a priori knowledge of the ionospheri:, and they shift, but can be computed by
cannot be used in the general case. , .

As an ionospheric monitoring tool the combination of Af= d = 1d TEC (Hz). (10.78)
differential carrier phase and differential modulation phase dt f dt Z
provides an excellent means of determining ionospheric
electron content along the ray path to the satellite. The For high orbit satellites where the diurnal changes in
absolute value of TEC can-be determined by the group delay TEC are greater than geometric oneK, an upper limit to the
technique and relative TEC changes can he measured with rate of change of TEC is approximately 0. 1 x 1016 el m-s - ' .
great accuracy by the differential carrier phase technique. This value yields an additional frequency shift of less than

0. 1 Hz at 1.6 GHz which would not be significant compared - - -.

10.8.2.2 Second Difference of Carrier Phase. The sec- with a typical required receiver loop bandwidth, of at least
ond di'fference in phase between an RF carrier and that of a tew hertz. At 40() MHz a similiar rate of change of TEC -
its upper and lower sidebands can be used to measure ab- would produce a frequency shift of approximately 0.3 Hz.
solute values of TEC. a, described by Burns aid Fremouw probably still not significant. ,
119701. If three coherently derived frequencies. f- f,,. f. During times of severe phase scintillation, which can
and f+ f,, are transmitted the second difference of phase is occur even at GH. frequenties, the TEC likely does not
given by change in a consistent, rapid manner to yield greater ion-
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

ospheric Doppler shifts, but the phase of the incoming RF
signal can have a large random fltctuation superimposed 1410003
upon the changes associated with the normal rate of change
in TEC. This large. random component may actually spread
out the spectrum of the received signal sufficiently to-cause 1 oor

the receiver to lose phase lock. as the receiver signal phase Z
may have little energy remaining in the carrier, and instead
may be spread over several Hz. with little recognizable Qf "
carrier remaining. A knowledge of phase scintillation rates " %", /,, -; :- -" €:'

is required to determine the spread of received signal phase. 1.

10.8.4 Faraday Polarization Rotation

When a linearly polarized radio wave traverses the ion- ..... .. --
osphere the wave undergoes rotation of the plane of polar- FROEHU EN0 Y00 4 G0 1GHz 2 3 4 5 . "
ization. At frequencies of approximately 100 MHz and higher rREQUENCY L
the amount of this polarization rotation can be described by:

Figure 10-84. Faraday polarization rotation vs frequency for various val-
ues of TEC.

2.36 x 10 -

f= B cos eNdl. (10.79a)

satellite transponder frequency band, the amount of Faraday
where the quantity inside the integral is the product of elec- rotation can be a tenth of a radian, well in excess of that

.tron density times the longitudinal component of the earth's required for dual, linear orthogonal channel separation.
magnetic field, integrated along the radio wave path. Many The Faraday rotation problem is overcome by the use
ionospheric workers have used this effect. nansed for Mi- of circular polarization of the correct sense at both the sat-
chael Faraday who first observed polarization changes in an ellite and at the user's receiver. Generally the mobile user
optical experiment, to make measurements of the TEC of finds it difficult to utilize circular polarization due to the
the ionosphere. Since the longitudinal magnetic field inten- continual vehicle directional changes: thus he se:tles for a
sity changes much slower with height than the electron received linear polarization. The 3 dB loss between trans-
den.sty of the ionosphere. the equation can be rewritten as mitted circular polarization and received linear polarization

is a necessary price to pay for user antenna man-uverability
K and simplicity.(I= Bt. TEC. -(10.79b)

where B, = B co., 0 is taken at a mean ionospheric height. 10.8.5 Angular Refrpction
usually near 4(X) ki. K = 2.36 x I) and TEC is fNdl.
Typical values o' polarization rotation for northern midla- The refractive index of the earth's ionosphere is re-
titude s~ations vi.wing a geostat~onary satellite near their sponsible for the bending of radio waves from a straight
station meridian ar, , ,'en in Figure 10-84 as a function of line geometric path between satellite and ground. This an-
system frequent V ai d total electron content. In fact. the gular refraction or bending produces an pPrc-... higher
largest portion t! 1 C data available today from stations' elevation angle than the geometric elevation. Millman and
throughout the wor have come frornt Faraday rotation meas- Reinsmith 119741 have derived expressions relating the re-
urements from ecosta-fionary satellite VHF signals of op- fraction to the resultant angular bending. Perhaps the eaiest
portunity. expressions to use, as given by Millman and Reinsmith

For satellite navigation and communication designers. 119741 relate the ionospheric range error to angular refrac--
however, the Faraday polarization rotation effect is a nuis- tion:
ance. It a linearly polarized wave is transmitted from a
satellite to an observer on or near the surface of the earth. R + r,, sin E,, (r,, Cos E,,) AR -

the amour.t of polarization rotation may be nearly an (d AE h, (2r + h,) +r, sin E,, R.
integral multiple of 90 degrees. thereby gi'ing no signal ,n h( +h+ si,
the receiver's linearly polariied antenna, unless the user is where E,, is the apparent elevation angle. R is the apparent
careful it realien his an'enna polarization for maximum range, AR is computed from AR = (40.3/172) x TEC. r,, is
received sienal. the earth's radius, and h, is the height of the centroid of the

As shown in Figure 10.84 at 4 GHz. a commercial TEC distribution. generally between 3(0 and 400 km
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Figure 10-M5, Refraction in elevation angle v elevation angle for indicated frequencies and values of TEC.

For low elevation angles and satellites well above most 10.8.6 Dist',tion of Pulse Waveforms
of the ionization. R->r,,sin#,,. and the angular refraction can
be expressed as: Two characteristics of the ionosphere can produce dis-

tortion of pulses of RF energy propagated through it. The
E - E dispersion, or differentia! time delay due to the normal ion-

2h, osphere, as derived by Millman 119651 is proportional to
ifM2, and produces a difference in pulse arri;al time across

pical values of elevation refraction error for a TEC a bandwidth Af of
of" 10" el2 column awe shown in Figure 10-85 for several
frcquencies. Note that. at the le'-est frequency. 100 MHz. 80.6 x 106
ntar the horizon the refraction is weli over 1.5 degrees' The At Af X TEC. (10.82)
".'VCs shown in Figure 10.85 have been cosnstructed using
Picth approximation derived 1,y Millman and Reinsmith 1 19741

for low elevation e given illa an R10.8i). where c is the velocity of light in ms, f and Afare expressed
Generally. the range error itself is the main ionospheric in Hertz. and TEC is in el/m 2 column. The dispersive term

problem for advanced navigation systems. and elevation for pulse distortion is thus proportional to TEC. When the
angle errors are insignificant. Satellite detection radar sys- difference in group delay time across the bandwidth of the
tens, on the other hand. do have the requi.cmerit to know pulse is the same magnitude as the width of the pulse it will
accurate pointing elevatio . angles for their large apertulre be significantly disturbed by the ionosphere. Millman and
arrays. tho u .,h 2v the accurate tracking is done by Bell [ 19,711 also derived mathematical relationships for ion-
using range rat- information, and elevation angle is of see- ospheric dispersive effects on ln FM Gaussian shaped pulse.
ondary importance as long as the be-mwidth of the antenna In addition to pulse distortion by the dispersive effects
is large enough to see the target. due to the TEC of the normal background ionosphere. radio

Errors in the azimuth of radio waves transmitted through pulses are also modified by scattering from ionospheric ir-
the ionosphere can also c--cur. they depend upon azimuthal regularities. Yeh and Liu 119791 have computed pulse mean
g gradients in TEC which are generally small and which can arrival time and mean pulsewidth due to both dispersion
usually be neglected ir. practical cases. and scatterine.
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Fijure 10-86. Typical profile of electron density vs height. In (a) log N, is pklted; in (b) N, is plotted on a linear scale.

%10.9 IONOSPHERIC TOTAL ELECTRON jonosondes have been used since the 1930s to make con-
CONTENTi(TEC) tinuous. routine measurements of the density at the peak of

the F2 region. measured by jonosondes as foF2. and equated
.X to N by

10.9.1 Average TEC Behavior
(foF2')2- = 80.6 N. (10.83)

N The ionospheric parameter responsible for the effects
described in section 10.8 is the total number of free elec- where foF2 is in Mz, and N is in units of l0' el/cc.

% trons. TEC. or its rate of change. along the path from a In the 1950s anid 1960s. continuing to a more limiited
satellite to a ground station. The greatest contribution to extent even today. upwards of 150 ionosondes were operated
TEC comes from the F2 region of the ionosphere. A typical to provide improved prediction capability for long distance
daytime midlatitude. high solar maximum electron density high frequency propagaition by means of ionospheric re-
profile is illustrated in Figure 10-86. The curve on the left fraction. Various models of tl)F2 were developed for this
side of Figure 10-86 is the log of N, plotted 'versus height purpose. one of the more popular, ones being commonly
as normally shown by ionospheric workers. Since the TEC known as ITS-78. IBarghausen et al.. 19691 after the report
k~ represented by the area unider the curve of a linear plot number which described the model. This model. among
of N, versus ,height. the right hand plot of Figure 10-86 other things. charaicterized the 10) day averaIL vorld~kide
illustrates the actual linear plot. Note that most of the con- behavior of' foF2 by Fourier temporal components and Le-
tribution to TEC occurs near the peak of the F2 region. The gendre polynomfial geographic coefficients ordered tkv mag-
reason for making, this point is as follows: ground-based netic. rather than geogrophic. latitude. The SUCCCs; of' thi,
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CHAPTER 10

experimental. data based, or empirical model, in repre- puting TEC. A iepresentation of world-wide average be-
senting the actual worldwide foF2 is due to the large amount havior'of TEC is illustrated in Figure 10-87 foi 2000 hours
of data available from ionosondes in many regions of the UT. To first order the TEC contours shown in Figure 10-
world. Other characteristics of this model are discussed by 87 move westward along magnctic. rather thin geographic.
Dandekar 119821 and in Section 10.3 of this chapter. latitude ;ines, at the earth's rotation rate. The Bent model

For the TEC parameter. data availability have been, and was constructed using solar maximum data from the 1968-
will likely continue to be. much more sparse. First. TEC 1969 period and had to be adjusted upward somewhat to
measurements have generally been calculated from mea- account for the much higher 1979-1980 solar maximum than
surements of Faraday x)larization rotation using VHF sig- that of 1968-1969. This adjustment was necessary to ade-
nals of oppxortunity transmitted from geostationary satellite quately represent the actual TEC values from stations mak-
telemetry transmitters. A few lunar reflected Faraday ro- ing observations in March 1980. which was near the max-
tation measurements in the late 1950s and early 1960s and imum of the second highest solar cycle ever recorded in the
the TrC obtained from a few low orbit satehites did not more than 200 year history of solar cyc!e observations. The
contribute significantly to our knowledge of world-wide TEC Bent model, appropriately adjusted for high solar cycle val-
behavior, at least not for modeling average ionospheric con- ues. does' howLver. represent fairly well the average be-
ditions. Only since the early to mid- 1960s have TEC values havior of TEC for many locations tested. Other worldwide
been obtained on a more-or-less regular basis. Even today ionospheric electron dedsity profile models from which av-
fewer than one dozen stations regularly contribute TEC data, erage TEC can be obtained include ones by Ching and Chiu
which can be used in TEC modeling purposes. to a world 119731, and Chiu 119751, K(,.nlein 119781. the 4-D model
data center. IVenFlotow. 19781, and the International Reference lono-

Fortunately most ofthecontribution toTECcomes from spheie (IRI)lRawer, 19811. The characteristics of some of
near the F2 region density peak where models of foF2 aie these models are described in Dandekar 119821 and in Sec-

. available. These foF2 models can be combined with some tion 10.3
limited knowledge of topside ionospheric thickness obtained Other empirical models of TEC have been developed
from topside sounders. along with topside in situ density directly from TEC data alone. though these have necessarily
measurements, to produce a complete ionospheric height been limited in temporal and geographic extent by the avail-
profile model. rne most well known of these models is the able data base. These include models of TEC over Europe
one by Bent lLlewellyn and Bent. 19731 which uses ITS- and the Mediterranean IKlobuchar, 19731 for low and me-
78 coefficients for foF2. and topside exponentials for com- ditim activity portion,; of the I I year solar cycle, and a

--..
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION V'
model of TEC over the Indian subcontinent for both solar of curves of ,diurnal changes in TEC for a northern mid-

minimum and for an average solar maximum [Klobuchar. latitude station for twelvc months during a solar maximum
et al.1977]. Models of the slhu thickness parameter. the period is shown in Figure 10-88. The standard deviation W'.

ratio of TEC/N.., have been developed for specifi, regions from monthly mean diurnal behavior is approximately 20%-

such as the one for norhern Europe by Kerslcy 119801. and 25%. during the daytime hours when the absolute TEC i

one for the eastern USA by Klobuchar and Allen 119701. values are greatest. Figure 10-89 shows the standard de- ,
from which TEC can be obtained from a model of foF2. vition from monthly average TEC behavior for the mid-

An algorithm designed for an approximate 50cX correction day hours fora numberof stationsduring the solar maximum ' .

to world-wide TEC. for ure in an advanced navigation sys- period 1968-1969. Again 20%-25% is a good value for the

tem. has been developed by Klobuchar !9751. standard deviation from the monthly average behavior. The

All of the 'models listed here. and the list is by no means standard deviation is somewhat higher during the nighttime

complete, are empirical models that attempt to correct for hours, but the absolute TEC va!ues are much lower during
average TEC behavior only. However. the variability from these periods.
average TEC behavior can be large and may be important If a satellite ranging system has error rLquirements such

to some radio wave systems that must propagate through that it must correct for monthly average ionospheric time

the ionosphere. delay. but still can tolerate the approximate 20%-25% vari-
ability of TEC from monthly average condit:ons, approxi- -.

ma'ely 70% -80% of the ionospheric effect on the system

10.9.2 Temporai Variability of TEC can be eliminated by the use of an average TEC model such
as the one constructed by Bent ILlewellyn and Bent. 19731.

10.9.2.1 Variability rrom Monthly Mean TEC Values. If !he system only requires an approximate 50c/ rms cor-

The ionosphere is a weakly ionized plasma and the resultant rection c: the ionospheric time delay. the algorithm devel-
TEC is a function of many variables including solar ionizing oped by Klobuchar 119751 can be used, On the other hand.
radiation, neutral wind and electric field effects. -,zutral if corrections for some portion of the remainder of the ion-

composition, and temperature changes. A monthly overplot ospheric time delay are required. after a state of the art TEC

J , NUARY 1979 . FEBRURY MARCH APRIIL

:21MAY JUNE JLY AUGOUST

.~~ ~ ~ . .. , . .. r .

2,

TOTAL EQUIVALENT VERTICAL ELECTRON CONTENT

FRMHAMILTON!ATS 5.

(IEUT)

Figure 10-88 Monthly overplots of TEC diurnal cur~ve for Hamilton. Mass for 1979.
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Figur 10-89. Percentage siandard dt:viations for daytime TEC from the stations indicated.

model, such as the Bent one. has been used to take out the direction. Their results ate shown in Figures 10-90a and b
monthly mean TEC, then the short term (a few lours) tem- for the east-west and the north-south station alignments.
poral variability as wll as the geographic vaiability. of respectively. No significant difference in correlation dis- A

TEC must be considered. tance was found with season.
The percent improvement, P.I., in TEC from the average

value is related to the correlation coefficient r by10.9.2.2 Short Term Temporal Variobility of TEC.
The correlation time of departures of TEC fr.)m monthly P.0. = 1 x I -(! -r )°"J
average r-urves has been studied by DonateFi and Allen
119811. They concluded, for the midlatitude station they (see Gautier and Zacharisen, 119651) (10.84)
studied, that the useful prediction time was , function of
local time. season, and long term sunspot activi:y. However, Note that a correlation coefficient of 0.7 explains only 29%
in most cases they gained no significant improvement over of the variance between the data at station pairs: hence a
the use of monthly mean predictions when they used actual measurement at one station, with a correlation coefficient
data more than 3 hours old. The longest use,'ul prediction of 0.7 between data sets with a second station would result
interval occurred, fortunately, during solar maximum day- in an improvement at the second station over the average
time hours when absolute TEC values are hi.lIest. During predicted value of only 29%.
solar minimum periods their useful predictior time inter-Val .. j
was often as short as one hour.was oten s shrt asone our.10.9.3 TEC in the Near-Equatorial Region "

In their study, Donatelli and Allen 119811 predicted TEC 1 .T ite aE t aR o
data for the same geographic location and direction in the Allsky as their measurements. If the prediction is for a different All of the preceding sections have concentrated on the
soyasion the measremp nts. Ifohel pedction i oer, abehavior of TEC in the midlatitude regions of tho world.

mainly because most of the available data are from that

region. The near-equatorial regi(n deserves special mention
10.9.2.3 Geographic Variability of TEC. The variabil- due to the "act that the highest TEC values in the world .
ity of TEC at the same local time. but ,.s a function of occur in this region, as shown in Figure 10-87. This region
distance has been studied by Klohuchar and johanson 119771. extends to approximately _t 20'-25' either ,tide of the mag-
They utilized TEC data from two sets of stations, one aligned netic equator. with the highest TEC values not at the equa- E-
approximately along an east-west direction, with the other her at the so called 'equatorial anoinaly" regions
set of stations aligned along an approximate north-south kcated :t, app~oximately ± 15' from the magnetic equator.
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Figure IC-91. Monthly overplois of TEC diurnal curves for Ascension Island. May 1980-April 1981.

The regions of highe:c TEC values at 2000 hours UT are 10.9.4 TEC in the Aurora] and
clearly set n in Figure. 10-87 near 100' west longitude. Polar Cap Regions

Most of the day-to-day geographic variability of TEC
in the equatorial anomaly region during solar minimum con- Sin~ce most available TEC values have beet' measured
ditions can be explained by the variability of equatorial using radio signals transmitted from geostationary 57 -lites.
electrojet strength. Unfortunately, no such similar TEC data which can be viewed only at low elevation angles from high
are available for solar maximum. latitudes, knowledge of the variability of TEC'in the auroral

An example tef the high temporal variability oif TEC for and polar cap regions is sparse. In the American longitude
solar maximum conditions for Ascension Island. a station sector. where the magnetic latitudes are lowest for a given
located near the peak of the southern TEC equatorial crest geographic latitude. there is cciisiderable TEC data from
region. is .4tW,%n in Figure 10-91. Note the extremely large Goose Bay. Labrador, over which the aurora passes south-
day-to-day TEC variability in the afternoon and evening ward, even during moderatelx magnetically disturbed pe-
hours tin Ionic roonths. 'Any satellite ranging system re- niods. The behavior of TEC during those periods can be
quiring ionospheric TEC cotrectiors in the near-equatorial high ly irr-gular. especially during the nighttime hours. TEC
region should not use the midlatitude tandard deviation values often exhibit rapid changes and occasionally even
values of" approximiately 2ffl -25'( ito represent the vani- e-ceed the davtinie maximum values briefly. While the oc- 7
ability of the near-equatorial region. cure , o eraaurlatity may be predictable. tnc
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specific large increases in TEC. likely due to auroral pre- Davies 119901 has reviewed the .)vral, results of the ATS-
cipitat ,Pn, are not individually predictah',;- but may be sta- 6 experiment. A summary of typi-alI protonospheric electron
tistically characterized as a function of magnetic activity. content data is shown in Figure 101-92 taken from Klobuchar

In the polar cap region a negligible amount of TEC data et. al. 119781. Note that the protonospheric values are fairly
exists. The abs)lute TEC values are probably !,,wer in this low in absolIte value.

region than in the midlatitudes, and the variability of the During the nighttime hours when the ionospheric TEC
polar cap TEC is probably very high. is 1(,w, the protonospheric contribution may become a fairly

large percentage of the total number of electrons tween

a satellite at geostationary height and an observer on. or10.9.5 Prolono..vheric Electron Content near the earth's surface. Unfortnmatlo. no pr(tonospheric

electron ontent data are available during solar maximum
Most of the available TEC data has been taken b eas- conditions.

urement of Farada rotation of single fre uency radio waves
transmitted from geostationar satin tes to ground oberv-
ers. The electron content obtained fro Faraday rotation 10.9.6 Short Term Variationsein TEC

obserations. while made from radio waves transmitted from,
satellites at gewtationary satellite height above the earth's The time rate of change of TEC. in addition to the normal
surface onth includes the contribution if electrons up to diurnal variations e also has periodic variation due to per-

l heightc of ipproximately 20)y ki. This is w,e..:use the in- turbations of the ionospheric region mrom various potential

tegrated product of the longitudinal complnent of the earth's sources as geomagnetic substorms meteoriogical sources
magnetic field times the electron density. above ap-roxi- such as weather fronts shock wVeS fro t supersonic air-
mateln 20oF km. i negligible. The on measurements of craft volcanic explosions. roket launches. and other mi,-
the additioal contribution (f electns above the Farada cellaneou1. s.urces. Whe these short term variations, in TEC
maximum hei,t hae bfon adc using sgnals from an cover a large ran.e ,f periods and amplitudes common
ionospheric beactonrar satellite ATS-6. perio tms range frof 20 to o cC. I(X) minutes with amplitudes
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of a few percent of the background TEC. A 10% ionospheric Experiments [Russell and Rycroft, 19801 dealt with a broad
disturbance with respect to the background TEC is uncom- spectrum of experiments: energetic particle injections, plasma
mon. while a I r TEC perturbation is common. Titheridgc wave (VLF) injections, mass (neutral gas) injections, as well
1196981 and Yeh 119721 have made studies of the statistics as with laboratory and computer simulation experiments.
of traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs). in TEC for The most recent summary of Active Experiments in space
midlatitude regions. treated particle beams, neutral gas injections, wave injec-

A system that requires correction for .he rate oif change tions and high power heating experiments 1Burke. 19831.
of TEC cannot rely on models of TEC to provide reliable The common thread that binds all of these methods is the
information on short term rate of change of TEC informa- use of well-defined input/output experiments to probe the
tion. and can use available TID information only in a sta- system response functions for specific atmo:.pheric and space
tistical manner. The only recourse for a system significantly plasma systems.
affected by rate of change of TEC is to use a dual frequency In terms of purely ion:',spheric phenomena, the modi-
measurement technique to directly measure the ionospheric fication of ambient electrons and ions are most often achieved
contribution to range rate. by chemical injections or by radiowave heating expriments.

Each of these areas is treated in the following sections.

10.9.7 Conclusions
10.10.1 Chemical Releases

There are at least three categories of systems potentially
affected by ionospheric time delay. For the first category The history of chemical release experiments dates from
of user the potentia, systems effects may be small, at least the the earliest days of space exploration when, shortly after
under any naturall) occurring worst case ionospheric con- Sputnik-I in 1957, rocket-borne payloads of highly reactive
ditions. In the second category, a user may require a nominal chemicai'k were injected into the upper atmosphere ir at-
correction for average ionospheric time delay. but is able remits tt. use artificial perturbation techniques as a way of
to tolerate the 201/ -251/ stanidar, devivtion from average investg:nirig the structure and dynamics of the neutral and
conditions H.2 should e.,,,:nt at lea.i : w4',, ,oircction for ionzed components of the upper atmosphere. The Air Force
ionospheric time delay effects using a kelativcly simple time Cambridge Reseairch Laboratories (ARCP.L) carried out the
delay algorithm, and up to 70r/r-80 1/ for a stite of the art. initial work with plasma cloud injectios [Marmo et al.,
fairly complex model. These model corrections can be im- 19591. and later a pioneering and comprehensive series of
proved by the use of actual ionospheric measurements within chemicat iniection expcrimer.ts under PROJECT FIREFLY
a reasonable temporal and spatial frame. For the third cat- (Rosenberg, 19641. Experiments using barium releases (or
egory of user ionospheric model corrections, even updated similar, easily ionized species) have formed the major ac-
with near-real-time measurements. may not be sufficient to tivity in this field, tracing and/or modifying ionospheric
correct for ionospheric time delay, and the sy';tcm must then processes from auroral locations [Holmgren et al., 1980] to _
make its own ionospheric correction. Fortunatl'V. the ion- the equator IKelly et al. 19791. The symposium proceedings
osphere is a dispersive medium and the use of identical referenced above [Albrecht. 1976; Russell and Rycroft, 1980;
modulation on two. widely-spaced frequencies will allow a Burke. 19831 offer comprehensive summaries of these ex-
direct measurement to be made of ionospheric range delay. periments.
Two coherently-derived carrier frequencies may be used to The field of neutral mass injections wa" first concerned
obtain accurate time rate of change information for TEC. with the environmental impacts that might result from the
Details of measuring ionospheric effects directly by a sys- larger :nd more powerful rockets beirg developed'for space
tem's use of multiple frequencies are available in Burns and exploration iKellogg. 19641. Ia 1973. when the last Saturn
Fremouw 119701. V rocket to be used in the U.S. Space Program launched

NASA's Skylab Workshop. the resultant deposition of ap-
proximately I(X) kg/s of ti, and HO exhaust molecules --

10.10 ARTIFICIAL MODIFICATION into the 2(X)-440 km altitude region initiated a rapid and -
large-scale depletion of th, ionosphere to an extent never

The field of ionospheric modifications is a subset of a seen before: Isee Figure 10-93). The artificially-created ion-
more general class of research today called "Active Exper- ospheric hole- amounted to nearly a 50C decrease in the
imnts" in space plasmas. This field was initiated early in total electron content JTEC) of the ionosphere over an area
the space prograin by using rocketborne chemical releases of approximately a million square kilometers. Mendillo et ,,-. _
as tracers and/or modifiers of upper atmospheric processes. al. 11975 abl attributed the effect to the explosive expansion
The physical basis for such experiments was reviewed in of an exhaust cloud of highly reactive molecules that ini-
some detail by Haerendel 119761 during tnc first interna- tiated a rapid recombination ot" the ionospheric p!:,sma.
tional meeting devoted entirely to artificial modification studies The introduction of such typical rocket exhaust products
lAIbrecht. 19761. A second major symposium on Active as H,. H2O and CO2 into the upper atmosphere causes, the
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

ATS-3 OBSERVATIONS FROM SA'AMORE HILL., HAMILTON, MASS. the lack of large-scale/long-lived npodification effects upon
"a 20 the lower regions of the ionosphere is due primarily to the ,

SKYLAB high neutral densities and molecular ion chemisty a!ready
*LAUNCH -

' L

LAUNCH dominant at 1) and E region heights. as discussed in detail

Z" - Computer simulation models for the F region effects
/ , j have been constructed by Bernhardt et al. 119751. Mendillo '

• I and Forbes 119781. Anderson and Bernhardt 119781 and Zinn
*., and Sutherland 119801. The emphasis in these studies has

ranged from environmental 'mpacts of pioposed in-space
------- construction scenarios IRote. 19791. to laboratory-in-space

L .. experiments using "dedicated engine-burns" of the space
o0 0 3 1M IS IS 21 24 EST shuttle as part of the Spacelab-2 mission in 1985. to a series

14 MAY 19?3 of chemical modification experiments planned for the Com-
bined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES)

Figure 10-93, Total ElectonConten (TECIdatausedtodetectthe"SKY- scheduled for thelate 1980's. Some of these concepts have
LAB effect" on 14 May 1973. The dashed curve gives the been Ic:;!ed using rocketbome chemical payloads during pro-
anticipated diumal TEC behavior based upon a m'onthly
median prediction updated for geomagnetic storm effects jects LAGOPEDO IPongratz and Smith. 19781. WATER- k,7
IMendillo et al.. 1975hl. HOLE IWhalen et al.,. 19811. BIME INarcisi. 19831 and

COLOURED BUBBLES lHaerendel et al.. !9831. In the
atomic ion F region plasma to be transformed to a molecular AFGL Ionospheric Modification Study INarcisi. 19831, at- -
ion plasma at rates 100 to I0OW times faster than occur with tempts wer: made to study effects associated with SF6 in-
the naturally present molecules of nitrogen (N,) and oxygen duced negative ion plasmas IMendillo and Forbes, 19781.
(0). During so-called "experiments of opportunity." where

These important reactions are scheduled rocket launche.i are monitored by a variety of
techniques. satellite radio beacon observations have been
reported by Mendillo. et al. 119801 incoherent scatter meas-

0* HO- H,O + 0 K1 = 2,.4 x 10 '  /ms urements by Wand and Mendillo 119841. and optical di- "
'(10.85) agnostics by Kofsky 119811 and Mendillo and Baumgardner

119821. Figure 10-95 offers an example 'of the artificial

0' + I--, OH" + H K, =2.0 x 10 t: ms airglow clouds associated with F region hole-making ex-
periments.(10.86). %_' .. ,

0' + CO,.O, + CO K, 1.2 x 10 cm'/s

(10.87) 10.10.2 High Power HF Transmissions
Once a mol:culatr ion is formed, its dissciative recoin- Ground based high power high frequency transmitters

bination with an ambient electron occurs rapidly, operating below the critical frequency of the ionosphere

... have be'r. used to artificially modify the ionospheric electron
:', + e --- OH + H a = 3.0 x I0' cm /s thermal budget and plasma characteristics lUtlaut. 1970;

(10.88) Gordon et al.. 1971; Shlyger. 1974; for comprehensive re-
views, see Carlson aid Duncan. 1977 and Gurevich and

OH' + -- H 4- 0 at 1.0 X 10 7 cmI/s Fejer. 19791. The ;ower aperture product of these high
ItO 89)' power transmitters have been typically of the order of I0" "

Mwm2 providing power densities of about 10-100 f.wm,

0' + e -0 0 + 0 a1 = 2.0 x 10 7 cm'/s. at ionospheric heights. The ionospheric "modification" --__--

or so-called "heating" experiments have been obser,:d to
(10 90) cause not only the initially intended enhancements of elec-

tron gas temperature with associated plasma redistribution
and hence an "'ionospheric hole" is formed. A revicw of but give rise to a variety of nonlinear plasma phenomena.
rocket induced ionosnheric disturbances has been givcn by Figure 10-96 lafter Carlson and Duncan. 19771 summarizes,
Mendillo 119811. in a schematic form, the t;!riking variety of observed ef-

Figure 10-94 contains a schematic showing the man' fects of ioncspheric heating. The enhancements of electron
physical and chemical processes associted with artificially- gas temperature have been oscrved to be a few hundred -

induced depletions in the F region. It should be noted that degrees K IGordon et al.. 19711 caused by the deviative
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CHAPTER 10V

SPACELAB-2 PLASMA DEPLETION EXPERIMENTS
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IONOSPHERIC RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

is now attributed to either a thermal self-focusing mecha-*
nism [Perkins and Valeo, 1974; Thomne and Perkins. 19741
or the alternative mechanisms of stimulated Brillouin scat-
tering [Cragin and Fejer, 19741 and stimulated diffusion
scattering [Goldman. 19741.

The above range of irregul-irity scale sizes has sufficient
power spectral in.:nsity to cause scintillation of radio signals
received from radic stars and artificial satellites. This was
demonstrated when VHF/UHF signails transmitted through
the artificially heated ionospheric F region were found to

F I W Isexhibit scintillations [Rufenach. 1973: Pope and Fritz, 1974;
Bowhill. 19741. Radio star scintillation measurements at 26

Figure 10-95. The growth of an ionospheric hole isshoswn in this sequence MHz during ionospheric modification indicated the presence
of inag-intensiliecJ. wide-angle photographs of the ex- of either rapid and random or deep long-period (-5 mins)
panding 63(X) A airglow cloud produced by excited oxyg lcuain.Ieodrtnvodsm f h ifcute f *

atorn created fromn the recomibination of free electrons and flcutos nodrtaoi oeo h ifcliso
mnolecular ion t0. (H. H 2 0) produce by exhaust radio star observations, Bowhill 119741 performed scintil-
molecules tC'. H!. H20) and ambient Uitfl1ic ionls 1 lation measu-.ements with bot geostationary and orbiting

Tims ae at..PS Medilo ad Bumarder.19X1. satellites and established the field-aligned nature of the ir- V%-

regularities causing VHF and UHF scintillations, their trans-
verse scale and drift speed. One feature common to all the

The long- wavelength (,- I kin) field-aligned irregulari- above studies was the fact that the heater frequency was
ties giving rise to artificial spread F lUtlaut et al., 1970; below the plasina fetquency of the F region. The magnitude
Utlaut and Violette. 1972: Wright. 19731 could not. how- of scintillations observed on trans ionospheric communica-
ever. be explained in terms of the above instability process. tion channels is found to be of the order of 5 dB at 250
The causative mechanism for the generation of long wave- MHz when the nighttime F region is heated by _n incident- -

length irregularities remained obscure for quite a while and power density of about 50 1Lwm-2 IBasu et al.. 1980a].

ACCELERATED ELECTRONS
(SOME ESCAPE TO CONJUGATE

400

44

300 -TO~t~eV HF REFLECTION ALTITUDE

<~ <lOOM THICK SLAB OF
Q e g 0 7m WAVE LENGTH

PLASMA INS-tABILITIES

0., N*,OZPLASMA INSTABILITIES

5 6 7 89-
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Fieure 10-96. Effect, produced b\ gruind-hased transmitter of pmser aperture of ihe order'of it)' N1tiW in the 4-12 N.11; trequencs ranve. Ener -'

deposited in the ionospheric plasma alters both the thennal and nonthertual properties of its charned particle population (,.ttrlkd
experiments hat e applications to aeronotm~. cheinical rates. atomic cross sectionts. commnunicat ions. attd a nutoni ae'o pls~
physics lCarlson and D~uncan. 19771, . i ra ttpaia0I
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Chapter 11

SOLAR RADIO EMISSION
W. R. Barron
E. W. Cliver
J. P. Cronin
D. A. GUidice

Since the first detection of solar 'radio noise in 1942, If the frequency f is in cycles per second, the wavelength
radio observations of the sun have contributed significantly X in meters, the temperature T in degrees Kelvin, the ve-
to our evolving understanding of solar structure and pro- locity of light'c in meters per second, and Boltzmann's
cesses. The now classic texts of Zheleznyakov 119641 and constant k in joules per degree Kelvin. then B, is in W
Kundu 119651 summarized thL first two decades of solar m 2Hz 'sr . Values of temperatures T, 'calculated from
radio observations. Recent monographs have been presented Equation I 1. I) are referred tc as equivalent blackbody tern-
by Kruger 119791 and Kundu and Gergely 119801. perature or as btightness temperature defined as the tem-

In Chapter I the basic phenomenological aspects of the perature of a blackbody that would produce the observed
sun. its active regions, and solar flares are presented. This radiance at the specified frequency. ..

chapter will focus on the three components of solar radio The radiant power received per unit area in a given -e
emission: the nasic (or minimum) component, the slowly frequency band is caikd the power flux density (irradiancevarying component from active regions. and the transient per bardwidth) and is strictly defined as the integral of 13,d41, "- ,

componeit from flare bursts. between the limits f and f + Af. where fl, is the solid angle

Different regions of the sun are observed at different subtended by the source. In solar radio astronomy the re-
wavelengths. At millimeter wavelengths, the radiation is lationship used is
from the photosphere. Centimeter wavelength radiation
originates in the chromosphere and low coror.a. Decimeter = Bfl. = 2kTjD.,h--2. (I .2)
aid meter wavelengths have their origin at increasing heights U .
in the corona: at meter wavelengths the observed radiation'

conies from heights ranging from 1(0 000 to 700 (X)) km where the apparent or disk temperature T,1 is that temperature
above the photosphere. For receivine equipment on the earth, which a uniform, source of the same angular size as the solar ,.
the low-frequency limit for observation is the frequency at optical disk must have in order to produce the power flux
which radio waves are reflected by the ionosphere (for prac- density F, received from the suti. Values of power flux
tical purposes. around 20 M'!!z). The high-frequency limit density are usually given in solar flux units (I solar flux
is set by absorption of radiation by atmospheric oxygen and unit. sfu = 10 22 W m- 2 Hz-).. V

water vapor. Recently. radio experiments on satellites have The power P. received at the antenna due to solar ra-
observed hectometric waveleneth (2 MIlz) emission that diation is given by: "
originate at heights ; 10 solar radii R. ). This leaves only
the frequency range form 2 to 20 MllIz. corresponding to F.A . 111.3.
emission heights of 2-10 R . unexplored by radio methods.

where A. is the effcctive area of the antenna. P. is also
11.1 BASIC DEFINITIONS conveniently expresser' in terms of the effective antenna

temperature T.\ corrected fo" any RF losses. TA\ is defined
If the sun radiated only, as a thermal source. the emitted bv

energy density would van' with frequenLy and tempen,re-
accordin to~ Planck's radiation law. In the radio region. the = kT..Af. (11.4)
Rav cigh-Jeans approxination for blackbodv radiation is
valid: the brihtr..ss. radiance per unit bandy idth. is

T, is readily measured with suitably calibrated instruments. %

B, 2kTl'c = 2kTh - (11 I) The equation for calculatiag the solar power flux density

11-1W
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from a given antenna temperature measured at a given in- wavelengths that solar radio emission approximates a 6000
stallation is K blackbody. At wavelengths :onger than I cm, the equiv-

alent blackbody temperature ranges between 104 to 106 K
L for the spotless sun and from 10' to 10'0 K fos the disturbcl

F, = 2kTA (sun depending on the condition of the sun and the time in
relation to the I l-year sunspot cycle. Meter wavelengths

where A, is the effective area of the antenna in square are characterized by much burst activity; thus, the basic (or
meters. and L is a dimensionless correction factor related minimum) sun temperatures at these wavelergths are de-
to the antenna response shape and to the diameter and tem- termined by making observations over a period of weeks or
perature distribution across the source. The value of L is months. The low temperature to which the sun periodically
unity only if the antenna half-power beamwidth is large returns, but never goes below, during this period is taken
compared to the source. L exceeds unity when the ratio of to be the zero-sunspot vdue: it is of the order of 106 K
the antenna half-power beamwidth to the solar angular di-
ameter drops below about live. thus. it is desirable to use
a parabola small enough so the half-power beamwidth is 11.3 THE SLOWLY VARYING
more than live vmes the solar angular diameter. Once the COMPONENT
solar flux density is known, the apparent temperature and
the brightness of the solar disk may be calculated from The slowly varying component (SVC) exhibits a well -.-

Equation (I 1.2). defined I I-year cycle variation and a 27-day solar-rotation
variation, since this emission originates principally in co-
ronal condensations overlying active regions, and is well- ,. '

11.2 THE MINIMUM (ZERO-SUNSPOT) correlated with sunspot number. The routine daily mea-
COMPONENT surement of the combination of the basic (or minimum)

component and the SVC of solar radio emission is referred
The standard method fo," obtaining the basic radio flux to as the quiet sun flux density. The SVC of the sun as a

density of the unspotted sui is to make a scatter plot of whole is obtained by subtracting the basic component from
solar temperature at a given frequency against the projected the ouiet-sun flux density. The SVC of individual active
sunspot area: the extrapolation of the curve that best fits regions can be obtained by either eclipse observations or
these data to zero sunspot area determines the minimum or irterferometric measurements.
basic flux density at that frequency. By doing this for all
frequencies. one determines the spectrum of the basic com-
ponent of solar radiation. Figure I l-I shows the distribu- 11.4 THE BURST COMPONENT
tii-ns of power flux density for the sun and for black bodies
at various temperatures. It is only at millimeter and shorter During solar flares (Chapter I) there may be large in-

creases (bursts) in radio emission lasting anywhere from a

few seconds to several hours. These bursts originate by
1o61O 1p, 101L 001L I rnm I crin l0om bremsstrahlung, gyrosynchrotron, and plasma radiations. ' '

Characteri:'ics of the bursts vary with wavelength. Bursts

' 4
O' 2  in the meter-wave range ( 12 m to about 50 cm) are classified, ,-.

by spectral type. No spectral classification exists for the
/'o - -x _ DSUNRBE decimeter or centimeter wave regions.

,o F~ ..- B~s~c SUN SUN'

• I z  ,m to about 50 cm is obtained from swept-frequency obser-

5 K

S0  K-vations. Dynamic spectra are displayed on a cathode-ray.""".,

I 4 Jt , FqRD .. "--VF-RADiO tube and recorded photographically as a series of intensity-"""
tO -6 IO"  IO- 10"  IO- IO I 10 0 modtulateil traces that give intensity as a brightening in the r'-......-....

1frequency-time plane. Figure -2 is an illustration of ideal-
ized dynamic spectra of various types of bursts. These spec- 4

3: Cj2u2 6,0 'K vations. Dtral types are discussed below in the oc !er o a their occurrence
1 4 Silar lx' rn and ,pctra t a bhsckbthtIg rvdiation at i etrious in tha b iarn event.freuecy-im plane Uigur 1-2ianlustainoflar di

arca per unit handv,,dthl',, plotted against vavelenitth Type Ill bursts are the most common type of solar radio

11-2
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SOLAR RADIO EMISSION

optical flare. The storm continuum can last frr several hours
and often degenerates into the Type I noise .torms he

\0 durations range from hours to days. In contrast to the flare
continuum and moving Type IV emissions that are only

TYP1. , .weakly polarized, storm continuum is strongly polarized in
_,_ the ordinary mode. This suggests plasma radiation as the

" source of the storm continuum, while gyrosynchrotronra- 1, -L
FLAP S".1 5 2 5 diation from energetic electrons spiraling in weak coronal A ,

magnetic fields are generally cited as the source of the flare

Figure 11-2. Idealized illustration of the record of a complete solar radio continuum and moving Type IV emissions.
outburst as recorded by a dynamic spectrograph at meter Type I events are distinguished from the relatively smooth
wavelengths. broad-band Type IV -mission by the presence of a great

number of short (- I s) intense bursts superimposed on the .-. ,
activity. They can occur either singly (duration -5 s) or in background continuum. These short intense bursts are dis- , '..

groups. Only about one-third of Type Ill bursts are asso- tributed more or less randomly over the frequency range of
ciated with flares. When associated with flares, however, the underlying continuum. Both the background cs'ntinuum
the timing agreement with flare impulsive hard x-ray and and the superimposed bursts are strongly circularly polar-
microwave emission is often quite good (within seconds). ized, usually in the o,'dinary mode. Type I radiation appears
Type III bursts are caused by streams of - 100 keV electrons to be more closely associated with certain active regions
propagating outward through the solar atmosphere and ex- than with flares, although they can be flare-initiated. At
citing plasma waves. Because of their relatively high drift present, the mechanism and origin of Type I emission are
rates (20 MIlz/s) to lower frequencies. they are refer'ed to not well understood.
as fast drift bursts.

Type V bursts consist of a broad band continuum of
short duration (- I min) that is preceded by a Type Ill burst 11.4.2 Decimeter-Wave Range ... '
and accompanied by centimeter-wave and hard x-ray bursts. (500 - 2000 MHz). . .

Thz Type V burst may indicate the presence of a particularly
rich stream of electrons, part of which is trapped in the At decimeter wavelengths the emission is highly variable WM
corona and becomes visible either through Ryrosynchrotronand complex. Rapid time structures (seeral peaks per mn-
radiation or plasma waves. ute) are often observed in the time profiles of decimetric

The Type 11 burst, or siow-drift (-0.2 MHz/s) burst is radio bursts observed at discrete frequencies, and the re-
presumed due to the presence of a shock wave propagating lationship of these fast structures to the source of the smoother •.
outward through the solar corona with a characteristic ve- emission observed at centimeter wavelengths is not clcr.
locity of 1000 km/s. The disturbance excites plasma waves Individual peaks in complex events are often strongly k -r-
at the local plasma frequency. In the spectrograph record. cularly polarized in the ordinary mode.
these bursts appear as a narrow band of intense radiation
that drifts gradually and often irregularly from high to low
frequency. About 60% of all Type II bursts show emission 11.4.3 Centimeter-Wave Range
at the second harmonic. Type 11 bursts are closely associated (2000 - 35000 MHz).
with solar flares.

Type IV emission has at least three distinct componients. Solar emission in the 15-1 cm range does not show as
these components can not be separated on the spectrograph rapid fluctuations as emission in the meter and d;, :'meter [.
record and can only be distinguished by interferometers. ranges. There appear to be at least two bsic ni'.-phological-. -
Flare continuum is the broad band emission occurring at types of centimeter-wave bursts. The firsi of !tese is the '
meter and decameter wavelengths dii'ing the flare impulsive simple impulsive event that reaches a maximum peak-flux
phase. Moving Type IV bursts involve a varietyof forms, density ranging from 10 to >104 sfu in a few minutes.
although three basic types have been recognized. These are Impulsive bursts are interpreted in terms of gyrosynchrotron T-,-;
the magnetic arch, the advancing front, and the isolated emission. Complex bursts may consist of several impulsive
source (ejected plasma "blob"). Both the flare continuum events in sequence, although the appearance of a relatively
and moving Type IV emissions have durations _ 10-60 min. :,smooth broad band microwave Type IV component in the -.,. .,
While the moving Type IV burst travels outward through, later stages ol many complex events may indicate an ,--
the corona and can reach heights of -10' km above the ditional or prolonged acceleration process. The second of
photosphere. the final stage of Type IV emission, the storm these, the gradual riseand fall microwave burst, may occur
contintum, originates low in the corona near the corre- by itself or may follow an impulsive event (monotonic decay
sponding plasma level and directly above the site of the only), in which case it i.; referred to as a post-burst event.

11-3
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quencies) with different electron energy distributions and ZOO

02 JUNE 1974 different magnetic fields I Kundu and Vlahos, 19821.
MANILA T

OBSERVATORY? 1,250
8800 t11.5 CORRECTIONS TO QUIET-SUN AND8 80 BURST-FLUX DENSITIES

In the final two sections of this chapter, charts and tables .
720 of burst and quiet-sun flux densities from Sagamore Hill

4 5 bsSolar Radio Observatory are presented. It is appropriate to

4995 discuss errors of absolute calibrations in these measure-
menes. In 1973, a report [Tanaka t al.. 19731 by an Lbsolute ..t calibration working group formed by Commission V of URSI

3 60 was published. It cottained corrections for Sagarnor.: Hill
for the years 1966-1971. For the years 1972-1976, cor-I 2' 9 rectiot factors were taken from the IAU"s Quarterly 3ulletin

* of Solar Activify. For 1977-1979. correction factors were
derived by extrap. 19tion from previous years and co',-'.-
ison of the Sagaiaoi 1 Hill quiet-sun flux densities with .,ose

205 of other solar-c 'rol observatories. For 245 MHz, a sub- ""
stantial correction factor (1.55) was applied to all the data "
as a result of an absolute calibrations measurement (using
the radio source Cassiopeia A) carried out at Sagamore Ihill
in 1980. The multiplicative flux-density correction factors

18, 20 LOO for the five frequencies for which data are presented are
listed in Table Il-I. Before processing the data presented

60 below, these correction factors were applied to the Sagamore
Hili burst and quiet-sun data.

0420 0430

UNIVERSAL TIME 11.6 QUIET-SUN FLUX-DENSITY V
MEASUREMENTS,---..'"

:igure I -S. The time-inicnsity profile of an ippuhive microwave MurE.SUNT
Solar microwave emission correlates well with solar EUV

flux IForbes and Straka. 19731, a fact which makes it useful
lea% flux densities of these gradual events seldom exceed as an input to ionospheric models in lieu of the more di~ficult
i0 sfu: these events are generally explained in terms of to obtain sunspot number and EUV flux. For this reason, *.

,remsstrahlung from a Maxwellian distribution of electrons, the 1965 edition of the Handbook of Gephysics included
:_xamples of the time profiles of microwave bursts observed a table of the daily quiet-sun (non-burstirg) flux densities ,.:'4

it Sai-amore Hill Solar Radio Observatorv are contained in observed at 280M MHz (10.7 cm wavelength) by the Na-
he burst atlas compiled by Barron et al. 119801. A typical tional Research Council in Ottawa. Canada from 1947 to
mpulsive event ;: presented in Figure 11-3. mid-1963. We continue the tablL in this handbook using

Instantaneous spectra of events in the centimeter fre- Ottawa data through 1965 and Sagamore Hill data thereafter.
4ucncy range are relatively smooth and tend not to have In addition, the 88(X) MHz quiet-sun flux-density values
iarrow-band emissi'm feat.ires. For moderate sized events from Sagamore Hill are included.

1> I00 sfu. the peak-flux-density spectral maximum of the In Table 11-2 we present the observed Jaily solar flux
:mission generally occur at frequencies ->9 GHz. For the density value-measured at 2800 MHz at Ottawa for the years
larmest events with centimeter wave peak flux densities ;? 1000 1963-1965 and the 2695 and 8800 MHz flux density values
fu. the emission usually extends to the meter-wave range measured at the Sagamore Hill Radio Observatoty from
where it often exhibits a second spectral maximum with a January 1906 through December 1979. It should be noted "
minimum occurring at the intermediate wavelengths. This that these are observed values and not values adjusted to I '

U-sha,-ed spectral signature (Figure 1I -4) is thought to re- AU. The va!ues are taken at local noon at the Sagamore
fleet the fact that there ae two different sources of burst Hill meridian. This is done so that the radiation will have %
radiation (one at centimeter waves and one at lower fre- passed through the shortest path in the earth's atmosphere *.

! 1-4 ' ,.'S. ". "'.%
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* Figure 11-4. The peak flux-density spectrum of a large microwave burst. The U-shape is characteristic for large microwave bursts with peak flux deuisity
> 1000 sfu.

and be subject to the minimum atmospheric attenuation. In Note the asterisk 1') between the 2695 MHz flux-density
some instances this meridian-transit observation is not pos- value and the 8800 Mltz flux-density value on sonre days.
sible because a solar radio burst is in progress at that time. This indicat.s that there were adverse weather conditions.

" When this happens, the observation is taken as soon as it usually rain or snow, present wher the observations were
has been determined that the radio burst has ended. In vir- being made. These conditions will cause the signals received
tually all cases this was within an hour of the time of me- to be further attenuated. The asterisk indicates that some
ridian transit so that the added attenuation 2ue to the in- adjustment has been made to the observed value to com-
creased atmospheric path length was negligible. pensate for this problem.

Table I I-!. Calibration cormctim factors. Sagamore Hill. 1966-1979.

Year 245 MHz 610 MHz 1415 MHz 2695 MHz 8800 MHz
- 0.91 1.16 0.90 0.91

1967 - 0.91 1.16 0.90 0.91
1968 - 0.91 1.16 0.90 0.95
1969 1.55 0.91 1.16 0.94 1.00
1970 1.55 0.91 1.16 0.94 1.00(2)
1971 1.55 0.91 1.16 0.94 1.00(2)
1972 1.55 0.91 1.08 0.93 0.95
1973 1.55 0.91 .1.03 0.91 0.90
1974 1.55 0.91 1.05 0.90 0.90
1975 1.55 0.91 1.05 0.90 0.87
1976 1.55 0.92 1.08 0.90 0.85.,1977 1.55 . 1.06 0.88 0.88
1978 1.55 1.00 1.06 0.85 0.87
1979 1.55 1.00 1.06 0.85 0.84

Noei: (I) For the period 9 June to 31 Aucut 1%7, all 2695 MHz burst and daily flux-denitv value, should be multiplied by I 13.
(2) For the perid I November I97) . 31 August 1971. all 94(X) MHz trjrst ard dily flux-,Jens;ty values should be multiplied by 1 14,

!-5
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CHAPTER 11

11.7 SOLAR RADIO-BURST Table 11-2a. Daily values of observed solar flux density at 2800 MHz

CLIMATOLOGY BASED ON recorded at the Algonquin Radio Observatory (ARO) of the

1966-1978 SAGAMORE HILL National Reseach Council. Ottawa. Canada.

OBSERVATIONS DAY .4 ras ,. r., mw j. m Tar oc. ,i. u-c

01 07 ?4 73 ea 04 76 067 74 60 07 7In addition to its role in maintaining the ionosphere, the 02 " 's 74 02 al 7v , 71 4 95 so
0;?7 ' :3 , 1 111 ?a 7470 037,sun is the most powerful natural source of radio interference 04 79 00 70 92 79 70 Se 73 74 03 7

to ground-based or near-earth (aircraft or satellite) radio S 77 05 70 07 7 77 : ft" 74 " t ,,
Q7 77 03 04 Se as 04 77 Se 70 79 76 77

receivers. Tierefore. it is of interest to designers and op- 0, ?G 02 6 06 0 7 f 77 05 75 70, ? 0 2 s 93 77 4 77 0" ?a; ?a
erators of radio receiving equipment to have information on "I o 7-. 00 Se 07 99- 7 72 76 07 7 0

2 70 74 77 9.a a7 I0 74 73 4 0 7, Sewhat sort of interference one might expect from the sun at 13 79 4 74 " 0 107 76 74 84
14 " 75 40 Or 3 00 ?7 71 70 n

different frequency ranges in the radio spectrum and over 15 05 , W 44 :
what percentage of time the interference might occur (above 1 7 2 79 , 7 ? too 7 Se 92 04 se To

Is, IV 74 SC Se 09 ?9 74 Se97 10 3 *a a 70
acertain intensity level). Since radio burst emission from ? *- , , o2d/o 7 ;8 7 7 ? 91 75 ??r at 20% 00 4
the sun varies unpredictably over a wide range of frequen- 2 ,5 76 ft 72 S 72 73 ", c 4 06 722 73 7 76 d 72 09 2 73 06 1(24 96 06

olgie231 74 75 73 71 93 ?2 72 90 9 4 04 ftcies. one can only give the statistical likelihood of certain 2 -7 is 73 " 72 72 7 97 94 63 fton5 7 74 ?5 72 43 74 . 76 S 05 at *
levels being exceeded at various frequencies (or frequency 26 71 77 73 72 76 74 7 3 2 04 9 . .4

$ ? 7 S 72 74 Se 7a Se 01 74
ranges) of interest. We call this body of statistics on solar 2 So 74 ?: 74 73 77 74 ,4 79 73
radio-burst occurrence "climatology." Burst climatology is 1., 76 4 so 93 70 04 7 6 S 79 71

provided by Sagamore Hill observations at 245, 610, 1415, ,I e " 70 " U 03 7 -t in S 04 41 ?7

2695, and 8800 MHz [Castelli et al., 19731. Observations
* at 245 MHz began in March 1969: observations for the other JON TIES ,W WO ,, _ A&. AA , OCT IM 09C

p. 1964listed frequencies began in January 1966. 01 3 ai S 6' 67 70 72 7 -76
To produce a useful solar-burst "climatology". one must 01 ?1 72 ;s 4a7 GO -, ?2 7,1 ,6

* first determine what intensity (flux-density) level a burst, 04 n 71 p " 0 I . . 0 7, 3 79(M 7 . 2 7 6 72 w " 69 70 ?2 73 ?at
06 n 74 74 74 71 3 . . 0 73 74

nust reach to interfere with operational systems. Since ra- 0?3 n 72 7 r 7 ,; $ ? 74 73?
73 ? 73; 74 74 72 n3 ?I 60 71 72 7?dio-burst emission occurs over only a very small fraction 09 73 72 ?2 7 ? 7 7 1 72 77

10 73 "Z T3 ?3 73 ? 67 ?t r2 ?2of the time that any system is exposed to the sun's steady- I1 73 72 75 ' 70 70 Po " G 42 72 72 so
13 ! 73 77 73 79 01 67 7" 72 70 72 77state (quiet-sun) radio emission, the "disruptive" level of , 7 7 , ?: 70 74 72 2 72 79

7-i73 " 72 706 a72 1 -3 7burst emission must be significantly greater than the quiet- ,, 13 75 7Z ? 74 72 70 75 71 71 72 ;
.46 74 n 77 741 7 71469 7n 70 7 2 2 0

sun flux-density levels which vary over the I l-year solar- 1? ?2 ?o is 72 70 ?t 69 72 6 72 1 3 d s
Is 74 76 75 72 69 72 I 1 70 72 75 soactivity cycle (Figure i1-5). , 46 007 7169737 -S e120 7.6 ?6 74 7t 74 0 67 710 fiv ?3 6 s

21 ? ?$ 7 ?a 70 69 69,7 74 79Since the quiet-sun flux densities are different at dif- 2 7 so 76 70 Gil 70 6 696 9 72 " 70i 3 7-3 04 77 ?a 47 1?6 72 7
ferent frequencies. one cou'd choose a burst level greatly 24 74 03 77 72 go : 1 *:". 0 4 ?1 GO 7,4 71 rs*44 ?exceeding the quiet-sun level at any frequency covered in 2 74 " 7 : 7 ' : , : ?a , 7

2 3 06 74 70 a? G1 5 40 a6 76 720 fthe climatology study (1000 sfu. for exampie). One could 2 7 04 76 To 7 To 7'7 6 67 70 74 74 77
69 re6 n a 9 67 66 67 71 74 n) 7

also choose a burst level at each frequency that is a fixed 3,0 7 67 4 69 7t 74 74 77

multiple of the mean monthly quiet-sun emission (for ex- "ILAN 74 7 76 9 697 69 To 73 73 ft

JAN "I0 t few M .l * JUL Wo SEP OCT ,m' ac

507 04- 74.1 76 74 71 71 76 72 73 92 7, 9 M
I 02 04 79 73 72 ? 74 74 76 3 76 93 Se 7-20 03 6 7 715 71 7 7 76 77 77 96 at 73

6I 04 as 77 73 14 70 711 7 70 77 90 Se 74
035 W 76 76 71 69 70 73 76 79 92 70 75
06 00 76 77 ?1 70 ?a 70 70 7 ?a It 76

3---011 ?4 ' 7 74 74 77 Se so 70 04 as 73
00 ,.09 0 75 7, ,02 7 04 77 79 93 00 77

C"4 ?.1 73 72 72 ?9 94 70 76 03 Se 7-
ac t0 76 76 73 731 72 74 s0 76 ?! S 01D *- 7

_ _ _ . It n ?! 7 7176 00 77 7676 94 76
2- - 42.M 7" 74. 73 72 76 7o 76 795 73 at 74,. . . . "-- -... . i , ,, 76 ,,,, , ,, , 77

7 0 02 77 7 72 7n 74 77

,1 .. . .. .. 4 ? ? t P5 75 ;6 7?5 74 n n3 ft n
7 - 15w~ ., -5 .4 73 74 76 7

-i7'4 74 7Z 71 M3 6 76 72 74 74 72 74 70
17 ' 7 .U .?1 911 7, 72 72 ?4 ?2 70

245 W its___ 74 7a n 731 90 71, 72 73 73r 72 n3 79 ~
? 72 77 ?1 - 72 71 72 7 2

2f, 76 71 9 74 3 7 7 1 74
a24 7 7 2 4 ; 74 72 73 ?a 74

77 2 73 7 92 79 72 73 It 71 72 72

-4 76 74 72 ?1 IS 77 70 ?- 16 76 ?14 I
* 3 76 7 73 7Po al n 7o 77 72 ft 74 79C 95' 9.- 969 -97 971 1973 97 19' 15 9 971 971 19n 26 76 7- 73- 69 70 "9 69 72 7? 70 72 771

YEAR 2 79 ?b 72 69 76 ?a 70 74 "4 70 74 04
24 7 76 72 PO 74 77 74 ?1 W0 77 77 041
,:9 ?Z "2 ?0 74 76 71 74 07 77 74 S5

C' 74 F. 1 71 "9 7% 7 82Figure 11-5. Yearly quiet-sun flux densities for ,e'eral frequencies inca- -, 72 71 7?1 70 *1
ME- t aanoeHll99 74 75 ?4 72 76 77 74 73 P6 so 77 F6J~sured'al Sag,°more Hill.
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Table 11-2b. (Continued)
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CHAPTER 11

ample. five, times the quiet-sun level). This climatology level). We have also' shown the, "above-the-level" time,
presents results using both approaches. TO¢.

With regard to the statistics of burst levels over a certain For S, < S,. the longest possible length of time that
threshold (flux-density level), one might want to know how a t ;rst with mean flux density S,,, could exceed the S,
many level-exceeding bursts occur in a given period (in a threshold is S,./S, x Td. This is !he worst case. it comes
24-hr day, for example). One might also like to know for nowhere near representing the results for actual bursts.
what fraction of time (min per 24-hr day, fer example) do In similar fashion if S,,, > S,. the longest possible length
bursts remain above a certain threshold. Again. both kinds of level-exceeding time would be Td. Obviously. this max-
of statistics are presented in this climatology. imum result is not representative of T.,. A burst with an

The radio-burst climatology presented here is based on extremel, large very-%teep peak and long low-level tail could
routine, daily. whole-sun patrol observations made at the have its mean S. greater than S,. yet its flux density could
Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory over the )yar 1966 to lie below S for the overwhelming majority of th birst
1978. This period covers the decline from the maximum of duration time T.
the 20th solar cycle (a relatively low-amplitude cycie) through For each burst there is a factor by which (S,.,/S.,. .'% ,
the minimum (around 1976) to the rising portion of the new S,,, < S, or Tj,Ifor Sm. > S exceeds the actual ",b ove- -.
(and higher-amplitude) 21st solar cycle. Data from the the-level" time T,. We do not have the resources to , over
1966-1978 period should provide a reasonable measure of the time profiles of every burst at each frequency. Therefore
the intensity/duration parameters of solar-burst radio emis- we had to look at a representative sample of bursts and
sion during the least and most disturbed portions of the solar derive an 'overall factor to multiply the (S,./S,)Td or Td
cycle. obtained from the SGD data.

The Sagamore H: data on radio bursts, published rou- Analysis of a limited' number of relatively large events
tinely in Solar Geophysical Data(SGD) are given in terms from a Burst Atlas compiled by Barron et al. 119801 shows
of the following parameters: the peak flux density SP (sfu). that the factor by which (Sm,-S,)Tj or Td overstates T,,
the mean flux density S., (sfu) and the duration (min) Td varies between 1.5 and 10, independent of frequency, with
from start to end. These parameters are illustrated for the a mean of about 3. Therefore. we have used the following • J
idealized burst in Figure I l-t,. The area under the curve is relationships to derive the 'above the level" times of bursts

from the flux-density and whole-burst duration data listed.
in Solar Geophysical Data:

,,, T,.= -(S.JS,) T, for S. < S ,.

'T., = - Td for S,,, > S,.
3

Having dis"' .ed the data limitations and the approxi-
Si

- - - - - - .. ~, mating adjustments. we now present the ,?sults of the burst
L- . climatology study. In Figure 11 -7. we show the number of.L ...... bursts (statistically) per 24-hr day exceeding 500c4 of the

quiet-sun (flux-densit,) level. The nmber are given for
five frequencies (245 MHz, 610 MHz. 1415 MHz. 2695

MH. and 88(X) MHz) over the years 1966 to 1978. In Figu:e
Figure 11-6 Burm! paramnir, &picted ftir a ipical micrave event 11 -8 we show the number of bursts (statistically) per 24-hr

N Sfl~S'I. 15. .~piin.d n iq. ,.~ .day exceeding a flux-density level of 10 W/m 2Hz (1000
sfu).

the time-interated flux density. The mean flux density S, In Figure 11-9. we ,!.ow the time duration (min per 24-
is defined as the amplitude (flux density) of a rectangle with hr day) that bursts'exceed Istatistically) 50()% of the quiet- .. .
area equal,'to the time-integrated flux density and duration s:',1 flux density level. These durations are given, as in the
equal to the burst duration T,. previous graphs. for the five patrol frequencies over the .

In Figure 11-6. we have alo shewn an arbitrarv flux years 1966 to 1978. In Figure I I-!0 we show the duration
density level. S. In the climatology study, we eventually (min per 24 -hr day) that bursts exceed (statistically' the 10 "-.
want to derive tfrnm the SGI)-isted data alone) the time W m-, Hz flux-density level. .h'
tha, bursts exceed a. certain level. To illustrate the discussion The burst number and duration statistics (in Figures I I-
that follow,%. we hase shoxsn the level S, between S, and 7 through I 10)) are given on a "per 24 hr dav" basis.
S. (if S,.- S,. the burst would ne er exceed the arbitrary Obviously, the sun is noi in view I,.vailable to provide

1 1I -1 2 --: , '
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the system susceptible to solar radio interference may be in -10 min to 2 hours.
operation only during certain hours of the day (or night). At the higher radio frequencies (above 500 MHz),,strong
Hence, the best method of presentation is to give the sta- slrrdo nefrne(bv h ue-u ee)ocr
tistics on a "per 24-hr day" basis and let thie user determine as distinct, individual ly-identi fi able radio bursts. The bursts
what fraction of his operating time the sun is actually above have different spectral (frequency) characteristics, but at a
the horizon to provide interference to his system. Finally, given frequency the burst has a start time, a peak,(or several
it is imporiant to point out that the relatively low average peaks), and a time of decay. At lower frequencies (245

:M PERIs-R ID& EXCEEDING PSI cur WiM PER 24M

4E110 -.In am Ia .....AM
2 2-

........ ..... . ... ...

on 67 so W19 -5 7) 197 972 93 oft 91 9 76 W 77 97 g~ U .'7l '172 W93 .96 '. .976 9 ft37

Figure 11-8. The number of bursts during a 24-hr day that exceeded. at Figure I 1- 10. The number of minutes per day that solar-burst radiation,
various frequencies. 1000 sfu. at various frequencies, exceeded 1000 ,fu.
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Figure lI-li. Thle time-intensity profile of a typicil 245 MHz noise storm observed at Sagamore Hill.

MHz. for example) there is, in addition to distinct radio)0,
bursts. another phenomenon known as solar noise storms. W AO FtNSPSW= EK
These storms. more prevalent during the sunspot-maximum EXEE 10Wo HI~ PEM0

portion of the IlI-year cycle, often last for many hours and 1500- ev 04 a"a a meW
sometimes last for a period of days. The noise storms consist ~ ~ U U~~W,~5Am~

of very irregular low-to-moderate increases in solar flux 400 K..
density above the quiet-sun level. For only a very small
portion of the noise storm's duration does the added flux 300
density exceed the moderate level (for example, 100 sf).
Figure IlI-IlI shows a typical example of such a noise stcrm zosUi
observed at 245 MHz.

Since these noise storms constitute another significan t 100
type of solar radio interference for systems with operating
frequencies below' 500 MHz, we have also included a sta- me 07 WM W 1 7 f ? a
tisticall graph on noise storm duration, based on our 245
MHz data. See Figure I11- 12. The statistical duration is given
in terms of minutes of noise storm occurrence per 24-hr Figure I 11.2 The average number of minutes per 24-hr day that a noise

day.Theshotene peiodploted onl 190 to197) gvesstorm was .eported by Sagamore Hill observatory for theday.The horenedperid potte (oly 170 t 198) gvesyears 1970-1978. The large peak in 1978 may be due (at -

some indication Iof the sunspot-cycle variation, least partially) to a change in reporting pecedures.

Ps
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Chapter 12

THE AURORA

%

Section 12.1 J. A. Whalen :,

Section 12.2 R. R. O'Neil and R. H. Picard

12.1 PHENOMENOLOGY, kin), E region (90-160 kin), and F region (160-500 + kin). I-Oo

MORPHOLOGY. AND The particle energies and morphologies of each are depen-
OCCURRENCE dent on the source regions in the magnetosphere.

12.1.1 General Characteristics of the Aurora . . ..

The aurora is the name given to the light resulting from
the precipitation of electrons and protons from the mag- 0. F RECoN
netosphere into the earth's atmosphere. This, light consists
of atomic line spectra and molecular band spectra charac- 7 I
teristic principally of oxygen and nitrogen, the chief con-
stituents of the upper atmosphere ionized or excited by col-
lisions with these precipitating particles. J - -"-

Associated with auroral precipitation and ionization, E REG*oN -'=--
currents called auroral electrojet currents can flow in the l0o -. . - -. (
atmosphere. These cuirents produce magnetic fields de- D MEOM
tectable at ground level by magnetometers and form the . .. ,,'s. .o

.11 10 0basis for magnetic indicators of auroral activity (see Chapter ELcECo KINETIC NERaY t°kG.eVi

4). .-

Subsction 12.1 . I is a qualitative introductory discus- Figure .2-1. Altitude of maximum production of ionization in the upper
sion of the geneiJ classes of aurora in terms of the precip- atmosphere' by auroral electrns as a function of incident ,
itating rarticles, the source of each type of particle in the electron kinetic energy. Calculation by Rees 11964) assumes

mono-energetic electrons of isotropic incidence. Dashed lines
earth's magnetosphere, the energy spectrum of each, the are the approximate boundaries of the D, E, and F 'gions
height at which each produces maximum ionization and which are the principal ionospheric altitude regions.

excitation in the earth's atmosphere, the resulting electron
density for each. the spatial structure of each, and a map
of the general global morphology of each. The succeeding 12.1.1.2 Particle Energy-Magnetospheric Regime
subsections provide tables, graphs, and definitions that spec- R21ation. These general source regions are the magne-
ify and characterize auroral properties in as quantitative tosheath, the plasmasheet, and the Van Allen or so-called
terms as are currently available. trapped radiation belts. These regions are occupied by elec-

trons of kinetic energies of -0. 1 keV, 1-10 keV, and >40
12.1.1.1 Particle Energy-Ionization and Excitation keV, respectively. (Protons also exist in these regions, the
Height Relation., Particles penetrate into the atmosphere energies of which are greater than electron energies by a
to a height dependent on tmeir initial 'kinetic energy, the factor of -5).
higher the energy the deeper the penetration and therefore Quite fortuitously, electrons that precipitate into the at-
the lower the altitude of the resulting ionization and exci- mosphere with energies characteristic of these three mag-
tation. netospheric regimes produce maximum ionization a~d ex-

The condition for electrons (monoenergetic and iso- citation in the three different altitude regimes: that is. -0. 1
tropic) is shown in a graph of height of maximum production keV electrons ionize principally at heights in the F region.
of ionization versus electron energy in Figure 12-1. Note [-10 keV in the E region, and >40 keV in the D region. l
that the height scale is divided into three sections which are A cross section of .he magnetosplh.re through the noon-
the three fundamental altitude regimes: the D region (50-90 midnight meridiai schematically defines these regions to- %

12-1
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CHAPTER 12

gether with their particle pop,,lat~ons and associated ionos- (IGY) and 50r,4 in solar minimum (IQSY, (Sandford, 19681.
pheric height regimes (Figure 12-2). These two structural types can be distinguished in the

The origin of the magnetosheath plasma is tht solar wind large scale photographs of the aurora by the Defense Me-
proton-electron plasma, which is approximately thermalized teorological Satellite System (DMSP) (Figure 12-3). The
in passing through the bow shock'on the solar side of the bright structured fo ms at high latitude are the discrete au-

MAGNETOSHEATHI
.9 E9-0.1 keV

SOLAR '-PLASMA SHEET&e
WINOD $ E*- I to 10 kV

-'E'

TRAPPED RADIATION
Eq ) 40 key

Figure 12-2. &hematic of the magnetosphere of the carth in noon-mid-
night crosi section show ing principal magnetospheric do-
main.,, the associated particle populations via representative
electron kinetic energy. Ec. and the ionospheric region (F.
E or D) in which these particles produce maximum ioni-

,ation. ,

magnetosphere. These magnetosheath particles are thought Figure 12-3. Two DMSPphotographs showing the midnight aurora across
;o be the source of the plasma sheet particles and they. in the North American continent defined by city fights.
turn. to be the source of the Van Allen radiation belt par-
ticles. However. the route of entry of the particles into these
two regimes and the proce:ses by which they are accelerated roras: the relatively faint glow at lower latitudes is the con- ..,
are not understood. As such. they remain the fundamental tinuous aurora. City lights show the location and scale of
unresolved questions of magnetospheric physics and the the photographs.
subject of much active research (see Chapter 8). It is not
the purpose here to deal with these questions. but it is well 12.1.1.4 Morphology of the E Region. The most fa-
to note that the fundamental links between the magneto- miliar model of the aurora is the Feldstein and Starkov
sphere and the ionosphere make the ionospheric measure- 119671 auroral oval, a statistical compila:ion as determined
ments important ways of probing the magnetosphere in pur- from auroral all-sky camera photographs taken during the
suit of these answers. IGY. The oval is a band encircling the magnetic pole but

displaced eccentrically to higher latitude in the day sector
12.1.1.3 Spatial Structure. Another key distinction that as a consequence of the distortion of the earth's magnetic
one must make between auroras is their spatial structure, field by the solar wind. Figure 12-4 shows the oval projected
that is. whether they are relatively structured or unstrac- on a map of the northern hemisphere in magnetic coordinates
tured. This distinction is most cident in the I to 10 keV IWhalen. 19701. The pattern. fixed with respect to the sun, -
plasmashect precipitation. which represents the bulk of the is shown in four different orientations with respect to the
energy of auroral precipitation. Here the'structured com- earth at the indicated values of UT. With increasing mag-
ponent is known as th, discrete aurora. Since it is the most netic activity, the oval expands and moves equatorward.
v'sible. it i%, popularly known as "the aurora". The unstruc- The oval typic-d of moderute conditi'ons (that designated
tured comnent is known as the continuous aurora (also by the magnetic index Q = 3) will be used to form a ref-
called mantle and diffuse aurora). Although often neglected erence sytem for other types of auroras. The coordinate
because its faintness and absence of contrast make it difficult svtem of the oval. Corrected Geomagnetic Latitude and
to observe, this unstructured aurora comprised 8W4 of the Corrected Geomagnetic Local Time, is shown in six dif- >--:-"

total energy input into the polar region at solar maximum ferent plots in Figure 12-5. The Q = 3 oval is drawn in

12-2
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THE AURORA

aurora results from electrons alone since protons effectiveliy
-- - '"-diffuse throitghout distances of a few hundred kilometers in

-, the atmosphere. The continuous aurora will be examined in
, , , detail in a subsequent section. "

4. 12.1.1.5 Morphology of the F Region. The F precipi-
, !i tation appears to have structured arid unstructured cotupo- .

* ~~', nents analogous to the E region (for example. all-sky r'On-
A/, ~tometric observations of Mende and Eather 119761). The

location of each app s to be statistically well represent-
- by the oval-whether there are differences in the morpho- F 41W

"-. I " ogy of the two is not known. The ionosphere at F layer -

OO00 N heights exhibits irregular and spread conditions throughout
O. these r ieions of sol i precipitation. In addition, the polar c.'p

,- (the circular area poleward of the oval) is also a region of

- ~ ~ ~ . spread F. ..

"" .' Iy An additional ionospheric region of importance is the F :IM
layer trough, a region of low ionization 5°-0* wide located
equatorward of the oval in the night and evening sectors
[Muldrew. 19651. The pokward edge or wall of the F layer "

40 trough is a region of large electron density gr; lients that
T, can cause large refractions and thus large departures from

great circle propagation paths for HF. Buchau et al. 119781 '

treat a specific case. Pike 119761 has developed an analytical
-. _model of the F layer trough wall.

IU-T .. " -. 12 UT These F region precipitation patterns are shown in 'the
left column of Figure 12-5. Thermalized solar wind from

Figure 124. The auroral ovat, the locus of maximum discrete (E) auroral the magnetosheath impinges directly on the atmosphere to',
a~tivity. projected on the north polar region as mapped in produce the dayside region but not the night sector regions, M
Corrected Geomagnetic latitude and longitude. The orien- the field lir s for which map dewn from the plasma sheet.
tatious of the oval aitourrdifferent values'of UTar shown, In any case 'the regions are continuous in local Zime as

shown.
Onm of the complications in the F layer is that the regions "' 4

each plot bounded by the heavy lines. The shaded areas of production of ionization are not necessarily the bounds
schematically map the types of auroras differentiated as to of the location of the ionization. This is because ions in the
structured (top row) and unstructured (bottom row), and to F-layer ,ave relatively long lifetimes during which they can
particle energy/ionospheric regime by columns. be transported considemble distances from their origin.

The E type auroras appear in the center column of Figure
12-5. the discrete auroral oval itself (above) and the con- 12.1.1.6 Morphology of the D Region. The unstruc-
tinuous aurora (below). The continuous aurora tend,: to over- tued component of the D region precipitation exists as a .
lap the oval in the night sector [Whalen et al.. 19771. hut hand generally a few degrees wide that -xtends from mid-
to locate equatorward of the oval in the day sector IWhalen night to morning and sometimes is entirely circumpolar Ifor
et al.. 19711. fit quiet times the discrete aurora disappears example, Hook. 19681. In quiet times its locus near midnight
entirely and the continuous aurora remains IWagner et al.. is the equatorward edge of the continuous aurora: in active
19731. Although the continuous aurora forms a band that times the distribution can be quite wide. The temporal char-..........
encircles the pole for all levels of ac.ivity, its location cart acteristiLs have been the subject of many studies Ifor ex-
change and the total energy fluxes can vary by several or.,;rs ample !artz and Brice, 19671. The occurrence of this pre-
of magnitude. In terms of the magnetosphere. the c:ontinuous (ipitation causes D region HF absorption of relatively short
aurora appears to be precipitation from the plasma sheet, duration ( 15 minutes, near midnight. longer (1-2 hours) in
both having energy spectra which can be described as Max- the morning sector. Structured D region auroras seem to be
wellian [Rearwin and Hones. 19741. associated with activity in the night sector as. for example.

The discrete auroral particles also apparently arise from with poleward expanding arcs durir subst% rms. Thus they ,. *-

the plasma sheet but undcrgo additional accelerations. A are trai;ient ia nature and occupy the midnight sector of
further distinmtion is that the continous aurora can result the auroral oval. The patterns for the D region are shown
from both ele:tron and teroton precipitation. The discrete schemaitically in the righthand column of Figure 12-5.
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: Figure 12-5. A schematic representation of the regions, of structured Itop row)l and unstructured (bottom row) auroras difter .ni- ted as, to ionospheric
regime (particle energ, 1: from left to right. F( -O. I keV). EO -10 keV)t and M >40 keV). Coo)rdinate ystem% arc CG latitude and CG local

' time. The Q =3 auroral oval is defned by the heavy solid lines: the location of the specific auroras. by, the shaded areas.-A

SThe unstructured pattern marks the region in which ra- paradox ical situation that the F region has been correctly
S diation belt particles "'un-trap'" so as to precipitate into the defined as being the Feldstein oval in the dayside because

atmosphere. Berkey et al. 119741 have described a number the photographs have detected structured E auroras (un-'

-. of event% in which the dynamics of this precipitation are accountably) in the same location a-, the unstru,-tured F
detailed. auroras.

:, The foregoing is not intended to be a complete desrip-
" .12.1.1.7 Composite. In Figure 12-5 two generalizations tion of the aurora] ionosphere but is intended to identify the

i ca bemaderegrdig th untruture auora .rt in minimumi distinctions necessary for such a description. Fig-

. the day sector the D, E, and F precipitation and ionization are 12-5 presents. schematically, all six of these phenomena

- production are at different latitudes (D lowes;t. E interme- together in hopes of clarifying their existence and inter-
". diate, and F highest) so that there shoult. he little question relation about whicn a great deal of confusion exists.

as to their separate identities. Seconti. in the night sector

. the three overlap, a cond-tion which had led to the confusion
that they are a single pt'.enomenon since they can be in the 12.1.2 Distribution of Auroras in Magnetic
same place. Latitude and Lo cal Time

r, For structured auroras. E and F categories are apparently
S collocated at all local times ane with D near midnight. T*o The global distribution of auroras has proved to be a

i features are of note regarding the relation between structured difficult subject to quantify. A principal reason is that most

, and unstructured auroras. Ail six categories overlap in the studies have failed to distinguish amiong the large number
i night sector. In the day sector. unstructured F auroras due of aurora,%, each of which can exhibit quite independent

to particles of magnetosheath origin are collocated with brightness and location on a small and largt, scale, short
i" .structured E and discrete aurora. the ene-rgies of which cor- and long term.

- respond to those of the plasma sheet. This has lead to the In addition. studies have been necessarily piecemeal,
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THE AURORA

ground based studies being too small in scale and satellite C -..... G .......... L1 , ...T- C...

studies being too short in time. The Dynamics Explorer 7
(DE) imager addresses these contradictory elements, and if
it car. distinguish between the classes of auroras, promises - --
to provide valuable information in this area. _ -. ..- .4

At the present time, the available distributions are gen-
erally statistical in nature and fall into two categories: mor-
phology of the aurora on the one hand and average values

of parameters on the otner. However, the former is axcom-
plished without regard to intensity and the latter confuses % - ",
intensity with location or frequency of occurrence so that '

the numerical values do not represent actual values. In ad-
dition these statistical measurements are ordered through a
magnetic index (usually Kp) that encompasses a large va-
riety of auroral conditions. I

A second approach has shown progress in defining quan- \ "" .
fitatively the instantaneous distribution of one of these classes % 1%,"
of aurora-the continuous aurora--throughout nearly its en- % ".
tire latitude-local time extent. It finds that no ,ingle param-
ete:. magnetic or otherwise, can quantitatively describe the
intensity and location of this aurora since bcth can vary . -.
quite independently. Rather this approach measures both --------------

'intensity and location and takes these parameters to be fun-
damental auroral indices. Figure 12-6. Percentage of occurrence of discrete aurora in the zenith asenfaroraly ineitc es e arecorded by ASCA in the Northern Hemisphere during theUnfor,'nately neither of these approaches can be con- period 1957-1959.

sidered to give adequate quantitative descriptions of the
aurora in this scale at the present time: the statistical ap-
proach because of inherent limitations and the instantaneous response to increasing' activity, the night sector expanding
approach because it has been demonstrated to date only on in width and day sector moving equatorward. The standard
a limited basis. Nevertheless. this section will endeavor to deviation of these boundaries is about !0. No clear distinc-
present in each of these categories the be;t results which tion is made between discrete and continuous auroras. How-
are available at the present time. ever, 'they appear not to be exclusively discrete auroras.

Since the measurements were generally not in the zenith,;
12.1.2.1 Statistical Distributions. the continuous aurora would tend to be visible partict-larly

Frequency of Occurrence-The frequency of occurrence at large zenith angles due to VanRhijn enhancement. Thus
of aurora in the zenith as determined by all-sky camera the oval borders could be the continuous aurora and probably
(ASCA) in one-half hour intervals during the IGY is shown are in the equatorward region since the discrete aurora tends
in Figure 12-6. The 70% contours define a b3nd which wis to be absent there [Lui et al., 1977; Whalen, 1983).
originally named the auroral oval [Feldstein, 19661 and has Although no intensity information was recorded, the
since been called the auroral oval zone or the statistical oval pattern has been found in a number of cases to be quiteauroral oval. This is apparently the discrete aurora since the representative of the instantaneous pattern of the aurora (for
continuous aurora has generally too low an intensity and example, the DE image-Figure 12-25 in Section 12.2).
preserts too little contrast to be seen in the zenith. The solar cycle dependence of the oval is such that at

The Auroral Ova-The auroral oval (originally called sola, minimum the midnight sector (the only sector reported)
the auroral oval belt) is a band encircling the pole. the high was displaced I' to 2' poleward of its location at solar
and low latitude borders of Which are the average locations maximum [Starkov and Feldstein, 19701.
of the edges of auroral luminosity seen in ASCA photo- The equatorward boundary A,, of the auroral oval can
graphs during the IGY. Such a band has beer, determined be represented by the expression
for each value of magnetic index Q, Where Q was deter-
mined within the same 15 minute intervals of UT in which /3600
the ASCA photographs were taken but from megnetometer A, = 720 - 0.9°Q - 5.1*cos 24 tcG - 12-)
measurements in the midnight sector near 65°CG latitude
[Feldstein and Starkov. 19671. Figure 12-7 show, examples (12.1)
of ovals for three values of Q.

The ovals are thinner and displaced poleward in the day for Q > I where Q is the magnetic index, tcG is the CG
sector. In addition, the day and night sectors differ in their local time 1Starkov. 1969). This border can be closely ap-
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CHAPTER 12

QUIET MODERATE ACTIVE

• •

" Figure 12-7/. Variation in the size of the auroral oval with activity as denoted by the magnetic index Q. Coordlinate system ;s CG latit, e ank. CG localtime.

i% proximate by a circle centered at 84.9CG latitude 00:48 in producing large scale spatial integrals. However, it is
CG local time having a radius R = 18° + 0.9*Q [Gass- important to, keep in mind Sandford's 119681 caveat that
man, 1973]1. Holzworth and Meng 1 19751 have derived sire- suchdistributions "give an average gross representation of
iliar expressions for the ovals. parameters that show rapid and large variations in space and

An example of the nature of the fit of such an offset time."

circle will be shown in Figure 12-11 for the Q = 2 oval. The most extensive set of distributions of important op-
Also shown in Figure 12-11 are other examples of other tical auroral parameters are due to Sandford 119681. In-
auroral parameters that can be ordered in such an offset pole cluded in Figures 12-8 and 12-9 are contours in CG lati-

, reference frame and which will be discussed below. tudc CG local time of intensity of emissions at 6300 A!.
The magnetic Q index is not generally available, an 5577 A, and 3914 A, and frequency of occurrence of dis-

unfortunate circumstance because it has been the most sue- crete aurora for three levels of activity (quiet, moderate and
N cessful single parameter in ordering auroral morphology, In disturbed based on magnetic local K indices of 0-2, 3--N the absence of the magnetically measured Q. it is possible and >4 respectively) for solar cycle maximum (1958-1959)

to infer Q by taking h measrement of Ae, at a sigle -;, and minim.um (1963).
substituting these values into Equation 12.1) and solving The latitudinal distributions of these same parameters

-,' for Q. By substituting this effective Q into Equation (1 2. I1) arc shown at midnight and at'noon for values of K fromO0lsone can calculate A, l at other local times. to 8 for solar maximum (Figure 12-1 , left) and solar min-
Average Va es-A number of studies have provided imum (Figure 12-10, right).

distributions in magnetic latitude-local time of the average In addition, Sandfo6d 119681 has shown conclusAvely
values of aurora parameters. One of the difficulties in this th ete aur of a non-discrete lorm of the aurora which he
approach is that the p armenrernts are ordered in terms of termed mantle aurora. The trm continuous aurora [Whalen
magnetic indices that typically span three hours. During et al., 197:1 was coined to distinguish the E-region com-

, such an interval aurora intensity and location are never fixed ponent of this aurora froin the possible D-region component
r. so that a given Kp represents a large variety of auroral which Hartz and Bice 119671 had named diffuse aurora.io n particular the aurora can move throughout a Sandford found that at solar maximum the mantle aurora

range that is generally much larger than its instantaneous contributed 80% of the total overall aroral energy flux and

., extent. As a result instances of non-occurrence nf aurora the discrete aurora accounted for only 20%. At solar min-within a spatial interval e latitdeoa time zero intensity imum. on the other hand the two energy fluxes were equal.
and these are averagedttogether with cases of finite intensity The principal solar cycle difference in auroral energy fluxes
within that interval. Accordingly the resulting average can was that the mantle auroral energy flux was lower by a

nproduce values of intensity that never occur in nature; the factor of four at solar minimum than it was at solar maxi-
caverage spatial disribution is one than can never occur um. Energy flux in the discrete aurora on the other hand

insantaneous I lv was the same at solar minimum as it had been at solar
Nevertheless these average distrbutions have been use- maximum although the spatial distributions at solar mini-

ful in revealing some overall trends related to activity and mum were narrower and more contracted toward the pole.

i' 12-6
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MAGNETIC ACTIVITY 1958-59
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THE AURORA
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Other examples of distrbutions of average' parameters Acq = A0 + utKp '(12.2)

will he shown in Figure 12-l I.
Equatrward Bloudaries--The equ~torward b'oundary where A\.is the CG latitude of this equatorward bowundary.

of precipitating electrons measured by DMNSP sate'lites has A is the latitude at Kp = (land ct is the straight line slope
been related to magnetic index Kp via [Gussenhoven et al.. 19831. Values of these parameters are
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CHAPTER 12

Tae I.-I Paranc.1*" %.Alh .toewA.ud h% )MSP ,atlC ticto would place the apparent edge as much as 4* equa-

A = A. + uKP torsard of that determined by a less sens tive detector. For
statistical distributions the situation is ,,or,.; ,udging by the

MIr Number* ',, a Ct 3914A distributions of Sandford 119681 shown in Figure
.... 12-10 lriyhl).(O).4-t1lIN) 312 66.1 - 1.99 -080 Offe: Pole CO trdinaes-A numberofauroral phenomn-

OlOt0 )20y 220 65. I .55 -- 0.68 ena have been found to he ordered by a coordinate system

( .W44Hth) 267 67.7 - 1.48 -0.57 that lies within the frame of reference of magnetic latitude-

0K).11 ON X) 1123 67.8 - 1.87 -0.71 magnetic local time but 'aas an cffective pol, offs .. from
Id417t11 2462 68.2 - 1.90 -0.74 the magnetic pole. This offset pole lies near the midnight
0704-)A11 3159 68.9 -.1.91 -0.76 meridian and has a colatitude aiear 4^.

(WAX) ("1) 2159 69.3 - 1.87 -0.73 The auroval oval was noted earlier as having an equz-

(P11)- I(XX) 1178 69.5 - 1.69 -0.66 torward boundary which is such an offset circle. The Q = 2

I(111I (X) 864 69.5 -1.41 - 0.57 oval is shown in Figure 12-I la together with a circle whose

II(W) 12() 513 7b. 1 -1.25 -0.52 circt nfereiice is defined by the small circular points and

124)- 11) 353 69.4 -0.84 -0.35 whose center is the circled cross. As noted earlier, this is
better approximated by an analytical expression then by a

I5()-16INX) 63 70.9 - 0.81 -034 circle. I
1600.17 ) 204 71.6 - 1.28 -0.66 Three other eximples are shown in' Figure 12-11 (b)
17(X)- 1811 526 71.1 - 1.31 - J.69 averagi intensity of auroral emissions at 3914 A determined
I8()- I(XX) 997 71.2 - 1.74 - 0.82 by Sandford 119681 for IGY. (c) blanketing frequencies.
I.tXX) 2tXX) 2469 70.4 - 1.83 -0.82 fbEs. of the ionized auroral E layer determined by Bes-
2(M1) 21MW) 3309 69.4 - 1.89 -0.82 prozvannaya and Shchuka 119761 for Kp 0 and I in IGY.
2100-22(m) .4)92 68.6 - 1.86 -0.79 'and (d) average precipitating electron energy flux measured -.:,
22(R) 14X) 1482 67.9 -1.78 -0.77 by satellites AE-C and AE-D in years 1974-1976 for
23M)- 24MW) 1 67.8 - 2.07 -0.81 AE - 100 -y ISpiro et al.. 19821. -.

"Nut,r ,,g i'unJcr,o, That the offset pole reference frame is not an artifact of
t(',mclatn ,i it, tent the statistical avcraging pr,-cess is inwlicated hy the existence

of auroral arcs seen nearly instantaneously (within approx- ..
imately 10 min). Meng et al. 119771 have found a group of

given in Table 12- 1. This relation is plot.ed for the 23(X0-2400 about 50 quiet auroral arcs imaged by DMSP satellites which ,
MLT sector in Figure 12-12 where the points are mean are (.'ffset circles. The:e arcs extend continuously ove, 12
values and the erw bar anm standard deviations. Also shown hours of magnetic local time and occur at all local times. ,. .,,.
in this figure are the midnight sector boundaries determined Average radius of the arcs was 190 ± 50. Average offset
by the following means: (I) ASCA lFeldstein and Starkov. pole location was 8S. ° CG latitude. 00:15 h CG local time.
19671. (21 DMSP lnages IShechan and Carovillano. 19781.
and 3 631) A at !(M) R ISlater et al.. 19801. The trend in 12.1.2.2 Instantaneous Distributions. Recently prog-
all four case, is that latitude decreases with increasing Kp. ress has been made in quantitatively formulating the in-
However. there is considerable scatter which'is due pri- stantaneous distribution of the energy flux in the continuous
marils to the fact that Kp enceompasses a large range of aurora throughout much of its entire latitede-local time ex-
auroral conditions lFeldstein and Starkov. 19671. An ad- tent. This occurred in an 8-hour case study in which this
ditional uncertainty can arise in particle data since the eec- energy flux was found to be constant instantaneously along
trons are measured at a single pitch angle and pitch angle contours *hat were defined analytically and approximated
distributions can depart appreciably from isotropy Ifor ex- by offse, circles. Changes that took place did so simulta-
ample. Sharber. 19811. neously (within 15 minutes time resolution) throughout local

This boundary has been found, to be solar cycle depen- time, the extent of which ssas from evening through mid-
dent as noted earlier in relation to the auroral oval. In ad- night to noon lWhalen, 19831. '.61A

dition it has been reported to vary by several degrees as a The latitudinal distribution was therefore the same in-
function vf UT. being at highest latitude near 06X) LIT and stantaneously at all local times within the observed extent.

lowest latitude near 1800 UT ISheehan and Carovillano. Two distributions were defined, the principal one being
1978. Meng. 1979: Whalen. 19831. Gaussian. Furthermore. the Gaussian scale factor was con-

Finally the instantaneous distribution of energy flu.( tvp- stant in all 32 consecutive determinations. Therefore. the
ically has a gradient with latitude that makes the location dynamics of the entire nearly global distr.bution could be
of an equatorward boundary a function of detector threshold. described by the variation of only two paramefers. the Gaus-
Strickland et al. 119831 show a case where a sensitive de- sian maximum energy flux and its offset pole latitude. These
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CHAPTER 12

ages (85.8*CG :atitude. 00: 15 ht CG time). Although named
ELECTRONS the offset pole coordinate system, the formulation is' an

0 MS analytical expression similar to that found by Starkov 11969J
A ASCA lF-quation (12.1)1 for the low latitude boundary of' the aurora]

6300 A oval to which the offset circles themselves are approxi-
65* mations. In this formulation the latitude r of a point on the

0 earth is given by

SC Lo. = A(-, + Op cos -,r (UT - UTMN) (12.3)
24

where A(-(;,is the average lpttitude and has the value of the
CG latitude of the point. Op is the amplitude of the lati-
tudinal variation and has the value of the CGJ colatitude of

$I** the offset pole (4.2' here). UT ;s unive-sal time and UTMNf is the universal time corresponding to CG local midnight
for the point considered. During this case study, contours
of equal latitude r calculated, by this expression were mea-

* sured to be contours of equal energy flux Q, which were
so~ _________________________accurate to within 0.* ov.-r the CG local time extent of !0 K

0 K,6hours.
Tiie function that dt.,oribes the distrinution of otteray

F~gN 1-12E~ar~pk. o aunra cuair~ r~ ou~arcs ta m~nigi. flux. Q, in offset pole latitudes r is
Ek'ctnons: Prtcipitating cctronx lGuswrnhotwen et al.. 19831

ASCA- Alt-sky camera photographs lFeldsicin and Starkov. ' )\21
19791 6300) A: Photometer lSlatcr ct al . 19801. Error hat'. Q(r) ( 1a Ix / 1,1
indicate standard devialion, for the precipitating electron.
but are also cmparahle for the tither measurements.

*where Qmax and r max define the peak value as shown in,r

rarameters are- therefore global indices of this aurora ex- Fiue1-.
pressing independently the location and in~tcityo ti The Gaussian scale parameter (T has been found to have
aurora. a typical value of 1.*4' 3.2'FWHM) and extremes of 1.20

A second latitudinal distribution was found at higher and 2.0' lWhalen. 1981. 19831. The maximum energy iiux

latitude. Gauss.ian and high latitude distributions coflTC- Qmax has a typical value of I erg cm 2s 'and extremes of -

spond,.d to the regions of particle precipitation named Cen- 05t 2egc sIOhl.15:Hlir n hp
tral Plasma Sheet and Boundarv Plasma Sheet bv' Win- hrd196Whn.91.98.
ningham 119751. The distributions in magnctic latitude and The latitude of the Gaussian niaximum. max, has a
local time are shown schematically in Figure 12-13. median vlaue of 71' and extremes of 64* to 74' lWhalen

These distributions have additional significance in that 1981. 19XI3I. The circular, auroral arcs of Meng et al. 119771
the latitude of the Gaussian maximum. I'max. is at or near a vrg ai~eo 1 ~ hc scnitn

the ntefac bewee poitie an neatie feldalined with their being tritcrface arcs IRobinson et al.. 19821 at or
current-, IRobinson et al.. 1982[. In addition. r'max is the near l'max.
equato rward limit of' discrete auroras, for a large range oif The spectrumn of precipitated (that is. loss cone inte-

conitins ~uiet l..197; Wale. 1831 Ths te ~eng grated) electrons in the Ga'issian CPS region is Maxwel-

et al. 119771 auroral circles apparentl% also locate rnmax. tian, so that thc ditfferential number flux tin electrons
Finally. Heelis et al. 119801 find the convection reversal cm 2s keV I). is
region near the (PS-BPS boundary. %

The latitudinal coordinates used in this case studv are Q
those approximated by the offset pole at 95.9' CG latitude tb(E) E ext) . 15
and WO~t) hr CG time. This pole is determtined from the 2~ 5E

ionospheric data of Bespro/,,annava and Shchuka' 119761
tFizurc 12-1 1c). and is also verv close to the averave value whe~e E is electron kinetic energy and EMj the characteristic
which Mleng et al. 1 V-71I determined from the DNISP im- energy.
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Figure 12-13. Schematic diagrams illustrating the instantaneous distribution of energy flux in the continuous aura as desribed in the text. Lft: Energy

flux. Q.,as a function of offset pole latitude. 1'. showing the Gaussian/CPS and high latitudelBPS distnbutions. Right: Contours of constant,
energy flux approxi,"ate as circles centered at the offse, pole (the circled cross) in CG latitude and CG local time. The offset pole latitudinal
distribution, which is therefore the same at all local times except for a region :n t' day sector. is the GaussianWCPS distribution shown at
the left. The contour of the Gaussian niaximum energy flux. Q_,... as well as te cottours of 1:2 Q.,, and 1110 Q,,, are identified via the
sector marked "Key" in the lower left. The dashed contours in the day sector indtcate the approximate region in which statistical studies
find energy fluxes to be lower than at oter local times.

EM has been found near midnight also to be Gaussian 12.1.3 Empirical and Model Relationships
in latitude with a scale parameter close to that of Q.

EMmax has been measured at I keV ISharber, 19811. 12.1.3.1 Auroral-lonospheric Profiles. Th's section de-
Inferring particle energies from the production heights mea- scribes the ionospheric effects of auroral particle precipi-
sured by Hunten et al. 11963) for this aurora (which they tat-on calculated by a number of workers. The effects of
termed diffuse surfaces), EMmax was generally between 0.4 continuous and discrete electron auroras are presented as
and 1.5 keV with extremes of 0.3 and 9 keV. The depen- well as those of proton auroras. In general, isotropic pitch
dence of EMmax on local time however has not been es- angle distribution of particles is assumed. Other distribu-
tablished. tions have been studied as well as energy spectra that are

Becaue of the equivalence of the particle, optical, and different from thoseassumed here [for example, Rees, 19631. ,
ionospheric parameters for the continuous aurora and auroral Continuous Aurora-The electron spectrum of the con-
E-layer (as describedin Section 12.1.3.2 and Figure 12-19) tinuous aurora has been found to be Maxwellian. Sharber
the following is true: contours of equal loss-cone integrated 119811 has found good agreement between precipitating
electron energy flux Q. are also contours of equal column electrons fluxes and their simultaneously measured ionos-
integrated N; emission at 3914 A, 1(3914 A), as well as pheric E-layer effects provided the particles are intpgrated
contours of equal foEa4 , where foEa is the auroral E layer over the actual loss cone and averaged over intervals of time
critical frequency. Furthermore, because these three param- and space appropriate to the response of the ionosphere itself
eters are proportional to one another, for a Gaussian lati- and of the charatteristics of the ionospheric measurements.
tudinal distribution, the three have the same Gaussian scale The energy spectnlm which results from this procedure is
parameter. well represented by a Maxwellian function.

Contours of equal foEa' are also contours of equal max- The Maxwellian differential electron number flux as a
imum electron density, Nem. as wcl' as contours of equal function of energy has the form
foEa. However, for a Gaussian latitudinal distribution, the
scale parameters are related bythe following multiple pro-
portionality: 4(E v E Ii exp _ electrons cm-'s teV.

r (foEa): a (Ne,,.,): a (foEa) = I: V2: 2. (12.6) (12.7)
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Figure 12-14. Altitude profiles of ;on production rates (left) and electron detsities (right) resulting from electron precipitation which produces the continuous
aurora. Calculations IStrickland et al.. 19831 assume Maxw~llian spectra. isotropic incidence and energy flux of I erg cmos'0. Curves for'
4 sv. lues of Maxwellian ch~aracteristic energy. i. are shown.

where energy E is in eV. energy flux QM is in eV cm-2 s'I Discrete Aitrora-The electron spectra thai produce the
and EM is the characteristic energy (or temperature). discrete aurora have been modeled by either monoenergetic

Since the average energy for the Maxweilian is 2Em. or Gaussian spectra. Although the actual spectra are more
the total integral number fltix. N. (electrons cm_2 s) is accurately modeled by a Maxwell ian spectrum that has been
given by N~M = Qm,'2Em. accelerated through a fixed. potential. the Gaussian is an

Other useful relations can be derived from adequate approximation for the calculation of the iono-
Nm = eEM.,((Esl,) where I(E51 ) is the maximum value of spheric response.
Nj E).

Altitude profiles of the rates of ion-electron pair pro-
duction per unit volume resulting from this Maxwellian______________________
spectrum have been calculated b~y Strickland et al. [19831
for four values of E54 and are shown in Figure 12-14 (left). 2AMNAD"U(92

An energy flux of Qm = I erg cm-2s' has b en assumed: + .oESL A*DD REES I47?

profile% for other values of Q. can be determined from those 0JNSN E 17)V
shown since ionization rate is proportional to Qm. In ad- .C

dition these profile, can be converied to energy depoattion

per cm' by multiplying the ion production rate by the fzctor MeyTROwaPOTN

The electron density profiles resulting from these pro-W
duction pro 'files have beer, calculated by Strickland et al. 011to 0
119831 and appear in Figure 12-14 (right). In these calcu- CHARACTERISTIC ENERGY, E, tk.V)Jr?

lations equilibrium conditions have been assumed since they%
are appropriate to the slowly varying nature of thik alirora , Fgr 2l.Attd o h rmminpilcinrt essMx

and the E-region. .wecllian chari-eritic emrr for ioniat ion resulting from -.

A plot of the altitude of the peak ionization rate as a .the precipitation of particles %ith Nlaowellian spectra and
funcionof caratersticenegy s shwn t' icur 1215at isotropic incidence.

fn tioharcerieme hw in ther re2uts1o Left: ElIectrons %hich produce the continuou% aurora.
displaying h gemn nterslso several workers. Ricr Pmtn,
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Figure 12-16. Altitude profiles of ion production rates (left) and electron densities (right) resulting from electron precipitation which produces the discrete b

aurora. Calculations [Strickland et al.. 19831 assume Gaussian spectra. isotropic incidence and energy flux of I erg cm-2s'. Curves are
shown for 6 values of Gaussian maximum energy. F<,.

The representation of the discrete differential number Basu 119821 assuming isotropic incidence. Figure 12-18
flux is shoiWs a profile for each of five values of characteristic

energy, Em for energy flux of 1.0 erg cm-2 s-'. A plot of

_____ I /E- EV the altitude of the peak ionization rate as a function of f-.
ar~CP Jletosc~'V characteristic energy is shown in Figure 12-15. _J

Where Ec, is the maximum energy in WV. The Gaussian scale -ELECTRON PRECIPITATION 1
parameter a has values near 0.2 E0G. 350- MONOEMqERGETIC SPECTRA

Altitude profiles of ionization rates for valdes of Fr, and I (DISCRETE AURORA)
for Q(= erg cm7s-' appear in Figure 12-16 left and the 300-
resulting electron density profiles are shown in Figure
12-16 right [Stricklan~d et al., 19831. Again electron density j5

has been calculated assuming equilibrium and so applies 0 200
specifically to auroras that are constant iii All respects for ~I
periods greater than about I min. For auroras that are more J-
transitory. these electron density profiles can be considered
to be upper limits. tooliT

The altitude of maximum ionization rate (points) andL
the altitudes at which the rate has fallen to 10% of maximum 01 1010
(Oars) is show'n in Figure 12-17 for the case of monoener- ENERGY (Key)

getic electrons of isotropic incidence IRees, 19641. 1,*___1
Proton Autrora-Proton spectra have been found to be Figure 12-17. Altitude of the maximum ionization rate (points) and the E

consistent with Maxwellian spectra [for example. SharbeiK ahitud~s at %hiL'h this rate has fallen to 10t/, of the max-
1981. Inizaionrat proile forpreipiatin prk imum (bars) versos cnergy, for ionization ptodruced by
198!). oniatin rae pofies or peciitaingpro~. T - ithelectrons which form the discretc aurora as modeled b'y

Maxwellian spectra have been calculated by Jasperse and mcnocnergetic spectra of isotropic incidence lReits 19641-

12-152
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PROTON PRECIPITATION
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Figure I?.lR. Altitude profiles of ion production rates resulting from 10 .: :
precipitation of protons of isotropic incidence and Max- .0" 10 F I . ,":'.':'

wellian spe~ctra of characteristic energy EM. Energy fiux is :
1.0 erg cm-

2
s' [iasperse and Basu. 1982].' "'

12.1.3.2 Relations Between Auroral Electron, Optical, 1 10 .- 1/'" "
and Ionospheric Parameters. Auroral studies are con- :.11-'.''."''$:
ducted in three major disciplines: particle, optical and ion- 10 " "/::i '

ospheric. Under some conditions parameters in all three are "

I4-

closely enough related so that a measurement in one dis- ,,..'.'
cipline permits inference of paratneters in tle other two. !10 .1 .-- .. " .'° "
This section presents a graph interrelating these parameters 10

in a convenient form as well as a description of the con- 10 -r-
ditions under which these relations apply. ctron, Opt

The parameters plotted in columns in Figure 12-19 are
duct nt i B h C f Figure 12-19. Inter-relations of particle, optical and ionospheric param-ion-

IBsp Thereters for the continuous aurora and aoral E layer.

quantitative index for visible auroras. IBC: International arigh .mess Coefficient. .':,
clo ecm 2s of precipitated electrons. Q: Energy flux of precipitatirg adsrora electrons, - -.

neryi r1(3913 A): Column integrate intensity of the N em;sion
These are loss cone integrated and subject to band at 3914 Ars. o r l ic e

the space and time constraints described in foEa': Four powero

Section 12: 1.3.1. for the ordinary ray.

ofte 2 ei-Ne,., : Electron density of the auroral' E layer at its max- , !, i,(3914aa)---Columntte in dintensity imum in altitude.
sion band at 3914 , produced by auroral pItr- Brgtn- ,fcn

tiQe precipitation. fori re o
The above relatienships are well established [Dalgaro The ionospheric parameters obey these quantitative re-

et al., 1965] and appay in the E-region to both discrete and lations only for the auroral E layer, which is produced by

continuous auroras. In addittn, the r'lation between 0 and the continuous (or diffuse) auroral precipitation. This layer
1(3914 A) is correct for the i-region although eBC is not is extensive, highly unifrm and is in equilibrium. foEa,

defined there, the critical frequercy of the ordinary ray measured by the..
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ionospheric sounder, is the maximum pla ;ma frequency of the relation of occurrence frequency to magnetic indices Kp
the E-layer and has been related empirically to both Q and and AE and dependence on UT. In Figure 12-20e the col-
1(3914 A) via its fourth power. foEa4 lOmholt. 1955; Shar- umns are headed by activity observed on a given orbit, the
ber, 198iI as shown in column 4. rows are the occurrence frequencies observed on the fol-

Ntrn.. is the peak electron density in the auroral E-layer. lowing orbit.
being derived via foEa = 8.98 X 10' V" em,, where foEa Auroral images have been recorded by ASCA at I-min
is in Hz and Ne.... in electrons per cr 3 . intervals aboard an aircraft flying at local midnight for du-

rations of 5-10 h jKrukonis and Whaien, 19801. This dita
12.1.3.3 Auroral Activity. The discrete aurora on the has permitted analysis of qiroral activity over a considerable
small scale is frequently very unstable and chaotic. How- 'pnge of time durations as distinct from the DMSP images,
ever, certain ordering of brightness and extent has been the sampling rate of which is limited by the orbital period.
achieved on the large scale using DMSP auroral images the Twelve flights totaling 93 hours provided 5600 photo-
breadth of which is 2200 km. and airborne ASCA photo- graphs in the midnight sector near 690 (±4) CG latitude.
graphs. with a diameter of 900 km. The two data bases When mounted in a montage format these phc,'ographs re-
represent very different time scales. DMSP images being vealed individual events of auroral activation with meas-
separated in time by 100 min and the ASCA by I min. urable lifetimes. Categorizing the auroras in the above man-

Auroral images by the DMSP satellite have been cate- ner produced the histograms of the lifetimes or attroral activity
gorized as active, moderate, or quiet as described in Table shown in Figure 12-21. The combined A, M. and Q cate-
12-2 [Sheehan et al., 19821. The distribution of iequency gories indicate a characteristic lifetime of auroral activity
ofoccurrence appears in Figures 12-20a, b, c. and d showing near 15 min (Figure 12-22).

Table 12-2. Description of the criteria used to r.te auroral activity in DMSP images.

Latitudinal
Category Auroral Morphology Extent Longitudinal Extent Comments

N No aurora visible in a properly Seldom observed in a good
exposed image having adequate quality image
auroral zone coverage.

Q Quiet auroras consiting of a single, <- 1OCGL Up to th entire longitudinal
thin, structureless discrete arc (discrete arc) extent of the image (- 3-12
or broaderb.,nd of diffuse aurora hours of local time depending
lLui et al., 19731 also called on coordinate orientation)
continuous aurora (Pike and
Whalen, 19741. 1.,"

M Moderate state of auroral :s 50 CGL A few hours of magnetic Statistically most -ommon
activity typified by patches. knots. local time. usually not the situation
or loops in discrete auroras.' in- entire oval
eluding 'westward surges' and
bulges along otherwise thin arc
structures: also, poiar cap arcs
extending from oval auroras.
Gradatiens in the moderate range
(M -. M. and M + ) attempt
further refinement, but distinctiors
arc often difficult to make.
particularly between M + and A.

A Very active auroral conditions 'with z: 5' CGL The entire longitudinal M + and A categories often
(apparent) large westward surges, extent of the oval visible difficult to distinguish

poleward bulges. and a broad band in an image
of discrete aurora. With linear
amplifiers employed in older
satellites. bright auroias can
saturate and wash out all detail.
Newer satellites with loearithmic
detc:tors can distinguish detail
over a wide range of intensities.
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Fi2r 1220 (Continued)
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b.Relation to Kp. Figure 12-21. Distribution.s of tIlltintes of aurorat activity within cate-
.Relainm to A I- orier described in Figure I'-'2O as de ermined b airborne

+-d t)cpeeldentc on1 UT . alt-sky photograph', near midrght. Number ot events within
",e. Rccurrcnee ot actis.ity w,*here cltunn, are headed by each categ(?ry and the percent of the total tine represented
"-acli, ,is observed on initial orbit: the 3 rows., arc the di ,tri- by each category are listed at the right fKnmkonts and Wha!en,
%'bution of & curren,.e trequcc on the 'fol~.~ ing orbit. ItrOu.
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nique requires relatively stable arcs. henci: the results apply

Ltfetimes of Combi.ed Auroral Events to relatively quiet conditions.

(A, M & 0) Height-Brightness Relations-A number of workers have
reported that discrete 'auroras :ncrease in brightness with
decreasing heights as determined by optical triangulation
[for example. Starkov, 1968 and Harang. 1951: Boyd et

total no * 186 al., 19711. Evidence for this effect, which is more quan-
f 2titative in nature and not as dependent on auroral stability.

has resulted from a study of discrete aurora by airb)me
ionospheric sounder and ASCA during I I north-south cross-
ings of the auroral oval near midnight IWagner and Pike.

, 1972; Gassmann et al., 19721. Auroral sp.radic E echoes
recorded by the ionospheric sounder were selected for times
when the ASCA films showed aurora to be in the zenith.

S 3 1 . . . _ . .. Virtual height for these echoes. h'Esa, is plotted versus the

0 1 o C, ,9) 20 ; ...... frequency fEsa in Figure 12-24. together with the qualitative
designation of brightness from the ASCA photographs. The

Figure 12-22. Percentage occurrence of lifetime of auroral activity for trend that brightness increases with decreasing height can
combined active., modermte and quiet categories (from Fig-

ire 12-211 showing Poissoian lifetime of - 15 minutes be described in a more quantitative way by the approximate
translation of frequency to intensity of13914 A emission via
Figure 12-19. Height can be translated 'into approximate

ure 12-23 it. four 3-hour intervals of local time encom- monoenergetic electron energy via Figure 12-17.
passing evening through midnight to morning. Heights have
been related to the energy at which monoenergetic electrons
produce maximum emission via the relations of Rees 119631 12.2 AURORAL OPTICAL AND
and these energies are plotted on the right hand scale. INFRARED EM!SSIONS

Two relations are apparent, heights decrease with lati-
tude within each local time interval and heights decrease as The optical emissions that characterize an aurora arc
local time increases from evening to morning at each latitude produced by the deposition of energy in the atmosphere by
where the'aurora is observed. energetic particles, primarily elec:rons and. in some in-

The limitation of this study is that the triangulation tech- stances, protons. The energetic particles are derived from

;YTI2C i50*WMT I o-23I5OWMT , 23-02 50 WM , 02-05 /I5°WMT

::' ---i lt11 •, I Li

'' " V'
7 41
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Figure 12-23. Distrihution, . the height of the peak emission in 5577 A as a function of dipole Iltitude fbr tour 3-hour time prod, ,h,,%%n a' 15(i N\ '
Local magnetic midnigiht is approximately (I I1 1 5tWMT The median tsint of the distribution ir cati latitude ntcr.al is ,h,, n h\ a

-.2 circ!e.
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Figure 12-24. Relations between brightness (from airt)me ASCA). au-
roral sporadic E frequency, fEsa. and virtual height of
auroral sporadic E layer. h'Esa (from airborme ionospheric Figure 12-26. Photo of the earthlimb seen from Skylab 3 looking toward
sounder) for discrete aurora in the zenith, from I I !ati- the southern aurotal zone. The airglow layer run, in a thin
tulioal scans acnes the oval near midnight by aircraft band across the'center of the photo. while a bright auroral
[Wagner and Pike. 19721. arc crosses the earthlimb at lewer right and ends in the

foreground in the middle of the scene IGarriott. 19791

the interaction of the solar wind, a gaseous plasma contin- satellite images of aurora! luminosity in tie polar regions
uously sreaming from the sun's surface, and the earth's haelitibuesi fa tl toty in te o f re
magnetic field IChapter 81. The currents of charged particles have contributed significantly to the understanding of the
Sgenerated by the energy coupling between the solar wind interaction of the solar wind and the magnetosphere, auroralgeneate bythe nery cuplig btwen th soar ind substorms, and the morphology of the diurnal cycle of the
and the magnetosphere produce energetic electrons surging auror! a nd the geomageticle ofuh

earthward along geomagnetic field lines in the auroral zone. auroral ovals surrounding the geomagnetic poles Akasofu,
Collisions of the precipitating energetic auroral particles .1981 ]. Auto .ral optical emissios have been examined Iy
with the increasingly denser atmospheric neutral atoms and instrumentation located in ground-based observatories

* wih te icresinly ensr amosherc nutrl aomsand [Valiance Jones, 19741. research aircraft [E.R. Huppi eta!..
molecules in the 200 to 100 km altitude range produce the 19741. rocket probes [Stair et al.. 1975; K.D. Baker et al..
luminosity associated with auroras illustrated in Figures 1977; Stair et a.. 1980: Feldman and Gentieu, 1982 . and12-25. 12-26, and 12-27. As reviewed in Section 12. , 177Stieta,190FldaanGnie 981ad

satellites IHanson. 1973; Huffman et al.. 1980; Frank et

al.. 19821. These studies involve measurements of spectral
distributions, photon emission' rates, and altitude profiles.
The data are then analyzed to identify the excited state of

Figure 12-25- View from space of intense auroral emission distributed
around entire auroral oval Image was taken at 0241 UT, - ,
8 Nov 1981. %ith tniversity of lo'wa's ultraviolet t.troral
imaging intnrment:ion ah'ard D)ydamic Explorer I while
orbiting 20t01.) km oser North Atwrica. Courte.y of L.A Figure 12-27. Bright auroral arcs recorded from the ground at Poker Flat.
Frank Alaska. (Coures' of A.. Snyder,)
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THE AURORA
the radiating atomic and molecular species and to determine by the primary electron. Once the ionization rates are known.

a their auroral nroduction and loss processes. the production rate of secondaries as a function of energy
Auroral phenomenology, morphology, and occurrence and the secondary electron flux cin be calculated IRees et

are the subject of Section 12.1. The current section will al., 19691, using analytic or experimental values for sec-
concentrate on the overall photon emission rates. spectral ondary electron production cross sections and clectron-neu-
distributions, and altitude profiles of auroral optical emis- tral inelastic cross sections. From the secondary electron
sions and the identiticLtion of the radiating species and their flux, excited-state production rates may be deduced. Other
production and loss mechanisms. Particular emphasis will descriptions of e'ectron energy deposition and excited-state
be placed on the infrared portion of the spectrum. Only, production have used range-theoretic methods I Stolarski and
emissions from aurorally disturbed atmospheres will be Green. 1967, Peterson et al.. 19731. Mont,-irl,. t:e,:h
discussed: quiescent atmospheric emissions are treated in niques IBerger et al., 19701, and Fokker-Planck I Banks et
Chapter 13. al., 19741 and Boltzmann [Strickland et al.. 19761 transport

This'ection begins with a discussion of laboratory stud- equation methods, In addition to the above, time-independent
ies and their impact on auroral models and continues with aprroaches, recent time-dependent models taking, atmos-
a general discussion of emission rates in terms of production pheric motion into account have been formulated [Roble
and loss mechanisms for auroral species. Processes giving and Rees, 19771.
rise to various auroral visible and ultraviolet emissions are The models have' been test-d against the results of field
discussed, and the section concludes with a discussion of experiments. Advances in instrumentation design and sensor
the dominant aurorally enhanced infrared bands', especially technology have resulted in steat.y improvement of the pre-
the important CO, 4.3 i.m emissior and the NO 2.7 RIm cision, spectral resolution, and minimum detectable emis-
and 5.3 lim emissions. sion level in the field and la.toratory experiments. The re-

suiting improv,d and expanding data set has broadened the
scope and increased the precision of our understanding of

12.2.1 Laboratory Studies and Auroral auroral processes.
Models

Auroral mechanisms are studied in laboratory experi- 12.2.2 Artificial Auroral Experiments
i ments involving particle beams incident on atmospleric gases

or gas mixtures. Such experiments measure specific param- In aecent years. rocketborne electron accelerators have
eters that quantify the incident electron energy loss. energy been used in a variety of active experiments in the upper
deposition profile, and excited-stated production [Cohn and atmosphere IWinckler. 19821.' including ihe investigation
Caledonia. 19701. as well as the spectral, temporal, and of Wave-particl, interactions. beam-plasma discharge. par-
spatial radiative characteristics of the gases. Gas discharges ticle trapping in !he geomagnetic field, generation of radio-
have been used in flowing afterglow experiments [Piper et frequency electromagnetic waves, and artificial auroral
al.. 1981a. bl and chemiluminescent reaction cells IRawlins experiments (Figure 12-28). A series of artificial auroral
et al.. 1981b1 to determine rate coefficients and photon experiments using rocketbome electron accelerators has been
yields for specific auroral reactions. The laboratory exper- conducted at AFGL under the EXCEDE program IO'Neil
iments provide an opportunity to study a specific production et al.. 1978a and b, 1979. 19821. In artificial auroral ex-
or loss process ior an excited species under controlled con-
ditions of temperature and gas density. GEooss IMAGES MR 1977

Measured parameters, including cross sections for en- 10kW ROoKETBW ECrI 4C.XEC,
ergy loss by incident electrons and for production of specific PITCH : 5 9, L Uf 5
new species or excited lates (Wadzinski and Jasperse. 19821,
have contributed to the generation of a number of auroral
models. Such models typically include descriptions of elec-
tron energy deposition and excited-state production. usually A

followed by chemistry codes to describe production of ad- i
ditional species and perhaps by an atmospheric motion code
and a radiative transfet code. Descriptions of electron in-
teraction with the ambient atmospheric gas-have used a 3

variety of techniques. Simple semi-empirical models of TIME -rTE MLS $r0T,-,,kVh ' electron energy deposition have been constructed IRces,
19631 using energy dissipa;ion functions measured in the Figure 1.-28 Ground-hased inace of e*is,,ion fronEX(Ct[- artificial

laboratory. The secondary electron production rate in such aur~ral experiment taken thnwugh 31-inch (E)DSS teIc-
model% is calculated from the observation that an electron- s-upeat White Sands. Nc, Mexico The prompt emi,,.ion,

and afterglhw arc sho n at tmo ditferen times after pulscion pair is produced for every 34 eV of energy deposited initiation.
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periments such as EXCEDE. the dose conditions (primary The intensity of atomic and molecular transitions from
electron energy. ionization rate. dose time, and dose alti- upper state u to lower state t is given by the relation'
ude) are carefully controlled and defined. By contrast, in
natural auroras the dose conditioas must be inferred from I., - N. A,1. (12.9)
the observations and may be less certain because the effects
are integrated over a rangc of altitudes and dose levels, where l, is the optical intensity in photons cm - s 1. N. is
Consequently, artificial auroral experiments provide a useful the population of the upper state in molecules cm '. and
adjunct to observa-ions of naturally occurring auroras in the Au, is the Einstein A coefficient, or radiative transition prob-
attempt to understand auroral phenomenL. ability, in s". If auroral activity has continued long enough

for the produ-tion and loss processes of a given state to
come to equilibrium, the number of excited moiecules per

2. Eii Rtcm 3 at steady state. N._ is given byi 12.2.3 Emission Rates

The kinetic energy of the auroral particles is converted

to optical and infrared emissions of discrete wavelengths where P is the production rate per unit volume in cr.'s
through proesses initiated by inelastic collisions with am- and LU the loss rate in s '. The 'loss rate of a given state
bient a(mospheric species. These species may spontaneously may be described by the relation

* relax to lower energy states directly while emitting radiation.
Alternatively. they may undergo one or more chemical re- LU= At, + KoS, 1021 + K., N21
actions, finally resulting in an excited product which also
emits energy by spontaneous radiative decsy. The specific + K,) 101 + .... (12. 11)j auroral processes involved in the production of various ex-
cited species continue to be tne focus of much aeronomic where K.M is the rate coefficient in cm~s molecule' for

study. Excellent general reviews of auroral processes are collisional deactivation (or quenching) of the excited s'ate
* given by Chamberlain 119611. Vallance Jones 119741. and by species M.

Bate., 119821. The reader' is also referred to the textbooks The nroduction of a given excited state may be the result
on atmospheric radiation by Gxdy 119641 and on infra-ed of electron impact in inelastic collisions of the formj and optical spectroscopy by Herzberg 11950. 1945, 19671and Huber and Herzberg 119791. e + N-- N* + e, (12.12)

AURORAL RADIATIVE PROCESSES

N f rst neg ._ve NO ho (5 3,)

emission

02' first hiot~ve cheiiennescerncee NO-h (2 71,.
() D- 5---NS)+h.(5200A)

N . d'ss ecitive (7P-J2 ---. N'- (2L)+h. (10.4001)

j*' a rd ea,,ana eren. reoro ntn
*.7 (with N.O,.N, N. (with eiectrons)

CD -- - 00-h(6300,6364)
P (S) ------ O Dl-h,,10557)74-

dissociative ionization* )0.0.dn1coo

e. phoon 2 fdisss oci'a

0., at Ithr'

0, rwlratd poste..

eo h, . N2fi.rst 3.. ).,

.. . t. o, CO?. h. (4 3 .1 '

P

Figure 12-29. Sch'matic diagram of auroral radiative prcweses. showing sources of most important infrared emissions at 2.7. 4 3. ind 53 pim.
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THE AURORA

the result of energy transfer figure is schematic and indicales only examples of selected
auroral production and loss mechanisms. All primary elec-4

energy in the atmosphere in approximately the same branch-
or the result of a chemiluminescent reaction ing ratios. That is. regardless of the primary electron energy.

approximately the same fraction of the initial kinetic energy VI
A +BIC- A* +C. 12.4) is spent in forming various ions (N2*l N2  N *, N+*
A + BC* AB*+ C. 12.14 0, *, 0... or various neutral excited states (N.,

Here the asterisk indicates an excited state of the atom or o.*, N!, W03 NO'.... Here and in the remainder of this
molecule. In the case of enerry transfer, production of the chapter, the asterisk is used to indicate electronically excited
excited state N* has resulted from the collisional deacti- species. while the symbol t indicates vibrational excitatior.
vation or quenching of the excited M* to some lower energy Excited-state ions produced when the primaries ionize
state. For the chemiluminescient reaction, some fraction of atmospheric neutrals may relax by spontaneous decay to a
the exothermicity of the reaction has been converted to
internal energy of the product molecule. A comprehensivi:
review of auroral production and loss processes is given in ,ENRY LV SADEEC O IC AD
the monogr.,ph by Valiance Jones 119741. Production and SEER YSEMES FOR ELC TR NI AND D

loss processes for metastable ltates were recently reviewed
by Torr and Torr 119921.

b4 X

12.2.4 Auroral Processes GTV

Aflow diagram indicating some physical and chemical AOJrN
processes leading to selected ultraviolet. visible, ahd in-
frared auroral emissions is, presented in Figure 12.29. This 15 - 2nd NEGATIVE 15

%..
ENERGY LEVELS AND ELECTRONIC BANO SYSTEMS

FOR N2 ANON2 
7

is NEGATIVE A +r Xl2rg 02

2;MEINEL 
-

0

N2 W

L'MAANn 1

10RG KAPLAN STV

APRLANN ~ qSCUAN
I S POSITIVE A3E

LYMAN -SIRGE - A"I
/ 4OPFIELD

HERZBERG

I VEGARO-I(APLAN I OO
ATMSHERICb,

X, 1; 3d IR o
0 -0-~- 0 X 1i 'SP ~C A 0

Figure 12-M0. Flectr,,njc energy leveis and principal electronic bafid sys- Figure 12-31. Electronic energy levels and principal ciectronic band sys-
temn of Nz and N, ladapted from Vallan'c Pines. 19741. tems (if 0. and 0,' lValiance Jones. 19741, Forbidden
Forbidden transi:ions are indicatted by dashed lines. t ransitions are indicated bv dashed liies.
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lower state emitting a quantum of energy or photon in the secondary electrons, which themselves result from ion-pair
process. The N,+ first negative (B01 - X' ). N Mei- production by the more energetic primary auroral electrons.
nel (Al, - X21.J ), and O + first negative (bW1- - a41l,) These excited neutral species, in turn, radiate, giving rise
systems (Figures 12-30 and 12-31) are examples of elec- to aurorally enhanced emissions. Some of the affected band
tronic transitions of molecular ions producing significant sysutuns of N2 and 02 are shown in Figures 12-30 and 12-
levels of auroral emissions. The secondary electrons re- 31.
sulting from ionization of the ambient atmosphere account The fraction of the primary electron energy radiated in
for a large fraction of the primary electron's energy as it is a given optical transition as an energetic electron and its
slowed and stopped ;n the atmosphere by successive ionizing secondary electrons are stopped in the atmosphere is defined
collisions. The secondary electrons lose most of their energy as the electron-induced radiant efficiency for t6at transition.
in inelastic collisions which result in excited states of neutral The electron-induced radiant efficiency iq independent of
atmospheric species, N2*. O,*. and N2t. The N2 (a'lil) electron energy for energies greater than approximately 100
state, giving rise to the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield system. and eV. Radiant efficiencies for selected auroral emissions are
vibrationally excited N4 are representative of the excited- presented in Table 12-3, which indicates that 21 to 34% of
state neutral species produced by secondary electrons, as the electron energy radiates in these aurorf emissions, with
illustrated in Figures 12-29 and 12-30. Thus, the neutral the infrared emissions of CO 2 and NO pccounting for large
excited species are produced by impact with neutrals of fractions of the incident electron energy. Table 12-3'is based

Table 12-3. Aurwc-al IBC III intensities and electron-induced radiant efficiencies.

Electron-induced
Zenith radiant efficiency

Emission brightnessO(kR) (X 10-2i

N2 first positive systemb 900 1.6
N2 second positive system 90 0.5
N2 Lyman-Birge-Hopfield system 380 4.4
N 2 Vegard-Kaplan system 55 0.3
N 2  first negative system 150 0.7
N2,

+ first negative (0-0) band 98 0.45d
N2  Meinel systeme 770 1.3
02 atmospheric system 1300 3.0
02 infrared atmospheric system 250 3.5
02 first negative system 26 0.1
NO 'y band 60 0.5
NI 8680 A (4P-'D°) 10.5 0.022
Nil 2144 A (P-SSo) 32' 0.3
01 7774-A (-S- 51P) 9.6 0.022
Of 8446 Avs S'P) 11.5 0.024
01 5577 A ('D-1S) 100 d  0.32
01 6300, 6364 A (-P-'D)r 2-100 0.0056-0.28
01 1302-1306 A (2"P-3 3S-) 30 0.4
NO first overtone 2.7 A±mh 0.5-1.4 x I0 0.4-1.0
CO2 (001-000) 4.3 itm' 'j  3-30 x 10-1 1-12
NO fundamental 5.3 L.rn

k  6-12 x 10- 2-4
Total 20.8-34.7

'Intensities are from Valiance Jones 119741. unless otherwise indicated.
'Valiance Jones and Gattinger [ 19761.
Vallance Jones and Gattinger 119751.

"Reference value.
'Gattinger and Valiance Jones [ 1981 1.
'Sharp 119781.
'Intensity and efficiency are strongly altitude (or primary electron energy) dependent.
'R.J. Huppi and Stair 11979).
'Values are typical for rocketbome measurements of this strongly self-absorbed band The primary production process, vibrati,)nal energy transfer from
N.4. is a slow process, and steady-state radiance efficiencies are difficult to establish. See Stair et al. 1t9751.
'See also Gordiets et al. 119781.
'Infcrred from Caledonia and Kennealy 119'21.
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THE AURORA

principally on the auroral multiplet and band system in- tion rules IHerzberg, 19501, the most important of which
tensities presented by Valiance Jones 119741 for an IBC Ill are the electric-dipole selection rules. Transitions obeyir.g
aurora and assumes an electron-induced radiant efficiency electri: dipole selection rules have high probability for decay
of 4.5 x I-' for the N2* first negative (0-0) band at 3914 (large A., values) and are designated as allowed or permitted
A. transitions. The N2, first negative, N2* Meinel (Figure 12-

The band system intensities of Table 12-3 are given in 30), and 0* first negative (Figure 12-31) transitions are
Rayleighs (R). The unit, proposed by Hunten et al 119561, examples of allowed electronic transitions. Transitions vi-
is an equivalent column radiance of 10' photons cm-2 s-1 olating the selection rules have small transition probabilities
and was named in honor of the fourth Lord Rayleigh. who and are denoted ,".s forbidden transitions. Excited states from
made the initial measurement of the absolute intensity of which only forbidden transitions originate are metastable.
the night airglow. Standards of auroral optical intensity were Forbidden transitions in atomic oxygen, atomic nitrogen,
proposed by Seaton 119541 and hunten 119551 based on the molecular oxygen, and molecular nitrogen are important
brightness of the most intense visible feature of the aurora, auroral transitions (Figure 12-29). and their intensities and

the 0(S - D) 5577 A auroral green line (Figure 12-32). altitude profiles have been used as imdices of both auroral
brightness and auroral color type.

ENERGY-LEVEL DIAGRAM OF THE TERMS The color of an aurora varies markedly and has been
2 4 O used to classify auroras into color classes according to the

International Auroral , las (IAA), published by the Inter-
national Union of Geodesy and Geophysics in 1963. Since
energetic electrons, penetrate to lower altitudes, the color

1 (0.8 $c4 variations are primarily due to differing mean energies and
4 1 1 energy distributions for the primary electrons incident on

.t I I< I the atmosphere. Metastable species with small Einstein tran-
' i  N' Isition probabilities are vulnerable to collisional deactivation

at relatively low gas densities (high altitudes). The O('D)ta ml Y state (Figure 12-32) with an A value of 6.8 x 10~ s-' is

S I (8quenched in collisions with N2 at altitudes less than 300
2 lt I km. Thus. at altitudes less than 300 km. the 630 A auroral

red line emissions from this state to 'P2 and 'Pi levels are
, 41 odiminished relative to other visible emissions. As a con-
0:*t  sequence. ground-based measurements of the 4278 A N2

first negative (0 - I) band intensity 1(4278) and of te atomic
oxygen red line intensity 1(6300) can be used to determine
the total auroral electron flux and characteristic electron

Figure 12-32. Lowev-lying energy levels and forbidden transitions in energy, or equivalently the altitude profile of energy dep-
atnk, oxygen. The radiative lifetimes of the IS and ID osition [Rees and Luckey, 1974; Shepherd and Eather. 19761.
levels ar indicated. While 1(4278) is proportional to the total energy deposited,

16300/14278) is sensitve to the altitude profile of energy
The result was the establishment of a logarithmic scale, the deposition and decreases in value for lower altitude auroras
Interationl Brightness Coefficient OBC). defined in Table (more energetic primary electrons).
12-4. In Figure 12-19 the IBC is related to other auroral Similarly. the OOS) state, which is the source of the
parameters, such as the electron energy flux. peak E region green line (Figure 12-J2), has an A coefficient of 1.25 s- I
electron density at steady-state. and optical radiance at 3914 and is quenched by 0 at altitudes less than 100 km. The
A. collisional destruction of this species contributes to the red

The probability of radiative decay. or Einstein trathsition lower border of the type-B red aurora. The N(A' 1,, ) state
probability A,,. is governed by quantum-mechanical selec- (Figure 12-30) is the major source of O('S) in the au.-ora

through the energy-transfer process (Figure 12-29)

Table 12-4. International Brightness Coefficient IRC. N,(A' X) + 0(P - 0S) + N,. (12.15)

IBC Class Brightness (kR). 0(S-D) 5577 A as reported by O'Neil et al. 119791 and Piper 119821. Ein-
stein A coefficients for molecular transitions of auroral in-

I terest, in some cases summed over all possible lower states,
II0

ii1 !00 are given in Table 12-5., while A coefficients for atomic
IV 100( oxygen transitions are the reciprocals of the lifetimes listed

in Figure 12-32. Ultraviolet and visible auroral spectra re-
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CHAPTER 12

Table 12-5 Einstein coefficients for auroa molecular tamu tions.

System v' I A,.,-s-')

N2 first positive (B'I1l-A 3'I,) 0 1. (4 5)b

(2.53-0.478 Am) 1 1.29(+5)
2 1.43(+5)
3 1.54(+5)
4 i.64(+5)
5 1.73(+5)
6 1.81 (+5)
7 1.98(+5)Y
8 2.12 (+ 5)
9 2.27( + 5)10' 2.31 (+ 5Y"'

I 2.39 (+ 5)'
12 .2.43 (+5)Y

N2 second positive (C1I1.-B-wf,) 0 2.73(+7)

(0.546-0.268 Ain) 1 2.75(+7)
2 2.73(+7)
3 2.67(+7)
4 2.50(+7)

N2, Wu-Benesch(W 3A.-B'l,) 0 6.00 (-2)
(2.2-4.3 AIm) I 5.00(+2)

2 2.04(+3)
3 4.28(+3)
4 7.26(+3)
'5 1.08(+4)
6 1.45 (+4)
7 1.84(+4)

N2 Vegard-Kaplan (A31u*-X'Y. * )  05.30 (- I) ,

(0.532-1.25 im)

N, Lyman-Birge-Hopfield (a'Il-X'Y.) 6.7 (+3)

(0.260-0.100 iam)
Nz Herman-Kaplan (E' Al ) 3.0 (+3)

(0.274-0.213 Am)
W first negative (B2 1 -X.Y) 0, 1.41 (+7)

(0.587-0.286 Am) I 1.38(+7)
2 1.4 (+7)

N Meinel (A2 ,,-X 2 I 0 6.04(+4)
(0.177-0.550 pm) I 7.20(+4)

2 8.30(-4)
3 9.34(+4)
4 1.03(+5)
5 1.12(+5)
6 1.21 (+5)
7 1.30(+5)
8 1.37(+5)
9 1.45(+5)

10 1.52(+5)
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THE AURORA

Systm ~ ~,..Band origin

02 atmospheric (b'Y.*X'tji )r A-08.5 - (s.)619

1-0 6.9(-3) -0.6882
2-0 (1.636 ± 0.040) (-4) 0.6287 ~
1-1 (7.04 ±- 0.42) (2) 0.7708
0-1 4.16(-3)8. 0.8645

02 IR atmospheric (a'&,-X 3I.-)f 0-0 2.58 (-4)' 1.269
0-1 1.75 (-6)9K 1.580

02 Noxor' (b'Y.-a'A,) 0-0 1.5 (-3) 1.908

'All data are from Loftus and Krupenie 119771 unless otherwise incicated.
"Thie notation *aln)" means "~ax 10""..
'Eyler and Pipkin 119831.
4Cfece for a - a' cascade (Freund. 19721.
nusing relative transition probabilities for E - A. E - C. and E -. B from Freund 119691 and lifetime of E state from Borst and Zipf 119711.
'Kfrupenie 11972).
OCalculated from upper-state lifetime and Frarick-Condon factor.

sulting from the EXCEDE ar~tificial auroral experiment are 12.2.5 Infrared Auroral Emissions.
presented in Figures 1 2-33a and b. Natural aurora] spectra
in the ultraviolet ane. visible are shown in Figures 12.34 The development of infrared cryogenic instrumentation
through 12-37. and sensors has faciLated the measuremenit of infrared au-

Caution is urged in applying artificial auroral spectra to roral emissions in reccnt years [Stair et al., 1983]. Infrared
situations involving natural aurora. The former are biased artificial auroral spectra from EXCEDE are shown in Figures .

toadprompt emitters, and delayed emitters such as the 12-38a and b, while natural airglow and aurora] emissions c
CO:! 4.3 Am band may not be measured efficiently. Thts is tn the 0.88 to 5.4 Aim range are illustrated in Ftgures
true of ground-based spectra such as Figure 12-33b due to
continual motion of the electron gun through the atmo.~phere
into undosed regions. However, the remark applies espe-
cially to rocketborne spectra, where the spectrometer can 7. ..

only observe a dosed region for a short while.

-W Y

EX=OE SPECTRAL UV SPECTROMETER 0
4= 40SaS O 5 W

a8 WAVELEMPGTH(II

! I -II.

4' v

____________________________________________ 1Q0 506000 7500 eWO SSW0 00
1600 2000 2400 2800 .WAVEL.ENGTH ill

WdELENGTH (0).

Figure 1 2-33b. Visible spectrum taken from the ground w;,11 an image-
Figure 12-33a. Ultraviolet spectrum taken during EXCEDE SPECTRAL intensified spectrograph during the PRECEDE artificial

artificial 31uroral experiment at 125 km altitude. Principal auroral experiment with payload at 92 km. Principal hand
band systems seen are the Lyman- Birge-Hopfield (LBHI. systems seen are N2 ' first negative ( IN) and Meinel (M)t
Herman-Kaplan (HK). Vegard-Kaplan WK). and second systems and the N2 first positive (I P) system fO'NeiI et
positive (2?) systems of N2 [O'Neil et al., 19821. al., 1978al.
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DAYGLOW oil OT Lya OAYLO

N~jF....YDAYGLOW
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AURORAI N_______ __

24 O'6 Nkm N1I~ 11 AURORA

1 :1
63

500 60 00 g00 500 1000 1100 1200

WAVELENGTH (A)

Figure 12-34a. Extreme ultraviolet side-looking spectrum (525-1250 A) WAEENT (200 30 0.I
of a natural aurora taken at J60-180 km altitude ibottom), WVLNT A
with a comparable measured dayglow spectrum (top).
Principal band system is the Nz Birge-Hoplicld (BH) sys- Figure 12-34b, Far ultraviolet aurotral spectrum 01175-1520 A under the
tern. Prominent N I and N 11 lines and off-s :ale 0 1. 0 same conditiops as Figure 12-34a. Dominant features are
11, and Ly-a-lines are also present [Feldmran and Gentieu. the N2 Lyman-Birge-Hopfield (LBH) band system and
19821. atomic emissions from *4 10 200 A). Ly ot 0 216 A. and

0 1 (1304 and 1356 A) [Feldman and Gentieu, 19821.

12- 39, 12-40, and 12-4 1. Spectra of the near-infrared por-,
tion of this range are also shown by D. Baker et al. 11977).
Emissions in this wvavelength range correspond to energies [ 

2 2P~

varying from 1.4 eV at 0.88 jrn to 0.23 eV at 5.3 l. m. 19 __ __ 405 0 N2IvxI
The energy levels involved in these less energetic transitions 3"S
producing infrared emission are both electronic states of N2  -,

and 02 (Figures 12-30 and 12-3 1) and vibrational transitions
within the ground electronic state of minor atmospheric 5
species. Pure vibrational transitions are forbidden in the
homonuclear diatomic molecules N, and 02 forming the 3

major constituents of the atmosphere:' Thus infrared-active
minor, atmospheric species, such as the diatomics OH. CO, ow
NO, and NO' and the triatomic species CO,. N20, NO. OILoo 1 H9oo 6 1
and 03 become the principal sources of infrared airglow WVLNT A

IChapter 131 and auroral emissions at longer wavelengths.
The potential energy curve and fundamental and first-over- Figure 12-35. Far ultraviolet auroral spectrum from a nadit -looking sat-
tone vibrational transitions of NO are shown in Figure ellite tl1700-3200 A). Principal band systems are the N,

LymnBreHpil 11H) eadkpa Vv n12-42. and the band origins and Einstein coefficients are mn-ieHpd(LHVeadapntK.ad
second positive (2POSP systems (Sharp and Rees. 1972;given in Table 12-6. The vibrational energy levels of CO,, Sharp, 19781. The dotted curx: is a synthetic spectrum.
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I-i lZ.o 3.212A IM N X I

u -.." - 4.4FliS 7.4 2.31 2.Ti 0.,I2P4 -1  - - 1

4.1 1, ul -~ -3,21 - :o2pmn N2t:: el -___4

30340WAVELENGTH (A) "'"

Figure 12-36a. Observed ultraviolet grudbsdspectrum of an aurora from 3100-3920 A topl .aong with synthetic spectrum (bottom). The ;ynthetic (...".-1
* spectrum is also shown as a dotted line in the top panel, and various components of the synthetic spectrum are shnn_,__otman_

Several band systems are shown with the same notatio as in Figures 1 2-33a~b IVall ,nce Jones and Gattinger, 19751. *%.

InI

z. -__-_-__,-___ _____-______ __ _-.__-___ _,____ ____ --______
Z 3, 2.1 I2z oI N t 3 "3

51.5 2.51 '.41 0.31 4.8l 3.71 2,6l '51 o,41l 149 3.8l NZEP 'I 1..61 0,51

4 4.41 ,.i;I .13l 6.61 3.141 O.121 i J .-1[ 31 5,161 2,14 N 2 V 16,17 13.15 4.16 " " :

1 20 0 3360 0036 5002 0 5 O0 3900

Fie 12-6a Obevdutailtgon-ae pcrmo nl auor from" 31032 tp ln ihsnhti"pcrm(otm.Te.yte

I~_N' IN

0,3 N t]39 NIO Nt6 ll01 N15Nt4 Nt * - =

4000 10 14300 4400 4500 4600 4700 -."'0"

WAV'ELENGT H ( A)}';"

Figure 12-36b. Ground-based visible auroral spectrum from 3920- 4720 A. Details are as in Figure 12-36a [Vallance Jones and Gattinger. 19751. :iii:
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Figure 12-37a. Ground-based visible auroral spectrum from 4500- 6200 A. Details arc as in Figure 12-36a. Additional Land systems shown are the 0,
first negative (IN) and the N., infrared afterglow (IRA) [Gattinger and Vallance Jones. 1974.
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Figure 12-37b. Same as Figure 12-37a. but for spectral range 58)00- 7400 A. One additional band Nystem. the 0: atmospheric tAt!. is prcsenl.
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Figare 12-37c. Same as 12-37a. but for the spectral range 7400-9000 A.
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Figure 12-38a. Shor-v, -,'e infrared spectrum taken o~f elecron- induced WVELENGTH (I.M) . .,',

emission wit h liquid-nitrogen-cmied spec-nometer duing -".'[.

EXCEDE artificial auroral experiment at altitude of 74 I'_

ki. Dominant emissions are the N, Wu-Be' e,.ch band Figure 12-38h. Ehectrn-induced infrared spectra taken with liquid-he-

syslcIT, as well as NO and CO, vibrational hands [O)'Neil lium-t.,iolcd spectrometer at 74 km during EX'EI)E ar- %%,

ct al..' 19811. filic:ial aunoral exreriment iO'Nc'l !t al.. 19S,2!.- .
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Figure 12-39. Observed ground-based auroral near-infrared spectrum from 8800-11400 A (top), along with synthetic spectrum (bottom). Details are as
shown in Figure 12-36a IVallance Jones and Gattinger. 19761.

are schematically represented in Figure 12-43, and the band I.m and 5.3 Rim emission from NO and the 4.3 lim emissioa
origins and transition probabilities for CO, CO 2, N20, NO 2, from CO2.
H 20. O, and NO* are presented in Table 12-7. Nitric oxide is an important minor constituent in the

Not all the above atmospheric infrared radiators give thermosphere. It is infrared-active, radiating near 5.3 im
rise to emissions that are aurorally enhanced. Modest two in the fundamental Av = I sequence and near 2.7 Im in
fold enhancemenits of the 1.27 jim emission from the 02 the first overtone (Av = 2) (Figure 12-41). The 5.3 ;im
(0-) infrared atmcspheric band (a'Ag - X"Ig- ) (Figure fundamental band emission is an important cooling mch-
12-31 ) have been ieported in a very strong IBC IIl ' aurora, anism for the thermosphere [Chapter 13; Kockarts, 1980].

and the enhancement ha.i been explained through direct elec- The v ='I state is predominantly produced, in the nighttime
ion excitation of O, [D.J. Baker et al.. 19781. Due to the quiescent atmosphere, by collision with atomic oxygen and

"t;ng lifetime (3900 s) of the 0,(a'A.) state. horizontal winds by absorption of earthshine [Chapter 131,
in transport the excited species downwind by -everal hundred

kilometers before it decays [Rees and Roble, 19801. serving NO (v = 0) + 0 = NO(v = I) + 0 (12.16)
to complicate the analysis. The Wu-Btnesch bands of N,
(WA,, BIr) (Figure 12-30) are strone features of the NO (v = O- + hs (earthshine) NO (v = I). (12.17)

EXCEDE artificial auioral spectra (Figuie 12-38a) in the
2-4 tim region, but have not been observed in natural ?!i- These processes primarily produce the NO (v = I) level
roras- probably due to lack of sensor sensitivity. Recent with insignificant population of levels v _ 2.
observations IStair et al.. 19831 during the HIRIS experi- Vibrationa;ly excited NO is also produced by chemical
ment indicate enhancements of the 15 jim CQ 2 v, band reactions initiated by precipitating.aurori! electrons. Lab-
emission as well as the 9.6 pim 0, v., band emission in a oratory studies have shown that the ma'or chemiluninescent
very strong (IBC IlI ) aurora. However, no mechanism for auroral process that produces NO (Figire 12-29),
theseenhancements is known at the present time. Conse-
quently, these observations await elaboration through fur- N(2D) + 02 NO(v) + 0, (12.18)
ther -:xperiments and data analysis. The remainder of this
section deals with the most firmly established and best populates NO levels up to v = 12 IKennealy et al., 19781.

". understood infrared auroral enhancements, namely the 2.7 The N(-D) is produced directly from N2 by precipitating
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WAVELENGTH-A POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVE AND VIBRATIONALloo___ , )050 ,1__ _ _ ,__ 12_ ENERGY LEVELS FOR NO

80 N(SO)O($P)

to_L --" Z .. 1, I A

-I., ., X,--cV 7NGT N, ,3 -2 20 1 --

1 4.

WAVEu--AV-CI FUNDAMENTAL VIBRATIONAL TRANSITIONS

t , -AV=2 OVERTONE VIBRATIONAL TRANSITIONS

2 2

Z 2 
ci

% O '*I 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE ()

500 50

... .. %"---" .....- - -.... ------ '-----'- Figure 12-42. rotential energy curve for lowest electronic state of nitric
oxide, showing vibrational energy levels as well as fun-

damental and first overtone vibrational transitions [adapted
. from Gilmore. 19651.

8A, 0008R , 65o c electrons and by dissociative recombination and charge-

exchange reactions of aurorally produced ionic species,

Figure 12-40. Infrared spectrum from 1.0 to 1.65 Itm ,aken from the
ground ftop panels) along with cc'-rsponding synthetic N 2  + e -* 2e + fjN(2D) + (I - f,) N( 4 S) + N +

spectra (bottom panels) !Gattinger and Valiance Jones,
19811. N2  + e - e + 2f2N(2D) + 2(1 - f)N(4 S)

N2 + e -. 2f N( 2D) + 2(I - f,)N(S)

NO* + e -*0.76 NCD) + 0.24 N( 4S) + 0

N2 + 0 4 N(2D) + (1 - f4 )N( 4S) + NO+

SWIR/MWIR AURORAL EMISSION SPECTRUM N( + 2- f5 N(D) + (1 - f)N(4S) + 0.--

to

10 I01 1 1 1 1 , I D I (I - 5

VERTCAL IEW(12.19)
ROCKET ALTITUDE:t6km CO 1Tabt

75 AURORA: C I, The branching ratios, f, are of crucial importance, but they
are uncertain for all reactions except NO * recombination

- NO (f4 and f5 are probably near unity). Nevertheless, the pro-
4ro portion of N(-D) that reacts with 0, to produce NO(v) should
- Ovary with altitude as the reaction of Equation ( 12. 18) com-

, H | o. av- 2) 'petes with quenching of N( 2D) by atomic oxygen.. The vari-
a.- (,v.) ation of the [I0'O,l ratio with altitude above 100 km then
i. i _leads to an altitude-dependent efficiency for aur.ral NO(v)

WAVELENGTH (,I) o.oproduction. The altitude dependence of this production ef-
AVE"-)ficiency can then account for the variabili, of 5.3 im

auroral emission with auroral strength since auroras pro-
Figure 12-41. x'h ". rum of natural aurora ii. the 1 5 to 5 4 pm

-ken from 96 km showing principal Lfmtters duced by more energetic electron, have Iosxer peak i,)i-
: ,zation altitudes.
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CHAPTER 12

Table 12.6. Band origins and thermally-averaged Einstein coefficients for The situation is somewhat complicated by the large vari-
the fundamental and first overtone vibrational transitions of ability of NO and by its transport. Since the rates of reaction
Snitric oxide. of NO [Equations (12.16) and (12.17)] are proportional to

AV= I Av = 2 the NO density, the nighttime quiescent component of the
fundamental band should be stronger at high latitudes, es-

A BAND A -- BAND pecially in aurorally predosed regions where the NO density
ORIGIN5  ORIGINh is expected to he large ISwider and Narcisi, 19771. Nitric

v' (s ') (cm-') (i.im) (s-
t) (cm- ') (4Lnm) oxide is a long-lived species in the thermosphere, and model

calculations have pointed out the importance of thermo-
I 10.8 1876 5.33 - . - spheric winds in redistributing aurorally produced NO [Ro-
2 20.4 1848 5.41 0.460 3724 2.68 ble and Gary, 19791.
3 29.1 .1820 5.50 1.51 3668 2.73 The NO 5.3 ts.m band radiance and the spectral shape
4 36.5 1792 5.58 3.10 3612 2.77 of the emission depend on whether the NO(v) is produced
5 42.9 1764 5.67 4.96 3556 2.81 by the quiescent mechanisms lEquations (12.16) and (12.17)1
6 48.5 1736 5.76 7.28 3500 2.86 or the auroral mechanism [Equation (12.18)1. As alluded to
7 53.5, 1708 5.86 9.63 3444 2.90 previously, the quiescent processes can only excite the 1-0
8 57.5 1680 5.95 12.5 3388 2.95 transition, while the auroral process should yield in addition
9 60.6 1652 6.05 15.7 3332 3.00 appreciable emission in the hot bands 2-1, 3-2, .
10 62.8 1624 6.16 19.1 3275 3.05 12-1 I. Evidence of these components of the NO Av =I

II 64.2 1596 6.27 22.9 3219 3.11 emission in an aurora 9f only moderate intensity (IBC 11)
12 64.6 i567 6.38 27.2 3163 3.16 is clearly seen in the spectra resulting from the launch of a
13 64.2 1539 6.50 31.9 3107 3.22 high-resolution (1.2 cm-') ' rocketborne field-widened
14 63.2 1511 6.62 36.9 3050 3.28 interferometer (FWi) from Poker Flat, Alaska, in March
15 61.7 1483 6.74 41.9 2994 3.34 1983 ISteed et al., 1983; Murphy et al., 19831. Preliminary
16 59.8 1455 6.87 46.4 2938 3.40 analysis of the FWI flight data indicates that the hot band
17 57.6 1427 7.01 50.5 2882 3.47 component increases with auroral energy deposition in a
18 55.0 1399 7.15 54.3 2825 3.54 manner consistent with the mechanism of Equation (12.18).
19 51.9 1370 7.30 58.1 2769 3.61 In contrast to the 5.3 pRm NO fundamental, the overtone
20 48.5 1342 7.45 61.8 2713 3.69 band near 2.7 gm arises only when levels v i> 2 are excited.

'Billingsley 119761 Thermal collisions and earthshine do not populate these
"Calculated from vibrational constants of Gdr.an and Schmidt 119751. levels significantly, and thus the 2.7 p.m emission is neg-

ligible during quiet nighttime conditions. However. the
Av = 2 sequence is observed even for moderate IBC I
auroras ICaledonia and Kennealy. 19821, the emission oc-
curring with an efficiency of 0.4-1.0% [R.J. Huppi and
Stair, 1979; Reidy et al., 1982:

The altitude profiles of zenith spectral radiance measured
4 .. during several earlier auroral rocket experiments in the ICE-

Io,!: 1021,, CAP series involving lower-resolution spectrometers than
the FWI, are shown in Figure 12-44 IStair et al.. 19751.
The 5.3 l.m radiance is seen to be enhanced for the IBC

III" aurora, but essentially at quiescent levels for the weaker
IBC II and I11 auroras. On the other hand, the 2.7 .m
radiance is enhanced for both the IBC I! and 111' auroras
recorded.

o 00 0 The failure to observe any enhancement of NO 5.3 Rm
, radiance in moderate IBC 11-11 auroras during :he ICECAP

1020)r' series of flights contrasts sharply with the enhancement of
-boouz" . the Av = I hot band component seen in the FI11experiment

during a moderate aurora. The lack of enhancemeiit in the
ICECAP observations is due to the existence of two con-
ditions: (1) 1 he ICECAP detector's long-wavelength cutoff,

(000.; -. shown at 5.4 gm in the data of Figure 12-41, passes all of
the Q and R branches of the NO (1-0) band. but misses

Figure 12-43. Lowest vibrational energy levels of CO, molecule showing more than half of the hot-band (,r.ission. (2) Quiescent-
some !ransitions of aeronomic interest, atmosphere emission dominates auroral emission in the re-
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Table 12-7. Data on infrared bands of atmospheric interest..

Rotational Band Origin Band
constant strength S Einstein

B Wave, number v, Wavelength ho (cm- 2atm-' coefficient A
Species (cm-') Transition (cm- 1) (AM) at 273 K) (s- ') Reference

CO2  0.390 10000O 1388 7.20 Inactive Inactive c
0110--00 667.4 15.0 205 1.28 c
001-00°0 2349 4.26 2380 368 c
1001-00°0 3715 2.69 37.2 14.4 c
2001- 000 4978 2i,. 0.868 0.603 c
001I-I0% 961.0 10.4 0.0170" 0.411 c

H 20 d 100-000 3657 2.73 12.0 4.52 e
010-000 1595 6.27 257 18.30 f
001-000 3756 2.66 172 67.90 e
011-00" 5331 1.88 19.9 15.90 e

N20 0.419 00 10 2224 4.50 1420 196 g
0IO00-(0 588.8 17.0 24.4 0.119 e
10°00W0 1285 7.78 218.0 101 e

0, d 100-000 1103 9.07 16.6 0.568 f
010-o0 700.9 14.3 15.6 0.214 f
001-000 1042 9.60 345 10.5 f

NO2  d 100-000 1320 7,58 - -* h
010-000 749.6 13.3 13.1 0.207
001-000 1617 6.18 1520 II i
101-000 2906 3.44 64.0 15.2 i

CO 1.931 1-0 2143 4.67 243 31.3 e
2-0 4260 2.35 1.86 1.12 C

NO* 1.997 1-0 2344 4.27 70.8 10.9 j
2-0 4656 2.15 1.15 0.697 j
2-1 2312 4.32 135 h  20.2 j

NO 1.705 1-0 1876 5.33 109 10.8 k
2-0 3724 2.68 1.18 0.460 k

OH 18.871 1-0 3570 2.80 24.0 8.5b,
2-0 6974 1.43 8.98 12.2 i

.Tahbl. adapted and updated from Kennealy and Del Greco 119721
'Band strength is %trrngi temperature-dependent. sincc the lower level is not the gniund ,,tate.
'Rwhman an.1 Young 119911
d"Moccule ns an i,,,mnetric rotor with three distinct r-ationaIl ' ,.tan ,
4RM-ma I';t 91,

'Rothman et al. 1l983hi
"McClatchey et al 119731

. 'Herzherg 119451'
'Rothman et al 11983a).
'Werner and Romu, 119921.

" 'Bilingsley 119761.
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auroral contribution. On the other hand. the long-wave- metric-stretch modxc of CO,. which results from the emission
length cutoff for the recent FWI launch was sufficiently high process

tshow lalreovdlnsothNOhthnsnte

varied in altitude with the energy deposition ISteed ct at..-
1983; Murphy et al.. 19931.

In summary. the intensity in the NO .Av = Isystem anOt . in particular, from the fundamental hand emission
f4v 2 r-spond% to energy input from moderately strong

aurorasin the same way that the NO overtone doews. inaccord CO.t(01l C0)(0 + hv (12.21)
~. with model predictions. By contrast, for moderately strong

auroras the NO C(10O emission is dominawed by aigow from at 4.26 j~m. The altitude profile of this, emission in the
the dbeacground atmosphere, a_%decibed by Equations(12. 16) zenith is indicated in Figure 12-45. showing resul. ts from
and 12. 17). four ICECAP rocket launches I Stair et al., 1975). one launched

As .a linal note on auroral NOCv). we mention thit the under quiet conditions and three under various levels of
HIRIS experiment previously referred to found the NO fun- electron precipitation in discrete arc%. The increase of spec-
damental emission to be rather strongly enhanced for the !ral radiance beten 75 and 90 km and the peak al 92 km

"A very strong IBC Ill'* aurora which it observed. This is are due to the tact that the v', hand becomes optically thick
consistent with models of NC) emission ICalcdonia and Ken- in the z.enith at about W0 km. There is a general correlation
nealy, 19821. which indicate that cheiiluminescent i.'Iritri- between tht! peak radiance level and the electron flux. or
bution-, to the NO) A.- = I bands become comparable to the 5577 A radiance, except that the IBC 11 'aurora is

7 emission from the backgrot-nd atmosphere under such au- considerably less bright al 4.3 tim than the IBC 11 aurora.
* roral conditions. The explanation for this apparent anomaly is that a very
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* ,cTwa. slo&t to zw. 0 " ,m1 the delay as a major factor in accounting for enhanced 4.3
, I I I Am emission, namely NO(Av = I) chemiluminescence

43a mPROiFL (Table 12-7). The NO* 4.3 gLm emission results from vi-
brationally excited NO* produced (Figure 12-2Q) in reac-

l ,.O 1TI& tions such as
-G.6T iN Aq 4 MI.lot.JUN)A

O2 + NO- 02 + NO 4  (12.24)

I 'and the fourth reaction in Equation (12.19). However, it'

cannot account for the observed time delay since the time
I constant for NO* formation is <I0 s IKumer, 19751.

On the other hand, the reaction sequence of Equation
%

(12,23) has the slow step (b). Assuming a nitrogen vibra
tional temperature T, - 750 K, one obtains a time constant

" -of 200 s at an altitt-de of 115 km for the V-V transfer. The
S" "-- effective time constant for response of the v., emission to

i - electron precipitation is lengthened further by repeated tran.fer
, "CC,, ,a ,i - of excitation back and forth between N 2 and CO2 before

photon emission occurs and radiative trapping of the emitted
* Figure 12-45. Attitude priies of peak pectral radiance oi.ived in the photon. The net effect is an appreciable delay in the 4.3

zenith in die CO, 4.3 prn band for wevtx.n clases ofaurora lm emission. To model the process IKumer, 1975. 19771.
[Stair Lt A.19751.

one must add quenching of both N , and the CO 2 excited
states to the reaction set of Equations (12.20) and (12.23).

b Ihi in The reverse reactions, indicated by backward arrows in the
bright IBC Ill arc had occupied the observation region recinifEutos(220nn 1.3) con o
the latter case before the rocket arrived. reactions of Equations (12.20) and (12.23b). account for

There are two possible sources of aurorally enhanced repeated collisional transfer of the excitation between CO.
and N2 and for radiative transfer of the v% photons. K,'merCO excited vibrational states: (I) direct excitation of CO 2  119771 has shown that up to I I combination bands and

by precipitating secondary electrons. isotopic bands must be considered in Equation (12.20) and
that an -nw of a factor of three ,can result if only the,"CO, (000) + e-- CO: (ki im + e. (12.22)

,O,00fundamental 001-00 band is used.

and (2) vibrational pumping of N, by secondary electrons
followee by vibration-to-vibr.-im (VV) energy trarfer from
N2 to CO2 (Fivare 12-219). 12.2.6 Su mary

N, + e -- NJ + e Ou12.23a) ur current understanding of infrared auroral processes
suffers from a lack of sufficient high-resolution. high-sen-

N! + CO, (k.(.m - 1) ± N. + CO. (kIm). sitivity data on infrared emissions. This deficiency should
" 112 23b) be partially alleviated as analysis of dzta from the March

1983'rockethornc FWI experiment proceeds. In addition.
Due to the kow CO, mixing ratio, the rate for the direct several planned roket-probe and shuttle-hascexperim'.nts
process IEquation (12.221 is to small by several orders of will carry aloft telescoped high-resolution interfcrometer.
magnitude to explain the observed radiance Moreover. since' to iew the intrared aurora in ea,'thlimb geometv., The com-

"* the radiative lifetime of the 01 state is A 2.3 x 10 bination of improved sensor sen.itivit, and the preferred
s 'Table 12-7), the 4.3 g&m emission due to the dirm.t re- earthlimb viewing aspect with greater auroral brightnes, will
action of Equation (12.221 should be promp. folloing the provide a comprehensive spectral survey of auroral infrared.

Senergy dcposition dowly in space and time. How.ever. the emissions. The observation of additional auroral emissions
actual altitude profiles and time histories for the 3914 A is anticipated as detection thresholds are improved and as
N, * first negative 10-) ra-;iance and for the 4.3 gim radiance infrared measurements are extendcd to higher spectral res-
are quite different with the CO, emission having a time olution and longer wavelengths. These experiments should
delay 5 min IKumer. 19751. The delay arising from the contribute significantly to our understanding of the produc-
N2-CO2 transfer is respo,;'ible for the apparently anomalous tion and loss processs for infrared auroral emitters.
brightness at 4.3 jim of ,te IBC !1 auroral profile in Figure There is also a great need for data on the variability of
12-45. the infrared aurora in order to identify .easonal. diurnal.

Another potential mechanism can also be ruled out by and latitudinal trends, as well as dependences on solar and
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geomagnetic activity. Such a data base may be obtained infrared satellite experiments such as IRAS (InfraRed As-
from a satellite platform or, in part. from ground-based tronomical Satellite) INeugebaueret al., 19841 portend well
observatories and series of aircraft or balloon flights. None for the future of infrared auroral studies.
of these experiments are without difficulty; the satellite ex-
periments require solving the problem of maintaining de-
tectors at cryogenic temperatures for ext-nded periods. while
ground-based and atmospheric platform experiments suffer ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
from the masking and/or absorption of the auroral emission

by the lower atmosphere and from the impossibility of using The authors are indebted to A.J. Ratkowski. J.R. Win-
any limb enhancement technique. Nevertheless, the exis- ick. and R.D. Sharma for reading Section 12.2 and making
tence of the space shuttle and the success of unmanned useful recommendations.
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Chapter 13

INFRARED AIRGLOW
R.D. Sharma

Infrared radiance observed by a detector looking at the Table 13-1. OH Vibrational Transition Band Origins IL.S. Rothsman
earth's undisturbed atmosphere is called infrared airglow. et al.. 19831 w
This radiation may arise from rotational transitions, as is the A v I A v = 2 A v =3

case for radiation from water vapor around 17 Rm, or from
electronic transitions. for example, the 02 (atA, --1 X3151- v, (cm ) (AM) (cm-') (Rm) (cm-') (pRm)
transition causing the airglow at 1.27 Rm (0-0 band) and I 350 28
at 1.58 gm (0-I1 band). However, the most common sources 2 344 .9 674 13
of infrared airglow are the vibraticnz i-rotational (V-R) 3 34 .9 64 .0 124 09
transitions within the ground electronic state. This class of 3 34 .9 64 .0 124 09
transitions includes emission from OH, CO2. O1, NO, and 4. 3078 3.25 6318 1.58 9722 1.03

H20 Fgue 3- gve te negyleeldigrm 1 02 5 2915 3.43 5993 1.67 9233 1.08
H2. igre13I ivs heeery evl iara o C 2  6 2752 3.63 5667 1.76 8745 1.14

and points out the more commonly encountered transitions.
Tabke 13-1 gives the band origins and Table 13-2 the Ein-255 38 537 .7 852 .1
stein A coefficients for some OH V-R bands. For addi- 8 2415 4.14 5000 2.00 7752 1.29 ~ '

tional information on the energy levels and the radiative 9 27 447 45 .5 27 13
lifetimes of the infrared active species see Chapter 12. The
extent of the wavelength range covered by the term infrared tral r-gion from 1. 2 to 17 Rm. This rather arbitrar- N
is not well defined. We will limit this discussion to the spec- ily restricted wavelength range leaves out several'important .

al.j!aw emiissions. including the 63 lam emission from ox-
.10 C.,ygen 319m., lOffermann and Grossmann. 19781. This latter

process together with the 5.3 l±m 0I - 0) emission from
NOadte S=3raito3fo h bnigmoeo O

3 ,4 are the important processes in the cooling of the therimo-
I sphere ICraig and Gille. 1969. KtxI.zrt%. 198Q; (ordiets el400 al.. 1983; Zachor. Sharma. Nadile and Stair. 19811.

120013 Infrared airgkw has been the subject of a number of
studies IStair et al.. 1941. Coordiets et aL.. 1978; Ogawa.

'F fimproving measurement and analysis te~hniology and it is

l~ no( surprising. therefore, that the. information in the itter-
CoI ature is a few years behind that available to wAorker% in theV

z[ -29u 4:,M field. For this reason, the emph.,is in thi,. chapter has bee

4LC7.. 1 2 7' . placed upon results obtained at AFGL.

[ - U 0M - -13.1 SOURCES OF THE%
VI 11 113 VIt' 112 W 3 P, 3 INFRARED AIRGLOW

Figure 13-i1 Ti-e energy levels of carbon dioxide, The lowest levels of
bendin~g msde and asymmetric~stretch. which lead to tran- 1.. eoatSatrn fteErhhn
sitions at 15.0 and 4.26 Am. ame shown. Aiso shown are 1.. eoatSatrn fteErhhn

the upper and lower leveis for some of the important tran- w
sitions observed in the infrared airgiow of the earth', at- Radiation upwelling through the atmosphere from the
tnosphere. The notation in the figure is the same as in .i' 3L sraeo h at salderhhn.Atog h v
line tape [Rothman and Young, 19811. (Repri,?Ied watn per- sufcoftearhicacdatsin.Ahugte v
mission from Pergamon Prs Ltd. C 198 1.) erage temperature of the earth's surface is 296 K. the tern-
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Table 1.1-2. Thcnnalts -averaged OH IX2 ir,l vit,rational Einstein coefficients Av- (s') for 200 K I Mies. 19741 (Reprinted with permission from Academic
Press f, 1974)

V.0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

V= 1 20.15
2 14.07 25.24
3 0.92 39.93 20.90
4 0.0'/9 4.29 72.61 12.25
5 0.050 0.392 10.62 108.4 4.47
6 0.053 1.274 20.99 :41.5 2.347
7 0.183 2.907 37.32 163.4 9.142

81 0.030 0.569 5.67 60.84 166.8 25.84 21

90.130 1.189 10.81 00.28 146.6 50.65

perature of the earthshine depends upon altitude and wave- A process capable of producing large amounts of in-
length. For example in the 12-13 p~m region, where the frared airglow radiation is the electronic excitation of mol-
absorption due to the earth's atmosphere is minimal, the ecules by sunshine followed by emission of a longer wave-
upwelling radiation can be described by 296 K blackbody length photon. The molecule is thus left in an excited

.. radiation independent of' alitu-J-. On the other hatnd, radia- vibrational stiete. the final vibrational level being determined
tion in the 15 g~m region up to the lower mesosphere (about by the Franck-Condon in~tegrals. Several quanta of inirared
70 km altitude) can be described as radiation from a black- photons may be emitted before the molecule relaxes to the
body wth temperature given by the local translational tem- ground state. This process. however, has not been identified
perature. At higher altitudes. because of the lack of sufficient as the source of any airglow from the quiescent atmosphere.

collisions, the upwelliny 15 l.m radiation can be describedL.
by about 200 K blackbody temperature.

Whatever the variations in the temperature of the ear- 13.1.3 Photodissociation
thshine. it is clear that this radiation has appreci 'able intensity
only at longer wavelengths (A > 5 V.mV. It can. therefore-. Dissociation of molecular species by solar radiation con-

excite onlv the lower vibrational levels of the infrared active tributes to the airglow by producing fragments in excited .

molecules. The exceited mtolecules can reradiate isotropically states. An example is the airglow of 02 (a,~ - X3).j) at -.

without chance of frequency causing infrared airglow. Res- 1.27 f.m (0-0 transition) and at 1.58 I~m (0-1 tranii~tion).
onant scattering of earthshine hv the v,~ mode to oone is The 0O(a'.1.1 state is mainly produced by the photodisso- g .

an impoirtant contributor to the airgloss at 9.6 g~m. The 15 ciation of 0., by solar ultraviolet radiation around 255 nm.
i~m radiation from the htndinL' odle of carbon dioxide also Photodissociation of molecular species, can also modify,
contain% an iportant contribution from the earthshine, the infrared airglow due to reduced density of the photo- :.t

dissociating molecules andlor increased density of the prod- r~
uct species. Photodi'isoc gat ion of 03 also leads to reduced 5

1.3.1.2 Scattering of Sunshine . daytime airglow of OH- not only because of the reduce.d ,*M

production of OH by the reaction H + 0, - OH + 02
In contrast to the earthshine ihich populates onIN the -but also due to the more rapid OH + 0 - 0 + H de-

knAs: l~ing %ibrationafl c'.ets %Olar radiatikln ( 6NXX) K pletion reaction. The latter reaction become% faster because
blaectsosh tempcrasrurcf plass an important role in exciting of the enhanced oxygen atom concen~trations produced by
higher sibrational le'.els correspondling it, A -!-5 g~m. The photodiss.ociation o4 0, The net result is that 0avtime OH
vibrational klscl thtus produced can lowt their enrgy-F by emissions arot-nd 1.5 pLm (.lv = 2) and around 3.0 p~m
optical transitions to the ground slate iresonant scattering) IA1V = )are' much weaker than their nighttime intenisities. *

or bN radiation to other lor exceited vibrational lsl
i nrsonanm scattering or fluorescence 1. The effect oif sun-
shine is shosn !n the dramatic increaset in tht airelov. near 13.1.4 Chemical R~eactions%.-%j
4.3 g~m during the da% due to) scaulcring bs the v', mode of ?

CO, James and Kumner. 19731, Scattered solar radiation. Creation of' molecular species in thecxcited staic: by
resonant and nonresonant. also contributes ito the CO, air- chemical reactions and their subsequent dc:ay contributes :e

glowk at 2.7 !,Lm. the imprortant absorption hands, being lo- to airelow. Thec airglow produced by this mechanism is also
cated near 2.7 pgm I Kumer. 19811. 2.0. and 1.6 p~m I Sharma called cheni luminescene. A well-known esxample of this * -

et al., 19811. process is the- OHl radiation around 1.5 anu 3.0 .m and at
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INFRARED AIRGLOW

shorter wavelengths, even visible regions, OH being pro- because of the very smal! cross sections involved. In ad-

duced by the chemical reaction dition, there is Rayleigh scattering of solar radiatioq im-
H 0 - O* O.portant only below about 40 km altitude.H + 0., OH* + 06. ONO"

the asterisk denoting the vibrational excitation. Another ex- 13.2 NON-LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC
ample of this process IStair et al., 1981, 19851 is the ra- EQUILIBRIUM (NLTE)
diation around 9.6 Axm from the v., mode of 03 produced
by the three body recombination reaction We note again that except for 1.27 .m and 1. 58 Am N;

0 + O + M -. 0; + M. 02(a 'A, -- X3 - ) radiation the infrarmd airglow from 1.2
to 15 Am involves molecular vibrational rotational transi-
tions. In the lower part off the at:nosphere (below about 40

13.1.5 Atomic and Molecular Collisions km altitude) these vibrational transitions can generally be
described by local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), that

Collisions of infrared radiating species with other mol- is. vibrational excitaion of the molecules can be described
ecules lead to transfer of vibrational energy trom one col- by a Boltzma&-,i distribution with a' ibrational tempeiature

lision partner to the other. This transfer is much more ef- equaling the traoslational temperature. Even a& these alti-
ficient if the vibrational fiequencies of the transitions involved tudes the 0 2(a'A,.) electronically excited state population
are not too far apart (near-resonant), that is art -I, where cannot be described by a distributirn w 'h a temperature
w is the frequency separation between the transitions in- equaling the translational temperature and ii much larger V
volved and 'r the time dur.tion of the collision. Because of than predictied on the basis of LTE. The reason for this lies --. ,

the near-resonance, N2 transfer- its vibrational energy ef- in the metastable nature of the O2(a.%,) state (its radiotive

ficiently to the V3 mode of CO 2 ISharma and Brau. 19691. lifetime is about 65 min) and smai rates of collisional
This energy transfer process plays an important role in the quenching by major atmospheric species IMcEwan and Phil-
enhanced nighttime 4.3 Am airglow of CO 2 around 70 km lips. 19751. This metastable nature and the fact that colli-
[Kumer e al.. 19781. sions are not a rapid process for depopulating this state.

Another important type of collision producing infrared account for the great abundance of 0 2(a'A,) in the strato-
airglow is that in which the relative translational energy of sphere and mesosphere.
atom-molec"le or molecule-molecule is converted into vi- At higher altitudes (starting about 70 km) the vibrational
brational excitation of the molecule. These collisions lead population of the radiating species, even those that are not
to establishment of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) metastable and are neither produced by chemical reaction
between various degree:.; of freedom, the only requirement nor pumped by sunshine or earthshine, becomes different .,
being that enough of these take place during the effective from what would be predicted or the basis of LTE. Situ-
radiative lifetime of the emtter (taking into aecc unt selfab- ations deviating from LTE behavior are called NLTE cases.
,orption). Even when 'he frequency of collisions is not Sometimes it is useful to introduce the concept of vibrational
sufficient to establish LTE. this type of collision may be an temperature. The cor:ept is based on the fact that near-
important source of vibrational excitation., Examples are resonant vibration-to-vibration transf:r processes are much .
collisions above 90 km of oxygen atoms with CO2 and' NO fa'ter than nonreonant vibr. .n-to-translation processes.
which play a very important role in the iirglow at 15 Am The time needed for the vibrational energy to he partitioned
and 5.3 p.m.-respectively IDegges. 1971; Zachor et al., according to a Boltmann distribution in a collision between
1981. Sharma and Nadile. 19811. identical r.iolecu!es is usual!v several order" of magnitude

Another important source of vibrationai energy is the shorter than th tin i needed it) estahlish LTE in gases ISharma.
collisional excitation of molecules br e!ectronicallv excited 1969. Taylor. 19741. The vibrational temperature T, is de-
atoms. For example. oxygen atom.i produced by photodis- fined b) the relation V.-.
sociation of O, are created in the excited 'D state with unit

efficiency These atoms are very efficiently quenched by In (g,.n 1 ') C E r

molcu'ar niirt;icn. During the quenching process. a frac- \g n T,
tion of the electronic excitation Ofoxygen atoms is converted
into vibrational erergy of N, [McEwan and Phillips. 19751 where n. and n, are the excited %tate and low :!ate number
and can be collisionally transferred to CO and emitted as densities. g, and g, are the respective statistical weights.
4.3 Am airglow. C- = 1.4399 K'cm ' is the second radiation constant and '

The processes described in the above sections are the E ts the energy difference b-twecn the upper and lower
most important but by no means the only sources of infrared states in cm.
radiation from the undistu-bed atmosphere. Raman scattar- The concept ot vibrational tcmperature has been used •'.,
ing of the solar radiation isa ess important source of airglow to calculate ISharma and Nadile, 19811 the contribution to
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CHAPTER 13

the IS p.m radiation by the transition 02201 - 01101 of gains altitude, less and less of the gas is beiig Eked at so
CO. Only when this :ontribution is added to th'.t of the that the signal during ascent usually decreases with time
01101 - O(0X)1 transition from all the isotopes is a rea- (except during atmospheric disturbances): during the descent
sonable agreement obtained between the 15 gim radiation the reverse is true. Hewevcr. both in ascent and descent.
observed by the rocket experiment SPIRE in the 70 and 90 the magnitude of the derivative of the signal with altitdde
km tangent height and the calculated CO, radiances IStair is a measure of the local radiance-provided we are dealing
et al.. 1981. 19851. with an optically thin and steady state one-dimensinal at-

The Loncept of vibrational temperature cannot be used mosphere. Figure 13-2 shows a typical spectral profile of
in all NLTE situations. For example. the vibrational pop-
ulation of Otl around 80 km altitude cannot be described ENERGY BUDGET
by a Boltzmann distribution. This concept. however, is used HS4 CVF
where possible because it also gives an idea of the extent SCAN 5
of deviation from LTE. TAL 71.85 see

It should be pofinted out that while fewer collisions lead ALT 87 75 km
to NLTE situations, more frequent collisions do not guar- E 03
antee LTVE behavior. This is illustrated by the 2.7 p.m day- 0 3 -
time CO, emission that can still be characterized around 50 (A 0
km altitude by vibrational temperature about 1(0) K higher (D NO "

,o_j .J

is shown to arise from the absorption of sunlight at 1.5 p.m 4 6" -

by very weak (XX I -- 3(X)l (x = 1.2.3) bands'(Figure a:
13-I )(Sharma et al.. 19811. Although each absorbed photon

has a rather small probability. of being emitted in the 2.7 . 2
p.m region. the large number tf absorbed photons yields a 0 12 14 16 20
detectabh: signal. WAVELENGTH (1 1o2

Having stated the differences between LTE and NLTE
situations in some detail. we will focus for the remainder Figure 11-2. Phl t'frdiance vs wavelength 1'oni the ,ienith hkxking CVF
of this discussion on NI.TE airglows, specifically 1-18 pRm "Energy Budget" rocket at 97 '5 km altitude The signal

emissions originating fiom altitudes higher than 40 ki. The from CO, at 15 Itm is at least ar on!rc of magnitude larger

LTE situation has been discussed in great detail by other than that from NO at 5.3 tm or ozone at R tim.

workers Isee. for example. Clough et al.. 19811.

zenith emission from ihe NO vibratimnal-ro;ational (V-R)
13.3 METHODS OF MEASUREMENT fundamental transition lav = I) at 5.3 Ix.n. the 001 - 0(X)

V-R band of 0, at 9.6 i.tm. and the 0! 101 - (XXX)l band
Infrared airglow has be,-n studied with rockets IStair et of CO, at 15 .m obtained by a rocket launched Iron An-

al.. 1974: Nadilc et al.. 1977: Stair et al.. 1981. Markvv. doya. Norway during the Energy Budge! Campaign IUlwick
1969: Offermann and (irossmann. 19781 and satellites IMar- et al.. 19831. This rocket was launched in November 1980

kov et al.. 19761. In this chapter the primary emphasis will at 0314 UT. Since the solar shadow height was 4(X) km
be. for reasons L ted earlier, on the work at AFGl.. Many above the launch site. the experiment was essentially con-
of the A!CI. rockets were laur:,hcd from Poker Flats. Alaska ducted in a night atmosphere.
[Stair et al.. 19751. Thic rocket payloads cottained either Another approach useful for viewing weak infrared at-
limb-viewnv, otr /enith-\iewine light collecting and analyz- mospheric emissions is to add a telescope to the optical
ing instruments. In these experiments the instrument pack- system and observe the infrared radiation from the earth-
age included a protective cover that was opened at a spec- limb. The telescope with a small fraction of degree full
ified altitude during the free ballistic flight phase. The altitude viewing angle (usually about 1'4 degree) and excellent off-
for coper otnm-. determined by the the axis rejection keeps the footprint of the LOS a few kilo-
infrared cmission due to shock heating by the rocket be meters wide. The limb-looking SPIRE (SPectral Infrared
,uf''icntlv ,mal. was 50 km or higher. Rocket Experiment) has obtained very useful results yield.

The simplest infrared sounding rockets measure the in- ins many new insights into the infrared airglow INadile et
frarcJ radiance reaching the payload from the atmosphere al.. 1077: Stair ,et al.. 19811. In the.SPIRE experiment with
above it. If the pay',oad is not provided with an attitude the rocket in the exosphere. the earthlimb was scanned ver-
-:ontrol stcn. the rocket ustuafly cones aromnd an axis that tically through a telescoped circularly variable filter iCVF)

itmakcs a small angle wkith tile \ erical direction. Whn inca- spectrometer. The resolution of the instrument \has 3' to
surin,_, the infrared ltuoresccnce. care is taken that the sun 44 depending on the wavelength. The t.ngent height'(the
is never directly in the linc-of-sight h1.0) . As the rocket distance of closest approach to the earth's surface) is varied

13-4.
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INFRARED AIRGLOW
and l.rnb experinientts. Two imptnant ones are the amount

aSPATIAL 4 of the gas sampled and the altitude dependet.ce of' the vol-
SCAN ume probed. In the zenith looking experiment, the length

qb II NUMBR 10of the LOS between any I kmi altitude interval is sec 0 km.
9 where 0 is the zenith angle of the LOS as long as 0 1!- 75'

so that the curvature ot the earth is not important. The total
12 T SUN volume of the gas sampled is relatively small. Moreover.

the zenith experiment weights i qual increments of altitude
IRE in the LOS equally. Such is not tLe case in a limb experi-

ALASKAment. For example. a detector positioned at an altitude of
2.85 km looking at 1(X) kmi tangent height gathers photons
from a path length in excess of 3(XX) km. Further, for den.,ity
decreasing monoum~ically with altitude the volume of the
gas sampled drops sharply as we move away from the tan-
gent height. The iength of the gas column with altitude

Figre13-. eolrahial maionil pojetin tn irh'ssuf~ie ll between 1(M) and 101 km is about 227 ktn. The length of
ijni~n hc~ih% ir ~ri~~ t'tE sans Ta~nihciht the path sampled with each km increase in altitude: decreases

inlac go~ing ,'umr',t trwn the center of tigure Finthest in proportion to jVn - V'(n - I)j where n and tn - I)
taingent pimmni is 1501) kilma N. fromn launch site. are the upper and lower altitudes in kmn measured from the

tangent height. In the example cited above. the length of
the LOS between 110 and I II kmn is 0.1 4 times that be-

by changing the telescope z.enith angle. As the tangent heigl1: ten10ad11 m hs qa nee't fattd
is vne', te lcaton f te LO an th t~ger: pint in the LOS are not -qually weighted in the limb experiment

(pont loest to L ats s a nnin al s chane (igure and the radiation rom tangent height usually predominates.
13-3). One result of' this spata cnigi h blt The abeve remarks are valid oniy for an opttcally thin gas.

obai adytwlghorngtOStiue1-)Tiss A further characteristic of the limb experiment is that
in contrast to the ienith-looking rocket where in ascent or beaethvoueofhegsamldisoaretelol

sfcenti the rio Wampled ise pessibthy o kmnvethein variations in the atmospheric structure are averaged out. On
surfce f th eath.Whil th posibiityof nvesigaing the other hand, the large colitmin sampled also permits the

dav-nikeht variations in a zenith-looking experiment is rather limb experiment to see sonic emtsstons missed by the zenith
limited'. it does offer the possibilities of determining the exrintwnprfmdatheae istvtyFo

* mopholgy o a mailscal. ,example. Figures 13-5 and, 13-6 show I5 l.am radiance from
There are numerous other differences between the zentth 'badoCO senythSPR adEeryBgt

rockets as a function of' altitude. It can be seen in Figure

SPIR SHAOW HIGHT13-5 that between 95 and 110 kmn tangent height the band
8.SPATIAL SCAti N4U%1bE

2OC~~ 6 _,TO SUN.,___

3 1 50-
E !4 C0 2 (1/2 )SUNrLIT

2 C 15( L m) BAND

SHADOW Y 100
I HEiGHT .

SC AN NUMBER 5 -

ti11are 1. 3.1 Plo ' m ' i 14tc wu,., le tcrmni.mtmor' for ci~hl tit mehle
SPIRI -1 .111 1 111,\ 11-1 111I. heiht is 23kn h,,Ikr dIhi Fiuirc 13. tiie k dlnco cw tlm Ftt n h 4 1 n

i 'hk haid~m , Iwhi lh.~iiiih kiic. it o/n Iacr Scjisi 11i11-ni iidiiliii~Pc~thih Nmi sm 5hy O

I'K .ir, ciiIIIcIck unalit hil--hci raidianmce ,ihi c IM kill
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.CHAPTER 13

t-o ENERGY BUDGET covered the 1.4 to 16 I.m region. The telescopes had 1/4"
fields of view with high off-axis rejection (point source

CARBON DIOXIDE rejection of 10 at I°.off-axis) and were coaligned to better
15 M I CRON BAND' RAD' ANCE than 0. V. The payload reached an altitude of 285 km. and4 ASCENT the earthlimb was spatially scanned from hard earth to local

DESCENT horizontal at 0.5 deg/s while taking spectra at 2 scans/s.
14o The spectrometers were built at Utah State University and

,- . the telescopes at the Honeywell Radiation Center. With a
V 1/40 field of view, the footprint of the LOS varied from 4

- IAto 8 km. depering upon the tangent height and the payload
NOISE , altitude.

S _EQUIVALENT*"" Before we give the profiles of the emitted band radiance
RADIANCE as a function of tangent height (for the limb-looking ex-

periment) or altitude (for the zenith-looking experiment),
.10- 0 8  

, 06 we would like to discuss airglow in general terms as a
'  .o o function of altitude. For this purpose we would like to Ji'ide
BAND RADIANCE (W cm 'sr-, the atmosphere above 40 km into several regions. This di-

vision is created to facilitate discussion of the SPIRE data.
Figure 13-6. Integrated band radiance around 15 I~tm observed by zenith- Taking 'into account the fact that it was an experiment of

looking Fnergy Budget rocket during ascent and descent as
function about 5 in duration at dawn, it is quite possible that the

boundaries of the regions created here may have to be mod-
ified in context of other data bases. Still we believe it is a

radiance stays constant although the CO: concentration de- useful-exercise to point out underlying sowces common to
creases in this altitude range by a factor of 30 to 40. Detailed the airglow from different bands.
modeling has shown this phenomenon to be due to oxygen
atoms, which are much more efficient at collisionally pump-

* ing the CO, (01101) level than N, orO2 ISharma and Nadile, 13.4.1 Thermosphere (above 100 km)
19811. The zenith experiment (Figure 13-6) does not give
any hint of this behavior in the measured radiances. This region is characterized by a rapid increase of tem-

Finally, the tangent height in the earthlimb experiment perature with altitude. Important emitters in this region are
can be varied from zero (earth's surface) to 250 km. whereas restricted to NO and CO 2 . The airglow, at 5.3 and 15 lIm,

. the range of altitudes attainable in the'zenith experiment is in this region can be explained primarily in terms of oxygen
more limited. The two types of experiments emphasize di- atom collisions with the emitters. The oxygen atom con-
ferent aspects of infrared airglow and each have their own centration in this region shows no diurnal v:.riation. The

. advantages and disadvantagcs. result is that infrared radiation from the excited states pro-
duced during the collision of the radiating species with the

13.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION""-7' , ' I -
"-E TANGENT HELIGH1 'E

In this section we introduce the prominent features of 124 rI

- the measured airglow and compare them with model cal- 0 NIGHT 0

-. culations. Because of the nature and scope of this chapter, E E
we omit the details of the calculations and approach the N'J0) MI (V2
subjec.t as -in introduction to infrared airglow from the un- "002 _02 02disturbed atmosphere. Where possible, the published work W .
is referenced: however. a great deal of work is available so

far only in the form of non-refereed reports and unpublished 5
work. < 0 0 <

We will usc SPIRE to illustrate the broad features of
the data. SPIRE was launched on September 28. 1977 INa- WAVELENGTH inlm)

S dile et al.. 1977; Stair et al.. 1981. 1983). This payload Figure 13-7. Nightime radiance seen bN the long wavelength SPIRE
had three coali-ned primary sensors: ) a telescoped o sl.ectrometer as function 4f wa%,eleneth at 124 km tangent
channel photometer. (2) a cryogenic (77 K) telescoped short height s'O (I - 0) hand 4! 5.3 gm and CO,
wavelength infrared ISV'IR) CVF spectrometer. and (3) a 0Il l0t (X-lIo hand at 15 gri are the onl. reproducible

spectra seen Scale for the NO band is 10 times larger thanVFpdcroenic (10 K)telescoped long wavelength infrared (WIR) that for CO, band. IDatime result, ,,ere es sentiall. the
CVF spectrometer. The spectrometers were coaligned and I
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INFRARED AIRGLOW

oxygen atoms show% no diurnal variation. A spectrum oh-
tained with the SP!RE liquid-helium-i'ooed spectrometer at E E 

124 km tangent height is shown in Figure 13-7. Although Z 8 2 3 I
this spectrum is obtained at night. the post-dan results are " TANGENT HEIGHT

essentially the same. Emission from the 1-0 vibrational band E , 80 km
of NO and th 15 pLm (01101 - (M)01 )ending mode of NO(I-O) NIGHT
CO, are the only two ft atures seen at this altitude. Detailed SCALE xOIC2.'re .' 4i , , COi(ul) liz .=

modeling of these emissions indicates that ( ) the emissions 3 1O

origi:ate from the NLTE atmosphere with molecular vibra- z
tional temperatures lower than the hal translational tem- 'I.

)(2 the dominant mechanism for .ibrational X _.
pumping is the collisionat excitation by oxygen aton's, and 04 o3 170

3) radiative cooling due tO NO emissions is the most im- WAVELENGTH trn)

portlant atmospheric cooling mechanism (-500 K/day) at
these altitudes. Figure 13-9. Nighttime signal for,tong wavelength SPIRE spectrometer

't% function of wavelength at tangent heigl'I of 80 km Notice I
appearance otaf 0 (d signal. The apparent signal in the 4-6
gim region is due to dielectric relaxation response of the

13.4.2 Lower Thermosphere (between 100 detector to the 15 Rirn radiation. The 5-6 ;im region haskm and 85 km) he, enmagnilied 10-fold to highlight ti'c NO spe.ral ,.atures.

In this region the oxygen atom concentration begins to
decrease without showing any diurnal variation while the 100 km tangent height at night. the v, transition of 0, begins
temperature shows little change. In this region infrared air- to appear in the spectrimi between 9 and I I l.m (Figure
glow is characterized by the effect of the solar radiation and 13-10). At a slightly lower tangent height. this transition
oxygen atoms on the radiating species. In addition to the appears during the dawn obervations as well. While the
NO and CO, bands mentioned above, we see emission from (X)I-(XX) transition of ozone is centered around 9.6 ptm. the
ozone at 9.6 pm (v, band) and the 4.26 ptm v, hand of CO, profile of the emitted radiation appears. in addition. to con-
(Figures 13-8 and 13-9). Because of the large absorption sist of some hot-hand transitions. These transitions are not
coefficient of (X)Ol I -(X)I transition at 4.26 tIm. this unambiguously identified as yet and are referred to in the
transition is severely self-absorbed. The v, photons reching following discussion as the long-wavelength tail of the
the detector most likely.originate from the transition between
hot bands and have slightly longer wavelength (around 4.3
;.m). The diurnal airglow variations also begin'to manifest
themselves in the 9.6 ltm emission from ozone. At about C 0

0 3 (y'3 ) INTEGRATED
BAND RADIANCE

"E, .- NIGHT
N. ,

E TANGENT HEIGHT 80km 'E I'_ 80-

8- DAY2 SUNLIT.
,? cc -), , ",'

. NOII-Ol

E E

SCAL Ix 0 1. .. COIIj

W.WAVELENGTH (ijm)' 10-0 10-

RADIANCE (W cm -2 sr

Fiture t3-9 Daytime sienal from the loni ' avel.ncth SP'RE ,,etrom-

eter as tuni..n' o1 waselenglh ; tangent height of X o kni IitIr 13. t.' .6hunt I ,,o otone it920 10.0511 gml band radiance as

The 15 .Lii (*() and 3 p11 N) ,,tgnaks are athui the ,anc unction of tangent height Note 'tronger nighttime radiance
a, in Fi'ure 13-9 (ni ettinei rhe 4.13 p.m CO. signal i% aid peak around 80I km A tertimnator cro-,ing is esident

"" enhanced aiLl t) 6 pilI ( ignal i, re'duced 'r ni ehitmie in ,can I i, i s here the radiation decrea,cs h an order of
- %alue, i lurt I '-. magnitude tron 85 ito I) kit.
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o6  0 3 (Yi 3) SPECTRAL RADIANCE10

TAN. HT:- 84 km

15

SSPAT IAL SCANI
0- 5 SPATIAL SCAN 2

47 nz 50 A SPA' jA SCAN 3 5

78 deg X SPA' ;AL SCAN 5
U8 m25 0 SPA! IAL SCAN 6

<B8deq + SPAT IAL SCAN 7

WAVELENGTH (gimn) 22Fgr 31.Ngtie 'j~:~b~ine b

Figure 13-Il. '4.6 Am ( v) olone spectrum at 90O km tangent height for . short wavelength SPIRE spectrometer. Notice much faster
different solar elevation angle%. The signal for wavelengths decrease o f the signal above 70 km tangent height than for
longer thin It0.2 pm ,.hoss no diurnal variation.. the daytime case.

a' 9.6 ni emission. The night and day long wavelength tion. The CO2 4.3 lIm V3 band daytime radiance seen clearly
tails are essentially the same (Figure 13-Il) even th~olgh in Figure 13-12 is over ten times more intense during the
the total 0, emission decreases dramatically in the day- day than during the night (Figure 13-13) in agreement with
time. This appears quite reasonable since the day and the earlier theo,'ctieal prediction of James and Kumer 1 19131.
night oxygen atom concentrations at these altitudes are the As pointed out earlier, the daytime 4.3 Lm signal is due' to
same: and the vibrationally excited 0; formed by the' resonance fluorescence as well as hioinresonant fluorescence

0 4 0 + M- 0, + M reaction is the suggested source excited by a shorter wavelength, for example, so!Fir radiation
ofth lng v..Q1~b. photon emission. The pekat 9.6 (2.7 iLrm). Near the to fti aethe collisions of oxygen

jm results tnai.-dv from z.soo'ant scattering of earthshine by' atoms with CO2 and NO also play an important role in 15
the v, mode of 0, and is a ii-Ic-ore Of 03 concentration; and 5.3 I.m emissions.
the smaller dayttme value of this scattered radiation reflects
the lower davtinie 0, concentrationt due tn photodissocia-

13.4.3 Upper Mesophere (between 85 km
ISO ________________ and 70 kmn)

Infrared airglow is primarily determined by processes
125 Z. -involving solar radiation during the day (Figure 13-14) and

a reaction, H + 03 --* OH + 02an HO
E 4 + 0 - OH + 02 during the night (Figure 13-15). Large

z '$' SUNLIT 74 km TANGENT HEIGHT

* .A P C 2 l5umS A EI

,WAVELENGTH lV3 m
1Wc 2

F1 ue1.t.Tedyii 5ina rom nSeinfraed pcrmee t
I ' ).i icite'r~el , i hti ~d~ne bsrL- h sor m anen hiht Te igtim O rditon4sreucd

c~~~~~~encth ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( SI'IRI BAND)..i~c SCAL xulii it10e~k~tv=U ~v trdainapasa
,,rer'but)in'ca 1 i du i' ue ac ha adejbcat ' ~ m Te 27 ~mradaton s luresene i~nI ro

dli A' id n h'usi'mt ts h tlso..C~'± ',cmiAtobad)ndH0i'ad .ad.
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INFRARED AIRGLOW

0 6 (Figures 13-8 and 13-9). This emission is due to the tran-
' ' sition from 10001 and 10002 levels to the 0 1101 level of

0 r , CO:; the transition from the third level, that is, the
* V V. 2) 02201 -- 01101 transition at 668.3 cm' (compared to 667.3

E , C02 ' ',.,, ,,cm-' for the 0110 --* 000 transition) makes a substantial
- contribution to the band radiance but'is not resolved from

the 01101 - 00001 emission. Also not separated are the
0 o0 5 3 trace isotope emissions from that of the main isotope. Mod-10 s 2 0 2 5 30 3 5 4 0 4 5 5.0 w

WAVELENGTH (inim cling studies indicate that the contribution of the trace iso-
topes to the radiance at 15 Rm is much larger than expected

Figure 13-15. The raghttimc signal from near infrared spectrometer as on grounds of abundance because of the fact that the emis-
turction of wavelength. Notice the progression of OH over- sion from the 01'0 - 00 transition of the main isotope is
tont hands'(1v = 2) between 1.5-2.4 tni and the OH self absorbed at tangent height below 10 km.,
fundimental bands (Av = I1) peaked at about 3 Am. The s t h
tluortscent emission at 4.3 Rim is shown here without the , Around 80 km. the rates for collisional relaxation of .

effects of the dielectric relaxation problem encountered in ozone. 0,(001) + M -* O(000) + M. become compa-
the long wavelength spectrometer. rable to the Einstein A coefficient for the radiative relaxa-

tion. Rates of collisiona' relaxation from higher vibrational
diurnal differences in the density of oxyven atoms are pre- levels of ozone are not .own. A clear description of the
sent. Collisions of the radiating species with oxygen atoms underlying processes, therefore, canrnot be formulated.
become an unimportant mechanism for depopulating the Around 75 km tangent height, the daytime scans show
radiating states because of the small oxygen atom concen- the al' -_ X1, (0-1) 02 transition at 1.58 Rm; the 0-0
tration even in daytime. The collisions of the radiating spe- band of the same electronic transition at I 27 Rim is outside
cies with N2 are believed important for OH and CO 2 airglows the range of de!:.,ion and, 'therefore, not observed. No
at night IKumer et al... 19781. signal at !.38 R±m is observed at night. The mctastable a

At a tangent height of about 80 km. the emissi-- qround state has a radiative lifetime of 3.88 x 103 s. The Franck-
4.3 gm from CO, emission is about 30 times strou -dIur-.;g Condon integral for the 0-1 transition is 0.0131 times that
the day than at night due to absorption of sola" ,a".- o' of the 0-0 transition, making the Einstein cczfficient of the
(Figures 13-12 and 13-13). Nighttime 4.26 Rm flt;:.: .e. • 0-1 transition about 1.76 x 1 6 s- I [Krupenie, 19721. That
is primarily due to energy transfer from vibrationally ex-,ited a finite signal is observed is due to the large !ength over
N2 [Kumeret al.. 19781. in turn produced by energy tr,." which light is collected and the large densities of O('A,)
from vibrationally hot OH produced by chemical react:. (about 5 x 10" cm-). Total ground state 02 density at 74
for example, H + O --* OH + 0. km is 1.7 x 1014 /cc and that in vibrational level I of the

In contrast to the strong daytime emission from Cc-: ground electronic state is about 3 x 10' cm '. We thus see
around 4.3 Rm, a strong nigl .-time airglow is seen from that at 74 km tangent height there is complete optical in-
OH (Figure 13-15). This airglow is composed of many version between the a(v = 0) and X(v = I) states. The
vibration-rotation bands extending over a wide spectral re- gain in the electronic transition is about 10 ' per km and
gion from vis*,ble to 4 Rm. Fundamental vibration-rotation assuming a path length of 10' km we get signal amplifi-
bands (Av = I) and first overtone (Av = 2) bands are ob- cations ofe , ". Although the laser action on this transition
served in the infrared IMurphy, 1971) and are shown in does not appear likely, the signal shews a large amount of
Figure 13-I1. The overtone hydroxyl emission is broad and energy stored 1()(a'A.) -- O(X!5). 0-1I1. The lack of 1.58
appears to be a composite of several vibrational transitions. , m emission at night indicates that the main source of
The fundamental (Av = I) band is less broad and is peaked O,(a'A.) for the region of the atmosphere discussed here is
around 2.9 Rm indicating strong contributions from 1-0 and the photodissociation of O.
2-I vibrational trinsitions (Table 13-I). It should be pointed
out that the Einstein A coefficients for OH overtone emission
are larger than those for OH fundamental emission for all 13.4.4 Lower Mesosphere (between 70 km
upper vibrational levels except v = 2 (Table 13-2). The and 40.km)
observations cited above appear reasonable if the collisional
deactivation rates are closer to the larger of the two sets bf Solar radiation in the strong absorption bands starts be-
Einstein' A coefficients. The daytime hydroxyl (Figure 13- corning depleted as the sunlignt traverses this region. In-
14) emiisions appear weak. The 1.6 ptm region is dominated frared airglow in this region-is therefore very dependent on
by O,fa '., emission and the 2.7 pRm region by CO2 and . the LOS and three-dimensional atmo,,pheric calculations are
H20 emission below 70 ki. needed 'to model the radiance in this region. Figurc 13-16 I

The emission around 15 jam continues to show r-o diur- shows the 0-1 band radiance of the electronic transitior,
nal variations (Ficure 13-15). Also. emission at 13.8 and (a; !X ) ofr 0 as a function of tauent heht. It is
16.2 pm in the , ings of CO, 15 p.m band is observed seer that the larger the solar elevation angle. the gre:!,!r :he

13-9
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31 230
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0 160 200 240 280 320

0 0.04 0,08 0.12 TEMPERATURE (K)

RADIANCE ($.W cm"2sr']) Figure 13-17. Vi'rational temperature of bending mode of CO2 for two
rate constants for the deactivation by oxygen above. Kinetic
temperature is denoted by triangles.

Figure 13-16. Integrated (1.51-1.65 tam) 0z (a' .,) radiance at 1.58 tam
as funtion of solar elevation angle. Peak signal rround 40
kmshows inverse correlation with sclarlevati(X) angle. Solar radiation plays an important role in the funda-

mental (Av = 1) emission from the v, mode at 4.3 p.m.
Figure 13-I8 gives a plot of the vibrational tem-erature and

1.58 .hm radiance. Also in contrast to the higher altitudes kinetic temperatures (Degges and Smith, 1977] as functions
where nighttime 9.6 I.Lm v., radiance from ozone is larger of altitude. Figures 13-12 and 13-13 give a plot of the 4 3
than the daytime value,, the diurnal variation vanishes in the
lower part of this2 altitude range (below about )0 kin). p.m emission observed by SPIRE as a function of tangent

lweag pairt o utthat this divisiean eon aote atm r h.ight during day and night, respectively. The daytime ra-We again poitrt out that this division of the atmosphere

into four parts for the discussion of the airglow is rather
arbitrary and with a different data ba se the boundaries be- I , .
tween the regions may have to be slightly shifted. However, N IGHT DAY
we believc that basic qualitative feature,- of infrared airglow . 00011 00011

are well described by this division. This method of pre- %v

senting the data also stresses the common sources that gi', KINETIC
rise to airglow in different bands and species. oo

13.4.5 Infrared Radiators
W

We now present a brief discussion of the airglow clas- .

sified according to the radiating species in order to sum-
marize the previous discussion is well as to bring out several 50 .

new points.

13.4.5.1 CO 2. The CO, radiation is seen in the limb-
scanning SPIRE experiment at wavelengths of 15, 4.3, and
2.7 p.m. 151.tm radiation (Figure 13-5) shows no diurnal
variation and is excited mainly by collisions with oxygen o
atoms above 90 km. Below 90 km altitude the main mech- 100 200 300 400

anisms of excitation te the collisions with N2 and 02 with TEMPERATURE (K)

the earthshine also playing a role. Above 70 km the 15 .m 0',

vibrational temperature lags behind the translational tem- Figure 13-18. Daytime and nighttime vihrational temperatures of asym-
peue hra eo 7kmetric stretch of CO 2 as function of altitude Kinetic tern-perature, whereas below 70 km LTE forns a good basis forpeaurislopote cmaronDgesndSth.:!,

perature is also plotted ft-comparison [Degges and Smith,
describing the 15 .Lm radiation (Figure 13-17). 19771.
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00SUNLIT 2 5-2 9 Lm ITEGRATED RADIAN CE

SCA 80 a:10 NOi~ 40 oSCAN 9 - IO 53m BN
A 0 0

OSCAN II x

Z 125 'F

2J 0 -OI tO
0 . RAIAC x' n 2 r 1

-0--
10-10 Figure I13-21. Integrated 5.00-5.70 Am NO band radiance as function of

RADIANCE (W cm'2 s) It .angent height. Nigh( scan 8 gives systematcaly I~rger
signals around 100 km.

Figure 13-19. Daytime integrated 2.5-2.9 jm band CO2 and H.20 radi-
once as function of tangent height, Signal below 30 km is A
due to Rayleigh scattering.

diance at around 80 km tangent height is about a factor of ENERGY BUDGET
30 larger than in nighttime value. Also, Scan 12 was pro- 200
grammed to look almost at the sun at higher altitude. The NITRIC OXIDE
increased signal around 125 km tangent height is due to 5 .3 MICRON BAND
telescope leakage. . . RADIANCE %

Radiation at 2.7 Itm (Figure 13-19) is observed from I NBAND 0 ,ASCENT
CO, during daytime only. In addition to CO2 , there is con- NOISE '

rbution from HO in this band [Kumer. 1981: Sharma et EQIAET~DESCENT

al.. 198 11. 160- RADIANCE

SPIRE E

WATER 6.3 MICRON p.
.8 0 - INTEGRATED 16 120

I- S. BAND RADIANCE

wNAN NOISE P
zEQUIVALENT 4.

RADIANCE

-.. 0 1
10 10 10BAND RADIANCE (W cm'2 sr')

RADIANCE (W cm- 2 sr~1 )
13-2 6. p~ (vtwatr bnd rdiace interatd 55(~ Figure 13-22. Inteerated hand radiance for th 5.3 ;.Lm NO ignal ohwrxd

Figure 1327. .r v ae adrdac itgae .( 4 in the Fnergy Budcet campaign during ascent and desr'nli
p.111 as function of taneent heieht a% a function of tangent height.
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CHAPTER 13
I I I , I 13.4.5.3 NO. The 5.3 tm radiation trom NO in the SPIRE

data (Figere 13-21) slibws no diurnal valuation. Figure
13-22 shows NO radiation from the Energy 3udget zenith-

KINETIC looking rocket as a functioi of altitude. Above 90 kin, the
I ~oxygen atoms play a dominant rile in the 5.3 grn radiation

100- process because of the large rate constant [Degges, 1971;
Fernando and Smith, 19791 for the collisienal excitation of

"E NO. The 5.3 pLm radiation from NO is the major cooling
NIGHT DAY mechanism above 100 km [Kockarts, 1980; Zachor et al.,

, _19811.D
I13.4.5.4 03. Ozone emission is observed around 9.6 pm -
< 50 (v,, band) and around 4.8 pm (vi + v., combination band).

Ozone emission at 9.6 ptm has been one of the better studied

0rI DAY~
0!.,(£.1 ,t IIk-':

00 200 300 400 AIESSPR
%0 ,oo , ,, it . i'i:.

TEMPERATURE WK t RES. SPR

Figure 13-23. Daytime and nighttime vibrational temperatures of t' mode -
of ozone as function of altitude [Degges and Smith. 19771. I I

E '
13.4.5.2 H20. Radiation from H20 is observed at 6.3 -

,

wtpm (v2 bending mode) and during the daytime around 2.7 ' , . NIGHT
Rm (vi and v3 modes). The radiation at 6.3 Rm as a function E , . RES. SPIRE

oftangtit height is shownin Figure 13-20. The LOWTRAN
4 radirnce model (Selby et al., 19781 using 5 ppr. H 20 w t"60_adequately represents the d ta between 60 and 70 km tangentI

heights. Above 70 km the daytime 2.7 m emission is partly '
explained at 1.5 ppmn of water in a non-LTE model by "5

Degges (private communication. 1984). . ' i. '

DAYUa, RES. 5 cm-'l:''
0'~ COMBINATION .RS c

INTEGRATED BAND ;iADIANCE -.

o

*~40 , ', i l!,:?,' 1NIGHT ..
W. %1ki RES. 5cm- I

Z 20

_____000 1000 2 0CC 30~ 4.0 (j

10 10 iO-8, 10-6 WAVELENGTH (tim)
RADIkNCE (W cm 2 sr') TANGENT HEIGHTS (60, 80, ---IlOkm)

Figure 13-25. Day and night signals predicted using modlel calculations
Figure 13-24. 4.8 i.m vi vtO combination band signal for ozone, of T. Dlegges at SPIRE and 5 cm resolutions.
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Figure 13-26. Summary of the nighttime signals observed b, SPIRE. Figure 13-27. Summary of the daytime signals observed by SPIRE.

ini red airglow processes IRawlins et al., 19811. Figure The model for hydroxyl emission is complex and involves
13-23 shows the P, vibrational temperature IDegges and a set of several aeronomic reactions of ozone in an atm,-s-
Smith. 10771 as a function of altitude. Figures 13-10 and phere containing hydrogen (Moreels et at., 1977).
13-24 show the radiance from the 9.6 and 4.8 Am bands In addition to the principal radiators mentioned above,

as functions of tangent height. there are several minor radiators in the altitude range covered
in this article, for example, NO,, N20 and CH4.

13.4.5.5 0z(01,). The 0-1 band emission at 1.58 jim has Figure 13-25 gives a summary of the emission in the
been already described in dctail. Most of the earlier rocket 2-40 jim regions as computed by the AFGL Limb Model
work has studied the 0-0 emission IPaulsen et al.. 19721. IDegges and Smith, 19771 at the reolutior of the SPIRE
The conclusion of the studies is that the concentration of experiment (tAA - .04h). Principal features discussed above
O,('.I) in the atmosphere is 10' - iO'' cm ' depending are seen. that is. enhanced daytime emission at 2.7 and 4.3
on the altitude. Atm. enhanccd nighttime emission at 9.6 A.m. as well as

diurnally independent emission at 5.3 and 15 pAm, aiid long . ."-

13.4.5.6 OH. The hydroxyl airylow eritssion occurs over wavelengths. Also clearly seen is the region ( II to J 3 Am)
a relatively narrow altitude region of the mcsosphere I Baker characterized by the absence ,4 infrared airglow. Figures,
et al.. 19771. 1 he peak emission occurs around 85 km and 13-26 and 13-27 gi'e a summary of the nighttime lind day-
the thickness of the emitting laver is about lOkm. The origin time radiances observed by SPIRE. At high altitudes, NO
of the hydroxyl emission is believed to oe chemilumines- (5.3 Aitii) is the most intease emission observed while' at
cence from two chemical reactions, low altitudes CO, (15 jint) and 0., 9.6 Aim) aire the dominant

r-diators. It should be noted that in the absence of a data
H + 0, - OH(v -_ 9) -- 0, base in the 17-40 An. the radiances in Figure 13-25 can

and be regarded as theoretical predictions. In the light of future

0 + HO, - OH(v 6) + 0.. work these predictions may have to be modified.

13-13
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Chapter 14

Standard and Reference Atmospheres
K.S.W. Champion, A.E. Cole, and A.J. Kantor

14.1 STANDARD ATMOSPHERE (ICAO) Standard Atmosplicre. The mean annual midlatitude
vertical temperature profile for the portion between 32 and

The World Meterological Organization (WMO) has de- 55 km was developed, from both routine radiosonde obser-
fined the Standard Atmosphere as fol lows: vations and meterological rocketsonde observations. The

"A hypothetical vertical distribution of atmospheric tern- portion betweei 55 ard 86 km is based primarily on mea-
perature. pressure and density which by international agree- surements derived from grenade, pitot static tube and falling
ment and for historic 31 rr ,ois, is roughly representative of sphere experiments.
year-round, midlatitude conditions. Typical usages are as a The temperature-htight profile between 86 and' 100 km
basis for pressure altimeter calibrations, aircraft perform- is expressed in geometric altitude. It is not a series of linear
ance calculation,. airciaft and rocket design, ballistic tables functiou, as it is at altitudes below 86 km. Rather. it is
and meteorological diagrams. The air is assumed to obey defined'in terms of four successive functions chosen not
the perfect gas law -nd the hydrosta:ic equation which, taken only to provide a reasonable approximation to observations,
together, relate temperature. pressure, and density with geo- i ii also to yield a continuous first derivative with respect
potential. Only one standard atmosphere should be specified to altitude over the entire regime. Observational data of
at a particular time and this ,tandard atmosphere must not various kinds provided the basis for determining the four
be subjected to amend, ie, except at inteirvals of many segments of the ter.perature-height profile bctwe-n 86 and
years. 1000 km. The obst: vc6 %emperates at altitudes between

Bec_ .u e of the interest of aerospace engineers and at- 110 and 120 km were .-:i icu!ar!y im.,rtant in imposing
mospheric scientk, in condiiion at much higher altitudes 'limits on the temperature-height structure for tha, cgion,
than those currently being considered by the WMO, mem- while the observed density at 150 km and above strongly
bers of the U.S. Commit-ee on Extension to the Standard influenced the selection of both the temperature and the
Atmosphere (COESA) agreed to dd the following para- extent of the' low-temperature isothermal layer immediately
graph to the abo, e defipition in describing the U.S. Standard above 86 kn. Values of the thermodynamic properties for
'Atmosphere. 1915, which extends to 1000 km: the region between 140 and 1000 km were determined al-

"The atmosphere shall also be considered to rotate with most exclusive!y from satellite related observazri,, .'nd r..-
A the earth, and be an average over the diurnal cycle, semi- dar incoherent scatter teciniques. For altitudes 'xr .en 0O
" annual variation. and the range of conditions from acti, to and 140 km. however, there is only a very limited amount

quiet geomagnetic, and active to quiet sunspot conditions. of data from rocket soundings and incoherent scatterob-
Abov= the tubopause (about 110 km) generalized forms of servations. and almost none from satellite observations.
the hydrostatic equations apply." The 1976 Standard, like its predeces,;ors. uses the fol-4[. lowing sea-level values of temperature. pressure. and den-

sity which have been standard for decades:
14.1.1 U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 0976

' , Temperature 2-88.15 K, 15°T or 59°F
'A The U.S. Standard Atnosphere. 1t-6 '-.', id:lzed. T e rK o

steady-state representation of mean annual co: itions of:he .Press'ure 1013.25 ml,. 760 mm of Hg. ur 29.92 in.
earth's atmosphere from the surface to 1000 km at latitude
45'14. as it is as.-,med to exist during a period vith moderate
solar activity. The defining meteorological elements are sea- Density 1225.00 g/cm 3 or 0.076474 lbs/ft3 .
level temperature and pressure. and a temperature heigh;
profile to 1(00 km. The lav.er includes a linearly segmented In spite of the various independent data sets upon which the
temperature-height profile in geopolential heights betveen several temperature'height segments are based, it is desir-
the surface and 86 km The first 32 km portion of this profile able. for purposes of mathematical reproducibility of the
is identical to the International Civil Aviation Organi-.:vIo, tables of th.- 1976 Standard, to express the temperature in

- ' 14-1
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CHAPTER 14

a series of consecutive height functions from the surface to port of individual gas species lead to the need for a dynam-
1000 km, with the expression for each successive function ically oriented model including diffusive separation. Under
depending upon the end-point value of the preceding func- these conditions, Colegrove et al. [19651 found it convenient
tion as well as upon certain terms and coeffici!ns peculiar to express the variations with altitude of the atmospheric
to the related altitude interval. This total temperature-height number density in terms of the vertical component of the
profile applied to the fur.damental continuity models (hy- flux of the molecules of individual gas species. In terms of

" drostatic equation and the equation of motion) together with the ith gas species. this expression is
all the ancillary re-ired constants, coefficients, and func-
tions, defines the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976. (d n " (I + or) dT g n,.'_M,

14.1.1.1 Equilibrium Assumptions. Te air is assumed

to be dry. and at altitudes below 86 km the atmosphere is + K . dn, + , . dT + g • n,. M =0
assumed to be homogeneously mixed with a relative volume (dZ T dZ R* -T

" composition leading to a constant mean molecular weight (14.6)
M,. The air is treated as if it were a perfect gas, and total
pressure P. temperature T. and total density p at any point where
in the atmosphere are related by the equation of state, that

. is. the perfect gas law, one form of which is ni = number density of the ith gas species,
p T v, = the vertical transport velocity of the itfi species,

M1 Pi= the altitude-dependent, molecular-diffusion

where R* is the universal gas constant. An alternate, form coefficient of the ith species diffusing

. of the equation of state in terms of the total number density through N2,
N and the Avogadro constant NA is

o= the thermal-diffusion coefficient of the ith species.
N-R* TP = (14.2) M,= the molecular we-ight of the ith species,

N,
M = the mo;ecular weight of the gas through which the

This form represents the summation of P,. the partial pres- the ith species is diffusing,
sures of the individual gas species, where P, is related to n,
the number density of the ith gas species in the following and
expression:

P, = n, k - T (14.3) K = the altitude-dependent, eddy-diffusion coefficient.

where'k is the Boltzr.ann constant. 14.1.1.2 Atmospheric Properties. Because of limited
Within the altitude region of complete mixing, the at- space, the 1976 Standard Atmosphere Tables are not in-

mosphere is assqmed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium and cluded in this handbook. For detailed tables consult U.S.
to be horizontally stratified so that dP. the differential of Standard Atmosphere, 1976 ICOESAI. The temperature-
pressure. is related to dZ. the differential of geometric al- height profile of the 1976 Standard for altitudes up to 86
itude. by the relationship km is shown in Figure 14-1. The profile is the same as the

V162 Standard for altitudes up to 51 km. From 51 to 70 km
dP -g p •dZ (14.4) it is colder, and from 70 to 86 km it is warmer than the

1962 Standard. Temperature profiles to 500 km for the 1962
where g is the altitude-dependent -acceleration of gravity, and 1976 standard and pressure and density profiles from
The elim'ination of p betN een Equationr. (14.1) and (14.4) the surface to 1000 km for the 1976 Standard are presented
yields another form of the hydrostatic equation, which srves in Figures 14-2 and 14-3. The equations used for computing
as the basis for the low-ititude pressure calculation: other atmospheric properties tabulated in the 196 Standard

are discussed below.
d In P = g dZ. (14.5)

P R* T Mean Particle Speed
The mean particle speed V is the arithmetic average of

Above 86 km the hydrostatic equilibrium of the atmo- the speeds of all air particles in the volume element being
sphere gradually break, down as diffu:.ion and vertical trans- considered. All particles are considered to 'Ic neutral. For

14-2
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Figure 14-1. Temperature-height profile for U.S. Standard Atmosphere Figure 14-3. Total pressure and mass density as a function of geometric

0-86 km. altitude.

500 1 a valid average to occur, there must be a suffic'ent number
of particles involved to represent mean conditions. Pressure

I"and temperature gradients within the volume must be neg-
Iligible. The analytical expression for V is closely related to

400 that for the speed of sound and is proportional to the ratio

. 2 1976 of TIM.E 1976"
.K I

[8 R* 1t~2

300 V =(14.7)1962.-1' . "I - (M.7
-I

"/ where M is the mean molecular weight at a specific altitude.

2
W 200oo A graph of V as a function of geometric altitude is given

- - - in Figure 14-4.

00 -

4 0 Meaw Collision Frequency

100 The mean collision frequency, v(s t) between the hy-
pothetical mean neutral particles is a function of pressure
P, temperature T. and molecular weight M, as well as of'

an effective mean collision diameter r. The expression used0 for computing this property is
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600

KINETIC TEMPERATURE (K)

Figure 14-2. Kinetic temperature as a function of geometric altitude V = 4 ar2 
NAP M R* "T ,
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1000 ,where Ir = the ratio of the circumference to the diameter
900 of a circle, thai is 3.14159 (dimensionless) and (r =the ef-

fective colli!:ion diameter, 3.65 x 10 ..m. Figure 14-5 shows
the variation in mean collision frequency with altitude.

-0 Mean Free Path
E 00 The mean free path L is equal to the ratio of mean particle

speed to mean collision frequency,

S600-
"I V

.i L - (14.9)45001

__. This quantity represents the average travel distance between
4 1100 collisions of the hypothetical mean neutral particles in any

0 direction along which the total change ot number density isW 300
0 300small over the mean free path length. Thus at the altitude'

zo - of 130 km where L is less than 10 m, the concept is ap-
0 "i plicable in al; directions. At altitudes above 175 km, where

L is the order of 100 m or greater., the concept of mean free
100 path. at best, becomes blurred and must be used with'cau-

tion. The values of L versus altitude are plotted in Figure
500 000 1500 2000 14-6.

MEAN PARTICLE SPEED tm/s) Mean Molecular Weight

The mean molecular weight M of a mixture of gases is
Figure 14-4. Mean particle speed as a function of geometric altitude. by definition

.(n, M,)
M= n(14.10)
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Figure 14-9. Speed of sound as a function of geomnetric altitude.

Figure 14-7. Mean nolecular weight as a function of getometric atitude.

cessively lower frequencies as atmospheric pressure de-
where n, and M, are the number density and molecular crea!.,s or as the mean free path increases. For this reason.

weight. respectively, of the ith gas species. In that part of the concept of speed of sound (except for frequencies ap-
the atmosphere between the surface and 86 km altitude. proaching zero) progressively loses its range of applicabilitytheingmospherenaetweend the sufaefdif and pho- kmaltitat high altitudes. Hence the main tables listing the values
-nmixing is dominant, and the effect of diffusion and pho- of speed of sound are terminated at 86 km. The variation
tochemical processes upon M is negligible. Consequently,/'. '- of the speed of sound with altitude is shown in Figure
M remains constant at its sea level value. M, = 28.9644
kglkmol. The variation of the mean molecular weight with 14-8.

"* altitude is shown in Figure 14-7.. Dynamic Vi. cosiry

The coefficient of dynamic viscosity pi(N s/mt) is de-
Speed of Sound fined as a coeffieicnt of internal friction developed where

The expression adopted for the speed of sound C, is gas regions move adjacent to each other at different veloc-
• , .ities:

,M .14..1T (14.12)
c. =9(14A 1) T + S

where 03 is a constant equal to 1.458 X 10 kgs m 'K
where -yis the ratio of specific heat ofair at constant prest! and S is Sutherland's constant, equal to 110.4 K. The equa-
to that at constant volume and is taken to be 1.40 exact tion fails for conditions of very high and very low temper-
(dimensionlcis). The above equation for speed of sound atures and under conditions occurring at' great altitudes.
applies only when the sound wave is a small perturbation Variation of dynamic viscosity with altitude is shown graph-
on the ambient condition. Calculated values for C, have ically in Figure .14-11.

been found to vary- slightlyv from experinient:all determined
% values. The limitation of the concept of speed of sound due Kinematic Viscovity

to extreme attenuation is al,,o of concern. The attenuation Kinematic viscosity tn is defined as the ratio of the dy-
-h':t exists at sea level for high frequencies applies to suc- namic viscosity of a gas Ito the density of that gas. p.

14-5
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Figure 14-10. Kinematic viscosity as a function of geometric altitude.
= -. (14.13)

p ,

Limit ations of this equation are comparable to those asso- monatomic gases agree well with observation. The variation
"cimatinsfth i amictvicosit. A r mpalrepsentation of the coefficient of thermal conductivity with altitude isciated with dynamic viscosity. A graphical representation shown in Figure 14-1 I.

of the variation of kinematic viscosity with altitude is shown
"in Figure IJt-IO.

i e14.1.1.3 Atmospheric Structure. Temperature varia-

tion with altitude is the most pronounced feature of the
. Coefficient of Thermal Conductrivii earth's atmosphere and the various layers and shells 'can be

The empirical expression adopted for developing tabular described mor- easily by temperature than by any other
values of the coefficient of thermal conductivity k, for al- elem",.t. This feature is illustrated in Figure 1,, I with the
titudes up to 86 ktn is as follows: temperature height profile for the 1976 Standard up to 86

km. Usual'y. temperature decreases with increasing altitude

2.65019 x 0 Tin the lowermost several kilometers. Except for the first
k, 2.65" (14.14) kilometer above the earth's surface, the normal lapse TateT + 245.4 X 10 '11r) ( 4 is about 6.5 K/km in the troposphere, which extends from

the surface to the tropopause.
This expression differs from that used in the U.S. Standard The tropopause is the atmospheric surface at which the
Atmosphere. 1962 in that the rumerical constant has been temperature decrease with altitude either stops abruptly or
adjusted to acconlmodate a conversion of the related energy the lapse rate becomes less than some arbitrary low value.
unit frorr. :he temperature-depeadent kilogram ca:')rie to the The height of the tropopause varies with latitude, season,
invariant joule. Thus, the values of k, in units ofJ m-'s-1K -t  and weather situation, in general it is lowest (8 to 10 kin)
or W m1 K are greater than the values of k, in units of in arctic regions in winter, and highest (16 to 18 km) in the

. kcal m 'K by a factor of exactly 4. 19002 x 103. Ki- tropical and equatorial regions. Above the trop,pause, tem-
netic theory determinations of thermal conductivity of some peratures increase with altitude, slowly at first, then more

14-6
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

90 14.2 REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

so -14.2.1 Air Force Reference Atmospheres for
Altitudes Below 90 Km

70 -o
70 The Reference Atmospheres presented in this section

60 [Cole and Kantor, 19781 were developed to provide Air
Force engineers and designers of aerospace systems with
up to date information on the seasonal, latitudinal, and Ion-

P 50- gitudinal variations in the vertical distributions of the ther-
modynamic properties (pressure. tenperature, and density)
of the atmosphere in the Northern Hemisphere for altitudes
up to 90 km. Special' models are included to illustrate the

0 30 magnitude of the changes in the vertical distributions of
these atmospheric properties during extreme winter warm-

20 ings and coolings of the stratosphere and mesophere in arctic
and subarctic regions.

to 14.2.1.1 Basic Assumptions and Formulas. The at-,
mospheric models are defined by temperature-altitude pro-
files in which temperatures change linearly with respect to

.07 .019 .021 .023 .025 geopotential altitude. It is assumed that the air is dry, is in
COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY Whydrostatic equilibrium, and behaves as a perfect gas. The

W/(m.k) molecular weight of air at sea level, 28.9644 kg/kmol, is

assumed to be constant to 90 km. Actually. dissociation of f
Figure 14-1I. Coefficient of thermal conductivity as a function of molecular oxygen begins to ake place near 80. km and

metric altitude-mlclroye c-n t aepaena 0k n

molecular weight starts decreasing slowly with height. Con-
sequently. the temperatures given in the tables for altitudes
above 80 km are slightly but not significantly larger (less

rapidly up to about 50 km, where the average temperature than one degree K) than the ambient kinetic temperature.
is within a few degrees of the freezing point. This surface Numerical values for the various thermodynamic and
of maximum temperature is designated th' stra!opaus& and physical constants used in computing the tables of atmos-
the entire layer below it down to the tropopause is the pheric properties for these Reference Atmospheres are iden-
stratosphere. tical to those used in the preparation of the U.S. Standard

The layer above the stratopause in which the temperature Atmosphere. 1976, with two exceptions. Surface conditions
normally decreases with increasing altitude is called the for the atmospheres are based on mean monthly sea-level
mesosphere. It ends at the mesopause at 80 to 90 km. where values of pressure and temperature for the appropriatelab
the lowest temperatures of the atmosphere are found ( 135 itude rather than on standard conditions. The accelerations .
to 190 K). Above the mesopause lies the thermosphere; its due to gravity at sea level for the latitudes were obtained
upper limit v.nrs with solar and geophysical conditions. from the following expression by Larrhert [List, 19681 in
The temperature in the thermosphere increases rapidly with which gravity. g, varies with latitude b:
altitude up to about 200 km. then. more slowly, becoming
nearly isothermal above 300 to 50 km.' The temperature g,-=
above 200 km varies widely according to the -tgreebf solar 9.780356 (I. + 0.0052F85 sin- z - 0.00(XX)59 sin2 2(b).
activity: it is about 600 K when the sun is quiet and possibly

. . 20W0 K during sunspot maxima. The exosphere. sometimes (14.15)

called region of escape. is the outermost, or topmost portion
of the atmosphere. Its lower boundary is the critical level The relationship between geopotential altitude and geo-

* of escape, e,timated to be 500 to 1000 km above the earth's metric altitude is the same as that ised for the U.S. Standard
surface. The air dtnsitlv is so low that the mean free path Atmo(,:pherc. 1976:

of individual particles depends upon their direction with t r,,,Z /g .1,
respect to the local vertical. being greatest :'or upward mov- \r, +,ZI\.( "
ing particles. It is only from tic'exm.sphere that atmospheric
gases can escape into outer space. In this region temperature where tH is the geopotential altitude in geopotenlial meters
can no longer be defined in the usual way. (in). Z isthe gcometric altitude. r,, is the effective earth

14-7
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Table 14- 1. Sea level acceleration of gravity and the -effective radius. r*. baseJ on Meterological Rocket Network (MRN) o')serva- *

of te eath or ech atitde.tions taken during the period 1964 through 1976 aid tern-

Latitude Sea Level Gravity Effective Earth Radius peratures from sets of 5, 2, and 0.4 mb constant pressure I

4) gb ( r+~, (kin) maps prepared by the Upper Air Branch of the National
Weather Serv~ce for the years 1964 through 1968 and from

0 9.78036 6334.984 January 1972'through Junc 1974. The temperature distri-
15 9.79381 6337.838 butions between 55 anid 90 km are based primarily on tern-
30 9.79324 6345.653 peratures derived from grenade, falling sphere, and pressure
45 9.80661 6156.766 gauge experiments. A detailed description of the analysis
60 981911 6367.103 of these data and the development of the monthly models
75 982860 6374.972 is contained in Air Force Surveys in Geophysics No. 382,

90 98286 77.862 Air Force Reference Atmospheres [Cole, 19781.

14.2.1.3 Seasonal and Latitudinal Models. Sets of mean

ataspecific. latitude 4) as given by Lambert's equaiion. and ICole. 19781 have been developed for 15* intervals of lati-
Gis the unit geopotential set equal to 9.80665 m2 s 2 (Mi) 1. tude, including the equator and north pole, to provide infor-

Vleofrd, and g,,, are given in Table 14- 1. mation on the seasonal and latitudinal variations in the ther-
modynamic properties of thc. atmosphere. Due to limitations

14212Data. Initial sea-level pressures for each at- on the length of individual presentations in the handbook, only
mosphere weetknfotiocan motl e-ee hrs the properties of the January. April, July, and October models
for the northern hcniis1 ,here. Temperatuire-height profiles are presented by geometric altitudes in Table 14-2.
for altitudes up to 30 km were o~btained for specific latitudes The distribution of atmospheric temperature between the
and months by giving equal wt~ght to radiosonde temper- equator and north pole, based on the January and July Ref-
atures interpolated for each 10' of longitue.. erence Atmospheres for latitudes 00. 150. 300, 45'. 60', 750

Temperature distributions between 30 and 55 km are and 90'N, is shown in Figure 14-12 for geometric altitudes
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

Table 14-2a. Reference Atmosphere Temp 1K)-J-anuary
i&I

Alt (kin) O* 15ON 30ON 450N 60°N 750N 90ON

0.000 299.15 296.65 287.15 272.15 257.15 248.15 237.15
2.000 288.78 287:27 281.16 265.15 255.94 251.37 245.88

4.000 278.41 277.90 268.20 255.66 247.73 240.36 236.61
6.000 268.06 266.28 255.24 243.68 234.13 229.35 226.60
8.000 256.40 252.35 242.28 231.71 220.54 218.35 216.59

10.000 240.49 238.42 229.34 219.74 217.15 214.14 212.64

12.000 224.58 224.50 216.40' 218.65 217.15 212.14 210.64

14.000 208.69 210.5S' 211.08 217.66 217.15 210.14 208.63
16.000 191.34 199.46 205.91 216.67 216.66 208.15 204.64
18.000 195.03 195:15 203.15 215.67 215.66 206.16 200.65

20.000 201.37 203.65 207.73 215.15 214.66 204.16 196.67
22.000 207.71 212.57 212.49 215.15 213.67 202.93 196.65
24.000 214.05 217.22 217.25 215.15 212.68 204.12 196.65 I
26.000 220.38 221.58 221.79 215.15 212.98 205.32 196.65
28.000 226.71 225.93 225 36 217.08 214.77 206.51 196.65

30.000 232.70 230.28 228.92 221.44 216.55 209.00 203.04
32.000 236.65 234.63 233.13 225.79 218.34 212.97 209.59 t,
34.000 240.60 238.97 237.67 230.15 220.12 216.94 216.14

36.000 244.55 244.29 242.24 235.54 222.07, 220.90 222.69
38.000 249.66 250.20 246.98 241.47 224.25 224.86 229.23

40.000 254.98 256.12 251.71 247.40 226.43 228.82 232.98
42.000 260.30 262.02 256.45 253.32 232.87 232.78 236.55
44.000 265.61 265.70 261.17 259.24 239.78 236.74 240.11
46.000 270.92 268.84 265.65 262.82 245.16 240.69 243.67
48.000' 272.15 271.15 265.65 264.65 247.93 244.64 247.22 .

50.000 272.15 ?71.15 265.65 264.65 250.69 248.59 250.78
52.000 269.12 268.95 261.73 261.41 251.15 252.53 252.15
54.000 265.01 264.43 256.62 255.51 251.15 255.15 252.15
56.000 260.71 259.92 251.65 250.83 250.93 254.06
58.000 255.61 254.49 247.13 247.29 250.54 250.72

60.000 250.52 249.01 242.62 243.76 250.11 247.37
62.000 245.44 243.53 238.12 240.22 245.59 244.03
64.000 .240.35 238.05 233.61 236.69 241.08 240.69
66.000 235.27 232.58 229.11 233.17 238.65 238.52
68.000 230.19 226.62 224.62 229.64 238.65 240.09

70.000 225.12 228.57 220.12 226.12 238.65 241.66
72.000 217.25 214.88 218.15 225.65 238.07 239.43
74.000 206.'/2 210.20 218.15 225.65 234.16 235.52

76.000 196.20 205.53 216.35 223.44 230.25 231.60 -
78.000 195.65 200.85 212.84 219.54 226.34 227.69

80.000 195.65 198.15 209.33 215.63 222.43 223.77
82.000 195.65 198.15 205.83 212.50 218.53 219.37
84.000 195.65 198.15 202.32 210.16 214.65 215.96
86.000 194.59 196.97 198.82 207.82 214.65 214.15
88.000 191.29 193.48 195.33 205.49 214.65 214.15

90.000 187.99 189.99 191.83 203.15 214.65 214.15 j
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CHAPTER 14

Table 14-2b. Rcference Atmophere Temp (K.-April

Alit (kin) 00 15ON 30ON 45°N 60ON 75'N 900N

0.000 300.15 297.15 292.15 '279.15 269.15 255.15 248.65
2.000 288.98 286.97 282.16 273.15 263.14 254.88 252.12
4.000 277.82 276.81 272.19 263.66 257.13 244.86 242.11 %

6.000 266.67 264.78 260.24 250.68 243.13 233.85 232.10
8.000 254.63 250.85 246.29 237.71 229.14 222.85 222.09

10.000 239.71 236.92 232.35 224.75 222.15 222.56 221.9!
12.000 224.81 223.00 218.42 218.15 222.15 224. 5 224.15
14.00 209.91 209.09 213.47 218.15 222.15 224. 1' 224.15
16.000 198.56 200.02 208.69 218.15 222.15 224.15 224.15
18.000 196.12 196.15 206.15 218.15 222.15 224.15 224.15

20.000 202.66 204.84 210.92 218.15 222.15 224.15 224.15
22.000 209.20 213.96 215.88 218.15 222.15 224.15 224.15
24.000 215.74 221.02 220.46 220.26 222.15 224.15 224.66
26.000 222.27 225.38 225.02 223.24 223.17 224.15 226.85

28.000 228.39 229.73 229.57 226.21 225.35 224.15 229.04

30.000 233.93 234.08 234.13 229.54 227.53 227.61 231.23
32.000 239.46 238.43 238.68 234.49 231.97 231.97 233.41
34.000 244.98 242.77 24305 239.44 236.53 234.76 236.16
36.000 250.51 247.24 247.39 244.54, 241.59 238.33 241.12
38.00 256.03 252.77 251.73 250.47 247.33 241.99 246.08

40.000 261.54 258.23 256.67 256.40 253.07 248.03 251.03
42.000 267.06 263.80 260.41 261.09 258.80 254.36 255.98
44.000 269.72 268.24 262.77 265.04 264.53 260.69 260.93
46.000 271.69 270.21 266.92 268.08 269.24 267.02 265,87
48.000 272.15 272.15 269.15 271.65 272.2u 273.34 270.15

50.000 272.15 272.15 269.15 271.65 274.15 274.15. 270.15
52.000 269.27 269.52 267.98 269.06 274.15 274.15 270.15
54.000 265.35 265.99 263-46 264 34 270.80 272.01 270.15
56.000 261.42 261.78 258.95 259.62 264.90 265.71
58.000 255 93 254.72 253.74 254.31 759.00 259.41

60.000 249.49 247.67 ,248.25 249.01 253.10 253.11
62.000 242,05 240.62 242.76 243.71 247.2' 246.82
64.000 234,62 233.58 237.28 238.42 241.31 240.53
66.000 22/.20 226.54 231.80 233.13 236.24 '234.24"
68.000 219.76 2!9.51 226.20 229.09 232.12 230.47 ,

70.000 211.95 212.48 220.53 225.53 228.01 226.75
72.000 234,15 205.86 214.87 221.26 223.90 223.02
74.000 196.35 199.62 209.21 217.35 219.79 219.30
76.000 188.55 .193.39 203.55 213.44 215.33 215.58
78.0f0) 190.73 193.15 200.17 209.54 210.25 20W.96

80. 000 193.45 193.15 199.20 20563 205.17 204.09
82.OCg3 196.40 195.44 198.22 201.11 200.09 198.23
84.000 199.70 197.97 197.25 196.13 195.02 192.37
86.000 20300 200.49 196.28 191.27 189.95 186.51
88.000 206.30 203.02 195.31 189.65 184.88 180.66

90000 209.60 205.54 194.34 189.65 179.81 176.15
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

Table 14-2c. Reference Atmlosphere Temp (K -- July

Alt (kin) 00 15°N 300N 45°N 600N 750N 90°N

0.000 298.65 "99.65 301.15 294.15 287.15 275.65 273.15
2.000 287.68 288.87 288.16 285.15 276.34 273.62 271.12
4.000 276.72 278.11 277.19 273.16 265.53 260.60 260.09
6.000 265.77 267.35 266.22 261.18 253.13 247.59 246.88
8.000 254.82 255.38 252.29 24821 239.14 234.59 233.67

10.000 238.99 238.46 238.35 235.23 225.17 228.55 228.76
12.000 223.08 223.55 224.42 222.29 225.15 229.35 231.15
14.000 207.19 207.63 210.49 215.65 225.15 230.15 231.15
16.000 198.59 200.30 203.15 215.65 225.15 230.15 231.15
18.000 201.05 202.87 207.38 216.78 225.15 230.15 231.15

20.000 207.99 208.82 211.75 219.17 225.15 230.15, 231.15
22.000 214.92 214.76 216.11 221.55 225.'15 230.15 231.15
24.000 219.97 220.71 220.47 .223.75 227.03 230.15 231.15 7
26.000 224.13 224.81 224.83 225.93 231.00 222.62 233.48 "- -
28.000 228.28 .228.77 229.19 229.16 234.97 237.79 236.67

30.000 232.43 232.72 233.55 233.72 239.18 242.95 239.84
32.000 236.38 236.68 237.90 238.28 244.33 248.12 243,02
34.000 2,13.72 240.63 237.90 238.28 .244.33 248.12 249.82 "-"""
36.000 244.?7 244.57 246.59 247.38 254.64 258.64 256.76
38000 249.0 248.59 251.45 251.93 259.78 263.29 263.70:

40.000 253.14 252.78 - 256.38 256.47 264.83 268.24 27G.63
42.000 257.28 256.86 261.31 261.01 270.07 273 19 275.90
44.000 261.84 26C.99 264.44 265.55 275.20 278.14 278.86
46.000 266.76 265.13 267.19 270.09 278.13 283.08 281.83
48.000 2o9.15 268.15 269.15 273.15 279.15 283.65 283.65

50.000 269.15 268.15 269.15 273.15 279.15 283.65 283.65
52.000 266.56 266.71 267.34 272.91 277.60 283.65 283.65 ..-. -,
54 000 263.03 263.77 264.98 267.01 272.87 283.23 283.65
56.000 258.78 258.71 261.50 260.61 268.15 278.30
58.00 251.33 25..07 254.04 253.73 263.43 2"73.38

60.000 243.89 243.43 246.59 246.86 258.71 268.46
62.000 236.45 235.80 239.14 239.99 252.79 263.41
64.000 229.02 228.17 231.70 233.13 243.17 252.01
66.000 221.57 220.54 224.27 226.27 233.56 240.62
68.000 213.76 212.92 216.83 219.41 223.95 229.23

70.000 205.95 205.31 209.41 212.56 214.34 217.86
72.000 198.15 201.81 204.50 205.72 204.75 206.49
74.000 192.59 199.47 201.58 19F.88 195.16 195.12
76.000 194.54 197.65 198.65 192.70 185 57 183.76
78.000 196.49 197.65 19572 188.01 175.99 172.41

80.000 198.44 197.65 192.80 283.33 166.42 161.07
82.000 199.65 197.65 189.88 178.65 157.09 149.73 .,..

84.000 199.65 197.65 286.96 173.97 155.13 147.01
86.000 197.85 193.52 184.04 169.30 153.18 146.23
88.000 192.22 188.66 181.13 164.63 151.23 145.45,

90.000 186.59 183.81 178.22 164.15 149.29 144.67 -
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CHAPTER 14

Table 14-2e. Refcrence Atmo.pherc Temp (K)---cIobcr

Alt (kn) 00 150N 30N 45N 60N 750N 90N

0.000 299.15 298.15 293.65 284.15 275.15 262.65 252.63
2.000 288.38 288.57 283.66 274.15 267.14 259.44 254.37
4.000 277.62 277.81 273.69 263.16 259.13 248.85 243.35
6.000 265.69 266.66 261.74 251.18 246.13 235.84 232.34
8.000 252.55 254.56 247.79 239.21 233.14 222.84 221.34

10.000 239.43 239.44 233.85 227.24 220.16 219.65 220.16
12.000 223.58 224.33 219.92 215.28 220.15 219.65 222.14
14.000 207.69 209.23 211.85 215.15 220.15 219.65 220.14
16.000 196.77 197.92 203.89 215.15 220.15 219.65 218.14
18.000 199.19 200.82 203.65 215.15 219.86 217.66 216.15

20.00 206.33 207.76 205.96 215.15. 218.67 215.66 214.16
22000 213.09 214.70 210.92 217.07 217.47 213.67 212.16
24.000 218.24 219.59 215.88 219.06 218.30 211.68 210.17
26.000 223.39 224.35 219.52 221.04 219.89 21.79 210.15
2h.000 228.53 229.09 223.09 223.02 221.48 214.17 210.15

30.000 233.67 223.84 226.66 225.00 223.06 216.56 210.15
32.000 238.78 238.58 230.22 227.91 224.65 218.94 210.15
34.000 243.72 243.32 233.78 232.07 227.87 221.32 213.99
36 0 248.65 248.30 237.34 236.22 231.83- 225.02 217.96
38000 253.58 253.43 241.77 240.37 235.79 230.37 221.93

40.000 258.50 258.55 246.70 244.52 339.75 235.71 225.89
42.01k3 263.32 263.67 251.63 249.68 244.59 241.06 233.71
44.000 266.47 266.72 256.56 256.59 249.53 246.40 237.65
46. W0 269.62 269.28 261.49 261.82 254.47 251.73 2,3.58
48,000 271.15 271.15 266.25 266.75 '259.40 257.06 249.51

50.000 271.15 271.15 267.65 267.65 260.35 262.39 253.15
52000 267.84 267.07 267.65 266.08 260.15 263.15 253.15
5,000 263.33 261.57 263.43 2 60.77 257.14 263.15 253.15
56.000 258.60 255.93 257.93 255.47 251.82 259.05
58. XO0 252.92 249.66 252.52 249.72 246.51 251.96

60.0(X) 247.24 243.39 247.42 243.83 241.20 244.88
240.21 236.37 242.32 237.94 235.90 237.80 . . .

64.000 232.39 228,94 232.13 233.42 232.20 230.72
66.0() 224.57 22!.51 227.04 229.50 230.24 227.15
68.000 216.76 214.08 223.96 225.59 228.28 227.15

70.000 208.95 206.66 216.88 221.67 226.32 227.15
72.000 201.15 201.09 211.80, 217.76 224.36 221.15
74.000 195.15 197 19 206,72 213.85 222.40 225.52

76.000 195.15 195.15 201.65 209.94 218.75 221.60
7A.000 195.15 195.15 200.67 206.04 214.84 217.69 r

80.0ON) 195.15 195.15 199.70 202.15 '210.93 213.77
92.(XX) 195.15 195 15 .199.65 202.15 207.03 209.87
84 000 195.15 195.15 199.65 202.15 204.15 205.96 -
86.(XX) 195.15 195.15 199.65 202. i 5 204.15 205.15
88.000X) 195.15 . 195.15 199.65 202.15 204.15 205.15

9000 195.15 195.15 199.65 202.15 204.15 205.35
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

Table 14-2e. Reference Atmosphere Density (kgimn')-January

Alt (kin) 00 15'N 30ON 45ON 60ON 75ON 90ON

0.000 1.1761 1.1891 1,2363 1.3013 1.3742 1.4244 1.4910 +0* ~~~
2.000 9.6636 9.7230 9.9321 1.0357 1.0590 1.0711 1.0854
'.000 7.8839' 7.8982 8.1224 R 2700 8.3466 8.48 10' 8.4962 -1I

6.000 6,3834 6.4213 6.5793 6.6018 6.6507 6.6428 6.6028
8.000 5.1518 5.2127 5.2712 5.21 14 5.2286 5. 1417 5.0740

10.000 4.1779 4.1820 4. 172. 4.0631 3.8811 3.8185 3.7553
12.000 3.3404 3.3114 3.2591 2.9928 2.8353 2.7984 2.7457
14.000 2.6276 2.58315 2.4310 .3.2009 2.0717 2.0452 2.0020
16.00X) 1.9873 1.9567 1.7992 1.6165 1.5172 1.4905 1.4674
18.000 1.4185 1.4158 1..^073 1I. i859 1.1126 1.0832 1.0692

20.000 0.9761 9.6547 9.1885 8.67 16 8.1486 7.?497 7.7432 -2
22.00W 6.7966 6.6802 6.5057 6.3254 5.9605 5.65 .0 5.47 86
24.0(X) 4.7853 4.7721 4.6425 4.6148 4.3545 4.0226 3.8768 V

26.000 3.4046 3.4372 3.3411 3.3675 3.1592 2.8697 2.7438
28.000 2.4462, 2.4921 2.4296 2.4375 2.2814 2.0517 1.9256

30.000 1.7766 1.8183 1.7760 1.7546 1.6522 1.4615 1.3392
32.W00 1.3103 1.3348 1.3015 ,1.2715, 1.2000 1.04W0 9.3378
34.000 0.9715 0.9857 0.9582 0.9272 0.8740 0.7448 0.6584
36.000 7.2401 7.2933 7.0967 6.7763 6.3791 5.3685 4.6932 -3
38.000 5.3993 5.4221 5.2832 4.9797 4.6657 3.8925 3.3786

40.000 4.0487 4.0598 3.9559 3.6876 3.4235 2.8388 2.4805
42.000 3.0546 3.0605 2.77 2.7508 2.4799 2.0819 1.8316
44.000 2.3182 2.3396 2.2549 2.0662 1.8100 1.5352 1.3599
46.000 1.7692 1.7981 1.7174 1.5752 1.3411 1.1379 1.0i2
48.000 1.3760 1.3906 1.3334 1.2119 1.0088 0.8477 0.7582

50.000 1.0753 1.0856 1.0354 0.9399 0.7615 0.6347 0.5,700
52.000 8.4906 8.5422 8.1503 7.3740 5.8134 4.7744 0.4338 -4
54.000 6.7090 6.7568 6.4162 5.8169 4.4471 3.6259 3.3209
516.000 5.2860 5.3239 5.0251 4.5435 3.4051 2.7964
58.000 4.1600 4.1913 3.9109 3.5198 2.6086 2.1707

60.000 3.2586 3.2837 3.0303 2.7172 1.9082 1.6796
62.000 .2,5402 2.5592 2.3371 2.0900 1.5522 1.2952 ..

64.000 1.9702 1.9835 1.7939 1.6016 1.2002 0.9954
66.000 1.5200 1.5285 1.3701 1.2227 0.9162 0.7587
68.000 1.1663 1.1730 1.0410 0.9297 0.6920 0.5695

70.000 8.8979 8.9430 7.8672 7.0413 ' 5.2271 0.4284
72.000 6.8278 6.7570 5.8499 5.2477 3.9583 0.3275
74.000 5.2406 5.0487 4.? 3.9033 3.0319 2.5119 -5
76.000O 3.9678 3.7483 3.1 , 2.9301 2.3122 1.9182
78.000 .2.8323 2.7644 2.3840 2.2067 1.7555 1.4583

80.000 2.0164 2.0059 1.7683 1.6538 1.3267 1. 1 CTI
82.000 1.4358 1.4343 1.3053 '1.2290 0.9979 0.8313
84.000 1.0226 1.0258 0.9587 0.9069 7.4677 0.6231 -6
86.000 7.32-,9 7.3-99 7.0051 6.6705 5.4751 4.6052
8.000 5.2827 5.3488 5.0910 4.8902 4.0150 3-0~35 -

9(10()( 3.790X0 3.8549 3.6793 3.5731 2.9448 2.4717

'Ptme~r oft 10) , %%hich rceding numtvcr \hould tv mn~plied.
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CHAPTER 14

Table i4-2f Reference Atnio~.phere Density (kg/m')-April

Alt (kin) 00 W5N 300N 45'N 60-N 75ON 90ON-

0.000 1.1716 1.1857 1.2113 1.2678 1.3116 1.3884 1.4297 +0*

2.000 9.6565 9.7223 9.8903 I.0i 17 !.0375 1.0635 1.0745

4.000 7,8992 7.9159 8.0172 8.13-40 8.1648 8.4225 8.4831 - I -e. .

6.000 6.4096 6.4388 6.4947 6.65 650 6.6274 6.6313

8.000 5.1728 5.2202 '5.2446 5.2336 5.2213 5.1557 5.1285

10.000 4.1737 4.1823 4.1832 ..1224 3.9711 3.7924 3.7669 ppP

12.000 3.3219 3.3066 3.2908 3.1158 2.9216 2.7756 2.7470

14.000 2.6032 2.5754 2,4578 2.2809 2 .1499 2.0475 2.0262 i

16.000 1.9726 1.9299 1.8223 1.6700 1.5823 1.5106 1.4947

18.000 1.4115 1.94 138 .29 1.1648 1. 1147 112

20.OOC 0.9725 9 5265 9.3798 8.9578 8.5768 8.2281 8.1399 -2

22.000 6.7816 6.r,002 6.6703 6.5625 6.3162 6.0742 6.0084

24.000 4.7828 4.6845 4.7883 4.7676 4.6523 4.4850 4.4260

26.000 3.4092 3.3930 3.4617 3.4649 .3.4129 3.3122 3.2438

28.000 2.4385 2.4733 2.5195 2.5294 2.4976 2.4465 2.3849

30.000 1.7923 1.8140 1.8456 1.8516 1.8336 1.7839 1.7589

32.000 1.3165 1:3383 1.3603 1.3540 1.3391 1.3M68 1.3011.

'34.000 0.9741 0.9929 1.0092 0.9968 0.9836 0.9621 0.9631 -3

36.000 7.2575 7.4043 7.5300 7.3817 7.2550 7.1172 7.1019

38.000 5.4428 5.5315 5.6476 5.4858 5.3740 5.2896 .5.2700

40.000 4. 1677 4.1592 4.2575 4,1059 4.0089 3.9134 3.9347

42.000 3. i1l89 3.1468 3.2253 3.1075 3.0108 2.9155 2.9550

44.000 2.4044 2.4043 2.4632 2.3692 2.2758 2.1882 2.2319

46,000 1.8624 1.8595 1.8890 1.8139 1.7371 1.6540 1.6949 -I

48.000 1.452; 1.4412 1.4582 1.4007 1.7371 1.6540 .1.6949

5b.000 L1~352 1.1262 1.1360 1.0933 1.0396 0.9812 1.010c

52.000 8.V597 8.8794 8.8895 8.6128 8.1322 7.6739 0.7872 -4
54.00 ft 70759 7.0044 7.0239 6.8140 6.4353 6.0473 6.1347
56.000 5.5694 5.5228 5.5281 5.3690 5.1181 4.8196

60.000 -1 519 3.4507 3.4001 3.3023 3.1882 3.0122
62.000 2.7184 2.7007 2.6471 2.5701 2.4960 2.3609

64.000 2.1189 2.0987 2.1 4A; 5 1.9198 !.9429 1.8391

.66.000 1.6387 1.6186 J.i. 1 .5319 1.49. 1.4234

Sg.000 !.2568 1.2384 1.075 1,1670 1.1456 1.0840la _

70.000 9.5682 9.3944 9.18.4 8.8452 8.7179 0.8218 -5

'72.000 7.2109 7.0488 6.9386 6.6727 6.6024 0.6203

74.000 5.3759 5.2331 5.2032 S. 0094 .4.9755 4.6613
.76.000 3.9611 3.8193 3.9718 3.7419 3.7359 3.4859

78.000 2.7561 2.7309 2.8279 2,7806 2.7954 2.6145 .

80.000 1.92!24 1.9355 2.0362 2,0551 2,0773 1,9477

82.000 .1.3465 1.3594 1.4640 1.5152 1 :5325 1.4389 -6

84.000 0.9471 0.9560C 1.0512 1.1105 1.1220 1.0535

86.000 6.7014 6.7706 7.5368 8.0774 8. 1494 ,7.6418

88.000 4.7692 4.81i29 5.3958 5.7400 5.8691 5.4874

90.000 3.41321 3.4364 3.8574 ,4.0433 4.1894 3.8701

*Power of 10 by whxch preceding numbers should e multiplied.
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

Tabke 14-2j. Refe,.2nce Atmosphere Density (kg/m' )--Jul)

Alt (kim), 0 15ON 30°N 450N 60ON 750N 90ON

0.00X1 1.1797 1.1751 1.1717 1.2003 1.2252 1.2778 1.2919 +0*

2.000 9.7077 9.6691 9.7103 0.9780 0.9987 1.0032 1.0120

4.0)0 7.9287 7.,986 7.9314 7.9946 8.0757 8.1533 8.1528 -1

6.(00 6.4239 6.4017 6.4266 6.4769 6.5120 6.556B 6.5576
8.000 5.1594 5.1685 5.2140 5.2145 5.2231 5.2120 5.2124

10.000 4.1775 4.1875 4.1827 4.1502 4.1345 3.9747 3.9519
12.000 3.3352 3.3444 3.3109 3.2612 3.0546 2.9399 .2.9076
14.000 2.6191 2.6275 2.5823 2.4580 2.2570 2.1773 2.1645
16.000) 1.9556 1.9493 1.9214 1.7932 1.6679 1.6192 1.6116
18,000 1.3723 1.3730 1.3521 1.3021 1.2329 1.2043 1.2001

20.000 0.9525 9.5976 9.5807 9.4313 9.1149 8.9601 -8.9390 -2
22.000 66925 6.7780 6.8380 6.8564 6.7399 6.6671 6.6592
24000 4.7926 4.8334 4.9144 5.0062 4.9463 4.9618 4.9518
26 0 O 3.4691 3.5029 3.5556 3.6673 3.6143 3.6569 3.6647
28,0,0 2.5265 2.5552 2.5891 2.6835 2.6556 2.6803 2.7081

30000 1.8509 1.8743 1.8969 1.%38 1.9598 1.9781 2.0097
32.000 1.337 1.3823 1.3981 1.4460 1.4495 1.4694 1.4975
34.000 1.0103 1.0248 1.0363 1.0712 1.0791 1.0985 1.1062
36.000 7:5248 7.6366 7.7248 7.9815 8.0839 8.2646 8.2372 -3
38.000 56332 5.7168 5.7779 5.9797 5.0918 6.2554 6.1828

'40000 4.2381' 4.2)84 4.3456 4.5040 4.6169 4.7601 4.6763
42000 3.2037 3.2475 3.2867 3.4100 1.5184 3.6410 3.5820
44 000 2.4293 2.4650 2.5144 2.5946 2.6955 2.7989 2.7782
46.000 1.8493 1.8795 1.9321 1.9836 2.0908 2.1619 2.1604
48.000 1.4275 1.4450 1.4931 1.5315 1.6358 1.7007 1.6911

50.00 1. 1125 1.1250 1.1632 1.1971 1.2850 1.3408 1.3332
52.000 8.7481 8.8047 9.1197 9.3670 1.0150 1.0572 1.0511 -4
54-000 6.8831 6.9145 7.1504 7.4642 8.0867 8.2501 8.2891

000 5.4137 5.4579 5.6185 5.9204 6.4179 6.6864
W580 4.2874 4.3247 4,4591 4.6911 5.0734 5.3337

60 (0 3.3722 3.4028 3.5152 3.6881 '3.9941 4.2378

62000 2.6331 2.6574 2.7514 2.8804 3.1454 3.3550
', 64 00 I 0402 2.0588 2.1373 2.2339 2.4948 2.7023

66.W0 1.5679 1.5815 1.6469 1.7196 1.9607 2.1552
6, )0 1.196' 1.2038 1.2581 1.3134 1.5256 1.7003 -5

70000 9.0350 9.0750 9.5234 9.9476 1.1742 1.3256
72.(X 6.7522 6.6490 7.0578 7.4673 8.9324 1.0199
74.(X 4 9325 4.8263 5.1557 5.5522 6.7071 7.7331
76 00, 3.4623 3.4821 3.7497 4.0732 4.9649 5.7676
7S.000 2.439-1 2.4867 2.7148 2.9407 3.6178 4.2228
80 (m 1.7251 1.7763 1.9564 2.1061 2,5905 3,0274
82 90 1.2285 1.2690 .1.4031 1.4957 1.8162 2.1 R7
84() 9) 08Moo 0.9068 1.0013 1.0528 1.1999 1.3730 -6
86 (x) 6 3733 o.602 7.11(110 7.3426 7.8878 8.7593
ss iKx) 4.6691 4.7844 5.0219 5.0703 5.1588 5.!;76C

o 3 .,389 3.4194 3.5279 3.3925 3.3563 3.5420

' [ P~mr vt , { h, h h ri!-,,'vednr rumktr ,h ,utd Ix multiplicd
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CHAPTER 14

Table 14-2h Reference Atmosphere Density (kg/m')-October

Alt (kin) 00 1SuN 30ON 450N 60°N 750N 90ON

0.000 1.1769 1.1816 1.2063 1.2474 1.2795 1.3385 1.3981 +0"

2.000 9.6821 9.6775 9.8598 1.0122 1.0240 1.0425 1.0617
4.000 7.9068 7.9044 8.0015 8,1810 8.1419 8.3111 8.4294 -1
6.000 6.4329 6.4133 6.4897 6.5738 6.5407 6.6134 6.6221

. 8.000 5.2053 5.1764 5.2471 5.2270 5.1931 5.1955 5.1425

* 10.000 4.1652 4.1790 4.1912 4.1081 4.0696 3.8648 3.7877
12.000 3.3261 3.3274 3.3023 3.1874 2.9860 2.8327 2.7569

"- 14.000 2.6135 2.6080 2.5021 2.3246 2.1912 2.0766. 2.0434
16.000 1.9701 1.9722 1.8579 1.6946 1.6082 1.5226 1.5107
18.000 1.3779 1.3810 1.3313 1.2356 1.1821 1.1252 1.1140

20.000 0:9524 9.5802 9.3893 9.0114 8.7162 8.2945 8.1936 -2

22.000 6.6793 6.7278 6.6771 6.5238 6.4173 6.0980 6.0101
24.000 4.7657 4.8169 4.8106 4.7364 4.6790 4.4711 4.3964
26.000 3.4279 3.4765 3.4862 3.4493 3.4076 3.2395 3.1819
28.000 2.4848 2.5268 2.5398 2.5196 2.4879 2.3289 2.3031

30.000 1.8144 1.8489 1.8599 1.8460 1.8208 1.6807 1.6673

32.000 1.3343 1.3617 1.3687 1.3512 1.3358 1.2175 1.1889
34.000, 0.9885 1.0091 1.0122 0.9890 0.9760 0.8852 0.8528
36.000 7.3687 7.5165 7.4956 7.2803 7.1469 6.4248 6.1550 -3
38.000 5.5256 5.6298 5.5731 5.3888 5.2620 4.6616 4.4688

* 40.000 4.1672 4.2419 4.1689 4.0101 3.8948 3.4080 3.2409
42.000 3.1613 3.2145 '3.1366 29879 2.8883 2.5095 2.3687
44.000 2.4237 2.464 2.3732 2.2277 2.1543 1.8607 1.7450
46000 !.8643 1.9011 1.8063 1.6837 1.6164 1.3888 1.2952
48.000 1.4467 1.4728 1.3971 1.2809 1.2197 1.0431 0.9767

50.000 1.1295 1.1498 1.0869 0.9928 0.9386 0.7882 0.7482
52.000 8.9199 9.1029 .8.5800 7.7661 7.2462' 6.0836 0.5732 -4
54.000 7.0493 7.2119 6.7740 6.1400 5.6Q54 4.7098 4.3930
56.000 5.5537 5.6898 5.3200 4.8317 4.4337 3.7001
58.000 4.3709 4.4754 4.1526 3.7897 3.4585 2.9235

60.000 3.4219 3.4993 3.2253 2.9575 2.6836 2.2949
- 62.000 2.6779 2.7270 2.4920 2.2944 2.0710 1.7889

64.000 2.0863 2.1125 1.9149 1.7597 1.5788 1.3842
66000 i.%"! 18 1.6230 1.4632 1.3402 1.1915 1.9476
68.000 1.2341 1.2360 1.1114 !.0!6! ,9778 0.7798

70.000 9.3589 9.3244 8.3906 7.6683 6.7413 0.5805 -5-
72.000 7.0241 6.9050 -6.2932 5.7589 5.0531 0.4323
74.000 5.1671 5.03C4 4.6880 4.3034 3.1788 3.2416
76.000 3.6738 3.6236 3.4675 3.1991 2.8382 2.4457

78.000 2.6127 2.5767 2.5022 2.3654 2.1236 1.8363
80.000 1.8585 1.8326 1.8032 1.7391 1.5808 1.3719
82.000 1.3222 1.3036 1.2925 1.2508 1.1705 1.0196

84.000 0.9409 0.9276 0.9264 0,8998 8.5777 0.7537 -6
86.000 6.6974 6.6017 6.6420 6.4750 6.1893 5.4678

- 88.000 4.7680 4.6993 4.7628 4.6600 4.4668 3.9511

90.000 3.3951 3.3458 3.4160 3.3544 3.2244 2.8557

-Power of 10 by hich preceding numbers should be multiplied.
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

Table 14-2i. Reference Atmosphere Pressure (mb)--Janua'y

Alt (kin) 00 15ON 30°N 45°N 60°N 750N 90°N

0.000 1.0100 1.0126 1.0191 1.0166 1.0144 1.0147 1.0150 +3*
2.000 8.0106 8.0179 8.0160 7.8835 7.7806 7.7293 7.6613 +2
4.000 6.3009 6.3007 6.2540 6.0693 5.9354 5.8516 5.7706
6.000 4.91 i9 4.9087 4.8205 4.6180 4.4699 4.3734 4.2948
8.000 3.7918 3.7760 3.6661 3.4662 3.3102 3.2228 3. 1547

10.000 2.8842 2.8621 2.7470 2.5629 2.4192 2.3472 2.2922
12.000 21535 2.1340 2.0245 1.8785 1.7673 1.7041 1.6602
14.000 1.5741 1.5618 1.4729 1.3751 1.2914 1.2337 1.1990
16.000 1.1258 1. 1203 1.0634 1.0054 1.9436 1.8906 0.8620 + 1
18.000 7.9414 7.9315 '7.6236 7.3420 6.8878 6.4106 6.1588,

20.000 ,5.6424 5.6442 5.4791 5.3555 5.0213 4.6004 4.3714
22.000 4.0525 4.0763 3.9683 3.9065 3.6559 3.2919 3.0926
24.000 2.9403 2.9757 2.8952 2.8501 2.6584 2.3570 2.1884
26.000 2.1538 '2.1863 2.1271 2.0797 1.9314 1.6913 1.5488
28.000 1.5920 1.6163 1.5717 1.5189 1.4065 1.2162 '1.0869

30.000 1.1867 1.2020 1.1670 1.1153 1.0271 1.8768 1.7805
32.000 8.9018 8.9907 8.7098 8.2413 0.7521 0.6358 0.5618 +0
34000 6.7103 6.7618 6.5377 6.1259 5.5230 4.6386 4.0855
36.000 5.0825 5.1143 4.9348 4.5816 4.0665 3.4042 3.0000
38.000 3.8695 3.8943 3.7456 3.4517 3.0035 2.5126 2.2231

40.000 2.9634 2.9848 2.8584 2.6188 2.2252 1.8647 1.6590
42.000 2.2824 2.3019 2.1927 2.0003 1.6577 1.3912 1.2437
44.000 1.7675 1.7844 1.6905 1.5376 1.2458 1.0432 0.9366
46.000 1.3759 .1.3876, 1.3096 1.1884 0.9438 0.7S62 0.7084 - I
48.000 1.0749 1.0823 1.0168 0.9207 7.1802 0.5953 0.5380

50.000 8.4007 8.4501 7.8958 7. 1403 5.4799 0.4529 0.4103
52.000 6.5594 6.5948 6.1234 5.5334 4.1911 3.4610 3.1400
54.000' 5.1036' 5.1289 4.7265 4.2665 3.2060 2.6556 2.4037
56.000 3.9560 3.9723 3.6300 3.2713 2.4528 2.0394

" 58.000 3.0525 3.0619 2.7745 2.4986 1.8761 1.5623

60000 2.3434 2.3472 2.1105 1.9012 1.4346 1. 1926
62.000 1.7897 1.7890 '1.5975 1.4412 1.0942 1.9073
64.000 1.3593 1.3554 1.2030 1.0882 1.8306 0.6877
66.000 1.0265 1.0204 0.9011 0.8184 0.6276 0.5195 -2
68.000 7.7069 7.6307 6.7122 6.1291 4.7405 0.3925
70.00 5.7500 5.6623 4.9711 4,5704 3.5808 2.9720

72.000 4.2580 4.1680 3.6632 3.399! 2.7051 2.251-
74.000 3.1093 3.0464 2.6983 2.5283 2.0379 1.6982
76.000 2.2317 2.2114 1.9867 1,8794 1.5282 1.2753
78.000 1.5906 1.5938 1.4565 1.3907 1.1406 09531
80.() 1.1324 1.1409 1.0626 1.0237 0.8471 0.7089 -- 3
82.000 8.0642 8.1586 7.7126 7.4973 6.2598 5.2469
84.000 5.7436 5.8351 5.5682 5.4712 4.6013 3.8628

. 86,000 4.0905 4.1728. 3.9981 1.9795 3.3735 2.8309
88.000 2.9008 2.9707 2.8545 2.8846, 2.4738 2.0738

90.000 2.0453 2.1023 2.0260 2.0837 1.8144 15194

*Po.er of 10 h> *hich preceding numNcr, .hould t." multiplied
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CHAPTER 14

Table 14- 2j- Reference Atmosphere Pressure lmn-April

Alt (km) 00 150N 30ON 450 N 60ON 750N 90°N

0.000 1.0095 1.0114 1.0159 1.0159 1.0134 1.0169 1.0205 +3*
2.000 8.0104 8.0090 8.0108 7.9327 7.8374 7.7818 7.7772' +2
4.000 6.2997 6.2899 6.2640 6.1563 6.0265 5.9201 5.8956
6.000 4.9065 4.8940 4.8518 4.7216 4.5860 4.4489 4.4181
8.000 3.7810 3.7589 3.7079 3.5712 3.4344 3.2982 3.2696

10.000 2.8720 2.8444 2.7901 2.6596 2.5323 2.4228 2.3996
12.000 2.1437 2.1167 2.0633 1.9511 1.8631 1.7859 1.7675
14.00() 1.5686 1.5457 1.5060 1.4283 1.3709 1.3174 1.3037
16.000 1.1243 1.1081 .1.0917 1.0457 1.0090 0.9720 0.9617 +I
18.000 7.9466 7.8573 7.8633 7.6583 7.4282 '7.1729 '7.0967

20.000 5.6576 5.6017 5.6791 5.6094 5.4693 5.2942 5.2374
22.000 4.0725 4.0537 4.1336 4.1095 4.0277 3.9083 3.8660
24.000 2.9619 2.9721 3.0303 3,0144 2.9667 2.8857 2.8544
26.000 2.1751 2.1952 2.2361 2.2204 2.1863 2.1311 2.1123
28.000 1.6118 1.6311 1.6604 1.6425 1.6156 1.5741 1.5680

30.000 1.2035 1.2189 1.2404 1.2200 1.1976 1.1656 1.1674
32.000 9.0499 9.1598 9.3203 9.1144 0.8917 0.8672 0.8718 +0
34.000 6.8505 6.9201 7.0416 6.8516 6.6787 6.4835 6.5297
36.000 5,2189 5.2550 5:3475 5.1817 5.0313 4.86Q1 4.9156
38.000 4.0001 4.0135 4.0811 3.9442 3.8154 3.6729 ?.7226

• 40.000 3.0840 3.0837 3.1296 3.0220 2.9122 2.7863 2.8353
42.000 2.390() 2.3829 2.4110 2.3290 2.2367 2.1288 2.171444.000 1.8616 1.8513 1.8650 1.8025 1.7281 1.6375 1.6717 - I

46.X) 1.4525 1.4423 1.4473 1.4006 1.3426 1.2678 1.2935
48.00() 1.1349 1.1259 1.1266 1.0922 1.0466 0.9876 1.0058

50.000 8.8690 8.7980 8.7773 8.5260 8.1813 0.7722 0.7835'
52.0(X) 6.9254 6.8698 6.8383 6.6521 6.3997 6.0390 6,1049
54.000 5.3897 5.3482 5.3121 5.1704 5.0026 4'.7219 4.7573
56.X)0 4.1795 4.1501 4.1092 4.0012 3.8918 3.6761
58.000 3.22% 3.2022 3.1641 3.0814 3.0111 2.8452

60.000 _.47',3 2.4533 2.4229 2.3604 2.3164 2.1886
-- 62 (XX) 1.8888 1.8654 1.8447 1.7981 1.7712 1.6727

64.000 1.4271 1.4072 1.3959 1.3618 1.3459 1.2698
6W,00) 1 .0687 1.0526 1.0497 1.0252 1.0161 0.9571 -2
68 MX) 7.9288 7.8036 7.8411 7.674J 7.6335 0.7171

70.0M 5.8214 5.7-,0IM 5.8149 5.7172 5.7060 5,3494
72.00) 4-2257 4.1655 4.2797 4 2381 4.2435 3.9715
74, (WX) 3.()(X) 2.99484 3. 1 248 3 1254 3.1391 2.93-13
".) 2.14 .....1369 .262 2.29' 6 2.3092 2.1572
.I (M 1.50,0) 1.5141 1.6249 1.6725 1.6871 1.5758

801WX) I 1675 1.0731 I.1643 I 2131 1.223.1 1.1411
8.00 .7 5916 7.6212 7.3308 8,7433 8 8026 8.1878 -

84 (rm) .2 .1.3 73A 5 9522 62526 ."18 13 5.8179
S 86 (XX) 3 ')051 3 8967 4 2465 4 4348 4.4435 4.1914

88( 2 824 2.8148 31)251 3 1248 3,114X 2.847

SC M I wC 2 %536 2,02,5 ". 1519 2.21011 2 1624 1.9569
:.. **,' '! o !+1h\ tlll [lC, 'tltl rlmh t, 11.,Ilid hc vl' l fic,'!'
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

Table 14-2k. Reference Atmogphiere Pressure (mb-July

Alt (km) 01 !50N 300N 45"N 600N 75 0N 90°N

0.000 1.0114 1.0108 1.0129 1.0135 1.0099 1.0111 1.0!30 +3*

2.000 8.0167 8.0182 8.0323 8.0057 7.9221 7.8803 7.8763 +2

4.000 6.2981 6.3057 6.3110 6.2688 6.1556 6.0994 6.0870

6.000 4.9007 4.9130 4.9112 4.8560 4.7319 4.6602 4.6473

8.000 3.7740 3.7889 3.7768 3.7154 3.5855 3.5098 3.4964

10.000 2.8659 2.8784 2.8618 2.8026 '2.6724 2.6077 2.5951

12.000 2.1358 2.1462 2.1329 2.0810 1.9742 1.9355 1.9293

14.000 1.5577 1.5662 1.5603 1.5215 1.4587 1.4384 1.4362

16.000 1.1148 1.1208 .1204 1.1100 1.0780 1.0697 1.0693 + I

18.000 7.9201 7.9959 8.0491 8.1030 7.9683 7.9568 7.9632

20.000 5.6870 5.7531 5.8235 5.9336 5.8909 5.9195 5.9312

22.000 4. 1290 4.1786 4.2420 4.3606 4.3560 4.4046 4.4185

24.000 3.0263 3.0622 3.1103 3.2154, 3.2235 3.2780 3.2922

26.000 2.2319 2.2606 2.2948 2.3784 2.3966 2.4419 2.4562
28.000 1.6556 1.6780 1.7034 1.7653 1.7912 1.8295 1.8398

30.000 1.2349 1.2521 1.2717 1.2175 1.3455 1.3795 1.3836

32.000 9.2614 9.3917 9.5480 9.8912 1.0167 1.0466 1.0447 +0

34.000 6.9815 7.0790 7.2069 7.4672 7.7286 7.9867 7.9335

36.000 5.2893 5.3614 5.4680 5.6678' 5.9090 6.1289 6.0713

38.000 4.0266 4.0794 4.1705 4.3244 4.5428 4.7279 4.6802

40.000 3.0797 3.1183 3.1982 3.3159 3.5111 3.6654 3.6329
42.000 2.3661 2.3945 2.4654 2.5549 2.7277 2.8553 2.8376 I
44.000 1.8260 1.8468 1.9087 1.9778 2.1294 2.2346 2.2240 -1

46.000 1.4161 1.4304 1.4819 1.5379 1.6693 1.7567 1.7478

48.000 1.1028 1.1123 1.1536 1.2008 1.3108 .1.3847 1.3770

50000 8.5953 8.6599 8.9876 9.3866 !.0297 1.0917 1.0855

52.000 6.6938 6.7410 6.9986 7.3382 8.0887 8.6086 8.5588

54.000 5.1970 5.2354 5.4389 5.7211 6.3343 6.7889 6.7492

56.000 4.0215 4.0533 4.2174 4.4357 4.9401 5.3417
58.000 3.0932 3.1169 3.2518 3.4168 3.8364 4.1856

60.000 2.3609 2.3778 .2.4883 2.6135 2.9661 3.2658
62.000 1.7873 1.7987 1.8888 1.9844 2.2825 2.5368

64.0C) 1.3412 1.3484 i.42:6 1.4949 1.7415 1.9549

66.000 0.9972 1.0012 1.0602 1.1169 1.3145 1.4886 -2

68.10 7.3396 7.3582 7.8313 8.2726 ' 9.8076 1.1189

70.000 5.3414 5.3484 5.7247 6.0699 7.2253 8.2()2

72.000 3.9406 3.8519 4.1432 4.4096 5.2499 6.0456
74.000 2.7270 2.7636 2.9833 3.1697 26448 3.0425
76-0 1.9335 1.9756 2.1382 2. 2531 2.6448 3.0425
78000 1.3759 1.4108 1.5253 1.5871 1.8277 2.0899

80000 0.9826 0.()79 1.0827 1.1083 1.2175 1.3997 -3

82.(XX) 7.0408 7.2002 7.6480 7.6707 8. 1tXV 9.1071
84.000 50489 5,1453 5.3742 5.2582 5.3415 5.7944
86 000 3.6196 3.665 3 7563 3.5684 2.2396 2.3281

88.000 2.5763 2.5911 26111 2.3961 22396 2 3281

90.000 1.8156 1.8150 1 8048 1.5985' 1.4383 1.4709

,P"" er of 10 by Ahich prrccong numbmr, should he mutiplied
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CHAPTER 144

Table 14-21 Refererce Ain .%phcre Pr..urc nmh----ohw r

Alit (kni) 00 15'N 30'N 45°N 60°N 75ON 90ON

0.000 1.0107 1.0113 1.0169 1.0175 1.0106 1.0092 1.0140 +3*

2.(X) 8.0149 8.0165 8.0286 7.9662 7.8528 7.7639 7.7527
4.0M) 6.3010 6.6036 6.2'63 6.1801 6.0564 5.9371 5.8884 +2
6.00 4.9X62 4,9091 4.8760 4.7399 4.6213 4.4773 4.4166
8.(XX) 3.7737 3.7826 3.7323 3.5891 3.4755 3.3235 3.2674

10.(0) 2.8627 2.8723 2.8135 2.6797 '.5720 2.4368 2.3937
12.(XX) 2.1347 2.1427 2.0847 1.9697 1.8870 1.7860 1.7580
14.00) 1.5581 I.5,64 1.5216 1.4356 1.3847 1.3093 1.2913
16.001W 1.1128 1.1205 1.0974 1.0466 1.0163 0.96WX) 0.9460 + I
18.(00 7.8791 7.9611 7.8713 7.6313 7.4607 7.0305 ,6.9124

20.000 5.6412 5.7136 5.6849 5.5654 5.4712 5.1350 5.0370
22.(XX) 4.0858 4.1464 4.1378 4.0651 4.0062 3.7403 3.663
24.(XX) 2.9857 3.0364 3.0315 2.9783 2.9321 2.7169 2.6524

26.(X) 2.1982 '2.2389 2.2325 2.1886 2.1509 1.9695 1,9194
28.0(k) 1.63(M) 1.6617 1.6525 1.6131 1.5817 1.4318 1.3893
, HXX) 1.2170 1.2411 I.2291 1923 1. 1659 1.0448 1.0058

321XXM 9.1464 9.3262 9.1856 8. 846 0.8614 0.7652 0.7.103 +0

34.0M 6.9158 7,0486 6.8961 6.5885 6.3843 5.6244 5.3358
36.(XX) 5.2593 5.3575 5. 2020 4.9367 4.7562 4. 50) 3.9211
38.XX) 4.0221 4.0956 3.9467 3.7183 3.5616 3.0827 2.8978
40.() 3.0923 3.148 "  3.0113 2.h 147 2.6804 2.3059 2.1556

42.(1M) 2.3896 2.43., 2.31(X) 2.1415 2.0279 1,7365 1.6158

440X) 1.854(0 1.8884 1.7813 1.6418 1.5431 !.3*61 1.2201 - I
46 INN) 1.4429 1.4695 1.3805 1.2654 1.1807 10)35 0.9277
48.(AX) 1. 126 1.1463 1.0734 0.9808 9,0823 0.7697 0.7097

S) (1 8.7921 8.9499 8.3510 7.6277 7 W97 0.5937 0.54?7
52.0M) 6.8580 .. 69786 6.4881 5,9314 5.4112 4.5954 4.1658

i 54(14) 5.3285 5.4152 5.OM155 4.5962 4.1744 3.5576 3.1923
sn (xx) 4 1227 4 18() 3.856 3.5432 2 4473 2.7515
58 (XX) 3 1734 3.2073 2-949.3 2.7166 2.4473 2.1145

6. x ) 2 4286 2 4449 2.2-135 2.07(M) lY581 .1.6132
62 (NX) I 94h5 1.8503 1.6969 1.5671 1.4024 1.2211

64 INNi I 3017 I 383 1 .276 I 1791 1054 0,9168 -2
66 fI I 13',) I 1.020 0 9536 1) 8829 0 7875 0 6831
68 m) 7 6789 7 5958 7 0N18 65802 5.879X 0.5084

71I0N) 61 '5 5.5A16 5 2217 4 8795 4 3796 4.7X,;6
72 X)( 4 0557 3 98fN) 3 8261 59W) 3.2544 2 X!89

.4 IN X) 2 945 2 8526 2 71V 2 6417 2.4125 2 04,IN5
0 IN. 2 1290 2 iN72 I 9279 1.7822 1 1.5558
's (xx( -17 ) I 4636 I 44 V4 1.-1414 I 39 'I 1.3146 1.1475
,0 IN X" I .111 IIQ 6"036 I 03.16I 1.0 95 1 09841()
2 7 4W'I 7 3011 4076 7 2585 69'ti1 6 1426

Y4 (N) 5271 0 5 I91 ' 5 .(. 6 5 2217 5.0-107 4 4562

,bIKK) ' 7517 3 l0h 3 815 37572 3' -0 3,2 IW
I .) . o ' 7295 2.71..0 2 6.1,6 2,3267

90 (NK I 10i I 7-2 9577 I QlUi I X895 1.6917
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

up to 90 ki. The largest seasonal changes in mean monthly metrical about the pole. During the winter season, changes

temperatures occur north of 60' latitude in arctic and sub- with longitude remain relatively small at low latitudes but

arctic regions. At altitudes up to 60 ki. coldest temperatures become as important as changes with latitude and season in

occur in January and warmest in July. Conditions are x- arctic and subarctic regions. The magiitude of the longi-

versed at altitudies between 60 and 90 km v,ith coldest tern- tudinal variations in arctic and subarctic regions during win-

peratures occurring in July and wzrinest in January. ter is illustrated by a set of atmospheric models depicting

Cross sections of the January and July densities between lanuary conditions between the surface and 54 km at 100.

the equator and north pole are shown in Figure 14-13. Den- 1I0 °. and 1,0*W for 60ON. and 10' and 140°W for 75,'1.

sities at the various altitudes are expressed as percentages The models are based on radiosonde observations, rocket-

of the densities in the U.S. Standaid Atmosphere. The larg- sonde observations, constant pressure maps between 5 and

est departures from standard in Jan-jary and July densities 0.4 mb. hydicstatic build-up techniques from the 5- and 10-

occur north of 65' latitude near 70 km. where mean January mb levels, and the thermal wind equation. The atmospheric

densities. 5 1('I of standard. are a third of the July densities properties for these January models at 600 and 75°N are

which are 1684 of standard. given in Table 14-3. Temperature-height profiles for the
individual models are shown in Figures 14-14 and 14-15.

14.2.1.4 Longitudinal Variations. In summer. longi- The density-height profiles for the 60'N January models

tudinal variations in the structure of the atmosphere are developed for 10'. 1(X)
0 and 140'W (Figure 14-16) indicate

relatively sinall at all latitudes and at all altitudes above 20 that the longitudinal ariation in mean monthly densities at

ki. Isothen, and contour lines on constant pressure-height 40 km in winter ranges from 5r4 less than standard at 140'W

charts in the stratosphere and mesophere parallel the lati- to 2Oi less at IOlW. Density' profiles for longitudes 10'

tude circles, and the associated circulation pattern is sym- and 140W at 75'N tFigure 14-17). indicate that the Ion-

10 -0 gO% 10D -00 100

/ • / I \ ' 81 - % %
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Table 14-3a. Temperalur (K) in January for 60*N and 750N at specified Table 14.3b Density (kg/m) in January for 6WIN and 75*N at Specified
longitudes. Longitudes _ _ _ _',

Altitude 600 N 75"N Altitde 60ON 75"N

(km) 10*W IO0W 140 0W 100W 140*W (kin) l0W 100*W 140*W IOOW 140*W

0.000 278.15 246.13 269.15 257.65 242.15 0.000 1.2555 1.4400 1.3075 1.3608 1.4681 +0*
2.000 265.73 248.64 261.14 252.64 246.95 2.00( 1.0219 1.0829 1.0412 1.0612' 1.0880

p 4.000 253.32 242.13 251.73 244.11 242.12 4.000 8.2374 8.4250 8.2788 8.3467 8.4007 -1
6.000 24C.93 232.14 238.13 232.10 232.34 6.000 6.5693 6.5882 6.6212 6.5870 6.5674
8.000 228.54 222.14 224.54 220.10 217.34 8.000 5.1775 5.0972 5.2271 5.1341 5.1802

10.000 216.16 217.15 221.15 213.64 213.65 10.000 402'75 3.8155 3.9010 3.8527 3.8306
I,'.000 216.15 217.15 221.15 212.64 213.65 12.000 2.9382 2.7874 2.8660 2.8103 2.7832
14.000 216.15 217.15 221.15 211.65 213.65 14.000 2.1438 2.0367 2.1061 2.0473 2.0226
16.000 216.15 215.96 221.15 210.65 213.65 16.000 1.5645 1.4954 1.5479 1.4895 1.4701
18.000 214.17 214.76 221.15 209.65 213.65 18.000 1.1508 1.0963 1.1379 1.0822 1.0688

20.000 212.18 213.57 221.15 206.40 212.16 20.000 8.4435 8.0254 8.3672 7.9325 7.8198 -2
22.000 207.27 212.37 218.22 200.82 210.17 22.000 6.2514 5.8655 6.2233 5.8370 5.7198 P4l
24.000 202.2Q 211.18 215.24 195.25 208.18 24.000 4.5969 4.2802 4.6120 4.2589 4.1721
26.000 204.84 213.07 217.46 195.15 211.27 26.000 3.2519 3.0803 3.3352 3.0083 2.9732
28.00 207.62 215.06 219.84 199.22 214.45 28.000 2.3090 2.2230 2.4190 2.0881 2.1291

30.000 210.40 217.04 222.22 203.39 217.63 .,0.000 1.6474 1.6094 1.7610 1.4600 1.5325
32.000 213.18 219.03 224.60 207.55 220.80 32n00 1,1808 1.1689 1.2865 1.0284 1.1085

4.00 215.95 221.94 226.98 21.73 223.98 .34000 8.5018 8.4851 9.4326 7.2973 8.0574 -3
36.000 220.38 224.91 229.36 215.89 227.15 36.000 6.1087 6.1851 69392 5.2134 5.8840
38.000 224.94 227.88 231.73 221.17 230.32 18.0X) 4.4174 4.5282 5.1221 3.7332 4,3165

40-000 229.49 232.65 234.03 226.51 233.49 40009 3.2158 3.3069 3.7944 2.6943 3.1806
42.0(X), 234.03 237.59 236.21) 231.86 236. 65 42.000 2.3561 2.4296 2.8208 1.9597 2.3537
44.010 238.58 242.53 238.37 237.20 239.82 44.000' 1.7370 17967 21031 1.4361 1.7491
46.(1) 1 2-43.12 24747 240.55 242.53 242.80 46.000 1.2881 1.3370 1.5724 1.0599 1.3059
48,(.X) 1 247.i-6 249.85 242.72 244.89 245.77 48.000 0.9607 1.0100 1.17,90 0.7959 0.9788

50000 252.t9 251.82 245.83 246.87 248.73 50.000 7.2057 7.6608 8.8318 6.0021 7.3629 -4
52.000 256.73 25215 250.76 248.84 251.69 52.000 5.4328 5.8578 6.6017 4.5369 5.5581
54.(00 257 55 252.15 254.15 250.15 252.15 54.0X) 4.1700 4.4858 4.9924 3.4402 4.247F3

'*Rver tf 10 b% &hnch preceding number% %tkiuld be m Jltiplied

60N JANUARY TEMPERATuqE POIlLES '?SI JI ,JANUARY TEMP R-.URE PROFILES

o- S.-2

40 40.-/

30- ~ */

20- .20-

;70 9 2 '3/, 250 ' . 290 0 '90 0 O 230 250 270 2w

-IurC 14 '-1 %ln n',nrhI Icnirr.wture h'iiht rrmtIc, |or h th" o) N Fgurc 14.I
;  

W.an ,mnthl kmpcr.ature-lctht ptifle., ft the --

rna'..kI . k, Ir t . ind 4( A rii*,c't .1; 10) .an 140".
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHE~RES

Table 14-3c. Presure onhiin anuary ofiWN and 75Nat Speiied 60
bmgitudes k 6N JANJUARY DENSITY PROFILES "

Altitude 60'N 75ON 50- \14- e.~

(kin) 10'W lO0 W 140'W 100W 140'W 7IO1W\,-
0.000 1.0025 1.0175 1.0102 1.0065 1.0205 +3* 40 ' -
2.000 7.7954 7.7292 7.'054 7.6963 7.7132 +2 -

4.000 5.9903 5.8559 5.9823 5.8488 5.8387 W
6.000 4.5435 4.3901 4.5261 4.3886 4.3801 \
8.000 3.3%673.2504 3.3693 32438 3.2318 -

10.000 2.4991 2.3783 2.4761 Xi28 2.3493 200-

12.000 1.8230 1.7M/7f 1.8194 !.7154 1.7069 -. A
14.000 1.3301 1.2695 1.3370 1.2438 1.2404 I

16.000 9.707 2 9.2705 9.8268 9.00)69 9.0164 IJ
18.00 7(0753 6.7589 7.2240 6.5134 6.555A .I "

200(W) 5.484900.11'.98472 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60
5.148 4920 5316 4699 4.625PERCENT DEPARTURF FROM 1976 STANDARD

22 000 3.7194 3.5758 3.?983 3.3648 3.4508

24. W 2669 2.9472.845 2337 2.933Fieure 14.16. Densict'.heigh! profiies. for the 60*N fmodels at Ut?. l1t)'.
26.000 1.9122 1.8840 2.0819 1.6852 1.8032 and 14 .0W.
28.000 1.3762 1.3723 1.5266 1.1941 1.3106

30.0(X) C'.9949 1.0027 1.1233 0.8524 0.9573
32iX)0 7.2258 7.3493 8.2951, 6.12'79 7.0263 +0 these altitudes since the day-to-day variations intemperature L

I -are in som, ca. es as :,reat or greater than the seasonal or
34.00 .5.203 .408 i.145 4.35 5.805latitudinal changes. Although these wamhaings and coolings

3P.0002.8653.96214.6 3.40223709 3.837 occur throughout the arctic and subarctic region. the largest
3l~ 000 .852 2.921 340722.371 2.539changes gene. all', occur between latitude W00 and 75*N. they

40.000 2.1194 ?.2_094 2.5490 1.7519 2.1318 . have been observed much more frequently at some longi-
4.;.000 1.5829 1.6570 1.9126 1.3043 1.5990 tudes than at others.
44.000 1.1896 1.2508 1.43t91 0.9778 1.2041 A familv of warm and cold atmospheric models typical
4.6,00( 0.8990 0.9498 1.0858 0.7379 0.9102 of the, region between 600 and 75'N has been prepared to
48.000) 6.8305 7.2441 8.2146 5.5957 6.9055 1 provide an indication of the magnitude of the varations that

50.0k) 511655.538 623234.254 5.570can occur in the vertical distributions of temperature. der
50.(i)5.265 .538 6232 4.5345.270sity. and pressure in winter for altitudes up to 90 krr The

52.000 4.00)37 4.2399 4.7520 3. 2407 4.0156
54.000) 3.0829 3.2468 3.6422 2.4746 3.0/42

*PO'4er (if 101 hN %hich preceding n-!mter% %iitd tv multilied. 60 Tr' T ' ', T T
?5-N JAN4UARY DENSITY PROFILES

gitudinel variability is slighthv smaller at 75"N than at W0N. I* \4wT
The lowest mt-an monthl% densities bctvicen 35 and 55 km t~

occur at tW at both 60' and 7.5'N. It
= 'o

14.2.1.5 Cold and W~arm "'inter Stratm~phere/Nteso- 4
sphere. In arctic and %Lbarctic reg'ions. %t-JdcI1 \armini: %
a nd ct ti ,l, of t he Wine r Itrato phe re a nd mecsosphere pro- ~
due iao ec hant.c% in'the vertical and hori/ontal structiire 20. -
of thec atmio..here. Both the~ niaenitude and altitude of max-
imtum temprerature and densit% fluctuations durintg mal'ir
%karniini:% and Co4iIF1s .ar\ cotiidcrablV. Some of the lare- 4
cst .hang'e, in the %crtical templlerature protiles hal6e been ,2

ob~cr~cd in the upper '.tI.ItIophere bttecn 35 and 45 km. 0 . .-. ----
Theohrvd i-o 4-ki enrxratre 6 0 20 40 60

Theohered~5-to*5kmteilpraur'.~1Vc a raftge tt . ~ CN DfPARTURE FROM t976 STANDARD
rouehl\'Xi K in x~inter compaiced A ith 2tt K in '.ummner. A,
a rc'.ut. mean mionthix atmos.pheric model' for the \ Inter iue4-ttk' Iwhj~tc.bth*5Nmde. tIVid

months. are of' limited %alt.2 tonr 'pccifxin1V tempeVr,!Ure' ait 1.1,

14-23



CHAPTER 14 '"

atmospheric pronerties representative of one cold and three nades, falling spheres, and pressure gauges) taken at 2oker
warm stratospheric regimes that occur at these latitudes are Flat. 64*N, Ft. Churchill, 59°N, Pt. Barrow, 710N and West
given in 'rable 14-4. "he temperature-height profiles are Geirinish 57"N during the peiriod 1965 to 1976. Mean Jan-.
shown in Figure 14-18. They are based on radiosonde, me- uary conditions at 60'N are assumed below 9 km since the
teorological rocket, and experimental observations (gre- temperature-height profiles for this region during the various

Table 14-4 ' High-laltudc thermod',namic properties of warm and cold winter stratosphere/mesosphere.

Altitude Model . Modcl B Mtodel C Model D Model A Model B Model C Model D Model A Model B Model C Model D
1kml (Warnmo Varrmi (Winn) ICold) (Warm) (Warm) (Warm) (Cold) (Warm) (Warm) (Warm) (Cold)

Temperature KI Density (kg/m') Pressure (mb)

0 (I)lr 257 15 25' 15 257.15 257 15 1.3742 1.3742 1.3742 1.3742 +0 1.0144 1.0144 1.0144 1.0144 +3*2 2. N 25 i 44 255 94 2 .55.94 25 5.4 1.0 ")1 1.05 901, I.590 1.0590 7.7806 7.7806 7.7806 T.7806 -2 ,

4 (Nil 247.73 247 73 247 73 M.3466 .3466 8.3466 - 5.9354 5.9354 5.9354 5.9354 .-.
6 INN) 234 13 234 13 234 !3 234.13 6.6507 6.6507 6.6507 6.6507 4.4699 4.4699 4.4699 4.4699" "

11 1NN)220154 220) 54 220.54 220) 54 5.2286 5.2286 5.2286 5.2286 3.3102 3.3102 3.3102 3.3102

10(1110 217 15 217 15 217 15 219.39 3.1811 3.8811 3.8811 3.8460 2.4192 2.4192 2.4192 2.4221
12 1NN) 215 16 21566 21417 222.3 2,9495 2.8534 2.8716 2.7866 1.7661 1.7664 1.7654 1.7789 :- r- -.

14IN 211 17 21266 20819 22315 2.1163 2.1050 2.1394 2.0461 1.2829 1.2850 1.2785 1.3106

16 INN) 207 19 214h9 202.21 223 15 1,5577 1.5465 1.5806 1.5080 9.2646 9.3087 9.1750 9,6600 + I
111 INN) 213 1 2t664 1946L2 223 I5 1.1399 1.1314 1.1574 1.1116 6.6496 6.7132 . 6.5200 7.1210 -. ,5,

.210 INN) 1922 21 710 I 15 223 15 8.2929 8.2419 8.1870 8.1965 -2 4.7425 4.8194 4.6097 5.2503

22 I 1195 . 2(X) -2 204 93 222 17 5.9953 5.9767 5.5825 6.0670 3.3601 3.4436 3.2840 3.8693

24 IWNN 144 56 201 50) 213.A9 221 IIF 4.2395 4.2401 3,8671 4.4195 2.3677 24525 2.3742 2.8481
26 INN.. 20646 222,N2 221 IS 2.9535 2.9667 2.7200 3 3130 1.6747 1.7583 1.7397 2.0940
28 11111 21111 211 4, 231.75 219 19 20692 2 O939 1.9402 2.4439 1.1910 1.2708 1.2908 1.5377

3111 W)XI 21 1I..tO 21634 240 681 211121 14576 I 4E11 1.4021 1.8006 0.8514 0.9256 0.9687 1.1278

32 1io 215 17 22. 36 253 37 217.21 ( 9W42 I OJ47 1.0122 1.3251 6.1609 6.8189 7.3624 8.621 +0
3 .)2 .-'Sh 25 214 35 h 9184 7,4429 7.4226 9,8119 -3 4,5429 5.0991 5.6730 6.0374

36 1 241 "3 249 52 279 I1 211 38 4911 5.4164 5.5241 7.2403 3.4068 3.8640 4.4261 4.3933

311%W 25444 25644 27559 21O1 41 3.5505 40156 4.3868 5.3208 2,5938 2.9560 3.4704 3.1832

4)11 261 ' .5 264 5 270 11A 211 39 2,6044 3(049 3.4X78 3.8002 2.0018 2.2802 2.7096 2.3060

42 IN) 2x21 8 272 26 265 70 214 95 19283 2 263 2.7617 2 7224 1.5657 1.7727 2.1063 1.6798
44 INN, _qS 6" 271 41 260 76 219 7X 1.4478 1.7360 2,1775 1 9506 1.2413 1.3874 1.6299 1.2 306
4h MW) 24664 291 I;5 2S, 813 226 69 1 164) 13537 1.7993 1.3979 0,9912 1.0906 1.2553 0.9097

491, ) 2x 74 27p, 24 2511 Y9 233 60 '19585 1.O732 1.3357 1 0121 7.8635 8.5719 9.6204 6.7872 - I

511 INE 4 " 274 34 246 43 24)50 1.7834 II 8530 1 0370 0.7398 6 1836 6,7169 7.3358 5.1080
5' IN) 116. II) 27110 I, '242 

8
19 245 76 6 3533 6 7591 7.9903 5 490) -4 4,166 5.2456 55710 3.8730

54 IN I _7 26642 234 34' 250 6H 5 1074 5 33110 6.1.W)o 4 1041 3.71.12 4.0823 4.2143 2.9533 - -

56 IN1N244 4 2111 51 23q SO 255 N.) 4 1350 42240 4 6913 3.0961 2.8317 3.1633 3.17U 2 2o43
5S 10V 1 2 1 5 254 24 232 26 255 17 311134 3 3379 3 .739 2.3710, 2 1464 2.4355 2.3828 1.7419

fit1IN)1 It 2l61 2411111 2211X72 254114 231147 2.6194 2.71 111 81302 1.6197 1.11W7 1.7804 1,33916"' '1 !2"2f' 241 "71 225 IS 53 1 I8217 2()431 ' "" I!

f:No1 2 is') 24) 221 25391 4 20.492 1.1112 12168 1.4176 1.3246 1.0285

t.1W i 21x "h 4 2354% 221 6l 25242 I 3855 1 5815 I 5419 I 0812 09981 1.0701 0.9810 07893
h6 NN) 2'24 x; 21 I) 2111 II 251 44 I 1189 1.21% I 1"1 81369 67699 80188 7.2325 60527 -2

61 INVI 41_'' 2__. 211 5 25021 7443 931114 1 6146 64526 5 510122 59616 5.3'!1064 4 6)59

t1o 1N ) h I:' 216 N 21) '2 241 ;2 59260 7 1164t 6367 49718 36917 4 3957 3.8742 3 5440

N. I ) 1 21 -I 241 It 24h ;6 4 4216 5 3212 46199 3 1235 2 7045 32128 8
q 16 2 70.)

4 iNl It 16 21" (- 2)
"
l 41) 24. 444 13 215 197163 4346 2 '311, t 970 2 23266 2.044t; '2 (15W)

61 I 5 ' 241 24245 1242H 2 9126 25!8114 221 I 4271 16699 1 4793 1 5646
low) 111, 41% ,06 No 13 4 23L% X') I 77(X: 2 1123 1,$269 I 7234 10284 I 1921 10671 I 1163

sit 1M 41 1 I'14S 143 4- 2' ) 54 23667 1 214 1 5244 13266 1 I19 7 3779 X 466- 76749 8 9645 -3
I 1 INN) I . [,$ 1 5 'l "11 ' 55 (4114,1 1 111)4 119W)5 I I111, 5 2718 5 906 5 5034 6751-

X4 INN) Is 1 7 Io- f6; 211041 6 21)5 7 9172 6 9347 76561 -6 3 7657 4 21113 3 9.12 5 A42

x'f:NMI, ( '4 ( 1
s
. 6-X ( I5 ' 6 227 11 4 7314 5 537 49689, 5 14i 1 2614 29154 211)49 3752 , ,

5 INNI (4 )1 1' 2 -' I'". e,' 22' 12 3 '102 3 S41 1 5417 4 ;861 I 422 2 0430 1 9992 2 8181

1 11W 1I 1,(4 74 16 W1 21993 2 4)644 2 '7299 2521 4 I 3'4 I 4167 I 42t3 2 OX79.

"Pcr ,t too .hi,h prc.c.tnt nunmt..r, .h,uld b muhipicd
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Fe a h s e tFigure 14-19. Density profiles (warm) associated with extreme temper-
Figure 14-1IS. Temperature-height profiles associated with extreme warm atures' in the upper stratosphere and mean January condi-

and cold regimes in the winter stratosphere and msosphere tions at 60'N. Circled peints form an envelope of high and
near 60*N. low densities equaled or surpassed 5% of time.

warmings and coolings are not significantly different from profile in Figures 14-19 and 14-20. The densities are por-
the mean January 60°N atmosphere. trayed as pezcent departures from the 1976 Standard A;-

The three warm models could all occur during various mosphere. Envelopes of the high and low values of density
stages of one large-scale warming. However, available 'ob- which are equaled or surpassed 5% of the time at 60°N in
servations indicate that a temperature of 300 K at 45 km is January are also shown. They are envelopes rather than
equaled or exceeded 2% of the time at West Geirinish and realistic profiles since 5% values do not occur simultane-
0.4% of the time at Ft. Churchill during January, whereas ously at all altitudes. The density profiles for the warm and
a temperature of 280 K at 45 km is equaled or exceeded cold models illustrate the negative correlations that exist
10% of the time at West Geirinish and 4% of the time at between the densities at various levels in the atmosphere
Ft. Churchill. A temperaturz of 280 K near 36 km is equaled IQuiroz, 1971; Labitzkz, 1971; Cole, !972] For example,
or exceeded 0.6% of the time at West Geirinish and 0. 1% when the dersity is much less than the mrean monthly value
of the time at Ft. Churchill. Frequencies of occurrence were at altitudes between 25 and 40 km 'Figure 14-20), it is
obtained by plotting the observed temperature distnbutions great,r than the mean value between 45 and 75 km. In most
on probability paper. cases the departures of density from the monthly mean fall

The cold profile. Model D, is based on an average of within the 5% envelope. However, as shown in Figure
five observations in which the temperature 4t 45 km was 14-20, density profiles associated with an extreme winter
within 20 of 223 K. Observed data indicaie that a temper- warming or cooling will approach both the 5% maximum
ature of 223 K or colder occurs at Ft. Churchill 6% of the and 5% minimum values at different altitudes.
time, at West Geirinish 4% of the time, and at Poker Flat The altitudes of the maximum density departures from
9% of the time in January. the monthly mean are related to the altitudes of mayimum

The portions of the temperature-height profi'es between temperature deviatiors in that the maximum density depar-
55 and 85 km are based on e,;timates obtained by using tures are roughly 10 to 20 km above the maximum tern-
interlevel temperature correlations with the temperatures perature deviations. For example, the largest positive den-
adopted at 40, 45. and 50 km. sity departure for profile C (Figure 14-20) occurs near 49,

The density profiles associated with both the warm and km, whereas 'he maximum stratospheric 'temperature, 280
cold models are provided along with the mean January 60'N K for profile C (Figure 14-18), is at 36 ki. The largest

14-25
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CHAPTER 14

90 / I I I I - the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements, 1966 [COESA] t.'. ,#
~ were published. This publication included models up to'% M 5MAX V,,ORM MOE COL.MO ...... --

so- G. . 1000 km. The lower thermospheric models were based on

S . ftO 6oN work by Champion and the upper thermospheric models on
, //\ ® work by Jacchia. An updated set of COSPAR models was P '

70 - ' '.0 published in 1972 as CIRA 1972 (COSPAR). In these models

0 ' Champion and Schweinfurth [1972i prepared the Mean CIRA '..

o- 0 for altitudes' between 25 and 500 km and Jacchia 11971]
"* prepared a set of models for the altitude range 110 to 2000

150- km. More recent models include the U.S. Standard At-
o- o"- - 0 mosphere, 1976 (COESA), and the Jacchla [!977] model.

0 %% 0 The preceding models have all been based principally

40 - 0 . on density data from orbital drag and in situ measurements r *i

of density and composition. Recently, models have been," X

developed which are also based on airglow temperatures
30o (DTM) [Barlier et al., 1978] or incoherent radar scatter

o. temperatures (MSIS) [Hedin et al., 1977]. A number of AM
20 . theoretical models are being developed, including the NCAR

thermospheric general circulation model by Roble and col-
, leagues [Dickinson et al., 1981]. This is a three-dimensioihal

model of the global neutral gas temperatures and circulation
of the the.. sphere. Rees and 'colleagues [Fuller-Rowell

-60 -40 -P0 0 20 40 50 and Rees, .)80] are also developing a three-dimensional
global model of the thermosphere. They start with a realistic
steady-state model and then progressively modify it in re-

Figure 14-20. Density profiles associated with extreme temperatures in sponse to the sources and sinks of energy and momentum . " "
the upper stratosphere and mean January conditions at 60*N.
Circled points form an envelope of hili and low densities and to the winds that result from the various driving forces ,. -.

equaled or surpassed 5% of time. redistributing mass, momentum, and ,nergy. Important
components of theoretical models are the amplitudes and
phases of the tidal effects. The principal tides are the solar -

negative density departure for the same profile occurs near diurnal, semidiumal and terdiumal. The magnitudes of these
33 km and its minimum stratospheric temperature, 196 K tides and their effects on density and composition are re- - -
is at 18-20 km. viewed by Champion 1198i]. %

14.2.2.1 Development of Reference Atmpheres.' Since
14.2.2 High Altitude Reference Atmospheres the earliest upper atmosphere models, it has been customary -.

to define them in part by means c,' temperature profiles " "
Although there were early high altitude model atmos- which, by means of the appropriate physical relations, yield -.

phercs based on upward extrapolation of rocket data, they dersity profiles, and in the more modern models, compo- .
were not accurate and the first official U.S. models of the sition and other properties.
satellite, era. including density values derived from satellite At this point we will review the temperature profiles of _

drag. were the ARDC Model Atmosphere, 1959 [Minzner, some models of particular interest. Figure 14-21 shows the
19591 and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1962 [COESA]. temperature profiles of the U.S. Standard 1962, Mean CIRA
These r,,ldels accurately represented thermospheric density 1965, Mean CIRA 1972 and U.S. Standard 1976. It can be
at the tir,e the observations were made, but since the ob- se'..n that as time progressed the mean model temperatures -

servations were made at the peak of solar cycle 19 which in the thermosphere have, become lower. There is a good
had unusually high activity, they represente ' conditions that reason for this which can be understood by referring to
are not frequently observed. Figure 14-22. This figure shows a plot of the mean annual

The next generation of reference atmospheres started number of sunspots from 1820 to 1976. The I l-yr cycle of
with the COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere activity can be seen and also the wide variation in the number
(CIRA) 1965 (COSPAR). These atmospheres included a of sunspots at the cycle peaks. Table 14-5 shows that the
Mean CIRA between 30 and 300 km prepared by Champion succeeding models, which are based on satellite orbital drag
and a set of models for 120 to 800 km prepared by H:.,iris and in situ measurements, have sampled the atmosphere L .
and Priester. The latter ire semi-theoretical models but vith starting from very non-typical conditions in 1957 to in-
some free parameters whose values were chosen so that the creasingly representative conditions with time. In addition,
models reproduced observed densities The following year Sklwey 119791 has done a study using both sunspot numbers

14-26
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERESAF

.700 Table 14-5. Aver,'gc exospherip temperature.

--- OS STID 62 IAVERAGE
MEAN CIRA 65 I _____________________

60 - MEAN CIRA 72 US STANDARD ATMOFPHERE 1962 1500 K
- uS STD 76

-PROPOSED I(3 YRS)
5oo MA CR MEAN CIRA 65 1200 K

IMEAN CIRA712 1000 K
US STANDARD ATMOSPHERE 1976 1000 K %

~400 01i SOLAR CYCLES)
SPECIAL STUDY (12 SOLAR CYCLES) 882 K %"

wj 1

0/ back to 1847 (12 cycles) and the Jacchia 1971 model to
200- - -determin~e relative values and has found that the expected

mean exospheric temperatrre averaged over all conditions
- for this period would be 882 K. A histogram shoving the

* 100- predicted exospheric temperature distribution is given in
Figure 14-23. The exact mean temperature will Jepend on
the time period chosen (for example, incidding the Maunder ,

01
0 500 boo0 lso minimum would have a profound effect) and the model used

KINETIC TEMPERATURE (K to determine relative values. 'However, it is recommended 3:
that 900 K be used for the exospheric temperature for the

Figure 14-21. Kinetic temperature profiles for several standp-d and ref- next Mean CIRA as being appropriate to this phase of solar
crneatmosphers, including a proposed new mean CIRA. activity. The corresponding density profiles of t four pre-

vious standard or mean models and that of the proposed
new model are snown ih Figure 14-24.

'A 200 The most up-to-date set of approved reference atmos-
pheres for altitudes above 90 km is that contained in C'IRA

v 120. 72. There ore plans to p.-epare revised versions of both CIRA
so,~ ~ and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements. 11e latest

40 \/J published version of the latter is the U.S. Standard Atmos-
o 84 66 880 900phere Supplemen,-s. 1966.

920 940 960. The CIRA 1972 models up to 120 km were prepared
by Groves of University College, Loadon, England and the.

Figure i 4-22. The mean annual nu.mber of sunspots from 1820 to 1976. Air Force Cambridge Research Lzboratory (AFCRL). An
independent set of models for the region 110 to 2000 kmn

_____________________________________were prepared by Jacchia of the Smithsonian Astrophysical

6 E ICTE D GLOBAL vALUES -- UEs 08 6
s OF EXOSPHERIC TEMERTUE5EA TD65I 2 FOR MEAN SOLAR CYCLE MEN052

Us UST 76 V
IV Soo- *- PROPOSEOUFANICIRA

20

IN .1 200~~ 5

I 2 0
.10

10 ~i "2

0

1n~ 40 100 '0 0 ') 0 0 0 '0 IC 0 10
600 00 0)0 00 0 200300400 1500 t600 000 900

EX0SPHERIC TEMRATU~T9. 0N'~IsI~

Figurt 14-23. Histogram of frequency per degree of predicted exospheric Figure 14-24. Density profleks of several standard and reference atmo-
temperatures for a mean solar cycle, spheres. including a proposed new mean ClRA.
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CHAPTER 14

Observatory. Since these two sets of models do not, in where
general, match at 110 km, Champion and Schweinfurth of
AFCI-L developed the Mean CIRA which is continuous p = pressure at altitude z
from 25 to 500 km and applies under specified conditions.. p, = pressure at referen-7e altivide z,

14.2.2.2 Mean CIRA Reference Atmosphere. The ba- Mo = sea level value of mean molecular weight =28.96

sis of the mean reference atmosphere is as follows: Between R= 8.3 1432 x 10' ergts K ' g moIl
25 and 75 km the model represents annual mean conditions
for latitudes near 30*. Between 120 and 500 km the mode! g = acceleration due to gravity at 300 latitude
corresponds to diurnal, seasonal, and sem -annutal variatioii Tm = molecular-scale temnerature
average conditions for a latitude near 30* and a solar flux
IF of '145 x 10-22 W m-2 Hz-'. Bet%'een 75 and 120 km a M,,1 T
model has been developed which provides a smooth con- M
nection between the lower and upper sections Of Lhe i'ean
atmosphere. This atmosphere contains kinetic temperature, wh~ere
molecular-scale temperature, density, pressure, density and
pressure scale he'ghts, mean molecular weight, densities of M' mean rnolectulr weigh,
major constituents, and total number densities.T=keictmrau.

The data used to develop the model between 25 and 75
km were (he values at 300 latitude of the annual mean pres- Thmolbewn75ad12km ascstiedo
sure at 25 km and the annual mean temper.ture between 25 Th otbewn75ad12km ascsriedo
and 75 km. The pressure equation was integrated numeri- provide a transition between, the low altitude model and the
cally. .high altitude model.- These two models are not only different -

but are functions of different parameters. Thus a compro-
mise was devised. A temperature profile was developed with

p pMex gdzT 1 417 a constraint that it yield a specified density value ;kt 120
p Pt~ [ j- gdz~sij (14.7) km. The equations and method used to determine the comn-

position are given in Champion and Schweinfurth [1972).

Tab]- 14-6. Mean Reference Atmosphere Structure Parameters 25 to 120 k..,.'

Mol .Number Pressure
Height Temp Density Pressure Density Scale 9

km K kg/rn3  N/in2  m_3  Ht( m) m/s2

25 221.7 3.899E -02 2.433E +03 8.111E :-23 6.55 9.716
30, 230.7 1.774E-02 1. 175E +03 3.690E +23 6.83 9.701 .

35 241.5 8.279E -03 5,74 1E±+02 1.722E +23 7.16 9.686
40 255.3 .3.972E -03 2.911 E+02 8.265E +22 7.58 9.671
45 267.7 1.995E-03 1.535E +02 4.148E +22 7.96 9.656
50 271.6 1,057E -- 03 8.241E +01 2.198E +22 8.09 9.641
55 263.9 5.82!E -04 4.406E +Oi 1. 2 WE+ 22 7.87 9.626
60 249.3 3.206E -04 2.296E + 1 6.669E +21 7.45 9.611
65 232.7 1.718E -04 1.146E+01 3.5691H+ 21 6.96 9.596
70 216.2 8.770E - C5 5.445E --00 1. 822E + 21 6.48 9.581
75 205.0 4.178E-'05 2.460E+060 8.696E +20 6.15 9.566
80 195.0 1.905E -05 1.067E +00 3.964E + 20 5.86 9.551
85 185 1 8.337E -06 4.426E -0 1 1.736E +20 5.57 . 9.536 ---

90 183.8 3.396E -06 1 .795E -0 1 7 087E +19 5.59 9.521
95 190.3 1.343E -96 7.345E -02 2.808E + 11 5.75 9.506

100 203.5 5.297E -07 3.091E-02 1. 125E +19 6.16 9.492
105 228.0 2.-73E -07 1.422E -02 .4.768E + 18 6.91 9.477

11'65,5 9*,6IFE0 7.362E -03 2.182E+ 18 8.06 9.462
115 317.1 4.645E -08 4.236E -0 W 1076E +IF 9.64 9.448L120 380.6 2,438E -08 2.667E--03 5.772E + 17 11.58 9.433

14 -28
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A ~Ta*c 147 kiiwi%: Tmpoc-murc a-1 (.wmw.'timmw of the WcAn Rdrcc Atm..'.ptier. 71 t) I N km

Heitht Temp Want Log NtN,) Log NtO2, Lo~g N(O) Log N(Ar) Log NIHE) LogN o

75 24)50( 28 96 '20-832 20.261 18.910 15.659
90) 1949 28 95 20)492 19.914 16.794 19.563 15.315 14.495
85 " 4 9 2X till 20) 135 19.550 '7.144 18.199 14.954 14.098
44) 181;4 2889 19,747 !9.153 17.120 17.802 14.565 13.425

i 95 19.3 28-81 19.'-U6 18.739 17. 80 17.389 14.178 12.665
l110 199 4 28 37 18. W I A. 2" 17.618 16.945 13.928 1: 099

105 216 I 27 51 18.556 I17.82i 17.647 16,435 13.811 11.178
111) 245 1 26,73 18200X i 7,399 17.509 15.961 13.711 10.132
115 285 2 26.051 17.872 17.036 17.332 15.539 13.620 9,9
1.21) 334 5 25,45 17.579 16734 17.153 15.173 13.538 8.167

The ciosphenic temperature ftor the coitdition's pecified density. density scale height. pressure, pressure scale height.
at),Iri IPIM) K the Jacc hia rmidels were recomputed using and accelcrationt due to gr. ity for the altitude range I120-50
the .cclration due toI gras itN fir Y)' latitude The original km are given. Table 14-9 contains the corresponding values
rril use a .altw %auid ort. necar titade 45~. The mnodel of k~netic temperature. mein molecular weight, number

Amr then chned At all altitudes so that thev matched density. and log number density of N,.O2. 0, Ar, an~d He
the .,alue'. at 120) km :or the intermediate altitude model. for the 3ltitudes 120-5WX km.

The properties of the Mean Reference Atn 14sphere are Some of the properties are illustrated in Figures 14-25
presented in abbresitated form in Table% 14-6 to' 14-9. (The to 14-30. Figure 14-25 shows the kinetic temperature of the
%:onipktc table% are pros ided in CIRA. 1972 ICOSPAR. mean atmosphere plus curves indicating low extreme and
19721 Table 14-h %.omtains value' of rm'lecular scale tem- hgh extreme temperatures whose frequency of occurrnce
pel-irure. den-ot'%. press.ure. number density. press.ure scale is 1%~ or less. Figure 14-26 shows the pressure s~ale heights
height, and awccleration due to grasitN w'sr the altitude
range 25 121) km Table 14-7 contin' salucs of kinetic50
temperature, mean "%'1ecu!ar %eight and hw number de- 50-
maile%-1, -.0,, Ar. HeI. and 0, oser the altitude range

75-120 km In Table 14-8 olecular-scale temperature.

400-

T i 4S 300-

MEAN
~200-CR

100-

'CC * ~ ~ CC0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

PRESSURE SCALE HEIGHT (4m)
.,0J, 1- CI5t R ~ 'r . . AM!. h.'A, CVL11 ,Ind high ex-

'r-hrnse~:c ure 14 '6, Pr,..'un- a t-...sk h (ht Icf the rnwn ('IR
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CHAPTER 14

Table 14,8. Mean Reference Atmosphere Structure Parameers 120 to 500 km.

Molec Density Pressure
Height Temp Density Scale Pressure Scale g

km K kg/m lit (kin), N/m2  Ht(km) n/s 2

120 380.6 2.440E- 08 8.17 2.666E - 03 11.58 9.433
125 452.3 1.382E-08 9.51 1.795E-03 -13.79 9.418

130 526.9 8.484E- 09 11.05 1.283E-03 16.08 9.404
135 600.9 5.563E - 09 12.70 9.597E - 04 18.37 9.389
140 672.4 3.845E - 09 !4.44 7.423E -,04 20.59 9.375
145 739.8 2774E -09 16.21 5.891E - 04 22.69 9.360

150 802.7 2.070E - 09 17.98 4.770E - 04 24.66 9.346
155 861.0 1.587E-09 19.70 3.923E- 04 26.49 9.332
160 914.8 I.244E-09 21.37 3.267E - 04 28.19 9.317
165 964.7 9.927E - 10 22.96 2.749E- 04 29.77 9.303
170 1011.1 8.040E - 10 24.48 2.334E-04 31.25 9.289
175 1054.4 6.593E- 10 25 92 1.996E-04 32.64 9,274
180 1095.0 5.464E- 10 27.29 1.718E-04 33.95 9.260
185 1133.2 4.56.E- 10 28.60 1.468E-04 35.19, 9.246
190 1169.3 3.850E- I0 29.,85 1.292E-04 36.36 9.232
195 1203.4 3,267E - 10 .31.05 1. 129E -04 37.48 9.218

200 1235.8 2.789E - 10 32.21 9.896E - 05 38.55 9.204

210 1295.9 2.066E - 10 34.40 7.686E - 05 40.55 9.176
220 1350.3 '.558E- 10 36.45 6.039E -05 42.38 9.148
230 1399.6 I. 192E- I0 38.39 4.792E- 05 44.06 9.120
240 1444.4 9.246E- I 40.21 3.834E- 05 45.61 9.092

, 250 1484.9 7.248E- 11 41.92 3.090E-05 47.03 9.065
260 1521.5 5.735E- 11 43.52 2.505E-05 48.33 9.037
270 1554.6 4.576E- 45.03 2.042E - 05 49.54 9.010
280 1584.5 3.677E- 11 46.43 1.673E-05 50.64 8.983
290 1611.5 2.974E- 47.73 1.376E-05 51.66 8.955
300 1636.0 2.418E- 48.95 1.136E-05 52.60 8.928
310 1658.1 1.976E- 50.07 9.405E-06 53.48 8.902

320 1678.2 1.621E-11 51.12 7.812E-06 54.29 8.875
330 1696.5 1.336E-11 52.09 6.507E- 06 55,05 8.848
340 1713.4 I. 104F - 11 52.98 5.432E - 06 55.76 8.822
350 1728.8 9.158E - 12 53.81 4.545E - 06 56.43 8.795

* 360 1743.2 7.615E- 12 54.59 3.811 E-06 57.07 8.769
370 1756.7 6.348E - 12 55.31 3.202E - 06 57.69 8.743

380 1769.5 5.304E - 12 55.98 2.694E-06 58.28 8.717
390 1781.8 4,441 E- 12 56.60 2.272E -06 58.86 8.691
400 1793.7 3.725E- 12 57.20 1.918E- 06 59.43 8.665
410 1805.4 3.130E - 12 57.75 1.622E - 06 60.00 8.639

- 420 1817.2 2.635E- 12 58.28 1.374E-06 60.57 8.614
430 1829 1 2.221E-12 58.79 1.166E-06 61.14 8.588
440 1841.3 1.875E - 12 5).26 9.9 10E-07 61.74 8.563
450 185 ,-.0 1.585E - 12 59.73 8.435E - 07 62.35 8.537
460 1867.4 I 341E-- 12 60.18 7.191E-07 62.98 8.5!2
470 1881.6 I. 137E- 12 60.63 6.140E -07 63.65 1.487
480 1896.9 9.644E - 13 61.08 5.252E - 07 64.36 8.462
490 1913.4 8.192E - 13 61.52 4.500E-07 65.11 8.437

500 1931.4 6.967E - 13 61.95 3.863E- 07 65.91 8.412

* 14-30
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

Table 14-9. Kinetic Temperaife nd CIxmpoton of the Mean Rrence Atmosjtiere. 120 to 500 km.

Number

Height Temp Mean Density Log N(N.) Log N(O2) Log N(O) Log N(Ar) Log N(HE)
km K Mol Wi m-I m) m-  m-3  m-3 m - )

120 334.5 25.45 5.772E + 17 17.579 16.734 17.153 15.173 13.538
125 389.7 24.95 3.336E+ 17 17.322 16.449 16.978 14.835 .13.469
130 445.4 24.48 2.087E + 17 17.098 16.203 16.826 14.541 13410
135 499.0 24.05 1.393E+ 17 16.903 15.987 16.693 14 284 13.358
140 549.0 23.65 9.793E + 16 16.731 15.796 16.577 14.056 13.314
145 594.5 23.27 7.178E+ I 16.577 15.624 16.474 13.850 13.275
150 635.2 22.92 5.439E + 16 16.437 15.469 16.381 13.663 13.241

" 155 671.3 22.58 4.233E + 16 16.308 15.325 16.298 13.490 13.212
160 703.1 22.26 3.366E,+ 16 16189 15.192 16.221 13.328 13.185
165 731.3 21.95 2.723E + 16 16.077 15.066 16.150' 13.176 13,161
170 756.2 21.66 2.236E + 16 15.971 14.947 16.083 13.031 13.139
175 778'.4 21.38 1.857E+ Io 15.870 14.834 16.020 12.892 13.118
180 798.1 21.11 1.559E + 16 15.773 14724 15.960 12.758 13.099
185 815.9 20.85 1.319E+ 16 15.679 14.619 15.902 12.629 13.081

190 831.9 20.60 1.125E+ 16 15.589 14.517 15.847 12.504 13.064
195 846.3 20.37 9.661E+ 15 15.501 14.418 15.794 12.382 13.048
100 859.3 20.14 8.342E + 15 15.415 14.321 15.742 12.262 13.033

210 882.0 19.71 6.312E+ 15 15.250 14.133 15.642 12.031 13.004
220 900.7 19.32 4.856E + 15 15.090 '13 952 15.547 11.807 12.977
230 916.4 18.96 3.788E + 15 14.936 13.777 15.4556 11.590 12.951
240 929.4 18.63 2,988E+ 15 14.785 13.606 15.367 11.378 12.927
250 940.2 18.34 2.380E 15 14.638 13.438 15.281 11.171 12.903
260 949.3 18.07 1.912E 15 14.494 13.274 15.197 10.967 12.881
270 9568 17.82 1.546E+ 15 14.352 13.112 15.114 10.766 12.859
280 963.1 17.60 1.258E - 15 14.212 12.953 15.033 10.567 12.837
290 968.4 17.40 1.029E - 15 14.073 12.795 14.953 10.371 12.816
300 972.8 17.22 8.456E + 14 13.937 12.639 14.874 10.177 12.796
310 976.5 17.06 6.977E + 14 13.801 12.485 14.796 9.984 12.776
320 979.7 16.91 5.776E + 14 13.667 12.332 14.719 9,793 12.756
310 982.3 16.77 4.7.8E + 14 I3.533 12.179 14.642 9,604 12.736
340 984.6 16.64 3.997E + 14 13.401 12.028 14:566 9415 12.717
350 986.5 16.52 3.338E * 14 13.269 11.878 14.490 9.228 12.698
3 9881 16.42 2.794E + 14 13.139 11.729 14 415 9.041 12.679
370 989.5 16.31 2..44E - 14 13.008 11,580 14.141 8.F56 12.660
380 9907 16.21 1I970F + 14 12.879 11,432 14.267 8.672 12.641
390 991.7 16.12 1.659E 14 12.750 11.285 14.193 8.488 12., 6 22
400 992.6 16.03 !.400E± 14 12.621 li.138 14.119 8,305 12. -,4
410 9934 1593 1.183E 14 12.494 10.992 14.046 8.123 12585
420 , 994 I 15.84 I O01E- 14 12.365 10.847 13.973 7-941 12 567
430 994.7 1575 8 493E 13 12.239 10702 13.901 7.761 12 549
440 9952 15.65 ,7.213E + 13 12.113 10,558 13,829 7.581 12.531
45) 945.7 15.55 6 136E + 13 11.987 10414 13-757 7401 12.513
460 996 1 15.45 5.229E * 13 11.862 10(271 13.685 7.222 12.495
470 9964 15.34 4.464E + 13 11.737 10.128 13.613 7.044 12.477

* 480 9968 15 22 3.817E+ 13 11.612 9.986 13.542 6.867 12.459
490 ' 9970 15.09 3-269E i13 11.488 9.844 13.471 6690 12.441
500 9973 14 95 2.806E, 12 11.364 9.703 13.400 6.513 12.423
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Fie14-2 %ea CR A3kfl*i~ki fl utlc% of exItreme cilshtic% Figure 14-N' %lean CIRA tmperatures and ternieraturt's wt.,ch am ex-

Lveded50q. 10q*. Iq ofthe ime durng artievmorths.
and temprature% exceeded 9KY. W&il and 9A4 of the

of the mean atmosphere as a function of altitude. Figure AWm dNngc~eimh.MIiue itcnO

14-27 contains low extreme, high extreme, and mean den-
sitv values. Total number densities and densities of N,. 0:.
0. 0, Ar. He. and It are giver in Figure 14-28. Figure pending on the availability of data. Above 90 km the data
14-29 contains the %lean CIRA temperature profile, median are primarily from rocketborne falling sphere. grenade and
warm temperature% and thotse exceeded 10% and 1% of the chemical release techniques. Table 14- 1f) contains average
time and. similarly, median cold tenmperatures and those, values of ,onal (W - Ii) wind% at latitudes from the equator

%above which 90q~ or 99rk. respectively.. of the temperatures to .50' for the first day of each month Data used are from
lie. The coirresponding density curves are shown in Figure all longitude-,. with southern hemisphere data shifted by six
14-3o. nionths-Mean temperature values at latitudes from the equa-

tor ito WO arc given in Table 14-11I. Less accurate values
14.2.2.3 Reference Atmospheres 9 to 120 kirn. These (based on few data points) are indicated by an asteri-k. Table
emp~rical atmo~pheres arebased on a report entitled. "At- 14-12 gives the con-esponding pressure values and Table
mospheric Structure and its Variations in the region from 14-13 the density values.
25 to 120) km" b% Groves 11971i In this section only the
properties aboxe W4 km are presented, The upper altitude
of theL modeis % anes w ith latitude and timne of year. d- . o
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

Table 1410- W.E Winds 90 to 130 km based tm data from all kmgitudn with S Hcmli'", da.. %luftcd ix rmmths in timc Wind% hi the cast &M

pamotive in nvs Values apply to the hrsi day of each ,rmoih

km Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep (k. Nov Dex

0 Degrees N
90 -9 -31 -22 -34 -15 -23 -9 -31 -22 -34 -15 -23
95 -28 -23 -13 -.21 -22 -32 -28 -23 -13 -21 -22 -32
100 -28 -3 7 -3 -22 -29 -28 -3 7 -3 -22 -29.0
105 -7 22 26 3 - I[ -33 -7 '22 26 3 -33 -3I
110 17 37 30 -13 10 14 17 37 X) - 13 10 14

115 31 37 20 -29 32 33 31 37 20 -29 32 33

I0Degrees N
90 -- 14 -30 -36 -54 -5 -7 , 0 -21 4 3 -2 -22%

95 --39 -41 -43 -52 - 15 -8 -14 -. 5 15 .14 -5 -316
100 40 -29 -27 -25 -19 1 -21 19 28 15 -30 -43
105 -20 8 7 -3 -30 5 I .36 31 2 -30 -21 d

It0 1 41 27 -20 9 3 22 40 19 - 17 2 20
115 18 49 27 -44 30 13 3) 32 1 -27 19 41

20 Degrees N
90 -8 -29 -23 -32 16 17 12 5 19 22 19 -6
95 -23 -36 -34 -40 6 21 -6 23 25 28 18 -18
300 -28 -16 -48 -36 -2 22 -12 45 219 15 9 -32
105 -18 17 -4j -28- -3 II -3 55 20 -33 -3 -24
110 0 34, -21 -31 5 2 7 46 -1 -27 -8, 5

115 20 27 -7 -36 19 8 12 26 --19 -25 -I 31

30 Degrees N
90 5 -18 15 0 29 34 22 14 24 27 45 33
95 0 -19 17 -16 25 42 1 31 12 21 38 -3
300' -8 5 0 -30 18 40 - 50 6 -5 21 -19
105 -9 39 -8 -31 4 15 0 63 -6 -39 -2 -75
It0 2 36 1 -26 -4 -12 0 52 -28 -4 .19 -II
115 13 0 12 -22 - - 18 -3 26 -44 -21 -30 115
120 7 -27 30 -21 -3 -7 -7 -3 -42 5 -28 34
325 -12 -39 -3 -15 - 2 -4 - 13 -17 -25 -16 -17 37
130 -33 -50 -13 -8 -24 -4 -19 -32 -9 -32 -2 3"

40 Degrees N
90 31 32 20 -6 -10 28 34 15 29 24 29 37
95 17 15 17 -3 20 54 43 27 22 23 20 37
100 7 14 32 6 57 60 5S 33 19 28 --4 31
05 1 17 20 12 73 36 65 28 9 29 -19 17
110 I 6 -33 3 56 -7 49 16 -21 5 - 15 9
115 1 -18 7 -16 19 -43 13 -4 --55 39 . 4

50 Degree% N
go. 28 21 21 -8 -18 - 13 22 27 8 22 20!
95 14 21 19 -20 -6 I2 i$ I8 20 2 7 Ii

I00 8 8 13 -.3 27 18 43 12 5 13 11

p

The preceding table, contain mean climatological val- the cor-smiinng amlitude anti phake ot the solar scm,-
ues. One .anation of these values that is important and can diumrnal tide. Note that the tide amphtudcs are quite small
be readily mr-tclcd s that due to solar tides Hgure 14-31 at Iot altitudcs. hut rapidl% ince;:ie at highcr altitude,
contain, th amplitude and phase of the %olar diumral ide These salucs %crc t alculatcd b Fortballs h1 Firt.sIpi-
in densit a%: function of latitude and Figure 14-'2 conttins sate v Cotviunication. 19821.
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Table 14-II Tempcrur- Ki9Oto 11)km

km Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep ,ct N Dec

0 Dcgrcc N
90 185 193 198 2100 193 189 185 193 198 200 193 189
95 187 20X)O 204' 199* 1870 184. 187 200' 2'* 1990 187' 184'

100 204 219' 220' -9 193* 1910 204 219S 220' 209 193' 191'
105 231 251, 255 2390 219' 2150 231 251* 255' 239' 219s 215'
110 273 296' .0* 293' 269 261' 273 2s6' 306' 293* 269' 26i °

I0 Degree% N
90 185 191' 193 197 194 189 186 194 199 200 192 188
93 187* 197' 1-9I 193 187' 186 189 199 2070 203' 191 184

100 103' 2i, 214, 2010 191' 193' 204 216' 225' 217' 200 193
"105 S232 246' 245* 229 215* 214* 229 2470 2570 247* 227' 220'

I0 276' 2(9)' -910 278' 259' 253' 265 291' .1()7* 301' 282' 270'

10ODgr % N
90 186' 189 190 194 192 18 186 191 197 198 191 189
95 90 197 195 190* 187' 189 193 197 206' 20-6' 196, 187
1()() 214' 213 210 195*  194' 198" 206 211* 222' 222' 210 197'

105 2230 237' 2.16 ' 220' 216' 221' .229 2.3 248' 250' 2390 22'
110 271* 278' 275' 264 '255' 253* 260 276' 2'" 299* 286' 271'

legrev.,

90 189" I19 189 10 185 179 179 187 193 195 194 !94
95 195i 197 195 189' 187 189' 195 197 205 2105 202 196
100 204' 210 208 196' 197# 206' 214 218 216 221 219 2N4'
10} 222' 234)' 227 216' 220' 232' 237 226 236' 249' 245' 225'
I 10 259* 266' 265 256' 259' 264' 265 263 278' 290 284" 263*

40 Dcgrc% N
kxl 199' 195 191 195 ,172 162 167 180 191 197 2NO 203

f95 203' 197 196 191 18I 182 192 199 203 2102 28 207'
100 2106' 207 .24)7 21 204 21. -22 212 211 217 222 -1'

.217' 225. 226 218 2K!2 247 246 225'* 226 241 241' 222'
110 248' 258" 263 262 274 285 276 256' 261' 276' 272' 2-5

S1 Degree% N
IM) 208" 202 it)2' 179 161 147 153 170 185 198 2
95 21(1' 2(X) 197" 191* 19W 173 184 194 1960 21 214 219"2_1)
1(1) 21(1 206' 2(39 21t. l 212* 219 221 211' 204* 20O 220' 2 2
105 215* 224* 231 237' 253* 265 255 224' 216' 228' 231 219
110 240" 259' 274' 2S4" 34', 313 -93 254' 2440 256' 253' 238'

N) Dkgrct' N
(X) 214 96'7 9 Il 159 144' 14* 159 177 197 211" 217

95 211' 2106 19. It).;. 181 1711 174' 181 188' 199 215' 222
.E) 214 21) 21* : 23 222 216' 23 145' 2o1 2,15 221
I0o 217' 22s' 24 ' 263' 27t*' 282' 258' 221 102' 20' 211. 215.
Ito 23" 7t') 21" 317' 343* "3061 .254) 223' 227' 211 227'

'4) 214 209 19. I183 16h2' 145' 141" 154I 173' 196, 212* 217
95; 216' 2(" 21105 197 I,411 171- 168' 170* 17' 195' 21-, 21t9'

1 . . .215' 21-.. 223'_ 24- 226' 212 It,3' 18V 193' 2 " 217'
105 215' 21* 256* 2s5' 14)2 2,5; ' 213* 1s-? 192' 1l "
I M 22' 261' 30' ) 44.' .71 (6 qI4' 241' itV IQ 1 9S 216'
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERFS

T.Ne 14-12 PftijA- iN m'l 90 to 110km In lw dcimal pow on t*e ngh o( the t da giti and nmultpl) b, 101

km Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec N

0 Degree N

90 197 200 206 212 213 208 197 200 "06 212 213 208 -3
95 803 8550 903' 9200 887' 853' 803 855" 903' 920" 87' 853* -4 .

100 350 3950 4190 416"' 379' 360* 31 3950 419" 416" 379* 360' -4
105 168 199" 23" 202* 1720 162' IMo 199" 213" 202* 172' 162' -4
Ito 090 113' 122' 112" 091' 084* 090 113" 1220 112" 091" 084' -4

10 Degrees N

90 194 188' 191 206 214 20 198 214 230 228 216 204 -3
95 079' 080' 081 088 090'. 085 081 093 101' 099' 090 083 -3

100 345* 364' 37 P 386' 379' 362' 357 421 480* 462' 395 353 -4
105 164" 182' 183" 182' 172' 164' 170 213' 246* 230* 184" 161' -4
I0 08W l01' 104' 0980 088' 084* 090 117' 1410 130' 100' 085* -4 4
20 Degrees N
90 1870 188 191 213 215 201, 191 214 236 233 212 199 -.
95 077' 080 080 090' 090' 083 079 090 104' 102" 089 081 -3
100 338' 362 362 386* 382' 361' 354 4120 487' 4800 405 353' -4
105 160' 178& 175' 178' 175' 167' 168 199' 247' 2420 195' 161' -4
110 086' 096* 096* 093' 089' 087' 089 :09" 1380 137' 109' 087' -4

D30 egree N

90 184' 187 188 212 199 183 170 189 200 202 192 194 -3
95 778' 784 789 873' 819 737' 688 796 872 876 826 822 -4

100 35* 357 354 380' 351s 327' 317 359 404 41'3 384 368' -4
105 163. Il' 169 172' 163* I.56. 153 171 1990 207' 192' 173' -4
10 084' 091' 089 'W 084' 0840' 083 090 107' 116' 106' 091* -4

40 Degre N

90 190' 191 187 198 181 156 145 158 166' 172 175 191 -3
95 833* 814 785 813 700 377 569 660 721 751 771 849* -4
100 379' 36 3S4 359 30? 260 .62 301 328 343 .65 393' -4
1,5 177' 174 167 165 145 1 132 145' 158" 172 183' 188" -4
110 89- 908' 885 858 784 719 725 748' 523' 928' 988' 962* -5

50 Degree-. N

90 191' 192 191 ' 1920 169' 141 131 140 150 158 169 185 -3
95 873* 843' 804* 769' 619' 480 479 567 633' 694 772 867* -4 •

100 401' 377' .365 .348' 276' 214 218 255' 280' 310 364' 412' -4
105 190' 179' 174' 1670 135' 108 1I0 122' 131s 151' 180' 210' -4
110 939' 929" 93 -  923' 785' 640 626 6?9' 656' 778' 933' 992' -5

~60 Degree-%N

90 174 175 18?2 184' 170' 1450 131 131 '153 169 178' 179 -3
.130 792' 78*'754' 622* 489* 458' 504 619' 737 8190 841 -4

100 ?7ft 359' 355' 41' .28')* 216" 198' 216' 265' 325 386' 405 -4
105 181' 1740 177" 176" 145' .|2* 101' ' 102' | 190 150 184o 195 -- 4
I t0 08)' 090' 0199' 102' 089* 069' 058' 052' )56O 0721 091' 1195' -4

14-3s -::
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CHAPTER 14

km L"~ Feb Mar Apr May Jn ul Ag C 00 Nv D- N

70 Decgrees N t

90 13M 133 146" 158' 1700 1520 1350 l38 164' 1700 1760 162 -3
95 646' 6(E)' 645" 6580 6491 5260 456" 48Y'P 6390 735' 8110 764' -4
Im ) ?4I 2,78. ,98' 315' 2 92' 230' 191' 1990 261' 316'* 372' 3161' -4

10, 'S' 1350 153" 164' 16j2* 1240 048"' 091 1104 139' 174' 172' __4
070'- 071'08' ()9- 90 1(X) 077' 056' (MS' 048' (Xii' 081' 092' 4

Matkikng it c ks Ic, hin 1%,, .r,ints .ithin Am~u ow fnh ind Its Jkg Ijittit!
VAJUe. q~pt i, hN ti-I~ Jj% ,I cadi "nth

14.2-2.4 Reference Atlmosphere. Above 120 km. Thesec The mode-ls describied in this sectioni include both lorig and
atnosheires, are based on a reprt hv Jacchia 119711 Pre- shioiotermi solar acttsus effects and diurnal, hut not semi-
v iou% thermo~sbncs mowdl that assumed a single. constant diurnal. variati,)ns. Atmospheric es~ponse to storms Is rep-
set of hotand;. condition% at 120 km did mat acur .-' rescnted In' tctm% of Kp. the 3-h gcomagetic: planetary
represent variations in pnroiie% in the altitude regiot 12) indt-N This pr4?it ide reasonable representation of the re-
to IM4) km. Tot attempt to remedy this problem. Jacchia sp-*s!,c to ost( itms% but 11ot all For example the Auroral
lowered the boundirN to IM Ikm where it is. known'that there Electiopti IAI index is better for high latitude respoxnse.
is an approximate isopcnc Iconstant denity liver. al- both bcause it prmis ides a betiter measure of the c-hange in C
though the temperature shows important variations. In his cnergy input in that tr-,gion. and because of its much %malleri
* modls, all temperature profile% %tart from a constant , a.u, time resolution Ujnfortunately. values of the AE index are

183 K at sNJ km. Hfe did not print out the model value, not alw ass asailable
below I IIIkm in order to disregard the less accutate region The aserage semi-annual 5Jr I atioil is reasonably mod- .

The allw ~ ar themao h es f saatin o prp- led, but it must be pointed out that the amplitudc of this
crtic-% tot the theirmosphre: effect. whose cause Is not coinrilteh ,r~~tvd varies9.

I . Variations with the solar cycle fromn .. 'car ito year *rtic '.::,j t~tudi.,.A varntton% of .nle
2, Variations% with daily changes in solIar activ.ity tow -r thermospherv art: not rtuit*YJ. cxi~qpt fair an emrical
3. Diurnal and semidiurnal 'iAratiovn- e-:prc%ion flor density but rit tcnlp, iatu c nange... ('ham
4 Atima.henc: resrxinsc tv storms of various kinds p-on 1COESA, 19661 developed alimited set of rvodel for-
5 Semi-annual -sanation this po.rtion of the atmosphere. but t'jrther moideling effort%
6, Seasoinal-latitudinal variations of the lower ther- base been delay.ed becauwe oif a lack of information oin the

mosriherer ssstematiC variation% of' this part of the atmosphere. At-
7. Etfcis of large scale circulation temp- have been made to mnodel empirically some of the
9 Fluctuation- ass&oiated with grav ity waves% effect% of large scale circulation which prn'arily affec~t the e

14 4."
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T-tk 14 1 A fk m't IN) to III) km ln%.c tk .'al pnt tm the ringht ot th thre digit% and multiply by 10N
.

km Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Scp Oct Nov Dec N

0 Igrcc0 N
91) 370 3W .361 368 384 384 370 360 361 368 384 384 -8

95 148 147" 153" 159" 163" 1600 148 147" 153' 159' 163" 160" -8

lEM) 594 6110' 6440 6730 663* 636" 580 610" 644* 673* 663* 636* -9

l05 242 264* 279* 2)2* 262' 252' 242 264* 279* 282 *  262' 252* -9

IlI) 118 125" 131' 126" Iii* 106' 1084 125" 131' 126" I1'1" 106' -9

10 lcgrcc% N
4x) '65 A41 * 45 16w 383 380 370' 384 403 396 390 378 -8

95 146 " 14.0 144) i57 166" 158 1414 161 169' 169' 162 156 -8

Ill 574" 571" 591' 648' 670" 633* 591 658* 721' 719' 668 617 -9 -'

i(., 236- 246' 249* 265* 266* 256* 247 287' 318" 311)' 2t0* 244* -9

1I) 106' 114" 117" 116' 112" l 1o* 112 133' 151' 142" 116' 103' -9 .-

N) lkgrvce N ,

91) 3-' * 3.!7 354) 382 390 372 358 39) 417 409 386 36 -8

945 139' ;39 142 1630 166" 152 '142 158 174' 170' 156 1.49 -8

IIW) 5Ws' 574 583 669* 665* 616" 581 659' 741" 731' 651' 605' -9

1(15 234' 2490 247" 269' 270' 252* 245 '281' 332' 322' 272* 239* -9

1I0 1040 114" 114" 115' 115' 113' 113 129*  0" .4' ,0 125 *  106" '-9

.31) IDcgrrcc, N
w) 33" .142 .145 388 375 355 329 351 361 .361 345 347 -8

95 138' 137 139 159" 151 1.4' !22 39 147 147 141 145 -8

I*X1 571- 574 574 654' 602' 535' 50 583 633 631 593 609' -9

105 244 . 247' , 248 265* 246' 224 215 '252 280' 276" 260* 256' -9

110 1417" 113' IIl) 114' 107" 111 103 112 127" 132' 123' 114' -9

)1 I)tkgre N
ll 333" 41 340 373 .416 335 412 305 .302 303 3114 327 -.

*95 I' 142 138 147 131 109 102 114 122 12H 128 141 -8

I(N) 622 *  59' 5178 603 511) 412 399 479 526 534 555 627* -9

1115 271' 257" 247 253 210 171 178 214' 233* 217 252* 281' -9

110 11)" 116" '110 118 094 083 086 096*' 104 110' 119' 126' -9

I)t-igr- N•

91; 32(1 34 .6' 374' 365" 333 N"7 287 282 277 283 302 -8

95 '143* 145' 141' 139 119" 096 (M) 101 IIl* 119 124 136* - 8

IINI M45 611' 581V 541 439* 3.30 333 408' 464' 502 5590 633' - 9

l05 294' 2"6 251' 234' 178' 136 143 182' 202' 220' 259* 105' -9

1!I) 128' II 112 1 17 05' 067 071) 0810 0)88' I00* 121' 1370 -9

611 Ik'rcc N '"

W0 2X3 295 323' 353' 372* 350" 314 2913 3 ) 298 294* 286 8,

4 5 IAI I.;3% 136' 13'' 119' 0'(* M1, (1 96 113" 128 131' 131 - 8

I1() 593-  57,' 559" 522' 42-1 328' 3!1) 3W01 450)*  546 (06' 619 - 9 o.'

115 27' "54' 241" 223"' 1' 1 3"  I '* 134' 96* 234' 282* 3102' 1) 1

I 10 124' 114" I1 '10)6 0 5' 066* 1)62' (06x' Ox3' If"', 129' ,137'

711 lD'r'ccs N

WNI 225 222 255* 30111 365' .65" 332* 421 3291 302* 288' 26 8

4 13 1 09 1"  H08' I 10 122" 105' 041' I0'N 1231 131' 132* 120. -8
Il -I'4' -' 42I' -1-o' 42 345 3*5 349' 479' 553" NQ 563'

I!! 24' 15'1 21,1 2' ' l7X* 1-)1 12' 142 197' 241" 281' 27 2 - 9

IIio It1) 08SW 4 IA 15' 0 ' 161 018' 0)62' 080' 101" ,125' 124' 9

I,-, th., !-.&-lt, I- no,. 0' thmr A.olot ,om- ms-tfl indI I ll fik k t~~

0.% 1<. orpi , h , lr , i o s ,, ol .u h no,ornt,
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CHAPTER 14

composition of zhe thermosphere. For example, the %trong where TL) iF the maximum daily temperature and TN is the
increase in helium concentration above the winter pbie (the minimum daily temperature. R is a coefficitnt with a value
helium winter bulge) is a result of large scale circulation, of approximately 0.3.

which causes preferential trai.sptwrt of lighter constituents
away fromn the summer hemisphere. Density and compo- =1/2 b..
sition fluctuations caused by gravity waves ar, not modeird.

The tables in this section are given with the exospheric 0 1/2 1,6 + 8"I
temperature as the defining parameter. To determine the
exospheric temperature for a particular rime and location where b li the latitude and 8, is the sun's declination. A
the following equations are used. The temperature Tc is the value of 2.2 can be used for m. i n

global night-time minimum of the exospherc temperature c rd b v eotIh exoispheric eprt-,iin
when Kp is zero.

AT. = 18 Kp +4 0.08 expKp. 010)
T = 379 + 3.24 F,, + 1.3 IF,(, 7 Flo 7) (14.18)

Formulas to give the exospheric temperature at any time of
wher F,.~ i inunit of10 N m z ' Thediuial day. to ,nclude the effect of the semi-annual variation, and
var'.tin oftheexopherc tmpeatur ca hereprserted to include the winter helium bulge are given in the reference

byato oftecopiactmciur a erprsne Jchia. 19711.
Table 14-14 contains model values of kinetic tempera-

ture, logaithms of the concentrations of N2 , 02. 0. Ar,
TD T, 0I + R cos'Tmi41) He. and H. mean molecular weight, and density mfunction,

(14.19) of altitude for exospheric temperatures ranging %rm 300 to
,, T, 0I + R %ir.10). 1600 K.'

TA*c 14- k- Siujrphn tenmpcrAture, dems"I ad com-,xj)iox as functkvis of height and cxo4.p*ec temperature[I

Heigh, Temp LogNIN,) l.ogN(02 1 LogN(O) LogNIAr) LogN(HE) LogN(H) Mean Density
km K mn M' 3 m-3 1111 M-. Mol Wt kg/m-'

Exosphenc Temperature =50) K
120 267.1 17.536 16.672 17.169 15.073 :3.579 25.10 2.25E -08
1310 32&.3 16.981 16051 16.814 14,320 13.457 23.74 6.80E -09
1410 378.8 16.531 15.5,45 16.5310 13.704 03 363 . 22.51 2.67E -09
150 411.9 16.149 1-5.114 16.296 13.174 13.291 21.39 1.25E-09
1.60 433.1 1.804W 14,723 16.089 12.691 11.231 20.40 6.51E- 10

180 457.7 15.170 '14.002 15.717 11.798 13.29 .18.78 2.13E - 10
200 471.4 14.576 1.3.325 ' 15,372 10.956 13.038 .17.62 8.13E - I I

2-10 488 I 13.169 11.721 14.562 8.956 12.830 15.79 1.05E -l I I
300 494.6 11.823 10).184 13.791 7.039 12.635 13.30 1. 72E - 12
3,50 497.3 10.512 8.686 13.041 12.446 8.33 3.29E - 13
4W0 498.5 9.2-26 7.218 12.306 12.262 3.82 8. IOE -14

500 499.5 6718 10.8-13 11.903 12.860 1.44 1I.94E -14
61X) 4998 9.484 11.555 12.772 1.19 1. 24E - 14
goo 499.9 6.822 .10.889 12.604 1.06 7.24E - I5

l(XX) 500.0 10.260 12.445 1.03 4.79E -l5
1 CO) 500.0 8.827 12.084 1.01 2.04E - 15
2(0W) 5000 7.565 11.767 1.01 9.78E -16

Exospheric Temperature =600 K

10 285.2 17 549 16 690 17.165 15.103 13.567 .2-5.21 2.30E -08
130 359.6 17,018 16.099 16.818 14.389 13.443 23.98 7.29E - 09
140) 42.3.6 16 597 15.627 16.547 13.817 13.349 22.87 3.OOE - 09
150 468.4 In 240 15 232 16.329 13,36 13-279 21.89 L4E - 09

160 498,6 15.937 14 883 16.140 12.906 13.221 20.99 8. IOE - 10
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

Table 14-14. (Wcinued)

Height Temp LogNfN,) LogN(O) LogN(O) LogN(Ar) LogN(IHE) LogN(H) Mean Density
km K m- m -  m- -  M m- -  Mol Wt kg/m'

180 534.9 ".381 .14.251 15.809 12.127 13.127 19.49 2.93E- 10
200 555.8 1 .869 13.670 15.510 11.404 13.046 18.35 !.23E- 10

250 581.6 13.676 12.310 14.820 9.711 12.866 16.67 1.99E - 1 I
300 591.6 12.546 11.021 14.171 8.103 12.701 15.72 4.15E - 12
350 595.8 11.450 9.769 13.544 6.54: 12.543 14.41 9.69E- 13

400 597.7 10.377 8.543 12.931 12.389 11.79 2.46E- 13
500 599.2 8.285 6.154 11.735 12.090 12.126 4.81 2.49E- 14,
600 5996 6.257 10.577 11.800 12.053 2.37 7.08E - 15
800 599.9 8.359 11.245 11.913 1.54 2.54E - 15

1000 600.0 6.262 10.720 11.780 1.25 1.36E- 15
1500 600.0 9.525 11.484 1.04 5.27E- 16
2000 6001.0 8.474 11.215 1.01 2.76E - 16

Exospheric Temperature = "00 K

120 300.5 17.559 16.705 17.161 15.126 13.558 25.29 2.35E-08
130 386.2 17.046 16'.134 '16.821 14.440 13.433 24.15 7.67E-09
140 462.0 16.644 15.686 16.558, 13,900 13.338 23.14 3.27E -09
150 518.2 16.315 15.317 16349 13.452 13.267 22.24 1.67E- 09
160 557.8 16.029 14.995 16.172 13.058 13.211 21.43 9.46E- 10 r

180 607.5 15.526 14.426 15.869 12.357 13.122 20.03 3.67E - I0
200 636.8 15.072 13.910 15601 11.718 13.047 18.92 1.65E - 10

250 673.5 14.030 12.723 14.995 10.242 12.886 17.15- 3.16E - II
300 6880. 13.054 11.610 14.434 8.854 12.742 16.24 7.80E- 12
350 694.0 12.111 10.533 13.894 7.511 12.606 15.53 2. "YE- 12

400 696.8 11.189 9.481 13.367 6.198 12.473 14.50 6.46E- 13
500 698.8 9.395 7.431 12,3. 12.216 11.559 10.02 6.99E- 14
60 699.5 7.656 11,348 11 968 11.4% 5.19 1.26E- 14
800 699.8 9.446 11.492 11.376 2.77 2.54E - 15

1000 f 99.9 7,649 11.042 11.163 2.13 1.04E- 15
15(K) 71X).O 10.018 11.005 1.29 2.39E- 16
2()(X) 700.0 9.117 10.778 1.07 1.09E- 16

Exo phcric Temperature = 8X) K

120 313.5 .17.567 16.7i6 17.158 15.145 13.550 25.35 2.39E- 08
130 408.8 17.067 16.162 16.823 14.481 13.424 24.28 7.99E--09
140 .95.1 16.680 15.731 16-566 13.964 13.329 23.35 3.50E-09
150 562.1 16366 15.380 16.363 13.539 13.258 22.32 1.82E-09
I60 611.3 16.096 15.078 16.194 13.171 13.202 21.77 1.06E-09

lW) 675.4 15.632 14.553 15910 12.526 13. 115 2C.46 4.34E- 10
2(0) 714.4 15.21 14.084 15.664 11.948 13.044 19.39 2.06E- 10

250 7640! 14.288 13.026 15.120 10.633 12.897 17.57 4-46E -- II
3(K) 783.7 13.427 12.043 14.623 9.410 12.769 16.59 1,25E- I I
350 791.9 12.598 11.098 14.148 8.230 12.648 15.96 3.96E,-- 12
4(0X 795.6 11.791 , 10-175 13,686 7.079 12.532 15.13 1.34EF- 11

5X) 798.4 10.219 8.381 12,788 12.307 11.108 12.86 1.77E - 13
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CHAPTER 14
Table 14-14 IContinued) L

Height Temp LogN(N 2) LogN(0 2) LooN(O) LogN(Ar) LogN(HE) LogN(H) Mean Density
km K m-  m-  m-I3  m- 3  m3  m- 3  Mol Wt kg/m

Exospheric Temperature = 800 K

600 799.3 8.697 6.642 11.918 12.089 11.053 8.43 3.04E- 14 ,
800 799.8 10.254 11.673 10.948 3.92 3.75E- 15

1000 799.9 8.681 11.279 10.849 3.22 1.39E- 15
1500 800 10.383 10.623 2.10 2.31E-16
2000 800.0 9.594 10.425 1.39 7.06E- 17

Exospheric Temperature = 900 K
120 324.7 17.574 16.726 17.156 15.160 13.544 25.41 2.41E-08 -
130 428.4 17.084 16.184 16.825 14.513 13.417 24.39 6.25E-09 ,'.'-u:
140 523.9 16.708 15.766 16.572 14.013 13.321 23.51 3.68E-09,"
150 600.9 16.404 15.428 16.373 13.606 13.249 22.73 1.95E -09
160' 659.6 16.147 15.140 16.209 13.257 13.193 22.03 1.16E-09

180 738.9 15.710 14.648 15.938 12.654 13.107 20.81 4.93E- 10
200 788.5 15.328 14.216 15.708 12.122 13.039 19.79 2.44E- 10

250 852.9 14.483 13.255 13.211 10.931 12.902 17.97 5.83E- i I
300 878.6 13.710 12.374 14.764 9.835 12.786 16.91 1.80E- 11
350 889.3 12.971 11.530 14.339 8.783 12.678 16.26 6.29E- 12

400 894.2 12.251 10.769 13.927 7.758 12.574 15.74 2.36E- 12
500 897.9 10.853 9.112 .13.128 12.373 10.741 14.22 3.76E- 13
600 899.0 9.500 7.566 12.355 12.179 10.692 11.08 7.04E - 14
800 899.7 6.910 10.876 11.809 10.599 5.03 6.35E- 15

1000 899.9 9.478 11.459 10.511 3.81 2.05E - 15
1500 900.0 6.294 10.663 10.310 3.08 3.40E- 16
2000 900.0 9.962 10.133 2.21 8.36E- 17

Exospheric Temperature = I000 K

120 334.5 17.579 16.733 17.154 15.172 13.539 25.45 2.44E- 08
130 445.4 17.098 16.202 16.826 14.539 13.411 24.48 8.47E-09
140 549.0 .16.730 15.794 16.577 14.053 13.315 23.64 3.84E-09
15( 635.2 16.435 15.467 16.381 13.660 13.242 22.91 2.06E- 09
160 703.1 16.187 15.189 16.220 13.325 13.186 22.25 1.24E- 09

180 798.1 15.770 14.721 15.959 12.755 13.100 21.10 5.44E- 10
200 859.3 15.413 14.317 15,.741 12.258 13.034 20.13 2.78E- 10

250 940.2 14.634 1.3.434, 15.279 11.164 12.904 18.33 7.21E- I I
300 972.8 13.932 12.633 14.872 10.169 12.796 17.21 2.AOE- I I
350 986.5 13.263 11.871 14.488 9..219 12.698 16.52 9.09E- 12

400 992.6 12.614 11.130 14.116 8.L294 12.604 16.02 3.69E- '12
500 997.3 11.355 9.692 13.396 6.499 12.423 10.438 14.94 6.89E - 13
600 998.8 10.137 8.300 12.699 12.249 10.393 12.85 1.45E- 13
800 999.6 7.805 11.368 11.915 10.309 6.55 1.17-14 ,

10(X) 999.9 10.109 11.601 10.229 4.24 3.02E - 15
1500 1000.0 7.244 10.884 10.049 3.62 5.28E- 16 ", a
2000 1000.0 10.253 9.890 3.10 1.32E- 16
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STANDARD AND REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES

rabic 14-14. (Continued) -4.

Height Temp LogN(N2 ) LogN(O 2) LogN(O) LogN(Ar) LogN(HE) LogN(H) Mean Density

km' K m- 3 m- 3  m- 3  m- 3  m- 3  m-1 Mol Wt kg/m3

Exospher.' Temperature = 1200 K

120 350.9 17.587 16.745 17.150 15.1)2 13.530 25.52 2.48E-08
130 473.8 17.119 16.229 16.827 14.580 13.401 24.61 8.82E -09

140 591.1 16.7o4 15.837 16.583 14.115 13.304 23.84 4.09E - 09 i.

150 693.3 16.481 15.524 16.391 13.741 13.231 22.17 2.24E-09

160 778.3 16.245 15.262 16.235 13.426 13.173 22.57 1.37E-09

180 905.0 15.857 14.828 15.985 12. 901 13.087 21.54 6.28E- 10

200 991.4 15.533 14.463 15.783 12.455 13.021 20.65 3.36E- 10

250 1110.3 14.851 13.691 15.373 11.504 12.901 18.95 9.84E- I I

300 1159.1 14.253 13.011 15,023 10.659 12.806 17.79 3.70E- I I
350 1179.6 13.691 12.370 14.699 9.860 12.722 17.01 1.57E- 1 L

400 1188.9 13.147 11.750 14.387 9.087 12.643 16.47 7.19E- 12

500 1195.9 12.096 10.549 13.785 7.589 12.491 9.966 15.67 1.70E- 12

600 1198.2 11.080 9.388 13.205 6.140 12.346 9.929 14.62 4.46E - 13

800 1199.4 9.136 7.169 12.095 12.063 9.858 10.17 4.09E -'14

1000 1199.8 7.300 11.046 11.806 9.792 5.74 7.21E- 15
1500 1200.0 . 8.658 11.208 9.642 3.96 1.09E- 15

2000 1200.0 6.557 10.682 9.509 3.82 3.25E- 16

Exozpheric Temperature 1400 K

120 364.1 17.593 16.754 17.147 15.207 13 523 25.57 2.51E-08

130 496.8 17.134 16.250 16.827 14.611 13.393 24.71 9. iOE-09 zw:: 7

140, 625.2 16.789 15.869 16.587 14.160 13.296 23.99 4.29E- 09

150 740.8 16.514 15.566 16.398 13.800 13.222 23.36 2.38E-09

160 841.0 16.286 15.313 , 16.245 13.498 13.163 22.81 1.48E-09

180 998.5 15.916 14.901 16.001 13.003 13.075 21.86 6.93E- 10
200 1111.9 15.613 14.562 15.809 12.591 13.009 21.05 3.82E- 10

250 1274.4 14.998 13.867 15.431 11.738 12.893 19.45 .1.22E- 10
300 1342.6 14.473 13.271 15.122 10.999 12.807 18.30 5.00E- I I
350 1371.4 13.986 12.716 14.840 10.309 12.733 17.48 2.32E- II

400 1384.4 13.518 12.182 14.571 9.643 12.664 16.89 1.15E- II

500 1394.3 12.614 11.151 14.054 8.356 12.534 9.621 16.09 3.23E-I1'2
600 1397.4 11.743 10.155 13.555 7.113 12.409 9.588 15.39 9.98E- 13

800 1399.2 10.077 8.252 12.6,33 12.171 9.528 12.79 1.17E- 13

1000 .1399.7 8.503 6.454 11.704 11.946 9.471 8.37 1.93E- 14

1500 1399.9 9.658 11.434 9.342 4.18 1.93E- 15
2000 1400.0 7.856 10.983 . 9.229 3.96 6.44E- 16

Exospheric Temperature = 1600 K

120 375.4 17.598 16.762 17.144 15.219 13.518 25.62 2.53E- 08

130 516.4 17.1,17 16.266 16.827 14.635 13.387 24.79 9.32E- 09

140 654.1 16.808 15.894 16.590 14.196 13.290 24.10 4.45F- 09

150 781.1 16.540 15.598 16,404 13.346 13.215 23.51 2.50E- 09

160 894.6 16.318 15.353 16.252 13.554 13.155 23.00 1.56E-09
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CHAPTER 14

Table 14-14. (Coninued)

Height Temp Log(N(N 2) Log(N(O 2) Log(N(O) Log(N(A) Log(NHE) Log(N(H) Man Density
km K /m") A 3 ) /m3) /m3) /m.1) /ml) Mol Wt kg/m

I F) 1081 3 15.960 14.955 16.012 13.080 13.065 22.11 .,. E-- 10
200 1222.4 15.672 14.65 15.825 12.692 12.998 21.36 4.20E-.10

250 1433.1 15.103 13.995 15.470 11.910 12.884 19.87 1.43E- 10

300 1523.5 14.633 13.461 15.190 11.250 12.904 13.75 6.27E-II % ,
350 1561.9 14.201 12.97( 14.939 10.640 12.737 17.91 3.IOE- 1!

400 1579.2 13.79) 12.500 14.702 10.055 12.676 17.28 1.64E- I I
500 1592.4 12.997 11 596 14.248 8.926 12.561 9.361 16.43 5.21E- 12
600 1596.5 12.234 16.724 13.8i1 7.838 12.452 9.333 !5.S2 1.82E- 12
800 1599.0 10.776 9.059 12.978 12.243 9.280 14.21 2.67E- 13

1000 1599.6 9398 7.485 12.192 12.046 9.230 11.01 4.88E - 14
150C 1599.9 6.263 10.401 11.598 9.117 4.71 3.30E- 15
2000 3600.0 8.824 11.204 9.018 4.03 1.08E-15

*

M.
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Chapter 15

ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY,
AND PRESSURE

Section 15.1 !.!. Gringorten, A.J. Kantor, Y. izumi, and P.I. Tattelman
Section 15.2 A.J. Kantor iind A.E. Cole,
Section 15.3 A.J. Kantor and A.E. Cole

The three physical properties of the earth's atmosphere. 15.1.1 Energy Supply and Transformation
temperatire T. density p. and pr-ssure P are r.!ated by the
ideal' gas law P = p TR where R is "',wn as the gas The prime source of energy that produces and maintains
constant for air. Except for the one thousandth of I q of the atmospheric motions and the spatial and temporal variations
atmosphere by mass above 80 km. various gases comprise of meteorological elements is the solar radiation intercepted
the atmosphere in es:.cntially constant proportions. The prin- by the earth. In comparison with slai radiation, other en-
cipal exception is water vapor discussed in Chapters 16 and ergy sources such as heat from the interior of the earth.
21. radiation from other celestial bodies, or the tidal forces of

the mxon and sun are pr.ctically negligible. Manmade sources,
such as the heat island of a city. can be neglected although
their by-products. such as the increasing amounts ot carbon

15.1 THERMAL PROPERTIES, SURFACE dioxide in' the atmosphere. have been subjected to int nse
TO 90 KM scrutiny in recent years with respect to heat balance and

climatic trends.
In the following sections the units of measurement are The rate at which solar energy is received on a plane

* metric. Abbreviations are used whenever quantitative mea- surface perpendicular to the incident radiation outside of the
* sures are presented. The temperature is in degrees Kelvin atmosphere at the earth's mean distance from the sun is the

(K). density in kilograms per cubic meter (kg/m'), pressure solar constant; the approximate value used in this section
in millibar% (mb). time in seconds (s) or hours (h,. length is 2.0 Limin. or about 1400 W/m2 . (A detailed description
in centimeters (cm). meters (m) or kilometers (krn). and of the solar constant and its empirically determined value
speed in meters, per second (m/s) or kilometers per hour is given in Chapters I and 2. The rate at which direct solar
(kmn/h). The main unit of energy is the calorie (cal): energy is received on a unit horizontal plane at the earth's

surface or in the atmosphere above the earth's surface is
I cal = 4.1860 joules (J) called the insofttion. The planetary albefdo, which is. the

reflected radiation divided by the total incident solar radia-
= 1.163 x 10 ' watt-hour,, Wh). tibn. varies primarily with angle of incidence of the radia-

tion. the type of surface, and the amount of cloudiness. On
For energy per unit area an additional unit. the Langley (L). the average. 30o1 to 40% of the incident solar energy is
is introduced: reflected back to space by the cloud sut faces, the clear

atmosphere. the earth/air interface, and particles such as
I L= I cal/cm2  dust and ice crystals suspended in the atmosphere. The

= I 1.6? Wh/m-" , remaining 60'7 to 70% of the solar radiation is available asthe energy source for maintaining and driving atmospheric
= 41.84 kJ/m 2. processes.

Less than twenty years ago we could confidently coi-
The main unit of power is the wat. 1W). hut the unit of sider the earth and its surrounding atmosphere as a ,elf-
solar power per unit area is giin as Langleys per hour contained thermodinamic'system. Nomajorenerpychanges

-A (.'iH. In terms of the British "hermal Unit (B'IUW I in the ,ystem "Aithin the 50 to 1) year period of our cli-
L/,1 = '.6S6 BTU ft • h matological records, were apparent. Globall. there had been

4l



CHAPTER 15

no obvious systematic short-term change in (I) heating of point varies.during the earth*% rtation about its axis and

the earth's surface or the atmosphere. (2) the intensity of revolution about the sun. A consistent feature of this vari-
the atmospheric circulation, or (3) the balance between ation on a global wale is the driving force produced by
evaporation and precipitation. The processes affecti'ig the differential latitudinal s)lar heating of the earth's surface.
internal and latent heat and the mechanical energy within The reaction of the atmosphere to the solar driving force
the earth-atmosphere system had appeared virtually hal- on an hourly. a daily, or an annual basis is observed most
" anted easily in the temperature field at low Ic1%.

Over the past twenty years there has been much ago- The solar energy input varies according to season. lat-
nizing by many experts and authors over the possibility of, itude. orientation of terrain to the incident energy. soil struc-
climatic change. Since there have been changes in the cli- ture. all of which can ctaige the balance between the in-
mate throughout geological history. it is inevitable that there coming solar and sky radiaion (.hort wave) and the outgoing
will be long-term mnd large-wale changes in the future. Man- atmo,,phere-terrestrial radiation (long ware). The difference
produced local changes through the use of fossil fuels, de- bheien short-%ave and long-wave radiation i.; the net ra-
struction of forests and desertification, irrigation on one. diation. Locally. net radiation is decreased p.rimanlv by
hand and drainage of swamps on the other hand. urbani- atmospheric moisture (vapor and clouds. Evaporation of
zatiom and the intioduction of pollutants in the air all have ! l moisture diminishes by the latent heat required the por-
telling effects on local climate. The broader implications. tion of net radiation a'.ailable for heating air and soil at the
however. over large regions and over decades or centuries ground. The importance of moisture in establishing general
have bee-n the subject of many extensive and ongoing in- climatic zones is shown by comparing desert climat,-s with
vestigations by agencies worldwide with only one univer- adjacent climates at roughly the same latitude. Table 15-.
sally accepted conclusion. The carbon dioxide content of gives the effect of soil moisture on the heat budget of the
the atmosphere is increasing, which may lead to a global earth/air interface.
warming IWMO. 19791. The next 5 to 10 years might pro- Slopes facing south receive maximum solar energy. SlopLs
duce a vaiid prediction. facing west are u.ualiy warmer and drier than those facing

A consensus among climatologists on heating or cooling tast because the time of maximum insolation on a west
of large regions of the earth or changes in rait4all patterns slope is shifted to the afternoon when the general level of
in response to natural or manmade influences is lacking air temperature is higher than in the forenoon.
For this chapter the climate is considered to be stationary The energy balance of the' earth/air interface requires
stochastic. It is stochastic because there is much variability that net radiation equals the sum of heat fluxes into the air
in weather events ad condiions that can be fitted into and soil plus '.he heat equivalent of evaporation. In general.
probability distribution, assuming partially random pro- the maximum of heat flux into the soil precedes the maxi-
cs s. It is stationary because derived statistics or param- mum of heat flux into the air. The temperature maximum
eters. such as averages and standard deviations. are assumed at standard instrument height tabout 1.8 m) follows the
to be unchanging. Their true values are constant and are maximum of heat flux into the air by rougily one to two
be.it estimated by large samples. hours.

The main features of the global energy transformation
are summarized in a flow chart. Figure 15-1. .'som which
the relative importance of the major energy cycles within
the earth-atmosphere thermodynamic system can be deter- 15.1.2 Sturface Temperature
mined. The numerical data presented in this figure are useful
for various quantitative estimates. For example, if all energy 15.1.2.1 Official Station Temperature. The standard
inputs for the system ceased and rates of energy expenditure station temperature used in meteorology INWS. 19791 is
were maintained, the reservoir of mechanical energy (nio- measured by a thermometer ncl ,ed within a white-painted.
mentum) would be depleted in about 3 days. the reservoir louvered instrument shelteror Steensoa Screen: The sheltei
of latent heat (precipitahle water) in about 12 days. and the has a base about I m ( 1.7 to 2.0 m in Central Europe) above
reserv6ir of internal enerev (heat) in about 100 days. the ground and is mounted in an open field (close-cropped

Although an absolutely dry and motionless atmosphere grass surface) The standardized height of the thermometer
is conceivable, it is difficult to imagine an atmosphere at is about 1.8 rn. The shelter permits air circulation past the
zero degrees K. It is perhaps more ,ppropriate to interpret thermometer and is designed to exclude direct solar and
the above time intervals as fictitious cycles of turnover of terestial radiation. However. the shelter unavoidably ab-
the atmospheric properties. The relative magnitudes of these sorbs and radiates some heat energy which, although min-
life cycles show that, in comparison with rainfall and winds. imal. causes sone deviation of the thermometer reading

- temperature is the most conservative and will exhibit the from the -true- air temperature- On calm. sunny days the
relatively smalle.,t. and thus most regular. temporal and recorded daytime shelter temperature will normally be 0.5
spatial large-s,:ale variation, to I K higher than the free air temperature outside the shelter

The solar energy input into the atmosphere at any one at the same level. On calm. clear nights it wkill most likely
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100 -66
INCOMING SOLAR RADIATION REFLECTED SOLAR RADIATION OUTGOING TERRESTRIAL RADIATION
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46 42-24 FOR RE-RADIATION1
PROCESS OF PRODUCTION OF RE-RADIATION ATATMDFE TMPR UE

__EVAPORATION SENSIBLE HEAT INITIAL TEMPERATUREL AMDIFID EdER uR
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(BULD-P AD DCAYOF LARGE-SCALE HORIZONTAL PRESSURE &iFFERENCES)J

Figure 15-1 Global mean criergs cyclc. of the atmosiphere. All value' are relative to 100 units ot incoming %olar radiation, which average 350 Win2

or 1/4 (if the solar consiani. Itevsed from Lxttau. 1954al.,

be cooler by 0.5 K. Therefore, the thermometer should be 15.1.2.2 Daily Temperature. The official station tern-
artifcially Nentilated. Spatial variations of the ambient air perature taken every hour oin the hour reveals a fairly regular
tz-mpera ture. espeCiallh in th-- first meter above the ground. diurnal c~cle. Trhis is true des pite st.veral superimpesed
are dependent upon the t% pe of soil and ground cover. Ground phenomena such as frontal passages and thunderstorm%
effects decreatse with heterht and for this reason the inter- Isually there is a temperature maxtim in tmidafternon
national standard heig'hts of temperature measurement are and a temperature minimum near sunrise. The amplitude (it
a compromise hctseen suppressing ground-cover effects the diurna; cycle varies with location and season fromt a..
and maintaining case of access, little as I K to more than 17 K.
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LI*e 1i-I Sl-ia~ raiatimu. tin htmitontat planc. nethdation. and e'.*,mated constituents of heal bWdge at the athrair interface showing effectoi

ofi dilierence in viotl nmou'iur caused hv iai.'. before 9 Augusti and a .n spell before 7 Selmember 1951 lDas.ad.in and Ietta.. !9571

Mean Local Time 04h 06h 08h 10h 12h 14h i6h 18h 20h~

9 August I953*

Sh-~s~0 141 54 4 733 796 823 537 144 -

et-59 47 36 497 540 525 273 -13 - S
Flux into moil -44) 29 186 63 74 73 28 -65 -

Flux into air -l -1 81 158 176 190 64 -17 -

ticat of cevap. -8 97 276 290 262 18169

7 September 1953*0

Shon-,Aj% 0 54 441 7 65 870 735 407 44 0
Net -54 -32 .181 403 488 398 154 -69 -77
Flux into moill --44 -25 36 84 95 66 13 -29 -28
Flux Into all- -6 -6 98 230 303 299 114 -30 -39
Heat of % .ap. -4 - 1 47 89 90 33 .47 -10 -101

'Watc~n '.a .,si tiuf an oi to 1t) cm livecr, Amu Inl'; Act wc.ghl basts
*'%tcjn soil nuasture toil0 toa 11)cm Usecr. ahtmut 4%~ wl %%eight basis

The annual cycle ot dais inean temperature ranges from endures for several months of the year. the 24-h cycle is%
praectaall\ ,'ero near the equator to as much as 40 K in the minimal and the small diurnal variations are controlled pri-
tempevrate /one. As. an example. Figure 15-2 shows tem- manly by changing winds anld cloudin'ess. In summer. nearly
peratures at Hlanscom AFB. Mtas. The middle curve reveals all of the st lar energy is expended in melting ice, hence.
the annual c\-cle of the daily. mean temperature (actually the the maximumd tem~peratu~re seldom exceeds 273 K. Extra-
monthly mean is plotted I and show s an annual range of 25
K. The diurnal range given here by the difference between___________________
mean dail\ maximum and minimunm in Figure 15-2. is fairly
uniform throughout the year. averaging 12 K. 31

Su perimpaised oin both the diurnal and th't annual cycles
ot- temiperature are man\ influences including cloudiness,
precipitation. \% ind speced and direction, type ~f soil. ground 3001 e 4
cos er. and acraisnaii roughness of the terrain. In the
examiple of Figure 15-2. there is a range from the uppermost
V4 of the dailv maximum to the low',-rmost 1 "4 of the daily 290-
minimum that is 3 litime,, the mean diurnal cyc!e The stan- M .

dard desiation of' hourly temperature average% 5 K. The V;
rncfrom tlhe uprotI/(of the maximum temperature Cr280-

oft the hottest mionth to the lovwermost 114 of the minimum C

tepeatre(t hecodetmonth in Figure IS-2 is about 27
2 1'2 times. the mean annual cycle.

The Pattern of surface temperature varies with geo- 5

graphic location. This is illustrated by !h1e statistics of some 20
%%idel\ scattered stations and even hy the statistics of neigh-
borint' stations 1i'able 15-2). The annual mean temperature
is generall\ lime\t in the polar regions and highest in the 250 -.

equatorial belt. In addition, the mean temperature decreases
Peneralls Aith elevation. The diurnal range is greatest in
desert climates. and least in oceanic or maritime climates.
The mean annual rangze tend'. to h- greatest in temperate MONTH
climates and least in equatorial climates. Figure 15-2 Surface temperature at Han'.com AFB. Ma'.' throughout

In polar regions. where continuous darkness (daylight) teihc

15-4
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE

Tale 15-2 Tempcrum% ai %asu %wtm anr jthe ..iwt

Slean %lean Hottest Coldest
Annual Diurnal Anr.ual Mooith Ili Month V;

Eev, Mean Range kinge olI D3l1% tof D~aily
Statiori Ut Long m K K K %Lli;K Min K

Hanscomi AFB. Mass. 42'2h'N 71 '17WN 43 2K2.3 11 7 21.6 311I 247
Boston. Mass- 42'22'N 71'02'W 5 21,3.11 8 6 24.3
Blue Hill Ohs . Mass. 42'1 'N 7I 07'W 192 2X2.3 9.6 24.4
Nantucket. Mass. 41*15'N 70'(M'W 13 282.7 7.2 20.4-
Pittsfield. Mass. 42026'N 73018'W 357 280.2 11.4 .25.6.

*Worcester. Mass. 42*16'N 7IV52'W .101 2M1.2 9.5 25.4 *

Thl.Genad76'32'N 68'42'W 59 261.8 6. 19 2149 2;1
*Eielsoni AFB. Alaska 64'41'N 147 005' 170 270.2 10.8 39.6 A413 224

Keflavik, L.eland 63058'N 226.16'W 50 278.1 4.4 . 11.2. 291' 258
GoseBy.Ne oudln 5*1' N25W4) 2732 8 9.2 30.6 N11723

Goen Berany. on 531'2N 13'261 44 2732 9.2 33.7 3107 234
JLimestone. Maine 46057'N 070531V 2340 276.9 4.4 29.4 , 3)m 241

ikBilling AFB. Wash. D.C. 38049'N 76'51"' 20 297.0 10.2 23.0 311 259
Scott AF B. Ill. 38'33*N 89051IW 138 286.1 6.2 26.3 311 250
Blytheville. Ark. 3558'N 89*57'W 81 278.4 6.8 17.9 312 255
Riverside. Calif. . 33'54'N I I7015'W 461 292.7 16.9 144 314 269
Tucson. Ari7.ona 32010'N 11l0053'W 809 289.4 1 h.7 190 316 267
Ft. Huachue'a. Arizona 3I1 25'N I I 0'20'W 1439 290.0 14.8 17 10 312 264
Dharain. Saudi Arabia . 26017'N 50109, E 22 299.8 11.8 19.8 321 276s
Wheeler. Hawaii 21029'N 15")02'W 256 295.8 7.5 4.0 30)5 283
Honolulu. Hawaii 2 1 20.N 15355 l - .9. . 4.2 38291i.Guam. Ptiillipines 13'29'N 144'414E 82 MY ). 1.7 1.7 314 W 297

* ,Diego Garcia Isand 07'18S'S .72024'E 2 300.7 3.9 2.4) 30)5 296
*Canton Island 02046'S 17 1 43'W 3 3MN. 7 1.2, 0.8 31)5 297

tropical regions characteristically have distinct diurnal and version. as much as 4 or 5 K. in the air w ithin several feet
rn ., annual cycles. These cycles arc superimposed over tern- of the ground.

perature variations caused by shifting air masses and frontal The induced temperature in military equipment espolsed
passages.. In tropical regions, the diurnal range ra rely ex- to the sun's heat w~ill v'at' greatly mAth physical properties

*ceeds 6K such as heat conductis ity. rellectiv th. capacit%. and type
Depending on circumstances and ground characteristics, of exptisure. Surface and internal temiperatures. such as arc

the surface air temperature could differ by several degrees induced in a boxcar, make the reading of the shelter ther-
over short distances ranging from a fe'meters to a feA miometer onl% the beguinningL of the engineering problem.
kilometers. Also, vertical temperature variations arc oh- Table 15-2 is only an initial tiuide to the effects, ft
served from a few millimeters above the ground to thc top various intluences on station temperature. lMetailed temper-
of the instrument shelter. On windy. cloudy days or nights. ature intortuation should bec obtained fromi the climatological
the diffeiences betN'een thermometer readings, within short record'of each station or of stations close bh%. The latter
distances of one another in either the horizontal or the ver- should be mioditied for the influences of terrain pros mity

* tical. will be minimal. In high temp'erature regimes. how- to water, and elevation.
ever, with a bright sun and light winds. the gro'und surface.

4especially if dry sand. can attain temperatures 17 to 33 K 5.1.2.3 Horizonta! Extent tor Surface Temperature.
higher than the free air. The temperature of air layers w ithin H -rscnale ifeecae isurancen t ratrcn loa iebth
a few centimeters of the surfac( will differ only slightly from large~saes ~te lsubne idtonlclitu
from the ground. but the decrease wiih height is rapid. The .ences. Weather disturbances such as cold andi warmn fronts.
temperature Vt 0.5 :o I rai above the ground \?.ill be only thunderstorms . and squall lines account for un'y stematic.

.J slightly warmer than' that observed in the instrument shelter chanceN in the hort/onral temperature gradient Nonuiniformn
at I or 1.5 m above the ground ConverselN, on calm, clear radiationjt heatint! ind coolinL tit the grouind also contribute
nights the ground radiation can produce a temperature in- to turbulent 1mi1i111. cloudiness, and \ertical mnotions in the
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CHAPTER 1S

H',montal Sciak Tcmperaturc Difierence-
ALasaI (tmnditiooni

%%cetlker trn% 16 to IMI 3 it)22
i~ul1it)w 14 to SWI 3 to 17

IThuntlcrt'ril% t) 24 3 it), 17
Blec/c, to 1.1 l I4 11j

It'uer trioph~lcre. remultine in %.ivm'gntl% chingint: 'tern- Itmer Ako. sornle 'pronouniccd hri/ontal fernlprature gri-.
* pratur%, it the surface, dients tx:,ur alone coi%tlirnc% in lempevrate latitudes. de to

liort/.wrt.il trxi'.p'nl It% air currents.. referred it' a'. ad- the c~ooling eiicd ol' coa'tal '.ea hree/e%.
%wicliq. is a Let, la.tor in*surtace tempferature dillcrene'... lllp4ieraturc% bvt~cen tuAo 'tatlon tbcorme

* Arvic-s.c a iI.tion %%ill brine both the relatisel, Olr% cold rnore indeptendn ol one another %itith increasIing distane
* ar..t:c air iiia".e and the rclal;~ei nioi'.t IAJIItni P picl,: air ffieure 15-31 ()te imidel c-urve f(pingorten., lt)i~l for fit-
* nva'.'c'. alternaft 1% to tht temperature /orne' Tbt * can pro- tint! the correlation coefficient li a%. a function tit distlance s.
* duce laree chanc' in the da~% nwian and the diiral range hcmeen '.tation'. I'. given h-,

ofl tenjtcraturc
'rabic 15V3 gives. e'.linate'. tit surface temp~erature dii- ) I ii

lfen1.e' o"er '.ar.inc hori/ontaI distance'. av..o.,ated u.ith Pc'
w .eerail kinds. ot %wither phenomena Lirge-4cale differ-
ect:" ire lreattcst in %%Intel due tio the miore s.ubstantial %%here

* diillerential heatine h% %olar radiat io n fronm cyoator tot pole
j and. conse~jucnttx . the rmore intcnse Iarc-sc;4~c motion of
I tk- atmosphere. In sunmer the north-south icr:,cnlt'.il olar t ,.2

* ins4'l;tion are much less, biut the general increase in the
amo( unt *d*i inolat i4on resuit, I itni iore thunidei sit irim and o ther %;here r is thc model p-arameter and is, in the sane units. a% %

ti-ahecijt,.L distance s. Th' aluec of r is. in fac.hdianeor
S%%tcrnatic difference% in the surface tenlperature he- %%hich the correlation coefficient is 0.99. For the curve in

Mseen ncithorinc, stationis arc du ito liveprime factorsI I I Fgure 15-3. 1 17.7 kil. While this curve could tfitted

* laradialiton. 42 i tOCOpe of ace structure andoil soil cox er
undcilsine the sI at io n'. t 3i [.roxii in it) the itderat ing

* intluen~eN oft large ss atcr IboIic. 141 elevation, and 15 i dit' 1
* ference in solar timec for stations that arc %ewcral hukndred '0

kilonicters apari. Somectimni, the topio~raph% pecrinw "itipols"
"Icl i odanlxaka vtmolmrhIn r -.

of ol ar i dai i s, I a ii h l~t'Itsscibasnsor ,*S
atI .Aio noinuifortm iu di stributio l tl %t alcr pi ur tild t~

Uclotudin;:s' %%ill res~tl in uineser. dlistrihution, oft short-%kasrk~
andi lonc,- as radiation and. coflsqtienik unes en cotOlinC 0
and hctt~n!c at the tiritcnc.osufctm

* A .'trikinL c~ltllple tit locaI itluicc onsraetr
ficratrc .94prlrcrad lent's I jouifl in the temperature co ntrasts he- _j S

t's ccn cit ies aI d thei surround intt- cou intr% s ide. T-he shehermn 2
el flee of hiuild ini> . the-r heait 'to rage. 0 r des0 ulc il

bustin. stil gc rain s' ater drt amcc. and rumis rem' Wa I all .

adt It) make the cir a relatee heat source thlus, the eit% -5
nightf\ nminium temperafiir oug,_ht he S to 14 K hiicher 80 -a 2O4GO0) t201O400 Q)05j y,'' 40

t han that of tirroundinv jihtirhbs As another esamupl&. in 2 40ANl 4 A'2-21

hilk or vmuntainous terratin dix- alles floor could have a h't*I3t k,'cttn.yycHIit.d;li~j CFjSrite1

diurii t literaturc ramp 2 -it) 4 linies as greal a'. thit o5cr ( ,Iwmiui. IHm ih; th oi i,., mic. thtl I S utifl, at

the peaks. xnd a telliperaltir- minhimit from 5; to 17 K Cd.;ld I'j4c rn Imik 4i
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE

the correlation coefficient decreases expontentiall> w ith di%- northerls latitudes during 'he winter mronths when the tern-
tance hetween stations for'the first few kilometers. ol sep- perature distribution% are substantiall'. bimodial. Thu% the
aration. Esentuill%. the corre~lation coef-ficient drop% it) lero straightforwaird methodi for determining the frequency di'.-
at distance 129r tinbutiori of hourly iniperature'. i% to k.bain a representative

In the United States the separation between weather %ample of ob'ersations- for each location and commute the
sttions. averages about IN4) kmi. with the exception of the disribution'. Estimates of the frtquenc% di'.tnbu:ion 4.nrn
eastern %tate'. when- it is 30) to XOt km. The root mean squatre such data can Ne made using the Blomrt 'ormuld given b>
difference of tecmperaiture'.. as, a functi.)n of the correlation

coefficient p betvcen two stations is approxim~ated h> T) 4 n,.4 _

rms~d s,2tl .l3

where tTi is the estimated cuniulati'.e probability of the
%%here s%,.i'. the standard de% iation of the hotirl% temperature temperature 1'. n, is the number of obs.ervations equal ft
(estimated as 5 K for flanscom AFHi For stations 154) km or k'.'. thin T. and N is the overall %ample size. Since.
apart. w ith Vp 0 91 tbquaiion 15, 1l. the- rmd should he reprcsentatise samiples of data are not easily obtained for
ipproximatel% 2 K .regions outside North America. an objective method has

been deseloped h% Tattelman and Kantor 1 19771 so that the
15124Runwas Temperture-.. Atairportsthedestred frL-qucnc% distributfion of surtace temperature can be esri-

length of the landing strip or runway is directly related ti' nated at all locations from data in climatic summaries that
air temperature. Any discrepanc%, thcrcfor. between free are available for most location% thr-oughout the world.
air temperature over runwajNs and shelter temperatures is Because the warmest temperature% in the world are found
important in estiblishlng Nate aircraft pa~ loads a.ad run%%a> at locatinl hr h otl en r ihadtema
len~gths. It had been thought. on days %%hen insolation 1% daily range is large. Tattelman et al. 119691 developed an
strong. that the free air temperature over airfield landing index using tlcse values. The index is expressed by
strirs is %ignifican'.lv hig'her than standard shelter tempekr-
ature over the surrounding grass'. areas. Results of ob'.er- I. +
vations. however. over four airstrip% I Ejterwood Airport.
Hearne Air Force Satellite Field and Bryan Air Force Base where 1. is the. w1arm temperature index. T is the m-onthly
in Texas. and an auxiliary nasal airstrip near floumna. 1,4u- mean. T__, is the mean dailv maximum. and T,,,, is the
isiana) have %Frown that the air be-Aeen 0) 3 anti 6 m ahose mean daily mininmum ternirature K - 273) for thewarmest
a landing .tik abut 0) 5 K cot.ler than inidic~atd b-% the month. I he in ex %P.as related to temperature occurring I Ili
shelter thermometer o% er adjacent .ra%%y areas The relaive 51 and 10)'4 of the time during thec warmest months at a
smoothness of the runw as surface is the ph> sical cause of number of locations; it appear% in the following regression
danime fHo% of air from grass to runw;ay. D~uring the tran- eutosf. siaigmnhyli.i~adl'-wr

sition from flow% over the rough grassy% surface the wkind temperature extremes ITattelman and Kari.or. 19771:
speeds up and entrains the cooler air immediately ahoise the
runuav. When a daytime equilibrium state is, established. 0',=t.6761. + 10.657. f,15. 6)
there will he a large lapse rate close it) the ground. This. is
the effect over both concrete and blacktop airstrips with T5  ,)7331L + 5.6R2. (15.7)
surrounding grass having only a slightly medif~ing effect. T,,,. 0. 76. 4 .(X)2 (1.8

In exceptional cases the free air temperature over the
runw ay exceeds the shelter tempevrature but by no more than hr
0 5 K Ahen averaged oser 10 mm. I K Ahen averjed ove khr T is the estimated temperature in I K - 273) occurrng

I. 5. and Itfi of the tufne. respectively. The same principleI min %with a dry soil en% ir-ormrent. and 0t 25 K ( 5-nun mean I cnbt ~ di)e~taecl eprt eetee.Tecl
with a swamnp environment. Thus the standard method car Ieue oetmt odtmeaueetee.Tecl
temperature measurement in a property exposed shelter olser temperature index i~s
grass provides a representative tempevrature for the esti-
mations of runwaj% length and aircraft payloads. 1, T - T,,. -,,). (15.9)

1.5.1.2.5 Temperature Extremes. A knowledge of the where 1, is the cold temperature index. T is the monthl>
occurrence of hot and cold temperature extremes, is implor. mean. T1.- Is the mean daily maximum, and T_ is the
tant fior the design of equipment and the seleoior. of material mca-n daily minimum tcnipcrature (K - 273) for the coldest
that w ilt be explosed to the natural environment The hourlv months. The corresilonding regression equations ITattelmanP
temperature observiions at mist locatiions are not normajl)' and Kantor. 19771 a -
distributed around the mean monthl' %alues fDepariures
from d normal distribution are largest in the templerate and T, 1  I.(AtlI 7.013. (15.10)
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L, = 0~I H" 3.050). i1s.1 ii No't extreme high lempreratur'% hale been recorded
I.02l -0.04 15.2) near the Itnngc% tit th,- de v. tit northern AtIrica .and -A ulh-

iV' = LX21, 0.7M. (512) %scter 1'S in %hallotm depre-%-n. %here rkk.% and %.and

reflect the '.un's heat. from al:de In the Sahara. the kj

Thi% lechniaque ha% lx-en ajed h%, Tattelman andi Kantor greatest c~trenae% hawe been recorded itmard the Meditcr-
11497ha.hI to map glohal teiniperaltire cxtremeic u%inae Ioca ranean coa'.t. lccevard of the hiountai,n% after the air has
tion'. tor %thich nionthlk clunatic tempevrature '.uimarie'. arc pa'.wtl imer the heated de'.er The higt.%t ternera!,.re on
a'. ailhlc Estmmage'. of the V, %%'t rm aund cold temx-,rature record k' 331 K at Al A/imaah. L.,h~a (32 32'N. 131T %.

extremie' tor the %orthern Ilema'.phcre are '.ho'.tn in Fiugure'. clo'ation 112 it). Northern Atrica and ea'.t-A'ard throughout 4.

15-4 and 15-5 mom. o I India i%. the hottes.t parn ill the %%orld. Large area-,

75 4
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20 

25 25
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Fiur P;5I'traueeufl fkle of the- time during the hottest moiont of the) ~er h ots io tt e and antor had a cr e peaueo

attaind Wibmate 31 Kniuh o then t. hK dor tnot 01 ofpei ' coeraphic reas oha 316em col include o the ntierinthe

Africa pex urened tma egreaterthn3I6K air than 322 oK the tm uh ates eua21l t 36r K inrc c ihn e3e2at io Ilio the n traIpii in
asrinfeof the hotinc duinthe hors-testmn oS thed %a the hotestnohand ipt to a at re) m. Sierathi of'
nrra assN i Lstraif land nSothr America hare emcetir~s 6130 K.n 5N 3hadI6F ls hn71 ncii
hat a substantial paiti o the tmea e uperoencet temprtut Gsateogruahic aras atrhest (cold and the ak Ic
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CHAPTER 15

than 760 m elevation). The generally accepted record low bility PT of tlie annual extreme temperature, it is equal to
temperature (excluding readings in Anarctica) is 205 K in I/(I-Pt) years. The re-um period is not to be confused with
Siberia. the planned lifeti,-w (n) of the equipment. Roughly speak- %

ing. the temperature with the 100-yr return period or the
15.1.2.6 Tie Gumbel Model. For equipment that is either annual 1% (P = .99) is approximately the 10% temper-
in continuous operation or is on standby status, tmereby ature of a 10-year planned life.
continuously exposed to all temperatures. the statistic of The Gumel distribution with a set of periodic extremes
interest is the extreme temperature that is likely to occur is the easiest model to use. but 'there are reservations in its .Y' '

during a full month, season. year, decade, or whatever application. Theoretkally the basic distribution, such as the
period is considered to be the useful lifetime of the equip- station temperature taken hourly, should be an exponential
ment. type. such as Pearson Type N! of Gaussian. However. this

Many extreme values have been estimated effectively condition may not be sufficient beciuse the record may not
by a model that has become known as the Gumbel distri- be long enough to make the annual extreme fit into a Gumbel
bution. Let us assume the annual highest temperature (T,) distribution. The Gumbel distribution Oz only the limiting
has been recorded for each of N ,ears (i = LN) with av- form over long times and may not be adequately reached .'" .
erage T and standard deviation s1. The Gumbel estimate of over short periods. It is advisable, therefore, to i 'st the data
the cumulative probability P- of the annual extreme high to determine if the Gumbel distribution is applicable. Figure
temperature iT is then 15-6 illustrates the use of special-purpose "Extreme Prob-

ability Paper" in which the cumulative probability PT is read
PT = expi -exp-y)I. (15.13) on the vertical axis to correspond to T on the horizontal

axis. Alongside the scale of PT is the scale of the reduced
where variate y. which is uniform on this paper. A Gumbel dis-

tribution appears as a sr;;;-t line. A"
+ tT - Let us sqppose a set of N extreme temperatures T, for

y = + T T,. (15.14) each of N years (i = I,N) is ordered from lowest to highest
S1 value. The cumulative probability of the ith lowest tem-.

where, to five decimal places perature since it is an extreme is best estimated by

= 0.57722 and (r, = 1.28255. (15.15)

(There are other estimates to the Gumbel distribution. This
one is preferred for its simplicity as well as degree of ac- 4 - _,.98
curacy.) The quantity y is referred to as the reduced variate.
If one is interested in the cold temperature. these formulas .7

hold with the T and T reversed in Equation (15.14). 3-- .90
If the lifetime of a piece of equipment is intended to be

n years. then the cumulative probability PT n) that the tem-
perature T will nt be exceeded in the n years is .8 -

'V.2-
PT(n) expl-exp -y + In n)l (15.16) -7 'a

where y is given by Equation ( 15.14). Assuming. for ex- -.
ample. that we want to estimate the temperature T that has 0 0
only a 10% probability or risk of being exceeded over n.3

years. %e set PTn equal to 0.9 in Equation (05. 16, and .,

solve Equation (15.16) for y obtaining % .,,

050

y = In n I n( - n P), t15,1"0) "1 17- 05

wich we in turn use in Equation (15.14) to obtain .00.

- ,( ~-2 __I
T = T + Y- '  (15.8) 300 305 310 315

TEMPERATURE, T %)
The retuirn period is a term sometimes used in a,,oci- igure 15-6 as Aniual hiL'hc,t tcnrvprature. Han,nolit t.s. Ma,,. . 21

atioll, with the etreme, In tcrr,!, of the cumulative proba- 1rkr.'d "afu",..t !,

15-10
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FiL'urc 15-6. h ioes tempieratures if 22 %~infer seasuns 11443 -1965t 0 40 81 21 1 S2 20 20

- -o. ~Figure 15.7 Yuma. Ari/ona iN.pical klV diurnal cycles when maximum
PT ____ (119)dail% Icmprcrarure equals or exceeds 317 K (based on

N, -, .12 1 961-,969data)-

rather than Equation (15.4). Now in the example of Figure
15-6a. we have the plot of' the annual highest temperatures The dewpoint has a median of 287 K with a small diurnal
of 21 years (1944 -1964 at Hanscom AFB. Mass.) ordered rangc. Relative humidity. consequcpntiy. has a large-ampli-
from lowest tv highest value and having cumulative prob- tude diurnal cvcle. Wind speed at anemometer levels of 6
ability estimate.; P, given by Equation ( 15.19). The mean to 8 m ab~sve ground averages approximately 4 m/s with
is T = 309 K and the standard deviation is s, =1.9 K. little diurnal ranve. Solar insolation, on the other hand. has
The solution of Equation 115. 141 gives, the straight line plot a large diurnal range w~th a maximum clear-sky value of
between v and T as showAn. Whether the straight line and 88.2 L/h and a minitt-um value (if zero) from 2000O LST in
therefore the GumbelI distribution adequately fits the distri- the evening, till 05MX L-ST in the morning. For the hottest
hution is a matter of judgment. If accepted. and it should areas on earth (for example. Sahara Desert) Table 15-4
he in this example. then the 99th percentile (PI .99) or presents the associated cycles of temperature. relative hu- *

th, i extreme is estimated by Equations (15.17) and I 15.18X) midity. winu'speed and solar insolatici when the aftern
with n I as 315 K. For a lifetime of 25 years (n = 25) temnperaiure in the middle of' a 5-day p~er:iod reaches 322 K
the temperature of l(W risk (PI = 0.9) is given by Equa- wxhich occurs about 117( of the time in the hottest month.
tions 115. 17) and 115. 18' as 3 16 K. Death Vallev. California is also on.., of the hottest areas

As afrite- example. Figure 15-6h shows the plot (St'the ~but is close to 6N) m below sea level resultinL, in ext, !mne
extreme lo5w temperatures oSf22 winter seasons ( 1943-1965) absorption of' solar radiation before it teaches the ground.
at Hanscom AFB. Mass. 'The mean is, T = 251 K andl the Consequenl its maximium clear-sky: solar insolation of 82.5
standard deviation is s, = 3.68 K. A straig~ht line fit of L/h is less than that shown in Figure 15-7. SolIr insolation
these data is not satisfa'ctorv. Possihly' a concave curve would I increases, %kith elevation roughly in accord with the ex-
be more appr opriate. The Gumbel model is not acceptable ponential model given by
in this case, and consequently another model should he tried.

..' 1 11. (15.20) 'r

5.1.2.7 Temperature Cy.cles and D~urations. 1ligh temn-
perature extremes are ine\ itablN part of a .kell pronounced %.here r and p: are. respectivelN , atmospheric surface pres-
diurnal cycle. moidified by wkind and by mnoisture co ntent. sures for a given .tation and another referenc.c station at
Tx nical of' a hot cliniate, the record of' Yumna Ariiona rouL'hlv the same latitude 1, is the solar insolation at the

32z5 I 'N.- I 14 24'W) i Fieure 1i- 7 1 reveals, a :oean diurnal rel'erence station, and the value for a is dcpcnde~cnt on the
temperature rance of I15.3 K f'or the niiddk'!, 20 days in JuIx . location, For Yurna and Death Valley. wkhere the meain
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Table 15-4. Diurnal cycles of temperature and associated other elements for days when the maximum temperature equals or exceeds the opeiztional I%

extreme temperature (322 Ki in the houtst month in the hottest area. o.

Time of Day (h)

Item I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 !1 12

Temperature (K) .

Hottest Day 308 307 307 306 306 305 306 308 311 314 316 317 : .
I day before 309 308 307 306 306 305 306 309 311 313 315 317

or after
2 days before 307 307 306 306 305 305 306 308 310 312 314 315

or after

Other Elements -

Relative Humidity(%) 6 7 7 8 8 .8 8 6 6 5 4 4 " "
(dp = 266 K)

Windspeed (m/s) 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.-1 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 4.3 4.3 4.3
Solar Radiation 0 0 0 0 0 5 23 43 63 79 90 96

(L/H)

Time of Day (h)

Item 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Temperature (K)

Hottest Day 3.0 321 321 322 321 321 319 315 314 312 311 310
I day before 318 320 320 321 320 319 317 315 31? 311 310 309
or after

2 days before 316 317 319 320 319 318 317 314 312 311 310 309 L LV

or after

Other Elements

Relative Humidity (%) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 6 6 6 4%
(dp = 266 K)

Windspeed (mis) 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 2.7
Solar Radiation 96 90 79 63 43 23 5 0 0 0 0 0
(L/H)

atmospheric sufa,:c pressures are about 1006 nib and 1020 amount in June. In contrast, Table 15-6 gives corresponding
nib respectively. , = 0.00461 nib ' results for the insolation at Caribou, Maine where tnere is

The hotte,,t location', in the Sahara Desert are relatively much more frequent cloudiness and precipitation.
high (about 3(W) : above sea leveh with atmospheric pres- The operability of equipment in a cold 'Limate is very
sure about 977 nib. Thus Equation (15.20) yields an estimate much dependent on the durction of extreme cold. Unlike
for the peak solar insolation at these elevations of about 100 the hot extremes, cold extremes are usually accompanied
l/h. Most countries. however. including the U.S., Canada. by very smail diurnal ranges, if any. The direct approach
and the United Kingdom have adopted a peak figure for for determining the duration of cold temperature is by an
solar insolation forop,.raiional and design purposes of 96 analysis of hourly data. Such data are available ior many
L/h. stations in North America but are not general;y available -""

Heavy cloud, and rrec'pitation reduce the ir.ident solar for othei regions of the world. Data from 108 stations in
insolation. At a few stx;os the National Weather Service the U.S. and Canada have been analyzed [Tattelman. 19681 W
has taken records of incomiig solar insolation. Table 15-5 to obtain information on the longest period of time during
ives the results of proc2,,ssinL such data from Albuquerque. which the temperature remained at or below eight "thresh-
N.M. It prescr-'' - .,tcs of th, probabilitis with which old" values (from 273 K to 220 K) during a 10-yr period.
dail\ incomine solar ir,,lation equals or exceeds the given Figure 15-8 from that report shows the results for a threshold
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE

Table 15-5. Probabilitv of daily solar insolation equaling or exceeding 7. : r : /
given amounts foi given number of conscc:ive days in June. ,.i.. ..
at Alburquerque. N.M. Station elevation is 1620 m. Peak - . n •' , ,
clear sky solar insolation was observed at 910 L/day. %....\ ... :, /

Insolation No. of Consecutive Days , . . , /
L/Day 1 2 4 8 15 30 "'

850 0:03 . . , ,
800 0.24 0.06
750 0.49 0.28' 0.09 ; A..
700 0.71 0.54 0.31 0.11
650 C.31 0.70 0.52 0.29 0.09 ." "
600 0.90 0.84 0.77 0.52 0.29 0.08 ', 30

550 0.935 0.90 0.81 0.65 0.44 0.20
500 0.955 0.93 0.87 0.75 0.57 0.33
450 0.971 0.95 0.91 0.82 0.67 0.43 s
400 0.985 0.972 0.946 0.87 0.81 0.65
350 0.9933 - 0.973 0.945 0.902 0.82 -

300 0.9946 - 0.980 0.958 0.928 0.86
250 0.9975 - - 0.98% 0.963 0.932 V?

200 0.999 - - 0.970 L.
' ,..I--'.'..

Table 15-6. Probability of daily solar insolation equaling or exceeding Figure 15-8. Lo;,,:-st duration (h) of temperature 250 K in ten winteis
given amounts for given number of cornsecutive days in June. ITat.etman. 19681.
at Caribou. Maine. Station elevation is 190 m. Peak clear
sky solar insolation vas,observed at 843 L/day.

'Insolation No. of Consecutive Days temperature of 250 K. The report also presents the expectt.
L/Day I 2 4 8 ;5 30 (approximately 50% probability) duration of the temperature

at or below six "threshold" temperatures (from 273 K to
850 232 K) during a single winter season. Figure 15-9 shows
800 0.019 the single winter results for a threshold value of 250 K.
750 0.085 0.02 Estimates of duration have been made using data that
7003 1 201 3 057 consisted mainly of daily, monthly and annual average max-
650 0.31! 0.13 0.02 imum and minimum, and monthly and annual absolute max- "'""'""

600 0.40 0.20 0.05 imum and minimum, for some 35 to 50 years at Sib-rian,
550 0.47' 0.26 .0.086 Yukon and Alaskan stations. The mean January temperature
500 0.55 0.33 0.13 0.024 in eastern Siberia (Verkhoyansk and Oimyakon) is 225 K.
450 0.59 . 0.40 0.18 0.037 Table 15-7 presents estimates of the lovwer 20% of the av- -.

400 0.66 0.50 0.26 0.075 erage temperature (averaged for durations ranging from one ,
350 0.72 0.56 0.33 0.12 0.02 hour to 32 days), the maximum .emperaturc for the durations
300 0.78 0.67 0.47 0.22 0.062 shown, and the minimum temperaturc for the same dura-

250 0.82 0.72 0.54 0.30 0.10 tions.
20 0.88 0.80 0.66 0.42 9.22 0.05 The duration of temperature anywhere. hot or cold, is
150 0.921 0.87 0.77 0.59 0.37 0.13 of general interest. In the midlatitude belt the temperatures
00 0.965 0.943 0.90 0.79 0 0.40 of Minneapolis, Minn. are typical (Figure 15-10). The Jan-
90 0.975 0.96 0,92• 084 0,72 0.51 '."-.'

uarv probability distribution of all hourly tcmperatures has80 0.980 0.962 0.'93 0 86 0.75 0.56 """""
so 0.980 0.962 0.956 0.2 0.75 0.56 a 1% value of 244 K. and a 30% or median value of 263
60 0.987 7 0.95 7 0.942 0.83 0.82 K. that is, the range from the lower V-4 t:) the median is
60 0.9931 - 0.97 7 0.90 0.82 19 K. The 24-h averages, as expectec. have a narrower

40 0.9996 -- - - 0.97 ranae, 17 K. The range of monthly averages (768 h) is much

40 0.99906_... . . . narrower., 7 K. Similarly. the July hourly tempetatures have

15-13
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* JANUARY

-. "*s j 6 .2 24 40 96 492 344 T6

2. Figure 15-10. The distibution of the averages of con. ecuhi've hours of
2temperature at Minneapolis, Minn. (Thcuer ha~f is for

mid-summe, monith, from I July to I August; the lower
' (i...Afhalf is for mid-winter motnth. I January to I February.

&...h urve is labeled with percent probability of occur-

rene.

4 month of Januar;. and 0.919 in thc midsummer month of

Hourly observations have been taken at Minneapolis for

* 1 * -many've.. making many useful summaries possible. Fig-
f ~ure 15-Il . shows - %ample distribution ( 1949-! 958) of hourly

January temperatures a!hingside the left axis. and the distri-
from I hour to 768 hours (I Jan to ! Feb inclusive). Figure

15 2sosthe sample distributions of h,'tiriy temperatures
Scrr ; Exeo'i 'ne'tduwi~ hiM erncrtur 2441K ur. inJanuarN of in-hour mnaxim,- As an exampe,, of the use-

funs fsuhacal freezing conditions (--2," K) are

hour ths frquecy rducsto 83%. for 8 days t 192 h) to
42% nd fr 1 dav (38 h)to 10%.(

a 12 K ranee from the 50'i value of 295 K to the upper
Il( value of 3W) K. Tbs. 2-4-h ajveraies have in 8 K range 5.3Upe AiTe ertr

at rnon %jeaohveo a 2 K ..-ge.Tc fgr'

t mrll a relatt %el % htigh hiiur-to-hour corri:lrtion. Correlattion The teinperature'data discussed in this section ar- from
pros ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ irc adnd t91 nte iwne indirect observations obtained from balloon-borne

Table If- ' t)ur.ti,,-ii' vi -w~ tniperaiure, a-uijteJ Aith the 222 K
,'%tfnw in -h :V:sV.7T~urv in thIN tilk is the mjitmurn

AWu-c rv nonijum tit in vrji (nii on te1m exj,, urc ot 9

*ni Nmur' -th 2W,. pr~lhiliif ' N imcumrnce. during lainu

jA. in .m sit-ran old~ sicnic

. Tinic mib?

I 3 ri 12 24 4X 9 192 384 7hS

Ai Tv '22,- r2 24 i2 n.6 _' 2.10 134 23S 241 Z:t

TemrvTr 222'~ :22 222 222 223 * 2 *V 224

K 
5

45iiurs .-j85" 3 6 7 24 48 96 192 384 76

1crrv..c Z" 226 219 -'1- 21) 215 211 211 2101
K Fivure 15-1 I. The cuniulatise probab.iity oft he N-hour minimum tern-

A____________________________ er..-- peprire (I January to I F-ebruary) at Minneapolis. Minn
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Figure 15-13 Seasonal differences in the temperature-altitude profiles at Ascension Island. Wallops Island. and Ft. Churchill.
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Tabl i5-ga Median. high. and I.% ,.jlue, of tcmperjure', lot Janun, Ta;l. 15-9h Medin. high. and Jim ,aluc,% of t riraurc,, i w Januar

and Jul. ai I0'N and Jul% at 45 N.

q 0% 207 1% 10q7 20%

Altitude Median High Low High Low High I.ow Altitude Median High Low High LA)WI High Low
(km) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (kin) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K)

January January .

5 262 272 251 267 256 265 258 5 250 263 233 257 .39 254 242
10 229 239 219 235 223 233 225 10 220 233 206 227 212 225 214

15 208 221 198 216 203 214 205 15 217 231 202 225 208 222 211
20 208 222 200 216 '203 214 204 20 215 227 203 222 208 220 210
25 220 231 210 226 216 224 217 25 215 233 197 226 205 224 209

.30 229 239 218 236 224 234 226 30 221 240 209 230 214 226 219
35 240 254 222 248 23Z 245 235 35 233 258 215 251 223 243 226
40 252 270 240 262 249 258 250 40 247, 272 226 264 236 257 240
45 264 283 253 277, 258 272 260 45 262 288 240 283 250 271 254

50 266 281 256 276 260 273 262 50 265 292 249 274 256 270 258
55 254 272 231 267 243 263 248 55 253 275 '229 267 239 263 245
60 243 254 223 248 232 246 235 60 244 266 220 263 230 257 241

65 21 25.1 42 226 238 228 65 235 255 214 246 2 2 3  243 228

70 220 235 198 227 204 225' 210 70 226 246 206 238 211 234 217
75 218 253 197 237 203 227 208 75 225 261 197 245 205 235 210
80 209 243 187 230 194 217 197 80 216 248 185 237 197 228 202

July July

5 272 278 262 274 266 275 268 5 267 277 255 274 259 272 262
10 238 249 227 246 232 242 234 t0 235 247 222 240 227 239 230

15 204 216 196 211 200 210 200 0 j;f5 227 205 '206 220 212
20 212 223 203 218 206 216 266 20 219 233 207 227 213 225 215

25 223 230 216 227 218 226 219 25 225 233 216 229 217 228 221
30 234 241 226 238 229 236 231 30 234 242 228 239 231 237 232

35 244 254 237 250 240 247 242 35 245 254 238 250 241 248 243
40 256 267 247 263 251 261 253 40 '256 268 250 265 254 263 255
45 266 275 259 272 264 269 265 45 268 280 260 276 263 272 265
50 269 282 258 278 262 275 ' 264 50 273 283'. 264 279 268 277 270
55 264 273 2a7 269 253 267 256 55 264 273 249 269 255 267 260
60 247 262 231 255 240 252 243 60 247 270 230 264 235 26(0 238

65 228 240 215 236 219 234 222 65 230 245 216 241 223 238 220
70 209 222 186 219 194 214 200 70 213 226 188 219 196 216 202

75 200 218 178 214 192 209 196 75 195' 210 175 205 186 201 190
80 193 207 182 200 189 198 191 80 183 203 154 195 163 191 170

latitudinal variations in mean m ,thly trnperatures. The Temperature-altitude profiles. \urface to 60 ki. for the mid-
largest seasonal variations in tempe ature occur at altitudes season months at Ascension Island. 8°S. Wallops Island.
between 70 and 80 km near 75°N latitude. In this region 38'N. and Ft. Churchill. 59°N. are given in Fiwure 15-13
the mean monthly temperature fluctuates from 230 K in and illustrate the magnitude of the seasonal and latitudinal
January to 160 K in July. In the upper mesosphere. 60 to variations in mean monthly temperatures..
85 km. mean morthly temperatures decrease toward the pole
in summer and towards the equator in winter. In the upper 5.1.3.2 Distribution Around Monthly Means and

4 stratosphere. 20 to 55 km, conditions are reversed: tern- Medians. The distributions of observed temrieratures around
perature decreases toward the pole in winter and toward the the median values for altitudes up to 89 km in January and
equator in summer. At altitudes between 15 and 20 ki, July at 30'. 45' , 60° and 75N are shown in Tables 15-8a

temperature decreases toard the equator in all seasons. to 15-8d. Median. and high and low values that are equaled

. ...15-16
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TAWk' 15-KL' Mdi.i high. and Iti %aluc tit len irraturr, 11w Januart TAbWe 15-.1d Median. high. ind tIt* %AlucN ti4 lemperalure hw January

and Juit% .it N1 N and Juit% At 75 N

1 C4 10% 20 1 ?(n

High Low High Lw 1igh Low Altitude Median High 1 17 1
Altitude Median (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) (K) km) ,ki) (K) 1.' ,

January Janu,.

5 240 255 225 249 231 246 234 5 235 216 222 24; '2 : '.
10 217 231 203 224 209 222 211 10 214 224 202 219 2G 0
15 217 231 203 225 '209 222 212 15 209 219 195 213 201 211 2;.
20 215 236 194 226 204 222 208 20 204 225 179 215 189 210 194

25 212 241 185 229 197 223 203 25 205 233 181 221 193 216 198
30 216 253 203 235 204 225 210 34) 209 .255 194 231 198 22 0

35 221 277' 204 259 209 238 214 35 219 256 199 249 210 236 2'3
-40 227 3 206 278 211 246 219 40 229 284 207 256 219 248 224

45 243 303 219 282 225 255 231 45 239 281- 203 264 224 260 233
50 251 289 226 280 240 271 245 50 249 282 201 265 225 259 229
55 251 283, 225 275 233 256 238 55' 255 291 204 262 22 1' 253 226
60 243 271 210 261 224 253 234 60 247 303 206 263 213 255 219
65 238 262 208 258 218 249 222 65 238 310 186 277 202 263 209

70 239 264 212 253 219 249 225 70 242 297 166 277 201 261 207
75 232 255 180 249 203 246 213 75 ,234 289 183 259 201 261 207,
80 223 248 173 243 195 239 204 80 224 277 165 254 194 240 201

July July

5 260 271 250 266 254 264 256 5 254 264 244 259 248 257 250
10 225 238 214 233 219 231 221 h .I 229 'Z38 219 234 223 232 225
15 225 235 217 231 221 229 223 15 230 23i 225 235 228 233 229
20 225 233 219 230 "2 229 223 20' 230 237 227 235 22X 234 229
25 229 236 222 233 225 232 226 25 230 240 226 238 227 237 229
30 234 245 232 243 234 241 235 30 243 262 233 247 235 246 240
35 252 258 243 256 247 253 248 35 256 262 238 260 246 258 250
.40 265 272 259 26) 263 268 262 40 268 275 252 271 260 270 262
45 277 287 271 283 274' 280 275 45 281 292 268 287 275 284 278
50 279 290 273 286 277 284 279 50 284 296 270 291 279 288 280
55 271 278 257 275 264 273 266 55 281 288 254 284 270 283 275
60 259 273 212 265 250 263 253 6) 268
65 238 ,,259 225. 253 230 248 233 65 246 (insuflicient data aboc 55 km in
70 214 239 202 226 208 222 211 summer)
75 190 202 178 196 182 194 I46 70 218
80 166 180 142 176 153 174 155 75 189

80 161

or more severe I't. IMl. and 2(015 of" the time during these
months are given for 5-ki altitude increments between the the paucity of data and larger observational errors at the
surface and 80 km. )istributions below 10 km are based higher altitudes. Only median temperatures are given above
on radiosonde ohservations taken in the Northern Hemi- 55 km at 75'N for July due to the small number of obser-
sphere. and those abo%e 30 km are based on meteorological rations that are available for the hieher altitudes over the
and experimental rocket observations taken primarilN from polar regions in summer.
launchine sites in or near North America. 'rhe 1 4 values In tropical regions. 0' to 15' latitude, the day-to-day
are considered to he rouch cstimates as theN are based on varations of' temptrature are normally distributed albout the
the tails of the distribution,, of observed value6 plotted on mean at altitudes up to 50 km Consequently, a reasonab,
probability paper. Estimates of values for altitudes' above accurate estimate of the distribution of temperature at a eis\en

50 km are less reliable than those bhelo 5! km tlcause o,' altitude can be obtained from the standard deviations and
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Tabtc 1 Silnaird &deI4I,W,. ,of ,,hr'.nd Jai, foadat, %antins in 5.1.3.3 Distributions at Pressure Levels. The mean
. knruuuru~', 'Ki ¢ns,.ki IJt..nd IX Ni ai a.il4iudc, up Januar and JuI\ lemperature o'er North America for iln-

dard pressure letcl• up tot 10 mh ( 3I knit are presented
S. 1) of Temperature (K) in Table 15-11 Stand.tid deviation% of the daily values

Altiml JauAtde around these mean-, are al'o shovn. thereby providing in-
km) Jan A~ntil July (kt l'ormation on s'easonal c.hange' in monthl% mean tempera-

5 0.x 0.6 0.7 0.6 turc, and interdiurnal fda-to-da~i variahility a. variou%,

"I ,K I. 0.8 IOI pressure leels and latitude.. Standard de'.ation% are not

15 1.6 2.0 1.9 1.5 %hoPn above IM) nih north of 50. latitude becau,,e a himodal

20 2.2 22 2.4 2.I temperature distribution e kits in the % inter straiophere in

% 25 2.2 2.2 2.7 2.1 arctic and .ubartic region, over eastern North America. A%
.1t 3.1 2.8 3.K. 31.6 a result. the ,standard dc,,iaton do not proide reliable
"35 3.7 3.2 3.7 3.x infomlation on the temrature distribution. at these levels.
40 5.2 3.9 3.3 3.5
45 3.6 2.X 3.2 3.3
4) 5.x9 3.915.1.3.4 Interlelel Correlation of Temperature.. The

manner in ihich the correlation t'etecn temperature' at
te . n.h tv.o level' decrease,, nor dec.z %'. tith increasing separation
the montol mean%. l-he 'tandard det iations of oh'.c,'.ed beteen the levels is an example of the general problem o1
temperatures around the mean monthl% values for the mid- correlation decay. Correlation decaN i' ,imilar for most me-

,. 'casasn months at A,.'en'ion island. Table 15-9. are tpical tcorological element% a% the hori/ontal or vertical distance
of the day-to-day variation'. found in the tropics. Value' are betwccn the points of ohvvation% increas'.' A% yet. no
not given for altitude% abote 4) km a'. there are tco fe', full 'atistactory de .criptiod of the decay rate. ba'.ed on
daily obcrations on %% hich to ba'., the monthlv temperature fundamental properlie.s or assumption, is available. Con-
distribution,, The observed standard dc% iation• includes the mequently. man\ empirical m dleI that are valid for specilic
nn' in'.trumentation errors a' ,k ell as the actual rn' climatic element over restrictive ranges ha\e been prcpo',d.
',ariation' Consequentl\. the oI,,erxed variation• are '%omc- Profiles of correlation coefficient r. of surface temper-
Iiiihat larger than the actual values.. ature with temperaturc at other altitude' are sho, n in Figure

Da\-to-dav '.ariation• of temperature around the annual 15-14 for the mid.ea',on months at Aicension bIland. K\a-
mean at leel,. htveen 50 and 9l km in tropical areas Table jalcin. Wailop. Island. and Ft. Churchill At most hk'ation'.
15-IO 1 .rc computed from data derived from grenade anti the correlation het'.een surface temperature'. and temlera-
pressure-gage experiments at Natat. 6 S. and Ascen'.ion ture'. at other altitude' decreaes rapidly %kith increa.ng
Island. 'S. The. data \kere not uniltmiI\ di'.tributed %kith altitt|de'. reaching a minmum or becomine negative be-

respect to '.aion or time of da'. An analx'si' ofithe relatxcl\ t'Aeen 12 and It km and then renwcniny near Iter. plus or
spar.c data that are a\ailable for ind',, idual month' indicate' minu'. 0.3. from 20 to 60 ki. Indix idual arra'. of the mean
that if the .ca'onal and diurnal '.ariation'. are remoxed from tempirraturc'. 'tandard deviation and intcrlevel correlation
the data: standard dcx iations around nionthl\ mean,, due to coe'licient for altitude to 6) kn. are gi\cn in Table 15-
da\-to-daN change.s in ,,\noptic cojditions likould be roughly 12a to 15-,;2t for the month, of January and 'ul\ at Ft.
5(It1 of tho'.e riven in Table 15-1 Churchill. Wallop , Island. and K~xajalcin. Additional in-

T I' IV; S L.ndard c\m im . ,4 .-r'd detnific I'; i'and ten,riraiur, iKs around the iean aflflhiui \.'tduc it Ac'nmon Islant IX S Natal I St

Altitude lOen,,itN , riCfn'raturc

.km) S 1). ' ofmean I S I) tKt No. of ()bwration.

510 4. I6 33
55 4.3 3 . 33
60 -4. , 6. 33
65 -4.7 7 33
7( 6.4 9 32

"4 75 1 I0 31
90 1.x I0 30

10 13 29
0 12.3 22 _
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY,, AND PRESSURE

Table 15-11, Mean tempcrature and ,tandard deviatitm ai %landard pts urc level% over Sliwth Arnefwa

Mean Temperature and Standard Deviation (K)

Pressure 20*N 30°N 40ON 50°N 60°N 70*N 800N
(mb) Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

January

700 280 2 275 5 267 6 256 8 251 8 247 7 245 6
.50 264 3 259 4 252 6 242 7 218 7 234 5 232 5
30 236 3 232 3 227 4 221 4 220 4 217 4 214 5
200 217 3 216 5 216 6 219 7 219 7 216 6 213 6
100 1)8 3 204 4 212 4 218 -5 219 6 216 7 210 6
50 208 3 209 3 213 3 215 4 216 * 213 206
25 2'3 2 218 3 216 4 212 5 212 * 208 * 203 *
15 225 2 223 3 221 4 218 6 215 * 211 207
10 230 2 227 3 224 4 221 -6 217 213 * 209

July

700 283 2 283 2 282 3 275 4 270 3 268 4 265 4
50 267 2 267 2 264 3 258 4 255 .4 253 4 249 4
30 240 2 240 2 237 3 232 4 229 4 228 4 227 4
200 218 2 218 2 219 3 221 5 224 5 226 5 230 4
100 20X) 3 20.3 3 210 3 220 4 226 3 228 2 231 2
50 213 2 215 2 218 3 221 3 226 3 .228 3 230 .3
25 222 2 222 2' 225 2 227 2 229 2 232 2 233 2
15 228 2 228 2 229 2 232 2 215 3 236 3 236 3
10 232 2 233 2 234 2 237 2 239 3 240 3 241 3

* Nol knA1 ll dwrinbuIc'd

16

L.* formation useful in design studies is given by Cole and considerable variability produced by small-scale terrain fea-

Kantor 119801., differences in soil moisture and cultivation. A snow~surface is markedly affected by aging. The physical con-
ahallow puddle are quite different from

p. the open (wean. All these, conditions reflect themselves in
15-1.4 Speed of Sound vs Temperature the micro-climatological aspects of natural or unnatural sur-

faces.
The speed of sound is pr~marily a function of temper- As discussed in Section 15.1.2. the use of ordinary

ature. An equation fir computing the speed of sound and thermometers to measure surface temperature. will result in
t p are presented in Chp- meaningful values only in the rare cases of a flat, uniform,

I.ter 14. Figure 15-15 shows the relationship between tern- aand homogeneous surface. In general. area averages oftem-aperature and the speed of sounU It can be used with the perature obtained by an integrating method over certain

gie ief n tis setiondto defined sections will be more representative, than any one
estimate the probable speed of sound (for various altitudes o uttd fwdl on aus ooen
an orahcllaes of a multitude of widely vary-ing point values. Bolometic

teandrature measurement from an airplane cruising at low

S altitude provide a more reasonable approach to the problem
of surface temperature determination than a seric of ther-

15.1.5 Earth/Air Interface Temperatures mometric point measurements. Table 15-13 lists some re-
suits o1olhntric measurement,% from an airplane. The data

The earth/air interface is either a land. snow. or water illustrate the great horiontal variability of surface temper-
surface. At man. locations. ,ne physical structure of the ature even when effect% on the scale of less than 6 m linear
interface is overwhelmingly conmple. The land surface can dimension are averated out.
be covered with seasonallv var"ing vegetation of great di- The procc,,ses that determine the temperature of the

versity, and even w ithout plant cover there is normal!v a earth/air interface and the surface characteristics that influ-

- 15-19
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE
ence thew. proccsses mav be separated into the following perature is shading. Thin roof% (metal. canvas, however. -
four cl k.,s: may attain a temperature so high that the under surface acts

I. radiative energy transformation (or net radiation in- as an intense radiator of long-wavelength radiation, thus
tensity). which depends upon the albedo and selective ah- acting to warm the ground. In, hot climate%. multilayer shades
worption and emission, with natur;l or forced ventilation in the intermediate space.

2. turbulent heat ;ransfer into the air (b% both convective or active cotling of the outer surface b\ water sprinkling.
and mechanical air turbulence C; can ivc used to cool the grotnd with :tie success. Table

3. coiduction of heat into or out of the ground. which 15-15 compares temperature measureinents of various ma-
depend% upon the thennal admittance of the soil: and terial surfaces %% ith corresponding air and -Alil temperatures.

4. transformation of radiant cnerg into latent heat by
esaporation. which defend% upon the dampness of the sur- -
face or available ,oil .moiture at the ground level.

The aerodN namic roughnes,. of a natural surface strongly 15.1.6 Subsoil Temperatures
intluences the mtmeritum exchange between ground and air
flowing past it. The momentum exchange establishes the The thermal reaction of the soil to the daily and seasonal
lo% -level prolile of mean A ind speed. The mechanical tur- variations due It the earth's rotation and its revolution about .:c
bulence produced b surfacc roughness also determine% to the sun of net radiation is governed by the molecular tlermal
a cetain degree the relative amount of heat transported into conductivit of the soil. k. and by the volumetric heat ca-
or from the air at mean ground level. Other conditions being p(cit of the %oil. C = tic (where p is the density and c is
equal, an increase in roughne+s and hence mechanical tur- the heat capacity per unit mass). For a cyclic forcing func-
bulencc will cause lowering ot maximum surface temper- tion of frequency n. the quotient InkC' (which has the
ature during daytime and raising of minimum surface tcm- physical units of velocity) detcrmines the downward prop-
perature during nighttime. For ordinary sandy soil, under agation or amplitude decrement with depth of the soil-iem-
average conditions of osrall airflow and net radiation tn peraturc response. The product (nk C) w which has the
summner daN, in temperate /ones. the diurnal range of sur- physical units of degrees divided by Langl.,' per unit time . -.

face temperature is about 17 K if the roughness. coefficient (I U% equals 4.186 x 1P W/m 2). governs the amplitude
is t) 06 mm or 14 K if it is 6-35 mm (roughnes c(tflicien!, of the temperature profile in time at the soil ,urface. The
also called rouchncs "length.- is 1./30 where F is the av- ratio kC is the thermal difftisiviv (physicai units of length
erage height of surface irrecularities. squared per unit time). The expression (kC)' "defines ther-

A special and rather extreme case of the influence of mal admuina-e of the soil.
surface characteristics is represented by forests. The trees The contnuou% (low of heat from the earth's hot, deep
intercept solar radiation and the heat absorbed is given off interior to the surface is the order of It) limin. This is ;
into the air that is trapped between the stems. Although deep vers small compared with a solar constant of 2 Llmin. . "
snow may lie on the !round. daytime temperatures in wooded average net-ndiation rates of 0.2 Iimin. and induced soil- " -.
areas in spring can reach 28'). K. heat fluxes in the uppermost several feet of the earth's crust

The thermal admittance (SeLtion 15.1.6) of most soil% of 0. 1 L/min. Only for depth intervals in excess of about"
depends on porosit\ and moiture content. Because both the 30 m must the heat flow from the earth'% interior be con-
thermal conducti ity and heat capacity of soils increase w ith sidered. inasmuch as it results in vertical temperature gra-,
still moisture, the thermal admittance may be sienilicantly dients of the order of 2.5 to 25 K/km.
affected bN humidit, v ariations durine rainy or wet weather Table 15-16 gives experimental data on thermal admit-
period,. whereas the normal diffusi.itN may remain unal- tance and theoretical values of the halt.amplitd Ih pth.-
tered. These effects are difficult to ajses,, however. because intCrval basJ on experimental thermal dtifuivity data for
the dampness of the surface is also a major factor in the diverse ground tyPes The smaller the thermal admittance.
utilization of solar energy for evaporation. If soil moisture the larger the surface-temperature amplitude for a gien
is readilI available at the earth's surface. part of the net forcing function This latter iner,c proportionalit is salid
radiation that would have been used for heatingt air and oni% %%hen turbulent heat transfer into the atmosphere is
ground is used instead for latent heat of evarration. Fable negligible.
15-14 list, obsered temperatures in the air and soil at leels In a simple theoretical model oif thermal diffusion, an
close to the earth/air interface. eflC tive atm,,olp/lri thermal conidm tivit K is introduced.

Fneineer,, must consider the offect of albedo and color For air. K is mans lime, lareer than the molecular thermal
or net radiation in artificiall. changing surf.ace or gro>,nd conducti,(it the air. For te %anc iorcine Iunction. the
temperature In India. a %er thin laser of' white powdered surface-temperature amplitudes at two different kinds of
lime dusted ,er a test surface made ground temperatures ground follo%% the ratio N
up to 14 K cooler. the effect wa, felt at a depth of at least
2t0 cm (5..2R1 (Ki, ,

..\nother effectie method (f cont-rolling surface trnAR- l (K/K), .-
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DEN.-ITY, AND PRESSURE
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CHAPTER 15
~~ .'. ~'*'~ cillations I-.au 94h.Th et in'ulator is still air or

I an, por'us material with air-filkdl pores, such as, feathery
-~ %now; materials such a% leaf litter have similar insulating

properties 16ciger. 1957).IMuch inf~rniation is available on soilI-temperature vani-
'I ations in v4 ious climatic zones. Talle 15 17 gives annual

and daily tei.iperature cycles in different soil types. In ad-
dition to the type of ground, certain meteorological fat tors
such as rainfall and mcltng snow- have marked effects on

the -Aoil temperature. Snow cover i% a leadi!,g factor in pro-
tecting the %oil from severe frost. On on,. extir me occasion
with an air temuperature of 255 K. thke temperature was 272
K under a I13 cm snow cover, whereas on hare soil it was
251 K.

-~ ---- ~-- -~~ ~The stol -temperature variations illustrated in Figure 15-
an n no =0 PP w we 01" were obtained at a 'Aation cleared of pine trees but in

W~O ~ i~isCIin/~eigencrally Aooded country, Topsoil and brown :;andy loam
I I I4 ) 4 -u~t 1~rki 4 ,0 tot 0,6 m) changed to brown sand and grav'el that vari.1d

from medium (0.6 to 2 in). to coarse (2 to 4 i. and again
to rmedium (4 ito 18 m). F-i water level was 'al 15 m. The

Ahctc 'I AR ref-itt-snt'% the ratio ot the thermal adizttance figure illusitites the amiplitude decrease and phase retar-
tit the croutit it, th t ot air F-or tiurnal eccs tit net ra- dation of the annial cycle w ith depth. Amplitudes of weather
di.itii'n, the rjitt , K i_, is. the oriler ol f((). disturbance-. %kith periods of se'.eral days. as illustrated by

ithc cxiST Cwk sort.! c tewrperature o'sc!Kiiion occurs. the tetliperatur-, curve of the 0.75-ni level, decrease with
as r Ieathers 'It., %%s~herc the ampliitude may reac'. op- depth more rapilyv than the annual amplitudes. Qualita-if" tiv,00 iptek ('r time' that ,%cr 'tilt ~Ajtr or sandyi soil. isely- this ajgrecs with the theoretical prediction of an am-

isat iN A Isjt 1401 Imi-s as larec as that oncr the turbulent Flitudc decremlent proportional to the square root of' the
o*-ctn Anl .mplitudk- -ait atvwt ;.5; .an hei expected (or length .f the period of oseillation. Fhe actual half-amplitude
'urtace ICet 'xraturc '5cr Jr% imist 'and surtatc-. The- depth interval of' the annual csele Can be estimateij fromtI ,,h-t'cit -h ~rtainu hra o~iltoCit h 15- If a,, being rnearly 3 mi which is much larger

11'i is Iner~cl% pfop.r ,,I to tlk- ircquent suf the "Ios- than the depth inferred fromt experitIa~l valu-es of them,.al

I. ~ Ii 1-' r* .,1 A .irt ,, rr on , t -)s1 i . tirtj, v fon4-- iturv tt,"n at murpfrt r umn atJ~il a pptn siutt IN 17o) ii d~ii; a e' lani

-.j*- I ' H'i rotrltp

I IcNat I,'n Sk% it Airp.t-ri Baltic. Sand lVi'sn Ope-ning
DI1 ' i i 'ur fdc I!roc I G. etr K ie a Beach Lard Citv %k Iods in WWd

ii i . Z ;17 .1 2X7 'Al 1';0 2F'' I

III to 7 1 1 . 1 )oi 1~ X1I) 275 276 27h 279
I10 1" 111 2 -7 1 1-41 281 97 275

2'I j;1.Ot o5 li7 A7 271 267 .272 27( 266

2'~I- r' 1 -CI (0 N~280 W) 315 291) ' 296

- - Vin.J Spcedl ('fear Cuitting lDr'
III A, od% in Woo." Peat Sss ap Pond

I).. 4.) 11.11 05 275 271 267 2 7; 274

2) 2)- 2111) 1.5 273 272 29 273 27
Y 't.. . I 2.6 275 270) 272 2-72 274

I.5-itl aL.',8etrie Abeht (;91 ,



ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE
Table 15-14. Temperature of the air 10 cm above, and of the soil 03.5 cm belowA. the earthiair interface measured by thermocouples lflavidson and I-xttau.

1957J.

Temperature (K) at Mean Local Time

Condition 0400 0600 0800 1000' 1200 1400 16M0 1800 2000

*Air 287.7 289.8 296.0 3MY.7 303.7 304.7 305.0 301.9 297.5
*ol290.6 290.9 296.0 304.1 308.6 309.2 306.8 302.3 298.5

**Air 281.1 282.5 291.5 297.9 301.7 3103.0 301.1 296.1 292.3
**Soil 284.8 284.6 291.4 303.1 310.8 310.3 304.3 297.8 293.8

*Mean soil moiisture in 0 to 10 cm, laver I0% 'Act %eight basis.
**Mean soil moisture in 0 to 10 cm layer about 414 wet weight basis.

diffusivity. ThL: discrepancy may be caused by seepage or' to conserve on the air conditioning load, or to dissipate heat
downward migration of rain water and the accompanying .generated by power cables. The determination of frost pen-
adsvection or transfer of heat. This process could increase etration-depths, is usually the principal concern.

*the'apparent or effective thermal diffusivity for annual soil-
* . temp--rature variations by factors of 4 to 8 times the ex-

perimental values obtained in soil of constant moisture. The 15.1.7 Degree-Day and Temperature-Wind
data in Table 15-17 arc more in line with experimental Combinations
findings than the curves in Figure 15-16. The limit-ticn of

-Table 15-17 is that the data are for cearlv defined and nearly A degree-day is a unit adopted to measure the departure
ideal soil types that are seldom matched by actual ground of the daily mean temperature from a given standard. Iir the
conditions. United States the number of hearing degree-davs. on any

Factors that must be investigated and assessed for any one day. is the number of Fahrenheit d-grecs of the 24-h
one set of'soil-temperature observations are MI type and mean temperature below 65'F (291 K). Cumulated. day bN
state of compaction oif the soil. (2) moisture content and day, over the heating season, the total number of degree
seepage of the %oil during the test. (3) position of thL water days becomes an index of heating fuel requirements. In such
table during tb': test. 44) t,.pe and color of surface cover, cumulation, the days 'ot, which the mean temperature ex-
(5i amount and nature of traffic o'er., the site, and (6) local ceeds 65'F (291 K) are ignored' When the centigrade scale
climatic con~ttions. is Used. the base is usually I QC (292 K). The United States

Subsoil temper:!!ure information is useful tn computing Army Corps of Engineers computes "free~ing-degree day s"
thermal stresses and loads. Sonic examples are the deter- as, the departure of the daily mean temperature from 32 1F
mination of the depth to \khtch a structure should be buried t273 K). a negative departure w-hen above 3rF (273 K.
Ahc:a proximitvN to natural ishrnlconditions is desired The Naional Weather Service supplies~ "nornial degiree-davys

both mionthl\ and annual totals. A few examples, of the .3o-
year annual normsals are 9274F) for Fargo. N.[D.. 5634(F

T,'
5
Ic 1.1 1' miarlli-n , t ir im s.,i tri~wriure' %oh %uni4cC k'rn for Boston. Mass and 108(F i for Ke West. Florida

n..r,, ~ ~ ani nrh ssAr4dmicriul surlje tertcriiiure% The it inil-chil concept \%as introduced in 1939 b\ !he

Th \& .ind-chill idxi heuvanttemperature. in a
ITemperature (K i nomlwlsf1.moi amar cotesponding t h

----- ~icombhination of actual air temiperature and w indspeed. It can
Highest Average be relateto i the heat loss. If from a nu(!;. bod,, in the %hat!.,

\l at Recorded jMax. Min Hl i gisen b)

Air iI nii 3102. Y'l 1 291)
Sol ~cl (1 11 29H (10 \V 101.45 -VO3W)~ T,). (15 22)

\k1314 310) 29,4
Aluinum 313, 309 298 vhere I ik the beat loss in kilogram calories per square

Galvanil-d froll 3! I 31 9 meter of body surtace per hour. T, is the air temperature

Black Iron 324 1 15 2S (K). and V isthe \%'ndspeedimvsl. Neutral skin temperature
Conri S~h3103(7 98 is roughis 306 K. For \%indspeeds greater than 1.9 ms', the

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \ - .---~.____ ~ .___ ind-chill index 1'1,, in K is given closek b%

15-29
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CHAPTER 15

Table I -16. Phyical thermal parianiers of dtvcrc ground types ILctrau. 1954bl.

Thea Half-Amplitude Depth Interval,%Thermal (theoretical)

Admittance
Ratio (TAR), Annual Cycle Diurnal Cycle

Ground Type Ground to Air (n.) (ml

SOILS
:% Quartz sand.

meuium-fine dry 110 1.0 0.05

8% moisture 230 1.6 0.08
22% moisture 360 1.5 0.0$
Sandy clay. 15% moisture 280 1.3 0.07
Swamp land. 90(, moisture 34) 1.0 0.05

h" ROCKS

Baslt 350 1.8 0.09
* Sandstone 380 2.2 0.12

Granite 440 2.5 0.13
Concrete 440 2.3 0.12

SNOW, ICE. AND WATER

Feathery snow 10 0.(7 004
Packed snow 100 1.4 0.07
Still water 280 0.82 0.04
Ice 320 1.4 0.07
Turbulent toean I0' to 101 61 to 610 3 to 30

T = (306 - H/221. (15.23) not used, or needed, with wind speeds less than 6 km/h
(2 m/s).

This formula gives only an approximation because of in- Ex.rreme temperature-iind ,','rbiatiotn. are frequently
dividual body variations, incoming radiation, and other fac- important in thermal equili'ritm design problems, -equiring
tors affecting heat loss from the body. The formula is not estimates of the maximum steady wind speeds likely to be

Tahk 15.17 A,.,wtt and datIN iemeravifre cycle, Annual salues are
average% for thse Y ars 1939 through 19411 at (Gessr r. (;C- o i

in) ma re"17. 21.4 t)Dad% value% are %eravcs tt clear 294

UCeather 1t thrtugh 12 August 1X91. Finland, after Honen
I(kieer 19571

Temr-rature uK I
Annual Means Daily Means 2 9 ,

Swamp Sands Granite
Lavn. Sand Humu. tAnd Heath Rol 285

2913

Surface 282. 282.3 283.1 289.6 298.0 297.6
0.6~~~9 m a---e- --- 245 28. 9.1.0 m above 283.8 284.3 284.3 - - -.

-- >':0. 6 m above -- - - 2845 287.0 93.4 r
!'- Surface

275
Amplitude 283.5 283.7 284.4 283.4 290.0 283. 2

Half-Amplitude Depth Interval (m)
t -- Figure 15-16 Variations of soil temperature at indicaled depths. North

1.pth I .8 1.6 .4 0.05 0.08 0.15 Station. Brookhaven. Long Island. Cki~oLcr 1954 through
I - ISeptember 1955. latter Saiger and Brown. 19561.
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE

*330 - T I I I I I 115.2 ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
0-RECOMMENDED IN MIL-STO-2i08 UP TO 90 KMI

FOR WORLD WIDE DESIGN CRITERIA,
*320 -The density data discussed in this -section are from direct

and indirect observations obtained fromt ballhxn-horne in-
310 - strumentation for altitudes up to 30 km., and measurement%

fhon rocke:ts and instruments released from rocket% for al-
300 0titudcs between 3(0 and 90) km

290
0 15.2.1 Seasonal and Latitudinal Variations

280
0 The Reference Atmospheres presented in Chapter 14

270 provide table., of nieahn mointhly density -height profile.s, sur-
0 face to 9~1 km. for 15' intervals of latitude btw,.een the

260 0equator and the North Pole. De-nsities at altitudes between
10 and W0 km are highest during the months of June and

25 July and low~est in December and Januar at locations north250 of" 30' latitude. In tropical and subtropical areas seasonal
variations are relatively small with highest densities at levels

240 aboC 30 'km. occurfing in the %pring and fit!!.
I IMean mont h!Nv density profiles, surface to 60 km. oh-

10o2 30 served during tne midseason month% at Ascension Island.
8'S. 14'W, Wallop-, Island. 38'N. 75-W. and Ft. Churchill.

WINDSPEED (m ps ) 59'N. 94'W, are plotted in Figure 15-19. 1Xnsti. art:
shown as percent departure from the U.S. Shtindwd Al-

Ektrore 11 t~Iris'cnipraiu-C in onihination A ith ~nxsd mivphere. /976. The indiv.idual mewan n-ionthl pnifiles cross
Anpedin gcnr. %ere ohs-.r'd 12 1i" up 1 nix,% tr converee near 8 km and between 22 and 26 km. Both

ix1i- sUit -m 22 h- %ii.,ns wc ekis tit ttw 1 -jrv are levels of m inim u mi density variabilitv. The level near 8

si.ic th ee1tw i% tir the reniini-n:scd t S design km is considered an isopycnic level becaus:z mean monr! ,s
iitih .dens.ities depart from standard by no more t~ian l'4 or 1

weardless of the geographical location or sea,on. Betweecn
2 to 2t km. howeter.. there is a marked seasonal variabilits.

encountered at %various ienmpcratures. Figure 15- 17 was pie- even though there is verN little longitudinal or latitudinal
pared tioni 4 %ears of h-nourl\ and I sear of houris data sariabii"v during individual mionths. Seasonal differences
for 22 stations in the Vnited States lSissenss inc and Court. in thie densii% pioliiv, at the samne th-i-ce loeat ,ns arc sho%%n
1451I..It show,. maxiiiuiii stead\ (5-min) i~ind speeds, that in Figure 15-19. The minimnumr sea.,onal variahilits of the

Occurred with temperaturcs in thc rang'e from 2.16 K ito 319 mean tronthl\ salucs,. I'; to 2'f. . icurs it 9 kin,. and the
K du te ib tis periodl thc stations used in this -tud\ \%ere niaimum seasonal s;taiblt ocurs albve SO kmi The
seleOted as represenitatise: of' climiatic area% in the I. nitied seasonal \ariait~i.!1 are largest at Ft, C'hurchill and are small-
States Mountainious stations %%ere unrePresenta!ve of Lien- est at Ascension Island.
erA I' l rm pp ;pri sn \%, ere not armint thoise selected.
Also, the hich winds tif hutic:Anes and tornadoes %%ereomit-

ted trom the ligture. 15.2.2. IDay-to-Day Variat'ons
'Thc wind speeds (if Fiicure 15-17 oceu-red at anemo:

mneteilicheis. usuallN at 12 to 344 im abose &!round les el The deni'ts at -a specific altitude mat, difler Ironi the
durine the ecars ot obser-,ation. The w ind speeds at the 3- seasonal or monthh, mean at that attitude due to das -to-das

inlslaeapproinmatel\ 20"' ecss and esen 50)' less for chanc-es in the \%eather pattirn. I he ditiuto.u osre
the estrnue Io%% tinperature Ide- than 252 K). densities in Januars and July at the most cliraticalIs estrnie

The eomhiinatioi. of s alues i* teiperatlire and sind- locations tolA khiCh datit are as aitable near 3(!'. -15, 60 ;n2 .i
speed. reciimmennded for c\ireme L'S. thermal equilih-riurn 75 N aie shot,%n in Table IS-I1 a ito 15- 1 d (or altitiives uip
dceieii criteria. are show n by the c nsemope in Figure IS-1 7 to 80 kmn. Median, and hiih -and low valjes that are equaledI
Thi5 re:oninendat ion is not s a d( in mountainous areas or or more severe I';.- 10(1. and 24)'; of the lttle are ciSC n

* in D~eathi Valle\. Ior thle litter the criteria are the same as as percent depriures from the t'.Sr Standard Atmosphere:
f. or w-orld- %% idc criteria. as plotted in Figure 15- 17. t5-kill altitude mnr-merts. The I % alues, tor altitudes,
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE

ASCIENSK)" DENSITY CRCH111 DENSITY

eo60,

L OCT 1OCT

20, 20

-i' 2 -( 0 i0 2 o ;0 200 20* 30

KPICENT DEPAP''RE 1"0 1976 5'AT.CRID PM(tT DEPATR FROM t.9'S STA40ARD

atx)%c 340 km are con-sidervd tough e4.timat% a% they are
ha~cd ton the tail% of the di rhution% of t+-A-ened '.alue'.

da"10" 6~ plotted on prob.Ibilit% piper. FL.timates aN)%e N') kmi ire
less reliable thin ttvc .at !os~er kid'. lxeau'.e of the pauc It%
oi'dita And lirrer obi..ri ational cmrr.r at the highecr altitude'.
In trfbpkaI reeliwi' the nlontll dcnit Jitrb.in are

neair4 normal for altitude.- up to 914 km. ('on'.cqucntl'..
- reasonablec extimaics' of the distribution'. of dvnsiv. in the

44 (topi. %in he ohiiaiihed fluid inlonthh lief .wAf ad '4JaiJJT

dci lations Standard dei itii'ns of' Ithe obseri d ik-nsiti:'.
.aroutnd the mean mo4nthi'. 'ialue% at Ascension. gisen in

* TJie I 5-11. are T.plcal 4 the da' -to-taj %aiaition'. fe'-nd
* - i. -in the tropit'. 1('le and Kantor. I9Xij

1-9.2.3 Spatial Variation

Jhx* rate o01 Je~i .i't( the cotfelation koefficient fuet'.mcen
densities at tui, fvomit'. %kith increa';ng hori/Ilnal separation
i% direct!'. related to the wcale of the major feature% of the

* . . walher patterns that are experiericed ait a srvci latitude
and altitude F-igure 15- 2(1 p~ro- ides, Information on the detai'

*! i 7) Ir 20 ofil densits ko-ltehtOti'. with (listance near 1 0f N for altitujde'
~Q~5* PA ~SAlN0M 97 up to (4) kml The d.ecaq in (len'?". votTelatiIofl helo'A 201

kil are based on an interpretation (if data from studicet of

*Fcr t tT 'I P) Sc-nif ditt con,e C'in the tIcn.if% jig muc pttie it A, the ,patial corwrel at ion, of pressure. temiperature . densi: a nd
inII..' ' 1 Ip' isLind andl It IIhUrchili w ind at radi s' mdc levcl% at location,, tcee 30' and 7( yN
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CHAPTER 15
Tjhhc 15-11(a %fdian. high. irtd hiv% '.jluw oI densitik given as percentage k-pjmnure from U S Stindari' Am siphemre 1976 fiw January and July at

dAlt itude' 1;~ of nif
Sid -Ag High 11-01 Highm

JanuarN

-5 I- 3 (---2 02 7.343 - 1

II0 - 4 - 3 -13 -- + 2 0 4.1351
15 -7 -IS -1 . 12 -4 4 10 -5 1.9476
20) -3 -7 -2 .5 -4 + 2 899io) -2
2)5 -2 -4 -b 6- -4 .1 '24.X9
311) -4 .2 -l()0 -2 9 -3 -- t .141
35 - 3 -3 - 12 0 -K -- 6 8.4034 - 3
441 I *2 10 ' 70 5 3.99571

4) 0- 11I) --3 -7 '2 -5 1.9663

4) -I-12 -- .7 --- 5 -2 1.0269
11 .549 -It 5 -6 .1 --4 5,6910 -4

- -2 -12 -IS -5 - 9-2 -6.096K

h54 -.21 -25 .13 -- 13 .7 - -6 1,6321

70) -5 - 16 - 6 - -1 . - 12 8.2829 .-5
-- 2 -2513 -. 9 10 3.1)K21

42 -22 .15 -13 --8 -7 1,945X

- Jul%

-4)~~ -- - -2 --4 7,343-I

I"* - 2 0 *2 0 4 1351

1.5 -lb -20) 1 - 17 , 13 .17 .4 Ir9-V6

N" I 1 14 - If0 .5 h w6~ .~fI -

4 224) *421 7 5 fi I I 1 
4

01'

.4 If 2ts -.1* ! 0 h

--B~ ~~ ~ 1- 60 -4 - 62

1,91!itudc li- rir ni t.,t I in.) 11-4! In *'?mamt i. n!n the 'pit ial 541, Wt. /ctr s co ndt io n i. attamine~d .t mo re thin Ik it e thamt - --

cor-woi'n, atn ,hludcs -'ho t On" a i'. from am -tj. h\ dti.or 4-V;0 kmn I hi'.s ' *nj,' indiaft the rr't

I 'r , 1, 2' i i nd 11 -, inh It'. cs %k cre uscd to,*tcthcr v- ith 5f 1 kin. ch". to planctar. '.i a'. en-th n-umbcr oine .!(mit N-
Ictk imutinc-,i -o. kKct, ohscr'. *tior' i t~ ewral pair,. of' In I. rijt io frtimi Kinto r and Cole I 11)791 on thccoirre it ion'.

ttion'. neair N) \ to ifcict-nminc tht rit'. oW dta'. of'dcw'i t\ t--mecii dcn'iic'. at point'. tip to 370) kin apart in tropical-
* c. rclaiion at It'.l cikcc tn W1 and,55 kmn, A'. Figur I - rcion'. k' pro'. IIdCd In Table 1 5-21). for k'. A,~ bet%% een 10)

21 nki -itt',. di r t Ie itl dc-i'. in dII~tn' iv ori tfation v. ith ind tl N) ki
di~tminct ftcrta'.,ti .h.taitiafk' %%~ ith altitude. At 101 kii for -htut ifeec bicen the Jen'.:tic'. at two poinl%
c-kmniple. l/t,, correlaion i'. aitamnd at ahout 2IXX) kmn at can he e'.timated h\.
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE A

Table 15-18b- Median, high. and low valaes of densities given as percentage departure fnn U S. Standard Atn.mspherr 1976 br January and July ati
45'N.

Median I rh lo,4 U.' US. Std1
Altitude ( f est

(km) Sid) High Low J High [ow High Low 4kg/r)

Januar % "

5) +4 -3 +3 22 -I1 7.3643

I0 +6 -- 43 .-6 +I --4 41351
15 -3 +4 -12 +1 -8 --1 -6 1 9476' r=

20 --2 + 2 --8 0 -6 -I -5 8.8910-- .
25-2 + .. 8 0 -6 -- -5 4(X)84
30 -5 + - 17 -. 2 -13 -4 -9 1.8410-
35, -6 +2 -20 -2 -16 -4 - 12 84634- 3
40 3* 5 -23 0 -17 -4 -- 13 3 957
45 -9 +8 - 22 +2 -l1 -3 -14 I.W)

.to +8 +1II -20 ±4 --- 16 -3 -14 1.0269 4
55 -9 +9 -25 +-2 ; 8 -4 -- 16 56x10- 4

-12 -7 -28 0 -- 21 -7 ---20 3 (Y,%6-
65 -14 -. 38 -- 5 --34 -10 --28 163-1

70 -15 -2 2 -38 -9 - ) -?.12 -26 8 2X28 - 5

75 -16 -3 --38 -9 34) -- 12 --26 3921-
8) .-23 -2 --42 -- 8 -36 -- I() --3) 1 8458

July

-2 I -5 -- I --4 -I -3 734 - I
IO. t 3 ---4 2 - 2 +1 - I 4151 '
15 ,, *17 + 2 + 15 +4 + 13 -15 1947120 +f 1 8 ,"-7 3 X-I "

25 7 10 + 4 .9 5 -8 -6 4 ()K4
3- +7 .12 0 .9 .2 *8 "4 ' 84I
35 .9 0 1- - - 646 - 3 K
40 1 21 -4 16 14 +I0 .3 9957"
4. 15. -6 -6 :20 -14 -+18 1,2 1 9661
) 17 .A 1 -9 2 12 21 +.14 1 W)269

55 17 32 -8 2S .11 22 14 56810 - 4

60 19 A30 - 4 -.26 "+ 10 24 13 A 068.
65 2o 4,, -4 ±35 10 + 30 - 13 I 621
70) -20 -0 4 32 *9 +27 412 828_) ---

75 19 -41 2 + .14) 7 + 26 *11 3 9921
9) 1 .14' 32 -- 4 34) -4 '25 -9 1 458

if- frt : ,r - 2r,, , a,. It5 241 t+bcr,ed simultaneouly at location% W8). 180 and 36') km
apart in the tropic arc presented in Table 15-21 for altitudes
between 10 and 6) kin: For -Oen month, the rm, dfcr-

where fr,, is the etinmaled rm, differcnce tw een denili,'s ences provided in Table 15-21 can he conside'e io repr -,en,
at points x and N, irand (rf are the variances of denirs vanahibtN anK.ind the nezca monthly dens:tv grlienits. which
around the rnonthhN mean .aluc,. and and r,, is the corre- are giveea in Fable 15-22 IColc and Kantor, 19751 f- h et
lation coefficient between the ,Icnsitie at point, x and N. indicated latitudinal difference, o. ,-ina! dtcre -e
For shore distances tup to 550 kmi) r- and rr can usuall, main near zero in tropicl area,. lnformaion on the .patit ri
he assumed to be equal variability of density is useful in determining how ;Jccurajte[

The estimated rms difference between densities that arc a density observation taken 75 to 500 kin fronm the point of'
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CHAPTER 15

Tahl 15-lk., Median. high, and It'v .alue of densities given as percentage departure from U.S. Standard Aimosphcre 1976 for January and July at
N rN'

T Median 1% 1 0'7 20c U.S. Sid IN
.Ah(tdc ( f High Density

(k . .j Sid) High Low High Low Low (kgfm')

January

-I +6 -3 +4 - I +2 0 7.3643 -I
I -6 + 3 - 15 +2 -15 -3 - 10 4.1351

--2 - 15 -5 -12 -6 - II 1.9476
0 I - 15 -5 - II -6 -10 8.8910 - 2

25 7 -3 -16 -2. - 12 -4 - 10 4.0084
;4- 10 --7 -32 +2 -18 --2 -15 1.8410 A

-15 ---. 8 -35 -3 -27 -3 - 19 8.464 - 3
lot • .- I0 -36 '+5 -.30 -4 -20 3.9957 ,N

-21 -12 -- 39 + 5 -34 -10 -24 .1,9663
5o -26 14 -43 + 3 -36 - 15 -29 1.0269 1
55 _32 9 --48 - 10 - 39 -20 - 3S 5.6810 -4

-3 4 ...54 - 12 -40 -25 --39 3.0968

-36 S 50 -16 -46 -27 -42 1.6321
3.12 --54 -25 -49 -32 -43 8.2828- 5
-5 -0 --53 -24 -47 -30 -42 3.9921

, --53 -17 -47 -21 -40 1.8458

" ... . .... .. .. 'Ju ly .-

"S 2 . 2' --5 + -4 0 --3 7.343- I
t. (0 .7 -8 -4 -,5 +2 -3+ 41351

.6 -7 .3 --4 +2 -- 2 1.9476
'-7 --' 6 0 +5 +1 8.8910 -2

- -.8 I -7 +2 +6 +'3 4.0084
,f) - -12 .I 9 +2 +8 +4 l.441)0

-i -i (t 14 -3 +12 +7 84634 -3

S-- 21 10 1'-l(7 + +12 3.9957

7-13 23 +1 . I 966 ,

5} " 21 - 10 I) + 3) +16 +28 +22 1.0269
- 3 ." 29 +2 .6810 -- 4

-2$ -42 -II *39 +16 .33 + 22 3 068
+ 5 -, . + I! --44 + I8 +39 +28 1.6321

-. 2 - 52 -12 .4h -20 - 44 .Io 8.2828--.
-4 -- 12 52 - 2v + 4X +35 3 9921
x ' .11 -SA . -- 5i) .1 44 4) I8458 j

.-- i k, n. - rcprt,-.-n... ikh- ,,nrdm .on, en, ountered in the ,.urface it, 60 kni. tgcihcr %kith interlc.cl correlation cioc-

ticent' K-txeer lc'ek ha c t-en developed for tn)pical.

temperate and arc tis rcwn, I(ole and Kantor. 19,O1. Ta-

15.2.4 Statiical Applications to bleS 15-23 Ito Is-23f contain statitica! arras of ilensitv '

Reentry Prohlems for the month, of Januar\ and July at Kajalein 19'N. . -.

Wallops Island (3MN). and Ft Churchill (59N)'
Ihe rctb% c i- larvc number of alabickth r;idioonde,. and Variation in tht range or deceleration of free falling

mwteorol-. a roL .t pbser niain' c(m a dctihdtd anui!- objects or KI;Istic n ss that arise from day-to-day changes-

,, of, tht. hlrrtcrtics ot atnph-rc dnr.il5 profiles at in atmospwnr .densitv can be estimated from Tables 15- LI
aintru..o' bclo' ( ki. Arrays of mearw arJ sndard de- 23ii to 15-23f. The inteura:wd effect. E. of mean monthly

%iion of dcni.vy at 2-km inter-,ak' of airtudec from the density on the trajector.- or timpact point of a missile car, ,

15-36
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE

Table 15- i8d. Median, high. and low values of densitieA given as pcrcentage departure from U.S Standard Atmio'pher 1976 fur Januay and July at

W5N.
Median 1% IOt, 20%, U.S. Std

Altitude l(% of DeLnsity

km) Sd High Low High Low High Low (kg, m'l

Januar,**

5 +2 +6 -I 0+5 +4 +1 7.36- -

10 -8 +2 -18 -3 -13 -5 -10 4.1351
15 -O - I - 18 -6 - 14 -8 - 13 1.9476
20 -12 -I -22 -6 -17- -8 -15 8.8910 2
25 -15 -2 -28 -8 -20 -10 -18 4.()84
30 -- 21 -4 -36 -9 -26 -16 -24 1.8410

35 -25 0 -43 - I0 -32 -16 - v4 8.4034- 3
4 0 -4 -48 -9 -38 -16 - 38 3.47 'o

45 +8 -52 - 6 - 45 - 16 -39 1.9663
30 +4 -56 -8 -48 -- 2(0 -42 1.0269 6-9

5K- 44 +5 --65 - 10 -56 -- 23 -50 5.681(1 -4
N) -46 0 -70 -16 - N) -32 -55 3.0468
65 - 47 1, ' - 66 - 27 - 62 - 35 -58 i.6321v".,
71) -4N -1 -69 - 21 -62 -35 -601 X.2829 - 5 -':

75 - 45 - I0 -65 + 25 - 57 -3.5 -. 53 3.9921 ..,

S4) -40 -8 --55 -24 -) -14 --45 1.8458
Juh "'.'-1

5 I +4 -2 3 -I -2 0 7.364 -I
I) -4 *5 -12 -3 0- I-) _7 4 1351
15 -4 4 2 -9 0 --7 --2 -6 1 9476
20 -I -6 --4 4 -2 -3 i 8 O.910 ,

5 1 -10 -8 -6 - 3 +5 -2 409184
1) -7 - 13 12 -10 45 -.8 +6 184-110

35 12 -25 -3 1- i 8 l - li 4034 -
41) -14 -27 -6 .23 13 -21 16 3 997

45 - 25 .35 +10 314) - -28 -I2 1 94,16
.0 .27 - -4) 0I11 .35 -20 - 12 -24 I W1269
532 -42 ,.11) -39 -20 , 35 -25 5 6810 4

.17 '( l. -
65 -48 Inufficient daia a Ne 55 km 16i21 -.

7I0 - f) : n ,umm.ri X2$2X -, 5"
7567 3 '9f

.t -4, 1.8458

he determined for a lvcific location h% computer "light'" due to da\ -to-dav \araxion, from the mean scasonal or the '.
'hrouih i;ean monthl, or 'easonal denstN protile% it the nean monthl\ dcnitt prottlc can he ohtained from
prorper influencc cefficicnt%. (.. for the mi,,sle at vari(,j.
le'el,, are gi cn For example. ve can %trite ,,, C, r, r,-, . ( 5 .2!61

E = Cji, 115.25) vkhere it ,, i, the integrated \ariance fotr all laser, becin-

con~idered, C, and C, are inllueni: coetfIt ent- at the ith
%here i, is the mean monthl\ densit r at the ith leel. 1he and ith levels. or and a, arc th standard de\ iatios tit dcn~it\
influence coeflicients ,pend urx)n aerodynamic character- at the two le\u,. and r,, is the correlation coeflicint hctsscen
istl,,, reentry angle. and the speed of the vehicle. The densities at the tx o lecl,, In these computations dcnit\ is
integrated standard deviation in rang . or deceleration 'r,,,. assumed to have a (jaussian distrihution at all lc\e,. As a ...'.
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CHAPTER 15
Table 151 Sta~ndard dmaiion% Ill of '.rved day-to-day variations Teble 15-20. Conreltion coefficients b~etween &~nsities at points up to

in density around the nioiihiy ,nin at Awen'ion Island 3701 kni apart 'n the tropicv.

Altitude Correlation Coefficient eP

Altitude I S.D. of Density (14 of Monthly Mean) (kin) ______ -_____

(km) Jan Apr J uly Oct 90) km 180 km 370 km

51 0.4 0,3 0.3 0.4 10 0.97 0.95 0.90
10 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 20 0.98 0.97 0.92

IS0. 07 0. 0730 0.98 0.97 0.92
20 1.5 1.3 1.8 1.3 400.98 0.97 0.92
25 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3 50 0.98 0.97 0.92
310 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.2 60 0.98 0.70.92
35 1.9 1.8 .1.4 . 1.2

4.2.3 2.11 1.8 1.8
45 23 2.3 2.6 2.3L~ _ 27 25 2. .J The decrease in the number of available observations above

60 km and the larger random observational errors at the
higher altitudes make it difficult to obtain reliable estimates
of the maignitud e of the diurnal variations at altitudes be- :

result, the errr in the CEiP (the circle within which 50"It tween 60 aad 90 km.
of the events are expected to occur) will be generally less The 50-km densities, from a series of soundings taken
than 10'%. at Ascension during a 48 h period in April 1966 ICole and

Kantor, 19751 are plotted versus local !ime in Figure 15-
21. Densities are given as percent departure from those for 7

15.2.5 Variability with Time the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere. The crosses represent
averages of observations taken within two hours of each

Studies hased on radiosonde observations have shown other. Harmonic analy sis (if the eight average values pro-
that there are no significant diurnal variations in density at duced the solid curve when the first and second harmonics
altiludes upto 30kIm- Th-e analysis oftmeteorological rocket for the 48-h period wet added together. An F-test indicates
observation%. however, indicates the presence of a sign~fi- that the second harmonic. which~ represents the diurnal os-
can# diurnal oscillation in densitN- at altitudes between 35 .cillation in density. has an 3mplitude of slightly less than
and 60 km. The phases and amplitude%, of the diurnal ors- 4%1 (a range of almost 8 4 )and is significant at the I'T level;
cillation at these altitude% are best defined in the tropics,. it reduces the observed variance by 9 1 %. Maximums occur

at 16WX and mini'mums near 0400 local time. From this
analysis it is apparent that the diurnal oscillation is the
dominant short-period fluctuation at 50 k..

40.CORRE..A'iON The rms% differences. besulen density Observations taken
from I to 36 hours apart also provide a measure of the rate
of char-n de n ivth t ime at a gi% en altitude . Computed

09 011 06 c 4 02 c0 -0 rm. values fromn the Ascension series mentioned abovie ,
I J / /show~n as a fu.'ction of time in Figure 15-22 for altitudes

~ '. 9A / -~ from 35 tol 60 km. The rumber of pairs of obs ervations
/available for each fitie inierval i,, also shown Since at time

30- ~T =0 the mnis charive in space is 7cmo. an es.timate of the
randorn observational error can be obtained from the ob-
%crszstions them'.elses hN extrapolating curses, t, Figure 15-

- 2back to 7ero hours This procedure: indicates that the
random rms, errors are appr~Simatebh 1% at 35 and 40 km,

~ /andl 1. ( to 2-014 at altitudes between 45 and 60 kmn.
J If there are no wkell-defined periodic oscillations within

I a 24-h period, the rms variability would be expected to
020 4,120 increase smoitoth!Y with time until itrhdavlerp

DISTNCE k~tresentine the climatic 'or the day-io-daN variability around

Fi~tc i.20 4 n~:s ~,iritto, wth ~ arius ji- the monthly mecan. Ifo~ever, a'.vel.defired 24-h oscillation
titudes in midlatitudc', can bt- seen (Figure 15-22) in the rms density variations at
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE
Table 15-21 Estimated rm differences (% of mean) between densities at locations 90. 180. and 360 km apart during the midseason months in the tropics. %

January April July October
Altitude 90 180 360 90 180 360 90 180 360 90 180 360 St%_L

(km) km km km km

to 0.10 0.13 0.18 0.10 0.A3 0.18 0.10 0.13 0.18 0.10 0.13 0.18
15 0.13 0.17 0.25 0.11 0.14 0.21 0.16 0.20 0.30 0.16 0.20 0.30 *.' "-,
18 0.50 0.61 1.0 0.34 0.42 0.68 0.30 0.37 0.60 0.34 0.42 0.68
20 0.28 0.34 0.56 0.28 0.34 0.56 0.24 0.29 0.48 0,24 0.29 0.48
25 0.28 0.34 0.56 0.28 0.34 0.56 0.24 0.29 0.48 0.26 0.32 0.52 :,!N:,
30 0.30 0.37 0.60 0.30 0.37 0.60 0.28 0.34 0.56 0.30 0,37 0.60 91
35 0.34 0.42 '8 0.30 0.37 0.60 0.30 0.37 0.60 0.36 0.44 0.72

40 0.40 0.49 0., 0.44 0.54 0.88 0.48 0.59 0.96 0.44 0.54 0.88
45 0.46 0.56 .0.92 0.40 0.49 0.80 0.60 0.73 1.20 0.52 0.64 1.04 .

50 0.56 0.69 1.12 0.54 0.66 1.08 0.712 0.88 1.44 0.54 0.66 1.08
55 0.66 3.81 1.32 0.56 0.69 1.12 0.84 1.03 1.68 0.78 0.96 1.56

60 0.84 1.03 1.68 .0.66 0.81 1.32 1.00 1.,22 2.00 0.82 1.00 1.64

,/ 4 '+ .."

all altitudes between 40. and 60 km with maximums at 12 Unlike the tropics. a 24-h oscillation in density is not ap- -

and 36 hours and a minimum at 24 hours. An analyses of parent from this analysis which is based on eight years of L," S

meteorological rocket observations taken at Kwajalein (9°N) data at Ft. Churchill and ten years at Wallops Island. The
and Ft. Sherman (9N) show similar results [Kantor and diurnal oscillation is relatively small and is probably masked
Cole. 1981 1. The diagram in Figure 15-22 and the results by instrumentation errors and changing synoptic patterns.
of similar studies show that in the tropics an observation The rms variab'lity at both locations increase% with time
24 hour, old is more representative of actual conditions than until the climatic values of day-to-day variations around the
one 12 hours old. monthly means are reached.

The observed rms variations of density with time lags
of 1. 2..+ and 6 hours are shown in Figure '5-23 for levels" -

between 60 and 90 km at Kwajalein This informmion. from 15.3 ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
Cole et al. 119791. is based on a July 1978 series of high- UP TO 90 KM
altitude ROBIN falling phzrc flight% !t Kaalein. The first ,,, ".

profile represent%. the estimated rm,, observational error. Pressure 'data provided in this section are based on (1 I)',.
The rms variations of density %ith timc at t-e 50-km routine radiosonde observations tzken bv national weather

level are sho%%n in Figure 15-24 tor Wallops Island 311N) services aad extending .o approximately 30 km. and (2)
and Fi Churchill 159'N for the months of January and Jul' measurements from rcket, and instruments released from

T310"c 5 22 M - g'Z".i " 'I. tl r'i' .t 'is .irm lien ,' hAnge per I10 krr , in the tropit,

Altitude JanuarN April July October
(km) Gradient %i . Gradient i'+ i. Gradient ("'fi Gradient ('/ I""

10 0,01 0.02 0.03 0.,4
15 0,15 0.17 0.08 005

1 20 0.12 0 23 0.08 00625 ___4_.4o O _{1

2.s 1 0~ 1" 0.14 0(10 t14FI
30 0.26 0, 1 ? 0.14 11.21

35 013 0 22 0.16 0.23
40 0.03 0.16 0.16 0.20 .

45 O. 14 0.01 O. 17 0.21
50 011 0(19 0.12 0.20

55 0.08 0.12 0.04 0.27
60 0.09' 0.04 0.10 0.25
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I16 -16 ASCENSION -50 km

g14-i

WI
-, 12 •

0 *at VMEAN

S10-

0 ox
tJ 0

x 0
U •

16 22 U4 10 16 22 04 10
LOCAL TIME

Figure 15-21. Diurnal density (50 km) variation at Ascension Island. (Dots indicate observed values, x's represent 3-h averages, and the solid line depicts
the computed diral cycle.)

rockets at altitudes between 25 and 90 km. Both data sources 15.3.1 Sea-Level Pressure
are supplemented with pressures derived from measure-
ments made from earth-orbiting satellites. Although atmos- The variations of sea-level pressure normally have little
pt.,ric pressure above radiosonde altitudes is occasionally effect on the operation of surface equipment. However, in
measured directly, it normally is calculated hydrostatically tie design of sea!ed containers that could possibly explode
(as d1iscussed in Chapters 14) from observed temperatures or collapse with pressure changes, the range of surface pres-
or dei-sities for altitudes above 30 km. These data are in- st:res likely to be encountered should be considered. Surface
teni,: for use in design problems involving variations in pressures vary with the height of the station above sea level
the heights of constant pressure surfaces and/or changes in as well as with changing weather patterns. Standard at-
pressure at specific altitudes. mospheric pressure at sea level is 1013.25 mb, but there

ASCENSION

6-
50 km

5- - 0

44

II

I .I//'"-'\. //

**~/.', /04

/No.

E 40

16 2l Is 12 9 6 No.
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I air

2 6 12 Is 24 30 36,
TIME LAG (HOURS)

Figure 15-22. Root mean square (rms) lag variability of density with time at Ascension Island.
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DENSITY Tahle 15-24. Sea-level prn'.ure% xccdidd 99"1 and IV' of the lime inJanuary.

90 A X ,
I HR/ ~6HR Pressure

2 HR / 4HR Location (mb)

Aluta /o Exceeded 9914 of time
-- I. Aleutian low 965

S80 AIcelandic low 953

1W I 5Exceeded 1/( of time
Siberian high t5RMS INST Pacific high 1038

ERRORCanadian high 1052

'I, in areas under the influence of anticyclones. In the Northern
It: I Hemisphere extreme values, excluding tropical cyclones and

tornadoes, are most likely to occur in these regions during1 601
2 4 6 8 10 12 January. Ttble 15-25 lists for comparison actual worldwide

RMS VARIATION (PERCENT OF MEAN) pressure extreme-.,. including those resulting from storms of
tropical origin. Examples of mean sea-level pressures and

Figu- 15-23. The nn, variation in denstiq for ime lags of I to 6 h at typical fluctuations are given in Table 15-26 which contains
K~djalein. mean sea-level pressures for the four midseason months and

the standard deviations of daily values around these means
are sizable variations from this value with both time and for 16 specific locations in the Northern Hemisphere.
location.

Table 15-24 indicates extreme sea-level pressures that
may be encountered in the Northern Hemisphere. During 15.3.2 Seasonal ad Latitudinal Variations
the month of January. pressures exceeded 99'7 of tie time
are given for areas under the i;nfluence of sendpermnent The Reference Atmospheres presented in Chapter 14
cyclones, and pressures exceeded I14 of the time are given provide tables of mean monthly pressure-height profiles.

Rrv DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DENSITIES OBSERVED I TO 72 HOURS APART; X a S FAIRS, 0 S 5 FAIRS: Y. O OIBX( 41 iOO CHIURCHILL pOKrR FLATS JULY

00

-Z YO 0696? 369 CNJRCHILL Ir.NER FLATS X JANUARY

Y" O.01OX2 931 WALLOPS JULY

0 0

p 4 X 0

2 X 0 0 0

Y- 0 10 .444 WALLOPS JANUARY
A 0 X 0

2 0
... ~~ ~0 _L .. . .. .... .- _ ---I.... . . .- I... I- .. . I . . ... .

6 12 9 .2 30 36 42 40 54 60 se 72

TIME LAG (HOURS)

," F'igure 15-24 Ulnis df'ilercnce, NI-teen drn,ttic,, obrcd I to 72 h ar al 50 km (x 5 pairs, 1 -- 5 pair,,.
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CHAPTER 1%
Table 15-25. Worldwide pressure extremes.

Pressure
(mb) Location Date

LOW]
World 870* I 70N. I38*1E. Typhoon, Tip [Wagner, 19801 12 Oct 1079

876* 130N, 1410E, Typhoon June [Holliday, 19761 19 Nov 1975
877* 19*N, I35*E. Typhoon Ida [Riordan, 1974] 24 Sep 1958
877* 150N, 1280E, Typhoon Nora Itolliday. 19751 6 Oct 1973

No. America 892.3 Matecumbe Key, Florida, hurricane [Riordan. 1974] 2 Sep~ 1935

HIGH
World 1083.8 Agata, Siberia [Riordan, 19741 31 Dec 1968

1075.2 Irkutsk, Siberia, (Valley, 19651 14 Jan 1893
No. America 1067.3 Medicine Hat. Alberta lRiordan. 19741 24 Jan 1897

*Dpsonde measurements

*surfacq to 90 km. for 150 intervals of latitude from the ences arrc _aial and do not display a systematic seasonal
equator to tiC north pole. These atmospheric models de- pattern. Departures from standard generally increase with
scribe both :;easonal and latitu dinal variation of pressure. Iatituue. Thus. largest seasonal differences are -shown at
Figure 15-25 contain the Vertical pressure profiles for the 60*N where mean monthly pressures at 60 to 70 km are
midseason months at each of four latitudes: IS0 ,. 30g. 450 nearly 4091 greater than standard in July and 30% to 36%

and 60'N. The profiles are displayed as percent depar- less than standard in January. Consequently. July values
tures from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. 1976. Pres- are roughly twice those in January between 60 and 70
sures at altitudes between 2 km and 70 or 80 km are km. Pressures at these levels at 75*N (not shown) are
highest in summer and lowest in winter over regions roughly 10% lower than these values in winter and 15%
poleward of 30'N. In tropical latitudes, seasonal differ- higher in summer.

j Tab!- 15-26. Mean monthly sea-levet pressures and standard deviations of daily values.

Location January April' July. October

Mean S. D. Meain S. D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D
*Latitude Longitude (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb)

I0 N 70'W 1013 2 1012 1 1012 1 1011l
-)00N 70*W 1018 2 1017 2 1018 2 1013 2
30'N 70oW 1022 6 1019 5 1021 3 1018 4r40'N 70'W 1018 10 1017 9 1016 5 1018 8
50?N 70*W 1016 12 1014 t0 1011 6 1013 11
600N 70oW 1008 11 1014 10 100 7 1008 10
70'N 700  1004 11 1014 10 1009 6 1006 1IC
80'N 70oW 1011 11 1020 9 1011 6 1013 8

* 10N 20*E 1012 4 1008 3 1009 2 1009 2
20oN 20'E '1017 4 l0ll 3 1008 2 1012 2
30'N 20*13 1019 5 1014 4 1012 3 l015 3

*40'N 20'E 1018 9 1013 6 1013 3 1016 5
50'N 2 0' E 1020 12 1013 7 1013 5 1017 8
60'N 20'E 1015 16 1012 to 10ll 7 l01l 11

70N20'E 10)04 15 1010 10 1012 7 1005 1

15-48
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60" N 45° N 30'N 15*NI, ' , / , //, _
/

, , / / I // ' i , ,.
.7 ' I . si601 APR JUL .

S JAN OT APR JUL JAN OCT APR JUL JAN APR JUL W

40' I/)

t 'I i" i
I ? .,,.,,

20 p

10 I '

-20 0 *20 -2C .0 *20 -10 0 *10 -10 0 -10

PERCENT DEPART1RE FROM US STANDARD ATMOSPHERE E3
Figure 15-25. Pressure-altitude profiles for midscason months.

Table 15-27. Average neight ar,. standard deviation at standard pressure levels over North America. 9() to I()°W

Average Height and Standard Deviation

20'N , 30'N 40'N 50'N 60'N 70'N 80°N
Pressure Mean S. D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

(rob) (ki) (m) (km) (m) (kn) (m) (:,rm) (m) (kn) (m) (km) (m) (kn) (m)

Jauarv

7(X) 3.165 30 3.115 55 3.15 85 2.865 1(8) 2.770 100 2.710 9) 2.690 75

5(X) 5.845 40 5.745 85 5.565 125 5.340 145 5.181 150 5.075 140 5 155 125
3(X) 9.595 55 9.425 125 , 9.150 175 8.825 195 8.585 230 8.425 210 8.381 I'0

2() 12.280 70 12.090 130 11.765 165 11.43i 175 11.180 190 10.995 2X) 11.9210 195

I(X) 16.455 55 16.325 95 16.11 0 110 15.89(1 145 15.655 175 15.4(01 45 I Qw! I ' ,

5') 20.540 131 20.5(1 2(X) 21.415 215 20.281 215 211175 2(X) 19.775 181 1.440 180

25 24.i1X1 210 24.865 245 24.79(0 335 24.555 275 24.381 245 23.9)' 245 23.425 230
(5 28. I(X) 245 28.150 335 28.(XX) 365 27.751 365 27.650 350 27.(XX) 335 26.350 3(15

i0 30.(X) 251 30.530 380 30.5(X) 4(X) 10.250 3810 31.151 380 29.5(X) 321 28 751 26

July

7W 3.185 15 3.19() 21 3.171) 35 3.080 55 3.18)5 60 2.975 65 2.9)30 65

5(X) 5.891 20 5.9!0 25 5.875 50 5.72(1 85 5.6(X1 'W) 5.540 91 5.465. 95

3(X) 9.675 31 9.705 35 1).63(f 81 9 415 130 9.215 125 9.125 125 9.1111 (1)

2(X) 12.395 4o 12.431 ,50 12.345 I(X) 12.(80 135 1(.:;70 135 11.790) 135 11,711 135
I(8) 16.5710 45 16 625 50 (6.005 65 16.515 80 16.455 85 16.420 80 16.391) 7'

5) 20765 75 20.865 X) 20.940 (15 210.975 (1)5 21 .(X)5 10i5 21 ,(5 9X) 21 15) 75
25 5180 (510 25,33) 15 25.440 175 25 530 175 25.625 165 25.715 15() 25.765 150

IS 28.3M1 (71 28.450 17) 28.65() 1-5 28.8(X) 175 2 8.91) 175 29. 1(H) 17) 29,2)X) 105
1I0 30.81) ) 19) 301is() I1)() 31 204) (9)O 31.4W8) 19(1 31.550 19(1 31.75(0 185 3 115 I950 -
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CHAPTER 15

Table 15-28. Depariures from mean monthly pr,:surv:. () exceeded less than 5% of the time in January and July. Values below 30 km are based on
radiosonde observations. Those values above 30 km are based on rocketsonde observations

Height January July

(kin) 75ON 60ON 450N 30ON I S*N 15ON 30ON 45*N 60ON 75ON

0 ±2.5 ±3 ±2.5 ±1 ±0.4 ±0.4 ±0.5 I+ ±1 ±1.5
t0 7 4 3 2 0.8 0.7 0.8 2 3 4
20 30 10 10 7 4 2 2 3 3 3
30 20 16 14 12 7 4 4 4 5 5

40 25 20 15 8 7 8 8 10
50 30 25 18 10 10 12 13 14
60 35 .30 ,20 12 12 14 16 18
70 30 25 38 10 10 12 15 16
80 20 16 12 8 8 9 30 10

Table 15-29., Amplitudes of systematic pressure variations and time of
maximum at Terceira. Azores [Hams et al. 19621.

15.3.3 Day-to-Day VariationE Diurnal Semediurnal

'Changing synopic situations, which include movements Pressure Level Ampl. Time Ampl. Time
of high and low pressuie centers and their associated ridges (mb) (m)' (tab) (h) (mb) (h)
and troughs. and variations in the energy aksorbed directly 0 0.30 2300 0.50 0948
by the atmosphere, cause day-to-day changes in the height S1 122 0.10 2904 0.53 0950
of coastant pressure surfaces. Information on the magnitude
of !ay-to-day variations in the heights of such surfaces are 950 570 0.32 1824 0.46 0956

y ihs fschsracsae 900 3033 0.36 3632 0.49 1002 1provided in this section. Detailed information for specific 850 1454 0.18 1604 0.47 1002
levels and Xxations should be requested if conditions appear 85 0 27 0.20 1602 0.44 1002
critical. 800 2027 0.20 1612 0.44 1002

Table 15-27 lists monthly mean hc ights of pressure sur- 750 2569 0.20 1616 0.38 1010
faces in January and July and their standard deviations for 700 3327 0.25 1 548 0.37 3002
middle North America. These data indicate :be variation in 650 3733 0.38 6 0.40 3030
the mean heights of constant pressure surfaces between 700 600 4365 0.25 1608 0.33 1020

and 10 nb with latitude and season, and he estimated dis- 550 5051 0.27 1508 0.33 1034
tributions of day-to-day variability around the monthly means. 500 . 5782 0.27 156 0.29 1032
Estimated departures from mean monthly pressures. which 450 6587 0.27 3424 0.24 3036
are equaled or exceeded less than 5'/r of the time between 400 7449 0.31 1504 0.24 3046
350 and 75'N, are shown in Table 15-28 as percentages of 350 8409 0.31 3504 0.70 3046
the mean January and July values. surface to 80 km. 300 9482 0.32 1444 0.18 1108

As can be seen in Tabl: 15-28. day-to-day variability 250 10708 0.33 1420 0.16 1102
generailly increases with latitude and altitude in both January 37 329 0.32 3352 0.23 120
aad Jrv, although to a much smaller extent in July. The
estimated 5r7c extrer-, arc iargcst at 6o to 65 km at all I50 13948 0.30 3348 0.11 I'00
latitudes, reaching t 35c/ during 60N winter. Variability 125 1 15066 0.28 1328 0.33 1124appears to decrca.e abvc 65 km to a probable minimum 300 16423 0.26 1304 0.09 1128

value near 85 km. The estimated departures :;hown in Table 80 17776 0.24 1300 0:09 1120
15-28 include some diurnal and semidiurnal fluctuations due 60 19547 0.23 3256 0.07 3324
to solar influences, particularly since the basic pressure data
were not observed at the same time every day. Envelopes 0 22077 0.20 1244 0.06 3116

,-;,"30 24012 '0.18 1256 0.05 112 ".Cof these es'imated 9514 values should not be used as profiles . 3,,

since such pressures would not necessaiy be found at all 20 26673 0.16 1256 0.04 128
altitudes at any one given time and/or location. Decreases' 15 28005 0.15 1252 0.03 1136

10 30507 0.32 .1304 0.03 1204j,n atmospheric pressure in on, layer, for example, normally 10_ 30507 .12 1304 0.01 1204
are associated with increases in another laver. *Estimated mean annual height

is-,o



ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURES, DENSITY, AND PRESSURE

15.3.4 Diurnal and Semidiurnal Variations Upper-air pressures appear to fol!ow a systematic diur-
nal/semidiumal cycle similar to that at sea level; however,
extremes occur at somewhat different hours. Table 15-29

Mean hourly sea-level pressures follow a systematic lists amplitudes and times of occurrence of diurnal and sem-
diurnal and se.nidiurnal periodicity somewhat variable in idiurnal maxima to 10 mb (roughly 30 km) over Terceira.
amplitude ard phasc according to location and season. The Azores. which provides an estimate of mean annual sys-
sea-level pressure cycle is generally characteized by min- tematic pressure variations at a maritime location near 40'N.
ima near 0400 and 1600 hours and maxima near 1000 and The semidiurnal variations at climatically and geographi-
2200 hours local time. The amplitu,- approaches I rb, cally different lx ations such as Washington, D.C. and Ter-
which is small relative to synoptic changes in middle lati- ceira, Azores, appear to be similar IValley, 1965]. The
tuds. In the tropics only minor synoptic changes occur from diurnal maxima and minima, however, that result from solar
day to day, so that irnerdiurnal pressure changes are small insolation and terrestrial radiation, may differ ccnsiderably
compared to the systematic daily variations in these lati- in time of occurrence and amplitude at various locations,
tudes. particularly at or near surface levels.
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Chapter 16

WATER VAPOR, PRECIPITATION, CLOUDS, AND FOG
Section 16.1 D.D. Grantham, 1.1. Gringorten, and A.J. Kantor
Section 16.2 R.M. Dyer, 1.1. Gringorten, and P. Tattelman
Section 16.3 A.A. Barnes, E.A. Bertoni, I.D. Cohen, Capt. M. Glass, D.D. Grantham, 1.1. Gringorten,

K.R. Hardy, Y. lzumi, A.J. Kantor, and J.1. Metcalf
Section 16.4 H.A. Brown and B.A. Kunkel

One of the most important constituents of the atmosphere in a one-to-one correspondence to the dew point. Table
is that all-pervasive substance, water, which appears in the 16-I shows this correspondence between dew point and'frost
solid state as snow, hail. frost, and cloud particles, in the point, vapor pressure, and mixing ratio. The table also gives
liquid state as rair. clouds, fog, and dew: and in the gaseous the absolute humidity (vapor den.,ity) corresponding to the
state as water vapor. In addition to water, the atmosphere other measures when the air is saturated.
contains in suspension many types and sizes of aerosols of In a unit volume of air, the water yapor exerts a vapor
varying composition, including ions, salt, dust, smoke par- pressure, which in itself is another measure of the water
ticles and other contaminants. This chapter deals with a vapor content of the air: When the air is saturated, the vapor o
variety of conditions or events that are related to atmospheric pressure is a direct function of air temperature.
water content, including surface rainfall rates; the vertical The absolute humidity is the mass of water vapor in a
distribution of precipitation intensity; drop-size distributions unit volume of air it :s actually the water vapor density
in rain. clouds and fog; types of cloud data: and water and' within the air. The Gas Law shows that at a'given air
water-vapor content in and out of clouds. temperaturc. there is a saturation water i'apor content per

unit volume that the air can hold. which roughly doubles
for each 10 K increase of air temperature. As a consequence - V

16.1 ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR of the Gas Law, an isobaric increase of the temperature will
decrease the absolutL humidity (vapor density) while the

There are various ways to express the water vapor con- other measures in Table 16-1 remain the same.
tent of the atmosphere. The dew point is the temperature to If the mass of water ";apor 'is given in proportion to the
which a parcel of air, at constant pressure aid water vapor mass of the ambient dry air. typically in grams per kilogram,
content, must be cooled for saturation to occur. Further the resulting measure is called the mixing ratio. To relate
cooling produces condensation to liquid water. '. nkldist- mixing ,atio to the other measures of water vapor content.
tion could be delayed as the parcel is cooled below 'he de .v the atmospheric pressure must be given. When the mixing
point, in wh :h case the air becomes supersiturated. When ratio remains constant, as it does in adiabatic lifting of
the air is su., rsaturated. the condensation of water vapor -unsaturated air, the dew point will decrease with increasing
can take pli.ct ,: uptly and the released latent heat of va- altaucf-
poriation • ill .'aise the air temperature. If the water vapor Relative humidity is the ratio of the actual vapor pressure
content is lo. cnijugh. then the parcel of air might be cooled of the air to the saturation vapor pressure at the ambient air
below 273 K ',, il saturation with respect to ice occurs, at temperiture. it is given in percent. Relative humidity can
whieh point there usually is sublimation directly from water be derived with sufficient accuracy as the corresponding
vapor into ice crysials. This temperature is called the frost ratio of tl'- mixing ratio to saturation mixing ratio. At a
point. Sometimes the air can be cooled below 273 K, to as relative humidity of I(X)r/( the dew point is equal to the
low as 233 K without sublimation, but there could be con- ambient temperature. This can occur by the additiop of
densation onto existing supercooled water drops. Because moisture into the air and/or by the decrease of temperature
the saturation vapor pressure over water is greater than that to the dew point. ThLS. relative humidity usually varies
over ice. the dew point for a given water vapor contei is considerably during the course of a day. increasing during
alwa,,s less than the frost point. The frost point-dewpoint the cool of the night and decreasing in thL heat of the day. IA
difference. although essentially zero at 273 K. becomes Precipi:ahl oater, W. is the amount of' water contained
increasingly large as the temperature lowers, in a vertical air cohumn of unit cross-section extbnd:ne he-

Several other measures of water vapor content are related tween e mto specified levels. While the ph",,ical unit i, the

16-1
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CHAPTER 16

Table 16-1. The coirespondence between the several measures of water vapor content (based on Smithsonian Meteorological Tables IList. 19681).

Dew Fn l.t Va )r Abs )ute_ M ixing Ratio (glkg)

Point Point Pressure Humidity !(X) 850 700 500 400 100 50 10 1

(K) (K) i mb) (glmI mb mb mb mb mb mb mb mb mb

2111 7378+1 5119+1 4,98+1 5.941+1 7.361+1 1.080+2 1.411+2 * * * *f03 4.243+1 3.038+1 2.769+1 3,282+1 4.029+1 5.786+1 7.399+1 4.590+2 * *

2198 3,167+1 2.305+1 2.044+. 2.417+1 2.959+1 4.219+1 5.363+1 2.886+2 * *

293 2.337+1 1.730+i 1.495+1 1.766+1 2.156+1 3,059+1 3.870+1 1.899+2 5.462+2 * *

288 1.704+1 1.283+1 1,09+1 1.278+1 1.557+1 2.201+1 2.775+1 1.279+2 3.217+2 * *

283 1.227+1 9.399 7.762 9.146 1.113+1 1.569+1 1.973+1 8.707+1 2.024+2 * *

" 278 8.719 .6.797 5.495 6.471 7.870 1.107+1 1.389+1 5.946+ 1 1.314+2 * *

273 2730 6.!08 4.847 3.839 4.519 5.492 7.710 9.664 4.049+1 8659+ 1 9.764+2 *

268' 2t)8 6 4.215 3.407 2.644 3.112 3.780 5.300 6.637 2.739+1 5.728+1 4.533+2

263 264. 2.863 2.358 1,794 2.110 2.562 3.590 4.492 1.834+ 1 3.779+1 2.495+2 *

258 259.6 1.912 1,605 1.197 1.408 1.709 2.393 2.993 1.213+1 2.474+ I 1.470+2 *

253 255+1 1.2540 1.074 7.847-1 27-I 1.120 1.568 1.960 7.903 1.601+1 8.919+ I *

24S 250.5 8073- I 7.047-1 5.048-1 5.936- 7.204-I 1.008 1.260 5.603 1.02; + I 5.461 + I *

243 245.8 5.08-I 4.534- I 3.182-1 3.742-1 4.540-I 6.352- I 7.S38- I 3.183 6.397 3.335+ I 6.443+2

238 241.2 3.139-1 2.856 -I 1.961- 2.308-1 2.801-1 3.918-1 4.896- 1 1.960 3.931 2.016+1 2.846+2

233 23t.5 1.891 - I 1.757-1 1.183-1 1.390-1 1.687- I 2.360-I 2.948-I 1.179 2.362 1.199+ I 1.450+2

273.0 273 6.107 4.847 3.839 4.518 5.492 7.709 9.668 4.048+1 8.658+1 9.759+2 *

267.3 268 4.015 3.246 2.518 2.963 3.599 5,047 6.322 2.604+1 5.433+1 4.722+2

25L8 263 2.597 2.139 2.324 3.255 4.075 1.660+ I 3.409'+ ! 2.12+2 *

256.2 258 1.652 1.387 1.034 1.216 1.476 2.067 2.592 1.045+1 2.126+1 1.231 +2

250.8 253 1.032 8.835- 1 6.456-I 7.592-1 9.214-1 1.289 1.613 6.490 1.311 + 1 7.158+1

245.3 148 6.323- I 5.521-1 3.955-1 4.650-15.643- I 7.895- I 9.872 - I 3.961 7.969 4.199+1 .

2309 --4j 3.798-I 3.385-1 2.375-I 2.792-1 3.388-I 4.740-I1 5.926- I 2.373 4.763 2.456+ 1 3.809+2

2346 238 2.233-I 2.032--I 1.396-1 1.642-1 1.993-I 2.787-I 3.483-I 1.393 2.791, 1.42+1 1.788+2

'29.3 233 1.283- I 1.192- , 026-2 9.434-2 1.144-I I.-00- I 2.001- I 7.996-I 1.601 8.084 9.154+ I

228 7.198-2 6.836-2 4 103-2 5.293-2 6.422-2 8.981-2 1.122-1 4.483-I 8.970-1 4.510 4.824+1

223 3.935 -2 3., 2 -2 2.-2 2.895-7 3.512-2 4.910-2 61135-2 2.450-1 4.901-1 2.457 2.548+1

218 2.092-2 2.078-2 1.304-2 1.539-2 1.867-2 2.611-2 3.261-2 1.302-1 2.604-1 1.304 1.329+1

213 1.080-2 1.098-2 6.761-3 7.947-3 9.640-3 1 347-2 1.684--2 6.723-2 1.344-1 6725-1 6.791

208 5.NK,-3 5627-3 3.386-3 3.979-3 4.826-3 6.749-3 8.427-3 3.365-2 6.728-2 3.362-1 3.381

203 2.615-3 2.784-3 1.(39- 1 .926-3 2,336-3 3.265-3 4.076-3 1.618-2 3254-2 1.627-I 1.631

198 1.220-3 1.334-3 7.66-4 8.96-4 .090,--3 1.524-3 1.902-3 7593-3 1.518-2 7.590-2 7.597 - I

193 5.472-4 6.138-4 3.423-4 4.023-4 4.882-4 6.828-4 8.530-4 3.406--3 6.X10-3 3.404-2 3.405 -I

:,8 2.353-4 2.710-4 1.472-4 1.734-4 j 2.099-4 2.936-4 3.668-4 1.465-3 2.928-3 1.464-2 1 464-1

I83 9.672-5 1.144 6,051.-5 8 6"')- 5 1.207-4 1.508-4 6.020-4 I 204 - 3 6.016--3 6.016-- 2

± %t saturiatpm onl\.
Atmosphenc s aturation is not possible at this ambient temperature aid pressure..

mass per untr area, it is commonly reported as the height lute humidity (glm) and r mixing ratio (g/kg), then in terms
at which the liquid would stand if it were ail condensed in of the frost point, the vapor pressure is approximated by

a vesscl of the same unit cross-section as the air column.
For example, a height of I cm correspoids . I gm/cm 2 of lo=,e - 2 4 8 5

.
0 1 vF + 3.5665 IogT:

precipitabie water.
A programmable computer can use a set of equations . - 0.03.N'?98 T1. + 2.0702 (16.1)

or algorithms to generate the nuners gits:n in Table 16-I.
Where TI, represents dew point (K), TF frost pa)int (K). e In terms of the dew point, the vapor pressure is approxi-

4 vapor pressure (mb). p atmph:- pr. ,,ure (n10', p, abso- ma.ed by

S ,16-2



WATER VAPOR, PRECIPITATION, CLOUDS, AND FOG

logoe = -2949./TD Table 16-2. Diurnal cycle of dew point. temperature, relative humidity.
and solar insolation associated with the 19 high operationat

-. 5.0291 logloTo + 23.832 (16.2) extreme of moisture content (dew point 304 K) in a coastal
desert location.

In terms ot the vapor pressure and the air temperature T(K), Timrie Dew Point Temperature R.H. Insolation
the absolute humidity (g/m') is approximated by (LST) (K) (K) % L/h

p = 216.68 e/T. (16.3) 0000 302 304 88 0
0300 302 304 88 0

This will be the same as in Table 16-1 for saturated air only. 0600 302 304 88 4
In terms of the vapor pressure (mb) and the atmospheric 0900 304 310 73 68

pressure (mb), the mixing ratio (g/kg) is' approximately by 1200 304 313 63 93
1500 304 314 60 61

r = 621.97 e/(p-e) . (16.4) 1800 304 310 69 1
2100 303 306. 85 0

16.1.1 Surface
a Department of Defense Military Standard, Climatic Ex-

Water vapor at the earth's surface has a range of more tremes for Military Equipment ILt.S. DOD, 19731 and are
than three orders of magnitude. The maximum amount of further discussed in the background studies document ISis-

water vapor that the atmosphere can contain is regulated by senwine and Cormier, 19741. Table 16-2 gives details of

its temperature. However,' the amou!nt actually present in the diurnal cycle of humidity, temperature, and solar in-

the atmosphere is a complx function of various atmospheric solation associated with the upper 1% dew point (304 K)
and geophysical features. The highest value of atmospheric in a hot coastal climate. In this kind of weather the dew
water vapor, observed in the Persian Gulf, is a dew point point remains nearly constant throughout 24 hours, while

of 307 K, translating to 38 g/m3 of water vapor or a mixing the relative humidity changes from nev-ly 90% to 60%.
ratio of about 35 g water vapor per kg dry air. For extremely respectively, as the temperature climbs from 304 K in the
cold air (213 K) the moisture content, at best, can be no morning'to 314 K in the afternoon. Table 16-3 presents a
more than 0.02 g/m' , or, at sea level. 0.01 g water vapor repeated diurnal cycle for an extreme moisture-laden case
per kg dry air. Even this amount, however, can be important of 30 days duration. The conditions are maritime, with
in the transmission of infrared radiation over long path lengths. temperatures 300 K to 303 K, dew points 299 K to 301 K

Information on the distribution of water vapor in the and relative humidity at 91%h to 94%. Table 16-4 presents
northern hemisphere was collected in the Atmospheric Hu- a diurnal cycle that has high relative humidity associated
midirv Atlas IGringorten et al., 19661. which maps surface with high temperature. This case differs from that in Table
'Mixing ratios and dew points from the 5th to the 95th per- 16-2. by having less absolute humidity, less insolation and
centile for the midseason months. Two atlases, for the north- lower temperature, but greater relative humidity throug,",,t
ern and southern hemispheres ICrutcher and Meserve, 1970, the 24 hours. Relative humidity-varies from 75% to a more
Taljaard et al.. 19691 have been published that include mean persistent 100% as the temperature varies from an afternoon
monthly dew points and standard deviations of the monthly maximum of 308 K to a nighttime minimum of 299 K.
averages. Table 16-5 depicts the persistent high relative humidity of

Figure 16-1, taken from the Atmospheric Humidity At- a steaming jungle or rain forest. While the temperature
las. presents 95th percentile surface dew points in July to
illustrate high values of dew p, ints over the northern hemi- Table 16-3. A repeated diurnal cycle during a month of sustained extreme

sphere. The peak.values are found in the Persian Gulf above sustained moisture content in August at Belize Citm. Belize.
exceptionally warm waters. Over deserts the water vapor
content is lower, and coupled with high temperatures, the Time Dew Point Temperature R.H. Insolation
relative humidity drops to as low as 5% or less. Figure (LST) (K) 'K) (%) L/h
16-2, also from the Atlas. presents 5th percentile surface 0000 300 301 91 .0
dew points in January to illust, te low moisture content 0300 299 301 92 0
during the coldest time of the year., As expected. the dew 0600 299 300 94 4
point is lowest in polar and subpolar regions, but it is also 0900 300 302 92 54
low on high mountains. On the other hand, relative humidity 1200 301 303 83
can be high since it would not require much moisture to 1500 301 302 91 68
saturate the air at low temperatures.. 1800 30) 302 91 20

World-wide extremes of humidity and the diurnal cycles' '2100 300 302 91 0
of humidity in several distinctive clirmates are presented in

16-3
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Figure~ :6-1. I)L [point (K-273) at the surface in July. 95th pircentile (iringorten et AI.. 19661,

consistently remains moderate at 297 K. the relative hu- northern hemisphere is provided in the Atmosphe'ric Hit-
midity persists above 95 %4* Such conditions may prevail midit -v Aflas iGringorten et at.. 19661. Dew points aloft are
several days a month throughout the year. mappexd at 850- 700, 500 and 400 nib in percentiles from

5th to 95th for mid-season months, Also. two northern and
southern hemispheric aliases [Crutcher and Mescrve. 1970:

16.1.2 Troposphere Taljaard et al.. 19691 have been published showing mean
monthly dew points and standard deviations of the monthly

Climatic humidity data are relatively plentiful for alti- averages for altitudes up to 5(M nib.
tudes up to 7 or 8 km Iapproximately 400 ib). Information Aloft. relalive humidities of IM"', can occur at any
on the distribution of water vapor at these levels in the altitude belowA the tropopause over the entire globe. [low%-
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CHAPTER 16

Table 16-4. A diumrnal cycle associated with temperature and high relative mb (7 to 8 km) in the Atmospheric Humidiy Atlas [Grin-
0 humidity in the rainy tropics. gorten et al.. 19661, can be converted to median mixing

Time Dew Point Temperature R.H. Insolation ratios and extended upward logarithmically to medians of
(LST) (K (K) h 2 to 4 ppmm (parts per million by mass) at the appropriate

tropopause height. The altitude of the tropopause ranges

0000 300 300 100 0 from 16 or 17 km in the tropics to 9 or 10 km near the pole
0300 299 299 100 0 [Cole and Kantor. 19781. Estimated median mixing ratios
0600 299 299 100 4 at various latitudes are shown in Table 16-8.
0900 300 304 82 54 World maps of the mean precipitable water above the
1200 302 307 75 83 surface and above 850, 700, and 500 mb have been pub-
1500 302 308 74 68 lished for the midseason months IBannon and Steele, 19601.
1800 302 305 82 20 More recently, reports on "Precipitable Water Over the United

* 2100 300 301 95 0 States" were compiled by the National Weather Service
ILoit, 1976; Ho and Riedel. 19791. Based on radiosonde
observations, the range of the maximum precipitable water

* Table 16-5. A typical diurnal cycle in a tropical jungle with high relative content over the contiguous United States s about I cm
humidity. (Such conditions may occur several days a motih over the Rocky Mountains to nearly 7 cm along the Gulf
throughout the year.)
_ h_____ , hou___h__year_ of Mexico in the surface-to-400 mb layer. Table 16-9 pre-

Time Dew Point Temperature R.H. sents mean monthly maximum precipitable water content
(LST) (K) (K) (%) for Key West. Florida and Lander, Wyoming.

0000 297 297 100

0300 297 297 100 16.1.3 Stratosphere and Mesosphere
* 0600 297 297 i00

0900 296 297 9Water vapor measurements in the stratosphere and me-
1200 296 297 95 sosphere are not made at regular intervals because standard

, 1500 296 297 95 instrumentation is not available for use at these altitudes.
1800 296 297 Measurements at very low concentrations typical of the strat-21800 297 297 100

2100 [ 297 297 100 osphere can be made only with research quality instruments.

Such sensors include frost point hygrometers, optical de-

. Table 16-6. High absolute humidity (dek point) extremes. I to 8 km aloft vices (such as spectrometers, radiometers), ciyogenic air
* (typical of northern India in July). samplers and absorption devices. Roughly two dozen in-
-, vestigators have each provided from a few to over 100

Dew Point observations during the last 35 years. with the bulk of strat-

*;' Altitude (K) ospheric humidity measdrements coming since 1965.

(km) I% Probable 5 IO' 20R The earliest measurements, made by Rritish aircraft
iBrewer. 19491, provided evidence that the tropopause acts

1 302 300 299 298 as a cap to water vapor, preventing it from penetrating into
2 297 295 294 293 the stratosphere. General atmospheric circulation theory in-
4 289 '286 283 282 dicates that tropospheric air passes into the stratosphere over
6 276 273 272 271 equatorial regions from where it moves northward. It sinks
1 265 " 261 60 back into the troposphere at higher latitudes, closing the

cycle. Tropical tropospheric air following this route into the
stratosphere would have to pass through the very cold tro-

Table 16-7. Lo% absolute humidity (dew.r point) extremes, I to 8 km aloft popause of the tropics (193 K) where the water vapor density
(typical of Canadian Northwest Territories in January'. would be forced to extremely low concentrations due to

Frost Point condensation and sublimation. As this air continues upward

Atu(K) from this level, the mixing ratio in the stratosphere must
TAltitude I remain constant if there is neither source nor condensa-

(km) I / Probable 5% 1 10% I 20% tion/sublimation of water vapor. The mixing ratio that most

223 231 233 236 closely depicted these British findings is 2 mg per kg which

2 222 228 -231 234 may be interpreted as 2 ppmm. Some investigators report

4 217 221 222 224 their measurements in terms of volume mixing ratio, de-
214 "--noted as ppmv. The relationship between ppmv ard ppmmi,6 208 212 ]213 '214

20 212 204 205 is ppmv = 1.607 ppmm. Other possible sources that have
- 2 0 been suggested for water vapor to be introduced into the

-. 16-6
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Table 168. Estimated distribution of median mixing ratios in the upper troposphere.

Altitude 150N 30°N 450N 60°N 75ON
(km) Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul

(ppmm) (ppmm) (ppmm) (ppmm) (ppmm)
400 mb* 433* 1050* 295* 722* 155* 540* 90. * 401* 63.4* 295*

7 - - - - 148 - 57.5 -- 34.2 -
8 346 1010 213 510 38.5 368 11.3 48.7 8.3 24. t
9 205 513 130 239 9.8 136 2.0 13.2 2.0 2.0

10 122 250 80.0 113 2.5 50 2.0
II 71.2 119 49.0 52.5 18.3
12 42.0 57.2 29.8 24.6 6.7
13 24.6 27.5 18.3 11.5 2.5
14 14.5 13.2 11.2 5.4
15 8.6 6.3 6.8 2.5
16 5.3 3.0 4,1

17 3.0 2.5
•400-mb mixing ratios calculated from Gringorten et al. 11961.

stratosphere are the transport of tropospheric air upward of water vapor with mixing ratios up to about 4 ppmm
through the overlapping tropical and polar tropopauses, cu- occurring in I- to 2-km layers at altitudes up to about
mulonimbus clouds penetrating the tropopause. and chem- 30 km.
ical reactions such as the oxidation of methane. The extent Based on three independent series of field measure-
to which such mechanisms influence the stratospheric hu- ments, an annual cycle for stratospheric water vapor hos
m dity regime continues to be debated. However, thecom- been suggested. in which the amplitude of the seasonal
bined effects of the Hadley cell circulation and tropical variation is largest in the lowest part of the stratosphere,
thunderstorms, both of whose inputs of moisture into the about 0.4 ppmm ai 15 km, and decreases with altitude to
stratosphere must penetrate the tropical "cold trap," are re- about 0. I ppmm above 20 km. The phase uf the annual
sponsible for the bulk of stratospheric mixture. In fact. most cycle also changes with altitude, with the maximum oc-
investigators agree that all- other sources are smaller by a curring in November at 15 km and in April at 20 km. This

- factor of 5 to 10. annual cycle may be related to the annual variations in the
In the early 1960s there was a significant controversy temperature and altitude ef the tropical tropopause.

concerning the amount and distribution of water vapor in In the lower stratosphere (below 20 kin) there seems to
the stratosphere IGutnick. 196i j. Much uncertainty contin- be a small but discernible latitudinal variation in mixing
ues, but the extent of uncertainty has narrowed. The bulk ratio, with higher values, about 3 ppmm. occurring near the
of credible observations of stratospheric mixing ratio now equator and decreasing with latitude to somewhat less than
range from about 0.5 to 5 ppmm. The stratospheric water 2 ppmm near 45' latitude in both hemispheres. The lack of
vapor measurements made over the previous decade or so data in polar regions does not allow estimates of variation
have been summarized in two recent articles IHarris, i976 at higher latitudes.
and Penndorf, 19781. The conclusions are that ,he mean , There have been even fewer observations of water vapor
midlatitude stratospheric mixing ratio is 2.5 t (.7 ppmm in the mesosphere than in the stratosphere; consequently.

, and is nearly constant with altitde up to at least 30 km. these distributions and variations continue to be controver-
" There. is some evidence that fiom 30 km the mean may sial. However, there do, seem to be reasonably consistent

gradually increase to 3 ppmm at 45 km. This increase could hypotheses of the general e,'velope of the vertical profile of
be the result of an increase in water vapor due to the oxi- mixing ratio from the stratopaue to the mesopause. Deguchi
dation of methane in the middle atmosphere. There is also and Muhleman 119821 compared their ground-based radio
limited evidence for the existence of weak, shallow layers telescope measurements to rocket measurements by Schol7

*Table 1h-9 Mean ninnthI.N maximumn precipiiahk watcr content-iwo extremes.

Layer. Surface to

Station Month 850 mrb 700 mb 500 711b 4(X) ml'

Key West, Fla. Sep 2.7 cm 4.2cm 5.2 cm 5.4 cmi
Lande'. Wyo, Jan 0.4 0.7 (1,

16-7
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et al. 119701. Ehhalt et al. 119751 and Roger:; et'al. 11977]; 16.2.1 Surface Rates of Rainfall
airborne measurements by Farmer et al. 1 1980 and Waters
et al. 119771. and current photc :hemoical models by Crutzen Frequency distributions of various rainfall rates from
119741 and Allen et al. 119811. A concensus of these ob- actual data are available for only a small number of mete-
servations and models provides a midlatitude mesospheric orological stations. Precipitation data for most areas of the
water'vapor prolile of 4 'o 5 ppmm -t 50 km decreasing world are limited mainly, to average monthly and annual

. logarithmically with altitude to roughly I ppmm at WA km. totals, and to the number of days on which precipitation
Such a profile is con;istent with microphysical observations fell. Clock hourly precipitation data (totals on the hour every
of noctilucent clouds. An experiment in which noctilucent hour) are available for numerous stations in the United States
'cloud particles, captured by a rocket at the 80 km mesopause and Europe. but for only a few stations elsewhere. Monthly
level included ice ISoberman. 1963. and Michaels. 19651. tabulations of the amounts of precipitation which fall in 5
implies the existence of water vapor through a layer at this to 190 min periods are also available for National Weather
high altitude. Such clouds are not found at tropical latitudes Service first-order stations in the United States and its island
and rarely found at mlddle latitudes where temperatures are possessions. Special I-, 2-, and 4-min rainfall rates have
seldom colder than 173 K ICole and Kantor. 19781 at this been taken at a number o" locations in Southwest Asia,
level. They are normally seen at high latitudes in the summer Europe and the United States.
where extremely cold mesopause tempermtures prevail. Dur- These data have been used by scientists to develop math-
ing one experiment IAnonyious. 19631 in which such clouds ematical models for estimating the frequency of occurrence
were physically san,pled. the temperature observed was 130 of various duration-rainfall rates at locations where only

" K. During another sampling, whcn the clouds had dissi- routine rainfall observations are available. Some selected
pated, a temperature of 153 K wa.i measure!d. Assuming the methods for estimating c.ock hour and instantaneous (I min)
temperature and pressure structdre of the Air Force Refer'- rainfall rates are prescnted in the following sectios.

ncwe Atmospherc ICole and k;,ntor. 19781. frost points of
130 K and 153 K at 80 km convert to saturafion mixing 16.2.1.1 Clock Hourly Rates. Several researchers have
ratios of about 0.01 ppmv and 6 ppmv. respectively, used available clock-hour rainfall data to derive methods

* It is interesting to note that there is a region of the middle for estimating the number of hours that snecific rates occur
atmosphere. roughly 40 to 65 km, in. which the combined at other locations. In 1965, Cole et al., 119651 presented

* temperature and pressure structure does not supiort the ex- three linear equations for determining the frequency of 3
i.;tcnce of clouds !Schilling. 19641. The relatively warm clock-hour precipitation rates (1.5. 3.3. and 4.6 mm/h) vs
temperature structure at these altitudes requires a saturation an index of rainfall intensity. The index is the average per

* vapor pressuie greater than the total atmospheric pressur,;- day of measurable precipitation obtained by dividing the
an obviotis impossibility. This condition is denoted by the total annual precipi" ition by the ntumber of days with mean-
asterisk entries in Table 16-1. urable precipitation of --0.25 mm. Winner 119681 elabo-

rated on this and other earlier studie, to develop techniques
for estimating clock-hours of rainfall at rates of trace, 0.25.
0.5. 2.5, 6.4, 12.7. 25.4 and 50.8 tnrmh, based on data

16.2 PRECIPITATION from 123 National Weather Service stations with 5 to 10
year periods of record. The technique incorporates a mois-

Knowledge of the frequency of occurrence of given ratcs ture index. Y. where
of precipitation and associated vertical distributions of pre- 1
cipitation particles is important to the dtsign and operation Y =100 P _ I (16.5)
of many types of equipment. It is a critical input for eval- PE
uating and deploying systems which employ surveillance
radar, and for t,e selection of microwave frequencies used P is the mean annual rainfall in mm. anu rE is the mean
in con'municatins systems. The frequency and intensity of annual potential evapotranspiration detemirned by the method
rainfa" must also he considered in the design and o,eration dcveoped by Thornthwaite et al. 119581.
of helicopter rotor blades. and leadine edges of aircraft and Figures 16-3. 16-4. and 16-5 are nomograms for esti-
missiles which are subject to erosion by precipitation par- mating tle mean annual clock-hours per year that a rainfall
ticles. Water ingested by jet engines can cause tame-outs rate of 6.4, 12.7. and 25.4. mm/h is equaled or exceeded
and penetrate protective covering:; of exposed electronic and in temperate latitudes. Potential evapotranspiration data far
mechanic.l material. Precipitation in the form of hail is a Equation (16.5) can be calculated using Thornwaite et al.,
serious hazard for aircraft, whereas snow loads and ice 1l9581. It is desirable to use the same period of record for
accretion on surface structures can destroy towers. radomes. all variables in the nomograra. If these publications are not
and buildings. This section contains example., of the type available. clock-hour estimates of more limited value can
of precipitation intormation available, be made by assuming Y to be zero.
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a The ratio of the average annual rainfail to the number
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The technique described above provided poor results
when applied on independent data from tropical locations. WR ELENGTH (
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CHAPTER 16

Table 16-10' Percent contribution of instantaneous precipitation rate to clock-hour precipitation rates for Urbana. Illinois (annual).

nstantaneous Rates
Clock-hour (mm/h)*

Rates 0.00- 1.0- 2.5- 6.4- 12.7- 25.4- 50.8- 127- Tot No
mm/h* 0.76 2.3 6.1 12.4 25.1 50.5 126.7 254 >254 Clock-h

Trace 96.02 3.43 0.51 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 576
. , 0.25. 87.56 10.38 1.96 0.06 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 114

0.5 - 2.3 59.17 29.16 10.17 1.16 0.25 0.08 .01 0.0 0.0 581
2.5 - 6.1 27.34 19.24 37.58 11.82 2.82 1.05 6.15 0.0 0.0 179
6.4 - 12.4 23.50 1'1.28 23.01 23.14 12.16 5.33 1.58 0.0 0.0 61

,12.7 - 2.1 20.45 8.53 14.74 16.28 16.99 13.53 8.0 0.83 0.0 264

25.4 - 50.5 6.67 5.56 8.89 13.33 19.44 20.00 25.56 0.56 0.0 3
, 50.8 - 76 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0

76.2- 101.3 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0g 101.6 - 126.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
_-127 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0

*This %ork Was ,'iginally presented in English units. Direct conversion to metric is the reason for small gaps between each range'of rates.

exceed the hourly rate. A I-rmin rainfall rate is generally contribution of the instantaneous rate to clock-hour raLe for
referred to as being *'instantaneous." Bussey 119501 found Urbana, Illinois and Miami. Florida.
that about 20s7 of the time during an hour the instantaneous A more direct method for determining instantaneous
rate was zcro, or a vtr, low amount caPed a "trace.' About rainfall ra'es was developed by Jones and Sims 1 19781. They
35%f of the time the houri., rare was .. ceeded, and it was used instantaneous rainfall rate data for 9 observation sites,
common for the hourly rate to be exceeded by 5 or 6 times plus 4-min rainfall rate data at another 10 sites to evaluate
for a few minutes. ,tile frequency of rainfall rates based on a world rain cimate

Davis and McMorrow 119761 developed tables of clock- classification used by Herbstritt 11973]. Figure 16-7 from
hour rate versus instantaneous rate for 6 locations, and clock- the Jones and Sims report shows the climatic classifications

b hour rate versus 4 -min rate for 7 locations from original and the data stations. The data for stations within each of

data. They indicate that these can be used to predict the I- four of the five climatic zones were summarized and are
or 4-min rate for any region having a similar precip:ation presented in Figure 16-8. Although the curves in this figure
regime as determined from available clock-hour data. A are intended to represent instantaneous rainfall rates, mixing
variety of climates, including the wet tropics, is represented. of the I- and 4-min data has the net effect of giving a slightly
Tables 16-10 and 16-11 from this study give the percent o-v estimate for less than 10- 1 exceedance freqtency.[ Table 16-1I. Percent contribution of nstaaneous precipitation rate to clock-hour precipitation rates for Miami. Florida (annual).

Instantaneous Rates

Clock-hour (mm/h)*
Rates 0.00- 1.0- 2.5- 6.4- 12.7- 25.4- 50.8- 127- Tot No

mmih* 0.76 2.3 6.1 12.4 25. 1 50.5 126.7 25A >254 Clock-h

Trace . 93.55 4.60 1.49 0.33 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 92
0 85.31, 9.44 4.01 1.17 0.06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27
0.5 - 2.3 65.67 19.97 11:13 2.30 0.66. 0.26 .0.01 0.0 0.0 170
2.5 - 6.1 39.21 16.40 29.82 9.84 2.21 2.14 0.38 0.0 0.0 74
6.4 - 12.4 29.81 11.52 18.64 22.42 9.47 5.87 2.23 0.04 0.0 44

12.7 - 25.1 34.04 6.32 16.67 10.61 10.00 11.14 10.18 1.05 0.0 19
25.4 - 50.5 15.50 12.17 7.50 12.33 13.17 13.67 20.83 4.83 0.0 10
50.8 - 76 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
76.2 - 101.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0

101.6 - 126.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
127 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0:o 0.0 0.0 0

* *This %ork; %as originally presented in English units. Direct converion to metric ik the reason for %mall gaps bet'een each range ot rates.
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Figure 16-.7. ,Rain Urniates of the world !after Herktritt. 19731.

A more co mp rehensive m~odel for determining instan-
T1  

-- T-~1~--,--T. I Itaneous precipitatior. rates exceeded foi a specified percent

of a year was~developed by Crane I!()801. The world was
divideJ into 8 regions, as shown in Figure 16-9. on the

0OO basis of total rain accumulation, and maps showing theN
number of thundersto.'in-dlays published by Landsberg 11 9741.

'l Additional gu:,Jar~ce was taken from the K6ppen world cli-

W nmate classification. Boundaries were Adjusted to accom-
10I modate variations in terrain, predominant storm type 'and

motion, general atmospheric circulation, and latitude. Sat-
'. ellite and pr.-cipitation frequency data were used to extend\ \ the rain climate regions over the ocean-, however Feldman

W 119791 presents an elaborate expansion of the model for
1~ 1i-2  a cean areas. The U.S. is spanned by 5 regions: but one of
0 them is divided into 3 sub-regions as shown in Figure

16-10.
z'

o The measured instantaneous -,iin rate distributions avail-
W10 -~CNIErLTMEAEal o aho h 7 regions and 3 sub-regions were poe

MARIIMES1JRROPCALto' construct median rain rate distributions. These are pre---I-OTNN'LTMEA sented in Table 16-12. No data were available for Region
- - - MRITIE TEPERAEL, and the author does not explain how its distribution was

- MID- LATITUDE INTERIOR 101 drvd
104

loI IC'O 101 102 13Tattelman and Grantham r19821 discuss sources of I-
THRESHOLD PRECIPITATION RA-E, mm hr- min data and present a survey and comparison of available

models for estimating I-mmn rates. They found that the best
Fi~rc 6-. Aer~e aifal rae- frquncyreatin~hpsforfor rin estimates of annual statistics on I -mmn rates are made usinu

c~jni~e~~the Davis and iclMorrow modet for locations where clock-
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WATER VAPOR, PRECIPITATION, CLOUDS, AND FOG

Table 16-12. Point rain rate (R.) distribution values (mnhr) versus percent of year rain rate is exceeded.

Rain Climate Region -

Percent -____ ____

of Year A B C DI D, D3 E F G H

0.001 28 54 80 '90 102 127 164 66' 129 251
0.002 24 40 62 72 86 107 144 51 109 220
0.005 19 26 41 50 64 81 117 34 85 178
0.01 15 19 28 37 49 63 98 23 67 147
0.02 12 14 18 27 35 48 77 14 51 115
0.05 8.0 9.5 II 16 22 31 52 8.0 33 77 %
0.1 5.5 6.8 7.2 II 15 22 35 5.5 22 51
0.2 4.0 4.8 4.8 7.5 9.5 14 2i 3.2 14 13
0.5 2.5 2.7 2.8 4.0 5.2 7.0 8.5 1.2 7.0 13
1.0 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.2 3.0 4.0' 4.0 0.8 3.7 6.4
2.0 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.8 2.5 2.0 0.4 1.6 2.8

Numbrof 0 j25 441 9 18 12 201.2 11

Years of .1 I 1
Data __ ___

with precipitation). ard f(L.T) is a latit~ide-ter.aperature term regression analysis for each of the six exceedance levels,
defined as including regression coefficients and constants to be used

in Equation (16.7), are provided in Table 16-13,16-14 and
0 L 23.50 16-15 for indices based on rainy day threshold values of

f(L.T) (L- 2,.5)T 23.5 < L -40°  2.54 mm, I mm. and 0.25 mm, respectively.
The Tattelrman-Scharr model was subjectively evaluated

(40- 23.5)T L > 400 by estimating rates at independent locations representing a
(16.8) widc variety of the earth's climates. Results indicted several

circumstances when the model is either invalid or should
AP is the constant for exceedance level p. and B,,, C,. and be used with discretion. This occurred for very dry or cold
D. are multiple regression coefficients for T. I and f(L.T). months for which there were little or no data among the
respectively, for exceedance level p. dependent stations. The model was found to be generally

The minimum threshold amount of precipitation to de- invalid %,ien any of the following conditions exist for a
fine a rainy day varies with country. Three of the most specific month at a location:
common threshold values used worldwide to define a rainy I, T -- 273 K
day are 0.25. I. and 2.54 mm. The number of days per 2. I < 2mm/day
month with -nother frequently uscd threshold called a trace" 3. Number of rainy days < I .

differs only slightlN with the number of days equal to or Inconsistencies such as negative rates, or increasing rates
greater than 0.25 mm. Results of the stepv.ise multiple ,':th increasing exceedance level occasionally occur when

Table 16-13 Result, of stepwise rnul'iple regression analysis for exceedance levels p = 0.01', 0.05%. 0.10%. 0.50q. 1.0q. and 2.0qY based on a
threshold value of 2,54 mm tor I. (The regression coefticients are given for each independent variable.)

Constant T If , f(L.T) SEE
P A, BP C DPR (mm/min).

0.i -0.91 2.8 x 10-2 2.3 x 10 2 -3.4 x 10
-
4 0.83 0.43

0.05 -0.50 1.6 x 10.2 1.9 x 102 -3.1 x 10-4 0.86 0.24
0.10 -G.31 ! I x 10 2 1.4 x 102 -3.0 x 10-4 0.85 0.19
0.50 -0.01 2.5 x 10' 5.4 x 10 3 -1.5 x 10-4 0.76 0.09
1.01( 0.03 7.4 x 10 2.9 x 10' -7.6 x 10-  1 0.67 0.06
2.0 0.04 -2.0 x 10' 1.5 x 10' -3,2 x 10 0.64 0.02

16-13
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CHAPTER 16

Table 1f,-14. Results of stepwise multiple regression analysis for exceedance levels p 0.01%' 0.05%. 0.10 %. 0.50%. 1.0%. and 2.0% based on a
threshold value of 1.00 mm for I. (The regression coefficients are given for each independent variable.)

Constant T l10),T) SEE
P Ap 'Bp ip Dp R (mm/min)

0.01 -1.0 2.8 x '0- 3.6 x 10-2  -2.2 x 10
-4  0.84 0.41

0.05 -0.56 1.6 x 10- 2 2.5 X 10-2 -2.4 x 10-4 0.98 023
0.10 -0.36 1.1 x I0 2.0 x 10-2 -2.4 x l0-4  0.87 0.18
0.50, -0.03 2.4 x 10-' 7.8 x 10-1 -1.2 x l0' 0.79 0.09
1.0 0.02 6.9 x l0-4  4.2 x 10- -  1-6.2 x l0- 0.71 0.05
2.0 0.04 -1.8 x 10

-4  2.0 x 10- -2.6 x I0 0.67 0.02

T is between 273 K and 277 K. When T is in this range, Sissenwine 119731 found Pensacola, Florida to have the
estimated rates are acceptable if they are positive and de- most intense rainfall of the 203 stations; the curves for
crease with increasing exceedance level. If the estimated Pensacola are reproduced in Figure 16-11 for 2- to 100-yrrates are consistent, but a neg ative rate is estimated for return periods. Smoothed analyses of the data from indi- .

p = 2%, this may indicate that it rains less than 2% of the vidual stations :were subsequently published by the National
time during that month. Weather Service because the variable nature of rainfa!l can

When there arc between I arid 3 rainy days in the month, result in substantial differences in rainfall intensity statistics ,, ,
the model may estimate rates for each of the exceedance between stations separated by a relatively short distance [for
levels which, when integrated, indicate a total rainfall two example, Frederick et al., 19771. A return period represents
or more times greater than the monthly mean precipitation. the time interval that an event would be expected to occur
Under these circumstances heavy, but infrequent, convec- at least once. Mathematically,, a return period of n years is
tive precipitation accounts for just about all of the precip- the 'reciprocal of the probability of the event occurring in
itation in the month. Therefore, the most accurate estimates one year. If we denote the probabiiity of the event not
are for the two or three lowes( exceedance levels, and sig- occurring in one year by P. the P = (2 - I/n). The prob-
nificant rainfall might not occur more often than 0.5% of ability that it will not happen in n years is P". That. is, the

the month. These possibilities should be considered before probability of the event occurring at least once in its return
accepting rate estimates in and locations, period approaches 63% asymptotically as n increases. Com-

parision of the ihese curves with estimatos of world-wide
extremes using the model presented in the Lenhard and

16.2.1.3 Extreme Rates. As noted in the previous seL- Sissenwine study indicate that. except for tropical moun-
tions, there are many -tations in the world where precipi- tainous areas with orographically enhauced rainfall, rainfall
tation is measured, but there are few outside of the U.S. intensities at Pensacola are comparable to those at'some of
and Europe where amounts are tabulated and published for the more extreme locations in the world. This is not sur-
time periods of less than 24 hours. In tropical regions, where prising, since thunderstorms occurring in tropical maritime
the most intense precipitation occurs, data on extremes of air over the United States are considered as severe as most
short-duration rainfall are even rarer than for the middle' places in the world.
latitudes. United Stutes Weather Bureau Technical Paper The most extrerme rainfall intensities that have ever Lben -s

No. 25 119551 Fresents rainfall intensity-duration curves for recorded in the world for time periods of I 'minute to I year
200 stations in the contiguous United States plus I station are shown in Figure 16-12, with ati envelope of their ex-"
each in Alaska. Hawaii. and Puerto Rico. Lenhard and tremes. Data used were obtained from Riordan 119741.

Table 16-15. Results of stepsise, multiple regression analysis for exceedance levels p = 0.0lc,f. 0,05%. 0.1(, 0.50%. 1.0%. and 2.0% based on a'
thr shold value of 0.25 mm for I. (The regression coefficients are given for each independent variable.)

Constant T )o _251 f(L.T) SEE
r Ap Br, Cr  DP R (mm/min) % ,

0.01 -1.00 2.8 x I0-2 4.2 x 10-2 -2.2 x 10-4  0.85 0.41

0.05 -0.56 1.6 x 10-2 3.0 x IV-: -2.3 x 10-
4  0.88 0.22 :,

0.10 -0.36 1.1 X l0-2 2.4 x 10-2  -2.3 x I0 4  0.88 0.17
0.50 -0.03 2.3 x 10-' I. x 10-2 -1.2 x I-4  0.82 0.0,
1.0 0.01 5.6 x 10-4 6.0 X 10-1  -5.6 x 10-' 0.77 0.05
2.0 0.03 -2.3 X 10-' 2.8 x 10-' -2.4 x 10-5 0.74 0.02
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Figure 16-11. Rainfall intensity-duration-frequency curves for Pensacola, 16.2.1.5 Rainfall Rates Along Lines. Jones and Sims
[1971] present data for 3 rain gage networks, one near .*. 001%

Miami and two in England. Data for a larger network in

16.2.1.4 Duration of Rainfall Rates. The question of central Illinois are presented by Sims and Jones, [1973].
how long a given rate is likely to persist was investigated Average intensities along paths of various lengths, based
by Sims and Jones 119731. They derived duration tables for on 2-min rates, were derived for all the networks. The
Miami. Fla.: Majuro lsland: Island Beach, N.J.; Franklin, curr, ulaive frequencies of aver,e rates for 2-gage'(5-km),
N.C.; and Urbana. Ill. based on an analysis of at least one 8-gage 043-km). and 14-gage (62-km) north-south lines in
year of I-min rainfall rates at each location. The tables the central Illinois network are shown in Figure 16-13. This *

present the conditional frequency distribution of occurrences figure illustrates the effect of line length on the frequency
of various durations from I to 90 minutes for rainfall rates of the line-averaged rates. For rates grtater than 0.2 mm/min,
from 0.2 to 3.0 mrrmin. Table 16-16 presents the results the highest rates occur most often on tt: shortest line. This
for Miami, Fla. based on I year of data. The table indicates, is because larger paths are lik,=!y to extend beyond the high
for example. that when it was raining the rate exceeded 0.8 rates at th' core of a rain cell into an area of light or no
mm/min. it continued at that rate or greater for at least 4 rain. This ituation reverses during light rain (<0.2 mm/min ..

min 52.1% of the time. It equaled or exceeded that rate in the figure) since a short path is more likely to be associated
continuously for 25 min only 1.1% of the time. Note that with the fringe of a rain cell.. 0.

'table 16-16. Conditional frequencies of durations of various precipitation rates for alout one year of data from Miami. Florida. -

Duration Rate Equaled or Exceeded
Equaled or (mm/min)
Exceeded

(min) 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.0 2.5 3.0 r.
I 100. f 100.0 1Q).0 .-00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
2 85.7 67.1 72.3 77.7 81.9 69.0 62.8 74. 59j1 45.5 50.0
4 53.3 47.9 43.1 52.1' 43.1 29.3 20.9 22.2 22.7 0.0 0.0
6 37.3 27.7 26'.2 28.7 19.4 8.6 11.6 11.1 4.5
8 25.4 20.7 20.0 16.0 8.3 6.9 4.7 3.7 4.5

10 ,9.7 14r9 11.5 11.7 6.9 5.2 4.7 0.0 0.0
15 11.9 8.0 6.9 6.4 5.6 1.7 0.0
20 :. 4.8 4.6 4.3 0.0 0.0
22 5.7 16 0.8 1.1
30 4.1 0.5 0.8 0.0
45 1.2 0.0 0.0 .
60 0.4
90 0.0 .

16-15 -
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IOd I I iI ---- 'frequency from 0.25 cm to several centimeters. In ;:ptem-
5-- ber 1970 a hailstone diameter of 14 cm was reported to

S 1 M LINE 'have fallen in Coffeyville, Kansas. In hailstorms, the con-
ditional probability of occurrence of maximum-size hail-

E -stones of 7.5 cm or greater is approximately 0.5%, of 5 cm
or greater 2%. of 2.5 cm or greater 7% or 8%. Diameters
of less than 3mm occur roughly 5% of the time IGringorten,
19711.

The density (weight per unit volume) of hailstones is a
Z variable with little documentation. For some large natural

hailstones in several storms in the midwestem U.S., esti-
mates ranged from 0.828 to 0.867 g/cm'. Hence, a rounded

% value of 0.9 i/cml is deemed acceptable in calculations of
S -- impact energy. SLch large hailstones have an onion-like

_J zc sn ,icture, attesting to the up-and-down motion to which they
have been subJected during their growth in severn storms.

Terminal velocity (w), according to most authors, can
be related directly to the hailston,. 'diameter (d, oy

IL Iw K V/'d (16.10)
PERCENT OF TIME THAT RAINFALL RATE EXCEEDS THRESOLD

For w in cmis and d in cm, the value of K at the surface
Fignr 16-13. Cumulative frequency distri utions of average rainfall rates has been found to range from 1150 to 1990. with a "best"

for 5., 33-. and 62-km north-south lines in central Illinois. estimate at 1630.

16.2.2 Hail 16.2.2.2 Hailstorm Characteristics. The ratio of hail-

storms to thunderstorms varies greatly with geography, so

Hail consists of ice particles with a diameter of 5 mm that thunderstorm frequency is no criterion of hail fre-
or more. Smaller particles are classified as ice nellets. Gen-' quency. The month of greatest hailstorm frequency also
erally transparent globular ice pellets are called sleet, while varies. In the United States the hail season extends from
generally translucent snow pellets encased in a thin layer April to September. with June and July the most severe
of ice are called graupel or soft hail. If the diameter of the months. Most hail occurs between 1200 and 1900 LST with
ice particlc is 2 cm or more. it is called large hail. a peak for damaging hail at !600 LST.

The potential for damage of hailstones depends on the The width of a swath of hailstone incidence ha been
size. density. hardness, number density. impact velocity, variously estimated from a few yards to 120 km, but rarely
and duration of the hailstorm. For a vehicle in flight the more than 8 km. The length of the path is considerably
horizontal extent of the hailstorm also becomes important. greater than the width, but even more difficull to define.

A However. it is difficult or imnossible to take all factors into The terni "hailstreaks" has been coined for hailstorms in the
account. Consequently, for this review the criterion of hail- midwest, which are normally 2 to 25 km lo;.g in Illinois.
storm intensity is arbitrarily restricted to'maximum stone The median width is 1.5 to 3 km, the length is 10 km in
size. Illinois and 25 km in South Dakota. The areal extent of

Hailstone diameters of 1.9 to 2.5 cm are the minimum these hailstreaks varies from 2 to 2000 km2 .
for damage to aircraft, especially in flight when the impact Large hail (greater than 2 cm), is found only irn well-
is greater due to airspeed. The metal surface of a transport developed thunderstorms whose cloud tops may reach 15
aircraft at rest .n the ground resists damage from hailstones km. Small hail and soft hail are thought by some meteor-
up to 7.5 cm in diameter. Damage to crops reportedly occurs ologists to be an essential feature of all thunderstorms. How-
with hailstones exceeding 3.5 cm in diameter. However, a ever, ice particles less than I cm in diameter, which may
great number density of smaller 6 mm stones will damage be present aloft in the cores of the thunderstorms, are likely
crops of wheat, corn and soybeans IGringorten, 19711. Ter- to melt completely before -reaching the ground. Although
minal velocity, an important factor in the destructive power. thunderstorms are most frequent in the tropics and subtrop-
is related directly to the size of the hailstones. ics, occurring up to 180 days per year in several places,

hail is rarely found on the ground in the tropics. Hail on
16.2.2.1 Hailstone Characteristics. Although hailstone the ground is most likely found in mridlatitude mountainous
diameters are usually less than 1.3 cm. there is a distribution and adjacent areas.

16-16
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16.2.2.3 Frequency and Duration at the Ground. The Table 16-17. Diameter of the maximum-si7e hailstone in period of I to
most severe hail activity in the world occurs in the United 25 year% in the most severe location.

States, and the most significant center within the United Period Hailstone Diameter (mm)
States is in western Nebraska and southeastern Wyoming. of
Although the greatest number of hailstorm days is at Chey- Years Average 10%k Extreme
enne. W)oming, averaging 9.4 days per season, it is so
localized that an average of 7 days per year may be con- I 25 55
sidered an acceptable extreme. By comparison, in some 2 35 66
areas thunderstorms average 40 to 50 days per year. In the 5 53 76
most severe month and in the most severe location, the 10+  63 89
average number of hailstorms is 2.9 per month. However, 25 76 102
a more acceptable number for our use, especially for ap-
plication to flight paths, is 2 hailstorms per month.

Using the average of 7 hailstorms per year in the Poisson
," distribution for the frequencies of zero, one, and two hail- month, the single-point probability of encountering a hail-

storms per year, together with the conditional frequency storm becomes 0.000448. The probability of encunter in
distribution of the maximum hailstone size 'in a storm (See- terms of hailstone size is shown in Table 16-18.
tion 16.2.2. 1), we obtain the cumulative probability of the

annual largest hailstone diameter in the most severe location
shown in Figure 16-14. Application of the Gumbel distri- 16.2.2.4 Hail Aloft. Nearly every thunderstorm has sone
bution further leads to estimates of the greatest diameters hail, snow, or ice pellets at one stage or another of its

in periods of I to 25 years (Table 16-17). development, particularly at levels between 6 and 8 km. At

The duration of hailstorms has been reported variously any given time, however, hail is considered to occur in a
* from a few minutes to a few hours. The best estimate for shallow layer. Above 9 km hail has been encountered in-

the average time, at the point of most severe occurrence frequently, but cannot be discounted.
. and in the most severe month, is 10 min [Changnor,, 1970]. In the absence of sufficient and objective data a certain

When this is coupled with the average of 2 hailstorms per amount of inference must be used in considering the fre-
quency of hail as a function of altitude. Hailstones must
form and grow in vmze above the freezing level in the at-

-ii _ mosphere. Over northeastern Colorado. western Nebraska.
or southeastern Wyoming, the average height of the 2"13 K

.998 isotherm is 4. I km during the hail season (summer). Once
formed, the hailstones will fall, be buffeted vertically up

-995 and down. or become suspended at a "'balance'" level. This
should become a level of high concentration and. therefore.
a level with a relatively' high probability of hail occurrence.

4 -Balance levels ma be either at or below the level of updraft
maximum, but above the freezing level.

3- .95 With our present knowledge. it is expedient to assume

.9

" . -. 8. Table 16-1g. Estimates of the probabiliti of encountering hailstonec of
W given dianie:cr at a singleloint lo:ation from ground to
".-150M km i,' the most seerc location in the %%or,( month.

5 oHail Diameter Single-station% (cm) ProbabilitN

Any size 0.449 x 10
Of 0.6 0.354 x 10'...., 2.O  1 ] !/> 1.3 1o.161 X 10o

0 2.5 5-0 7.5 10.0 12.5 > 1.9 0.605 x It)

HAILSTONE DIAMETER (cm.),h >- 2.5 0.314 x I0
>5.! 0.951 x I10

Figure 16-14. Cumulative probability of the annual largest hailstone di- 7.6 0.171 X 10
ameter in the most severe location. plotted on extreme 0>0. 1.25 x 10
probabilitv paper.
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that the probability of encountering h:il is uniformly the Table 16-20. Estimates of the probability of tcurrence of a hailstorm in
same at any level from 3 to 6 km. and that any level in this an area (A). in the worst area during the worst peri l. when

interval can become a level of hail conceniration. C,ncom- 2 hailtorms per month are expected at any single point.
itantly, it is assumed that the pronability of hail encounter Area
decreases from 3 downward to 1.5 km and also from 6 A Probability
upward to 14 km. Since hailstones do not form or grow at (km 2 ) (in %)
the 1.5 km level, and since hailstones do not melt appre-
ciably when falling from that level to the surface, the prob- 0 0.045
ability of hail encounter at levels at and below 1.5 km is 26 0.06
approximately the same as that found at the surface 260 0.17
(0.000448). 2600 0.58

For the significantly large hailstones (>2 cm diameter), 26 000 3.1
it has been found that their diameters remain virtually un- 260 (XE 29
changed when falling from aloft to the ground. As a result.
the conditional probability distribution of hailstone diame-
ters aloft can be adequately estimated by the conditional 16.2.2.5 Area and Line Coverage. Ten years'of obser-
probability distribution at the surface.Estimates of the ratio of probabilities of hail aloft to hail vations at a network of some 50 stations in a 400 km- areaEstmats o th raio f pobbiltie ofhai alft o hil around Denver lBeckwith, 19601 gave the average ratio 'of
at a lower level are available for thunderstorms in Ohio and ounene of eki th a ae th e rtice
Florida. In these storms hail was encountered about 7 times at a single station-as 4.4 to, I. Thus, if the probability of
more often between 3 and 6 km than at 1.5 ki. These data occurrence at a single station is 0.000448, then the prob-also indicated theit at 7.6 km the probability of encountering ability of one or more occurrences in'a kn- 4rea would
hail is about 3 times as great as at 1.5 km. Above 7.6km beO.00197. A subsequent investigation u. '.inois and South
the probability of encountering hailstones diminishes stead- Dakota IChangnon, 19711 has led to the conclusion that the
ily to nearly zero at 13.7 km (Table 16-19). area-to-point ratio of hail-day frequencies is related to the'

The probability of hail occurring at the ground increases ra" area size. but :s reasonably independent of geography.
with increasing height of the radar-echo tops of the asso- With the above information a recent model of areal
ciated thunderstorm. For example. hail has been 'reported coverage IGringorten. 19791 has yielded an estimate of the
on the ground for about half of the New England thunder- correlation coefficient of 0.99 for hail events at points 1.3
storms when radar-echo tops have exceeded 15 km. In ad- km apart. With this estimate the probability of a hailstorm
dition. hailstorms in the' southern and midwestern U.S.

occurrence somewhere in art area (A) as a function of thesometimes have echo tops up to 18 and 21 km IKantor and size of that area becomes as shown in Table 16-20. The
sranthaa. 19681. These extremely high echo topswextendanvih emodel also has yielded the probability of encountering hailwell above the cirrus anvil and penetrate several kilometers along a flight path (at an altitude where the single-point

into the stratosphere. Because these giant storms must be is as in a of 60
accompani, oy exceedingly high vertical velocities, hail probability 0.00314). 0.025 path length

km, and 0.042 in a path of 32; kn. The probability of
above the tropopause is possible. encountering hailstones of at least 2.5 cm in diameter is

smiller by 7/100. becoming 0.0018 for 160 km and 0.0029
for 320 km.

Table 16- 19. Emimdatest of the prohabiliy ot encountering hail of any size
at a single-ipoira location b) atitude.

16.2.2.6 Hail in Design and Operation of Equipment.
Altitude Since the pobability of hail of even the smallest size is very

tkm) Probaoility slight between the ground and 1500 m and since the effect
l0.(XX)448 of hail on most surface equipment will not result in endan-

1.5 0.000448 gering human life, there is no need to specify a hail-size
extreme as an operational design criterion. If hail interferes3.0 0.00314.

4.6 0.00314 with a surface operation, postponement until the storm ends
.6.1 0.M314 is advisable.
7.6 0.(0134 Aloft (between 3 and 6 ki), probabilities of hail are as

0 9.1 0).)M 100 high as 0.(X314. which is still sufficiently low so that there
10.7 0.0(X)67 is no need to specify a hail-size extreme for equipment
12.2 O.tX)34 whose failure would not endanger human life. It such danger

13.7 0.0(X) exists, however, the estimates provided in this section should
be considered.
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16.2.3 Snowfall 75 cm of snow has been recorded in a 24-h period in 23
states in the U.S. including locations as far south as Arizona.

Snow is important to the design of equipment and struc- New Mexico. North Carolina, and Virginia. The greatest
tures that must bear an increased structural load imposed Canadian 24-hour snowfall was 112 cm at Livingston, Al-
by snow accumulations. It can also impede movement over berta. North America's greatest sing!e storm accumulation
uncleared ground. In areas where the mean winter temper- of 480 cm occurred at Mt. Shasta Ski Bowl in the California
atures are near or below freezing, the maximum depth of mountain IRiordan. 19741. The greatest measured snow
snow during the season is usually the accumulation from depth in the U.S. was 1145 cm at Tamarack. California.
many individual snows. In warmer climates extremely heavy Snow loads on structures are not routinely measured and
snowstorms can occur, but these are usually followed by must be estimated. This requires information not only on
melting and amounts on the ground at any one time are not, the depth of snow. but also its density. Even then. the shape
as great as in colder areas farther north. The most favored and type of structure, and its wind exposure must be taken
locations for heavy snowstorms and excessive snow depths into account. The density of freshly fallen snow is most
are mountain locations, especially those in proximity to commonly between 0.05 and 0. 15 g/cm'. Consequently an
large bodies, of water. accumulation of 76 cm vith a "normal" density of 0. 1 g/cm'

A survey on North American snowfall extremes through would result in a snow load on the ground of about 76
the 1969-70 season by Ludlum 119701 indicates that each kg/m2. Depths in much of North America can greatly exceed
state in the U.S.. except Florida and Hawaii, has recorded 76 cm. and ain on top of the snow significantly increases
24-h snowfalls of at least 45 cm. North America's heaviest its density. Boyd 119611 analyzed snowfall statistics for
24-h accumulation of 193 cm occurred at Silver Lake,. Col- more than 200 Canadian stations. His analysis of the max-
orado, a mountain location (elevation 3115 m). A study of imum depth of snow is shown in Figure 16-15 for a 30-
intense snowfalls by Riordan 119731 indicates that at least year return period, the time interval in which the indicated
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Table 16-21. Mean and standard deviation of the ratios of the mass of o0-
ice on the 3-. 13-. and 50.mm diameter cyclinders to that 0 K

on the 25 mm diameter cylinder. ' "N () , ,p AD

Cylinder Diameter Standard " () No .-. N;'O, ,-AD'

Category (mmI Mean Deviation -

0
In-cloud icing 3.2 0.21 0.059 1
In-cloud icing 12.7 0.59 0.062
In-cloud icing 50.8 1.47 0.116 0,

Freezing rain 3.2 0.18 0.041 0 0
Fre,ezing rain 12.7 0.54 0.056 0 2.. 4 5 6
Freezing rain 50.8 1 65 0.091DRPOATK rm

Both combined 3.2 0.20 0.054 Figure 16-20. Four typical shapes of raindrop size distributions measured
Both combined 12.7 0.57 0.063 at the ground.

Both combined 50.8 1.56 0.239
Examples of sbme drop size distributions are shown in

Figure 16-20. When c = 0 and 3 = I. Equation (16.11)
gives an overview on the dynamics of ice accretion and 'educes to the simple exponential distribution first proposed
research in the field. He also presents an analysis of icing by Marshall and Palmer 11948). This is shown in th. solid
measurements on cylinders, for differing synoptic condi- line of Figure 1620. This distribution was derived from
tions, made during climatic chamber tests of an ice meas- data obtained in stratiform raip. and tends to overestimate
urement system. Results include a comparisiot; of the mass the number of small drops. When ot = 2 and 0 = 1, the
of ice that accumulates on cylinders which are 3, 13. 25, resulting expression is an approximation to the log-normal
and 50 mm in diameter (Table 16-21). distribution proposed by Levin 119541. In this case, there

is a realistic decline in the number of drops at the lower
end of the spectrum. Setting ax = - 2 and (3 = 2 results

16.2.5 Distributions of in a gamma distribution first derived by Best [19501. This
Precipitation Elements distribution holds if, as some measurements indicate, the

liquid water content per drop size interval follows an ex-
Pponential distribution. The fourth distribution is one pro-
Precipitation parameters vary appreciably with type of posed by Litvinov 119561 for drizzle-type rains, setting ax 0

storm, geographic location, and even from storm to storm and 1 = 312. Although all the distributions in Figure
of the same type and in the same geographic region for this 16-20 ha%,e been extended to 5-am diameter drops (the usual
reason, no model stort-s are presented in this section. How- maximum drop size observed) the distribution for drizzle-
ever. individual profiles or average% that are derived from
observations at severa; locations are given, and, wherever type rains should be truncted at approximately 2-mm di-oservtion th app lci arrsnivene ofd. therdvta ai'eter.
possible. the applicability and reprew 'ntativeness of the data The total liquid water content M. the Rayleigh radarare ind;cated. Great care must be taken in extrapolating the reflectivitv factor Z. and the median volume diameter D,,
rcsults to geographical regions that are characterized by a

co can be expressed as weighted integrals of the size distri-
climatology which differ from that (f the region from which bution. The weighting factor in deriving Z is DA. while thatthe data were obtained. for deriving M is ri6 pD'. wher- p is the density of water
16.2.5.1 Raindrop Size Distributions.' Numerous equa- in g/cm'. Assuming an exponential distribution ( a 0.

tion,, have been proposed to express the size distribution (f 3 I). and integrating between D = 0 and D = (an
r p m e aapproximation sufficiently accurate for most purposes). weraindrops measured at the ground as a fuinct~tn of rainfall obtain

rate. They can ;-1 he expressed in the form

D,, 3.67/ A (nim) (16.12)
N,'AID = N,,D "expi -AD 0). (16.11)

N = 10' ilipNjA4 ) (glm) (16.13)

. where N,, AD is.the number of drops per unit volume with Z .,,720 N,J," (mm'/m1). (16.14)
diamieters between 1) and 1) 4- Al), N,, is the value ol N1,
where the curve crosses the D = 0 axis..Ais a parameter Other parameters (for example. the median power di-
that depends on th,- t% pe and intensity ,of the precipitaion. ameter) can also be found using the appropriate weighting
and cy and 03 are parameters which determine the shapc of factor. Such integrations. however, become cumbersome
the distribution - for distributions in which cs * 0 and 3 *1 . For this reason.
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Figure 16-21. Radar reflectivity hactor Vs rainfall rate (shaded area is the
ratnge of the measured relations). 0.1

0.01 0.1 1 10

*the simple exponential di.itribution is often used, even when' LIQUID WATER CONTENTI gi0)

it is known to deviate from measured size distributions.
* N r'~empirical relations have been proposed ex-' Figure 16-23. Liquid water content o(i precipitation s. ainfall rate.

* pressing radar reflectivity as a function of rainfall rate or
liquid water conicent. -r rainfall rate as a function of liquid N)A , x D 1.5
water content. The relations differ significantly, according N)A , x -D 1.5
to the 'ocation and type of precipitation. Figures 16-21. where N~, =3.8 x 10' R -tn 7(m - mm 1) (16.16)

* 16-22. and 16-23 summarize the results of measurements
*from several observers. The shaded airea of Figure !6-21 A =2.55R" 0 4  (.Tnm') (16.17)
* encompasses the range of measured relatio~ns between radar

reflectivity and rainfall ratc-s. and illustrates the variability where R is precipitation rate in millik&neters of water per
that can be encountered. Figure 16-22 expressNes the same hour. For snowflakes, the diameter D retcrs to the melted
data in termfs of radar reflectivity versus liquid %at, r content. spherical diameter of the snowflake.
If rainfall rate is the measured quantity. Figure 16-23 can Recent measurements ILo and Passarelli. 19821 of the
be used to find the expected range of liquid water coutent. evolution of snow size spectra with decreasing altitude dem-

onstrate the existence of three growth regimes. At the top
16.2.5.2 Snowflakes. Gunn and Marshall 119581 fount! of 1hr snow region. growth is by deposition only. The size
that an exponential law similar to that shown by the solid d~stribution is typified by curve I in Figure 16-24. Pro-

.line of Figure 16-20) was applicable to the size distribution gressihig down throiugh the atmosphere. N,, increases while
of aggregate snos~flakes. The spectral parameters in snow % remains constant. Then aggregation begins, and there is
are related to the precipitation rate by a rapid decrease in both Nit, and A. Curve 2 of Figure
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16-24 illustrates a typical -spectrum during this phase. Fi- Height variations of gross parameters such as water con-
nally. breakup counteracts the effects of both deposition and tent or radar reflectivity factor are ft'nctions of type of storm
aggregation. and the distribution remains constant, with a and geographic location. However, when there is a sufficient
slope and intercept typiv'al of curve 3 in Figure 16-24. The body of data for a particular region, it is possible to define
minimum value of A observed in the atmosphere is ap- a climatological model. Two such models are shown in
proximately 10 cm '.Figures. 16-25 and 16 26. Figure 16-25 shows the results

for stratiform storms at Wallops Island. Virginia. The dotted
16.2.5.3 Distribution of Precipitation Elements with line m. y be considered an average vertical profile of liqiud
Height. The vertical distribution of precipitation param- water content for stratiform storms at this location, and the
eters c:,i be inferred from the vertical d:wribution of radar solid lines indicate the variability of the data. Figure 16-26
reflccti'vity, oising the appropriate conversions. When the shows the same analysis for convective storms at Wallops

necssav t deermne he ypeofparticle and general size the high water content between 2 and 4 kmn in convective
regme efre hosin, te quaio 1r -nvrt heparticle storms. This storage zone aloft is characteristic of most

size or mass jo. the equivalent diameter or miiass of a liquid c,)nvcctive storm situations, regardless of location. Strati-
drop Table 16-2 2 shows factors for convei ting from a phys- form storms, on the other hand, are characterized by rela-
ical length. L. of til.e solid particle to an -*-quivalent spherical tively smooth vertical profil es of liquid water conte-;,t, - t
biaee. ssumdwanalao of arithed form generaL' has only a slight bulge at the melting zone.

beenassmed.anda an b re lste forgenralparticle
tem mmsz f yrmtosisrltdth 16.2.5.4 Extreme Values of Liquid Water Content.The axium izeof hdroeters s reate zothe Measurements of the maximum concentration of liquid water

empiricalin severe convective storms have not been made on a sys-

C (1618) ematic basis. lsol'tted reports of concentrations zs high as
(1618) 30 g/ml ISulakvlidze et al., 19671 and even 44 g/m3 [Roys

and Kessler, 19661 are found in the literature. There have
the aximm euivaentdiamter Aisthe been occasions when investigators have suspected the oc-

slp fteexponential distribution. and C is a constant
depedenton he tpe f hvromteor Usng dta olleted currence of abnormally high conc .entrations but lacked the

me eevIyears. AFGL scientists have found that average
values ofCrange from 12 for ice ceystals to 10.5 and 9 for 2,-
small and large snow. re~spectively, and 7.5 in rain.

V. If an exIponential distribution is assumed, the particle il

Fize distributi,)n of hvdronieteors can be completely de-
scribed from the slope of the distribution (A). the intercept
(N,,). and the total number of drops (N,). which depends IN- - -STORM TOP

upon the minimum and maximum partick( size assumned.
The size is dependent upon the slope of tht; distribution as 8C E

shown ;n Equation (l16. 18). .ICE TO SMALL
and. areexprssedas pwer uncto-s-f---theNota TEGIN ATOTable 16-23 gives the characteristics of average distri- -7fWTANITO

butions for various hvdromicteor types. In each cae NN- MALSO

water content in W/m'. The units of A~ are Imm I;of N,. : SNOWL 10RARGIIO

n m mm and of N, m Ei-xpressions connecting other sets, ZONE
of pairameters may be ohtaivcd fromt this table and manip- 4-LARGE SNOW
ulation ot Equations t 6.12) through (16.14). or integration REGION

of' Equation 116.11 with the appropriate weighting factor.

Tihk le 1 :2 IKottrs foromertint: fro,'n ph' %icaI lcnve!h. 2. IoZONEle

P~tIlLtp Sz ane ab01 02 03 04 05 06 0.7 08 09 10 If 12
M (g 9ni

3)
Ice cr%%tal% 012m t.438 1 ICaf)

7'1) .2m m t0 256 0 6 07 Figure t1-25. iquid a er onten I n r a ms1 pr u i c m eter vs a litude s
S" .dl snow "'0.5mmII~ 0.370 0.670 in kilomneters. for stratihied-~trm situations idoifled line I.%

Lag n ~ .05ii 0.4(X) 072the mean and the Aolid lines. represent plus and minusI
______________________________________________I_ standard deviation)Ih16-24



WATER VAPOR, PRECIPITATION, CLOUDS, AND FOG

Table 16-23. Distribution parameters as a function of hydrometeor type and of total mass. MI (N, is the total number of particles per cubic metc NJ,, and
A are the zcro intcrcepi and slope for an exponential size distribution).

Hydrometeor
Temp. Range
Min. biameter N e MI No i Mi A kM4 2

Sub Types e f ijk q

Ice Crystal
<248 K
d = 0.055 mm Z

Tropical 61522 0.073 514541 -0.583 6.343 -0.394 0
Temperate 98719 0.303 1 1104536 -0.201 7.675 -0.299 r..

Sinai! Snow
258 to 243 K
d =0.065 mm

Tropical 50723 0.032 403471' -0.739 5.968 -0.431
Temperate 19727 0.266 109002 -0.148 4.295 -0.287

L-arge Snow
273 to 253 K 0;
d =- 0.065 mm

Tropical 4122 -0.373 ;0839 - 1.089 2.403 -0.522
Temperate
Agg. of Plates 6833 0.384 23966 0.096 2.930 -0.226
Agg. of Stellars 1649 0.155 3251 -0202 1.778 -0.301
&, Dendrites
Agg. of Columns 14005 0.455 67147 0.164 3.791 -0.209
& Bullets

Rain
> 273 K

Tropiclm 4032t 0.443 12619 0.161 2.471 -0.210

Temperate
Widespread 1934 0.133 4382 0.018 1.897 -0.245
Drizzle 5850 0.366 I 21509 0.017 2.824 -0.246
Thunderstorm 649.9 0.310 J 945.6 0.017 [ 1.293 -0.245

Z_

equipment for measuring them. In corsidering many aspects It is dangerous to extrapolate from such a small sample.
of the storm. Roys and Kessler could not find evidence Nevertheless, the actual occurrence of extreme values of
which indicated t~wt the mewo~ire conrentrq1tinr 44 a/m' li-Wid wa'fter r ent-tios~ preshably follows the gnrra

shudbe either rej.-cted or accepted. Omitting the value of shape of Figure 16-27 with possible modification of the
44 g/m3. their 26 other measurements of the maximum liquid constants in the distribution function. Figure 16-27 indicates
w:;*,-: content in Oklahoma thunderstorms fil very well the that 75% of Oklahoma thunderstorms have maximum liquid
distribt-tion illustrated in Figure 16-27. According to this water contents exceeding 4.3 gim-,. and that liquid water
distribution. the probability that the maximnum water con- contents in exCcess of 9.4 g/m3 occur in only 25% of the
tent. M. in an Oklahoma thunderstorm will exceed a given storms. Substitution into Equation (16.19) shows the values
value. X. is of 30 g/m' or higher are literally "'one ;n a million" occur-

rences in Oklahoma thunderstorms, and the occurrence of
P'.% >1 v = exp ( ~x 2/64). (16.19). a value of 44 g/m' has a probability of 10 %

It is of iwetrest to compare these extreme valujes of water
where M and x are in e/cm'. content to the water content corresponding to a record rain-
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Figure 16-26.. Liquid water content in grms per cubic meter vs altitudes
in kilometers for convective-storm situations (dotted line
is the -,ean and the solid Iines represent plus and minus I Figure 16-27. Probability of maximum liquid wzter content within Okla-
standard deviations). homa thunderstorms.

fall rate. Over a I-min interval, the world record rainfall Secondarily, visual estimates of amount and height of

amount is 3.1 cm, this fell at Unionville, Maryland, in 1956 bases of individual cloud types and layers are reported. But

'Riordan 19741. Assuming a Marshall-Palmer distribution, because low clouds obscure higher clouds, it is often im-

this rainfall rate corresponds to a liquid water content of possible to obtain accurate information on the distribution
approximately 55 glri. Consequently, extremely large val- of clouds at the higher levels. Studies of the accuracy of

ues of water content (for example, greater than 30 g/m3 ) visual cloud observations show that the greatest errors occur

may occur on rare occasions either at the surface or aloft in estimating cloud amounts whn the sky is 3/10 to 7/10
in severe thunderstorms. covered. These errors however, tend to average out over

long periods. The average error in visual estimations of
cloud heights ranges from 300 m for clouds at 750 m, to
1500 m for clouds with bases near 7 km. At many points,

16.3 CLOUDS however, particularly at airport stations, ceiling heights can
be measured with a higher degree of accuracy with ceilo-
meters, clinometers, or balloons.

16.3.1 Surface Observations Observed values for a particular time give amount of
sky covered but not the cloud distribution. For example, if

Cloud observations taken regularly by ground observers 5/10 cloud cover is reported, one large cloud formation may

at weather stations throughout the world primarily contain cover half of the sky or small individual cloud cells may
the following information: be equally distributed over he sky. There is no direct way

(I) Visual estimate of total amount of sky covered by to obtain the geometry of clouds in the sky from the reported
clouds, standard observations.

(2) Cloud ceiling, which is the estimated or measured There can be considerable variation in the frequency of
height ibove ground of the lowest layer of clouds that cover occurrence of given cloud amounts and ceiling heights be-
more than half of the sky. tween stations located witbiti several kilometers of each

16-26
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WATER VAPOR, PRECIPITATION, CLOUDS, AND FOG

other. Because local topographical effects are the primary ii 16-24. Sample percent frequencies of sky cover. by tenths.
cause of such variations, caution must be used in applying (example is for Bedford, Mass).

climatological data on clotds of one or more stationrs to i.urs January Sky Cover (tenths) Avg.
an entire region, particularly in mountainous and coastal My
regions. Cover

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (tenths)

00-02 34 2 3 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 46 5.5
16.3.1.1 Summaries of Surface Observations. Tabu- 03-05 32 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 45 5.7
lations of surface cloud observations are available for sta- 06-08 21 5 4 4, 3 2 2 3 5 4 47 6.3
tions in most areas of the world. A Guide to Standard 09-11 17 5 5 4 4 2 2 3 6 4 48 6.5
Weather Summaries and Climatic Services [NOC, 19801 12-14 16 4 5 4 4 3 3 4 6 5 46 6.6
has been prepared by the Naval Oceanography Command 15-17 16 6 5 5 3 3 3 4 5 5 45 6.4
in Asheville, North Carolina, which lists some 23 types of 18-20 23 3 5 4 3 2 3 3 4 2 43 5.7
cloud summaries. The tation list includes locations in var- 21-23 32 3 4 4 2 1 3 3 4 2 42 5.5
ious countries, continents, islands, and oceans. There are
close to 10 000 weathet stations around the world, although Mid-
not all of them provide routine observations of clouds. Among season Seasonal Sky Cover
the better summaries of cloud information are those prepared Month
by the United States Air Force Environmental and Technical ""
Applications Center (USAF/FTAC) as Revised Uniform Jan 24 4 4 4 3 2 3 4 4 3 45 6.0
Summaries of Surface Weather Observations (RUSSWO). Apr 18 4 4 5 4 3 3 4 7 4, 44 6.4
Similar summaries are issued by the Naval Weather Service Jul 15 5 6 7 6 5 5 6 9 5 31 5.9

as Summary of Meteorological Obser, 7tions, Surface Oct 30 5 5 5 4 3 3 4 5 4 32 5.0

(SMOS) and Sumn.:ary of Synoptic' Meteorological Obser-
vationv (SSMO).

Table' 16-24 is a sample of the frequencies (in tenths) In the RUSSWO, as in many summaries, the frequencies
of skyt,, cover, from clear (0,10) to overcast (1,0/10) at a single are given for ceiling heights jointly with the visibility, in
station (Bedford, Mass.) in a single month (January) for matrix form. Table 16-25 is a sample of ceiling height
eight 3-. periods of the day. It also shows tl-e average sky information as gleaned from eight such matrices for Bed- raw
cover, but does not subdivide the cloud covt : by height of ford, Mass., one for each 3-hour period. Table 16-25 also
clouds. Table 16-24 also shows the frequencies for the mid- shows the cumulative percent frequencies of ceilings fo the
season months for all hours combined, mid-season months for all hours combined. .'

Table 16-25. Sample percent frequencies of ceiling heights equal,o or higher tha,, including ceiling unlimited (example is for Bedford. Mass).

January Ceiling (m)

Hour 6100 4900 3700 3000 2400 1800 1200 900 600 300 i50 30

00-02 55 55' 58 60 62 66 72 76 80 86 92 98.4
03-05 51 52 55 57 60 63 70 74 80 86 93 98.3
06-08 48 48 53 56 60 63 70 74 79 86 94 98.9
09-11 50 51 56 59 63 66 71 75 80 86 94 99.8
12-14 50 51 56 60 64 66 70 75 80 86 94 -9.4
15-17 52 53 58 61 64 67 72' 77 81 86' 93 99.2
18-20 56 57 60 62 65 67 71 76 81 87 94 99.2
21-23 51 57 60 62 64 67 12 77 81 87 94 99.1

Seasonal Ceiling (m)
Mid-
season
month 6100 4900 3700 3000 2400 1800 1200 900 600 300 150 30

Jan 52 53 57 60 63 66 69 76 78 86 94 99.0
Apr 49 50 53 56 60 64 73 77 81 88 95 99.5
Jul 61 62 68 72 75 77 82 85 88 92 97 99.5
Oct 62 62 65 8 70 72 77 81 84 89 95 986
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* CHAPTER 16

" 16 3.1.2 Global Sky Cover. While there are numerous 16.3.1.3 Modeling of C"ud Distributions. In the fol-
tabulations of sky cover compiled from surface o6serva- lowing presentations a distinction is made betwc.n the terms
tions, there are relatively few maps. One of the sources for cloud cover and sky cover. Sky cover is an observer's view
these maps is the chapter "Climatology" by Landsberg [ 1945] of cover of the sky dome, whereas cloud cover can be used
in the Handbobk of Meteorology. The chapter has six world to describe areas that are smaller than the floor space of the
maps of sky cover, one for every other month beginning sky dome, or larger.

" with January. Figures 16-28 and 16-29 show average clou- Cldud Cover Models. There have been several alter-
* diness for 1200-1400 LST in January and July. respectively, native mathematical formulas proposed for *the probability

based on Landsberg's charts: subsequently published tables dibtribdtion of sky cover. Each uses the,variible (x) ranging
of the National Intelligence Survey. RUSSWO, SMOS and from zero, for clear, to 1.0 for overcast. Each model is
SSMO: and data collected at the Woods Hole Oceanographic claimed to have versatile statistical characteristics to sim-
Institute for the Atlantic and Indian oceans. ulate U-shaped curves of sky c:over. That is, large frequen-

Mean sky cover is significantly correlated with the fre cies of clear and/or overcast skies, With small likelihoods
quency of clear and of overcast conditions. Table 16-26 of partial cover, can be fitted; yet the models also will fit
presents a sample of RUSSWO information for some U.S. the bell-shaped distributions in which the sky cover is mostly
stations:, it contains the percent frequencies of sky cover, scattered to broken.
from clear to overcast in January at noontime. Among these Alternative I: The Beta distribution is an early cloud

- stations the mean sky cover ranges from 4.7 to 8.4 tenths. model [Falls. 19731 whose density'function is given by
For low mean sky cover the frequency of clear skies is high
and the frequency of overcast low. The opposite is true k7 f(x) = ra bx'(l - x) b.i;dea high mean sky cover. In extra-tropical regions the inci- r(a) I~b) (16.20)
dence of 1/10 to 7/10 sky cover remains gec, rally low. 0 _- x 1, a,b > 0 .

However. the U-shaped distribition is less marked in the
summer months (Table 16-24). In tropical and sub-iropical Falls gives pairs of values of the two parameters in some
regions partial sky cover also is more frequent at the expense 29 regional types that cover the world, for the four mid-
of clear and overcast. This is evident from the frequencies seasnn months, for two times of the day.
for Key West. Florida, and is particularly well illustrated Alternative 2: More recently, Somerville and Bean 119791
by the data from Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean at latitude have used a model called the S-distribution in which the
.* south (Table 16-26). cumulative probability F(x) of sky cover (x) is estimated by

, - Table 16-26. Percent frequencies of .ky cover, by tenths. at a representative sample of stations, (For uniformity. the cases are all for January 1200 [ST.)

Sky Cover (tenths Mean
~1 sky

I Cover
Station 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (tenths)

Extra-*ropical

Phoenix. Ariz. 33 6 4 1 3 3 4 5 .7 5 26 4.7
Wash'igton. D.C.

iDulles Airport) 22 8 6 3 3 3 2 3 6 4 40 5.7
Bridgeport. Conn. 21 3 4 5 4 2 3 5 6 6 41 6.2
Austin. Texas 18 3 4 3 3 3 3 5 6 6 44 6.4
Chicago. Il1. 14 4 4 3 3 3 2. 5 6 6 50 6.9
Great Falls. Mont. II 4 3 3 3 2 3 5 8 8 50 7.3
Boise. Idaho 11 4 3 3 2 2 2 4 '5 6 58 7.5
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 4 9 8 59 8.2
Seattle, Wash. J5 2 2 2 I 2 2 4 9 7 64 8.4

Sub-tropical
and tropical

Key West. Florida 14 9 10 12 8 8 4 7 9 7 12 4.7
Diego Garcia
7c18'S 7 224'E 0 0 0 4 5 7 6 16 18 14 30 7.8
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F(x) = ! - (1 - x0)0; (16.21) gotten. 19791 which, like the above models, requires two
0 o< x I ! , , > 0. parameters for a description of the probability distribution

of cloud cover. The parameters in Model B have physical
meaning. One parameter (P,,) is the mean cloud cover as

Pairs of values of the two parametecs (a, th) have been given in RUSSWO and other climatic summaries; it is taken
determined to make the distribution F(x) fit the data in the to be the single-point probability of a cloud intercept when
sky-cover summaries, they have been published for some looking up from the ground. The second parameter (r).
23 stations around the world, for each of eight periods of ,nown as the scale distance, is the distance between two
the day in each montl! of the year. The proc~dure has been stations whose correlation coefficient of cloud covers is
to use 10 climatic cumulative fi'cquencies F(x) of sky cover 0.99. At Bedford, Mass., it varies from 0.5 km in summer
for x, = 0.05((0. 1)0.95 A first guess is made for a, and 0 noontime to as much as 10 km in winter midnight. Re-
is then estimated by method of least squares: grettably, as developed so far, estimations of the probability

of cloud cover by this model must be made by use of I I
S= X{tn jI - F(x+)J •I n[I - x'I} (16.22) charts as published [Gringorten, 19791. It does not yield

{n[ I - x1.22  ) estimates succinctly by formula. On the other hand, Model
B avoids the difficulties of the previous two alternatives by

After the pair of values (a. 0) are entered into the basic providing finite estimates of all-clear and full overcast for
equation to obtair the estimates F(x,), the sum of squares varying area! extent. As an example, Table 16-27 shows
of the differences between F(x,) and F(x,) is obtained. The the percent probability of cloud cover at Bedford, Mass.,
best values for the parameters (a. P) are those that minimize January noontime, the parameter values are P,, = 0.66, and
the suir of squares of error%. These were determined by r = 2.6 km. In Table 16-27 the cloud cover is given, not
trial and error, such that the best pair of values for the sky only as a ground observer sees it. but also for a small area
cover at Bedford, Mass.. in January at noontime, were found of 100 km2 and for a large area of 100 000 km2 . A small
to be a = 0.1468, 0 = 0.1721. Th ie estimates are dif- area is likely to be either all-clear (0/10) oro,,ercast (10/l0).
ferent from those in Table 16-24 by rinse = 0.01. but a large area is nearly always partially covered. For the

In the above-mentioned models, strictly speaking, the ground observer's sky cover, the estimates differ from those
probabilities of absolutely clear and of complete overcast in Table 16-24 by rinse = 0.02.
are each computed to be zero: hence they are not truly Ceiling Model. The Burr curve provides one of the best
realistic. The difficulty is overcome, in practice, by stipu- models for ceiling height cumulative distributions:

*. lating that the integration for clear be taken from zero cover
* to 0.5 tenths, for overcast from 9.5 tenths to 10 tenths.

There is another difficulty. however. in that each solution F(h) I - {I + (h/c)} ; a.b.c > 0. (16.23)
is given for the sky dome as seen by a ground observer,
considered to have a radius of 28 km. The above alternatives
have not been developed to give cloud-cover distribution where h is the ceiling height and ab.c are parameters.
for varying areal coverage. However, simplicity is in their At the University of Florida [Bean et al.. 19791 sets of
favor, especially with the S-distribution. which is readily values for a. b, and c have been determined (for each of
programmed on a desk-top computer. eight periods of the day in each month of the year at some

Alternative 3: A "ModelRB' for linearand areal coverage 23 stations around the world) to make the estimated distri-
of a weather element has been described recently [Grin butions. F(h). fit the data for some 30 ceiling heights as

Table 16-27. An example of model estimates of percent probabilities of cloud cov.:r, by tenths, depeding upon si7c of the area (example is for Bedlford.
Mass.. January l LST)-

Cloud Cover (tenths) Mean
Areal Cloud
Size Cover

(ki 2) 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Id (tenths)

100 29 I I .1 2 I 1 2 2 I 59 6.6

2424 16 4 5 3 3 5 4 6 9 41 6.6
(Observer's

.' sky dome)
100000 0.5 3 4 7 9 9 12 13 16 19 8 6.6
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given in the climatic summaries. In this procedure. a rounded 10
figure is chosen foroc. such as 300. 600, or 3 (W m. Trial
estimates for a and b are then made to minimize the sum 9

of squares of the differences between the model estimates 83 0
IF(h) and the cumulative frequencies F~h) of the climatic
summaries. An initial trial estimate of a can be made by a

linearization of the Burr curve through Taylor expansion,
rr suliing in

[N xy,- 'x, ,y,
JD

a (16.24) %

N x x - x,)

where x, = nth,/c). v, = In Flh,). and N is the number 2
of ceiling heights for which the climatic tables give the
frequencies F(h,). Corresponding to each trial estimate of

•a.I l

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 08 0.9 10

I- ,fn {1 - F(h,) In {I + (h/cl}i AVERAGE CLOUD) COVER (tenths)
",p, b In I'+tt + (h, /c)T}2  (16.25)

bh. ) Figum 16-30. Aerage cloud covef by layers. DeIernbet. 1200-1400

LST. Gn%-imn AFB. IndianaFor Bedford. Mass.. January noontime, values found were

a = 1.1678. b = 0.1927 when c = 0.305 km. giving ther- a= I 168. = O 197 en = .305kin giingthe put of the modtel in December. noontime for Grissom AFB.

estimates of probability that differed from those in Table put T the men c r for from aBIndiana. The abscissa is for the cloud cover from 0 ('-lear)
* " 16-25 fo~r 120(XI..4X) hours by rinse = 0.0( to 1.0 (overcast). The ordinate is for elevation above the

ground. f-om 0 (surface) to IC km aloft. The broken curve
16.3.2 Cloud Cover in Layers Aloft is drawn for the mean cloud cover at levels, and the solid

curves are drawn for the mean cloud cover in layers. The
Nephanalysis. concerning the type. amount, and scatter broken curve shows, for example'. mean cloud cover of 0. I

of clouds both in the horizontal and vertical directions, is at I km. 0. 14 at 2 km. 0.07 at 5 km. From each level the
0 important. particularly in connection with line-of-sight re- solid curve, when followed to a higher level, gives the

quirements. For example. knowledge of the probability of average cloud cover in the layer between the two' levels.
cloud-free lines-of-sieht CFLOS) from one evel of the For example. in the layer from 2 km to 4 km. the cloud
atmosphere to another at selected angles of elevation, can cover averaces 0.32. from 2 km to 8 km it averages 0.38.
be vital to electro-optical communication systems. Although and so on.
there is now% a izable h'olv of literature on this subject. the In similar manner, the distribution of cloud cover in
statistics are none to satistactor,. Clouds are not only vol- layers aloft can be reconstructed for any station that has
atile but are often hidden by other clouds. so that an analysis RUSSWO or similar records. Grissom AFB. Indiana. was
of cloud prscnce. or a climatology of cloud frequencies as chosen for illustiation because of its relatisely high average'
a function of level or layer above the ground is crude and sky cover. With a lIter average. a station should have Iover
speculative. especially if information is limited to the ob- frequencies in most or ali of its layers aloft.
servations from the gound. An observer sees the "sky dome"
with an uncertain radius, assumed to be 27 km in the fol-
lowing discussion and analy,,i,, 16.3.3 Satellite and Radar Observations

A vailuable stud% on the frequency of occurrence of
clouds in the vertical %xsas based on observations from aircraft 16.3.3.1 Satellites. Weather satellite images are provid-
over Germany IdeBary and Moller. 19631. It resulted in ing detailed information on the structure and distributioi. of
etimates Of the average cloud cover as a function of atitude clouds over large areas of the -earth. Figure 16-31 illustrates

and the thickness of the atmopheric layer. Recently a model a variety of c oud and foe formations over Europe and
has been developed that xields similar estimates :f cloud Northern Africa: the image sxa, obtained from one of the
cover. w ithout using aiicraft obserations. The moidel uses satellites of the I)cfonse Meteorological Satellite Proer::m
only RUSSWO ,tatitics on the total sky cover and ceiling d)ISPL. In addition to inae, in the visible portion of the

heights IGringorten. 19X21. Ficure 16-30t illustrates the out- spectrunm as shot\n in Figure 16-11. corresponding images

16-32
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CHAPTER 16

in the thermal infrared are available. These simultaneous 16.3.4.1 Aircraft Observations. In a test program. Ber-
images or brightness fields can he used to deduce the height toni 1 19671 determined that realistic estimates of the prob-
of the cloud top%. From the accumulation of such data. a ability of clear and cloud-free lines-of-sight could be derived
regional and. eventually, a global cloud climatology will be from a large sampling of aircraft in-flight observations. This
developed, resulted in a major effort in which observations were made

from aircraft, at various angles to the sky ( + 300 and + 600).
the horizon (0). and the earth's surface (-300 and- 0.16.3.3.2 Radar. Because of the electromagnetic scatter- Obervaion we°e acd the norfhen -

ing characteristics of water drops and ice particles.Idetection Observations were acquired over most of the northern hemi-

of non-precipitating (less than 200 l.m diameter), hydro- sphere duing all months but were limited to the dariht

meteors in clouds is effectively limited to the shorter radar hours. (Nighttime obnsrvations tended to overestimate clearwaveenghs les thn afewcm).Forexaple raarsop- conditions).
*. wavelengths (less than a few cm. For example. radars o Figure 16-32 is an example of the analyses shown in

S crating at 0:86-cm s~avelength hase been ,used for opera-
c tinat detct an c be used in ra the resulting report IBertoni. 1977a.b]. The large numbers... tional cloud detection and continue to he used in research

for deducing physical and dynamical characteristics of clouds in the figure are percent probabilitiesofCFLOS: the smaller
prior to the development of precipitation.. Precipitation-sized numbers, in parentheses. 'indicate the total number of ob-

particles are readily detected by longer wavelength (3-10 servations taken within cach of the 100 latitude-longitude
- cm) radars, as discussed in Section 16.2.5. Optica! and sectors. Figure 16-33 is similar to Figure 16-32 in that it

infrared wavelength (0.5 to 15 i.nL) radars, or lidars. have shows probabilities of CLOS vhich are generally smaller
, also been used to observe clouds; theoretical comparisons than probabilities of CFLOS. This is illustrated more dra-

of optical and microwave cloud detection capabilities have matically in Figure 16-34 in which frequencies of CLOS

been made by Derr 119781. and CFLOS are compared for an area around Columbia.

Observations by the vertically pointing TPQ- I'I radar Mo. about 1000 km 2. Values for CLOS are reduced by some
. were recorded by the Air Weather Service between 1964 20%f tu 3tu .due mostly to haze. Figure 16-34 also confirms

:nd about 1975 at 43 locations around the world. The mul- that the probabilities of CLOS and CFLOS depend on the
• • angle of the line-of-sight as well as the percent of sky cover.

tiple-layer ceiling observations are archived at the National ale o ine-of-s iti s ll as the r nsor
Climatic Center. Asheville. N.C. Two of these radars. a CLOS :rod CFLOS probabilities increase as the lines-of-
quired by the NOAA Wave Propagation Laboratory and the sight ayproach the vertical.
University of Washington. respectively, have been modified 1.3.4.2 Surface Observations. Whole-skyphoto-raphs
for improv,:.L reliability and ensitivitv and are used in mur;- a
sensor field programs. Eal results w ere presented by' Weiss at Columbia. Missouri and conventional National Weather

.n 11979el nd bys Early res ervice observations of sky cover were used by Lund and, et al. 119791. and by Pa~qualucci 4nd Miller 119811. Thee Pasu un bil a trans- Shanklin 119731 to develop a universal model for estimating
.. Wave Propagation Laboratorv subsequently built a trans-. rbblt'so FO hog h nieamshr a

portblefull~-sannne chernt .86-m rdarwitha dal- probabibties of CFLOS through the entire atmosphere. Ear-portable fully-scanning coherent O 86.m radar with a dual- lier CFLOS studies based on these same observations arc
polariation receiver wshich was first used in the spring of d'scribed by Pxhop and Shanklin 119661. Bundy 119691.
1981. The dual polaribation capability permits derivation of,: 18,.Theduapolrizaioncapb~lty ermis drivtio Of Shanklin and Landwehr 119711. and Lund and Shanklin
hdrometeor microphsical characteristics. while the coh- S nd 9 d d h
erent reception permits measurement of D~ppler winds in 119721.

clouds. There is increasing interest in the detection of clouds Probabilities of CFLOS based on the Lund and Shanklin
a~nd aerosols by 0.3 cm radar Ioherrnitte. 198 t. model can be ei;timated through the use of the following

r yformula:

, , , ,.C.K,. (16.26)
16.3.4 Clear and Cloud-Free Lines-of-Sight

where ,P,1 is a column vector of a row-s for each angle

To determine the utility of vario';s communicaions, sur- considered: .C, is a matrix for at rowN and % columns, one
veillanee. and seapon, system,, the prohabilit of clearcloud- row for each 6evation anrle. one column for each sky cover
free lines-of-sight (C.OS-CFLOSi ,nut be known for the c:tegory: and .K, is a co:.,-'.i vector ofs m~s The P values
geographical areas and climatic reiime,, in wshich !hcse sys- are estimates of probahbiiti,-s of CFLOS through the at-
tem must operate. (CL.OS is define, as LOS not obscured mosphere. the C value,, are probabilities of CFLOS at angles
by either haze or clouds). Since CI.OS and CFLOS are a given k tenths of sky cover and the K values are proba-
neither dire tls obser ed nor measured on a routine basis. biliti,-s of each k tenths of sky co,::r. The ,,C, matrix i;
various methods have been developed to estimate their fre- contained in Table 16-28.
quency of occurrence Some of thcke ",this are described L",ing the hiutorical records lr Columbia. Missouri as
in this section and examples of Jati i. analy s, and re ults an e.,anple. the filos, ,ng prohabihitie, of 0!10. 110.
are provided on the frequency ot occurrence of CLOS and 9'1(t. ')),, ky cover ,t ,oluuhba.are 0. 1X7. O.047.11.047,
CFLOS. 0.0-19. 0.137. 00 ,l. J.045. 0.043. 0(055. 0(65. 0 39,2.
16-34
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Figuare 16-32. Esrimates of t probiability of a cloud-free line-of-sight to the gromd at Y0 below the hoorizon -30*) fromn alitudes bet'een 76 and
10.6 ki Iin summier

Then L_: matrix multiplication indicated in Equation (16.26? Consequently. there is an estimated 50.9% probability or a
yields CFLOS at Columbia looking toward the zenith (9003. and

a 50'% and 46.3% probability of a CFLOS at 600 and 'fj
elevation angles. respectively. (See Section 16.3.4.3 for

EeainAnigleI discussion of a correction to a suspected bias toward higher
!dg)Probability C FLOS probabilities produced by the Lurd-Shanklin mbidel.

0.509 Usieg this model. atlases of CFLOS probabtlities have
0 ~ been compiled for -,ianv parts of Europe. Asia and Africa.

70 0 34as well as for the U.S..and the USSR. (Lund ct al.. 1975.
0 ~)1976. 1977. 1978. and 19793. A sample page from the atlas

00.496 for the United States of America (Lund et al-. 1977) is
410 0,8 shown in Figure 16-35. This shows the probability of having

0$6~ a CFLOS in July at 1200 to 14M.0 1ST at a 300 elevaition
2047ane',: This atlas is based on at lea-.t a 15-yr period oif record

10 392fo~r the majority (if U.S. stations shown bythe dot-, tin Figure
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TI*e 1&.28 Pr%*Wb,'m,s of CFLOS .r, a funmtmm of* cnawm ingfe and t.b'cd Tvltal Sk Cover Ilund and Shanklin. 19731

_________ ____- .Sky Ctwer (Tenths.).

Angle
ideg) 0 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 M0

i) 00 0.97 0)92 0.87 0.81 0.77 0.70 0.62 0.48 0.31 0.08

80 0.9' 097 0.92 0.87 0.81 0.77 0.69 0.61 G.47 0.31 0.08
70 099 0)97 0.91 0.86 0.80 0.76 0.68 0.611 0.47 0.30 0.08
(A 0.99 0.96 0.90M 0.85 ,0.80 0.75 0 66 0.60 0.46 0.29 Wi)8

SO 0.99 096 0..W 0.85 0.78 0.73 0.64 0.58 0.45 .0.29 0.08
40 (1 99 0 95 0.88 0.83 0.76 0.71 0.62 0.55 0.42 0.27 007

.30 0.8 0.93 I 86 080 0.73 0.66 0.57 0.50 0.38 0.24 0.06

20 0.98 0 w 0.83 0.75 0.67 059 0 50 0.42 0.33 0.21 0 )5
10 0.97 086 0,76 0.65 9.55 017 0.39 0.32 0.24 0.16 V 03
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30.io Rapp. Schutz, and Rodriqucs 119731 extended the Lund-

1Sh~Anklin CFLOS mtodel to include finding the probability

'W14 of a CFLOS between the earth and any given altitude in the

30 01C4u01~r atmosphere. They accomplished this t~y using 3-h synoptic
_,EARCoprsn tEtmte ewenArrf

CLOUDFREEreport% of clouds in addition to total sky cover.

die CFLOS Model Based on Surface Obiervations.
" 1 44 CFLUS probabilities comnputed frr'm sky-cover observations

taken at 6 stations (Columia, Mo.. Atlanta. Ga . Fort Worth,

Tx.. North Platte. Neb.. Alburquerque, N.M.. and Ely.
Nev.) ha~e been comfpared with CFLOS p~ I ties based

Do -_______ or observations ta -cr from aircraft by Luns .iii Bertonii
00J 10 20 30 40 50 . ' 119,8()1.

REL ATIVE PWEOLJENCr CFLOS probabilities were computed ar 4'-_lcted altitude%
for each of the 6 stations . each midseas's4. , ionth. and each

Figure 14. Relative frequL1wic. or clear (w dtiud-free tines-ol sight depression angle. The prohilitie. for the fovr midscaston
ob~ened in the Arahct%%Ln W4 it) 43N .indl ur to 97W ronth'. were averaged and plotted, and were usually higher
as 9' function of altitude (The numlher of encrations u. than those: based on inflight observations. Figures 16-.% and
,tvn in parentheset. tn the right hand margjin, 16-37 show the model and inflight CFLOS probabilities for

II
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Im I - 1 1 4 estimates as well as the model and inflight.CFLOS proba-1 bilities.

-~to 35 16.3.4.4 Cloud-Free Fields-of-View. An instantaneousICFLOS is often nott sufficient for acquiring and trackinga
~target, cr for estimating the probability of detecting a target

~ 7-25 when there is an opportunity to search for favorable cloud
* 4 ~'~ - conditions. T"herefore, probability distributions of cloud-

-15i aOl. 119O91 and Lund etal. 119801 completed studiesfo
- - a A/C CFLOS esiatn 1h5 prbblt ofcodfe filds-of-view(O)ar edd

-O CRCTEDO DES (CFFOV) between earth and an airborne or space platform.
2.[ OCRRCTD ODL5 Using whole-sky photographs t ,aken at Columbia. Mo.. the

I avetage cloud-free fraction of ench of 185 annular sctors
0 20 40 60 80 1OO Isee: Figure 16-381 was computed. plotted, and analyzed to

% PROBABILITY determine how it varied with position on the photograph.
Figure 16-38 depicts the average cloud-free frtction of each

Figure !6-36. Six-%tatwn average probabilities of a cloud-free lie-f sector when 2/10 total cloudiness was observed. 'Clearly.
sight determined from aircraft obsmarst'sI. from the the average cloud-free fraction decreases from the center of
CFLOS model t40s). and from the model corrected fo is the picture. which coffesponds to directly overhead, to low
40's) al a deprii~~u anle o.W elevation' angles of the edges of the picture. Ili maxim1a

(highs) are not exactly centered at the zenith (the center of
the picture) as one would expect. The failure of the isolines

depression angles 300 and 600. respectivey. The differencef to be symm~etric about the --enter of this figure is due in part
suggest that the Lund-Shanklin model CFLOS probabilities t,. sampling variability. However, other studies of the, pho-
are biased toward higher values. This apparetit bias can he tographs have suggested that sun angle or local effects.
essentially elimnatcd b, a linear reduction of the model perhaps from the city of Columbia. may also contribute to
estimates as follows: the lack of symmetry.

Circular 'fields-of-view centered at a ground observers
* '=(0.99 - 0.00)45a)P .0 1- a 45. (16.27) zenith were investigated. Figure 16-39 shows circles *ith

where -a- is the altitude in kilometers and Pis the model
estimale. Figur% 16-36 and I t07 show the corrected CFLOS.-

km 45

VV\
W -

0 T5

.....MOOCFL'C FLOSI
-- A/C CFLOS

215 -OCORRECTED MODEL4

0 20 40 60 80 100

% PROBABILITY

Figure 17. Sixs'iarion average pi-tabilities of a cloud-free tine-of-
sight determined trom aircraft oh.crvatior% X.'s). Iron' the Figure 16-3X Average fraction of each annular sector that was cloudl-free
CPLOS mxk jiiO) and fri'm the model corrected for bias on the 131 plsroo-aps Ahen 1/10 sky cloud cover w;--
1st at a derrewson angle of Or observed.

16-38
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170I
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0

Figu 16-39. Cirzul- ields-of-~view with angular diamete-rs of 100, 
.if

• , qlO+'900. 1th.ll and 1700 cnler-ed at the ground o'bserver's

angulars diameters, centeredatteo,4rr'znihofO °  9

* Figure 16-40 depicts cumulative frequency distributions0"
o f lCtion of the area that is cloud free in the 10° circle 0.2 .: 0.6 0.8 1.03

* s function of the obsetrved sky cover. Thc poxints on the X (CLOUD" FREE FRACTION )

W Z
0,50

figure were obtained from the data and the curves ,were
.. subjectively drawn thr..:'h $he points. This figure shows. fig~ure tb-M0 Probahilil.s that a I0' FOV" at ,eni'h ,.,ilt have a cloud-free

-for example. that if one wants to he 80'% sure that at least fra.tion os Itcurves for each tenth of sky cover were sub--

"0.5 of the lip FOV is cloud free, operation can be allowed Jectively drawn to the data tomnt,,)

: only when 0110. 1/10. 2/10. 3/10. or 4'io sky cover is

%D

ohserved If he relaxes his requirements to a 5)'7f prohability prohahili'lies of CFFOV from climatic probabilities oi the
j that at leasi (.2 of the 100 FOV is cloud free, he can ad- tenths of cloudiness. Figure 16-42 shows a comparison of

ditionallv ope-rate when ilO or 6/ 10 sky cover is observed, the probability of a CFLOS as a function of elevation angle
Figure 16-41 shows how the cloud-free fraction varies when two-tenths sky cover is rported. with corresponding

9for five fields-o-vic. lnd. 500. tX. t3e anid 170)% when CFFOV prohailities when the FOV is I0° and 20° . The
uthe weather obseer reparts 5/10 sk cover. Let us assume figure sho 9s ood ag eemet t between CFLOS probabilities

that at least 0.2 of a FOV must he cloud free. The curve and FOV probahilities for cloud-free fractions 0.5 and
labeled 100 shows ther. is a 73  chance thtHthere is only a 6! - chance that a I0°

- of the FOV is cloud free. Thc curve labeled 9" shows a FOV centered at a 300 elevation angle will he totally cloud

+* 94%; chance, and the curve labeled 170 ° shows a I(OY+ free, and only a 48X%+ chance fo~r a 200 FOV to he totally*" chance that at least i )2 of the 170 FOV will be clear when cloud free These diffethnces Ietreen the CFLOS and CFFOV

"aa. the obseervder repsrts 5 sky cover, If. hoetr, the re- Xmdel probahilities are larger than expected Therel'we. usrs

futrenett is, that at least I).g of the area mu-t be cloud free, of the 'FF)V model and the CFIOS mu, sl should un-th probability ta ill be n for the re h0 FV and derstand that the models field o f bivicovestimate e hiuh

)ccarvcy drawn itedat p it s)bi.

- . 0.ll ncrease to 44is for the small 1W F(V are believed to be gtoo lirst approximations Bctter ap-
obs. Lrund et al a h re mou, emilied the lund-Shanklin CFil)S proximations ssait higher qoalft hoh.-,,ka photgt raphs

- model decrtb.d in Section 16.3.4.2 to estimate clinmatt or more prcie observing techniques.

F r 116"39

fo iefed-fvc%(.' 0.90.14"ad10)we FO rbbliiswe h O s1*ad2' h

thtete br rrprs5/1 , oe.Ltu sum iuesosgo gcren ewe FO rbbltethta es . faFVms ecodfe.Tecre adIVpoaiiisfrcodfe rcin -. n
laee 0 hw hr-i 3+cac hta es .2"07.H vr hr sol 1 hneta 0
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Figure 16-42. The probability of a CFLOS as a function of elevation

2000 angle when 2/10 sky cover is reported (heavy curve), and20, oo e'slonditig CFFOV probabilities when the FOV is I0*

(solid lines) and 20 (dashed lines.).

I3Q 0  \
170- \16.3.5 Water Content of Clouds

\S,.. Moisture in clouds can exist as a vapor, liquid, or solid.
0 0.2 Q4 0.6 o.8 1.0 Some water vapor is always present'in the atmosphere. The

amount of water vapor a parcel of air can hold is a function
'X (CLOUD-FREE FRACTION) of the temperature IHaurwitz, 19411. Under conditions where

the atmosphere becomes saturated the water vapor conden-Figure 1-41 "Ft., probahlit% that a 10' 
. 

50('. W~. 13C':
. 

and 17(r FOV se an fo m cl u .
at /tnith %ill hawe a coud-fn.f fr: -ion -'x uhn the weather Ses and forms clouds.
tibcrNer rcrxin. 5/10 ky cvcr. Knowledge of the amounts of liquid water and ice con-

tained within clouds is important to aviation due to its direct
and indirect effects. The quantity "liquid water content" is

16.3.4.5 Joint Probabilities of CFLOS. Lund 119731 the concentration, expressed in mass per unit volume, pre-
extended the Lutnd-Shanklin 119731 CFLOS model de- cipitation. Although many methods of determining liquid
s-ribed in Sectior 16.3.4.2 to address the problem of es- water content have been used, noji are completely satis-
titiating joint prohabilities of cloud-free lines-of-sght from factory.
more than one ohserving sight. This model requires a cli-
maticrecord ofsky cover observations taken simultaneously
from all -.ites. Table 16-29. Estimated 3-way joint probabiF:ies of CFLOS at 40r ele-

Table 16-29 gives estimated CFLOS probabilities for vation angle for August at Minot P(Ci)' Gra.4 Forks. Mio.
and Fargo. PtC( Cm Co: none of the three sites, P(Co Cm

Minot. N.D.. PiC,i): three-way joint probabilities of CFLOS CF .
for Grand Forks. Minot. and Fargo. P(C<= C%, Cl;) and. Hour
three-%%ay joint probability for none of the three sites. P(C(; 0 3 6 9 12 1H o8 21

C, C, . The probabilities apply to August. the month when f
the highest CFI.OS probabilities occur, and the elevation P(C1 ) 0.73 0.74 0.65 0.62 0.59 0.58 0.60 0.67
angle is 40".Table 16-30 is the same as Table 16-29 except P(Cu C.., CF) 0.48 0 48 0.37 0.35 0.34 0.31 0.33 0.41
that probabilities apply to November. the month whe'i the P(CG.C, Cr)0.07 0.08 0.12 0:13 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.10 -
lowest CFLOS probabilities occur. _000 .1 3.5 4 1 .

164 i.1'
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Table 16-30. Same as Table 16-29 except the prml-ahilities apply to No- 198 1aI and Large Scale Cloud Systems study ICohen. 198 1bI
vember. the mionth when the liowcst CFLOS prnbahilti es used this method. Knollenberg 119721 notes that this method
It:-ur _ _compared favorably to results given by direct measurement.

Hour During recenl ytears. attempts to relate liquid water con-
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 tent to the intensity of radar returns have been made. Stickel

P(C1) 0.50 0.49 .5010.36 0.3810.39 0.40 0.49 and Seliga 119811 describe one such attempt. At this time.
_however, radar is not able to give the definition that either

P(Co CM CI-) 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.14 0.13 0 14 0.17 0.23 direct measuret:nents or computation from particle distri-

P(C, CM C,) 0.27 0.28 0.28 0.40 0.38 0.37 0.34 0.29 butions can provide.

16.3.5.3 Supercooled Cloods and Aircraft Icing. The

16.3.5.1 Liqt;;d Water Content in Clouds. The actual principal meteorological pacameters associated with aircraft
amount of liquid water from droplets or ice crystals in a icing are the ambient tenieratute, the cloud liquid water

amout o liuidwatr fom roplts r ie cystls n a Content, and the drop size distributicn. The extent to whichcloud will vary, depending on the type. altitude, and tem- cnet n h rpsz itiuin h xett hc
clou will vary.cloud. Clouds formed by tron vertical ice forms on an aircraft (that is. icing intensity) and whether
perature of the codClusfrebystrong vria

or not rime or glaze ice i- formed depend additionally onmotion will generally contain !arge'amounts of liquid water. or
Lamb et al. 119761 measured as many as 1.5 g/m' in syn- the aerodynamic shape of the airplane structures, its true
optic-scale winter cloud., that contained convective ele- air speed. and the length of time the aircraft is in the icing

ments. Generally. clouds of this type range in amounts that environment.
are illustrated in Figure 16-25. Aufm Kampe and Weick- The sourceof most meteorological information collected
mann 119571 suggest 10.0 g/m' as the maximum value of on icing parameters. including the data presented here, aremann11971 uggst 0.0g~m'as he axium alu of from stratifo~rm clouds (stratus. stratocumulus, and alto-
liquid water content in cumulonimbus clouds.,Higher values ftstratus). Ninety percent-of these clouds are I km thick lFig-
have been reported. The range of values and probability of
occurrence are discussed in detail in Section 16.2.5.4. ure 16-431. Strafiform clouds are of principal concern with

In large-scale storm systems, liquid 'ater content in respect to icing since convective clouds (cumulus. cumu-

most of the clouds is in the range 0. 1 g/ml. The highest locongestus. and cumulonimbu,) are generally avoided Syaircraft fo~r other reasons. Cumulus ,:ouds are also relatively
values of liquid water content (see Figure 16-25) occur near ait fo orreons. Cmusio lod raso revelythe reeing ev~' (o metinglayr),limited in horizontal dimension and duration. However.
the freezing Iev-.l (or melting layer). cniin ncmlfr luscnrsl nsvr cnThe values quoted in the preceeding paragraphs have conditions in cumuliform clouds can result in severe icing
been computed from particle-size distributions and assump-
tions rela'ng crystal size and equivalent melted diameter. 1.0
They should be considered as best estimates. Increased ac-
curacy will be po ssible only when a reliable method of z
directly measuring water content is developed. 0

W

16.3.5.2 Measuring Liquid Water Content. Three An
methods of measuring liquid water content have been tried: .O
direct measurement, comnputation from particle distribu- W

tions. and attenuation of radar or lidar sienals.
Although several possible instruments for direct mea- 0 0

surement have been devised, only one, the Johnson-Wil- J
liam (JW) indicator has been used on an operational basis. 0,
This instrument operates on the prnciple that the char g, in 0.01 0

*-resistance of a heated wire as it evaporates impacting par- -

titles is proportional to the liquid water content. The probe 0
is sensitive only to liquid droplets having diameters of z
-_30 Ram. I.-

The most frcqucntl uscd mnethkd of determining liquid 4
water content is bv integration of the particle-size spectra L 0.00t
obtained 1y use of an optical array spectrometer. This pro- 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
cedure is straightforward "xhen particles are liquid. How- ICING-CLOUD DEPTH, H.(krn)
evei. when particles are ice crystals. assumptions concern-
ing the relation of crs,,,tal size and their equivalent melted Fieurc I,--t3 (umulatc frequent,, ditribution of depth of icing-cloud
diameter are neces ar, The AFGI. Cirrus stud, ICohen. lascr fatter Perkin,. 19781.

16-41
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of aircraft since supercooled water in excess of 2.0 g/m' 20

[Mason. !9711 have been obseived as well as drop sizes
o-.zurring over the complete range of the siie spectrum.
Additional information concerning specific cloud types, as-
sociated synoptic conditions, and their relation to icing is 7
given by Lewis 119511 and the Air Weather Service [AWS,
19801.

Clouds containing supercooled droplets (that is, water .
in the liqutid state at temperatures below freezing) can exist to
in the atmosphere to temperatures as low as 233 K. How-
ever, the p abability that supercooted droplets will remain Lo
unfroz.n beow the temperature range of 258 K to 253 K
decreases rapidly since the number concentration of active 5
freezing nu:lei becomes significant at these temperatures.
Perkins 11978J observed that approximazely 90% of the clouds
sampled that contained supercooled water were at temper-
atures warmer than 253 K. The likelihood of encountering 01 - ]- =- 0 d
clouds containing supercooled Jroplets as a function of tem- 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

perature is shown in Figure 15-44. L,'qm3

"The liquid water content (LWC) in wintertime stratiform
clouds is a highly variable parameter. This is due principally Figure 1645. Distribution of LWC from 65 sample cases lGiss and

Grantham, 19811.
to the horizontal variations in cloud structure. LWC aver-
aged over long path lengths (>25km) usually do not exceed
0.3 g!m'. Altostratus and altocumulus clouds forming at with horizontal dimensions of 0.5 km to 1.0 km, peak LWC
higher altitudes have proportionately lower LWC amount- values of 1.3 g/m3 have beer observed, although values not
due to the temperature dependency of saturation vapor pres- exceeding 0.8 g/m - are more typical. The distribution (in
sure of water, n individual stratocumulus cloud elements, percent) of supercooled water content amounts is shown in

Figure 16-45. These data are based on sample measurements
[Glass and Grantham, 19811 from a day considered repre-

1.0 senta.ive of clouds during winter icing corditions. The dis-
tribution of median volume diameters for these data is shown
in Figure 16-46.

Z

0.1

Z

(L 0.01 2o
Za

-.?I-

U-

0.001 I I I I - 24

273 263 253 243 0 4 6 1 6 22
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 .-

ICING-CLOUD TEMP I K ) ME 1,A14 VOLUME DIAMETERtn,)

Figure 16-44. Cumilative frequency distribution of temperature of icing- Figure 16-46. Distribution of average median volume diameter during
clouds [after Perkins. 19781. e,.'h of 65 sample cases lGlass aid Grantham. 19811.
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0 i' Table 16-31. Charactcristiccs of size and n'ass spectra for the indicated
figures.

Figure 16-47 Figure 16-48.LWC(g/m' )  0.27 0.04

X, Number density (cm-') 321 192
x . Mean Vol Diameter (.imn) i2 8 .,

" I ,X.X Median Vol Diamo.ter (l.m) - 16 14

io" .* tIm in diameter) can be found in these clouds. Their number
density, however, is much less than 1.0/cm'1.

Techniques developed by the Air Weather Service
lAWS, 19801 for forecaszing icing conditions are 6ased -on
radiosonde observations of temperature and the dew-point

0 10 W ,0 40 ' o spread (difference between tcmperature and dew point). These ,
DIOMETER tum parameters are used since formation and maintenance of

clouds containing supercooled droplet spectra require a sat-
Figure 16-47. Nuthber (*I and Mass (..x..) distribution with size for data urated or near-saturated environment. This report quotes

sets with ;l0.2 glm' liquid water, studies indicating that when only dew-point spread is con-
sidered, there is an 80% probability of icing when the spread
is -3 K, and 84% probability of no icing when the spread

Distributions of tile number and mass density of droplets exceeds 3 : . A northern hemisphere climatology of icing
with respect to size obtained from the sanie daia set are probabilities, utilizing the Air Weather Service analysis
shown in Figures 16-47 and 16-48. Both figures are based method [AWS,19801 and applied to 380 northern hemi-
on long-duration data sets. Figure 16-47 is dl'awn from data sphere radiosonde stations, has been publisheo by the Air
sets where the average LWC was equal to or greater than Weather Service [Heath and Cantrell. 1972].
0.2 g/m', whereas Figure 16-48 is based on data sets from
which LWC values did not exceed 0. 1 g/m". Some param-
eters obtained from these distributiotis are shown in Table
16-31. Past observations IPerkins, 19781 of droplet-size dis- 16.3.6 Clouds above 6 Km
iribution in supercooled stratiform clouds indicated that val-
ues can range up to 50 Rim. More recent observatiors have Almost all clouds found above 6 km are cirriform clouds
suggested that large superceoled drops (approaching 300 composed of ice crystals. Cirriform clouds have been ob-

served at altitudes in excess of 15 km.

,6 to,.,

" o' tO16.3.6.1 Observations of Cirrus Clouds. in 1896-97,

various observatories made double-theodolite measurements
of cirriform clouds. Table 16-32a lists the average heights
of the cloud bases in different seasons and at different lat- -

itudcs. Table 16-32b shows the maximum base heights of
Scirrus and cirrostratus clouds at these locations [Suring.

.: 1941. Applerran. 196i1. This table indicates that the bases
of cirriforr clouds are higher at lower latitudes and during

x. the summer, and that the bases of cirrus closds tend to be ."'

- x, higher than those of cirrostratus layers. These observations -were confirmed by aircraft flights in the 1950s. Th flights

made at that time also provided data on the heights of tops.
thickness, and riequency of occurrence of cirriform clouds.Z -. -X. C irriform clouds in the tem perate zone are m ore com -

,o" .- ' moa. iII cold weather and at high latitudes. Both bases and
0 10 20 40 50 tops vary in height, being higher in summer and lower in

DIAMETER .,,) winter. Tops of cirriform clouc.. are closely associated with
the tropopause. Cenerally, the tops occur 1.2 to 1.5 km

Figure 16-48. Number(*)andmass(..s..)distribution with size fordata below the trupopause. The thickness of high clouds average'
sets with <0. I glm' liquid water. 2.1 to 2.2 km and shows littie or no variation with season.
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Table 16-32a. Mean heighi., of cirru ba,,cs for international cloud year 1896-1897.

Northern Northern
summer winter

Latitude Place (km) (km)

78'N Cape Thordsen 7.3
70ON Bossekop (Sweden) 7.5

:"'60°N Pavlovsk plus Uppsala 7.9' 7.1I

' '; ,-51'°N Potsdam plus Trappes (average) 8.7 7.7
40ON Blue Hill plus Washington (average) 10.2 9.1
35°N Mera (Japan) 11.0 9.1
14°N Manila 12.0 I1.11:7". 7°S Batavia 11.0 -
357S Melbourne 8.5 9.6

Table 16-32h. Maximum height% of cirrus baw% for international cloud year 1896- 1897.

Cirrus Cirrostratus
Latitude Place (km) (km)

780N Cape Tho.'-;c, 8.6
70'N Bossekop (Sweden) '11.8 10.4
60°N Pavlovsk plus Uppsala 11.7 10.1
51ON Potsdam plus Trappes (average) 12.7 11.9
40'N Blue Hill plus Washington (average) 15.0 13.6
35°N 'Mera (Japan) 16.8 15.5
14'N Manila 20.4 17.1
7°S Batavia 18.6 14.2

35°S Melbourne --

In the 1970s. both particle density and liquid water con- Heymsfield did find occasional particles as large as 1900
lent of high-altitude clouds were inestigated in airborne R±m, but these were very rare, and generally their number
studies of the microphysics of clouds. Aircraft studies of density was less than I/cm-'. Most cirrus particles are smaller
cirriform clouds have been reported by Heymsfield 119751, than 6(X) im. Varley et al. 119801 found some larger par-
Ryan et al. 119721. and McTaggert-Cowan et al. 119701. In ticles in the vicinity of a surface storm, but thi, was an
more recent years. AFGL has published a series of reports exceptioral case.
on this subject ICohen. 198,la.bl. Although comparison of the work of different i'vesti-

AFGL research flights have shown that cirrus cloud par- gators is risky due to difference.; in instrumentation and
ticles are almost always smaller than 1200 ftm in diameter. presentation, an analysis of the results of three studies arm

Table 16-33. Walcr contenI n !ed ice) and pa..cle density obserations in cirriform clouds.

1 1 Water Maximum

Content Particle
Altitude (Melted Ice) Density

Observer Date Cloud Type (km) (gm/im3 ) (Number/cm)
Heyvrsficld .9 Jul 70 Cirrus 7 . 0 30 Not reported

He vmsficld 4 Apr 72 Cirrostr3tus 8 0.03 0.20
Rvan 12 Jun 70 Cirrus 9 Not Reported 3.60
McTavgar-Cowan 18 Jun 69 Cirrus. 12 Not Reported 0 53
AFGL 28 Jan 79 Heavy , 8 0.23 0.13

Cirrostratus
AFGL 2 Feb 79 Cirrostratus 9 0.03 0.11
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S \ Figure 16-50. Particle size dist ibution of small-particle subvisible cirrus.

\ *00

\ .can fall to the ground [Kikuchi and Hogan, 19791 as "dia-

l0d * mond dust" snowfalls. Cirrus particles can survive falls in

\ " excess of 2 km in subsaturated air (Hall and Prupacher,
. \ ", 19761.
\ -, Hall [1964] implies that subvisible cirrus can reduce the

i 1 lift on laminar flow wings. Barnes [1978] notes thai cirrus

o400 30 1200 particles cause erosion of hypersonic vehicles, such as reen-
LENGTH DIAMETER (om) try vehicles, and that the prcsence of unreported thin and

subvisible cirrus reduces the efficiency of solar collectors
Figure 16-49. Cirrus particle concentrations seen by diffennt observers, and attenuates energy in laser beams [Barnes, 19821.

16.3.u.3 Clouds Above the Tropopause. While almost

shown in Figu:e 16-49. This figure gives an idea of different all of the water and ice clouds in the atmosphere are in the
size distributions and is not intended to compare the results troposhere, there are Fome occasions in which clouds pen-
of the different studies. etrate into the stratosphere. This is generally the result of

Typical water contLnt (melted ice) and particle densities strong convective activity in which severe thunderstorms,
reported by different observers are shown in Table 1. -33. caused by unstable conditions and high moisture content,

have enough energy to break through the tropopause (Figure

16.3.6.2 Subvisible Cirrus. Cirrus-like ice particles oc- 16-52). In this vein, the frequency and percent occurrence
cumng in apparently cloudless air are catled subvisible cir- of radar precipitation echoes have above 15 km have been
rus. Thin cirrus clouds that are only visible from certain estimated [Kantor and Grantham, 19681. This climatology
directions or at certain times may also be called subvisible of radar precipitation echoes also provides information on
cirrus. Most subvisibl" cirrus is found in the 3 or 4 km the month of occurrence and estimated vertical extent of
immediately below the tropopause. The maximum occur-
rence of cirrus, both visible and subvisible, is usually I to
2 km below the tropopause. Recent observations suggest ,03 30 AUG 95

that subvisible cirrus is present more than 75% of the time; ,o' 16,M-,61630

one rarely finds cloudless areas in the cirrus region in which ,,
there are fewer than one particle greater than 2 p.m in di-
an'eter per cm' .  0o

There are two kinds of subvisible cirrus. The most corn- 0

mon consists of small particles with diameters of less than
50 p.m. with most particles being less than 20 p.m in di-
ameter (see Figure 16-50). Barnes 119801 describes the sec-

J_, ond type of subvisible cirrus as consisting of isolated ice O

c rystals with diameters of 100 l.m to 30) p.m. These par- ........
. 0 10 0 1O 1 S, 2 200

ticles may occur with the first type (see Figure 16-51). or E0I15 UELT OAMOTES I/l

'hey may be found in layers devoid of the smaller particles.

having fallen from higher-level clouds ,often cirrus unicus). Figure 16-51. Particle size distribution showing hoth types of subvisible

where they were generated. In Arctic regions, these crystals cirrus'
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Table 16-34. Distribution of cirrus top', relative to the tropopause.

MssA.O , Distance From Tropopause Frequency of Occurrence

n (m) ](%
" 'British Isles

> 1200 above 10
1200 to 0 above 10

4 0 to 1200 below 50
tM 1200 to 2400 below 16S>2400 below 14

~Canada

Figure 16-52. Average monthly trolpause penetrations by thunder- >1500 above I
storms. 1961-1964 [Long et al.. 19651. 1500 to 0 above 12

0 to 1'500 below 52
cumulonimbus clouds over the United States. As a further 1500 to 3000 below 23
example, Table 16-34 indicates that cirrus tops can build <3000 below 12
well beyond the trotpopause. The cirrus produced by thun-

e. derstorms can often extend about 185 km downwind of the
cell that produced it. Thus, stratospheric clouds, while not 16.4. FOG
common, do exist and can be expected in and near regions
of strong convective activity. Fog. as well as clouds, affect the propagation of elec-

The size and shape of high altitude convective clouds tromagnetic radiation through the atmosphere, especially in
have been estimated ILong et al., 1965: Roach, i9671. For the frequency spectrum >30 GHz (<I cm wavelength)."" thunderstorms that Nave penetrated the tropopause in thet met uThe absorption and scattering of electromagnetic radiation

+ nidwestern United States, the shape of the cloud is a cone by water spheres and fogs have been extensively studicd.
with a diameter-to-height ratio of roughly five to one for Deirmendjian 119641. Herman 119621, and Platt 11970) have
the p-,rtion 'of the cloud above the tropopause. However, discussed extinction and scattering by water droplets in the
much ,f the cirrus blowoff (shield) that is observed from visible, infrared and submillimeter regions of the spectrum,
the ground remains below the tropopause. Mean diameter respectively. Gunn and East 119541 have discussed absorp-
of high altitode convective cells, including the associated tion and scattering of microwaves by clouds and rain. The-" anvid scatein ofe micromated by clud and rain Theanvil, has been estimated at 32 to 50 km. amounts of absorption and scattering are functions of the

microphysical structure' of the fog.

16.3.6.4 Tropopause Height. Because there are sea-
.onal. latitudinal, and daily variations in the height of the
tropopause. lioth the latitude and season of the year must 16.4.1 Microphysical Structure
be considered in studying the height of the tropopause. Table
16-35 gives mean seasonal heights of the tropopause in the 16.4.1.1 Condensation Nuclei. The atmosphere con-

Northern Hemisphere: however, mean seasonal heights may tains a large concentration of dry aerosol particles ranging

be several kilometers higher than indicated in Table 16-35 in size from about 10-1'rm to 10-m radius. Mason 119711
on the east side of semistationary lows such as the Icelandic diides the spectrum of particles into three parts: (1) Aitken
and Aleutian lows during the winter and spring months.

*In middle latitudes the dav-to-day variations in the height
of the tropopause exceeds the seasonal variations; large vari- Table 16-35. Mean seasonal heights of the tropiopause.

ations in height occur as a result of horizontal oscillations I Altitude
in the tropopause. The arctic tropopause from the north is
brought southward in the rear. and the tropical trcpopause Dec-Feb Mar-May Jun-Aug Sep-Nov
from the south is projected northward in advance of vell- Latitude (m) (m) (m) (n)
developed migratory cyclones. Although data are not suf- t
ficient to establish exact limits. available data indicate that 500 to 60N 9 200 10 000 91 300 .19 000
in middle latitudes (40' to 60'N) the tropopause can fluctuate 500 to 50°N 10 000 I 300 1. 8

* between about 6 and 115 km. North of 60' and south of 30 4300 to4 0°N I14000 13800 14000 14200
latitude, the range is much smaller, the order of 9(0 to 1800 30' to 40'N 14000 13 800 14000 14 2W

m around the seasonal mean heights. 100 to 30'N 17000 16800 15 700 16300
t.16-46
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nuclei (r < 0.1 pm). (2) large nuclei (0.1 < r< 1I.pm). the droplets. (2) the low collection efficiencies of the smaller
and (3) giant nuclei (r > I Op.jm). All of these particles can droplets resulting in unreliable counts below about 4 Aim
act as condensation nuclei provided the sapersaturation is radius, and (3) fog-laden air -ust be drawn through a small
large enough (300%). However. in the real atmosphere there opening, thus creating problems with obtaining represen-.
is a sufficient number of hygroscopic particles so that con- tation samples. In recent years the light-scattering technique
densaticn occurs at supersaturations of less than 0. 1%. These has become much more reliable and popular. The advan-
hygroscopic particles are either large or giant nuclei. In other tagcs of this technique ;.re t'e near real time readout of the
words, the Aitken nuclei are not an important factor in the drop size distribution and the ability to measure the smaller
formation of fog even though concentrations of Aitken nu- droplets. The main disadvantage of most light scattering
clei up to IO/cm' are possible in urban industrial areas. instrumentation is that. like the impaction technique, drop-
Concentrations of large and giant nuclei are considerably lets must be drawn into the sample volume through a narrow
less, averaging about 102/cm 3 , wit.i a m.,;imum concentra- opening.
tion of about 0'/cm3. Most impaction techniques show droplet radii rangir,;

Several workers have derived analytical expressions de- from 2 to 40 jIm with a peak or mode in the number con-
scribing the nuclei size spectrum. The most popular expres- centration occurring around 5 to 10 j.m. Recent light-scat-
sion is that derived by Junge 119631 for particles greater tering techniques. however, reveal that the droplet count
than r = 0.1 I m frequently continues to increase t radii be!')w 5 to 10 tim.

An'example of this is described in Figire 16-53 which shows
dN four comparisons of fog droplet spectra at Otis AFB. Mass.,,. = Cr" (16.30)

d(log r) each measured simultaneously with a Calspan droplet sam-
pier (which uses gelatin coated slides), and a Particle Meas-

where N is the number of nuclei per cm' in the radius interval uring System forward scatter spectrometer probe (FSSP-
d (log r). and B and C are functions of the drop-size dis- 100) [Kunkel, 19811.
tribution. Measurements from several different parts of the Using the FSSP-100. Kunkel , 21 shows three basic

. world show, on average, an r-' law. especially in the size types of distributions in advection fr.gs at Otis AFB (Figure
:" range 0.05 jim through 1.0 pim. Below a radius of 0.05 16-54). The common feature of :' e three distributions is

-m, the number of Aitken nuclei begins to decrease with that the maximum concentration per micron diameter in-
decreasing size. terval occurs below 2 pRm. apparently the result of inactive

There are 3 primary sources of origin of nuclei: (I) soil or haze nuclei. The middle spectrum (Type B) was the most
and vegetatic., '2) sea spray. ano (3) combustion. Dc- typical of the distributions observed at Otis AFB, showing
pending on their origin, the nuclei normally contain va'ious a primary mode between 0.5 and 2 im. a secondary mode
quantities of SO, NH, NO, Cl, and Na. The SO, and NO, or plateau between 5 and 10 jim, and a plateau between:15
are primarily from industrial or combustion sources, Cl is and 30 jim. Type A has a mode in the 15 to 30 jim plateau.
from industrial sources as well as the sea, NH, is from This type of distribution was quite common in radiation fogs
decaying organic matter, and Na is from the sea and exist% observed at Ilanscom AFB. Mass. Type C spectra show no

. primarily as sodium chloride. plateau or peak but a steady decrease in concentration which
Depending on the size and hygroscopicity of the parti- can be represented by a power law curve IJunge'. 1963J.

- cles. condensation may begin when the relative humidity is
as low as 70%. As the humidity rises due either to additional

' moisture or a lowering of the temperature, the particles 16.4.1.3 Liquid Water Content. The liquid water con-
continue to grow and form a haze., When a slight super- tent (IWC) of fog can be measured through a variety of
saturation occurs, the particles quickly grow into fog drop- techniques. One technique is to collect the liquid water on
lets. The type and concentration of hygroscopic particles some type of absorbent filter paper over a specific time
and the amount of superasaturati~m are the primary factors period, The paper is weighed before and after collection.
that affect the fog drop size distribution and resulting vis- and the increase in weight can then be converted to LWC.
ibility. There are various types of hot-wire devices ;n which the

droplets impact )n electrically heated wire and subsequently
16.4.1.2 Drop Size Distributions. There are two pri- evaporate and cool the surface of the wire. The magnitude
mary techniques for measuring fog drop-size distributions: of the cooling is a measure of the LWC. The LWC also can
impaction and light scattering. In the impaction technique, be determined by integrating the drop-size distribution curves.
droplets are impacted or a glass slide which is usually coated assuming the volume of air sampled is known. A small wind

* with gelatin or some oily su')stance. the droplets leaving tunnel or blower is necessary with all of these techniques.
impressions on the slide, The impressions are then later in order to draw the sample into the sampling surface or
counted and sized to determine the drop size distribution, through the sampling area.
The 3 primary disadvantages of this technique are (I) the Measurements of LWC in fog have been very sparse.
tedious and time consuming process of counting and sizing Therefore, it is difficult to obtain any type of statistics on
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The data include all samples with a liquid water conten 't of tance in a given direction at which it is just possibte to see
at least 0. 01 g/m' at the 5 m level. The average LWCs were and identify with the unaided'eye in the daytime a prominent
0.03 and 0. 17 gmn' and the maximum LWCs were 0.33 and dark object against the sky at. the horizon. and at night a
0.48 g~m" at the 5- and 30-in levels, respectively, known, preferably unfocused, moderately intense light source.
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119241 server's eyes E. The relationship can be described by Al-
lard's Law 118761

=2
V E exp MkV. (16.32)

7030. Threshold Cont.axt W-The smallest controst of lu-
minance that is perceptible to the human eye. The threshold~60 contrast value can vary from 00I)5 to 5.0 depending on the
observer and the brightness and visual angle of the target.40 A n average threshold contrast of 0.055 is normally used.

30 - ~Threshold Illuminance E-Telowest valuf!' of illu-
20 - minance which the eye is capable of detecting under spec-

ificd conditions of background lummnence and degree of dark
1 0 adation of the eve. A value of 10 1lumens per kin is

010 UI 0.20E CO 3014 0.40 i~xtinction Coefficient ('&--A measure of the Npace rate
Lr~u0 4T~ CNTET ~of e) tinction of any transmitted light. The exv oction c'*ef-

Figure 16-55. The percentage (if time that the liquid water content at 30 ficiest is a function of the concentration N and radius r of
and 5 m above the ground i. below a given value [Kunkel. particles in the atmosphere, it can be calculated by the fol-
19811 

lowing.
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k = wy' K,N,r,. (b.33) 175
1 150 RADIATION

where K is the cattering area ratio for a given particle size * 9 O

i. K is normally given a value of 2. F ' ADVECTIONC

- 90? • -

16.42.2 Variabilt). The variability of visibility in fog 0 e • '
has been the subject of numerous recent studies, such as & .X I-RAIN

Chisholm and Kruse 11974al. Chisholm 119741. Chisholm * 0
and Kruse 11974bl. Brown 119791. and Jiusto and Lala 5 014t

Is
119801. The first four papers preent analytical results of 40' -

data collected in AFGL research projects during the last ten i I
yews. For example. an automated mesoscalk weather net- l e o -0w-*ES Runay U *

work was in operation in eastern Massachusetts from 1972
" to 1976 and was followed b the establishment of a weather

facility at Otis AFB. Mass. on Cape Cod. All vi:ibility
measurements were obtained using forward-soatter- meters

* ! FSNI) %whose characteristics have beer previously described a

IMuench et al.. 19741. The visibility measurements in this
section will be expressed either in terms of atmospheric 0 0 20 v0 40 50 0 70 &) 90

extinction coefficient (x 10 '/m) as directly measured by the TIME (minutes)
FSM. or a daytime sens)r equivalent visibility (SEV) as
defined by George and Lcfkowit .119721. The daytime SEV Figure 16-6. Temporal variability of SEV persistence error as a function
is equivalent to the daytime visual range defined in the of restriction cause (Chisholm and Knuse. 19'4al.

previous section.
The presentation of the Variability of visibility in fog indicating more rapid changes in visibility over short dis-

wsill be divided into three parts: (I) temporal variabilitv: (2) tances and time intervals.
horikonal variabilir * and (3) vertical variabilio'. Meas- Figure 16-57 is a time section of visibility (SEV) ob-
ures of variability are the simple correlation coefficient r. ser.ed at the three instruments at Hanscom AFB during a
and the standardized error of estimation (SE) or persistence radiation fog. The rapid and erratic fluctuations of visibility
error computed lrc.n in time and space are clearly shown.

A 45-m tower located about 1000 m north of the west
S E I -, (16.34) runway instrument (W) was also instrumented with forward-

where (r2 is the percent variance of the dependent variable.
Temporal Variability--Chisholm and' Kruse 11974a1 ex- 9 MAR 1973

amined the question of obtaining visibility at an airport with w
less than three small-solume visibility instruments along a N
runway and produced an insight into the temporal variability , 'j" ' A ,-~~~4 0' . ,% "4.-,

of fog. Figure 16-56 shows tme resulting plots of persistence , e

error for a single instrument (W) and a three-irstrument I/ ,
mean based on autoconelations with time lags from I to 90 '4 , , * .9 .9 5
main. The. restricted the data to night-time observations to e 2 . , * "
avoid sunrise-sunset effects. The instruments were situated ,
on both sides of the runway. Distances between the central > 2 E
site and the two extremes were 1240 and 1280 m: the dis- ., .

tance between the two extreme sites -was 2400 m. 5
The single-station and three-station mean culves are nearly 10

identical for advection fog. They show a rapid increase.in
persistence errors during the first 10 min and consistently
lower persistence errors than the radiation fog cases. The L - -......

S aM 9PM

similarity of the single- 1nd three-instrument means vali- TIME tEST I
dates existence (of a higher degree of homogeneity in ad-
vection fog. On the other hand. in the radiation fog cases, Figure 16-57. Short time pl (f SE" at three locations along Hanscom

the single- and three-station means differ widely and have AFB runav i a radiation fog episode lChiholm and

consistently higher persistence errors than advection fog. Krue. 19 74al.
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Figure 16-58. Time dependent persistence effor of SEV as a function of FSM -2 +

sensmor height above ground [Chisholm and Xruse. 1974b].

scatter-meters. Figure 16-58 shows for advective fog cases 0730AM tEST) O800AM
that the persistence error is consistently less at higher levels
indicating a greater degree of homogeneity in advection fog Figure 16-59. Time plot of SEV from two sensors collocated M east end

with height. of runway in a radiation fog episode [Chisholm md Kruse.
1974111.

Horizontal Variabilini-CiiishOlm and Kru e 11974a]

compared simultaneous readings of two forward-scatter-me-
ters separated horizontally by 3 m to obtain a measure of for 5 classes of visibility restriction at the touchdown point.
the accuracy and representativeness of the individual sensor Data fom the radiation and advection fogs have been farther
observations. They found that the advective and radiation stratified fo that each '2nd of the runway (W and E) becomes
fog variability at this scale is on the order of 8% and 13%, a touchdown point. The principal diagonal in each table
respectively. Figure 16-59 shows a I-h sample of the i- represents the homegen-.ous condition, that is conditions at
multaneous observations during a pernod of radiation fog mid- and endpoints of runway are the same as at the touch-
when visibility varied from 10 km to less than 100 m.

Figure 16-60 is a plot of forward-scatter-meter extinction
coefficient measurements made at the Otis Weather Test .. 00 ,0 . a 0 aloos

Facility at Otis AFB, Mass., during an advection fog on 5 1
Nov 1978. For comparative' purposes,. an extinction coef- .,
ficient of 30 x 10-/m denotes a daytime SE'. of approx- Z ,
imately I km while a reading of 210 x Ol/m represents f6
an SEV of about 140 In, assuming a contrast threshold of oo
0.055. These measurements were made by instruments lo- Z

cated at the 30-m level of four towers (A, B, P ard Q). •
Towers P. A, and Q were oriented southeast-northwest at ' I'LI*
500-m intervals. Tower B was located about 85 m southwest -1 .
of Tower A. the center tower of the line. The graph shows
the degree of homogeneity that existed over these distances ,..
in one particular case.

Chisholm and Kruse [1974a] also evaluated the degree
of homogeneity in rdiation and advection fogs along a *TME GMT'

runway (locations W. N. and E: see temporal variability)
by examining observations at two points on the runway Fi'iure 6. Time series of itmospheric extinction coefticient (1-min

given the conditions at a third. Table 16-36 kresents a sum- averages) neasured at the 29 m levels at towers A. B. P.

mary of the two jistributions, labeled midpoint and rollout. . and Q on 5 November 1978 during fog.
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TaN. W,16-.f ('dihamtl trcquncW. distrbuskwm apn lanwn AFB Ritanay 4 ciuvalent daytime SEV'

Midpoint Distriution Rollout Distribution
SEV

Restriction Touchdown Range > 800- 400- 200- 0- > 800-- 400- 200- 0-
Cause L::ation tm) 1600 1600 800 4(4j 200 1600 1600 8X) 400 2(X)

Radiation W > 160) 80 9 3. 5 4 77 a 2 5 7
Fog 800-1600 49 14 12 8 17 54 8 8 8 22

4(X)--800 23 5 18 21 32 42 12 6 21 20
200-4X) 10 * 7 32 5) 16 II 23 35 15

0-2(X) 8 0 7 31 55 9 5 7 42 37

E > 16(X) 84 5 3 4 4 84 6 3 3 3
800-1600 49 10 13 16 II 62 6 7 14 12
400-800 26 6 8 34 27 24 8 5 40 23
2)0-40X) 23 5 4 24 44 19 3 6 23 49

_ 0-20) II 15 12 17 45 28 9 6 10 47

Advection W >1600 96 4 * 0 93 7 * 0 0
Fog 800-lW) 16 78 5 1 0 12 78 10 I 0

400-800 I 18 78 3 0 2 22 63 13 0
1-00-400 0 0 10 85 5 0 0 4 79 17

0-200 0 0 0 24 76 0 0 0 2 98

E > 16(X) 98 2 * * 0 96 4 * 0 0
800-1600 19 76 5 0 0 .20 71 9 0 0
400-800 0 21 75 3 0 * 25 71 4 0
200-400 0 0 22 76 2 0 2 16 Al *

0-200 0 0 0 47 53 0 0 0 44 56

All W >1600 94 4 1* 90 7 I I I
Restrictions 8(X)-1600 18 74 7 1 * 11 79 8 I I

400-800 3 15 76 4 2 5 25 57 12 1
200-400 2 * 11 73 14 4 3 10 71 12

0-200 4 0 4 24 68 7 4 5 32 52

E >1600 96 3 * * 95 3 * *
800- 1600 23 67 9 1 . 22 66 10 I I
400-800 5 17 69 6 3 b 19 64 8 3
200-400 5" I 19 62 12 6 2 14 62 16
0-200 6 7 6 28 53 16 5 4 22 53

1c, , than Il

down po nI. The ;ignificantlv higher varialbility of the ra- ,y Muench et al. 119741 and was found to have an inherent
diation fog is very appaient, for example. with a touchdown overall error of t 20, due to calil-ration drift ard instrument
visibility between 4(X) and 8(X) m the corresponding visi- noise as compared to the t 4%, of the FSM.
bility at the midpoint and rolout are in the same range only Figu-L, 16-61 shows a comparison of spatial variability
I8 1"i and 6'4 of the time for the West (W) touchdown ,.nd at Hanscom AFB with variabilities reported by Hage and
8%, and 5'4 for the East (F) touchdown. For advectise fog Entrekin 119651 for Kennedy Airport. N.Y.. and b, -age
the midpoint frequencies are in the same range 7 8c/ and and Wilson 119671 for Atlantic City. N.J. Chisho!m and
761; and rollout frequencies 63%k and 57(4. Disparity be- Kruse 1 1974a1 imply that a significant part of the variability
tmeeen these results and tho.*c reported by Schlatter and at Kennedy and Atlantic City is due to use of the trans.
Lefkowiti 119681. which showed more variability at airports missometer as a measuring system rather than to natural
locat,d at Atlantic City. N.J. and Los Angeles. Calif.. can causes. Figure 16-61 illustrates horizontal variability over
be attributed to different climatic regimes and to different distances ranging from 0.4 to 3 km in radiation and advec-
observine systems. The transmissomter used in the Schlat- tion fog. Figure 16-62 represents a compilation of space
terand Leflko\itz 1 19691 report wascompared with the FSM correlations in the ranee 5 to 4) km for station pairs carefully
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10 flp and 45 it, levels. Figure 1 6-6-1 from Chisholmn and Kruse

AISO 11974a] shows thw Lmmulative frequency distribution of vis-

09KNND ibility in advective fogs (arid rain cases) at three levels:
09 - KNNEDY ground. 30) m. and 45 m. The figure shows a dramatic

A;: K A increase of reduced visibility with height. For example. t
~during Pde-ctive fog. visibilities (SEVI greater than 400 m

0j8 I.,cxur Amout 90% of the time at the surface. while at the 45

HASO m level, they occur only 65% of the time.
4GROUND FUG Figure 16-64 shows a typical time section of the vertical.

0 7 ~-vanaltm of visibility (extinction coefficient) at Of is AFB.
Mass.. on5 Nov 1978 during an advection fog. Five levels.

U KF from 3 m(X) to 57 m(A2(X)P. of visibility were plotted. The
Q 06 1K4D . HFstriking decrease in visibility (increase in extinction coef-

URUN 051 ficiient) with height is ieadily apparent. Figure 16-65. on, V
) K Fthe other hand. shows a time section of visibility when a

0 5 1 15 2 25 3 typical ground fog occurred. The same levels of the tower
STATION SEPARATION (t km) are shown. The striking feature in this figure is the complete

F~gT 1-61 Ciparsonol orional vublii ofSEVattrceirprt reversal of visibility gradient, with the surface instrument
Figre t-61 Conpri-m o hrvoia vaviailt vof FVa( hre arf (X ) recording the lowest visibility.

kieaiOns lChi,.hotm andi kruwi. 1474al.

16 .4.2.3 Reltidonship Between Extinction Coefficient and t

selected from the AFGL Mesonetwork to eliminate kcoastal Liquid Water Content. A direct relationship exists he-
*and hilltop effects and to insure similar elevations. The tweer the extinction coefficient and the amount of liquid
*decay in correlation as a function of station separation is water in a cloud. However. the extinction coefficient in the

clearly evident in the advection fog and quite dramatic in visible part of the spectrum is also inversely related to the
*the case of radiation fog. Bx-ause radiation fog rarely is radii of the droplets. In, other words. a large-droplet fog .

found in the eastern part of the network, the station pairs with a given liquid water content will yield a lower extinc-
for this class -estriction were limited to 15 kni. tion (higher visibility) than a small-droplet fog with the same

*Vertical Variabiitv' -The AFGL Mcsonetwork. in ad- liquid water content. Eldridge 119661 suggested that the
dition to numerous %urface weather stations, contained one extinction coefficient (u) and the liquid water content (W)
lower at Hanscom AFB which was instrumented at the 30 can be related by the empirical formula

I SPACE CORRELATION DECAY AS A 1 00
0 - FUNCTION OF STATION SEPARATION

09 -CL

08 0*/,

_9 >0 80.-
W X/ ,.

0X 
RAXTO > .

4- 111SNOW ~'0 RAiNl

40 RAIN X, - UR'ACE r% .C vyE. 5
*AOVECTION 5~- -3nEE~*I

45'~ LE VFL OFT *ti

03 L*------L >
5 10 5 20 25 30 35 40

STATION SEPARATION (kin) 9-.- 4"*0 4 "-

Figure 16.-h2. A erae spatial correlahtion tit Sh'IV in the Hansco~m me-
sIIUCIw.rk durin flu: mi I415111 tpe.It re%irifilufl Chishu.Im Figure 1-As3, ('urnulatk'e frtquent: distributitin of SEV at three letels
and Kr'u. I'"4ti 41%)%; the Hlanscomn AFH riia C(htsholIn. 19741
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A200 'A150 AI10 + A 50 X X x 8N05

360
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Figure 16-64. Time series of atmospheric extinction ccfficient (I-min averages) measured at the 57-m(A-200). 48-m(A-150). 2'-in(A-100) and 16-m
(A-0) levels of tower A and at the 1-"i () level of site x on 5 November ,1978 during fog.

=- 163W" 63 , (16.35) r= 128W. -(16.37)

where a is in I/km and W in g/m. The Eldridge relationship Since the relationship is unique to all fogs. one can .

was derived from somewhat questionable d-op-size data and determine the extinction coefficient at a wavelength of I I
would probably hold true (,nly ia a highly polluted, foggy pLm from the LWc measurements and vice versa.
environment such as might ocrur near an industrial area.

Kunkel 119821. using 1525 drop-size distributions from 16.4.2.4 Modeling of Visibility Distributions. The
eight advection fog cases, arrived at the following formula: Weibull Dirtribution has befn used for visibility

= 155 W". (16.36) . F(x) = I - .xp(-x 1), (16.38)

He found, however. that the coefficient varied from 110 in where x stands for visibility, and ct and 1'are parameters.
a la;ge-droplet fog with drizzle to 253 in a small-droplet Estimates for a and 13 are made to minimize the sums of
fog and the exponent varied from 0.96 to 1.14. For all squares of the differences between the model estimates (x)
practical purposes a linear relationship can be assumed, but and ,he cumulative frequencies F(x) of the climatic sum-'
the slope will depend on the drop size distribution. maries.

Chylek 119781 found that at a' wavelength of II .m At the University of Central Florida [Somerville et al..
there is an unambiguous relation between the extinction 19791 sets of values for a and P have been determined for
coefficient and the liquid water content, independent of the each of the eight periods of the day in each month at some
size distribution, in fogs with droplets up to 28 pLm diameter. 22 stations around the world, to make the estimated cu-
That relationship is as follows: mulative distributions F(x) fit the data for some 15 visibil-
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Figure 16-65. Time series of atmospheic extinction coefficient at the same levels as shown in Figure 16-64 (observations taken on 4 November 197g
during ground fog).

Table 16-37. A sample of cumulative frequenc; distribution of visibility ities (in kilometer.) corresponding to those in the climatic
in kilometers. (The station is BcdforO. Mass.. January noon- summaries.
time. Probability estimatcs were nvdc *by the Weibull
distribution, with parameter values a = 0.04679. A simpler method for solving for a and 13 utilizes the

= 0.81856.) linear relationship between fn( -In[ I - F(x)l) and fnx.

This permi:s a solution' for 13 and !nd by linear regression.
Visibility RUSSWO Model As an example, at Bedford, Mass.. in January at noontime.

(kin) Frequency a and 13 were found to be 0.04679 and 0.81856, respec-

0.4 0.018 0.022 tively. the resulting visibility probabilities are compared

0,3 0.028 0.026 with RUSSWO data in Table 16-37.
0.8 0.034 0.038
1,0 0.053 0.046
1.2 0.056 0.053
1.6 0.072 0.067
2.0 0.094 0.080
2.4 0.099 0.092
3.2 0.116 0.115
4.0 0.135 0.136
4.8 0.146 0.156
6.4 0.184 0.193
8.0 0.221 0.227
9.7 0.254 0.259
16 0.377 0.365
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CHAPTER 17

WINDS
Section 17.1 D.D. Grantham and !.!. Gringorten
Section 17.2 and 17.3 A.E. Cole and A.J. Kantor
Section 17.4 1.1. Gringorten and P.I. Tattelman
Section 17.5 *F.A. Marcos

The atmosphere's motions defy rigorous classification the surface. Once established, however, the model formula
or modeling. The application of a particular feature of wind can be used to describe wind speed and gusts along a vertical

*: structure to a given engineering problim should be dictated profile in the lowest 50 or 100 m of the atmosphere.
by its physical dimensions. Extrapolation of Jata beyond its Wind flows in response to pressure gradients in the at-
indicated limitations is risky. Local conditions may not al-, mosphere. Such pressure gradients change slowly with al-
ways be well represented by the data in this ch'pter. and titude, negligibly within the first 100 m. Yet the.changes
may prxluce extreme wind variations in exces, of those in wind speed with height are pronounced. Air motion near
presented, even when the local wind structure is free from the surface does not obey the simple pressure gradient law.
perturbations such as fronts. thunderstorms, or squalls. The Anemometers near the ground may be hardly turning. whereas
practicing engineer should avail himself of applicable local those on tall bui!dings or towers may show moci.eritely strong.
meteorological records whenever possible. Inlrmation other gusty winds. Kites may be difficult to launch. but once
than that given below is available through the various na- several hundred i'Cct high. they may fly without difficulty.
tional weather services and the World Meteorologicil Or- Friction caused by terrain is one of the main factors
ganization INOCD, 19801. Special studies prepared by Eil- affecting twe horizontal wind speed up to an altitude known
vironmental lechrical Applications Center (ETAC) or Air as the eradient level. At this height. 300 or 6M m., the
Force G.:ophysics Laboratory (AFGL) might provide the pressure gradient is said to be dynamically balanced against
best answers for specific design problems. two other influences: the earth's rotation and the curvature

The measure of wind. in speed and direction, presents of the wind path. A theoretical wind speed that closely
an immediate problem in the time interval for the olser- approximates the observed wind at gradient heightcan be
vation. A conventional observation of wind speed is the coiaputed from the isobaric spacing and curvature on surface
wind travel in I min. 5 min, or I h, that is. the I-min. weather mans.
5-min. or I-h average. The current standard averaging time The height of the gradient level and the velocity profile
period in the United States is I min, In, England and Canada up to that level vary greatly, mainly with the type of surface
a 10-min period is customary when wind speed records are and the stability of the air. Stability is chiefly a function of
available. otherwise the averaging period is something over the temperature structure in the boundary layer. One extreme
15 s. However, in published climatic data. hourly 160 min) of temperature structure is represented by a super adiabatic
averaged winds are often given. lapse rate in which temperatur, decreases rapidly with al-

As might be expected. the variance of the I-min wind titude so that air displaced upward will continue upward
is greater than the 5-min. which in turn is greater than that because it is warmer than. its sur-oundings. Tne opposite
of the I-h wind. but not signi icant;y so. On !he other hand, extreme is a negative lapse rate or inversion. in which tem-
wind speeds of shorter duration than, I min are sutnject, to perature increases with height. so that air displaceu ups ard
significantly greater variability. When the wind speeds peak is cooler than its surroundings and tends to sink back to its
between lulls. in 2) s or less, they are conventionally termcd orig:nal level. A neutral condition tadiabatic) exists when
,guxsts. the temperature lapse rate is such that a parcel of air dis-

placed vertically will experience no buoyant accelcratio,.
In general. a neutral lapse iate is established by the turbulent

17.1 WIND AS A FUNCTION OF HEIGHT nixing caused by strong winds at the surface.
A popular model for the shift of wind speed and direction

A major problem \, ith pooliny, the various .urface wind with altitude in the boundary layer. originallN develored for
rob,,ratic ', i, in the determination of1 the bost method or ocean depth. is termed the Ekmian Spiral. Since it, i,!ro-

A_, -model for adjusting wind speeds to a common height ahoy.' duction. micrometeoroloi,,ts have sttdied the cnergy tran,,-
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Tahic 17.1 lt.gii ofu imd s1ved at heightt I II rcep..d a Ii 'in m owr Orpen Tahic 17-2. T~ij %ahiu% of the r.oughnce- pranmwcr.H.

p ~prairic ohli,,ned durnn: ihe (,ra Macin TI1 uhmalnce lwlt
pr~roa. . Type of SurlacL' II. (cm)

V111V1#1 Smooth (mtjd flats. ice) 0.0 X)9
11 Lapse Rate Inversion Isothermal Lawkn. grass up to I cmn00

A(meters) (dt d/ - 0) (dt d/, > 0) Wti di =I 01 )ownland. thin grass ur to 101 cm 0.h1
Thick grass, up to 10 ci 2.25

9(1 (1006 0.689) 0.(87 Thin grass. up to 240 cm 4.9
30 (1.965 0.689 0.2 Thick grass. up to 240 cm 9.1
I5 0.915 0.53K 0.792
9 (l.X66 0.4.52 0.,733

6 0.925 0,.403 0.t)86 V (H ) t172
3 0.49 033 064 , 1

1.5~V 0.62 0.750.1

*0.6 0.556 (0.231 0.424 where the exponent p depends on the height, terrain. thermal
0,3 01.4701 0. 2MN 0.336 stratification and speed of the Oiverall airflow. The parameter
01.15 01.393 0.166 0.3M1 p is, larger (or rough ground. for altitudcs below H., and

for relatively small V 1. It vari, %within limits. approximately
0.05 to 0.8. and averages between (0.1 and 0.3. Table

fer nd iffuionpheomen inthebounarylayr an hae 7-4 lists mean values of'p. determined lbr several locations
fer nd iffsio pheomea i th bondar laer nd ave and two types oif terrain. Table 17-5 lists mean values of p

found improved empirical relationships to fit wind speed
data gerdavirushihsaoegon.Tbe71 that were determined for typical day time (dT/dz < 0) night-gathredat irius eigts bov grund Tale 7-1 time (dT/dz > Mj. and isothermal conditions in the lowestshows the ratio of wkind speed at various heights to that at 9n

91-r over open prairies. Values are based on actual wind 9 mover open prairie country (Great Plains Turbulence Field
measurements taken during, the Great Plains Turbulence Field Program). The exponent p is larger when there is a stabi-

lizing inversion and smaller when there is a positive lapsePrgram conducted at O'Neill Nebraska ILettau and Div-
*d 1571.The ' h or ypicl d t- lpse rate. According to Sherlock 119521 a typical value for p is
ison ratos dL ssn . 1/7 (or (0.143). Early workers had recognized that his p-

rates (du'd/ < 0)l. night-time (dT/dz > Ml and for ISO-
thermal conditions I(d~rldz 0). value was applicable to typical steady or mean %inds but

not applicable to gustiness. Sherlock 119521 noted that gusts
were better described with a value of p 0.0625. Shellird
119651. in reducing high wind %peLds and gusts to a common

* 17.1.1 Variation of Wind Speed with Height height of" 101 m. used Equation ( 17.21 with p =0. 17,for
(Lowest 100 m) mean speeds and 0.085 for gusts.

A special study was made %kith data from the. WindN
*Two alternative classes of' models have been used to Acres Project Iltunit. 19711 consisting of 39 h of' I-s wind

estimate the increase of wind speed with height: hogarithinic

In one logarithmnic modelTahci. ai..a ddhchiHa daihmhtIirua
reclrenct: Iotl d and three roau,,hne-~ piaraimeter, I,,. aklu-
Ilated hN 1:4tiallan (17 17

V +l Ih I l)
- n - n - (17.11

1.I, tn t 30 cm R,, 3 cm R, 0.3 cm

* V is the mean wind speed at height H. V, is the mean wind VV, l*Or 111 6 mn
speed at the refercrnce level 1I, (anemomecter level). and H,, 1010 1.91 1.53 1.37
is the roo',in'ss paraincter at length determiined by the char- 101 1.16 1.1(M 1.07
acteristic oround surfface. The bouindary corndition~ at II 1 (1 .48 (1.67 01.76
is V =0. This model hits the advantage that the effect of (0.5 (0.32 0.54 01.67
terrain is incluided explicity. Typical vailues Cor Ht, are givenVVtr1,=3n
in Table 17-2. Table 17-1 :ists, VIV, (or a variety of'rough- VV ~ I
ness parameters Il_, or two r-Oerence levels, and f'or various lt)24176.5

heh t10 1.47 1. 26' 1.17
In the simplest pcawer ii';adel the mean wind speed V at I0(.61 0.77 0.7X4

height 11 is, approxiia,-d byh%.(16
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Table 17.4 Mvan %atues lorheighix ranging fromn into l1Xth nitit cn1nent
11 In 1:41111114" 11 1) . I-MINiiJE WINDSPIEOS I VNI. iSOPITH OF EXPOWN~INT)

Loc.ation and Terrain p 0

Fairly L~evel Open Country0.
Ann Arbor. Michila
Sale.. Victoria. Australia 0. In 0-012tU6OU

Cardington. Bledfordshire. England 0I.17THSAE
L.ealield. Osloirdshire. lh-ihulnd 0. 17.9

Fairly Lewl Wotled Countrn.

Quickhorn. Germnan% .2 2

Ulon. Loni Wsand. NesA York 0.26
Akron. Ohio 02

speed%. taken in the *summer of 1968. at 8, ht-;,hts on a 1

32 m lower in southeast Kansas. The terrain was very flat 012

and partly covered with wheat stubble 16 to 22 cm tall. The :

I -s wind was never more than 15.3 m/s. Figure 17-I (right 4502

side) presents resulting isopleths of p as a function of 'wind- .0'

speed. from I-% winds including gusts to I -h integrated wind 0
speed%. The exponents p were found for wind speeds of the 005

same probability. from level to level, as opposed to thc 02-

mean wind speed. Nevertheless previous results were sup-
*ported. There is a systematic decrease of p. from J.7 down

to 0. 12. with increasing wind speed for either F s. I-min. 2 4

5-mmn or I -h winds, when the lower 90%~ of the wind s 3eeds uES?-(ER Rt~AION-SECWIODtt

are considered. For winds equal ito or greater than tl'e 9X(hh
*percentile. the exponent p is almost uniformi at 0. 12 except Figure 17-1, A nomo-grarn to tain windspeed'. of duration I to 1000O

at a heigh I of I to 32 m. (The right hand side of the Nom-
*for gusts or short-duration winds of I min or 1". s. The Windy ogram., %hows the exponrent , ft in the w'nd poiwer rmodel
*Acres winds became turhulent above the 95%4 speeds. In fliquation 17.21 as a functioin of the duration of the wind.

gusts. the value of p varies from 0. 11 down to 0.08. sug- icluding I-s. I-min. 5-min, and 1-h avergex. and a, a
gestng tedenc toarda comonsped thougoutthefunctioin of the xtreugth of the wind tin percentilest lxft.getn ednyt- ada omnsedtruhu h hand side s.h4os pencmniles of I-min windspced a% a tunc-

*turbulent layer. ,tion of height ats..ve grotind level.

Equation (17.2) can be used to standardize the height
* of the wind data of individual stations to one level even

though they have differing anemometer levels. In the pub- suremencrt at the reference level. If' the anemnometer mast is
*lic-ition "Climatic Extremes f'or Military Equipment" I MIL, in a poorly defined terrain. the use of the wind profile for-

STD-210I O the value of the exponent p was adopted at0. 125 mula is questionable. Uniformity of the terrain would im-
when the wind is strong but steady. arid at 0.08 when the prove the result. Winds observed with a land-hacd anc-
wind is strong and gusty. mometer cannot be used to estimate th"- wind speed over

The validity of a wind extrapolation to another height an adjacent water surface. In certain eases the wind speed

is dependent on the representativeness of the wind pica- over terrain may attain a maximum speed at a level signif-
. icantly below IMX m. Such cases usually occur in cold air

flow, fjir example. nocturnal down-slope winds or sea breezes.
*Tabte 17.5. Mean %atues olf exrpnent (p) for the Iovcxt 9 mn in F.9uation

17.2). determined front %ind prtifle measurements,

17.1.2 Wind Direction Shifts (Below 3000 m)
H .Lapse Rate Inversion Isothermal

(nml (dt/dz I< 0) (dtidz > 0) (t/dz =0, Normally wind direction changes with height. Changes

9.) 0. 11 0.38 0.14 in direction with height are termed veering if the wind turns
460.13 0.31 0. 16 clockwise and hackine if the wind turns counter clockwise.

0.9 .18 .23 .21Veering is usuallyI expressed as the rate of turning in degree
I per height intervals (negative for hacking).
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CHAPTER 17

Wind direction shifts with height are caused by surface "ranl 17.7 .\'%r.iic ancil iornied 1.s ik rind and the gradienti rtind.

frictional effects and by height changes of the hor;zontal and aocrac ' coring 1,,r cather ialticr in (kirran. griiurod

pressure patterns controlling the mean airilow. The follow- ;,'.,rdg to hr.,,.,raphI i ciia. I ').N
ing discussion exciddes such phenomena as slope winds.
land and sea hrcezes. nocturnal low-level airflow conditions Altitude Coastal Rolling ililly
in the equatorial /one, and rapid. small-scale wind fluctua- I IM1m) Plains Country Land
tions.

In the free atmosphere. the mean horizontal airtlow i Angle dg)
a gradient wind. approximately parallel to the isobars. the 9.0 to 15.0 0 2

Iotmer pressure being to the left. Surface fricion reduces the 6.M) to 9.0 2 5 10
speed. causing a componment of the surface wind to blow 3.0 io 6.0 10 17 25

, across the isobars to%,ard lower pressure. Thus the wind 1.5 to 3.) 22 ' 30 36

direction changes with height to align itself with the gradient 0l) to 1.5 29 '36 43

, wind in the free atmosphere. Veering Ideg, I Mm)
To a first approximation. it can be said'that under strong 9,0 it 15.) 0.3 0.7 1.6

mean wind conlitions in the Northern Hemisphere. the winds 6.1) to 9.0 0.7 2.) 3.9
%%ill %ec with height in the lower I(N) m. the magnitude 3.1) t 6.|0 4.3 5.9 5.2
of the veering being determinled by the intensity of thermal 1.5 to 3.) 4.9 4.6 4.3
ad'ection p;,acesses. Warm air advection increases veering. 0.0 to 1.5 4.9 3.0 4.3
and cold air advection either decreases the magnitude of
frictional veering or causes backing of the winds. "The con-
ditions for veering and hacking are revcrsed in the Southern of the earth surface: the average for oceans is 50 to 15". for
Hemisphere. North of approximately 20'N latitude. winds contin_'nts. 25 to 45' The average veering is usually greaterin the loes 5M. The average veering wil usually display
in the lowe,,t I| in of the atmosphere will usually display in winter than in summer. and greater at northern stations
varying degree, of veering with relatively few cases of back- than at southern stations. The averaging proczss masks the
ine. Souther!v surface winds will "er more with height ng that would be encountered with |so-
than northerl% surface winds. Above approximately l(E vribltMo er.hn orherly %%rfae wi coninu. A)veer apoiateig. wile lated observations in time and space. In the first I0X m of
n. southerly winds will continue to veer with height, . the atmosphere. however, the importance of the general
northerly winds, g ill begint to show hacking with height., direction of the surface wind in obtaining reasonable esti-

Tables 17-6. 17-7 and 17-8 indicate the order of mag- mates oF e r aearsd obt aioiegthasonle st-
nitude of veering with associated general meteorological er.e of veering appears doubtful. Aboive th lyer south-

erly winds vcr with height. northerly winds back withconditions. Because no advection is permitted for the sit-
uation dt.-crib d in T;ihli: 17-6. the veering with height is height. Maximum values of veering in the frictior'I layer

are near 3130 m: isolated cases of backing of the same order
almnost constant and represents. the gradual decrease of the of .magnitude are observed.
surface frictional effect with height. Once the gradient level I m mar e vere(of the tree atmo,,phere is reached, frictional ef'fects and In summary, the average totai veering (or backing) in

he fee btmore ithe lower I(X) m is 20° to 40'. with isolated cases of 70hence veering m bcoe negligible in the case of no advection. to 90 . To a first approimation. it may be assumed that
Strone surface Winds generally make an angle with the gra-

this veering (or backing) is evenly distributed throughout". dient %kind of'1I0" to 30 thi,, is the overall veering fourd
thec layer. Above this layer. primrldenetonhiin the frictional layer of the atmosphere when little or no h A manly dependent on hori-adhction exists. The direction of the surfacewind is in- zontal advection conditions, winds will' show veering ord cfricti hacking with approximately th same average order of mag-

sionilicant. Total veerine over the entire layer of frcional ntd si h rcinllyr
influence depends primarily on the roughness characteristics

" Tahle 76 r picat frictional %xrtnro ind mer plain ;dd tith mud. 17.1.3* Diurnal Variation an(' Low-Level Jet
er,.rrcI sIrol', grathnt vair d, (1 rns) and no iernlpcratur Streams (below 2000 m)
a#d%,r:fion. 51i YN. 12.5tF.. 20 (krOft'r 3t1 I, lt I.ctau.

The m.an diurr.al variation of wind speed at various
Altitude Average Speed Angle* Veering heights abcve any given site is caused by diurnal variations

1t (O11) (ms) (deg) (deg/IlOm) of both the hori/ontal pressure gradient force and the fric-
_"__0__,__9.0__, _ 7 _ _ ._ _ - tional force. The regular variations of the former are con-

St,17trolled by tid l effects (solar and lunar) which produce pre-
30 o6.O 16 15 2.6

[ 1.5 to 3.0 13 21 2.6 *This is hased on the section by H. H. l.ettau and I). A.
.0 to I9 25 2.3 )laugen in the Haldhook of (;'et.phviw.fr Air Force De-

*:Nngk" hemceen ilic id rd tm i gi,oricrnt wind .si~'e'rs, 1957.
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WINDS

Tahle 17-8. .A~rag scring idc 1 011(~ ni) for variou% ra.nges tit height: nicans u191K to 19201 tot three %tations in U S A. in the laiitade /onw 31 it. 40
tjserage 313Ni. and thrim in latitutde ),.nc 40i tot 45^ (average 41 Ni l0ondensed fromn W. R. G~reg,-. 19422 1

1 T______________ __________

Souther]) Surface Winds NJortherly Surface Wind%

I Summer Winter SumrfWinter
Altitude . I_______- Summer_______ ________

I (X) m) 33'N 43'N W3N 43'N 330N 43'N 33'N 43'N

27.0 to 36.0 2.3 3.2 2.3 -3.3 -3.0 -2.3
15S.0 it) 27.0 1.0 3.3 2.3 .3.3 - 1.0 -3.3 - 1.0 2.3
6. 0 to 1..2 1.0 2.3 2.3 3.0 -1.6 - 1.3 -1.0 2.3
3.6 to 6.0 3.0 2.3 3.3 3.3 -1.0 - 1'0 3.0 3.0
1.5 to 3.6 2.3 2.3 3.0 4.3 .2.3 .2.3 3.0 4.3

0.0Oto 1.5 2.3 213 3.6 4.3 1 1.6 2.3 3.6 . 4.3

dominantly a I 2-hourly wave. and hy differential solar ieating of stable thenial stratification near sunset. Average wind
of the air over different locations and subsequent horizontal profiles showing the development of a low-level nocturm.I
density gradients. In the tropiosphere the tilial motions of jet stream over O*NeilI. Nebraska. are given in T-ible
the atmosphere are small I range less than 0.5 m/s). The 17-9. A particularly large value, of. wind sipeed variation
barometeric efkects of' differen~tial solar heating prodluce with hecight. recorded during the developmnent of a low-level
marked diurnal wsind variations only in special locations jet stream, was obtained by kite observation at Drexel. Ne-
(along coast lines and the rimis of' extended high plateaus). braska on the night of 18 March 1918.' he surface wind
Over most parts of the continents, the diurnal variation of speed was 26 m/s. but at an elevation of 238 mi the reported
wind speed is controlled by the horizontally uniform effects wind speed -was 36 m/s. yielding an' average shear of'
of the cycle of solar. heating and nocturnal cooling of' the 0. 14 s
earth's surface. Consequent changes in the vertical thermal
stratification of the atmosphere at l(XX) to 2(XX) m iignifi-
cantlv influenci! the effective frictional force in large-scale 10
air flow.

Over relativelyi smooth land the davtime thernial strat-
ification intensifies the vertical mixing and the nocturnal
thermal stratification weakens it. This causes a wind speede
maximum near the ground at about mid-afternoon and a
minimum in the early morning hours. As ,een in Figure
17-2. the phase of diurnal wind variation is reversed ap- j* 6MF
proximately 1(X) m above the ground. a level that varies .%---;--;- 0-
with climatic zone. season, and surface roughness from, -E36

100) to 200) in. The amplitude of the diurnal v~iation of26M
wind speed normally has two maxinia, at approximnately 6W
and f(K) m. The vertical extent of such diurnal variation u) 4
varies roughly as the ve~rtical extent of convective activity a I 53 m

Z

OverX the midestern United S tates the nocturnal max- 6i

imum 'f wind speed above approximately 100 m frequently0.,
leads to a sharp peak of the 'elocity profile at heights ofM
300 to 9(X) in. The peak. usually at the top of the nocturnal
Inversion. is significantly stronger 0supcrL~o,;ropic) than
explained hN a balance between the horiontal pressure gra- 0 282
dient a;-id the Coriolis forces: it is often associated with EASTERN STANDARD TIME (h)
extremelyv lai Le values of wind shear. These peak w inds are
called Iow -le\ el jet stream,.. The superL'eostrophic wind speeds cr imIus- l~ts.,ieiIana wi i

(peak speeds up to 26 m/s in a pressure field resulting in il R,.flCW acre rI4

10 to 1 5 ni/s of geos troph ic speed) , uggost that an ineri al 41tic X% 11d .Iccd dl.11.1 at ,m~i I 1 8 Anmd 16 !11 ;i, 1111

oscillation of' the air rmasses is induced when the constr: I nt arinummct pill blill, tii umihc hoime. di. iIm.inI Id. hIi

imposed by tie dayti rie mnix ing is released by ti e initiatiorn are tor klat ol ilim'raiumlm
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CtlAPTER 17

-.ble 17-. Average wind profi'les 1p.d and dircum as vjrinau hcightsi shoioing devlopncni of nm urnal .ovi-lecl jet irean (Awger ,five night%
o|" brv miitns. (ftr Plain, Turbilence Field Progrim. O'Neill. Nchrjka )

Mean Local Time

I 8(X) 2000 22(0 24X)

'leight Speed Dir. Speed Dir. Speed Dir. Speed Dir.
(km) (m/s) (deg.) (m/s) (deg.) (m's) (deg.) (Vt/s) (deg.)

2.0 6.1 223 4.3 225 3.5 223 3.1 231
1.8 7.2 219 5.0 226 4.0 227 3.4 233
1.5 9.4 213 8.3 225 5.6 229 5 232
1.2 10.9 207 12.3 217 10.8 225 8.9
0.9 11.6 194 14.7 202 13.9 211 13.1 219
0.8 11.7 190 15.5 193 15.9 204 16.2 213
0.6 11.6 182 15.8 190 17.2 196 19.6 203
0.3 10.8 177 14.7 178 18.0 183 18.9 189
0.2 9.7 174 13.6 171 14.9 175 15.1 183
S0.1 9.2 173 12.2 167 12.8 170 12.9 170

020 / 04(X) 0600. 080M)

Speed Dir. Speed Dir. Speed Dir. Speed Dir.
(mfs) (deg.) (mls) (deg.) (mls) (deg.) (m/s) (deg.)

2.0 4.0 227 3.7 214 3.3 208 4.5 208
1.8 4.2 226 3.9 220 3.7 212 4.9 208
1.5 5.4 226 4.5 227 4.8 213 6.2 204
1.2 8.5 227 8.0 228 6.7 218 8.3 203
0.9 13.5 224 12.1 228 10.5 220 11.2 213
0.8 16.5 219 ,14.5 225 12.7 220 12.4 215
0.6 18.9 211 17.5 217 15.6 217 13.4- 215
0.5 19.9 203 18.9 209 17.2 213 15.9 213
0.3 19.0 196 18.7 199 17.3 204 14.0 2(4
0.2 17.1 189 1i.2 191 14.5 195 12.6 195
0. i 13.4 187 13.9 189 12.7 191 11.8 191

Over the ocean. the diurnal variation of wind speed is here occur quite frequently. In general. they are easily ob-
'negligible because diurnal variations in thermal stratifica- served durine conditions of clear skies and light to moderate
tions are extremely small. In coastal regions where land intensity of the large-scale airflow. It should be remem-
and sea breezes are experienced, the amplitude and phase bered, however, that when the diurnal variations arc not
of the diurnal variation of wind speed are comparable with 'readily observed, it may be because they are superimposed
those over land. A reversal of phase with height is ques- on the large-scale airflow. Empirical wind structure models
tionable. however. The vertical extent of thL sea breeze is not accounting for possible diurnal variations could then be
roughly 1000 m. the land breeze roughly 500 m. the over- in error.
all land-sea breeze system including return flow. about
3000 m.

In mountainous regions. the daytime. up-slope valley
winds (I to 3 m/s) are normally stronger than the night-time 17.2 LARGE SCALE WIND STRUCTURE
down-slope mountair winds (0.2 to 2 ra/s). The mean am-

plitude of the variation decreases very slightly with height. This section provides information on the vertical and
A reversal of phase with height is occasionally found. The horizontal distribution of winds for altitudes up to 9() km.
vertical extent of the valley breeze is about that of the height The wind data for altitudes up to about 26 km are based on

. of the surrounding ridges, the mountain breeze. '60 to routine rawinsonde observations taken by the National
- 100 m. The whole system extends about 3(X) m above the Weather Service (NWS). The root mean square (rms) ob-

height of the ridges. servational errors in vector wind measurements using FPS-
The various features of local wind variation discissed 16. T-19. or similar tracking radar for altitudes up to 26

17-6
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WINDS

km are I m/s plus 2% the vector wind speed. The infor- .
mation presented on winds betwccn 26 and 6) km was 2 __
obtained from Meteorological Rocket Network (MRN) ob- -..
servations. Mus.t of the available observations ar. for la-
cations in the Northern Hem:;phere. The cstimaed rms
observational errors at these altitudes are 2 m/s plus 3% of _ . .

the vector wind. she wind dstributs. T timatudes between t- - 4

60 and 90 km are based on data obtained from grenade and Linflatable falling sphere experiments. The estimated rns o .,/ 1

etIr for the falling spher, observations, which make up the -
largest portion of the data. is 2 to 3 m/s between 60 and ,0 ,,ts i,

90 km. 20

1 17.2.1 Seasonal and Day-to-Day Variations x d

The broad features of the seasonal change in winds be- 
tween the surface and 90 km are reasotiaty well establisid. L A -
Figare 17-3 is a meridional cross section of the observed
mean monthly zonal wind components for January and July

, from the surface to 80 km. The seasonal change in the Figure 17-4. Aanual variation of nridional and itonal wind at Whitefield dilfcrs rom ;aiid,. Wallops, Island and Ff. Churchiill.
stratospheric and mesospheric wind fields differs from to-

. pospheric seasotii in timing and length of season. At middle
and high latitudes, long periods of easterly and westerly meridional components (Figure 17-4) are less variable and
flow are separated by shorter periods of transition as shown maintain a slight southerly (positive) component at most
by the curves of the mean month'y 50-km zonal wind com- locations throughout the year.
portents in Figure 17-4 for White Sands, 32'N. Wallops I Profles of mean monthly zonal wind speeds (mtis) for

I'.land. 3WN. and Ft. Churchill. 59°N. The mean monthly each of the midseason months at Ascension Island. Wallops
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Figure~ 17-5h. Seasonal efcts on the meridional AIdprolic% at Ascension Island. Wallops Island adF.Cucil

terva! beteen them and with the distance between ohscrv- atmosphere below 30 km are derived from standard pilot
ing points. The rate ot" increase in wind change with in- balloon or rawinsonde observations. Lower limits of reso-
creasing tinme or space interval between obwrvations is. in lution of these observations are such that minimum inter%.als
turn, a variable depending upon season. geogrphic loca- for wind variability are about 15 nn or 1.6 km. The smal-tion average wind speed. nature of' the sample, and, ito scale fluctuations apptmr to be fairly random, and their corn-
sonmc extent. height above the ground. bined eft'ect on ballistic or synoptic-scale* lorecasting prob-

Most of' the w ind variabilit% data per-taining to the free lems normally cancel out and. thus. are neglected.
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Figure 17-6a. Day-to-Day Variability around mean monthly zonal winds for the midseason months at Ascension Island. Walleps Island. and Ft. ChurchiP 6
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WINDS

usually a good approximation to the frequency distribution %
of wind changes.

30

/ 17.2.2.1 Time Variability up to 30 km. The time rate
25- of change of wind in the frictional layer is affected by the

U topography and the thermal structure. The results in Table
.17 1710 art for steady southerly flow conditions from seven

! at observational periods, all but one of which extended over
A . . 24 h (pilot balloon, rawinsonde, and smot-puff observa-/I

ig tions are combined). The effect of thermal stratification is- 30
15 so indicated by comparision of the day and night values for

40
4% time differences up to 8 h.

The change in wind variability above the frictional layer
0 iowith increasing time between observations and with altitude

is illustrated in Figure 17-7. Figure 17-8 shows the effect ,...-
so of lati:ude and season for a 24-h lag between wind obser-r9 ations. ,

For relatively short periods during which the pattern of
the winds is fairly stable, the variability of the wind is given

TIME-5i' .4 1 1 1 Q 1 14 WS A 92 directly by
INTERVAL. 5 10 20 50 Q00 200 500 0O 20btO
SPACE 'INTERVAL (KW.)- (S, = Kt p,  (17.3) -__

Figure 17-7. Isopleths of time and space variabilities of changes in the
mean vector wind with altitude: the ms 13rd percentile) where S is the rms change in wind during the t.. interval
,alues. in kilonteters. of ob.ered changes for various tim" t, and K is a constant. The exponent p depends on r,. the '
lags between ob ,rvations. and ,u derived changes for var-
ious distances arc given on cat.'i curve :lsacs,cr. 1961. orrelation coefficient betwten winds separated by the time ..

interval t. At short lags where r, is I, p is i; at greater lags
where r, is 0, p is'0.5. For t in hours and S, in m/s

Observations of VHF and UHF radar backscatter from
turbulence in the clear atmosphere. conducted at several S, = 1.8 t "  (17.4)
locations during the past several years, permit much more
detailed measurement of the time variation of vector winds . s r m l

thn a pevosl ttinbe.Deedigonth adr is a suitable generalization for middle latitudes and for lag Rthan was previously attainable. Derendingintervals of 30 i to about 2 h. Although this empirical
wavelength and the pewer-apenire product IGage and Bal- relation is an abe 12 h. Altugh this oitce

sley. 19781, measurements are obtainable from near the reaini nacceptable aver ige. K actually dependsi on the
mean wind speed. The mea wind varies with season. al-surface to an altitude of about 10M km. Several radars which titue, and geographic location (see Figure 17-5); hence.

were originally desigred for ionospheric research have been values of K other than 1.8 will c.i some occasions be more
used for observations cf the neutral (non-ionized) atmo- p ter ms oapplicablL to engineering problems. Values of K from 1.5
sphere, anJ a few radars have been built specifically for to'6.3 are tabulated by Arnold and Bellucci, 119571. An
tropospheric and stratospheric wind measucements. The lat- analysis of the relationship of K to the mean wind in a stable
ter include NOAA radars in Colorado and Alaska and the flow pattern shows that K increases from about 0.5 at speeds
SOUSY-VHF-Radar operated by the Max-Planck-Institut of 2 m/s to perhaps 2 or 3 at speeds of 16 ma and higher.
fur Aeronmie in the Federal Republic of Germany. Ex- An indirect model reh:es the variability in time to r' and
amples of data are presented by Green et at. [119791. balsley to the climatological dispersion of the winds. This relation-
and Gage 11980J. Rottger 119791. and in r inerous other ship is given by
publications. A radar of this type has been incorporated into
the NOAA Prototype R1egional Observation and Forecasting'
System (PROFS). S, = orV'2l - r,), (175)

Several measures of wind variabili:y are possible. The
most useful measure is the fRMS) of the vector change in where (r, is the stndard vector deviation of the winds (rm,-
wind; others commonly used are the mean and ihe median deviation from the vector resultant %k ind). The vector .;tretch
absolute vector differences. All of these are scalar measures correlation coefficient beiween the initial wind having com -_"_"_

computed from the magnitudes of the difference vectors, p, .-nts u and v and the wind after a time interval t. havin,_,
They are related in a circular normal distribution which is connonents x and y. is given by

17-I -
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CHAPTER 17

Table 17 I) Me... a.ni .andaid dcualion of aholute value of vector velocily differences at various time inte .al. ..A I. in the lower 1829 in over smoo h
open terrain (Great Pl:in% Turbulence Fie'.d Program.)

Velocity Difterences (m/s)

Height At = 2 hours At = 4 hours At 8 hours
I (X) mi Day Night Day Night Day Night

1.8 3.0 ± 1.7 3.3 ± 2.4 5.0 _ 2.6 4.5 ± 3.2 '7.4 ± 2.4 4.0 ± 2.9
1.4 2.6 ± 1.5 2.8 ± 1.9 4.2 2.5 4.2 ± 2.6 5./ ± 2.8 5.1 ± 3.3
0.9 2.6 ± 1.7 3.9 ± 2.5 4.1 ± 2.2 5.6 ± 2.6 5.4 ± 1.9 7.5 ± 3.1
0.5 3.1 ± 2.2 4.0 ± 2.8 4.8 3.1 6.5 ± 3.5 6.8 t 2.8 9.6 ± 3.1
0.4 3.0 ± 1.9 4.0 ± 3.0 4.8 - 3.1 6.9 ± 4.5 7.1 ± 3.5, 6.2 ± 3.5
o.2 2.6 i- 2.4 3.4 ± 3.1 4.3 - 2.9 6.0 ± 5.4 6.2 ± 3.1 8.9 ± 4.9

At = 12 hours At = 16 hours At = 20 hours At = 24 hours

1.8 5.6 :t 2,9 6,4 ± 3.1 7.5 ± 3.5 6.5 ± 3.3
1.4 6.3 ± 3.1 6.6 ± 3.0 5.9 ± 2.1 4.8 ± 2.6
0.9 7.8 ± 3.0 7.7 ± 3.5 5.9 ± 2.8 4.4 ± 2.6
0.5 10.2 ± 3.9 8.8 ± 4.1 6.9 ± 4.0 4:9 ± 3.3
0.4 , 10.4 ± 4.1 8.8 ± 3.6 7.1 ± 4.9 4.6 ± 2.9
0.2 8.3 ± 3,7 7.2 ± 3.8 6.0 ± 4.9 4.3 ± 3.9

,(ux + vy) . of the wind variability for a desired lag interval that pertains
r= (17.6) specifically to the place, season. and altitude of interest.
r VX(u2 + V2) (X+ y2) This model has two serious limitations; it will not permit r,

to become negative, nor does the constant coefficient of t

This parameter undergoes an exponential decay wtth. in- allow for variations in the rate of decay of the corrlation.
creasing lat for intervals up to 24 h or more, and then A' sufficiently large time intervals. r, does become negative,
appears to oscillate about zero. The relation, and r, is so close to zero for lars in excess of 72 hours that

the model becomes unreliable. In some cases r, becomes

- r, exp I - 0.02481). (17.7) negative at shorter lags, and the lag at which this occurs
varies from place to place. Investigations of the rate of decay
of correlation' show that it varies geographically, seasonally.

with t in h. is widely used. This equation, in conjunction and probably with altitude. The variation has been mapped
with Equation (17.5) and valucs of a, allows an estimate only for the United States at 5.5 km [Ellsaesser. 19601.
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Attempts to develop a more precise model of the var- The indirect model provides several empirical curves for
ability of winds with time have resulted either in only mod- the decay of the correlation coefficient of winds with in-
crate improvement or extremely complex models. Thus creasing separation between observing points. These curves
E4 uation (17.7) is considered the most useful approxima- indicate differing rates of decay depending upon latitude
tion. When precision in estimating the wind variability with and upon the orientation of the line connecting the observing
time is required, a special climatological study must be points. The analogy between time and space variability of
made. the winds extends to these curves. Figure 17-7 indicates

that. for temperate latitudes, a general approximation to the
17.2.2.2 Spatial Variability up to 30 Km. In general, spaice variability of winds can be obtained by taking 3 hours
varability increases with increasing distance between ob- as equivalent to 92.6 km. The space variability is then
servation points, and the rate of increase with distance de- estimated in a manner similar :o time. variability from
pends on geographic, locatien, season. and altitude. A change Crd /2 -I- rd): where rd is the correlation coefficient be-
in the wind with time can be thought of as resulting in part tween winds separated by the distance interval d.
from the movement of %. ind-'field patterns over the observing
point, and thus as analogous to the spatial variability.

Extending 'this analogy to the models, the space vari- 17.2.2.3 Time and Space Variations--30 to 60 km.
ability of wind SI is given by K'd', where d is the distance Observations show that pronounced diurnal and semi-diur-
between observing points. The parameter K' varies with nal oscillations exist in the winds at altitudes above 3(0 km.
season, geographic location, and altitude, but no detailed Sufficient data. however, are not available to permit the
examination has been made of the way in which these factors development of a satisfactory model for all latitudes and
act. Arnold and Bellucci 119571 tabulated values of K' from seasons. The results of an analysis of a series of wind ob-
I. I to 6. I. They consider the expression, representative for servations taken at Wallops Island during a 48-h period in
middle latitudes. May 1977, shown in Figure 17-9. provide an indication of

the magnitude of the diurnal oscillation at a midlatitude
Sd= .5d". (I7.8a) location. The X's in Figure 17-') are average values of the

north-south and east-west wind components at the indicated
where S4 is in mph and d in miles. or converted to metric local times. The curves are based on a harmonic analysis
units of the meridional (N-S) and zonal (E-W) wind components.

The amplitude of the combined diurnal and semidiurnal
Sd = 0.53d" (17.8b) oscillations of the N-S component, increases with altitude

above 30 km. reaching a maximum of 10 to I I m/s between
where SI is in m/s and d in km. 50 and 55 km. The diurnal variations of the E-W component

12 60 kn
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12 55 k.

4 X Wind shear is the derivative of the wind vector withy4 y9 500 - 0 956co% 15*t+lO 371%, 15*t,
y9,00-O956c x "''i"respect to distance and is itself a vector. The s6",'ar of the

0 x x X horizontal wind i % of primary interest and is the one dis-
St, S ..- cussed in this section. The terms vertical wind shear and

45 - -' k.-- --- !j -horizonital wind shear are commonly used in referring to the
,2 X shear of the horizi.,ital wind in tnc vertical and horizontal
4 X directions, respectively. Horizontal wind shear is the deriv-

,---- ative of the horizontal wind with respect to an axis parallel40k

!!-_ ._...-- - to the earth's surface. Its ap,)lications are restri :ted largely4 X y- 5 992 _-,) 403c0s 15"' +0X ,n '

to meteorological analysis. Vertical wind shear is expressed6 12 I8 24 30 36 42 48 54 '60 66 7
rIME LAG hi as AW/Ay. where A is the change of the' horizontal wind

in the altitude interval Ay; the unit of shear i, s I. Although
direction is also necessary to specify the shear vector, it is

Figure 17-10. Rm,, differences, between noith-south winds observed I to
72 h apart in Ascension. FI. Sherman and Kajalein. usually ignored; for design purposes shear is normally ap-

plied in the most adverse possible direction.
% The climatology of vertical wind shear is applicable to

are not as well defined at 40'and 45 km. At altitudes of 50 problems~dealing with design and launch of vertically rising
km and above, however, the amplitudes are between 12 and vehicles and jet aircraft, radioactive fallout investigations,
14 m/s. The magnitude of the diurnal oscillations are some- and many phases of high-altitude research. Most investi-
what smaller in tropical and arctic regions. gations of shear climatology are for specific locations in

Rms differences between wind components observed order to satisfy design and operational requirements of mis-
from I to 72 h apart have been analyzed at altitudes between siles and other vehicles at or near launch sites. For, vehicles

* 30 and 60 km to obtain estimates of the variations in these with other than a vertical flight path, vertical wind shear
components with time. Rms differences between the N-S can be determined by multiplying the shear by the cosine
wind components observed from I to 72 h apart. at Ascen- of the angle between the vertical axis and the vehicle tra-

. sion. Ft. Sherman and Kwajalein are shown in Figure jectory.
17-10. Data for all seasons for these three stations have been Measurements of vertical wind shear indicate that av-
combined. The values display a relatively stable rms vari- erage shear behaves inversely with layer thickness (scale-
ation of roughly 10 to 12 m/s for periods up to 72 h at 55 of-distance). This is illustrated in Figure 17-11, which is
and 60 km and about 6 or 7 m/s at altitudes of 40 and 45 based on a relatively large number of observations during
km. There is an indication of a diurnal cycle with an am-
plitude of I to 2 m/s at these altitudes as shown by the
24-h harmonic curves which have been fitted to the indi- ".IO
vidual values. Most of thz observed variability can be at-

. tributed to random measurement errors as there is little dif-
ference in the ils variations between observations taken 6
h apart and those taken 72 h apart. 1.O6

In summer conditions are approximately the same at all 40
latitudes, with little change in rms values with tine. In Zz
wintt:r. however, the rate at which the rms values increase j 0.04
with time varies with latitude. The larger day-to-day changes <"0

7 in the .svnoptic patterns at middle and high latitudes are 0.02 10 "8 0 km0- 14 k ireflected in well-defined increases in the rms variabifitv with W km""" 0~o-_,~-35km
time. At 50 ki. for example. rms vaiues for the N-S com- ,> , ...

J"' ponents at White Sands Missile Range (321N) increase with 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
time from 6 to 9 m/s to 16 or I tn/s in 72 h. At Poker SCALE OF DISTANCE, Ay,(m)
Flats (640N) and Ft. Churchill (59N), they increase from
6 or 8 n/s to 25 m/s. The diurnal cvcle in observed data is Figure 17-11. Selected erl.al uind shear ,peorun, 14. 1i0 14. 201 35.ill " '~and (A) -9 ki ahludel !'or u,e '\.ith -;',; and I"

/ 
pr-,hah;IhIN

masked by tte synoptic changes and instrumentation errors ,nd prXll l. u 'e \ t'anI'pal. Jl
te~e ci nd prttlde etts h'pc. (ape C'anavieral. .tti

- .dut;ng the winter months at middle and high latittides. oI'_,in, anti Vaughan. 19021,
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Au = u , I (17.9)

where Au is the shear. Au,,,, is the I0(X) m shear, and Ay
Go , ' ,is the scale-of-distance in m for thickness < I(X) m.

Wind shear statistics for various locations differ pri-
marily because of prevailing meteorological conditions, or-

-y-DISTANCE (ALTITUDE ographic features, and ,data sample size. As a result, sig-
CHANGE) 8ELrW nificant differences exist in the shear structuie for different
GIVEN ALTITUDE (y) locations. Consistent shear data for five vehicle laun a and/or

landing sites are presented in Tables 17-11 through 17-15
tor the Eastern Test Range, Floiida: Vandenberg AFB. Cal-
ifornia: Wallops Island. Virginia: White Sands Missile Range.

K ) New Mexico- and Edwards AFB. California. To get actual
shear' (s -') from the indicated wind speed changes. divide

0 1 0.02 0.03 a4 OM 0. 0.07 0" O0 oJo by the appropriate scale-of-distance. Table :7-16 gives en-
VERTICAL WIND SHEAR (Se-I) velopes of the 99% wind speed change for the five locations

combined. The data contained in Table 17-16 are apj'icable
Figure 17-12. r.;. prohabiliiy-of-.ccurrcnce venical % inI shcar ,ptrumn when design or operational capability is not restricted to a

a% function 4f alttiude and, ,alc-of-dilan for as,.iation specified launch site or may involve several geographical
:'ith the 514 and I'i %ind ,pccd prolile envohIpv for Clust
Canaveral. Florida (Scoggin, and Vaughan. 621. locations. Equation (17.9) was used to construct Tables

17-11 through 17-16 for scales -of-distance < tIk), m.

the windiest months over Cape Canaveral, Florida. Figure
17-12. based on the same data, shows the variation of shear 17.3.2 Interlevel Correlations
%kith altitude and with layer thickness- it provides, as an
example. the vertical wind shear spectrum at Cape Can- Deviations in the assum~ed vertical wind profile over a
averal with a. I /1 probability of occurrence. target or reentry point affect'the range and cross-range of a

Wind shears for scales-of-distance Ay -_ I0(0 m in ballistic missile. These effects must be considered in the
thickness are computed directly from rawinsonde and rock- design of guidance systems for entry vehicles and for tar-
etsonde observations, whereas smaller scale shears can be geting ballistic missiles.
calculated directly only from special fine-scale observations. The mean effect E of mean monthly or mean seasonal
However, shears associated with scale,-of-distance winds on -the rmn. and cross ranee of a missile can be
Ay < 1000 m can be estimated from the following rela- determined for a particular location by computer-simulated
tionship lFichtl. 19721: flights through mean monthly component wind profiles if

rahie 17. 11 Fi-n.loc,, M .9'; 9 , ind ,pccd change Im o. I-80 km allilude xeyion. EaIcrm Te.l Range lKaulnan. 19771

Scales of Distance m) Thickness

Wind Speed at Reference
Altitude (ini 5(XX) 4(XX) 3(XX) 2(XX) 1 (X) 8MK) 6(X) 4(W) 20) 1X)

90 77.5 74.4 68.0 59.3 42.6 36.4 29.7 22.4 13.8 8.5
= 8(1 71.( 68.0 63.8 56.'0 41.5 34.7 28.5 21.4 13.2 8.1
= 71) 63.5 61.0 57.9 52.0 38.8 33.1 27( 20.3 i>.5 7.7

601 56(0 54.7 52.3 47A- 36.0 31.0 25.3 18.9 11.7 7.2
= 50 47.5 47.0 46.2 43.8 33.0 28.3 23.2 17.5 10,7 6.6

40 39.0 38,0 37.0 35.3 29.5 25.3 20.6 15.5 9.6 5.9
30 310.0 30.0 294 26.9 22.6 19.4 15.8 11.9 7.3 4,5

- 20 1X. ) 17.5 16.7 15.8 14.6 12.5 10.2 7.5 4.7 2.9

17-15
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Table 17-12. Envehorw: of 99'4 wind seed change (i s). I NO 'Am altitude region. Vandenhrg AFB lKaufrnan. 1971.

Scales of Distance (m) Thickness

Wind Speed at Reference
Altitude (mes) 5(X)) 4(XX) 3(000 2() 1000 ,U) 600 400 2(M) I00

91) 66.) 62.5 57.8 51.5 37.5 32.1 26.1 19.7 12.0 7.4
80 64.1 60.8 56.6 48.8 36.9 31.5 25.6 19.1 11.6 6.8
70 62.0 59.2 54.8 48.1 36.0 31.0 25.0 18.6 11.2 6.5

= 60 57.1 54.5 51.3 45.4 32.7 28.5 23.0 17.1 10.2 5.3
= 50 49.6 47.8 45.7 42.1 30.1 25.9 21.8 15.6 9.2 5.0

40 39:4 38.8 37.9 35.5 25.9 23.5 19.6 14.9 8.8 4.8
30 30.0 29.4 28.3 26.3 20.5 18.6 15.8 12.2 8.0 4.6
2) 20.0 19.8 19.5 18.4 15.0 13.1 10.9 9.0 6.3 4.3

Table 17-13. Envelotpc of 99'17 wind pced change m' sl. 1-80 km altitude region. Wallop% Island fKaufman.' 19771.

Scales of Distance (m) Thickness

-' Wind Speed at Reference
Altitude (mis) 5(WX) 40) 3(XX) 2000 I00 r) 8() 600 4() 2() I()

91) 72.5 67.0 60.2 5(1.5 37.6 32.3 26.3 19.8 12.2 7.5
80 66.5 62.5 57.5 48.8 37.0 31.7 25.9 19.5 12.0 7.4
70 61.2 58.5 53.8 46.5 35.8 30.7 25.1 18.9 11.6 7.1

= 60 54.4. 52.5 500 44.4 34.5 29.6 24.2 18.2 11.2 6.9
= 50 46.2 44.2 .12.3 38.8 33.0 28.3 23.2 17.4 10.7 6.6

40 36.7 35.6 3.,.5 32.3 27.6 23.7 19.3 14.5 8.9 5.5
30 27.2 26.3 25.3 24.2 20.6 17.7 14.7 10.8 6.7 4.1
20 17.8 17.3 lt.8 16.4 15.2 13.0 10.6 8.0 4.9- 3.11

!,"Tahlv -- . c,,w' ,1 .' -iml( fx-ed ohmngv im i. I X11 km itdek v.z'gm(*n. Wh,|ltv Sind, %1! ile Ritvge (Katnmn.'l ')"I

SScale% of Distance mi) Th ickness

Wind Speed at Reference
Allitude I 1,%I 5(X ) 4(K) 3(K) 2(1W) I(WM) 8M) 6(M) -41) 2(g) 10w

0 71.7 67.1 1 .2 52.4 421 36.0 29.4 22.1 13.6 94
X) m61) 63 i0 57.7 S.)( 40.2 34.5 28.1 21.2 13.1 O

.71) "102 57.0 530 46.5 38.0 32.6 26.6 20.,0 12.3 7.6
52.6 51.0 446.5 42.3 35-5 30.5 24.9 18.7 1.5 7.1
45.0 43.10 40.2 37.,012, 28. 3 23.1 17.4 10,7 (1.6

4036.5 15.5 34.8 33.5 29.3 25.1 20.5 14.5 9.5 5.5
3027.4 27.) 264 24.8 22.0 19.3 IS 8 11.8 7.3 4.5
20) 18.4 17.7 17.3 16.5 15.) 12.9 1.5 7.9 49 3,0

__17-16
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Taik 17-15. Envelop¢, ot 1914 wind speed change (mnu. 1-9(0 km attiti.de region. Fdwards AFB IKaufman. 19771.

Scales of Distance (m) Thickness

Wind Speed at Reference
Altitude (mis) 5000 4(X) 3MX) 2000 1000 800 600 400 2() 100

9) 73.2 72.0 67.3 59.0 42.8 36.7 30.2 22,5 13.9 8.5
= 80 68.0 66.3 62.5 55.5 40.8 35.0 28.6 21.5 13.2 8.1
= 70 60.4 59.0 56.8 51.4 38.7 33.2 27.0 20.4 12.5 7.7
= 60 53.0 51.8 49.3 45.0 36,.0 30.9 25.2 19.0 11.7 7.2
= 50 44.8 - 43.6 41.5 38.4 32.0 .27.5 22.4 16.9. 10.4 6.4.
= 40 36.5 35.5 34.5 33.0 27.0 23.2 18.9 14.2 8.8 5.4
= 30 28.0 27.3 26.9 26.3 21.4 18.4 15.01 11.3 6.9 4.3

20 18.0 17.7 17.4 16.7 15.2 13.0 10.6 8.0 4.9 3.0

I the appropriate influence coefficients for the missile at var- The two components can be combined and ,sed to determine
,ious levels are given: the probability of occurrence of deviations of any desired

magnitude from a traiectory or impact point based on mean
E = Ci V, (17.10) monthly winds. In these computations, it is as.sumed that

the cro'ss-conmonent correlations are zero at and between
* where Ci is the influence coefficient at the ith level that lee. and the wind lrequenc% distrihutions are csentiall%

describes the potlion of the total response of a missile as- circular normal.
signable to that level, and V, represents the mean of the The %ind clinatoloev. nece,,,ar% for determination of
com inent w.ind speed at that leel. The variiition around ballistic ettects consists of ,tatistical arras ,it mean monthl}
this average cfect caused bN day-to-daN fluctuations in the north-south and cast- est wind components, their standard

,inds is obtained from deviations, and interlevel correlation, .ctw cen the same
2 , rf,1. compimcnt at different lesels. This intrination ha, beii

(Ti".. :2., , C, C, r, 1, T, %17.11i prepared fi matrix form fOr a rcjti.,1h !arge num-'.. of
l.hations. Examples tor ltels between the surface and

%k here (r,.\ is the integrated variance lo all levels consid- 6 km are ,,no% n in Table 17-17 [or the month of Jnuar%

ered. C, and C, are the iniluence cofticients at the ith and at Ft. Churchill. Wallop% Ilanl ai Ascn, ion Island Wind's
I th levels. fr, and ir, are the standard dciations (tf the corn- are livhter in suimmer at middle and high latitude,. For

poncnt wind at these leiek. and r,, is the correlation between targeting pu rpxic%. the wind data iu se'rtaim tIle I.-
the component t ind at the ith level and that at the jth level cations, of interest. For design purm',.s, how eser. a rep-
The ,qiiarc rxt of the solution to this equation. Nie!d, the re.cntatixe sample ol data ti'1,1 the %arius cinatic rcgns
standard'dc, iation for each component of the ballistic %& ind should ie used.

T.-hlc I (f. mchi'x' ot ., ; , indt vc'p d shanec i m % i. I i, ki AtiU wk t-' qn. 1-r ,%,I I 1kaitm, KJttiI w t,'

." t Scale., of )istance (m) Thickness,

-- ----- -.-.......-.--.---.----.--.-.----...--...---.- -----.----...- . .'" '; ind Sp'.eedt at Refer "nt c

Altitude (m s) 5(w XI) 4(M 3I(MM) 2KwI I( ! XM(K NitN 4i .21 t IMK)

90 77.5 74.4 69 i 5 3 42.8 36.7 311 2 22 5 1 q x 5
,-l 71.0 69.0 63.8 56 0 41.8 5. K 35'. 6 21 5 -.2 ,t
711 63.5 61.0 .579 52-(1 39s 33.2 27.01 2(.4 12 5 7 7
N4) 57.1 54. 52.3 474 36.0 310 25 1 1i 11.7 72
5( 49.6 47.8 46 2 43 8 33.0 28.3 T 2 175 11 7 66
40 391 4 38.8 37.9 35.5 29.5 25.3 26 15.5 9.6 591)30 300 2,9.4 26-9 15 's .
1. 300 3. 2. 22.6 19.4 12.2 7.3 4.6
201 20,0 19.8 19.5 184 15.2 .13.1 10)1 9.0 6 1 .4 A

17-17
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WIND)S

17.4 DESIGN DATA ON WINDS (ver 3) V, V
14hr - =___. t17. 13)

Wind statistics are presented in a variety of ways. each3

of which is intended for maximum use-fulness for particular The cumulatie probab'ility of wkind speed. 0.' , .equal to
aspects of design and operational problems. In "Upper Wind or less than V, is eivern by
Statistics." Crutcher 119591 present% northern hemisphere
charts of some I5 wind variables or statistics. For surface/
winds, in the -Climativ Atlas of the United States." the . P(Vj I C I+ y + ) 1.4

* National Weather Scrvi4e 119681 presents monthly and an-
nual charts of the prevailing direction, mean wind speed. Asaeaml.ithmohofJnrytentntm
the fastest wind on record and its direction, and wind roses Asaexml.ithmohofJnryte tmne

tha gve hefreuecy isribtin o te wndbydirection Bedford. Mass.. wind has a mean hourly speed V, of
thatgivethe requncy istibuton o thewindby1 m/s and standard deviation s, of 3.5 ni/s. Equatiuon

including frequency of calm, the mean wvind vector and 17.14) L.ives the cum ulative pr Iohability'for several %al Iucs
direction. Trhere is also a table of the frequencies of 9 cat- o h idseda dos
eszories (Beaufort) of wind speeds for some 120 U.S. sta-

tion%.______ ____ -~

Generally speaking. any data source on surface wind . Esimated ()hserxed
speed is limited ito providing several key parameters front Ills PtV) p listtthu'ion
wheit-h the genural frequency distribution oif the wind, in--.. -.- -.- . .

* ~~speed and direction, can he estimnated or recons.tructed. But fcam.45.1 01I
to do so). a practical modlel of the distribution of the .%id 1.5 1 .211) 0, 125 0. 1lo1
speed' must he ads)ple 'd. Threc such rntxJels are the L'ammia 3I I.9 021(32
distribution. Weibull diktribution, and the circular normal 5.23 li) 05X A 10.92
bisanate distribution. Each has its n--rits and drassbacks- X, 2 4.57 0, X 14 0 X is

13.9 7,41 ' 0i979 119'

17.4.1 Hourlyv Surface Wind Speeds 7) X9 ~ 0 9O . i

The distributlions of surtaie %kind speeds. obsersed cscrN
hour in the hour. hall c ben studied bs mians clnitoocst 1011 of . ii ~ l siiiation is gotI il fr'or mi cratc ito 'iyownt

ndwind sficeds and is ceralls useflul exept lor s.cr% lli01t
ant statisticians ss hose %:onclusions and t.ii'scqucntI Miodels wid or calmcodtn%
di) Icr. Somc las or the distribution Ill 4ind qpeeds as Lrs en .Ifi'if' 4/-nii' 2. 4 Hv.-iptll Mti), irrhnpr Ai ret tit

* bs~~h the circular bhi arate ;iiii l disribuni'n. others the loe~- %u~IcnadSmr le '1jhspiicdt.'iise

* ~normalI. %till ot hers the, en inma di stri butioniii 'hji.oic a
record ol at leist 3 \car, should be used tot obtai n godP V ici 1 C I ckvtil l1 4
estiniaitcs ot %% md speed tli~irutions. cespecidi( small prihPVl *c~I cI slcs'~i

* . abilities lits earipl- V'' I, . .lthouvih there arc ablot f491 w here , c i th- prohabiflit% ot cillm. and (I and Ii . fre 11.11.011
kt\and a irp rt 'ii ii ns in the I rulted Staite\ %%herc h'u rk tr i cW h I'itribti nt~raedir iIni i c

records airt: kept. *he\ -cricrafky represent Atwd lields ins- c iiu of the Wi l-Ii Il e iser e thaeut c el _mint nil ped
adequto IsJk the ')'(e lilt ihs incle thatint is, tit %ksn tiaw .tte ie iijt~~~~~c~~~~qujtcl\~~~~~~~~ ~ A o aintatI .w t I %m iiiilotn 4 t 'lluarcs stiic. n i .I IIat CsI 'ilijI. it~ 111. I It Il it

stat Iiii shoi ' has etsilir in rd chargi tcrkstics, but terr-i in
cli(ckis irk ludlinc: itannijile cl tis, and vrxnt tv l a- h esodo mn ttin sie~ rc r

obi\tt \aii.' mhich makes this torilin desiileh
Ilodics if St ater upertiIIup.) ;is a sat ialIsabb t thal i' Rt:W rds like 'the i s e I nh ri i Sm IIiii , i 0r i Sk*i s
dif ficult it) rc enalr h/ I- a i rhaik s .lask a. tor re xampile . hai tac Ii cathvi ( bsersatioiis tRI SYA ( )I i( * .iid~ h\ re,
a me an \% Ind speed In Jan liar\ Iii 0 11 fis t ih% Ilsiand..rd [i rinrcitletniaI. pltIsri( iir. i \ I
de\ iation 1 1 iiis. Yet Hi etta iiril% (n21 kmisnax has n icon ta Thecica l treuli itsion ii)e i-. Si ftii \1 w

a mnean %%ind %speed Aii 4 In: s and stand.i is de'irt io n i"1w d.St"Ce1s VV hereC \, tilt. 111111111C 5 Aitg I il .thit'r

The foliow ing are alternative mod~els ot \Aintispeed Ire- ii irusead or ths itoi isso\ttX10IIIJ 11L'f~~ 1~

quenc\ distibution: iriani0,,tlott

the~~~~~ vam l~f~iii :. ip/ih i trhuh iii. In termis ,If

temean %,. id speed V, and standard de% iaton s..the prob- -

abilis densiti. function of the ss md speed V, is given in X,' 6
t;:rms of' a transikiried variable y by[ fxln

Ily) 0.5 v . . (71)"~
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CHAPTER 17

To solve for ax and P3. an initial guess is entered for P in however, can be given in terms of Vand s or s,. One of
the right-hand side of Equation (17. 16). and the equation the most applicable formula% is
is solved for a first estimate of 13. With this revised estimate.
the equation is solved again for a second and better estimate, 0xand so on, until the value of 13 is stubili/ed. e I e I - C_ (17.20)

The RUSSWO for Bedford. Mass.. January at noon-
I' time. gives f, for categories of V, (or x,) which. when uitered whrI x Vl~

in E.4uaion X7.16) produced the following values after
several iterations: y =V2s ~ I

131..961 In the example of Bedford. Mass. January noontime
6t 0052winds, the RUSSWO 'table of wind speed versus wind di-
& 0.2512rection yields

When these values for ct and P3 are entered in Equation
(17.15) together with c = 0.115, the probabilities P(V,) I =2.9 m/s
become s.=5.1 m/S

or s =3.6 m/s

Observed as oppoexd to V, = 5.1 m/s
(ms)P(V,) 'Distribution N ns

calm 0. 115 0.115inEuto(1.0
1.5 0.166 0. ~~~ When the values for IVI and s, are use nEuto 1.0

1.5 0,197 0.122 the probabilities P(VJ become,
512 0.527 0.592 ______________________

8.1 C .816 0.838
10.8 ., 0.9395 0. 946 spvOerd
13.9 0.989 .0.989 / tV)Osre

.17.0 0.99147 0.999 1.L5 .0130.168
-3.1 0.231 0.322

5.2 0_521 0.592
Tode Assmtin of 3:The circular normal distribution. o he 1.8 0.961 0.8436
Model aiirrmw;,r 3: the circular n~rmal diriuin fr h 108 0.964 0.936
%ind implies that the /onal u and meridional v comnennt% 13,9 0.9936 .0.989
each have a normal Gaussian distribution %ith indiv.idual L17.0 0.9965 I
means ii and but A ith the same standard deviation %, The- __ ___ ___

t%%o components are indepenidentl% distributed. As a con-
s~qunee he robaili~ desits tuctio ofeach~ . The disribution of the sind V around the mean wind

vector (Vi is sometimes of prime interest as it whould be in
lep t -~r2l .targeting It is the diflerenme bet~cen the actual vector windZ

15 fU) -- and the mean vector %% ird and has the distribution

' . ' exp I iv V) (17.17 0ii I~~(-t7-21)

\2r
Thus a circle of radius equal tot one standard vector dc' ia-

The macnitude of th, mean sind vector (V) is given bS tion. dra~pn about the tip of the mean %% ind vector. wkould
oniopass 01 V ot the fioiiation of %r-ids Hialf of the

d-,. i 17. 18i wind \eAors \ iill lls"ithin a circlei of- radius (.1.8 tiimes
the standard vector deviation.

The standard vector 6\s'iation i is simply

2(17.191 17.4.2 Surrace Wind Direction

The mean %kind speed V, and the %tandard deviation of Winds tend to have ai modal direction. likc the trade
the wind speed s, are not isily derived from the compo- wind,; or the prevailing %esterlics. Using the model of the
nents. The curriatis'e probability PtV,) of the wind speed. bivariate normal distribution, the estimate of the frequency
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P10 X < 0, of the wind direction X between directions 17.4.3 Surface Wind Gusts
81 and 02 is given byI

Studies on the relationship of' gusts to the teady wind
Pit- < 0,) =(l/V'rr) speed are in general agreement: however. quantitative re-

sults have varied depending on the data and the analytical
(UMU) methods used. Sissenwine et al. 11l9731 reviewed the results

~ IxP ~ ~ u~F~,))- ~x1 l 17.2) of many ofthese: he alopresented acomprehensive analysis
-Il -of gustiness based on actual wind records during periods of

where u =V/s. strong winds, observed at 14 airfields in the Northern Iieni-
V isthewindcomonen inthe iretion(0~ of t~e sphere between. 14' and 770 latitude. Tattelrnan 119751 ana-
V isthewin comonet i thedirctin (0 ofthe lyzed the same data to develop 50%. 75c/. 90%7. and 9814

mean wind vector V, and s is the standard deviation of the gust factor curves for 5-mm., 1 -rmin, and 30-s average (or 1-%4

appopratewin coponnt.steady) wind speeds. Gust speeds reported in weather oh-

servations are normally considered to be- about 2-s averages.
a IVj/s. but for designers of various sized equipment. other short
?tu is a small increment f u. duration gusts may be applicable.

x, tan (1) 0,). Since resolution of the wind records was approximately
x, tan (01 -0j. 2 s the shortest period gusts were considered ito be 2-s wind

speeds. Gust factor (GF) ,.runes w ere fitted using the equa-
and Fix) is .apprdux~mated b. tion *I+A '

Ffxlt= I - 05(11 + c1x + cjx2 + c', + c- GF =(11 A 7.231

where
where A and B are constants.' vnd V is the speed of- the

c,= 0. 196954 steady wind. The values for B were dertermined by a least -

c, = 0. 15194squares fit oif all the data to the 5-mmn. I-min. and 30-s
= 0.15194speeds. Ikling these values of B. the value for A was de-

C,. 0.(XX)311 termined for each percentile curve by a least squares fit to)
the mid-class % ind speed values I for example. 12.6 in s for

0.01952, V = 0.3- 14.9 mn/sf and wecighted tor the number of oh-
servations at each point. Fig'ure 17-13 shows curves oft the

In the '-xample for Bedfolrd. Ma-s . JanuarN, numntiniv wird 30)-s gust factor as related to the 5-min ste'ad% speed. and
0_ = 31111. After correcting for calm frequencY of 0. 115. the I-min gust factor related to the 5-mmn speed using all
the computed frequencies of wind directions were as fol- the data. Figure 17-14 shows% the relationship tet%%cn the

lv~s:2-s ieust factor and the 5-mmn %teadN speved. Curves in both

D~irection Pitt. - A 11ft (bs,.,rved I

0 02 067

F- 0t.022 0(119
tIF 0019 0,t 1011

SE (IX 0x(014 AIRFIELD DATA

StS 0,022 1------
ssw W032 005130E
sVw 0.016 0,6

WW0.f070 ((1 3 1.....-
(19f t0O 20......0 40

0,09X I I ox5-MIN WIND SPEED (rm/sec)
ffV ,122 tt. 14
ft . 126 0(.1 It , igurc I7~ (ur', ,t thc .'( ,1 ino I-min ou~ t.motr I, i n 'liii

.NW' 01.110) 0.106 j vpcd for thc airliid dmii fitid to (if I N_ I I
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CHAPTER 17

(i () (T figures extend beyond the limit of the wind data, for which

(1732 (133) (119) (70) (42) NUMBER OF I the highe,t steady speed is 35 m/s.
AIRFIELD DATA I Sherlock 119471 found that a gust must have a duration

2 N , such that its size is' about 8 times the downwind dimension
of a structure in order to build a force on the structure

: 1 9 - 1 commensurate with the gust speed. Because the orientation
o of most equipment will not be taken into consideration, theI.--

L- V8 shortest horizontal dimension of the equipment should be
IA. considered as the downwind dimension. For example, if a
i- structure has a 5-m downwind dimension, a gust must be
0 * 40 m long to build up full dynamic pressure. Therefore, a

speed of 40 m/s would build up full force on such a structure
P ,CoLin only I s, a speed 6f 20 m/s would require 2 s. Figure€') I 5PERCENTILE

W 17-15 shows the expected '(50%) gust factors versus gust
duration and 5-min steady speed to aid in calculating the
design windspeed for structures of differing downwind di-
mensions. The curves were, drawn to four points: a gust

90 factor of 1.0 at 30 s. ihe 60-s and 30-s gust factors for
75 ea.h speed from Figure 17-13, and the 2-s, 50% gust factors

from Figure 17-14. Lines on Figure !7-15 were extended
1.n , _.___..J from the 2-s gust factors to include I-s gust factors.

5 -0Uo 20 SE 40 50 Tatelman 119751 also presented curves of the 50%.
75%. 90%, and Q8% wind speed range (the difference be-

Figure 17-14 Rclat,,m~hip hlv een l' 2-%, eul faclor-ar the 5-rain tween the maximium and minimum 2-s speed) as a function
%ind s.wed at indi,:aied , r -%nih. for' the airfield data of time interval and mean 5-min wind speed. The 90% wind
I)ata %ere l hed I, (iF - I - Ac "' and ,,ighwd Ior speed range is shown in Figure 17-16. The dashed lines

- . Ihc numt'.r ,, .,h'r'.atiktn, at each md-cla", "aluel. indicate extrapolation beyond the limits of the data. The

,gust factor and wind speed range curves in this sec!ion are
considered applicable to most airport locations ai the averad .
height of the data used, 15 m.

52 5-MINUTE SPEED
"A2o 3,

V\

.. 5 O.... 4 ..

t I I ,

4. I = " , ,, " ",+ I 'I
* . F 1

4CIVI+. . .- + ._ + -. ., - + _ .a - - _ t ..a . _ .' -- - it " I,, -

90-PRCENTILE WIND SPEED RANGE (,.)
SI-pr,.u 17.I I %, tcd !4( 1'. ,u"i %, c '.er'. uti duration and Figure 17-16 (tI'; , tnl ,ped rang-e c .t'u time interval and 5-nin

11m1 'teZIX *pvcd Np'd.
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17.4.4 Extreme Surface Wind Speeds As an example. a 19_Vr record at Denrver. Colorado
shows an average annual 5-mmn wind speed miaximumA

Various statistics are used for the daily maximum wind 15 m above ground level of 19.6 mn/% and sianikird deviation 4

speed. One statistic is the maximum 5-mmn wind of the 288 2.5 m/s. If ai tower is to he built to last tor 25 years.with
5-mmn intervals of one day. Another popular measure is the 99 14 certainty of* survival throughout the 25 years. then the
fastest mile, which is the reciprocal oif thie shortest interval critical wind speed. given by Gumbl model tI-Auations
(in 24 h) that it takes one mile ot air to pdss a givtn point. (17 28). (17.27)). is estimated Pit 33.7 ni/s.
The strongest gust is the highest reading of an instantaneous An estimate is subiect ito sampline variations, in the
recording anemometer. There is not unique relation bet~cen above example a 19-)r sairple. One standard eiror of this
these units. The Washington. D.C. records show that. for estirnatL sM5 is approximately
speeds greater than I5 nis. the maximum 5-niin wind speed
is roughly 0.93 times the fastest mile and roughly 0.67 times %(0) (,/\ N
the stronigest gust. TI'e maximum I-mmn wind speed is roughly
0.71 times the strongest gust. Canadian and British records where N is the'number of Nears. and ill is given by
show the maximum I-h wind speed to be 0.62 times the
strongest gust. Ia= 0.710 + 0.116) + 0).669 y2.

A model distribution of the annual extreme has Ken the
subject of conf'licting viewpoints. The most favored di'stri- .In the Denver example. the stand;ard _nror (if the- estimate
bution is the Fisher-Tippett Type 1. now generally known (33.9 mbst is approximatlcNsmx = .. 8 r Us. or 1 V4 of the
as the Gumbel Ilist-ibution. If x is the symbol for the annual estimate itself. A brief meteorological record of anriaal ex-
extreme. then the cumulative probability of x is given by tremes permits e~timates only within contidence hands1 that s

vary with the si/c of the record.
PM = expi - exp( - Y) f (17.24) , Pubiic;-tion% by cliviatic agencies such as NOAA En-

viroinmental iData Set %ice and the- Canadian Meteorological
where y is the reduced variate, whose mean is =0.5772 Service give extrenv- values.. Yet c-ach permanenit installa-
and whose standard deviation is (T~ 1.28255f. tior might require a special study for a particular site and!or

A relatively simple equation can he used to relate x ito for a particular design problem. F,.r example. the extreme
y. . annual wind speed at !AiLan autwi (Boston) %otild bec in

undcre-timate. b% about i33i. of- the extremec on Blue Hill.

tv~) (x -- 19 km ito the south-south~est. Even the record at the exact
- 17.25) location of' interest miay not he representative of- the wind

effiects on a ii'l (or short, structure.
wher ~ nd . ae ve man nd s~irdaz j~iatin.re-Tiibl 17-19 gixecs means and stindard dcx iat-ons oft

%pecivev. f th anualex .tree-,(x)annual extreme wind speeds and peak gusts at some rep-
specivey. f th anualextrmestxtresentatixe stations art'und the world including ,tatwdns that

The work that is implie-d ito make adequate estimates of ar -iali h ah fhriae --- V iki
percentiles of xs is to mdteape ian i-n arstandarntedahso urens ~ sriki

deviation ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ofasto h apl dsadr t rs AdS COMPUt-d. h% the aboxe formula. assuming the
devatin f asetofN extremes, for N %ears. Other up- Gut .ntl distribution .l'is column is xirtuaill the same i as

rroaches-. although more rig'orous. require ordering the N rtelM-rrtunpiwIadthssteseidhths
extremes by nuivLnitude and/iir estimatirg parameter values only /1)01 l' chneo(-icecee ihya hr

b~ sccesiveapposiiiitonsEstniats a.Aimigh deend Is a noticable dittcrenci: K-txecn the extreme speeds at
directly, and sa(l sue. %iai . att tqing to ,he efft%ti t tati

Tro judge the risk oif an e'treme event in n vca-. ticn rJnanatimstt
h;!in-in the dos.Ihe reduiction (it speed migh. he- a%

h~iaton 1724)abve s eplce ~hieh as 53!, but a, c-aves rouchix 25',
Pt ~ni xpi . ~.. ~~. 7. 2 Turnadoes arc se ee s ir!xs ids. t,,picalo, a hun-Jrec

Mtm) expl- ncF-o 1. 11.26) metcrs i diamecter. x..hich 1, !lunatclN ark raire acconipani-.!

mlenis tit sesere thundcrstoins 'I hex arc most cormuon in
To ;:Ntiiiiate !otr prohalihiln P in n years. or an n-s ear risk Australia aridf the U nited Statcs Mi er: the'- numbe-,r some
I - P. and kntm inuc the annual extreme inan ia,,i standlard 140) to I it) per car. t*iost Ifrequenit in spring in thc plains

,ix tation i,. F, naMtoll f17.25) then gix cs area if the United States bct,,%cn the Rockies and the Apl-
palachians. 'Ihe \A ind spe eds are crneraMi less th.mi 1(1Is

(%.-----*. 1.7 in the l Met t 20) in above the -round. Specds up ito
,IM' 1111hsocc ur occas ii a11 lin )ii c!\ -.:'Nerc to rnadics,: higci r

wxi'nd speed estimiattes are Fe ncrali suslpect I( iniden. 11)7h1.
xhere i Ii In n( I n (Ili. 17. ",S These high wind spcc&s place themn outsae the disiribution
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CHAPTER 17

T.ahbl 17-15. Eitramn annual ind slcd tlaetc'O n,) at 15.2 m .',ove ground at tle given %tation: (A) denotes airport station.

1%

Years Risk

of Mean S.D.' in 10 yr

Station Record (m/s) (m/s) (ms)

Tampa, Fla (A, 1941-56 23 3.9 42

Miami. Fla 1943-58 24 8.0 64

Wilmington. N.C. (A) 1951-58 30 7.1 65

Hatteras N.C. 1912-57 28 6.0 58

Dallas. Tex (A) 1941-58 23 2.9 38

Washineton, D.C. (A) 1949-58 22 3.F 41

Dayton. Ohio IA) 1944-58 27 3.8 46

AtlAnta. Ga. (A) 1933-58 22 3.3 39

Abilene. Tex IA) 1945-58 28 6.1 59

Columbia. Mo (A) 1949-58 25 2.8 39

Kansas City. Mo 1934-58 25 3.1 40

Buffalo. N.Y. (A) 1944-58 26 3.7 44

Albany. N.Y. (A) 1938-58 23 3.8 42

Boston. Mass (A) 1936-50 26 5.4 53

Chicago. Ill. (A) 1943-58 23 2.5 35

Cleveland. Ohio (A) 1941-58 26 2 6 39

Detroit. Mich (A) 1934-58 22 2.6 34

Minneapolis. Minn (A-) 1938-58 23 5.0 48

Omaha. Nebraska (A) 1936-58 26 5.9 55

El Paso. "ex Al 1943-58 2r, 2.0 36

Albuquerque'. N.M. (A) 1933-58 27' 4.6 50

Tucson. Ari/ 1948-58 22 3.2 38

an Diego. Calif 1940-58 16 2.7 30

Cheyenne. Wyo 1935-58 28 3. I 43

Rapid City, S.D. .942-58' 30 3.0 44

Bismarck. NJ. , 1940-58 30 2.3 41

Great Fall, Mont. .1944-54 29 1.6 37

Portland, Ore 1950-58 25 3.0 41

New York. N.Y. 1949-58 26 2.1 37

Psburgh. Pa. 1935-52 23 2.8 37

Number
of Years
of Data

Fairbanks. Alaska , 17 3.7 35

Nome. Alaska II 27 4.1 47

Elmendorf AFB. Alaska 14 20 3.2 36

Shem'.a i-!and. Alaska 10 31 7.8 45

Hlickam AFB. lla aii 17 20 3.8 38

Clark AB. Philippines 13 17 5.5 45

Laje,, Field, A/orcs 13 ' 28 7.6 65

Albrook AFB. Canal Zone 18 12 1.8 21

San Pahlo. Spain II 34 6.8 68

Wheclu, AB. Lib.a 14 . 5.3 48

* Stuttuart. (,ermanyv 15 18 2.'

Kctlavik. Iceland 9 38 4.8 62

* Thule. Greenland 14 36 5.5 63

Tainan'. Formoa 39 24 9.5 71

Taipei. Form,osa 39 26 9.8 75
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Table 17-18. (Continued)

1%
Years Risk

of Mean S.D. in 10 yr
Station Record (m/s) (m/s) (m/s)

Itazuke AB. Japan 14 19 4.5 42
Misawa AB, Japan I I 21 3 2 37
Tokyo Intl. Airport, Japan 15 23 5.5 46
Kimpo AB. Korea 8 19 3.6 37
Bombay. India 6 22 6.3 54

Calcutta. India 6 25 3.3 42
Gaya. India 6 23 3.0 38
Madras. India 6 20 3.4 37
New Delhi. India 6 23 1.7 31
Poona. India 6 17 2.7 31
Central AB. Iwo Jima 17 35 16.9 119
Kadena AB. Okinawa 14 37 11!.3 93

discussed previous!y. Their small dimensions and infrequent is 1915 m above mean sea level and the anemometer was.
occurrence make it impossible to state precise probabilities mounted at 11.6 m.
of occurrence at specific locations. Statistics of occurrence Operationally speaking. the greatest wind extremes are
on an areal basis have been developed by Abbey I 19761 and typically in northern Scotland. In the windiest month the
Kelly et al. 119781. 1% extreme is set at 22 m/s (a I-min wind at 3 m above

Hurricanes, while much more frequent, larger. and more ground level). Gusts accompanying this extreme are esti-
predictable. still cause problems for the statistical analyst. mated, by the shortest dimension of equipment. at
Recent studies at the National Bureau of Standards suggest
that the Gumbel (Type 1) distribution of extreme ,vinds does
not provide as good a description of the extreme wind dis- Dimension (m) Speed (mi/s)

tributions when they must include hurricane winds. The <0.6 32
departures of the winds from the Gumbel estimates tend to
be on the weaker side. This means that the estimates of 1.5 30

3.0 29Table 17-18 should be used with caution. Hurricanes may 7.6 27
strike at some stations while missing others, so that the 15.2 26

record extreme wind speeds of one station may not represent 30.5 25

the potential risk of still stronger winds at another nearby
station or even at the same station. We conclude, however.
that the Gumbel distribution is the best single model for all
extreme winds data including hurricane winds. 17.4.5 Structure of Jet Streams

Directly recorded data for record wind extremes are rare
due to damage or destruction of the wind measuring instru- Belts of exceptionally strong winds are jet streams. (The
ments and power outages. during an event such as a tornado term as commbnly used applies to the strong westerly winds
or hurricane. Newspaper reports give estimates whose re- found at the base of the stratosphere.) Because the mete-
liabilit is unknown and variable. Some might be froma orological disturbances vary in size and intensity and are
weather station wher- visually observed wind-speed dials moving, the jet streams vary in extent, severity, and loca-
were still 'n operation e.e,, !hough the recorder lost power. tion. Geographically-oriented descriptions obscure signifi-

* Others might be calculated from the amount of force re- cant features. As Figure 17-17 shows, this is overcome by
quired to blow over a building or tree or to drive a metal relating the features to the position of the core. In winter.
rod through a wooden post. the centers (or cores) of jet streams are found at altitudes

The recognized worldwide maximum wind speed mea- between 9 and 12 km in latitLdes 25' to 700 in each hemi-
sured at a surface station is a 5-min speed'of 91 m/s and a sphere. In summer, jet streams are weaker, higher (I I to
I-s gust of 101 m/s measured at Mt. Washington. New 14km). and farther poleward35' to 75' latitude). Generall
Hampshire Observatory on 12 April 1934. Mt. Washington speaking. a jet stream is several thousand kilometers long.
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' 1igure 17-1X Iiample of ,s id and tem praure !' Ids nar the jet stream.

3 10

~(for example southern India) at an altitude of about 14 km
s~prI 7Icl/dnlltlthIl,,ream. s~rg tructure in a in summer. *

r ,'L' Sct! It rl,.'tdictttar to the hlow ,Percent of the. core Frequently it is too)epesv to deineupetto
'7.1 de;, t.stlo elt sre operate under extreme conditions. In such cases, calculated U

risksare assumed or alternate methods of operation are
seveal unded i~omtcr an' svera kiomeers devised for periods when such conditions exist. If high wind

seea unrdkloeeswide,.n eealklmtr speeds or strong shears normally associated with them ad-

, deep. rs~ely affect the operation of a particular vehicle that is,,
, The typical structure of jet streams is shown in Figure released vertically into the atmosphere. it may be desirable.,

' 17-17: this is a ross, sec'tion showing isotachs ('lines of equal to' select several release sites spaced far enough apart to .

wind speod blowinte "'into the page") labeled in percent of ensure that operational conditions will exist above one of *

* the ind speed at the jet core..Core wind speeds range fom the stations when the critical wind speed or shear is exceeded'/,

S0 m/s to as much as 130 tm/s on rare occasions. Speeds of aoethe otes I'sc cases. Figure 17-17 will be useful i

* 75 m/s are commnon in winter. Figure 17-17 also shows the in slcigatrtese it indicates teaverage rate with
* thermal li -Id. the tropopause. and the level of maximum which wind speed decreases with distance on both sides of
* wind. Typical wind and temperature variations across jet the jet stream core. For example. with a 100 m/s wind at
* streams, at a constant altitude or vertically thrugh jet streams the jet stream core. Figure 17-17 indicates th:., on the

* can be determined from this figure, average, a belt of winds exceeding 70 m/s can be expected.,
Individual jet streams are variable and may differ con- to extend more than 300 km south and nearly 200 km northi

siderah from the tyicl In sorte cases. two or even three of the core. Consequently. if~the maximum wind likely to L

.jet cores, mav' be founrd paralleling each other, separated by occur over a region is I00) m/s and the vehicle is only -

* distances, of severa! hundred kmn. In addition to these de- designed to withstand speeds up to 70 m/ds alternate release -

* viations from the average. eddies of various sizes are present
* in the wid and temperature tields. as shown in Figure _________________._______

17-18. 1-itrerte hori/ontal changes of wind and temperature i14 m
are ot the order of 21 t/s and 5 K in a 16-km distance so 30%~o. ,

to jet ,,treatm,, are an order of mac~nitude smaller. oo1 2%

('lear alt turhule'nce is closely related to jet stream struc- tO 0
ture: measur,et. show that it is tilore likely in certain VR ( , ,EX. .o 20

maximuml \sind (\s here vertical shear changes sign). tur-
hulence s~as, oberved about 14'-4 of the tihe. From Figure o -- EE FMXMMWN

17-19 it cant be ,,een that ttrbulenrt'e s most likely to be c AIT sTrREAM CORE •6 -

... . 3Q 4L 3..... 3; 314Oe P ."e O

lund n orh of t e jet s rea m, co e ear t e p l rtrop pause N°"RT 4 0 S0O0 U0 0H0
and above te core alon the tropical tropopause. Indication 200 00
of a m- I;.mri i, lko nd in the jet stream front. DISTANCE FROM JET STREAM CORE ,(kin)

(toer ea pld uurrent xh h exhtbiIt properties similar toa l
tho,,e show, n rv Fi,-cure I17 are the low-level jet and the Frer qu e7.1t Turbul-nco pensarious sctor,,ofa typical et stream crtss

deep. "er~ely affec the r.qcc. op I o f o currece i hown for each
tropical asterl jc trea1 i.ch is observed in certain areas contour t a e y.

17-28 t-
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sites should be selected at least 500 km apart. As the jet wind velocity. It is inversely proportional to density ard is
stream axis occasionally approaches a north-south orienta- large enough above 300 km to prevent development of large
tion. selected sites should be more than 500 km apart in vertical and horizontal sheai. Ion drag is a collisional in- 0,.

longitude as well as in latitude. ieraction between charged particles and neutral particles.
Outside the auroral zone. where elecric fields are small.
the ions above 120 km can be assumed to corotat,: with the
earth. A neutral wind flowing through the ions experiences ,,

17.5 THERMOSPHERIC WINDS a collisional drag that is a maximum at the peak of the
iorospheric layer. A global distribution of electron density

Neutral air motions are a major key to our understanding [ for example Ching and Chiu. 19731 is used to determine
of the upper atmosphere at thermospheric altitudes. A va- the ion drag in various model calculations.
riety of phenomena associated with the neutral and ionized The important terms in the equations of motian of the
atmosphere need to be explained in terms of a unifying neutral air velocity U are ,
description of thermospheric dynamics. Neutral density,
composition. and temperature characteristics are related to dUF. -2x1 U.- ., )+ -V7U+g
geomagnetic storm-induced circulation processes and sea- dt p
sonal and diurnal tides. Aspects of ionospheric structure
depending directly on winds and compositional transport (Acceleration) (Pressure gradient force) - (Coriolis
include maintenance of the nighttime ionosphere, spread F- term) - (ion Drag) + (Viscous Drag) + (Gravity)
layers, scintillations, and geomagnetic storm effects, where

The dynamics of the. upper atmosphere are controlled 1
mainly by solar EUV and UV heating, 'waves and tides dU aU
propagating upward from the niesosphere, ion drag inter- dt - +

actions with the ionosphere, and energy and momentum
sources associated with auroral region processes (magne- and V is the ion drift velocity, 1 is earth's angular velocity,
tospheric convection and particle precipitation). The major F is the driving force per unit mass due to pressure gradients
heat source, due to solar electromagnetic radiation, is de- determined from a model. v~, is the appropriate neutral-ion
'posited mainly-at low and midlatitudes and is reasonably collision frequency, p. is the coefficient of kinematic vis-
well understood. At high latitudes. magnetospheric con- cosity, p is the atmospheric density, and g is the acceleration
vection effects are important even during geomagnetically due to gravity. Since this equation contains the ion velocity
quiet times. They dominate the high latitude circulation and the collision frequency that is proportional to the ion
during geomagnetic storms. Magnetospheric convection concentration, it is necessary to take into consideration the
processes are extremely variable and are not well understood equation of motion and continuity equation for the ions. I
(see Chapter 8). The phenomenon involves ionospheric plasma Methods of solutions to this set of equations for thermos-
driven into motion by electric fields interacting with the pheric altitudes have been extensively described by Rishbeth
neutral atmosphere via collisions. The neutral constituents 119721. (Note that the definition of winds does not includ.
gain energy through Joule dissipation of currents and gain the corotation of the atmosphere. Results in this chapter are
momentum through ion-neutral drag IStraus, 1978: Mayr et presented in a coordinate system that rotates with the earth).
al.. 19781. The accuracy of all models of global winds systems is lim-

Most of our present knowledge of thermospheric neutral ited by lack of experimental data and self-corsistent model
winds is based on calculations made by using semiempirical solutions. Complete specification of the wind fields requires ,
dynamic models of the neutral atmosphere. The pressure solving a large set of non-linear partial differential equations
gradients inherent in these density modeis provide the pres- in three dimensions that relate the hydrodynamic and elec-
sure forces that drive the thermospheric circulation. At ther- trodynamic properties of the neutral and ionized components
mospheric altitudes the collision frequency is sufficiently in the atmosphere to the energy. mass, and momentum
high that the air may be regarded as a fluid subject to hy- sources of the' magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere
drodynamic equations of motior. Therefore. the equations system.
of fluid motion can be integrated to determine the wind A orief review of thermospheric wind properties de-
system that should result from the pressure distribution. duced from experimental data is given in Section 17.5.1.
These equations are the same as those used by meteorolo- The remainder of this Lhapter describes winds data derived
gists to study the lower atmosphere. but are modified to from vari 'is models, which are only briefly described here.
include two additional terms that are important in the ther- Referencu provided should be consulted for the theoretical,
mosphere: a viscous force and an ion drag force. Kinematic aspects and for detailed descriptions of the results. Numer-
molecular viscositv transfers momentum between various ous plots excerpted from the relevant journal articles. i um-
altitude regions and thus smoothes out vertical gradients in marize these data. The development over the past decade
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CHAPTER 17

of a general circulation model at the National Center for afternoon. A nighttime transition occurs in early morning
Atmopheric Research (NCAR) is traced historically. Vai- (winter) or near midnight (summer). During geomagnetic
ations in circulation as a function of season, solar ,cycle. storms, data show the ;nfluence of high latitude heat sources.
altitude, and latitude are given in Section 17.5.2. Local time Observed effects include enhanced nighttime winds, earlier
variations are shown in Section 17.5.3. Results of including nighttime transition of zoral winds from eastward to west-
the effects of magnetospheric convection are shown in Sec- ward. a tendency for a midnight -surge" of winds, and
tion 17.5.4. This section also includes the recent work, occasionally enhanced poleward daytime winds. Fabry-Perot
described in a serie:. of papers, of the University College data at Fritz Peak. Colorado. showed nighttime peak eaua-
of london group in determining the influence of magne- torial winds of 650 mis were linearly related to the time
tospheric convection. At present. the effects of heating by rate of change of the equatorial ring current, and peak equa-
particle precipitation at high latitudes and by upward prop- torial meridional and westward zonal winds were related to
agating atmospheric tides and momentum deposition by ti- the square of the auroral electrojet index.
des at lower latitudes are not included in the above models. At near-equatorial latitudes the circulation is primarily
There are insufficient data on which to build an adequate controlled by solar heating. upward-propagating tides from
model of particle prucipitation. Tidal phenomena have been below 100 km. large-scale neutral gas-plasma interactions
extensively described by Forbes and Garrett 119791 and by (such as E x B drifts). and effects related to geomagnetic
Forbes f 1982a.b] and should eventually be incorporated as storms. A unique feature in this region is the equatorial
part of thermospheric dynamic models. midnight temperature bulge discovered in incoherent scatter

and satellite data. This persistent but variable feature has
been attributed to a complex interaction between the up-
ward-propagating semidiurnal tide and ion-neutral momen-

17.5.1 Observational Summary tum coupling associated with the diurnal variation of ion
and Limitations density. A general trend observed is that nighttime equa-

torward winds weaken and somhetimes reverse after midnight
Direct measurements of winds in the thermosphere are in response to this bulge. Othei features of the low latitude

difficult to make and there have been insufficient observa- circulation include seasonal variations with stronger equa- -*

tions for development of empirical models. Techniques in- torward winds in summer than in winter, and zonal winds
elude ground-based Fabry-Perot spectrometer measure- that are eastward throughout the night during winter and
ments of the 6300 A line in the airglow [for example, Hays spring but have a westward reversal during early morning
and Roble. 1971, Sipler et al.. 19821 and incoherent scatter hours in the summer.
radar techniques Ifor example. Evans. 19751, rocketborne At high latitudes, F region data indicate magnetospheric
chemical release experiments I foe example. Kelley et al., convection is the dominant factor controlling wind systems.
19771. and satellite data from mass spectrometers Ifor ex- Fabry-Perot measurements iHays et al.. 19791 show early
ample. Spencer et al.. 19761 and'acceletometers IDeVries, evening westward winds in the direction of magnetospherc
1972: Marcos and Swift. 19821. These limitations are being convection and give evidence of a heat source located near
ameliorated at F region altitudes with Dynamics Explorer iocal midnight. Heppner and Miller 119821, analyzing 39 -

satellite data from the Fabrv-Perot Interferometer IHays et chemical-release rocket experiments at high latitudes, found ,
al.. 19811 and Winds and Temperature Spectrometer ISpen- that winos in the magnetic dusk sector above 160 km follow
cer et al.. 19811. An extensive review of recent thermo- tne magnetospheric convection pattern with a time lag of
spheric uind measurements has been given by Rcble 119831. about two hours. They also observed a 140-160 km altitude
General features of wind patterns deduced from these ex- transition region in the wind pattern. Meriwether et al. i 19821 I
perinental data in this reference are sunmariied below for used airglow data to show strong magnetospheric convec-
different latitude regions. For more detailed information on tion-driven winds with superimposed variability probably
various experimental techniques and results obtained, the due to particle precipitation. Dynamics Explorer (DE) sat-
reader should consult Roble 119831 and references therein. ellite data analyzed by Killeen et -aL. 119821 show Wind

The general circulation at midlatitudes at F region heights velocities of 600-8(Y) m/s. They further show that the DE
is controlled mainly by solar heating during quiet geomag- data can be described as a superposition of a "background" H
netic conditions and high latitude heat sources during storms, solar-driven wind field and a wind field driven by high
Experimental data obtained when geomagnctic activity is latitude energy and momentum sources. DE data of Spencer
low indicate a flow from the high temperature dayside of et al. 119821 showed zonal winds of about I km/s related
ihe thermosphere to the low temperature nighside. )aytime to convecting ions. These strong zonal winds frequently
poleward meridional winds are 50-10X) m/s and nighttime correlated with vertical motions having velocities of
equatorwtard winds are about 10-2(X) m/s. These values 100-250 rn/s. Knutson et al. 119771 also found evidence of
depend on ion drag and season. Zonal winds are generally large vertical winds, up to 65 rn/s. in the early morning sec- .-
found to be: westward before local noon and east, ard in the tor of the aurora! ione. with no simple correlation with Kp.
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17.5.2 Diurnally Averaged Winds circulation properties are schematically represented in Fig-
ure 17.20. This figure shows the mass flow of the cellular

17.5.2.1 Seasonal Variations at Sqlar Maximum. The motion above about 80 km. Figure 17-20a shows the cir-
zonal mean (diurnally averaged) thermospheric circulation culation during a very quiet geomagnetic period. Upward
has been falculated for solar maximum equinox and solstice motion occurs over the equatorial subsolar point and flows
conditions respectively by Dickinson et al. 11975. 19771 poleward to high latitudes, where sinking motion occurs.
using a two-dimensional (t ime-de pendent) model run under The small reverse circulation at high latitudes is due to a
steady state conditions. Their model Utilized a zonally av- small high-latitude heat source as well as persistent solar
eraged version of lower atmospheric dynamic meteorology heating over the polar regions. During average geomagnetic
equations. heat and momentum soutces used were solar activity (Figure I17-20b) the equatorward circulation is larger.
EUV and UV heating. high latitude heating due to auroral Below - 150 kmn the strong solar UV heating still maintains
processes (assumed distributed uniformly in longitude) and a Ooleward flow. At higher altitudes the flow is equatorward i
a momentum source resulting from correlation of the diurnal to about 200 latitude. During large geomagnetic storms (Fig-
variation of w~nds and ion drag. This model uses a 50 lat- ure 17-20L) the equatorward circulation extends to the equa-
itude-by -longitude grid with 24 constant- pressure surface tor and circulation below 150 km is also modified. The
layers extending in altitude from about 100 to 500 km. (Note situation is similar during solstice. Under georragnetically
that the altitude of a constant pressure surface can vary.) quiet conditions (Figure 17-21a) the asymmetry in solar
Their results showed that while the winds ire driven pri- heating drives a summer-to-winter circulation., For average
marily by heating due to solar EUV and UV absorption, a geomagnetic conditions (Figure 17-21b). the high-latitude 't
high latitude heat source was also required to. give an equa- heat source reinforces the summer-to-winter circulation in a
torward mean meridional circulation in agreement with in- the summer hemisphere but force,- a reverse circulation in
coherent scatter observations lEvans. 19721. Equinoctial the high latitude winter hemisphere, with transition from
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CHAPTER 17

one cell to another in the midlatitude winter hemisphere. the summer hemisphere. The summer-to-winter circulation v
Below -150 km the summer-to-winter circulation is main- intensifies from 50 to 200 m!s as the season progresses 0*
tamned at all latitudes. During large geomagenetic storms toward the solstice conditions of Figure 17-22c and d. Above
(Figure 17-21c) the circulation is equatorward above 300 -200 km an intensification of thi sumnmer hemisphere equa-
km in both hemispheres. with an asymmetry at lower alti- torward circulation penetrates into the winter hemisphere
tudes. and forces the boundary between the two oppositely directed

Roble et -al. 119771 have extended this analysis to de- winds poleward as the season progresses toward solstice.

termine seasonal circulation patterns for solar maximum This boundary 'is near the equatbr at equinox and at -60'
fF = 165 units) and solar minimum conditions (F = 80 latitude for solstice. Also, the strongest equatorward winds

about a week either side of equinox. This circulation is most 50 m/s at equinox to about 30 ni/s at solstice.
intense at solstice and weakens as equinox is approached. The derived zonal winds during equinox (Figure 1 7-23a) **

The transition period is controlled in part by the high-latitude are relatively weak above 2(X) kni. As the season progresses
heat source which in turni is related to geomagnetic activity. (Figure 17-23b and c) there is a gradual increase in wind
For higher geomagnetic activity the transition from equinox speeds above - 150 km in the summer hemisphere'and be- ~
to solstice circulation occurs more rapidly. The derived diur- low 150 km in the winter-hemisphere. At solstice (Figure
nally average meridional. zonal. and vertical winds for solar 17-230) there are generally westward winds in the summer
maximum conditions arc shown in Figure,; 17-22-17-24 hemisphere and eastward winds in the winter hemisphere.
respectively. These results correspond to average geomag- In the winter hemisphere the velocity at - 120 km increases%
nectic conditions, to 120 m/s. Above 200 km the maximum solstitial velocities 1

D~uring equinox the meridional flow (Figure 17-22a) be- increase to 60 m/s in the summer hemisphere and 40 rn/s
low I50 km is directed from the cquator to botn poles at in the winter hemisphere.
abo~ut 5 rn/s. At higher altitudes the pole-to-equator flow Vertical velocities shown-in Figure 17-214 are given in
has a maximum velocity of about 50 m/s near 600 latitude units of cm/s. Below - 120 km the vertical velocity at equi-
in both henmispheres. By October 6 (Figure 17-22b) the nox (Figure 17-24a) is upward in the equatorial region and
circulation below 150 km is almost completely -.eversed in downward at middle and high latitudes. By October 6 (Fig-
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Figure 17-25. Calcu.lated contours of the perturbation zonal moan temperature and winds for December solstice during solar minimum: (a) sner~dional .. .-.
winds (in ,mns), (bi zonal winds (in mis), (c) temperature (in K) and (d) vertical winds (in cms)-[Roble et al. 19771.,......

ure 17-24bW these motions become upward in the summer sufficiently large to drive a reverse circulation. Poleward '""'

hemisphere' and downward in the winter hemisphere. This winds are encountered at all latitudes in the winter hemi-

.4 Zh00 '0. 0

6.3

pattern intensifies as sols:;,e is approached (Figure 17-24c .sphere. The zonal winds (Figure 17-251,) are westward in .'-

and d). Maximum upward velocities occur at high latitudes the summer hemisphe're and eastward in the winter hemi-'.& -? N
and maximr'm downward velocities occur at mid-latitudes. sphere. These winds are similar in magnitude to those of i \
The main seasonal effect above -200 km is the increasing solar cycle maximum. In general. the zonal jets near 120
asymmetry between hemispheres as the season progresses. km are slightly greater during solar maximum than during ,.

At high latitudes the summer hemisphere upward veloci- solar minimum. At higher altitudes the converse is true. I'.-a
ties a we about six times greaster than those in the winter Perturbation temperature data are shown in Figure 17-25c 1977
hemisphere. but are not discussd here. Vertical velcity results are shown

in Figure 7-25d• In the summer hemisphere the winds are rd.
generally directed upward except for a small region of down-

17.5.2.2 Solsce Variations at Solar Minimum. Re- ward velocities near 400 above -175 km. Downward winds ...
suits of calculations for solar minimum (F = 80) December occur at all latitudes in the winter hemisphere. Vertical tho
solstice conditions are presented as Figures c are smaller durin solar min:,um than during '" 120

the meridional wind. honal wind perturbation temperature. solar maximum. th"duig -
and vertical wind, respectively. The high latitude heat source sites

required to obtain reasonable agreement between .the modeland experimental data was 4.4 times smaller than that re-
quired for solar maximum conditions. 17.5.3 Local Time Variations

The meridional winds (Figure I7-25a) are directed from t w
the summer to winter hemisphere at all altitudes and dati- A time-dependent "Three-dimensional General Circu-
tudes. A m Vrtimum velociti of 90 m/s occurs near 330 km lation Model" (TGCM) developed by Dickinson et al. 11d981 "

at 60" latitude in the summer hemisphere. The magnitude permits specification of winds in latitude-local time coor-
of the winds in the summer hemisphere are lower than those dinates. This model ' uses the same geophysical inputs as in ..
at solar iaximum by about a factor of two The derived Dickinson et al. h975. 19771 and Roble et al. 11977.
high latitude heat source in the winter hemisphere is not Results are presented in Figures !7-26 and 17-27 for solar mno tad.

' ..)'
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Figure 17-26. Calculated global distibution of winds aaid perturbation Figure 17-27. Calculated global distribution of winds and perturbation
temperature (K) along two constant pressui , surfaces: (a) temperature (K),along two constant pressure surfaces: (a)
proximately 120 km for equinox conditions during solar proximately 120 km for solstice conditions dur't.g solar

cycle maximum. Both solar heating and a high-latitude cycle maximum. Both solar heating and a high-latitude
heat source are included. The maximum wind arrow is 130 heat source are included. The maximum wind arrow is 180
m/s in '(a) and 90 rm/s in b). (Dickinson et al.. 19811. rn/s in (a) and 75 r/s in (NI [Dickinson et al.. 19811.

maximum equinox and solstice conditions, respectively, at 17.5.4 Magnetospheric Convection Effects._,,
altitudes cf 120 km and 300 km. Solid lines shovn in these on Neutral Winds
figures represent a calculated perturbaticn temperature from
global mean values derived from the model and are fully More detailed and higher resolution models of ther-
described in Dickinson et al. 119811. The present discusson mospheric dynamics have resulted from incorporating elec-
considers nnly the wind results. depicted by arrows. tric field models to provide both an energy and romentum . - •

At 300 km the equinoctial winds blow from the daytime source at high latitudes. This permits including the important ,. .

high pressure region near 1700 LT into the nighttime low influence of high-latitude plasma co'vection. The magni.
pressure region near o00 LT as shown in Figure 17-26a. tude of the magnetospheric convection is d-fined b' the
Maximum winds of 130 m/s occur at night when ion drag electric potential drop acriss earth's polar cap. Values to -'
is smallest. At 120 km (Figure 17-26b) tne maximum arrow 150 kV are possible during strong geomagnetic storms. Cor- *r-
corresponds to 90 m/s. The low latitude dynamic structure relation of polar cap convection potential drop with more
exhibits a semi-diurnal variation. At high latitudes the cir- convendonal indicators of geomagnetic activity Including
culation remains nearly diurnal. the Kp and AL (auroral electrojet) indices has been studied , ____

Results for solstice (southern hemisphere summer) at Iy Reiff et al. I r98 1 1. They found that AL had a correlation
300 km are shown in Figure 17-27a. High latitude heating coefficient of 0.71 with the electric field data while Kp had
greatly enhances the flow toward the winter hemisphere. a relhtivelv weak correlation coefficient of 0.55.
The maximum wind vector is in the nighttime summer hemi- Roble et al. 119821 have used the electric field model,'-
sphere with an equatorward velocity of 180 m/s. At 120 km of Volland 11975. 1979a.bl in their Thermospheric General
(Figure 17-27b) the complex circulation pattern again shows Circulation Model. Results have been initially presented to
a pronounced semi-diurnal oscillation at low latitudes and compare two cases: (I) solar EUV and UV heating only and
a dominent diurnal variation at high latitudes. The maximum (2) sola heating plus a 20 kV cross-tail potential to simulate
velocity of 90 m/s occurs for high latitude night condionm. low geomagnetic conditions. These 'runs assume equinox
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CHAPTER 17

and solar cycle maximun. :ondit-ons and coincident geo- imum winds increase from 120 m/s to 200 m/s over the '
graphic and geomagnetic poles. Circulation and temperature poles. Also. the pattern of circulation in the polar cap is in i', .

data are shown on polar plots for 50'N to 900N geographic the direction of the plasma drift associated with magneto- .. a
latitude. As in Figures 17-26 and 17-27. arrows represent spheric convection. At lower latitudes the influence of mag-
wind magnitude- and direction, and heavy solid lines rep- netospheric convection is much smaller.
reser.t perturbation temperatures, The TGCM IRoble et al . 19821 waF then modified to

Figures 17-28 a and b show the circulation pattern pre- include displaced geographic and geomagnetic poles. Data e
dictcd at 130 km and 300 km, respectively, in response to are given bKlow for a 20 kV and 60 kV (moderate geo- .-...
solar heating only. These results are the same as obtained magnetic activity) case. Figure 17-30 shows circulation pat-
for Figures 17-26 and 17-27. but in polar plot format. The terns for the 20 kV case at 130 km and 300 km for 0600
characteristic dayside to nightside flow is fc.,,nd at 'he 130 UT and 1800 UT. At 130 km (Figures 17-30a and b) the
km level (Figure 17-28a). At'high latitudes the daily viri- counter-clockwise circulation on the morningside is near
ation patt-n is mainly diurnal while a semidiurnal com- 800 latitude and 00 longitude at 0OM UT. Figure 17-30b

•pone, is indicated at'low latitudes. A counter-clockwise (1800 UT) shows it has a UT dependence due to the dis- .-. '.
circulation is centered near 0600 LT and 75°N latitude. placed poles. The 300 km circulation patterns are shown in

'Maximum winds of 75 m/s occur in the polar region. At Figures 17-30: and d. These are analyzcd as zonal and
the 300 km level (Figure 17-28b) the strongest winds are meridional components in Figure 17-31. Maximum zonal
again ini the polar region. However, the day-to-night flow winds (Figures 17-3 1a and b) are about 200 m/s in thi polar
is now rotated to the left of that for the 130 km case. region at 1800 UT and are about 150 ni/s at 0600 UT.

The effect of including a 20 kV cross-tail potential is Maximum meridional winds (Figures 17-31c and d) at high
shown in Figure 17-29. In the lower thermosphere tFigure latitudes are also generally about 50 mis greater at 1800 UT
17-29a) the dawn-dusk temperature contrast is enhanced in than at 0600 UT. Model results obtained by increasing the
the polar region but the winds 'are only slightly changed cross-tail potential to 60kV (moderate geomagneti. activity)
(from a maximum of 75 m/s to 80 m/s). However. in the are shown in Figure 17-32. At 120 km (Figures 17-32a and
upper thermosphere (Figure 17-29b) the overall temperature b) the maximum wind velocity increases to 102 m/s. The
contours are not significantly rodified. but the polar region counterclockwise wind rotation around the low temperature
winds are greatlv affected in magnitude and direction. Max- vortex also increases in magnitude. At 300 km (Figures "..
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Figure 17-33. Polar plots giving the direction and magnitude of the cal- Figure 17-34. Polar plots giving the direction and magnitude of the cal-
" culated southern hemisphere (summer) high-latitude cir- eulated norhern hemisphere (winter) high-latitude circu- "
; ~culation and contours of perturbation temperature I Kialong lation and conr. of perturbation temperature (K) along..
• , the z = . - 4 ( 130 km) constant -pressure surface at Dcem- the z = - 4 ( 130 kmn) constant-pressure suface'at Decem- .

ber solstice for (', solar heating only, N solar heating plus her solstice for (ap solar heating only. N solar heating plus

' magncoosphenc convection with a cross-tail potential of 20 magnetospheric convection with a cross-tail potential of 20 "
I kV. and (c) solar heating plus magnetospheric convection MV and (c! solar heating plus magnetospheric convection

with a eros,,tail potential of 60 MV The wind speed as- with a cross-tail otential of 60 MV The wind speed as- 1
so ,ciated w~ith the maximum arrow is 75 m/s in (a). 77 sociated with the maximum arrow is 108 nits in (a). 117

" m~s in Nb and X9 m/s in (c) lRoble et al.. 19H31. (Reprinted q/s inl Nh and 120 m/s in (c)l Roble et al.. 19831. (Re-,
with permission from Pergamon Press Ltd. V 1983. ) p~rinted with permission from PC Irgamnm Press Ltd it 198-1.) ,

i in Figure 17-36. As fo~r the corrcsponding case at 120 kin, Roble et al. 11983 J also give meridional winds, and tern-
the circulation patterns for the zero and 20 kV cases are perature data in altitude-latitude coordinates. Results are [

; similar. with the maximum wind increasing fromnr 181 (Fig- given for the cases of a zero and a 60 kV potential for local -
• ; ure 17-46a) to 200 m/s (Figure 17-36h). For the 60 kV case times of 1200 h and 0000 h. In Figures 17-39 (1200 LT) .
e'(Figure 17-3601 polar winds increase to 330 m/s. These and 17-40 (0000 LT) the top two plots show temperatures ..
', winds also show a surge near 02W0 LT. There is again a for the two heating cases and the bottom two plots show .
' tendency to follow the two-cell pattern of magnetospheric the corresponding wind fields. At 1200 LT. maximum ve-

convection with a reduced effect due to the lower winter Iocitics for solar heating only arc 75 m/s and 125 m/s over
electron densities. the summer and winter poles respectively. The inclusion of

,.',Pole-to-pole cylindrical equidistant projections of winds magnetospheric convection increases the flow over the pole
~and temperatures as a function of local time as given by to 150 m/s and 300 m/s for the summer and winter cases
i Roble et al. 11931 are shown in Figure 17-37 for 120 km respectively. Also. the higher summer electron densities

and Figure 17-38 for 300 km. Figure 17-37 shows that the permit the ion drag acceleration source to accelerate the
| major effect of magnetospheric convection in the lower ther- winds down to about 130 km in the summer hemisphere l

mosphere occurs at high latitudes in the summer with a 60 compared to about 180 km in the winter hemisphere. Along|

.. .'kV potenti: I as discussed previously. In the upper ther- the 0 )Ot LT meridian. coml~arison of Figures 17-40a and :
,1. mosphere (Figure 17-38) the 60 kV potential has a much b shows the magnetospheric convection greatly enhances '
16" more pronounced influence on the high-latitude circulation. equatorward flow. As the cross-tail potential is increased

'i, Maximum winds of about 4W0 m/s occur at high latitudL.s from zero) to 60 kV. winds over the summer pole increase
inear local midnight and are equatorward. Changes are ob- from 100 m/s to 400 m/s while over the winter pole they
• ,served even at lower latitudes, indicating that the high- increase from 100 m/s to 300 m/s. The sharp wind gradient
". latitude energy input is redistributed gzlobally by the ther- near 60' in bolh hemisphere% indicates the equatorward limit
.,mospheric wind system. of magnetospheri,- convection forcing for this local time. ,
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Figure 17-11, Po13r plot gi , Ihe direction and magnitude of thec col- Figure 17,16, Polar 16,,s giving the direction and magnitude of the cal-
culated southern hemisphere (summer) high-latitude cir- culated northern hemisphere (winter) high-latitude circu-
culation and contours of perturbation temperature 1K (along lation and contur% of perturbation temperature (K) along

the 1 1 (-- 300 knh) constant -pressure surface at De- the z = + I (-3(X) kin) constant- pressure sutface at De-X
cember solstice (or (t solar heating only. (h solar heating cemnbcr solstice for (a) solar heating only.. bI solar heating
plus magnetosphecric convection with a cross-tail potentval plus magnetospheric convection with a cross-tail potential
of 20 kV. irnd (c) solar heating lus magnietospheric con- of 20 MV and rce solar heating plus magnetospheric con-
vection with a cross-tail potential of6( kV. The wind speed vection with a cross-tail potential of 60 kV. The wind speed
associated %ith the maximum arrow is 110 m.'s in (al. 2(00 associated with the maximum arrow is 181 m/s in (a). 200
ms in (IN. and 38o) m's in (0i [Roble Ot al.. 19831, (Re- ni/s in lb), and 339 rn/s in ([Rohle et al.. 1981. (Re-3
printed with peniission from Pergamnon press Dol. ~'1983.1 printed wit- permission from Pergant Press Ltd. V 19813.)
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Figure 17-39. Cylindricxil equidistant protections giving~ the direct ion and magnitude aof the caculated circulation and contour-, of peruwhatiOn temperatur
(K) aloang the P , 00 im() n ciinstanr-presure su-lacc laor e1ceniher solstice laor tat soilar heating only. Nh soilar heating plus nut.
neitospherte onwecton %ith a cross-tail pot(ential of'2(1 kV. and let solar heating plus niagnetospheric convwction with a crauss-tail p-.ateiiial
(if H) kV. The wind speed amsaciai.d with the niainiun arrou is J1ll rn/ in (a). 220 rn/s in N~s and 3810 ni/s in leil Ikauie et al.. 199(31.
IReprinted with pemaission fromi Pergamon Press Ltd. 1983 1

The TGCM model has been run to simulate conditions of about 3MX m/s. The TGCM simulations used a 60 kV
encountered by the Dynamics Explorer hI)E-2) satellite. Re- potential and displaced geographic and geomagnetic poles.
suits from two on-board wind sensors I Killeen et al.. 1982-, Results for the summer and winter eases are given in Figures
Spencer et al.. 19821 were combined fto provide thermos- 17-42a and b respectively. The model data generally agree
pheric winds ailing 'the spacecraft p4-th. at an altitude of w,.ith the direction of the experimental data. However. the
about 3M11 km. These data were then c:ompared to the TGCM model wind magnitudes underestimate the measured winds.
predictions. ExperimentA' data obtained tin the four orbits Maximum model values are 400-5(X1) mis. Roble et al. 119831
over high southern latitudes. shown in Figure 17-4 I a are note that better agreement could be obtained by increasing
:onsidered representative oif summer conditions. LoAcal times the cross-tail potential and ion-drift velocities in the mag-
are between night and early morning hours. D~ata are shown nectospheric convection model, but that such a modification
in polar plots and in eubagnetic cordinates. Further de- is not warranted until the ion-drag mlomentumn source is
tails of these data are in the. paper by Roble et al. If1983 1. better deilned (fronm 1E-2'satellite plasma measurements).
This, figure shows% strong controil of' the winds by magne- Roble et al. 119931 have also examined whether a linear
tospheric convection and the characteristic two- cell con- combination of'solar-driven and high-latitude auroral-driven
vection pattern. Maximumi winds arec over the polar cap and circulation and temperature structures' reproiduce the total
Vave velocities between 5M11 and 750 tn/s. Winter (northern structure. Such a linear combination would allow high-lat-
hemisphere) polar data for three passcs are shown in Figure itude plasma-dynamic interactions with neutral gas to be
17-4 l b. Local times are during twilight and day-timet hours. analy/cd independently wkith the results superimpox-sed lin-
Magetospttcric convection :oanlrol oif the winds is cvi- earl% oIn the sal jr-driven results. This would have the ad-
denced by- their siniilarit w ith those for summer coindittins. vantages of simplifying analyses of Dynamics Explorer dataf
Niaximni speeds 'of 5(N)- Six) rn/s are found in the poar and placing more confidenice in linear perturbation model
cap. In the auroral oval, the \s inds are sunwtard with speeds approachs ito thermospheric dynamic studlies~. Their finding.
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P'icune 1"7-31). .1cridional cro,.sction, giving oi ntotir% of the cah.-ulate-! rienurtbaliion ienirwraiue 11K) Ilai and (till and nw~ridiolr.al % ind ficed (nr,,..,.

1%uise norhti\ardi i ;and (dil. respeltisvly The hoal tine of the nridional slhce is 1200II I.T. (at and (cl are the prh-irbaion ternperaltrc
and neridional wiml for the ca tof1t lar healiny I.nl., and Ib) and Idi are the plrelurhalion tepnerature and imeridional wind foir the Last
-if olar heatint plhi magnophicric cnelion \ith a cro,-Ilal p)tcntial of 60 kV IRoble Cl al.. 14831. lRepriited with permision Win
Pergainon Pre", l.id " 11W. i

\as rhiali linear superpl,,ition is accurate to within 10/ -2Or conditions and coincident geographic and geomagnetic poles
at F rcgion heights. where motion is mainly controlled by are: assumed. Winds are calculated for altitudes 120 and 240.
the ion drag niolientum source. In the lower thennosphere km from onset of the storm to 4.5 h after onsot at 20-min
the linear combination is nut a good approximation. appar- intervals. Results are shown here at t = 0, I. and 2 h to
entl\ because of the non-linear nature of energy transp,,rt indicate the complex natu;c of the time-varying response.
hN v inds and of Joule heating '\which is a function of the Longer ferm etlfls are also noted in the text. Data are again
,quare of thc difference between neutral and ion veloctties. presented as polar plots from 50'--90' niorth geographic lat-
It therefloe appears that non-linear niodels are required foi itude. Arrows representing \% inds are scaled !o 40 m/s -

Imer thertopheric Studies. latitude at 120 km and IN) m/s = 2' latitudc at 240 ki.
Thermnospheric %% ind variations as a function of time due Pre-storm conditions. t = 0. at 120 km (Figure 17-43a)

to a substormn coresponling to moderate geonagnctic ac- show a strong anti-solar flow in the evening polar cap which
tixiiN h,\c been calculated h\ Fuller-Ros\ell and Rces I!991 panially returns via a -4(0 m/s sunward flow in the morning
These results \%ere deried using the lohal thr.:c-dimnen- auroral oval. It is .artiallv deflected in the midnight region
sional. timc-depc-ident numerical modcl of Res et al. 119t0. into the westward f1*..w ,'" ihe evening auroral oval (2(XX-(X)
Fillcr-Ro(ell and Rces I 198I I estin.:ute that their input cross- LT) to evetitually rejoin th,: general anti-sunward flow. Thesc
tail folentials fOr the e\:nle gis n here rep,,sent a \ari- results are in gcneral areenent i0ti the 20 kV data of
ation in Kp from thou, onc Io abotl sis and hack to ahout Roble el al, I 19821 sho'%.\ in Ft ur. 17-2 9 a. At t, = I h
one in succk,,'t\C .;-h wlral- [qtuinoctial solar maxinurn Figutre 17-43h peak \% ind amplitude, of - 180 in/s occur.
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Fgure 17-40. Mcrid a! ort,, wction, giving conlors (f the caculat.d p'rturhatiim. icrinrurc (K) Ia and thil and mcridional \,ind spced fin,
p'sit\c norhv.ard) 1ic and (dil. r¢,cc9mi',ly. The h 'al fin ot the meridional slice is (XXX) t.T. (a) and (c) are the prturbatitn tenip.ratmue
and nridional sind tor the cas of solar healing onO;. and thi and (d) are the p-rurhation iemper.'ur and tncidional vind o the case
of solar heating plus magnetispherec conection %%ith a cross-tail potential 0" 64) LV IRohi ct al.. 19831. (Repi;:ted vith ioennision from
F..rganin Pres 1.ld. 1983.)

Other significant fcatures are polekard winds in the after- Greater wind magnitudes are observed at 240 km. The

noon sector,outh of 70'N latitude. equatorw;rd winds from anti-sunward flow over the polar cap at t = 0 (Figure
midnight to midday in th. morning r:gion south of 65°N 17-44a) is about 300 m/s (compared with 150 m/s when
latitude and a steadily increasing ,ure from Itsk todav-n, solar heating is the only source in :he thermosphere). Also.
over the polar cap. At t = 2 h (Figure.17-43c) vIoCitie, in the late evening auroral edl (1&X)-2400 LT) there is a

have fallen to about half their maximum values. Also. an significant ,unward flow which fomis a cell centered about
anii-cyclhne circulation has been established with center 720 latitude with -losure over the polar cap. South of 60'N
near 22tM0 LT and 74' latitude. There is also a contplimen- latitude the wind circu!ation is only'slightly modified by the
tary cyclonic cell centered near l(XX) LT and 74' latitude. electric field. On' hotr into the substom. (Figure 7-44h).
ThlI. cell, have velocities of 160 m/s anfl decrease very winds in the evening auroral oval and over much of the
.slowly, with time. At 4, 5 h after onset the winds ,outh of polar can exceed 3(0 n,/s. Near 15(X) LT and 730 latitude
65-N lmitude revert to e,,cntiallk pre-storm conditions in the velocity is 450 m-. Hori;,ontal winds conerge near
the afternoon and evening,. In the morning sector equator- 70'°-75' latitude and IY0 LT due to the auroral oval jets.

• . , . t' , o',.,

ward winds of 0 m/s persist. Polevsard of Y65 latitude the Vhile not evident in the linitcd data shown here, there are
anticvcIonic niehttimine and mseakercvclonic daxtime vorlices strong oscillatios due ,', 'ravity waves which have already
continue, alone w ith the connectin ! duk to dawn flo,. propagated to 50: lattide in the early moriing hours, af-
Fuller-Ro\&eli itnd Re-.-, 1'811 indicate that thc,,c vortices feeling both :nal and neridional winds. Wind magnitudes, .,'.

may perst for sceeral wore hours. in the midday region have been significantly decreaed but
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Fiue141 oa poso the measured wind vector at F-region heights along the DE-? satellite path: (a) winds on four orbits measured over the
southern magnetic Polar cap on 22-23 Oct 1981 and (b) winds measured on three orbits over the northern magnetic polar cap on 3-4 Dec
1981 IRoble et at.. 19F11. (Reprinted with permission from Pergamon Press Ltd. (D 1983.)
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Figure 17-42. Polar ploN of the calcutated wind vector at F region height% along the same l)F-2 satellite paths shoiwn in Fi)gure 17-31: (a) winds for the
same four orbits over the- southern hemisphere mntietic polar cap in Octobcr and Nh swinds for the. same. three. orbits over the northern
magnetic polar cap in December lRoble ci al... 1983. (Reprinted with permission from Pergamon Press Ltd. (~1983.)
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Figure 17-43. Polar plot oif dynami4al response of winds at 120 km to a large geomagne'ic storm at (a) t 0 h.N(It I hi.and el t 2 n. Winds

are sAoled ito 40 tn/s = 2' latitude lFuller-Rowell and Rees. 19MIt. (Reprinted %ith permission from Pergamon Press Ltd. tf 1981.)

not reversed. Wind vectors over the polar cap appear to are again observed. On the nightside (2200 LY to 0900 LT) K
cuniverge towv .;d the midnight part of the auroral oval. This strong oscillations of both meridional and zonal winds occur
is due to the pol~ward gravity wave launched by the dayside w.th latitude and longitude. Also, the dayside anti-solar
auroral oval. The high velocity ion flowk over the polar cap circulation has been stopped, or "deflected ' since the late
also prcvides mnomentum to drive surges of equatorward. morniniz winds are strongly enhanced relative to the case
winds at midlatitude. particularly between midnight aniJ for solar heating only. At t = 4 h. the model run showr
dawn. At t =2 h (Figure 17-44c) the morning circulation that the late morning circulation is still enhanced and that P
cell is tending to collapse, but the evening cell is hardly gravity wa',,,s reach mid to low latitudes. Simulations run
reduced. Polar cap winds have steadily increased'to maxi- out to 12 h after onset ihow that the wind cilLulation has
mum values greater thar 600) m/s in the -light sector between not yet returned to rnrest6rm conditions.
640-.70* latitude. Evidence of gravity wave cnaracteristics An improved version of this moixel has been developed
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Figure 17-44. Polar plot of dynnika response of winds at 2401 kmn to a large geomagnetic storm at (a) 1 0i h. (b)I t I h. and (0) t =2 h. Winds
are scaled it) I6, is = 2' latitude jFuller-Ro%%elI and Rc-,s. 19811. lRep,-inted with permission from Pergamion Press Ltd. 0C 198,1.)

[Rees et aL.. 19831. It incorpc.-ates the theoretical treatment The DE-2 wind data, denoted "KVEC', are shown for I-I;II

by Quegan et al. 119821 of the poli'r and auroral iontspherc. each orbit in Figures 17.45 and 17-46 as a fuinction of
This results in a much morc realistic electron density dis- geographic latitude. The left side of the graph shows evening
tribution at high latitudes during other than low geomagnetic data and the right side of the graph tzhows morning data for
conditions since ionization enhancements due to magnetos- the October data. (Figure 17-45) while the reverse ccc, urs
pheric phenomena a-:~ reflected. This ..econd dynamical model for the December data (Figure 17-46). Model data for quiet
and the earlier version IRees et al.. 19801 have been com- geomagnetic conditions (labeled *'CHIU") and moderately
pared to the same DE-2 0,-t 81 and Dec 81 data showi* 7n disturbed conditio-s (labeled "SHEFFIELD") are shown re-
Figure 17-41. Only a brief description of the extreneiy spectively above and below the experimen~tal data for each
Comprehensive analyses given by Rees et al. 119831 is pre- orbit. The -SHFFFHEL1Y' results are from the new dynam-
sented below. ical model usin1g variable electron densities. The following
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Figure 17-45. Comparison ,elween eaci individual southern (Oct 1981 ) polar pass (marked KVEC orbit No.) and the corresponding polar slices from
two theoretical global (three-dimensional time-dependent) model simulations al 320 ki. Chiu-Quiet geomagnetic conditions. Sheffield-.

* Moderately-disturbed goomagnetic conditions Scale: 100 latitude 667 m s [Rees et al., 19F31. (Reprinted with permission from Pergamon
* Press Lid. 1993 1
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wind features were identified for each polar pass: (a) a region 'related to locations of auroral oval boundaries. There is a
of strong antisunward flow over the geomatnetic polar cap modulation of about 45' in the geographic location of these
with considerable variability within an orbit and from orbit boundaries as a function of Universal Time. Results of a
to orbit, (b) sunward winds (or strongly reduced antisunward simulated polar electric field enhanced to 130 kV, corre-
winds) in the dawn and dusk auroral ovals. (c) antisunward sponding to a Kp value between -5 and 7, are given in
winds below the latitude of the auroral oval, as expected Figure 17-49. The predicted winds have been compared to
from a solar-driven source, and (d) highly variable high those obtained during the disturbed Dec 81 period. At au-
latitude winds with only a general correlation of velocity roral oval latitudes the predicted vinds exceed the measured
with geomagnetic activity, data, but in the polar cap the maximum DE-2 winds (orbit

The wind velocities in the different flow regimes and 1813) are greater than the model values. The figure illus-
their dependence on Universal Time and geomagnetic events trates that during very disturbed periods the wind patterns
were studied further. The relation between ion drifts and and magnitudes accommodate to the expansion of the au-
neutral velocities showed that wind velocities are 30%-,60% roral oval and the increasing ion convection. Future studies
of ion velocities in the aftemoon/evening auroral oval, greater are planned to examine these affects and-to attempt to dis-
than ion velocities over the polar cap. and not well correlated tinguish between effects of high latitude momentum and
with ion velocities in the dawn/morning auroral oval. More heating (Joule and particle heating) processes.
detailed studies of the relationship between ion convection
and neutral winds arc planned using simultaneous electric
field and iondrift data from DE-2. The UT variations in ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

. neutral winds as calculated from the moderate activity model
for the local time planes of the Oct 81 and Dec 81 data are The critical comments of R. G. Roble, National Center
given in Figures 17-47 and 17-48 respectively. These plots for Atmospheric Researeh, Capt. D. V. Ridge, AFGL, and
are necessary to explain many features of the wind data J. M. Forbes, Boston University. are greatly appreciated.
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Chapter 18

OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES
OF THE ATMOSPHERE
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This chapter deals with'the absorption. scattering. imis- 10%. harl% Standard Atn phen: Modlsl represented mean
%in and refractive proprtks, (if the natural atmiosphere from condition% of temperature. density, and pressure a% a iunc-

the ultraviolet throug'h the nfucroiimave rejion. Nonlinear tion of altitude. D~uring! the 1950% and 19N extension% and
propageationt processes such as thermal hkinngt are not supiemental atmospheres %%ere derived that describe in ad
covered. dition, the seasonal and latitudinal % ariahilitio of atmospheric%

The natural atmosphere includes the range 4)1 those a%- structure (%cc Chapter% 14 and 15).
erage condition% which are not directly affected h% limited For the purpose of moidelifig the optical properties of 6

local processes or sources, such a% gases or particulates tf'im the atmosphecre. sroecificallyN as describied in Section% 1(4.1
a fire or industrial plant. a dust cloud from vehicular traffic tFASCOIW) and 19.4.2 LOWTRANi. the 1962 U.S. Stan-
etc. The natural atmosphere does include the effect% tot mol- dard Atmlosphere and --erplemental model atmitospheres %% er
ecuiles. aerosol thaj'et particles, clouds, togs , rain, and snoa%. used as niodcls. Although. updtated Standard Ati
The vertical extent of the atmosphere is froim th-.: surface spheres, have K-en publishedas recentl% as 1976. dilkfrrenc.
up i10 11 km altitude A brief discussion is included uin the are limited ito altitudes atine 501 kn %%hcre the adopted
earths surface reflectance properties since they alsoi affect radiance models %%ere not wmell charactei/ed.
the atmospheric optical propertiescesr. tetmperature. 'isater vapoxr densit%. and o/on.

The chapter includes, descriptions of the basic phvsical densiti, profiles as a function of altitude Jre provided tot
rclationships of optical propagation as, Aiell as the current describe these molecular attmospheric models These pro-
%tate of exprimental knoss ledge and modeling of tb.: at- files. taken fronm~i~acc et al. 1 19721. correspond Io
mospheric propagation medium An extensive :nnctated the V A, ~ Nimad.l1fi,/i 9h2 arid five supplemen-
bihliograph% cosering much (if the material oft this chapter tar% iidcl ok el al. . W6 or! V. Stardcard -1ntimphe're
%%a% compiled by Wiscombe 1191(31 in Rc ieAss of (ico- Sut'p/cmwt 1966: Troipical t 15 N). %Midlaitadc Summer
phys.ics and Spac Physics- W4 N .. ti 1. MdaiieWnc N. Jantaant. Subarcti

Stmmewr (60 N. Jtul. 1. anid Subarctic Winter (NI N, Janu-
an 1, Fhese protlife' aic identical to the ones, used in the

18.1 ATMOSPHERIC G;ASES LI)WIU&AN tciklc IKnci/% s eltal. . 'JXtP 1the aitatcr N Irxl
and o/o ne latitude pto if c'added to ithe I1H tb S StandardI
Atmusphere h% lta chc c al. 1191721 %%ere ohtaine I

18.1.1 Atmospheric Molecules, Models from Stsscn\' inc,:t atI195ad crnadBoenIl l
of the Atmospheric Compiitiern repeuic~.and Llrresp nut ito mean antial \a lies Melb

as ater a ats r deiiesw tar the I 1%2 1'.S Stanidard .Vmu
The pri pag at ii n it ptiwaland intired rail t i throi in % phcrc co rres pi'nit' 14 re tat i a humlidtities iif .ipri is tiaict

the atmo spt cre depenids ' othe i iomp)ino n and %ariahdffit 51 V ' it ir a 4 tit 1,1, it sp 6 It 1111, n11. l% hereas t he tecl i kie hum i011t
ifl the at iiisphcre S\ stemat ica riat tins in the' dt~cisti \attic' fori the o thcr supcetwtr\ im te Is tend iti,te rca
pYress nrc- templerature. \a ier kap- i. a nil i/onc as a functioi n afith 1, ttide t1111111 alprita iiatcl St I at sea Ic~c cio IN

o f tat itunil and scasimi ha c hcen k ntviaan Iv .!i i\ \n yars priiimw1tcI\ 10', Ai WO ii altitude. A\K,\e 12 kin. the c i

*v th ~el lilen: t t miie I*t tisphe rc, goe h' ack i, the a.p r -tenii t\ pri ik- i ['I ted here baa\ c een rcp.ctf h\
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more recent meas.urements. I Rem'.herg et al.. 19841, and are S

modvel atmos.phere%.. the ga'.a (C0, N,0. (C0. Cl-lt. N,.
and 0, are cons.idered uniformly ixed. With tiiing ratios 2
of 33oI. 0.28. 0.075. 1.6. 7,'X5 x l0it. and 2.09~5 X l0"
ppmv. resprectively.

The temperatture protile% tor the s.ix model atmos'pheres.
as. a tuncition oif altitude ar '.ho'.'.n in Fiieure 19-1. The
pme'..urv profile'. are given in Fieure 19-2. Figures. 19-3 a'.
and h %.hit% Ihe iater '.apor dcn'.it% vers.us altitude front )
to 100) km. and an expanded profile from 0 it) 30 km. Figure%.

... us ,a o i

*S 420 gg'DO ENSITY t(CM M-3)

Figure It.1 ( al Witter '.apaw den~at% prtik-' vi, atttude ftw the t'mnt~eI

ibi Wtier %a;%w denm% pnritae is, attitude For the %oil itioet
so-b ipriere -Aiih the rgtlan froim 0ito, 10 kni o'pandrd

18-4 a and h andi Figure% 19-5 a andi h %how s.imilar profile%.
30- for ofonec and retilti~e atr tletit .

Mcasut-enent. made fromi balloon Ifiliht' .!Murcrav et
al . 1%81 haile '.htw'n thce 'istence of nitric acid tn thte
earth*% atmospherv. Alfth..h nitric acid iIINO, I i' oforoak
maita iiairance in att itspherrk traninuttwtnce calculation.

* ~ ~ *..~.. .. ~.. ...... ~ it ha% leen shoin nt to a stL'nitiint *.outcc of %tratl'%pheric
,r3entts'on. rpttmcidarI in th tttIhr.- no.r~ta

~PE5.AE~8'fromv 10 tw 12 gint 1 le csncnitation At atttosphctri

FI:eUrC IN2 Pres1ur,- Jsitatude tI'l th, *,'. rmak-t Asuin.'pt.-. acid l.aric% '.t oh ilitttde anti also ipyivar to depenrd oin
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE1
t~ture 18-3a and h are nlow known to be too high. The mo:J,:

atmospheres can still be considered representative of their e.p
respective ccrnditions uip to ab~out 50 km for temperature,

go-- 30 km for oz!one densities, and the tropopause (approxi-
mately from 8 km in thc article to 15 km in the tropics) for

70--p water vapor. These models are still used for cases dominated
-.... Its

O-

TROP

-MW

so--

'.A.

2D--

(a) f-3 -

30-

5..

UNIFORMLY MIXED GAC4ES

~~O... (-MS

* OZONE DENS~r YiGI',-3I

Figr 194- Oat itt,. denmif prilohks v% altitudec f~w the vtt iumdr

Ohl 07%viidrrit, prohlcs ,% altieIm tt:sicw
Jfnthcr~%v. &thi the repmw I'mom 10 u) -30k epn

latitude and we,.ln. Fig~ure 19-6 shov'. the- \olurnc mixing X--. - -------- *-----'

ritio profile~of atmoisphceric nItriC aer'l as ai functino I- --

titude from the trfea'ureme.nts of Es an%. et al . I t4751 Tho'. UNIFORMLY MIXED GASES
profile ha'. Nen chivs'en to% represunt a Irwin nitric acid protile (Ii'.
for the six, modxel atm4N'phero".: .~us ir jP-ti .,ri% t hyr~,y:,rJn.t.

Since all of the .osc profile'. %ere c'tntircted, kr'o'A tot 1h, six.mdl.tm.hr' h~Jist ' the urnit.'rmlI%

edge oif the %ltate o& the atmo'.phcere has increas.ed This i t'. ea,' is prA1%4 timwiJ to this tlu.ntit% P. :l1t' ml'

r'inicoulat-h true ree'ardine the '.traito'.phcre and the conten- an 1. 21 K
traionofminr on'tiuent, Fq.r c~ampke. stratos.pherc rric . PI ~ ~r~~tJrn~~ l~wtraio o iinr onfi ;w he -. sn.I -00 -- o- uh ilw rcgi,,w~ to 341 lin

satcr %japor conc-entrtion% for the six profile'. igt'.n in I-it:. c'paznde
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CHAPTER 18
40 18.1.2 Molecular Absorption and

Spectroscopic Parameters

I.1.2.1 The Role of Molecular Absorption. Molecalar

by the niechanisni of molecules absorbing quanta of energy

E 4 and arion. abstorption in the infrared regon is dominate-1

4 byspeieswit %cy lo cocenratonshutvery active
vifiration-rotation hand% such as water vapor. cartondiox- I
ide. o/one, and nitrous oxide. Other active species also play /I , an important role depending oi. the region of the electro-

I magnetic specornim being investigated or the laver of the
atmosphere beinit probedl.

In order to calculate trar.smittane due to a given spctral

iwl~dG coeficient a% a fun(. lion of freqtiencv for each line, Assiim-
VOLLK MDNG Rrl0irg superpiosifion of the contribution from individual spec-

tral transitions, the absorption coefficient k(i') as a~ function
Figuir I h Vo'.unt mixing ratio. pnitik for notrnc 4d " tiuevr" o aeum rv(t I) can he considered in geea to he

th ic .,s..renteni, of Fsans et at 11975jr This singrle rinotite ofw enm r (n.gnra
isusci A ~'ilt of the %.I% nuxwkt1 im...ptkrvs a product of' the radiation field. the molecular system. and

the coupling between thtcm. This can bec expressed IClough "

h% condi "ins in the troposphere. For cases dominated by eta. 9lfs
straitospheric conditions or %%here thie distribution of minor
constituents is stuniticaiit. mnodelers should supply iteir owkn kt) v tanhhcv'2kl*t

prfies x, p(m,) StJ) Iftv. tp,) + A P. - Y,)l.(8l
There are several rekent sources #for profiles of temper-

aturt and mninor constituent densits . [he U.S. .Sanlarul
Armphrife'r /976 uptfites the 1962 S taotlard for temperature
aNisec it; k in itnd proN idles re' ised estimates tor the surface iihere k~tmlc/ )i the density for the molecular

coiientriion ofhat wkas tecmcd pres iousls the '*urn- species in, with trans.ition wavenumber v, responsible for

Itirn)I nused vases" he new. %alues for the volumie iine the ith transition. S(T) Onoleeknirt is the intensity of

ratios 'If Nf 0.N . ('(1 and ('11, are 33(). 4)27. f0. 19) and ,the !ran%"tio6 at temperature TtK) appropriate to the lineV
1,501 ppms% Actuall\ the concentrations of these gases do %hape tti v. v, 41i !en; '). For miost molecular spvcies. the lire
.hom, significant \ariations front these %aues. parilcularls intensit\ is a function of the. expectation v~lu( of aii ex-

\k ith altitude in the mtrtosphere (Cole and Kantor II 97XI paiision of the electric dipole moment. For men species. z
pros\ tdc sets of mnor'tht ineall lewlicratture profiles up t M for example nitrogen and ox~gen lRothman and Go~ldman.

ri .ii I i inte r\; 11 het,.%ee n t he equa; tor a nd t he 1% 1le. Alot n L 19911 . :h much wecaker clectr: quadrurxile and inagnetic
mitl statistiks on The \at;hrit% of these profiles. the% alsoi dipole mnoments are the niteans h\ which the quantinm states

prk'% itte ni-skkl thait p 'ora\ tonittudinl % ariattions in inomthlvi %:hai In termsv of' intens it\ definition usedl in lte Al il.
mecan %aloes .of tvi.'.tpettire durin-g \\ inter months and the line compilations. S,01). discussed in the next section. "e

%erTWIca \ariation that occ-urs durrniL stratospheric wartninl h-.!e the relationship

and * itn cxcnfor in the% usI iter arctic and u ~hark tic I lotn h-
totin!t110-71 pro\' idc es sja,,v'af pro ic eempertnles at If0 N, SiI'l v', tanh the i' 2kT) f (fT

-it) N ind '71 \ tip to ff15 kmn plus the oriial references I e ' i-. tIX2

I-ori profiles -i the miino.r consituett iflchu~iitiL 4ione'I4~ *-z ,i
and 'oat "per %as iir %aiN tr, \l\l I I (S'21 pro\ 'ides an

tip t atkx' 'Uk, 1ostr : ak C'. r 21'IkhTeln hape function tti'. i'.Isdependent on molecular

of !I ploli 1 fl..i !r'on 'his si'ire.' phi, ofine imore recent spu~cies.. broatleninge densit and ternneraitr- For co~lisional

111W1e'lkiiciit ii.0k e 'ccl "'i1 'ii1cd .ts atiwiat !11~:',s l ii-, it Wpact iOnw. the form factor is iv~sen by

ky steps in Sii-ith ft l-iQ the Lorent/ line shape
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

f iT+ = v I ,ct vibration-rotation lines of naturally occurring molecules ofitr (V - v,)2 + (ca-" (1.3 significance in the terrestrial atmosphere. Since that tirme 5q:,

where a, (cm-') is the collision broadened halfwidth at half these data have been expanded in terms of the frequency
maximum (HWHM). The monochromatic transmittance covered, addition of trace species. and inclusion of weaker
through a layer of homogeneous medium of thickness t is transitions IRothman. 1981: Rothman et al., 1981. 1983a.b].
obtained by the Lambert-Beers' law Historically. these data have been dividd into two atlases.

a Main Compilation comprising transitions of the most ac-
r,. = e (18.4) tive terrestrial absorbers H0. CO,. O . N2O. CO. CH4,

and 02. and a Trace Gas Compilation. The species presently
where the exponent is called the optical thickness. covered by these data bases are summarized in Table 18- 1.

The line intensity is temperature dependent through the The isotopes are abbreviated by the code 161 H,"0.
Boltzmann factor and the intzmal partition funciion 162 w HD 'O. etc. The first seven species (incorporated in

the Main Atlas) include all transitions contributing to at
e- FAr least -10% absorption over a maximum atmospherK, path.

(T) = d.0 e - hT) (18.5) This has been determined from standard atmospheric models
Q(T)

where OfT) is the internal partition sum, E, (cm-' the en- of the uriformly mixed gases and the two nonuniformly

ergy of the lowerstate of the transition. and d, is the transition mixed gases, water vapor and ozone. The standard tem-
strength. The collisional halfwidth depends on the specific perature chosn was 296 k. The gass in the Trace Gas
molecule and can be expressed in terms of density and Compilation were made available for a variety of problems
temperature a. . including stratospheric probing. pollution monitoring. tem- ..

perature profile retrieval, and laboratory studies. The Main

'P.T IT X Atlas covers the frequency range 0 to 20 000 cm - '. The low , .' :'
S(p.T) = ' f -j-J (8.6) frequency or millimeter and submillimettr limit represents

primarily pure rotational transitions while the high fre-
(the exponent XT is 1/2 with the usual classical theory as- quency.dmain represents for the mos, part excited vra- * .
sumption of temperature-independent collision diameters, tion-rotation transitions of water vapor. The Trace Gas Coin- :. -.
The ratio of partition sums does not require the knowledge pilatiol covers the 'range 0 to 10 000 cm '. In addition to
of any further parameter: aside from the fundamental fre- the four basic parameters. there are included fIm each tran-
quencies of the vibrational modes. Thus. at !cast for local sition the unique quantum identification, the molecule and
thermovynamic equilibrium conditions, calculations of mo- isotope. and a reference code;
iecular absorption (transmission and emission) at high res- The goal of generating these pai-ameters has been to
oiution basically require the knowledge of four essential create a theoretically %elf-consistent set. Ideally. the per-
parameters I the resonant frequency of the transition v. formance of quantum mechanical calculations from the de- -. 4.
12) the intensity per absorbing molecul: S,t",). (3) the Lor- velopment of mathematical models of the molecular system
entz line wid'h paiameter a'. and (4) the energy of the lo*er would provide the necess.,v parameters. This has been sat-
state E,. The question of line shap.will be discused :n isfactorily accomplished in many cases. the hydrogen hal-
more detail in Section 18.4.1. The effects of molecular ides being a prime example. In cases involving complc."
(Rayleigh) scattering and of aerosol scattering and absorp- resonances or anomalous behavior. theory has lagged behind
tior will be discussed in Sections 18.1.4 and 18.2.1.5. experiment and it has been necessary to utili/c available.

Observed parameters. The latter method does not directly "
allow for 'nterpoltating th, unobserved or %eaker transitions

19.!.2.2 The Atmospheric Absorption Line Parametek that might play a role in long path or high temperature
Compilation. From the preceding discussion it can be ober-:ition,. Ne.ertheles. a fair amount of success has t'-
scn that a compilation of spe-trowcopic data on individual been achieved deriving the tabulated parameters t,,. S,. a,. .
mnoeaj~ar transitions would facilitate the so-called line-by- E, and their uniqte quantuni identification. % ithin the frame-
line .alculations of spectra. These high resolution calcula- work of general theories of molecular spectrocopy applied
tion. . thak is. calculations capable of reproKlucing spectra to experimental observations. De-tails of the basic theory.
obtained by such instruments as Michelmin interierometers. specific data, and treatment of exceptional cases car be *. .,,

tinable diode laser%., and heterotyne spectrometers have found in references contaitied in the article% on the ct m-
been devcoped along with the advance. in computer tech- pilations IRothman. 1981: Rothman et al. 1l98l: 1983a.

,,logy. In the !W , a program was initiated at the Air 1983bh. A'. of this .writiag. the compilation', representing - ,-:
Fo.'ce C(ambridee Research Laboratorie Ino% AFGI i to the culmination of international elfoits in mclceular spec-
cr--ae such a compilation and the ass.ociated code% to pro- troscopy. c.,.,tain about a third of a million trnsitions. The
ducc ,vnthetic spectra IMcClatchy et al.. 19731 rhe ".vov maintenance. updating , and improvement 4), these datl is
originiall. timed at prosiding a complete set of data for al ongoing.

18-5 "°+'°+.



CHAPTER 18

'rable 18-I1 Moleculir species on atnmospheric absorption line parameter atlases. A
Relative Relative S

Natural Natural

Molecule lsomope Abundance Molecule Isotope Abundance

H.O (1) 161 0.9973 HNO, (12) v4a.99

181 0.0020
171 0.0004 OH (13) 61 0.9975

162 0.0003 81 0.0020%
62 0.00015

CO2 (2) 626 0.9842
636 0.0111 HF (14) 19 0.99985

628 0.00-40 4 j
627 0.0008 HCI (15) I10.57

638 0.00044 17 0.2423 $
61/ 0.000009
828 0.000004 HBr (16) 19 0.5068

728 0.000002 11 0.4930

O0,(3) 666 0.9928 HI (17) 17 0.99985
668 0.0040

686 0.0020 CIO (18) 56 0.7559.
76 0.2417-.

456 0.0036 OCS (19) 622 .0.937

546 0.0036 624 0.0416

448 0.0020 .632 0.0165

447 0.0004 822 0.0019

CO (5) 26 0.9E65 HCO (20) 126 0.9862

36 0.011 136 0.0111

28 0.0020 128 0.0020

270.0004 .

HOI (21) 165 0.7558 %%A

CH46W 211 0.9883, 167 0. 2417

311 0.0111 1
212 0.00059 N, (22, 44 0.9928

0, (7) 66 0.9952 HCN (23) 124 0.9852 .

68 0.0040
67 0.0008 CHICI (24) 215 0.7490

217 0.2395

NO 8) 46 0994
HO~ (25) 1661 0.9949

ISq (9) 626 0.9454

646 0.0420 C 2 (26) 1221 0.9776

NO, (10) 646 0.9916 CzH,, (27) 1221 0.977014*N

1)l~l 4111 0.9960 PH, 28) lilt 0.99955 0

5111 0.0036 '

18-6 .A



OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF TE. ATMOSPHERE k
18.1.3 Index of Refraction Table 18-2. Refractive modulus of dry air atI atmosphere and 288 K.

The theory of molecular optics I Born and Wolf. 1975) aeegh Wvnme1 ~l) O
(i.Lm) (cm--) N (m1 10

derives the index of reffraction for gases from the scattering - - --- 43 300
properties of molecules (Lorentz-Lorenz. formula). In the 0.25 4.00 x 10-' 308.5

atmosphere the inc'ex of refraction m is very closz to I o0.30 3.33 x 104 291.6
that it is convenient to define the refractive modulus N as0.020 287

N (n- ) 06 (87).0.50 2.00 x 104 279.0
N 0.(r.)0.75 1.33 x I0W 275.4

1.0 10000 274.2
N is a function o" both wavelength and density and is dif- 2.0 500 272.9
ferent for dry air and water vapor. For optical wavelengths 4020 7.
greater than 0.23 ltm and for infrared wavelengths, N for1000027.
atmospheric conditions is given by the following formula J_______ _______________

from Edlen 119661:.

particles of any size. If the size of a particle is very small
aN + a a P MT, + 15,.0) compar-'1 to the wavelength of the incident light, certain ,"%

Ilvb2 I- (vb2) P,, T simplif 'ng conditions exist that also si mp i fy the theoretical '~ .0

descrip.ion of the scattering process. This type of scattering .(v/c,)' p,~,, f light, which causes the blue sky light, was first described ,.

- - p (18.8 by Lord Raiyleigh in 1871 [McCartn~ey. 19761..1 The'total volumetric scanc.-in'g coefficient k, X for mol-
ecules is defined by

where P is the total air pressure in mb. T is the temperaturedl,=-I k )dx(89
in K. P,, = 10 13.25 mb. T,, = 273.15, P. is the partial
pressure of water vapor in nmb, and v =, 10% is the fre-
quency in cm' t he wavelengti. x\ in micrometers.wih .

a,, =83.42 241'm2l
k~X= T l l(18.10) v

a, =185.08

a2 = 4.11 i

b,= 1.140 x l0W where mn is the refractive index of the gas (such as air), N'
the concentration of molecules per unit volume, IX the in- . --

= 6.4)< 0-'tensity at wavelength X, and dx the path element. This

l = 43.49 expression is often simplified by taking advantage of the
refractive index of air being nearly 1, and writing Equation

c= 1. 70 x 104 (i8.10)as.

The formula is valid from 0.23 t~m to the infrared. 'For Q ) 8r M 12, (18. 1ia)
millimeter and microwaves, the refractive modulus is much ~3'
more complicated and includes a strong dependence on water
vapor density. For reference. Table 18-2 lists the index of or
refraction for dry air at I atmosphere and 288 K for various
waveleng~hs. 37(Y" IT 3 1)2. (18.11 b)

3N' 1,\

18.1.4 Molecular Rayleigh Scattering Fo.r standard temperature and pressure, using Equation
(18.1 Ia) introduces an error on the order of 0.04%k in the

When air molecules are subjected to an oscillating eec- visible and using, Equation t. 11 I) introduces an error of
tric field %uch as in a light wive. the molecule tempotarily about 0.0251-4. Since air molecules are not completely iso-
ahsorb-. and immediatelv re-eni~rs this radiation as a point tropic. a small correction factor for anistoropy Isee. for
st urce. This process is knowkn as scattering. It occurs on example. Chandrasekhar. 1950 Kerker. 19)691 must be ap-

18-7
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CHAPTER 18U
Table 18-3. Depolarization factor .1 of atmospheric gases for incident unpolarized light (Young. 19801.

Gas Rowell et al. 119711 Alms et al. 119751 Baas and van den Hout (19791 Young 119801

N2  0.0214 and 0.0242 0.0210 ± 0.0004 0.0200 ± 0.006
0 0.0566 and 0.0587 - 0.0580 ± 0.002DryC"Ai 0.073 apd ..0.075 0.0797 0 .0010 0.077 ±- 0.002 0 7 / .-,

Dry Air -0.0279 ' :V

plied to the molecular scattering in Equations (18.10) or pressure). Valies of a, Equation (18.13)] and k, [Equation
118. II). With this correction. Equation (18.10) becomes (18.12)A are presented in Table 18-4 for wavelengths be-

tween 0 75 and 4 0 Rtm. The largest uncertainty in the
24"r 3" I m2 -\ + 3A tabulated values is due to the uncertainty in the values of

kj = -N ,n 2 6 7' (18.12) the depolarization factor A used. Young 119801 indicates ank,(,\ 24  k +2 error of a "few percent" in his value of A for air (Table 18-

3). This corresponds to an uncertainty of ±0. 1 ti, 0:2% in
'where the depolarization A is the ratio of the two polarized or,(X) or WkX).
intensities i_/i1 at . 90 scattering angle (see Section, 18.211.5). The angular distribution of the light scattered by at-
Table 18-3 gives depolarization -'alues for atmospheric gases mospheric 'm.olecules is given by the Rayleigh scatteritig
(Young, 19801. It is often convenient to use the scattering phase function:
cross section per molecule

m ()= 3 2 [ A)c &C ]S
k 24"r (  - 1 6 + 3A 161r-(2 + )(!+ A) +,(1 -

o (i) =. N' =N'2X4 / m + 2) 6- 7A (18.13) (18.14a)

which has the advantage over the scattering coefficient in Neglecting the correction for depolarization, this simplifies
that it is independent of air density (or temperature and to

Table 18-4. Rayleigh scattering cross section o() and Rayleigh scattering coefficient k(X).

Wavelength o'Asa) k,(,)
(aLm) (cm 2/molec.) (fort = 273.15 F and p = !013.25mb)

0.25 1.243E-25 3.339E-I
0.30 5.605E-26 1. 506E- I
0.35 2.913E-26 7.829E-2
0.40 1.668E-26 4.482E-2
0.45 1.025E-26 2.754E-2
0.50 6.650E-27 1.787E-2
0.55 4.505E-27 1.211E-2.
0.60 3.161E-27 8.496E-3
0.65 2.294E-27 6.139E-3
0.70 1.692E-27 4.547E-3
0.80 9.864E-28 2.651E-3
0.90 6.135E-28 1 .649E-3
1.0 4.014E-28 1.079E-3
1.2 1.929E-28 5.184E-4
1.4 i .039E-28 2.793E-4
1.6 6.083E-29 1.635E-4
1.8 3.794E-29 1.020E-4
2.0 2.488E-29 6.695E-5
2.5 1.018E-29 2.736E-5
30 4.906E-30 1.318E-5
4.0 1.552E-30 4.169E-6
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P(e) I L + voS 2 6] (1 8. 14b) Hf(H Wl ;(W( OTC~j %RI

which is often used for the Rayleigh phas- function. The
phase function gives the probability distribution for the scat- 10t
tered light, so that P(8) dfl is the fractiuin of the scattered -. _0__

radiation that enters a solid angle df) abou' the scattering 60 ZON CF St101 Y Sfill ING
COWK ICU,angle 0. 1L 40F

30 { AfROSFStt OF Vf-CCA', -P.L
20 JUG [AYE6 LOP ,1---

18.2 AEROSOLS, CLOUD, AND .--

PRECIPITATION PARTICLES PC. 51iRAIREO.I TLJSAj

Propagation of electromagnetic radiation through the at- 6------------------------- ~%
mosphere at optical/infrared frequencies is affected by ab- 0 XPON(I DECREASE ~
sorptior and scattering from air molecules and particulate4- WIHIGTO

matter (haze. dust. fog. and cloud droplets) suspended in 3 fO0 CONCENTRLATIONl

the air. Scattering and absorption by haze particles or aer- 2 FOC

osols becomes the dominant factor in the boundary layer W IATER VAOR CONTNT OF AFIOSPH(RF0 CHAP'tFF%4F rT SURFACE

near the earth's surface, especially in the visible, and under __________________

low visibility conditions at all wavelengths. AtmosphericFiue17.Cactrsmo mgprcarsl.
aerosol particles in the atmosphere vary greatly in their iue8-.hrcerscsfatopecarol.

concentration, size. and composition, and consequently in . *.-

thet ffetson ptcalan inraed adatin.and agglomeration; this component is called the accumnu- 2
lation modle. The second mode is made upo agrpricles ., '5'

18.2.1 Aerosols, Geographic, Iapproximately I gm diamcter and larger which aore produced
and Temporal Variations by mechanical processes such Ps resuspension from so;l or ~ "

sea spray, this component is called the coarse particle mode.
18.2.1.1 Composition, Sources and' Sinks, Refractive
Index, Particle Shapes. Figure 18-7 summarizes the gen- Table 18-5. Estimates of particles smaller thdn 20 tiLm raodius emitted into -

eral cl'aracteristics of atmospheric aerosols. Aerosols in the or formed in the aimcsphere t 16 metric tons/year) [SMIC, -

boundary layer of 1-2 km have the greatest variability. I7l
These aerosols consist of a variety of nati-ral and manmade Natuil A
chemical compounds, inorganic as well as organic. Parti.-les - Soil and rock debris* 100-500
are transported into the atmospitere from the ir sources at or Forest fires and slash-burning debris* 3-150

-near the surface. or they may be formed in the atmosphere Sasl 0
by chemical reactions from gaseous com~ponents, often with Volcantc debris 25-150
the ;nfiuence of solar radiation throuagh photochemical pro- Patcefomdrmgsouemson:,
cesses. Since more than two-thirds of the earth's surface is Sulfate from HIS 130-200
coverc d by oceans,.the maritime aerosol component. which Amnu at rmN,8-7
consists largely of sea salt particles frori the sea water., Nitrate from NO, 60-4301
forms the most uniquely identifiable aerosol. Over land areas. Hydtocarbons frorm plant exudations 75-200j
soil particles and dust are an importan' component. Organic -

parft les fromr veet..:rok. sources are also an impo~rtant aer- Subtotal 773-2200
osol component. Table 18-'C gives a ',reakdown of the globat a-md
atmospheric aerosol composition I SMIIC. 1~7 Q 10-.

In the tropo)Sphere above the boundary layer the distri- Prils(ieteisos
bution and composition of aeros Il particles becomes less Prilsfre rmgsoseisos
dependent on the geography and ont the variahility of sources -Su~fi~te from SO, 130-200 ~
near ?he *;urface Experimental Jata lWhitbv arnd Cantrell.,irt rmNO 03 ~ 5'

1976 and Whitby. 19731 point toward an aerosol which is Hdoabn 59
composed of severaf'modes, eac h having a different orih'in Suttl185-415 n
and history. The most clearlx' identifiable two components
are ',ubmicron size particle,, formed fror, gaseous compo- Ttl9821
nents and are still going through processes of coagulation Ilncludes unknown amnants of indirc~t imnade contributions.

18-9
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CHAPTER 18

M'e the stratospheric regior from 10-34) km. measure- 18.2.1.2 Size Distributions. Over the past 20 to .30 years.
men' hae khtmn a hackground aerosol that has a rather much emphasis has been put on measurements of the aerosol
uniform global distribution. This acrokol is considered to particle size distribution, realizing that natural aerosols were
be niisl c.'ercd of sulfate particle-. formed by photo- far from being monodisperse. Junge 119631 suggested that
chemical re;'tkmn. The ,tr-,tospherc aerosol background most aerosol size distributions over the radius r-nee from
can oixawionalls he in.'rea,,cd hy factors of 100 or mzre due 0. 1 to 10 tim. and even larger sizes, could be destibed by
ki the injectiom of dust and SO, from massive volcanic an inverse power law dN/d log r = cr - ' with c being a
crui ,. Once these ,olcanic particles aml gasrs have been constant and -y being between 2 and 4. This means that the
in*ected into the %tratophere they are spread out over large number of aerosol particles decreases rapidly with increas-
porti ms of the glohb by the stratlonheric circulation. While ing particle size. It has already been mentioned that more
the dust particle may settle out within a few months, the detailed measurements point towards a multimodal distri-
SO. is convened to sulfuric acid through photo-chemical bution. This becomes especiaily noticeable if the distriou-
retkmios. This enha-ed layer of approximately 75rA sul- (ion is presented as particle volume distribution dr/dr rather
f• -ic acid dn!!ts may remain for one to two years. For a than dN/dr. One can assume that these size distributions are
comrplte re,,|t of the stratospheric aero-ols see Turco et the result of a, dynamic equilibrium b,'tween the various
al 11"21. processes which act on the aerosol population. However the

Onl a ver %m'.all portion of the tota, aerosol content interaction of these various processes is complex and no
of the atmosphcre exits aht,% 34) km. However. when the general theory for aerosol formation processes exists at this
effec o(the koer atmosphere ar" small. .'uch as in satellite time.
obrations of the limb of the earth's atmosphere or de-

% termining the oitne distmibtion by inverting measurements 18.2.1.3 Vertical ProfiLs. The change in aerosol prop-
' of ascks.e-atied ultraviolet from the atmosphere. the effect! e,'tis and distribution with altitude is very closely tied to

of the aerosol' in the upper at;,nopi; . :an be significant. the vertical structure of the atmosphere, and in the tropo-
" New kirk and Eddy I 1 W41 .id later Rosen 119691 con- sp.rre especially to the "weathef processes. In general the

. luded that the major component of th 'normal upper at- number of aerosol particles decreases much more rapidly
osispherc aerosols is me.-or c dus. M,teoric or cometary with altitude then the molecular air density. howevcr. wide
dust also' form layers o-catrnally tobserved in the upp.er variations in the vertical profile do occur. Within the bound-
atmosphere The oplical effects of small particles are de- ary layer of the atmosphere. aerosol vertical mixing is strongly
t-r.mined largely h their refractive indcx influenced by the temperature profile.

%c-nvol samples froi all over the world have hcen col-
leted and anal% ted for their optical :rd infrared refractive 18.2.1.4 Models of the Aerosol Properties. There are
" ndes pirtnpet%. Based om such meaurcmnts, the aerosol many scientific and technical reasons why it is necessary to
" rural. onm urtin areas can he as umed to be composed develop models for atmospheric aerosol and cloud pdnicles.
of a mixture of water soluhle suh,,ta.'cs tammonium and They are needed to make estimates of the transmittance.
cakium sulfates and organic compoundsi and dust-like aci angular light scattering distribution. contrast reduction, sky
vs% fVol,. 1972 a. h In urban areas the rural aerosol radiance, or ither atmosphcric optical properties or effects
g. gts im ditied hL the additior of aerosols, from combustion (see Section 18.4).
promct and industrial ources. The is no experimental Models for the optical properties of aerosols have been
ekidt-nce for an,. sstematic chance in 3ero ol refractive developed at AFGL and elsewhere. lEltermaio. 1964. 1968.
"i, as a functiom of altitude through the troposphere. The 1970; Ivlev. 1967: Deirmendjian. 1964. 1969- MeClatchey
rtfrct|,e rt ld of the kolcanik: components in the strato- et al.. 1970 and 1972; Shettle and Fenn. 1976: Toon and
spheric aco , was measured b Volt 119731 on volcanic Pllack. 1976. Hanel and Bullrich. 1978: and Nilsson. 19791.
dust smpks The retractie indes for meteoric dust was This chapter describes aerosol models and their optical prop-
dktermined Nv. Shettl and Vol, 119'761 based on the com- erties for the lower and upper atmosphere iShettle ane Fenn
position kf i et' rt' falling n Othe earth. 1976. 19791. The models presented below are based on a

Althugh the acrosol particle size Iwe Section 18.2.1.2) review of the available experimental data on the nature of
k, the m,,t imporiant parameter dtermining small particle aerosols, their sizes. distribution, and variability. Howe'er.
,.catterine properties, the eftect of particl-.- shape cannot Ie it must be emphasized that these mt.dels represent oiily a
ignored, it becomes signitican e,.pcially for particles %,hcre simple. generalized version of typical conditions. It is not

* " si/e is lare conipared to the %waclength of the incident practical to in-.lude all the details of natural particle distri-
radliatlion Hltoever. i -causc of poor understanding of these hution, nor are existing experimental data sufficient to de-
.hape effects. cNscntirall all afirtation,-oriented aerosol scribe the frequenc% of occurrence of the different condi-
nuxlel, a-,,,m, sph&ncal partik ic hapes, I or more infor- tions. While thew paticulate models vkcre dveloped to be
mart1n On r j -iherncal paricle ,.cattering properties see as rpresntative as pksible of differnt atmospheric con-
S.klk-iran I 14Xll1 di'ions, the follu.ing point should be kept in mind %hen

.. .- ,-..".......--"-....... ..



OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE
Table 18-6. Chaacteristics of the aertsol models is a function of relative humidity

Aerosol Model Size Distribution Type

Rural 0.999h'75 0.03 j 0.35 Mixture of Water Soluble
0.000125 0.5 0.4 and Dest-Like Aerosols

Urban 0.90~9875 0.03 0.35 Rural Aerosol Mixtures
0,000125 0.5 0.4 with Soot-Like Aerosols

Maritime
Continental 10.99 0.03 0.35 Rural Aerosol Mixture
Origin

Oceanic 0.01 0.3 0.4 Sea Salt Solution in Water
Origin

Tropospheric 1.0 0.03 0.35 Rural Aeroscl Mixture

using any such model: given the natural variability of the radius and the number density of r, This form of distribution
atmosphete. almost any particle model is supported by some function repre ,sents the multimodal nature of the atmospherc-
measurements an4i no model (or set of models) will be aerosols. Following the usual convention, log is the loga-
conisistentr with all mcasurements. rithm to the base 10 and In is the logarithm to the base e

The siue distributions for the different aeros' ol models Four different aerosol models for the atmospheric
art: represented. by one or the sum of two log-normal dis- boundary layer have been developed. They differ in particle
tributions: size distribution and particle refractive index. Table 18-6

lists the parameters defining the size distributions in ac-
cordance with Equation (18.15) for these models. These

dN~r) ' rrmode radii correspond to moderate humidities (70%- to 80%).
N ] values of r, as a function of humidity are given in Table

(lgr ogr) The choices of N irt Table 18-6 are normalized to cor-
x expJ 2 ( or lo (18.15 respond to'l particle/cm'. The actual size distributions can

~ JJ(1815) be renormalized to give the correct extinctioncoefficients
for the altitude and the visibility being used. The continental
and oceanic components of the maritime modlel can be used
in various propo~rtions depending on the prevailing winds-

where NOr is the cumulative number density of particles of particularly in coastal regions.
n.Jius r. ti is the standard deviation, and rn,. N, are the mode As the relative humidity increases, water vapor con-

Table 18-7. NMode rddii for the aerosol mod~el% as a function of relative humidiiv.

elative 1 rpshrcRural Uban
llumiditv r, r, r, Maritime r, r,

0%/ 0. 0270f)0 0.02700 0.4300 0.1600 0.025(M) 0,41(iM
5 0 1 0.02748 0.02748 0.4377 0.1711 0.02563 0.4113
7ec 0.02846 0.02846 0.4571 0.2041 0.02911 0.4777
8or" 0.03274 0.03274 , 0.5477 0.3190 0.03514 0.580K
90Qr 0.03984 0.03884 0 6462 0.3803 0.04197 0.70161
95C,( 0.04238 0.04238 117078 0.4606 0.04904 0 8634
98cl; 0. (47 51 0.04751 0.972t, 0.6024 0.059% 1. 691
9'i 0.05215 0.05215 1 175 ' 0.75a5f 0.06847 1,4858
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denses out of the atmnosphere on the particulate% suspended
in the atmosphere. This condensed water inawreases the size .4~

of the aerosol% and changes their composition and effective 22 - CAV o AtcaOxa.

refractive index. The resulting effect or the aerosol on the SEA S:IAT (QUCAWY

absorption and scattering of light will correspondingly be
miditied. Then. have been a number of studics oin the change -A --

of aerosol properties as a function of relative humidity. The -I

mos)t comprehensive of these. esneciallv in terms of the ~-
resulting effect% on the aeromsol optical properties. is the work
of Hanel 119761.

The "IRural Model- is intended to represent the aerosol ' ~ s

under conditions where it is not directly infiue-iccd by urban
and/or industrial aerosol scurces. The rural aerosols are j 4
assumned to he composed of a mixture of 70%k water soluble : '

substances (animoniumn and calcium sulfate and also organic to
compounds) and WOk dust-likte aerosols. The refractive in- mf~o
dcx for these components based oin the measurenents of Fgm1& erlv n%4oimcaiclww K e k
Volz I 1972a.b: 19731 is shown in Figure 18-8. The refrac- Fgm,1- erci ndxtCieacaeu ag.edyaml

tive index is in general a COMPlex quantit> with a redl and
imaginaiy part. These refractive index data weighted by the moitdificd by humidity changes (Figure 18-10). The effective
mixing ratio of the two components are consistent with other refractive indices for the two size components were then
direct mea-urcmnents and w~ith values inferred from in situ computed.

* mew~urement-, For the refractive index of water. the survey In urban areas the air with a rural aeros~ol background
of Hale and Querry 119731 was used. While there are smei is rinarily modified by the addition of aerosols from corn-
minor differences bet~cn the optical constants in I tale and bustion products and industrial sources. The urban aerosol

* Querrv s survey and tOw more recent measurements, these imodel therefore was taken to be a mixture of the rural aerosol
differecescc are comparahle to the expefiriental errors and with carbonmaceous aerosols. The proportions of the soot-
are small compared with the other uncertainties in the model like, crarbonaceous aerosols and the rur;Al type of aerosol
parameters.. These refractive inde data are shown in Figure mixture are assumed to he 2(Y4- and] 8f)'. respectively The
18-9. The resulting number density distributions ntr), are soot-like aerosols are assumed to have the same size di%-

* showr in Figure 19-It). To allow for the dependence of the tributionm as both components of the rural model. The re-
humidity effects oin the size of the dry aerosol, the grow~th h..~.tive index of the soot-like aerosols are based on tOe soot

* vf the aerosol %as computed scparately for the accumulation data in Tssittv and Weinman's 1,19711 survey of the refrac-
and coarse particle components In accounting for the aer- tive index of carbovaceous materials. -As with the rural
osol growth, changes in the width of the %ize distribution model, a composite urban aerosol refractive index was de-

* were assumed negligible so only the modec radius r, was termined at each wavekngth.
The aerosol composit ions and distributions of oceanic

origin are significantly different fromn continental aerosol
- , types. These aerosols arc largely sea-salt patile ptvuea

DUSTW E SOLS.S VtZ by the evaporation of sea-spray droplets that have grown
SOO OuUTWITY 0 ENMN -

* 2 -tO' I~YY*EItMAI - again due to aggregation of water under high relative hu-
* - 2C .. ,ridity conditions. H-owever, even over the ocean there is

S- a rmore C7 less pronounced continental aerosol background
that, mixed with the: ae-rosol of iccanic origin. forms a fairly

-. uniform maritime aerosol. It is representative for the bound-
ary laver in the lower 2-3 km in the atmosphere over the

Oi oceans, but aiso ma% occurmoer thi: contittents in a maritime
I 4- ~ air mass. This maritime model should he: disrineuished from

0 's-' the fresh wea-spray aerosol that exists in the lower 10- -20)
It m aboive the ocean surface ;--id is stongly dependent on

; -- -- .... wind speed. arslmdl hrfr.i opsdo
6. ~~~~~~~~~~The maritime coomoe.iefovisopwdf

'0 *0 tswo componr.nts: 11t the sea-salt component-and (2) a con-
WAVELEG'"tinental comp~onent assumied to he identical to the rural aer-

* Ficure 1i-9 Rfrjcti~e ,ntle tor th dr rua in toha wr~ om ool with the exception that the %er% lArge pat :k rv
eliminated since thev will eventuallh be lost due to fallout

-.- 18-12
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PUPAL PEPJc'. !"'FLS rural model (70% water soluble and YA74 dust-like). The
'~' - -4- -'- --. 4- ---- j- size distributioni is modfilid from the- rural modekl by elim-

inating the large (or coarsce particle I.=0,5 AM) comn-
a ~-ponnt of the site distribution because of the longer res.i-

* ,,.,dence of aeriosols% above the boundary and the expected
"' t differential loss, of the larger particks%. This leavesi the log-

rr- it normal diitributiont with the %mall tor accumulationt particle

4 1' component . This is corisistcit % ith the changes in aerosol
-~' si-e distribution with altitus.4- suggested bi, Whitht and Can-

trell 119761. The dependence of particle %iiJc on relative
4 4 humidity is the same a% for the %mall particle component of

the rural model, and is shown in Figure 18-12.jBased on observationsi of stratospheric aerosol behavior
4four differen' vertical distribution models for the strato-

4 spere vol cctv.: a akground model and three dif-
fervent vocncaerosol pRotilcs (moderate, high.' and ex-
tremel. These mwJels represent either difterent amounts of

+ vokanic materi-l injected into the sttatosphere or the de-

crtease over ti;sie from the extreme conditions following aI,,major event suach a% the Krakatoa explosion. The experi-
S ---- -. ~.mental data also confirmnaseasorial trend in the traospheric

W.- NLk w~a aerosol distvibutions. Figure IS-13 show sthse strzivsphcric
.. , .~*models ,nd also for comparison the IWA Elterman model

131 LA 3~ 10 tITIE AEROSOL MIODELS

RADIUS (t&m)2

Foprwe x- 10 A.crusI munitte dhstrilqkm km i 't1) liv the niw mikl I
at different relaive humivdities w.ith higt pnnti ce Cf-

lrikifs tiltd m 15 (115) cm 0

103

*as the air masses molve across the oceans. For the size Z 101
.: ,distnbutiortof th cai oroci.alog normnal distri-

miit 8N )an, .4 Terelative proportions of -

aeti*o ocnco conti nental'orig ins will var% particu- I O1
larts in coastal revion%. To account for these s'ariatiotis. the 11.-
mode-l permits the -!%er it ~utthe relative amitonts of the 'IOy.'

oce inic and continental tpso cslThe numbecr den- rt
%if% distribution is shossn in Figure: 19 11 I. The refractive n,.
index% i based oin that for a solution tit sea %alt in water. \

usine a imiiehied average of thie refractive indices of Aatcr.
and sea %alt. The refractive index oif the sea salt is primarily I
taken fron the nieiv-urement-- of Vol/ 11972: a. hi A model -----

for maritimeaer.vsols that accountstfOrpritduction ofoeanie 1P .. Pit-.-.;
aerosol it the ,c:- u-rface by % bitq cap% and spray as a
functIn of %%id Nrpeed and the chances in drop si/c due to v' -----------

varsing relatise humidini %%a% dev-elo ped rvcenil\ b,, Gath- 61 2 I ~ 1 2
Min I lt83[1 Wi th some mislitications thiis mvioel has been RADIUS m)
incorprawted into L.OWTRAN ti tsee Section 19 4 2i.

Ihe tropospheric aerosol nuodel repre-lett the acrosols %'ir~o utsr~iirhl~ n~-irtcrj~n
A ithin the trors isphere .iNiove the Niundar\ la~ er thi:ee fR r~k idt~ctwjiehmdws~i ,i. ~l
aernoll are assumied ito have the sa'ne composition as the t ~cor i si' nJ at 4011 m

4'. .111-1
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T R xP SPER A£R k 10EIS VERTICAL AEROSOL DtSTRIBUTIO(KS
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Filpm I3-I Amiftl nuaiti dtitnktkuvn c
r

it Lm'i for the M Figure 18-13 The %ceh..Ai doinbuuhm *0 IhL CIX,11 Ci rnqtum lg 05 5% ilre1 -. 1 1'-,, ¢I~ld ,nlllilOI h gllll i'lll~kl !a I l~lp 
l al diffrrnl ahivie humsdiiswith ktWl pw-i

ticle -macerme4t im fixed at 10 0110 cm kmoml for the dil'emnt n 'deh A., -tklimn fLw Lom -panum wre the Rj% leilh rn,tl •fd ilc id hnmw s nd Fterm'%,

I I I m w i k l B k t rc n 2 a n d I) L m . ih c r ci d.-.s s -h'wtn
till~~o a ,,,aumal ba, i, n% ak. Ilk, %prng - ummwr irmdlitn,

eae indueacd *ith a %'4k line and tall amellr, oitim%.,
based on data collected during the perix several year. after we idkafedi h% a dahed line

% die Agung eruption in 1963 and therefore repreentative for
the moderate volcanic conditions.

The stratospheric background aerosols were assumed to dN
4 be a 7Yf solutic, of sulfuric acid in water following the d- = nvr) = Ar" esp l-r ' 18. 161•
- work of Rosen 119711 and Toon and Polkck 119731. The
. complex refractive index as a function of *ia'clcoigtil is %*how pArameters are given in Table 1-9. Eith:r ct the two

based on ;he measurements of Remsherg 11971 and 19731 volcanic size distribution modls are appropriate to use with
and Palmer and William%. 119751. The refractive irJex for the "nmoderate" or "'high" vflcanic vertical prtfiles. de-
the voicanic models is based on the measurements of Volz pendingon im he,"cr these profi'lc, represent a major eruption
119731 on volcanic dust. aftera couple of tear, or a recent ii.x.Ler eruption. It should

Th-re are-two volcanic aerosol size model%: a "Fresh be noted that the profile'. ma%' have a much more laered
Volcanic Model'" representing the size distributioin of aer- tructure than is %hosmn in the model distributions, panric-
osols shortly after' a volcanic eruption: and a "Volcanic ularl " shortl- after a volcanic injecti(m of dis, into the
Model~ representing the aeroml about a %ear after an erup- atmo sphere, f
tion- Both size distibutions % ere chosen mainly on the basis The major component of the normal up'- r a'ispheri
of Mo% "'s ! 196 - measurenents tollhx ine the eruption
of Nt. Agung. The size distribution %as alo made con-
sistent %ih the obsecrved iavelensgth depenldence of ex- Tahfz INA Mt,0fied 1! MMJ dusat'.hUihn prrumWiers

tinction due ito volcanic aerosol'. and in the case of the_Freh Volcanic Model" consistent with the olb,ervation of A ti l ' b
optical phinwena such a% Bisher "s rine%. and a blue or BackiroundS'rattp'rnc 3'4 I) I t lt

green wnmimetim% ot-end l6l1s(in L mayor solcanic Bi4rudYaop-rc 3,) 1 1 I
green sun sometimes, bs.r.d in Fre"h Volanic 34' 33 1 R5 ?I
eruptions. hese szi distnbutions arc reprL,,cnted b a mood- A" Aged \Vc,;hanic 5 461 1t I i.5 16
ified gamma distribution:
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aerosol i% considered to he meteoric dust, Meteoric or com- i__-__ (11 .X
elan dust al-4) form%. %o4n)f of the laser occa',onallh oh- P = +

ered in the ipper atmosphere. The refractive indc% ot
meteoric dus.t is based on the work of Shettle and VolI Integration of the w-atlercd light over all direction's (41r
119761 who determined the conplcx rractive mdc for a sicran give' i.,
mixture of chondrite dus.t which represents the major type
of meteorite falling on the earth. The ,im, distribution ha, 19)

bmn represented h% a kg-normal ditribution Iequation IN. I S, d I C.'

with i= II *how. patanclr' ar given as

The ratio of C. tcattering cro.'s s.ctim) to the geometlical
N, = I crim '. r = 0 03 Im. r,, = 0.5 cro., '.-.tion of the scattering particle. ri-r. i., called ,cal-

tering fticicnc factor Q. If light i', traveling through a
Figure 18-.13 shows in addition to the normal upper atmos- .atcnng medium containing N particle, per unit volume.

phene model an cxtreme mdIl ,similar r.) lvlcv'% 1190 )) the l o%% of lig'ht due to scattering per unit path length dx i..
model for the upper atmos.phere. Attenuatior coefticients .
this' large occur in Lers vith thiikn,%.:%, nit, greater than dl, = -I'. C, • N - dx. tIN.-Nlk
a few kilomiter'. At different tinw'% tbe1.e layers can he
either micronmeteoric dust or noctilucent clouds. The wavc- Integratiorifl' luatio ; 014.2.-))gives the lougucrextilnction.
length dependent refracti'c indices. for the different aerosol law:

type ar listed in Table 18--9. r.
l.exp(- k,x 1 (19.11)

.18.2.1.5 Aerosol Extinction. Scattering. Po13rization. with k. = N - C, called the scattering coefficient Similary
Onc the .:zc distribution and refractive index (itf the acrol to k. one can defirn an absorption cocfficient k, for ab-

rmoel'. are specified. the optical properties van he deter- ,rptiorn hy absorbing aerosol particks.-
mincd The effect% of %.mail particle% on the propagation of
radiation ar defined by thek c'iefi-icient% for extinction. %ceat- k, = k. + k. i% called the extinction coefficnt.
tering and ab'orrpio . the angular ,.cattering' unction. and .

the polariation of %.catcred radiatiot. For Mic scattering c-lcuiatiotn., the acrosil parlidc' are
The Mic I IA)X,, thcor% treat% the scattenng of light hy as.uned to he %pherical. which in general i. not true. While

horritgeneou' paflicl'% (if arbitrart %'t.i and refr&:tive index' liquid aero .olk are approximately s.pherical. dry particles"
Ifor Ra% kigh s'cattering we Section 1. I1 41. For detailed u.ually ar irregulari, shaped loever, it can he argued e,
di-cu:.%m. om particle scattenng .e textbook'. by van de that man% of the rr.urcment. of a"iro'ot %i/c distribution . .
Hult 11957). Kerker 1196,1. and NILCartncy 119761. The dirc.tl , measure %cattred light from the xrosol particck.. Jm

patnal di'tributon of scattered light for incident unpi lan,d and the ,,rc "'a',,igner" to the particle is the 4i/c of a ',pherv .
light of intcnit% I,.. is that has, simil.-' s.cattering propertie'. to the mcai.-rd par-

ticle Furthe more. the irregularly shaped particl.-, are clo.-

I, = L., I I m .tm to "'quivant- 'pheres, in their '-tcring propertic in

2 - - R2 the forward dir-ction generally used for tic meas.urements.
OlX 171 Therefore. the res.ulting ',tic distribution i'. thi k,,; dieltn-

butior of ,pheres ' hat hav.e similar optical proper,.: to tho'I
where k 2O thlt actual acrk"All particle', AIlo. tudie hn (-hlek ct al,

I c1761 and lhlland and (tagn" I lQ7tl1 indi atc that for par-tid'.' Of equal overall dine'nism hut difarcrnt ,hape.,. the

ai = 2 iirr.A. the ,i,,e parameter. r i particle radiu,. ,,plerical particle.eittinction ha', the highest al.,ue,
cp cili tipuied .ittenuation coetficients. e xtinctioi. '.cat.

rel aiIex tor at irrundin( nlkdupaicl tering, and .,worpi~! 14w the nmodel acro'.ol t ani, are

,,|own in T-hi;'- .1-I0 a :hru c and Figure',, IX-14 thru
angle hew. e, the incident and the. .attered I-.
ht-am' ti( - it' a' defined a'. toarard scatterifng he attenuatt4n ciilietc'i , to the rural aero,,ol mowdel

i . prendicular pu)L;ri/cd 'itii.'nt at .54 rel;hti,, huniidil a'. a tunctim At -,.ivelcneth are
%ho ii i n1:1g'are IX 14, I' o Ih4m the cied .'t %ariatl',4 , itf

: pazr~allel pola ra/i.'d coim'.-nn. rclata'., htumit1.'% 0', the JVr",ol cxtinction. she. rural model []
ex'.tHi1'.lion ha, :f,- ka! tlaitd .. ',,'r a rantd ,I humiditic'"

* lie ilhi .'ni4 'nle",' a!nt l urc.'n deinc Jd.ere - l,hne'.;' +  Esr a e'..n' i. t siunu-sr .tensitx l [he r'-itirtc CutlltO"_

prlara;ition P 5.er'u, s'.avele.,h. htmn inl Fiurc IS 15 t r ',excral
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CHAPTER 18
TA*k 1W43~ kciralim 11JkC1ho IMM vtlcr l nI % 
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Tate I18.% Rcfra tao Imdwe% h~w dolictiw acrua Ipc-,%
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CHAPTER IS '

TaW I. lxl4la %clhni' i Jwnhutin of ait..-.I ¢%l gu ,n(km "1 f r a %iahnpth oi 0 ..11 laim %a h nra; mok d amnpw h.'undari lawir.

"eight .1 km 13 km 10 km 5 km 2 km
Mono Met Range Met. Range Met. Range Met. Range Met Range
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1.5 3 26F-02 7 92E-02 3.79E4)1 7.70F-01 I1E + 0)
2.0 2.6E-02 6.21E-02 6 21E-02 6.21E-02 6 21E-O2

Fall-Winter Profile% Spring-Summer Profile%

50 km Surface 2 to 23 km Surface 50 km Surf-:e 2 to 23 km Surface
Met Range Met. Range Met. Ranee Mei. Range
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3.0 . I14.4-C 2.72E-02 1 I.46E402 3.46Fi-92
4,0 6,4303 I -2E-O2 1.07E-O) I.3E4)2
3.0 4 KE-03 4, 83E-0.1 9..30E-0.4 9.301i-03
60 3.4.4E-03 3, 54E-43 7T71E-03 7.71E-03
7 0 2.341E-01 2. .3E-03 6.22E-03 6.22E-03
K:0 I 41E-03 410E)3 3.36E-03 3.36E-03
90 9 N4*-04 9. WW 431, 1.81E.03 I.81E-03.

BAkgrund Kt1dcrae Hijh Extremie Bakground Moderate High Extreme
Strat(viph r Volcanic Volcanic Volcanic Stratophcr c Volcanic Volcanic Vokaiic

9,0 9,0E-4 9.14oL_-4M 9 OE-0M4 9.80(-04 1.81E103 1.1IE-03 1.81E03 I.I1E.03
100 7.97E-4M .38E-01 .7OE-03 1.7OE-03 1 14E-03 1.85E43 1.85E-4)3 1.85E-03
11.0 7.14E4M I 79E-O3 2.31E-03 2.3 IE-63 q.OOE-44 2.IIE-O3 2. I IE-03 2. 11 E-03
120 6-61.-4 2.21E-03 3.25E-03 3.25i-O3 6.42E-N4 2.45E-03 2.45E-03 2.45E-03
130 6.22E4 2.75F1-O3 4.52E-03 4,52E-03 5.17E-04 2.OE-O3 2,8OE-03 2OE-O3
140 6.45E-) 2.x9E4)3 f.1Oi-03 6.401-013 4.43E-4 2.899F-03 3 61E-03 3.61E-G3
15.0 6,431-4 2.92E-O3 7 4OE-03 I OIE-O)2 3 95-4 2,92E-O3 3.23E-03 5.23E-03
160 6.41-M 2.74F-413 9 JIE-03 2.351-02 3.82E-04 2.74E-03 8 r 1(O-3 8. 1-.1 JO

170 60 lE-411 ?.46EF4)1 1.07E-02 6. 1O-0f)2 4._5-4 2.46F-O3 1. )E-02 I.27E-02
1 0 5 631-f 2. I0-03 1. IOE-02 .(X)E-O- 5 :i-E.M 2. IOE-03 1.52E-02 2.3PE-02
19.0 4.92 34 1.71E-03 1.64..3- 4.0OE*-02 5.82E-f4 1.71E-03 1.53E-02 4.81 .O2
20.0 4.31--.O4 .35E.03 5. I04-0. 9.15E3. 5.90E-04 1..5E-3 1.17-) I.O l.-O"

21.0 3.52E.0-M I.(M-03 2.7%-03 3.13E-O3 5.03E-04 IO9E-03 7.14-03 5.5O3E-02 e
22.0 2.916-1 86ME4-04 .46-0. 1.46F'-03 4.204M gWE,-O4 4 50-03 6. IOE-03
2.:0) 2.42641 6 614*-'4 891f.4)4 8,9(-4 3.00E-M 66 -f4M 2 40E-03 2.4OE-03
240 194*2-f4 5."15- 5.8E-.O4 5.803-04 I 1-fME-, 5.15E4)4 1.28E-03 1.29E-03
250 ..4OE-O4 4.I0(1--' 4. 104"M 4.OE4-4 ' 1.31E-4 4,10-4M 7.75E-04 7.75E-4.
260 1l 15E4)4 1.24*-4 3. 043-4 3.2)*-04 901E-OS 3.1--0% 4.45E.O4 445E-04
27.0 . K 95F-OA 2.51E-04 2.51-4 251E4114 6 7XE4-O 2,51E-O4 29OE-4 2.9043-04
280 6 7(*I-0. 2. 1 P,4W 2 I(E-fM I 10-O4M 5. 18-E-O5 2,1043-04 2. 10E.4 -f 1&-04 '- "
29 0 5. 2E-05 I 2441M 1,24E-)4 ' 124E-4 4.12-O5 1.24E4)4 1.24E--4 1,24E-O4.N) 0 3 12E.15 7.11(4-15 7.6*-O4)5 7. 6OE4-)i 3.32E4). 7.6 14)5 7,6E-O5 7_60E-05

Transition fawn Volcanic to
wNormal Extreme

Upper Atrno, Normal Extreme Upper Ainm",.
0) 3.32F-O5 7.0*41 7. 60F-O5 3,321-O5

350 1.65E-5 2.45L-O5 7, .)-O5 4.25F-05
4400 901.06 80-0-6 695E-4 5.6-O
4 :0 4 02 -0 , 4.021- 6 6,6 -)5 6.6 .4O 1 __ M
100 2l0-5 5 4-oS
550 o I (1--.l, 3.401--O5 •"

N) 1 57,7 2.(17--.S
S O .1051!-,07 1.62U -05

7041 I er.F-7 I 3E.05",
750 6 5E-40, 6.701-.-06
W)0 2 901-OK 4..0.t6
95,0 1. 01-OK_0 2,78E--06
W)to 5 R 14 1.55E)-6
95( 2 15F.-Q 8Y.30-07

1411 0 , 4 .10 4.,50U_-_.07_"_-_'_',
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

TAl* 14-1111% V( ".41 JIlnbUlk.n 01 Acrtn.4 canig Kkn '
1

I hW a *aek-ngsh of 4I 5544 pm Aith fural lilllki amPA4 tvdrl IaM,

Height 50 km 23 km 10 km 5 km 2 km
ikmi Met. Range Met. Range Met. Range Met. Range Met. Range

0.0 6.35L-.02 I.52E-Ol 3.64E-0I 7.39E-01 1. 86E+uO
1.0 3.9RE-02 9.51E-02 3.64E- 7.39E-01 1.86E+00
1.5 3.13E-02 7.0E-2 3.E-0I 7.9EI 1.86E + 00
2.0 2.49E-02 5.%E42 5.96E-02 3.96E-02 5.4E02

Fall-Winter Profiles Spring-Summer Proflils-

56 km Surfac 2 to 23 km Surface 10 km Surface t to 23 km Surface
Met. Range Met. Range Met. Range Met. Range

20 2.49E-02 5.96E-02 2.49E-02 5.96E-02
3.0 .(9E-02 2.59E-02 1.39E-02 3.30E-02 M is

.,.0 4.62E-03 4,62E-4E' 9.86E-03 8.86E-03
6.0 3.37E-03 3.37E-03 7.35E-03 7.35E03
7.0 2.19E-03 2. 19E-03 5.93E-03 5.93E-03
8.0 l.34E-3 1.314E>03 3.20E-03 3.201>03
9.0 9..4E40 9.34 9 .72E-03 1.72E-03

Backgrmund Moerate High Extreme Background Moderate High Extire e.

Str.lo'phere Volcanic Volcanic Volcanic Stratospheric Volcanic Volcanic Volcanic
9.0 9.34E-O4 9.3.14E-04 9,.3E-04 9..UE-04 1.72E-03 1. 72E-03 1.72E-03 1.72E-O3

10.0 7.87E-04 I 31E-03 1.45E-03 1.45E-03 I. 14E-03 1.75E-03 1.58E-03 1.58E-03 *, ".
11.0 7.14E-O4 ! 70E-03 1.98E-03 1.98E-03 8.0OE-04 2.OE-03 1.810E-03 1.8OE-03
12.0 6.63E4)4 2.09E-03 2.78E-03 2'.78E-03 6.42E-04 .2.32E-03 2. IOE-03 2. IOE-03
13.0 6 11E4114 2.6!E-O3 3.87E-03 3A7E-O3 5.17E-04 2.65E-03 2.39E-03 2.39E-03
14.0 6.45E>4 2.74E-3 5.47E3 5.47E-03 4.43E-04 2 74E-03 3.0E3 3.09E-03

15.0 64A-E04 2.77E-03' 6.67E-03 8.64E.)3 3.95E04 2.77E-03 4.47E-03 4.47E-03
16.0 641E-04 2.60E-03 8.06E-03 2.OlE-02 3.82E-04 2.60E-03 6,93E-03 6.93E-03
17.0 6.)IE-04 2.33E-03 9.156-03 5.22E-02 4.25E-04 2.33E-03 I.03E-02 1.09E-02
ISO 5 63E-04 I 99E-03 9.41E-03 8 55E-02 5.20E-04 .99E-03 1.3K012 1.98E-02
190 4.92E-04 1.62E-03 7.36E-3 8.42E-02 5.82E-44 i.62E-O' 1.31E-02 4.15E-02
20.0 4.23E-04 1+2gE-03 4.36E4)3 7.83E-03 5 90E(4A 1.28E-03 1.0OE-02 8.55E-02
21.0 3.52E-04 I+(7*E-03 2,31E-4)3 2.68E-03 5.03.-04 I.O3E-O3 6.9E-03 4.70E-02
22.0 296E-44 A !SL-M i 25E-03 I.25E-O3 4.-1E44 8. 15E-04 3.8SE-03 5.22E-03
23') 2.42E44 6.25E*4 7.61E-04 7.61E-04 3.r'OE-o. 6.25E-04 2.0E-03 2.05E-03
24.0 IMqOE-04 4 AE-04 4.96E-04 4.96E-04 1.98E-04 .'.88E04 1.09E-03 1.09E-03
25.0 I.50E414 . PE-04 . 3.51E-04 3.51E04 1.31E4M 3.88E-04 6.63E-04 6.63E.04.
26.0 1. 15E-O4 3.03E-04 2 7-4 2.74E-04 9.01E-05 3.03E-04 3.81E-04 3.81E-04
27.0 8.95E-05 2.38E.04 2 15.-04 2.15E-04 6.78E-05 2+38E-04 2.48E-04 2.48E-04
2.0 6.701-4l) 1.99E-M 1.80E-04 1.80E44 5.18E-05 I 19E-04 1.80E-04 1.80E-04
290 .201-05 I 17E-04 I.061-04 1.06E-O5 4.12E-05 I 17E-04 1.06E-04 1,06E-04

1.t) 3.32E-05 7 2)1-05 7.2OE-O5 7,20E-05 1.32E-05 *.0-05 7.2OE-O5 7.20E-O5

Noral Transition from Volcanic to ExI

Upper Atn,... Normal Extreme Upper Atmos.
30 1) 3 321-05 7,0)E4)5 . 6 50E-05 2 84E-05 .
350 I..-0.1 2.44E-05 7. iE..05 423E-o5
40A) 796!-06 7.96-06 6.91E-o 5.5'7E-05
450 4.114 1-4 4.001-06 6.57E-05 6.57E-05 .
1*0.0 2.09+E-06 5-OIE-05

55.0 I OxE-06 3.38E-05
60t) 5.75-07 2.291-05
650 3 0.07 I 61E-05
70.0 I 5914 I !)2E1 02E-05
750 641F404 6.67E.6 -

800 2.89FA-m 4 ,28-06 %J.
850 I 1,1.os 2 77E.0
'i~| I StY'!-O I 54E-06
95 t I.t N,4 8.26E-07
101) 0 9.25F- II) 4.48E-07 A
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CHAPTER 18
Tabk. K-11v VcnKal des4nhutim ol .crtrvl .avhwmvn(km Im Iu a wacenvlh ,t) 1 P' tm Aiih rural nwxkI &r.',,I h.hr h ctr

height 3) km 23 km 11) km 5 km 2 km

Ikmi Met Range Met Range Met, Range Met. Range Met. Range
0.0 2 7-103 6 45E.O3 1.0E.02 0 14E.O2 7.92E-02

I0 II)E-o') 4 04E.03 1.55E-02 3.14E-O 7.92E-02

I3 1 3 3E-1 3 231--03 1l_55E-02 3.141.-Oz 7.92E.02
2.0 I0Ei 2 53F-03 2.53E_03 2.53E-03 2.53E-03

Fall-Winter Profile% Spring-Summer Profiles ,

50 km Surface 2 to 23 km Surface 5) km Surface 2 io 23 km Surface

Met. Range Met. Range Met. Range Met. Range

20 I 06F.03 2.53E-03 1.06E-03 2.53E-03

3.0 5.1*.44 1.2NE-03 6.89E-04 1.63E-O4._7

50 2.29E-M 2.29E-04 4'.39E-04 "4.39E..4

6.3 I 67E-04 1.67E-04 3.64E4)4 .3.64E-4 .

7.0 I.OK1-.04 08E-044 2.93E-04 2.93E-04

8O 6.65-O5 ,1.65E-05 1.5$E-04 1.58E-04
90 4 621-5 4.62E-O5 8.54E-O5 8,54E-O5

Backgrund Moderate High Extreme Background Mderate High Extreme

Straiophere Volcinic Volcanic Volcanic Stratopher*c Volcanic Volcanic Volcaloic

9.0 4.62E-05 .62F-05 4.h2E-O 4.62E-O5 8.54F-05 8.54E-O5 8.54E-O5 8.54E.-O5

IO0 4,66F--1 7 27E-O5 2 46E-04 2.46E-04 6.75E1-I 9.75E-O 2.68E-04 2.68E-04

11.0 4.22E--Il 944F-O5 3.34E-4 3.34E-(9 4.73E-I1 1.11 E-M 3.05E-04 3.05E-4

12.0 3.921- 1, 16E-4 4.70E-4 4.70E-(M 3.80E--Il 1.29E-04 3.,4E-4 3.i4E-4

13.0 3 6E-1-I I 45E-M 6 54F-M 6.54E-04 3.06E- I I 1.48E-(M 4.05E-4 4.05E-04 %

14.0 3.82E- I .1 52F-(M 9 26F-04 9.26E-O4 2.62E--lI 1.52E-M 5.22E-4 5.22E-4

15.0 3 11I 1.54E-(M 1.13E-03 1.46h-()3 '.34E-11 1.54-04 7.57E-04 7,57-04.

16.0 3.741--II I 441'--4 1 36F-03 3.40E-03 2.26E11 1,44E-4 1. 17E-03 1.l7'O3 E 03

170 3.56E- I )E-4 I .551-03 8.93E-03 2.51E"-II :,.PE0(M I1.74E-03 I,84E-03

180 3.33E-I I I 11E-4" I 59E-03 1,45E-02 3.O8XE-I I I1 IIE-( 2.20E-03 3.36E-03

19.0 2 91i-I 901IF-0i 1.24E-03 5.79F-03 3.44E- I 9.01 E-05 2.21E-03 7.02E-03

2)O 2.5 )1-I 7.12E-O5 7.38E-04 '.32E-03 3.49F--II 7.12E-O5 1,69E-03 1.45E C2

21 0 2 41)41--I I S 75F-O5 3.91E-M 4.c3E-4' 98E-I I 5.75E-O5 1 .03E-03 7.96E-303

22.0 I 751-Il 4 53E-O5 2.11E-(M 2.1 IE-4M 2.49E- I I 4.53E-0.5 6.51E-4 8.83E-4

23.0 1.43E-I I 3.48-O5 1.29E-04 1.29E-04 1.78E--I I 3.48E-O5 3.47E-04 3.47E-M

24.0 1. 12F-ll 2.711"-05 8 39E-O5 8.39E-5 I 1.7E--II 2.71E-O5 1.85E-M 1.85E-04

25.0 8 99F- 12 2.16E-O5 5,93E-O5 5.93E-OS 7.75E- 12 2.16E-05 1. 12E-04 I. 12E-04.

260 6 801-12 1.69F-O5 4.63E-O5 4,63F-O 5.3"E-12 1.69E-O5 6.44E--5 6.4.4E-O5

27.0 5.3 )E- 12 1.32E-O5 3.31E-O5 3.63E-O5 4.OI1E-12 1.32E-O5, 4.20E-O 4.20E-O

2M 0 961: -12 I 11F-O5 .04-05 3.04-O5 3.07-12 1. 11E-05 3.04-63 3.04E-05
29.0 .3 ONII> 12 6_54--0t) 79F-05 1.79E-O5 - 2.44E-12 6.54E-06 1.79E-O5 1.79F-O5

. 0 1 96E-1? 4 01E--06 4.O1E-06 401E-% 1.96E-12 4.01E-06 4.01E-06 4.01E-06

Transition from Volcanic to
Normal Extreme

Upper Almo,. Normal Extreme Upper Atmo%.

35.0 8 151--41 1 24E-(;7 3.64F-07 2 15E-07

40)0 4.05F_-O 4,05E-O 3.52F-07 2,3E--07

450 2 0i-.oX 2.03E-O8 3. 34-07 3 .14--07

So00 1 4)6[-. ox 2 SSE--7 5-5' ,(')

550 5 1 (P4 5 1.72E-07

.00 2.420 1 IIff--07
bli 0 1 54E,-0)9 8(E201--O
7()j 8 lOl- I0 5 21F-08 .,-.

75.J0 3 52FAlt) 3.39E-O8

80o I 47F-10 2. 18E-O8

9 8o 6,,o- I I 1 41E-08,

'4 )) 2 5su-II 7.84E-09
950 I Y1- 1i 4.20)E--09

1010 .1. 71E, 12 2.28E-O9 "
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

100Rft.50'2 RURAL. 15.000 FART.'C11.3 RHNSO. URBAN. 20-300 FAfT/0C13

10"h +'Ifl

z

L- 2

cr 10-1 iOr

co 1 j 2 0'00 101 102
WAVELENGTH (/Lm) WAVELENGTH (,Irrl

Figure IS-IA. Attenuation coefficients vs wavelength for the rural aerosol Figure 18-16. Attenuation coefficients vs wavelength for dhe urban aerosol
model at 50% relative humidity. model at 50% relative humidity.

RURAL 1100CLS 1S.000 PRTICfl13 URIIAN MO0CLS. 20.000 rARTICi13

z
WRELATIVE-.

HUMIITDITY-

U- 
LL

L) i I ,4..
tLJ99

C-) 90%

z 10% 0%

1,0 102

WAVELENGTH (pn) WVLNT
Figre 1t- 15 Extinction coefficients vs wavelength for the rural aerosrol ' Figure 18417. Extinction coefficients vs wavelength for the urban aeroso

model for different relative humidities arnd constant numbehr 'model for difter-rit relative humidities a-id constant numboe
density of particle. density of particles.
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE
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CHAFFER 18

4.4

C 4 Ic

......2 I" 10 102" 0.%TA*

- - WAVELENGTH (jam) WAVELENGTH(pm

FtPuc t SMOgC weaftn~s aflte& ttw the nwmm*K WnAet misl fr~ Figure 18-27, Single %.cattering albedo for the different sfratospheric aer-
ddtereswt ,Mtatv hwamidwc o0." models ver~uwavl gh

.~ lTce are also some noticeable differences between the
-~1 ~angular scattering functions of the e: various aerosol models.

Figures 18-29 a. b and 18-29 a. b give examples for two
0.8wavelengths 1 .06 and 10.6 p±m. Both figures give the phase

- function. defined such that the integral from 0* to 180'
CO ~becomes 1. For many purposes (see Section' 18.5. 1) a con-
Cr venient one-parameter representation for the angular de-
at 0-6 pendence of scattering by aerosols is the asymmetry param-

4 ,eter g:' It is defined as the cosine weighted average of the
phase function Ptf)):

f c o s e ~ o k l t o s o )( 1 8 .2 2 )
P(O) dcos 0)

there P(O) is thc differential probability of scattering at an
ITTU .~angle fi. T'he asvNmrnetr% factor for the various aerosol models

I, Of ~ is shown in Figure,, 18-30) to 18-34.
-r Any quantitative treatment of light scattering must in-

dlude the poilari~ation of light since in general light becomes
WAVEENGH (um)polarized in the scattering process, and the angu'lar distri-~~VLzI~;, ~bution of scattered litiht depends on the state of poilarization

hCN Sl,I :tt AR%. ~ N of the light incident on a particle. The degree o1fpolariz.a*,ion
It.r dittmmn re~jn~c hurnitdiw, P can van- bct s-n -I and +I (see Equation 118.18)).
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., Figure 18-2)t. (a) Angular scattering functions of low altitude aerosol rigure lg-.-. (a) Angular scattering fur,.'tios of low altitude aerosol

%"models at 1.06 im. models af 10.6 tim.

• "(h) Angular scattring functions of high altitude aerosl f b) Angular scattering func'tion', of high altitude aerosol

nimodelsat 1.)6 pim. models at 10.6 pim,

, .Figure 18-35 give., examples of" (he angular variation of i1  acteristics make modleling of thes e parlic!es much more
*. and i.. The polarization of light s catteing is dependent on realistic than for aerosols. Also the formation proc.eses and

.. the particle size and the wavelength of the incident light, life cyl or these particles are better underst~xI than those
W for aerosols. For additional information ee Chapter 16. A

-_, survey on fi~g properties was compiled by Steswart and Es-
18.2.2 Cloud, Fog, and . snwanger 119821.

*- Precipitation Particles
• ," 18.2.2.1 Particle Types. Water-Ice Refractive Index.

"+"Cloud. fog. and precipitation particles are discussed sp- Particle Shapes. Liquid. frog. and cloud droplets are the

arately because of their rather unique and special physical re.sult of condensation of water vapor on condenation nuclei
I,.".characteristics and uif cycle that dis'in, uish them from hare (aerosol particles+). This conden,,ation occurs at relative hit-

or aerosol particles,. Fir, their conmposition is uniform. midities icar IIXY f and is depe:ndent on thL physico.-hcmical

~eiiher wtater or ice, or under sonme circumstances a corn- properties, of the condensation nuc'lei. Ihls~csr. once thc

b ination of both Second. in liquid F'ba,,e thee particles+ are condensation has occurred the effect of the condensation
r." drop-shaped. that is. ose Ito .,phcrieal. These twoJ( char- nucleus, on the total droplet proper-++cs, becomes, negligible.
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OPTICAL AND INF~RARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

R-Fa A '.
4 SaC.s. The concntrationt and %iie distribution of fog and cloud

-- --.-- ~ particles depend ir a complex way on the existing mecte*
________ vological conditions. If fing or cloud drpets become so)

-- ~ ~ . large that atniospheric buoyancy can no longer batane': the
- -c~ .. ~:.gravitational lorces. they will fill out a% rain.
S-.-........ ~.At temperatures sulfticicntl> below Ire/ing. ice particle%

i will form. Depending on the cond"'iris. the% may be singkc
S. ice crystals such as in ice fog or high aiiitude cimius cloud%.

amorphu ice Pellets as Iet or hail, or complex shaped
F r snowflakes. If ice particles fall from cold air into warmer

air, their surface may be coated with a water skin. '11e
-. refractive index of water at optical and infrared wavelengths

is well known IHale and Querry. 1973. Downing and Wil-
-- liams. 19751: sec Table 18-9.

4 -e-The complex refractive index of ice in Table 18-9 was de-
* e-.rived from several sources jSchaafand Wi hiams. 1973;lIrvine

1 and Pollack, 1967.Grenfell and lKrovich. 198 1. Hobbs. 1974:
1and Warren. 1984 1. The detailed procedures werets fol low s:

-. '*.A. For the real part of the refractvc index:
I . 0.2-0.4 jim: Warren 119841 using the refractive

* 1 -index of water for guidance.
2. 0.-D.7 jIm: Table 3. 1 in Hobbs 11974 1.

0 - - -- ---- --- ~ -'--- -" --- i-3. 0.7-2.5 pim: interpolation between Hobbs 119741
U..I data at 0.7 jIm and the value of Schaaf and Wil-

WAVELENGTH (,uxm) hiams 119731 at 2.5 jim usin g a !wo term disper-
siom equation follows Irviae and Pollack's 119671

Fpre 1i-34. Asymmnetry paramreter of upper almospleft wr(YA-A moicis data between 0.95 and 1.3 im but deviates ftr
of different relative humidities. - longer wavelength%.

i-a-?

10? -. 0-

0  
K* 60' 90' 720' 15' 60' 0' 30' 60' 9X' '20' 150- ''0.

Figure -75 Angulir depenidence of i . i, a nd 6, 1, 2-fir dii icrein .rro,oi part icle n -- c mple rtracti~e inde, 11/c pirai oi
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CHAPTER 18

4. 2.5 io 25 pAm: the meaurcments of Schaaf and wavelength% 0.2-0.4 pm and 25-44) pm. For nkst of the
William% 119731. since mo r accurate than any tabulated data (0.4-25 Ara the differences are the order of
available at the time of Irvinr and P iLks" 119671 experimental uncertaintie, in the refractive index. For wave-
survey. lengths outside thi, ran.e. sAe Warren 119841.

5. 25-40 gm: Warren 119841. Cloud and rair drop% can be considercd more or less
B. For the imaginary part of the refractive index: perfect spheres. The shape of single ice crystals. although

I. 0.2 0.4 Ai: 'Warrcn 119941 variable depending on conditions. is fairly well km,wn.
2. 0.4-4).95 Am: Grenfell and Pcrovijch' 119811 mcas- Unde'r most conditions. simplc snow crystal% have an ap-

urcments. proximate hexagonal symmetry: however. size and .hape
3. 0 4s- 1.40 Am: a weighted average between (habit) are influenced by the temperature and humidity con-

Grenfell and Pcrovich 119811 and Irvine and Pol- ditions extant during their formation and growth. The stan-
lack's 19671 survey. dard ,:assification chene is that of Magono and Lee 119661.

4. 1.40-2.7 Arm: Irvine and Pollack'. 119671 values who decribe 80 crystal types and combinations. Furtht.r
were used since these were bascd on transmission- complica.,ng the picture is the essentially infinite variety of
measuremcnts that are rmre accurate than the agglomerates (what most people refer to as "flakes-) that
reflectance measurement, of Schaaf and Williams can exist, and the fact that any of the basic crystals can be
for weak absrpuion. modified by the attachment of super-cooled drops in a pro-

5. 2.7-25 p ni: Schauf and Williams 119731. cess called riming. For a more detailed discussion of crystal
" 6. 25 40 Ain. Warren 119941 formation and habit. see Chapter 16.
SSince the original compilation of Table 18-9. a review

of the optical contants of ice has been completed by Warren 18.2.2.2 Size Distributions. There have been extensive
119841. Ii% value% have replaced the preliminary ones for measurements of the the size of fog and cloud droplets.

* 3

22 JAN 1400 brm 1530 I600

2

trj

* . . ~~1
44- 1 1-- -- 1

0
0 6 FEB 1O01hrs 1201 1400

0

0-

-5

~MAXIMUM DIME:NSION (amM)

'° IRgUh 153 .| c .i/c iinhtitn% for h'pc ICI3U durm, m m, on 22 Januar% and N F.bruar,, 11081 ncir Hurhnghtn. Vernuinf |CJh:* d~~i~tribi,,t n i, |,rt al 5-1nulc jilnple iwriA tlaken, Ailh an , xic'il array pri+x- Ifie rper. 19KA1
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERT:ES OF THE ATMOSPHERE
Sufficientg 611a eC...t to ditterentiate but..4xr drop m/ic di..- 18.2.2.3 Ckmd-Precipitaliim imet. Cloud and tog
tribution.. for diftrent t~pe.. ot toys. mid :1lsud.. D~rop '.ife. drop m/ic distrihution. hjA:c been itoskled h%~ ww..ril tv-
from I to 14%) jam can occxur. th,. %maller w.ie% I I( .II a sarchers. %l~ com&nI% us.ed are the- neud.10 giwLnfl
raneel are tivund inl 14)e. and ..traj.tUp clV ouds. the larg'er RMirrmendiian 1 1,06'1 or cumulu.. cltud.. and Silwirniun and
..I/e' in c7o4)4fi%C clood.. .i~th .frt:i updlraft. Ice %en ..tal. Spragiie 1 197111 bor a nuivbecr sit log Ipe.. and] %c% cral t.%pe..
in %:oud.. (tr ice Ioei maj he i.. .mam a.. a tcA nhicronwier. ol cloud- 'rahic IN- 'I I I. based oin Sil~crmn'.*. compilation X
althtvut~h the. siient cirns.. clouti panid..: I,. mvore t'.picitk The di..trihution tun.:tt, s br model.. 1 12 arc ..hom fin
of the order tit 0.5 it) I g. Rain drtop.. arc ditinL'ui.1hed Fwure. IX-37 thri'ueh IS-341 Adts..ei log I%. produced h'
fromi cloud drop%. onI% h% the tact that the%~ has,, ro~n the tran..port of nioiq. air o'er a ,.okksr ..urtate resultang in
large he-an% enough tit fall it) the s.urface til ihe earth i thai the cooling tit thk- .urtace la~cr. lti their air dc%% ptvint%
is,. tit -re(.apiltet out). Rain drop%. ma% he as. large a%. 5 mum. is, it condensation takiryg place in the lorni ti log.'lo~t ..ea
larger Jrop.. ha~e an increa.sing tcndvnc% Its break up. Snovs log%. are ad'ecci..e. Both the- ..i/ range (it partiqkle. and Ihke

flakes. present in interes.ting firsthm . it regard it) optical liquid %w.aer content %,ars: large i'.et Model. I and 2. ac
effctis hec.,uw. ti their extrcitilk complex .hape.. and di- tx- IlI,. Radiati.. log, I% prodiuced %%hen ..tagnant ioi..t air
rnen'.ion.. Variou.. data I.uch a.. l and Pa...aretlh 119)21; become-. prore.iel cooleir during the night due t) ra-
B-creer 119041: and G;ra% and MaleI 1199411) ..utwe that a diati'.e cooling. Thi.. tp4. oltog ha.. both a ..niall we/ range

s aal.n4)~all Ac4)f~l.t% tit pasflicle.. ranging from s.ingle of particle% and a %.mall liquid vater content.
cr..tat..ti I i11411 I (W jai I or %mtal lei- it)oagg lonierale..%C .ceral (l4)ud droplet ..ie distribution.. are fllon: difficultts
millimeter' in diameter. mosdel Ilim'ewer. the opticA thicknev.' tit mlos.t cloud% I% %o

There s little inlortlation tin the exact nature of 'lthe ...'e large that their tran..mittance at % ihle and infrared %w
di..tnhution'.. Lo4 anJ Pa...aretlh Il1(X21 a...umed a s.imple length.. becoan41. cttfpletet% diffus.e due 14o multiple seat-
4expo)nential formn and found ascrage diamecter. of1 (.5 it) 2 tering I %ee Section I X4.5. 11.
mm or ..c~crat aircraft weasj.urcinieflt. using' ofiical arraj% The %., dis.tribution o1 rain drop.. is. he'.t expressed in
probe... (iround-lew.l iea..urenment.. ui ...pirated optical tern). 4)1 rain rate. s.ince this % Ilk' th4uantit~l u..ualk rnwa.red
anfa% probhes b% Berger 1 1911 and F-4rnlmar replicafing data h% the %cather er% ices.. Thi.. tonnulation goes. back t4) ex-
o~f Koh and O'Brien 1 19921 ..htw a %ide range of1 ..ii perimentat %;ork b% "a.%% and Par..o.. 11431 and Mar..hall
dis.trihution. 1% pical exarnpte. are ..h4)ln in Figure I X-36. and Palmer I 194141. According to their wkork the numbevr o)1
The rva~on.. for this. % ide % arlation arc no)t cleart,% under- drip'. of diameter 1) can het express.ed a..
stood.: though ongo~ing m4)detiog u~ork h% larine/:Sanche%.I
et al, 119X31 i.. beginning to unra'.et .4) of the caus.e..N 1  N,. exp( -a M)
The maj4)rmt of the distribution,, peak betwecen 0.2 and 0,5 wshere N.. = 0.014 cmn (194.23)
mmn. The irva-%eighted ajerae radius.. the ..iic miea.ure
with the mom).. influence on extinction. i'. generallk in the and a =41 R " "cn
range 11. 1 to 01.3 min. with R being the rain rate in mm/hr.

Tahg IN It (,ud nukkdc, dro.p v.,-c disinhn,sn and liquid t.ir o4.nlents

______ nlr) a ar'exp I-hr) -

CtoudT'.peModel

CodT eNumber h N,, (en) 'I aMt ,I "

lica%% Adh.. tioni h)11 1 3 (0.3 201 W127 0,37
Moderate Radiation Fot - 6 3(M 2(m) 667.5 (1.02

I Cumulus.. 3 3 -05 250 2.N"4 1 W4
Atto..tratu, 4 5 1.11 4414) 6.2 6S I I .41

IStratocumulu.. 5 5 0. K 2(X4 0. 4364 1.55
Nimbo..tratu.. 1 0,333 1(N MI 1X09 (27
Stratu% 7 3 0.667 25(0 8.247 (1. 42
ISiratus 1 2 Wh (l-50 27011) 0I29
1StIratIus%- StIratIoc I uuus 9 2 (1.75 2501 5-1.734 ()ItS

Stratoculmuus 101 2 40. t50l 9_1 75 0,301
Nimbo~stratus It 2 o.425 2(m) 7.676, 0l65
Cuniutus-Cvumutus (onzC..Wst 2 0I .28 8( I 1.411t5 (0.51

N liiia ,iumtwro .5 p.rtil Iv 'r mm ltii)I
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CH P1R FOG MODELS AFGL CLOUD MODELS

top - IV1 ~I -

QI 0

z10 icy z,-

z z 1

LiJ I D-11 I

10o' lo Ic'D" I'C

*RADIUS (I~m) RADIUS (km)

I*4uf 19,37 The sk..p '.ue cmwexnrimicnm Its it paflck jr.. I-igumcIXN AK l-dro~p .ic .cricrdthw~ wi' ~m i tot,we drtp
radnr. 'ipml (tw fog~ nwodct% 1-2 in TiAe 1N-11. rdu ~m wcodmdl - nTbeI-

This rclation'.hip i. .trietl\ empirical and doc% not explain pendent oft wavelength. in 'the vistie and infrared. Trans-
the physical significanve of the distribution%. inis.orneter mecr~urernent. oiver the past few year%. by a

numbtr of investigators I%unlmaril~d by SecagrCN and
18.2.2.4 I~tinction. Scattering. PolarizAtion. The at- Ehe.r'ole. himever. hav.e found that the mneasurei
tenuation coefficients for the loi.' model. gien in Section infrared extinci,.un coefficient vanie' fromn 1.0 to 1.45 time.
12.2.2.3 are pres.ented in Fi~ure'. 124-40 and 19-41. For the that in the vsihibe. generalh\ increas.ing with wavelcnl;!.
droplet concent-atiuin' given in trabie 19-I 1 421) and 24X) tor and depending somc~hat on the type of ins.trument used.
%oe I n .r'pcivlI h eutngmtooosa ill and Shettle 1 19X431 have'.ho~n that most of the
rante'. g'.i'.ibilit) tare 130m and 450mu. Iloire'er. the model. appijrcnt .Amelength dependence can bec explained h\ in-
can Ke, scaled to voisbilific. fromnss. thin 50~m to titer I '.trumental eflJects. The .atterint. phas.e function%. If par-
km. The extimstion coefficient%. tor different cloud model. tidle. that v're large compared to hc %mc.length are char-
are shiown in Fieurv%. I2-42 andi IX-41 The sinvle water actenifed h, e'.tremel' nam.m toru.ard lobo:-e'.due ito Fraunhofer
aihedo) and the a.%,iimetr. parameiter. are un,,en in Figures ditfraction. F-or %tit,% crstal. with a'er;,'e area-, equivalent
12-44 thromuhi IXH-49 tot describe frther the .catterin! prop- to a -jphere of II 1 to410.3 m1m radius. this licak is coimparabhle
Cele. of trop andi cloud%.. Becati.e of the nitith larer '.i/e to the hecld-of % ic% Fl Vi tioft' tpical tran'.m,'.'.me er .e-
of log and cloud droplet. co npared tII aerosol 4 ha/o par- cei..ers Therefore. tr a gi\% en trarini'.micter VO(V. the

lit'.the polariation ot litzht Nsattered h\tt-e particle% lontger the \.%a\%elcngth the le'.% Iorw ard-'.cattered radiation
is %-ce\ small and has little practica! importance. is,cmn'ed re'.uiltnug in at lor'cr "apparent- tran'.snis'.on, The

No theor\ presentl% e'.it'. to calculate essacti the c\s- relation'hip luet1 cen the measured transnuittafice -," and the
tinction croefficwit tor com'nples'hape% %u~h as n'm 'iscr rue ratiance transmmitance - i'. yii 'n N' ill and Shete.
tals \ite theo r\ in the icoc' onc limwit t the oin iiiu i\he c 19si
'.s'e parameter a VI I~in 0 asslenuth is About ;i .Lest
that exstinet ion in 'nro\% iand rai 'hr u ltk If icalk ide- vl 1 W111It X 4
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CHAPTER 18 aL

et al.. 19851 for various 0.6. VA i's and are summarized
inTable 19 12. To use the table. calculate the two table I 0 6

parameters a% follows:

p - Max (B. *)/Min (S. 4) (18.26)
v -a x Min (S.4). where9aiad 46are in radian. NC .,

smallest.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~( Ma n mar.0setiey h lre n

where die expres'kin Max means use dhe largest of the - - . - ,
arguments ini the parentheses. Similarly. Min means use the .....
smaller of the two arguihents. A comparison of uncorrected LL
and diffraction-corrected meas-ured transmittances is shown LL~ 10t
in Figures 18-50 and 18-5 1. Seagraves119831has compared CJ

mesrdvisible and 10.3 ~I~m transmittances to those cal-
culated from geonmetric optics theory. The calculations as- Z ,

surmed a modifie gamma size distribution of particle sizes 0
between 84 and 761 urn radius based on replicator data. ,- I10p
and used the airiorm snow mass concentrations meastired - WZU M

by CRREL Isee Lacombe, 19831. These studies strongly 0

suggest that the extinction coefficient in snow is very nearly X
wavelength independent in the visible and infrared, though U- .w
paav~cle shape may have a small effect below the resolution 101
of themeasurement precisior and cannobenruled out. 10-1 1,00 1,01 1,02 10

Studies by a number of investigators have addressed theWA LEGH(n
question of the relationship between snow fall rate and ex- WVLNT jm
tinction. Results summarized in Figure 18-52 vary widy , ircudaes3..,I.1

(Table 18-11). r

c3 ~ ~SROVUS YVP1 CLUUO MOELS 5CnK LO

1~ 1.0
:011

Lu _j

LLu
0 <
C-) C..

V ~ 0.4

Co + - Ie~u~
C) ~ Z

1 02 10
101 100 10 10

WAVELENGTH (p Lm) WAVELENGTH (AFm)

Figure 19-42. Extinction coefficients for stratus cloud models 5. 1. 8I 9, Figure I%-"A Single scatter albedo for fog models land 2 (Table 18
10 (Table 8-11).lb
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5?RA'U% "O CLOUD 'MO!LS FOG eMWL ASVWTRY PAAMETER .*. .

1.0 - 1.0 -

~0.81 % .

0.86--I0.6
a.-

CJ) 0.4 0.4-
LLU

0.3- . 0.0 tI_ _

10 :0 1 C2  0j 10210 0

WAVELENGTH (jsm) WtWELENGTH (lgm)

Figure, 1-45. Single scatter uibedo, for straw cloud models 5. 7. 3,.9. Figue 1&47. Asymmetry pmmneten tr fog moderls I md 2 (T"bl IS- d
lO(Tabl IS-Il). 11).

VARIbOUS CLOUD MODELS VDAIOUS CLOUD MOELSPO

1.0J1.

-8-

L- 4

44

C,~"w ,)-

<- 4-Ah 4 L
I 0.4

-)ku 1.cf"

iQ :0 0 02 30.01
10 0 , c 10 1

WAVELENGTH (/zm) WAVELENGTH (pm)

Figure 18-46. Single scatter albedo for clcod models 3. 4. 6. 11, 12 Figure 18-48. Asymmetry paramneters, for stratus cloud models 5. 7. 8. .

(Fa"l 18-M,~ 9.20 (Table 18-1ll.
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CHAPTER 18 9 r*r J i~ti[MM0EATASt~~

@6DATE: 31 JAR C2

It TOP - VISIOLE

10- M. :
U. -I , ~ S *.IO 6 0 4 7

ryM 6m 4ITI 0FE 96

igu %850 Trrmnnei hevsbe.- & ad81 aad

>Figdue perhTasmitbtauremneroptiuay in the Liil.35g n -1 ~ ac
0-' ~ uin' snA Jaedt, anurysa habit sor- sie dirlibton. er

Recen ?eut ioft Laoe & 19831 show tht ora ient
WAVELEGTH pm) aiborne now mas con eaing vlexetinction -

3crease with. inrasn 4tiin, (igur Snow 3 'mlad apears193

Fijute ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u p04.Aymtyprmtr o codmdl.346 2 t egrhapter foh platsliketl errrpatc un lalne n
(Tbl snow) raitic broa banhed crystal andiplates)ztnadisoritheimo.

Thce mstnsiv e of Lcme193 snow ha fortaogiven
WAVELNGTH (/I)aisbreno have been adeatMichn Tiibehxnoa dni-

Fijrt 8-4. Ayme" araetes fr lo mdel, 3 4 6.1 L12 overe a ~nceter rpalik. cr9sta. A(tpial eandple dhon-
Tal (T-2.Frardl egrecto atr I.9.4 a ci Figrea 1b-54nchedstal m asurements) are o h anulr ie~

£ransmcompnatt wypth fiatmns beceete. seld ofaes viewe whrnpd

(6.6 'min6.4~ nd v= - m (A reTan reoltosbt reuie oneto to hnouw p p phase unction,

4 in radians.

p 10 0.00 50.00 20.00 10.00 5.00 2.00 1.00 ,-

Sfl0W-ONE- A TRANSMITTANCE
V

09DATE: 31 JAN6I 2
TIME: 1530-2000

0.04 0.0 16 0.015 0.008 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.000 O's CORRECTtD

0.06 0.025 0.024 0.016 0.009 0.004 0.002 0.001 0
0.10 0.041 0.040 0.036 0.023 :0.0,2 0.005 0.02
0.15 0.061 0.060 0.059 0.046 0.026 0.011 0.006 -

20 0.080 Q.080 0.078 0.070 0.045 0.019 0.010 .o

0.30 0.116 0.116 0.115 0.113 0.089 0.042 0.02204
0 45

0.40 0. 150 0.150 0.149 0.146 0.133 0.072 '0.038 Z9, ,S

0.60 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.208 0.204 0. 143 0.08 0 F
1.00 0.304 0.304 0.304 0.30'1 0.299 0.276 0.189 0 Z
1.50 0.378 0.378 Q.378 0.378 0.376 0.364 0.310 0 t
2.00 0.418 0.48 0.418 0.418 0.417 0.405, 0.381 C
3.00 0.446 0.446 0.446 0.441, 0.446 0.440 0.423 0 60 G 60 ItoI0 3060 70 240 270

4.00 0.455 0.455 0.455 0.455 0.455 0.452 0.438 TIME IN MINUTES AFTER 1530

6.00046 0.68 04680.48 0468 .46 0.61 Figure IN51. Data from Figure I X 44. correeed for for,%ard scater into
10, 00 0,475 0.475 0.47,5 0.475 0,475 0.475 0.474 the tranmjswomeier field of aie. asuming an effective
20.00 0.476 0.476 0.476 0.476 0 475 0.476 0.476 scatteri radius of 1) 2 mmn Residoal QAveleneth deen

dence ma% he due toI multiple scatterng o, shape effects.
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

EXINCTION vs SNOWFALL RATE

FOR~ DIFFERENT MODE-S to

P-T W111G
L FALLING SNOW

6- X - WINCHESITER ET AL
100 - X 0 -AFGL

3 - X

0Z X

10-1

Tx - X XXXxZ X(X -

X o

10X X

090 ISO

SCATTERING ANGLE

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Figure 18-54. Phase function of failing %now measured in Houighton.
PRECIPATION RATE (mm h#71) Mississippi on 26 January 1981 with a polar nephelometer.

(EQUVALENT LIQUID WATER) [Winchester et al.. 19811. The doijnant crystal was a six-
sided dendritic of abo~ut 2 mm diameter. Circled points are -'

Figure t8-52. Moidels ot visible extinctioni coefficient vL-rsus equivalent data from the 31 January !982 SNOW-ONE-A episode
%now fall rate. Curve R is tir rain %%Lik the others are for averaged over the 1530-200period. Data were taken each
51.'vw as measured by various inetgtr I Mason. 1978 1. minute with a fixed-angle nephelometer at 30W. 110'. an

ISO' scattering angles.

SNOW-ONE raising the question whether they represent any one snowfall
-type-. Mecasurements made by AFGL are also shown in
Figure 18-54. They were made simultaneously at three- fixed
angles and are shown normalized to the Winchester data at

6 . -~ 300. they show good agreement in relative scattered inten-
I sity. An absolute comnanison is npossible since- Win- r
J chester\s data are not normalized to total extinction. r

a . 332 q
t4)- 18.3 SURFACE REFLECTANCE

-~ AND ALBEDO

4 . A fractton of a liteht beami that is incident on theeats
surface or on clouds will be retlected hack into thc atmo- *.

sphere %%here it maN undergo further scattering and absorp-
b 1.) (ion. Surface reflectance consequently affects sky radiance

to) ittl orNo~iingseen front the ,round. the radiance of' the aimosphere as
*) Mderae t Heay Riin~ seetn frem space. and other atmospheric optical quantities

t~)Grupetcr "goupI (se Section 18.51. The percentage ot' light reflected trotm
natural terrain or water Surfaces varies with anele of* mci- .--

S 0.2 OA0.6 dence and look angle and is, also a function of the %kavelenethe *o",,

C, Airborne Snow Concentration tg/nm3) ol* the ratdiation. l)ctails ot these reflection processes. 6
peciallx Iahoratotx tlleasttrctunts on surfaces. arc often treated

Fieure IM-53 Relatiin..hip hrcnccl.iirtx'nc sn,,"5 confcentraiI' nI5 stehdretolrfetnetntion IUndoI hie n
tani ext~nimmn for 3 dtIcrecs., rimnine, Dtare .i rio;i SN(%' - %te)5rctoa elcacefnto II)F,%hl n

ONIE.A Curve, are plussr ]iss tit, sithin V.ich :jlegorv. ltgral reflection effects -- for examnple thLc britzhtncss of a

18-35
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MHAPTER 18

planet-are usuilly characteri/eJ by 'ahd.For mirror SALT FLAT CORN
surtace-, (specular reflection). the incident and reflected beam no 1.0 -:.
and the normial to the surface at the point of incidence lie 1.12

in the same plane-. the angle between the normal and the
Jirection of incidence and between the normal and the re- 1.04

flected beamn are identical. 1.1 .0 -95 7 10
A brief deisation of the BI)RF following Nicodemus 1.50C '4" #I.

119671 and Leader 1 19791 will nowk be given. The radiant 1.2 1.8O.
plter incident on a surface element dA throug~h a beamn of 1.01412
solid angle dl, (from polar angle 0. azimuth angle 4b) is 2.3

10* 440 lee 500

d P, = N, dA MlI'. (18.27) SOLAR ELEVATION

whee N istheradanc 1Wcm r ' an dl', ~ Figure 18-55, Bidirectional reflection, ftinction of Bonneville. Utah. Salt
whreNisth rdane W m s ' nddi', cos ,Flat (left) and a corn field (right). each for a low and a ..

dl. is the projected solid angle. The radiant power reflected high s.olar elevation.- F,17rf')N.,. = albedo for a horizontal

into diI, is receiver. Spectral range 0.3 to 3 ±rn IlFaton and Dirrnhim.,
19791.

d P, = dN, dA dil',. (18.28)

Thus the ratio of the radiant power is
L) tDRY SNOW

dP = IN dil', = 'di', (18.29) U. CLOUD

d P, N, diO', 0.6 -J

f' 10, d,. 0, do) sr ') is"alecd he bidircctiomtl reflectance U- 04 - ------ ROC-

function tB[)RF). This definition Is especially useful for. ,
narrow (collimated) illumiinating, beams (sun, laser). If the < 0.
incident radiance comes front all directions of the hemi- ~ !VEGETATION

0pee.te 0.2 06 1.0 1A4;.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2

WA4LENGTH (pimn)w

f. 1 fN, sin 0 cos 0dOdb. (18.30)i. "Figure 18-56. Typical spectral diffuse reflectance of snow. ice, soil, and
vegetation after Suits [1978. F~gure 3-191. V-

A perfecily diffuse reflector is characterized by a eon-
slant I" in all directions. If such a surfacee is diffusely ir-
radiated and the reflected radiance in an" direction is incas- 0.10. CALCULATED EXTINCTION

ired. the direcitional reflectance is f-J, r f" Idimiension- BY PHYTOPLANKTON

less!. Hence. t'e HI)RF of a reflection standard (barium
,ulfate) "~ith f',, = I is f' = 1/T In-1

Jiance oif the earth~s surface or the earth~s atmo~phere in

the simplest lktv is nmade h.. a -flat- receiver turned up (for
Jowxn%,clline radiation Lind dlown (for upxkelling radiation). 00 RTRLK
The ratio of the fluxs. P T /P .is often called albedo or

Jiffuse reflectance.
Eaton and irirhi.n !19791. for example. have miade GUCLFOFNI

.ilcasuremnent% of BDP)l, wid :tlhedo of severatt surfaces for
*hortwa% c radi'tiot. 0o3. 3 gmni. Those of a salt flat and a
kIcd of' corn are sbinsn in Ficure 18-55 for two solar ele-
vations. Due to the : nisotriip\. the nadir v'alve% wt of the'
BDRF are' to he inuftlt-iied hw a f'ador F to ol-,tairi the alhedo. 0.001
At hIt solar Jet wion ande21s. F is Lenerallv -I. but stir- 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

aces %0 th \ertical !rkictiirc may mike F I at high Sun WAVELENGTH(jpm)
Ihen partial shado%, iun, occutrs.

(1 ire 15-57.e R~di rc11~c' 4 0,7 pilm it .. I ie siic hstc
Spectral re tied ance fri in ().2Lto 4l ni fo r sev ra I surface -Sesrd.teI,21i i ~irI'~ acld imtir

,) Pes is 21i. . in Fi~ures ;S-30 thiint h I M 58 I Suits. 19781. Stii, 11978. 1fu 3-i 24
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

AFGL a :omput-ttional model, FASCODE (Fast 'Atro- Y1.0- -% .
spheric Signature Code). has been developed and madc -ee

R WATER SURFACE available to the scientific community. Line-by-line calcu-%
lations are discussed in the following section in the general

0. -context of atmospheric calculations and the FASCODE model .

0.3 S OOTH(Clough et al.. 1981; Smith et al.. 19781. Spec~fic details
of the model are not discussed, hut arc available in the A

01ROUGH literature l for example. Clough ajid K neizys. 1979, Clough
et al.. 19771. A general reference covering the topic of
atmospheric molecular absorption that the t~.cder will E'nd

/ particularly useful is the work by Goody 1 19t41.
0.037

0.06 _________________18.4.1.1 Line-by-Line' Computations (FASCODE). The
30 90 monochromatic optical depth. k(v). at wavenumber value

00 690 v(cm-1), assuming superposition of the contribution from--

NADIR ANGLEthe individual spectral'transitions, is given by

Figue 1858.Vanaion ithnadir look angle of specular reflectan~c R ki; V ,T(8.)

of smooth water surface and surfa~e roughened by a beau- I18.e1)
fort 4 [Suits. 1978, Figure 3-1141. x ~Wm)S()1~~~ ~,-v

whe~e W(m,) (mol/cm 2) is the column density for the mo-
Further examples. citations, and refei ences to data filecs can lectilar species. i, involved in the iih transiion. vi is the
be found in Suits 11978-1. Fitch 1 19811 made a theoretical transition wavenumber and Si(T)( I/mol/cm2) is the intensity
study of the polarized radiance (at 1)4 and 0.6 lam) from at temperature T (K) appropriate to the FASCODE line
the top, of the earth's atmosphere for different surfaces and shape, f(v. v,) (I/cm '). We note that W(m,) = p(m,)l for
aerisol conditions. path length I and molecular density (p(mj). This line shap:: I

formulation is an extension of that used by Van Vleck -.-.d ~ -

Huber 119771 and discussed by Clough et al. 11980. 1983'
Equat ior ( 18.3 1) may he conven ient ly rewritten i n terms of - .j

18.4 ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMITTANCE the -radiation field dependent term v tanh(hct'kT) to oitain e

AND) RADIANCE
kv) =v tanh(hcv/2k1,)(8.)

18.4.1 Monochromatic Radiation. Wm)STIfvv)+fv-vl

For many purposes. knowledge of the monochromatic The intensity, §,, is expressed in ters of the trati. iion
optical depth for a specific optical path in the earth's at- strength JIL2' debye2. as

mosphere is required. The type of calculation necessary ;o
obtan this information is referred to as a line-by-line cal- - 8'rt' X 10 ~
ctilat-on since it takes into account the contribution of each S(T=
spectral line to the monochromatic absorption. Conse- / 3hc

quently. line byline calculations require detailed knowledge ~ I+ eh~~ .3
of the spectral line parameters associatedi with each contri-/
butintt transition. Such computations, performed over an .ci

extended wavenumber interval (of the order of IMX cm-",.Z
may require significant computational effort. Several meth- Q%'(m,.T)Qk(m,.T)'
ods for performing such computations have beeni discussed
in the literature. Some are particularly' suitable tot special- where E,(cm is the lower sate energy for the transition
ized calculations lScott and Chedin. 198 1: McMillin et al., ard Q% (mT and QR,0m.T) are the vibrational and rotational
1976, Kunde and Maguire. 19731. some make approxi- partition function,, for the appropriate molecular species.
mations that in certain cas -s may he acceptable [Karp. 1973: in, In teinms .t the intensit% definition. SJ1i . usedl for the
Mankin 19791. and oithcrs are accurate and diiect but not AFG[. line com1pilationS I Rothmian et al.. :983a~h: NMc-

,ornutaionllyefficient ISusskind and Searl. 197-8]. At Clatchey et a..17;% acterliosp
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s~~rS T ~). 118 _14)S-
/ 0.6-1

0.0

. M 'h line %hap'e fumndfl must %jti%fy the noinalizatiom Con- .0. -

"" dillo. .+i0 . t

: . - 2. -., -4 ..

f dvlf'i.V'- fv. -vll= I. 418.35) Z(HALF IDTH)

As a rut. the cxre%%,on for optical eth. Equation ( 18.32
* IgI5Ic.5 two imrnirtant cildiltml: the Nv4ult condition. .

d. kivi I K. 36 0.1

v t_h ihc__ !kT_ , o

0 .2+

that is. th Mrcration of transition %trengths: and the con- 0 . _t -- -
" dition that radiatior ha!an e atified hetween emission Z(mAt F WIOTH)

- ad arsor pT in 14 a -,%tem in thermal equilibrium.
-T linw shapec function ft v'.1' is dependent tin miolecular .

" , i--. 'roadning d-n.iti. and temperature. For colh- .-

inaral hrvadcning in the impact limit, the form factor is -

SN t

v- ,' e " (18.37) :..i 0.2"

there a,-cm 'i is the colliion broadened half, idth at half -0.2 J -!" 4

masimum II W''M It prove., colicnient ftor computational Z(HALF l! T-)

-upo,-4it) to dIin, a dimenionless parameter z such that
Figure 18-59. (a) The line shape profile appropriate for colliiona broad-

V e v ening.
/ = -- I h.38) lu) The line shape profile appropriate for velocity broad-

ening.
(c The function utilized in FASCODE for the construction

" [lnu. fi. t .- fon , l i t aI/!,  U i ' he)re 'of the Voigt line profile.

S- ~-I-(18.39) Th.: extensive computational effort required for atmos-

pheric line by line alculations is a result of three principal
The fun:ti,,n;tl crendence :'f L.i is %hown as function L factors: the large number of spectral lines contributing to
in 2urc 1-5the absorption. the small sampling interval necessary to

h delxndcre of the colliion broadened halfidth on model the attenuation at higher altitudes and the slow con-
lth numtxr den~t . n. and temperature. T. of the absorbing vergence to zero of the Lorent7 function given in Equation
media i% gden b, the relation. (18.39). The latter consideration has been treated through

the algorithms utilized in FASCODE and the details have
,c fn.T) = a" (nin..l iTrr,,) 'Tr !8.40) been made available in the literature. A computational sav-

ings of sixteen is achieved over direct methods for a spectral
w! re to u, the coliion halfvIdth at reference number interval of 512 halfwidths.
tenir n, Jetined for 10)1A rnb and reference temperature For the Doppler regime. in which velocity broadcning
T., 2% K i, The uuantit% X,. charactcning the temperature ;:minates. the line shape is
dipndence (f the half.%idth. tpicall, ranges between , I In 2' ln2 /v V ]
an it i. &Jpendin .,'n molecular ,fpvci, ard temperature. "I,) - p--
C, ( la -,tc a l c o llisio n .i i \ .- o ml u f i . fo r X'ir.  V a lu e s OL!

of X, apprlpn tic to each moleculc q'pe arc stored in the
-rogrim (18.41)

S. -- . - - . . . . . . . . . . . •. -. -. ,.-.*.-- - -;-.-.-



OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

Letting P .0 .2' 0.4 0.6 C.8 1 .r

Z )V (18.42)

* 0.b -bb

then f(z) = (l/ao) Gz) where

( n2 OA2 0- *-9C
G(z = exp I -(In2)(z)l. (18.43)

The functional dependence of G(z) is Gaussian and is shown 0 . bu

in Figure 18-596. The Doppler halfwidth (HWHM) is given
by

,,,[0. 1T ]'- . 0.4 0-ot" C.-8 l

c1=  2 Mn2) (18.44) iE 7;e M/N,,I
Figure 18-60. The constant relating the Voigt width to the sum of the

where M is the gram molecular weight of the molecular Doppler and collision widths: collision broadened width
over the doman 0.5.

species of the transition and N,, is Avi)gadro s number.
In the intermediate regime between collisional broad- where z is defined as

ening and velocity broadening. the line shape is obtained
from the convolution of the collisional and Doppler line
shape giving the Voigt line profile. The computation of the z -- (18.49)
Voigt line shape using a direct approach is too time con-
suming for general utilization. These direct methods gen-
erally give results to significantly higher precision than the The function Vi;(z) is an analytic function having the de-

uncertainty in the line parameters and the uncertainty in the pendence on z shown in Figure 18-59c. The constants C,(.).

line shape itself. An effective approximation to the Voigt Co((. and C,(4) are determined from least square fits of

lUne shape may be obtained by using an extension of the V( .z) to the exact Voigt function, The Voiat line profiles
method proposed by Whiting 1'19681. A Voigt parameter. for four values of' and the FASCODE 'approximation.

4. is defined in terms of the collisional and Doppler widths V(t,z), are shown in Figure 18-61. The computational sav-
ings using this approximate approach is on the order of 10O
compared with direct methods. The largest error, - %.

= (18.45) occurs for = 0.05 at a value of z corresponding to 16
o' 0 halfwidths from line center at which the function is four

for which = 0 in the Doppler limit and € = I in the orders of magnitude less than the peak value.

collision broadened limit. For ( = 0.5 the collision and 18.4.1.2 Continuum Absorption. FASCODE includes
Doppler widths arc equal. The Voigt width a' (HWHM) is c ontinuum onrib tion rom inntde-

obtanedthrugh he elaioncontinuum contribution from self and fo~rign denity d-
obtained through the relation pendent water vapor absorption. foreign density dependent

A, (~a' + a'). (M46) carbon dioxide absorption. and the collision induced band
of nitrogen. A more extensike treatment of the approach
used in FASCODE in which the continua are developed

The function A,() shown in Figure 18-60 is obtained from from the wings of strong lines appears in the literature iClough
the relations given by Kielkopf 119731 where et al.. 1980 and 19831. For atmospheric applications it is

+ advantageous to express the density dependence in terms of

, = ( ) + (- a seilf and foreign component.. The continuum contribution
2 Y - to the optical depth. k,.. is given by the expression

( (1847) k5  W v tanh(hct'/2kT) (18.51))

with F = 0.0990 In2. An appropriate Voigt line shape. x [(n.fn., Ct,(v.T) - (n,/n,),(,.T)
V(Q.z., is given as

Vt .z) C,(4) L (z) C1 ),t G (z) where W is the column densitv of the absorbine molccular

+ C,(4) V1(z). (18.48) species. ;n,/n,,) and (n,in,,) the number density ratios for the
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CHAPTER 18
self and foreign continuum, and C, and C, l(cm-' mol/cm) 'I Only values near room temperature are Lvailable for the
the wavenumber dependent continuum absorption parame- foreign dependence of the water vapor continuum The con-
ters for the self and foreign components. The density n, is tinuum values C, at 296 K are shown in Figure 18-64 and
the density of the absorbing molecular species and n, is the have been obtained by a fit to the datd of Burch. Thcre is
density of all other molecular species: consequently, n, + n, considerable uncertainty in the values for the spectral win-
represents the total density. The quantity. n,,. is the reference dow regions at 1000 and 25M0 cm'.
number density defined at 1013 mb and 296 K. In some For nitrogen, continuum VAlues at 296 K are included
cases the dependence of t on temperature is not known. in FASCODE for the collision induced absorption band sit
The present formulation has the advantage that the contin- 2350 cm'. For this case C, is taken to equal C,. so that
uum contribution to the optical depth decreases with in- the effect is dependent on the total density.
creasing temperature through the number density ratio term.
The quntities C, and C, for water vapor and C, for carbon 1$.4.1.3 Radiance and Transmittance for Atmospheric
dioxide are stored in th, program for the spectral range 0 Paths. The layering of the atmosphere is ptimarily de-
to 10 000 cm '. pendent on two consideratims: the ratio of tMe Voigt widths

The 'alues for C% for water vapor at 296 K arc shown at the layer boundari;:s and the temperature across the layer.
in Figure 18-62 together with the experimental valaes oh- The Voigt width as a function of altitude for the U.S. Stan-
tained by Burch IBurch and Gryvnak. 1978 and 1979. Burch dard Atmosphere is shown in Figure 18-65. The sampling
et al.. 1971; and Burch. 19701. The 260 K result wds oh- interval. DV. for FASCODE is indicated on the figure where
tamined by extrapolating the fits to the 353 K and 296 K data nominally DV = o"14. All calculations are performed com-
of Burch. The results for the three temperatures are shown mencing at the lowest altitude involved in the problem.
in Figure 18-63. The strong temperature dependence of the Consequently the sampling interval decreases monotonically
self density dependent water vapor continuum is treated by in the altitude regime for which collisional broadening pre-
using exponential interpolation of the 260 K and 296 K dominates and becomes essentially constant at altitudes for
values, which the Doppler broadening is dominant. This method of

1 o021 I 1000 15100 . . .200 23'00 300?o-21

0 296 K
10 " 2 \A 308K
1 + 353 K -. 10

CALC 296

i0 1 0o-23

I _ -024

S... 0 " . 0

0
E
'E 10-2.s i -25

I c0-264 i10-26

10"j i O'27

SI 2 j 00-211

56o o100 IsCo 2000 2500 3000

WAVENUMBER (cm")
Figure 18-64. The foreign density dependent continuum values C, for waler vapor as a tuncoinm of wave number The e perimental value% arm hx,m Hurch
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

:0" . recursion relation for the accumulated optical depth. K.
.after I layer is expressed as

,0.K, K . ., + ik, 118.51)

. . 1( where l, is the optical depth for laver tand K., = 0. This
. relationship is -mplemented layer by layer to obtaiai the total

.". optical depth fc: the path.\ For the radianceltransmittance mode, the radiant inten-
-" sity. 1, (W cm" sr /cm '). originating in layer t. is ex-

... l1, = (I - r,)B(T,). (18.52)
where r, is the transmittance and B (W cm 2 sr-'I/cm-') is

.the Planck black body function at temperature T, for the

layer. Since all calculations are performed from lower toS-higher altitud.s. different recursion algorithms are required
Figure-. The Voopt (itth tiHHk as a i of altitude for t for the looking down. the tangent path. and the looking up

AU.S. Sumd Annosphee. geometric situation. For the looking down geometry. we

obtain the recursion relation for the contribution of the cur-

performing the calculation ensures that the minimum amount rent layer ( to the upwelling radiation as

of information is handled at any given stage of the calcu- I, = , # , + (I - T) B(Td (18.53)
lation. Figure 18-66 shows the Voigt parameter. 4. as a

~I.. function of altitude for the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. with the condition that I.. the boundar radiance, is
The amo.pheric layering is performed by program

FSCATM IGallery et al., 19831. For spec;ficd boundaries I WT). 18.54)
and geometric pararmcters. the program computes the col-
umn densities and the density weighted temperature and where T,, is the boundary temperature and ,, the boundary
pressure for each layer. Alternatively. the maximum ac-
cep(able ratio of Voigt line widths for the layer boundaries emissivity. The transmittance relationship for this case be-
and the maximum temperature differential across the layer comes
may be selected to perform the atmospheric layering. These
two parameters are directly related to the accuracy of the T, = To T. (18.55)
radiance andlor the transmittance result.

FASCODE operates in either of two mxles: optical depth where T, is the total transmittance after layer (.
or radiance/transmittance. In the optical depth mode. the For tangent path geometry with .;ymmetry about t*.e

tangent height. we obtain the recursion relations

0 - 0.2 0.4 ' .6 e-e 1.o 1, = T, 1, I 4 (I + T, T, ,) - , ,)(B 'r,)

90 9nio.(1.

8 . eo. for the radiance with I, ==0 and
r 70. : ' -

X , T, = To T,. , (18.57)
-- 60..\ " - " '- 60 .

17): f0.o 0. for the transmittance with T,, = I. This algorithm for the

3. 3 . gent path case involves only a single line-by-line calcula-
,' a.:. -t ".... ' ." - '.. .. ion for each laver and enables this ca,,e to be handled consis-

.-tently ,with the other cases. that is. the calculation commences
with the angent laver and proceeds to higher altitudes.

For looking up geometries, the recursion relation for the
down%%elling radiance is

.tFigure 18-66. Tl- Voigt paramter Pas a functim of altitude for the U.S.
Standard Almo.pherc. I, I, I + T, (I -r,) BtT, (18.58)

{ 1843
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CHAPTER 18

with L. 0 I and for the transmittanoce sts of an affi Of equally spaced identical lines of Lorentz
shape. This moidel h is been applied to Absorpt ion band% that

To, T# ,*, 1 18.591 have a regular line structure. liw example. to some hand%
of CO,. N.O, CO. CHI. and 0.. The Goodyv model. on the

with T.. 1 . These algorithmis are implemented laser by other hand. assumes that the hand is composed of spectralq
laser starting with the initial laver at the loowest attitude and lines. with an exporwrntial intensity distribution and with%

P"e toi t the higher altitude. random spacing between line%. Again the lines. are assumed
In Figure 18~-0 we show tthe comrarison of a FASCODE ito have a Lorentz shape. Thi'. model has generally been

calculation woith experimental result% Obtained by Rice and applied to bands that have an irregular line structure, for
Ade I Rice and Ade. 19791 in the millimeter spectral region. example. smeri 11. and 0, bands.
The data woere taken with An interierormier measuring the In practice the wavelength dependent absorption coef-
downnelling radiance at the ground from which atmospheric ficiecnts are determined for each absorbing gas separately
transmittance: was inferred. The calculation was performed using laboratory transmittance values measured under known

with a two laser atm-spheAre and the water amount 'given condition%. The- absorption coefficients obtained in this way
by the measured amount for the Rice and Ade experiment. are then used in the band model transmittance function to
In Figure 18-68 we show the results for a fifteen laver determine th.~ Average transmittance for each abso)rber as aI calculation with a geometry in which the observer is at IMX function of* frequency for other values of path length and
kmn looking through a 15 km tangent height. Figure 18-69 pressure. Finally, the total mean tranlsmittance for molecular

* shows an expanded % iew of thc: Q branch region shown in absorption is given by the product of the mean transmit-
F F igure 18-68. The radiance s.alculation is plotted in terms- tances of the individual absorbers at each freqluency.
of Niaetblack boy1-prtr.Eat alyilexpressions have beer~ obtained for mos!

* of the band models. However, they are sometimes difficult
ito use and simpler approximations have been fo~und to applyi

18.4.2 Broad-Band Radiation in two limiting conditionis common to all band models.
$ Thoose simpler expressions are the well known "weak line"

Band] models assumte an array Of lines havine chosen and -strong line*' approximations Isee Goody. 1964. and
intensiiies. half-wvidths. and spacings which can be adjusted Plass. 195841 for which the transmittance is a function of the
ito represent the *mole.:ular line~ structuic in some part abso~rber amount, and the product of the pressure and ab-

ofa real band. For a particular band noie.the mean trans- sortber amount, respectively tfor a given temperature).
mittance i.an be represerted by a mathematical exprcs- 1Tbe weak line approximation. which corresponds to the

%iont tansittnce uncion exresed i icis f pessue. xpoteniallaw, is valid when the abiorption is,small at
teniperiture effective path length for absorber concert- the line centers lIgenerally for high pressures and low ab-
trationp. and One or more frequency dependenit absorption so~rber amounts I Unfortunately this case is rarely applicable
coefficients. ito conditions existing in the terrestrial atmosphere. The strong

Several hand models have been developed Isee Goody,. line Approximation is applicable where the lines are com-
1952 and 1964: Elsasser. 1942. Plass. 19514: King. 1964: pletely absorbing at their centers: the effect of increasing '

and W'.att ct al.. 19641: the Elsasser and Goodyv models the Amount of absorber is then confined to the edges or
being the most well known. The Eksasser band model con- wings Of the line%.. The regions of validity of the strong and

weak line Approximation for the Elsasser and Goody modiels

1.0 problems fall in either the strong line Approximation region

0.9 ''or the intermediate region.
aa1 In the LOWTRAN band'model discussed in the follow-

is07 2 ~ ing section. emnpirical'transmit1tance functions for HO. 0,
~0.6 .and the combined contribution% of'the uniformly mixed gases

o.- 0.5 .have been detcrmined fromt laboratory and calculated trans-
* ~ 0.4 ~-mittance data. Over a wide range of pressures and absorberi

~03~ anmount%. the empirical transmittance functions were found
02 *to give bete agreement with laboratory and calculated

0of transmittance data than the commonly used band models.
0.0 An excellent review of' the 1.4 W'IRAN model and oither

0 ~ ~ ~ t 1 I 5678 01 12 Ij hand models is eiven in tLa Rocca 1197941.

Stm,.-Iur FAS('tt)MB ~jLtatin curate, simple and rapid ineans of estimtating, the transmit-
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CHAPTER 18

tance and background radiance of the earth's atrmosphere at 6. Atmospheric and earth radiance ere calculated by a U
moderate resolution (20 cm ') over a broad spectral interval numerical evaluation of the integral form of the equation of
1350 to 40 (XX) cm '). The model was derived using a single radiative transfer. The emission from aerosols and the treat-
parameter hand nxel for n)lecular absorption and includes ment of aerosol and molecular scattering are considered ohly
the effects of continuum abo)rption. molecular scattering. in the zeroth prder.
ar- aeril extinction. It is based on an empirical graphic
1 rediction scheme of transmittance using sm e techniques J NTori in lly ::ggete by Al ,,h lc l ~ l .T e red ct on 13.4.2.3 LO W TRAN Atm ospheric Transm ittance. In
originally ! uggestcd by Ahlshuler 11961). The prediction the IA WAN mdl h oa topei rnmtac
scheme. derived from laboratory transmittance measure- th model, the total atmospheric transmittance
ment% complemented by line-by-line transmittance calcu- at a given wavenum her averaged over a 2-cm interval is
lations was reporte): by McClatchey et al. 119721 and, sub- given by the product of the average transmittances due to
sequently. together with atn)%pheric models developed into molecular band absorption. molecular scattering, aerosol
the modlel and computer cod~e LOWRAN ISelhy et al.. extinction, and molecular continuum absorption. The mo-
1972; l9'75: 1976; 1978; and Kneizys et al.. 1980: 19831. Iccular band absorpion is composed of four components,

The model contains representative tgeographical and sea- namely the separate transmittances of water vapor, ozone.

sonal) atmospheric models and representative acrosol models nitric acid and the uniformly mied gass (CO2. N20. CH,
with an option to replace them with user derived or measured CO. O2 and N2).
valiues and computes atmospheric transmittance or both at- The average transmittance r over a 20-cm interval (due
mopheric transmittance and radiance for any given Ia.t to molecular absorption) is represented by a single parameter
path geoearymodel of the form

18.4.2.2 Assumptions of the LOWTRAN Model. The 
=  C, w * DS) (18.60)

basic aupin made in the LOWTRAN Moddl are asssumpions where C, is the LOWTRAN wavenumber-dependent ab-
follows: sorption coefficient and w " is an "equivalent absorber den- "y

I. The atmosphere can he represented by a 33 layer sity' for the aumosphenc path OS at altitude z, defined in
model eten sea level and 100 km. Each model atmo- terms of the pressure P(z). temperature T(z). concentration
sphere contain% the variation of pressure. temperature. water of absorber w and an empirical constant n as follows
vapor, and ozone with altitude. A mean nitric acid pruIle
is incorporated into the noJel. It is assund that the mixing -( '1 .
ratios of CO,. NA). CI 4, CO. 0, and N, 'remain constant IT* ,-- , (..-. .. . W (18.61)
with altitude. Each layer is assumed to be in thermal equi- "P, "(z)
librium.

2. Refraction and earth curvature effects are included in where P,, and ,, correspond to STP (I atm. 273 K). If
the calculation of absorber aniounts for slant atmospheric Equation (18.61) is substituted in Equation (18.60) and n
paths. is set to zero and unity respectively. Equation I 18.61) reverts

3. The average transmittance over a 20 cm ' interval to the'well-known weak-line and strong-line approximations
(due to molecular absoi"ption) can he represented by a single common to most band nodels.
parameter empirical tranmittance function. The argument The form of the function f and parameter n was 'deter-
of the transmittance function is the product of wavenumber mined empirically using both laboratory transmittance data
or wavelength) dependent absorption coefficient, and "an and available molecular line constants. In both cases, the

equivalent absorher amount" for the atmospheric path. transmittance was degraded in resolution to 20cm ' thmughout
4. The total transmittance at a given wavenumber av- the entire spectral range covered here. It was found that the

eraged over a 20 cm ' interval is given by the product of functions f for H:O and the combined contributions of the
the average ransmittance% due to t..olecular absorption. mo- uniformly mixed gases %ere essentially identical, although
lecular ocatterfig. aerosol extinction, and continuum ab- the parameter n differed in the'two cases. Mean values of '

sorption. It is further assumed that the molecular absorption n were determined to be 0.9 for H,O. 0.75 for the uniformly
is compos)%d of four component, namely the separate trans- mixed gases. and 0.4 for ozone.
mittance ef %ater vapor, ozone, nitric acid and the uni- Figure 18-70 shows the LOWTRAN empirical trans-
forml, mixed eases. mittance functions defined by Equation 19,60) versus the

5. The variation of aerosol optical properties with alti- log,, of the effective optical depth (C, w * DS). The solid
tude is mordteled b:, di,,iding the atmosphere into four height function shown is used for- water vapori and the uniformly
rgions each having a different type of aerosol. The aerosol mixed gases,. Th' dashed function is applicable to ozone.
models for the !o%% er atmosphere (RURAL. URBAN. MANR- Absorption coefticients for water vapor. ozone. and the
IlIME and TROPOSPIIERICi are iven as a function ot combined effects of the uni;ormlv mixed eas s are included
relatixc humidity. Radiation and advection foe models are as data for LOW'RAN. The absorption coctficient,, for
also included, water vapor. ozone, and the uniformly mixed gases are
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Fiu.11-70. LOWTRAN emprittac fumtkqi venus Log, Figwe,19-72. Ab!.rptio coefficient C, for ozone from 350 t 5000 cm'.
die effective optical depth (CfDS) r

tered one or more times are neglected. Local thermodynamic NO
shown in Figures 18-71, 18-72 and 18-73 for the spectr.I equilibrium . T assumed in th + atmosphere.
region from 350 to 5M~J cm-1. The average atmospheric radiance (over a 20-cm'i-

terval) at the wavenumberg , along a given line-of-sight in

18.4.2.4 LOWTRAN Atmospheric Radiance. The terms of the LOWI RAN transmittance parameters is giver
LOWMRAN model and code also calculate atmospheric and by
earth radiance. A numerical evaluation of the integral form
of the equation of radiative transfer is used. The emission l) dY ~,T ~,T)~~ 1.2
from aerosols and the treatment of aerosol andA molecular R) dT ~,T ~,T fb 1.2
scattering is considered only in the zeroth order. Additional
contributions to atmospheric emission from radiation scat-

5. ! UNIFORMLY MIXEDLGASES "

3. T S0 07t Co2 Co2

CM4N~20 'O

0 .~ .jCI'. C021. 1 .0 i ... Co , 0 :''
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Figure 18-71. AbsorptioncoefficientC, for water vapr from350to500 Figure 18-73. Absorption coefficient C, for the uniformly mixed gases
cm-> from 350 to 500 cm'.
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CHAFTER 18 0.

where the integral repesents the atmospheric contribution
and the second term is the contribution of the boundary, 0.. KU

(for examp;e. the surface of the earth), and -- ue.

-- TNOPOSPKRKI

- average transmittance due to absorption, 0.-

= average transmittance due to scztering, 0 ." ".s

a =  , - average total transmittance, -.4 10.4 -pit

, ~ - average total transmittances from the o., ..

observer to boundary, .0. .0.

B(v.T) = average Planck (blackbody) function .,
corresponding to the
frequency v and the temperature T of 4 so

an atmospheric layer. OVENU, 6CR ItCMtL

Tb = temperature of the boundary. Fig= 18-75. Trmamitance spectra for a 0-km horizontal path a sa

level for die rural, maritime, urban, and topospheir- .
T ei it f d iosol models using the U.S. Standard Model Atmosphere-.,The emissivity of the boundary is assumed to be unity. ad a VS of 23 kmn. [

The numerical analogue to Equation (18.62) has beenm..Io-3
incorporated in the LOWTRAN model.

km). This calculation for the spectral region f;cm 400 to

18.4.2.5 Examples of Transmittance and Radiance 4000 cm-' used the rural aerosol model (23 km met. range)
Spectra. Some examples of transmittance and radiance and the U.S. Standard model atmosphere. V
spectra obtained from the LOWTRAN model are presented
in Figures 18-74 through 18-77. 18.4.2.6 Comparisons of LOWTRAN with Measure-

Figure 18-74 shows the transmittance from ground to ments. Comparisons of LOWTRAN with measurements
space from 0.25 to 4prn. This calculption used the U.S. are presented in Figures 18-78 through 18-87. Figures
Standard model atmosphere and the rural aerosol model with 18-78 and 79 show transmittance comparisons of LOW-
a 23-km met. range. TRAN with laboratory measurements of Burch et al. 119621

Figure 18-75 shows the variation in transmittance in the for some important water vapor and carbon dioxide ab-
spectral region between 400 and 4000 cm-' for the rural, sorption bands.
maritime, urban, and troposphcric aerosol models. The cal- Figure 18-80 shows a transmittance comparison with a '4'

culation is for a 10-km horizontal sea-level path using the sea-level measurement by Ashley et al. 11973] (General
U.S. Standard model atmosphere and a 23-km meteorolog- Dynamics). The meaurement, made with an interferometer
ical range.

Figure 18-76 shows the transmittance of the two fog
models in LOWTRAN for a 0.2-km horizontal sea-level e.. 4,.

path and a I-km meteorolcgical range in the spectral region . ..

from 400 to 4000 cm-'. . ... .0 .

Figures 18-77 a ar.d b show the transmittance anl ra- / ,. 2 KII
0.7 : .... FOG ;2 {Rt& ATION)

diance spectra for a vertical path at 0* zenith angle looking 0J I j.°..O..
to space as a function of observer altitude (0, 20 and 40 ,.o.. -

04q.5 z

_z 0
.3

.

i0. t,0O , 3 0 .2

"1 . .91.. -- .... 6 010 I4600 2000 2400 20 300 3600 4000 1% .

WAVELENGTH lVNC)

Figure 18-76. Transmittance speotra for the advection fog "-,g 1) and
Figure 18-74. Transmittance spectra for a vertical path from ground to the radiation fog (Fog 2) models, for a 0.2-kr: , . vwt--

space from 0.25 to 4 p, using the rural aerosol model, 23. path at sca level, with the U.S. Standard M.. -
km VIS and the U.S. Standard Model Atmosphere. phere and a lkn VIS. from 400 to 4000 cm.
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Figure 18-78. Representative absorplt-mncurves for the 6.3 t~m H20 Band.

.2 .004W101:.0*terferometer was 5 cm' as compared to the 20 cm reso-
tor1 lution of LOWTRAN. As shown in Figure I8-82. two the-

*04W oretical moes(ropicald maitu. udu summer) were used
for comparison and are displaced two divisions above and J

* below the measured radiance for clarity. Both models as-
I-sumned a 23 kmn met. range and, used the tmperaturL at 0

lokm in the model atmosphere as the boundary temperature. is.-I Figure 18-83 shows the comparison of atmospheric ra-

I1 0
A.s

0 9. I

406-

Figure 18-77 Transmittance. and radiance spectra for a vetPia path took- PIS in MM H4
ing to space from H I 1H I '=0. 24) km~. 40 kmn. H2 -- 100) 0 49
kmn. ANGLE 0 W the rural aerosol odd- (IHA7.E = 1. 2 3

9 W Win atn-cm
VIS =23 kin) and the.3 US. Standard Atmyosphere - URCH,eio;
tMOt)IEL- *- 6; Prom 4(0to 44881cm t(LItrinsmittance. 0 2 t (962) 334

thi radiance. --- LO*7RAN

- 0.0

2200 2300 2400

04 - 4 cmn resolution from 1 .9 to 5.4 fxm. is for a 1.3 kmk
sed-le~el horizontat path. A

Figure 18-8 1 show% a comparison with Chanev 1 19691 W 038
of the calculated up%%ard atmospheric radiance and an in- z 4
terfcromleter measuLre mentI from a balloton flight oiver north-e8 %_V5
em Nebraska. The measuroment was taken at a float altitude in 0 4
of 34 kmn. The calculated radiance used the midlatitude -,-.9HeiI(92

%kinter model %kith a 3 kmn net. range and at ground tem- 074 ---LOT

pMature of' 2801 K00
Fi~re1- 1 h~sacmprsn fa itr. rict:r575 625 675 725 775

F-i~ir I -;i shws coparsonof n iterromterWAVENUMBER 1CM
nieaso rcient miade Ir om the: Niius 3 satellite IC onratlh et
al . 19701t lotok inL thmosn os er the (Oilf of %Icxico %%ith the Figure 19-79 '&,ipaimm LO)WMAN -.atcutiions and Burch oi at i 19621
catcuilatcd attno~phcric radiance. The resolution oif the in- catculation folr C0,2 hands ai 4.3 irn and tlpor -
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Figure 18-S0. Comarison between LOWTR/-. and General Dynamics measurements; range =1.3 km at sea level.
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Fgure 18-81. Comparison batween LOWTRAN prediction and, University of Michigan balloon measurement of atmospheric radiance over northern*
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Rpe18-82. Comparison between LOWTRAN prediction and NIMBUS 3 satellite measurement of at'mospheris radiance over the Gulf of Mexco. "'

diance as seen from space between the LOWTRAN cal- order of the 'grating. The resolution was 0.03 Lm in the 8
culation and measerements from the Nimbus 4 satellite I Ha- to 14 I.m region. The data in these figures are presented -is
nel and Conrath. 19701 for three different geographic locations, a function of altitude and as a function of zenith angle. The -*

The spectra, obtained with a Michelson interferometer of LOWTRAN radiance calculati-n used the pressure, tern-
resolution 2.8 cm-' . we-e measurzd over the Sahara Desert, perature. ozone, and nitric acid profiles from the Murcray
the Mediterranean, and the Antarctic. The calculated LOW- repoit and the midlati~ude winter water vapor profile coni-
*TRAN radiances used the midlatitude winter model and a tained in LOWTRAN.
ground temperature of 320 K for the Sahara. the. midlatitude
winter model and a ground temperature of 285 K for the 18.4.2.7 Limitations of LOWI RAN. The coveral! ac-
Mediterranean: and an arctic winter cold model taken fromn curacy in transmittance from LOWTRAN is better than l0%.
the Handbook of GeophYsics and Space Environments !Cole 1he largest errors may occur in the disiant wing i of stiongly
et at.. 19651 and a ground tempe:ature of 190 K for the absorbing b ands in regions where such hands overtsp ap-
Antarctic comparison. All three calculations assumed a 23 pr-'ciahly. The reason for this error is twofoid. First, the
km met. range for aerosolK LOWTRAN spectral coefficient% are based on a single ab-

Figures I.o-94 througi. '7 show% comparisons of calcu- sorber parameter and cannot he defined for a wide range of
laled and ohserved atmospheric spectral radiance versus atmospheric Paths without sonic loss, in accuracy.
waveleneth in the 8 to IA tim spectral region. The mcus- Secondly, the transrtuittance in the window recions% hx-
urements were ma~de on a balloon flight launched from I lot- tween strone hand,, enerally lie,, in the wkeak line approx-
loman AF13. Ness Mexico hy Murcray et at. 119771 Uni- imiation reiL'ion Where the transmittance iis a function of- the
'.ersitv oflDcnver. The instrument used for thewe t-b crations quantity oft absorber present and not of' the product of ah-

wa rtn pcrmtr operated ithe first ndt second sorhcr amo ntn rlu The iitv,-ditnienional prediction
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OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

- MURCRAY ET AL, HOLLOMAN AFP, NEW MEXICO, for multiple scattering events increases with increasing op-
19 FEBRUARY 1975 tical thickness t = k, - x Isec Equation (18.21)1. Van de

---LOWTRAN Hulst 119571 states that if the optical thickness t < 0. I single
1003 scattering prevails. fIt O0. 1 < t < 0.3 a correction for dou-

REC 157 ble Fcattering nay, be necessary. For still larger value% of
k 1the optical depth the full complexities of multiple scattering
, °have to he considered.

E - Monographs by Chandrasekhar 119501. Sobdev 119751,

,1:1 ," _and van de Hulst 1 19801 are classical reference. on theory

, .and approaches to radiation transfer. Recent reviews of mul-

, tiple scatteripg have been presented by Hansen and Travi,

<,0"s 119741. Heman et al. 119781, and bythe Radiation Com-
C.< ' mission of the International Association of Meteorology and

Atmospheric Physics (IAMAP/RC) ILenoble. 1977 and
Fouquart et al., 19801.

W .The basic radiative transfer equation in a scattering at-
n0o-4 mosphere defining the diffuse radiance 1,. can be written as

8 9 10 It 12 ,13 14

WAVELENGTH (gLm) dlt,,. L. 4,)

Figure 1I-87. Sample spectrum of slwt avetcngth regiom ots.crvd at = t,. IL.4) + It..,)

an attitude of 24 0 km and a Penith angle of 63' on 19
Februrry 1975 and LOWTRAN comparium. (18.631

where the source. tenn. J,. 'is given by

mittance decreases toward zero but the uncertainty in the
absorplance (er r.dianc) increases. i,. = ,.(t,.) "F . i

Additional constraints on bth the vali-Jity of the model ='4. r

as well as the range of applicability are introduced for at-
mospheric radiance calculations. As mentioned above. the + w,,it,,P,it.:bL,,.4,,,) exp -
atmospheric radiance becomes less accurate for ven short

paths. In addition, the radiance calculations assume local + II - wj ,At.iIB,t,..TI (18641
thermodynamic ..quilihrium exis,,t in each layer of the model
atmospheres. This assumption will break dovn for iadiance and where the following notation is used:
calculations in the upper atmosphere.

For the shorter wavelengths (<5 pm. attered solar . . z optical depth
radiation becomes an impc.tant source of background ra-
diation. This contihution for radiance calculations at the
shorter wavelengths with a sunlit atmosphere would add to k.1z) = extinetion coefficicnt

the atmospheric radiance calculation using the LOWTRAN wj,.) = albedo for single scattering
model Single-scattered solar and lunar radiation ha% been
addLd to the latest I.OWTRAN moldel IKiiei;vs et a!.. 19831. 1 = height

IL = co'.I

0 = angle hetweecn a given direction anti

18.5 RADIATION TRANSFER BV the direction of increasing optical

ATMOSPHIERIC SCATTERING depth. t that is. timards the oundi

b = azimuth angle

1 1u-c rP, t .tb. It'. 4)' . phasc Junction d fming the function°'" 18.5. ! 4 ultiple Scattering
of' the light incident at t'. 4V which

S r i n dd c iis %cattered in the direction IP. &'-' Scattc: ,'i ;-+ ,I tt anti ,ntared radiation o+,'cur , iii the

atmopht re :ifr tmolectules. haze pariele+, and water drop- Bit.ji Planck blackhlod function at
- letl in tya" air i-ee Sections 18 1.4 and 19.21. Scattering temperature "

effcts ' imm icit-ule, and tcrosols are additie. Niultiplc
scatIcri ii Accur , hen sc.attered liht unde goes suhe&4ucnt 'rrF,,, solar irradiance perpendicular to the
,cattrnng n n thcr particles or molecules The probability direction of incidence. (IIL,. ,,
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The first term on the right side 4. Equation (18.63) is the [ w( - )
energy lost from the beam of r.diatioitravcling in the di- Lt44)x[ I
rectio~n (i.L. 6). This loss is d jc to either absorption orL w

scattering out of the beam. The econd term (known as the + F" F- -

source term) represents the diftfise radiation contributed tL fL(' t)d

the direction (i'. 46 by scattering ptoccsses or self emissior 4

by the atmosphere. This source term is expanded in Equation ~<0 ( I8.66d)
( 18 .64) into threc component% tin order): the diffuse radia-
tion scattered into thc beam fromt other directions. the di-i'ct lht,g,4) J .) L.4b). IL 0 ( I8.66b)
sunlight scattered into the beam direction (gi. 46). and the
thermal radiation emitted ny the atmosphere at frequency

vFor simplicity, the frequency v will be omitted in sub--

these equations only applY to spectral intervals sufficiently IL

narrow that the atmo spheric abso)rption and scattering pro- + ! it'.$L.4) exF-('lt
cesses do not change significantly with wavelength. ILf t'

The full radiative transfer Equation ( 18.63) with the0
source term as in Equation (18.64) is'too cumbersome to L IL> 0 (18.66c)
solve in general. However for most scattering problems in
the earth's atmosphere, there is a natural separation of the where t* is the total optical depth of the atmosphere and
part% of the source term. In the temperature region of interest where I Wt*41.4b) for R1< 0Oand I * 0 .IL.ib) for jA. >0 (de-
for the earth.'s atmosphere. Bt.T) contributes only in the noting the upward radiance at the ground and the downward
loeigwave region (infrared and beyond)I. For wavelengths radiance at the top of the atmosphere respectively) are spec-
less than 3 to 4 A±m. generally the thermal radiation B3,At.T) ified by the boundary conditions: At the ground, the up-
can be neglected compared to the solIar irradiation F,_, and welling radiance is related to the downward radiance by an
foi longer' wavelength% IF,., can be neglected compared to appropit ufc reflection law (se eto 1.) n
Bj t.T). at the "top- o' the atmosphere the downward diffuse radi-

Also. for the longer wavelengths (greater than 3 to 4 ance I *(0. R.) for 1.& > 0 is usually taken to be zero (that
gRm) scattering is negligible ex.. .pt in the presence of cloud% is. the downward radiance at the top of the atmosphere is
or fog. These cases where thc source term is limited to the due only to the incident sunlight). The formal solution
thermal radiation BLjt.T) are discussed in Section 18.4. Ser- lEquation (18.66)1 does notA completely solve the radiative
tiefis 18.5.2-18.5.4 will focus on the solution to Equation transfer equation since J is defined in terms of I [Equation
(18.63) when the thermal radiation can be neglected al- (18.65)1. However it is used in the development of several
though many of the methods of sols ing the multiple scac- of the Tethods discussed below.
tering problem can easily be generalized to include atmos-
pheric emission. The reduced expression for the source term 118.5.1.2 Method of Successive Orders of Scattering.
is given by The method of successive orders of scattering expands the

radiance as [sec c..g. Dave. 1964. 1965. or Irvine, 19651

(A t)

4 ~-PLii..b.~~tWF. 1.5 where I... is the part of the radiance 'scattered exactly n

times.,~'t~id is found by evaluating the formal solution
The phase function P used here is a weighted average of JEquation (18.66)1 using J = J-'t.1 ±.(b which is given by
the phase functions for molecular %4 attcring and aerosol Equation (18.65) with I = I'" "and. starts with P"" = 0.
4cattering discused in Sections IM. 1.4 and 18215re- This method has the advantage of easily handling vertically
spectively. The %ecight%, are proportional to the scattering inhomogencous atmosphere%. The main disadvantage is that
Coefticients. for scattering, hN air molecules andi by aerosol the computation time beconmes very long as w approaches
particles. 1 .0 (absorption becomes weak) or as' the optical depth be-

comes large.

18511Formal Solution to the Multiple Scattering
Problem. The formal solution to the radiatie transfer 1 8.5.'.3 (auss-Seidel Iterative MetOdA. The Gauss-
equation is given by Seidel iterati've lmethod originall% dev-loped by Herman and
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*Browning 119051 and other% IDave and Gazdag. 19701 also in terms of the s Lattering and transmission functions for the

staits with Equations 18.65) and (18.66). Here they initially individual layer%. For a homogenous'atmosphere. it is most
assume I - 0 aind viti nick aly integrate IFquatiori 0IWM) efficient to start with I, = I, = t4P. where t, is small, and
for small steps A~t for downward radiances (Ii. > 0) until build up to t = 2P t,, in p steps. by a doubling procedure.
they reach the ground. They then integrate stepwise from The Neumann series method (iteration in orders of scat-

*the ground back to the top of the atmoscphere using the tering [see Irvine. 19651 has been used to find S(t,1) and
*downward radiances just cilculate-l for thc integral in Fqua- T(41 for L~, -0. 125 by van de Hulsi and Grossman 119681
*tion ( 18.65). The process is then repeated until the solution and Irvine I l968bI. Hansen started with an initial optical

converge-,. Recently Herman et al. 119801 improved the thickness oft4, -2"2 where he could approximate S(W4 and
computation speed by approximatiny Rt.&..) by polyrio- T(tj, by the appropriate expressions for single scattering.
mials in t which allowed the use of larger step sizes 4t for 11The formalism developed by van de Hulst and Hansen has
optically thick atmospheres. only been applied to radiation emerging from an atmosphere

and in its present form cannot be used to calcu late the radiation
13.5.1.4 The Matrix Operator, or Layer Adding within an atmosphere. The approach developed by Grant
Methods. The radiative transfer problem has been solved and Hunt overcomes this drawback by incorporating an
by using different formation% of the matrix operator or layer algorithnm for determining the radiances between the layers
adding techniques reviewed by Plass. et al. 119731. One of used in the'calculation. However. this can be quite time
the first applications to light scattcrirng in the atmosphere consuming for a number of different depths. The advantage

*was tl.c doubling method dicussed by van de Hulst in an in computation time is also weakened if the approach is ex-
*unpublished report in 1963 and later used by him 2nd others tended to vertically inhomogeneous atmospheres.

[e.g. van de'Hulst and Grossman. 1969; van de Hulst.
* ~19711. Hansen 11969a and bi has developed a modified 13515Monte Carlo Technique. The Monte Carlo

versio 'n of this method and used it extensively IHansen. method be.sically utilize% a random walk approach. follow-
1971a and b: Hansen and Pollack. 19701. inga large numbe, of photons in turn as they scatter through

Ans equivale.it procedure was independently developed tte atmosphere until they are absorbed or emerge from the
by Twomey et a; ! 19661 and has been used by them to atmosphere. This procedure was first extensively applied to
study Multiple scattering of light lTwomey et al.. 19671. A the study of light in the atmosphere by Collins. Wells. and
similar appoch has been formulated hy ,Grant anu Hunt their'associates ICollins and Wells. 1965. Thompsoin and
11968. 1969a. hi baked on irvariance principles IChandra- Wells, 1971, Collins et al.. 1l972. Blattner et a!., 19741:,

* sekhat. 19501 and the discrete %pace theory IPreisendorfer. Subsequently. Rlas% and Kattawar 11968a. 1968b & 19721
19651. They have applied this matrix operator method to a have independently developed a Monte Carlo type of pro,
variety of problems. gram. The Russian work in this area is covered in the monoo-

If we consider a plane '-parallel medium of optical depth graph by Marchuk et al. 119801.
Iand an incident radiation field l.IL'. (V4. (0 -_ gI' -- 1). The major advantage of the Monte Carlo approach is Its

it is convenient to introduce a scattering~ function S t(. ;.L. great flexibility. It can allow for all of the complicativois of
41. I*. 6'1 and a tranino''.ion function TA~; A. 4., Wi. 4)') a reailitic atmosphere usually neglected by other methods%:
Isee ChitdraseKhar. 195011. Then the angular distnibutioni these include the spherical nature of the atmosiphere. mo-
of the reflected and tranismitted light will 'Ne given by lecular hand model type absorption. and hori~ontal inhomno-

geneities. The major drawback is that the emws% in the cal.
I"' 40.p.4i = culations are proportional to N "~whe:re N is the number

of photons counted. This mcan% that Ito increase the accurac '

f*f St*..i.4 l.6 .i'4) dg'. by an order of magnitude. the nurnbr oif photons follovsd
.t7rpIL1 l' and the computer timel must he, increased h% two orders

01 A' 7 (D8 69a) of magnitude.

18.5.1.6 Discrete Ordinates. One ofthce,t knos~nso
I ~ lutionis of the transfer equation is Chandrasekharfs I11450)1
--- :J Tt~pi4.p.b'),~t.pi.'~ddp± method of discrete coordinates. Here, the phase function is

* -tm ii~" ~expanded as a series of spherical harmonics:

The basic principle of the layer-adding methodis is that given P (g 6, R'. 4') =X (2 . )

the scaitering functions Sit,) and Sit,) and transmission i.(19.69)

function Tt 1 and I ut. ot tsso la~ers. it is possible to find X W, Int 40" (pjR) cos m(e4' - ().
Sit, + t,) and Tt, + t,) for a combination of the layers It Mi
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where direction is frApplication of Ihi% integrai operator to the
radiative transfer equation lead% tit a %%%ten of linear dif-

h" 1 0.m* ferownial equation-. in. term% oft the stream%. S;. i n Ithe
En + 1)(n + 2) different directions 0.

i. m 0 For n = 2. there are 12 streams% that can he arranged
t) be centered oin the face-, of a reg~ular dodecahedron. This

* and the P," are associated Legendre pol~nomiaks Then the arrangement mininive% the number of different scattering
radiance is exipanded in a cosine series. leading to the fol- angle% that must he considcre. Whitney has used hier do-
km king system of equation-.: decaton approach in conibinationi with exact %ingle-sLatter-

ing -calculations and has used the shape of' the single-scat-
tering result% to estimate the mnulltiple-%catteed'radiances in

S -IdlL directions other thin for the 12 streams.

I hteohscmae htcmtttotsedo e

+ ~ W. V' "I~~t~ik~ DART nihtod tAh Iti Monte nga1 n ILWleed fch her
- 'the onl othecr method that hasben applied It rhich is

11 transfer valculatiions in realistic spherical atmost.pberes. She
4 F,..2 b" " 'w found the DART m~ethod tohetcon%:irahl% laster, although

it is hard to judge No%% much faster bttause of the: diffkrecsc
* n 0. 1.. N. I ltl714 in coniputers and programnmng language% and the question

ol *h%:ther more: angle% and pht4o b,'iiw(vr*,. iha ncessanv
'Wher wetUsed Ir he Monte Carlo calculation. In a comparison

with other method% such a% spherical hartnonic or mati.
itt ~.4t-~ _ I t. ~t os ~.~. E~ i oerator forwahoiogeneousplanc-parallel atmosphere ILen-
I it I.L .6 it.Io ~v% (46, b. (1.71 oble. 19771. the ,DART method appeared to he slov~cr and

lems accurate.
After %uitable manipul itions and esaluatioin or the: integral IVe prinl-tn' adsantage of the D)ART method is it% ap-
in 1F.quation (18.701 hN. (ausian i4ujdraturr of ordier plicabilitq to a sphemrical gttoniemn A ith reasonable accuraci,

* ni-In -2N -. 11. Etfuation t 18.701t is re:placed h%. a '.5stem and computer tirm It ts not a% adsantageous for plane
of linear differential equattons in ternis ot 1I''tt. pL.'Aee g*k;-t4I geometries or irrAdiance calctulations

.,~~ a. Pi~ I are t quadrature point.
This %~trn of equaitons can Ix-e% eauatedI quite readidti In 1115.1.9 Spherial Hurnmic SMethod. The dt:eltip-
principle. a'. N iand ni - x the- soluion becte: %XIc ment oft the spheric il harmonmic methold gtlc% lack halt a
VailloU' t,1111% 111 this. appwrl'"'o !w... k~iusd li Stillu- centurii jican'.. 1917 and U-dingtonv. 192(1. humcie'er. it ha.

* elson I1t1%7 andi 146'11 Liou 1147.11I Shettle and 6reen lven used "woe siiiili for reutri'n trans-xon problems. in
1 19-741. Stane'w. and S-Aanson 1 199 11. and Stamnes ~and D ate rccn; seart, it has begun tot lit used more twin aftno'phenc:

119X 11.light s,-attering problem. ifor example. tkesaux and lier-
nun. 1971. (anti'. and Penialiel. 19~73. lDase. 147 5a.h. and

* 18.5.1.7 Dikndeaton Approach to Hadiatise Transfer Karr kt al ' 191,i Like the dice t ornae nwitod. the
MtARTI. A difterent discrecte stream approach has been --pherical hanionic nthod eoFrnd' the phase Itinctiwn a'.
deseloped h% Whitn ti 72 19741. and %khitnes and a sum) IIt as-*s-iaed I erolVpoIn W1I13 Il-UA~Wo1n 4 X 641

* Makhosti I 197)(1 'this ipprotach appear% ito base Lolnsider- . Iisseser. it differ-, fronm the discrete ordinjit: iiwthod in
* able poitcrnal e'ciall-. fokr pfroblcms rcqsirini consider- that the rada.,ncc is also eitp.inded in a scrie' tit spherical

* itionf offthe cursied geuimetrs ot the earth'. at tophere such harmionc% Vkjuiaenls. the Fourier component. I" are
- as obsersmations oft the carth'% limb or tikiliL'bts, This me- eisprces.d a%. in vspansion tit I-egendre functaon%.

* hoid ha'. %cscrat inqporitnt conceptual dilterenes Ironi the
* discrete ordinate tor t'A.'-sirvami anti multichannel methods. I" it. wj it 111 ttIPg'l. t1 7X 3o

di'cuseb lse hre in thi, section ithc DART meltod
ach teses discretioin bs angular inte1er:,fton of thc radiance Sbtttn qainI 3 lls h nertsi qa
Iin a gisen diecfton. i. si ith a cosine ito the i" pooter .tion ( 1.70), to be c% altiated -anal icalls usi the srihtve-

'Aciehmne tuction-onality- of the I egendre tuntowns. After adthimnal manip.
-. -~ J. p j Itdkf I X .72) ubat-on. (it the equatii in'.. a linear III stm fiirst 4irsts-r

differential equat is n Is lir the ( ,"t) is obltained.
The majos r ads ant iere oif the spherical hariminic: iethiod

%k here i is the do' t product of the uinit sectors andi is that it can cisc the radiance'. t ildepths in the: atmosphere
- andi S, is a radiation * ream ss hi is : s. inl prtipagat ion andi not on li those enwir w I ii the aim spherc. Thi ise
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timing compari.on' made with other method. (the mtatrix function a'. the '.urn of a D~irac delta-function and a Le-gendre
operator nehw. '.ucce'.'.ivc order% ol'scaaering. andl(au%--- expansion i %iih 2M1 term'.?. This i. a gencrali/ation of the
Seidel iteration p tend ito fa~or the spherical harmionic method approach for the delta-liddinglon Approximation lioseph rt
Isee Lenohle. 19771. e'.peciaiI la cases wohere the sun is al.. 197fi1. Potter 11l4701 had basically just truncated the
directh% overhead and 'he awimuthal symnmetry allows the phase function h% ;:%e. icl~eLar and Box 1 19911 have pro-
'.'.'ten' of Equation (IX 701 tot be limited ito m = 0P. The itided a discussion showing the relationship hetween theset
discrete ordinate miethod should he comparable ito the- pher- delta-function approximation% and the necessar% rescaling
ical harmonic inethod in term%. ol computational efficiencies. of the- transfer equation. with other scaling laws and simi-
The priniar disadvantage of these methods is that the- corn- lanty relations used in radiative transfer theory.
putational load increases with the- numher of term% kept in
the- expansion tif I and P (or the assmmetrN oif the phase 19.5.1.10 Appi-eximatims~ of Irradiance. Several dif-
function used): also, the radiance values, calculated front the ferent meltod'. of calculating radiances. %%ithin, or emerging
ba'.ic s.olution often'hase: appreciable oseilaions about the- from, a scattering atmosphere have been di,-.j'sed. When

* comemx siolutin unless soin %nelthinp ;iocess% is u'id IDase interes.t i'. main[%. in the- irradiahces F. less' accuratemsolutions
and Arni'.rong. 1974 orw Karp. 119X 11. of the trin'.kr equation can he used becaus.e the error% may

cancel out in averaging the radianc' over a hermi'phere
131.5.1.9 Small-Angle Approximatiois. When light is
scattered In a particle w hose dimisit, is . re largcr than the F il Wi. l.W"L .75)
wavelength ofl the- incidetit radiation, it is diffracted in aff
narrowA fiarward cone. It is this %harp diffraction peak that
grcatl% increases tN. difficult% 6f s.oh. ang the multiple wt- Ahere p 1) cotrrespond'. to F j and IL <- tit F T Often
tering h% increa.ang the nunaher ofl angle% required to evoal- it as dequato: tot have the; irrjdianci'. coimputed! aoxutili
uat: the integral in Lquation ( IN 65 1. Roniant oa 11962 and to a feu percent. such as calculating heating r-ate% tw th.e
1 %11 his develowped a prtictdure an which she separate'. the: irrjdiance incident at the ground. Stseral approxirr.2tioin-
radiance for the- stuat-arigle scattering iInrm t*x rest of the for irratliance% often us.ed art bastcall% '.amplifiaitworr of

* raiane .the ck'sel. related discrete fordinate and sptierical harnic

naiihod'. discused abose When ctoniskdnng the: trradiaane.
lit. It. 4bi -it,. . 4b) + lit. pa. 461 11IX 741 tmil% the- tirst term (m = 0); in the- cosine expansion of the-

andmoe% lor Ic~ctl. tx es ofth raiaionfild'il radiance anI-iuatvom tIX 711 niusi he icde.since the
and olss fr Icxatl~ Th res oftheradatin feldIII higher order ternm. drovp out in doving the atimuthal or '6

care then he fivuumd Iroini a mildited foirm of the- transfer integratl.n tin lr4uationi 119,751- The moss commonao ire th
equtin Inane I 11"ia and hI has made a comparimm. ill lddingiona.pproltain 1Iksine. 19Mh. Shettle and WeItcn-

S Rmanos% a'% apprwoch A,~ A eumann series and a douvbling mon 1aJ711 aa; i,, fiornilatkuons of ithe "t 'treiamn ar-

procdure and conclude-d that her naelluld ease'. raine proxrnitiwm l(hu and Chiurchill, 1455. SLAgAn and IN4tack.
iccurate to it Icasi 5'.-. 1467. tiAkife' and ('h'.kk. 19751. the da'lta.-dingtoir Ii"s-

AWcinaikn I MXI~ an.l~t .ain~.K 'in Ah1i~h thc sephea1 al . !7bj. and thedLa-w-iaelthk.191
diffraction peal e't the pha'.e functin %4as reporesntied h% a appoxansitions Thewe have been distuNsed ard unified in
Gaussin disitiutioni anll the rest of( the phase furhtion IN the s.tudaes bo, '.ladior&k %%easerll9td)l and hN /A4unkqoAski
a Letgen.!r: cypnsn lie then solsed for the smalI-in)!k- Ca al I '"1 lals. .Cr %A oLllnie & ('ram%. l1)76 A:J "A %%lch
scattering 1. u'.ns! a Scuinami 41luitt-n It nAj% f'osskthe t & /Alunkimw ki. 14XZl.
dol the anuitoirat anal'.ta.illk N,.iuse oft the uw. ofl the- 1. h"'dthai the: daflerent VlA.Mngn~i and mrwram

Gativind~triiatim, Mlaic-jnik-,kiltciigarrron ' all roxiatlun all redu%:e the radtite transfr equati-in Wa
hoaund h% ipplhing the. disc.ret oo%irdinate solution a aro .ultfdfeeta quattion% for4 the up%%clling

Kotter 11"Ii .ppruximaaed the- foward peak a% a l)trae and downwclitun itradiantes.

r-idiatioin as not Kcing caiaered at all but a, part tit the dF
taansoit~cd radiatlion andI used a trutwcittd phase: funtown -dY F T -- 1iy xa ap

tihsntestte eciaL t alkt .atterinet covetic ;ent and 11tX7ba I
ocirrt'sposndtnclI . the ~ita depth .nil the Abedoi for sangle
seic. the rese al ini da-craIi i ' he fraicti, ,n tit radhil dl
inc I ikW in the im' .rard pecal that v'as clii; anated lita ar- dt Y 4

Mn~,:h .a1St. oi llo re'ilts eswepi ;n the itiniediate -0 7h)
acinmt ofl the ti'Cractio ivpal, in c otrasti v ib h .oetalian'

approach st liich asiii nist ac u rate f~ 'r the ifi Ifri'itiii peak,
Wiscoaolx- 119771 islaesthe dfelta \1 Methoi which \%here the values ill the y depiend on the choice ofifppros -

provides a s %tenantc praacidurc for reprc'craing the phase irnation USed;.
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18.5.1,11 Approximations for the Radihnce. The dir- M = ecant of the solar zenith angle 0,0
ferent approaches to solving the radiative toan.fer equation M' = secant of the line of .ight angle 9

described above gent~ally must he solved numerically on a

computer and permit tradeoff% between the accuracy of the t = total optical thickness per unit air mass (scattering
solution and the computer memory and time. These method% and absorption by molecules and aerosols
in principle can be made arbitrarily accurate by increasing
the number of terms kept in the expansions (such as Equation t, = ,cattering optical thickness
(18.69) or Equation (18.71)). by decreasing the step size FeP) = angular scattering intensity (molecular + aerosol)
used in numerically evaluating any neci,'sary integrals, or per unit air mass
by,.increaing the number of photon historn.'s following the The scattering angle * is defined by
Monte Carlo Meth)d.

There are also several techniques IKau man. 1979: Day- cos 'P = co% 0, cos 0 - sin No sin 9 cos (4 -
ics. 1980; and Hering. 19811 developeJ for solving the
transfer equatiou which are aimed at retaining reasonable
accuracy 110% to Y'4 0 for the radiance field while mini- wherr 4 -6 4, is the angular azimuth difference between

S mizine the computer time requirement%, These methods have the sun direction and the line of sight. However. if tM or
a commonality in 'that they all use one of the two- tM' becomes larger than 0. 10. higher order scattering can

% stream/Eddington type solutions for the radiance%. to allow no longer be neglected. this means that illumination of the
the integral in Equation ( 18.651 to he evaluated analytically. scattering volume from the sky and the earth's reflecting
They differ in the detail% of the solution heyod that point; surface becomes increasingly important. Higher order %eat-
for example. Daies I19Y0t and tiering 119811 bixth ex. irrin. '..n,..s omaoant f(sr t .% r t -. 0.5. particularly
plicitl4 include the exact %ingle scattered radiances in their for high grrund albedo. This is particularly true for the
solution% Ahra% Kaufman 1197V] does not. radiation leaving the top of the atmosphere (radiation to

space). The assumption of a homogeneus (constant mixing-
ratio) atmosphere is usually not valid and leads to errors.

The most recent revision of the LOWIRAN transmit-
18.5.2 3ackground (Sky) Radiance tanoe radiance code.. LOWTRAN 6. 1Kneizys et al.. 1983

contains a subroutine which performs solar (or lunar) single
Atmopheric scattering of solar radiatiom is responsible scattering sky radiance calculation for either the atmospheric

for the light. For a pufe rmoltcul atmosphere. analytic models built into LOWTRAN or any user provided atrmo'-
solutions sere gisen by Colson et al. 1 19601 They provide pheric data with nornhomogeneous vertical profiles. Since
table,, of ,kv radiance and polariation including the Stokcs LO'TRAN also allow% a .i. ulation of thermal emitted
parameters S r-e then. m-o- ffow't has been put into de- rwltii fwo atfn osri." n,.cule. the continuity from
veloping capabilities to calculate and nxkl sky radiance vis.iblhec-attcred to infrared thermal emitted sky radiance is
for real acnwl containing atrm ' sphre These attemfnpts we provided in LOWTRAN for any lxkangle. up- or down-
hased on the different cak-ulati n n ethto f*-r radiatti. transfe, ward. Ont mut alw-aNs keep in niiA that single sJtterig

- discussed in the r".\ius s c-tion- The intensity. %ase- calculatitn underestimate skv radiante ; ftw a scattering
length. and polariation of Ak hight have been studied oser optical depth of less than 0.7. the ratio ot nultiply tb single
the dc% ado, to also dcri'. information on atrmopher. acr- radiatliom i in , ncral less than 1.5. irg- ,cattering is a

% ostls. gooid approximationi for lookan~les near thec sun,
For ,m e hp.apha:on... simnplif' mg asumptions can lead Procedures rw multiple ,catteiing calculations are gen-

to usclui -esults As lone a% onI'., n~kl scattering s im- erall time consuming and comphex. iespecially for cae ,-
p.rtant and a bWnoCeneous atmospherc is asumed tacro- strnngly anisotropoc aerosol scattcrmng. Exanple% of MMonte
sol'air masmne ra ,o :onstant with heighti. the angular do.- Carlo calculations for thc distribution. ol the radiance of the
triution of sk' light at a specific wavclength can he obtained haiv atmospherr. seen from hoth the ground and from space
, smpl- from are show n in F igurc i x-io[ lMcClatchey et al.. 1972 IN otted

curves o the radiance (per unit solid angle and unit incident
um' M'. *l) solar fluN) arc lr the sun in the /.'pith and solid lines are

NI F for the sun alt = 9.Y. In Figure l-Ia, the d,,nward'~~~ e%11, '"i - - (19.77)
I. • t. or "tranmitted" radiance generally increases with decrejs-

hreing w..velength when the sun is in the zenith. Forward
Irv where scattering causes the radiance to peak neat the sun. Near

the horizon, the radiance, increases again, except at short
wavelengths, and the albedo influence is large. At low solar

.r extraterrestrial solar irradianc, W cm 2 elevations. downward radiance is generally 'much smaller
B = sky radiance (W cm sr.' )  especially near the zenith at long wavelengths, and the al-
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heo nluenct:is significanton At Ni .~r, jenth Since
the t.k radiance salue'. ha~e been wteraigrd o %er intervals + 7
oif 0 1 in cos f (that i%. (-%er ancutar inter. Its rangring frx, ------4----

Y~to 25'1. the radiance near the wun setuallk %htoukt t- much V10
higher than shimn,7'

In Figure IX-gbt upwAard orw rflected radiance, as -,een :
fronmit'.,de of the azmophcir, i's stronghs deprdenc on -

the alticio (4 the ground. The combuti,,v of *rehect,'d ground
r.Adianee h-conie' domnnant, especially inl the ne r inftared 0 -t ~
and in the nadir -direction where the atrnospherie back, car- &.o
tered flux becOme'. smWall This eflect %ill he le'.s pronounced
in more hai,~ atmosphere%. The dismrtbution of sk N radiance 0 0 G to 0
in the ultraviolet ts dominated hN multiipk 'catwrinc and Cos 9 Cos#

belOW 0.35 urn by 070ne0? *sorptwn A! high solar cleva- 11IUSOSTRATUS , !0'..0 0m

fions, dowinward as \helt as upward radiancc\ at 0.30) ['m
are only attout 1l/c of their respective values at 1) 40 pi (( orsLrrrtn pidhirdac~coptdtwL

dense Nimlosirjuius cloud. D-#ied curves. are P,.:' ttk sunIn the cu'.e of the radiance from clouds.. wee Figure in thi: tenith. Solid curie%:- -tfor the sun at 0 M( Y1
18-89 for a rather dense nimbostratus I Kattawar and Pla.
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19681. Aerosol and molecular scattering have been ne- a function of time (day and night) and location. Unfortu.
glected ir this model because they would have little effect. nately we are not aware of any that have been published.
The strong downward radiance (Figure 18-89a) for high sun Figures 18-92 and 18-93 are extracted from the report by
and low albedo is largest near the sun. hut with high albedo Brown 119521 and allow an estimate of the natural illumi-
is nearly independent of the' angle of observation. At low nance levels of the surface during day or night. Figure
sun. the much smaller cloud radiance i% largest in the zenith. 18-92 shows the illumination foiotcandles) as a function of
The radiance of the cloud top (Figure 18-89h) again is very altitude (or elevation angle) of the sun or moon and Figure
large at high sun. At low sun there is little discrimination 18-93 the relative intensity of moonlight as a function of
between a ckludy and a clear sky (see Figure 18-88b. X = 0.7 the phase angle.
Pem) It should be pointed out that except for extremely remote

Planization of the cloudless sky is symmetrical to the, regions of the continents night time illumination levels are
un meridian and varies with sun elevation. The degree of always more or les% affected by illumination from artificial

polanration I %ec Equatioin i1 11 1 varies from 0 to as much lights, especially with reflection from clouds under overcast
as 50 to W(ik with a maximum around 90 from the sun. confitions.
Sky light polariation decreaes with increasing aerosol con-.
tent in the atmosphere.

18.5.4 Contrast Transmittance-Visibility

18.5.3 Illuminance-irradiance The -qualit,'" of any image i% largely a function of the
contrast between different elements in the image scene.

The irradiank. at the earths ,,urfacc due to direct sun- Several definitions for contrast exist. One definition fre-
light, diffus, sk' light. moonlight. starlight and airglow var- quently used is modulation contrat
e% over appr.xtimately nine orders of magnitude (Figure
18-40) Max. Bnghtnes - Min. Brightness

A still frequcntl ret-erenced publication on natural il- C.,... Max. Bnghtness + Min. Bnghrnesttx
luminatifm conditions which providcs charts for predicting (18,7/)
das and wgfl tetrn. illumination levels is a reti'mrt by Brown
11452f. This reixr ?s also inludcd a, an appendix in a The contrast ,etween two elements in the object plane (the
more casl ohbwainc documen? by Bierman et il. I 19661 inerent contrast) is reduced along the atmospt.ric path due
on the same subh 'c Fiure 18-91 gives the solar spectral to scattering and turbulence in the visible and due !o ab-
irradiance zursrs at sea level for various c (ical air masses . sorption an thernhal atrrospheric emissm in the i.arared.
The total soar plu, ski irradiarce at the ,utir-c %anes on In a transitional spectral region all prcelse mav he of-
a dCki' J;1% :ttv - 1is) to14 1 1~' kk im'-)naha-

A c.widrahic arriunt of dats ,,n totAl irradiarce over The rent contrast in the image plane is propiortial.
the vihote 'olar spectrum de ncodnce on tnte of da-'. sea- to the intcrent object contrast C = C,, 'r, isr i. is
500. and &iosrapho: ilsirbo , hi,. been aicuinulaied in called cn,trast transmittance. It the spatial resolution ir de-
the litcraturc lfiti esx.mpi Rohmson,. 1i66. Schulte, 1970. fined as ire minimum separatiom bt en two object scene
Sot M:T. I1)-W elemen, :"at the receiver or'ical system can resolve, it

In -dd)thn to. asrmrif ,l pa-arnt-trs such as sun et- hesorie, :.;-arent that spatial reolhtion is a function of
esiti -M 1 ror 14 piTv trc ir adince it the surface depenrrds atmondseik ciintrasf reduction
large)' i ta. Ttcr,,nc Pr"o' rict , Thtc orn ta,,t transmittance fow a target wiith tinustidall

Inc rat ' o;f ,d " fla tohr , dir<,t ,un!-bCt chanrer varsin htwhfnrs is called the ndulation trantfer funcliot
fr'wv ihoit Wh. iat a stm. .'leation M' 114- tO f it O Ash the dA'F1 In' tu.'tulent attm.i~p'er fsee also Settion 114 7).'

un c4F tlw- JCnill I'll A cr\ hA,? iit hev-h the coW- the MITV dtcreas tch increasing sp atial fretquenctt flt the
resp~mndc rattbs %twid i 'w e' n F:7 andf 0"1 Clouds obpeet sccw on l'n 'car /er, spatial frequencies. turtiulence

mas edo th loit ad~nce ~ a m' h . O itore phromna k ;nish and conttdst lII,%, is due onm it i atimi'-
[)cxna .r .e- na seN -r, cacpulter p '-anin, hae be-n o- pher-ic %cattr-rn price,-c% In this cae the apparent raJi-

vehoped at ,,~eral plazs t c-alculate ilhuminanc~rl's as a-ce of a d,an obhect is the sum o1 tvo radiation flux .'

compnonent r,,tidual irrage forning radiation fronm the ob-
je t after p.'gat~n, through the atrrosphre and radian.e

. caused IN .catvrynv of ainhienl light incident on the optical
W? " path into the: direction of the receiver. Thi% second quantity

,. ,.- . . is called path radiance: it obs'iouslv di s not contain any i
infomation about the ohiect cen. Duntlhy et al 119571

Figurc i9 v) Range of natural rradiance tirits. has shown that it the contras! is defined as
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tot

'1 0 1.
2 60.0
3 70.5
4 75.5
5 78.5 1.1 .
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hisv IO9 &4 %pecti madak! kwaW CC / WVIklAfFUC ~'AWO 1Cs4 flaf ntmkj llma,12

. o.. )ct ala -i.e hatkgrozind raidiae trast fransn lan-.- is ilk a function of atno.phtrlt and
hickgrlvnd radiarc ''kg~rl~iv d priie .'rtic-,not the lartLc.

IX 79) Whereaw the path raliance in the,. i,%hlhe spc'runi i, du,
to scattered radiation. the ph% ,ical pri e' lot paith raiance..

a uni'eral contrast transmitanecan te derived a% in the infrared is thermnial 'm 'tied radiation h% exh path
element This path emission ir a function of the aImospheric

niver..ai Ixciloiion and] it-, emittarce and alo iif the temiiperatire
I - P/,,,, - T) of the path -l-ment. Yhe jath emission is related It) the 1%P.

ahsorption h Kirchhotf,, lm . and it is those .ds"", fid
where P is the path radianc-. N ,, the inhereait hackL'round aerosols) th, afdorh illfrared radiation that alsi cmit radi. i-
radiance, and the beam transmittance. The univeral con- tion.
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Sith 23 kmn surface %~ i'tiiitv. and one for a ha/%' at n phere

with .1 kmi viiihiv on the ground. The ligure shows the
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CHAPTER 18

10 km for various sun and look angles. The difference in IMiddlcton, 19521. it states that the brightness of a black
contrast tran.lsmittance is due to the different scattering prop- object B, at distance r is given by
erties of !he two aerosol models.

The theoretical determination of contrast transmittance B,. = Bh 0I - e ~)(18.81)
involves. in the termn of the path radiance I Equation ( 18.79) 1. ~I
the treatment of multiple scattering. Several of the radiation
transfer computational methods described in Section 18.5. 1 weeBi h oio k rgtesadc' etrt

tranmittnce coefficient. If one assumes that (based on tests) the contrast
havebee usd fr pth rdiace nd ontastthreshold necessary to see the object against the background

modeling. The example!; given in Figures 18-94 and 18-95 (B hhi .2 h iiigVsbedsaccle
above have been obtained from Monte Carlo calculations. (11- h/ i0.2telmtngvsbedtacald

Figures 18-96 and 18-97 show an example of contrast meerlgia iiherne eoe
transmittance and derived target a cquisition ranges that were
obtained by applying the delta-Edditigt on method [Hering. v ~2(18.82)
19811 mentioned earl ier.

A special case of viewing an objecl through the atmo- ,..

sphere is the viewing of objiects along a horizontal path It must he pointed out that this relationship is based on the
ugainst the horizon sky. This case is described by the often assumption of a black (dark) object of an angular extent
quoted (but frequently mi~sunderstood) Koschniieder theory larger than a few minutes ofarc. T'ible 18-13 gives I Hulburt.

* 0.7
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11.3 - ,.. .~

a--

-1149

ii112111 11.0. 4.1t I'l 0i11 (1ii. I .i

COSINF, flNT1I ViEWIN(; AN(; 1,F

.11o til 24 1 1' i It 7 to 7 i1IiI 210 it fill

St ANI PAItI )IS-TANCIt IKMi

Figure I X.%) (alculat, m,' 0 ciwai firt~n',ltnc' a, a funkcinr ton iii etnjh icw in,! anlei towr a !trvel %ie Lcd airl.i j1 it .il hdCki~ti 'nd VaicX 'I
ire lial atmtrphere Atiical depth
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Figure 18-97. Variations in larget acquisitio.. range (contrast tiansmittance s, =0. 10) associated with departures of selected iaametr~s from the assumed
reference values. The horizontal diashed line denotes parameter values. for this reference atmosphere The horizontal hans identify a change
of t 23% from 1he slant path distance where T, =0. 10 for the reference atmo-sphere. for example, 15.5 ±t 3.4 kmn.

1941 or M.Cartney. 197ft the internatiornal visibility code 18.6.1 Refractive Bendintg
and corresponding weather condition, meteorological nrie.
and scattering coefficients. Since visibility mark~s are yen- In a spherically symmetric atmosphere, a light ray fol-
erally not black and oftcn their angu!ar extent is small. a lows the path defined by the equation
threshold contr~st of 0.05 give% usually a better definition
for the mifeteorological range. Table 18- 13 contains ho~th the m(r) x r x sine0 = C (18.83)
0.02 and 0.1)5 contrast thrcsho!d scattering coethiLlents. In
going from a measured scattering to an expected observed where m is the atmospheric refractive index (Section 18.1.3),
visibility. the assumption of an 0.02 contrast threshold gives r is the radius vector from, the center of the earth. I) is th-

a30'( bight'- visibilitv than 0.05. 7The value% for pure air angle for-ned by the ray .-nd thie local zenith aad C is aI
are based on molecuiar scattering only. for Lir at standard constant. rhe radius ot.curvaturt R ot a light ray is given
conditions, and for a spectrally weighted average wave- by
len~gth for day light.

1 Idm
-----------------------------sin 4 (8.84)

18.6 ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION Thec refractive mrodulus N (see FEqticon 18.7. Section 18.1.3)
Is vtciv nearly Proportional to the total air density so that it

Chanees; in molecular densitv,and the resulting gradient can be arproximated. at lcast over a limited vertical range.
in the index of r~fraction aucthe hendlirre of a light ray by at' --xrxnential of !he form
travefine throuch the atmoxphcrc Over lork! pathsat sunset,
refraction cau!scs such ph-cm'nicna as the flattenino of the Nir) N,,e ' (18.85)

olrdisc and the: -ere,.-n flash." Strong ternperawure gra-
dients over short paths are re~ponsihl, for such effects as where N, is the value' of IN at sonmc reference :.dius r,, and ____

mirages ard hstrniio - icroscale arid timie depende:nt vani- H i , the scale heiehl for N. In thN, case ~
ations of the indevs of retraction cause optical turhulentce
and scintiliauioi.t- he to inklins! of tars. Trhis sectior. will Iri± 1.6s sin) 0 l- 1.6
consider onlyN the large scale efir I:; of refractivrn. I\ 1,
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Table 18-13. International visibility code. meterological range, and scattering coefficient.

Meterological Range. R. Scattering Coefficient cr (km-1)

Code Weather for 0,05 for 0.02
No. condition Metric English contrast contrast

0 Dense fog < 50m <55 yd > 59.9 > 78.2

IThick fog 50-200 m 55-219 yd 59.9-15.0 78.2-19.6

2 Moderate fog 200-500 m 219-547 yd 15.0-5.99 19.6-7.82

3 Light fog 500-1000 m 547-1095 yd 5.99-3.00 7.82-3.91

4 Thin fog 1-2 km 1095 yd-1.l1 3.00-1.50 3.91-1.96
wiaut. mile

5 Haze 2-4 km 1.1-2.2 1.50-0.749 1.96".954
naut. mile

6 Light Haze 4-10 km 2.2-5.4 0.749-0.300 0.99,-0391
naut. mi~le

7 Clear 10-20 km 5.4-11 3.00-0.150 3.91-0.196
naut. mile

8 Very Clear 20-50 km 11-27 0.150-0.060. 0.196-0.078
naut. mile

9 Exceptionally clear > 50 km 727 < 0.060 < 0.078,
naut. mile

-Pure air '277 km 149 '0.0141

naut. mile

In a typical case from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere 1976 where S is the distance along the curved path from some
fo 'r a horizontal path at the ground (0 = 90'), the ratio of point.
the radius of the earth ri: to R is 0. 15 at 5 p.Lm. The total bending for various paths through the atmoa

Since the 'total air density normally decreases with al- sphere is shown in Figures 18-99a.b and 18-100. Figure
titude. light rays are normally bent toward the earth. How-
ever, density inversions can ccur in the atmosphere, typ-
ically as a thin laver above a strongly heated surface such
as the desert or a road surface. In such cases, light is bent
uipwards.

The bending kb' of a ray is shown in Figure 18-98, where
6 and d) are the zenith angles of the ray at r, and r, nd P
is the earth centered angle. and

k 'r+(18.87)

The bending along a path can be calculated by integrating /2
one of the following equations:

diii I

d13 R

dii, sin fi
dS R Figure 18-98. Geometry of th e refracted path through a single layer.
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l8-99a.h show.s the bending or zenith angle at the ground H = -t 1,
for a path 1rom ground to space. for three different atmo- lnlp(z,)/p(z )l8
spheric profile,. The three protile,, are the U.S, Standard
1976. the Tropical 15°NI and Subarctic Witter fOO°N Jan) The total air denity and the density of uniformly mixed
proliles [MctlatcheN et al.. 19721. Figure 18-1(X) shows gases are well represented by profiles of the form of Equa-
the hending for a path looking out horizontally to space tion (18.91) especially over ,"hitude ranges of less than a
fiom the observer altitude, scale height (the density scale height under normal atmos-

Figure 18-101 show,, the difference between the re- pheric conditions varies between 6 and 9 ki).
fracted tangent height and the unrefracted tangent height For zenith angles greater than 70*. the effects of tbe
,ersu,, the refracted tangent height for a ray coming in from earth's curvature and of refraction become significant. In
infinit\. This path corresponds to. fir instance, a satellite this case. plane parallel approximation i. no longer valid
instrument scanning the earth limb. and a more elaborate integration of Equation (.18.92) i.

necessary. In a case where the density profile is exponential
but refraction can be neglected. the absorber amount can be

18.6.2 Optical Air Mass calculated using the "Chapman functions." Non-exponential
profiles and cases where refraction is important generally,

Calculations of the absorption and emission of electro- require a numerical integration of Equation 18.92). A com-
magnet ic radiation in the atmophere require knowledge of puter program I',or calculating absorber amounts for any pro-
the amount of the absorbing gases along the path. Examples file and an arbitrary path is available.
of such situations are the absorption of solar radiation along -There are a number of tables of air mass for various
a path to the ground and the emission o+f' infrared radiation geometries and profiles IChapman. 1931; Smith and Smith,
along a tangent path through the atmosphere. 1972 Gallery et al., 1983: Bemporad. 1968; Kasten, 1966

The quantity of interest is the integrated absorber amouni and 1967; Sneider and Goldman, 1974; Sneider, 19751.
g± along the path. given by Table 18-14 gives the air mass for selected zenith angles

for a path from the ground (10.13.25 mb) to space, including
L= f pds ( 18.89) the effects of refraction. The profile used is the U.S. Stan-

dird Atmosphere 1976. and the values are accurate to within
where p, is the density of the absorbing gas and ds is the V% for wavelengths from 0.5 micrometers to the far in-
element of length along the path. R. is also known as the frared. Table 18-15 gives the air mass' for various tangent
"column densit." and has units of molecules cm 2 if p is heights for a path from space to space through the tangent
the number density. The value of . for air for a veilical height.
path from ground ( 1013.25 rob) to space is R,, Imolecules Air mass values for paths with large zenith angles cannot
cm '1 l-The ratio of 'R for air for a given path to R.,, is known in general be applied to non-uniformly mixed gases, such
as the "'air mass-." for example. the air mass value for a path as water vapor and ozone. This fact is shown in Figures
from ground to space %%here the zenith angle at the ground
is k0" is 38. 1.

For a spherically s~mnuetric atmosphore and for paths Table 18-14. Air mass versus zenith angle for a path from ground (1013.25
%%here the ,enith anile is less than about 70' . the absorber nib) to space, U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976. 0.23 A.m
anoltnt can 'be calculated to better than I "i using the plane to the far infrared.

parallel approximation. that is: /enith Angle Air Mass Zenith Angle Air Mass

.f pots -- sec t! f pd/ i t890 (Dee) Dog) 1
70.0 2.90 88.0 19.4

%shere It is the ,enith ontlc athrt thc path and / is the vertical 72.0 3.21 88.2 20.5
coordinate For a _,as s hose densit\ lollo. ,, an exponential 74.0 3.58 88.4 21.8
lrolile 76.0 4.G7 88.6 23.1

78.0 4.71 88.8 24.6
pi/ = lt(/,t .' .. ... 18.91. 80.0 5.58 89.0 26.2

82.0 6.87 89.2 28.1
th'c \ctical intecra of the densit\ has a particularly simple, 84.0 8.85 89.4 30.2
lorm 85(0 . 10.3 89.6 32.5

86.0 12.3 89.8 35.1
87.) 15.2 90.0 38.1

. 1 87.5 17.1

i For /cnith ,mnlc, Ics, than -(|'. the ,ctdn approxitmation is good to bcttcr
%khcre thc sCalc hei ht It is than Pi.
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Table 18-15. Air niass versus tangent height'(IT) for a path from uniformly mixed gas). These numbers depend upon the pro-
space to space through the tangent height. U.S. Standard file used and should be taken as guidelines only.
Atmosphere, 1976. 0.23 lim to tie far infrared. Figure 18-104 shows the air mass value versus tangent

HT Air Mass I HT Air Mass Hr Air Mass height for the three components for a path from the tangent
height to space. These curves are similar in shape to the

0.0 76.2 10.0 21.4 30.0 0.920 density profiles of the components themselves. sincc the
1.0 67.9 12.0 17.7 35.0 0.43 bulk of the integrated amount is within a few kilometers
2.0 60.4 !4.0 11.4 40.0 0.208 (vertically) of the tangent height.
3.0 53.6 16.0 8.28 45.0 0.107 Figure 18-105 shows the air mass versus zenith angle
4.0 47.5 18.0 6.01 500 0.0563 for a typical stratospheric balloon-borne spectroscopic
5.0 41.9 20.0 4.38 measurement: the observer is at 30 km scanning between a
6.O ,6.9 22.0 3.18 zenith angle of 850 to 95.5 ° at which point the path intersects
7.0 32.4 24.0 2.32 the earth. (The zenith angle is the apparent or measured
8.0 56.6 26.0 1.70 zenith angle, not the astronomical zenith angle:) Also shown
9.0 49.4 28.0 1.25 are the tangent height versus zenith angle and the angular

diameter of the sun. If the sun is used as the source for an -

observation, the absorber amounts to different points on the
18-102a.b which show the "air mass" value for air, water face of the sun may differ by a factor of 2 for air and an
vapor, and ozone versus zenith angle for a path from ground order of magnitude for water vapor. The variation in air
to space. The "air mass" values for water vapor and ozone mass due to this effect can be the major source of uncertainty
are the ratio of the absorber amount for the given zenith in a measurement and must be considered carefully.
angle to the absorber amount for a vertical path for the same
profile. The temperature profile used is the U.S. Standard
Atmosphere 1976 while the profiles of water vapor and 18.7 ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL
ozone used are shown in ,Figure 18-103. At 90'. the "air TURBULENCE
mass" value for water vapor is 72.2 and for ozone 14.4
compared to 38. I for air. For the profiles of water vapor Astrunomers have long known that atmospheric turbu-
and ozone, the absorber amounts can be computed to better lence can cause optical propagation effects. The famous Z

than 1le using the secant approximation up to 80* for water "twinkling" of stars is due to such turbulence. When tur-
vapor and 60' for ozone (compared to 72° for air or a bulence is at a minimum, astronomers can photograph planets.

"5.

10 I 100 :
9 -T."
S-ARAIR

WATER VAPOR W A--- OZONE
- AIR -- SECANT /

OZ ONE-- O E . "
ci- Ic I .. . ,

10 -

3

2

0 10 20 30 $ 50 60 70 80 JO 74 76 788082 ?486 8890
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Figure lit-102 Air ma,, v% ,enith angle for a path from 0 to 100 km altitude. U.S Standard Atrnophere. 1962. including refraction da .t-
(h)
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Figure 18-103. a) Wjaer vapor profile of the U.S. Standard model, 1962. b) Ozone profile of the U.S. Standard model, 1962.
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Fgure 18-104. Air mass vs observer altitude for a pah from 100 km to Figure 18-105. Air mass vs zenith angle for a path from 30 to 100 km
the obset,'er, zenith angle 900. U.S. Standard Atmos- altitude. U.S. Standard Atno~phere, 1962. including re-
phere. 1962. including refraction, fraction. Also shown are the tangent height versus zenith

angle and the angular diameter of the sun.
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etc.. with a minimum of hlur because with less turbulence 18.7.1 Amplitude Fluctuations (Scintillation)
there is less so-called "image dancing." Brightnes fluctua-
tions. or scintillations. also diminish when there is low Dcrivations of the equations given below will be found
turbulence. In general, such conditions are called "good in the references cited. Tatarski 119611 has shown that the
seeing conditions." The basic cause of the optical effects is mean square fluctuations of the logarithm of the plane wave
the presence of fluctuations in the index of refraction along amplitude A are rMlated to a quantity Cn.
the optical path.

A number of excellent reviews exist describing the tur- /[ A 7\11 k C

bulence effects on optical propagation lPratt, 1969. Law- In - = 0.56 k C (r) x dx (18.94)
rence and Strohbehn. 1970, Hufnagel, 1978; Dewan. 19,0.

The fo~llowing is a brief desri p tion ,of commonly known Cn is a measure of the strength of the atmospheric turbulence
turbulence effects. [see for example Hufnagel. 19781. A, in Equation (18.94)

Beam steering: Thelaser beam can be deviated from the is the mean amplitude. k is the wave number of the radiation
line ofsight so that part or all of it will miss the receiving and x is the distance akong the path of the beam. L is the

aperture. This ;s most likely for the case where the turbu- total length of the beam path and r is the position vector.
lence occurs close to the source, as when the receiver is in It is assumed that ba pt a r i. that is. that the

space and the transmitter is on the ground (partly because qt is as the size f the ist e/,"quantity \V X which is known as the size of the first "Fresnel V
a deviated beam will drift farther from the target in pro- zone," falls into the size range of inertial range eddies (f1
portion-to its subsequent distance of travel). Beam steering and 1,, are the "nner" and 'cuter" lengths respectively).
effects arise when the size of the atmospheric inhomogene- It is important to notice that these scintillation effects
ities are larger than the width of the beam, depend on where they occur along the optical path. This Is

Image dancing: The atmosphere can cause a modulation died
of the angle of arrival of the beam's wavefront. This will indicated by the term x in Equation (18.94) under the

integral sign where x is the distance from the receiver.cause the image of'a source in the receiver to be fo~cusedFoshrpahlntswee < (htiste

at iffren p:,-cs i th foal lan. I a hotgrahic For short path lengths where VXL <f (that is. the
at different pces in the focal plane, in a photographic Fresnel zone is much smaller than the inner scale), Tatarski
image this would cause blurring. Image dancingeffects can 119611 has shown that
be reduced by increasing the receiversaperture.

Beam spreading: Numerous inhomogeneities distributed t h' A \ 1 .3
across the beam cross section cause many small angle scat- = 7.37
tering events to occur. This has the effect of spreading the A f-.'
beam energy over a wider cross section reducing the signal 7 .C r) 2 dx (18.95)
intensity at the receiver and. in'consequence, introducing a
decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio. Beam spreading occurs
if the beam width is significantly larger than the eddies, In the simple case where C is constant along the path, as
beam spreading occurs, therefore, for the downlink of an it might be for the case of surface to surface propagation,
earth-space laser system (receiver on the ground and trans- Equation (18.94) becomes
mitter in space or high altitude aircraft). r A

Spatial coherence degradation: Inhomogeneities in the An ] \
beam's path also cause losses of phase coherence across the ((
wavefront of the beam. This rapid change of phase with
respect to the radial position within the beam cross section One of the important parameters in the design of optical
reduces the beam's coherence properties, receivers is the parameter r,, IPraft. 1969 and Fried. 19671

Scintillation: Within the beam cross-section interference the transverse coherence length. Physically r,, is the distance
effects can cause destructive and constructive. interaction, such that. if a receiver diameter is increased bevord r,. there
This causes the power to vary widely from point to point is significantly less improvement in turbulence degradation.
within the cross section. spatial!-, and temporally. Scintil- As the turbulence degrades the phase coherence of ihe ra-
lation or amplitude variation effects can be explained by diation. r,, is reduced. As'C2 becomes larger. r,, becomes I

* regarding the eddies, or index of refraction variations, as a smaller. The transverse coherence length is IFried, 19661
random distribution of weak lenses distributed within a spa-
tial volume. This volume is to be envisioned as being con- 2.
vected across the beam and thus causing effects that vary [ T ,,
with time.

Additional turbulence effects are in transmission. ani- The isoplanatic anile, that is. the angle over vkhich the
soplantiNm. thermal blooming. and information band width optical transfer functioll is constant. tepresents a radial co-
IGreenwood. 19771. to name a fcs. herence scale IFried. 19791
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CH PTR and mountains indicate minimum C2 values occur shortly

0,= 2.91 k C 2x ' dx (18.98) after sunrise and before sunset when there is no temperature
fdifference between the ground and atmosphere. For noon

Mhe angle 0,, can be considered as the outer limit of an conditions. dminated e boundary layer Wal-
isoplanatic patch of turbhlence. ters and Kunkel. 19811
. Measurements of C, can be inferred from path mea-

surements of amplifude fluctuations or transverse coherence Cn2 = (7.7 + 1.2)
length. These approaches require assumption of a uniforn z
distribution of C2 along the path. Point measuremeuts of x 10 I. -. h t (13) for Z < 1000 m (18.101)
2 are possible using an alternative parameter. ('i, which

is the mean-square statistical average of the difference in
temhperature between two points separat J by a distance r. (where Z,. = Im). At midnight.

tenlCj. = <(T, - T-)2 > ' (18.99) ( .
C2, (3.2 1. 1. ) '

Swhere the anle bracket,, denote an ensemble average. C' n 0 "  t  . xxz ( 8 1 2

is related to C1 through the partial derivative of the air X 10 It e 0(18.102)

density with respect to the temperature. The C2 data generally have a log normal probability

(' 079 : It0 " r P/' '. ( 18. I(8)) distribution as illustrated by the scintillometer observations
at 9.4 km shown in Figure 18-106.

P - Altitude profiles of C2 obtained by performing log av-

Expressions dchnin , C' in terms o l'atmospheric parameters erages are shown in Figure 18-107. The Loos and Hogge
have been developed ii% latarski 119611 and IHufnagel 11974. 119791 data are from White Sands Missile Range. New
H Hufnagcl and Stanley. t9641. Mexico, Miller and Zieski 119781 data are obtained at Mt.

Experinental data'on Cn is limited to few locations (mostly Haleakala, Maui. Hawaii. and the Barletti et al. 119771 data
astronomical observatories). Near ground level C2 is found are obtained from three locations in Italy. The Brown and
to be dependent upon many local variables. Figure 18-106 Good 11984aj data are from Mt. Haleakala, Hawaii, the

represents the variation of C,, at a heigit of 2 In above the Brown and Good [1984b1 data are from Westford, Mass.
ground on top of a flat mesa in Boulder. Colerado I I awrence The upper altitude profiles (Z > 5 km) appears to be more
et al.. 197!. laytime (2 values near ground level can range constant in 'time except for possible tropopause effects as-

from 10 " m 2' to 10 - m '. Order-of-magnitude sociated with jet streams diurnal effects. Several models
changes can occur in minutes. have been presented to describe the C2 altitude profile. Huf-

Mpdels of C' in the atmospheric boundary layer have nagle 119661 introduced the model
been developed for stable and unstable conditions. Wyn- " (
gaard et al. 119711 predicts a power law dependence of C (z) = 2.7 x 10 6

Cj' with height as z
[e "I + 3W2  10000) e '' (18.1(3

Height dependence Conditions

Z 4 4 local :'rc convection

C (V Z / neutral stability 0 . ,w,, .,7,

constant strongly stable v - . ,

Actual nicasurcment, sho some departure from these - - .0 0

ideal conditions. Nk.sucments in the New Mexico desert -

-- , "_7 .- -, -.............. .... .... . . .. .. . - , ,--

0 20406 06 10 2 14 16 6o 20 22 24 i,5-
MOT 15 JULY 7 -, - . -97

Figure 18-106 T . .7pC ditrnjl ,. ariationol the strc i.'th ot rcfractive-indc-. ,,' , . ," ,K)" , C, .
urhu Inc Ti c t.' hr i, rouiiid I ie ; 1 i le ri k rcsu Is from

heann of the _,round the dip, z 15 hour, arc ca1.d h)
cloud" p.,inc, in troit ,t the sun t-i,urc IS-I )'. -\llhtIIdc prittlc, 'I
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r ,,1 L, ] ' - resent the tropopause contribution. VanZandt et al. 119811

where W 1/15 V (Z)dZ is a root mean had developed a model based on statistical beha,ior of the
fw atmospheric stability and wind shears. This model uses ob-

square of the horizontal wind. V(Z) over the altitude range served rawinsonde measurements of temperature and winds

of the model. Hufnagel 119741 also has a model with a delta at 3X) m altitude resolution to infer optical turbulence at

function additive term. 2 x I) (h - 12 km). to rep- higher altitude resolution. 0.-

-%

'4
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Chapter 19

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION
IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE

Section 19.1 V. J. Fakone, Jr.
Section 19.2 R. Dyer

19.1 REFRACTION IN THE 19.1.1 Optical Wavelengths
LOWER TROPOSPHERE

An approximate relation between the optical refractive

The speed of propagation of an electromagnetic wave modulus and atmospheric pressure and temperature is
in free space is a constant. c, which is equal to 3 x 10'

:/s. In a material medium such as the atmosphere. the speed NP = 77.6 - (19.3)
of propagation varies. Even small variations in speed pro- T
duce marked changes in the direction of propagation, that
isn refraction.s where N., is the refractive modulus for wavelengths >20

in the atmsphre. the speed of propagation varies with .m, P is atmospheric pressure in millibars, and T is az-
changes in composition. temperature. and pressure. At radio mospheritL temperature in degrees kelvin.
wavelengths, speed does not vary significantly with the The dispersion formula of Edlen 119531, which has been
-wavelength. but in the optical region'the speed depends adopted by the Joint Commission for Spectroscopy, is

strongly on the wavelength. In the lower 15 km of the
atmosphere. water vapor is the most highly variable of the 29498.10 255.40
atmospheric gases. and at radio wavelengths the speed of N, = 64.328 + + - X (19.4)
propagation is strongly affected by water vapor. Temper- 146 - I/ 2. 41 - i/"
ature and pressure variations are principally functions of
altitude, although for propagation at small elevation angles where N, is the refractive modulus at a wavelength A for a
signilicant variations may occur along horizontal distances, temperature of 288 K and a pressure of 1013.25 mh. and
From the standpoint of effect on the speed of propagation, X is the wavelength in micrometers. A somewhat less precise

temperature variations at any given altitude are more sig- but more convenient dispersion formula is
nificant than pressure variations.

In its most gencral form, the refractive index is a con- r 7.52 x 10 1

plex function. The real term of the complex function is N = N. [I + . (19.5)

called the phase rtfractive index. n;

Equations (11.3) and (19.5) can be cimbined to give

n -- . (19.1) the refractive modulus as a function of pressure. tempera-,
ture. and' wavelength.

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum and v. the phase 77.6 P 0.584 P
velocirv. is the speed of propagation in a particular medium. N T +T + -1

In the troposphere where n is nearly equal to one, it is
convenient to define the quantity Refractive moduli calculated by using Equation (19.6)

will be in error no more than one N-unit over Zbe temperature
N = (n I) × 10". (19.2) range 243 to 303 K for wavelengths from 0 2 to 2) gL,

Thus Equation (19.6) covers the spectrum from the far ul-
N is called the ref!active inhduhli: units of (n - I ) 10" traviolec through the near infrared. A more accnrate rela-
are called N-units. tionship is tiven in Chapter 18.

19.1
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19.1.2 Radio Wavelengths 00 5OO Goo 00 800 9O0 10 or I10O,2C M

At radio wavelengths the relationship of refractive mod-'0,,
clus to pressure, temperature. and water-vapor pressure is 2 ?61200
given by

77.6P 373000P, (19.7) o.0....
T T ' E

where P., is the partial pressure of water vapor in millibars,
P is pressure in millibars, and T is temperature in degrees N' \T
kelvin. Equation t19.7) is accurate to 0.1 N-unit from the 9d
longest radio wavelengths in use down to about 6 mm (50
GHz). 5 N-units from 6 to 4 r-m (50 to 75 GHz). and I N- Icoo[
unit from-4 to 2.6 mm (75 to 115 GHz). A more accurate

* description of refraction and its effects in the 30 to 1000 T( K)
GHz region (EHF range) has been investigated by Liebe
[1980. Figure 19-1. Data from Chatham, Mass. radiosonde release of 26 July

1982,Absorption by atmospheric constituents begins to rise-
to significant proportions with decreasing wavelength be-
ginning near I.5 cm. Water vapor content is by far the
leading factor in causing changes in N. followed in order 19.1.3 Standard Profiles of
of importance by temperature and pressure. Foe example. Refractive Modulus
for a iemperature of 288 K, pressure of 1013 rb near ground
level, and a relative humidity of 60% (11,, = 10 mb), the The vertical distribution of the refractive modulus can
S luctuation, AN, is 'he calculated from Equation (19.3) using vertical distribu-

tions of vapor pressure and ttemperature as a function of
AN = 4.5 AP', - 1.26 AT + 0.27 AP.' (19.8) pressure. Under normal conditions, N tends to decrease

exponentially with height. An exponential decrease is usu-
As Equation (19.8) shows. a fluctuation in water vapor ally an accurate description for heights greater than 3 km;
pressure has 16 times the effect on the refractive index as below 3 km. N may (,nart considerably from exponential
the same amount of fluctuation in total pressure and 3.5 behavior. The median v-.ue for the gradient dN is typically

. times the effect as the same fluctuation in temperature. -0.0394 N/m for the first few thousand meters above ground
Equation (19.7) may also be used in the windows of relative level.
transparency for submillimeter waves (X > 100 ;,m, For many purposes it is desirable to have standard re-
f'< 3 x IO"GHz) with an error of 10 to 20 N-units. fractive-modulus profiles for the atmosphere. 'By using the

Equation (19.7) is a function of temperature, pressure, equations of the model atmospnere. an exact analytical
and vapor pressure all of which are height dependent, that expression for the standard optical refractive modulus can
is, elevation (h) above the surface: thus N(h) is the refrac- be derived. A simplified approximation to this is
tivitv structure. In reality, surfaces of constant refractivity
are not planes, but are concentric spheres about the earth's z
center. In characterizing the atmospheric layers that affect N, = 273 exp (--). (Z _ 7.62) (19.11)
radio wave propagation a modified -efracivir.y structure M(hI
is defined. Z is the altitude in thousands of km.

h Equation (19.11) can be differentiated to obtain the
M = (n + - - I) 0 0 (19.9) standard gradient 'of optical refractive modulus,

a

M(h) = N(h) + 157h in units of'M (19.10) dN 27.8 exp Z(19.12)"' ~~~~dZ = 9- .002 <7.2.(1.2

where h is in kilometers, a is the radius of the earth (6370
km) and I/a = 157 x IC ' km-1. Equations (19.11) and (19.12) may be corrected for

When the lapse rate of N is :ess than -157 N-units per dispersion through use of Equation (19.5).
kilometer IEquplion (19. 10)1. the slope of M becomes neg- For the radio wavelengths, it is necessary to assume a
aitive indicating a ducting condition. Figure 19-I illustrates distribution of water vapotr in order to obtain an e:.pression
ducts at 10M0 and 7(00 mb IMorrissey. personal communi- for the refractive modulus. Assuming P., =' 10.2
cation. 19821. (I - 0.064Z), forZ - 7.62, a simplified approximation is
1.9.2
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Sai19.1.4 Variations of Refractive Moduli
N 316 exp (--) (Z < 7.62). (19.13)

.08) Actual profiles may differ markedly from the standard

The standard gradient of radio-wave refractive modulus is profiles. Figures 19-4 through 19-7 show some profiles of
ther: refractive modulus at microwave frequencies calculated from

dN radio!:onde mea:urements. These are considered typical for
= -39.1 exp Z 7.62). (19.14) the air-masses indicated. Average deviations from a model

dZ .-. (Z'8.0 atmosphere refractive index have been studied extensively-
Figures 19-2 and 19-3 are graphs of standard profiles cal- for example. see Bean and Dutton 119681.
culated from Equations 119.12) through (19.,4).
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE

Cumulus clouds are evidence of the existence of a very gradient is positive (or less negative) than the gradients of
inhomogeneous field of water vapor within the atmosphere. the layers just above and below are known as subsidence
Figure 19-8 shows some measurements of refractive mod- inversion lavers. These layers generally have a large hor'-

ulus and associated parameters within a fair-weather cu- zontal extent. Layers in close proximity to the earth's surface
mulus cloud. The time response of. the instruments from are strongly influenced by the local conditions of the earth s

-/ which refractive modulus. te-nperature. and v.ater-vapor surface and for this reason show more variability than the

pressure were obtained was such that changes occurring in layers described above.
distances as small as 1.5 m could be measured. However. In the inversion layer. the temperature may change by
the instrument for measuring liquid water content had a a few deerees in interval of from fifty to a few hundred

much slower response. Figure 19-9 shows a composite clc-d meters in altitude. This temperature difference accounts for

which summarize, data from 30 cloud passes. a change of only a few N-units. However. an inversion

Figures 14-l0a and b show the average AN between usually indicates the presence of a humid air mass under a
cloud and clear air to be expected in various parts of the dry one. The transition from humid to dry air causes a

United States at the midseason months. The :hances of marked change of N in the super-refracting layer. typically
having cumulus clouds at 1500 h local time for these months of 20 to 50 N-units: Thanges as pronounced as 80 N-units

is also shown. Additional climatological data on 'N and have been measured. Super-refracting layers may be. clear-

cumulus clouds is given by Cunningham 11921 weather phenomena. or can be accompanied by haze (aci-
The deviations in refractive modulus are principally in osols) in the lower air mass. Invariably they signify stable

the vertical direction. Regions of more or less constant gra- weather situations. such as occur when a high pressure cen-
dient of the refractive modtulus arc called .¥trat(fied htvers. ' ter stagnates in an area.
The horizontal extent of these layers may vary from a f.-w The horizontal and temporal extent of super-refractive

kilometers to hundreds of kilometers depending on the me- layers varies widely. In New England it may be only a few

teorological processes by which they are produced. When tens of kilometers. In mideastern states, the layers extend

N decreases with height inside a specific layer much faster farther and may last from a half hoair up to a week. In the

than it does above or bH-ow the layer. the layer is said to trade-wind zones of the world, the climatic regime (mani-

be super-rfra'ting for propagation. One cause of this is a' fested by steady wind directions and speeds throughout most
temperature inversion. Layers of negative height-gradient of the year) sustains super-refracting layers. which extend
of N in association with regions in which the temperature a few thousand miles both east to west and north to south.
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and the ranges of energy input, redistribution, and dissi-
pation. Physically. the energy is put into the turbulence from Figure 19-12. Dissipation rate vs altitude•
the largest scale sizes (smallest value 0 K) by wind shear
and convective heating; the energy-producing eddies are ,
assumed to have a spatial wave number less then K,. The 19-13 and 19-14 are plots of observed geometric-mean val-

region between K,, and K', is the redistribution (inertial) ues of -y and 03 respectively as functions of altitude. The

range, where energy is transferred from large edies (small values of -y are taken from the 1966 Supplementary At-

k) to smalle7 eddies (larger K) until viscous effects becomes mosphere; the values of 1 are computed from reported wind
•important dt Km= '5.92/,, and the energy is dissipated. profiles. Figure 19-15 shows C, as a function of altitude'

Near the ground. (,, is of the order of 0. 1 to I cm. th.. values of p/p,, used to compute C, are taken from the

Once the value of C" is determined, the spectral density 1966 Supplementary Atmosphere. At rad-o wavelengths,

is known. C, may be found directly from the dimensionless Equation (19.17) cannot be used because water vapor must

structure function Dn(r). -be considered as well as temperature I Crane, 1968. 19801.
C. for a model atmosphere can be obtained directly from

Djr) = jN(r + r,) - N (r,) 12 
= C"

3  (19.16) Figure 19-15. When values of p/p,, are known from radio-
sonde observations, C. for the given p/p,, can be calculated

where N(r) is the normalized fluctuating part of the index by using values obtaiaed from Figures 19-12 through 19-14

of refraction, the bar indicates the average of the squared and Equations (19.17) and (19.18).

quantity, and r(r > f,,) is the size of the inhomogenities Hufnagle 119741 synthesized a model for C, based on

determired from the differences in the values of N at two
points r and r,.

At optical wavelengths. C,, is determined from temper- E

ature measurements alone- "

C n = 10 (p/p,,)CT 1cm "'1 (19.17) 'Z"

I. 0.1 0-4J 5
where plp,, is the ratio of the average atmospheric density [

at a given altitude to the density at sea level. The structur W 8.,o-5

constant. CT. is
2: 6!!0 5 

" 
-

CT = 2.4 F '(-y'1) 1K cm "1] (19.18) ' ',,o"

-J_4

where (cm2s - ) is the rate of energy per unit taass dissi- .

pated by viscous friction. - (K cm- ') is the average vertical W 2,,o-'

gradient of the potertial temperature, and 3 (s-') is the 2
average shear or vertical gradient of the horizontal wind km Okm Iook.

IHufnagle and Stanley, 1964 or Chapter 181. ALTITUDE
Figure 19-12 shows the average dissipation rate esti-

mated from observed values as a function of altitude. Figur,:s Figure 19-13. Average potentiat temperature gradient -y) vs altitude.
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CHAPTER 19

.00 where h is height in meters above sea level,,r is a zero mean

.- homogeneous Gaussiapi random variable with a covariance
function given by

(r(h + h'. t + r) r(ht)
- A(h'/100)e *-" + A(h'/2000)e *  (19.21)

, •005

z The model for C,(h. t) is valid for heights between 3 and

, 24 km. The time irterval r is measured in minutes and
A(h'L) = I - [h/LI for (h') < 1, and zero otherwise:

SW(r 2) = 2 and (exp r = e = 2.7 for cases in which fine
of structure is not of interest. VanZandt et al. 119811 discuss

Ike" Iok, 0ookm another C. model. Brown et al. t19821 and Good et al.
ALTITUDE 119821 present the correlating data. C.2 may be determined

from radar backscatter meas,,rements in the atmosphere- see
Figure 19.14. Average wind shear l1p vs altitude, for example. Staras and Wheelon 11959). Hardy and Katz

119691. Ottersten 119691. and, Gage et al. 119781.
At radio frequencies, the mechanism responsible for

the empir'cal observation that the best correlation factor to backscatter and forward scatter beyond the horizon is the
correlate the scintillation spectrum and the meteorological refractive index variation due to fluctuations in properties
parameter of wind speed is of the atmosphere. The ratio of the received-to-transmitted

2 opower (Pr/P,) depends upon the integral of the scattering
2-hdh " cross section per unit volume over the common volume

... . uidefined by the antenna pattern or patterns for backscatter
(19.19) and forward scatter respectivity.

for h in km P, d'r (19.22)P, 4 rr' 5'  RR,,/ I ' 1.2

C2 1 51 (W)] ep - vol. (' )

( 2 exp [where X is the wavelength. employcd. G, and G, are the

-hX gaifis of the transmitting and receiving antennas respec-
+ (10 ") exp exp ir(h.t)] (19.20) lively. R2 and R2 are the distances from the scattering vol-

ume (d'r) to the respective antennas, and I a reciprocal
in units of m length) is the scattering cross section per unit volume. Figure

19-16 illustrates the path -geometry for Equatioa (19.18).
The scattering cross section per unit volume is directly

, _ __,o-,_ _ _related to the spectral density: '

= (7r
2
/X

4
) ((K) (19.23)

where IKI is (4 r/)sin(0/2}.
EScattering is not the only 'effect of atmospheric turbu-

S,"lence on the propagation of electromagnetic waves. As the
waves propagate through the atmosphere, fluctuations in
amplitude and phase occar. The amplitude.and phase fluc-

0 tuations may be described using the equations of geometrical
optics or the smooth perturbation solution of the full wave
equation. A summary of the solution, based on work by
Tatarski 119611. is provided below.'

In order to apply the geometrical optics approximation.
Li .. [-the conditions that have to be satisfied are
LO A _ ...... / j

10. 0 a ok. took. X < (,, and ( L 2 <(,.
ALTITUDE

Fiure M5 Index of refraction ,trcture (C,) v altitude where X is the wavelength of the propagating wave i is

the inner scale of turbulence, and L is the path length over

19-8
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d *r A%.

The covariance function of phase fluctuations. C,(). at -

two receivers that are both an equal distance L away from
the transmitter and are separated from each other by a dis-
tance = (y2 + z2)" 2 is ,"

C,() = 2 ir f F(K)J0(K4)Kd, . (19.27)

J,, (K ) is the Bessel function and F,(K) is the two dimen-
sional Fourier transforms of C,(0;

F,(K) = 2 irK
2L 4). (K) (cm'I. (19.28)

The covariance function of amplitude fluctuations, C(,"),
for the conditions given above is .

Figure 19-16. Geometry for turbulent scattering. Cx( ) = 2 r F,(K)J,(K[) gdk (19.29) .

which the wave propagates. The phase fluctuation at a point
r along the path is (.T) .. \.

Fx(K) = K4 (n) IcmJ (19.30)6
S(r) = k n(s ds (19.24)

Under restrictions that X to and that L < f4/X', the .

where S(r) is the total phase change. k is 2 r/. n(s) is the smooth perturbation solution of the full wave equation leads

index of refraction in the direction of s. and ds is the element to
of path length. The amplitule fluctuation X at point r along
the path is F,(K) = 7KL, I + Sin a ,(K)[cm] (19.31)..

[A~rI] and

L r)J (19.25)

f V2 S, (E.y.z)d k F5(K) = 1TK2L I n- ,(K) cm 2J (19.32)

where A(r) is total amplitude at point r, Vj is the transverse where a is K-L/k. These restrictions limit the validity of
Laplacian. and E is the direction of propagation. S, (..y.z) Equations (19.31) and (19.32) to wavelengths in the mil-
is the phase fluctuation about its rmean value. limeter and optical regions and to relatively short paths. _o

although in certain cases these restrictions may be relaxed.
for example for X . f,. C and F can be measured only over
a finite range of values of K. therefore a complete knowledge

Smr k Sn(s) ds (19.26) of C or of F is not possible. ,.£

where bin(s) is, thc deviation of the index of refraction from r
its mean value. If n(s) depends om!y on altitude, then Equa- 19.2 ATTENUATION AND
tion (19.24) may be used to determine the average phase BACKSCATTERING
change by substituting the average index of refraction in the
integrand Szattering and attenuation are usually complicated fune,-

tions of particle size and dielectric properties. The square
rot of the dielectri, constant m is

k,, (n(s))ds: this ik useful in studying refraction. Vm n - i K. (19.33)
V~ ~ ~ ~ % M I . 1.3

19-9
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CHAPTER 19

where n i.s the phase refractive indei, K is the absorption 0 0 1..000 t..o

index of the medium, and i is ''/.
In describing the properties of the particles, it is con- 1 00 100

venient to use the parameter K. defined by A . 178- 0024

m WATER ? 4- 2 991K m t(19.34) W .0

When the particles are small in comparison with the 2 oo 004

transmitted wavelength, the Rayleigh approximation holds. 0 . .
and both the backscatter and the absorption ae simple func- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 It 20 22 '2'4'262 J 00o

tions of K. In this special case, backscatter is proportional .0/k

to IK12. and attenuation is proportional to the imaginary part
of minus K or (lm(- K)). Figure 19717. Calculated values of the normalized (4orD2) backscatte,

cross section for water at 3.21 cm and 273 K and for ice
For water, JK!2 is practically constant and equals 0.93 at wavelengths from I to 10 cm.

over a wide range of temperatures and wavelengths in the
centimeter range. Similarly 1K 12 = 'O. 176 for ice of normal
density (0.917 g/cm2) and centimeter wavelengths. How- parameter, computed from the exact Mie equations. The
ever. the imaginary part of K can vary significantly with normalized curve for ice is invariant with wavelength in the
temperature and wavelength, and both (K) 2 and (m( -K.)) microwave region; the normalized curve forwater is for a
vary with frequency at millimeter and submillimeter wave- temperature of 273 K and a 3.2-cm wavelength. As these
lengths. Unfortunately, measurements have not been made figures show, ice spheres equal to or larger than the wave-
at every possible combination of temperature and wave- length may scatter more than an order of mglitde greater

length, and there is no single expression relating all the than.--tcr spheres of the same size. This is confiiaied by
variables. To obtain the real and imaginary parts of K at experimental measurements.
the desired tcntperature and waveltngth, the reader is re- Measurements at 5 cm wavelength indicate that the back-
ferred to the computer program writtL. by Ray 119721. as

between measured values. 10

I LE /Ki :1.78- .0024i

19.2.1 Backscattering and Attenuation ,
Cross Sections z %

The echo power returned by a scattering particle is pro- W I / --.,

portional to its backscattering cross section. r. The Oower %
removed by an attenuating particle is proportional to the % ,

total absorption cross section. Q,. The si:e parameter (elec- a t ' '

trical size) is w;rD/: D) is the particle diameter and A th5I 1

wave!cngth of the incident radiation. When the diameter of L4
the scattering or attenuating particle is small with respect ai
to A. the backscattering and total absorption cross sections : 0.I I" -

may be expressed with sufficient accuracy by the Rayleigh o0 ,

approximation. I
For spherizal particles, if D/X < 0.2, A -SWAT ER ?ffi =1 1L4 - 2.89 i

ir5IKl-V'n eI (19.35) .0"

0 2 3 4

For particles with lrD/A > 0.2. (r should be computed from D X

the equations of the Mie theory of scattering IBattan. 19591. Figure 19-18, Catculatcd value,, of thc nrmatized (4rr Di hackscatter

Figures 19-17 and 19-18 show normalized backscattering cFigu 19ion fCl r % sater at 3.21 cm and 273 K and fr ice _N

cross section (4tilrTD) for ice and for water versus the size at waelength, from I to t0 cm iDetail of Figure !9-17)

19-10
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scattering of so-called "spongy" hail (a mixtute of ice and is useful to express Z as a function of either the preipitation
water) is 3 to 4 dB above that of the equivalent all-water rate R or the mass of liquid water (or water equivalent of
spheres and at least 10 dB above that of the equivalent solid the ice content) M. The returned radar signal can then be
ice spheres lAtlas et al., 19641. Because of tht variabilities related to Z. and through Z to R or M. Numerous Z-R and
of sizes. shapes, and liquid water content of hail. no general Z-M relations have been proposed. They vary geographi-
ru:es concerning backscattering and attenuation cross sec- cally, seasonally. and by type of precipitation.% .
tions for hail can be made. As a first approximation. how- The following Z-R relations are typical of those most

ever, the ice curve of Figures 19-17 and 19-18 may be used. k;ften found in the literature:
For -pherical particles, if irD/ < 0. I.

2 Z = 200 R"6 widespread stratiform rain

Q, 7L- lm (-K) + - lcm2J. (19.36) Z = 110 R' drizzle

Z = 460 R1 " thunderstorm

When -rrD/k > 0.1. Q, must also be computed from the Z 145 R" orographic ji
exact Mie equations. Sevzrai computer programs are avail- Z = 314 R" 42 monsoon
able to compute the total attenuation caused by any distil-
bution 'of water and/or ice particles. ,See. for example.
Falcone et al.. 1979.1 The scattering properties of snow are complicated bv

the many forms 'n wmiich snow can occur, either as single
ice crystals or aggregates of such crystals. The following

relationships are reasonable averages of observation: 0
19.2.2 Reflectivity

19..2RefeciviyZ 500 R'6  for single crystals
The average echo power returned by a group of randomly =..

distributed scattering particles is proportional 'to their re-
flectivity T1. Reflectivit" is defined as the summation of the and

backscatter cros, sectiors of th= particles over a unit volume:
la -u When the backscattering particles are spheres and Z 2000 R2"  for aggregates

are small enough with respect to wavelength so that the --

Rayleigh approximation can be used.(that is. nD/,\ < 0.2), where R is the snowfall rate in millimeters of water per
the reflectivity is proportional to the radar reflectivity factor :our.
Z which is the summation over a unit volume of the sixth Measurements by Boucher 119811 relating the reflectiv- f
power of the particle diameters. Z = I D. Summation ity to the rate 'ot snow accumulation suggest that a relation .

over a unit volume 'of Equation (19.35) gives of the form

S = 1K12Z Z A S2"
.'o" = -9 = x 10-12 [cm-1i (19.37) Z A "

2
.,

where S is the snowfall rate in millimeters ,f snow per hour.
for Z in conventional units of mm' and m - and X in cen- gives good agreement between measured radar refie., vity
tirneters. and measured snowfall accumulation. Boucher foL.d tha.

When the particles are larger than R "leigh size or com- A varied between 6 x 10-3 to 2 x 10-2 when S was ex-
posed of ice or water-ice mixtures, it is common practice pressed in millimeters per hour. This variability'is due to
to meas !re the radar reflectivity and express it in terns of the variability of the density of snow, which ranges over i
an equivalent reflectivity factorZ. Substituting IK1 = 0.93 an order of magnitude.

(water at no.mal atmosphere temperature, wavelength in the Clouds composed of water particles scatter very poorly
centimtter range) in Equation (19.38) at centimeter wavelengths due to the relatively small size

of the water droplets. High-power radars operating at mil-

Z, = 3.5 X 10 ' X' rl (mm' m-'). (19.38) limeter wave lengths can detect watLr clouds at short ranges. "

An empirical Z-M relation for water clouds is

Thus. Z, is simply the 11D" required to obtain the observed
signal, if all the drops were acting as Rayleigh scatterers. Z = 0.048WM 2

Because Z is a meteorological parameter that depends
only on the particle size distribution and concentration, it where M. the water content. is in grams per cubic meter.

19-1!
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Table 19-I Attcnuat.ion S knti I: 293 (.
Pnlpitaimn Wavelength (cm)

Rate i mm hI 0,0% 0.05 0.1 0.15 0 2 0.25 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 2.0 3 0 5.0 6.0 15.0

0.21 0(.867 0,9(W) 0.874 0.773 0.656 0.539 0.434 0.179 0.0634 0.0381 0.685 0.231 0.657 0.434 0.o3i
xl-0" x10-

2  xl0'. x10 xl
"0

1.25 2.31 2.43 2.51 2.41 2.22 1.99 1.74 0.919 '.0.374 0,232 0.)449 0.0134 0.304 0.191 0.249
x 0o

2  
x o x IO

t

2.50 3.-1 3.71 3.90 3.81 .1.63 3.34 3.01 1.77 0.783 0.497 0.104 0.0311 0.618 0.374 0454

5.0) 5.35 5.65 6.01 6.02 5.83 5.49 5.08 3.29 1.60 1.05 0.239 0.0750 0.0132 0,758 0.829
x 10 xIlf"

12.50 9.35 9.86 10.59 10.80 10.69 10.33 9.81 7.13 3.94 2.70 0.698 0.245 0.0399 0.0209 0.186
x lo-

25.00 14.2i7 15.03 16.18 16.67 16.70 16.38 15.81 12.36 7.51 5.38 1.52 0.591 0.100 0.0488 0.348
x lo-0

5(600 21.78 22.90 24.68 25.61 25.89 25.70 25.14 20.89 13.87 1037 3.23 1.38 0.265 0.124 0.661
x I0"

1(,.00 33.22 34.85 37.55 39.18 39.84 39.96 39.50 34.54 24.83 1940 666 3.09 0.706 0.338 0.0128
1.500.) 42.48 44.51 47.93 50.16 51.1'0 51.54 51.22 45.94 3446 27.59 1006 4.86 1.24 0.613 0.0190

Table 19-2 Temperatu.e correction factor for representative mins.'?.WAVELENGTH (cm)

Precipitation Temperature (KI
. Rate Wavelength 30 10 3 1

mm/h cm 273 283 293 303 313

0.03 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
0.1 0.99 0.99 1.0 1.01 1.02

0.25 0.5 1.02 1.01 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.25 1.09 !02 1.0 1.0 0.99 102

3.2 1.55 1.25 1.0 0.81 0.65
10.0 1.72 1.29 1.0 0.79 0.64

0.03 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
% 0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.01

2.5 0.5 1.01 1.01 I.0 0.99 0.98
1.25 0.95 0.96 1.0 1.05 1.10
3.2 1.28 1.14 !.0 0.86 0.72

100 1.73 1.30 1.0 0.79 0.64

0.03 1.0 1.0. 1.0 1.1) 1.0
":0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.01.-t 6 3

12.5 0.5 1.02 1.01 1.0 0.99 0.97
1.25 0.96 0.97 1.0 1.04 1.07 4/ 4
3.2 1.04 1.03 1.0 0.95 0.88

10.0 1.74 1.30 1.0 0.79 0.63

0.03 10 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.01

50.0 0.5 1.02 1.01 1.0 0.98 0.97
,1.25 0.99 0.99 1.0 1.02 1.04
3.2 0.91 0.96 1.0 1.01 1.01

10.0 1.75 1.31 1.0 0.78 0.62

0.03 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 I0

0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.01 1

150.0 0.5 1.03 1.01 1.0 0.98 0.97 FREQUENCY(GHz)

1.25 1.01 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.01
3.2 0.88 0.95 1.0 1.04 1.06 Figure 19-19. Theoretical attenuation ue to snowlall of 10mm of water

10.0 1.72 1.31 1.0 0.7810.62 content per hour as a function of wavelength and temper-
9 2- - _ature.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE

19.2.3 Attentuation by Precipitation Table 19-3. Attenuation due to mnolccular oxygen at a tcmprature of
293 K and a pressure of I -atmosphcre.

Attenuation by rain is a function of drop size distribu- Wavelength Attenuation
tion, temperature and wavelength. Theoretical computa- (cm) (dB km)
tions IDyer and Falcone, 19721 indicate that for a given
rainfall rate, wavelength and temperature, the variations 10.0 6.5 x 10 t
in drop size distribution can cause deviations in average at- 7.5 7.0 x 10
tenuation of between 4% and 33%. For comparison, meas- 3.2 7.2 x 10
ured attenuations are accurate to no more than t 20% in 1.8 7.5 x 10'
general. 1.5 8.5 x 101

Table 19-1 gives the theoretical attenuation, for a wide 1.25 1.4 x 10 2

range of rainfall rates and wavelengths, assuming a constant 0.8 7.5 x 10 2
temperature of 293 K and an exponential distribution of 0.7 1.9 x 10"
drop sizes. Table 19-2 gives the attenuation correction factor
for a range of rain rates and temperatures.

Figure 19-19 shows the theoretical maximum attenua-
tior. coefficients assuming a maximum snowfall rate 10 mm ample. Falcone et al., 19791 to calculate the total attenu-
of water per hour. Because snowfall rates seldom exceed ation at any frequency, for any input atmospheric conditiohi.
3 mm of water per hour, attenuation due to snow should Figure 19-20 is an example of the output from one such
generally be one-third or less the value, program.

The solid line (curve A) shows the attenuation at stand-

19.2.4 Total Attenuation Table 10..4. Correction factors for oxygen attenuation.

In addition to attenuation caused by precipitation par- Temperatureticles, microwave and millimeter wave transmission is af- (K) Correction Factor*

fected by atmospheric gases. water vapor, and cloud par-
ticles. Table 19-3 gives the attenuation as a function of 293 1.00 p2

wavelength for molecular oxygen at 293 K, and Table 273 1.19 P2

19-4 gives correction factors for temperature differing from 253 1.45 P2

293 K. Table 19-5 does the, same for water vapor atten- 233 1.78 P2

uation. Computer programs have been written Isee, for ex- *P is pressure in atmospheres.

Table 19-5. Water-vapor attenuation in dB per kilometer.*

Wavelength Temperature

(cm) 293 K 273 K 253 K 233 K

10 7 PW x 10-5 8 PW x I0 5 9 PW x 0' I 10 PW X 10

5.7 2.4PW x 10- 2.7 PW x 10-4 3.0 PW x IO 3.4 PW x 104

3.2 7 PW x 10-4 8 PW x 10-4  9 PW x 0 I4 0 .PW X× I 4

1.8 4.3 PW x 10-' 4.8 PW x l0 -  5.0 PW x *10-  5.4 PW x i0'

1.24 2.2 PW x 0-2 2.33 PW x I0-2 2.46 PW x 10-2 2.61 PW x 10

0.9. 9.5PW x 10--  1.04PW x 10-2 1.14PW x 10- 1.26PW x 1l0

*P is pressure in atmospheres and W is water-vapor content in grams per cubic meter.

.*19-13
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,0 20 3 A 0 GD , ard sea level conditions on a clear day. The peaks in the

1 0,I- C curve correspond to absorption lines for oxygen and water
vapor. In general. there is a steady increase in attenuation

O !  with increasing frequenc). Absorption because of atmos-
,O pheric gases is negligible at centimeter wave lengths (below

30 GHz). The dashed line (curve B) shows the attenuation
'01' caused by cloud with a liquid water content of 0. 18 g m-'.
00. t This is a typical value for non-precipitating stratus or al-

tostratus clouds. The dotted line (curve C) shows the atten-
CIE =uation caused by rain with an intensity of 2.5 mm/hr, as-

,I, ' suming a simple exponential drop size distribution. This is
O N E K I L O ET E R P I T H

O L R0 a moderate rainfall typical of stratitorm situations.
to A CLEAR STANDARD ATMOSPHERE SEA-LEVEL Clouds and precipitation are important factors affecting

8 CLOUD 0 8 9-' LWC ,as attenuation of frequencies below 300 GHz. The cloud liquid
C RAIN 2 5 ,, water content and the rainfall rate are critical parameters

to be entered into the computation. Although Figure 19-20
0 2 4 6 'S 0 12 14 1 20 22 24 2 28 30 3 34 M 38 4r can be useful in giving rough estimates of the attenuation.

WAVENUMAER (C M-i' it is necessary to compute the attenuations for the desired
range of atmospheric conditions at the electromagnetic

Figure 19.20. Attenuation vs frcquencv for a clear standard atmosphere.

a cloud of 0. 18g m' LWC. and a 2.5 mnih rain rate for a wavelength of interest when predicting the performance of
I km horioontal path., a system.

. ..
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Chapter 20

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY
Section 20.1 R.C. Sagalyn and H.K. Burke
Section 20.2 D.R. Fitzgerald

20.1 FAIR WEATHER ELECTRICITY of the ih ion species respectively. Small ions because of
their low mass have higher mobility than large ions. Over

Electric fields. currents, and conductivities as well as 95% of the total conductivity of the air is contributed by
positive and negative ions of greatly varying size and com- small ions so that
position constitute the principal electrical properties of the
atmosphere in fair weather. Air mass motions. pressure a - n. ek, + n- ek. (20.2)
systems. winds, turbulence. temperature, and water vapor
distributions have an important influence or the electrical where n. and n- are number densities of positive and neg-
properties in the troposphere through their control over the ative small ions and k,. and k- are their mobilities. The
distributions of charged and uncharged aerosols and radio- mobility of an ion is its velocity per unit electric field strength.
active particles of terrestrial origin. These influences are' Near the earth's surface, n 600 cm -1. n. - 500 cm--.
greatest in the atmospheric exchange layer which is gen- k+ 1.3 cm 2V-s - and k- - 1.6 cm 2V- s' yielding a
erally restricted to 2.5 km above the earth's surface. In the conductivity of about 2.5 x 10-14 ohm-im - 1.
altitude region 30 to 90 km there is a transition from classical The conductivity of air increases rapidly, with altitude
concepts of atmospheric elect'icity to the phenomena of for the following reasons: (I) the mobility o ions increases
ionospheric physics chiefly becauseof the changing atmo- as the neutral number density decreases (Figure 26-1). (2)
spheric composition and increasing mean free path resulting the presence of numerous large aerosols lowers the con-

- in an increase in the concentration of free electrons. Recent ductivity of air near the ground and (3) the cosmic radiation
studies have shown that the ionosphere, with its relatively causes an increase in the concentration of small ions with
high conductivity, can no longer te regarded as the upper altitude (Table 20-I).
bound for atmospheric electrical processes. The exact nature To a first approximation, ion equilibrium exists above
of electrical coupling to the ionospheric and magneto.pheric the exchange layer (that is. above 2.5 km) so that
regionas is currently under investigation. q = an-.. where q is the net production rate of small ions

and a is the volume recombination coefficient. If k. k

20.1.1 Electrical Conductivity
Table 20-1. Average ion-pair production rates due t) radioactiv~ty and

cosmic radiation as a function of altitude ISagalyn and Fitz-The lower atmosphere is a slightly conducting medium gerald. 19651.due to the presence of positive and negative ions. The prin-
cipal sources of ionization includ,' ( I ) cosmic radiation. (2) Ion pairs (cm-'s')
radiation from radioactive substances in %oil. and (3) radio- Altitude

active gases produced by the decay of (2). Amnpg them ( I) km) radioactive cosmic rays Total
is mainly responsible for air conductivity at higher altitudes 0 7.6 1.5 9. I
while 12) and (31 are dominant in the lower atmosphere. 0.5 3.8 1.8 5.6Table 20-I shows average ion pair production rates due to I 2.7 26 5.3
radioactivity and cbsmic radiation between 0 and 10 km. 2 1.5 5.05

The conductivity tr of air is defin.d as 3 0.9 8.0 8.9
4 0.5 15,0 15.5

r= nlek,. (20.1) 5 0.3 23.0 23.3
6 -- 370 37.0

%here m i, the number of different ion species pre,,ent. and 75,0 75.0

n,. e,. ad k, are the number density. charge, and mbilit\ _ __ --_ _25__ _25_ 0

20-i
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ALTITUDE (On) 100- , -30.5
50 __ 96 163 .. go- GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE /

0- 'N---- / ..," "U

9 0 6.10

E 6 ---- 10-03 10.12 10-11 104a
(mho m-1)

- Figure 20-3. Total electrical volume conductivity vs altitude.

02 ----I electron and ion concentrations and effective collisional fre-

4 - - - - - - quencies with respect to altitude. The curve I vaiues are
higher than the others probably because Cole and Piercc
neglected large ions. Curve 2 was compiled by Sagalyn0 -119651 from experimental results prior to 1963. Curves 3,

-3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -O - "-12 - 3 4. and 5 were obtained from measurements of Paltridge
LOGo AIR DENSITY (g Cm' 3 ) 119651, Mozer and Serlin 119691. and Morita et al. [1971 1,

respectively. Curves 6. 7, and 8 show more recent mea-
Fig're 20- 1. Mobility of small positive or ncgativd ions vs air density or surement over Laramie, Wyoming: Hilo, Hawaii; and San-

altitude, assuming k = 1.4cm V is 'at 273 K and 1013.25 riku, Japan, respectively. The Laramie measurements were
mh pressurv. ,. obtained as part of an international effort on Atmospheric

Electrical Measurements in 1978 IRosen et al., 19801. The
can then 1978 measurements over Laramie are simlar to results ob-

tained at the same location in 19i4 and 1975 ITakagi et al.,
be given by 19801. Positive and negative ion density measuremens were

cr = 2ek 'V - . (20.3) combined and smoothed to provide the total conductivity
(curve 6). Takagi et al. 119801 also published conductivity

F profiles for Sanriku. Japan (1973-1975) and Hilo. Hawaii
Figure 20-2 shows the variation of o with alitude. Figure (1975) (curves 7' and 8).
203 shows the computed variation fr volume conductivity The differences in the conductivity profileF of Figure
with altitude. Values of q are derived from cosmic ray 20-4 are largely due to the latitude of measurement. envi-
ionization rates. values of k and cx are taken from Figures
20-1 and 20-2. respectively.

Variations of electrical conductivity in the atmosphere
* as a functioi, of altitude have been measured by a number

of workers. See Figure 20-4. In this figure. curves 2 through
5 represent earlier experimental results. Curve I was cal-
culatcd by Cole and Pierce 119651 based on variations of ./ //

.-

10 14 1i, I,12 1 1

-... Figure 20-4 Various measurement result' of electrical conduottlit\ in

"N the atmosphere as a tun'tion of' altitude The numnvred
___________curves are from 4It Cole and Per,.- 11969S. 421 Saalkn

, , . . " ... . .196.51, 0i'Paltridie I l 'I. 141 M,er and Serlin 11,41-

l5, \lrita Ct al 19711. o1IRosen et al 119 1 for lararn e.
Wsk'Nomine. 71 Taacp ,i al 119(11 for Sannku. Japan. and

*'" Figure 204-2 Volume reo ihoinat on vtticint \s altitude tK4 Takiet et a 911990 lr fllt,, Flawaii
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY

netic) and Hilo (200 geomagnetic). Figure 20-6 shows the
u....,.€ :variation with latitude of the average (base) electrical con-

. ductivity, the latitude variation following a solar flare, and
., /that expected as a result of Forbush decrease [Hays and
\,,\, ,Roble, 1979].

ie ma// The conductivity variation with altitude is approximated
Sby the relation

-- wher" or(z) = go exp (2kz), (20.4)

where (2 k)-' is defined as the scale height of conductivity.
am , M 0 t , m It varies typically between 5 and 6 km. Th. conductivity at

-MWV V ram, ,,, 0, IW% --* ,,-,'the surface, ro, varies between I and 3 x 1(r-14 ohm- I m-1.
Figure 20-5. Number density of small positive or negative ions vs altitude

computed from q = a n2.. The variation with latitude il-
lustrates the effect of cosmic rays on product:3n rat.s. 20.1.2 Electric Field

ronmental conditions at the time of measurement, and the In fair weather areis the horizontal components of the
data base upon which the curves were derived. For example, field are small compared to the vertical component so that
curve 2 [Sagalyn, 1965] is based on the results of approx- he atmospheric electric field E can be defined as
imately 100 aircraft and balloon flights. A !arge percentage
of the flights were conducted in the industrial northeastern dV
part of the U.S. where significant aerosol concentrations E = -a, (20.5)
exist throughout the troposphere. dZ

The differences in the more recent measurements (curves
6 to 8) can probably be attributed to the latitude variation where V is the electric potential and Z is the altitude. The
of cosmic ray intensities which in turn affect the small ion atmospheric electric field is directed vertically, the potential
concentration. See, for example, Figure 20-5. Because t.a gradient decreases with increasing altitude, and the field ty
conductivity is roughly proportional to the square root of the eecirostatic definition is negative (qeld vector directed
the small ion concentration (Equation (20.3)), the conduc- downward). Computed from the current density and mo-
tivity at Laramie (50* geomagnetic) is expected to be ap- bility, Figure 20-7a shows the expected electric field as a
proximately twice as large as that at Sanriku (290 geomag- function of altitude. eigure 20-7b shows the average value

and variatk.n of a measued electric field as a function of
altituce [Sagalyn, 19651.

Large scale mappings of the atmospheric electric field
o) SAR FLARE which took into account the variational property of air con-

INCREASE ductivity were carried out by Holzer and Saxon 1 1952] and
1-- Atderson and Freier 119691. There models do not extend

into the ionosphere where the conductivity has a tensor
, 14 . B E

1 3 !l b) F ORBUSH "

-ECESt > .N .........

LATITUDE (DEGREES) E "o-o.b - I "-

ci 'gure 206 Relative variation of electrical conductivity oin. with lit. Figure ?O-7a. Electric field vs altitude. assuming a conduction current
',tude for different environmental conditions: a• solar flare. density of 2.7 x IO0 A in and using values of n from

f. bi Fortzush Decrease IHays and Roble. 19"tQ] Figure 20-2.
20-
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CHAPTER 29

6 0 . .. 1 8 .3

5E0= 0, and (20.9)
50-------------- 15.3V 0  k

'," ~E, = V"2

O 4 0 - - - - - - - - - - -1 2 .2 E- e - 2

W where Vo is the total potential difference between the top0 30 - ------- --- 9.29 of the atmosphere and the earth' s surface and H is the upper

S ... . boundary of the atmosphere. In the solution for' the fair
0. 6.1 - weather electric field, only the vertical component exists.

- -..... ... Defining Eo = -IVo • 2k/(I - e-k10) I as the held in-
O 3.1 tensity near the ground, the fair weather electric field can

0 -. 0 _berewritten as
-0.4 -1.0 -10 -100 -4= E e2k. (20.10)

ELECTRIC F"IELD (V m-I)

The average observed values of Eo over land is aboutr igure 20-7b. ?:.veratgc value and maximum variation of elec.tric field as
a function of altitude in over 80 aircraft and balloon flights 130 V/m :n fair weather. Based on this value, the electric
in the eastem U.S. lSagalyn. 1951. field at the 70 km level is 0.1 mV!m to I mV/m. This is

the same order of magnitude of electric fields ef magne-
tospheric origin. During disturbed weather conditions, much

rather than a scalar firm. Park and Dejnakarintra 119731 larger fields have been observed.
mapped thundercloud electric fields at middle and higher
latitudes. The electrical conductivity was represented as an
exponential function of altitude, and the anisotropy of air 20.1.3 Currents and Space Charge
was taken into account above 70 km. The high-latitude
magnetic field lines were assumed to be vertical below 150 20.1.3.1 Air-Earth Conduction Current. As a result of
km and numerical solutions were derived for both the at- the existence of predominately vertical electric field in the
mosphere and ionosphere., presence of positive and negative atmospheric ions, a current

Assuming an exponen tial increase in conductivity with is constantly flowing to the earth's surface. This current is
altitude, the basic equations for the atmospheric electric field called the air-earth conduction current. The vertical con-
can be expressed: ductioh current density j is defined by

,rI/I = (r,,exp (2kz) (20.4) j = V/I. = E. (20.11)

V x E = 0. or E = - V'1 (20.6) The potential difference between the earth and the upper
atmosphere conducting layers V is - E dZ. The resis-

%here (1 is the electric potential with respect to the earth's
surtace. tance of a vertical air column, per unit area R, is C dZ/..

The potential equation is Conservation of charge and continuity considerations re-
quires that the current along the column be nearly constant.

--k ] = 'f,.. 120.7) The .onduction current density is. therefore, the net vertical
current due to positive ions flowing downward and negative
ions flowing upward in the atmosphere. Measurements show

uhcre f is the knos.,n source distribution I ...... in fair that despite large variations in the electric field and atmo-
sheather there is no charge source and the potential equation spheric conductivity, the air-earth conduction current is
reduces to comparatively stable (Table 20-2). The mean value of air-

earth current density from annual observations is 2.3 pA
[ 1picoanips).m- over continents and 3.3 pAim2 over oceans

[V - 2k (1  = O. 120.8) llsraOl and Dolealek 19731. The zonal distribution given
in Table 20-2 was derived by Hogg 119501

Applx% ng appropriate Ioundar, conditions, the fair The mean diurnal variation of the air-earth current den-
s eather clectric lield cor,;Onent, can he espressed a, fol- sity for If) continental stations derived from data obtained
lo, oer at least one year is given in Figure 20-8 The diurnal

20-4
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ATMOSPHERIC FLECTRICITY

Table 20-2. Zonal distributions of air-earth current densities. 35 1 1 1 1 ;

Mean Current Density
Latitude Zone (pA/m2 ) 30 -J oromlo Moesurnent_

Arctic 3.0 4-.. .ou MOOSuO*"OA I

Northern temperate zone 2.1 Feb - April, 1974)l so

Tropics 2.6 2. 64 S-rtosourric
1964-1967

Southern temperate zone 2.4.
Antarctic 3.0 1114-r -

200

It
variations are given in percentages to facilitate comparis;ons W
lisrael and Dolezalek, 19731. The early morning increase Z1 7-30-7S

in current density is attributed to the "sunrise effect" also
observed by Burke and Few 119781. Local effects such as -1

visibility, fog, and humidity can also reduce the current 1 0
density. Figure 20-9 shows some recent direct measure- . )
ments of air-earth current density at different altitudes and
locations. There are other atmospheric currents such as the .

convection current that should be distinguished from the 3

conduction current.

0II I l ltI i II II

20.1.3.2 Convection Current. In regions where a space .3 1.0 10

,charge exists (excess of ions of one sign). movement of air AIR EARTH CURRENT ( pA/m 2 )
produces a transfer of charge that can be defined as a con-
vection current density j2  Figure 20-9. Direct measurements of the air-earth-current as reoxirted by

several different groups:
1978 , Laramie Measurements IRosen et al.. 198(01

ap 1974 Houston Measurements [Burke and Few. 19781
j, = pv A,, ;. (20.12) 1964-67 Stratospheric Measurements lUchikawa. 19721

where p is the space ch arge per unit volume. v is the ertical

fie -20------------ - air velocity, and A,, is the coefficient of eddy diffusion.
Space charge densities and gradients large enough to sig-

\-- I ., nificantly influence the vertical current occur primarily in
- 0  L the exchange (Austausch) layer. where considetable mixing

?4V occurs and greatly varying quantities of charged nuclei are
?2V introduced into the atmosphere. Throughout this :hapter,

W nuclei refer to molecular aggrc gates that may or may ilot
7/0 act as condensation nuclei depending on their chemical com-

-, - ; Aspinall 119721 showed that the conduction current and

S-..0 .. ... . " mechnical transfer currents, which include the convection
S- ----- current, are about the same order of magnitude in the ex-

.. , - -- change layer. Convection currents comparab!e to or greater
,. ,,,..than the conduction curre, Lve ben observed belo%, 0.015

Km ISmith. 19581.
Figure 20-8. Mean diurnal sariation of the air-earth current density (ac- The space charge density p is related to the field and to

cording to data over at least one year) at IO stations in the potential through Poi'son's equation
percentage representation. The stations have been arranged
according to geographic lati'ude. The am)%%s on the time
axis represent 0 h (IT: (a) Fairbanks. Ahska: (hit Uppsala. dE d-'V
Seden: Ic Potsdam. F. Germany (d) Kew, Eneland: (e) dZ dZ 2

Chambon-la-Foret. France: if) Buchau. Gemany: (g) Tuc-
%,on. Arimona: 1h) Huana.o. Pc,u: (o Bandung. lnd,ineia:
and i Wathcroo. W. Australia Israel and Dolcealck. 19731 in cgs electrostatic units.

20-5
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CHAPTER 20

20.1.3.3 Displacement Current. A displacement cur- by the lightning activity of thunderstorms throughout the
rent exists when the electric field (potential gradient) changes world.
with time. It should be noted that the potential gradient in undis-

turbed fair weather areas has the same diurnal variation over

dE All the earth when referred to universal time [Mauchly.
dt 19231. This diurnal variation is in phase with the diurnal

variation of worldwide thunderstorm activity. The potential
Thus, when there exists a significant variation of the electric gradient in undisturbed areas is proportional to the total
field with time. instantaneous measurements of the air-earth potential difference between the earth and ionosphere. The
current will be made up of the sum of the displacement magnitude of this potential difference is 275 t 50 kV.
current and the conduction current.

20.1.3.4 "Electrode Effect." As a result of the earth's
negative charge, negatise ions drift upward near the surface 20.1.4 Atmospheric Ions
of the earth and Unless they are replaced by negative ions
from radioactive substances in the ground they will leave a 20.1.4.1 Definition and Relations. Atmospheric ions are

region of net positive charge near the surface. This phe- divided. into four main groups according to their size and

nomena is referred to as the "electrode effect." Hoppeli 1969], mobilities: small positive and negative ions, n., and n-, and

comparing theories of the atmospheric electrode effect with large positive and negative ions (also referred to as charged

the experimental observations of Crozier 119651, Gathman nuclei), N, and N. Table 20-3 gives the range of mobilities

119671. and Muhleisen 119611 concluded thatwithin the first and radii of atmospheric ions.

quarter of a meter above ground there is a region of positive The continuity equations for the production and destruc-

space charge. Above that height, positive ions are balanced tion of ions may be written

by an upward flow of negative, ions from radioactive sources.
The reverse of the normal electrode effect is sometimes T q
observed on quiet nights due to the trapping of these radio- dt

active ions. Over water or over the polar caps the electrode dn
effect is observed to extend to higher altitudes due to the -" - q2 - ann - ii2 1 -nNi - qla)- N_ (20.15)
absence of ions from radioactive sources.

dN,
20.1.3.5 Earth Charge and Worldwide Current Q I - 'r I,,n+N,, - I2InN - -yNIN 2 , (20.16)

System. The total conduction current flowing to the earth dIN,
at any given time is approximately 1800 amperes. As a - Q2 - "qnN,, - 7q1 2n.N 2 - 'yN1 N2'. (20.17)
result of this current. the bound negative charge of the earth dt
(about 500 000 C) would be neutralized in less than half an
hour. The net charge. howevr. remains nearly constant. where q, and q2 are net production rates of small ions due
Thunderstorms and lightning shower clouds are the most to radioactive emanations from the earth's surface, cosmic,
likely mechanisms for the maintenance of the earth's charge. radiation anu diffusion, and Q, and Q2 are net production
Stergis 119571 found that thunderstorm and shower clouds ntes of large ions due to ionizing sources and diffusion
act as generators, driving current upward in the reverse (q, - q2 and Q, Q2). N., is the concentration of neutral
direction to the current flow in fair weather areas. Lightning nuclei. The volume recombination coefficient for small ions
discharges are also found to carry negative charges to earth is. in :: r's
in large amounts for short periods of time. It is estimated
that a large portion of the 18(X) ampere global conducti in --2.7)5
currnmt is balanced by the chare of opposite sign transferred 1.75 x 10 T (2M-'fAYI. 120.18)

Tal 0-3. N14,hijtv and wi e rantzc of airnispheric ion,,

Ions Mobility Radius
(cm-ks IV-') (cm)

i Small Ito? 6.6x 10'to7.8 x 10'
Average large .0 1Oto 102 7.8 x 10 7 to 2.5 x 10"
Langevin 2.5 x 10" to i0' 2.5 x 10 "to5.7 x 10"
Ultra large < 2.5 x 10 > 5.7 x 10 "

20-6
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where T is the temperature in K. M is thi molecular weight of small positive and negative ions a~c approximately equal,
of the .ans in atomic mass units, and f(Y) is the probability therefore
function.

,q,2 - 11 = 4 'rD all (C, p), (20.21)
f(Y = I - 4Y-4 [I - (Y + I1) e-"12, (20.19) '920 "qio = 4 7D:a/I (C, o), (20.22)f

and
where D is the average value of the small diffusion coef-

Y 0.81 - (()(- . (20.20) ficient, a is the radius of the interacting charged oruncharged
nucleus, and I (4. p) is a dimensionless parameter that con-

tains the dependence of the attachment coefficient on the
P is the pressure in mm H, and LA/L is the ratio of the mean radius and ch~arge of the nucleus.
free path of a molecule to that of an ion at normal temper-
ature and pressure; for air. LA/L = 3. Table 20-4 gives
values of f(Y) for Y between 0 and 2.5. The variation of I(1,p) = X-2 exp + 2X (X:dX
a with altitude was shown previously in Figure 20-2. f\ X 2X 2

(X-- 1)/

The attachment coefficients are T112 for collisions be- (20.23)
tween small positive and large negative ions, -q21 for col-
lisions between small negative and large positive ions,
, for collisions between small positive ion and a neutral where p is the number of elementary charges on the large

nucleus, and %i) for collisions between a small negative ion, 4 = ek/Da in cgs electrostatic units, or = ek/4 7t _

ion and a neutral nucleus. Bricard 119491 derived expres- Da in mks units (k ,s small-ion mobility), and X = r/a,
sions for these attachment coefficients as a function of the where r is the radiu:; of a sphere of influence centered on
charge and radius of the nuclei and mobility and diffusion the nucleus. Figure 20-10 gives values of I (4, p).'
coefficient of the small ion. The diffusion coefficients In Equations (20.16) and (20.17), y is the combination

Table 2-0-4. Probability function f (Y) from Equation (20.20).

Y 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.03 0.03916 0.04044 0.04172 0.04299 0.04426 0.04553 0.0480 0.04806 0.04933 0.05059
0.04 0.05185 0.05311 0.05437 0.05562 0.05688 0.05813 0.05938 0.06063 0.06187 0.06312
0.05 0.06436 0.06560 0.06684 0.6808 0.06932 0.07055 0.07179 0.07302 0.07425 0.07547
0.06 0.07670 0.07792 0.07914 0.08037 0.08158 0.08280 0.08402 0.08523 0.08644 0.08765
0,07 0.08886 0.09007 0.09127 0.09248 0.09368 0.09488 0.00608 0.09727 0.09847 0.09966
0.06 0.1009 0.1020 0.1032 0.1044 0.1056 0.1068 0.1080 0.1091 0.1103 0.1115
0.09 0.1127 0.1138 0.1150 0.1162 0.1174 0.1135 0.1197 0.1209 0.1220 0.1232

0.1 0.1243 0.1358 0.1472 0.1583 0.1694 0.1802 0.1910 0.2015 0.2119 0.2222
0.2 0.2324 0.2423 0.2522 0.2619 0.2715 0.2809 0.2903 0.2994 0.3085 0.3175
0.3 03263 0.3350 0.3435 0.3520 0.3603 0.3686 0.3767 0.3847 0.3926 0.40(K
0.4 0.4080 0.4156 0.4231 0.4304 0.4377 0.4449 0.4519 0.4589 0.4658 0.472o
0.5 0.4793 0.4859 0.4924 0.4988 0.5051 0.5114 0.5175 0.5236 0.5296 u.5355
0.6 0.5414 0.5471 0.5528 0.5584 0.5639 0.5694 0.5748 0.5801 0.5853 0.5905
0.7 0.5956' 0.6006 0.6056 0.6105 0.6153 0.6201 0.6248 0.6294 0.6340 0.6385
0.8 0.6430 0.6474 0.6517 0.6560 0.6602 0.6644 0.6685 0.6726 0.6736 0 6805
0.9 0.6844 0.6883 0.6921 0.6958 0.6995 0.7032 0.7068 0.7103 0.7138 0.7173
1.0 0.7207 0.7241 0.7274 0.7307 0.7339 0.7371 0.7403 0.7434 0.7465 0.7495
1.1 0.7525 07555 0.7584 0.7613 0.7641 0.7669 0.7697 0.7724 0.7,151 0.7778
1.2 0.7804 0.7830 0.7856 0.7881 0.7906 0.7931 0.7955 0.7979 0.80 03 0.8027
1.3 0.8050 0.8072 0.8095 0.8117 0.8139 0.8161 0.8182 0.8203 08!24 0.8245
1.4 0.8265 0.8285 0.8305 0.8325 0.8344 0.8363 0.8382 0.8401 0.8119 0.8437
1.5 0.8455 0.8473 0.8490 0.8508 0.8525 0.8541 0.8558 0.8574 0.8591 0.8607
1.6 0.8623 0.8638 0.8654 0.8669 0.8684 0.8699 0.8713 0.8728 0.3742 0.8756
1.7 0.8770 0.8784 0.8796 0.8811 0.8824 0.8837 0.8850 0.8863 0.8876 0.8888
1.8 0.8901 0.8913 0.8925 0.8937 0.8948 0.8960 0.8971 0.8983 0.8994 0.9005
1.9 0.9016 0.9027 0.9037 0.9048 0.9058 0.9048 0.9079 0.9089 ').9998 0.9108
2.0 09118 0.9127 0.9137 0.9144 9.9154 0.9165 0.9174 0.9182 0.9191 0.9200
2.1 0.9208 0.9217 0.9225 0.9233 0.9242 0.92.50 0.9258 0.92r 6 0.9273 0.9281
2.2 0.9289 0.9290 0.9304 0.9311 0.9318 0.9325 0.9332 0.9339' . 0,9346 0.9353
2.3 0.9360 0.9367 0.9373 0.939i0 0.9386 0.9393 0.9399 0.9405 0.9411 0.9417
2.4 0.9423 0.9429 0.9435 0.9441 0.9147 0.9452 0.9458 096 0_9469 0.9475

!''I
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4.0 N + NZ

3.681, +311, "  2',1-0 -02 Cosmic Roys

3.4 02+M

20 _.

3.0-

2.6-M0 2

2.4-N HeWO

2.2-HOM 
P

- W* -2

0 BHN+ p-- Fiue2-laSwoph xe-i tiv 00 hms' Iegsne a',17

1.6-

1.4-

1.2 p - -2H--20. .

1.0 14200H0iHO*n2

0.8

0.4- Figure 20-I Ia. Stratospheric positive ion chiemnisuy [Ferguson et at.. 19791.

O ps-4 I to-more than 20 ion pairs cm-'s - I occur in the stratosphere.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 The ambient concentration of positive ions is determined
by the recombination rate with negative ions. The ion con-
centration in the lower stratosphere has been found to have

Figure 20-10 Parameter I (4.p) for 4luations (20.21) and (20.22); p is a value of about 5 x 10 - cm - . Positive ion lifetimes are
,he number of Positive or negative elementary charges on on the order of a few thousand seconds.
the large ion: and 4 is a dimensionless parameter. As shown in Figure 20-11 a and b. the initial products

of the ionization below 60 km are predominantly N, and
coefficient for collisions between large ions of opposite sign 0 * . with lesser amounts of 0 ' and N -. These ions are
with a vaiue of approximately 10 ' cm's '. This is three rapidly converted to 0 , as well as an inconsequential
orders of magnitude less than the value of the attachment amount of NO*. by well-established reactions. Once formed.
coefficients so that terms containing -y. therefore, can usu- the 0, ions associate with 02
ally be neglected.

0, ) + 0, + M 0, O- "O.+ + M. (20.24)

20.1.4.2 Positive Ion Chemistry and Composition in th?
Stratosphere and Troposphere. A positive ion reaction The formation of 0, 0, begins a series of fast switching
scheme for the stratosphere and troposphere is given in reactions (see Figure 20-11 b) that involve H20 and leads to
Figire 20-I la and b jFrguson. 19791. It is essentially the the formatior, of the water cluster ions. HO • nH 2 O.

0,' reaction sequence of the D-region positive ion chem- In the troposphere. where the H20 mixing ratio is about
istry augmented by reactions that involve sonic of the minor 10 2, the conversion' of 02 • 02 to 0,* - H.O proceeds
constituerts of the lo~kcr atmosphere. See also Chapter 21. so rapidly that the reacting rmes outlined must lead to the

Variations of typical ionization production rates in the water cluster ions. However. in the stratosphere. where the
troposphere are shown in Figure 20-12. Values of less than HO mixing ratio is of the order of 10 ". other neutral con-

20-3
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60

bY Cosmic Ray~s, 2,~[UV, X- Vii " OD
p so

e240 /

30 0

"20 "0 H36 OH 1

HZ2 "20 Ion Pair production (cm %,

Figure 20-12. Ion-pair produloon rates due to solar protons: (I) Polar
1,120 cap absorption (CA). I ''69 (2) PCA, 8/4!'72: 15( -AX )

UT: (3) PCA. H472. 1508 UT: (4) PCA, X4/72. 2200

H20 it. "20 UT; 0 P C A 9 29 ,61 (6 ) SSM IN (sunspo m inim um ) ga-lactic cosmic rays: (7) SSMAX (sunspot maximum) ga-
co lati comi UT;s 5)P a nd296 t8) preipaing eltrn s minumhard

"20 H20 I Naurora IHerman and Goldberg. 1975al.

NPC I It a)

in equilibrium and the thermochemical constants are given.

he. heI'1. However, the'exothermicity fcr the reaction involving 0,
4 1H~ N 2is much larger; therefore, the 02' • CO, and 0,' • 0 ion

concentrations will be more comparable. The 02 - 0, con-
centrations are estimated to never drop below one tenth of

Figure 20-I lb. D-region positive ion chemistry IFerguso.: et al.. 19791. the 02 •0 concentration and evei equal it at 30km. Thi,

means that the 0, 0 •3 chemistry must also be considered.
Recently. the firt stratospheric ion composition mea-

stituents have comparable abundances. CO2 has a much surements were made in rocket-borne mass-spectrometer
larger concentration ant 03 and CH 4 concentrations are flights. Three high-latitude studies sampled the positive ions
comparable with that of H.O. If 02 +  0, reacts with any during descent through the altitude range 55 to 35 krn.
of these neutrals, then the ion chemistry outlined in Figure Above 45 km. the substantial signal levels permitted
20-11 might be significantly altered, high resoluti,n identification of the water cluster ions

These 0,' • 0, reactions have been examined and the HO' • nH,O with n = 9. I. 2. and 3 as the dominant
results are given in Table 20-5. The first entry is the fast species in th; , region. A rather slarp transition at about 45 '..1
reaction against which the alternative paths must compete. km was reported from the water cluster ions to ions with
In contrast, the reaction of 02, • 0 with CH 4 is .'ery slow. e/m ratios of 29 t 2, ,A2 2. 60 t 2. and 80 ± 2. In
The reactions of 02 • 0 with CO, and 0, were studied the region below this altitude, the cluster ions that do'not

T-ble 20-5. 0; O reactions %ith HO. Ch. CO. ad )1 (300 K). r

Reactions Result' Source

I. 0' .02 + H,0--*0' "HO + 0, k = 1.5(-9) cm's' Howard et al. (197$..
2. 02r 0, + CH, -- products k < 3( - 12) cm' s' Dotan et al. ( OIY I'
3. -• 0, + CO, =0 - CO, + 0, AH = 0.3 ± 1.0 kcal mole ' Dotan ci al. (1(7:'

AS 4.3 ± 2.6 cal mole 'Kt .

4. 0+ .01 + 0 01201 .04 01 AH = -3.7 ± 1.0 kcal mole' Dotanet al. (1978)

AS =4.5 t 2.6calmole' K

20-9
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CHAPTER 20

contain H;O become the dominant species. More recent neutrals involved, only one negative ion composition mcas-
halloon flights indicate that water cluster ions are the major urement has so far been reported. Furthermore. the D-region
specics at 35 km. Other ions were observed in appreciable measurements from which one could could draw guidance
concentration, in particular- ions with an e/m ratio of 96 t 2. are relatively sparse and somewhat ambiguous at present.

The observation of water cluster ions as the dominant Thus, our present understanding of the negative ion pro- !
species down to altitudes of 45 km or below, have been cesses in the stratosphere stems largely from laboratory
formcd undoubtedly by the chemistry describ.d in Figure studies.
20- Ia. Those observations place ppper limits on the neutral The approach of Fergu:;on 119791 has been to stul with.
molecules that react rapidly with H1O • nH20 ions. the D-region negative ion ch:,'-nistry given in Figure 20-13 ,

There is a clear need fcr more detailed measurements and modify it to be in accordance with the expected dif-
of stratospheric ar.d troposphric positive ions with instru- ferences iii neutral composition of the two regions. Then
mo-ats of higher mass r-solution. There is also a need for one must look first for possible changes in the chemistry % .
measurement: &e the c-)bcal neucal constituents for the ion that leads to the NO; ions and then consider whether these :
chemistry, suc6 ., N. (,.-i. ions would react with trace neutral species that are suspected

in the lower atmosphere to form even more siable ions.
20.1.4.3 Negative Ion Chemistry and Composition In The first necessary modification of the D-region scheme
the Stratosphere and Troposphere. The negative ion is to disregard the reactions of atomic oxygen, whose con-
chemistry of the stratosphere and troposphere is even more centration below 50 km is negligible ir comparison to that
speculqtive than the positive ion ciemistry of these regions. of O.. In addition, NO will no longer play a* role. Further-
In addition to there being few measurements of the trace ia,e. !he rapid formation of cluster ions can s,-ongly alter

the evolution of ion chemistry. For example, ',e reaction .1

Recombination with of O.-. with CO2 is known to decrease rapi,;) with 03
Positive Ions hydration. Because H20 bonds more strongly o 03- than

to CO- this reaction may become endothermic when 0.-
-e 'becomes heavily hydrated. In the low.-r atmosphere. 0

S42 hydration is likely to occur before the reaction Of O3- witho~t , 2tlag CO,.

_2(,L 0 The reaction scheme based on these consideratiovs is..
M shown in Figure 20-14. 'Ihe dashed lines represent places
_ , of considerable uncertainty. foe example, it is not clear

02+M 02 0 whether O,' nH O ions will react with O, as do the i-n-
0 0 2 +M 03 H . clustered O ions. The situation with 0.1 • nH2O, 01-, and

"03 o CO, is the same: namely. the hydrated ions may not follow
0the same reaction paths as the unhydrated ions.

NO C0 O NO

NO° '; "No II HWO

Recombination with -'
Positive Ions

Figure 20-I? Reaction w'heme of t-region negative ion chemistry Fer- Figure 20-14. Stratrospheri" and tr pis pherienegative ion chmni,,tr" IFer- ... ,

gu,,on. I9791. gu,,on ci al.. 19791. . .

r% NO." N

Figure 20)-71 Remaito .chm of chaince ative iond on chm ry J e igre 20-!4.eo raosh ei a n ~ t o ms heio n ga tiv K i netr 9761.

gu~~on.19............ 1791

20-1 -.7-. .. * t..~ .

%_nAr i niK z

Table 20- 7 Suniniarv ol liehtnins: chiaies. altitudes, and rnoent char% in variu geograia locaions lido kn and Kridkr. 19761.__
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However, even if the paths thiat lead to NO., are some- Measured values of production rates due to cosmic rays-at
what uncertain, its eventual formation does not appear to variou:z atmospheric "-pths and geomagnetic latitudes are
be in doubt. Both HNO3, and N205 provide effective NO., given in Chapter 6.
production routes. It is highly likel ' that the terminal neg- Under eqi'ilibrium conditions in regions of significant
ative ions of the lower atmosphere are complex cluster ions nucleus concentration, Equations (20.14) and (20. 1 '-) re-
such as NO,- - H20 -mSO 2 -nHNO3, with NO., as the duce to
core ion. Recently, middle atmosphere ions have been ten-
Ltively identified as N03- (HNO1I) and NO., (HCl)(HNO1j)n q -a n . 2 + n-± (~T~I N_ + Tihu N.), (20.26),
with n = 1 2. 3 in each case, as well as som-t ions which
may possibly involve HS0 4 _ cores and H2S0 4 neutrals. Our or
unde-standing of the negative ion chemistry of the middle - p N_ ± { 2 N .

2 + 4 a q) 12
1

atmosphere is clearly in a rather elementary state. n.(0.7

where~ 0 TI12 + ill o(N)N )and N is the charged nu-
20.1.5 Electrical Equilibrium and Variations cleus concentration of either sign. The dependence of small-

ion density and conductivity on charged nucleus concen-
20.1.1~ Electrical Equilibrium. Above the exchange tration computckd for several altitudes is given in Figure
layer in' fair weathe: areas, the charged and uncharged nu- 20-16. Figure 2(ulS compares theoretical relations JEqua-,
cleus content is low. To a first approximation, ion equilib- tion (20.27)1 with experimental data for small ion content
rium exists. Assuming charge neutralit",, Equations (20.14) and charge nuclei concentration at 1 .5 km. The good agree-
and (20.15) reduce to ment between the theoretical curves and experimental data

indicates the relation between small ions and nuclei is

q tn- . (20:25) well understood.

20.1.5.2 Variations in the Ex~'hange Layer. The ex-
change layer varies in depth between 0. I5 and 3.0 km above

2000 1 1the surface. Large variations in the electrical properties oc-
C.LCULATED
-COSMIC RAY IONIZATION - - - - - - -

TOTAL IONIZATION

MEASURED-

.20 AUG. 53 --

1MAY 54 -- ALTITUDE Iko)

0 4 .3 *M"

Ca

254

C0  1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

N. (cm' 3 )

Figure 20-15. Positive or nelgative small ion number density n ±vs Figure 20-16. Positive or negative small ion number density -q vs
ThxitiCo eaieca~dncescnedain oitive or negative charged nucleus corcentration. N e±hr
at 1-5 km aititude ISaealyn ai.d Faucher. 19561. at i1.5 km altitude lSagaivn and Fauchet. 19561.
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,LEcTI~e" c au y 10- v - .. ...... ........ A -... 49

/1 lip

; nI09-10o217 . . 1311-1414~~t .... . ..--... 1455-142t6 37

- -- PO"TI IE1A lICLEI

a g 2-0

obsereon l( l °, . I - --...... t-., I?

0 20 40 Go 10 li0 2-40

0 0 ,00 G 1200 4900 Him 20 20 as

Fa0- 400 oo 1200 4o00 2000 2400 2900 3200! Figure 20-17a. Simultaneous values of electrical conductivity. eletlric POSITIVE CHARGEDO NUCLEUS CONCENTRATION |e.
"$)

S lield, and poitive charged nuclei concentlation vs altitudeobserved on 20 August !953. 1311 to 1410 Eastern Stand-

ard Time lSagalvn and Faucher, 19541. Figure 20-18a. Altitude and time variation of positive charged nucleus
concentration during a period of low advection over south.

eem New Hampshire [Sagalyn and Faucher, 19561.
cur in this layer. Meteorologically, the layer is characterized
by uniform specific humidity and a nearly adiabatic tem-
perature gradient rate at the upper boundary. The horizontal trical properties illustrated in these figures results from the
wind velocity differs from the wind velocity in the general daily variation of the intensity of atmospheric turbulence
circulation due to the frictional influence of the earth's sur- and the influx of nuclei from the surface, Figure 20-19 shows
face. Figures 20-17a and b illustrate the variations of elec- the average daily variation in the columnar resistance of the
trical properties with altitude in a well developed exchange atmosphere.
layer. Over land areas, the most complicated distribution of

The distribution and magaitude of the electrical prop- the elec~rical properties is found between the surface and
erties vary from day to day and with time of day. During
peiods of low advection. regular daily variations can be
observed. Figures 20-18a. b. and c demonstrate the daily ,9
variations observed during a series of aircraft flights over -r

S43
southern New Hampshire. The diurnal variation of the elec- , - - - - -------

SPACE CHARGE NUMBER DENSITY (cm-3) ,2 4 . . * -// -- 3?

-2 0 2 4 6 8 0 12 14 1,./

" TEMPERATIIRE T.-....- *

SPACE CHARGE -
-IO 3.1 " """

Cat~l W ," '

2.4 04 id
6 1.8 20 AUGUST t953

4 ' EASTERN 'TANOARO TIM 2

- 0006044

21.2 1 of
06 89 29 - - - - . .. . . 0

273 281 29 2g ______1________

TEMPERATURE (K) ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY I0" 'sta _-I) ")

Figure 20-17h Simultancou, tcmperature and space charge densil. Figure 20-18h. Altitude and time % ariation of total volume conductivity
altitude on 20 August 19)53. 1311 to 1416 Easern Stand- during a period of lovm ad.ection over southem New
ard Time fSagaln and Faucher. 19541 Hampshire fSagal.n and Faucher. 14561
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6 -U T 4.9 POTENTIAL GRADIENT (Vmn7)
20 AUGUST 1953 3 50 0 500 300

r EASTERiN STANDARD TIME I 000
14 8000-8048 - 4.3 POTENTIAL GRADIENT

\ \ -- 9009-1012 * CONDUCTIVITY
52-- -1311 -141612 16 1 ... 1435-41526 3.7

-o I w

hii

1.6-

43.0
2-- 0.6

*" DRY ADIABAT

TEMPERATURE (K) 15

"" Figure 20-1k. Altitude and time vraition of temperature during a peniod
of low advection ever southern New Hampshire ISagalyn
and Faucher. 1956,'

0.3 3 .0 30
approximately 0.3 km. In this region ionization produced TOTAL CONDUCTIVITY 10mho m'l'

. by radioactive emanations from the surface of the earth can,
* particularly in the early morning hours, cause an initial Figure _-2 0. Electrical conductivity and electric field a% a function of

decrease of, conductivity with height. This causes the po- altitudeover Greenland l After J.F. Clark and J M. Kraak-
* tential gradient to increase with altitude and produces a evik ISmith. 1951.) '

*negative space charge region near the ground. With the onset
of turbulence, the concentration of ions in the region, be- 'charge exists in this region. The exact nature of the diurnal
tween the' surface and 0.3 km is greatly reduced, and the variation depends upon the radioactive content and porosity
conductivity increases or remains constant with altitude. In of the surface and on the intensity of atmospheric turbulence.
accordance with Poisson's equation, the potential gradient The influence af the exchange layer on the electrical
then decreases with altitude, and a positive or zero space properties is minimal in regions wh-r- air mass,:s are

forming, such as the arctic and antarctic. This is ilIus-
trated in Figure 20-20 where the vertical distribution of

- - electrical conductivity and the electric field measured on
S.,. an early morning flight over Greenland are shown. Over
S ,oceans in high-pressure areas where very stable exchange

layer% are formed, negligible diurnal variation of the elec-
trical properties are found. This is partly due to the absence
of radioa.tive emanations from the surface and to a stble

Snuclei source. Examples of the ekctrical properties in a
stable exchange layer over the oceans are shown in Figure
20-21a.b.c and d. Figure 20-22 shows the influence of the
exchange laver 4n conductivities observed in mountainous

t , ,regions.

20.1.5.3 Variations in the Free Atmosphere. The vari-
Figure 20-19. Diurnal variation of average resi-tance air column R, of I- a t ' lectrical quantitie, in fair weather in the trop-

cm! cross section and 4.6 km height ISagalyr, and Faucher74. osphere is largel. due to influence%, discussed throughout this

20-13
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14 , T,, 4.3

S S1205-1350 PACIFIC DAYLIGHT TIME 2
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Figure 20-24 Average value and maximum variation of charged nucleus
concentration as a function of altitude Data is based on

2 0.6 over 60 aircraft flights throughout the eastern U.S

0 , ________ _____...... 0 in Figure 20-24 ISagalyn. 19651. These results were obtained
6x I0- I0- 14 ,10 -Is 21I0-13 from over 80 aircraft and balloon flights throughout the U.S.

TOTAL CONDUCTIVITY (mho m- ')

Figure- 22, Etklercal conductivity v% altitude over San Luis Rey station 20.1.6 Solar Influence on Earth's
at 0 15 km and PakImnar iaton at 1.7 km on 8 June 1953. Atmospheric Electrical Parameters

The connection between solar activity and the earth's
chapter. For example. the variations in electrical conductiv- atmospheric electrical properties and meteorological con-
ity both ftrm model computation and measurements have been ditions is not yet understood. Investigations ar underway
shown in Figures 20-3. 20-4. 20-1 8b. and 20-21. Those fr to determine whether solar emission can act as a trigger
the electrical field were demonstrated in Figures 20-7a. 2077b. mechanism for climatic changes over decades or millennia.
20-17a. and 20-20. For conduction current. the variations were Existing evidence strongly suggests a genuine link between
shown in Figures 20-8 and 20-9. Figure 20-5 was an exam- trsient energy-generating processes on the sun and dec-
pIe of the variations with altitude of small ion density. It is trical-meteorological respon ses in the near earth environ-

further demonstrated in Figure 20-23 (Sagalyn. 19651. The srongest ees aes in the rthern
alttud is _j" . mon. I'he strongest effects are observed in the Northern

variability of large nucleus contentration with altitude is shownt Hemisphere winter when solar insolation is least effective.

at middle to high latitudes IHerman and Goldberg, 1978a1.
................ .. --- "' One way in which solar activity can couple into the

- i"' atmospheric electrical system is through changes in the ion-

pair production rate. Variations in atmospheric ionization
and therefore i. conductivity lexcept very near the surface)
are produced by variations in the galactic cosmic ray flux
intensity and by solar pro'.on events.

:' Variations of the average ground-level cosmic ray in-
tensity with the Il -year sunspot cycle are well documented
and show a clear inverse correlation IForbush. 19541. An
example of this is given in Figure 2)-25 in which the nor-

0 ' , malized neutron monitor count rate from Climax. Colorado.
.. low is compar:d with average monthly Zurich %un,,pot numbers

i**" ~ OCi' = ...... "over two solar cycle,, There is an aproximate 20%4 d.-crea,,e

in count rate from solar maximum yt-ar 1957 to minimur,Fur.-...A¢rage salue and maxsimumnalhm of j smjlt-,oi den-
Figure 20.23 sitgcas a funditm of aituo [)iti is b',icd nt over 4,O year 1968. Data from Ken! and Pomeratat 119711 indicate

adiL'ft flchts throuthou! the aqce V-S that at mtiddl latitudes (55' geomagnetic1 the count rate is

20.15..
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* Figure 20-25 Stlr 4:ct. svhrisiim tot ciomit: rA Isl% intmm I ilid cufle1 9
and sunsrsui nunihitr rtiwshd ..uroci o'r tito solar c% Icks
II-utk%. tW751

120

:itbout 2l'% lower at solar maximufli. but ne ar the equator 110
is only 7%~ lower. The Climax coslmic ray intensity peaks
approximately two-thirds, of a year later than the time of iw10 ~ d l

sunspot minimum. but the amount of lag seems to he slightly90
* differn at different stations IFuik%. 9.

* The wecular trend of potential gradient meatoured at sta- s
tions in the British Isles. France. and Spain over a 20-year 8

* periodtfl90i2-1922) was investigated by Bauer 119261. The192 90 110 91 118 92
average potential gradient for all stations combined, ex-
pressed in percentage of the 20-year mewan value, was clearly Year

atabove the, mean during sunspot max~mum yearotand below Fiur 241-2 CII '.Ml %natfl5 in poeil gradif cibilipAred fit I I
the mean in minimumi years il~iqarc 20-1-61. For the rnoten- sunsp* iss. (*ursc a. r~tjne Sunsrooo numrittr. h.
tial gradient averages. days with local thunderstorms wmere p5I4ienia gradteci . daiih ariiihuxlef pom-crii Frailicni.

excluded. Both the diurnal amplitude and the annual ampli- ii. pliniat gradient annual .amporitl Curscs h- 4:. and of
am inl rwrventag I mwAn ialtic'. 10aue. 192t) and lsraci

tude show a strong positive correlation with slunspott number &Wj Dole',akL. 19731
over the two solar cycles. More recently. Muhleisen 119711
and Fischer and Muhleisen 119721 investigated the Il1-year
cycle influence on ionospheric potential. Their res.alts alsoi On shorter time wales, stolar flare eruptionso and solar

* indicate a positive correlation with annual mean sunspot magnetic sector boundary crossings that resoult in increased
number. numbers of solar protons entering the lower atmosphere also

* Figure 20~-12 shows the ion-pair production rate as a cause z decrease in galactic cosmic ray-. The decrease in
function of hcii ..ht for solar radiation (curves I to 5) and galactic cosomic rays followfing a solar flare is termed a
galactic radiation (curves 6 and 7). Although galactic cos~mic Forbush decrease. From long term investigations, it appears
ray% carry more energy per particle and penetrate deeper that air-earit current, potential gradient. ionospheric polter-

* into the: lower atmosphere. episodic solar emissions and the tial. and thundeistorm activitl, all respond to solar flares,

related intcrplanrar% magnetic field tdependent oin flare ac- Enhancement% in these atmospheric electrical quantities oc-
tivity and soar rotation) can produce h-.gher ionpair pro- cur I to 4 daN % after the eruption of a maJor solar flarr.'with
duction rates in the lower atmosphere. *his is demonstrated thunderstorm occurrence responding slowest The: irwreases
in curves I to 5 in which injection% oft solar protons during range fromt 12 1 lCotob. 19671 to 5fli likciter. 1969! in air-
soilar flares produce ioni/ation aove 201 kmi cons.iderablN in .earth currert de-iv 30(1 to 6()'i in piotential gradicnit
excess of the normal quiet background protluction rate pro- IReiter. 19691. and 2014 lFlohn. 1954111to 71)"i l~osolasco
vided by ealacit. cosmic ea%% in both sunspot( minimium et al . 19721 in thunderstorm occurrence frequenc%.
(curve 6) and sunspolt nsimumn tcurve 71 Ncars. Cures, 16 'hc rcsjsRmnse of atmosphcric cecctri%:al quantities to
and 7) fromt Wehhecr 119C~I demnonstIrate the solar cycle solar tlare occurrence arc proliabli, due ito a combination olf

vrainin cosmic ra\ o prtxlu,,tion at amagnetic latitude factorN Ifieh encre\%L rpioNeutddrn lie
f abolut 7W). ,produce cnhunccd atmiospheric ionieaitin anid thus increased
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conductivity above - 20 km altitude. The Forhush decrease +90

in comic r-av intenit% follow ing larcs results in a detiad /)

conductivitv helo% 20 krai altitude. Thseci.'w could W 00
Theo

lead to an increase in the ele*tric field at levels below 20 _0-L
km and -a decrease above 20 km. This in turn can produce _ 0 2- 20 . 0
the potential increase ob%erved during thunderstorm activity 4, -"-160 .50

I*icrman and Goldberg. 197Xbl, J

*20.1.7 Global Model of 2 4

Atmospheric Electricity o ;,,4

Significant ad% ane, in the understanding of atmospheric _0
c elecrical processes during the past decade have resulted 0 i2 4
from the development of global modeling and from inclusion C, 0
of coupling with the ionosphere and outer atmosphere. Pre- ,2S
viou,,ly. atmopheric electrical phe.nomrena were assumed 4.. . 3 - ..
to take place within a "coni.Cnttic spherical capacitor' 90 [so 270 360
IChalners. 19671. The 1o0er boundary of this capacitor was

* the earth*% surface and the eke*trosphere ia highly con- LO iATUDE

ducting layer at about Nf-70 km) was assumed to be the
upper boundary. The electrosphere is defined as the height Figure -.0-27. Rcult fron H.,,-Rbite gdoal am vp1*r etclikocivi

of an equipotential that act% as a perfect electrostatic shield ltlkt la) latitude and lk.o t cu vanatim of tht; %cf al
to physical pro.cesse taking place outside this region. Thun- ctmirnpent otfit ,eiric fc-d tthec~ eath\ surie ifilatd ',

nd lotniude %iatm o1 .f dmum ionirrnit at the e-ir
derstorms and other electrical processes in the lower at- %urfakc IHa.% and Rottle. 19791
mospherc would then have no effect outside the electro-
sphere. Converel.. processes taking place beyond the hemisphere can be transmitted along geomagnetic fiele! lines
iontsphere were asund to have a negligible effect on into the conjugate hemiphere: however, the p'enti3: nr-
electrical conditions in tht lower atmosphcre In this view: turation in the coijugate hemisphere is dampL-d behl,. stiat-
thunderstorm activity was the major source of charge gen- o%pheric altitudes. Electric field% over thunderstorm region%
eration within the atm opheric electrical svtem and was nay approach 0.25-:50 mV/m at ionospheric heights for
b balanced by the fair weather conductior current. nighttime conditions. The return current at the earth's sur-

This "',clo-in** theory of atmospheric elctricitv is cor- face in the fair weather region is greater over mountainous
reef to first omer in most cases. Hlowevcr, it does not allow regions than at sea level'. The perturhation of the calculated
for horizontal electric fields that are knw n to exist in di,- electric potential and current distributions due to an increase
turhed weathier areas and for variation in ionosphere char- in cosmic rays during a s)lar flare increase and the subsc-

: acteritic%. Recent studies indicate that the .Iectrophere is qucnt Forbush decrea. in cosmic ray ionization can also
not -t perfect equipotential layer. The "°capacitor" is in fact be -carried out using the model. An example of the output
leaky,. with the result that atmospheric electrical processs of the model is shown in Figure 20-27, The resul s in Figure
interact with ionospheric and magnetophric phenomena. 20-27 were derived assuming Northern Hlemiphere sum-

Hays and Roble I 1979 derived a quasi-static numericdl mertime background with 2(XN) individual thundcr-tomi,
model of global atmospheric electricity in which thunder- acting at 1IK) UT. The vertical component of the €letri"
Storms are the main source of electric current Thunder- field and the conduction current at the earth's surface are
storm% are assumed to he distributed gcographically in ac- shown. quipltcntial curses and constant current denitv

o cordce with the known statistical distribution of contours arc plotted in panels a and b. rcspctiel..
thunderstom, frequency In the ndel, the electrical con-

d.ictis ity increase, exponentially with altitude and electrical
cffct- ac coupled into the magnetosphcre along geomag- 20.1.8 Recent Advances in
nti,- held lines, The electrical conductisitV is assumed to the Middle Atmosphere
vary with latitude. ,,imulating the latitudinal variation of
known comic ra- production. The global distribution of 20.1.8.1 Middle Atmosphere. The term "'middle atmo-.
electric potential and current is then calculated, The results sphe-re is used lo dcribe the region between the tropo-
stho that larg- po,,itic electric pofential,, arc generated o er pause and the in-,opause. ith posihl a slight exten,,on
thunder-orni and that thew perturbations penctratc up% ard into the loucs t p;irt ot the thcrmosphcrc. that is. the attitude
to ionospheric altitude%. The effect ot a thunderstormin one region Itto l(tMkm It includesthe stratosphcreand the ;neso-
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Figure 20-29 Rate of irnprocduction for a -Aiiar fernuih angle of 45* and
sphere. knowledge of which has increased greatly as a result und Raubed condu ikm " IRW et al.. 147 "..

of recent studies of the ozone layer IChaprer 21).
Knowledge of the chemical composition is fundamental

to the understandinq of the electrical characteristics of the species that determine the ion composition, however, are
middle atmosphere. Several minor constituents, typical pro- dominated by transport effects rather than by phobochem-
files of which are shown in Figure 20-28. pla) prominent ishy in much of the middje tmosphere.
mies. The composition of the middle atmosphere was dis- The major source of mncsspheric ionization is the NO

;, cussed in Section 20.14. The temperature structure and the molecule, which can be ionized by solar Lyman-alpha ra-
wind systems of the middle atmophere arc determined by diation at !216 A. The Lyman-alpha line coincides with a
a balance between the heating and cooling rates. The heating window in the O absorption spectrum and penetrates most
is due primarily' to the absorption of solar radiationh by ozone, of the mesosphere reaching unit optical depth at about 75
and the cooling to infrared radiation, mainly by carbon km for an overhead sun. NO* is the primary ion species
dioxide. Thus. these two minor constituents determine the' produced by this source. Figure 20-29 shows the rates of
structure of the middle atrmo.pherc. The other constituents production of bosh O (from the O,( 2A) source as wel as
shown in Figure 20-28 are t,: chief participants in the pro- from x-rays during average solar conditions) and NO' for
duction of ionization. isr in the ion chemistrv that determines a solar zenith angle of 45' and for curreautly accepted profiles
the, steady-state ien concentration and composition. for NO and O(0A).

During the winter, there is a pronounced Lquatorward- In the lower mesosphere and' throughout the strato-
directed t,:mperaturc gradient in the middle atmosphere. and sphere. the chief source of ionization under normal condi-
the rcsultant 1,eotrophic winds are westerly as in the tnrop- tions is galactic cosmic rays. The rate of ion production due
r sphere. Wind speeds reach their maximum near the stra- to cosmic rays was shown in Figure 20-12 for different
topause. forming the so-called polar-night jet, surrounding latitudes and solar conditions. The cosmic ray induced vai-
a strong xlar vortex. During the summer the situation tends ation of small ion densitv with !'ititude is given in Figure
to be reversed, with a poleward-directed temperature gra- 20-5.
dient caused by the combination of a high-latitude ozone The solar magnetic field and solar wind act to cAciakle
maximum and essentially continuous insolation, giving rise cosmic-ray particles from the near earth environment through
to prevailing easterlies throughout most of the middle at- mechanisms that are not yet fully understood. The chief
mosphere. The 'spring and fall transitions between these two result is that the cosmic-ray flux at the earth is lower duing
average conditions and major transient stratospheric warm- solar maximum. when the solar magnetic field is more in-
ing events of the late winter are periods of particular interest tense on the average, than during solar minimum. The in-
in the middle atmosphere. verse relation between solar activity and cosmic ray intensity

Vertical tranpiort in the middle atmosphere is usually near the earth' surface is illustrated in Figure 20-25. This
parametrized through the use of an eddy-diffusion coeffi- produces a significant solar-cycle variation in the electrical
cient whose profile is based on obscrved vertical diffusion properties of the middle atmosphete.
rates- Charactenstic vertical mixing times are long. varsing
from years in the lower stratosphere. to months in the upper
stratosphere and Iosser meso-phere. and to weeks in the 20.1.8.2 Middle Atmosphere Ion Concentration. Mo-
upper mesosphere. .ince these are much longer than the bility, and Conductivity. The fundamental relations'dis-
characteristic lifetime,, cf ions. the ions are not themselves cussed in Sections 20. I. I through 20. 1.6 are valid through-
directly affected h,, v rtical transport. Many of the minor out the middle atmosphere. The steady-state ion con'entra-
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tial horizontal potential differences can he maintained. but 20.2 THUNDERSTORM ACTIVITY
, the conductivity at higher altitudes is large enough t, allowonly relatively small potential variations on a gf~obal scale.

In the upper mesosphere the geomagnetic field begins 20.2.1 Thunderstorm Charge Distribution
to have an important effect on the electron conductivity, and Electric Fieid Pattern
The electrons are forced to spiral about the magnetic field.
and if the collision frequency is low enough they can no The thunderstorm is the final product of the growth of
longer move freely along the direction of an applied electric a series of clouds with vertical development known in order

field that has a component perprndicular to the magnetic of increasing size as cumulus. cumulocongestus, and cu-
field. Collisions with gas molecules, however, break up this mulonimbus. This class of cumuliform clouds is formed
organied spiraling motion, and allow some m oement along through the upward transfer of energy from surface heating
the electric field direction, therh: preventing the electron effects leading to buoyant vertical air motions or through
conductivity along the direction of the electric field from (he lifting effects associated with the motion of atmospheric
vanishing entirely. The residual electron conductivity per- frontal weather zones. The cumuliform clouds derive their
pendicular to the magnetic field is referred to as the Pedersen energy frotn the latent heat of condensation and sublimation
conductivity, and is shown in Figures 20-32 and 20-33 by of atmospheric water vapor drawn into the cloud circulation.
the broken line labeled fr.,.. The conductivity along the The intensity of the resulting convective activity depends
direction of the magnetic field is unaffected by the spiralling on the available moisture and the stability of the lower
moton of the electrons, and is identica! to the uniform atmosphere as expressed by the air temperature variation

. conductivity that would exist if there were no magnetic field. with height. Weather services technically distinguish the
It is shown b the broken line labeled r.. Since the electrons thunderstorm from other convective clouds by the obser-
drift along a direction perpendicular to both th-: magnetic vation of thunder. These storms normally are associated with
and electric fields between collisions, there is a third 'com- extensive lightning activity, heavy rain showers, possible
ponent of the conductivity known as the Hall conductivity. hail or snow pellcts. and strong subcloud wind gusts due to
but it diflc, in character from the other components by the spreading out of cold downdrafts from the areas of
virtue of it, vanishing power dissipation t since j, • E = 0). precipitation.
Throughout the middle atmosphere the ions remain collision The storm electrical activity is spe':tacular and danger-
dominated and are ju,, as free to move perpendicular to the ous. however, it represents an energy expenditure of less

j magnetic field as they would be in the-absnce of a magnetic than 1'% of the thermal, gravitational, and kinetic energy
field. associated with the condensation of moisture and the de-

The variou, sources of middle-atmosphere ionilation velopment of drafts and -precipitation IBraham. 19521.-The
* vary on a wide range of time scales. and a corresponding storm progresses through three stages of its life cycle. The

variahiit. in the electrical parameters mots, exist. In the growth stage is characterized primarily'by in-cloud updrafts.
mesophere. the solar x-ra% flux varie, with die 27-day solar The active stage is accompani, I by cloud top glaciation or
rotation period. w ith the I I-year solar cycle, and with in- conversion to ice forms, and the presence of strong up and
dividual flare% when its intensitv c4! increase hv at least downdrafts. lightning, and precipitation. The dissipating
three order'. of magnitude aboy,: the normal value. Except stage is reached when a lifting or breaking up of the lower

o durine intense %olar flare%. , ra%- -main a fairly negligible cloud and a layering and spreading out of the upper anvil
ioni1ation ,ource. or ice form cloud material occurs. At this point the vertical

The major mesosphcric sourcc of ionization of NO. Lv- air motions are greatly reduced and the precipitation is re-
man-alpha. incrcase.,, h% ncarl) a factor of two from solar duced to widespread fWirly uniform small droplets or small
minimum to , sa" ma' imuin and h% about 3W'i in the course snowflakes falling from the anvil I Byers and Braham. 19491.
of a solar rotation. The contentration of No %%ill var' with By this time the electrical activity has subsided. However.
the prtxuction of NO in the lower thermosphere b% energetic considerable residual electric charge remains stored on the
paticlc, Auroral ioni/;?,ion is knoun to be accompanied cloud particles and there i' a possibility of occasional strong
h% the pr, duction of i:trgc quantilies of No near IO) km cloud to ground lightning or of a strike to an aircraft or
ahitudc, hut dounward dilfusion ot NO into the mesosphere rocket entering the cloud.
js still unknown. Details of the electric charge generation process in storms

The elctrical properties of the middle atmosphere are are not fully established. Numerous observations indicate
higHy complex and %ariable. The middle atmosphere re- that strong electric fields and lightning are usually found in

sponJs to Jriving force, from ahose and from below, and convective' clouds that contain mixtures of water droplets
is uhiject to electric field% of both tropospheric and mag- and various forms of snow and ice particles. The charge is
neto,pheric origin. It mut pla a significant role in any probably generated through a combination of processes in-
solar terrestrial coupling mcL-hanism, that involve the lower volving differential small ion capture by water droplets.
atmophere, induction effects f collisions of different sized particles in
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY

an existing electric field, and physical effects. These include 20.2"1.1 Surface Electric Field. The magnitude of the
a tendency of water droplets :i form an easily shattered electric field of a thunderstorm as measured at ground level
electrical double layer in the droplet ;urface. possible proton is strongly dependent upon local tor)pography and the degree
migration in the ice crystal l.'tice structure due to thermal to which vegetation and structures are present to supply sources
gradients, and other effects associated with the liquid to of point discharge current from the earth in response to the
& lid and solid to liquid phase changes which occur during storm-initiated field. Storms over water and in mountainous
the formation and fallout of precipitation. terrain above timberline may produce maximum surface fields

Separation of the charge generated as a result of an of about tX) kV/m. Storms moving over wooded. brushy or
enormous number of "hese microscale events is brought other terrai i. which can provide numerous small pointed
about primarily by the differential motion of variously sized sources for ,Icvehpment of a point discharge current. nor-
precipitation and cloud particles due to gravitational forces really form a layer of space charge about 2(X) m thick near tlhe
and by the draft velocity production of aerodynamic drag ground under the storm. This layLr acts to reduce the field at
forces on the particles. On the order of IW0O coulombs of. the ground to about 10 kV/m. Moving storms typically have
bound space charge are produced and r..aintained during the %ome wind induced tilt to the main bipolar charge axis. This
late growth and active perioK of the storm. Observations results in a wave like pattern in the time series observation of
indicate certain regions of the storm characteristic;lly have the surface field as a storm passes. Figure 20-35 indicates the
an excess of negative or positive charge. Tbese zones of general form and dimensions of the electrostatic disturbance
unbalanced charge create eectrostatic fields that extend to
the surface of the earth and for a considerable, distance into
the clear atmosphere surrounding the storm. Measurements Y-km
of these fields and if the field changes due to the neutral- 16- ----- - I
ization of portions of the charge centc.s during lightning s
flashes were originated by Wit.on 119161. Numerous sub- , - t -
sequent observations confirm that the electrical structure of , -, ,
the storm appears to resemble a bipolar charge distribution
with an upper positive and lower more concentratcd negative s ,
charge center. Some storms have an additional smal! pos- I t -- '/ / I
itive center located near the cloud base. rhis center seems - - /
to be closely associated with the major rain shafts falling E1-&v,, "'.... "' -

from the storm. A typical midlatitude storm is depicted in
Figure 20-34. The charge center locations are mote clowely 0 a 1" 2 ao 16

related to the vertical temperatu:e structure than to the geo-
metric differences in height of storms in various geographic Figure 20-35. Electric ticld prtotiiced at surface of earth by the tilted
areas of the world.' The approximate temperature depen- bplte mnoet lI:itgerald. 19571.
dence is shown by the scale along the vertical axis. The
estimated percentage frequency of lightning channel paths
is given by the circled numbers adjacent to the various forms associated With these storms. The figure is drawn for a lower
of lightning event., depicted. I. coulomb negative catcr at 3.5 km height and an uppe- 10

coulomb positive center at 4.5 km which is displaced down
"eit 4_ " wind by I km. This figure indicates that the electric ield at a
;~qc + , "particular site may exhibit a strong initial increase of field in

-. . either a positive or negative direction if a thunderstorn de-'
~+ Q0 € ". K , " ,, velops or rno%-es into the vi--initv. Int erpretation of the time

* 4 , se ..,. ries field record lor lightning warning is strongly depen-
-.,- .dnupn3 dent upon station location with respect to the cloud, the state

< 2*j 3..of development of the cloud, and the structure oit the winds
* aloft.

A typical pattem of the electriL field associated with the
+passage from %,esl to cast of a squall line thunderstorm

273 + complex in the midwcste,-n United States is shown in Figure20-36. The initial rise in field associated with the apprcach-
ing anvil charge is seen to the right of the ligure. This is
followed by a field reversal as the main-storm mass, ap-

Figure 20-34 Tpical chafre tilributttn nd hihtnine pattem, of mi- proaches the station. Numerous lightning field changes are
latittde thundcr,tonn indicated by the abrupt discontinuities in the basic savc
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Figure 20-36. Surface field with active %quall line passage. Illinois [Fitzgerald. 19561.

pattern. The squall line passage from 2115 to 2120 was 20.2.1.2. Field Patterns Aloft. Aircraft measurements
accompanied by a lower positive charge region in the mtin indicate that electrostatic field components within storms

pert of the storm. Several subsequent alterations of lowaer are usua!ly in the range of from 30 to 150 kV/m. Frequent
negative and positive regions are noted as the storm passed alterations of p,arity are found. These are usually associ-
the station. The final positive rise before return to the fair ated with areas of differing precipitation forms, free air
weather field was associated with the receding anvil ;truc- temperature. and vertical air motion. The ;cale of these
ture. Some characteristics on the duration and lightning complex field reg'ons ranges from ab)ut 300 m to several
activity of typical slowly moving summer storms at Kennedy km. Small intensely charged regions'are o~casionally found.
Space Center. Florida are given in Table 20-6 from a study These may have field components as high as 400 kV/m.

by Livingston and Krider 119781. These storms are fre- These small regions are considered likely sources of light-
q-ently of long duration and large dimensions. They are ning initiation.
accompanied by considerable lightning activity arid heavy' The general pattern of the vertical component of the

precipitation. electric field in thunderstorms occurring in England was
Jacobson and Krider 119761 have summarized magni- determined by Simpson. Scrase. and Robinson through a

tudes and altitudes of charge centers destroyed in lightning number of balloon soundings. Figure 2)-37 adapted from

events studied in various geographical regions. Their sum- Sinip,,on and Robinson 119411 represents a summary of thavir
mary is given in Table 20-7, resulhs. It shows isolines of constant vertical field for a
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Table 20-6. Summary of electrical behavior of 1975 and selected 1976 air mass storms at the NASA Kennedy Space Center [Living~ton and Krider.
i .. 19781.

Maximum Average -

Start/Stop Storm Total Flashing Flashing Maximum
Times, Duration, Number of Rate, Rate, Radar Top,

Date UT min Discharges min-' min-' km

1975
May 1'5 1455/160? 73 533'. 20.0 7.3 14.0
June 2 173912004 145 866 17.0 6.0 13.7

2002/2325 203 503 6.0 2 5 14.9
June 3 1702/1915 133 434 10.6 3.3 15.2V

June 7 2011/2114 63 361 17.2 5.7 ,'

2202/2243 41 105 9.8 2.6
June 9' 1930/2350 260 879 10.4 3.4 15.5
June 10 2053/2127 34 25 1.2 0.7 10.1
June 16-17 2(06/0105 299 1853 24.8 6.2 14.3
June 17 1514/1615 ' 61 31 1.2 0.5 12.2

1617/1745 88 79 1.4 0.9 12.2
1753/1855 62 126 3.6 2.0 12.2
1850/1926 36 74 4.0 2.1 12.2

June 18 1533/1709 96 122 .3.6 1.3 12.2
June 20 1541/1605 24 8 0.4 0.3 8.2
June 26 2012/2230 138 579 9.2 4.2 15.8
June 27 1930/2021 51 178 6.8 3.5

2031/2300 149 1392 21.0 9.3 17.7
June 28 0000/0120 80 31 1.0 0.4 12.2

0115/0145 30 18 1.0 0.6
Jly 8 1831/2020 109 303 9.0 2.8 11.3
July 9 0000/0220 140 185 5.2 1.3 9.4
July 9-10 203710010 213 1943 24.0 9.1 16.5
July 10 1940/2325 225 1987 26.0 8.8 16.5
July !I 1 1714/1829 75 97 3.4 1.3 11.0
July 13 2001/2032 31 12 1.0 0.4 14.0

2020/2232 132 96 2.0 0.7 14.0
TOTAL 2991 12820 4.2

1976
July 8 1513/1543 30 47 7.0 1.6
July !3 1725/1835 70 359 15.4 51 15.8

Lr

model containing + 24 coulombs of upper charge. -20 Holitza. Two aircraft equipped with'electric field sensors

coulombs of intermediate level charge and +4 coulombs were used to acquire data at two altitudes in the storm. A
of lower positive charge. The lower trace represents the typical vertical field'profile is shown in Figure 20-38. Chap-
field at thesurface duetothis mcdel. Theheight anddistance man's 119581 balloon sounding had a generally similar shape.
scale shown is typical of most European thunderstorm sit- However, positions of the field maxima and zero clossover
uations. United States and tropical area storms may have points were located about 500 m lower and the maximum
.nuch larger dimensions. Later balloon soundings by Chap- fields inferred were about ±90,kV/m.
man 119581. Winn et a. 119811. Weber et al. 119821. and Combined c!oud physics and e0-ctrical measurements
Rust and Moore 119741. far example. have been made in or thunderstorm pkoperties were conducted as a joint Air
New Mexico storms. Parker and l'asemir 119821 have sum- Force-National Severe Storms Project exp~rinmental program
marized the electrical structure of thc lower regions of Col- during the 1962-1966 time period. Figure 20-39 depicts the
orado and Wyoming storms as measured by Kasemir and vetical electric field. voltage on the F- I001- penetration air
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Table 20-7. Sumnir of lhghtninr chaigc,. altitud . and nki'i.ent charges in ,.ariou geographical hmations, [Jacob, n and Krider. 19761.

Altitud,'s of
lightnin!, chirj es Range of ai," Moment

Geographical Charge above local terrain t  temperatures changes
location (C) (kin) (K) (C kin) Investigators

Florida - 10 to -40 6 to 9.5 263 to 239 . 100 to 600 present study
(0) 400 (av)

England - 11.5 t(o -46 7 239* 33 to 430 Wilson (1916)
(I),

England - 20 2 272.5* 100 (av) Wilson. (1920)
(I)

England - 10 to 40 4.5 to 5 257 to 254* 220 (av) Wormed (0939)
(I)

England . . 150 (av) Pierce.( 105 5,1
South Africa - 15 3 260* 93 (av) Schonland

(1.,8) (1928)
South Africa -4 to -'40 2.5 to 8.7 263 to 225* 41 to 495 Barnard (1951)

(1.8)
South Africa 4 to 8.5 266 to 235 - Malan and ,

(1.8) ' Schonland .'J

(lQ51)
New Mexico - 24 (av) 4 to 7 268 to 248 - Workman et al:

(1.6) (1942)
New Mexico -5 to - 20 4.3 to 7.2 266 to 240 - Reynolds and

(2.1) Neill (1955)
New Mexico - 5 to - 60 3 to 8 260'to 237* ' 249 (av) Brook et al.

11.8) 0192)

Ne'v Mexico - 30 to - 48 4.5 to 6 270 to 250* - Krehbiel et al.
1.8) 1 197,4; ,.IIo4 to 8 29t 4

Japan -50 to - 150 269 to 248 - Hatakayam.,
I (1958)

Japan -6 to -55 6 to 8 262 to 249* - Tamura (1954) .
(I)

Japan -20 (av) 3.5 to 5.5 276 to 265* - Takeuti (1966)
(I)

Hong Kong -- 25 (av) 4 272* 210 (av) Wang (1963)
(I)

Australia - 17 (median) 3 (median) 278* 150 (av) Mackerras ,
(I) (1968)

*FE,tiniated icnif'raitrm7, ui,ing chiatoloical awrages, for the nionth of intereM.! tS. DL parinient of Cornn ce'. 19711..The niimt'r, in parcnthe c, iditaie thhelimiatd height o' the hocal terrain aht .e sea eI'.

craft, and the storm draft and temperature structure during a. Electric fields extend a conisiderable distance into the
typical penetration of an active thunderstorm at 9 km alti- clear air surrounding the storm. The finite electrical con-
tude. Traces on the left o, the figure represent the complete ductivity of air due to small ion pair pioduction by the
penetration pith: those on thc right are an expanded depic- cosmic radiation permits a weak current flow of ions to
tion of the electrical structure bracketine the time of an air- the cloud boundary in response to the storm-generaled .,
craft liehtning strike. Aircraft potential with respect to the field. Effe,:ts of the levelopm nt of boundary layer shtaths
environment at several %,ingspan distances is seen to be as large of space charge of opposite polarity to the main storm
as 4(X) kV. The vertical electrostatic field change associated charges due to this .current flow may complicate the OA
with this strike %%was in excess of 2()0 kV.'m. The general mag- interpretatioi of measurements of field and field chanes
nitude of the vertical field at 9 km in this large Florida storm taken external to the storm. The etical analyses of these . -:

is simiLr to that sho%A n in the 4 to 6km range in the smaller p-ohlems are given. for example. by Brown et al. 119711.
Colorado storms (Ficurc 20-39). Hoppel and Phillips 119711. Illingsworth 119711. and Klett
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY
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-00. Figure 20-39. Electrical, thermal, and draft structure associated with air
O' I ' craft lightning strike at 9 km altitude.

+50

+10 forced motions of the cloud particl,;s to which the mov

40 ing small ions attach.' These motions are due to the corn
5 I 2 3 bined horizontal wind and vertical up and down draft ye

Iklm locities associated with the turbulent cloud motions Give
v/n -L these possible complications in the in'rpretation of th

data, two examples of the field measured in the clear ai
at high altitudes by instrumented aircraft are shown i:

Figure 20-37. Electc field structure of rpresative European' thun- 041. The first indicates how threS d e r st o r m s {S I m p o n a n d R o b i n s o n . 1 9 4 1 1 .F i u e 0 . 0 m d - 1 . T e i r t n i c e s h w h rdacomponents of the electric field incidenz on an aircral

vary during a track along the western edge of a larg
119721. These studies indicate external measurements, due Florida storm. The aircraft radar was used to map sev
to a field screening effect by the boundary sht.ath, may eral contours, of storm reflectivity of the storm's preci:
yield underestimates of the major cloud charges and of itation horizontal cross section structure in the vicinity c
the true charge ccnter regeneration rates that follow a 9 km altitude. The three field components, E0 otiente
lightning event. The electrical structure of real storm along the flight track, Ey directed along the wing, and E

,- boundariL.s is further complicated by the mechanically the vert;:al component, undergo systematic amplitud
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Figure 20-38. Vertical field pattern in Co ,rado thunderstorms IParker
ant Ka,,mir. 1981 .(Reprinted ith permission from IIF.AE. Figure 20-40. Clear air electric field components and radar cross secti(

1 8q2.) of a Florida'thundertom.,
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CHAPTER 20

urement of the acoustic and electromagnetic signals asso-
ciated with the flash. Further understandir.g of the physical
properties of lightnipr' chinnels has been greatly advanced
through measurementu on sparks of several meter lengths
as produced by very nigh voltage generators. Cloud ground

. +strike characteristics have been analyzed from numerous
-- i ! ! ]- ]measurements taken at instrumcnted towers. Test aircraft

%! -[ are in use to study properties of intracloud strokes and their
_ _ _ electrical interactions with the aircraft.

,, , CST)The terminology which has e-'olved to aid in description
of the very complex gas electrical breakdown phenomena

Figure 20-41. Vertical field at 20 km altitude on overflight of an Oklahoma

thunderstorm IFitzgeraid and Cunningham. 19651. is rather specialized. The definitions of terms given here is
adapted from extensive descriptions of lightning character-

variations as the aircraft moves past the major charge istics by Schonland [19561. Uman 119841. and Uman and
concentrations. In general, maxima in E, and E, occur Krider 119821. The overall cloud to ground lightning event
when the aircraft is at the closest radial distance to charge is defined as a flash. It normally has a duratior. in the range
centers. The two maxima in E, are related to boundaries of 0.1 to I s. A frequent value is 0.5 s. A majority of these
of charge volumes 'and the zero crossover in E, occurs events neutralize lOs of coulombs of negative charge. How-
near the maxima in E, and E,. again indicating the di- ever, a significant number of long duration high energy
rection to a centroid of the charge center. The charge flashes'neutralize a positive cloud charge. The common
centers are usually loIated in the vicinity of the higher negative flashes frequently are made up of three or four
values of radar reflectivity but no exact coincidence is discharge components of about I ms duration which are
found. Field components at midstorm heights may have separated in time by 40 to greater than 100 ms. These events
values to about 50 kV/m In the vicinity of the cloud, are defined as the individual strokes. The time sequence of
Figure 20-41 shows a complex field pattern associated with events starts as a preliminary breakdown process. which

* a U-2 overflight of an Oklahoma thunderstorm. The cloud may begin in the vicinity of the lower positive and negative
tops were near 13 km altitude; the aircraft was at 20 kin. charge regions in the cloud as shown in Figures 20-34 and
Field values 7 km above the storm were in the range of 20-37. The channel extension below cloud base for !he first
I kV/m. The sharp discontinuities in the trace are due to stroke in a flash is called a stepped leader based on the
the very active lightning activity that was in progress. appearance of the chain of bursts of luminosity accompa-

S Other ovLrflight data indicate fields about 3 km above the nying the channel motion toward the earth. The initial leader
storm are about 5 kV/m with lightning field changes breaks down the dielectric strength of air through a sequence

* ranging to 10 kV/m. These fields produce a significant of luminous connecting links of about 50 m lengths. Each
current flow. Gish and Wait 119501 in the first overflight segment is formed in about I .s, with an average 50 Its
electrical measurements reported the average upward di- delay before formation of the next segment. The return
rected current flowing through the upper regions of storms stroke begins when this leader approaches the ground and
to be about one ampere. The range of currents for a data contacts an upward directed discharge from the ground. This
base of 65 traverses was from 0. 1 A to 6 A. discharge is initiated by the very large potential difference

of about 108 V between the tip of the approaching leader
and the earth's surface. A very rapid equalization of charge

20.2.2 Lightning Characteristics in the channel then cccufs at a speed of about one third the
velocity of light. The most spectacular lightning events such

20.2.2.1 General Phenomenology of the Discharge. as intense luminosity, high peak current and rate of change
The lightning discharge is a complex propagating gas break- of current, rapid electric and magnetic field changes. and
down process It is thought to originate when a locally strong production of thunder due to strong heating and expansion
electric field has developed in the vicinity of small volumes of the lightning channel are associated with the return stroke.
of intense space charge. These differential charge concen- Subsequent strokes usually follow the existing partially ion-
trations are trapped on cloud and precipitation particles in ized channel. Recharging of this channel from new regions
the thunderstorm. In midlatitudes lightning usually begins of cloid charge is accomplished by a fast continuous process
after storm tops have risen to 7 to 9 km and when a radar known as the dart leader. Subsequent return strokes usually
echo has been present for 10 to 20 minutes. Vertical drafts do not display the branching structure of the first stroke.
are normally in the range of 10 to 20 m/s by this time. In The time sequence of event% for a three-stroke lightning
high !atitudes or winter storm conditions, lightning may flash 'as it would be photographed with a moving film and
occur with cloud tops in the 3 to 4 km range. a stationary camera is summarized in Figure 20-42 aaapted

Characteristics of the discharge channel are deduced from Uman 119841.
from high-speed photography. optical spcctra, and meas- Intervals between strokes are variable. A representative
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY

, ,spectral energy has a maximum in the 4 to 8 khz poton
of the very low frequency (VLF) band. The stepped leader

30 ,pulses and a somnewhat similar in-cloud channel propagation
mode involving current surges known as -K' changes also

Rradiate at VLF with spectral amplitudes about 10 that of-w return strokes. Long duration strokes also produce extremely
A"low frequency (ELF) signals in the 30 hz to 3 khz band.

Ti- These VLF and ELF signals "an easily be received at'dis-
tances of many thousand kilometers since they propagate

das a guided wave within the spherical shell formed by the

M earths surface and the lower ionosphere. Very extensive
, studies of ionospheric properties, radio wave propagation,

Figure 20-42. Luminous features of cloud ground lightning flash: (a) and long distance direction finding for locating zones of

moving film camera and (b) stationary film camera lUman, disturbed .. ather have been conducted using lightning as
19"J1. the signal source. A comprehensive treatment of ELF and

VLF propagation and detailed models of natural radio noise
sources can be found in Galejs 119721.

value is 50 ms. These are usually preceded by an impulsive The general nature of the radiation produced by a light-
dart leader utilizing the existing ionized air to recharge the ning return stroke at a range uf some 40 to 100 km from a
channel at about a 10' m/s rate. The overall strike sequence surface observation point is calculated as a solution to the
may involve a time period ranging up to about one second. electromagnetic problem of a current monopole above a flat
During the time intervals between the leader-return stroke conducting plane or of the equivalent free-space dipole.
sequences. the channel can remain weakly conducting for The vertical electric field for this model is given by

r. about 100 ms thus permitting a long duration current of the
order of 100 A to flow. Most of the actual charge transfer I (M I r dM I d2M\
is accomplished by this current. The large peak currents and E(t) = . - - + x
fast rise time events are associated with the initial portion 41m 7 , cd2  dt c-d dt 2

of the return stroke. Rise times of 0. 1 to 2 l.s are common. (20.28)
Peak currents may exceed 100 kA although 20 to 30 kA are
typical. The statistical distribution of lightning parameters
is given in Table 20-8 as prepared by Cianos and Pierce Here M = 2Yqh at retarded time (t - d/c) is the charge
[19721. distribution involved in the flash where q is the charge and

h its height, c is the velocity of light, d is the range in
20.2.2.2 Characteristics of Radio Frequency Signals due meters, and e,, is the permittivity of free space. The terms
to Lightning. The 'return stroke current surge generates in the equation are generally known as the "electro-.tatic,"
the most energetic natural radio sign,"ls found on earth. The "induction." and "radiation" components of the field change.

Table 20-8. Statistical distributions for lightning parameters ICiamos and Pierce. 19721.

Percentage of Occurrence

Parametero 2% 10% 50% 90% 98%

Number of return strokes 10 to 11 5 to,6 2 to 3 --

Duration of flash. ms 850 480 180 68 36
Time between strokes. ms 320 170 60 20. I1
Return strokes current.® kA 140 65 20 6.2 3.1
Charge transfer per flash. C 200 75 15 2.7 1

* Time to peak current. ps 12 5.8 1.8 0.66 0.25
Rates of current rise, ,A/pgs 100 58 22 9.5 5.5
Current half-value time, Its 170 100 45 17 10.5
Duration of continuing current. ms 400 260 160 84 58Continuing current. A 520 310 140 60 33
Charge of continuing current. C 110 64 26 12 7

Note that all of the parameters are independent. Some judgment must ,be made in using the values for consistency.
'Values for first s! ,)ke.
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The relative importance of the terms varies as a function of 214,41 /.rd\
frequency. The radiation term starts to predominate at range E, -- X In (20.30)
d = cl21rf.

The associated magnetic field is with a corresponding magnetic field

B*(t) = I dM I ×d (20.29) = yj21d. (20.31)
Tr k52 t d+ cd dt2 / where f is the frequency. X the wavelergth. and I the channel

current.
The terms are known as the "induction" and "radiation" A variety of more complex models of the lightning ra-
Components for this equation. McLain and Uman 119711 diation source current shape and of propagation velocity in
have derived exact equations based on more realistic current the channel have been developed to permit more realistic
variations of the "M" term. At ranges beyond 50 km, Equa- calculations of the electromagnetic field waveforms. Details
tions (20.28) and (20.29) were shown to be accurate. At of the recent status of this work can be found in Lin et at.
distances where the channel length is comparable to the 119801 and Master et al. [ 19811.
range. the assumptions for derivation of the above equations The VLF-LF electric field spectra associated with Flor-
are invalid., Wait 119591 has shown that the d 4 f, the ida thunderstorms has recently been obtained for source

* vertical field is approximately distances ranging from 1.5 km to 200 km. Table 20-9 taken

Table 20-9. Mean and standard deviations (s.d) of electric field spectra in decibels for various distances ISerian et al.. 1980].

First strokes Subsequent strokes

, Frequency Distance. Number of Mean, Number of Mean,
kHz km strokes dB s.d., dB strokes s.d.. dB

%'2 1.5 6 - 15.8 4.0

5 1.5 6 -19.2 3.0
10 1.5 6 -24.2 3.2

100 1.5 6 -43.6 3.4
.,300 1.5 6 - 52.0 3.4

2 4.0 4 -35.0 2.4 4 -39.8 2.8
5 4.0 4 -38.8 2.2 4 -41.6 2.8

1 i0 4.0 4 -44.2 2.6 4 -47.0 2.0
l0 4.0 4 -64.0 1.8 4 -67.2 3.2

.300 4.0 4 -71.2 3.4 4 -72.0 2.2
2 7.0 9 -44.6 3.2 8 -50.0 .2.0
5 7.0 9 -46.8 1.8 8 -51.0 2.2

t0 7.0 9 -53.4 2.2 8 -56.6 3.2
1 I00 7.0 9 -72.8 4.0 8 -72.8 4.2
300 7.0 9 -77.0 3.2 8 -82.2 4.0

2 10.0 6 -51.4 3.8 15 -55.0 4.8
5 10.0 6 -53.4 3.2 15 -57.5 4.2

10 10.0 6 -58.8 3.6 15 -64.6 4.0
100 10.0 6 -75.2 6.0 15 -80.2 7.0
300 10.0 6 -81.4 2.6 15, -85.6 3.4

2 50.0 13 -71.4 6.4 21 -77.0 4.5
5 50.0 13 -69.2 6.4 21 -75.2 4.5

10 50.0 13 -76.2 4.6 21 - 79.4 3.0
100 50.0 13 -92.0 6.6 21 -95.0 4.0
300 50.0 13 -103.6 6.6 21 -108.6 48

2 200.0 22 -86.0 5.6 34 -89.3 5.0
5 200.0 22 -83.6 5.1 34 -87.0 3.6'

10 2000 22 -88.2 4.1 34 -91.2 3.6
I00 200.0 22 - 105.6 5.4 34 - 108.0 4.0
300 200.0 22 -124.5 6.1 34 -127.0 6.2
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I.0 from Serhan et al. 119801 gives the db values as 20 times

the magnitude (Vs/rn) of the frequency spectrum for fre-
0 quencies ranging from 2 kht to W00 kht.

.00 0 Earlier data on the peak electric field vs, source distance
0 as summarized by Watt 1 19691 is given in Figure 20-43.

The transitions of slope from a nearly constlant field asso-

I (111 I tt ciated with a nearby flash to the IdV electrostatic field re-

110 m =ginie and final ./;d radiation field are clearly depi;-ted. The
04STA CE kmpeak signal amplitude in a I khz bandwidth as a function
DIT NC mof received signal frequency is riven in Fietire T~ '14. ijata

of the investigators listed in the figures have been normalized
Figure M0-43. Peak electric field variation vs distance from lightning dis-

charges (Watt. 19691.
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CHAPTER 20

to a source distance of I) km and presented by Cianos ,rid the : X) Kh signal amplitude increa'ed to about 5O (X)
Pierce 119721. J.V/m Khz normalized as above.

The amplitude variation patterns of the radio noise buo .t
due to a lightning event are complex and have a considerable
variation of structure at different frequencies. Figure 20-45. 20.2.3 Precipitation Static Characteristics
also due to Cianos and Pierce 119721 dcpicts.the general
nature of the received field% due to cloud-ground and intra- Flight through various haze conditions, dust or sand
cloud flashes at four frequencies. The terminology "recoil storms. : 3in. and particularly through snow and ice crystal
streamers refers to within cloud current surges associated cloud,. causs a considerable accumulation of charge and
with the channel contacting small highly charged regions. an aircraft voltage of the order of IXI kV with respect to
These are the same as the "K changes previously described. the environment. Charge accumulation results from colli-

" The magnitude of the various parameters of lightning sions of the cloud and precipitation particle% with the air-
phenomena vary over a % idc range. It is common to assume craft. The magnitude of the charging current is related to
that the logarithm of the parameter of interest can he lit to the mean net charge transferred per impact and the number
the normal or Gaussian statistical distnrbution. For example of particles intercepted per unit time. Thus it is proportional

the probability that a peak current I exceeds a reference to the frontal area of the aircraft. Dicharge takes place
current I, can be written .s through the engine exhaust and by corona from the high

curvature portions of the airframe. The corona pulses have

O > L) [exp -(InI -m)'] a .serious effect on radio reception below about 30 Mh and
, P1 > I,,) = r- j - 20 J at times interfere with VHF and UHF reception. An early

I erf inl.- m)] discussion of this phenomenon and of the development of
= - - corona-resistant antenna sheaths and low noise dischargers

2 i , crV22] is given in a series of articles by Gunn et al. 119461 Dc-

vckpment of later dischargers for jet aircraft ;s described
. where m is the median valie of Inl and or is the standard by Nanevicz and Tanner 119641.

deviation. Galejs 119721 has surcm.rized data on peak cur- High-speedaircraft have additional noi%e problems. At
rents involved in power transmission line flashes as mea- speeds above 130 ni/s the noise level may increase at rates
.ured in several countries. The probability distribution is, up to the sixth power of the speed [Couch. 19601. Three
shown in Figure 20-46. noise generating mechanisms are corona pulses. an effect

In recent yeais the relation of VHF radio noise to cnannel called streamering (flashover to the airframe of charge built
characteristics has become much better known as a result up on dielectric surfacc. .) and an effect due to antenna

• of studies of incipient lightning streamers and subsequent pickup of sudden changes in particle-impact voltage. The
* channel development. As suggested by Figure 20-45. the latter noise is at least 54 dB below the streamering noise

noise structure is very complex. but it appears as indicated level. The spectrum of impact noise decreases inversely with
by Proctor 119811 that irregular patterns of short individual frequency. The streamering spectrum is hearly fiat to 16',
pulses and of longer bursts of pulses occur at VHF. Pulse Khz. rolling off to 3 dB down at 480 Khz. Corona pulses
rates range from 10' to greater than lI/s with individual have rise times of a few nanoseconds with decay to 50%
pulse durations from about 0. I to I lus. The stronger pulses in 30 ns at sea level pressure. At 10 km altitude the rise
are thought to be associated with ionizationproduced at the and decay imes shift to 20 and 10M ns with the reduced

" tip of the channel cxtension into previously neutral air while pressure. Wide hand RF noise is easily generated by these
weaker noise bursts are associated with reintensification of, pulses. I., must be decoupled from the aircraft antennas.
ionization in a decaying channel due to dart keader or recoil This is accomplished through use of very sharpl- ointed
streamer reconnections with the main charge souries. Streamer static discharge points which act, to reduce the amplitude of
propagation velocitie, range froim 10' to 107 m/swith current the corona pulses and by the use of high resistance rods

* in the channel of the order of IMK) A. A charge density of extending from trailing outboard locations on aircraft. These
around 10 ' C/m of channel length is. established in the rods provide a mechanical connection for the points and
process. maintain them at the same IX" potential as the aircraft. The

Kaciiurin et al. 119741 demonstrated systematic changes resistance and distributed capacitance of the installation act
in the RF Opectra over a range 0. I to 3(X) Mh/ as convective as a filter to greatly reduce the radio frequency content of

* clouds developed to the thunderstorni stage. Short bursts of the discharge current
noise. usually of I0 to 15 ms duration, occurred for 5 to
10 rin preceding lightning activity. At I(M) Kh/. the burs, 20.2.4 Distribution and Duration or
amplitudes were about I(K) wV,'n ir I Kh bandwidth a% Thunderstorms
normalized to I0 km distarce. With ,torn', developmient, a

- secondary maximun in tie polse duration statistics ss as About 50 MN) thunderstorms. oc.ur "' cr dasr thruvhout
found to occur in the IM to 15( is intervas. Concurrentll the skorld and. on the average. about 2("N) storms arc in
20-32
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY

progress, at any time. Large scale charts of the frequency ture. and the prohable distribution a4.ro', national bound.
of o xurrence of storms over the earth a% a function of arie%. These are shown as Figure% 2)-47 and 20-4X. Data
location and month were pubhhed b. the World 'Meteor- from Stekol'niko v 119551 and from Arkhipo.va 119571 have
ological Organiation. Gcncea. Sviterland and were re- been used lr assistance in constructing the map% o r the
printed in the I1N) edition of the llandbook of Ckophyics. USSR. The accuracy of char% such a% these could he con-
A thunderstorm day i, internationally defined as a day on idCrably improved through addition of satellite and RF
which thunj.'r i,% heard. No account is taken of the duration direction finder intormation. In general about one half tIN
or number of ,,tonm on a given day in the tabulation of storm% last for one hour. a quarter for two hours. Complex
these statistics. A% illustration-, of the data available, new .ytcm% may produce activity for many bour%. A compre-
n:ore detailed chart% have been prepared taking into account henive di.wussion and mothly summaries of tbunderstorm
ain'cld data compiled by the USAF Eniron-ental Tech- day at a number of stations in the USSR can he found in
nical Application% Center tETACi. some topographic fea- Arkhipova 119571.
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Chapter 21

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
Section 21.1 G.P. Anderson, H.S. Muench
Section 21.2 R.E. Good
Section 21.3 C.R. Philbrick
Section 21.4 W. Swider

'the thin envelope of gas that surrounds the earth has and emission of infrared radiation which estab-
evolved into the present state routinely accepted as our at- lishes the thermal structure of the atmosphere
mosphere. Whi!e the evolutionary history of the atmosphere 3. Absorption of the extreme ultraviolet radiation
ha.i been N.died by several scientists. this -hapte" deals wl'ich leads, through ion chemistry. to the for-
only with our current understanding of the gas specie., pres- mation of the D, E, and F regions of the iono-
ent. The density and temperature structure and the nomen- sphere
clature adopted to d,:scribe it have been discussed in Chap- During the past 10 years significant advances in mass spec-
ters 14 through 16. trometry. optical spectrometry, radiometry, and interfer-

The atmosphere can be viewed as a giant photochemical ometry have rapidly improved our knowledge o! the at- 4
and dynamical txperiment* er* ..erouau-ers try, with lim- mospheric composition. The region between 50 and 140 km
ited snapshot glimpses, to i.n2Jerstand and mudel its corn- can be directly sampled only by rocket borne instrum-nts. A
plexities. Nitrogen and oxygen in molecular and atomic but recent advances in remoze sounding "echniques are be-
forms contribute 99% of th: total atmospheric composition ginning to provide additional data of a rmore synoptic nature
to altitudes near 500 km. However, it is the minor species in this region. The lower altitudes can be probed by aircraft
which comprise !ess than 1% of the atmosphere that are and balloons while the higher altitudes have been examined
most important in estab'ishing the chemical and dynamical during the past 20 years by satellite instruments.
behavior of the atmosphere. The minor species of interest
include all forms of the molecules that result following I
dissociation by sunlight of not only the major 3pecies but 21.1 ATMOSPTRIC OZONE,
also the less abundant molecules containing hydrogen and BELOW ! KM
ca,"bon. The noble gases also contribute to the sum of the
minor species and provide inert tracers for examining the Ozone, a minor, v;.,. tble constituent of the atmosphere,
dynamical processes in the upper atmosphere. Sources such is recognize.1 as a dornine"t influence on both the present
as meteorites, interplanetary dust, and the solar wind con- and past chartcte -,- earth's environment. It conttibutes
tribute additional minor species to the top of the atmosphere. less than 0.0CKtI the total atmospheric mass, yet is the
Tropospheric clouds, aerosols, ocean spray. anthropogenic critical blocking t1,-.-r for dangerous high energy solar ra-
sources, and industrial pollution contribute sources of minor diation betwee.t 0.2 and 0.3 pam. The ozone redistributes
species from below. Within the past 10 to 15 years. the this absorbed altravioltt energy into tht strat )Ineric ther-
potential impact of manmade pollution in modifying the bulk mal structure thir,,igh c, :!isic,,aal heating. Coincident with
properties of the atmosphere has been realized. The excited its absorption prc'v-tie,. jzone als 3 emits radiation at longer
states of several significant minor species, must be examined wavelengths. serving a an effective co-Aling agent. Because
separately because of the special importance they have on ozone is chemically responsive tothe concentrations of other
particular chemical processes. minor constituents. some of which nial be manma('e, it has

The role of the minor species in the atmosphere is moft received much scientific and public atrention.
important to the following topics: Ozoie 'O0 is composed of three atoms of oxygen and

I. Absorbing and shi7:iing the earth's surface front is gaseous under conditions found in the earth's atmosphere.
solar ultraviolet r iaion The tent triato.iic structure leads d'rectly to its rich rotation-

2. Establishing the radiation balance by absorption vibration infrared signature. Actual concentrations vary con-
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siderably in time and space; the vertical distribution is dom- hour exposure will produce strong irritation (reversible) to
inated by thc occurrene ,f a deep stratospheric layer with the pulmonary system and will lower resistoncie to infection.
maximum values of 5 X 1012 m 3 [Krueger and Minzner, Doses of 15 ppmm are fatal to laboratory animals and will
19761, Since this layer is embedded within the expu.ntential produce severe pneumonia-like illness in humans. Such high
decrease in total atmospheric concentration, ozone is often concentrations. although frequent in the middle atmosphere,
reported in units of mixing ratio. Typical mixing ra!ios of will not occur naturally in the habitable environment.
0.03 to 0. 10 parts per million by mass (ppmm) are found Units for AIlnnph'ric :owns: Published reports on at-
throughout the troposphere. with an abrupt increase begin- mospheric ozone valry in their units for describing ozone
ning only at the tropopause. A stratospheric maximum mix- content. The choice d-pcnds on the measuring technique as
ing ratio of approximately 12 ppmm occurs near 35 km N.01l as 'the intended user. Vertically integrated or total ')Zone
(Figure 21-I j13fitsch. 19781). (Note: Data referenced in is normally presented in "Dobson Units;" I DU equals I
Ditsch 1 1978J have been graciously supplied to AFGL by mi~li-atinosphere-centimeter (i-atm-cm). the equivalent
Professor Du6tsch and were the basis for Figures 21-1, 21- vertical depth otf pure ozone un'Ier standard temperature and

pressure. The vertical ozone distribution is someies Cx-
The gas is a very powerful oxidant, readily attacking pressed in DU/km. but more frequent!,, is presented as a

organic compounds (particularly double-bonded structures mixing ratio, partial pressure. mass density. ot numnber den-
such a% natural rubber) and will harm sensitive plant and sity. Units such as micrograms (pLg). parts-p, r-million (ppm).
animal tissue. Most life forms are tolerant to normal surface and nanobars (nbar) -are used to avoid, imvluding powers of
ozone amounts, but unusually high doses, even for brief ten. Some definitions and conversions are shown in Table
periods, will produce damage ICRC. 1969-, Parent. 19781. 21-1.
For example. humans begin to smell ozone as concentrations
increase above levels of 0.03 to 0.06 ppmm. and they might
notice some discomfort at 0.05 to 0. 1 ppmm. When doses
exceed 0.6 to 0.8 ppmm. as might occur under extreme 21.1.1 Production
conditions near the ground or at jet aircraft altitudes, a two-

Atmospheric ozone originate~s primarily from photo-
chemical reactions in the stratosphere, although some mninor

MiXING RATIOlocal tropospheric sources, both natural and anthro-pognc

0 2 * 4 6 8 10 12 A exist. The simplest stratospheric mtc foi-ozone production
(first postulated by Sidney Chapman 'in 1930 JChapman.

45 19301) hypothesizes an equilibrium among the major forms
of oxygen:, 02. 0 and 03; the latter two are referred to

40 collectively as "odd" oxygen. Molecular oxygen provides
a re-evoir of 0 atoms through photodissociation:

0, + hv-.0 4 0)

to i 30

S Where hv is the quantized representation of the available
sol..:7 utra-iolet energy. (h =Planck's Lonstaot and

v=frequency of the photon.* The atomic oxygen rapidly
I ""I' "k",,5 combines with the abundant 0, in a three-body co!lision to

* ~ -- 20 ~ form ozone:

00100PIy n momntu baane 2 'hpiaycnrltf ~ ~this ozonr ontwuion sequence is destruction through pho-
todissociation:

OC0 -rh tIritiucnic itI siIr cfl/r,- require([ lii phiiliidss.NIi(i ll. ISTc
0 20 40) 60 80 00o 120 140 iII;I .sd 1 n1i tutr Ih I~cIC-t rn htli

PART!Ai PRESSURE In imo VIOPMfAti IZED STANDARD DEVIATION %Idli-catin, i iotonl lls uiliicient ent-\ tvl al \\ elcneths less thani
11.4 [till. lot (YI. a-ocimcdssa til l 11 N15eICItwihs ht'',cen II a ,nd

Figure 21 -t. (;lib l annuat mecan % erticai ditributitin of owone mixing 011 Vill 1s 111.1st efleet. alili. 1~ other na~rrtm %m ln o\.iCLtl lIImrS at k l
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ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

Table 21-1. Ozone units definitions and conversions.

Ozone Parameter Symbol Typical Values

Total Ozone 305 DU or 0.305 atm-cm NTP
Mass Mixing Ratio r5,,, 5 ppmm or 5 x IO'  g O,/g air
Volume Mixing Ratio r1  3 ppmv or 3 x 10 -1 cm' O,/cm'

air
Partial Pressure P1  80 nbars or 80 ,mb
Number Density N. 26 X 107 molecules 0 1/m,
Mass Density p.1 210 Aig/m -' or 2.1 X 10 kg/ m '

N, T(K)
r3  (ppmv) = 0.604 r3, (ILg/g) = P., (nbar)/P(mb) 7.248 X WIN P(mb)
p (ig/m') = 7.97 x 10" N, (molecules/m 3) = 21.41 Afl/AZ(DU/km)
P3 (nbar) = 1.732 x I0 -' p3 (Ijg/m 3) T (Kelvin)
All= 0.790 P3,ln(P,./Pl,) for a layer bounded by P, and Ph

03 + hv -* 0 + 02. or longer-lived equilibrium ozone concentrations. For in-
stance, mixing ratios near the stratopause respond to prop-

Direct recombination of 0 and 0, or 0 and 0 is slow. agating planetary waves because of the strong temperature
The observed diurnal modulation in ozone densities at dependence of the hydrogen reactions IBarnett et al., 19751.

and above the stratopause is a direct response to the loss of In addition, the occurrence of solar proton events has been
the photodissociative Chapman reactions at sunset. The pho- associated with a marked, though temporary. reduction in
tochemical balance between the odd oxygen species is ab- ozone near the polar stratopause. initiated by downward
ruptly shifted toward 03, producing nighttime increases of transport of catalytically active nitric oxide from the mes-
approximately IC% at 50 km and 50% at 60 km [Herman, osphere ICrutzen et al.. 1975; Heath et al., 1977; Peters et
1979; Lean, 1992; Allen et al.. 1984]. at., 1981; Solomon et al., 19831. It is, of course, the effects

The simple Chapman scheme predicts an ozone distri- of long term anthropogenic deposition of catalytic reactants
bution with a properly located stratospheric maximum; how- that remains a major concern. Photolysis of chlorofluoro-
ever, the magnitudes of the calculated concentrations are carbons (for example. CCL,F,, CCI2F), used primarily as
generally higher than the measured ,mounts. Reactions with refrigerants and aerosol spray carrier.,, provides an increas-
and among other trace constituents, including oxides of ing stratospheric source of CIO [Stolarski and Cicerone,
nitrogen, hydrogen. and chlorine, significantly alter the ozone 1974; Rowland and Molina, 19751. Since no other effective
photochemical balance lCrutzen, 1971: Molina and Row- removal mechanism has been established for these com-
land, 1974: Nicolet, 19751. The full chemical description pounds INAS, 19791. their release at thesurface is foilowed
is so complex that the number of recognized reactions now by slow but eventual (-10 years) diffusion and transport
exceeds one hundred and is continuz!ly being updated. (See into the stratosphere. Ultraviolet solar energy then frees the
for example NASA/JPL 119821 or Anderson et al. 119851.) CIO. initiating the potential reaction schemes with ozone
The catalytic gas phase nature of many of these reactions and other constituents. Additional anthropogenic modifi-
has the net effect of accelerating -the conversion of 0 and cation to the ozone balance, both in the troposphere and
O to O,. For example. in the upper stratosphere the hy- straiosphere, can'be expected from the release of nitrogen
droxyl (OH) radical can react with ozone to form hydrogen and carbon compounds related to engine exhausts. fertil-
dioxide (HO,) plus molecular oxygen [Thrush. 19801. The izers, biomass burning, and atmospheric nuclear testing
HO, rapidly combines with atomic oxygen. reforming OH [WMO, 1981: Angell and Korshover. .19831. The extent
and m.)lecular oxygen. This cycle is written in chemical and magnitude of ozone modulation directly attributed to
notatioi, as man has not yet been firmly established theorc;ically nor

OH + 03 -- HO, + 0, experimentally. See Sections 21.1.4 .iad 2 i. 1.7 for further

HO, + 0 - OH + O discussion.

NET: 0 + 0,- 20,

Similar catalytic reactions (where OH may be replaced by 21.1.2 Transport
nitrogen or chlorine radicals) strongly modify stratosphenc
0, concentrations and are dominant in the tropospheric ozone In the upper stratosphere the photochemical reaction
chemistry [Fishman. 19851. rates are sufficiently fast that ozone equilihrium will usually

External modifications to the steidv-state distribution of be approached within hours. However, lower in the atnio-
any of the catalytic constituents can perturb the momentary sphere dynamic processes begin to compete and eventually
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dominate [Hartmann, 19781. A simplified explanation for the poleward transport of ozone is thought to occur in this
the loss of photochemical control of O lower in the strat- region [Garcia and Hartmann, 19801.
osphere is the disappearance of the ultraviolet sunlight nec- Evcntual!y, ozone formed photochemically in the upper
essary for dissociation of both 02 and 0.. The ozone and stratosphere reaches the tropopause and passes into the trop-
molecular oxygen above 30 km remove almost 90% of the osphere. The major exchange mechanism occurs in the vi-
selective eriergy. reducing bcth the instantaneous source cinity of the midlatitude jet stream [Danielsen et al. 1970;
(02 + hv) -nd the sink (O. + hv) of odd oxygen. Pho- Danielsen and Hipskind, !9801, although its efficiency is
tochemical reactions affecting ozone, including diurnal not well establisheo. So little immediate blending occurs
modulations, do occur in the troposphere: however, the that measurements of ozone within a complex troppause
source molecules are primarily those capable of responding fold (Figures 21-2a and 21-2b) cap determine whether air
to visible and near-ultraviolet light. samples are of stratospheric or tropospheric origins [Shapiro

The relatively complete conversion to dynamic control, et al., 1980 Roe, 19811. Once in the troposphere, the life-
with ozone acting as a conserved t.acer for t&e atmospheric time for ozone is only a few days. since it is rapidly de-
motions, occurs by approximately 25 km [Cunnold et al., stroyed upon contact with the earth's surface. The removal
19801. The altitude and* thickness of the transition zone is most efficient on vegetation, taking tens of minutes, but
between the photochemical and dynamic regimes varies with significant destruction also occurs over oceans, lakes, and
latitude and season, depending largely on the solar geometry even snow [Calbally, 19801.
and the strength and frequency of planetary wave distur- In addition to its buffer role between the major strato-
bances. The transition zone is important because much of spheric ozone sources and the ultimate surface destruction,
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the troposphere is also an in situ chemicaaiy active envi- mated some of the global pollutant budgets as almost evenly
roaient. High temperature combustion in power plants, divided between anthropogenic and natural contributions.
automobiles, and forest fires releases oxides of nitrogen, The balance varies with hemnisp-ere, season, local we-ither.
carbon, and other 'gases that near-ultraviolet sunlight can and chemical environments.
dissociate ICrutzen et al.. 19751. IS gaseous organic com- Because much research effort is being expended in un-
pounds (such as petroleum fumnes) are ak.o present, the derstanding the troposphcric/stratospheric ozone cycle and
ozone equilibrium 1I:vels are significantly enhanced. These its relation to man, comprehensive reviews of its chemistry
locallIy- increased concentrations contribute to the photo- and dynamics are published frcquently. See, for instance.
chemical smogs found downwind of maJor cities. In addi- Brasseur 11982): Brasseur and Solomon 119841; The Strat-
tion, non-urban tropospheric chemistry can provide a glob- osphere. /981 IWMO. 19811: Logan et al.. 119811. The
ally-varying. non-anthropogenic in situ ozone source (Fishman NASA 4ssessnment Report I11984j; Whitten 119851; Bojkov
et al., 1979:- Liu et al., .19801. The magnitude of this natural 119841.
03 prcduction is modified by the availability of such minor
constituents as methane (from anaerobic metabolism fEhhalt
and Schmidt. 19781), CO (from natural combustion sources 21.1.3 Ozone Measurement
IPersson, 19741. vegetation [Zimmerman et al., 19781, and
NO (from lightning discharges INoxon, 19761). Direct 03 The complex control mechanismsynamic, radiative,
photolysis is also enhanced by cloud and molecular scat- and photochemical--that govern the global distribution of
tering lThompson, 19841. Logan et al., 119811 have esti- ozone prohibit a simple prediction of any local ozone en-
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CHAPTER 21

vironment (.e Section 21. .7 on modeling efforts). A large the stront, vibration-rotation hand near 9.6 I.m. Infrared
complement of measurement techniques has been developed rocket and satellite instruments have determined both total
for both integrated column and vertical profile definition. ozone [Prahhakara et al.. 1970: Lovill et al.. 1978: Crosby
The distinction is important because the total ozone over- et al.. 19801and vertical profiles IGille et al.. 1980W: Reins-
burden serves as the absorbing buffer for the solar radiation, berg et al.. 1984: Stair et al.. 19841 using nadir (vertical)
while the vcrdi..l distribution governs energy deposition. or limb viewing, respectively. The thermal dependence of
Instrumentation based on the molecular, optical. and/or the emissin rquires simultaneous temperature sounding:
chemical properties of ozone has been adapted to ground however, it is independent of solar insolation, providing full
and space platforms, including aircraft, balloons, rockets, diurnal coverage. Vertical resolution is approximately 5 km
and satellites. throughout the stratosphere and lower meso)sphere (12-65

In particular. the optical properties of ozone, both in the km).
ultraviolet and infrared, provide rich instrumental applica- The longer wavelength (infrared. millimeter. and mi-
tio'.s. Spectral measurements of the differential absorption crowave) emission/absorption properties of the ozone mol-
in the UV Hartley (0.2 to 0.3 fam) and Huggins (0.3 to 0.35 ecule (se Harries I 19'01 for a general discussion) are also
' m) hands arc employed routinely. Beginning in the 1930s. atmospherically useful. The shape and equivalent width of
ground station networks I[Dobson. 1930: Diitsch. 19731 have the spectrally-isolated lines provide independent measures
been inferring atmospheric total ozone from observed vari- of both density and pressure. In particular. tue emission
ations in the measured solar irradiance within these wave- spectrum in the wavelength interval 50-30 Ghz (1-6 ram).
length' intervals ("Unkchr/[ )obson" and "'M83"" measure- as measured from the ground IParrish. 19X11 has been pro-
ments). Observations of the zenith angle modulation of that x)sd for inclusion in the standard global sounding network.
same irradiance provide broad resolution (5-10 km) vertical Similarly. molecular line parameters have been measured
-structure information IMateer. 19651. ;n absorption against the solar background spectrum IFarmer

Satellite instrumentation has created the opportunity for et al.. 1980- Louisnard et al.. 1983: Weinrab et al.. 19841.
global coverage, a particular advantage when examining a Ruoescence radiation at 1.27 A±m, emanating from ozone
constituent as variable as O lKrueger et al.. 1901. Both photolysis (O + hv - 02 + 0). has been mcasured oh
total column and/or vertical distributions have been inferred a limited number of high-altitude rocket experiments IWecks
from UV Hartley and Huggins hand measuremets JAn- et al.. 19781. More recently this experiment, as part of an
derson et al.. 1969: Heath et al.. 1973: Rush et al.. 19831. instrument complement on a spinning satellite, has mea-
These same absorption techniques. when used on balloons sured global () mixing' ratio profiles up to 90 km IThomas
and rockets IKrueger. 1973- Mentall et al.. 1980: Lean. et al.. 19831.
19821 provide an invaluable calibration test for the sounding Small in siri chemical detectors (which record iodide
networks. (For information on general mathematical for- or chemiluminescent reactions to the presence of ozone) are
mulations and algorithms for inversion of remotely-sensed frequently used as portable ground 'and aircraft sensors or
atmospheric data. see for example Twomey 119771. l)eepak as expendable balloon and rocket-borne ozonesondes IRe-
119771. Rodgers 119761. or Gordley and Rusell 119811)., gener. 1960: Komhyr. 1971: Hilsenrath. 19801. Their cal-

Another satellile-based ultraviolet system ipfers ozone ibration is demandirng, often requiring normalization of the
distributions b) observing the occultation of a light source profile to some other measurement: however, fine %cale ver-
(solar or stellar) crossing the earth*s horizon Itlays and tical structure (<50 m) measurements can be achieved at
Roble. 1973. Aiken et al.. 1982: Millier et al.. 19811. For low cost. Mass spectrometcrs. because of their size and
this method the vertical resolution is 4 to 6 kmi. Ultraviolet complexity. are not used routinely as sondes: they can be
lasers have also been used to remotely probe the ozone laver mounted on either'aircraft or balloons and provide detailed
from the ground (with potential satellite applications IRems- in site observations, including altitude profiles of' isotopic
bere and Gorilcv. 19781): the synchronous. atmospherically abundances I Mauersberger.' 19811.
reflected laser signal IPelon and Megie. 19821 provides both A summary of the instrument systems currently being
altitude (that is.distance from the source) and densit' in- used for climatological analyses of ozone in the stratosphere
frmation. An in site application of ozone's ultraviolet ab- and troposphere is presented in Table 2 1-2. The values for
sorption properties, used primarily on large balloons and relative accuracy are based on instrument intercomparisons
rockets. includes both source and detector separated by a as well as observational consistency. They do not include
chamber filled with a local air sample IAinsworth and Ila- the systematic differences (6'4-8% ) found between the total
gemever. 1980: Profitt and McLaughlin. 1983: National column ozone measured by Dobson ground-based instru-
Academ'; Report. 1982: Robbins 1980. Pumping icicncy ments. which are considered the standard, and the ozone
then governs the vertical resolution (< 20 m. see FIgu~e measured both by the back-scattered UV and infrared sat-
21-12). ellite instruments. The accuracies stated for the electro-

Infrared systems to measure atmospheric ozone emplov chemical and chemiluminescent sondes have been enhanced
.he thermal emision of the triatomic molecule. usuall,, in by an independent measurement of total ozone as part of
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Table 21-2. Major data ,ource' for atmo'phric ozne bWlow 50 km.

Verlical Vertical Horit~otal iclalie

Type of Obtcrvaiion Period Obs./Mo. Range Reailuion Re.olution Accuracy Comment

I. World Ozone Net% ork (aI

, i) b-,on Sp-tetroph iomletCr 1930-94 V) 7(1( 0-0() km (Total (Worri Point t 31, Cni,,-calibrali ol
, '. .instIrument% dilh~ult

M93 Instfrments (iter) 1960-84 + 250 0-4K0 km (Total (ionei Point t $t4 Probln,,% with filter

.tabilltv

Dobbn Spectrophotometcr-Umrehr 1935- 4+ 60 0-60 km 6 km Point -6 1 Require, clear sunri, or

Electro-chemical Ozon-Aindc% 1963-84 + 30 0-3) km 0.3 Point t 3'1 Pump efliciec,'. prioblm,
above 25 km

2. AFGL ol'orh America Network (b,
Chemiluminewceni OJonenMde 1962-64 40 0-30 km 0 km Poini t Kq ProblcmN with

chcmilumineceni material%

3. NASA-OGO 'BUVt (c) 1967-69 I0W0 30-50 km 7 km t I)1 Monthly mcan,
Ida)time onl

4. NASA Nimbu% 4 Sateliw S tem (c)
Back-Scaitered Ultraviolet (BUV) 1970-77 18 (XX) 0-W km (Total Ozone) 2N(1 km 13%* Excellent global vet,crage

(davtmei oniv)
Back-SLattered Ultraviolet IBUV) 1970-77 I1") 22-60 km 7km ±6q Excellent global cocragce

(daytime .onvi

IR Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIB) 1971-72 40 000 0-0km (Total Ozone) IO) km t 3 Excellent global covernge
(day and night)

5. USAF DMSD Satellitev Ft-F4 tdi
Infra-Red Spectrometer 1977-80 3(10(000 0-W ) km (Total ionet I(KO km t 7,4 Cro..-path %canning.

excellent .overage.
day and night

6, NASA Nimbhu 7 Satellite System (o

Solar Back-Sc.dered UV (SBUV) 1)78-1(4 3' (0) 0-60 km (Total Ozonel 21 km ±3q Excellent global coverage
(daytime only)

Solar Back-Scattered UV (SBUV) 1978-84+ 32 (OW 22-60 km 7 km -(X) kin t614 Excellent global coerage
idavoime onl% i

Limb IR Monitor of Stratiophere 1978-79 32 01 12-60 km 4 km km t 74 Excellent da -night
.LIMS) coverage. require,

cryogenic,
Total 0ione Mapping Spectrometer 1978-84 + I 2(X X) 0-60 km (Total O7one) 6(0 km 314 Cros-palh 'anning.
(TOMS) daily global coerage

7. Solar Mesosphcric Explorer (SME; ()
o Back Scatted Ultraviolet (BUV) 1982-84 + (1XX)1 30-60 km 7 ktn 2(W k.n 5 4 (;lobal covering.

Near'Infrared 19K2-94 + .3) (XO .1)-60 knt 7 1m 2(W) kin 514 limb %canning

idaytime onkl i
Global covering.
limb ,canning
(daytime only)

Data Source,
(a) Archived at World O7one Data Centre. Atmosphere Environment Service. 4'X)5 Duflerin St.. I-ownsview. Ontario. Canada M3HST4at l)ata publihed
bintonthly in O:one Data For The World)

.' (h) Archived at NOAA Environmental Data and Information Center. National Climatic Center. Federal Building. Aheville NC 28X)
* , tc) Arthived at National Space Science Data Center. Go.dard Space Flight Center. Code 601. Greenbelt MI) 20771
- 1d) For information. Dr JI Lovell. PO Box 9(08. Lawrenc ' Iivcrmorc t.ahoratories. Livermore CA 94550
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CHAPTER 21

the calibration. Further details on ozone instrumentation 25 yer's [London et al., 19761. With the introduction of
may be found in The Stratosphere I98I IWMO. 19811 or satellite sensors (see Table 21-2), the frequency, spatial
more recent reviews. coverage. and relative accuracy of such soundings have all

been improved IHilsenrath and Schlesinger, 19791. Com-
bined ground and satellite determinations allow the for-

21.1.4 Total Ozone: Its Global Distribution mulation of climatologies that describe the distribution and
and Variability variability of total ozone on scales ranging from hours to

years.
The most complete ozone data set is that for total ozone. Hemispheric contour plots of the annu 'ally averaged col,

Ground-based measurements have been made for over 40 umn amounts of ozone and their normalized standard de-
year% and a global network (albeit coarse) has existed for viations are shown in Figures 21-3a and 21-3b. The distri-

butions graphica!ly demonstrate the impact of global dynamics
.90, on ozone in the troposphere and lower stratosphere (the

* contributions from these lowest altitudes to the total column
IN is approximately 70%). Subsequently, the features of any

N total ozone distribution correlate well with those of similarly
foimulated maps of standard meteorological data near the

X .20tropopause IMiller et al., 1979). For example, the structure
in figure 21-3 is negatively correlated with the annual mean
height of the tropopause IDobson. 19631. The hemispheric

L ' :Lj.asymmetries that persist in these annual means are primarily
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ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

a consequence of geogrphically-stable, planetary-scAe winter 1982; Wuebbles et al.. 1983; NASA Academy Report. 1984).
weather patterns [Hartmann. 19771. See Holton 119801 fo, but over long time cales could be dramatic. Given ozone's
a more complete description of the controling dynamic pro- large variability plus current instrumen:al limitations (both
cesses. precision and intercalibration: see Table 21-2) man's influ-

The local variability in total ozone can be "ery large ence is not yet dttectable.
and, again, highly correlated with the instantaneous (syn-
optic) global weather system. Similarities between the fea-
tures of the daily, satellite-derived total ozone measurements
and the standard synoptic height maps of the 200 mb pres- 21.1.5 Vertical Profiles
sure surfaces have been observed [Shapiro et at., 19821. If
instantaneous 93 column amounts can be rigorously related The modified "Chapman- photochemical mechanism is
to the global tracking of planetary waves, the pertinent sat- 'sufficient to describe the basit, vertical distribution of ozone;
ellite data could be added to the meteorological inputs for its dominant feature, as discussed previously, is the pro-
weather prediction. nounced ozone layer, a region in the stratosphere 6f max-

Total ozone climatology exhibits natural variations in, imum concentrations (actually resulting from complex pho'-
both amplitude and period, ranging from daily to interan- tochemical production and subsequent transport). However,
nual. and perhaps even solar cycle IWilcox et al., 1977; measurable amounts of 01 also occur throughout the trop-
London and Reber. 19791. The dominant influence on the osphere and into the messphere. The climatological vari-
variability is seasonal, as depicted in Figure 21-4. A har- ability within this framework is similar to that for the total
monic analysis of ground (or satellite) data bases provides column, with additional complications from the a.'itude-
insight into the latitudinal dependence (Figure 21-5). At dependent chemistry and dynamics.
middle and high latitudes the annu! period dominates, with An annual, globally-averaged vertical distribution (a in
additional power in the aperiodic componeat. Near the equa- Figure 21- I) has a broad peak in mixing ratio (ppmm) near
tor the total variability is small. 'allowing the statistical iden- 35 km (note that the choice of units governs the definition
tification of semi-annual, annual, and quasi-biennial (26 of the maximum). The normalized standard deviation of the
month) waves lAngell and Korsho':er. 19831. Anthropo- composite profile suggests that the variability is greatest near
genic modification of total ozone has yet to be established 12 km and 45 km (related respectively to dynamics at the
[Reinel. 1981" Bloomfield et al.. 1983; its magnitude, as tropopause and chemical responses to thermal and/or solar
,predicted by theoretical calculations, would be, very small, disturbLIces below the' stratopause). The annual variances
(a decrease of <0. l/year. Logan et al.. 1978: Penner. in Figure 21-1 are minimized by the geographical dominance
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CHAPTER 21

* of large areas of relatively %table ozone profiles in the sum- the seasonal features of the middle and upper stratosphere.
* mer and low latitude. w inter and equinoctial profiles actually Towards the winter pole the mixing ratio contourt maximize

e cihibit much greater natur-l excursions over both long (sea- at increasingly higher altitudes ( often above 40-45 km, that
* sonal) and short (hour% to days) time iwales. is. 2-3 mb). in resporse to weaker photodissociation and

As with total ozone, the first order variations about a stronger transport. The summer hemisphere. however. ex-
* basic vertical distribution can be ascribed to seasonal effects hibits a stably located maximum. This imbalance reverses

lD)Otsch. 1978. Klenk et al., 19831. Systematic satellite hemispheres, with the seasons and is symmetric at the equi-
me.tsurements provide the opportun~ty to examine :hese an- noxes. A statistical analysis of' a similar data set for the
iiw'tl progressions as a function of latitude, particularly at years 1970-71. in combination with balloon measurements

* anu above 10 mb (approximately 30 kin). ror instance, IKlenk ct al.. 19831, suggests that the zonal mean variance
sample one-month zonal mean distributions for I1'979 (Fig- can be typically reduced to a four-parameter function (in-
ures 21-6d. b, c. d). based on satellite-derived. backseat- cluding latitude and day of the year) for selected pressure
tered ultraviolet data IMcPcters et, al., 19841. encompass levels. The 1971 seasonal ly-dependent profiles fo- high..
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ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

middle. and low latitude intervals appear in Figures 21-7. 1 ''''''' ' .

21-8. and 21-9. -. ,,
A meridional cross section of annually-averaged ozone

partial pressure was computed from approximately 15 years
of ozonesonde ascents and Uhmkehr observations II)itsch. I ,,

19781 and is presented in Figure 21- I0. The pattern of partial !
* pressure (solid lines) cf.scly parallels the location of the -"

trtopopause. and the percent variability about the mean (dashed ,

lines) is greatest where the slope of the tropopause is great-
cst--the region of midlatitude storm activity. The amplitude
of the annual cycle (expressed as percent) is presented in , .

Figure 2 1-1I. together with the month of maximum value. - ,,, ,

In general, largest seasonal changes are near the'tropopause
with a peak in the spring season. Large seasonal changes , * i

ere also found above 45 kni at polar latitudes due to the OW INXI o R ,O1,

effects of the annual temperature cycle on ozone photo-
chemistry. Figure 21-8. As in Figure 21-7 but ftw high latitude regi~m 65"- Wi

In addition to the seasonally-controlled annual cycle.
..4 other natural perieds can also be extracted from the cli- IGille et al.. 1980b; Remsberg et al.. 19841. In the upper

matological profiles. (he quasibiennial oscillation appears stratosphere the ozone concentrations begin to be modtlated

% at low latitudes (mirroring the total ozone behavior) and is directly by the temperature sensitivity of the contrilling

most apparent near the mixing ratio maximum lAngell and chemistry IBarnett et al.. 19751.
Korshover. 19831. At 40 to 45 km there is a weak indication Preliminary climatological averages of ozone mixing

of a s olar rotation response IGillk et al.. 19841 which is ratios on constant pressure surfaces have been compiled for

again statistically separable only at low latitudes where the a range of time periods. from daily to seasonal, annual and

. profiles exhibit the most stability. A semiar.nual oscillation interannual (n the stratosphere. se Remsberg et al.. 119841.

in ozone mixing ratio has been identified ov.'er a broad range Barth et al.. 119831. Nagatani and Miller 119841: in the

of pressures 1-3) mh) and latitudes IMaeda. 19841. troposphere. see Bojkov 119831). The complex structure of

The day-to-day longitudinal distribution is'not well rep- these climatologies is an integral response to the total at-

resented by the zonal means. In general, the hemispheric mospheric environment, including the instantaneous and

weather patterns that influence total ozone can be identified gradient behavior (temporal and geographic) of temperature.
in the vertical profiles: the details, however, depend on the transport parameters, and other minor constituent concen-
atmospheric level being sounded. In the troposphere. 0, is trations. Satellite platforms and field programs are currently
usually a reliable tracer for weather conditions, but it is also being designed to address these complexities with conple-
subject to in situ chemical reactions IFishman. 1985 1. Near mentary instrumentation tfor instance, the Upper Atmo-

the tropopause and in the lower stratosphere. planetary scale sphere Research Satellite mission scheduled for the late

wave patterns are accurately replicated in the ozene field 1980s INASA Research Summ'tnes. 19841l.
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ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
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5-DAA NSCNTd argnce ynamerics. diThibutim'er rionize the need "re

tributions from both long (seasonal) and short periods Wil-

0A 6 cox, 19781.

q ZONE CONCENTRATION, 03 (1012 molecules/cm 3) 21.1.7 Mathematical Models

Figure21-12. Vertical ozone ascent on 10 Aug 1982 overdGimli. Manitoba Mathematical descriptions of the atmospheric ozone layer
(3200 m) based on sampling at s m 0 s) intervals, illus-
trating thin layers of relatively high ozone conccntration date back to the original scheme of Chapman 119301. How-
lProlitt and McLaughlin. 191131. ever, as the natural variability in both total column abun-

dance and vertical distributie-, were recognized, the need

moteplafors (se Sctin 211.3on easuemet tch- for more extensive modeling efforts becomes apparent. This

niques). Measurzrnents of bo)th total ozone (ground-based) reqursblnigcmexhmcashmswthnu-
and local concentrations (in situ aircraft sampling at I I kin) derstanding of the feedbacks between ozone and the radia-

have been used to estimate their rLspective degree of au- tive-dynamic environments. The currem formulations en-
tocorrelation with east-west distance (Figure 21-13). The compassing one, two, and three dimensional models, do
I kmn autocorrelation decays more rapidly, indicating a not focus strictly on the ozone layer, but rather attempt to ...gkat ensitivityto smallecale mot rains, totalaozoneis parametrize broader aspects of the surrounding atmosphere..greater sensitivity to small scale motions: total o)zone is [SeheN AAssmntRpr,98foamreon- .

[See ihe NASA Assessment Report, 1984 for a more com-
plete discussion. I

00 The simplest conceptual models (other than simulations
of local volume or laboratory environments) are one di-

08 mensional, with altitude or pressure as the vertical coor- 1:1
• - dinte [Sze et al., 19801. Because of the large number of€ ?

6 individual chemical reactions necessary for atmospheric de-

04 , scription INASA/JPL, 19821. models typically divide the

minor constituents into "families- IWofsy and McElroy, 3
T L 0,CN,, F o19741. For example, molecularconcintrationsof NOorNO,

are not calculated separately within the original mathemat-
,... ical formulation. Instead, a solution for the whole group of

' ,nitrogen-oxygen compounds (known as NO,'s) is found first;
i -00 - other standard families include the 0, (oxygen-oxygen),

S0 &o C 90C '2, 5(, HO, (hydrogen-oxygen), and CIO, (chlorine-oxygen) com-
S, SF -. pounds. Temporal modulations (with scales ranging from

Figure 12-13. Variation of autx'orrelation of total ozonc with di ztar,:e minutes to years) can be accomodated in I-D models- brnad,-r
(E.W) in mid latitudes, applications include sophisticated parametrization of clouds.
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CHAPTER 21

radiative transfer. vertical transport, and exchange mecha- conditions can extend down to the solid-earth orography
nisms. (including driving regons such as the Tibetan plateau) or

Two-dimensional models can now include most of the are predicated on a modulated trcpopause. initiating global
photochemical and some of the temporal precision of the stratospheric motions wth tropospheric forcing. The mech-
I-1) cases IGidel et al.. 19831. The second dimension pa- anistic models (MMs) parametrize general planetary char-
ramctri/es the latitudinal gradients that exist on a global acteristics (artificial ocean-continent boundaries, for in-
scale. The zonal mean temperature structure is incorporated stance). acrificing realistic accuracy fcr increased flexibility.
either as input or internal calculation. There are various They have been used to simulate stratespheric warmings
mathematical approaches adopted in 2-D models, including and their perturbing effect upon the whole global ozone
boundary conditions, radiative balance, integration time- distribution [Lordi et al.. 1980; tlsu, 19811.
steps. solution methods. etc. (see Table 2.14 in The Strat- The horizontal and vertical resolution requirements for
osphere /98/ IWMO. 19811). One of the most critical as- adequate three-dimensional representation of the physical
sumptions. however, is the method of approximating the processes affecting ozone are less rigid than those for trop-
eddy (non-zonal) motions, both in the horizontal and vertical ospheric meteorological predictions. However, the grid sizes
directions. Pragmatic solutions have centered on "diffusion" sti!l serve as a' limiting factor for computation speed and
coefficients which take the form of three dimensional tensors flexibility. These models are costly for trend predictions.
tK-theory. as j-'oposed by Reed and German 119051). An but do provide the frum for physical understanding of
alternative mncch:;nistic description, where at least part of climatological behavior and transport. For a fuller discus-
cdiy modulation is considered quasi-harmonic, has also , sion. see The Stratosphere 1981 IWMO. 19811 or more
been formulated lGarcia and Solomon,, 19821. recent reviews.

The value of two dimensional models lies in their ability
to replicate zonally-averaged measurements. They success-
fully reproduce the seasonal excursions of both the mean
"total " ozone (Figure 21-3) and the mixing ratio maximum 21.2 MINOR CONSTITUENTS IN
(Figure 21-6). Because they can incorporate time-dependent THE STRATOSPHERE
mechanisms (such as proposed solar rotation and solar cycle
variability or minor constituent fluctuations [Garcia et al., The existence of the stratosphere was discovered at the
19841,. the, have been used in conjunction with.one di- turn of the century by unmanned balloon measurements
mensional models to investigate pos,,'ble trends in ozone which found the temperature increased with altitude. The
concentration. Prediction capability, however. is tied to the first understanding of the stratosphere occturred when Dob-
reliability 6t" the inputassumptions (including dynamic par-. son suggested the heating was the result of UV absorption
ametrization. reaction rates, and the atmospheric measure- by ozone in the late 1920s. Chapman's pioneeing photo-

. ments agitinst which they are evaluated). As an example of chemical explanation of the stratosphere in the 1930s re-
" model-related' sensitivities. .he one dimensional models mained the definitive description into the 1950s. The ex-
models formulated in 1979 forecast a potential 16%-18% plosive research and recognition of the complex chemical
anthropogenically -caused dccrease in column 0; by the year nature of the stratosphere began inauspiciously iui the late
2020. Models in 1982-83 predict a possible overall decrease 1960s with the fear that supersonic transports (SSTs) would
of 2 7-4'i but with a stron ahitude dependence and pos- cause irreparable damage to the earth's environment. It is
sible nonlinear response IMaugh. 1984. NASA Assessment now recognized that the stratosphere has a very complex
Report. 19841. The differences are related to updated de- chemical composition generated from natural and man made
terminations of critical chemical *'constants". including the sources. Furtherr-are. anthropogenic sources may lead to
temperature andI pressure dependence of reaction rates and future changes of the stratosphere. The description that fol-
absorption coefficients. Obviously. a definitive answer on lows is not complete and must be updated'and corrected as
the future of the ozone laver cannot vet be established, but new information becomes available. A series of reports by
1 and 2-1) models will facilitate the mathematical explo- government agencies and committees indicates the world
ration of the possibilities, wide interest in environmental protection and on-going strat-

Three dimensional models attempt to realistically sim- ospheric research - SCEP 119701, ClAP 119741, COMESA
ulate the fluid-dynamic. radiative. ahd photochemical char- 119751. COVOS 119761, NAS 11975, 1979], DOE !1979],
acteristics of the atmosphere. The two goneral types of grid UNEP 11979, 19801, NASA 11977, 19791. FAA 119791,
models (with variables proportional to latitude, longitude, and WMO 119821. These reports contain excellent sum-
and height) are .similar to those used for large-scale mete- maries of minor constituents and theoretical and model ex-
orologica! forecastint,. The global circulation models iGCMs) planations. Each succeeding years report contains new or

* employ a comnirehensive St of equations governing the revised information: Journal reviews of the stratosphere [Ci-
radiation ticl. 3-1) motions on a sphere, and at least part . cerone, 1975; Hudson. 1979: Murgatroyd, 1982: and Sol-
of the chemistry l[els et al.. 19801. The lower boundary omon. 19831 contain succinct descriptions of the minorcon-
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ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

sitituents. Emphasis has now shifted trom measurements to contribute appreciable iLmount% (if NO in the uppN. strat)-

developing a better understanding of the mechanisms and sphere. The products ot radical -radical r*ojctiofl5 which are

chemical 1,.ocesses identified earlier, generally inert, serve 'as sinks for the radicals. They also.

Neutral minor coitstituents of the .,tratosphere can be form %hoilived storage from which tadicals can be released

grouped into large ,:ategorics or radicals. sources of radicals, by i hotolysis or oxidation. The majior :ik% are HCI. "NO,.
sinks of radicals, and sources fur the formation of acrosoN. HNO'. clONO,. 11[0,. 0,. HO,. NO,. H(X71. N.0 5 . COC12.
The rddical% are i onvenientlv divided into groups of odd COFCI and H1F. The minor constituent% that are believed

oxygen--00( 001 ')). 0,06'). 0,('!:). 0,: odd hvdrogrn important as sources for aerosol growth are 11,S0,. So,.
1-O 10,O. H,(),- odd nitrogcn---N1-,i. NO,. HNO,. N,05. COS and Nil,.

HO,. NO,.: and oidd halogens-Cl. CIO. F. Br. BrO. lid. The follpwing description of the minor constituents

HF. CIONO 2 . The precursors or sources of the radi cals are (Sec:ions 21.2.1 through 21.2.9) has been exce-rptcd fro~m

constituents such as NO. CH,. 1120 SF,. CO2. 112. CCli. the World Meteorological Organization publication -The

CH,CCI,. CHCl. C~l-C;, CCI,F. CC[,F, and othet chlo- Stratosphere 1981 Theory and Measurements- with the per-

rofluoromethanes (CFMs). some of which are introdliced mission of NASA. Even though this informnation canl he
into the troposphere at mixing ratios greater than 100 pptv, found in a meice detailed fomi in the original publication.

these represent the major source of chlorine in the strate- it has been included in this chapter to provide the reader

sphere. Stratospheric NO, derives fromn nitrous dioxide (N2O) with tIe basic facts of stratospheric composition and a more

transported frm the ground. Large solar proton events could complete picture of "Atmaospheric Com~position" as a whole.
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CHAPTER 21

9. 21.2.1 Nitrous Oxide, FC-li, FC-12, and loon flights over Southern France (44°N) is shown, in Figure
Methyl Chloride (N 20, CCI 3F, CCI2F2  21-24. The data, although largely scattered, clearly show a
and CH3CI) very rapid decrease from 600 ppt' at the tropopause to about

20 to 40 ppt at 30 km indicating the short lifetime of CH3CI.
Since 1975 a number of meascrements have been made

of the stratospheric concentrations of N20, CCIF and CCI 2F2.
Four field programs have been particularly extensive, all 21.2.2 Carbon-Containing Species
involving laboratory analysis by gas chromatography of air
samples collected by balloon-bornc samplers. The few 21.2.2.1 Carbon Dioxide (CO2 ). Vertical profiles of CO2
measurements made by in situ bal!oon-borne infrared tech- have been measured routinely at NCAR using a volumetric
niques lFarmer et al., 19801 are consistent with these data. technique, achieving a precision of ± 3 ppm. About the
The four research groups are same precision has been achieved at the KFA using gas-

NOAA Goldin et al. 11980, 198 11. Balloon-borne evac- chromatography. The precision of the gas-chromatogrtphic
uated grab samples. measurements has recently been improved to ±0.5 ppm'

NCAR Heidt et al. 11975]. Balloon-borne cryosampler. [Volz et al., 1981]. Additional measurements have been
KFA Volz et al. 1 19811. Balloon-brne cryosampler, made by Bischof et al. 119801 using the infrared absorption
Ames Tyson et al. 119781; Vedde- et al. [19781; Inn et technique, and by Mauersberger and Finstad (1980) using

al. 119791; Vedderet al. 119811. Balloon and aircraft- a balloon-borne mass spectrometric method.
borne cryosampler. The individual profiles of CO2 are plotted in Figure

The results from three of these groups, compared over nar- 21-25. As can be seen, the older volumetric and GC-data
row latitude bands, &.-e shown for equatorial latitudes in show a large scatter but no significant gradients of the CO2
Figures 21-15, 21-16, 21-17 and mid-latitudes in Figures mixing ratio in the stratosphere. However. ;rom the more
21-1 h through 21-23. They are in good ageement with one recent data [Volz et al., 19811 and from the measurements
another. The two single altitude profiles obtained by infrared by Bischof et al. [ 19801, a weak hut significant gradient is
techniques at 320N and 30'S also fall in between the trends observed in, the lower stratosphere, namely the C0 2 mixing
shov, a in Figures 2 1- I 'i through 21-23. The data for CCI 3F ratio is found to decrease by about 6 to 7 ppm between the

"F and' CCI.,F2 have been corrected for the well-established tropopause and 20 km altitude.
secular increase in each using tropospheric measurements.

The vertical prcfile of CH3CI as obtained from gas chro- 21.2.2.2 Carbon Monoxide (CO). Although the exper-
matographic measurements on cryogenic samples from bal- imentvi data are extremely limited, the measurements cover
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Figure 21-!6, Measurements of CF.,Cl. (FC-12) as a function of altitude in the equatorial region.
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19 11 duitng the time thc .. 'Cxnt Ymlitci -'cre mrasured.

the vertical profil! of CO between the tv,-opast: ,'n ;O
km. The combined data in Figure 21-26 aggcs, ad-: s.
of CO acro,% the tropopause and in the lower stratospb rc
up to 20 km Above this altitude the CO -it -mg :atto is
constant, at 10 ppb. up to 30 km. It then mc-'t"-,s to 40 S,
ppb around 40 to 50 km altitude. More reliable measuic-
ments of CO in the middle and upper stratosphere a -,: r....quired to establish the' vertical profile. ,1

21.2.3 Hydrogen-Containing Species

21.2.3.1 Molecular Hydrogen (H2). Recent strato- 10

spheric measurement% of H, are ,ummari7ed in Figure
21-27 The pr)files obtained at three latitudei sho% little . .

vertical and latitudinal varation 2 • A
Tl'e data at 40 t 6(ON show a clear decrease with

altitude-, from It ';5 ppm m, the tropopause to 0.45 ppm at
35 km altitude IEhhalt. 1978, Fabian et al.. 19791. A similar 0

trend although Aith a much larger uncertainty can be de- 10 x Sn3 320 EI.I'.iI AtM19705
duced 1nrm the data at 60'N. No significant trend is found 9 " ..0 11 79 44

0
}V4,I t l

for the data at 32'N over Paletme. rcxas. It should he a ,7 320 Fw4,0 ,j , ino
noted that the absolute calibration of the NCAR data is about
!O !o0q er 1 n that of the KFA. It ha s been shown by 1 108 ,1 ,

Ehhalt and Tonnissen 1 1980J in a qualitative way that cle- o . To
vated levels of stratospheric H, are associated with. and
probably caused by, increased concentiations of CH. Figure 21-26. Verlcal po)tilt of CO at midiatitrutk'.
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-" Figure21-27. Vertical p off H at different latitudes. The NCAR data are published by Pollock et Wi. (19801 and Ehhah et al. 11975a.bl by the KFA
data by Volz e, al. 19811 and Fabian et al. 11979, 19811.

21.2.3.2 Methine (CH4 ). Venical profiles of CH, have gation show, some minor but still significant differences
been measured since 1965. Most of the sampling flights among the midlatitude profiles. The average profile at 320 N

. were performed at 32°N. 44*N. and 52*N. Only data from shows only a very weak gradient between 20 and 30 km,
two flights exist for latitudes >60* (NAS) and only one and on several occasions. -ofiles with a well-mixed layer
profile for the tropics. Measurements were performed either in this altitude range were observed. This behavior can be
by gas chromatography on grab samples and cryogenic sam- explained by the stratospheric branch of the t-opical Hadley
pies collected in situ during balloon and aircraft flights or circulation displacing air from the tropical mid-stratosphere
by using long path infrared absorption from balloons. In with a weak CH, gradient into the lower stratosphere at
Figure 21-28theresultsar ploed sparately in fourlatitde 30*N, IEhhalt and Tonnissen. 19801. On some occasions,
bands. All NCAR measurements made prior to 1974 were layers of almost constant mixing ratio were also observed
multiplied by a factor of 1.2 [Heidt and Ehhalt. 19801. at 44°N. In addition, from the individual profiles coliected

At first glance. only the tropical plrofile deviates signif- at 44°N, there is a slight hint of a seasonal variation of the
" icantly from the others, showing a much weaker gradient stratospheric CH 4 concentration. especially above 25 km.

in the stratosphere. This behavior, which is also confirmed where the average profile shows a relatively large variability
by the profiles of other long-lived trace gases such as N20 compared to lower altitudes. At higher latitudes. the data
and FC- 12. signifies a considerably stronger upward trns- though sparse indicate a more or less linear decrease of the
pot in the tropics than in mid-latitudes. A closer investi- CH. mixing ratio with altitude above the tropopause.

-I 25-35o  1.0-600 ,z

"1.01
E I.

100

1975a"bl; the NOAA data by Bush et at. 119781; andthe KFA data by Voz et al. (19811. Fabian et al. 11979. 19811. The NCAR data............................................. '.:..- ... - .

Prio to 1975 wer corrcte by , a+ factor of,- , 1: (Hid and ,ha 981
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21.2.3.3 Ethane, Propane, and Acetylene (CzH., C3Hii, KM FT. 10-

and C2H2). Only three of the hydrocarbons present in the 20 , 1

troposphere have been observed in the stratosphere: ethane. S

C2H,. propane, Ci't,,. and acetylene,.C.,H. The tropo- 4

spheric background mixing ritios of these species are quite 3 101-00
low: around I to 2 ppb for C,, and up to several hundred .

ppt for CHR. In addition, they show a strong latitudinal
gradient with even lawer values at the equator. The C,H, ,. TROPOPAUSE
mixing ratio at the equator is lower by about a factor of 0 A "

five: CH, and CH 2 decrease by a factor of ten IRudolph a .A
Wi -5 A tA RL2.17

et al., 1979; Singh et al.. 1979, Harrison et al.. 1979: Cronn W 2 8 O "PRIL 25 1977son*l APRIL 26 1977

and Robinson, 19791. Because of their :ow tropospheric 3 3 o- APRIL27 1977

concentrations the fluxes of these gases into the stratosphere * APRIL 28. 1977

are small and theii inpacLt on the Stiatospheri calbon ad s A

hydrogen budgets is negligible. Singh and Hanst 119811 5 I
have proposed that oxidation products of ethane and propane .6 201 I I i I

are important carriers of reactive nitrogen. o Ul 02 03 04 05 06 07 0 9 ,,

C2H, and CH1 react rapidly with atomic chlorine.' Cl. Figure 21-.0. t):sir~hutifaetslne relati', t Iro.auw height The
and can decrease the Cl concentration significantly in the I-titud range 'it the %jple,. from the hIr-I Ihiht here 16

lowerstratosphere IAiken and Maier, 1978. Rudolph et al., ii 4TN and 36 io 3K N he inng lights
19811. Measti.-ed profiles of C2H, have been used to deduce
the vertical profile of Cl atoms in the lower stratosphere, trations in the lower stratosphere than predicted by modcl%
where dire.t observation of Cl atoms is not yet feasible IRudolph et al.. 19811.
fRudolph et al.. 19811.

The measured vertical profiles of CH,. C,H,. CtH. are
shown in Figures 21-29 through 21-32. All of these gases 21.2.4 Stratospheric Water Vapor (H2O)
exhibit a strong decrease in the mixing ratio with altitude.
The measured profiles of C2H, and CH, agree reasonably El,,aesser et al. 119801 discussed tic knovlcd.,c tt the
well with those predicted from a one-dimensional steady- physical and chemical properttc,. of stratosphcric ll.() in
state model. In contrast C.H,.'which is destroyed by reaction 1979. In that work. a compilation of tlcalrcd prifilc, svas
with Cl. decreases less steepl) than predicted This ha-, been .gien in graphical form and a number (it -Lonclu,iin, crc
interpreted to indicate substantially lower Cl-atom concen- drawn. In general. th bast: Brvecr theor% of tropical Irc/c

drying- %ithin the rimg,cquatorial branh of the Iladlc,

• -.. • 16 )4,, 197'9

0 -1 tt J8 1979 30

- C
20 20

in 22 "2 t 0; /9

T' f 7 C2 H
44'N 20E i 110 2 .o

1.710121 10 1 0 
9  
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.

^2 '16  MIY(tJG RATIO I t I 1

101210
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Figure 21-29 Vertical protile, itt he ('H, mixing ratlo in the ,tratophert:

over Southcrn France 44 N lalilude fRudolph et al t)Xt I C, -, ',WV, PATIO
The stippled area shims the range tif data h Cronn and
Roibn.,n 119791 Ii'er San Francico RaI, area 37 NI in Figure 21.31 Vertcal prll.hc', thc(C It umimn ratlo in Ihc i..I-ph,'rc
April, 1977. o,.er Southern !FiIncc 44 N . Ii4ttvc IRudIp2; . 'I
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0 lS Jumw 1979 INovember 8. 1978

34 Palestine, Tetas (32 N 95 W)

.20 30 -IWIRS

* w 1. t LIMS
-- ~26

10 1 22

L _______Tropopause

01110.10 14
C3 N8 MIXING RATIO . 1

Iagr2I-32. %'nt;IprhsaafhCH.m~xingrti~anltcsrlosphere 1 2 3 4 5 1 0 20 304050 100
oser S"ithtrn -ranc...44'N laitude lRudttIphti l. 1981 I H20 (opmv)

Figure 21-33. Masurements of H,( rnuiing ratio over Palesuine. Texas
ona 1 Nov 197N bv two hAa~lhi-Ni~mc in situ inlirieflh %~I

cell was thought to be valid. However. a number of ques- iWIRS and AESI'c11jxuLd to the t.IMS profik, retrneved
t ion% renmained. Aith the teratiknal algorithm IGillk AM Rusel. per-Amal

0 Are there significant long-pecriod trends in lower %Ira[- IfhnIJil.
ospheric mixing ratio. suggesting changes inl circu-

* . atin 0?troica tronpase empeatuesseem to indicate a marked peak in the l-i20 mixing ratio at
A 0 s te dcrese i miingrato wth high iut aove the 55 to 60 km level. However. Roger% et al. 119771 and

thetro'ca trpepu..- a idntiiedby icyet l. Water% ct al. 119801 havc rcpon)rcd constant mrixing ratios.
*119791 during their only tropical sounding a regular cetee arun 4 ppmv at these altitudes. Since there are

* . fatur of he stato~ere?.10 thcoriical argument% for large mixing ratios peakaing

* . so Are the latudiardice t o ethe miigrectiod around 55 to 60 km. confirming measurements arc needed
so. re heypo~s~ad-drectd o eqato-diectd'1 before those results can be considered real.

* Are there inwca'e in mixing ratio with lsight! If so.t A ne ),if dcc, dcclopJ b) Klq~ and his ds
can it increase be full accounted for by 01" oxi-
dation1

* 21.2.4.1. Satellite Measuremnrts Water vapor profiles%
haxe been obtained ht the LIMS instruniznt. extending from
the tropapiis up to - SO km. for a number of -1peacitic
.occasio~ns. and gcncrall% ho a stair[N graidual increase of .

mixing rat') Aith height oner this range. An example of
this data is c-mrpared in Figu'e 2 1-33 A ith profiles obtained -

simultaineoul% h,, t%%o ballisin-Nbome instrumern. an in-
f rared radiometer fr,.vi the Atiiiosphcri tsiomet5r
vice flabelled AEI-S. and the NVIRS instrumnent of the Na -
tional Ph%-.icol l.ahoryt.. The data agrec' closels mIiflI I 4 t,
enctwuraen tent that at least in the Io~ker stratosphere. the. .. 4

* LIN'S data appear' to agree %%ell %%ith Independent obser- W,*,

vat ions ..

21.2.4.2 Other Measuremient%. Ilke ohservations showkn V - 'A?,)

in Fieure 21-3 U hats an increaise in tlO mixing ratio be-
twieen the triapopause. or in sonice cases a somew 10hat hieher U-igurc.21.3t Altitud. pr.titil ot'"It K"ts.en 40i and 55'N latitude It

;eel, and 341 or 401 kmi altitude. "The satellite observations o han one 1hrc t .;,tvd Naxrin .th
hnear prcscnts ihe ranix oi their meaourerinwnf
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sociates rKley et at.. 1979; Kicy and McFarland. 19801 ha.; 2
now evolved as a powerful technique. These authors have f
built a sensitive instrument with a fast response time for /~ --

/balloons and aircraft wihich can resolve tens of meters in 2

the vertical. Measurements of H20 and temperature in mid-
latitudes (Wyoming) generallv show unders Artion in the - .
upper troposphere although on one flight in Brazil IKley et
al,. 1979! saturation was observed at the tropical tropo- ~2-
pause. The results of the Brazil flight are shown in Figure 3 so76
21-33. However, previous ob;;ervations by Dobson and co- '0
workers I Brewer. 1949, Dobson et at.. 19A61 over southern 27-

England (-52*N) have shown cases of both saturation and 2

undersaturation below the tropopause. Saturation would in- -A-
dicate a contradiction to the Brewer modcl. Even super- 2W ~ -

saturation ha,; betin ohxmred I flokon et al-, 1946: K ley et'
at., 19801. It was pointed out by Kley et al. 119791 that I IA
tropical stratopheric air has a minimum mixing ratio at

Figure 21-36. Tbt mean annual variation of! %iratosplien water varmw at
Washingtiw. D'C . based on 12 )-!;r. of data by Sfasien-

2 ________________________ brook an-f tanicls I 1WJ

MWV 6

// about 60 mb or 19 km (%ce Figure 21-35). This is wet: above
* ~ the tropopause. Robinson 1 19901 has found more: examples

/ s from literature studies. These observatioiis indicate that the
I simple Brewer mechanism needs to he refined.

/ , Another set of water vapor data are the frost point inea-
20o / * rements of Ma~sternba-ok that are being continued by NOAA./ / In a recent paper IMa!;tenb.xi and Daniels. 19801 data

/ ~ '~'from f-or flight% over W;4%rongtusn. 11) C during uth- early
pno199aerpre.Amap of annual variation% of
strtosherc Ho oerWashington. D.C.. baed (in 12

years of daa is presentecd heiz in Figure 21-36-
*flh4 conisite,sater vapor profile of Figure 21-36 is

ecmmenedJ for chemical. modeling pur uses in the low er

staopeea mi-aiue i t< 20 km).Mastcribroos

rios whereas Kley\% intuetnrally give% a mode-rate
M inuwrease of I to 3 ppmv httsscn troputpause and 32 km at

mid-latitudes For the equatorial lower stratosphere iti'
20 %ure5i'esCl th;it Fi~ion! ?I - 1 he io.ed This. piofile i.. sumirni

- to earlier ones by Mastenbrixik 1 19681 but shows the hv-
gri'pause clearl. It should he noted that it is the minimum

I i in water vapior somne 3 kmi above trrupi al trofiopati'. that
%.as referred to as h% ropausc: h% Kley ct at 119791,

I / 21.2.5 Odd Oxygen

1 / / , 1The principal oxygen radicals are Of 'P. Of01)). 0.t 'ho.
-,o,.(,!). 0, (other excited state%) and 0,. While it is feasible

o 0 in this section ito criticalIv analyze alt of teaalbedt
1111/1on the first five species' a thotrough discussion of 0, is

1 0C 100 obviously of such magnitude that it warrants special treat
HO MIXING IhATIO iipn'vi ient (see Section 2 1.l1) Atomi 'c oxygen in the 'D level is

Figare 21-35 The %kater varpor mixing r .aiio measured over Quixcramo. of critical imotne o salshing the oxidation rate of
him. Bra,~i on '7 Sept 1978 IKiev ei al , 19791. source molecules which enter the stratosphere such as CH,.
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N20 etc., but there currently are no observations of (O'0 21.2.6 Odd Nitrogen
in the stratosphere. The elcctronically excited states, 02 (06)
and 0201~), havei been observed but the data base is small. 21.2.6.1 Nitric Oxide (NO) NO has been the most ex-
The remaining electronically excited states of 02, WY3 ." tensively studied stratospheric odd-nitrogen species. The
C3&', CY.. ) have not been observed. last decade has seen numerous measurement programs apply

a variety of experimcntal techniques at many different al-
titudes. locations. and seasons. Thus, the problem in es-

21.2.5.1 11tomic Oxygen (0(3p)). There are six obser- tablishing a picture of our best current experimental' under-
vations of 001") in the stratosphere. all obtained using a standing of stratospheric NO is not a scarcity of dlata, but
parachute-Lorie, in vitu atomic resonance fluorescence in- rather of making a proper assessment and selection of the
strument. the results of which are shown in Figure 21.37. data.

Experimaental accurdCy is 2:30% and experimental precision' Altitude Profile,
S0%ver a pintseasremn l~dro, 19751. There have been a large number of measurements by

Sevralpoits reapparent from F~igure 2 1-37. First, many different groups of th~e NO mixing ratio as a function
there is both local structure within and absolute displacement of altitude. The techniques employed in thes.: measurements
among observed distributions which exceed respectively the fall into two classes: in situs and remote. While the long-
precision and accuracy of the measurements. It should also path. vertical-column measurements from the latter tech-
be noted that the local structure'does not appear consistently. nique have provided some of the best information regarding
For example the profiles observed on October 25. 1977 and the seasonal and latitudinal valriations foe NO. the d4-ter-
December?2. 1977 dispiay a small degree of local structure, mination of a detailed height profile from long-path data
typically less than ± 20'1f variation over an interval of ± I involves deconvolution at solar zenith angles near WY in
km above approximately 34 kmn. Below that altitude sig- order to obtain the maximum numoer of absorbing fmole-
uificiantly greater local structure is apparent, though seldom cules along the sight path The rapid NO--+ NO, and

* more than ± 50'I. On the other hand, the remaining four NO - NO conver sio~ at sunset or sunrise complicate the
observations exhibit at least one example'of major (factor comparison of these data with model predictions.

* of t%%o) vaiaiion over ± 2 km interval with an increasing As a conseq~uence. in situt measurements% are used here
structural developmnt below the 33 to 35 km interval, to establish the NO height profile. A limited number of

* ,20( P)

A*t

32 4%.h if p

10' 8 -!07J
ON 1%0

Figure 21-37. Otycrv.cd concciration of OT) Ptwe 28cfl' anid 43 km in thc straitt-pher. All deirmincd in t u~ing atornic re~i'nanci- fluoreweme.
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midday long-path measurements are also included. The re- Figure 21-38 shows the, balloon-borne measurements of
4 suit is a more nearly homogeneous, relatively high sun Ridley and coworkers [Roy et al., 1980; Ridley and Schiff.

profile that should afford a better defined comparison be- 1981; Ridley and Hastie. 19811 made in October. 1977 and
tween cbservations and theory. The exclusion of the results thereafter. All six of these flights were made with a chem-
of the remote techniques does not unduly restrict the size iluminescence instrument that incorporated an improved in-
of the data set on which the present height profiles can be let and in-flight calibration procedure fRidley and Schiff.
based., 'since there are a sizable number of in situ measure- 19811. The internal consisiency of the data set in Figure
ments made by several groups. using a variety of techniques: 21-38 strongly suggests that a sizable part of the much larger
chemiluminescence deployed with balloons iRidley and variation that this group ob;erved earlier from flight-to-flight
Howlett. 1974; Drummond et al.. 19771. aircraft [Loew- was instrumental. For example, the nearly coincident, half-
enstein et al., 19751. and rockets IMason and Horvaih, filled s:ymbols represent data gathered from three flights at
19761; photoionization mass spectrometer IAikin and Maier, the same place and season (32°N. fall), but in two different
19781. spin-flip laser absorption IPatel et al.. 19741. A bal- years. In addition, the data taken on two flights at the .or-
loon-borne pressure-modulated radiometer IChaloner et al.. responding Southern Hemispheric latitude, but different
19781 has been used to obtain midday long-path informa- equivalent season (SH, summer)' are only slightly lower
tion. than the NH results. Lastly. measurements from the summer1 Assuming instrumental reproducibility, the variations in flight at 51N lie wholly within the 32" data set. Since the
the results from a series of flights employing the same in- 'differences between the results of tb . flights arc very nearly

strument are the best indicator of natural seasonal and geo- equal to the variations within any one of the flights, these
* graphic trends, since it is likely that differences between data present no evidence of systematic pattemn over the
p. fthe results of different research groups and/or instrument given parameter ranges: summer and fall. 50 to 30°N and

packages can be dominated by unknown systematic instru- W0°S. solar zenith angle 37 to 750. Therefore. they preent
mental discrepancies. Consequently the approach used, is no reason not to take a factor-of-three-wide hand of NO
(a) to examine separately the data of each groip that has mixing ratios as representative for these paramater ranfes
accrued sieable sets for possible seasonal and geographic and for the indicated altitude..
effects, and (h) then to combine the data of all of the groups Figure 21-39 shows the rocket-borne chemilumines-
into an appropriate profile. cence measurements made by Horvath and Mason over a

r!

10 A J". ,

4t..

UP, , 3:* •

0.

Figure 21 19 i tu () o m ing ratio measurements, of RidleN and coorkerv All ut the tlhi cR, e c iade %.th instrunwntlatton that incor racd s ne

Inlt and flight Laliration ,iri c durt-s
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RIDLEY- CHEMILUMINESCENCE (BALLOON)
5FLIGHTS 197778 X 31.75"

60 32"N FALL. 34S NH SUMMER. 51"r: SUMMER HORVATH

HORVATH CHEMILUMIN"SCENCE IROCKET)
4FLIGHTS 1975 80 VL' 16 61's

55 39'N SPRING. SUMMER. FALL

LOEWENSTEIN - CHEMILUMINESCENCE (Ull ROSCOE

60 FLIGHTS 1973 76 X 55'

o S.50'N SPRING. SUMMER. FALL

PATEL- LASER IR ABSORPTION (BALLOONI
2 FLIGHTS 1973 74
32-33'N SUMMEf, FALL

ROSCOE - PRESSURE MODULATOn IR EMISSION (BALLOON?
2 FLIGHTS 1175-78

E atN F ALL

40 MAIER -MAS SPECTRO METER(BALLOON '

I FLIGHT 1977
32"N SPRING

-~354 .MAIER

eR D1EY

30 -7

25 -PATEL

NO

20-
20 .- >-LOEWVENSTEIN

15

001 0.1 1 10 10.

MIXING RATIO (ppbv)

Figure 21-401 it w,u NO mixinv 1rio rinwjurcnint of w2s¢ral wrinc of yit l tlhng .lfm ' len rit ull.

tuitius. the NO mixing ratio are. hosmever. in wsccord with intrument. The studies ha,.: revealed two major ,,easonal

those from their latr flichts Isce Fieure 21-38, Fieure effect,. The first of !h.se ,,cmsN fronm a 4-Near flight serie,

21-42 shows this group's sunset measurements IRidley and at 21 3 km during all month% of the %ear. The results are A

Schiff. 19811. Both sets of data reveal these rapidly chang- shiin in Figure 21-43 JLte.,,,sntem ct al. 1971. A r; ther
ine events in remarkable detail and Figure 21-41 clearly sharp winter minimum and a broader summer maximum1 is

shows a slow NO increase durin, the daytime. apparent. The ratio of the maximum and minimum concer.-

Seasonal Variaio, trations is about six. The reprodacibilit% of the pattern over
The variation of NO %4 ith season necessarily requires an I years make% it difficult to doubt its ralits. Furthermore, .

-xtensive. measurement program. Fortunatel'N. several such the same trend, although defined by Ic s data. has been
studies have been conducted with diftcrent techniques. The found at 18.3 ki.

various results are in reasonahlL harmony. The second striking seasonal sariatiorn discovered by
The most extensive of such inve tilations are those of Loe'wenstein and coworkers is shosn in Figure 21-4-. The.

Loewenstein and cow orkers using a 1-2 cheniluminescence data are from several summer and fall tliuh.s at 18 km
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Ftgure 21-41. The sunrise in situ NO measurements of Ridley et at. 119771 obtained using two chcmiluminescence instruments simultaneously flown on
15 Ma.s 1979 near 33N. 16'W

altitude and front 5°N to 80'N latitude. North of about 50' 21 km altitude measured by Loewenstein et al. 11978a].
or 6(0. the NO concentration exhibits a marked seasonal These data are typical of those obtained from their other
variation: the summer values arc an order of magnitude north-south transects. The largest 5*N-to-50°N difference is
larcr tha tho fa!! ,,ahxes. There were no winter or spring about 2.5. the values increaing in a northern direction
high-latitude flights.' so only a summer-fall comparison is
possible. The fall high-latitude values are ne:arly zero' there- 21.2.6.2 Nitrogen Dioxide (NO 2). Several extensive flight
fore. the winter values cannot be much lower. At 21 km, and ground-based measurement programs have established
the high-latitude data are sparse: hence, the spring-fall dif- a better picture of stratospheric NO 2 in recent years. NO 2
terence seen at I ki could not be investigated, is a rather variable constituent, both in time and in location,
Latitudinal Variation.v and some of its now recognized variations, such as the

Between 5 N and about 50'N, there is substantial evi- winter minimum at high latitudes, are an unanswered chal-
dence that the latitudinal variation of NO is not large. Figure lenge to theory.
21-47 sho%,s, the north-,outh variation for summer at 18 and

20 - 1976

3 1975

. .. 16 A 1974
. . * . 93 a

............ :............... .... ,_ * a :

4 %

LA 8 • A • I Al

.0
0. 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360

I I .DAY NUMBER
- ..--. - I I i I t I I I I I I

MONTH
S. . . -. -'. ,,,, F M A M J J .A 5 0 N 0

Figure -42. Ih ,eun,ct ,, Rmc,,urcc.ts o idley and Schitfi 19K 11 Figure 21-43. Nitric oxide seasonal data (I 220W, 40'°N) summary at 213
ohiined %, ith a hcnTulsdcj ncsen,. inqtrumcnt flow n on 9 ki. The in situ NO n:asurement, of Lowenstein et al.
.No 197S tear 32 N. I)h 1 119771 obtained with a chemiluminescence instrument.
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Figure 21-44. The in %oi NO measurements of Loewensitein ct al 1978a] obtained %kith a chemiluminescence instrument in 197.5 and April-May 1976

Altitude Profile the NO, vertical-column values increase with increasine
There are virtual!x no in situ measurements of NO, in latitude and are larger in the summer than winter Therefore.

the stratosphere. hence. essentially a!! of the information the large number of profile observations must he gathercd
about the NO, altitude profile' has conic from remote tech- into subgroups of certain times, places, and seasons, in order
niques. Most of these methods have required the long path to have a well-defined, homogeneous, profile. The largest
associated with the rising or setting Sun. obtaining the ver- of these is the subset of sunset profiles. This subset is ex-
tical variation of the NO, mixing ratio !y unfolding it from amined here to see if they also show latitudinal or seasonal
the change of the slant column density as a function of the trends.
viewing angle. Thus, the rajority ofthe NO altitude profile Figures 21-45 21-46, and 21-47 are observed sunset
measurements are grouped into either sunrise or sunset pro- profiles at approximately 32'. 48' . and 55°N. respectively.
files. The sunset mixine ratios of NO, are larger than those Each profile is made up of at least two flights. The error
at sunrise, the in''reaed NO. naving been formed bN [he bars r,.fle * the rcpoi-,cd .Jncertainties.
photolysis oi NtO, In addition to this sunrise/sunset dif- Fieure 21-45 contains the results of the extensive fliwhi

ference, there are marked ,easonal and latitudinal ,ariations series off Murcrav and coworkers, who employed infrared
in the vertical column of NO,. As noted in detail below. [Murcrav et al., 1974: Blatherwick et al.. 19801 and visible
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SUNSET 32 330N
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Figure 2145. Remote measurements of the sunset altitude profile of NO2 made at 32 to 33*N latitude.

[Goldan et al.. 1978] absorption techniques from a balloon summarize the results of four flights. All five flights occurred
plL(form launched in the southern United States. Accom- in the summer.
panying these data are the results of the two recent flights The data in Figures 21-45, 21-46. and 21-47 are in good
of Fischer and coworkers [personal communication. 19811. agreement within each latitude range. The high-latitude mix-
The data set includes winter. spring, and fall flights, but ing ratios are up to a factor of two larger than the mid-
there are no obvious seasonal differences between the pro- latitude values in the range from 15 to 30 km, as a com-
files. This lack of variation is in accord with the vertical- parison of Figures 21-45 and 21-147 shows. Since the con-
column observations, which find little seasonal variation at centrations associated with such profiles reach a maximum
latitudes below 35'N. However, the lack of a summer flight Value at about 25 km. these larger high-latitude values cause
precludes the most sensitive test, namely. a summer/winter the associated ",ertical-column value to be larger. Although,
comparison. the uncert ;nties are relatively Lrge. iihis 2.4 X lOts cm-2

Figure 21-46 gives the results of flights that were made difference, which is a 50% increase corresponding to a 20'
in the earl" 1970s using infrared absorption on balloon lAck- change in latitude in the summer, is in good agreement with
erman and Muller. 1973: ,ckerman et al.. 19751 and aircraft the change that has been observed in vtrtical-column studies
(Fontanella et al.. 19751 platforms in France. The 16 X 10" of the latitudinal dependence of NO, in the summer. Un-
value of Rigaud et al. [19771 at 37 km in May of 1976 fortunately. no one research group has data represented in
seemed too large to war'ant inclusion. Three seasons are two or more of Figures 21-45 through 21-47. Therefore, it
represented (winter is mi; stng), but the small data set and remains possible that the agreement may be fortuituous.
the experimental uncertainties complicate the examination particularly since the '" a 50'N vertical-column datum
for seasonal trends, does not fit ver, well into the trend. It is nevertheless re-

Figure 21-47 shows the results from flights made over assuring that the associated vertical-column values deter-
a 3-year period in Canada using visible absorption tech- mined from these profiles agree fairly well with those di-
niques [Kerr and McElroy. 1976; Evans et al., 19781. Two rectly measured.
sets of results are shown. The data of Evans et al. 11978! Figure 21-48 contains the results of measurements that
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Figure 21-46. Remote measuements of the sunset altitude profile of NO2 made at 45 to 50-N latitudes.
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Figure 21L47. Remote measurements ou the sunset altitude profile of NO, made at 51 to SK°N latitudes.
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* Figure 21-48 Results of full daytime and full nighttime measurements of NO2 . The data of Roscoe ef al. 119811 (daytime) and Naudet et al. 119801
(nighttime) were obcained using long pathlength techniques, while thte daytime data of Mihelcic et al. [11978! were collected in stu.

were made in full daytime and righttime. The. daytime stud- investigation of Naudet et al. I1!980 ] who 'used a star as

ies are from the long-path pressure-modulated infrared .- light source.
diometer of Roscoe et al. I 19811 and the in Situ matrix Diurnal Variations
isolatio, collector of Mihelcic et a!. [ 1978]. Earlier daytime Both vertical-profile and verttcal-couimi ,ncasur nvnts
long-path studies [Harries et al.. l976: Drummond and Jar- have defined the diurnal variation of NO 2. Figure 21-49
not. 19781 had considerably less precision and are not in-. shows the morning-evening differnce reported by Evans et
e luded here. The nighttime study is the long-path absorption al. 119781, who averaged the results of four flights. The

decrease from evening to morning is about a factor of two.
which agrees with vertical-column measurements. Figure

MEAN AND RANGE OF 4FLIGHTS '.1 et al., 19811. who used infrared absorption spectroscopy
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Figuir 21 -48 The uls ori aul datimuan, altitude prihtle i f NO epred of (N)

Fsans are al 1 fro the Canadian 'trahpr-e l sight ,"
srie, The upper and Io.r Iim, indetaat. the naimum Figure 21-0. Sunrise and sunlo et vrtical-clurnn measurements 0 f Man-
nt,1 e81 ed deriatibly ns pr c ih an Tha maure nt w e kin and cow krs, ho usecd an in'rared abyorptin a-
made using a halloon- strne visible absorption apparatus paratu o an aireraft palrlm Coffo ci a ht. 1981T.
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ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

aboard an aircraft. Noxon's ground-based absorption spec- ratio is deduced from the observed ion concentrations and
trowopic technique INoxon et al.. 1979: Noxon. 19801 shows the ion chemistry leading to their formation from the ambient %
a factor of two iarger NO, vertical column density at night HNO,. ,
when compared to daytime values, which is consistent with The remote measurements have employed the long path
the above studies. Girard et al. 11978/19791. using similar associated %ith the rising or setting sun. Since HNO, has
techniques, did not initially find a sunrise-sunset difference: a long lifetime, the time of the day at which the measurement
however, recent, more precise measurements (Girard, per- was made i.i not as critical a parameter as it is for NO and
sonal communication) have found this difference. NO,. Thus. both in .%itu1 and remote measurements can be
Seaso nal Variationv meaningfully intercompared in Figure 21-52. Both infrared

The seasonal variations of NO, are best illustrated by emission IEvans et al., 1978: Harries et al.. 1976: Murcray.
the extensive ground-based measurements of Noxon 119791. personal communication. 1980! and absorption (Fontanella
Figure 2 1-51 shows the results of 4 years of vertical-column et al. 19751 have been used. The data of Evans et al. 119781
measurements at various northern latitudes. The winter min- represent the mean of the results of tour flights. All oi the
imum and summer maximum is extremely regular and the data 'in Figure 21-52 are in gxd agreement. with the ex-
ratio is as large as a factor of live at the higher latitude. ception of the lower-altitude results of Lazrus and Gandrud
Girard et al. 11978/791 report the same seasonal trend, but 119741 which tend to be lower than the other measurements.
it is less well defined in their smaller data set. Other vertical There is no obvious seasonal trend in these profile data.
cblumn measuretrents have also been less extensive and Lazrus and Gandrud 119741 reported that their winter and
some unusually larje values have been reported JPommer- spring measurements showed higher HNO3 concentrations -
eau' and Hauchecorne. 19791. than did their summer and fall measurements, but the data

were too sparse to be able to make a more positive statement.
21.2.6.3 Nitric Acid (HNO.,). HNO, has been studied The vertical column density associated with these profile e'.
with a variety of in situ and remote techniques. The main measurements in Figure 21-52 is (8.6 ± 4.0) X 10" cm
features of the height profile have been established .,,i rmuch which is in fair agreement with the vertical-column mea-
of the latitudinal variation is now well establish j. Thl surements discussed below.
current status is summarized in the section belo-' na. ',' Diurnal Variation
details are contained in the remaining sections. No change in the HNO abundance as a function of the
Altitude Profile time of the day hes been observed.

The altitude profile of nitric acid in the stratospher,- , Seasonal Variation
been established experimentally by in situ and remote ted,:. A: latitudes less than about 40'N, there is no strong
niques at Northern Hemispheric midlatitudes and is shown evidence to support a large seasonal variation. The vertical-
in Fiture 11-52. column measurements of Mankin and coworkers, who used

Two in siru methods are repiesented., The first is that of an aircraft-borne infrared absorption instrument (Coffey et
Lazrus and Gandrud 119741. who used a filter collection at.. 1981 1. found essentially no summer-to-winter change,
technique on balloon and aircraft platforms. The second in as Figure 21-53 shows. Lippens and Muller 119801 found
situ method is the rocket-borne ion-sampling technique of the slightly higher value (1.8 - 0.4) x 10b" cm-2 at 40ON
Arnold and coworkers 119801, with which the HNO, mixing in April.

Latitudinal Variation
The latitudinal variation of the vertical column of HNO•

6 .. z -' I I ... is well documented (Murcray et al., 1975. Coffey et al.,
65°N N 19811. There is a strong increase in the vertical-co!umn

4 - density with increasing latitude. both in the Northern and

2 Southern Hemispheres. Figure 21-54 shows the data of Mur-
o .{ cray et al. 119751. Above about 50 to A0°N latitude, there

0_......___..... .. appears to be a pronounced seasonal variation. At these high
6 O 5N... . ,atitudcs. the winter HNO, concentration is high (see Figure -

o 4 21-53) and in the eary summer it seems to be much lower.
.2974 as the data of Murcray et at. If19781 in Figure 21-55 show,

1975

. 977 21.2.6.4 Nitrogen Trioxide (NO.,). A single height pro-.,
°JASNOJF" AMJ fO- tile is L'ailable for nighttime NO, (Naudet ct al.. 19811.J j A S 0 ND J F M A M J J J A S 0 N D J F Y A k J.I

MONTH The measurements were made at 43°N in September from
a balloon. They are based on absorption in the visible region

Ftgurc 2 1-51 Sca,onal a;Iriat 'nI Lit adlcmim "NO 'at tour latitudes usine Venus as the Ib ht source,. The derived protile and
r'i'pt I e o11 u nd h l ''.shnM, stated uncertainties are shown in Figure 21-56.
c,,p .. . '...e,,-nt, h', Nowxn t t' I rhe ahund.mct"e::

,hould Ix mutllpl.'d h I 25 INniwn. 195l11 The corresponding column abundance between 20 and
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.40 - FISCHER (1980) MID-LATITUDES
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Figure 21-52. In sit and remote measurements of the HNO3 mixing ratio at northern midlatitudes.
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Figure 21-53. Evidence for the lack of seasoral variation in the vertical Figure 21-54. The Ititudinal variation in the vertical column density of
column density of HNO, at latitudes less than 400 as mea- HNO. as measured by Murcray et al. 11975! using infrared
sured by Coffey et al (l9 11 using infrared absorption emission (I atm cm - 2.7 x i0" moleculcs.'c ).
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39 km is (3.5 t 1.2) x 10- cm-2 . This appears to be
=16 T V consistent with Noxon's estimate of about 1011 cm - 2 in the

if a 29 APRIL 75 spring and an upper limit of 4 x l0'- cn- 2 in the summer.
E , T Vu• 6 MAY 75

E14 * 7 MAY 75 21.2.6.5 Nitrogen Pentoxide (N205). There have been
no new measurements of N20s. This situation remains as

12 V at 30 km a few hours after sunrise by Evans et al. and an

_ upper limit of 1.2 x 10-t cm-2 above 18 km inFebruary
z by Muicray.

z Doe 0 21.2.6.6 Peroxynitric Acid (HOINO 2). Despite the re-
cent interest in this species no detection of its presence has ,'..'

been reported. The upper limit remains at 0.4 ppbv as re-
. ported in NASA RP 1049.

0o * I
z •

6

80 60 40 35 21.2.7 Odd Hydrogen
NORTH LATITUDE {')

21.2.7.1 Hydroxyl Radical (HO). Hydroxyl has been
Fgure 21-55. The decline of the HNO1, vertical column density at high obsered in the stratosphere by four independent techniques:

latitudes in the spring north of 700 as seen by Murcray et * Solar flu) induced resonance fluorescence observed
A. 119781 using jfrared emission, by a rocket-borne spectrophotometer IAnderson, 1971 a;

Anderson, 1971b which provides a local concentra-
tion measurement by determining the change in total
column emission rate as a function of altitude.

50

45
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ini
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I..
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.001 .01 ppbv .1 1
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Figure 21-56 Vertical nighttime profile of NO, (Naudel et al.. 1q1 measured using visible absorption with Venus as a light source.
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0 Balloon-borne in situ molecular resonance fluores- HO concentration taken from the methyl chloroform lifetime
cence using a plasma discharge resonance lamp to studies and tropospheric laser experiments.
induce flu3rescence. The fluorescence chamber is low- In summary, an analysis of balloon and rocket data of 'V
ered through the strato:ipijere on a parachute to control HO in the ,itratosphere and ground-based total column ob-
the altitude and velocity of the probe JAnderson, 1976: servations leads to the following conclusions:
Anderson. 19801. I. There is substantial agreement among the three tecb- r '

" Ground-based high resolution solar absorption by a niques: the in situ data provides a consistent picture
PEPSIOS (Poly-Etalon Piessure Scanned Interfero- of the altitude dependence of HO between 30 and 70 ,_
meter) instrument which resolves a single rotational km implying a peak concentration at 40 km of
line in the (0-0) band of H0 at 309 nm. The total 2.4 x 10" cm ' and a total column density at midday
column density of terrestrial HO between the instru- of 6.9 x 10' cm 2. The midday total column abun-
ment and !he :iun is observed, dominated by the al- dance determined from the ground is 5.7 x 10" cin--.
titude interval 25 to 65 km IBurnett, 1976. 1977. Bur- 2. There is a sywtematic increase of approximately
nett and Burnett. 19811 I x l0l cm- pcr year between December 1976 and

* Balhoon-'oiae laser induced detection and ranging December 1979 and a suggestion of a yearly spring
(LIDAR) in which a pulsed laser system coupled maximum and fall minimum. The spring to fall de-
to a telescope is used to observe the backscattered crease is approximately 30%.
fluore!,cence from HO. The laser is tuned to the
1-0 band of zhe A-X transition at 282 nm and the 21.2.7.2 Hydroperoxyl Radical (HO 2 ). A total of four
fluorescence at 309 nm (the 0-0 band) is observed HO, observations have appeared in'the literature, one by
as a function of tinie following the laser pulse the matrix isolation technique and three by the resonance
IHeaps and McGee. 19821. fluorescence method. Those observations are summarized "v

Data from the upper stratosphere rocket data from Anderson in Figure 21-58. There is significant scatter evident in those
119751 and the stratosphere balloon data using in situ res- observations which should not be atzributed to atmospheric
onance fluorescence [Anderson. 19801 and LIDAR [Heaps variability until:
and McGee, 19821 are used to form a composite HO profile 0 The signal-to-noise ratio of the observations is im-
(Figure 21-57) with an upper limit of the mean tropospheric proved: o ce yl

0 Simultaneous observations of photochemically related
species such as HO or HO demonstrate% a cbrrelation
in concentration fluctuations.

. .21.2.7.3 Atomic Hydrogen (H). There are no reported

. observations of atomic hydrogen in the stratosphere either
'5 direct or indirect. nor have any upper limits been reported. '" "

- . , 21.2.7.4 Hydrogen Peroxide (H202 ). The only reported

observation of HO, is tne tentative result reporte'l by Waters
* .. 2.et al. 119811 using the Balloon-Borne Microwave Limb "-t Sounder (BMI.S) to observe the purely rotational emission' -4 of HO, at 204 GHz. All aspects of the experimental hard- "

ware and uncertainties analysis are identical to that discussed

in the BMLS section of the CIO discussion.

- '21.2.8. Odd Chlorine

- 21.2.8.1 Chlorine Oxide (CO).
S,,.. Seasonal Variation

"* .. Although there is an indication of some seasonal de-
* .pendence in CIO. the data base is clearly inadequate to draw

__ _any clear conclusions. This question should be addressed
both by an improvemen in the accuracy and precision of
-- ,.mthe'baleloon-bonethods and by the more extensive de-

Figure 21-57. A compisitc [W' Froilt hascd tn rhc rm-et and halhoon ployment of ground~hascd methods. Only when those are
data 1rh ertrrpiphcric,.ircrrtiont, ,(ijated trnii eth\I Lne in concert wkill an adequate definition of this important
chhorotorin ludie, and the tro' I,pher: la ir e\TeriniCnt., point eCnerge.
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Figure 21-58. Vertical profiles of HO. from balloon-borne resonance fluorescence measurements [Anderson et al.. 19811. l,,.U
Latitude Variation km altitude range (Figure 21-59). Several groups of inves-

There is virtually no information on the critical question tigators have made measurement.; by this method, and ob-
of latitude variation. The balloon-borne observations are all tained results which are in fairly good agreement. In addition
carried out at 32°N and the ground based data at 42°N. As there. have been observations made by pressure-modulation
will be noted in the subsequent sections, if th.- steep gradient radiometry, by -mission spectroscopy and by absorption
in CIO below the peak is characteristic of both mid- and spectroscopy from the ground (Figure 21-60).
low latitude conditions. the interpretation of chlorine in- Seasonal Variation
duced depletion will be significantly simpler. Since many of the IR absorption measurements of HCI

were made at the same latitude (32 and 33*N). it might be
21.2.8.2 Hydrogen Chloride (HCI). HCI in the strato- expected that any seasonal trend would be seen in this ;ubset
sphere has been observed by three different r--mote sensing of the data. The results, however, do not show any variation
techniques and one in'situ method. Most of the presently greater than the quoted uncertainties associated with each
available data on the vertical profile of concentration come measurement. (it should be mentioned also zhat the same
frorm balloon-borne observations made at -32°N latitude conclusion regarding the absence of a seasonal variation
(Texas and New Mexico); there are. in addition, single was reached by Lazrus et al. 119771 from the base-impreg-
profiles taken at 30'S (Australia) and 65°N latitude (Alaska). nated filter measurements of total acidic chloride vapor.) -,
The profile measurements cover the altitude range from 14 With the currently improved precision of the remote spec-
to 40 km. and are supplemented by values for the total troscopic instrumcntation. profiles with associated uncer-
column abundance in the upper stratosphere. There is in- taintic of perhaps less than 10 c can be anticipated for-the
sufficient data, from which to discern any seasona l vari- near future: thus. more sensitive tests of the seasonal vari-
ability. and the location of the altitude of peak relative ability of HCI could be made. provided sufficientl ' frequent .
abundance ;s not clearly established. The available data observational opportunities are available.
cover the period from 1975 to 1980.
AIbitde Profile 21.2.8.3 Chlorine Nitrate (CIONO 2). The only specitic

Balloon-borne near-infrared absorption spectroscopy has detei,ion Oaimed for CI(NO to date is that of Murcrav el
been used to obtain vertical profiles covering the 14 to 40 al. 119791 bv IR absorption. The accuracy of the result is %
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Figre 2I-59. HCI measurements by (II ground-based spectroscopy (Jun I - mre
79 profile). (2) pressure modulator radiomety. (3) far IR rN

emission, and (4) in situ filter collection.

affected both by modeling assumptions and by uncertainties is, by observing the sun through the atmosphere at sunrise
in the intrinsic spectroscopic parameters involved in the or sunset from a stratospheric balloon platform. The sirong
analysis of ihc data (-e below). The in situ sampling method, infrared absorption by CIONO2 at 1292 cm- ' was used by
collection on base impregnated filters iLazrus et al.. 19771, Murcray and his coworkers in their analysis; this band co-
is sensitive to all acidic chloride (see HCI) so that its results incides in the stratospheric spectrum with strong absorptions.
can only be used to provide an upper limit estimate for by the natural gases, N20, CH 4, and H20. As the absorp-
CIONO,. Since the filter data are not compatible with the tions due to these constituents increase (i.e., at the lower
IR data for HCI. they cannot aid in evaluating the available tangents heights of observation), the superimposed CIONO 2
remote sensing data for CIONO. absorption is completely masked. However, even at the

The published values from Murcray's observations, _n highei altitudes, where the CIONO absorption might be
October 1978 balloon flight (see Figure 21-61). differ from discernible against the spectra! background, the maximum
the preliminary values given in NASA RP 1049. The mea- expected effect does not exceed 5% or 6% deprcssion of
surementF were made by the limb absorption mathod. that the HC1 continuum. Thus the quantitative analysis is de-

peodent both on the spectral model and on the quality of-'
the experimental data. With these consideraticns in mind, .

so the published data may at best indicate a possible specific
identification of CIONO2 : the deduction of a profile of con-
centration with associated experimental errors of ± 25%

40 - does not seem justified. An -pper limit concentration of
*0'; by volume, between 25 and 35 km altitude L. consistent
with the obscrvational data.

' - -21.2.9 Other. Halogens

21.2.9.1 Hydrogen Fluoride (HI,. Stratosrheric HF has
been measured by several different groups using both remote
sensing and in situ techniques. The measurements for the ..

I, most part have been made at different locations and seasons !k .
,oio  toa and do not include a sub-set of observations similar to those

voLU ..... 50 SATO for HCI from which a most probable proiile can be derived.

Figure 21-60. NC dit sbution from haltoo,-Nme IR absorption %c- The 'measurements that have been made to date are sum-
trosopy.' marized in Figure 21-62.
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21.3 MESOSPHERE
ZAN0EA

7. ,, 79 Within the mesosphere, the concentration of many of
* 4 the m ,o, species can vary by orders of magnitude during

o aP di'rnal c'icle. The photochemical time constants are so
* ~ short that -* reme gradiknts are found when temporal vari-

40 - ations are studied. H ow ever it is still i s r c veto conside
li acase such as Figure 216ato indicate the approximate

IIANGHAM a Her ofthe L* concentration- under a particular sinsof..ere
30- results from a time dtpendent onle-dimensional dynamic _______

~3O FARMER -/ Amodel are shewn based on the work of Keneshea et al.

-- -MARCHE 119791 for the ca~e of midlatitude noontime conditions. There
20are additional minor species which are not shown in FRgure ~

---K ~21 -63a, ho' vever, these are of particular aeronomic interest. . v
BulisThe time constants of some of the middle atmosphere minor

10 species which are controlled by chemical lifetime and tran~s-Do
port are shown in Figure 21-63b from a model by Allen et
al. [ 19811. Part of the discussion of the mesospheric corn-

________________________J___ position will necessarily overlap into the legion of lower
10-.i~ thermosphere bec~.use of the important span beween 90 and
VOLUR MIING ATIO120 km where the atmosphere departs from its mixed state

Figure 21-62. Stratospheric HF profile- measaremant%. !o begin diffusive separation. Our understanding ef this
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Figure 21 -63a. Vertical protiles of neutral. minor con'1atucnt% for flsin-ri, :ondztion, at 45'N latitude frs~m titme dependent model ralculations [Keneshea

el al.. 19791 ( Rlipritd s ilh pi-rnif!.ioii from 1
1
irgainont Ness~ Lid, 1979-) ~
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CHAPTER 21

I.. ATOMIC OXYGEN
.-. NOON *

-. K

-- -. 3.M\ --- LOSS

C. T

-. I. -~90.*,~..

* M

70 M ~ TC

204 id o

A conpa~onof he'6cmial iforneWa~ed inc ofPRODUCTION AND LOSS RATES (cm' sece')

middle atmo phcre species and the turie %cafe% *.,r Iran%- Figure 21-64a. Comparison of the production ( _ and loss term%
ptirt due to edd& diffusion (dolled lint. i ard mnolecular (- - - ) for atomic oxygeen at noon. The curnes are la-
dittusion isAilid line) I Alten t al.. 19811. he ed to represent the contribunions of ciemist'v. C. the

amp' tude of the 'molecular 'flux gradient. M. and the
amplitude of the turt'ulcnt flux gradient. T lKeneshei
et at.. 19791. 'Reprinted wilh permission from Pergamon

* regii.a has progrevsied significantly during the last 10 vetrs Prs tLid. .e' 1979.1
because of the dc clopment of more advanced instruments
for roicet investieat ns hon Zajhn. 19~731. For conven-
ience, the discussioi %%ill he divided into the following tohecmiryhaeswhteasu dcntntif-
catzigorie: the o ,in const -nts t0O0o. the carbon- sionh profisr hne ihteasue osatdfu

constiIuv' 0, CO. iN--htrgnxye con- sinpoie.The measurement of atomic oxygen in the
oxygn C . hyrogn-oxgenmesosphere requires 'use of rather complicated techniques

stituents (11,. . H H,.iC.). ;he nirgnoye o- because of its highly reactive noetc n h nlec
stilt-rnts (No. NO.. N.O). the excited sta'c species (02 Oynrprte ad h tfuec

* N11)I. te mreoc~dtst costiuens. nd hi'inet gses of !he measurine instrument in the relatively hitoh pressure
t~l. N. r. r.':~. Te ctd. aloer~ ad cloIe of the meso-sphere. Mass spectrometers in this region must(W.Ne.Ar Kr "6, heacis. algen ad cloine be crye-pumiped to reduce the gascollisions within (he an-cotmpound, i~ other trace splecies have been discussed in alysing field. The techniques which have been used include

the ectin or the s~ratospheric species andi these are less
impotan 'i ourcurentundrstadin ofthemass spectrometers IPhilbrick et al., 1973. Offermann and

21.3.1I The Oxygen Constitueflts ATOMIC CXYGEN\

KThe atomic o'g:.which results primarily from the 130i~ DCO
isoIi.nof nntpiecular oxygen in the Schumatin-Runge \C--LOS

bands, is an :mportant minor -sp-c ies in the mesosph-re and E -- LS

beconies the major atmospheric species in the therniospht~e T C i~~-
for ailtitudes 1-:t~ce.i INt) and 7WX kin. The atomic oxvgen 0 ~ -.

tr mesosphere is stronel\ c ontroill.-d by transport. Eddy -

* Jiffu-sion mixes the ox~gcn atoms to :ower altitudcs where <
* thcN are lost by three-hod' reactions to form ozone in the ''M T-

tcs%_er meso-sphtere.T
Fic',ureN 2 1-6Ma and 2 1-64b showo the results of the one- ~ '

dln'ensionalitrime dekpendknt cakLutations for atomic ox\'ccn
at noon and at midnight. The curves showv the nroductiim' : 4

and loss associated kith the cherstr'. ,iolecular transpo rt PIUCflCN AND LOSS RATES (cm
3 

sec )
and tuihulent tran,.ponr of the xomilc oxveen. In FiLeurL
21I-6i the midtat it udc diurnal variat ion '4 ato m ic ox v ccn is ti,_,re 21 -64h- c impa i'fl i the rr!wtj iwi imid I o- term' it) the hein-

hil nimimlel Bor amiS ,\\ cn i miim-i." li, lihcls amre
h\ .A lite elosw is0 km., the xer\ pronoitncvd local '(.i iilllj.' i.1I Rpic

tim ,depeni lnL C is c hscrsed. '[he %ari at ion onser\'od is, due -,cX'rn Iiw n t'rleirimi i 're' [I A! it)--; I
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ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
4 Grossmann. 1973: Arnold and Krankowsky. 19771. pho-

ATOMIC OXYGEN torneters for 5577 A emission I Dandekar. 1972. Offermann
* K

90 and Drzscher. 19731. sil-er film oxidation IHenderson. 19711,
resonance fluorescence IlDickinson et al., 1974: H-owlett et

to'TO al., 19801. NC) chemiluminesceace IGolomb and Good.

- -- 9721.,atomic absorption [Dickinson et al.. 19741. and from

80, hydroxN I airglow"iGood. 19761. A study of the existing data
0 I01 -= by Offcrmann et al. 119811 hsshown a strong correlation

* ,,'~so -~ of the atomic oxvt!en colunin density between 80 and 120

-A which is observed in the individual profiles shown in Figure
2 1-67. The oxygen profile is strongly affected~by the trans-
port properties at a given time. The fact that a large am-

468 ~ 820 22plitude variation that may be expected due to eddy diffusion
0 2 4 a 101214 6 8 0 2 4 was shown in the study of Keneshez. and Zimmerman 119701.

LOCAL TIME Iios)
'70 158 126 ICCT 76 5P SO 58 ~6 1oo 126 158, 170 Offermann et al. 119811 also pointed out the anti -correlation

SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (deg) of the argon and atomic oxygen behavior which is expected

F-igure 21-65. Diurnal variation of atornic oxygen helween 50 und 90 km witn changes in the eddy diffusion. Most of the measure-
frm model calculations I Kencshea et al'. ll791 (Reprinted
%%ith pernii'ston firm Pergamion Press Litd. 1' 1979.)

19 0,71

Cj 160 USA175 A7

0.9
/SA7

A/

1d

I iA9'6
108 04i 2

Maiu ubrDniy cE tiue(rl

10*if"ll' nuh. naed wie nnm cr r ie l rgnlts 101iin
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'2,ALADIN 1_____0 _

* 20 20 Nov W7O
X -98 55

-K 4
-a 5--- 3K

~Is 4*,5., 0 02'

'S 'S* ~ Ar -

at o

CONTRATION kcm")Jo

Figure 21-68. Comp~irison of computed slecies protiles for turbulent dif- 1K
fusivities K and 3 K (solid dashed curves) with measured
profiles for 0 (sqluares). 0, (triangle). N, (circles). Ar I
(crosses), and 0,01,A) (dots) for the ALADDIN I program 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 I 20 22 24

l~cnshe et [..1971. ieprntedwit pemisson romLOCAL TIME (hours)
l~neba tii. 991 Reritd ih erisinfrm70 158 126 10 76 58 50', 5d 76 00o 126 158 170

Pergamnon Press Ltd _( 1979 1SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (dog)

Figure 21-70. The model calculation of the diurnal vairiation 'of the Ot
[Keneshea et al., 19791. (Reprinted with permission from
Pergamon Press Ltd. (0 1979.)

ments of atomic oxygen show the irregular structure in the
altitude region between 90 and 110 kmn due to the turbulent
layers in that region. The cakculktions of atomic oxygen in the middle atmosphere, properties ahd therefore several of
a time-dependent transport model also show irregularities those results are used for illustration.
in this regio~i where the eddy diffusion profile is irregular. Model calculations for the ozone production and loss
An example of this structure is observed in the measurement for midnight at midlatitudes is shown in Figure 21-69. The
and model calculations for Ithe ALADDIN I experiment diurndl variation of the 03 is shown in Figure 2 1-70. The
shown in Figure 21-68. The series of ALADDIN (Atmos- measurements of ozone have been refined and both in situ

* pheric Layering An 'Den.~ty Distribution of Ions and Neu- and remote sensing techniques have provided accurate re-
trals) experiments and models have provided some of the suits in the stratosphere. However, there are relatively few
most tmportant fcundation for our current undemsanding of measurements of the ozone ini the mesosphere. A compar-

ison )f'phototr.,-tf-r measurements and model calculations is
shown in Figure 21-71.

OZONE MIDNIGHT

C --- LOSS21.3.2 Carbon-Oxygen Constituents

The atmospheric carbo n dioxide. CO,. and its dissocia-
tive product. CO. are very important species for the role
they contribute to the radiation balance and thermal structure

M of the midd!e atmosphere. The CO2 molecules are also im-
_ portant in some of the chemical reactions for formation of

70 ~~;: :. .1 Ii. - the negative ion species of the D region. In Figure 21-72.
I - T the results of a calculation by Hays and Olivero 119701 are

M shown for the CO, dissociation and transport by eddy dif-

50 fusion. The various curves represent two extremes for the
10 I 10 0 0 recombination and a ranee of eddy diffusion values. The

PRODCT ON AD LSS FTES(cr& se~I)fact that the CO, remains near ground level mixing ratio

Figure 21.69. Mcciel calculzitit'ns for the 0oote production. and loss for values for altitudes uIP to the turbopause has been 'substan-
mrnimch! -mtd~jtitudcs The labelf C represents chemist. v tiated bv measurements shown in Figure 21-73. Trinks and
effect,. M represent, mle.ular transipttn. and T represents Fik 99 one u hti diint oa isca
turbulent transport I Kenexheaet a!.. 1979). 1 Reprinted 'Aith Fik 9X one u hti diint oa isca
permission from Pergamotn Pres Ltd .i 19714 1 . ion. the CO, concentration at higher altitudes is also con-
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ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
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6Q - 0 WHITTEN, TURCO (74)
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OZONE. NUMBER DENSITY (cm

°')

Figure 2 I-7: : Comparison of photometer measurements and model calculations of ozore' [Weeks et al., 1978).

trolled hY loss from an ion molecule reaction with O. The molecule reaction. The CO emission in the 15 R~m and 4.3

calculations, of the CO, and CO behavior in the mesosphere I.m bands has also- been measured by rocket-borne IR spect-
and therniosphcrc require solution of the time-dependent . trometers, Stair et al. 1 197.51. The measured IR signal results

transHxrt equations with appropriate considerations of the from a combination of the contributions of the CO,, con-

photodlissociation, diffusion tiansport find loss by the ion centration and the temperature.
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CHAPTER 21

9.0 . . well as certain other minor species. is from the ion corn-
to -position in the D region when the temperature is known awtd

the laboratory measured rate constants are used, Ramseyerta0
&: - e al. 1 19831. Kopp and Philhrick 119831. The H20 reactions
11.0 X Xin the mesosphere are not as simple as would be inferred

X X in Figure 2 1-75, but in fact include several of the othcr
3.0 - 0minor species as indicated in Figure 2 1-79.

X 8r 21.3.4 The Nitrogen-oxygen Constituents

.. 0 -The nitric oxide concentration in the mescsphere is pri-
.1* 0 manily responsible for the formation of the D-region. This~.7 .STEADY STATE MODELS
0(11441414 a .. C.E.9,S results from solar Lyman- oL radiation ionization at low

2 .6 .1altitudes within awindow of the 02 absorption. The NO
X4 20 NOV 1970 2-.,r cPIImNICw. production rate increases dramatically during periods of rar-
a4 -~ of7 MIGH (O9ERM1) tidle ionization. Figure 2 1-80 shows the nitric oxide pro-
.3-OMMAN1. 1973) du:tn rate associated with some particle events. The model

P* RICKE, 106 calculations ofBrasseur [119841 o h verticle flux of nitric
oxdei the mesosphere are shown in Figure 21-8 1. Figure

4' 21-82 shows the meridional distribution of nitric oxide which
is consistent with the vertical flux shown in Figure 21-81

Figure 2 1-73. Calkulated and measured nICoo(nr ratio forthree zenith
aneles. Data are from tile sources indicated. Day-nigh' dif- 200 W5 ~ferences are expected due to solar dissociation of CO., and *(4

* ~~~~due to an ion chemnistrs reaction with 0'. 0*It*14 O

21.3.3 Hydrogen-Oxygen Constituents [11,01 on -i - 0

K The hvdr6gen constituents are important in many of the , oh2 0 .It0
chemical 'processes in the middle atmosphere. Figure 2 1-74 (C.] M2 N .0
provides an overview of the impotant photochemistry and Ell]

transipot involvino the hydrogen constituents. The'H, (O-on- 114,CJ., 0  ,440
centration lead,; to the formation of H and OHi which in 'um 01i (3?) * CH. - 044 * CH42react with 0. 0,. aad O as indicated it. Figure 2 1-75. The 0(11) . CH4 - ON * C142
oxygen chemistrv in the mesosphere is strongly tied to the o 4 4*O

hsdroeen concentration Ithrouph tractions with 01 and H,0. OtIDl - H2~ 01 N -0O

In Fieure 21-76 the differences between the stkadv state. N *0, * NO. 14-

photochemlical calculations and the timec dependent calcu- 1"I- 2- to ONo 10 -02O
lations for 0. 11,0. and H1 are shown for noon midlatitude i"

conditions. This example. from the Keneshea et al. 119791 0 (
model. emphasiies the importance of the time-dependent -:03 .S X10"

c'alculfat ions for the niesospheric processes. The H2() in the tC1e]Ont-ion of CN14?

2isshr patcpt -7 ane important process. the (NJ4))*~1~

poiiean eaiv o pciso helwrDregion. IN]2
The model cak-ulat ions of the diurnal variations of Off and I

if ae so~nin igurs 2-77and21-78. The question of 18mo ,tm)1,Y

thernxis!rito it. h C)O hich is appropriate to various tTbe subscripts or# dwate ismist&s ie v
is vt t beansered On ofthe Fig-ire 21-74. Photocherojstr- and transport of hydrogen constituents

- ways of -nterring the possible concentrations of H20. as lafier Stroh~t. 19721.
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ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

ATOMIC HYDROGEN
K

• .... .85_ _ I-.....
0o°' 10 80 -----

- o,, SC'I_

z

_+0 0 0 f n6O60z

Figure 21-75. Principal reaction, inw hich H. OH. and HO ire involved
with 0 and 0, lafter Slrobcl. 19721.

--- STEADY STATE 1 2 4, 6 8 10 2 14 16 -8 i20 22 24

-TIME DEPENDENT (NOON) LOCAL TIME (hos)1

1N H70 158 16 100 76 58 50 58 76 100 12C 158 1PO
H30 0\H SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (deg)

I Figure 21-78. Atomic hydnogen variation fron tI finxi.pendent nuxicl
I IKenchca el al.. I791. (Reprinted with permi,,,, ,n 'rm .

110Pergarrion Prus% Ld. x1979.1

t

- 0 (based on Ebel 119801). The meridional distribution of NO
shown in Figure 21-83 is in better agreeme. "with the reas-
urements of NO profiles and results from a better choice of

70 "the eddy diffusion coefficient. The result emphasizes aeain1
the important role of the dynamics in the mesosphere. In
Figure 21-84, the steady-state concentrations of ON (mean

,0 ,07 1o o" odd nitrogen - all nitrogen other than N,), N( 4S), and the
CONCENTRATION (cm

s3 )  fractional abundance of NO relative to odd nitrogen. The
Figure 21-7h. H'.droxyl radical %aiaion trom the rime dependent molel important reactions in the odd nitrogen con-tituents in the

lKencshca em al 19791 l Reprinted with pem:ision from atmosphere are shown in Figure 21-85.
Pergamon Pre%% Itd. 1971) 1

[oH] 4 21.3.5 Meteoric and Dust Constituents
K

The resonance fluorewence dayglow emission of several -
-'0 of the meteoric debris species. such as sodium and lithium.
E +...------ ' ,- +":-

85 6 '7564w
I

85 *3 % 2 +03
80+: , . I

u -- - -- - - -

........ -. -- +03 ',

:2"OH - +0 H02

I +N O 70
"L I- +. +HO *OH "
- 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 20 2? 24 .

,70 59 ?26 3C _F 58 5' 58 76 100 126 58 170 - .
S$X a ." 'XF 1*NLeq!

Figure 2: -_7 The. .l talc profilc', dtf .h d ,.urc i .,nd the nII+ltiII e H2 O2
prIlhke I-'lld t.llr~l+'t ta'ken' from th lh a~t s+oIUDlutin . I f' I
th i me-dc.clldct calcul , l o the p.ci . 0, H. imd H2 0
H-) tKcnhca et al . I()7) tiRcprincd "ith perimiol,,'n

(tm P ,r i mn Pre- 1id 19.)) I Fig 21 - Fndamental II ( ) rcaoion iilranil t at r Strobcl. 19,72-
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60" .oy 7 = 9

InI

t lo 1.A0

Figure 21I-4Af. Instantaneou% nitric oxide production rate% for Galactic Costmic Ray IGCR) cit solar maximum and minimum), Solar Prolon Events (SPE)
OuIN 12. 1961. February 25. 1%69. August 4. 1971!, and oxidation of nitrous oxide 160' summer, 8W'summcr. and Johnston ct al. 11I9791
at 6i) sumnmer 1.1ackman e li.. 19(401),

VERTICAL 000 NITROG.EN FLUX (cmrs4 )

1.10 '' has been monitored for many years. The ions of iron, mag-

nesium, alumrinum, calcium. etc. have been often measured
so - and found to represent an almost continual input of the

T ." meteoric species to the upper atmosphere. Sodium and other
so I ,*,~sspecies have been measu~red by LIDAR techniques by groups

I in France (Megie et al., 19781 and the U.S lRichter et al.,
- 19811. The results of the sodium calculations from a model

so ~ *,~,by Kirchoff et al. 119811 are shown in Figure 21-86. The
meteoric and volcanic dust injected into the atmosphett is

SOso s imnporsi nt in, several areas. The dust can serve as a nucleation
s 0 30 W

WotOrA LAttIUOE tdUqo.I- SUMME1

Figure 21-MI. Meridional distribution of the vertical flid oi nitric oxide
based unon the exhinge coefifticient% suggested bTy Ebel.
193(0 19rais..ur 19(441. NITRIC 0CI C004CEMIRATION (C110) IT. f., 31

NITRIC nxIDE CONCENTRATION (C110) s

so -

15.10

*0 30 60 t

w"TER LAITD d9.. I.t 80M*Fgr 183 mroe oe aclto o tenti xd eiwa
Fiur Mriioalditrbuion(fnti xd oseti II itiuinb etrcoceo h yaia rprisi

fluxvale .ifFigue 2-85J~rs~er 1841 th caculton 1.10'eur 19841
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j.

I4

TNO

NO,,

- -A-

Nd o.4

10 101 00' 000, 10, o 0 0

Figure 21-84. Density profiles for N 4 S) and odd nitrogen and relative daytime concentrations of NO and NO2 for vaious models, Crve a. large NO
dissociation rate and a[NOJ/.: = O at lower boundary; curve 6,. ame as curve a but 4NON) =,O atlower boundary; curve c, same as
curve a but small NO dissociation rate: and curve d, smsll NO dissociation rate and 4(ON) = Oat lower boundary [after Strobe!, 197 11.
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and removal of HMO02
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Figure 21-85. Sources,. sinks, and :xchange "eactions cf od nitrogen lafter Strobel. 19711.
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Figur 21-X45 Calculated flux moitdel sodium density protile, The pro- 02 6 012 IM 16 202 2
duction otexeited stidium in unrt% ofetr 'is. designated 170 158 126 00o 71V 58 110 58 6 00o 126 158 170M

h\ Na*. and Na, Ithe aerage measured protile shown SO, Al, -ENITH A . LE (dog)
for comIiparisonl I K rchholl cl al..19I1. Figure 2'1.8. 0,1 time dependcen-c calculated from one-dimensional

meidel I Keneshea ert al.. 19791. (Reprinted with permission
from Pergamon Press Ltd. I' ON7.)

center for partical growth. possibly important in develop-
merit of noctilucent clouds, or may be the sourcc for species
which can have significantly longer lifetimes, such as the near 1(X km is of' particular interest because of the turbo-
meteoric ion lifetime% which are important in the formation pause or cessation of' mixing of. the species. TFhis region is
of sporadic E layers.'- particularly important when attempting to model the ther-

m nosphere because of the effect on the distribution of the'-
species. Figure 21-87 shows a summary of the published
Ar/N, ratios in this region. The structu-e in the profiles

21.3.6 The Inert Gases' indicate:s that Ithe transition to molecular diffusioa is not
smooth. hut is rather complicated by a region of alternating

The nobl eases provide the opportunity of studying the lamirar and turbulent layers with rather strong peaks in the
effects of transpr2r without the complications of the chem- cddv diffusion. Ar on is probably the most important ot the
ical processes which also affect most species. The region inert species because it provides a good tracer for the tran-

sition from mixed to diffusive reL'ions. I! is also the *'ther-
monieter- in determiaing the temperature structure in the
lower thermosphere

77-21.3.7 Excited Speciesh

Several -ipecies in. excit-d states deserve special constd-
.. ...... .. eration because oft the pronounced effect that they have in

the mesospheric chemistry. Two of the m6st interesting are
- 1 0O('A,' and NWD). The 0',('3 provides an important source

of1 tontz~ation tn the !) region because ot its higher energy
state. In Figure 2 1. X8 the model calculations of the temporal

Svariation oft the 0,i 'A,) are .,hoikn. Fiuure 2 1-89 shows a
- ~ *~ - comparisoti of ses-eral rocket Iliueht measurements with model

I wurL 1 \unNr K liit\ ratio, It aron mw nitroven Aniride, calculations of thie 0).0 1o. Measuremuents of' the near-IR
(im omi ir'' n Rcriettito \rrrr'ph r, arilk ., en eisijon isociated %%ith this spceies are usefui ito infer sonle

ori~rl ni cS 11)11 crirr.1111 1"' I 1 (Rcprrrrrd \% ith perrrs pn pert ics ot the miesosphfriC chefiiistr\ because it is in-
0ru 1kio Vo, mn Pic-r Id 149 1 vol ved in the 0 and 0, react io n schemes. Z -
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Figure. 21-9. Comparison (if cal,(ulated .ib observed allitudc profiles of [O,0l [after Evans and Llewellyn. 19101" .

atomic oxygen rapidly becomes a major t:onstituent with
increasing ahtit le and is the dominant species above about ''21.4.1 Overview PO km, depending upon thermospheric expansion due to

solar activity. A fairly linear relationship exists, for €x-
The ionosphere is created mainly by the absorption of ample. between solar radiation monitored at 10.7 cm and :.i.

solar ultraviolet and x -a-- radiation in the earth's upper, thermospheric temperature [Nicolet. 196-3].""'.-.-.
atmosphere. Hence. the initial ions are formed i" some The fact that the principal thermospheric species is atomic ".'.,
propirtion to their respective neutral parent populations, above a certain height has profound implications with re- .. ,..
The atmosphere is compised primarily of N, and 0, below spect to absolute electronic and ionic concentrtions, The
I00 kin. lhe homosphere, where the atinospheric gases are ienosphere is basically a weak, neutral plasma, that is, the .-..
generally well-mixed Above this altitude. in the hetero- total positive ion concentration equals the electron plus the",.'.
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CHAPTER 21
total negative ion concentration. (Negative ions are impor- or more. creating an SID (sudden ionospheric disturbance) .e. *I
tant only in the D region, below 90 km.) Ionization is lasting 10 to 20 minutes. At higher latitudes. precipitating
depleted when oppositely charged particles recombine, protons (sometimes accompanied by energetic electrons)
However. the rate coefficient, -10 - '2 cm s- 1, for(radiative) associated with a solar proton event (SPE) produce an en-
recombination between atomic positive ions and electrons, hanced D region. which in the SPE case, spreads out over
particularly 0 + e ,-- 0 + hv where h represents a pho- the entire polar cap and may last several days. An SPE may
ton, is five orders of magnitude slower than th,. (dissociative) be intense enough to blackout HF transmissiors and, there-
recombination rates of common ionospheric molecular ions fore. is known also as a polar cap absorption (PCA) event.
like 02 * and NO'. These vastly different loss rates are the The D region is the most complex part of the i9nosphere
main reason that the maximum electron tor total positive from a chemical standpoint. Neutral concentrations are suf-
ion) concentration of the F region, approximately 106 cm - ', ficiently great tr. perrni. three-body processes to be impor-
nominally occurs near 300 km, even though the maximum tant. Complex hydrated ions are observed, mainly hydnon-
photoionization rate is near 150 km, the base of .he F tegion. ium ions, H.30 + ' (H20)n, even though the initial ion formed
This region contains the overwhelming bulk of the total in the quiet D region is apparently NO' which arises from '->
ionospheric charged particle content. rhis peak altitude is the ionization of a minor gas, nitric oxide, by the strong >'--'

a function of latitude, solar activity, plus chemical and trans- solar radiation line. HLyct. For the disturbed D region, --
port loss proce;ses. Above the peak of the F layer, ions are where the initial ions are formed roughly in proportion to
lost mainly by transport to lower altitudes. Below the F their neutral concentrations, O,' ions essentially are the
layer maximum, ionization is depleted largely by ion-mol- only initial positive ions since N2

+ ions very rapidly undergo
ecule reactions between 0 ' ions and 02 and N, which create charge transfer with 02 at these altitudes. The effectiveness
O2* and NO + ions, rerspectivty. These diatomic ions re- of three-body processes in the D region also allows for the
combine rapidly witI electrons. formation of negative ions since the attachment rate of an

The E region. nominally 90 to 150 km. is co,,prised electron to a molecule in a two-body collisioi is very slow.
mainly of 02 * and NO + ions. A "majority of the initial ions The negative species in the D region are rhainly ionic below
created by the absorption of solar x rays and EUV radiation about 70 km by day and 80 km at night. Galactic particles
in this region are N2 * ions, which react rapidly with 02 maintain a constant ionization prodzction .ate of signifi-
and C at these altitudes to form 0, and NO + ions. Some cance to the'lower D region. < 65 km, and the stratosphere.
0, * ions are formed directly from the solar ionization of A nominal midlatitude rate (cm-3 S-') is 10- " times the total
02. Depending upon the relative electron and NO concen- neutral concentration. IM1, in cm - . The cosmic ionization
trations. a signficant fraction of 0, + ions may undergo rate varies with latitude, being a factor of 10 higher at the
charge transfer with NO to form NO* ions. The E region pole. and weakly, about a factor of two, with inverse'solar
frequently is enhanced by precipitating kilovolt electrons at activity [Swider, 1969]. Ionization of air (78% N2. 21%
high latitildes, an !nergy (and hence altitude) regime com- 0,) by energetic particles leads to an ionic production rate
mon to auroral ionization. The transport of ionization gen- ,elatively distributed ISwider, 19691 as 62 : 17 : 14 : 07 for
erally is unimportant in the E region where the lifetime of N, + : 02 N + O + where the atomic ion. originate from
molecular ions is rather short. roughly 3 x 10'/Iej s, where dissociative ionization.
lei is the electron concentration in cm - . An important ex- At night. as already noted, galactic cosmic rays maintain
ception occurs when atomic (meteoric metal) ions are pres- a weak ionization in the low D region and stratosphere. Elec-
ent and the wind fields are favorable with respect to the trons have a feeble presence in the upper D region above about
creation of a sporadic E layer, a thin layer (2 km) of ion- O km as a result of solar HLyoe add HLyp radiation which is
ization that can attain ionic (elecironic) concentrations ex- trans.oorted to the nightside of the earth through scattering
ceeding 10' cm- ' in contrast to typical daytime midlatitude processes within the hydroger geocorona. Ionization main-
concentrations of I to 2 x I01 cm - '. tained by the absorption of this radiation is i maximum in the

The smallest portion of the ionosphere is the D region, E region and prevents nighttime ioiiic orcentrations fromroughly 50 to 90 km. It contains less than 0. 1% of the total decreasing below about 10' cm-'. Along the auroral oval, the Kionospheric charged particle content. This region acts as the nighttime (or daytirhe) E region can attain and even exceed

.upper boundary of the earth-ionospheric %,ave-guide for LF normal midday. midlatitude, concenteations. The high lati-
and VLF electromagnetic radiation. In addition. HF and tude D region is also susceptible. Simple form,das are avail-
VHF electromagnetic waves may suffer attenuation since able to describe the total ion and electron profiles in the SPE-
the electron-ncutral collision frequency is greatest in this disturbed nighttime D region ISwideret al.,'19711, The elec-
lowest pcrtion of the ionosphere because of the high neutral tron concentration formula is
concentrations. This attenuation is minimal for, the normal q L(A)quiet D region which has a daytime maximum electron let = L) ,2 2 L)
concentration of about 103 cm ' near 80 km. However, solar,
flares may produce greatly enhanced x ray radiation below where aD = 6 x IO' cm! s . q is the total ionization
10 4 which can increas.e electron concentrations by 10 fold production rate and L(A) = k, 10212 + k, 101 IN2I: the
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bracketed terms refer to molecular concentrations in cm-3  ion-molecule interactions. The ions N2+ and N + are de-
and k, = 1.4 x 10-

2
9 (300/T) exp (- 600/T) cm6 s-' with pleted rapidly below 200 km because of fast reactions with

k2 = l0 - 3
1 cm' S-' [Phelps, i969]. Weak x ray and 1'V 02 (N-, N2 ) and 0 (N2'). The N+ ion originates from

stellar sources of ionization [Gough, 1975] also may con- the dissociative ionization of N 2 [Nicolet and Swider, 1963].
tribute to the ionization of the nighttime E and D regions. The H20 + ions are contaminents arising from the process
But, for MF and HF transmissiois these nighttime legions 0 + H20 --* H20+ + 0. Water outgasses profusely rom
are practically nonexistent except at high latitudes when rockets and satellites although the latter "dry out" after sev-.
disturbed and whenever sporadic E layers are prominent. eral days. In the upper F region, He+ and H+ ions are

The F layer decays slowly at night since 0 + ions cannot observed since He and H are present at great altitudes in
effectively recombine with electrons except through trans- the thermosphere. A few doubly charged ions are created
port to altitudes below about 250 km where there is sufficient by solar radiation and are observed in the high F legion
02 and N to form 02+ and NO+, respectively, which where low neutral concentrations prevent their immediate
(dissociatively) recombine rapidly with electrons. This PC- disappearance by means of ion-molecule reactions.
tion can be virtually stopped in its entirety by horizontal Typical nighttime 2 and F regions are shown in Figure
winds, and especially at the equator, electromagnetic drift 21-91 [Narcisi, 1973]. Data above 200 km were taken from
mechan;sms which can elevate the entire layer [Rishbeth, Hoffman (1967); data from 220 to 140 km are from Holmes
1968]. Little scattered solar radiation is present in the night- et al. 11965]; and results below 140 km are from Narcisi
time F layer save for some He lines. 11971] with dashed curves from Giraud et al. f 1971]. Me- . '

teoric ions are omitted. The dcpth of the valley near 150
k'n is quite varible as are many of the features in the figure

21.4.2 Positive Ion Distributions including the peak concentrations of the E and F layers.
The 0 ion remains the major F region ion. However.

Figure 21-90 is a composite picture [Narcisi, 19731 of hydrogen ions are now more prominent. This feature arises
the E and F regions during solar minimum when the F layer roughly because of the absence of solar radiation and be-
maximum has a relatively low height, about 250 km. The cause the reaction H + + 0 - 01 + H is virtually ther-
data were taken from Hoffman et al. [1969] for altitudes moneutral. Figures 21-90 and 21-91 represent midlatitude
above 250 km, from Holmes et al. [1965] for altitudes 250 conditions. The equatorial situation is not too different, but
to 115 km. and from Narcisi [19681 for altitudes below 115 the high-latitude ionosphe-re does have two striking features -
km. Atomic oxygen ions clearly are the major ions in the (see discussion by Narcisi [1973]): (1) a persistent light ion
F region. Molecular ions NO, 02' and N2 ' decline rap- trough in H * and He' with the former ion's concentration
idly with increasing altitude in the lower F region because declining by I to 2 orders of magnitude near ± 60* geo- ..
of their short lifetimes in the presence of large quantities of magnetic latitude, and (2) a variable poleward peak of ion- .:.:...
electrons and their decreasing production rate with altitude, ization. There are a number of other features such as a winter .',':'-''.

either being formed directly by the ionization of the neutral bulge in He +

gas (N2  02+) or partly (02+) or completely (NO ') from The E region is the easiest portion of the ionosphere to
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Figure 21-90. Ion composition of the midlaitude daytime ionosphere ncar Figure 21-91. Ion composition of the midlatitude nighttime ionosphere -"'""
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assess since the transport of ionization is unimportant except
fo, :Toradic E layers nd, perhaps at night. when charge 140

concentrations iu. !)w (ion/electron lifetimes long). A model .0 ,4
of the midlatitude E region i Keneshea etal., 1970] has be.n o . . 120
available for over a decade. In Figure 2 1-92. nmodel electron 110,"7,"" .. l]"IO ]

"-nncentrations are plotted for selected altitudes as a functin. + " ." . 00of solar zenith angle, the angle between the sun and t' 59
"  

.

0 0
local vertical coordinate. Since the calculatios origiiiaily 90
were performed to match twilight ionic comp-,sition data ,o° ;v''* 85

for Eglin AFB in Florida. the minimum solar zenith angle .iV
was about 220. The accon.panying figure (21-93? illustrates _ , _____,____.... __
the ratioof the two major ions. N'O" ane 02 . The ratio40 8 12 2( 80 0

an Theratio40 80 20 2 80 40ANGL
is about unity for mos.t altitudes in the daytime, but quite SOLAR ZENIrN ANGLE
large at night. This behavior is dependent upon the quantity Figure 21-93. Diru1al model of quiet E region positive ion ratio fNO'/O2

1

of nitric oxide present in the E region for the conversion of' at atitudes from 85 to 140 kkn [Keneshea et al., 19 11.

0,' ions into NO ' ions through charge exchange.
O, + NO---, NO* + 0, In the daytime, many of the
0, ions recombine with electrons before charge transfer The importance of transport is, evident in Figure 21-95
can occur. The much lower electron concentrations at night where an experimental sunset ion profile at a solar zenith -

make the charge transfer process relatively more effective, angle of 990 and a theoretical profile excluding ion transport
and hence INO" 1/10," I greater. Strobel et al. 119741 cal- lKeneshea et al.. 1970] is compared to a model including
culatcd the nighttime E region using a more detailed picture transport due to measured winds [Keneshea and MacLeod, s.
of scattered HLvcv and HIyp as a function of solar position. 19701. The disturbances apparent in Figures 21-94 and
However, the nighttime E region generally is quite variable 21-95 should not detract from the fact that the Keneshea
because of electromagnetic drift, sporadic E layer forma- et al. 119701 model remains valid for the notmal midlatitude!
tion. and. at the higher latitudes. electron precipitation. E region since even recent measurements ITr:st. 19791 are
which apparently is a function of Kp. the geomagnetic plan- in good agreement with their model which is for moderate
etary three-hour range index IVoss and Smith. 19801. Figure solar activity. Under auroral conditions, the INO+'/10 2 ]
21-94 depicts a nighttime sporadic E layer havirg a peak ratio tends to be higher than unity, the approximate mid-
electron concentration of I 0 cm near 90km. The principal latitide daytime valve, as shown .;y a survey (Figure
meteoric ions in the layer are Fe ' (56 amu) and Mg' (24 21-96) of eight auroral flights by Swider and Narcisi 119771.
amu) with lesser amounts of Ca (40 amu) ions. The normal This higher ratio reflects a greater quantity of NO in the
E region ions are 0' (32 amu) and NO' (30 amu). The auroral or higher-latitude E region as compared with mid-
ion with mass 37 amu represents HO "H20, a D region latitudes, paricularly in the wirter, when photodissociation .

ion.. In general. intense sporadic E (fE, > 5 MHz) is most of NO is minimal.
likely during daytime midlatitude summer [Smith and Mat- Narcisi and Bailey 119651 were the first to report that . -

sushita. 19621. hydronium ions arc the dominant positive ions of the D ..

region. Figure 21-97 illustrates tle difference between the
E region where NO (30 amu) and 02 0(32 :mu) are dom-

~140''
130 amu) and H,O,+ (73 amu) are the princ.7l ions. The ions

=, .o • labeled 24 amu and 56 artu represent meteoric' Mg4 and
a105d Fe ions, respectively. Depending upon the temperature

and [HO., even heavier hydronium ions may be present in
00 - the D regior like H,,05+ and H 1306

4 . Shock heating can

'0! .1 lead to the observaton of lighter species. Hydronium ions
go recomin t hvdr9. recombine with electrons at dissociative re ?ombination rates

8 . 5 to 10 times greater IBiondi. 19731 than those for 02+ and
3! NO' .*-ions. respectivey. Hence, the conversion of NO' and

tha ions to hvdronium ions provides for a lesser D region
UJ than would be present in the absence of this conversion.
" i Under disturbed conditions. enhanced ion and electron con-

10. . , _ I _J centrations tend to lower the crossover altitude between40 8"3 20 '20 80 40 Ilt ";

SOLAP ZEN;TH ANGLE simple molecular ions (NO 0 O,0 ) and hydroni, m ions.

Figure +.-92 Diurnal model of quiet E re.pion electron concentrations at because dissociative recombination becomes more comvet-
altitude% from 85 it 1.40 km lKeneshea et al.. 19701. itive with increased Jel as compared to ionic conversion
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Figure 21.97 PA.,ni~c it' dikirlbut,nnem.isured in the lower F and upper
D rgk* a a2( 'oari~nihanle ~acis c a.. 97f. equilibrium may he appropriate up to 70 km or even higher.

However. in the atmosphere. processes involving C02 may
prnxesscs which rely only upon the neutral concentrations. aid the formation of heavier hydronium ions. 'Hence, the
Figure 21-98 compares a theoretical model 'for the 3 No- thermodynamic expression of Kebaric et al. 119671 should
vember 1969 SPE IPCA) with the measured electron con- be used with caution.
ceniraions anld is a good example of h~dronium ion diistri- The quiet D region positive ion composition differs little

J, bution% in a. disturbed 1) reiuion. Similar behavior should at night from day except that the concentrations are less at
* occur for- an SID). Belos4 about 60 km. the hydroniurn ions night. As might be expected, the crossover between simple

in the figure appear to be in thermodynamic equilibrium and ions (NO ' + 0, ) and hydronium ions rises-from about
ounly a knowleidge of the water vapor concentration (about 82 km bjy day to 86 km at night INarcisi. 19731. The positive

* 6 pnmvi. the temperature and the thermodynamic param- ion distributions of the daytime D region have been .modelled
* ~ . eter-, JKebarlecet al.. 19671 are needed in order to derive extensively by Reid 119771.

the relative hsdronium ion composition. Sine electron con-
centration,. are lower in ihe quiet D) region. thermodynamic

21.4.3 Negative Ion Distributions
'4 T I~ '''l I T* - T_17 -Our understanding of negative ions is poor. They occur

N+ only at D-region altitudes and below. Figure 21-99 is a
2 .7 representation of the negative ion composition computed in

90 2 X - conjuntrction with the positive ions and electron distributions
x shown in the previous figure. The total negative ion pop-

70 - ulations calculated appear to be' compatible with the cal-
* culated and observed electron and total positive ion distri-

ec - but' ns. However, this match is somewhat misleading since
4 ' it has been assumed, based upon laboratory evidence (Smith

et al.. * 976). that all ion-ion recombinations (between pos-
50 itive and negative ions) have a rate coefficient of 6 x 10 '

cm' s I. B\ definition then. mainly the total negative ion
40 H 103Concentration is relevant and not their individual identities.

* -~ ~ -Yet. the individual identities plaxy sonmc role because of their
'01 02 10' uniquely related ion-molecule interactions with the neutral

CONCE NTRATtON (cm's atmosplicre plus photodetachment and photodissociation
processes. On the oth-or hanid. negative ion profiles com-

FtcurL 21 94 - 'w -.1x in,0',t,! I~t'''., -m; Ot'Icv'i in(, puted atniht1 SPE conditions lSviider et al. . 19791
'K ~d,'iur'd ' 'mpaed iih resulted in distributions not un!ikec those c"Iculated by Ar-

11hc iriv.'tmw.d t, I ke vl;,, *4mc~,' I:n Idr el
Al v- nold and Krankowsky 1 19711 which w~ere in good agreement
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Chapter 22

ATMOSPHERIC EMISSION AND ABSORPTION OF
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

R. E. Huff'ian

22.1 VUV/UV BACKGROUND The day radiance values are .iowr in the upper part of ".

ATMOSPHERIC RADIANCE Figure'22- I. The, upper curve labeled day nmiximum gives
observed radiance values for overhead sun (solar zenith

The radiance of the earth's atmosphere as seen fron. angle of zero). The radiance is less for larger solar zenith
space is shown in Figure 22-1. The day and night radiance angles. At wavelengths lo.ger than about 2000 A in the
levels are shown for the earth-center or nadir viewing di- figure, solar scatter is'the principal component. Represent-
rection with the observer at an altitude of about 500 km or ative references are Elliot et al. , 1967], Barth and Mlackey
more. The units are Rayleigh per A with a Rayleigh equal 119691, Huffman et al. 119801. and Rawcliffe and Elliot
to 106 photon/(s cm2 column 4 ir steradian). The values in 119661. Two broad minima are present, centered at about
Figure 22-1 are based on a number of rocket and satellite 2500 A due to ozone and at about 1500 A due to oxygen.
obserations. Only prominent spectral features are shown. In each case, the atmospheric constituent absorbs back-
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Figure 22-I. Atmni.pheric radiance in the ultraviolet.
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CHAPTER 22 ,

cattered tmission leading to a minimum in the background av.ilble to date are by Christensen 119761, Gentieu et Al.
Heath. 19731. 119791, and Feldman et al. 119811.

The emission at wavelengths shorter than 2000 A in the
igure is due primarily to the dayglow. The Lyman-Birge-
topfield (LBH) bands of rvolecu!ar ,itrogen are the most 221.2 ABSORPTION AND IONIZATION
irominent band system IMeier et al.. 1980. HufIran e al. CROSS SECTIONS OF MAJOR
980: Priaiz ad Meier. 1971: Takacs and Feldman. 19771. GASES
;trong multiplets of atomic oxygen oco,, at 1304 and 1356
ii. and there are several lines of atomic nitrogen. with .ih A general introduction to the role of ultraviolet absorp-
trongest at 1493 and 1200 A. Hydrogen Lyman-alpha tion and ionization in aeronomy is given by Watanabe 119581.
1216A) emission due to solar resonance scattering from although most of the cross-section Values have been obtained
he geocorona has been extensively measured for both day at improved resolution in later worL. The major gases dis-
nJ night situations ICarruthers et al.. 1976, Meier and cussed here are, 0, 01. NO , and 0. Cross sect;ons for -use
,lange. 1970. 1973: Thomas. 19631. in aeronomy are avail-ble from several sources. Huffman

The ni,,ht midlatitude radiance value, ir the lower part 110691: Hudson 119711: Kirby et Ll. 119791. The-e corn- .' .
if Figure 22-I are representative of observations found be- pilations generally concentrate on solar emission features.
ween the tropical ultraviolet airglow belts and the auroral A detailed review including the major atmospheric gases
egion. The nitric oxide delta and gamma bands and the is available by Berkowitz 11979i. Complete bibliographies
,xygen Herzberg band emission are due to chemilumines- :?f photon cross-section references can be obtained through
erce. References to th-se bands are as follows. Cohen- th,. Low Encrgy Atrnic Collisia Cross-Section Informa-
;abban and Vuilleinin 119731: Huffman et al. 119801; and tion Center. Joint Institute for Laboratory stophysics,
teed and Chandra 119751. The minimum value in a band Unversity of Colorado, Boulde-, Colorado 80309.
entered at 1550 A was measured by Huffman et al. 119801. The transmission through a gas is given byexp [ - o"NI,

There are several localized sources of ultraviolet einis- where (r is the total absorption cross section. in cm2 and N
ion from the atmosphere, as summarized in Table 22-1. is the column density in cm- 2. The photoionization cross
lhe tropical ultraviolet airglow, due to radiative recombi- section :s the portion of (r that results in ionized products.
ation of oxygen ions. occurs mainly in the pre-midnight Specific cro:;s sections for producing specific ionzed or
ector lBarth and Schaffner. 1970: Carruthers and Page. neutral products can be defined in a similar manner. The
976: and Hicks-and Chubb. 19701. The twilight.spectrum cross section must be measured at a resolution considerably

seen near the terminator when only upper altitudes are less than any structure in the spectrum. This difficulty occurs
iluminated by solar ultraviolet, resulting in a low back- for narrow lines, and in these regions the simple exponential
round from solar scatter [Gerard et al.. 1970: Barth et al., transmission calculation is not accurate.
9731. The auroral region as seen from space in the ultra- Cross sections are given in Figure 22-2 for molecular
iolet produces many -mission features, as measured by oxygen (020 and ozone (O and in Figure 22-3 for molecular
leiting Lnd Feldman 11978! Chubb and Hicks 1191 .,; Peek nitrogen (NO and atomic oxygen (0). These figures give
19701: and Huffman et al. 119801. the location in wavelength of the photon absorption of most

The extreme ultraviolet wavelength re:gion from about impedance to aeronomic problems. In regions of compli-
100 A4 to the soft x-ray regior aear !09 A. has not been as cateu structure such as molecular bands or atomic lines,
iell characterized as VUV/UV wave!,ngths. Emission is representative values are shown. In these regions, the de-
rimarily oxygen and nitrogen lines. Rocket observations tailed measurements must be utilized, as found through the

able 22- . I hrcg\ s i fl toni ! ali/ed ,su x

Nadir
Source Constituent Intensity Remark,

Aurora 0.1 Lines up to I0 kR Arcs and liffuc
N .. avari mv abhe) aure :a ,een da,
(N(.' and night in

auroral oval
Tropical V () 1304. 1356 up to I kR Nieht. t',%o hand,
Aiirh,, ,ariahle t 10" frn dip

I li,_ht No K(alia hands) Up to I KR Near tcrminator
,Me up to I'HR ,i.
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CHAPTER 22

references. The curves given are based on measurements mechanisms in the atmosphere and where information is
from many sources. Reference to measurements will be available it is included.
necessary for detailed cross sections. especially where dis- This section is an introduction to the most important
crete structur,: is indicated. phowdissoxiation processes and their role in the atmosphere.

Molecular oxygen (02) absorption occurs weakly in the It is based on Tt2rco and Huffman 119791 and Turco 119751.
Herzberg continuum between about 2400 and 2050 A. The The wavelengths of solar radiation of interest in pho-.
Schumann-Runge bands are located between about :750 ad todissociation are primarily from the strong hydrogen Ly-
2050 A. These hands are composed of many narrow rota- man-alpha line at 1216 A through the ultraviolet to abut
tional lines. Transmission models have been developed I Blake. 7500 A. The solar flux available for photodissociation in
19791. T-e Schumann-Runge continuum occurs between the ultraviolet at wavelengths less than about 3000 A is
about 1250 and 1750 A. The region between 1027 and 1250 controlled by absorption of molecular oxygen and czone.
A has a number of 'windows," or regions of low absorption.' This absorption acts as a shutter to decrease the solar flux
as well as strong absorption hands. Nitric oxide is photoion- as a function of altitude and detzrmine the rate of photo-
ized by the intens solar hydrogen Lyman-alpha line (1216 dissociation o" species present at smaller concentrations.
A) at one of these windows with an ionization cross section The solar atmospherically attenuated irradiance as a
of 2.0 x la '

" cm 2. function of solar zenith angle is shown in Figures 22-4,
The molecular oxygen ionization threshold occurs at 22-5 and 22-6. Absorption between 3300 and 20(X) A is

1027 A however, strong molecular bands continue to be largely by ozone. Between 2000-A and 1216 A. molecular
observed :o about 60) A. The photoionization cross section oxygen is the important absorbing molecule. Three repre-
is also shown as it is appreciably different from the total sentative solar zenith angles of 75' . 600. and 3'r are given
cross section to about 50 A. The bands may show autoion- in the figures. The oxygen vertical profile is the mean ref-
ization structure. Toward the, shorter wavelengths of +he soft erence pn,filc of Champion 119721. The ozonc profile used
x-ray region, the cross section decreases, is a midlatitude empirical model due to Krueger and Minzer

The principal ozone (O, absorption is centered near 119761. The solar flux at the top of the atmosphere used in
2500 A. Weaker absorption continues to about 35(x) A to- Figures 22-4. 22-5. and 22-6 is the same as given in Chapter
ward longer wavelengtt,;. Bands are not shown in the figure. 2 by Heroux and Hinteregger (Figures 2-2. 2-3).

Molecular nitrogen iN2) kgins to absorb strongly at'
abot:* It0o A. Only a few of the numerous bands are shown.
A continuum underlying these bands must be weak and an . ..... .

upper limit is shown. The ionization threshold is at 796 A.
A epar-te photoionization curve is not shown as it is ap-
proximately the same as the total absorption curve., Au-
toionized molecular bands are observed from about 650 to7%A.

Atomic oxygen 0) i!; phooionized at wavelengths shorter I'll-

*" than 911 A. At longer wavelengths absorption is confined
to lire series converging to the ionization threshold. At
wavelengths shorter than '1 I A. there are autoionized series
converging to more energetic ionization thresholds. A few
of the more intense members are shown. E

10

22.3 RATE OF PHOTODISSOCIATION IN
THE ATMOSPHERE

Photodissociation resultine in neutral products ocurs in \ \
the atmosphere due to the absorption of solar radiation by ' /

S moleues. The photon absorption process resulting in the i
formation of ions and electrons is called photoionization. It
is covered in Chapter 21 of this handhsok. In general. pho- t
todissociation into neutral products requires less energy than
nhotoioni ation. It occurs at longer wavelengths and lower
altitudes. At manN waelen'th% and altitudes. both photo-
d•ssoci 'ation into neutral products and photoioni~ation are
occurring. The in-rnal and kinetic encrgy state-,, of the ncu- I ,Pure . 4 Amo pfk-rt.h aiseIljt!ntud m',slr irra.ian, c t*o r .. itir cntfh

tral products are ser% imptrtant in determining reaction inric of 7. f ;,r'; irti aittLudc, ikill)
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ATMOSPHERIC EMISSION AND ABSORPTION OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

The number of photodi'%dociatton event,% occumng per
unit volume per sccond at a given iint in the atrmophcre
i.s equal to the l 'al number density multiplied hy the pho-
todiwwiation rte per molecule ier -..cond. The latter factor JbTfhk" 22-2 .toiccultpod,.* e,' Pn',du-t i% g~nm

,law unk-,, ,ndkile% *hcrw, is the integral of the ah.orpion cros, .w-ction time.s the w.lar
flux at a given altitude over all significant wavelength.s. If

De.%ignaton in known, the cross ,ection, for specific product,, can al.o be
-igurc.. 22-7. X & 9 Photodimxti iation Prix:.%% used to give prodluction rate% for sfpcitic energy states.

-, . 0,-- + 0 Polodlis''wiation rate%. are %hown in Figures 22-7.
021 - + 0 (Do 2-H and 22.-9 for thk three solar 7enith angles of 75. W'.

O I O, - O + O: and NY. A total of tmenty-three photoi,,,-.wiation pr ,cc%%

)j2i 0"*O+ 07 0 A 'o. are .hon for seventeen ab orbing molecule%. The mole-
NO NO- N + cule' included are 0. ). )-. NO. NO.. NO. N.O. HO,.

NNO, O, HNO + o HO. HINO,. HINO,. C'):. Cit.. IlflO. SO, H.S. and,
N:O N.O -. N, + O OCD) (X.S. The absorixion cr0., section,, (or O: and 0, arc given

N.A) N).- 2NO2 + 0 in Figure 22-2. References, to the remaining c.ro,, ,.ecti,n_

HNO. HNO: -* OH + NO are in Turco and Hulfiman I T979) and Turco 119751 ,

NN O H- + NO The total phobod%...ociation rate per unit volume a. aHi0, HO, OH + O,,a ~ guc,

"O) HO, - OH + 4 funttion o| altitude can te obtained fro'm Figure. 22-7.
22-8. and 22-9 and the number density of the molecule ofH.O0 H:O - OH + " . n n

H.O. H.O. --- OH + OH1 interest. Tbese denitie,, will var depcnding on th problem
0-under co.,ideratio. ome of the molecule. are included

(704 1) CO,*CO + 0 beu. tea
CO-i2) CO, - CO + 0 (D) becau they are impowrant in the atmospheric chemistry

CH411 CIL--CH, + H a..sociated with nitrogen otides,. %ater vaior, and/or other

CH4 2) (H. -- C2 + H, gaes. releaded in the atmophere at greater than naturally

C1(H1 1) HCIIO - CHO + H occurring
|ICH( 2i HCHO --. CO + H, Table 22-2 give% the ,Ne. 4ic pholodi..-iation reaction..

SO. " SO + 0 that anplv to the curve% ir Feigure% 22-7. 22-. and 21-9. In
OS -. C + SDmany ca ,e. the excited clectromic state of the product is I
OCS OCS CO~n Th interna.HS-Hn. The internal energ. in the product.. can be veryimpwrtant in determining ,u,..equent reactions. 

4,

,
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Chapter 23'

GEOKINETICS %
Sodiuns 23-1. 23.2, and 23.3 J.C. Johnston and J.C. Battis
Seotilm 23.4 J.J. Cipar and G.H. Cabaulss
SwOdm 23.5 J.A. Shearer and J.M. Novak Capt. USAF

The s.urface of the earth is. in coni.tmt motion in re'.pon'.e ..itv than that of' the mantle. In other words. the
ito natural tgravitautiorial. rotational. hydrological. meteor- %0,called **cru.tat roots' beneath continents or
ological. tecton ic Iand nunriaMic Idetonation%.. s.urface load- mouxntain range% compe~nsate for the additional
ing. vihratine rnachinervi foirces.. Some of the..e motxion.. materialI in such a way that the pressu'.u from a
are tif great interest tit earth s.cientstsl. and eni~neers.. but vertical column of mass' at s.ome depth anywhere
many compow. tht. background noise spectrum from which around the planet will be equal (Figure
the signals. of interes.t must be extracted. 23-2). This. process. is not in..tantaneou'. andi it k.

I1h nature of the motions. range from trans.ient v.ibrations. can he demons.trated that s.ome areas ot the world
caus.ed by carnn4uJk. dutnigii cotinuou% king period o%- hawe not reached i..o'atic equilibrium. qe

cillatkons. There are als.o noni-peniodic rotation%. of large 2. Mantle-Saring at the biise of the crst. the
block, of the outer %bhell (it the earth. Due ito the s.mall mantle extends. to a depth of 2885 km. The~ upper
amplitude or low fr~cw ofths n..H.... most~ go un-
noticed in the comimon extpenenice. T"he rmo' cata'.tphicOUE
of these motion%. are the tran%;ient wav.e% generated by large 4
earthqu-ake' or ex.plos.ion. In this. chapter the general char-
acteri'tic.. magnitude. and meas.urement of crus.tal nxitlon..
will he dis.cussed.

23.1 STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH

Thie mechanical and chemical proptertiet, of the earth.
'.uh a%. dens.ity. rigidity and compri:%%ibility. ame .. ronig
functions of depth and theref'ore pre'.'ure I Anderon and
Hart. 19761 Four rna~or dioconinuigic'. in thes.e prtjvrtie.
have beer identified and on this. trwi' the interior 6f the
eart ha'. been '.ubdi.. ided into four region% that oin a gross
s.cale ame laterally hotmogecou.. tFigure 23-1) From the
'.urfwc do.knwArdt tht:-.e region%. are a% o'. %%

Cru.1---Thi.. iegacm range%. in thicknc'.' frtim 5 4

km bcnicath occan' ito !5 L-i I waith continent'.
ito a maxrimum of 60t km Iveneath tie Ilimalava
,Mountwin. The cn..a. w.hich is. cornpo.ed tit % of- 2
w.ate.. exhihi!'. raial and liter-al omoenltt to
a much --rcater .,ttcnt than i"' of dwe other thtee

T~'. he lou.ei hou-4ndarN oit the crus.t i'. dt-fined
Ii. a s.harp ..ckmnic .dlocit% di'.eontinuiv.. known p.n

as the MdIc4*nici.~ dti'.emrinui1%, ctinmonK caljktd
thek-Mb T~pical uppr cru'.tad rock dtn'it%
i'. 1i' n l Ihe .ariation in depth to. the- %4xv r~ ' .~iw ~ ~~.. ~'r it .tt i~~ah

prsur.. in Ii .- nc n p demm tn ' in ' to P
i. bohtith ti be: an exsptv''iin tit 1m".tatic eqi4U- Afi .. ~c w.'iso*'. krl. , r ' J trkvjiin .4 rp'Mii
librium once the cn*'.al material istit hfm4ver dcen- in t~ow~nv I ank~nd in. MIl'f



CHAPTER 23 11
cussions can be found in geo'ogical and geophysical texts

O"0"E' published since 1970 (for example. Garland 119711 andWyllie 119711J. There are also several collectioms of sci-

cnttfic paper% tsuch as Pird and I.acks [19721 and Cox.

1197311,that illustrate the chronological development of the
theory N-------_ Plate tectonics is primarily concerned with the kine-
matacs of the first several hundred kilometers below the t
surface of the earth. This region is divided into two zones:

*Ithe lithophere, from the Greek word meaning "rock". and
the asthenosphere, from the Greek word meaning -weak'
or lacking strength The lithosphere exhibits finite strength
a, is capable of brittle fracture, while the asthenosphere

------ .can he viewed a, a basement of weak material having low
A' ,, .. -'110 •, i A s iO .. mechanical %trength. The lithtsphere includes the crust, but

," .*,' ~also extends into thc upper mantle. The boundary between
i• i l.J.su 5 . the!.e two reginns is a.%ociated with the top of a seismic

hm ..- , r a ,.d .l l o% vel(ccity "lre (INZ) which typically occurs at approx-
iaw, dcph isnc,.h lhc ,urlkcol the cmAh smatel i,00 km depth. See Dorman 119691 and Figure

part of the mantle 6s prnbabh l com ip d mainl-
of peridoites tolimine, and p roxin esi The term FigUr 2.1' CrustWit upper Maulle vekcity diusnbuutons isolid line--
..pyrotcli" has betn applied to the composition of Pacific Om4an IfeAii-Ai'lne dfld line--(andtaia

S.hiil Thick hlizotal ban indicate top of low velocity
thic upper mantle 1Itlark arrd Ringwooil. 19641. Imtrn k h*Q
The covnposli t of th" k wer mantle is uncertain
It mas cnsist ofi o ide' and sitiates of magne- 30 40 50
%iun) and iron A ith mall amunt of aluminum 0 ... ."-
and calkium lV-rfutxwcn ct al. T970[, Typical ' .... I
nuntk" deniti. range frn 3 to 5 g/cm' -.. .. I

3 Outer core This rce-in ranges from a depth of ' j,
28)(5 to S155 km h is beliehed to he composd I 1.4
oi liquid iron and nickel and therefore cannot - - -

uJppiirt sh .r orce% Thi dcn ,-i of the outer colic 10.

range from approiimatcl 9.gcm' , i12 g cm ,-
4. Inner core -Beginning at a dcpth of 5155 km. - - -

thL inner cow extend t) the center 1t071 km I
deitho of the eirth. [.kc the outer core. it i% "

ht. eed it) consist of iron and nickel hosslever.
a% a rcsuh tof ihe cxtrerne prcssurn it ohld The Wt. -

deknsit. of the inner corc material i% app'rox i natcl. L " ".
II 1e~ 1I CI,

In gcefibsisal literatire Iherc i amther r.dial dii ision ' I
,if the. e arh into the lithosphere and the astbcnosphert- This I
is prm.naril, .a di iion hased on streng.th. and the houndar •

dtle' lut corepndt an% ot the. .Wes pre% iou%8% discuved,
I next itio tn. ihh i an ,41"crN of the theor, of -- - -

'

plate te-ctoncs. is, concerned %'ith this dioin

I I'°".

2-3.2 PLATE TECTONICS 40

nhe "leopmewnt of the'theo of plate tcoiw" rep- " -
"

reent, a r'vslution in the under,,tanding of the esolution
of Ihe ,urtac of the earth Hc.au.e the theor, is refcrrcd
to in ,e" -r;tl it the fsllo"n,2 section. a brief ,unc of the'-
,uhtc i st, , e presented ere More comprchenie di%- SHEAR VELOCITY (km/us)

23-2 5.?



GEOKINETICS -

23-3. The dtph of this. interfa~e '.ane. inth tectonic pro'. - Pacific Risec and the Mid-Atlantic Wede. Since the areaj ofA
inice. that i'. '%hether it i'. beneath ocan'.. coptinent'.. or [the s.urfac~e of thc earth miu'.: he con'.cr'd. it i'. oh'.iou'.

mudntain'.. It '.bould be noted that the titho'.phere-a'.then- that their must: be a miechanism for dc'.t;ouing litho'.phere%.
o'.phrc bouindar% does. not corres.pond to the class'ical cru'.t- Thi'. t~pc of margin i'. called a consuming plate margin or
mantle '.locit'. d,'.eontinuit%. the Moho- a '.uhduction /.tnek. Subduction occur. %~hen oceanic lith-

Mator fracture -...tenist occur in the litho'.phcrr. div.iding osphere conw.rge'. '.ih either oceanic or continental lithi-
the outer s.helf oft the earth into a number of '.ction'. ow o'.phere ( Figure 23-5bt). The occanic plate %%~ill be overrddlen
p~late,. #Figure 23-4). -relvc aaor plate%. and nuoijcrt'. h%. the other plate and %.ink be-cau'.e it i'. colder, older. and
minor plate%. capable ol motaon along the '.urfac of the earth thus. denser than it'. '.urtounding'.. At the point (it contact.
haw~ been identified. 11w interior of the plate'. can bt: con- the '.ubductmgy plate %ill dim.n-marp the owtrding plate
'.idered c'.'enttall% rigid and Ithe effect of the interactions of formine a trench. As. the '.ubducting plate enter. the, a'.-
the mros ing ptate'. confined primnrl% to the plate margin'. theno'.pbere it i'. heated until it melt'. A chain of volcanoes%
Plate'. can be; compo'.d of either oceanic fdoor. continental is. fried at the rear of the trench'..tm
material, or both. The maJor di'.tinction beetn thte theor% T% pical examples. of thi'. type of plate ,boundar% are the
of plate tectonic'. and the old concept of continental drift i'. Japane'.e i'.land arc '.v.'tem and the Aleutian Is.land'. Sub-
that continent'. are not '.eparate mobile entities, hut are part duction #orie'. ex.hibit marked gri'.ity anomalie'. because
of the plate'. For ex.ample, a'. -wen in Figure 23' 4. the North fotwin oft a trench create'. a ma'.' tfeficiencs The'. ionie
American plate include'. a large porwtiom owf the Atlantic Ocan ame often the '.ite'. of the %%trld*% larges.t ttault length'. IM( f'WO

a'. %cfl a'. the continent of' North America ki and deepe'.t tto eptqh'. of 7Mk) Ln earthquakes. Thi
Three ba'.ic :.pe' tit plate boeindare'. hawe been idcn- /one of earthquake'.. nti ito be confuwed % ith the actual slab.

tified. The tirs.t t~pe i'. an exten'.ional margin shcre new i'. known a'. the ienioff /one. Vanou'. geometrie'. of sub
oceanic litho'.phere i'. created Thi'. i'. referred ito a'. '.ea- ducted litho'.phere and '.bduction rite'. have been ident:-
floor spreading and oc~cur'. %hen tso adjacnt plates. arc tied. (ienerall%. %c expect that the: fa'.ter the '.ubductiori
mosing a%%a'. from each tother hfere bas.alti4 magma from rite, the deeper the plate can de'.cend bee nwiting: ho%
the a'.theno'.phec i'. intruded at the miargin iFigure 23-5wt. cwer. thi% is ai'.o dependent on the time constant for a'.'im
Normali taulting. an e'.prcwson of e~ten'ion ssith '.trike idi- ilation into the atheno'.phere. The dip angle of' the '.lab'.s
rectioni parallel ito the margin am'.. i'. foundi here In these %ane'. and in '.onie ca'.e..fragment'. of plate '.eem to have
area%. the litbo'.pbere i'. %en thin, elesated. and ha'. high broken off (Figure 23-61. The t~pe of faulting varic'. with
hear flosA Exiamiple-, of tI'. t,.pe of t-oundan iare the Fast'. the po'.ition oni the '.lab. licau'e the plate ha'. '.oin flexural
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AMENDO'KNE

As)"E (C).-

1~4

(d) ACOEO V (d) _______

Figure 2 t- Plte ttxundajn I',pc%

rigidity. the downgoing ilab actually warps upward about
the radius of curvature. Tensional faulting is ei*xrved in
this region. Cor prcssional thrust faulting is found further
down the subducted %lab. In some areas of the world. parts Fiur 13- VarIum, gt)eqflcS of wuliuc-lng %labs

of the downgoing slab appear it) he breaking off and are in (h) leep angle
tension taxi% of least compressive stress is parallel to the M Ikd 0311 ta

slab and dipping down). This coiuld he caused by gravita- (di hnvkti stiab

tional sinking ls~acks ci al.. 196XIt. In some cases of sub- %
duction of oc~eanic lithosphere beneath continental litho- in the plate bxondaries and friction between the two plates. f
sphere. slivers of ocean crust hav1e been scraped off onto In, this case. the Pacific plate is rotating in a counterelock-
the c ,ntinent These fragment% are called *orphiolits J(1ass, wise direction relative to the North American Plate.
19821. It should be nooted that the recycling schemre mentioned

While the combination of the spreading mid-ocean ridge above refers only to oceanic lithosphere. Continental lith-
system with the subduetion zones creates a recycling scheme osphere. which is buoyant and thick, generally does not
for the surface of the earth, a third type of boundarv neither subduct. A,. a consequence, the oldest oceanic lithosphere
create% nor destroys lithosphere. It' two plates do not con- 1 about (NX) million year.,) is vounL'er than most continental
verge but slide pas.t Lich other. the plate margin is called lithospher- When the collision inolecntetllt-
a Transform ot %tnke-slip fault See Figure 2.1-5c and Wilson osphcre (if both plautes. the buoyant forces. of the overriddlen
I11651. 'The San Andrcas Fault in CalifOrnia is the bet plate p~roduce uplift of thc overriding plaie esculting in
known .zxampie of a transform fault. It' this, case, the only mnountain buildmng Iio:ccs l~igure 23-5d). The Tibe-tan Pla-
resistance to the relative motion results from irregularities teau. site of thc convergence of the India and Eurasian

234
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plates, is an example of this type of plate margin. The plate seems to have terminated prior to significant separ.tian. The
approximation becomes less useful for continent to continent Mississippi and St. Lawrence River Valleys may be regions
collisions and the r lastic proprties of the lithosphere must of failed rifting. This theory postulates that a plate begins
be'considered Sir..o .:ontinental lithosphere cannot be de- to break up because of upwelling mantle plumes which are
stro% ed. the oldest, in the world are found on the stable. convective cells of moiten material that reach the surface.
inactive continental hi.lds such as Canada and Africa. Is- It can be shown that the least energy configuration for frac-
land arcs,. which arc not part of the continental lithosphere. ture from a point source is a triple junction with radially
are usuall, -craped off" in slivers by the overriding plate symmetric fracture arms at I20 degrees. If several of these
when the plate subducts. This is thought to be a mechanism spreading arms from other plumes intersect, the coalescing
for creiation of the continents. arms become a spreading ridge. The third faulted arm be-

comes relatively dormant. A name sometimes applied to
these "failed arms" is alachogen.

23.2.1 Driving Mechanism..

The driving mechanism for pla:e motion is unknown: 23.2.2 Plate Motions
however, several hypotheses have been proposed. Initially.
thermal convection cells in the mantle resulting from dis- Relative plate motions can be estimated by the analysis p
sipation of heat in the deep mantle from radioactive decay of spreading rates at extensional margins, displacement across
were believed to drive the system by exerting viscous drag transform faults, and earthquake slip at subduction zones.
on the b ittom of the lithospheric plates. Although this mech- Spreading rates a! sea floor spreading ridges are generally
anism has not been discounted, other explanations have been measured by paleomagnetic anomalies. When magma is
offered. Other hypothetical mechanisms include gravita- intruded at these ridges, it is heated past the Curie temper- -'
tional pulling by subducting plates. pushing by injection of ature, the temperature at which material gives up its re-
new, crust at mid-ocean ridges (considered unlikely on the manent magnetization and realigns itself with the ambient
basis of simple energy argument:o. and excitation by the magnetic field. When the magma cools it "freezes" in the
Chandler wobble or change in the length of day (rotation ambient magnetic field. This makes estimates of spreading
rate). In the latter'. it is unclear which is the cause and which rates possible because of two facts. First. the polarity of the
is the effect. earth's magnetic field reverses itself on a seemingly rnndom

The geometric boundaries of the plates are not static basis at periods ranging from thousands to tens of thousands
since the processes occurring at any margin may change of years. As the plates move away from the ridge, they
with time and new plate: margins may be created by the carry distinctive magnetic signatures on the sea floor. The
subdivision of existing pldtes. Approximately 200 million cause of the reversal is not known. Second. each magnetic
years ago. the continental land masses were united in one signature can be dated by other mears, such as radioactive -
paleocontinent known as Pangaea. See Figure 23-7 and Dietz isotope rock dating and fossil remains.."
and llolden 119701. Gradually. this single continent has been Using a simplified plate structure. Minster and Jordan
suhdividd by rifting and the creation of new oceans in- I19781 estimated the relative plate motions by using an
eluding the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. In addition, the averaging interval of less than three million years. Because
rifting of contirents has been initiated at several points but any motion on a sphere can he depicted as a rotation, plate

motions are given as relative rotation vectors. Each vector
gives the latitude and longitude of the radial axis of rotation

- -,.-, and the angular velocity. Their calculated relative rotation
vectors for abutting plate pairs are given in Table 23-1. It

7\ must be remembered that these poles are mathematical and
have no physical expressions.

A In addition to the relative movement of the plates, the
entire lithosphere is apparently free to slip around on the
surface of the earth like a shell. Mantle plumes. which are
theorized to he areas ef hot. upwelling. mantle material.
appear to provide a stationary reference frame for the es-
timation of these absolute motions IMorgan. 19721. Mantle
plumes have as surface manifestatins localized volcanic
activity such as that found in Iceland and the Hawaiian
Islands. As a plate moves over a plume. the active center
of volcanism appears to move in a direction opposite to thatFigure 2.1--: Rlt ',n~iru'ti,.n ,,t P n,.'- c, ir,,m pre'.crt contirnn, 1,,pprox- ,.''',maFftch 2,v R n hin ,cx.i .,t ,re pr. nti Ict and KFldfn. of the plate motion leaving a trail of extinct volcanism on

the plate. for example the Emperor Seamount Chain off
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Loce2 II.tations of pole'% of rotatiton for relai~e plate moio~ns Ikntran odn.I7I

Itclaiie Ro~tauion cctior* Error Fllipst:' Importance Distribution4

Plate Pair 'N deg 'E deg deg my. deg miy. dleg deg deg RA TI: SYl Total

N0A.PCFC 48.77 1. 10 - 73,91 1.94 o.852 ('1025 SVrE 1.30 1.08 01.405 0.398 0.694 1.497
C(X(1.tk [C 3M.72 13.89 -107 39 1.01 2.208 (1.070) S37E 1.0) 0603 0.977 0,.272 (1.(004 I1 25S
NAZ(C.I'(F(C 56 Mi 1.114) 87.89 1.81 1.539 0(029 N09'E 1.91 0. 96 0.849 0.341 0.038 1.22$ 8

t*RA-PCI'C N) 64 1.04 - IS'12 3.04 0.977 (0.027 S78E 1.51 1.012 0 (0 0 0(1.4,
INI)I-tVIC 0(.71 0.77 -. 5.79 1 .93 1.246 (0.0)23 S82'E 0, W 0.76 0 '0 0.246 (4246
ANJTA PCFC 64,0 (1.x0 - 0.23 2.32 0.964 110114 N52'E 1.11 0(.75 , .2W 0.811 0.0)39 2(050
C(X*0-N0AM 29 o 1W 1 - 11 'It 1., 1.489 (0.010 S75'E 1.84 0.99 (0 0I 0.165 0.165
AFAC-NOAM~% 811.43 1.57 56.36 35.29 0.58 (1.019 N861' 5.hg 1.51 0.851 0.246 (1.091 1.18$
El RA-NOAMi 65.845 6.17 l3 .44 5M16 (0.231 01.015 S14WE 6.36 1.39 1.055 0.626 .0.366 2.047
NOV.IMCA.R 33.8.3 9.19 -711.4$ 2.76 0(.219 0.052 S13 0E .9.42 (1.97 ((.952 1.741 0)253 2.946 f
C(X*O-CA.RH 2'.( 1.fil 14$ 115.55 2.26 1.54.3 0.084 S630 E 2.24 1.21 (0,. 0 0111 0.111,
NAZC-CARH 47.31 5.37 -497.57 4.57 (0.711 (0.056 S19'E 5.59 0 (0 (0 (0
(TW'(-NA/C 5.63 1.401 124.401 2.61 (1972 0(165 N891F 2.60 1.40 1.929 (1.732 (1.076 2.637
NOAM-So'M 25.57 7.12 -53.82 6.22 0.167 0.029 SI4WE 7.22 5.49 ( (0 (0 0
CARIISOAM 73.51 11.75 6(1.94 48.86 0.2(12 (0.038 S52E 16.84 6.84 0 0(1 0 01 (
NA/.C.S0AN 59.018 3.76 -94.75 3.73 0.835 (W0134 SOWt 3.77 1.90 (0 'oI 0.464 01.404
AFRCUSOAM 66.56 2.83 -37.29 2.65 (1.356 01. 0 10 S(18c 2.85 ((.98 [.:")1 1.08 (1.072 2.381
ANTA SOANI X7.69 1. 'l 7.5.21 79.29 0.302 0.0)18 NW4E 3.22 1.26 (0.167' 0.608 (0.2.83 1.0(58
INI)IAFRC 17.27 (0.97 46.012 (.106 (1.644 01.014 S47'E 1.24 (1.66 (1.843 1.0198 0 1.941 r.e
ARAW AFRC 301.82 3.44 6.43 11.48 (1.260 (1(147 S790 E 1(0.02 2.93 1.989 0.934 (0.077 3.4MM)
AI'RC-.LtA 25.23 4.25 - 21.19 (1.98 (0.104 (1.1(36 SOVE 4.25 (1.89 0 ((.783 1. 16' 1.950
INIITRA 19.71 1.401 38.46 2.66 (1.69H (1.1124 SW5E 2.72 0.90 (0 0 (0 0
ARABHITRA 29.X2 2.53 - 1.64 9.57 (1.357 0.054 SW5E 8.33 2.45 0 11 0 )
INDI.ARAH 7.0( 2.15 63.86 2 30 (1.469 0(066 S5 IT 2.51 1.89 0 01 0 01
NAZ(.ANTA 43.21 4.5(0 -95.0)2 3 28 (1.6015 0.039 SOIT 4.50 2.39 (1.246 (0.058 0.222 ((.526
AFRC-ANTA 9.46 3.77' -41.70 3.55 (0.149 0.W19 S42'E 4.93 1.45 (1.697 1,243 (0.195 2.135
INI-ANTA I8.67 1A6 32.74 1.41 (0.673 01.1111 S62'E 1'.39 1.101 1.012 0.135 (0.025 1.172

Total 1 14.273 11.134 4.593 3(1111

First plaic naitwd mot,'~' ciluntet. okk ise; %i respect to the second. Uncertainties are the tzandard devit ions of marginal distrtht~lions.
One-sigma error cllpse are specified hs the auimutih 4.,,, of the major axis, len';ts oif the axes are geocentrnc angles.

-iawaii. By dating the volcanic rocks at various place% along The miost significant class of elastic wave sources. in
he island ch;-in. (he plate motion re-lative (o this so-called terms5 of. radiated energy and frequency of occurrence. is
'hot spot frame of reference" can be determined. The ab- carthquakes. An eai-thquake is defmned as (he sudden release
;olute rotation vectors, with respect to the rotation axis of of strain energy hy the rupturinge of rocks in which thc strain
he earth)I as determined by Minster ard Jordan 119781 as- energy has gaduallv accumulated. Although additional
tumning stationary mantle plumes. ar6 shown in Table mechanisms stch as instantaneous volumetric chaige ac-

2 companvinp. a chemiical phase transition. ice fracture,
(crvoseisms). and rock bursts ha-'e been suggested for limn-
ited classes of earthquake,,. almlost all earthquakes can be

Z33SHORT PERIOD MOTIONS considered rupture type events. Fracture begins a[ one point.
SEISMOLOGY spreading over the fault plane at a rupture velocity oit 2 to

3 ki/s. As the rupture front reaches each point. the aibutting
Seismology is clommonIv defined as the study of elastic surfaces break and slide ;uzainst each other. The velocitN of

waves that propagate through the earth, the study of their the particle mokvement on either side of the fault plane is
nource. and ihe analvsis of, thfe %kaves to de!.:rnine the phys- ty pically oin the oier of' I it)2 rn/s. Note that two processes
ical prorwrties and processes of the earth. Although Seils- are at work: the. propap':tion of the rupture over the fault%
-nology is classtcallv concerned wkith the study of earth- plane and also relative mition of' the side!, oft the fault. In-

V~akes. it has expanded it, include the study of anv source sonice instan.,cs, fault rupture has stopped on one branch of
)[elastic As ases ran,_ing from nuclear explosions to cultural atutsslsein and restarted tin an adjfacent preexisting fauil.
icti fitles, The conm1on characteristics of these sources are T his beliax itir. knoss n as "incoherent" rupture. can ee0cncate
he generation tif transient silptals ss itb a concentration of' C0omplec- o il the seismtic retirdings knoss n as statline

Png at rclaris cl\ high frequenctes as compared to tither and s t tpri p ,hase h we16 akledc n IId
,arth motions such as solid earth ttdes. and B(4tice. 19 1i is all esamle.
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Table 23-2. Laications of poles of rotation for absolute plate motiors [Minster and Jordan. 19781.

Absolute Rotation Vector Error Ellipse

0 Cro C rb Wo nr, 4°; rma, Ur..
Plate ON d-s OE deg deg/m.y. deg/m.y. deg deg deg

AFRC 18.76 33.93 -21.76 42.20 0.139 0.055 S730E 40.40 33.24
AN.A 21.85 91.81 75.55 63.20 0.054 0.091 N12 0E 93.01 56.12 " -'

ARAB 27.29 .. ,40 -3.94 18.22 0.388 0.067 S760E 16.38 12.11
CARB -42.80 39.20 66.75 40.98 0.129 0.104 N300E 43.21 23.90 _ ,
CrI)CC" 2,.89 3.08 -115.71 2.81 1.422 0.119 S32 0E 3.35 2.25
EURA 0.70 124.35 -23.19 146.67 0.038 0.057 SC7 0E 151.10 118.90
IND1 19.23 6.96 35.64 6.57 0.716 0.076 S250E 7.16 5,97
NAZC 47.99 9.36 -93.81 8.14 0.585 0.097 S020E 9.37 5.43
NOAM -58.31 16.21 -40.67 39.62 0.247 0.080 S570E 23.12 12.14
PCFC -61.66 5.11 97.19 7./1 0.967 0.085 S16 0E 5.23 3.50
SOAM -82.28 19.27 75.67 85.88 0.285 0.084 N03°E 19.28 11.38

Earthquake lc:ation is described by the following con-
vention: the actual location, possibly at some depth below Vp
the surface, is called the hypocenter or the focus: the pro-
jection of the focus onto the .;urface of the earth is called where VP is the P-wave vel-ity. V, is the S-wave velocity,the earthquake epicenter.""" "

the erthqake pice~cr.p is the material density. K 's the bulk modulus, 1R is the
Seismologists measure earth motion as a function of time shea modulus, ad ithL epme.Vilwith seismometcrs or accelerometers. See Aki and Richards ,'hamous nd steLmepree.V ialys-"-"-

greater than V.. For liquids, the value of p, is zero implying
119801 for a discussion of these instruments. A typical seis- t lqd Tycmoetr s vloit snsr onisin o adape pn- that S-waves can not propagate through liquids. Typical ,,.
mometer is a velocity sensor consisting of a damped pen- velocity ranges for earth materials are given in Table 23-3 -.!.
dulum frec to move in a magnetic coil. ICrowford, 19741.

A typical simplifying ass'imption of seismology is that
the variation of seismic properties within the earth can be

23.3.1 Seismic Waves approximated by horizontal layers or rail shells of uniform
physical properties. For flat 'layers, the path of body waves

For any given earthquake source, the characteistics of through the medium can be approximated by optical ray
the mechanism of faulting (for example. focal mechanism theory or Snell's law: sin i/V = P, where i is the angle Of

and rupture velocity) will determine'the energy distribution
with respect to frequency and the radiation pattern of that
energy. However. earth motions produced by any seismic P.- L ,SORC
source are limited to only four categor:- s of waves: two are -.
body waves and two are surface waves I Bath, 19731. Body

waves propagate through the earth Wh ile surface waves
propagate along the surface of the earth. The, first type of (a)
lxwdv wave is the compressional or dilatational wave, des-
ignated as the P-wave. ("primary' or "prLssure")Yand the
second is the S-wave ("shear" c- "'secondary"). The P-wave P
is analogous to an acoustic pressure wave with particle mo-S L 'O 'C
tion parallel to the direction of propagation as indicated in l
Figure 23-8. For the S-wave. particle motion is perpendic- T -
ular io the direction of motion. The velocities of these waves 9 - "X (b)
are given by -

X + 2 . K -4- (4 13)_-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

P

Figture 23- S l'ropp f a mite fo "ave t'.ivjing ,lont i b (a%
I Bullen. 19651 n frm , id, .(a) ad abo~e. (b) -
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rabic 23-3 Tspoicl se,'nu %chwi.tiec -

Seismic Velocity Scismi'.- Velocity
ma~ec ial ft/ s m S,

Loose and dry soils 600- 3 300) 1NO-'I 000
Clay and wet soils 2500- 6300 760-1 900
Coarse and compact soils 3 000- 8 500 910-2 600
Sandstone and cemented soils 3 000-14 000 9 1 (" 300
Shale and marl 6 000-17 500 1 800-5 300
Limestone--chalk 7000-21 000 2 1 00-f400

Mietamorphic rocks 10000-21 000 3000-6 400
Volcanic rotks 10 000-20030060
Soun~d plutonic rocks 13 000-25 0004 0i760Y.
Jointed granite 8 000-15 000 2 400-4600 -
Weathered rocks 2 000- 10 WX) (t0C-3 100

neidence of a ray at the interface. V :s !he' appropriate
'elocitv for P or S wave., and p. the ray parameter. is a

Intat along thc ray path. A: each interf;ce, an impinging ITT*

or S iiave can zeneraic ioth eeflectee and transmitted P
nd S waves. Thus. tie potential palhis over which body
vave energy can lravcfl fiom the source to the point of A

ibservat~on growk quickly with an ir -reasing number of lay- A

rs. Over many paths . however, insufficient energy is trans-ow
nittcd to define a d~stinci arrival at the observation point.

Thfere is a standard method for identifying body waves
s hey pa. through the earth. See Richter 19581 and Ben- FP

4enahern and Singb 119811 for a conplee discussion. Se

Briefly :hL contention is

S S-wave IrAIO

PP P-wvave reflecttcd once by the surface
SS S-wavre reflected once from the 'urface to) STATd 2
PPP,.. .SSS . ultiply reflected P-, or S,

S P S w-ave reflected Iby surf'ace chancd into
P wave.

rsSS... Rcflcted \, -c %k sh; _'h chanicd on rc lic;-
tion into Pl or S ZOI
Wav\,e Is 1,-ansmitiedl throuiib outer core .A
(no shcar wave in liquid outer core). Ex-
amipic. PKP P PKP

I a;p; *;through inner core CR

c , Waxe rctlexCt off, o-uter core NE

Wave reflcts- 'ff inner core R
p.s..fpl.S_ D~epth phasec p and Aave,; travel up to

thC drface from deep focus, earthquakes.
Fxamnples pP."s P

besw vrrhokx sre onimend to uniquely de~cribe the wave
IV and p1ath Sceerajl of th,., \A wax. arc, 4ho,\n in FigureP 4

3.11. The, la~t pha~c hued the denth phases. arc, imiportant e
ir determining 0% dt oif an eo1hqa~ . i'nnc 55aves f-. %

aidl from aI toed- in all direction': when an event occurs. lbW
I-'ic of the ricx va' I up to the 010iae. then refle~ct dow~n-
a&d into the t., ivar P )r S npttv m ; nce the , it> of W1 ~ ' .~o'.i ~di~r c-5c~hr n

xia~Io: knowkn. the arrivaif le mc10 dclivh on 19 5c IM I
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gramn between a pP and P for example. will be a functiont medium. will arrive at the receiver over different paths.
of the depthi. This packet will he foullowed by S-Wave%. also arriving along

In adldititm to relc..t iin and trantmission. seismic body different paths. Next, the Lo~ve wave will appear with loniger
*avs, c.n under to retractiion ain diffraction. Ik-cause of periods, arriving first. The frequency of Love waves becomes
ditfrac'it'n about the core. Itoexamnple. a certain distance higher and the later Love waves overlap the long-pecriod
range on thi. surtax it' the earth from the tiource -Aill ex- Rayleigh wave arrivals. Short-period Rayleigh waves arrive
penience a **shadosb ftw in which direct waves cannot be last. Many arrivals in the steismogram (-an be identified with
detected i Fieurv 23- I101 distinct paths through the earth, hence the nomenclature for

Surface wAjsc t*%&r'.crsd on the free surface of the earth these distiWc SignAls has been developed. The travel times
we either Line iLs or Rayleigh iRl t aves. Tbe particle of these arrivals are well known as functions of event depth
motimon of Losve sAjL% it perpendicular to the propagation and distance from the observatiot' point. By fitting the arrival
directionv and in. tdie plane or' the surface. while Rayleigh times of these V~ases at a number of stations to the known

* was-s hae rergrd elliptical particle mnotiont in the ver- travel time curies for each phase. the epicenter. depth. and
tical plant: of pritopagation Figure 23-9) The: particle motion origin time of v seismic event can be determined.
decrecase'.with deprvth as a tunctiom of frequency. with longer Earthquakes or large explosions radiate surface waves
penrit.d sampling greater depiths. Titus, the velocity of sur- in all directions with amplitudes that depend on the radiation
face Aa%.C% is a function of the period of the ilave and of pattern I Ben-Menahem and Singh. 19811. Most comm-only
the veltxcits structure of tbe earth idispcrsioni. In general. observed are surface waves that travel the shortest arc of a
Lose wase %ciocities are higher than Rayleigh wave veloc- great circle between source and station. Large events possess
itics and the vlcttit of ltmog pertod uaves are faster than sufficient energy so that surface waves traveling the long

shawt periotd surtacewas cs. In Figure 23-Il typical Rayleigh arc are also recorded. Surface waves from the largest earth-
and Love -Iase phase elcitics 1ihe velo'cities, at wihich quakes. for example !he 1960 Chilean shock. can be detected
distinct tre14uecw *waves travel i are shown for several geo- after multiple trips amitid the globe. Important information
kigie structures IBrune. I96Nl. . on earthquake source parameters and the deep interior of

A typical scismogram recording will show the following the earth can be gleanrd by studying the velocity and am-
characteristics. The first signal to arrive will be P-waves politudes of these waves See, for example. Kanamori 119701
t inchuiding direct P. pP. PP. etc.) which, in a general layered and Kanaemori and Cipar 119741.
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Surface avshave been described above as travel ing respectively. Such line spectra cxhihit line broadening due
over the surface oif the earth. AlternativeIl'. the motion of to earth rmtaion. damping. and non-sN .mmetrical earth struc-
the earth following 3 Lziant earthquake can be pictured as ture. IN.tails of spectral amplitudes are diagnostic of the
superimpolsed fundamental and higher mode oscillations, source proces .es of the giant earthquake, which generate
analogous to those produced bh the rining! of a bell. These these mnotions. The !,.west order free oscillations% sample the
free o;scillations, in effect standine! waves, can be detected entire earth tlelowest spheroidal oscillation has a period
UP to several days folo, ini-i j large eart hquake. A line of 5A : inules t and thus are diagnostic of the structure of
spectrum oi a iong-perioJ horizontal seisnogram exhibits the deep interior.

both torional ind spheroidal oscillations. which are the free No disussion of w e propagation is complete without

oscil~ation represontahons of' Love and Rav leigzh waves. mention of atteniuation effects. Basically, there are two Pro-
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cesses at work. The first. geometric spreading., is an inverse form boundaries and at extensional margin,,) are venerall.
square function of the distance from the source, analogous shallow with depth% less than 3 km At ,ubduction /one%
to the falloff of gravity as I/r2 where r is the distance. This the whole range of depths can he wen in a ditinci pattern.
occurs because the area at distance r subtended by 4 steradian At the trench side of th margin, the depths are ,halltm.
(solid angle) is proportional to r2 . The second type. called increasing away from the trench and under the overrding
intrinsic attentuation or internal friction, is a function of the plate. The fial depth increases %k ith the depth of penetration
distance from the source and the wavelength of the wave, of the subducting plate into the a,,thenophere.
that is, the number of cycles traversed over the distance. In California. where almost ll majtor and minor fault
Some of the causes of anelastic damping are changes in zones are well mapped. mot earthquakes can he associated
internal vibrational energy in the molecules, coulomb force 'with pre-existing fault m.ones. Thi, is readily explained by
(friction) effects on the particles as a result of the physical the fact that a pre-existing fault represent, a ioe'of weak-
interaction, viscous damping. and mechanical damping dur- ness in the crust where stresses accumulate and lower stress
ing the acceleration of the particles. The energy is dissipated concentlations are required to cause rupturing. In other re-
in the form of heat. The form of the expressions in the gions away from major plate boundaries, such as New Eng-
equations for the anelastic damping factor. Q. varies and land or the Central klississippi River Valley. the patterns
the reader should refer to one of the standard texts, for of earthquake occurrence are less clear. In these regions the
example. Aki and Richards 119801. for details. Generally. lack of surficial expression of faults due to the thickness of
a high value of Q connotes low attenuation and vice versa. s(,il and alluvial coverage over bedrock and the lower tem-

poral rate of occurrence of earthquakes tends to produce
more diffuse patterns of osisic activity.

23.3.2.2 Measurement. The size oif an earthquake can
23.3.2.1 Spatial Distibution. On a worldwide scale, the be described by its epicentral intensity. magnitude. and se-
distribution of earthquakes is not random. The vast majority ismic moment. In modern seismological practice. magnitude
of earthquakes occur along plate boundaries (Figure 23-12) ;s the nrst commonly reported measurement.
where relative motions of the plates produce large stress Intensity of shaking is a measure of the damage effects
concentrations. The depths of earthquakes range between produced by an earthquake at a specific location. The max-
the surface of the earth and about 700 kii. Earthquakes imutf. damage usually occurs in the epicentrAl region and
occurring away from consuming plate boundaries (at trans- this intensity is assigned to an event for purposes of com-

-8 3 • - 3$ 8S 3 s * SS D

.44.

SM M, .

Figure 23-12., Wtorldv~ide dk~tnhuti,,n (itf 'picenterN fo~r 1461 through V* I l,.'A'. l1,0,MI
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parison Several itensitc sales have been dh.elop-d: the epicenter. Magnitude-wersu,,-intenity relationships can he

noicomminl'. used in the United State% is tht Modified used to construct an earthquake hito r ot an area. Using
Mercalli Intenitr. Scale tMMI. Table 23-4 describes the report.. of intensit', at diffrcnt distances from the same

intensities. t.pically ,hoswn as Roman numerals. Ile MMI event. attenuation of ground motiot with distance can he

ranges from I to XII. with XII being the maximum intensity examined. This inlormation i% particularly ,,aluable in areas

that can be assigned io an event. While intensity s ..,es have such as Cape Ann. Ma,,... Charlestown. S.C.. and N.
been superseded b) more quantitamtie measures of earth- Madrid. Mo. that have experienced large earthquakes in the

quake site based on intrumntal recordinps, they are es- past but currently exhibit lov sisei. A drawhack of

%ential in compaing the si/c of historical earthquake, with this system is that level o, shaking. level of paic. and SO

m-,dem eent,,. The-re are tfe instrunmntally recorded events forth are suhiective. Loal damage levels are functions of
prior to about 1925. but account% of damage from earth- the size of an earthquake and of several variable factors

quake, have h:en published by journal% in the past with such as construction quality in the area. geological foun-

sufficient detail to a' ogn an intensity and an approximate dation characteristics. population densty. and the scientific

OtTable ..3.4 .1%khJtdz %clhl mtiniewt% w'al ot 1911

I. Not fit except by a very few under designed structures: some chimneys
specially favorable circumstance%,. (I broken. Noticed by persons driving

Rossi-Forel scale.) noorcarm. (VIII Rossi-Forel stale.)
II. Felt only by a few persons at rest. VI.. Damage slight in specially designed

esp"cially on upper floor'. of buildings. structures- considerable in ordinary
Delicately suspended objects may substantial building. with partial
swing (I to II Rossi-Forel %ale.) collapse: great in potrly built structure.

Ill. Felt quite noticeably indoors. especially on Panel'%all. thrown out of frame
upper fltor, of buildinas. but many structures. Fall or chimney, factory
people do not recognie it as an stacks. collumns. monumcnts. wall%.
earthquake. Standing motorcars may Heavy furniture overturri:d. Sand and mud
rock slightly. Vibration like passing of ejected in %mall amount.. Changes in well
truck. Duration estirrate'.. tIll Rossi- wsater. Persons. drivie motorcars di'.irbed.
Ford scale. ) 'tVIII + to IX -- Ro,,si-Forel scale.)

I IV. Dunn the day felt indoor% by many. IX. Damage considerable in specially designed
outdoors by few. At night some structures: well-designed frame
awakened. D~ishe, windows. door% structures thrown out of plumb. great in
disturbed. %alls make creaking sound. substantial buildings. with partial

Sensation like heavy truck striking collapse. Buildings shifted off

building. Standing motorcars rocked foundations. Ground cracked

nticeabs.. IIV to V Rossi-Forcl scale.) conspicuously. Underground pipes
V. Fel't by ncarIN ever.one. many avakcncd. b.,ken IX + Rossi Forel scale.)

Some dishes. indows. etc.. broken. a X. Some wcll-built wooden structures
few irtstances of cracked plaster-. destroyed: most masonry and frame
unstable objects o\erturned. structures destroyed with foundations.
Disturbances of tree,,; poles,. ind other ground badly cracked. Rails bent.

: tall objects sometimes noticed. Landslides considerble from nverbanks

Pendulum clo'ks ma-, stop. iV to VI and steep slopes. Shifted sand and mud.
Rosi 4oret scale. . Water splashed Isloppd) over bank%.

VI. Felt b\ all. man, frihtened and run (X Rossi-Forel scale.)

outdotrs,. Some heav,, furnitute mosed: XL. Few. if any. (masonry) structures remain
a fck instances ot fallen plastcr or standing. Bridges destroyed. Broad
damaeed chinmnes,. Damage sight. (VI tissues in ground. Underground •
to VII Ros,i-Forel .cale. pipeline s completely out of service.

VII. F\erN.l\ run, outd(or,,. l)amaee Earth slumps and land slips in soft
neglicible in huildings of cood design giound. Rails bent greatly.
and k:ontruction. slwht to moderate in XII. I)amaeetotal.\ ,a ,eenon ground

\,,ell-built ordinar, structures:, surfaces l.ineotiL'ht and level distorted.
o.n',iderablc in poor!\ built or badlh ()bjets thrown ups.ard intoair.

23-12
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integrity of the obserser. If population is sparse in the ep- ration of the magnitude scale. The highest magnitude ever
icentral area. report, of the maximum damage may be miss- evaluated is (4 9M, tw an esent near Japan on 2 March
ing. thus undcrestimating the size of the event or mislocating 1933. This event approached the theoretical maximum mag-
the' epicelter. nitude based on the strengths of rocks. On the lower end

Because of these prob;ems. data used to compile rela- of the scale, the -..nstivits of the instruments and the dis-
tionships of intensity to quantitative measures of earthquake tance from the event are the only limiting values', ith neg-
size such as peat acceleration or magnitude are derived from ative magnitudes being determined for m)me events detected
scattered data sets. A potentially more informative intensity at very close range. Approximate relationships between thewe
parameter. earthquake felt area, is often computed. It is scales have been determined by several authors Ifor ex-
defined as the area enclosed by a particular "isocismal" ample. Nuttli. 1979; Bath. 19731. Examples of such em-
line. These lines are contours of intensity data drawn around pirical relationships are n, = 1.7 -- 0.gM - 0.01 ML:
an epicenter. Felt area is usually computed to the transition and in, = O.56M,' - 2.9
between intensity III to IV or II to Ill. ILocal macnitud is strictly defined only for Caliornia. '

The magnitude of an earthquake is calculated from an or places with very similar attenuation characteristics, while
instrumental measurement of the amplitude of a specified the body ssave and surface wave magnitudes are applied on
wave packet. such as body waves or surface waves. The & worldwide basis. A, common mistake found in the liter-
general form is M,, = IogilTAI or log A) 4- C, + C. + C,. ature. especiahy in engineering studies. is to combine all
where 'M is the magnitude. x is the subscript that identifies magnitudes or to simply assume they are all the same. Such

the type of magnitude. A is amplitude. T is the period of a practice. 'as indicated by the relationships above, can
the waves 1equal to approximately I s for body waves. 20 completely invalidate the study. Even though somc reports
s for surface waves). C. is the correction factor whereby and agencies may simply quote "Magnitude" or "Richter
stations at all distances theoretically calculate the same mag- Magnitude". care should he taken to understand how the
nitude for an event (a function of the depth of the event and magnitude was calculated. Richter magnitude often means
the epicentral distance to the event from the station). C, is "M1 " up to M = 6.0 and "M,- above M = 6.0. Improper
a correction factor for local conditions and C, encompasses discrimination of magnitude types causes major problems
regional correction factors allowing for effects of recording in communication and comparism of data. for example
site. wave path. and focal mehebansm IWilimore. 19791. the estimation of maximum credible earthquakes in specific
As can be seen from the above representation, earthquake regions.
magnitude is a logarithmic scale so that a change of one Relationships between magnitude and intensity have also
unit of magnitude roughly represents a change of a factor been developed and these functions have strong regional
of 10 in actual ground motion. dependencies iBrazee. 19761. For the Western United States.s

The concept of magnitude was developed by Richter in the relation between maximum intensity. I,,. and body wave
the19.30's for California earthquakes and has beenexpanded magnitude is m, =. 2.886 + 0.3651,,. while for the Central
for other areas and different wave packets by Richter and United States the relation is m, = 2.4)7 + 0.341 I,,. The
many others. Among the mrost commr'on niagnitudes used importance of this regional variation and the difficulties of
today are local magnitude (MI ). the original scale proposed using intensity scales for determination of earthquake size
by Richter (M). telcseismic body'wave magnitude n-.,). and are demonstrated by comparing the 1906 San Francisco
surface wave magnitude (M). earthquake and the 1811-1812 New Madrid earthquakes -,

Due to many factors, the magnitude determined for each INuttli, 1973 . The San Francisco earthquake probably had
scale usually will not be identical for a given earthquake. a higher magnitude than any of the New Madrid earth-
The shape of the seismic wave spectrum is generally fiat quakes. However. due to regional differences in seismic
up to some "corner frequency" after which the amplitude wave attenuation. the San Francisco earthquake was felt
decays The level of the flat portion is a function of the size over an area less than one-tenth of that for the largest of
of an earthquake: generally the larger the earthquake. the the Ne, Madrid series of events. This is the result of lowcr
larger the amplitude of the spectrum at a given frcquency. seismic wave attenuation in the Central and Eastern United
This is why m, and M. magnitudes., which are measures of States than in California. Attenuation will he discussed fur-
the amplitudes at specific frequencies. are used to measure ther in the section on seismic hazard (Section 23.3.2.5).
size. However. the corner frequcncv moves to lower fre- The seismic moment (M,,) of an earthquake is defined
quencies and longer peri(os as the size of the earthquake as the product of the rigidity (l.iL. the average offset along
increases. Thus the relationships between magnitude scales. the fault (D) and the area of the fault (S) IKanamori. 19771.
besides being almos.t completely empirical, are often non- It is usually calculated in units of dyne-cm. When these
linear, Mathematically. there is no upper limit to the earth- parameters are not directl, observed, spectral analvsis and
quake magnitude scale: however, because of this shift in speculation must be used. This measurement of eartlhquake 5
corner frequency. the size of an earthquake can get increas- size is clos er to describing the physical dimensions of a
inglv lareer %ith a smaller and smaller increase in M, as rupture then other kind, of measures d_,,. MMI. M) Relative
discussed bv Chinnerv I 19751. Thi, effect is called atu- to earthquake magnitude, which is systematically calculated
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CHAPTER 23

by vanovjs international agcneies such as the Intenational
Seismological Centre in Edinbur-. only a handful of mo-
ments. nisthy for larger esents. have been deterneincd. A
n , type of magnitudc based om the strain energy drop ithe

moment has been computd fto some events. It %,as de- p.

veloped by Kanamori ! 19771 and ,s defined by log
W, = S5M, + 11.9 where W.,is the minimum train en-
ergy drop and M, is the momentmagnitudc. This magnitude
scale cirumnvents the problcm of saturation of NI, that %as
discussed earlier in thi,, sectior. The great Chilean carth-
quake had an M, of 9.5 but an M. of only 8.3.

There are numronnus magnitude scale% developed for use
with events too small to he reconrded telescismically' (defi-
nitions of this term var: here I(XX) km is considered the STRIKE:90* DIP=45
cutoff distance). Measurement of such events presents a ( PURE THRusT FAULTING
problem because the recordings are heavily influenced by
the path through the crust.

23.3.2.3 Focal Mechanism and Fault Plane Solutions.
Another common tool used to understand the nature of earth-
quake% is the fault plane solution. This is determined quan-

titatively by a special plot ol the polarity of the first motions
of seismic waves rectirded at all stations, where the first 1
motion is readable. Figure 23-13 shows examples of the

three main kinds of fault motion: thrust, normal and strike
slip. Thrust faulting occur% when two fault blocks are pushed
together and the overhanging wall rises over the foot block
wall Normal faulting occurs when blocks are pulled apart'

Itension) and one block drops down. Strike-slip faulting
occurs when two fault blocks slide past each other. The
strike of the fault Ithe angle the fault plane makes with
northl and the dip the angle that the fault plane makes with . STRIKE = 90 DIP=450
the surface are easily read off these plits. There is. how-
ever. an ambiguity over which focal plane is the fault plane. (b) PURE NORMAL FAULTING
This must he resolved either through surficial expressions
of the fault or knowledge of the tectonic regime. Figure,
23-14a shows how a fault plane solution is constructed for
thrust or normal faulting. Basically. it represents a projcc-
tion of a hemisphere. usually a lower hemisphere. centered
about the focus of the earthquake onto a plane. The angles
of incidence of the seismic waes leaving the scene of an

earthquake to recording ,tations have been calculated for
various distances. Compressional or dilatationI waves
reat hin,- a station are coded on a plot (solid circles for FAUL
compre;sional. open circles for dilatational). Focal planes FAULT PLANE

are 'drawn div.dJng compressional and dilatational rtgions.

with the stipui;ition that the planes are mutually pvrmendic-
ular. Figure 23-14b shovss the rationale fo" t e character-
istics of the strike-slip fait plane solutin These faults are
often described as "right lateral or left later'", This means
that ifthe ground on the opposite side if a fault from an STRIKE 90* DIP=90*
otserver mov,-s to the rieht. the fault i's aid to he right (c) PURE STRIKE-SLIP FAULTING
lateral: if it moves to the left. left lateral (Fiure 23-15).
Faults can also exhibit cornhinat ions of th,: motions de- .um I , a c ,iwwn, hw ditimmn iwn., of

scribed in this section, c.triltqua . .L .i,.xhm t i

23-14
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SIDE VIEW OF THRUST FAULT LEFT LATERAL MOTION

- ~~~SAFWACE '--.-.-"
/ < (a) /FAULT PLANE J

O§LATATIOIA. , :: O#LATATIO4*AL

FIRST 100TiONS FIRS.f JAOTINS' /

\PLiAE OBJL -CSERVER

Z0111PRESSICINAL
FIRST NOTIONS

TOP VIEW PHSCLFUTRIGHT LATERAL MOTION
PLANE\"

SC1(b) FAULT PLANE

OSERVERS

TOP VIEW OF F-igure, '315 FiIault ,Thuit "m in~k
STRIK- SLP FA(T la OrNnIv se landm tn k%itc ssik of fault line rmv~c
STRIKE SLIP AULT k h1% ilf

COMPRESSIONAL DILATATIONAL ibi Olfcr scr nLvs laM nd .wi t'sii ski of faull line nmow

-I- -t k) his right.

DILATATIONAL. COPSS"AL curves of this form are useful for area% as small as 104km-.
The slope, or b-valuii. of the curve is normally found to lie.

PHYSICAL. FALT between 0.5 and 1.5. It is not clear whether the variations
PLANEare cau% ed by scatter or are indicators of the seismic pro-

cesses in a region. The value of -a- is highly variable,
however. Obviously regions of high seismic activity. such

*1'.R~ IEWas southern California. have higher '*a'* values than less
JPVEPHYAL FUL seismically active regions, such as New England.e

23.3.2.5 Hazard Evaluation. Strong ground mnions from
earthquakes constitute a great threat to facilities near the

P ~causative fault. Earthquakes capable of producing stronig
ground motions have been recorded in almost every state
of the United States (Figure 13-16). Two approaches have

(b)been developed by seismologists to estimate potential strongh
ground motion levels at particular sites. The deterministic

141Sskan i.p .i~st~'Iihnsihuhpln.'~,iuronmethod attempts to predict the maximum ground mnotion
I hi To.p %i IC otrike-O~tp fault and lop % ic' oh fault plarte possible while the probabilistic approach predicts the like-

lih(-xI that a given ground motion will occur over some c'
specified peried of time. The two methods need not be .
mutually independent. The most physically realistic model 5

23.3.2.4 Temporal Distribution. The rate of earthquake would ideally inoprt elements common to both.
occurrence has been found to be- described appro.imately The deterministic approach to seismic hazard ex iluation
bv the function boe N = a - bM. where N is the no~mber require.., knos ledge of faults in the vicinity t radius of I(XM
of earlhquakes of twigwnitude M per unit time. For the ew~ire km or more) oif the facility. In general. faults that have
earth from the period l 91 to 1964 the constants of this shown anv' activity during the Quaternary Ipast two million
equation have been found n-- a = .73 and -h 1. 15. years) are considered capable of sustaining seismic activity.5
where N is the number of'.:'.ents per year based on'earth- An estimate is made of thc maximum length of each fault
quakes in the range of6 (0 to 9.9M I Bath. 19731. Recurrence that could rupture in one earthquake and this value I!, used
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'Kp

.4.

MAXKIMUM 104TENSMTES EXPERIENCED

NATIOP4AL OCEANIC 0 ATMOSPHERIC
ADM IN IST R T ION

ENVIAW4MENTAL DATA SERVICE

'4 1050 1i6 9oo g ?50:

Figure 23-16 ktxmmatqaeidniiInutv t nitedStals rrn 142X lo 1973 lBramcc. 1976f

to, evaluate a Maximum credible earthquake. that is. the in a, 6.16 + 0.645M,, - 1. NR +25),
large%t earthquake with a reasonable chance of occurrng on
the given fault. The evaluation is, done using any of several In v, 1.63 - 0.921Mi I 2(R +25)
empirical equations relating mnagnitude ito maximumn fault
rupture length fSlenmmons. 1977;71 One equation of this form In d, -~0.393 + 0.99M, 0. 88(R + 25i
is M,1 = 5.4 + 1.4 Lo~g L. ( = 0.26. where L is the length
of the fault in kilometers jGreenskeldcr. 19741. This phase where a,. v, and d, are the site acceleration. Velocity. and
of the determiinistic approach. estimating the inaximum pos- displacement. MI is the event magnitude, and R is the
sible earthquake. is the mnost difficult, Often the length of distance from the fault to the site in kilometers. Note that
the fault is unknown and estimates of magnitude of past these equatiows are valid only for rock sites in the western
events from geolog'ical examination of fault offsets do not United Stites. A modified acceleration function for the cen-
alwkays yield unique values. When the estimation is made. tral, United States' is given by Battis [198 11: In a, = 3.155
strong ground motions at a site can then be evaluated using + 1. 240m, 1. 244 1ln(R + 25). Further modification of
empirical relations hetsseen magnituie. distance. acceier- these equations is -equired to compensate for local site con-
ation. velocity, or displacement. A compilation of various ditions. buz these methods are beyond the scope of this
relationships cani be found in McGuire 119761. Caution must review.
be u, J hossever in selecting a set of equationm since they One problem ss ith a purely deterministic approach is
are not all valid ssortd~kide: seine %%ere developed for spe. that 1he rmumn pe~iod of the maximum event may be so large
cific areas, such as California. One set of equations oif this that it is unreas-onaible flogi tically and financiatlly to design
type is P' relati .el% short lived facility to a very high value. For
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example. if a magnitude 7.0 event had a return period ill iiMUS

100) OWE vcur'. the annual rate of occurrence would he
I X 1o It lthe life o1 the s.tructure in ques.tionl i' 440 %car.P 0',U*

then the probiability of exceeding a magnitude 7 dunng the
lifetime of the .tnicturc would be approxiimately 4 x 10 ~

At this pioint the probabilis.tic approach s.hould be utitivcd.__I
Anxther problem i'. that thes.e rclation'.hip'. fi acced-

cration do not predict the level ot groundi motion over the .. A

entire freq~uency range. Standardized '.pectra have been de-
veloped iNuclear Regulator' Guide L.()i which can he ______________

anchored at a peak acceleration value. As. yet. modification
of the s.hape of the '.pectra for thet lve iof %.oit Lit the s.ite
and for the magnttude of the e'.ent i'. not a routine process'

The method ofu'.ing s.ei'.mic hazard e'.timate'. ito des.ign

'.tructure'. ha'. gained acceptance in recent year.. A computer
program b'. Mc(uire I11W761 that %ill perform the nece'.'ary- A
calculations ha'. been made available ito the public. Since
the concept'. an, a'.'umprion'that make up the calculation :'
mus.t he undcr'.oodI in order ito a'.'.'.' the appropriate use
and the limitations. of the method, a brief overview i'. pre-
'.ented: Once the '.ite of interes.t ha'. been '.ected. a cata-
logue of earthquake'. in terms' of date, location. and '.ize Wb

(magnitude or intel'.itN. i'. exained, Ifthe catalogue is. not ______________________

homoveneou'.. then convers~ions from one magnitude scale_______________

to another (for example i, ito Sti or from inten'.ity to
magnitude mu'.t be made. Care mu'.t be taken to s.elect the
proper conver'.ion relations.hip Nction 23.3.3). A range of
s.cenario'. are'tricd. u'.no s.ource /one'. of various. size'.. to

Onc sorce/on,,aredefned te nclo'.ed seimicity
i auae.L-arthquake'. are countedacodntomgi

tude. or an% other meas.ure of' size and time interval. The
'ei'.mologi'.t decide'. on the appropriate time intervals. us.ing
judgement'. of the completene'.' of the catalogue for various. %____________
vear. for the diff ':-.nt maunitude rajnee'.. A recurrence curve%
i'. derived for each s.ource lone (Figure 23-17h). The'.Li
curve'. repres.ent the modeled cumulative number of earth-
quake'. that will occur in a gi'en s.ource zone it any mag- ~
nitude (per year if the calculation'. are for annual ris.k). Next. 5.
all the modeled '.ei'.mcitv that occur'. annually in this. zone W7

i'. dis.tributed c~enl.. throughout the zone according to to- (d)I

cation ecn if the natural occurring '.e ,I'.ICIt' 1% clus.tered ST C-

in a s.mall area -Aithin the' /one. it %ill beL 'pre~id ou' uni-
tormlv This. i'. an iportant detail because of the dis.tance 1
calculation (F-igure 23- 17c). Therefore. the geometry of the
zones. pla-.'. an impruirt part The nextt s.tep requires. an
attenuation relations.hip that relate'. magnitude to accelera-
tion. vclocitN . or ii.placemecnt and di'.tance to the sirte IFig-
ure 23-17d). [Distances. are then computed to the '.ci'.micitN
which i'. no%% dithuted evenl% in the /one. When all thi'.
ha'. be-en tahula:ed. the re,,ult i'. Figure 2.1-1 7c, the anrn'il
ris.k ot e'.cedine the -,round imotion parameter u'.ed in the ~
figure.ovrd

Th i' t'v p of anal ~ 'i'. i%. pri hahlN ni ".t u'.efu I for comn- 1-i-tirc 13 17 tkrl;. a co wmmn~.' h..,ird a I,lati
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pari'on purpofw'. perlormirta! this calculation fix two di'-
nct 'otc' that ase a tairK accur.le cniquake catalog % ill%

two' regions Since there ire. somne elc-nc.nl of the deter-
rmiisic ippro~Ias incoirporated into the Waard. such as
choo~sin the sour-ce /tone boiundies% and an event upper
magnitude culoit. this method cisc'. more information about
the- .tual hazard to a Iateilit% during It% useful lifime (typ-
wcall% 30~ ito 54 s:r' It Alsti allim dcsti;er'. or regulaiing O
agzencies to quaitlitati5Clh Incorporate conservatisnm into tll,-
des i In tor ito set g.u ide I ne % 0 (ten a 1444KX) y car return period
i'. considered to be in w.ciplable hazard The actual Prob- SCALE FRACTIONS OF 9. THE(

abil i o danwe it) a st ucture using seismic hazard and GRAVITY. ARE SHOWN '

* enim ring methods. i'. called the seismic'risk.
Another hiltation il the ha/ard method i'. that it does Figture 23-19 ( ntours ilt peaik accelerations due to earthiukes at the

notinlud te draionofthei~'.tndmotonconriutig cofdec kcvel fii any 50-yr peniod IDonovan ert
fullInclde (e duati~n (i th ertund otio conribuingal 19771 keprnidc %ith pe.a'ission frurn Technilogy

toi the annual ri'k. Seisotie %%ascs fromn a magnitude 7.0 ftkiu " 1977,
earthquake 1111kit)dsac ma'.. fr example. hafle
hoicr amiplitude iround miltion and longer time duration k. ~ 1
at period'. greater than approximateIh I M ' than A~ill a mag- 23.4.2.6 Premonitory Phenomena, In recent years
nnitde 5,5 sshich is loctd ssithin Ill kin of the site, Since earthquake prediction ha'. become one of the major areas
%ituAture'. respo~nd 141 peridic: s'.il more readily. than ito of stud,* in seismology. The basic premise of prediction is

a %iwiele spiike ofl iniltion and hase specific natural frequch- that as stre'.ses accumulate in the crust, physical properties
cie',. ihese cornihaliuon should ;ve cin'.idered. of the rock will change and these changes are -detectable. *

I he masminun kcrediihle earthquake mna' ha-v a nmuch Comprussion of rock along the future earthquake rupture '.
loinger return pectitid than the useful life ofl most structures. zone' is expected to produce changes in poroisity. ciectrical -

Plrohabilistic mcthods .ire ivenerall\ considered to pros idc re'.istivit'.. seismic velocities, water table levels, and the
niorc realistii c stimates of thlie Lground motlions and ma'. be rpdon content oif ground water. Tilt and elevation changes
niore useful in the ca.e 4,1 ile-line structure'. or structures may also be indicators of future significant events. Each of

'tha'. nulecir reactor iacilitie, %kho~e failure wvould pro- these phenomena are detectahle by various means. For short -

duce aI ignitiiiant thre.it. tern~ prediction. abnormal animal behavior has beer asso-
Seseral miethod'. hase been desi'.ed ito provide region- ciated %k ith seismic events. In addition. the spatial and tem-

ali/ed e.i'nc hiard niap'. lt the Inited States. The results pora! distribution of low magnitude earthquakes is thought
Ill tsso 4)1l these: stdics are shoyk n in Figure'. 23-1 X. 23-19. to be altered by stress accumulation and provides an indi-
andi 23 204 1 \lgcrniis'.in, 1909: loiosan et al. 19771. cation of an immuinent large eaiihquake. To date. significantsu

I-itire 23- t8 '. thle result ofl a deterministic approach while advances have been made in eaihquake prediction with- at
Fi-gure'. 2.1- 1) aind 23 201 result from probabilistic mt.'ih.Js, least one significant miajor prediction (4 Feb 1975. Liaoning
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Province. China. 7.3 MI posibly saving thusands of li'es. global in chara.cter and exhibits %table spatial and temporal ,

However. pre Jiction is more complex than it first appeared characteristfics.
to be. Man,. of the phenomena which are beliesed toprevede Brune and 0O10%r 1t19591 have derived minimum. av-
an earthquake have been detected without the occurrence crage and maximum displacement amplitude curve-. tor non. 1K
of an earthquake. Methods 6wsd to predict an earthquake at local seismic noise levels in the period i ange of 0. 1 to 31. 5
one place in the world do not always work at another time s. These curves, conven~d ito amplitude spectral density.
or location. At the present time, earthquake prediction is are shown in Figure 23-21 and represent limiting values of
not an eXact science and will require more time and research the microseism spectrum. The actual spectrum calculated
to achieve routine practical application for any given site over a short time interval would be ex-

Peced tolebtween the minimum and maximum curves

but they might have a significantly different shape than the
23.3.3 Other Sources of Seismic Radiation plotted curves. For example. the depicted 8-s storm mi-

croseisni peak could vary between a 4 and 10) s period.
23.3.3.1 Seismic Noise. A seismometer placed an)-
where on the surface of the earth will record virtually con--2- ___'.

tinuous earth motions of variable intensity. This seismic 10 2

backgiound noise is known as microseisms. Typically, thej 1
generation of' microseisris is the result of cultural. meteo-Ig
rologic. and oceanographic conditions and is unrelated to -0 L
tectonic processes responsible for ea,-hquakes. Worldwide.t
the documented sources of microseisms appear to Ne surfI
or other near-shore action along steep coast lines and -cy- -4
clonic activity over deep water I Bath. 1973 1. More local ized t
sources include traffic. heavy machinery, ivers, and wind-
induced motion in buildings or trees. At any given site. -
seismic noise can be classified into three frequency depen- 10t
dent branches.

1. Microseisms having periods of less !han 2 s are gen- IE -. 4.
et-ally caused by local sources. Maximum amplitudes us.u- tO .

ally occur near I Hz and are rapidly attenuated away f.rom
the source l0ssing and Gray. 19781. The. localized nature
of generation makes the amplituides of these microScisms 7 '
highily site dependent. These sources can normally be readilyI'entified as cujltural in origin.

2. Between 2 and 10 s lie the storm microseisms. in,~~QCA
!h-~ band, the occurrei.ce of high level activity ha beenQ A
strongly correlated with deep low pressure areas'and fi )ntal ;r

passages impinging on continental margins. The nature of it
the storm microseismic source suggests two facts: first, the W 10
intensity of storm mieroseisms are significantly higher dur- kj#
ing the'winter, and second, coastal sites are 'affected to a ______0__

much greater degree than sites in the continental interior%. 10o
The mode of' propagation approaches the Ra leigh surface0
wave mode traveling at a velocity of' 2.7 krnls lIycvr. 1964. _______

Amplitude ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~i ateutosofrpaaint~ouhui

form geologic structures but is greatly increasecd at discon-
tinuities such a% continental mnareins or mountain boundariesW
*l0s-ing and Gray. 19781 12

3Thlogperiod micros-eisms. greater than I1) s. peak

microseisms generated by the coupling (if the ocean floor -13 11111 111111 111J I IWilI 111
with cvcfonic induced ocean waves over deep wkater. At-01 10 1 0 U0 110
tempt,, to track tropical cyclonLi usinu these imcroseismns . PERIOD (seConds)
have mnet %%ith varying success 1131flicn. 19651. A pro- Sniii .~ri ii ~ Ic I
nounced n11tiinu in the noise spectrum.is, also nioted for tieuro' t23.21 Brun 'k P); r 0
periods between 30 and 40 s. This minimum appears to beti.91
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and population. the type of vegetation and local geologic
structure! will all influence noise levels. In Figures 23-22
asnd 23-23. contour maps of* average seismic background
noise levels for displacements and particle velocities near
I 'Hz in the contintentat United States are shown jOssing
and Gray. 19781.

23.3.3.2 Other Sources of Seismic Radiation. While
ci earthquakes (and volcanoes it) somec extent) are the most

prominent natural source of destructive seismic radiation. Emany. other sources are ot interest for differe nt reasons.

air ouped eismc wvesgenerated by aircraft acoustic
energy (especially low-flying aircraft such~ as the cruise mis-

Figre 3-2. Cmlor ap f wmicrxvw lv~% i th UntedStaes sile) or atmospheric explosi,,ns. vibrating machinery, rock-

in term% ol particle velticity l0.sing and Gray. 1978[. bussolping mehicles cryoseisms (ice fracturing). mov-
ing ehices(trucks or landing airplanes). and people.

Following are some examples of how these sour~ces affect
Also plotted in Figure 23-21 is the seismic noise am- life on earth.

plitude spectral density for data recorded at a quiet site Large chemical or nuclear explosions generate signiti-
(Queen Creek. Anizone for periods between 10 and 2560 s cant motions which must be considered in many military
lFix. 19721. Particular care was taken in the installation of construction projects. Away from the source regio-i where
this station to minimize all locally induced noises. It is cratering and other source particular effects must oe con-
thoughit that this spectrum is it good rcpresentation of the sidered. these motions can often be treated like ea.thquake .--

minimum noise levels in this period range. generated motion. lDifferenc~es in the characteristics of ex-
The scismic noise level observed at anv' site is also a plosions and earthquakes. however, also allow the seis-

function of geographic location. The proximity to coastlines mologist to provide information on the detection and dis-

125' i20' its* ie 0m' 00o' 9* s00 350 60 75* 7O' 65*

02

555

30' p30

Fj-,tjre ~ 1 4 Comntir map 4 is rai-N hicke.r nmnd noisc di'pi~sxri 5tlr, in hei I nitcd Stile, 10 is-ng i nd Gra . 197h5
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GEOKINETICS
crimination of nuclear exlosions for the purpose of test ban other manifestation of t,:ctonic prcesCse are capable of - , ,
treaty ve;ification. In the siting of motion sensitive instru- producing large. if' loc',,i;ed. motion. ..

ments. local disturbances caused by any source should be Recent tectonic theory has given the -road picture of
considered, especially where large concrete structures are relative motions between rigid plates, but the detail 'are
constructed. Vibrations caused by even small quarry bhlists considerably blurred for several reason.;. First, the plate
during the critical curing period can prevent the proper cohe- boundaries are not simple discontinuities but are gener-
sion from developing ally zones up to 100 km or more in widih where strain

The fact that moving vehicles and personnel produce can accumulate. 'A second problem i!; that plate tectonics
seislnic signals has been used to develop security systems does not explain crustal motions in plate interiors. A;,-
and methods of remote battlefield sensing. Pressure waves other problem of a different nature is the proclivity of many
generpted by military aircraft can. under certain conditions. investigators to discover "micro-plates". Then. of course,
couple with the ground to produce large amplitude seismic there are large-scale secular motions that have no direct
motions which could affect ground facilities or e used to relationship to plat, tectonics, for example. the mid-con-
track the aircraft. tinental downwarps associated with deposition in sedimen-

The study of seismic sources in the high frequency re- tary basins.
gime has almost unlimited practical applications in geologic
exploration, nuclear detection, and earthquake prediction. 23.4.1.1 Horizontal Motions. Amost all earthquakes that

cause observable surface displacements are associated with
faults or fault zones. Coseismic fault displacements range .

23.4 LONG PERIOD AND SECULAR from negligibl'e for small earthquakes. to several centimeters , .

for magnitude 5. to several meters over hundreds of kilo-EARTH OTIONSmeters for magnitude 9 shdcks.' The maximum total dis- '$
placement for the great Alaskan earthquake of 1964 was

This section briefly treats me'istrement of crustal motion over 25 m. The ratio of displacement to fault length ranges
and puts some bounds on the magnitude or such deforma- from i04 to 10 ,. Well-defiaed. natural or artificial (planned
tior.s and the accuracy ef the observations. Some of the or fortuitous) linear or planar featres (for example, fences,
most important techniques used are from the field of ge- 'lignment arrays, stream channels, or shorelines) crossng
odesy. which is reviewed in Chapter 24. In the ilrst sub- the fault can be used to determine the offset. Repeated
section. details of the motions caused by tectonic processes. geodetic surveys (Chapter 24) are also made to determine
which were reviewed in Section 23.2 will be examined; in both earthquake displacements and accumulation of strain.
the second. the earth tides: and in the third, other more The U.S. Geological Survey runs an active deformation V.,,
localized types of motions, which often form the noise back- monitoring program in California. using lasc- geodimeters;'-
g:ound and hinder the performance of instruments and sys- to measure the distances among benchmarks in several geo-
tems. Specifically excluded from consideration are various detic networks ISavage et al.. 19811. The formal errors
geological processes, such" as soil creep.'. landsiidcs, gla- (standard deviations) in these surveys are between 10 ' and
ciological activity, and volcanic activity, all of which can 10- for' lines between 20 and 50 km long. Most of the error
exhibit substartial motions, is attributable to variations of the index of refraction along

the line of sight. The strain accumulation rate in the San
And-eas fault zone is about 0.3. x 10 '/yr. or where the

23.4. I Tectonic Motions motion is creep on the faults themselves with little or no
strain buildup. about 3-5cm/yr. Thus the expected line length

We know from gcoloical and paleomagnetic studies changes arc of the order of the present day survey accurnlcy
that portions of the earth hae moved. at least in a relative and several years must elapse betseen surveys before re-
sense. thousands ofkic-nerers horizontal'v and tens of kil- liable results can be obtained. Since several crustal plates
ometers verticall% (th,: to, ;:f Mt. Everest is marine lime- converge in Japan. the deformation rate is high and the
stone). We also h c f'und from such stud':s that these motion pattern complex IMogi. 19811. Similar programs
movement veh-itics a,'c n t constant but are discontinuous, are in progress ;n Turkey. India. New Zealand. the USSR,
episodic. or even cvcli,al. One of the main challenges in Central America. Alaska. Canada. and many. others. See
solid earth geophys~cs is to directly measure such motiions. Simpson and Richards 119811 for examples.
relate them to the past rates determined geilogically or
palcomnagneticallv. and develop empirical or physical models 23.4.1.2 Vertical l)isplaceinents. Secular vcrtical crus-
to predict future i ,iors. These goals arc not without prac- tal motions rarel, exceed I 'mam/yr. Some exceptions are
tical application. for tr, most dramatic form tIf tectonic Japan (7 mm/yr in some regions,. where tectonic activity _ .____
motion is the sudden release of accumulated strain during is high. the Hudson Bay rcit.e. 110 mm/yr. which is still

aior earthqtiakcs %% ith ihe concurrent generation of poten- responding to the removal of the continen tal ice sheet ..- ' -
tially destructive seismic'waves. Volcanoes. x;hich are an- 10 (XX) years ago. and several other, usually local, areas. ... ...-
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1-APTER 23A

EASTERN RD graphically ci)rrelated erro'rs I Reflinger .ind Brown. 19811.
Polmn Tw im noaThis can be seen in a paper by Brown 1 19781 where surveys

111=XNoW0LAWS +1 along the east coast of the U.S. suggest substantial local

?"-4.1 -1 movement. but the tide gauges along the coast do not. In-

03 cidentaly. new survey procedures published by the NGS
shoud eimiatethes erorsbytighteniiia-w rod calibration

03 standards and reducing sight lengths.

- 21I 23.4.1.3 Measurement Technique . Tide gauges have
I long been used to estimate vertical mrovements (Figure

23-24). However, depiending oa the record length there are
3 a 4 some problems which include long-peiiod tides, climatic *

40 .and seasonal effects (pressure and leml-e-z'iorc). metevro-
-- A7LAN7?C logical effects (wind), river Jischarge variations, local site

stability, instrumentation, and eustatic (world-wide) sea level
XEANchanges IlAnderoson. 1978 1. It appear% that sea level is prob-

0. 21ably rising at a rote of less than I mm/yr. alth~ough it ap- jS
parently rose about 6 in in the last 18 000 years. The release

2.! 1 12ot water stored as ice in the great continental ice sheets is
* , accommodated to a gr. at extent by the deflection of the

crust under the redistributed. load IWalcott. 19721.
Another 'method often used to inifer elevation changes

igue 2-24 Reen trndsin idl gges[Anersn.et 1.,1971. is repeated gravimeter surveys. After corrections for earth
iguc 2-24 R~cn irnd~in idl ggc~l~ner'rn ciiL.I97j. tides (Section 23.4.2) and atmospheric pres.sure variations.

ttemporal changes of gravity can occur from either ( I) dis-
*e Figure 2.3-24 and W.alcott 119721. Thrust and norma2 placement of the observation point along the free-air gravity ..
ulting during earthquakes generally produce relative ver- gradient 3 -3086,;.±gal/cm., 5%~ typically), or (2) varia-
-al displacements of less than 5 m. exL.pt for the very tions in the subLsurfaice density field (for e: ample. 0.43(Y
.-gest tremors. Classically., vertical movements have been f.igal/cm for an extended sheei of material with density con-
-asured by repeated spirit leveling (Chapter 24). a simple tras! (r. These two factors generally interaict. constructively -

rveving procedure that has been more or less routine for or destructively, depending on the process operating. Usu-
past 1(K years in which errors accumulate as some ally this i% not known, so a model must be assumed. For

nction of line le-ngth. An examination of leveling surveys example. a' section of material subjected to horizontal elastic
Castle et al. 119761 revealed that a broad area cf crustal compression would bulge upward, thus reducing the gravitye

Pwarp of up to 25 cm had occurred between 1060 and in accord with ( 1) above: however, the increase in density. -

'74 in southern California. This aseismie uplift was soon effect (2). would cancel this aimost exactly. resultiag in no
nistencd the "Palnmdale Bulge" foi at small town 50 km net change of gravity. Whitcomnb 119761 presents a number ~ ~
;rth of Los Angeles near tL, zone of' maximum uplift, of models and the corresponding gravity a-nd elevation A
Mlitional survey's over the past 'decade showed that not changes. Measurement of both could strongly constrain such
l~v was the bulge much larger than previously expected. models.
tendiniz over most oif the' Mojave Desert region, but alt.o Aside from the fact that some tectonic pheniomena pro-
At there had :-cen a partial collapse since 1974. Theo.-e- duce elevation but little -. no gravity change.' detection

tasand modelers were puz/led because of the lack of requires careful measurement and removal of spurious ef-
ismic~tv and the difficulty ot fttling tlh bulge into-the tects as well as the variations cau!;ed by the solid earth and
iown bori'mtal movements of the region. At this po)int. ocean tides (Section 23.4.2). Lambert and Liard 119811
ckson aid Ice 1 19791 questioned the very existence of re-nll assessed their accuracy of' measurement in a strongly

bulge. attribittinc it to systematic rod calibration and ioterconnected vravity netwsork established with L~a Coste
nospherie ref-action errors that can ac(arUMLate over large and Romberg "I'graviicrs. the best instrumient currewly
:vajtion chances, such as thos;e OCeurring bet'Ascen 1.os avial.Te stimated that with vcrv carefu: %,,ork h
ieles and P'almodale. After a heated dhate. tests by Na- conservative lonL-termi accuiracy o)1 a sincle station alter
'nafl Geodetic Survey ( NGSi iStrange. 19911, and refu- least-squo'res adjustment of rthe network is .ibout 4 peal.,

on hv the t'.S (ieohcai Survey S te in. 198 11. a good which corresliond t Iit a ree-air elevation chance ot abfwut
mon -of' the Pilr-ndalc Bulz!e h;-, dis ippearcd. Further- I cm. tverndon If 91 i !found a relative accuracy IRMS) o7-
)re. rn-,nv other 'uirov: that SL11c,cs~d recent vertical about 201 p a, I foi stations alone profiles in southen Uak-V
.:vcmentl wecre Otind to) be contaminated by these topo)- fornia. A Major contiibutor ito chances'in cravitv is the
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* nbe'semnt oft .iuItio c~r For eximple. %atcr filling the cause ot the obscrIng! geon'etry. Table 23-5. derived from
* iine reiilar s..~sof a I In thitk sandlstone w ith 10'i po)- %linster and hordan 11 9781 %how,, expcted pIte velot, ities,
*riv,if% %outd 5taii'e i1 vra% It% increase of 4.1 I~al Lambert among the existirie VI.13 radio ohservatories. Thus. for

a .nd licaumont I11471 tound -*amnal grjaSit changes a-, example. 1to detect the 2 cmi/y .r separation between Europe
high a% 12 pgal duc 1t1 fluctuation% in gzround water lesel. ard North America. caused b% sea floor spreading at the
In I,..Alcs where the ecoh~drolov% 'is simple and wells are Mid-Atlantic Ridge at the 95'1' conlidenCL level. wOUldI

*plentitul it Is. perhaps possiblc ft correct tor s-uch effects. require several Years between two mecasurements. In prac-

but inofmplct re a' pon such a-those with man% aquitcrs tice. the precision can be improsed by numerous eiae
orith strown, ILacral hctcrkq!,.:it% ground wiater changes ohservations, T Ihe major limitation ito VLBI me1asurements

%tirtiI)V limit this tckhniqlue Variations in the eation t is the presence ot wkater vapor in ihe atmosphere. At a 2
thc %'kitr %urtakc in re~sirsoir%. risers.. lakes, and seas also. elev ation angle the correction is 30() cm. With only surfi v

- cause gra% if % artatons .at nearb% station% 'these can usually meiasurement ow water vapoir the uncertaintv would he about
bte c js.11 jal,.ujlatCd it the. phenomena are adequatcls' mon 5 cmn Radiometers are being developed to make such cor-
Ito wed rections.

IX.-pite the problem, aiij . ~t :issoit.l Awith Satellite laser rangin-, from :I number of ground stations
grs %im. sur es %s, tbcrec ire t wo d ist inct adsanta ves os.%er lev - to an orbiting vehiek, equipped with retroretlectors has proved
dhie Iirst. it is m',ch easier ft make spot measurements sufficiently precise to mecasure crustal disjilaccnic..ts oh ~ev-
oncr a wide area Sec:ond. grasit% .urse% errors, propagate eral' centimetlers over 12 ito 10' km-. This tcchnique was
4% a tin, tion oh t11mW rather thin with distance, so gixen the used liar the San Andreas Fault Experiment (SAFE) to -de-

*pr"per toiisuteal support, becter precision at distant points termine the relative velocitv bettseen the North American
% ioutd h.: ;Whiesed and Pacific plates I Smith et al.. 19791. The average velocity.

*Repeattd Ver\ Loneg Baselmrc InterteroinetrN IVEBI) determined from mneasurements taken in '1972. 1974. 1971.
mewasurement' u'ing satellite, as sources,. app~irently have and 1979. was 9 t 3 cmn/yr.'which is considerably greater
the prcision 1 - 10 cm vner 5INM rn lines) to detect than the Minster and Jordan 119781 value 01 5-6 cm/yr and
rvlatise plate motions. With expected improvement%, the even'greater than the observed creep or strain (equivalent
t'wmali error lair repeated *ibsersations should drop tot about to 2-3 cmn/sr in the fault /one. This could be due to the

cnio better for the bori/ontat componments. The pre- fact that the plate model has a tinie resolution of no better
~iiaan of the %ertikal component is tyapically twice that be- than 10 tKX) years and that the present motion is greater

li~ 1' ic tIc4t %0-Me ooii l Iwr i 4 icd %LtIt haslines

iFronm: ,Onsala . EI'foelsbrg Kashima .Bra/il Hawaii Kwajalein Arecibo
i S%% denh (W Germanyh O apan) (Puerto Rico)

tit NORTHI AMERICAN PLATE
ljsack. Max' 1,7 1.9 -0.4 -0.2 +0.8 + 0.5 +0.4
\RV A. 'Al 1.7 1.9 , .05 -0.4 + 1.5 + 1.2 ±0.4
Ft .x; s ales. 1.5 + 1,6 -0.8 -0.7 4 3.1 +2.8 + 1.7
M RIoqWaa 1. -14 +1.5 -0.9 --0.6( 1.6 +2.3 +1.5

*Alaska 1.0 + 1.1 --0.7 -0.2 -5.2 -2.3 N:'A
* 'sleon-lin 1 7 - 1-9 . -0.5 -0.3 40.4 + 0.4 4 0.6

- PACIFIC PLAI E
2 -1s 7.i 8.7 4 3.5 -- -- N A

atalala ib 3.6 -9.4 4 1.4 .- -NA

tit EURASIAN PLATE
Onaa . --- 1.1 - 2.7 --4.0 NiA

- t~k1e -~.3 - 1. -.3.6NA

Kishima 0-. 1. -tI 8.7 -9,4 N A I
I o Sot tI'll AMEslRICAN PLATE

II A - (V 35 + 2.4 -1.3

CARIBI..N l'lATL
ArC &IN l'h 6I 06 N A -1.3 N A N A

S~ -----.-- .--. .--- --. . .------. . ---...---
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than that average. or that slip between the plates is distrih- years a numher.of perturbations. which cannot ie adequately
uted over a much wk ider area than the San Andreas 1' At moteled, have rendered this goal futile. Much better models
/one. possihly including the Basic-Range province of Ne- can be constructed frmm higher-frequency seismic data. and
vad: and Utah. earth tidal effect over a wide range of these is only I ,A -2,,

-v hird ,pace-hased system that has been propoed is a at most. )istinguishing among these is almost certainly not
s,,s.. -a'd lascr ranging sstem ISmith. 19781. In this within the province of tidal measurements.
concept. hc laser would be placed in a circular orbit at I(XX) Ilowever. there have been rapid advances in theory.
km altitude at a 50" inclination to the equator. The spacecraft instrumentation, and techniques. many occurring within the
would be programmed to rang. to large numbers of retro- past ten years that make the subject a fruitful field for re-
reflectors placed on monuments in areas of interest. Sim- search. In addition, there have been and still are practical
ulations show that intersite distances of 20 to 2(i) km can reasons for tidal studics.. A list. ;- very brief commentary.
he repeated to betr than t I c.. The space-based laser and references, follows. For many of these, the relative
ranging system has an advantage over VLBI techniques in accuracy must be: of the order -f 11,.

* that atmospheric corrections are small at optical wave- I. Earth tide measurement can be used to help con-
lengths. strain ocean tidal models using shore-based gravity

Continuous or high-frequency measurements of crustal and tilt measurements IKuo. 1978; Baker. 19781.
deformation ire made with tiltmeters. strainmeters. and 2. Baker 119781 has shown that the response to tidal

* multiwaselenyth ranging devices. These are reviewed thor- loading is primarily due to the spatially averaged
S ouchly elsewhere ICommittees on Geode,, and Scismol- Young's modulus rather than density and Poisson's

ogx. 19911 so will he mentioned onl, Hbicly. Long (750 ratio, which are the primary parameters in seismic
n) laser ,traimnetcrs interleroin ters) installed on the ground wave propagation. Thus tidal measurements can

* surface have been operated successfully for a number of provide important supplementary information in
years in southern California IBerger and l.ovberg. 19701. elucidaine crust and upper mantle s!ructure.
Pendulum-type tiltmeters have been used to infer long-pc- ". The tidal admittances can be predicted initially from
nod crustal motion%, but their short haselengths make them theory, or at worst, an ohervational period of scv-
suceptable to ven small reference point instabilities from oral months (interior continental or coastal site. re-
which even long-hsc line instruments are not entirely free. spectively) quite accqrately. Changes in the tidal
)eep horchole tiltinetcrs have shown more stability than admittance could signal changes of physical prop-

those ln,talled at shulow depths because of greater isolation erties at depth. Such observations could be useful
fron near-surface effects, hut agrCernent amotig closely- in studies of earthquake mechanisms and prediction
s spaced instruments has not been good Long fluid tiltmeters. IBeaumont and Berger. 19781.
from which tilt is inferred from changes in the height of a 4. Because of the earth's liquid outer core. there is a
liquid a known distance apart. proniise greater tability by near-diurnal 1I .(X217 cpd) free wkohble IWahr. 19791
averaging out short wavelength spatial noise IWyatl et al.. that aflk',cts the tides. Very accurate measurements
19821. Laser surveying instruments operating at two ,,ave- of the tidal response might reveal the details of the
lengths can correct fr variations in .iimospheric refraction resonance aind elucidate the 'nature of the hydro-
because of dispersion effects. Operated with a third (mi- dxnamic coonling between core and mantle.
crow ave) frequency to correct for wrater vapor content, ac- 5. The tidal re,,pine can be used to map gross spatial
curacies ofa fcw parts in 10' are possible. One of these has variation, in e Lrth structure. such as the postulated
b''n operated on a continual hasis, ranging to a number of partially molten rock underlying the Yellowstone
targets. near Ilollister. California Illuggett et -al. 19771. region of Wyomin, Iltarri,,on. 197.41 As this re-

Rapid advancei, are being made on both mriLasuring and sponse is dependent o, rock parameters other than
understandine earth nlotis's. Although probleis discussed those ooverning the r'opagaiion of seismic waves,
in Section 23.3.3 are a Imitation. long-base instruinents as in,(2) aboe. aluible information is obtained.
and ,pace techniques show great promise in producing in- . Ne gekLodetic techniques such a,, Very Long Base
creasinuld accurate observation, of crustal deforniation linerlroinetr\ VBI and Lunar or Satellite ILaser
('onmittees on (,.odes, and Scisniologv. 198 11. Raneine L-..R or SIR) are approaching a precision.

o' scveral centineters tWhapter 24). The ranges.

particularl-. the vertical component. must be cor-
rected Il r tidal de frmations of the sitcs,. which can

" 23.4.2 Earth Tides Ie of the order of tens of centineters
7. Earth tide measurements miht be usclul in oh-

Ili, oricall,,. it was thou._hr that a ,,tudv of the solid sr\in, p ,,sihh nonlinearitie,, iii the defoirmational
, carth' response to the tid effects of the sunl and inoon hhaior of rock. Ihe s ctfects arc much more

s. ou ld shed important light on global mechanical propertie detlectbhle in tidal than in eionmic leasuremecnts
nd the rate ot tidal energy diss pation (ver the past ten hecauw !ie expectcd.siynal is much citer knos n.
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8. Advanced inertial components (gyros and acceler- for the long period IS 0). the diurnal (S = I). thc de-
ometers) are becoming sufticientlv ,cnsitive that midiumal IS = 2). or the terdiumal IS = 3) tide-gener-
the tide,, are detectable. They can thus provide low ating potential (at time t. longitude 46. and phase f with
level. precisely-dctined calibration signals. respect to Greenwich). The tidal force thus has energy in

9. Similarly. the tidal signal can act as a useful mon- frequency bands about Q.3 cycles per day (cpd) wide. cen-
itoring deice of the resxne,,c of instruments mcas- tered about 0. I. 2. and 3 cpd with the frequency separation

uring long-period o %cular deformations. The tidal between components in each hand ;orresponding to r, and
amplitudes are of the same order as the annual tilt further splitting corresponding to loneer and longer periods.
rate in tectonicall. active regions. although the pe- as shown in Figure 23-25 IAgnew. 19791. The number of
riods are considerably different. harmonics required to adequately represent the tide ranges

10. Tidal corrections have long been made to gravi- from 13 for a period of I to 6 montas to 500 for decades
meter surveys made for oil prospecting where the lCartwright and Edden. 19731. Refer to Schureman 119581
signals are of the order of' 10-I() I.gal I gal for an exhaustive derivation of tidal harmonics.

I X 10 "cm/s 2). Normally only, the solid earth
tide. uncorrected for ocean loading, is applied al-

i.though loading should be considered ir high-pre-
cision surveys near Coasts.o,

11. Similarly, earth tide corrections mut be made to
absolute gravity measurements to remove the time "0t.
dependence. As the precision of these measure- LOG ,
ments is approaching 10 lgal. ocean loading terms
must be included.

12. Finally, it should be mentioned that the tides affect 
itsatellite orbits, the rotational period of the earth,

polar motion, and geodetic coordinates. cd

23.4.2.1 Solid Earth Tides. Numerous authors have de-* '
rived expressions for the tidal potential on the earth caused K
by an exterior mass such as the sun or mion. Because of I -2 2

the nonlinear complexities of the orbits of the sun. moon. .I"

and earth, the tides display energy at the sum and difference (A)i

-. frequencies corresponding to the periods

-r, = 27.3 days (lunar declination)
T = 365.24 days (solar declination) Figure.23-25. Tidal harnutlc% lAgnew. 19791.

•, = 9.55 years (lunar perigee)

T4 = 18.61 years (lunar node) The tidal potential itself cannot he oberved. only changes
, = 2094(0 year, (perihelion) , in the vertical and horiontal components of the gravitational

T = I solar day (24 solar hours) acceleration force g. which is the derivative of the potential.

T, = I lunar day (24.84 sol hours) These components are the gravity tides g = g - z and tilt

tides h = I ' X 7j/Igl. where ? is an earth-fixed unit vector
parallel to mean .k. Occasionally tidal strain, the variation

that is. r = S . + kN in distance between two nearby points, is measured while
. I changes in the height of 'a liquid surface (the ocean tides)

have been measured for thousands of years. Only in the

S =. t.1.2.3 past decade have tidal displacements of the earth's solid

,= 2-t/. surface been measurcd with techniques such as satellite or

= longitude lunar laser ranging and VI.BI.
Although tide, are almost alwavs analvzed in the fre-

0 = phase angle quency domain, it is much more convenient to generate the
theoretical tides as functions of time. the position of the

in harmonic representation. disturbing hod\. and the position of the observer. The the-

oretical vertical g,,, and horizontal h,, components of the
Y C, cosr',t S, 0- 0)

23-25
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tide pr'oducing force of the moon on a ritid earth ito the s
fourth order of lunar parallax to better than 0.04% are 0

GMr 3 GMr ,E3
= 2 d4

3 GMr 3GMr (csf ~~oh,, = - in2O +---(cs) IsnO4

%&hereI

G =Newtonrotn gravitational constant20
M =m'ass of the moon 0
d =distance between the centers of the earth and

moon
0 = cnith distance (angle) to the mooin at the obser- 0 1

vation point L0TD
The vertical component is commonly expressed in mni- (a)

crogal ( 10 'cmls5', with reversal of sign to correspond to
gravit observations. that is. a maximum tidal force pro--______________
duces a gravity minimum. The hori;-ontal force is'usually
divided by the local value of gravity and multiplied by RL(K~
yielding tihe deflection of the vertical. or tilt, in nanoradians

10 'radians). which may he converted to milliarcseconds
(ins) by multiplying hN 0.2063. 4

For the sun. the first term in each of the two expressions - t
given above is adequate to the 0.OO2rk level. The solar
induced tide% are 46'4 of the lua.Nmeoscmptr.

programs are available to calculate tidal time ,eries ICa- .-

haniss and Eckhardt. 19731.
*On a rigid earth the maximum equilibrium tidal ranges

* are 
NRHSUHCMOET

*Grai, iti, Tilt Geoid forfudeth

moon 164.5 j.Lgal 34.6 ms 53. 7 m
* un 75.9 15.5 24.
* Total 240.3 51.170

0 10 0 l 40 so0 0 70 OD 3
The theoretical amplitudes ('I gravity and tilt oif the main LATITUDE 0

tidal comnponents as a function of latitude are given as Figure (t
23-20

*The earth is neither ric'id or fluid hut essentially elastic -~r'226, kmplriude, (if the in diunuj aiid e~mi-diumal eatrth tidal
at tidal periods. Because the periodl of the longest tree 0%- oirnincnis %ersus lauitude, (a~raitii. ihi n'th-uii tili.

* cillation 04 mit of the earth is more than It) timies shorter li.

than the tidal frequencies. the earth has more thin adequate
timne to adjust to the tidal forces and its response is, nearly can he derived much more accurately from seismic inea-
independent of frequency. Thus the earth tides are of the surement because the tides are so perturbed by various in-

* equilibrium txpe: that is. the relative amplitudes; and phases direct etfeitts ss hich %% ill be discussed later. Thei, arc defincd
oif ihe constituent,, should correspond to the theoretical ra- as folhiIA :
tios. Such behavior of a solid, spherical. i, eanless, earth 1, represents the ratio belsseen the hcight (if the tide on
can he described in termis of three characteristic numbers, the elastic earth to the theoretical e.quilibriumo height:

h: k. ajnd 1. flistoricall ., the reason for stud , ing, earth tides k is, the ratio of' the additional potential due ft the de-
"Aas to determine these sn-called Love numb1oers. hut they formation of the elastic earth to the tidal potential: and'
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direct attraction (it the water. (2) by the physical bending40
EAV W OOMPNENTof the crust beneath the %eight of the water. and (3) by the

$4 ~disortion or the equiptential from the -frst two deet%.
Near wacoasts. the region oft the ocean closs to the oh-

12~ servation point causes the vreatest perturbation and local "
occah tidal moidels reasonahly inatch the observations. In

10 the centers. or continent%. howc~cr. all of the oceans are
% ignilicant contributors several percent tot the total signal.

8 This is particularl, true for the gravil, tde beicaus: the
- vertical component or it mass attraoton or water di-ireass

only a% r ' while the effect on %train and tilt fall.. tf ais r Z
-- - N. where r is distance.

Although the ex.istence of ocean lojadinig fets h.is been
2N known lor Neags. it wasI treated simplistically iweven ignored %.

*until [thet- (. I' fr two re~asons: (I) lack of methoidology ito
0 ~calculate the effect loadint! and (2) pxoor open-ocean tidal

m odels Rapid ad% ance% hit%.c been, made in both aica.. over
the past decade. both requiring high speed comipwter.

The first attemipt% ito correct for ocean loa~ling used the
45solution for the displacements ofr an elas.tic. homogeneous. *

L*ITUOE o isot1opic half-space sublected ito a normal s.urtac-e point load.
(~) which is called the Boussin"s problem. Ste Farrell 119721

hue21. 2h it 'wiff,,,.,, or Lew kouicz and Cabaniss I I 9t8O.,When the attraction of
the water mas% andi effts. of the deformed potential are

I is the ratio or the horii'ontal displacerneit of the taken into account, the halt-space miodel1 is otten adequate
el .site earth tot the theoretical tide. for, tilt correction% because most or the ocean loading! con-

See Wlichiuir l9firl (or ruther dvscus..ion. tribution'tccur-, within l(XX) kmn or' the observation point.
From seismic dlata. h =).WHO. k = 0I.299, and I Bccause the earth is spherical and radiall> heteorogenous.

it tX4 with at maximum variation oif 114f *21i for reason- inore reali'.lic solutions are required Takeuchi 119511. I
able seismic modlsl. The ellipticity oif the earth introduces Longman 1 19621. and Kuui 119691. for example. made im-
latitudinall1%-dependent term., but the effect% are small poirtant contribution,.
jW~ahr. 19791 Thus. the solidl earth tides can he considered The complete problem was solved by Farrell 119721.
known on the surface of at-, oceanle%.' spherically ,%ym- who computed Gireen'% functions for vertical displacemient.
mietrical earth Hfere at tidal gravity meter ssould mneasure 'rav it%, tilt, strain, and hori/ontal displacements bor a unit
the equilibrium grasitN tidle gt,, -+ g, nmultiplied bN the load oit several realistic standard earth models, Uisini hese
constant h =I -h (312 ik 1.1(~)Smlry it function%. (;I A fr anyf h aboive quantities. a mass MI

meter would sense (h., - hj/1! multiplied by -y I + k an aneularditince .1 away would produce at change NGA)
-h -- 0,70). in that quantit%. Oiven an ocean tide model, one can con-

The grai s tides are increased by over 15'.; and the tilt volse the tidal heights, with Farrell's tabulated Creen's
tides diminished b% about 301( because ol elasticity. Sur- function, to comIpute the ocean loading. InI practice. the
race strains depend on both h and I: the expressions are com- occins are conipartmentali/ed and giver the average tidal
plex and will not he gisin here See Akne%%. 119791: for (complex) amnplitude within each. Far isax fromt the com- r

det-jls.putation poiint the grid] spacing~ can he coarse, but (or points
Re one extcption ito the frequency independence of the near coasts, the discrcti/ation mustlt be comtparativelN tVne

earth to tidal rorces is, near I cpd. %%here the resonance IGoad, 19901..
ctu'-ed bi, core-mantle coupling' becomnes Important. Wahr 'The tin!tc element inethod l/,,enkiewic/, 196i71 has been
II19741) finds from theoretical considerations that this effect used by Beaumont and Lambert II 9721 to decal with more
should not exceed 20)'; A number of" inscstiators,. includ- c.mple.. structvres. su0ch as those %k.ith lateral variations.
ing ILe%. inc I VY'NI. ha% c deti-eted the pherinmeta but have than those con-,idered by Farrell, Such miodels are especially
not b-en able to eluc idate the dc;ails tit the resonance. useful tfor co mputi ng tilts fro m ncarbs lo ads. ibis technique

is quite adequateC lo an angular d ista ne tif a-i nit 30') bute
231.4.2.2 Mkean Loading IEifectts, rhe usutal cause of the deterio rates beotid that Kcause of the neglect of self-gray-
(list rcpant7- K-t..seen tidal theor% and obsers at..ln is the re- itaion terms and the ricid boittom boundary req .uired at the
stilt Oif i~ean tide,. s hi can ,%tsil\ account (or It); of base of the mo del,
the to talI cart tide itt urg' i '% 20( in strain, and 'I'; in (onkc urgegI -I1l majo r ad%;1InCeS haM e been mnade in the
Wit . 11he ocean tida c ect,- acts in three \Ni\s ass b\. the de '.lo pinenil ofoi ean tide mi 'd,- Is a mutch ii;. .r fo rni dable
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tas.k than that ftir the earth Wie%.. This is. primarily because ture. inadequate ocean loading cormctions. or instrumental
the natural feijuencies. of many. 01 the ocean hasin'.. gulf'%. unknowns.. At sorne site'.. significant change'. occurred among
etc.. are near the 6 equencics of tidal torce'.. so the d% namic instruments separated by meters or less I I ennon and Baker.
mrsoant terms ame important. Furthennore. , wilineaz-itN plus 19731. In 1973 King and Bluham pointed out that the cavities
a much greater role. particularly in shallow sea'.. ecause in which most in-.trunients had been operated were s.ubject
of friction and the nonlinearity of' the equation% for waves ito distortion by tidal strains. Tiltmeters ins.talled. for ex.
inshallow water. thus. prodlucing nonlinear tide% called over- ample. in a circular tunnel at A and B in Figure 23-27 will
tide'. by analogy with overtone.

Ocan tidal modeler'. integrate the L~aplac~e Tidal Ei~ua- HARRISON 1978
tion'. ITE to % ariou'. houndar'. conditions.. s.uch a'. coastal
tidal obserivation'.. Problem'. include decaling with realistic
bath% metr'.. coastlines, and energ) dissipation. In addition.
only in the past I10 year'. have the '.elf-attraction. loading.
and solid earth tide term. all significant. been taken into A *
account. Parke 11l971 give'. a review tit the progress through
1979,

More reeeniIl Sehwider'.ki 11979. 191401 has. publis.hed
a %eries. of' model-, for manN of the makjor tidal constituent'.
IM, 0,. K,. Not Thesw are available in geographicaligrid
form (on magnetic tape. In 19 91. the Permanent Commussion

oin Earth Tide'. formned under the International Assoiciation0

of Gode'.' of the International Union of Geodesy and Gco- h
ph'sic'.. adopted, the Schweiderski model'. a'. the s.tandard
for ocean loading, correction'.

Two pr.+blems %ftill exist writh ocean tide model%.. The
first is that tide gauecs arc used for defining the boundarv A CIRCULAR TUNNEL is DEFOuRE

Sy NoRtZONTAL STUAI. TILTiETIERS
conditions.. Almost invariahis the'. are located in anomalous AT A ANO 2 RCORD 11TRAiN-CouPLED
%ne'. that is. sheltered hiarbor'.. where tide'. are distorted Tiol? AND THE NoaizoSITAL " wsNA5

fora nmberof easns. penocea mesurment u'ineACROSS THE TUNNEL IS THREE TIVES p
fora nmbe (i reaons Opn oeanmeasreniens uingAD LAROE AD THEY WOULD HAVE DEEM

presswre transducers, on the ocean floor are needed. hut these
irs'parse and the number only -l%1 incrra'.ing ICart-

%right. 191421 Another problem is that world ocean models Fieun 21-27. Stiin-indumed iit in ai orsuiar tunndl tjrp.m. 191XiI

lack sufficient detail and accurac'. near the coasts for earth
tide measurements taken there. In sonic locale'.. for example record '.train-induced tilt%. equiv alent to twice the horizontal
the North Sea and southern Calitornia. local moidel'. are %.train. Similar effect'. are generated by topographic and
avaifahle which can be integrated with the coarser grids, geological irregularities. Since mo'.t theories dealing w ith
Future ad'. nces- will prohablN be rmade with satellite alti- the earth tide'. or seismic wave eeneration and propagation
metry (Chapter 24). which ha'. become '.ufficientl% precise consider farge-scale deformations on the free surface tfl-
l fractions of a mecter) to directl'. detect ocean height changes. comparatively '.imple earth miodcls. it is difficult ito relate
The major, prioblenij to be- oxercome is orbital errnrs. an these ito the mecasuremnents made in locall'. complex region%.

actise area of" research in the satellite geodesy community. H Iarrison 1 19761 has treated analyticallN the effects of
ellipsoidal and cylindrical ciies and ha'. made finite c-

7-3.4.2.3 Ca'.it'.. Topographir. and Geoltogical Effects. mnt calculations of in. ire complex cavities. topiograph% and
To avoid the ox ers'. helming noise _,encrall% caused by tem- gcolog . For c amiple. the floor of* a long, tunnel shows no
perature changve'. rainfall, and soil moisture variations, tidal strain-tilt efhl'ct alone the axis. nor does the side ofa vertical
%train and tilt measurements have traditionally been made horehole. C'racks and narrow cavities. howexer. induce large
in undereround mines. turnncls. or special cavities- excavated strain-, and tilts. Topographic distortion can also be sub-
for specific geoph%.sical purposes. These openings. often in stantial. ,,ith strain effectsofwsveral hundred percent. Ber-
Mountainous terrain of complex et'.doex - are almost always ger and Beaumnont I 19.761 ba% c corrected the results, fromn a

exaated hs explosions. Furthermore, short-base (less than numbeir of earth strain obser% atonies for cax it%.ts ogahc
I ro tiltineters ha'.e oftten been placed in special "niches." and 2eolom2ical (that is. nuteral inhomoeeneitv I effec"tsLis-
carved with hand tools or, jackhammers.. in tunnel walls inu, finite elemntns. These corrections% generaMl iniproxed
I~lclchior, !9161. the aereement bets% cen theory and observation. prinianilv

-Ihe spatial s ariations, of tidal tilt paramleters mneasured because shain measu~remients are Usually made over long
in Fur 'pe througeh the earls. WO 9' I ho ikcd a disturhing lack - i( lii I basclifiiw Along tLiiinCts. %%shere the cOrrections, ar

of smoothness (ar beyond thix attihutahle ito crustal struc- norny~llN small and cracks, and inhomiogencitics relatixels%
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insignificant. For measurements made with short-base tilt- .

treters. hotwever, the case is much more serious. not because .

of the complexit% ot the known cavit%. which can be inod- $ .
cled somnetimes ex~pensiseIy. hut because of the unknown ~ 1__
fracture pattern in the vicinitv ort the tilinmeters. Thus all 4 z-.,
earth tide mecasuremnents, made with these instrunments %ere
essentially usek's%. except those made in vertical horeholes j
and pibkil those designed to monitor temporal variations U 1 ,,..

in the tidal parameters. 51-'
These cavity. topographic, and geological effects are ' '

frequency indepentlent. includinig both slow tectonic move- ~ Liiiiiiiiiiii
ments and sudde n eart hquake of ets. as well as tides. (ira%- H

its newasurements. howcser. are vituallN unpeirturbed. Tot
he free ot such 'Perturbations, tilts must hit measured with sijntxnr tker*d
long base instrumemn in %hallow trenches excavated in flat Iitr..12 tJL)rt4Af.t'7
terrain or borehole tiltrneters reterenced ito the side of a
vertical hole IWk'att et af.. 19921. and 16 s periods1 The earthtides were removed prior toW

computing the spectrum. W% att 1 19821 presents similar data
on m.,tions ot reference nmonument, These authors surmise

23.4.3 Other NtiGons that these observation:: are probablN representative of the
strain at anv reasonahly quiet site in the world or are an

In this section the causes. magnitude. and m.:thods of upper limit. The tilt spectrum should he essentially identical
measurement of other types oif earth motions are discussed. hecause, the ampltidues of thec rotational components. in-
Also addressed are thos: -spurious motions that are often. cluding tilt of the strain tensor, should he- about the same
measured by an investigator who is attempting to record as those of the linear ones.
tectonic or tidal detinmation. These iinc!ude the effects oif
surface loadine. groundwater and soil moisture.- and tem- 2-3.4.3.2 Surface Loading. Ocean loading has a signif-
perature fluctuations. as well as those from the pumping of' icant effect on earth tides. Their removal is particularly
oil and water from wells. While probably not as geophys- .difficult because: both occupy the same frequency %pace.
ically interesting as, the broader scale phenomenra. thewe Other variable or mov.ing loads t trucks, trains, people.wae
de-formations are often larger and their causes, more subtle.- in lakes or rivers, snow) can produce measurable delor-
and they are: often more likels ito affect the testing and miations of obsenatjion sites. Tkl-ir contributions can some *

operation of sensitive systems, such as g~vrt~ompasses. timnes be calculated anti removed, but almost always order
of' magnitude estimiates can be made,

23.4.3.1 Motion Background. in Section 23.3.3.1. the Farrell if 972 1 presents the method for computing Green>%
noise spe~ctrumi 1r short-period motions was discussed in, functions Ipoint load response) for realistic earth miodels for
terms of acceler.,ion. vecKitN, and displacement.;The large tilt. erais6. and strain. F-ar simipler are the expremsons for
site-dependent amplitude vani 'ions cited are a result offboth displacemetnts at an% depth in an elastic. homogerieous half-
the tv pe and strength o~f noise source and thc rox~imity and space. also iicluded in Farrell's paper. These. iis well as
characteristics oif the measurement site. that is. the amplitude formiulas for tilt of vertical and hori/ontal line elements, are
is much higher at a point oin uncons olidated sediments near given by Lewkowic/ and Cabaniss 1 l9801. Near the load.
a freew ay thin on a pier on bedrock at an isolated location, the hori/ontal tilt can exceed the %ertical b% as much as a
Also. the short-peritsi no)ise spectrum is characteri/ed by a, :'.,(or of thre, the exact ratio bineiL a fraction -if Poisson s
numbe.r of strong peaks and pronounced mninima ratio. A number of auihors. including Kuo 1 19691. have

In contrast is the backeround strain spectrumi derived 'derived approximations of the re sponse oft hori/o-ital[N [a% -
from mecasuremntsnI A~ one site in Colorado and two sites, in ered elastic miodels to %enical point loads. The tinitecelemient
California I1croer anti Levine. 19741. They showed (Fieure mnethod is ustu! tor more complex niodels and loads. 1-or-
23-28 1 that the hackground rises at an almost constant slope nutlas for distriouted loads, such as diss hemnisphereNs and
of If over 101 decades HO' to It) ' H/ of trequenc% cor- hemi-ellipsoids. are Liven in a numbecr of texts, inL ludine
responding ito periods ranging from It) ms to about I Nr. Farrell I119721 and Ilerbss 1 19791. t'suall\. effects, tif dis-
and ihmi the pow\er leesfor t\.%i diffelrent t\ pecs andi length,, tributed loads can he %cr\ adequately and easil\ approxi-4,
(30) in versus 750t mi of it'strumients at .crv, ditterent sites, mated hlw subdi\ idinL the surface into suitahl su/ed cell,,
Colorado mine versus California desert surface. are almost coniptiing the point iad conitribuItion oft each, and surniing
identical. Of Lourse certain portions of the spectrumi are not the results.
timec or space invariant: !ar,-e earilhqu~iks excite the noirmal Nuinerous cases, of atmnosplicric pressure change,, caus-
modses and the mnicros.eisms showx pronounced peaks at 8 inp signilican; fsccral times, the tidal amplitudes tilts, and
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strain% appeared until the Carl% 197(k in the literature I Wl- waves in semni-infinite haltfspaces. The %kin depth at which
chior. l%61. Some author% postulated the coherent Miove- the amplitude dccass %to Ie is about I mi and 21) m in tNypical
nient of crustal blocks hundred% oft kilomneters w ide and earth material-. for ihese iwo periods. In this modlel the rolck
panialls decoupled fromt adjoining blocks. Itmst 10r791 or %oil can -xpand. only %erticalls because it is confined
areucs cons incinul% that such obsers ation% m~ust result from laterall% by ecjually heated materials. aid h - ,ont"l corn-
local or irt runiental phenomena. lie moideled an unusually pressivc stresses% develop: therefore. there ;,only vertk.J1
intense csclonic low of 50 nih and found that the maximum -.train. no tilt% 4,r hori/.ontal strain%. Ilowieser. instruments %.
%ertical displacemtent for an% reasonable load distrihution installed even i.i such an ideal material could he affected
Aa% 16i mmn at lhe center ot the ;oaded reivion. -Aith a tilt by asyliimetrs of their miounts or inherent temperature sen-
of- 45 nrad% at the center and cdLe. tar less than the typical siti% it% , In the real world w ith finite surface topography and
tidal tilt ot IMN nrads.. lie %%a% able ito show that the apparent variations ot' thermal'properties. sideways expansion can
correlation w~ith air pressure chanees wa% actually a result take place. thus generating til% and hori,ontal strains, liar-
of the concurrent raintall draining into the fractured rock rison and llerbst 119771 derive an expression for tilts and
near his borehole instruments, a phenomenon that will be strains on unifiirmly sloping tolpography with a constant
treated in g~reater detail later. This is not ito say, or course. thickness thermal hiou ndarv laver. For a temperature wave
that air or wkater pressure changes, acting normal to sloping of 283 K oin a slope of' 6'. the strain is 2 x 1) "' and the
terrain cannot produce %igiicant tilts. This is especially tilt is 20 Igrads. both falling off at greater depths as does -%
true in class and other lOsw-perineabilit materials, where temperature..
diftusitin offpore fluid% becomes important Jischau. 19761. For more complex topography. finite element calcula-
D~irect pressure c-ffects on instruments, act by either distorting tions have prov-ed quite satisfactory. Ilertist 1 19791 wsas able
Compliant sealed ieases or buo~ing the mass% in unsealed ito explain annual tilts, oif 0.625 and 0'.125 gra 'ds observed I l

cssThe %ariations of* mass attraction of' the atmiosphere' at depths of 15 and 30 m. reSr.-etiveY. with a 2-fD. three- ____

must be- considered in yer% precise earth tide gravimetry. layer. finite element ioil 'il this site. Mhich had an annual
~chidles and fluid storage tanks can prodluce signiticant temperature wave of 281 K amplitude at a depth of I mn.

fill% and tilt rates at nearbl test facilities built oin uncon- This technique should he usefil in assessing the temperature
solidated soils The load prodluced by a %ehicle can he miod- sensitivity of various structurc..
el-e as a single poiint %ource at distances, greater than three In buildings and other facilities. especialty thom.e ex-
ti~ites the %ehicle diamecter, and as the superposition tif four posed to solar insolation, the tilts can bel very large. As one
potint loads. the w heels. at lesser distances. Lew kom.ic/ and side of1 a building expands. it bends, flexing the floors and
Cabaniss [l9Ntt eximined the tilts produced by a 15MX kg transmittint! stresses ito its tfoundation. these can affect test
%ehicle, TIhes tfound the maximium verticail tilt at a deisth of' piers complelK decoupled fromi the building flotors and
1.3 in %%as 1.25 grads at a horiiuintai distance of' 1.3 mn will% unless such piers, are solicl distance from) the Court-
idearest axlei. which rapidl% diminished ito 0 2 grads at dation. Figure 23-29 1"Isutsumi. 1970)1 shows the tilt on a
6 in. The inaxiniumn. unmeiasured hori/ontal tit was c-il- pier in an insulated building standing on exposed be-drock
culated to be a factor of three or larger. Water tanks% or on a lossl. foirested hill and w~ith no temperature control. The
similar loads% can he treatc.J as disc loads, neartis and [point annual %ariation is over I(NM areseconds fabout 485 grads).
load, at distances, greater than tise times their radius. liven iii buildings v ith some temperature control. thermio-

elastic effects, are difficult to avoid because it is almnost
231.4.3.3 lhrimuslastkc IEetts. As miatenals are hc:,Ied. mps ieto change tempeiratures, unitirmIN throughout an
the% almoist alss aN expand. is piroducing stresses and. entire room. Figure 231- 1tt shows the tilts, and -air temperature
usualls . Itrains andi tilts These are almost alIA ass% obsers able t clearlv diurnal) measured near the centter of a massive eon-
oin iNstrumient installed in huildinu-s and tin mi near !he Crete pier. First. note that the phasing between temperature
carh*\ surface. Numecrous iutht'r, give formnulas. tables.
and cuirses i~r ealcu lit in heat tli s friom. arious types of"
so)urce dist i utinsn throucih micdi a of' some coiiplexitv. Fi- . ,

nite element metholds are also particularly sunied to making 0 -,'*. l

such Comp1futat it ns In gettlngica I materials, problems al - 4
moswt almsass arise because the reles, ant material parirmtters
are unknossn: ttey xary both spaiiall,\ and temptkirallv . and
the mi isement (if n ilu ndss ate r and sotIi ii stttre 1!re;., I I
complicates the issue T'hus,. most tuidels used in geo-

ph isare etimparatis el otttplc
I larristin anid I lertist i 7 fthscu'-scd themnti .'lastwi stijis .a . .. a .. a

and tilts frtit the _,coph\sicwdinsrrutlientattn s tpiif.n ~.-
The most jinrportant comttoncnt-, iik- the diurnal and annlual
temperature ss as s. Ms itch pctittt damlped pItress fwin-, N) \ki O55 l >tii t tilt It 'iit'uit. i I_1
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TILT 2~ 

**C I 
A-3- . AR '

TEMPERATURE (INVERTED) .1 D ~ I P fI

277 K /div

0 4 8 12 16 20 1.t

DAYS .>

Fogurc 23-X0 HAskdt pker tilt, and temsaur. Figire 23-1Z. Silo rotations and iempt~ralure.

and tilt is not constant. This is because the pier is affected Figure 23-3 1. E~lk 2 and BIK I are in the same housing and a

bountiro antcd s-nue tittheite hog h the discrepancies. probably due to small misal-ignmcnts. do
founatin ad bdrock ito thc pier. caused by the outside not increase with temperature: !iowever. the C3 and C4

air temperature and insolation variations that arc out of phase obviously have different temperature coefficient.%, an ex-

with the room temperature. Second. note the disagreement ample of the direct temperature etfect. A clear and dramatic
between t~o tiltmeters set oin the same plate .sev~eral cen- example of thermoclastic rotations is presented in Figure
tirneters apan. The differences between two other pairs of 23-32. which shows rotations about the vertical axis (b, and

aicent instrumeits are shown on an expanded sc in two horizontal axes. 0
%.hand O. Also shown is the

temperature (T,, mcu!sured at a depth of 10( m benet h
ground surface in a missile silo. Aside from various activ-
ities in the silo, the most striking feature is the strong diurnal

TILT I sec /div character of the rotations and complete lack of daily fluc-___
tuation in air temperature. The tilts even have the shape of

BLK2-BLKIthe typical diurnal outside temperature curve, a rapid change
of temperature until noon and a decreasingly slow returt
during the afternoon and night. The troughs are within one

(C3-8)- (C4-7) hour of local noon and the measured flexure is in an i-N-
WSW direction. The effects oif heating the exposed concrete
a re obviously transmitted thernioclastically far down the
structure. Such larz,' motions would never be predicted from
half-space calculations..

2-3.4.3.4 Soil Moisture and Groundwater. Soil mois-
ture and the movement of ground~sater through rock trac-

-td tures. moil, and other unconsolidated sediments can cause

TEMPEATURElarge ground motions, and these are the most diffic.ult to
model and predict because of the complex inechanical be-

277 K /div havior of soil materials.
I The most obvious phenomenon is the losserin oif' the

0 4 8 12 16 20 groundl surfaece in regions %%here oil or water is being ex-
DAYS tracted trtm pioorls consolidated sedimientsL lratnatic ex-

amples of this oc'cur along the rcxas-Louisiana Gulf Coast.
tiIguic 23-31. ti.scll dillervtos tilt, aond loillkriurc. Las Vegas. and the San Joaquin Vailev of California. & here -
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the elcsation has chanced 8.5 m fromn 1920 to 1972 due to
groundwater pumnping. Subsidence rates can he extremely LTCKs-IN FAC9(VOR

high: 13 mmn/vr in Louis.iana and a% Vxat as 24 cm/yr in 1 -
California lCoiiimittees on Geodesy and Seismology. 19811- -

In Ari/ona. between Phoenix and Tucson, %usidence caused
by groundwater pumping has produced a fault over 13 km
lone and %%ith offset% up to a meter I 1-1/ner ct al.. 19791.
The mechanism is the remo~val of the supporting pore pres-

sure between the soil 1.irticles.. particularly the clay frac-
lions. The process can he halted and partially reversed by ow. ft
rechareint! the affected strata. In Long Beach. California.

is no lonLger a threat despite continued exploirativn because
water is injected at the same rate as pet roleum is extracted.
Damage appear% in the form of ruptured well cases, coastal TILT PFO 1073,
flooding. shifted foundations, and improper flow in surface
canal% and aqueducts. Subsidence patterns are mapped by
relev cling and by~ measurements on well casings. GPS and F

VLBI survers iChapter 241 should be applicable here. j-
The usually unpredictable eifects of the subsurface !ad

mosement of water can seriously ham per geophysical incas- %~
uremiens. Herbst 1 19791 %%as able'to show that surface waterAO
from rain and melting snow% moving into vertical ly-fractured
rock cause.d large. erratic tilts o( borehole instruments. Ap- 0

parentl% thu pressure head differences in adjacent fractures
caused sufficient bending movement in the rock between
them. The noise levels created were so great they signifi- ET

canils decradcd the tidal results. even from an instrument
as deep as 30) In. and made it impiossible ito mezisure tectonic 2
moKtion, it anN Attempts %%ere made to model this mech- COFMCPIA %BTA

anism usinL linear systems techniques, ito predict the eflect% i7
and correct the tilt mcas urements given the amnount of pre- % . .

cipitation aind temperature. but these wsere unsuccessful be-
cause of the nonlinear. time-varvin! nature of the phenom- iur233 Pni tiiihlWjiiat.1n.

enon and other %ariables. iuc2-. ioIl[tlIkteta.19'
One of the most successful and stable sets of long-term

strain measurements is from the Pinon Flat Observatory- in TILT POWER SPECTRA PFO 107, 3*

southern California IBerucr and'Lesine. 14741. but these
results tooi are contamiinated bN tilts and hori~ontal motions
oIf the targe granite piers at each end of the three 750 m 90 ofT

la%&r strain-meters. Wyatt 119821 has made an extensive
stud N of six years oif Pinon Flat data and concludes the A DL

random motion in the partially sealhcred bedrock, although >O -X

obyviously related to temperature and precipitation, is urn--
predictable It seems that small-scale inhomogeneities and ta

the suhtle variations, in the stress field caused by soil mois- H

lure and temperature %ariations. are too time-v ariable to model. 14 4

These etfects are ak~o ohs jous, in the Pinon Flat shallii"
tiltmeter data 11figurc 213- 1., Iri W~att ei l A. 19821. Beta
and lDela ar ieereisrmnts (sensor in the base of
a I. I mi stainless steel tiil\- s and-packed into hot# s 4.5 111~ 2

deep. AI)I. is, an A. 1) IOiL instrument at 26 rn, and [FF Fteoncy %~H

1a 3 ID lontiud tliLimtr 11CIA he precipitation effects on 20 1 1 .5 ? , 05 02

13eta and Dl~cta are olh% 1Urn. ws are the thermnal ones in their Pe,-od (days)

spectra 11 [icure 23-1-4. trom NN dii t L Al., 19821. IHere the.
mete orolog cat inputs ha xc raised the noiuse levels ot the lwtir- t-34 t'irio n li tilt sperum '.5'.dl ii 1.121
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%hallow instruments about 20 dB above those of ll', ,.cr is Impo~rtant: 0.5 mm being 0. 1 x 10 'on a 50 km line. .

two and rendered them useless for the measuremt., of long- movement easily caused by thermal or soil creep phenom-,
teml tectonic mc-vements. The unpredictable monume.it mno- en%
tiofls also have serious implications for strain measurements. Another example of the pro~blems associated with con-
Wyatt 1 19821 points out that a 7 kmn long instrument would tinually monitoring secular cnistal movements is shbwn in
be required to measure the approximately I x 10 'yearly Figure 23-35 ICabaniss. 19781. Data from three borehole
strain-rate observed in California to within 10%. His so- tiltmeters installed 3 m from the bottom of cased holes 100 N
lution has been Io reference the surface monuments to the m apart and I(M) m into bedrock beneath 20 m of overburden ~ .-

deeper. presumably more stable, bedrock with an -optical have been rotated into North and East components. Relevels
anchor.- w.hich is essentially an interferometer with two have not been removed from the first eight months of data
paths inclined at 45' ito the surface down to a depth of 15 from #1 or two months from #2. The rapid drift starting ___

m. Even with lines of 20-50 km., the stability of monuments *at Day 740 seen on #2 North actually occurred almost -

e.

issMAYNIZRD NORTH

.JULY 7S-JUNC 79

035

M9YNRRID ERST

JULY 7%-UUNE 78 .

SlU DRYS

033.

Fiue2 - -Ia~ r tilt,
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equally on both channels but in opposite directions. It lasted measured intermittently (every few months or longer). A
for 45 days and was possibly caused by corrosion of the time history, referred to as a "data base. was frequci"ly
mild steel casing. Instrument #3 displayed remarkable sta- used to describe the long period or step motions of an azi-
bility over the three year period, the net change being 0.3 muth reference.
lirad. with a, maximum excursion of 2.0 pirads. TI.2 #3 ILittle improvement was made. to either instrumentation ___

drift rate is about 0.,1 rad/year down to the SW. Levc.ing or measurement techniques for several decades until the
IBrown, 19781 and tide gauge data (Figure 23-24) sugg5est ned for high accuracy missile navigation systems forced
a rate of 0.01 g .rad/year dow h to the North. the R&D community to explore new technology for azimuth

measurement. These systems req,,ire measurement accuracy
23.4.3.5 Conclusions. A host of' extraneous motions make of less than I arcseconI over much shorter measurement
the measurement of tectonic and other geophysically inter- periods. Thus, the smaller g.!opiysically and culturally in-
esting crustal deformations difficult. particularly for long duced notions of the target point as well as those of the
time periods. These name motions are usually the ones that measuring device are now significant. and classical mena- ,

cause structural danage and corrupt test results and oper- surement techniques ai'e nearly obsolete. ;%
ation of sensitive svstem, in near-surface facilities. In most Recent research has advanced both instrumenta'ion and
cases, the usual geophysical deformitions are of little or no measutement techniques. This section addresses the most
consequence except. of etu , e. for earthquakes and volcanic common of thest. advancements, including their improve-
activity , ments as well as their limitations. The discussion highlights

The measurement of long-term crustal deformation is both instrumentation errors and the geokinetic influence on
highly dependent on reference point -"ability. At the present instrument performance.
time only repeated annual surface-ba,.ed geodetic measure-
ments over 20 to 50 km lines an;d continuous long base
tiltmeter measurements appear to have the necessary pre- 23.5. I Definition of Azimuth
cision to monitor the strain-rates observed in California. , " " -

Space-based techniques have the rio.ential for extending this Prior to discussing the various measurement techniques.
precision over longer distanes and vastly increasing the however, it is first important to define azimuth to ensure
frequency of measurement. consistency in performing and reporting azimuth measure-

ments. Generally. the azimuth of a point is defined in ternis
of ether an astnmomical or geodetic coordinate system IDe-

23.5 ROTATIONAL MOTIONS partment of lD-fense Glossary of Mapping. Charting. and , ..
Geodetic Terms. l'i3j.

Rotational motions are typically classified by geophys- The astronomic azimuth between two points P and Q is
icists as either azimuthal rotations or tilt. Azimuthal rota- illustrated in Figure 23-36 IMueller. 19691. It is defined as -

tions arc those motions that occur in a horizontal plane about the angle -'- formed by the intersection of the observer's
a vertical axis. % hile tilts occur about axes in the horizontal astronomical meridian with the plane cont;w.ning the ob-
plane. Both the relative motion of a reference device over served point and the truL normal (vertical) of the observer.
time and the absolute motion with respect to a permanent measured in the local horizontal plane clockwise from true
reference. such as an astronomical or earth fixed coordinate North.

e are interest geoIsicists. owever since The geodetic azimuth is the angle between the gedetic"
recent research ha% emphasized improving azimuth mina- :..-;

surement accuracy, the disc,,,sion in the following sections
will focus primarily on a/imuthal rotations. NOR! H CELESTIAL POLE

Kno.0Ieee of true azimuth or azimuthal rotations ha'
application, for pointing. tracking. navigation. anti evalu-
ation of geophxsical phenomena. Historically, except for
sureing applications, the Air Force interest in making CELESTIAL MERIDIAN OF 0
precise a/iimuh measurement,, has been limited to I I es-
tabli,,hin,, or veri\iio the a/imuth of a reference mirror in

test lahoratory. (2) etablishine a reference for a tracking CELESTIAL NORMAL SECTION
dc\ ice such as a radar antenna. or 13) initializinte ald/or I

veritf- ng the performance of an inertial n; Vieation s .stem. O

Lntil rcc.nl the accnracy required f,r these functionsh a ,, b e e n o ',i t lh _ o rd e r o 1 5 a rc 'c c o n d , o f u n c e rta in t\ S in c e S T C L T A M RI A N o P
has -CELESTIAL 

MERIDIAN OF P
short perixod nolionS of /iniuth rct' , rences are t. picall, less
than or equal Io thi measurement Unccr;aintv. a.,imuth was
no rmn ia l\ c n sid C, d It he a q laSis ta tic p aram eter and as I-i nurc 23-36 . \, 'im uth on h cC LCkstI I p ticrc IM ucl lcr. 1969 1
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NORTH GEODETIC POLE POLARIS

(P0)
GEODETIC MERIDIAN OF P

GEODETIC MERIDIAN OF Q

GE DEI ME //GEO IE , 

! ""SECTION OM 0 TO GEODETIC NORMAL PENTAPRISM

. SECTION FROM P TO 0 (PI) THEODOLITE

STATION
(P6)

Figure 23-37. tzi muth on the ellipsoid IM ueller. 6 . -"91

tA.

meridian and the tangent to the gexesic line at the observer,
measured in the plane perpendicular to the ellipsoidal normal
of the observer, clockwise from South. This is illustrated MASTER
in Figure 23-37. CUBE

It is sufficient to say that the difference between the two (MCI)
definitions is the figure ofirefeieuce. Astronomical azimuth
refers to the astronom ic rotation axis of the earth w hile Figure 23-38: Schcm at.ic f typical a ,:ronor mc azirnuth obs cr.'ation in

geodetic azim uth refers to an ellipsoidal m odel of the earth ar inertial t est faci i y.

and its respective mathematically defined pole. For e ,.,r dis-,
cussion. we wil; refer only to astronomic azimuth.Cn tal mtm sr eci sre

Conventional azim , th. measurenment techniques are se- -.

verely limitd by a number of factors as illustrated in Table
23.5.2 Conventional Azimuth Determination 23-6 IRoberts. 19801. The large.;t single error source is the -

"personal equatioti" of the observer, which car' contribute
Nor -ally. we want to know the azimuth of a line of several arcseconds of bias and uncertainty to the azimuth

sight normal to the mean surface of some target or test fixture estimate.
which is located at some angle with respect to true North. In addition, conventional ot ""vations are limited to'
Thus, the problem is divided into two parts: (I) determining clear nights and. therefore, inhern:Iy prohibit observati.on
the azimuth of the line between the observer and a known of motions of the desired target vithin periods of less than,
reference such as a star at a specific epoch of time, and (2) 24 hours. These motions are typically I arcsecond 'and :an , .
measuring the horizontal angle betw cn the star and the be as large as 5 arcseconds.
target. Star observations are made using theodolites. The Few improvements to conventional nieasturcmen. tech-
circumpolar star Polaris is preferably observed since its near- nolgy have been made in recent years. However. one sig-
zero azimuth minimizes the effect of errors in knowledge nificant improvement may result from research at the Uni-
of the station latitude on the azimuth determination. The vetiity of Maryland sponsored by the l)efcnse Mapping
celestial coordinates of Polaris required to compute its azi- Agency under the supervision of Air Force Geophysics Lab-
muth are obtained from a star catalogue. oratorv. This research has led to the development of a pro-

Figure 23-38 illustrates how this technique may be used totVpc array evepitce system for a Wild T-4 ihehdolite known
in a test facility to estLilish an azimuth reference with a as a Charge Coul . Device CCD). The prototype CCD
fixed mirrored cube. The master cube is used as a mean automatically "'obs.. .s" and reccrds the transit of a star
azimuth reference after repeated observations of the star and across a photo-diode arrav which ias known coordinates
the cube from the theodoiite station. The azintuth of the with respect to the 1-4, thereb .rehoving observer errors,
master cube can be calculated simply by adding the angle The path of the star across the array is then ucd it) determine
between the cube and the star to the azimuth of the star. an estimate of the reference izituth that is independent of
The pentaprism is used solely to oberve the surface of the observer bias. This azimuth is then tr-insferred in the con-
master cube from a geometric setop rhich does not allow ventional fashion to the desired target ICurrie and Salver-
direct access from the theoidolite station. moser. 19811.
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hie 23-6. Aiimuih wr hurimmal anoIL erwr 'suurces liloh~rts. 19901.

Erxror Source Instrune;A Magnitude (sec) Ref Notes %

Elastic def'ormation o4- T11 0.05 8
eycling %crews DKM3 - 0.15 -

lamnping error 0. 1 to 0.2 1 Cancels by ,eraging
for equal torques

'hermal fllC.Jfl! of' DKM3 0. 16 9 .Aay !endl to cancel
~lescopeby reversa,

ilechanical flexing of T4 0.7 10
zlescope

runnion aixis roll T4 0.6 8
rror DKM3 0.1

runnion axis wobbk, T3 -I to + 0.5 11
rror T4 0.4 8

DKM3 0.1 8
.evel J~., DKM3 0.5 1 Tends to cancel over

maiiy sets of
observations

kimospher': 0.1 to tO
-fraction

)bserver biases T3 ±2.84 12

'imine error 0.06 to 0,. 15 I

etaprisni residual ±0.251
rror W
Iliptiz hori7ontal 2 Cancels by circle
ire le di sto,-tion of rotation

D'inches ___

ecentric graduations . 0.4 Cancels by circle
n horizontal circle rotation

10 It' inches r

orro prismb can't 0,)141
Igle _________

lisalienment of' 0.4 Does not cancel by
)rizo'ital circle and circle rotation
lescope vertical axes

10 l' in--hes

lovernent of lonL,'F*,e
,ie mar. bN I cm in I.- .1

nmn

lunder. (Acceptance 0.3 possible %kith "idc e
one 5 s o~lundcr in rejection tolerance

_se__t__s)- .--
odel assumptions .0.45 1 This repol
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Error Source Instrument Magnitule (see) 1 Ref -Notes

Randomi .irel .5 o11
tgrjdualit~n errors

Opitcal 'sandos ±0.1252

tw mliirror ltsi

rhenia Lnk cx0.3 10
drill

23.5.3 Inertial Azimuth Determination tIAi is defined a% mutually perpendicular to SA and OA.
I In genera!. an% gyroscopic element (wheel an~d axle, has ai.

M~i heart of in%, inertial iuinuth systemn i% the gyro- infinite number of* pairs ot' input and outpul axes at right
s l. hen it is operated as, a seroompass% like the A/i- angle% to each other. The number tt gimbhals, in our ease

muth I j% it,- et ALS I in iiure 2 1-39. the g* ro sense% a M'o, defines. the deL'rets oif lr.eedor and therefore the sen
eriltent ol the ecaihs% rotation rift: 'shch is, prporiil sing axes.
tit .idiiith~ During operation. the gyro wheel is rotated rapidly about

the itn~c decei of reedom itil))Fi floated o~ro used the spin axis %hich generates angularniomentun i d. When
In the WS ma% Ise described as a 'ea'edt-%Iindricjl canister an angular rate is introduced about the input axis (W,,5f. a
%k ithin anOt ant~tcr The inner ca 'nister called the float. rrceesional torqute N~o is, gnerated about the output axis
immnersed in a fluid it neutral huo~jncv,. cvnitains a rottaking yshich is proportiona! to the vec..w cros product of If and
'sheetl 'hic:h --cirritc' int-ulai nmmentum. The SIX)F vyro w, . This torque, can then he expressed mathematically a%
his three prndpat iv.-' 'hich ire defined h% the %sheel andi
t.o at rtnwatuui .itkd the ioihilston tithich the: g'y1 is, mnotnted Mto = !~ wi.5
.a. fitutiutt-lck in f ur 23.4 ii T-he %pin j x is iSA) ard output
ast' .) i ire ph~ 'k N JI i dl\etined h,. :he %s heel axis and the 2V531Gvrno asn.Tegr scphettsn
1-me--tudinat okf\ tit the ttuat- rcspettel\ The input axis 2... yoopsig h yoi aal fsn

sing an% rotation abotut its, input "iN It the gsro i% mnain-
tainted in a lixed orientation on the earth. it senses, at corn-
rwinent of the e.-rth's, rotation rate that is piroportional to the

q angle btwee%%n the input axis and the cartb's rotatiiia axis.
~ To aoeasure a/imuth %iub a sensor like the A]IS. !he

AlI , g~r'i is oriented so that the input axis is nearlx east or \kcsi

in a local hotrizontil plane %% here the sensitivit\ to) smiall
a/i-t ca-c w earth rate) is r mimni/ed Thc earth

-N, rate sensed hxth, gl Ir' I, then w. -~ snt here
t, isI the hoWi/ota I cti men! t 

it the e arth's no'tat ion rati'

suit It -- w, co s ILA-1 il. and it is the desircd aimuth of tne
I'll ut 3\ is detind front i,troicic 1Last. Note that the ci let

-~~ .- ~ - ofittatittide tin .I rim otlut ris oiiio;cnsatetf tot h ipu.tl

a 'cue1i 11tuit lit the: 1\to ouitut siptti B\ ~omnminie the
eqU~itin, Ior uurqu ,and iA lite vvev can simix Le t a/tit-i

A. W of the IA in tiis, (it the ~x I'IstiqliC tuipfOt

s-ihr .rpeerlit '~u >u.tu~e tu~

I uvw ~3~i ./uuiutt ii'ni lter

I - -r I-
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-.----. technique. and until recentli, were the limiting factor for

' OA 
inertial a/imuth mecauremient.

IASA23.5.3.2 Wheel Speed Modulation. Positioning errors
N SPIN GIMBAL no longer limit inertial azimuth measurement accuracv sinlce

N X~ recent technologr; advancement has eliminated therqi-
S ment fr conltinluous gyro rcipositioning. A state-of-the-art

mechanical gy roscope has been built %k ith a permanent mag-

AZIMUTH AXIS GIMBAL net (PNt %%heel which exhibits highly repeatable torque
I, output at any wheel speed. This characteristic makes a tech-

I nique knossni as Wheel Speed Niodulation'a feasihle alter-

LI) is ,ipNa trtv aito fh )rn he

speed is proiportional it) the respective value of' angular mo-
mentum,. and one can then write two observation equations

- ____________ r the g~ro torque in the torni

- . OA "NFM -I W IA + F

- - Substracting thewe tswo equatiorms yields a Nt,%r equation which
POITINI "MO 2 is free il the traditional gyro torque errors r without re-

GA positionIng.

1A \j/ SAAm = All (.) +

______ here t the torque change due to th%: speed change. is
easO SITO POS~ION 4 quite repeatable for a permanent magnet vi heel g~ roscope

(h) and can be rcadilK calibrated.
I I tir 2-m :j I ut~imil rionthl ihniningSub-aresecond a/unuth measurement uncertainti, has been

4hi I unov-malu reincoit-ti M pt L'wi. duti tour aci~duigWMo N ~oIShearer. 19821.

2.3.5.3.3 Ring Laser (,iroscope. FinallN. recent tech-
nollogical de..elopmnents in rin.d laser g~roscapec IRl.Gi Tech-

*In This otineltaian. the AlA .cn%4or rrors art- aliened nolacy shmi, prooi: tor accurate iiniuith nwasuic.;lent.
* near]% North-South bcajs~e (it their perpendieularitx %ktth Fill this tccnniique, It A fromt ; pulsating laser is sent thrtgh

the Ero n IA- The carirhination at the gsra torque: outp~ut and a becam splitter The resultint. t~o identical sig'nals arc then
theistohie or other arnuie mcasurements het~ccn the scnsar sent in .i[)r site dIrecIoins around a closed path back ito a
imIII~r andi ths: ar,_ct then pn'\ Id the desired tar~et a/tniuth s12I'nl detector. It it,, earth tc 01 othter Iornipting rates are

I lirtunaiclN. nicchant:al Pri cpc e'..tiit sulitan sensed hthe ra asf~t sv I IA 1-1st or W%t in the hr

li a~l rudrf ith now. Since tc erroqe lire :/tlle. thtgnlN %ll rea h signal de-

niihinl ,nkcr rdo-ll.ti Sa,4n- gn sc~r~ i ominent at earth rate due toit IT aimuth
pitch-[fte pni' rosas in tour .1inatrN iiklnctfo -\%. the ettc--t %sill be. an apparent

divini- eatch samitil eqec h\ nmin ri the C\ ro on the eliatiiei in path length htic,,een the tsktw dtrections. therchit
t\ o vimihal mautnts. as lhimkii iti the furnctionatl repres-en- resutine111 in a phasc: shitt beltsen The tusi gnals, at the
tation in Vigure 21t-40hi IHit, techiique i, kn)A~n as four- sienat deTctor IHit phase shift is, direetl.\ prirpatianal To

poi~~ittoll sitcoip-i'_ inin create' a set at the, a/iitohal c-i iiinent tit the earth rate beinei sensed h%
ohser%. lion equ.i'li-its thatf 'hniomhiuecd. ehlminates tle. the _,\ro

asca~ erj'2 dsri*ill ernr, rsI o\i es . this sanie fir wes in. 'I , o date. hi eh aceuracs- has nat been achies ed %k ith Rimn,
tn 'dud-s, 'i t i iani it iCJ cL -ca I ani e lekttricalIc1 r ducti I (eI i)i'ciie Soicoe f t lie prac.tical pro hleni %A srith R im
the ict (it repositi'nne fl- rt, I hese, errors reroseno the I asi (irseies suh asI, lck -in near /eratorque and-si/c
11111it Oit aiCurac\ ftait Ii. Iiiur- p ititint s, PrOC0inpassine, \isiis aceniat. tradcotts. are niuss bein addressed b\ on-
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going research. Howcver. these gyro% have several desirable MOTION SPECTRUM OF THE EARTH
*attributes. First. they can be sampled at very fast rates to

obtain a rapid a/imuth measurement. This estimate can be PiOD
further enhanced by smsthing. averaging or other signal o-sa days - mnutes - 10 sec I sec 0 I sec .01 sec

• / I t I " I I 'A "
processing technique%. Second. they do not require Ions.L
warm up periods. making them ideal for use in dormant TRAFEIC sE sR -S• IA

I  
75 FlEET FR OM STREET

%st.cms. Finally, since they have no moving parts. high ;,ART TIDE S INTERSECTIUN!
CLAT MADISON. Wisc.reliahility is likelyii-01 AT LOS ANGIELES._I CALIF.- -a

23.5.4 Gaeophysical and Local Environment 5 MIN z

Effects on Inertial Instruments Xt -1SILAIN

I'lt FEARTm SEISMIC
NOISEGencrally. geophNsical phen,-c-n;, ,i;m bt classifi:d as

global or local IWilliam,. 19701. Globa! phenomena., such
a,. polar motion, chan ,e. in the da. letigth I(hapter 24), WIo N01SE OF

ant plate motions fSection 23.2). although severe at times. Ui4 U SOLIATEo
errally have It.e' effect in inertial ir.%truments than local

effects. Figure 23-41 sho%s the frequencies of some of the
more impttant local notions. Table 23-7 indicates the pa-
rameters mot aflected hy these motions and the expectedO"
levc l o f disturI ; ,ce IM cK inley . 19)75j. 10 - 1 10 t 2 0 1

Large. eell distant earthquakes iSection 23.3.2) can
cause ,igniticani perturbation% in 'the output of a gyro since FREQENCY(Hz)

• g~roulnd kecelerltl I'5se.nsedl by the" gyro generate error torques.

Inertiall. der lscd a/imuth data obtained during the passage -pur. 21-41 T~pical natural and cultural grnnd fI,,fl rItftrum

of earthquake \vaes v, ll therefirie e degraded by the gnnd 9mI). I'f'5

motion,.. Ilfovwe\er these degradations are generally short-
term phenonwia and schemes lor extrapolating across earth-
quake events are commonplace. tive errors can he accurately evaluated by repeated ineas-

I.Aong period crustal motions (Section 23.41 of concern urcmcnts and their ellccts removed computationally.
in inertial hardwkare tetIng and operation are those caused Despite t:c obvious contribution from these geophysical
b, atmosphenc and hsdrostalic loading, fault displace- phenomena. variatior, in the local micro-environmen are
men,. and areal strain accumulation Although thec mo- still the major error s4)Irce for all inertial instruments DaiN
lions can caust si/able rotations and displacements IGray temperature cycles. sich as those shown in Figures 23-42

et al.. 14721. they generall. hase no instantaneous effect and 23-43. and locali/ed thermal gradients can introduce
on inertal measurement instrumentation. ;ond any cumula- significant time-varing base tilt motions. These tilts and

.... ." labtjW 21
-'  

(,m, Pn esro Ic-f iirmmw.tr, ,iftct S\ mwqim en~in nimm IM,:Knk",. 19751.

CuhluralUThmial

Earthquake Wavcs Tides . Microseitns Pole Motion 0,5 pgal to it
r5 s--I min 12 24 hrs i-0.I s 12." 24 nmonths igal'

Para, ,er to Il(N 4 fial 0.25 g±gal 10 tigal 0.5 s ( latitudei I). I to If) %

S.'a'c Factor X X X X
P~,X X X X

N on-I.ineartp X X X X
I ro Scale X

j as X

(;-SCn'iti\e X X XC, -SenllItbe X X X

Gyrocompass, X X
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''''''''' '''~ '~ '~ tween cube' I a.nd 2. This. naj, he accounted fori bN dif- I

ferential s.tress' on oppioiite side'% of( the i~olaiion fnoufilL%
bloick. The block i'. 24 loIo 'ng. 'ihu% a change of tt,025 nm
per year on, oneii side i'. enough (tproducer the res.ulting
apparent a/imuth change.

_____ Figure 23-47 '.hov%%% the annual periodlic motion%. tor the
.4.- . - AGNIC lfeeilm as a %'.holc, a'. A01 a'. tr the four cube.,

* 'ho)%n in the pre~iou'. diag'ram Poss'ible caus.es of the c%-
timated tacilit% motion of (1.7 arc %./%r include annual vari- -
ation'. in Precipitation and runoff patterns.. seasonal % aria-
tiom'. in '.olar hecating bve n opposlti)'ite s.ide%. of the huilding.

I and free/ing and tha%4ing of the ground, Temperature gra-
dient'. acm'.'. the %%idth of the '.uppoort hlock'. can aim)o iii.

Fi~u~ 2.-SiAirhw-..~ u.Jn~ nj (~i~r p~~T ~ count for the perioi~Jc moiton. o1 th4, cube'.. e'.pcial% kUbe'.
Mt. 2 and 3., A temperature change off) 16 degree i'. enough oi

g~enerate thes.e t~pe'. -'f motlion'.
A '.inilar inrial a,,amuth mcaw.rinp de'.icc %%a% u.ed

a 1.2 year Chandler period %arition cau'.ed h% the earth*% h Die'.elman. et al 119701 ito monitor a reference cube- at
ela'.ticih are po..hecau'.e'. of ihe m.nu'.o)idal pattern The an inrijl coosptimnr tes.t lti. similar to AGNIC. ToIt
linear drit i'. probabl% ihe re'ult oif actual mootion ot the and temperawLre d.t.- '.4erv collected and are plotted iith
cut-. due to thcrma!h.go \ial. and'i' '.tructurallk- thelk aimuth e'timajte' in Figure 23--t8. The reference CuXe
induced .tre%.'.e'. '.boA,. Iting period annual ' ariton'. 'imitar to the one'. fin

In addition to the insa'.r cube,. the azinmuth. of three AGNIC. Note that the long period a/initith '..riation'. are
other cube'. and a lonte line mionument %%ere mariintained '.en %iell c Pf-rclited %% ith the long, period tilt andl tempel"rature
during the- lour.ear pentod 11975 7xi. Theimr awerage e'.ti- data This. data ..ueee'.t' that the rotation %hov.n are nuo'.t
mated annual drift rate'. are: 'ho'.ni in Figure 23-46, 11 i'. likcj attihutale ft therniml and in~olation etlct. on" the
intere'.tin ito note the one arc'ecorod\r reati'e drift be- local tiouwraph% as. %%ell .a' the building i%dtion 2'1 41.

CIO PaME

CIO
Drift M

Dr f rorDo1no. 3 Q'ia.&-IV A- 06 fli:

ftief'.q.d to ftr...t

tw~~ilq , #c, ?

vCTh Pol I
"Ir 

.
~ ~ d,

Drifto *I ift of

Cub. 2

hou~irv 23-46 Awnim annuaI lui nuwn.'i oV A6\W refecn c CuINI AI M(
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Chapter 24 *.

GEODESY AND GRAVITY
C. Jekeli

Geodesy is a science as old as man's curiosity about the ciples and accuracy can he found in textbooks such as Born-
earth-its shape. position. and relation to the stars and planets; ford 119711. Torge 119801. and Mueller 11964 1. Other text-
yet it has remained a new and timely science by successfully book% expounding the theory of geodesy, in addition to
adapting to rapidly changing requirement% and r'ovel tech- these. are by Moritz 119801. Groten 1 19791. Heiskanen and
niques to answer these requirements. Simply defined. geo- Montz 119671. Kaula 11I9661. and Vanicek and Krakiwsky
desy is the bratich of applied mathematics that determines, 119821.
by observation and measurement, the size atnd shape of the
earth and the precise positions of points on the earth's sur- ~
face (geometric geodesy) as Well as the direction and mag- 24.1 GEOMETRIC GEODESY
nitude of the earth's external oravity field (physical geo-
des>) The'conitinuing improvements in tvbservatiomal accuracy The two reference surfaces in geometric geodesy are the
lend increasing impo~rtance to the dependence of each of geoid. to which all height obse:rvations are referreod' vertical
thewe quantities on time, and the definition of geodesy now control). and the reference ellipsoid, where horizontal get)-
includles the determnination of the temporal variations in po- detic positions ar determined (horizontal control). The geoid
sitions and the gravity field I Mather. 1973 1. More and mrore, is the equiptential surface in the earth's gravity field that
geodesy is called upon ito provide ancillary methods% and coincides most closelv with the undisturbed mean sea level -

* data in the study of glosAl. rrgional. and local geodjynamic%. extended continuously un*'der the commtents. The direction
as %%ell as other gcoph sical phenomena. Geodetic meas- of gravity is perpendicular to the gtoid at every point. On
urrment and observations contribute ito the understanding the earth'% surfacc. this direction is detinei Illelmrrct. 18K41
of lettonic mooions. earthquakes. the dynamic evolution of by tw~o angles.. the astronomical cooidinates: The astronomn-
the occan floor, and the earth'N internal structure, &% %ell ical latitude is the angle (P. -- 9W0 -!; (P) 1! 9W0. that the
as it% rmition in space. To achieve its goals. geodesy, in gravity vector forms ssith the equatorial plane: and the as-
turn, relies on the conrtinuing efforts in a wide speivtrum of trnmcllniuei h nlc A. 0' -- A 6 and
terrestrial physics of w~hich it thus form,. an integral part. po)Sitive eastwards, that the plane defined by this vector and

The tilo~ming sectiow. provide the nons~pecialis with a the scelestial pole- fornis w-th the (ireen%%tch menidional plane.
cursor' survey. of mdern geodles>. emphasiiing definitions. As tronomic coordinates are obtaiiied directly from star oh-
results, achievable a-c urac. and existing data. but also) servations using. for example. a theodolite. its vertical axis
incluting a superficial diss-ossiori of methoology. wshen being aligned with thv local vra' ity vector.
appropriate. The introduction of artificial satellites, modern The reference ellipsoid is a simple nmathematical figure
cornputerx. and other techritogtical en-m-neenng ad%::nces, that closcf> approximatcs the geoid. historicaliv on a re-,
have broadened the field of geodetic applications to the gional basis. but on a global basis tor modern requirements.
extent that it is virtually impos iblc to mention! all aspects It is a surface of revolution tormed by rotating an ellipse
in a summan % uch as; ttis. The geodeticalls conncted fields about its m~inor (vertical) axis resulting in an oblate (flattened
ofliplarci sufle> tng. cartography. and photograminctry are at the 1xilesi cllipsoid. Gieodetic ellipsoid are defined hs
ormed entirely -,inl:t the% ha% e attained prominence in their the paramelters a -equatorial radius fsemrimaior axis) and ____

own right. particularly ssith their incorporation of new, and f .-~ (a -bl'a ='_Ipilar) tlattening. wAhere b is the ellip-
unique instrumentation and computer capabilities. The text- soid's semirninoir axis. The minor axis is %Lippscd to he
txsik% of Mueller and Rainsa~er I 19791, the Manual of Pho- parallel 'to the rotational axi% of the, earth Points on the .

togramnmeirv 1990tj, and the annual proceedings of the ellipsoid ire specified by geodetic cotordina~cs -~ the geodciic
American Congress, on Survey'ing and Mapping and of the latitude is the angle (b. 90'~ !-- oh F 0 '. that the normal
American Society of Photograrmctry are excellent sources toi the ellipsoid at tho point in question forms, wkith the cqua-
of detailed information for the interested reader. A descrip- tor: and the eolietic h onitude is the anule X. O(V- A'- 360'
tion of the diverse instrunientation, vital to geodesy, must and positive easiwards. :hat the ellipsoidal meridionalpln
also be relegated to other sources. Brief accouints of prin- forhis with the plane throuuh the Greens ich meridian. The
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*angles (b. A theref'Ore Also define the direction ot' the coninlished by densification networks consisting of first-,
psoidlal normal. s:cond-, and third-order triaiigulatibrns (T'able 24-1 ). as well
Because of the irregular distribution of the earth's in- as lower accuracy local traverses. depending on 'economic
iiil mlasses, the g~eoid is an Irregular surface whibh cannot and other needs of' the area. Table 24-1 gives a general
lescrihed b\ a sim ' rle geomnetric figure. It is determined overviewA of* the accuracies to be achieved and the purpose%.
h respect toI a particular ellipsoid in terms, of' tl'e geoid uses, and contiguration constraints for 'he several classes
uhi. or ieoid undulation. wkhich is the separation between of' horizontal control.
two surfaces at an\ point (Figure 24-1l A.ther -eoid- In most countries the reference ellipsoid. to which the

hori/ontal. control refers. is fixed to the earth's surface at
an origin point in the network. where the deflection of the
vertical and yeoid undulation are specified by definition.

-ELLPSOIAL NRMALAll measurements to subsequent points in the n~etwork are
reduc-.,d to the same ellipsoid. This en tails knowing the

LAW height above the geoid (elevation), the geoid undulation.
TOPORAPWand the deflection of the kcrtical at each pioint. The ellip~soid
SURFACEand its. relation to the geoid as specified at the origin point

GEM ~define a datu m. The orientation oif the datum with respect
N ~to the earth is determined by thr.-e rotation angles-two of

ELLPSOID hewc are the geodetic coo)rdinates of the origin point, ob-
tained from the observed atrionomic coordinates and the
idefined) deflection of' the vertical. The remaining degree

- -~ ~- of f'reedom. namely a rotation about the ellipsoid normal at
- the origin point, is fixed by the geodetic azimuth to some I

I 1s rlain'h;' ~tother point. It is comlputed from its relationship to (he as-
~ ~~i~;c~it~n~,i~* ~~idhpotdtronomiic a~rimwh and the deflection of the vertical which

asrwcin - Il, iiii incorporates the parallelism of the minor axis of the ellipsoid
and the rotational axis of the earth. Because of MCLS'uring

ipsttd elaionsip s te atrocodeic etleiio ofthe errors that propagate through the netwkork, additiotial astro--

heial *1his i, !he ance between the loc~al %ertical and the nii imtstalc inutsadlniuc utb
mialto he llis. td trouh te pont n te erth determined at selected points ito enforce the proper orien-
-fac ''-- "X4 L,.... ~ **~ *. tation The position of the center of a geodltic ellipsoid

*.~..,L,. l*I ~ * **~ L.Aion0. ith respect ito the earth's center oft mass is generally, un-
sertcals rsokd mt. westcas andsouh-nrthcmi knowkn. Table 24-2 lists the most important dataiins in use

nenits which then Priw ide the lunctii maf relationship hc throughout thek worldil'ieuic24-3). 'the relative orientation.
ccn Lcoslct, and astrotiowic cooxrdiI1ates

liosmtI.n. and scale oit sekeral datums% can Kv.- obtained it the
coordinates of asulficient number of points in each relatit.e

1.1.1 Hitri/mntal Ctontrol s,\ teni are also know n in the other \~stemns, or in an absolute
IvecC.enttic ssini Table 24- 3 lists the relatio nships of

(ekicJtie' rsein nrmListll, Into ,nc 411 three cat- ses eral recional datuin to at vlobal datumn The 0lohal da-
onies t1 ii.iiiati nciko,.d %k hcrchs f'ii on1 iit turn. inl this ae i, stesienated WNI I and is the rt sult .'t
Wh\ urtam e .re ci'nnetctd I)\ .1 nimork of trianvles w hose a vlohal solution tit geoomtr'c o~bsers atio)ns ito satellites.
vies are measurcd imsiunnihand s\ tt oc sidcs aire naiie ranin! i nd aiiosr.d n l..A\ . A/ ictler
mpuntd wkith the aid ot one or more pre5 0\l mveasure ii. the displaecoiniN of' the daitumi center from the satellite
whfnes_ f21 trilareraiti 'i ne w r. ' in winch thec ohser- st steIII centet \kith respct to a right handed (ajresian .-

tions prsiin jd .i shtie i h koriac m through the ('tinsentimnal

an ' Idcs - and 1 fihe ir.ik ersc a sessof d Isistaince 1LrItcrn~lional ( )rig:; itple. s-vstin the equator throutgh the
d dircton n1CIcas VntIentsI con1eW WIin aI equerike oft rxints icentiimti. kic. ion.2-4 4 . I a the rclatix c scalc of the

Ifhe hi 2h-ptec i-ion trs iseii the 1, S that is. lhe tvo '.Ntcins andi it. k. T1 are the r.Iative rotatitlns at the
;is~riii 1!~i I c rse I (f - I, is i rate it) I iiart in tirILin pint tit the dattini it is thie rotation tin a/tmuth: E.

and run, m i - ci ti, in t~ i'a e1,It-%west aind north T In 1.11tude and lonvitle.
Uth dirction' ui _1 1LII 21 21 1 prs ics the principal 'I hie VS. \atinal ( cmietic Surse\ tif the National (k-ean
inIework. -'. 'Iand ,IeiTition, 0 't he \jiinal I lr',i'ntal Sur\ e\ National Okcanim at! Aintispheric Adininistratiion
'nirol Neiss rk. -\ddsilion~:l !trneth In the detcrination N)- iin conicert wih corresponding1 tirgani/ations of-
scale andl orienttiton is t hraitel h% incinrporatinu, satellite (aatia. Nic' ico. the iepuhlics (if Cenitral Anierica. and
ippler stat ion' iSc'cin -1 -4 11 1 muk thlese iraserses I hr- lXrniark arcL currcntl% ciiitpleting the new- adiustinrt !A
intal contil %%ithin the ire-as outlined b\ the FCI Is, ac- the Nirth Amiericain 21eodetic controtl network. It will en-
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Order of Surveys and Classes of Accuracy

Super Second Order Second-Order Third-Order
ibutes First-Order First-Order Class I Class 11 Class I. If

i ral I Ira ns~intminentlal .Primai v horizontal SecondarN Supplement-.:l Lokcal horL' nt-
dC control. control. horizontal control. hoin;om tal co ntrol. con.rol.

fwsc~ Trainscontinentail Primiars arc. . Are a control. Area coatrol. Arc icontrol.
traverses. Satellite kletropoflitan area I)etailcd surveNs in lWtailed Nurveys in lDetiuled survevs in
oh- *' %ations. surves . arcas of" vcn') hieh areas of high land ar of mtsdertt
Lunar ranuinu. land value. value. and low land
Interleroictric Engineering ale
sur~e in,. projects..

wiork Coii~rol develops. thc niional network. Control strenghens, Control eontributes Contri I rcerenced
cnthc nat ional ito the nat iona! to the ijat io nal

network. network. lramiewc~k.

1:1 )ItHt (XX) I I(X MX) 1:50 (XX) 1:( XII:( I ! :5 (XX)

cimm% lFraxerses at 7501 Arcs not in exces% Stations. at 10kmi. AN. required. As required.

.tati'ins Jt15 I to 3t0 at I i kill. ccontrol at 1 2 km.
Kinl Or _,reater. Metriinolitan artca
satellie 'N cOntrol 'A 8 kmin. .

requi Irck

tuil+'. Iitioninwi --d Suir%. es rekired ,L Me~riipolitan area Mlapping and Local control.
'i usec orientaition Of for PrillrY densitleation . La~nd chartini . L and ILocal

Niormo American trai Oirk C rus.t al 'uI uti n Biasic '.uIdfiii n101 inproi ment'. and
,cOi m ie. tfio\ cilleni. Iraire\xork for ('on'iruction. des clopilicuen'
(ottincintal drifIt I'Priiir' densilicarion.
and .preadin, nictni 'tslitan airea

,tl i"control ---- --- I

as! ,I \u'rth A: icric:i ineluidi (;retland [-he I" to 2 (run ahomi One mnillion tnas iqt ariuialie. IC.R.
mn %ks e i. ill h,, I :!iih, Or ah'-iitt. datm111 It'. Sehsk!!/ 19r, l

in t oc, tiir I and 11,irc atnd scalc I (lattenune- and Nenll- Inl an attempt ti cOnstruct a untifi,!d reference ss'.tem (or

tor a,i %-,ill he i'htimied hsr\ iitiI and dmI'nnie: rniltat jluipo mes the World ( Iiidetic Ss stemn I iSP has
14iV 11 011h1,1. a' %k.Al a' t1011 I-TTILcr ibers atiim at e iolsed pniminul\ Out tif mipuiisernnt'.. throuch satcllite

2 ~i-timns Th ,,nenitii itthisoaim . ti he te.hniquc'. IN NS.'.. 1977 1. in the e'.trnal~on ot the si/c- and
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GEODESY AND GRAVITY

Table 24-2. The most important datums of the world. their assoiciated elipsoids, and their origin points lextracted froim NASA. 19731

Reference Semnimajor axis Origin point coordinates
Datum ellipsoid Imi I/flattening Station .6 101X1-

Australian Australian 6378160 289.25 Johnston Geodetic -25 56 54.55 133 12 30.08
Geodetic National Station

Arc-Cape Clarke (1880) 6378249.145 293.465 Buffelsfuntein -33 59 32.(XX) 25 30 44.622
(South Africa)

European 1950 International 6378388 207. Kelmertturm 52 22 51.45 13 03 58.24
(0909)

*Indian Everest (1830) 6378206.4 300.8017 Kalianpur 2407 11.26 7739 17.57

North Clarke ( 1866) 6378206.4 294 978698 MWades Ranch 39 13 26.686 261 27 29.494
American

* Datum -1927

Pulkova 42 Krassovaki 6378245 298.3 Pulkovo Observatory 59 46 18.55 310 19 42.09
(1940)

S. American 69 S. American 6378160 298.25 Chua -19 45 41.653 311 53 55.936
(1969)

Tokyo Bessel (1841) 6377397.155 299.152813 Tokyo Observatory 35 39 17.51 139 44 40.50
(old)

e<.r
--- e

L-(L

80 120 60 06 2 8

Figur 24-. Mar geot'd ic datum block, I~u~lr 19751ic .
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4 CHAPTER 24
Table 24-3. Values tfirjnstrmatron parameter-v Datum it) Satellite WN14 Systr, (satellite datumtI: parenthtical values are standard t.Jiviation% Iextracted'

Irmn Mueller. 19751l

D atumn

Transfor- Australian European NAD27 S. American 69
ilation National 1950

piaramieters stations) (16 stations) (21 stations) (10 stations)

AX mnl IM1 0 21 -99.4 -(5.0-3. (1.7) -96.6 (4.0)
AY Imi1 - 59A1 (3.2) 132.) (5.0) 142.3 (0.6) - 13.7 (4.3)
AZ ImI 131 2 (3.6) 116,0 (4.8) 177.3 (1.5) - 29.4 (4.1)

10)1.14 (1.83) 600(2,813) - 0.96 (0.98) - 6.67(0.41)

'I-0.35 (0, 3 9) 0.30)(0.65) - 0.33 (0.18) - 0.02 (0.29)
II 049 064) -0.13 (0.99) - 0. 34 (0.35 1 - 0.03 (0.35)
"11.31 t0 51) 0.26 (0.70) 0.84 (0.21) - 0. 66 (0.i3)

*Valucs used to deline the WGS72 ellipsoid and its as. establish the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929
sociated parameters include'he semimajor axis (a). the prod., INOAA. 19801. The readjustment of the geodetic vertical
uct of the Lravitational constant (G) and the earth's mass control for North America is currently in progress with an
(N (M. the earth's aneular velocity (w). and the second degree expected completion date of 1987. The data from existing

tona haroni coelicent f te gepotntia (C.) (ec- surveys plus the planned new levelings combine to forma
* tion 24.2. 1). total Of over 800 000 km of first- and second-order leveling

lines in the U.S. alone (Figure 24- 0). The gravity support
for thue vertical control is guided by the requirement that the

24.1.2 Vertical Control effect of gravity on the observed heights should be deter-
mined to within I cm [Whalen, 19801.

Vertical control is genciallvy established by leveling net- A problem of some concern, and which has yet to be
* works that are tied to mean sea levei. The nctworks consist satisfactorilv resolved, is the establishment of the datum.

of loops of lev~inge lines, the mnisclosure of the loo~ps (the With miodern accuracy standards, the presumption that mean~
suml Of the height differences around the loop should be sea level toincides everywhere, at any time. with the geoid
zero) hein- indicative of' the measurement error.,. Since the must yield to Ithe realization that differences of up to 60 to
level sur~aces of the earth\s Lravitv field are not parallel. 70) cm may exist in mean sea level bet. 'een the Atlantic ai~d
the hiihis above the ucoid decpend also oin gravity. and for Pacific coasts as well as 1 .5 mm/yr changes in the geoid
precise %oork. cannot be deduced solels from leveling data. due to the %sorldwide change in mean sea level JCastle and
T he heirht oft the topoigraphic surface above the gcoid is Vanicek. 19801. With the difficultv of the physical acces-
knoo n as the orthometric heieht, The orthomet-ic correc- sibilil% ito the geoid at this level of accuracy (teis of cm).
tion. calculable %%ith thle aid oft erav ilN measurements and the establishment of a World Vertical Datum awaits im-
applied to Ic' cled heights. accounts for tile nonparallelism provemnents in the accuracy and extent of global and local
oft the level surfaes. hie' levelin networks are classified gravity data.
ais first-. second-. and third-order accordtng. to the spacing.

* length, and method of the leveling run: First-order surveys
arc the moost accurate and establish the primiary N-crtical 24.1.3 Inertial Positioning
control on a national basis: see 'Iable 24-4 for at brief sumn-
mnaryN of accuracy standards and recommended uses of the Inertial positioning for suivc . sys temns cvolved in the

* various surv-ey classes. early to mnid 1970s from inertial navigation systems, used
dThe leveline nctsoirks are tied to tidal stc!tions. these primarily for mrilitary purposes. when geodetic accuractes

-. providing the onls phssical .ieces, to the ucoid. At these wxere v.arranted by the use of a stabilized platform to isolate
4tations. mlean sea It tel is ascertained tv aseravinLe sea level the tuleasurinLe device fromn the irremular mnotions of' the ye-
recordings over several years to aver use both shor and hile. A system oft gyroscopes maintains, the orientation of'
lth .q period tidal Ihietuations In the U.S. and Can.d& ove'r the platfOrmn %%.hich is su~spemdcd by gimbhal supportIs. A set

* I(K1)01kil oif first-order le% eling lines. coristr: incd by nieai of' accelerometers is used to rot. usure thc accelerations of'
Q~a level determined. ;it 26 tidal- stations alone the Pacific the Stirs cx %chicle in the three nwrtuallv orthogonail dlirc-

anid .A lla it ic kcoa' t arid heC (Iuifo I \enc. t, rc tised to tion s. One i nte erat iomr of these data \ields the veloc its and

24-6.
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GEODESY AND GRAVITY
Table 24-4 St~andards Ilir the Clawicaiiin ofi Getidelc Vertical Co~ntrol a*nd principal u'~cs lextraoed lrorn NOAA. l')X~al

I 'Vertical Control
Classitication j First-Order Second-Order Thiru-Ordcr

C lass I Class 11 Class I Class 11

Relative accuracy 0.5 min K 0.7 mm 1, 1.0 mm K 1. 3 rnnK 2.0 mm K
between directly
connected poiints (K is the distance in kilometers between points)

or benchmarks
(standard error)

Recommended Basic framework of the Secondary framework of Densitication within Small-scale topographic
uses Nativnal Network and the National Network the National mapping. Establishing

metropolitan area control. and metropolitan area Network. Rapid gradients in
Regional crustal control. Local crustal subsidence studies, mountainous areas.
movement studies, movemenmt sludiks. Local engineering Small engineering
Extensive engineering Large engineering, projects. projects. May or may
projects. Support for projects. Tidal projects. Topographic not be adjusted to the
subsidiary surveys. Tidal boundary mapping. National Network.

reference. Support for
lower order surveys.

J~ US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

NATIONAL GEODETIC SURVEY

4 0. -0

l-ieure 24-4 Naihoimi Go ic cri cl ii (itl INctm ork I A \ . IX(hi
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CHAPTER 24

t. a second irjt.gration yields the distance traveled. Obviously. 'y, = 9. 780490) inls
1. the acceleration due to gravity must he taken into account.

Trhe %ehicle for example. truck or helicopter) carrying the w 7221 (
instrument must conme to rest every 2.' .3 or 4 minutes in
order to impose a /cro velocity on the vcoivoutput,1thus Th nvtbeipo:m nii ohservation techniques and

* reducing the i'ro%%th (if s'~stciiatic instruiiient:.l errors. For instrumentto (particularly with the advent oft satellite
travrsedisancs a ahut 5 kllpreentinsrumntaion methods) prompted a redefinition of' the ref~erence system
and nalses rodce bout50 m acuray ii hoizotal in 1967. and again in 1980. when the JUGG agreed on the
and ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ folwn anaksesz prdc1a9t811:acuay t ortnaV ~anti 4f0 cm in vertical position. For horizontal colltwin. thoit.i9s

is iirst-order accuracy (Table 24-1 ). Further improvements 2m
in hard-sare. as %%clI as software. %%ill undoubtedly increaso a = 378137 m2in

* - the potential of' inertial surveying for geodetic applications C,,, = 0.WX108263 ±I X 10
B ose and I uddle. 19811.GM=3 )5 i ' xl ms )

w= 7.9 1~ ! t 5 50 s t 2 xW 102% sif3 24.2 GRAVIMIETRIC G;EODESY,
Pa renthticatl values are standard deviaitions. This constitutes

24.21 Th Nomal rvty Feldthle Geoduitic Reference System 1980. GM includes the mass
of the atmosphere and C,, exclud.es the pi~rmanent tidal

P Jut a heearhs urfce s nt ~ peketsphre.'or det'ormation. The gravity formula hased on these parameters
even an ellipsoid. the earth's gravity .field is not the field is givenl hy

* generated hN -a homogeneous hall. Because of' the overafll y=9702 I40()324sn
ellipticity in the earth's shape. as well as the centrifigal sn ~m
force produced by its rotation. the values of gravi'y increase .XX5si'IOn
as one travels.1from the equator to either pole. This general* hr s h edtclttd:i ilsnra rvt
trend, is, convenietly descrihed hy a so-called normal gravity weed s h edtclttd:i ilsnra rvt
field vthich ihen serves as the rek'rence against which the ac~urate to six digits. The method of computing the coef-* actuial grAvit field is, measuredl. The nornial field is defined. ficients of this formula can 'ae found in International As-
in part. hN requiring one of" its equipot'-nial (or level) sur- sociation of Geodesy (lAG). 119711.
f'aces to he an ellipsoid oriented in an earth-fixed coordinatp

% ytemn. Siokes proved that tour quantities- -- the surface po- 2..
tential. the size of the ellipsoid, its shape, andi the rotational 2422Disturbing Gravity Field
speed koll suftice ito uniquely define the (exterior) normal The normal gravity, as given hy the formula ahove.
gravitN field. The sule and shape of the ellipsoid are s pec- aprxmtsherugavyofheatho ht5prs

* iied toe ~mpi. h it seimaor xis(a)andits(latenng in 10'. This is hardly adequate for geodetic and modern(n redefinition (it the field retains its unqeesif the
(ft.Ube niqun~ssgeophysical and navigational needs, fo~r which the variatiors

value of' the (constant) surface potential is replaced hy the in the gravity field at the 10 to 10 " ms 2(I part in I .0'
*value of the earth*,. total mass (the combhination GMI is miore

accuatc% deermned hanthemassM aone.whee G to 101) level have a siunificant influence, In this respect.
whr s the direction of' the gravity vectoriasmptntsis

the eiitationaf consitint. G6 = 6.67 x 10 'cm g s magnrisasimprtntasit
or by the value of' equatorial gravi tv - y,. Similarly. f can mgltie

berelaedb 'C te ecn-dgre onlhamoiccof F-or calculational conv-enience, the true grtivitv field is
he rplaed x C- , th seond-egre inalharnonc ccf- refereinced to the normal field, the dif'terence being the 'dis,-

t icientI in the spherical harmionic expansion of the earth*,' turhiii& o~ranoiiilo~us field. Thus, the disturhing potential
gravity potential. Once these parameters are specified. the isteifrnchtenteatulpetalndheoml

S notiial gra' it,," ton thelisd can bcaultdas iac-
' curateiv as desired, eelpod ecluae potential and the gravity disturbance is the diffterence he-

--- ' hl - -'-. ~ d tween mnagnitildes of the true gravityN and the normal gravit%
lfl coL~r~d ftoi t Ls~ii a ~t~~i~ LiS~t The eravimnetric (or absolutet deflection of' the vertical is* ~and asiats dnra field t hat w.ould find international

%el the angle between the true gravity vector and the normalacceptance and] application did not material ize until ~t
into this cent u r% culiiininati ng in the adoption hN the finter- gat etr tdfes(o h sr~iie cd le iinatinalii on o (~i iesxand ieohvscs I (W I 3ff in that the perpendicular to thle geodetic eliIipso id generalv

diiidoes not coincide \% ith the diieetioil of' normal grav itv. C -

re fcr, is not geocenltrtic. (lheeid (ile CqU ip len! al surfakc
a 0378188 ill

It the Itrue _ras it\ ficid that cioseit. apprin iiatcs nican ,ea
1' 1297 le\ ci is separated f'rom thle ellipsoid b\ thle Le(id LundL a -
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GEODESY AND GRAVITY

tion. or geoid height. And finally, the gravity anomaly is timeter is the complmentary facet to the problem of de-
the difference between the earth's gravity magnitude on the termining the sea suface topography. It provides the ocean
geoid and the normal gravity magnitude on the ellipsoid, surface height above the reference ellipsoid (Section 24.3.4).
the two points being connected by the perpendicular to the From the satellites GEOS-3 and SEASAT-I a new wealth
eflipsoid. This definition assumes the absence of masses of geoidal data was obtained over most of the earth's ocean
external to the geoid. In practice, the computation of geoidal surface yielding an oceanic geoid at or below the I m ac-
gravity anomalies requires (through various techniques) a curacy level (corrections for the sea surface topography weie
reduction of surface measurements to the geoid. thus ac- either modeled or calculated using global tidal models, or
counting for the intervening masses. The gravity anomaly they were neglected.
differs from the gravity disturbance in that the normal gray- The gravity anomaly. being essentially the derivative of
ity is computed on the ellipsoid instead of the geoid, the the disturbing potential. is -: more local phenomenon than
latter computation being impossible if the undulation is not the geoid undulation. iravity anomalies are generated pri-
known. marily by shallow density variations, that is. in the earth's

Assuming that the geoid and reference ellipsoid enclose crust. Considered over the entire earth, they have an rms
the same total mass and. have identical centers of mass and value of alout 40 to 45 mtgal f I mgal = 10 gal = 10
surface potentials. the geoid undulation is directly propor- is 2). Classical formulas exist that relate global sets of
tional to the disturbing potential, according to Bruns's for- gravity anomaly data to both the geoid undulation and the
mula Itleiskanen and Moritz. 19671. Its global average is (gravinietric) deflection of the vertical (Stokes and Vering-
then zero and the 'global root mean square (rms) value is Meinesz formulas). In the last decade new. alternative es-
approximately 30 m. The sources for the geoidal variations timation tehniques (least squares collocation) have been
are primarily density inhomogeneities below the earth's crust, fully develop'd to provide speed, efficiency. and versatility -(

Table 24-5 summarizes the relative distribution of the surces to the problem of determining undulations and deflections
for the variations in the geoid,(also in gravity and its gra- from gravimetry. Aside frc m purely geodetic interests, grav-
dient) according to an earth model comprising various den- ity anomaly data have found wide application in geological.'
sity layers at prescribed depths. Therefore, the major fea- studies ranging fr,)m the determination of geologic strata
tures of the geoid have a long-wavelength structure, and its' configurations. including isostatic compensation models, to
large-scale variations are generally not correlated with the the investigations of tectonic motions and mantle convective
earth's topography (Figure 24-5). On the other hand, the processes. The inc-ease in the quality and quantity gravity
short wavelength constituents of the disturbing potential measurements at sea provides an improved understanding
(hence the geoid) exhibit a definite correlation with topog- of the origin, properties. and continuing evolution of the
raphy ,Figure 24-6). In addition to its importance in geodetic oceanic lithosphere. The accuracy currently required for
positi6ning, the geoid undulation plays an essential role in these applications is generally less than 10 ingal with a :"
oceanographic studies where a knowledge of deviations of resolution of about l0) km INRC. 19791. A.detailed global
the actual sea surface from the geoid contributes to the map of gravity data has been constructed by the Defense
understanding of ocean surface circulation and ocean tides. Mapping Agency, Aerospace Center IDMAAC, 19731 which
The so-called sea surface topography has magnitudes of at has compiled a 1V x IV mean anomaly field from various
most I to 2 mi. and an undulation accuracy of about 10 cm sources. comprising a total of 27'441 (as of 1973) values
at IIW) km for lower) resolution i. required to definitely and their estimated accuracies. However. gravity anomalies
discern these featurs-s [NRC. 19791. The satellit,-fiorne al- in unsurveyed areas, particularly in the southern hemi-

Table 24-5 Contihin, of each den,it. la.cr ito ariancc, of undulation, anoma. and gradient IJordan. 19791.

Deptb of' Free. Air Gravity Vertical-Vertical Gravity
Density Undulation Model Anomaly Model Gradient Model
Contrast

rni, Value Percent of rms Value Percent of rms Value,. Percent of"
Ikil 11111 Total Variance Imgall Total variance IE! Total Variance

0.1 0.4 24.4 33 X.7 99
312 I 28.5 44 -.2
7.2 6 14.7 12 0. 1

350 20.4 44 12.9 9 0.2 . . .
2880 21.5 49 5.4 2 . . .

3..7" 42.7

2J 4

-.. ... . ..............- ..............
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sphere. in inaccessible areas of the major continents, and in any precise inertial navigation as well as positioning

in the polar regions, have a relatively large uncertainty since system where the platform is aligned with respect to the

in these areas they are derived through special estimation local vertical. Conversely. differences ir the deflection of

techniques including the assumed correlation of giavity with the vertical can be determined accurately (anticipated ac-

geologic formations. The accuracies in the entire set range curacy < ± I") using inertial positioning data ISchwarz.

from a-few regal to tens of mgal. K.-P.. 19781.

The principal geodetic application of the gravimetric For global descriptions of -he earth's potential field, it

deflection of the vertical is in the reduction of horizontal is convenient to use an infinite seies of spherical harmonic

control datii (specifically directions) to the geocentric ref- functions in which the coefficiee:n. , regarded as parameters

erence ellipsoid Iabsolute datum: Section 24.1.1). The de- of the field. have been determined by observing the per-

flection can be computed from gravimetric data to an ac- turbations of satellites in their orbits. For example. one such

curacy of about I" to 3". or better. depending on the density. solution is the Goddard Earth Modcl 9 (GEM 9), complete

accuracy. and extent of available data. the estimation tech- to degree and order 20 ILerch et al.. 19791. Additional

nique, and the terrain [Lachapelle, 1978: Tscherning and terrestrial data were used. includine altimetry. to'develop

Forsberg. 19781. Since the vertical dcflection defines the GEM lOB. vielding coefficients complete to degree and

direction of the true gravitv vector with respect to the normal order 36. With the near global and very dense coverage of
gravity vector, due consideration of the deflection is required altimetry data. solutions to degree and order 180 and higher
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have been developed IRapp. 19791. Not including inaccur- 24.2.4 Gradiometry
acies in the determined coefficients, a rough estimate of the
emr in the corresponding geoid undulation models is given Gradiometry involves the measurement of gradients of
by the rule 64/n Imeters]. where n is the highest degree of components of the gravity vector, that is. the change in the
the coefficients, and represents the neglect of higher-degree gravity components with distance. Tie principle of meas-
in ormation (omission ernor). For example, the GEM 9 geoid urement is based either on determinin%, the difference in
undulations. apart from a formal standard error of about outputs of two accelerometers separated by a known dis-
1.9 m in the expansion to degree 20, contain an omission tance. or sensing the ensuing torquing action on specific
error of about 3 m. known proof mass configurtions. Precise gradiometers have

been in the development stage for many years. but only
since 1982 have they begun to prove their viability in routine
geodetic applications. The essential technological difficul-

24.2.3 Gravimetry ties include elic;iinating external vibrations and thermil noise.
Also, because the gradiometer senses primarily shortwa-

Gravity measurements are characterized'as either rela- velength gravity variations. the determination of the total
tive or absolute. Absolute measurements result in the total gravity field requires supplemental long-wavelength infor-
magnitude of the gravity vector and involve the determi- m-ition.
nation of lengh and time. For example. the acceleration The vertical gradient of normal gravity is about 0.31
due to gravity is determined from the length of a pendulum mgal/m: however, of greater 'interest is the gradient of the
arm and its period of oscillation. With the best pendulum gravity anomaly. This is an extremely local phenomenon,
instruments and technique. this method gives a few tenths and it is unavailing to a~tempt to quantify it using a global
of a mgal accuracy ITorge. 19801. In the 'modern. more rms value. Any component can vary from a few E6tv6s
sophisticated, an accurate methfls) the apparatus consists hu E6tvs = I E = t . mgal/km = 10 'n s in ) to several
of a prf mass which moves (alls) in the gravity field hundred or even a thousand Etv6s. depending on the terrain
The distance through which it moves is measured by inter- and the underlying mass anomalies.
ferometric methods (Michelson interferometer). while the Some development and analysis has been oriented to-
correspxnding time :s determined electronically with an atomic ward a satellite-borne gradiometer to be used in a global
frequency standard. The accuracy today is about 10 gal gravity mapping mission: however. the realization of this
(I i.gal = 10 ' mgal = 10 ' ms 2) for laboratory instru- concept lies some years in the future. A renewed effort is
ments. but formal precisions of I to 3 g±gal have been underway to develop the airborne gradiometer for the pur-
reported ISakuma. 19761. pose of providing, in an efficient manner, a detailed survey

Beause of the exacting demands in stability of the mea- of the gravity field in local areas. This device should be
surement environment, absolute determinations 'are not operational. attaining an expected precision of a few E.
practical or economical for widespread surveys, although within the next years. In order to account for the varying
transportable instruments have been developed by various effects of gravity, the gradiometer has e'lso been proposed
organiations l''ammond and Iliff. 19781. Instead, with a as a means of improving the accuracy of inertial navigation
much simpler apparatus and lesstime one can measure the systems IDoukakis. 1979: Wells. 19811.'
relative gravity. that is. the change in gravity between staw
tions. In principle, only one absolute site is necessary to fix
the "origin" of an entire network of relative measurements. 24.3 SATELLITE GEODESY
The measurement principle of th, gravimeter can be stated
as deterining the, displacement of a mass attached t.) a The two basic methods of tracking artificial earth sat-
spring while the instrument is moved from one station to ellites from earth stations are the dynamic method and the
the next. The best achievable accuracy in measuring gravity geometric method. The purpose of the dynamic method is
differences with' today', instruments is several I.tgal I Har- to establish an ephemcri s for the satellites: that is. to enable
rison and LaCoste. 19781 and depends primarily on correct the prediction of the siteliite's position in its orbit as a
calibration models. function of time. This entails solving (from worldwide track-

In 1971 the International Gravity Standardization Net- ing dati. such as )oppler Ranging) for the' parameters of
work OAG 71) was completed and adopted by the IUGG. the petlurhing forces. such as the gravitational frc,. at-
It comprises gravity values at 1854 stations around the world: mospheric drag. lunar-solar attraction, and solar radiation
at ten stations absolute measurements were made. After a pressure of which the orbital elements are a function.
final adJiustment of the entire network, the standard errors The perturbing forces cause secular and long- and short'
of the gravi!v values wNere estimated to be about 0. I mgal. periodic variations in the normal (elliptical) Keplcrian orbit
Further regional dc&nsitications and improvements are in that ssould -be described bv the satelite if the earth were a
progress usiine transportahle absolute gravimetcrs,. point mass in an others Ise empty universe. Tablc 24-6 lists
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Table 24-6. disturbing forces on earth-orbiting satellite iBlitzer.*1970].

Disturbing force per unit mass [m/s 2]

Altitude Altitude Altitude Synchronous

Source 150 km 750 km 1500 km' Altitude

Central Gravity 9.35 7.85 6.42 0.22

Earth Oblateness (02) 30 x 10-3  20 x 10 14 X 10-1 160 x 10-7  k

0) 0.09 X 10-- 0.06 x 10r-' 0.02 x 10-3 0.08 x 10'
04) 0.07 x 10- 0.04 x 10-1 0.02 x 10-- 0.01 x 107

Principal Tesseral 0.09 x 10-1 0.07 x 10-' 0.04 X 10-3 0.5 x 10-7

Harmonic (22)

Atmospheric Drag 3 x !0--  10-i - -

Vanguard I* *

Echo l** 1300 10 500 x 10-7 - -

Lunar-Solar .10 X 10)-7 10 X 10-' 10 X 10-7 70 X 10'
Attraction ***

Solar Radiation Pressure l0-7  10-7' 10-' 10-7

Vanguard I*

Echo l** 500 x 10-' 500 x 10-7  500 x 1O-7  500 x 10-7

*Area/Mass = 2.12 x 10-1 m-/kg
**Area/Mass = 10.2 m

2
/kg

*'This is not the direct attraction but the effective disturbing force.

a coarse. comparative summary of typical values of the. from a single station determine its position in a coordinate
various perturbing effects (central gravity is the force per system defined by the satellite ephemeris.
unit mass due to the earth considered as a point mass-it
is not a perturbing element). J:. J3. J4. and J,., are coefii-
cients of the expansion into 'pherical harmonic functions
of tho: earth's gravitational pot,.-ntial. Particularly noteworthy 24.3.1 Doppler Positioning
is the importance of the area-to-mass ratio of a satellite with
respect to atmospheric drag and solar radiation pressure. the Of the several new techniques of observing satellites. ,.
latter predominating with increasing altitude. The overall the Doppler method has been the most successful in achiev-
design of a satellite orbit is therefore c.ontingent on the ing woddwide and routine application. By measuring the
purpose of the satellite mission. High orbits of small, but change in frequency (corresponding to the Doppler shift) of
massive. satellites (such as LAGEOS) are designed for sta- a signal transmitted from a satellite with respect to a rcf-
tion positioning or for the determination of polar motion ernce frequency on the ground. one can'deduce the range
and variation of earth rotation, while low orbits are required and range rate to the satellite. Usually two signals at dif-
to detect variations in the earth's gravitational field or to ferent frequencies are transmitted simultaneously to essen-
study other specific perturbing effects such as atmospheric tiallv eliminate the frequency dependent effect of the ion-
drag. osphere on the propagation of the signal. Most satellites

With the geometric meth(x. the tracking data are ob- now transmit in the hundreds of Miz. but to lurther reduce Z

tained simultaneously from several stations and used to de- the ionospheric effect this is increased (fur example. for
termine relative station positions (satellite triangulation): NAVSTAR) into the GIlz range.
accurate knowledge of the satellite's orbit is not required. A system of six satellites, the Navy Navigation Satellite
Various intermediate methods exist: fer example, the short System (NNSS) in operation since 1971. has provided a
arc method, where cbservations are generally limited in global positioning capability within two hours of observa- ','Y

duraion (approximately 1/4 orbit), and either a fixed (non- tion. These satellites transmit a "broadcast ephemeris." which
perturbed) or computed orbit is used. For this method, the provides'the observer with the satellite's po,.ition as a func-
relative station positions become a part of the set of un- tion of time. This information is updated and loaded into
knowns to be determined. In point positioning, observations the satellite's memory once or twice a day and is used for
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real-time positioning. A "precise ephemeris" is available for 24.3.3 Laser Ranging
more accurate (but delayed in time) position fixes. The three-
dimensional spatial position and the time synchronization Just emerging from the exploratory and experimental
offset are obtained by the simultaneous observation of four stage, satellite laser ranging promises to become a valuable
satellites with a corresponding positional accuracy of about asset for geodetic applicatior.s. Basically, !he ranges are
25 m. sufficient for some. but certainly not all, navigational deduced from the measured trav--I time of laser pulses. The
requirements. With longer periods of observation (six to overriding advantage of the laser is its tremendous accuracy.
eight days), combining data from miny passes, and using achieved by utilizing shortpulsed (- I ns) lasers to enhance
the precise ephemeris, accuracies below ti I m level can the definability of the returning pulse. Also, the satellite
be obtained IBrown, !9791. Even greater accuracy comes need only be equipped with retroreflectors, while for Dop-
from the use of the short arc method to deduce relative pier ranging. an on-board power supply is required. In con-
positions (baseline accuracy of 20 to 30 cm). The NNSS is trast to Doppler ranging. however, laser ranging is weather-
to be superseded by the NAVSTAR/GPS (Global Position- dependent. Ranging data to the satellite LAGEOS have been
ing System) in the late 1980s. This system will consist of used to determine baseline lengths: for example. Kolen-
18 satellites, 6 each in 3 orbital planes. providing a four- kiewicz and Ryan 119811 fusing observations from a three K
satellite configuration observable anywhere on the earth at month period) report a 6 cm agreement'with the VLBI

almost all times. The accuracy for pont positioning using determined length of a 3930 km baseline connecting West-
one hour's observations and the broadcast ephemeris is 'an ford. Mass. and Owens ValFr", Calif.' The analysis of LA-
estimated 10 m IFell. 19801, while observations spanning GEOS data has also yielded determinations of polar motion
five days encompassing many passes in conjunction with and length-of-day variations with respective formal accur-
the precise ephemeris yield geodetically useful accuracies acies of about 0"01 and 0.3 ms [Tapley. 19821. As with all
of about 50 cn. The main source of error is the uncertainty transnissions through the atmosphere. the random effects
in the -ttellite's position owing. in part. to an inadequate of the troposphere and ionosphere limit the achievable ac-
kne ,.ieoge of the earth's external gravitational field. Base- curacy. Improvements in laser ranging will result from better
;ine determinations of 300 km or less in length. for which atmospheric density models and by upgrading the basic mea-
inaccuracies in the determination of the satellite's orbit are surerment (travel-time of pulse) accuracy.
less detrimental, are anticipated to be accurate to less than '
tO to 2U cm. approaching the I cm level with improved
tropospheric error modeling lAnderle. 19801. 24.3.4 Satellite Altimetry

The Doppler principle also has applications in space,
providing the means for one satellite to track another either The satellite borne radar altimeter has had an exceptional
in a high-low configuration (the high Igeosynchronousl sat- impact on the continuing efforts to improve our knowledge
ellite tracks the low satellite) or a low-low configuration of the earth's gravity field. The distanceof the satellite above
where one satellite follows the other in the same orbit. The the ocean surface is obtained simply by measuring the travel
analysis of satellitelto-satellite tracking has thus far been time of a reflected radar pulse. This distance and the given
oriented toward determinations of the gravity field. The position of the satellite (its orbit must be either known or
basic measurement is the relative velocity between the two solved for) in a geocentric coordinate system yield directly
satellites which is indicative of the difference in gravitational the distance of the ocean surface from the geocenter. or
potentials I Rapp and Ha ela. !9791. equivalently, from the reference ellipsoid (sea surface height).

That is. one obtains an estimate for the geoid undulation if
the sea surface topography (at most I or 2 cm) is neglected.
The altimeter measuring accuracy was better than I m for

24.3.2 Satellite Interferometry the GEOS-3 satellite and its orbital position was obtained '" :"-
to within a few meters. Impe.ing the constraint of equal

Radio interferometr , us;ng satellite signals is one of the altimeter heights at track crossings, (track crossing adjust-
newest techniques to make geodetic linear measurements. ments) and accounting for atmospheric and sea surface con-
The lcngth of baseline vectors between pairs of survey marks ditions. the GEOS-3 geoid could be determined to an op-
ranges from 0. 1 to 200 km (short-baseline interferometry) timal accuracy of 601 cm to I m.
and is determined by radio-interferometric observations of The subsequent (short-lived) satellite SEASAT-I carried
the sienals broadcast by satellites of the GPS. The signals an altimeter enlitting a shorter pulse at a more rapid rate
are much stronger than the quasar sources used in VLBI with a consequent 5 to 10 cm sensitivity. These data are
(Secti)n 24.4.?). Errors can be reduced to the I cm level. currently being processed with expected accuracies of about
or less. by properl. accounting fot the tropospheric effects 20 cm or better on a regional basis [Marsh et al.. 1981:
IRogers et al'.. 1978: Counselman and Shapiro. 1979; Anderle. 19801. Figure 24-7 shows the oceanic gcoid re- %
MacDoian. 1979: Anderle. 19811. ,'overed from I x IF mean SEASAT geoid heights. See
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Figure~ 24-7. Globaal Scea'.at I' x~ V observe~d geoid (contoiur interval 5m): refrence flattening 1/29M.25.

also Rooney et al. 119801. The satellite GEOSAT carrying measurement. This requires prior knowledge of the geoid,
.a similar altimeter is to be launched by DoD in 1985. unless only temporal changes in sea surface topography are

One of the ultimate objectives of satellite altimetry is to be ascertained. The proposed five-year NASA satellite
the capability to determine and monitor ocean circulation. miission for this project is TOPEX; its anticipated error bud-
In this case. the. sea surface topography is the object of .get is given in Tabie 24-7.

I blc 24-7, TOPEX Error tdg'ct lextracted from NASA. 19811.

Uncorrected Corrected Wavelength
Source of Cause of Error Error

Error Error IcmI ' cmj lkml

Altimeter -Altimeter noise 1.5. 20
Altimeter Ocean waves 4 1.0 1 10(X)
Troposphere Mass of air 240 0.7 1000)

.)po-spher Water vapor 20 I .0 50-5(X)
Troposp' .vre Rain
lonospher, Free electrons - 10 0.5 50- 10 (X)
Orbital error Giavitv 5 (kin) 0.7 10 (XX)
Orbital error Drag 5 3.6 10 0
Orbital error Solar radiation '30 7.0 10 (W)
Orbital error Earth radiation 3 1.0 ,10 (MM)
Orbital error Station location 10, 3.0 om
Orbital error Tiniine 0.2 100(XX)
Sea level Weieht of air 50' 3.0, 200- 1 (X)O %
Sea level Geoid 100 (m) 1.5 2(X)

The table sunirarims the error, in sa'tellite inasurerientisof ocean surface torpogzraphy. This brief suninarY assumes, iat a dense spheric~al satellite orbiting
it a heiehl of( 1 30) kmn tracked by .a realistic net.orrk oif laser station%. ih) ac:curate measuremnents of earth's giravity, trrrn the GRAVSAT mtissionn. ict
ad~ditional data frorri a dual-frequenc% radiorierer and dual-frequency altirrieter inn the spacecralt. 1,11 surface pressure A~ith an accuracy* oif ; iillibars tromi ______

itlobal %rn'ather charts ret a spacccratv clock hat ing an accuracy i of) us, if) an aera"e -Aase hcie.hl (in the sea srftace tiof ni mters and at 'terse
skceinness of less than 0 1 anid r nio data collected ir heasy rain The corrected error is the error -nt rtica, rrerrert, tmade airone a nwtrt e satellite pass
croissing the ocean basin, We esfict that long-term averages ofmany passes Anill substantiatlk reduce the randomn error.
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24.4 GEODETIC ASTRONOMY about 435 days. If the rotational axis :ierves as the third axis
in both an earth-fixed coordinate system. as well as in the

The position of the earth's, rotational axis var-ies in time celestial (inertial) system. then nutations change tne dccli-.
with respect to inertial space. as well as with respect to the nations of stars and polar motion affects the latitudes of
earth's crust The variations in inertial space are usually terrestrial stations. This permits the observational separa-
tened nutations. specilically. either forced or force-free bility of Lhe two types of variations in the spin axis. Tables
nutations. depending on whether or not they are generated 24-8 and 24-9 list the amplitudes. periods. and causes of
b the gravitational attriction of an extra-terrestrial disturb- the various motions. With the increase in accuracy of is-
ing bA such as the sun or moon. Similarly. the variation tronomical observations.' the earth cannot be considered a
of the ,pin axis with respect to the earth's crust, called polar rigid body. One must account for the effects on the motibns
motion, is either forced of force-free motion. The mech'-- of the rotation:'l ;. ,is that are attributable to the earth's
nism for polar motion arc generally of a geophysical nature, elasticity. liqUid core. redistributions of internal mass. and
such as the elasticity of the mantle and the liquidity of the ;,late tectonics.
outer core. The force-free polar motion of the instantaneous The variations of latitude (polar motion) are monitored
rotation axis is also known as wobble: the predominant by the International Polar Motion Service (PMS) (formerly
variation is called the Chandler wobble and has a period of the International Latitude Service (ILS)) and the Bureau

Table 24-9 Sfea ta nn cth nge: in earth's rotation [lPihe ter. 19731.

A Inertial Orientation of Spin Axis B. Terrestrial Orientation of C. Instantaneous Spin Rate
Spin Axis (Polar Motion) it about Axis

I. Steady precession: amplitude I. Secular motion of pole: I. Secular acceleration:
23'5: period - 25 7(W) years. irregular = 0"2 in 70 years. /t -5 x 10 .'/yr..

2. Principal nutation: amplitude 2. 'Markowitz' wobble: 2. Irregular changes: (a) ever
9720 (obliquity): period 18.6 vmplitude 0702('?): period c.,tituries 6/o < + 5 X-
)cars. 24-40 years(?). 10"'/yr; (b) over 1-10 years

& o< 80 x 10- "/yr; ()
over a few weeks or months
('abrupt').

a ± 500 x 10 "/yr.
3- Other pe;i kdic contributions to 3. Chandler wobble: amplitude

nutation in obliquity and (variable) 015: period
longitude. amplitude < I": 425--440 days; damping time
eriods, 9..3 yvears. annual. IV,-70 years('?). ,. '; ,'

semiannual, and fortnig'htly.

4 l)iscrepar' w,: sc:ular decrease 4. Seasonal wobbk s: annual, 3. Short-period variations: (a)
in oblio".itN: ('" ,entur\'(?). amplitude 0709: semiannual. biennial, amplitude 9 ms:

amplitude - 0701. (b) annual, amplitude 20-2

ms: (c) semianhual.
amplitude 9 ims: (d) monthly
and fortnightly.
amplitudes I ms.

5. Monthly and fortnightly
wol0bhks: (theoretical)
amplitudes 0'001.....

6. Nearly diurnal free wobble:
amplitude - 0'.')2('?): periodl s)
within a few minute of a
sidereal day.

7. Oppol/er terms:
amplitudes 7 002: peaiod, as:
for nitations.
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Table 24-9. Mec~haism~% with effect% now distinguishable on the earth's

rotation latter Rochester. 19731. 20-

Mechanism Effect*

Sun A.B7,CI,C3c
Gravitational torque Cc(?)
Solar wind torque U

4
Moon A.B17.CI .Cc-d A" '>9 00-0

Gravitational torque I "

MantlicB 8.3-4.CI1-2akCk-d
Elasticitv B I .B3 94 0' o 9
Earthquakes 3(?,.CI
Solid friction C2a
Viscosity f

Liquid core A2-3.132.136
Inertial coupling C2b-c(?!'
Topographic coupling A40).133.02
Electromagnetic coupling

Solid inner core B320)
InerialcoupingFigure 24-8. Polar %%ander: 1891 -196W

*Oceans 13I1.B3B5.0~a Polar wobbic: 194',-1949
Loading and inertia B3Q').C I
Friction

time scale. ET refe,; to !ht :ime variable in the theory of
Groundwater B4 motion of the sun, moon, and plaaets and is less accurate

Loading and inertia and more difficult to determine through ohservations IWink-

Atmosphere B4 ler and VanFlandern. 19771. Several observatories around
Loading and incitia Cd2z-.C3a-c the world maintain'their own atomic time: in the U.S. it is
Wind stress Cl maintained by the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) and the

AtmosherictideNational Bureau of Standards (NBS). These are pooled and
L Atosphric ideintercompared by the BKH resulting in International Atomic

* *Numbcr. refer to Table 24-8.

International de P*Heure (BIH). These organizations coor-
dinate the obserations obtained throughout the world using
classical methods (for example. zenith telescopes), as well 0"2
as implementing the satel*ite Dappler. VLBL LLR. etc..

*techniques. The result; are published annually by both or- .
ganizations. -~

Figure 24-8 shows the motion of the pole of rotation
over averiod of 8 years. a; well as the motion (polar wander) 5
of the average pole o er a period of 75 years. The coordinate4
system with respect to which polar motion is measured is0

* centered at the Conventional Internat;omil Origin (CIO).
This is the mean position of the pole of !903 as defined by 0*
the latitudes of the five observatories of the ILS. Figure 24- -0.11
9 shows the most recent motions (1978-1980) of the pole .
as determined by the 81K from worldwide observations. 7.

The origin in this case is defined by the BIH on the basis 02
of the latitudes of all contributing observatories.

Time determin:,tion. coordination and dissemination a re.
on an internatinnal scale, three of thc principal functions of
the BiK. Because of the excellent long-term stabihitv of
atomic frequency standard., (I part in It). atomic time tiu 4.Pthtthplern195)tl)l0Iil.ls.

(AT) has virtually replaced ephemeris tin)- lET) as the' basic p, B.501.
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Table 24.10. Difference between the earth rotation parameters by various services [extracted from Guinot. 19811.

Services Interval A. B, Ay By

ILS-BIH 62-78 36 t 4 -0.2 ± 0.9 -2 ± 3 1.0 ± 0.5
67-78 39 ± 4 2.3 ± 1.3 -4 ± 3 -0. t 0.8

IPMSBIH 62-78- 29 ± 2 0.3 ± 0.3 2 ± 2 -1.1 ± 0.5
67-78 29 ± 1 0.0 ± 0.4 1 ± 3 -0.4 ± 0.7

DMA-BIH 72-79 -15 ± 2 -1.6 ± 0.6 -2 ± 3 1.6 ± 1.1

Service-BIH = A + B IT - 1975.O
Units are: 070001 for x and v.
The variations B are yearly rates.

Time (TAI). Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is based 24.4.2 Very Long Baseline Interferometry
on the same atomic time scale as AT. but is offset occa-
sionally. by so-called leap seconds. t6 maintain a close The primary observable in VLBI for geodetic and as-
relation to the actual spin rat cf the earth, called UTI. UTI trometric studies is the measured time interval between the
is Universal Time referring to the CIO. while UTO refers arrival of a radio signal. from some extragalactic source
to the rotational rate of the instantaneous rotation axis. Sev- such as a quasar, at one end of the interferometer and its

eral observatories throughout the world determine UTO arrival at the other end. This interval is called the delay and
through astronomical observations. The longitudes of these its derivative is the delay rate. From a sufficient set of these
stations are used to define the Mean Greenwich Meridian data as functions of time, the geometry of the interferometer
which together with the CIO provides the orientation of the baseline and the position of the observed radio sources can
average terrestrial coordinate system. Table 24-10 compares be determined. Figure 24-10 shows, in simplified form. a
the BIH determinations of polar motion (x and y compo- typical conventional interferometer with two antenna-re-
nents) with the determinations of several other organiza- ceiver systems. At each antenna, the radio frequency signal
tions. IPMS. !LS. and DMA which used satellite Doppler from the observed source is converted to a lower "inter-
observations. mediate" frequency by mixing with a local oscillator (LO)

signal. The LO signals are supplied to the mixers at both
antennas independently, thus allowing large separations be-
tween the receiving stations. The resulting signals at each

24.4.1 Lunar Laser Ranging

Retroreflectors were placed on the moon by the Apollo
I. 14. and 15 and the Soviet Luna 17 and 21 missions. tZ (I . )/c TO 

RADSU

Ranging to all of these reflectors began shortly after each WHERE
'. VLtI DELAY

mission, and is still continuing, primarily and regularly at U'BAsE VECTOR

the McDonald Observatorv. Fort Davis. Texas. The ranging !=UNIT VECTOR IN " O"

is done with high energy pulsed lasers fired through large THEcSUCenergy DIRECTION , s

aperture telescopes which also serve as the receiving optics Ca SPEED OF LIGHT a
for the reflected return images. Photo-electric devices record
the photon receptions against a precise time record. The
resulting accurate linear measurements ( 15 cm) between
the observing site and the reflcctors on the lunar surface are RER.IV

well suited to studies of lunar rotation as well as irregular- OCK
ities in the earth's rate of rotation (determination of UTO) RECORDER

* and polar motion (however. the determination of the polar ,

motion component perpendicular to the meridian requires i-A-tI ,ROCESSO L tI

,' more than one observing stationi. Accuracies in the time DELAY
determination of about ).5 to 0.7 ms have been stated DELAY RATE

lMcCarthy. 19791. but compared to other determinations.
such as by the BIH. the root mean square difference can be Figure 24-10. N'cr% Long Ba'wline Interfcnmery i'LBIh observation

I to 2 ms Il.angley et al.. 1981 1. geometr. JRyan et al.. 19791.
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station are recorded and time-tagged on magnetic tape. The sated for by increasing the recording rates. Other errors are
two tapes are later cross-correlated to obtain the phase delay, caused by clock instabilities- inaccurate definition. ocation.

which translates into time delay apart from the indetermin- and lack of strength of the extragalhctic signal: random
able multiple of 2,"k, where X is the wavelength of the atmospheric disturbances: and imperfect (or lack of, mod-
signal. This ambiguity is resolved by combining data at eling of geophysical effects, such as solid earth tides, crustal
several frequencies if the source has'a polychromatic spec- motion, and earth rotation. Precisely because these latter

, trum (bandwidth synthesis technique) tRogers, 19701. contribute to the error budget of VLBI (that is. instrumental
The state-of-the-art VLBI system incorporates the Mark and other environmental factors do not predominate), the

Ill recorder, deyeloped by the Northeas, Radio Observatory continual monitoring of these geodynamic phenomena with
Corporation (Haystack Ot servatory). which has an in- VLBI will improve the associated models. For example, a
creased frequency bandwidth recording capability compared formal precision of 7002 in polar motion components and
to earlier devices, and, thus decreases the effect of random 0. 1 ms in UTI was reported by Ma 119811 using 14 days
errors. Another parameter affecting system noise -is the ef- of observations. The published proceedings of a VLBI con-
ficiency of collecting the signal. this depends on the size ference held at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and accuracy of the antenna surface, as well as the signal Cambridge. Mass.. in 1979 1NASA. 19801 provide a com-
strength. Transportable systems require smaller antennas prehensive documentation of the technology, geodetic ap-
and the resulting degradation in accuracy can be compen- plications. and future capabilities of VLBI.
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Chapter 25

INFRARED ASTRONOMY
S. D. Price and T. L. Murdock

A description of the infrared celestial background is is a reflex of the earth's orbit projected onto the celestial
presented in this chapter with special emphasis on the 2 to sphere as shown it Figure 25-Z. The ecliptic and celestial
30 l±m spectral region. This description is based upon corn- equator intersect at the equinoxes. The vernal equinox.
prehensive surveys of the apparently brightest sources of in Figure 25-2. is the point where the sun crosses the celestial
discrete and diffuse emission in the sky plus selective mea- equator going south to north. The pole of the earth's rotation
surements on fainter objects. precesses about the ecliptic pole due to tidal forces of the

sun and moon with a 26 000 yr period. This results in a
westward progression of Y of about 50 arc sec yr along

25.1 OBSERVATIONAL PARAMETERS the ecliptic.(te
Horizon (Alt-A:imuth) Syvstemi: This system is unique! to

Most astronomical observations are of the celestial po- the observer. The azimuth. A in Fit -e 25- 1. is the angular
sition and brightness of a source at a given resolution and distance from the north point. eastwa,,, along the horizon
spectral region. These quantities may be measured as a to the vertical circle that passes througi. the point bcing
function of time to detect variability and/or motion. Infor- considered. The altitude h is the angle fro,. "-- horizon
marion on the spatial extent of the source depends upon the along the vertical circle. The complement of the,1ltitude is
resolution of the measurement, while knowledge of the spec- called the zenith angle.
tral energy distribution is a function of spectral resolution, Celestial Coordinate System: The celestial coordinates
and the range of wavelengths covered. Position and bright- of right ascension (a) and declination (5) are used for stellar
ness can be determined much more accurately than distance positions and catalogs. Since precession slowly changes the
for most objects. zero point of this coordinate system. the positions must be

referred to a specific epoch.
The right ascension is measured eastward from the ver-

25.1.1 Coordinate Systems nal equinox to the hour circle passing through the point in
question. An hour circle is a great circle through the celestial

The position of a celestial object is measured in terms poles. The declination is the angle from the celestial-equator
of the direction to the source projected onto a sphere of along an hour circle. Right ascension, customarily, is ex-
arbitrary radius--the cclestial sphere. Angular coordinates pressed in units of time where h = 15* or 4," = IV Dec-
are used, measured either along a great circle formed by linations are positive north of the celestial equator arid neg-
the intersection of the sphere and a plane that includes the ative south.
center, or a small circle that is formed by a plane which Ecliptic Coordinate Svstemn: The ecliptic plane is the
does not include the center, plane of symmetry for objects in the solar system. The

A proiection of the celestial sphere is drawn in Figure ecliptic longitude X is measured from the vernal equinox
25-1 for an observer at geographic latitude 6. The local eastward along the ecliptic. The ecliptic latitude 0 is the
vertical, defined with a plumb line. intersects the celestial angular distance from the ecliptic along a vertical great
sphere at the zenith z and the nadir. The horizon is the great circle. Elongation angle r'is the angle along a great circle
circle perpendicular to the vertical. The celestial north and between the sun and the point in question.
south -. !,es are projections of the respective poles of the Glatic Coordinate System: The galactic plane is the
earth. The meridian is the visible. or upper. half of the great geometric reference for studies of galactic structure. The
circle which goes through the zenith and poles and intersects galactic longitude I" is the angle along the gala.ti. plane 7
the horizon at the north and south points. The celestial from the galactic center. The galactic latitude V is measured
equator is a great circle which crosses the horizon at the aiong a great circle perpendicular to the galactic plane. By
east and west points, agrecment of the International Astronomical Union. the cc- %

Durinu the course of a year. the sun appears to move lestial coordinates of the north galactic pole arc
along a great circle in the sky. This circle, called the ecliptic. t 950) 1 12 h4 9 !"0 and 6t 1950) 27°24'O. the ga- %
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NORTH CELESTIAL
POLE

NORTH POLE OF *N

C2 NORTH G LACTIC SM E

AUTUMNAL EQUINOX 6h~ h +35

SOLSTICE (a: - h, a *0)

a. 8 h, 8 . 2 3 .5 ' I'll
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Figure 25-2. Galactic and Ecliptic Coordinate. The orhit of the earth projected onto tht celestial sphere defines the ecliptic plane. The ecliptic pole is
inclined 23'44 from the celestial pole. By lefintion. the intersectiont of the okipfic and equatorial planes is the zero point for right ascensioni
and ecliptic lotngitude. A. The north galactic pole is some 63' fri-ii the celestial pole.

eminent Printing Office) as is the difference, between In- .are referenced to a smallI number of primary standards. stars
lernational Atomic Time and Coordinated Universal Time which have absolute flux determninations from laboratory
IUTCt. UTC is the scale available from broadcast signals. calibrated sources.

Johnson 1 19651 used the sun as a standard with the
obvious problem of transferring the very bright extended

25.1.3 Intensities-Mlagnitude source to fainter intensityVega, otLyr, is currently the
mos comonsta chsenf,,r apriarystandard, Absolute

Absolute intensity nicasurementN by direct comparison calibration of ot Lyr 1hrough direct comparison with labk -
wihlaboratorv standards exist for- onl a few astronotmical ratorv standard sources covers the wavelength from. 0. 35 t

ohjects. Instead. intettsilv tieasui-ements arc referred to one 1.0 OX rn to an accuracy of better 'than 3c/4 Iliave s :ind
ot motre secondarv standard stars. rhe secondarv sta~ndard Lathatt. 1975: Tug. White. and LockwoodJ. 19771. Lo"
stars are a netwdrk of non-variable stars roughly uniform 1 19731 has obtained the absolute I I um tfltx on 3 stars to
in distribution across the K)v which have accurate photorn- 1i acrvh\omparison with laboratory standards.
etr\ with respect to each other. These secondary standards Stellar intensities are often expressed in ierms, of' mag-
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nitude. a logarithmic scale referenced to an adopted stand- Tblc 25-1 DteIilton of ero magnitude flux as function of elenglh.

ard. The apparent brightness ratio. 1/il. of two stars of lJohn-Ain. 1965: t.o. 19731

apparent magnitudes m2 and m is Flux (r(A,) = 0)

Band (aim) (.l*.m) W cm 2 Im-I

and (25.1) U 0.365 0.068 4.27 x 1012
m- ml = -2.5 log (1/I1). B 0.44' 0.098 6.61 X 10'

V 0.55 0.089 3.72 x 10-12
The absolute magnitude M is defined as the apparent R 0.70 0.72 1.74 x 101-

magnitude a star would have at a distance of 10 parsecs I 0.88 0.24 8.32 x 10 13

(3.085678 x 10 ' 4 cm). The absoliue and apparent mag- J 1.25 0.38 3.31 x i0 -

nitudes are related by H 1.65 0.30 1.28 X 10'
K 2.22 0.48 4.14 'x 10 4

M = m + 5 - 5 log r - A (25.2) L 3.6 0.70 6.38 x 10 .-
M 5.0 1.73 1.82 x 1-"

with r = the stellar distance in parsecs and A the interstellar N 10.6 4.33 8.7 X 1O'
extinction, in magnitudes. to the star. I Q 21 5.8 6.5 x 10 '-

The measured magnitude also depends on the spectral
energy distribution of the star through the spectral sensitivity
of the detector. The spectral selectivity of the measurement 25.1.4.1 Parallax. The tr4Sonometric'parallax is defined
is usually expressed by the system unique parameters of as the angle, p or rr, subtended by the mean radius of the
effective wavelength X, and effective bandwidths AX, de- orbit of the earth at the distance of the star. As of 1986
fined b some i 600 stars have parallaxes measured with varying

degrees of accuracy- only !0 stars have parallaxes deter-
mined to better than 2% IUpgren. 19801.

f X dX A parsec,pe is the distance at which the parallax is one
arc second. It is numerically the inverse of the parallax and,

X, =as such, is an independent measure which scales by theJ, S, dX value of an astronomical unit (equals mean distance between

the earth and sun). By definition 'I pc = 206264.802 AU
and (25.3) From Allen 119731 I AU = 1.495979 x 10'" cm; thus I

pc = 3.085679 x 10'" cm.

Beyond 50 to 100 pc whcre trigonometric parallaxes are
AX, S, dX unreliable, distances can be inferred from the observed mo-

tion of stars. The measured quantities are the proper motion,
the observed angular motion pependicular to the line of

with S, the system spectral response. sight. and the radial velocity, which is determined from the
The effective wavelengths, effective bandwidths, and Doppler shift of the spectral lines. The tangential velocity

flux for a zero magnitude star within the respective band can be determined from the proper motion 'and radial ve-
passes are given in Table 25-1 for a widely used system of locity if the direction of the total velocity vector is known.
photoelectric photometry. The photometric bands in the in- Various methods based on statistical arguments for an ag-
frared coincide with atmospheric transmission windows. gregate of stars are used to estimate the direction of the total

velocity vector or the value of v, directly. These procedures
are valid out to 100 to 200 pes but may be extended to a

25.1.4 Distance kiloparsec using a reasonable theory of galactic rotation.

Direct radar returns and radio transmission from inter- 25.1.4.2 Standard Candles. The distance modulus (M- 1
planetary space probes lead to very accurate distance de- m) can be derived from the observed apparent magnitude
termination within the solar system. Distances to nearby and knowledge of the absolute magnitude or intrinsic bright-
stars can he calculated from trigonometric parallax. the stel- ness of a source. An estimate of the interstellar extinction
lar Jisplacement as vievsed from different locations of the will then produce a distance through Equation (25.2). r
earth's orbit around the sun. More distant stars require in- Spectrosc pic Paralax. The intensity ratios of certain
direct methods for calculating distance, which depend on luminosity sensitive spectral lines correlate well with the
the statistical propcrfes of a group of stars and the apparent absolute magnitude of those stars which have accurately
hriehtncsses ofstandard candles". determined parallax. For those stars bright enough for a
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high dispersion spectrum to be obtained, the spectroscopic of proporltionality, the Hubble constant H reflect the ex-
parallax is derived from the spectroscopic estimate of the pansion rate of the universe. If the Hubble constant is known
absolute magnitude and the observed apparent magnitude. then a measure of the radial velocity of a galaxy results in

Variable Siar.: Stars that vary in brightness in a dis- a distance. Various recent determinations of the Hubble
tinctive manner can be seen to large distances and are useful constant range from 50 to 1(0,) km s M , .

distance indicators when their absolute magnitude can be
related to the variability.

The absolute magnitudes of novae at maxima are cor- 25.2 THE SOLAR SYSTEM
related with the time rates of decay in the light curves.
Furthermore. the absolute brightness of the !ight curves are Our knowledge and understanding of objects in the solar
calibrated from the novae close enough to have expansion system have advanced spectacularly over the past decade
parallaxes, that is. the angular expansion rates and radial with the fruition of the space exploration programs and the
velocities of the ejected material are measured and a distance development of new measurement techniques. This section
derived assuming spherical synmetry. presents a description of the solar system as seen at wave- , '

As a class, the cepheid variables exhibit an empirical lengths between visual and 30 g.rn from a point near the
relationship between absolute magnitude and period of pul- earth but above the atmosphere.
sation. The various cepheid subelasses---classical and dwarf Objects in the solar system scatter and absorb sunlight. L N
cepheids. RR Lyrae. 6 Set. W Vir,. P CM- and 0 Cep stars- In the visible, this scattered sunlight has a 'spectral distin-
differ in the shape of the light curve. amplitude, and tem- bution similar to that of the sun. a 6000 K blackbody with
perature variation during pulsation. The abolute magni- absorption and emission lines, but modified by the spectnal
tudes for these stars are derived from statistical parallaxes reflectivity of the body's surface. The object is warmed by,....'
and stellar evolution models applied to the clusters which absorbed sunlight and consequently emits thermal radiation. %
contain them. This thermal re-emission is characterized by the Planck

equation appropriate to the temperature and modified by the
25.1.4.3 Dynamic Distances. A theory of galactic ro- spectral emissivity of its surface layers. Thermal emission ,

tation may be used with radial velocity measurements to arises from the.topmost layers. which-are opaque or semi- •.
obtain distances greater than a kiloparsec. This technique opaque at the wavelength in question. In the simple case of
has been extensively exploited in radio astronomy partic-, a body with no atmosphere. the thermal emission srecrum"
ularl, for HII regions and molecular clouds, is determined by the temperature. the physical structure.

In the stmplet case. galactic constituents are assumed and the chemical composition of the emitting layer. The
to move in circular orbits with a decreasing angular velocity asteroids. most planetary satellites. Mercury and the moon
with increasing distance from the center. At a given Ion- fall into this category. If the atmosphere of the body is
gitude in the galactic plane. the largest ebserved radial ye- optically thin. the infrared thermal emission is not appre-
locity is at the point where the line of sight is closest to the ciably altered and measurements of the spectral intensity
galactic center. A rotation curve, in terms of the galacto- continues to provide information about the surface layers.
centric distance of the sun. 6)0 is constructed from the max- At the other extreme. if the atmosphere is completely opaque.
imum oh:;erved radial velocity as a function of longitude, infrared emission reveals the character and state ofthe at-
This curve can be used to derive distances relative to d, mospheric layers which are optically thick at the measured -,'
from the observed radial velocities. If the measured radial wavelength. Venus, Jupiter. Saturn. Uranus and Neptune
velocity is smaller than the maximum, the positional am- are clear examples of objects in this category. The atmos-
biguity is resolved by assuming that the larger, brighter, pheres of objects intermediate to these extremes are optically
objects are closer, thick only at some wavelengths. and the spectral emission

is a superposition of reflected sunlight and thermal emission
25.1.4.4 Extragalactic Distances. Primary indicators of from the surface and atmos.pheric emission and absorption.
extragalactic distances such as no'e and cephcid variables Mars and comets are e..xamples of this class. Finally,. an
are calibrated by fundamental me ans withi n our own galaxy. optically thin dust cloud is present iii the solar system. T he
These so called primary standards are good out to about a zodiacal light is scattered sunlight and thermal emission
Megaparsec (Mpct. Overlapping. and calibrated by the pri- from the dust grains in this cloud.
marv indicators. are less reliable indicators such as the brightest
stars in a galaxy and the sizc and brightness of -Ill regioms.
These are observahle out to about 10 Mpc. At distances 25.2.1 Objects with Negligible Atmospheres
greater than 10 Mpc isophotal galactic diameters and ga-
lactic luninosiv class are used for ditance determination. To first approximation, a t.pical object in the solar ss\-

At very large distances the radial \elhci:v is. on the tem does not rotate and is located at a constant distance,
average, directly proportional to the distance. The constant R. from the sun. Assume that there are no internal sources

25-5 W S.I_
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of heat. that the surface cannot conduct heat away. and that with a solid bedrock overlain by varying depths of dust and
the surface is in equilibrium with sunlight. At the subsolar broken rock. K, p. and c are not constant. The conduction
point of such an object, the equilibrium surface temperature equation must also be modified to include radiation between
is given by the heat balance between absorbed sunlight and the dust grains, which is a major heat transport mechanism
radiated thermal emission in this case. Furthermore, rocks which protrude through the

dusty surface have been shown to introduce significant dis-
L,= (I -(A) (25.4) crepancies between the predictions based on the simplified

( models discussed above and infrared measurements of the
lunar terrain du ring eclipse IAllen and Ney. 19691 and the

where p!anet Mercury near inferior conjunction IMurdock. 19741.
If the field of view of a measurement is larger than the

A = Bond Albedo (ratio of total incident to reflected apparent solid angle subtended by the body, the resulting
light for a spherical body) spectrum is the superposition of scattered sunlight and ther-

mal emission from the visible surface, each region weighted
E = Solar constant at 1.0 AU = .1368 W/m 2  by the respective apparent projected area. The phase angleew = Infrared average emissivitiy i is the angle between the sun and the observer as seen from

the center of the object. The fraction of the illuminated side
IF = Stefan-Boltzmann Constant 5.66956 seen by the observer is

x 10 32 Wcm-ldeg 4.

k = 0.5 (1 + cos i).
The temperature distribution on a non-rotating spherical sur-
face will be isothermal concentric bands around the suhsolar Objects with orbital radii-less than that of the observer will
point. If the subsolar point is defined to be the thermal pole, go through all phases 0 -_ k - I. Objects with orbital radii
the temperature at thermal colatitude b is larger than the observer will go through' partial phases

km < k --5 I. The phase angle may be calculated from
T(4b) = T cos '4 4. (25.5)

For an object with a rotation period P an isotropic surface 2= R,,+ R-R .

material with uniform density p. specific heat c and thermal where
conductivity K. the temperature distribution inside the ob-
ject is determined by the heat conduction equation Re,, = true geocentric distance in AU

aT
PC -K VT. (25.6) R= true Earth-Sun distance in AU

R = heliocentric distance of the object in AU.

The boundary condition on the surface in sunlight is
Values of phase angle and the orbital distances for var-

ious solar system objects are tabulated in the "Astronomical

ri , (I - A) E cos ib = KVT.,. (25.7) Almanac."
R- Color temperature T, is defined as the temperature of

the Planck function B(.T) that best fits the measured spec-
while on the dark side tral shape. Brightness temperature Tt, at any wavelength X

is defined as that temperature which satisfies
FIR tT = KVT, . (25.8)

I(N) = B(X, rh) fie.,

If the rotational axis lies ;n a plane perpendicular to the
incident sunlight, the thermal pole traverses the rotational where I(W) is the measured spectral intensity and fQ, is the
equator, and thermal emission front the dark side arises from emitting solid angle. For simple objects in solar orbit, the 4
thin isothermal longitudinal stripes whose temperature falls emittingsolid angle required to bring the color and bright-
to a minimum just before local dawn. The minimum ten- ness temperatures in the midinfrared into agreement is, to
perature is determined by the rotational period and by the good approximatio;n
thermal properies of the uppermost several meters of the
surface material. Typical minimum temperatures for the Q, = kil.
moon and Mercury are about 100 K. indicating a loosely
packed. dusty. dielectri- surface material. where Q is the total solid angle subtended by the body and

For the more realistic case of an atmosphereless object k is the fraction of the sunlit surface visible from earth.'
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INFRARED ASTRONOMY
Thus. the sunlit portion of the disk dominates the total Table 2 .2. Mercury magnttuder at 6.387 AU from the sun. 1.0 AU from M
thermal emission at these Wavelengths. the earth.

The effective brightness temperature at wavelength X, [ 0 0.54pRm 3.6l.m 10.8R±m 20gm
is found from

0 -2.5 -9.0 - 13.0 - 12.9
l(X,) = B(X\.T) fl. 2(0 - 1.8 -8.8 -12.7 - 12.7

40 -1.2 -8.3 -12.3 -12.5
The effective brightness temperature can be normalized to 60 -0.7 -8.0 - 11.9 -12.3
the mean sun-object distance R,. by 80 -0.1 -7.4 -11.2 -12.1

100 +0.6 -6.2 -10.6 -11.9
T, 60= T, (X) 120 +1.6 -4.9 - 9.3 -11.4 a

R, 140 +3.0 -3.1 - 8.0 -11.0
160 +4.9 +0.3 - 5.8 -10.4

The apparent brightness of the object varies with distance
from the. earth through the relation

proximately 3% of ihe average lunar surface and as much
as 10C of crater areas must be exposed rock in order to

(X) =( (Re,,,) account for the lunar thermal anomolies found by Shorthill
and Saari 119651. Thus the i|frared appearance of the Moon V

where Re,, = true geocentic distance at the time of mea- would be nearly identical to that of the planet -Mercury at

surement and d = desired geocentric distance. the same solar distance and the shapes of the phase curves
for the two objects can be assumed to be similar. The lunar
full disk X = 11.4 p.m brightness at i = 0 ' is M = -22 .5.

25.2.1.1 Mercury. Meecurv's orbit is highly eccentric
and its infrared spectrum varies not only with phase angle 25.2.1.3 Asteroids and Planetary Moons. As of Janu-
but also with solar distance. The subsolar point temperature ary 1984, 2992 asteroids are listed with orbital elements in -.

variation from aphelion to perihelion is from 575 to 710 K. the 'Minor Planets Circulars published on behalf of Com-
At phase angles less than 160' the effective emitting area mission 20 of the International Union. In general, the a:;-.

required to bring the brightness temperature into agreement teroids have albedos between 0.065 and 0.23 [Gradie and
with the color temperature is the soltd angle of the visible Tedesco. 19821. The infrared spectral energy distributions
sunlit portion of the apparent disk. At phase angles greater between 5 and 30 lim for asteroids are quite similar to those
than 160'. the contributions from hot rocks in the partially of gray bodies IGillett and Merrill, 1975; Hansen. 19771.
lit crescent and the dark side become significant. The warm A decrease in emissivity from 20 to 85 Rm has been ob-
color temperaturc of the crescent is due to crater walls and served for somhe asteroids [LeVan and Price, 19841. The
raised rocks on the surface, which remain in sunlight longer asteroid distribution is concentrated to the ecliptic plane with
than predicted by the cos' 40 variation for a smooth spherical an exponential folding height of aboul 70.

surface. These objects cool at a slower rate than the rest of The planetary moons are an inhomogeneous set of ob-
the surface material. Approximately 3% of the crescent solid jects. The Mariner. Pioneer, Voyager, and Viking series of .. "
angle is required to make the crescent color and brightness exploration experiments have shown thL. each object has a
temperatures equal. The minimum effective temperature of unique spectral signature. Typical Bond albedos range be-
106 K observed for the dark side IMurdock and Ney. 19701 tween 0.2 and 0.7 for ice covered or dust covered satellite
is indicative of a dust). loosely packed surface. Phase curves surfaces IHansen. 1977. Smith et al.. 1981 J.
of the visual. X = 3.6. 10.8, and 2) rm emission for Mer-
cury at mean solar distance (R = 0.387AU) corrected to a
-constant geocentric distance of 1.0 A U IMurdock., 19741 25.2.2 Objects with Optically
is given in Table 25-2. Thick Atmospheres

25.2.1.2 The Moon. The lunar surface is primarily com- . Emi;sioni from objects with optically thick atmospheres
posed of a loosely packed dielectric dust quite similar in comes from those depths which are opaque at the wavelength ""

thermal and visual properties to the surface of Mercury. in question. The visual and infrared spectra of these object,,
Pictures of the moon and Mercury are remarkably similar are complex superpo;itions of scattered sunlight and mo-
as are their visual and infrared phase curves [Ryadov. Fu- lecular vibration and rotation band emission over an un- e
rashov, and Sharonov, 1964: Pikkarainen 1969: Murdock derlying continuum w'iich can be approximated by a gray
19741. The lunar albedo is 0.07 [Allen. 19731 and the sub- body spectrum. In general. thennal radiation at different
solar point temperature varies between 397 K and 391 K infrared :,'elenthls comes from different atmopheric depths
from perihelion to aphelion. Allen 119701 found that ap- and results in different effective brightness temperatures.

25-7 . . -.
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CHAPTER 25

Table 25-3. Planets with optically thick atmosphe re. compiled from data given in Stier et aL. 119771. Wright 11976). Reed et al. 119781. Ward et ai.
1 19771. Eickson et al. 1197M1. Tokunga et al. 119771, Gilltit and Forest 119741. Hanel ct al. 119811. Allen and Murdock 119701 and Court'm
et al, 11978[,

AT.. Tlf; i T,) e

Venus 0.77 :t 0.07 228 t 5 240 t 5 200-250 245
Jupiter 0.35 t 0.07 111 125 ±3 124 125 130
Saturn 0.50 ± 0.03 76 ±1 94.4 ±3 110 92 85.6±3
Titan 0.21 86 110 126 110
Uranus 0.31 ± 0.35 58.5 58.5 133 ±4 at Sumr 54.7 ± 1.8 58.5
Neptune 0.33 46 59.7 115 at 7.5Rm 60 59.7 ±4

A Bond Aihedo
T, Equilibitum Temperature V -

T,1 Effectiv.e Temperature
T1, = 10 lAm Brightness. Temperature

T,20 gmn Brightnss Temperature
BgwsTmprtrinthe 30- 250 l±m Region r,-

The visual appearance of these objects vaies from the smooth
featureless cloud tops of Venus to the brightly banded tur-N
bulent cloud% of .Jupiter. Table 25-3 summarized the visuat
and infrared properties 'averaged over the disk for this class
of object.

25.2.3 Objects withr-
Semi-Transparent Atmospheres

The thtrd class of obJects tn the solar system consists9
of those bodies with semi-transparent atmospheres. The sur-
face emission is moditied or blocked at some wavelengths.,
and the observed spectral intensity originattes in both surface **

lavers and the atmosphere. 1

25;.2.3.1 Mars. The Martian atmosphere is optically thin. .~

At wavclength-; betweti 30 and 300) gm the mean trans-
mtsston ts between 85% and 951h. The atmospheric effects -

are also small at the shorter infrared wavelengths. The pre-
dominant result is that the prodttct (K pc) 2 of the Martian I %
surtice ts three times lareer than that for Mercury and the ~
MooKn., The Martian albedo averaged over the disk is 0. It10..
and the X, - 10 gin effective brightness temperature varies
betweecn 230'K and 270 K with phase angle and solar dis-
tance variations IWright. 19761.

5.2.3.2 Comets. Comets appear to origina..- in deep space
beyond the orbit oif Pluto. Chance gravitational encountem
%k ith nearbN stats or each tother propel several of these ob- ...

Jects per y'ear into the outer solar system. Gravitational
interactions with the giant planets send the comets into the
tnnc'r solar s~ stem ton parabolic or hyperbolic orbits. En-

counters wt'th the plancts can also modify these open oirbits Fitgure 25-3. Variatio.n ol'the ;~tcIemission at 1t0.9 gim oquarest and
inti cloe(]lonvperod elipes. ince!hecomes oi~inflN20,9 gin truanelesl aionp the ecliptic plane Solid and dashcd

condensed from the solar ne ho!ac at such laree line'-ce %r h ~llpeitosa h epcie~iee~h
disI ar~ces rom Equation f25. tt). v.
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from the sun, they appear to have lost very few of their minimum solar distance determined by the sublimation tern-
volatile compounds and seem to be light, porous clumps of perature of the dust grains. Sunlight scattered from these .
frozen gases and dust grains. New comets which have never grains appears as a diffuse background glow in the night ."- '
approached the sun should have retained most of their orig- sky. This glow is brightest toward the sun and is centered
inal accretion structure. As the comet moves closer to the near the ecliptic plane. The zodiacal light has been observed
sun it begins to warm. sheds its outer layers and probably visually since ancient times and systematically studied since
changes its internal structure by melting. The dust and gas the late 1600s. Satellite observations and ground based stud-
that has been removed from the outer layers escapes from ies of the visual zodiacal light have been used in conjunction -
the core and follows its own solar orbit trajectory as the with data from the Pioneer and Helios .space probes to define -, -.
comet tdil and anti-tail. Typical radii of the comet nucleus the extent and apparent angular distribution of the dust cloud
range between 5 and 30 km with albedos about 0. 18 [Ney, [Leinert. 19751. Recently, ihfrared measurements taken dur-
19741. ing rocket flights and satellite experiments have returned

the first definitive nfrared observations of the clouds thermal
emission spectrum ISoifer et al., 1971. Price et al., 1980;

25.2.4 The Zodiacal Light Murdock and Price, 1984; Hauser et al.. 19841.
The observed variation in the 10.9 and 20.9 jim radiance

A low density cloud of dust surrounds the sun. This along the ecliptic plane is shown in Figure 25-3. The p'ane 2 .

cloud is concentrated toward the eliptic plane of the solar to pole changes in these radiances are shown in Figure 25-
system and' extends inward from the orbit of Jupiter to a 4 for a sun centered longitude of 450, Infrared spectropho-

tometry of the zodiacal emission at a sun centered longitude
. - ........... : of 60' and at the north ecliptic pole in the summer is shown ,...

in Figure 25-5.
: The dynamics of small particles in the solar system 'are

[Leinhert. 19751 as follows. The solar gravitational accel- s.-,--". .':"eration is opposed by the centripetal acceleration from the .\..
orbital velocity and outward radiation pressure of incident

sunlight. The radiation pressure exceeds the gravitational .

IW

L E

-..... ... : -. -...

X. (AM)

Figuire 25. Planet,, pole variation in the 10.9 and 20.9 zodiacal radiance Figure 25.5 Spectrophotometry of the 7odiseal light at the ecliptic pole
at an elongation of 4V~ Syrnhols are the same as in Figure and in the plane at W~l elongation Visual values aile fromt
25-3. Allen 119731.
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CHAPTER 25

force for particles smaller than 0.2 .m in diameter and these., rI - i')
particles are blown cut of the solar system. A braking force j(W) 1.4 X 10 2'cm , d/ exp 2.6- B(X.T,)
(Poynting-Robertson effet) due to the small aberration of R - R

sunlight decelerates a small particle in the solar system +(R.:']

causing it to slowly spiral into the sun. As the dust particle + 0. 137P(O)F) dw (12.1 Il

near, the sun it warms up. subliming until it is small enough
to be driven otnt of the solar system by radiation pressure. where P(O) is the scattering coefficient in terms of Legendre

, A typical dust grain has a radius of 1.0 om and takes about polynomials P(O,,) = P(cosO) + 1.3054 P(cos

10' years to be ejected from the solar system after injection. 0) + 1.3014 P,(cos 0).
The spectral energy distribution of the ?odiacal light is This expression was used to calculate the model fits in

a superposition of scattered sunlight and the-mal emission Figures 25-3 through 25-5. Table 25-4 lists the dbserved
from all the particles along the line of sight The scattered 10.9 and 20.9 radiances as a function of ecliptic elongation
snlight at a solar elongation of 90' in the ecliptic plane and latitude in 50 bins in each cordinate. Satellite meas-
can be represented by the solar energy distribution diluted urements I Hauser et al.. 1984] are 40% higher at the ecliptic

*2 by 9 x 10 "* lAllen. 19731. The infrared energy, j(W). in pole and a factor of two higher in the plane.
a solid angle. dw. from the dust in the solar system is the Satellite observations I Low et ai. 19841 indicate the pres-
sur, of the thermal emission and scattered sunlight and is ence of three roughly parallel hands of excess zodiacal emis-
given by sion located at 10'6. - 2' and 9' latitude The 160- 200 K

color temperature of this excess emission is characteristic of the
(X) f , r[ main asteroid belt. This argues for an asteroidal origin for the

j(X = JdJ d ds N(D.7.s)ITs-.Q.,,(X.s)B(,Tr) zodiacal dust. The infrared spectra ofthe zodiacal emission is
consistent with dust found in comet tails. The origin of the in-

s ( ]terplanetary dust is still not resolved.::;+ Q'(O' X.s)F Wh dw

(25.10)
25.3 THE GALAXY

d/ increment along the line of sight The galaxy is composed of stars and clouds of gas and

, = emission efficiency = F(\) emissivity dust in roughly equal proportion by mass. It is lenticular in

s = partick radius shape with an ellipsoidal bulge and a surr6unding disk with
an almost exponential decrease in brightness and mass with

T , = particle temperature distance from the center. The gas has an exponential scale

N = number density at an in plane distance of D height of abodt 4 kpc. the stars 2-3 kpc. There is evidence
um r d y afor a spiral pattern in the disk. A sparse scattering of single

fmthe sun and z above or low the plane stars and clusters oi stars (globular clusters) are spherically

- ) = infrared solar energy distribution distrili ted about the galactic center in the galactic halo.
The sun is about 8.5 kpe fror.' the galactic center and travels

" D = projection of solar distance. R. of particle into at a speed of about 225 km/s.
the ecliptic plane

Z = height of particle above the plane

R-2 = D2 + Z- 25.3.1 Stars

at Stars may be grouped into four general categories ac-
Q 0\,.S.0) = scattering efficitncv Pt) with cording to size, luminosity, and density. Most stars are

dwarf or main sequence stars. Within 20 parsecs of the sun
a(A) = albedo of the particle. 90% of all stars, including the sun. are dwarfs. White dwarfs

are stars of low luminosity..high temperature, and very high
The integral in Equation (25. 10) is heavily weighted for density. They constitute about 8% of the nearby stars. Giant

near earth conditions and a mean value of emissivity stars are large objects of low density and high intrinsic
. - = 0.7). albedo (a = t.3) and particle area times density luminosity. Although they account for only 0.77 of the

0-N,, = 6.44 * It0 -cm ') reasonably represent the ob- stars in the solar neighborhood. they dominate the bright
served data. Separatin, the spatial denity variation into an end of the source counts because of their high luminosity.
exponential vertical di,,rihution and a power law in plane Supergiant stars are extremely bright stars of very low den-
distribution Equation 125. I0) fits the obser.ved data if sity. up t, l0) times .jore luminous and I1) times larger
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Table 25-4a. Zoiacal Radiance at 10.9 grm. Units are 
0 ' Wcmm-lsr'.

Ecliptic Elongation
00 25" ,  500 750

90
L 85 35 32 33 34 25 28 26 25 25 -

80 27 29 37 37 27 26 28 28 27 28
A 75 32 33 30 29 34 28 30 29 29 28 28 28 30 29

70 29 30 31 31 32 32 43 31 31 31 29 28 28 27, 31 .35 30

T 65 38 36 33 31 30 32 30 45 32 31 3; 33 30 30 32 30 29

60 36 34 31 38 34 48 50 33 - 31 32 34 JO 31 30 32 33
1 55 38 37 42 34 42 38 52 35 34 31 33 34 32 36 35 35 33

50 39 34 40 36 50 40 55 36 37 35 35 , 35 34 34 38 36
T 45 42 43 46 52 49 54 49 48 43 36 37 37 35 46 42 43 40

40 60 47 50 51 67 50 60 46 41 41 39 49 43 46 43 40 40

U 35 55 65 57 65 50 47 41 53 50 46 49 43 40 39
30 72 75 66 65 79 65 72 60 49 58 66 56 50 47 43 45 40

D 25 90 69 81 91 79 77 83 65 57 84 72 49 51 48 43 60

20 150 115 140 196 95 101 87 92 71 86 74 63 56 54 51 54 42
E 15 189 167 144 146 132 114 107 93 88 73 74 64 57 61 44 46

10 339 244 226 184 160 158 126 122 92 82 73 69 63 49 57 59
5 507 428 '367 250 220 194 165 132 104 89 74 73 68 70 62 65
0 700 415 260 269 216 '190 143 117 106 82 72 68 68 64

Table 25-4a (continued).

Ecliptic Elongation
!000 1250 1500

90
L 85 27 26 22 26 25 25 24

80 28 27 28 36 27 28 27 27 29 28 29 29 24 23

A 75 29 28 29 30 27 27 28 28 27 26 27 29 28 31 24
70 30 28 28 29 28 28 28 27 26 28 27 29 30 29 28

T 65 30 29 31 29 34 29 27 27 29 31

60' 34 33 30 29 29 31 31 31 30 30 29 34
1 55 32 33. 31 33 33 ,34 35 32 29 29 32

50 40 36 36 34 31 30 30 30 29 28 30 31 35 30
T 45 38 '37 37 37 35 35 31 30 28 32 27 30 28 29 31

40 35' 36 35 34 31 31 37 34 33 29 29 29 27 29 29 35
U 35 34 35 33 32 32 32 31 31 33 34 30 29 27 29 29 30 28

30 40 47 38 ,3 36 35 32 32 .31 31 35 27 29 29 29 28
D 25 52 38 36 35 38 38 36 36 36 33 28 36 31 30 29 28 30

20 45 42 42 37 34 34 34 35 35 36 30 33 31 32 29 31 33
E 15 40 34 33 33 34 34 33 35 31 31 34 35 25 32 33

10 59 34 32 33 33 35 31 33 34 35 32 32

5 33 33 32 31 31 '33 33 34 34 36 35
0 34 31 36 32 35 31 ,33 34 38

25-11
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CHAPTER 25

Table 25-4b. 7Aiacal Radiance at 20.9lm. Unit% ar clOWcm-gm-'r'.

Ecliptic Elongation
00 250 500 750

90
L 85 12 10 i II 10 '10 10 11 11

80 I! 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 I! II 10 Ii
A 75 i0 'to 10 9 10 10 12 II i 10 9 9 10 9 12

70 i0 10 10 7 10 10 10 !1 10 10 9 12 10 I1C 17 14
T 65 12 12 II 10 10 II 10 II 12 9 10 12 12 9 14 14 14

'60 12 12 12 12 II 11 II 10 9 II 9 14 15 15 17 13
1 55 14 12 12 II 12 II 15 10 15 10 II 18 16 I1 II '14

50 14 14 12 13 12 13 12 14 14 11 16 13 10 15 15 13 15 14
T 45 15 13 114 131314 13 18 15 11 14 16 14 18 16 14 14

40 25 15 15 16 15 15 17 16 14 16 12 17 14 15 15 13 18
U 35 26 17 17 16 18 17 18 17 13 18 17 17 15 18 18 15

30 27 25 19 18 20 20 19 21 19 20 20 17 18 17 16 17 16
D 25 28 20 22 25 20 23 20 23 19 23 19 17 20 18 15 17

20 '43 34 30 27 28 23 28 26 25 20 22 21 20 22 21 23
E 15 51 37 47 40 48 34 34 33 31 26 25 26 23 23 20 20 22

10 84 65 52 44 44 40 34 33 28 27 27 24 23 23 25
5 113 110 102 69 67 54 49 42 38 34 26 32 30 28 25 24
0 198 116 76 78 61 54 48 38 43 32 39 29' 26 25

Table 25-4b (Conripued

Ecliptic Elongation
1000 125 °  1500

90
L 85 10 9 12 10 4 9 10 10

80 10 10 HI 10 10 7 10 10 15 9 11 10 8
A 75 7 10 10 14 9 7 8 10 10 II 9 10 13 10

70 13 13 13 13 12 13 13 12 12 111 10 10 10
T 65 15 14 II 12 1- 10 13 13 .11 10 II

60 12 13 16 16 16 15 14 14 13 12
I 55 14 14 13 14 13 13 14 14 14 15 15 16

50 14 12 13 12 12 12 .12 13 12 12 13 15 15 17
T 45 13 14 13 12 13 13 II II 12 13 12 12 14 16 13

40 13 14 14 15 12 10 12 12 12 il 13 .12 13 13 13 14
U 35 13 13 12 II 13 13' 13 14 iI 13 13 12 14 12 14 13

30 16 16 17 16 16 16 15 14 14 12 14 13 14 13 13 15
D 25 19 21 21 18 14 19 15 15 13 14 14 13 15 12 15 12

2l) 18 16 15 13 19 .20 '20 15 15 14 14 14 16 14 14 13
E 15 19 .14 ,15 17 16 16 20 20 19 19 16. 16 14 15 15 13

10 24 16 16 20 17 17 17 15 14 14 13
.5 17 16 15 17 19 18 18 1,8 14 14
0 16 19 17 17 14 16 15

25-12
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than giants. Supergiants are rare but can be seen over great class. the other the luminosity, or intrinsic brightness. Tabie
distances. 25-6 lists the absolute visual magnitude as a function of

spectral and luminosity class for normal stars.'

25.3.11 Spectral Classification. The features in a nor-
mal stellar spectrum permit the classilication of stars in a sc- 25.3.1.2 Stellar Luminosities, Colors and Tempera-

quence of decreasing temperature. The main spectral charac- tures. The total power over all wavelengths emitted by a
teristics of the classification scheme are listed in Table 25-5. star is the luminosity. L. The effective temperature. T, of a

Each spectral class isdivided into 10ormore subintervals. star of radius R is related to the luminosity by

L = 4r Ro'aT 4

Table 25-5. Stellar Classification.

Ca -- Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.66956 x I0 2
Class Class Characteristics Wcm 2deg '.

'Oxygen Stars The appareni bolometric magnitude, m,,,,, corresponds
0 Hot stars with He I! absorption. with the apparent luminosity of the star at the earth. The

bolometric correction B.C. is the value that is added to the
B He I in absorption. H absorption visual magnitude to obtain mtN,,.

stronger at later sub-classes. The difference in magnitudes for observations of a star
in different spectral bands is called the color. The colors

A H absorption very strong. for dwarf and giant stars, based on the photometric system
decreasing at later sub-classes. Ca defined in Table 25-1. are listed in Tables 25-7 and 25-8.
II increases with sub-class. respectively, as a function of spectral type. Also included

are the bolometric correction and effective temperature for
F Ca 1I increases with sub-class, H each class. The absolute magnitude in any of the specified

weaker than class A, lines of spectral bands can be calculated from the data in Tables 25-
metals developing. 6. 25-7 and 25-8.

G Ca 11 strong. Fe and other metals 25.3.1.3 Infrared Stars. The dominant stellar compo,
strong. H weaker, molecular lines nent of the apparent background shifts to the later, and
appear. cooler, spectral types as the wavelength of observation is

increased. 70% of the stars in the Two Micron Sky Survey
K Strong metallic lines, molecular (TMSS) of Neugebauer and Leighton 119691 are N1. S, or

bands more pronounced. C giants; less than 3% of the stars in the visual spectral
region are this cool [Nort. 19501. At wavelengths longward

M Cool stars with lines of neutral of 6 tim several new classes of objects dominate over the
metals very strong. TiO bands "normal- stellar component. These sources have low in-
present and increasing with sub- frared color temperatures due to either an intrinsically low
class, temperature or extinction. The discrete, isolated, starlike

Carbon Stars sources among these new objects appear to be undergoing
R or C Cool stars (= M) Strong CN and rapid mass loss. This mass loss produces extensive dusty
N C, bands, no TiO, metallic line envelopes that contain grains of silicate, graphite. SiC. Fe

spectra similar to K & M stars, or FeC. The emission from the embedded star is absorbed.
Heavy Metal Stars in part. and re-emitted in the infrared.

S Cool stars ( M) bands of ZrO.
YO and LaO. Zr and Te lines. 25.3.1.4 M Stars. M stars are rec;gnized by the optical

features outlined in Table 25-5 or by low resolution IRlonization is denoted hy Roman numerals. A neutral atom is 1. singlybtyt ." spectroscopv for optically faint objects., Main spectral fea-

tures are the CO fundamental and first overtone at 4.7 and
2.3 gim. H:() at 2.7 fain. and circumsteliar silicates at 9.7

A plot of absolute visual magnitude against spectral class gm and in some cases. 18.6 fam. The silicate feature is
(or temperature) for stars results in a well ordered display generally in Nscak emission in ,arln M stars. It becoimies
called the f-ertvsprung-Russell diagram. Stars of different progressiel. s4rongecr ith advancing spectral subclas, and
luminosity classes ct.cupy different region,; of the diagram. in extreme case* it is optically thick and appear , a, a strovg
Thus. a to dimensional classitfication scheme is required. absorption Example, are given in Figure 25-6. Many of
one which specifies the temperature, alternatiely spectral these stars ,xhibit Oil maser emission.
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1 Table 25-6 Absolutc visual magnitude as a function of spectral and luminosity class. Compiled from data given by Keenan 119631, Walborn 119731,
Conti and Alwhuler I11I911. Humphreys 119781. Jung 11970. 19711. Mikami 11978a.bi. Joy and Apt 119741 w.ith spectral type corrections
of Wing and Yorka 119791. Keenan 119781. and Egret. Keenan an( Heck 119821. Colon denotes uncertain values.

Main Giants Supergiants
Sequence Subgiants

Type V IV 111 II lb lab la

03 -5.5 -7.0:
04 -5.5 -6.4: -6.5 -7.0:
05 -5 5 -6.4 -6.3: -6.4 -7.0:
06 -5.5 -5.6 -6.3: -6.3 -7.0:
07 -4.8 -5.5 -5.9 -6.2 -6.3 -7.0:
08 -4.4 -5.5 -5.9 -62 -6.5 - 7.0:
09 -4.3 -5.2 -5.5 -5.9 -6.2 -6.7 - 7.0:

BO -4.2 -4.6 -5.1: -5.6: -6.0:
BI -3.5 -3.9 -3.3 -5.1: -6.0:
B2 -2.2 -3.0 -2.2 -4.4 -6.0:
B3 - 1.3 -2.3 -1.9 -3.9 -6.0:
B5 -1.6 -1.8 -1.6 -3.7 -6.0:
B7 -1.5 -1.0 -1.3 -3.6 -6.0:
B9 0.0 -0.3 -0.7 -3,1 -6.0:

AO ,0.2 0.1 -0.6 -2.8 -6.0:
Al 0.5 0.3 -6.4 -2.6 -6.0:
A2 0.6 0.6 -0.2 -2.4 -6.0:
A3 0.8 0.9 0.0 -2.3 -6.0:
A5 1.5 A.2 0.2 - 2. 1 -6.0:
A7 1.6 1.5 0.6 -2.0 -6.0:

H) 2.3 2.0 0.6 -2.0 -6.0:
F2 2.5 2.2 1.4 -2.0 -60:
F5 3.0 2.3 0.2 -2.o -6.0:
F6 3.2 2.3 0.0 -2.0 -6.0:

F8 3.5 2.4 0.6 -6.0:

i GO 4.1 2.9 1.0 -2.0 - 6.0:
, G2 4.3 3.0 0.6 -2.0 -6.0:
" G5 4.9 3.1 0.3 -2.0 -6.0:

GS 4.5 3.2 0.3 -2.1 -6.0:

KO 5.8 3.2 0.2 - 2.1: -6.0:
KI 6.0 0.2 -2.1 -6.0:

* K2 6.2 0.1 -2.2: - 6.0:
* K3 6.5 -0.2 -2.3: - 6.0:

K4 6.9 -0.2 -2.3: - 6.0:
K5 7.3 -0.5 -2.3: - 6.0:
K7 8.0 .- 0.6 -2.3: -6.0:

MO 8.3 -0.7 -2.4: - 6.0:
* M I 9.2 -0.9 -2.4: - 6.0:

M2 10.0 - 1." -2.4: -6.0:
N\3 11.0 --1.1 -2.4:
M4 1.-1.0 -2.4
1M5 15.0 - 0.9

M6 16.7 -0.9:.
0 M7' 18.0 - 0.9:
" M8 -0.5:

•h*bs~odlui %isua Igmlfliudtc ta aI nti.'on ol ,pcitral and Itlnoi1% class
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INFRARED ASTRONOMY

Tatle 25-7. The Main Sequence colors compiled from data given by Johnson 119661. Aaronson. Frogcl and Person 1 19781. Vecder 119741. anti Ha'cy
[19781.

Spt U-V B-V V-R V-I V-J V-H V-K V-L V-M V-N BC Tell

05-) -1.46 -0.32 -0.15 -0.47 -0.73 -0.94 -1.01 - 3.9 42000
08-9 -1.44 -0.31 -0.15 -0.47 -0.73 -0.94 -1.01 - 3.5 34(X)
09.5 -1.40 -0.30 -0.14 -0.46 -0.73 -0.94 - 1.00 - 3.1 319()
BO -1.38 -0.30 -0.13 -0.42 -0.70 -0.93 -0.94 -2.96 303(X)
BO.5 -1.29 -0.28 -0.12 -0.39 -0.66 -0.88 -0.93 -2.83 286(X)
BI -1.19 -0.26 -0.11 -0.36 -0.61 -0.81 -0.86 -2.59 257(W)
B2 -1.10 -0.24 -0.10 -0.32 -0.55 -0.74 -0.77 --2.36 231(k)
B3 -0.91 -0.20 -0.08 -0.27 -0.45 -0.61 -0.63 - 1.94 18910
B5 -0.72 -0.16 -0.06 -0.22 -0.35 -0.47 -0.48 1.44 153)
B6 -0.63 -0.14 -0.06 -0.79 -0.36 -0.41 -0.41 -1.17 14000
B7 -0.54 -0.12 -0.04 -0.17 -0.25 -. 0.35 -0.34 -0.94 13(XX)
B8 -0.39 -0.09 -0.02 '-0.12 -0.17 -0.24 -0.22 -0.61 115(X)
B9 -0.25 0.06 0.00 -0.06 -0.09 -0.14 -0. 11 -0.31 10106
AO 0.00 0.00 0.02 -0.00 -0.01 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 -0.03 -0.15 9410
A2 0.12 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.16 0.13 0.13 -0.08 8((X)
A5 0.25 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.27 0.36 0.40 0.36 0.36 -0,02 8210
A7 0.30 0.19 0.19 0.28 0.35 0.46 0.52 0.46 0.46 -0.01 7920
'FO 0.34 0.27 0.30 0.47 0.58 0.79 0.86 0.79 0.79 -0.01 7160
F2 0.39 0.36 0.35 0.55 0.68 ,0.95 0.93 1.07 0.93 0.93 -0.02 688)
F5 0.45 0.42 0.40 0.64 0.79 1.08 1.07 1.25 1.07 1.07 -0.03 6560
F8 0.55 0.50 0.47 0.76 0.96 1.29 1.25 1.45 1.27 1,27 -0.08 61tl)
GO 0.63 0.59 0.50 0.81 1.03 1.38 1.35 1.53 1.35 1.44.' -0.10 6010
G2 0.79 0.63 0.53 0.86 1.10 1.47 1.44 1.61 1.54 1.69 -0.13 5861)
G5 0.89 ,0.70 0.54 0.89 1.14 1.52 1.49 1.67 --0.14 5780
G8 1.06 0.74 0.58 0.96 1.24 1.60 1.63 1.85 -0.18 5580
KO 1.36 0.89 0.64 1.06 1.38 1.80 1.83 2.00 -0.24 5260
K2 1.60 0.95 0.74 1.22 1.57 2.09 2.15 .2.25 -0.35 4850
K5 2.28 1.18 0.99 1.62 2.04 2.71 2.82 2.84 -0.66 4270
K7 2.52 1.37 1.16 2.00 2.43 3.13 3.25 3.40 -0.93 4030
MO 2.67 1.43 1.28 2.26 2.85 3.46 3.60 3.78 --. 21 388o0
MI 2.70 1.49 1.42 2.56 3.21 3.83 4.00 4.15 - 1.49 3721
M2 2.69 1.53 1.51 2.76 3.45 4.08 4.27 4.47 -1.75 368)
M3 2.70 1.58 1.61 2.83 3.72 4.36 4.57 4.85 - 1.90 .348
M4 2.70 1.62 1.71 3.30 3.99 4.64 4.87 5.40 -2.28 3370
M5 2.80 1.68 1.84 3.49 4.34 5.00 5.25 5.80 - 2.50 13260
M6 2.99 1.76 2.01 3.87 4.69 5.46 5.75 7.8 -2.93 13140)
M7 3.24 1.87 2.26 4.42 5.34 6.16 6.50 -- 3.46 t28801)
M8 (3.50) 1.99 2.52 4.9, 6.25 6.85 7.25 9.6 -4.00 2620)7

Most of the late M iype stars exhibit nearly periodic these features for progressively cooler carbmn stars. rhe
variation, of one or more magnitudes in the infrared. The combination strong molecular blanketing in the visual for
period of variability correlates with the. strength of the sil- the cooler carbon stars and circumtellar absorption make
icate emission feature IDeGiora-Easwoo et al.. 19811 and these %tars optically faint. Consequently, the relative pro- .4
with the amplitude of variability. An extreme example is portion 'of carbon stars as compared to kite I star,, at a
AFGL 2205 ,ith a 4 magnitude amplitude of variability at given magnitude increases with increasing wavelength.
2.2 and 3.4 1km and a 4 year period.

25.3.1.6 Planetary Nebulae and Related Objects. In-
25.3.1.5 Carbon Stars. In addition to the features listed frared spectra of planetary nebulae shov,,. in general. PuMi-
in Table 25-5. carbon stars are distinguished in the infrared, sion hands superimpoed on fcalurelcs continua character-
bs an absorption at 3.1 I m due to various hydrocarbons istic of heated dust. The emission hands,, shon in Fieure
anda broad Si('dust feature near I I gm. Figure 25-7 shows 25wg for the planetar% NGC 7027. are prohabtl ,nall hN-
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CHAPTER 25

Table 25-. Colors for the Giant Star. compiled from data given by Johnv.n 119661. Aaron'. Fnogel and Per%,A)n 1197H1. Lce f19711. Mendoza and
John.on 119651. Hayc% I 11971. Ridgway. Joyce. White and Wing I 19HOl.

Spt U-V B-V V-R V-i V-J V-H V-K V-L V-M V-N BC Tell

G5 1.55 0.92 0.69 1.17 1.52 2.08 2.18 2.02 2.05
G8 1.64 0.94 0.70 1.,18 1.56 2.18 2:27 2.09 2.12 4930
KO 1.92 1.04 0.77 1.30 I.71 2.33 2.47 2.23 2.28 -0.42 4790,4
KI 2.13 1.10 0.81 1.37 1.80 2.48 2.61 2.36 2.39 -0.48 4610
K2 2.32 1.16 0.84 1.42 1.87 2.64 2.73 2.45 2.48 -0.53 4450
K3 2.74 1.30 0.96 1.61 2.12 2.94 3.07 2.75 2.80 -0.60 4270
K4 3.07 1.41 1.06 1.81 2.36 3.25 3.39 3.05 3.11 -0.90 4095
K5 3.34 1.54 1.20 2.10 2.71 3.67 3.83 3.47 3.54 -1.19 3980
MO 3.42 1.56 1.24 2.14' 2.77 3:74 3.89 3.59 3.65 - 1.28 38(5
MI 3.48 1.58 1.29 2.24 2.89 3:57 3.90 4.06 3.72 3.78 -1.36 3810
M2 3.52 1.61 1.37 2.45 3.12 3.72 4.16 4,33 3.91 3.97 -1.52 37.0
M3 3.46 1.62 1.52 2.82 3.53 3.96 4.63 4.81 4.39 4.45 - 1.91 3640
M4 3.29 1.6? 1.79 3.38 4.19 4.39 5.34 5.54 5.10 5.14 -2.55 3560
M5 3.04 1.85 2.13 4.06 4.96 5.07 6.20 6.44 6.00 6.00 -3.34 3420
M6 4.15 1.70 2.70 4.90 5.90 5.90 7.20 7.50 -4.26 3250
M7 1.80 3.95 7.00 8.30 6.87 '9.85 10,38 -7.7
M8 ,93 4.95 8.51 10.25 11.92 12,60 -8.6
M9 2.53 5.95 10.02 12.20 14.05 14.88 - 10.8

.,4 -f--- 1;W " ...'..*135
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INFRARED ASTRONOMY

25.3.1.7 Luminous Stars with Infrared Excesses. Low
excitation emission-line objects, hot supergiants and other

types of stars earlier than M are included in this category.
Besr with T o 13 000 K often show an excess of infrared
due to free-free emission in a hot (T :?-tO1000 K) circum-

I stellar plasma shell IGehrz et al.. 19741. The infrared ex-
3 *cess. in general. decreases At the later'spectral types. An

optically thin dust shell enhances the infrared emission aroundsomehot upegians. he sell ondnsesfro themas
%lost by' the star.

2, 25.3.2 Gas and Dust
+

The galactic gas and dust is confined to the galactic
* .*pl'ane'with a thickness of about 200 parsecs. The distributionA' is patchy. with concentrations of matter in interstellar and L

P ~moleeulir clouds The interstellar gas is composed primarily
I.. of hydrogen. which is detected by the 21 cm emission in

GL2711 cc'uX i 1W the hyperfine structure of neutral atomic hydrogen. The gas
* clouds tend to he along the spiral arms of the galaxy and

YWVmapping at 21 cm is used to define this structure. A number IS

of other elements in the interstellar gas are observed by their~
G195 047 atomic lines in the visual Prnd ultraviolet and molecular lines

* _____________ ~ ... 1 LLLin the radio region.
2 4 a 16 1i 2 14 Dust is mixed with the interstellar gas. The dust, may

y.) be com,.xscd of bare graphite grains plus grains of silicates
and/or iron with wat.-r ice mantles. In some of the denser

Figure~ 25-8. .Secvrphotnetmnsof object, k ih hand emissionthsm dust, clouds,. water ice absorption at 3.07 gm and the silicatc
NGC702 i sd'nhis~d s aptsn~r'.iisul. AGI 91 ~ feature at 9.7 pJrm has been observed. The interstellar ab-

riokn'~tg S arpe, 1ARI. eN3 an Merrifl 1 9 tI, sorption of starlight is almost entirely due to dust.

25.3.2.1 Interstellar Extinction. In Section 25.1.3 it was
seen that the interstellar absorption.' in magnitudes. was

drogenated carbon grains heated by UV photons I Leger and required to relate the observed apparent magnitude of a star
Pugct. 19841. These band% are present in the spectra of a to its absolute magnitude. From Table 25-9. the amount of
varietyv(if objects including compact and diffuse HII regions absorption depends onthe wavelength, in general decreasing
and the nuclei of active galaxies. with wavelength. This wavelength dependence is called in-

The 9.7 Ilm silicate band is not present in the spectra
oif plancarN nebulae. This is consistent with the observed
C 0 abundance ratio in planctaries being much greater than Table 25-9. Ascrate intersitlar ah,,orpuss'n. in magnitiudes. nsrmiati/Ld
unii. Trhe condensates forming the dust are expected to be toi [he %isusi s~ith A, 1 (3 Data trom Jsslnsn tI9mI ansi
SiC and graphite. or poissibly amorphous carbon. Occklin et at 119,51 -

Wolf- Ravet stars in the carbon sequence t~picalhv show. Mgni A,5A, X( illI AA/A, .,
broad contin'ua due ft heat, dust, and tree-fre'e emission of -_________

thermal electrons in tl'.-tr cir.7unistcliar enivelopes. 0.365 (U) 1.58 1.65 1 H) . 0.16
Objects such as Gt. 1415 (,cc Figur.~ 25-91 exhibit disc 0.4 1.45 2.22 (K) 0.09

shaped gcomecrs. that is the eircumstellar dust is confined 0.44 (9) 1 32, 3.5 td.) 0.05
to a plane. Thc are bripht infrared sources but the %isual 0.5 1.13 4.8 tNil 0.03
prosperties oif the excitarsi! -tar deperd on the geomectry of 0).553 (Vi 1,K W8.7 0.06%
the obsers atio n GI.. !XI and 2689 arc infrared sources -.kith 0.67 (0.67 9.5 0. 11
the central star tsbsct.red h% the dis1 of dust Optical oh- 0.90() 01.46 11.2 )N.9 IZ
ser'vation ot (A. 26XX nehulosmt absise and helms% the dust I. 0I()38 12.5 0. (" 4
lanei sboss a highl\ reddened spectrun sit an F5-la star. 6il, 1. 25 (J) 0.26 20.01 fQ) 01.03
q 1 5 is seen more nicaris pol s id the spcrsit the B91 Coor frmTb__2____ mt\~d i ht itd alng r

Ill star can he measured dircketl\ . ndiksted in pirentheses
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CHAPTER 25

terstellar reddening: a star will appear redder than it is due and those which are warmer. The second group (Tk > 20 K)
to the interstellar absorption. require additional heat sources to explain the observed tern-

Near the sun the average out of the plane extinction is perature, the frst does not. The second group also has evi-
IMilne and Aller. 19801 dence of recent star formation such as compact HIl regions

and infrared sources.
C k,,, w(l - e sill ,) cosec IbI (25.12) Typical spct'ra for infrared sources in molecular clouds

show red continua with strong ice and silicate absorption
b = galactic latitude, as seen in Figure 25-9. The emission of the cloud as a whole

k, = 1.75 visual magnitudes per kiloparsec. is characteristic of a much cooler temperatu"., peaking near
100 pm.

r = radial distance from the sun. and

w = scale height of absorbing material

= 0.119kpc b>00 T F T T I I I 

0.086 kpe b < 00. G4 , -

Large scale extinction in the galaxy can be estimated ,-i 9
from the observed gas distrihution and the fact that inter- h ..
stellar reddening is correlated with the total column density
of hydrogen ISavage and Mathis. 19791. t<' .. *-*-?:-

25.3.2.2 HII Regions. An HII region is an optically bright
gaseous nebula excited by an 0 or early B type star or a / - .
clusterofsuch star% (T,. > 15 WO K). The stellar ultraviolet .... ,.x
radiation photoionizes the surrounding gas. hydrogen is al- / * ". , ..
most completely ionized. helium predoninately singly ion- .2

i'ed. and other elements singly or doubly ionized. The ion- +.

ized electrons are collisionally thermalized to a kinetic t l" /
temperature of about 10 (XX) K. Recombination of ihe ther- "< ,.-

mal electrons and ions produces emission line spectra in- 2 2 / . . ;
cluding forbidden ,lines. .

Compact HI! regions are the smallest gaseous nebu'ae
and are cciasidered to be young objects. Diffuse HIi regions
are an order to magnitude larger in size than the compact
HII regions and considerably more rarified. Extended HII
regions are very large and have low density, they overlap
to a considerable degree forming a hot. tenuous plasma in
the galactic plane. All of these objects emit copious infrared _ _ _ _

radiation. A major fraction oit' the ultraviolet luminosity of A I , LL-L.LL.,.J2 4 4 o 12 1

these sources is absorbed by the dust in and around the fIll X (Pr" ? t 1 14

recion and then is eonverted into the infrared. Generally.
the infrared intlnitv peaks at about 70 ±m but spectral t-gurc25-n Spsxin~lhot.mcir. l..'urx inmrlecularchsds 11:prtm-
distribution is broader than dust emitting at a sing!e tem- ini feature, arc "ice" at 3.15 an and the I0 Rn silieate
perature. The dust a:d eas are %.ell mixed as the radio flux ahborption INc. and Nierill. I'YK-if. f
fron free-free emission from the ionized HI region cor-
relates with the reradiated II pm flux. HII regions are 25.4 EXTRAGALACTIC OBJECIS
arnong the stronst, infrared sources in the galaxy at wave-
lengths longer than II) pin. Galaxies are usually clasified according to morphology.

Ellipticals are elliptical in shape and arranged in a sequence
2-.3.3.3 Molecular (Clods. Molecular clouds are densw. of apparent ellipticitv. from circular to most elongated Spi-cool clouds, ot" interstellar gas and dustI in wvhich a number ral galaxies are in a sequence according Ito the relative ,sizes I
of molecular lines hae been detected. The clouds may be of the nuclear bulge and disk and details of the spiral strtic-
di%. ided into those %% hicl hae a peak gas temperature inca- lure in the disk. Fari. spiral galaxies have a large nuclear
sured b (' emission of ' -k 21 K throughout the region bulue and a small disk vith tightl. wound spiral aruns. As

25-18 IU
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the classification scheme advances, the bulge decreases.'the 26 (X) objects brighter than m (2.2 jim) - 4 [Hughes.

disk increases, and the arms opea. At the end of this se- 19701. At m (2.2 jim) = 4 a typical M giant can be seen
quence are the irregular galaxies with little or no central to a distance of about I kpc and a late K giant star out to
condensation and little or no order to the disk. 0.4 kpc. These distances exceed the 0.3 kpc scale height

Apart from this standard classification there are galaxies of the galactic disk. Thus. the concentration of stars to the 'Ill
that are more condensed than normal systems. These oojects galactic plane increases- as the limiting magnitude is in-
can be classified along a continuum as to degree of corn- creased as most of the brighter giants have been detected
paciness. the open Seyfert galaxies at one end and quasi- toward the galactic poles by m (C.2 RIm) - 4. The contrast
stellar objects (QSOsf at the other, The Seyt'rts are almost in areal densities in the galactic plane within 30' of the
normal galaxies with an intensely bright and compact core. center and the pole is aboi t 6 for m (2.2 gm) < 3 and 1 W
By definition QSO appear stellar on photographs on a plate for m (2.2 jim) < 6.8.
scale used for surveys. For a field of view larger than I jisr the large stellar

Infrared emission is a general feature in the nuclei of density near the galactic plane produces a diffuse back,
Seyfert galaxies, The infrared flux accounts for most of the ground due to the aggrcatc of all the stars along the line
total luminosity for many of these galaxies. and a significant of sight. This background is almost constant out to 30 from
portion of the QSO and BL Lac ohjects 're intrinsically the center at 6 x 10 "Wcm--jm 'sr ' at 2.4 Rim and
bright in the infrared. The emission from these objects can 1.5 X 10 "'  Wcm - it'm- Isr ' at 4.2 l~m: The brightness ._..-

in iena b e represented by a power law through the visual falls off almost exponentially at greater latitudes. The, lat-
and "AelI into the infrared. Thi ; indicates a non-thermal itdinal cross section of this emission is almost gaussian
cause. possibly noncohe rent synchrotron emission, f6 these with a full width at half maximum of 3.5 at 2.4 lim and
sources. 2.5 at 4.2 jm. ,.

An unbiased infrared survey Ide Jong et al.. 19841 found The stellar source counts to reasonably faint levels
that most of the infrared emission from galaxies is longward (M -_ 9) in the 2-5 jm spectral region can be modeled by
of 5(1 gim. The infrared emission is strongly correlated with a disk distribution of %tars fElias. 1973- Jones et al.. 19811 M,.
the !ype of galaxy. Elliptical galaxies and lenticulars (SO) with components divided by spectral and luminousi.y classes.
have little or no infrared emission in excess of the normal This model has the density of the ith component at R kpc
stellar component The infrared excess increases with ad- from the sun in' the (I. b) direction varying exponentially '-
vanting galactic type. with late type spirals emitting as much with an in plane distance. x. from the galactic center with
as five times more infrared than visual energy. An infrared a' scale height of 2.5 kpc and perpendicular to the plane.
to Visual energy ratio as large as 50 has been found for Izi. with a scale height Z,. Normalized to the solar neigh- .
sot ie optically faint unidentified galaxies ISoifer et al.. '19841. borhood. the density is
Th2 more infrared luminous galaxies tend to be warmer
(TIR 50 K) than weak infrared galaxies (TiR 25 K). p = exp I(8.5-x2.5-1zI/Z-

r= X2 + z2)1!2

25.5 THE INFRARED CELESTIAL = the galacto-centric distance of a point
BACKGROUND (R. I. b.) from the sun ,..

=R sin b.
The infrared celestial background can be divided into

three ph sical structures--the diffuse /odical emission, the' x2  8.52 + R2 cos-b-17 R cos b cos I
sourceN in our gnalax. and external galaxies. The relative
importance of these constituents depends on the wavelength. the sun is 8.5 kpe from the galactic center.
Currently. the obserxational data hase is reasonablN com- The luminosity function t No. of stars kp 'mag ' of
plete to a magnitude N11(h) 4-.4.5 over the specteal region the giant and supergiant stars is assumed to be gau,,.ian
from 2 -t j . . .a..

(h, M)- exp I -IM - M,.2(rTJ

25.5.1 2-8 lum

L.ate t31p giant ,tar, dominate the background at these N, source density of the i" component in the solar
".1kseleneths rhe /odiacal hackrround is at a ninimurn neighborhood .

becing in the Nectral croNoser region hct\\een reflectei ,I. -- mean absolte macnitude component.
miiL li ht and thernial c inwn [hcre are abott 731 ,tr ,

reht(" tha, in (2 2 . i - in the skN anti roughl\, ir dispersion in absolute magnitude .-ompiment. ..
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CHAPTER 25
Values for these parameters IlElias, 1978;Jones et al., 19811 Dwarf stars [after Mamon and Soneira. 19821 1

[=0 M< -10

Spectral M, o*, log (N,) z 0oM[ 0 OiM2J 1
Class (mag) (mag) (No. stars kpc-3 ) (kpc) [= 3X 0- 7 eXp j(M/9). j M __ 9%

F8.-G2 111 0.45 1.0 4.65 0.50 with Z, = 0.09 kpc M IS1.
G5 11I -0.08 1.0 4.65 0.501)
G8 111 -0.56 0.8 5.20 0.25 0.325 kpc M -- 3.5

KO,1 I 11 -0.80 0.7. 5.23 0.30 and linear interpolation between'.
K2.3III - 166 07 523 .30The number of stars brighter than apparent magnitude

K4,5 111 -3.36 0.6 4.28 0.30 ra in solid angle dw in the 0,~b) direction is
MO MI -4.16 0.6 3.48 0.30
Mii11 -4.40 0.6 3.13 0.30m
M2 111 -4.76 0.6 3.13 0.30 N(m,l.b)dw = w F din' f R2[1p(r,M)41j(M)jdR
M3 111 -5.23 0.6 3.13 0.30,J

M4 111 -6.04 0.6 3.00 0.30 M = mn - 5ogl30 (R) - A(R) - 10. (25.13)
M5 111 -6.90 0.5 3.00 0.30
M6 111 - 7.90 0.5 2.45 0.30 The interstellar extinction A(R) is given by (see also Equa-
M7 111 -8.90 0.5 2.09 0.30 tion (25.11))

M8 +111 -9.90 0.5 1.65 0.3*10

A-G 1-11 -7.00 2.0 1.53 0.5 8 MAR= 0.07 (2.2/,\ 2 exp [(8.5 - x)/3.7 - I zI/0. 11.
K-M2 1-11 -9.50 1.0 1.49 0.5 '

M3-M4 1-11 -11.00 1.0 1.10 0.5 The in plane scale-height of the dust is 3.7 kpc and the
i exponential thickness is 0.2 kpc.

Table 25-10. Number of sources per square degree brighter than a given magnitude (from the model in Section 25.5).

Mag/(I~b) (0.0) (20,0) (60,0) (180"00) (30,0) pole, ,
2.2 MLrn

10.2 ,0.2 0.2 0.1 0.01 0.008
2 1.2 1.1 0.7 0. 0.1 0.03
3 4.4 44 . 2.3 0.6 0.2 0.07
4 14.2 .14.5 6.7 1.6 0.5 0.2
5 42.4 42.7 17.9 4.0 .1.2 0.5
6 122.7 116.3 45.9 9.9 2.9 1.1
7 359.3 297.7 113.4 24.6 7.1 2.4
8 975.1 730.0 274.7 61.8 16.0 4.8
9 2489.5 1750.1 670.0 156.9 33.3 9.6

10 6339.0 4238.4 1688.0 396.5 65.7 20.7

I L~m

133.8 29.1 4.6 0.4 0.02 0.009
2 120.5 101.9 13.4 0.9 0.08. 0.0
3 286.0 242.0 27.7 1.7 0.2 0.07
4 496.0 420.9 45.0 3.1 0.5 0.2%
5 768.0 . 625.2 68.6 . 5.9 1 2 0.5
6 1279.7 967.9 112.7 12.4 3. 1 1.2
7 2445.4 1723.4 212.6 28.7 7.6 2.8
8 5499L9 3563.1 447.4 70.4 17.7 .6.4

9 11423.7 7408,2 100)6.2 179.8 40.0 ,15.9

In 24420.6 15996.2 2477.3 465.6 91.1 45.8
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INFRARED ASTRONOMY
The emission observed at 2.4 p.m from the stellar com- The brightest classes of galactic objects at these wave-

ponent for the nuclear bulge has been modeled I Martiara et lengths are stars embedded in circumstellar dust shells and
al., 19781 'as compact HII regions. These objects absorb the visual and

ultraviolet emission of the embedded stars and reradiated
k(r exp( - r/2.5) the energy in the infrared. These objects are intrinsically

(r) =6.2 x 10"c- +w 4 very luminous and are detectable over large distances. As
a class the circumstellar dust shell source has a mean ab-

with solute I I gm magnitude of - 12, a one magnitude disper-
sion about the mean, a density of 90 sources per kpc3 in

r = x2 + (z/0.52) 2 12. (25.14) the polar neighborhood and a perpendicular scale height of
300 pc pGrasdalen et al.', 19831. A 400 K color temperate

Source counts predicted by this model are given in Table' for the emission provide reasonable extrapolation to other
25-0. wavelengths.

The HII regions can be characterized by a mean absolute
II l.m magnitude of - 18. - 2.0 magnitude dispersion; a
density of 10 sources per kpc3 in the solar neighborhood.

25.5.2 8-.O im There are about 350 000 stars brighter than 4.5 mag-
nitudes in the 8-30 p.m region. The source density' at this

The thermal emission from the zodiacal dust, the aster- magnitude limit out of 'he galactic plane is about I star per
oids. -nd most planets peak in this spectral region. The square degree. About half of these objects are identified
asteroids and planets without atmospheres have grey body with stars in various catalogs most of which have K and M .
spectral energy distributions with equilibrium temperatures spectral classifications :Rowan-Robinson et al., 19841.
characterized by their distance from the sun (S, ction 25.2). The predicted source counts based on the model in the
The zodiacal emission i,;ection 25.2.4) is the'brightest com- previous section and including H1l regions and star with
ponent of the diffuse background. circumstellar dust shells are given in Table 25-10.

* ..-:-.'-
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APPENDIX

UNITS, CONSTANTS, AND CONVERSION FACTORS

THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS (SI)

Table A-I. SI base units.

Name Symbol Definition

meter m "The meter is the length equal to 1 650 .63.73 wavelengths in vacuum of the radiation corresponding to the
transition between the levels 2p,o and 5d, of the krypton-86 atom."

kilogram kg "The kilogram is the unit of mass; it is equal to the mass of the international prototype of the kilogram [a cylin-
der of platinum-iridium]."

second s "The second is the duration of 9 192 631 770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between
the two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the cesium-133 atom."

ampere A "The ampere is the constant current which, if maintained in two straight parallel conductors of infinite length, of
negligible circular cross section, and placed 1 meter apart in vacuum, would produce Ietween these conductors
a force equal to 2 x 10 ' newton per meter of length."

ken K "The kelvin is the fraction 1/273.16 of the thermodynamic temperature of the triple point of water." The "de-
gree Celsius" is defined by the Lqua" on t =T - T, where T is the thermodynamic temporature in kelvins and
T, = 273.15 K.

0mole mot "The mole is the amount of substance of a system which contains as many elem 3ntary entities as there are
atoms ir. 0.012 kilogram of carbon 12."

C& 'dla cd "The candela is the luminoub intensity, in a given direction, of a source that emits monochromatic radiation of
frequency 540',. 10'2 hertz and that has a radiant intensity in that direction of 1/683 watt per steradian."

Table A-2. SI dcrived unit%.

Symbol
Name (dimensions) Definition Value in cgs units'

Absorbed dose Gy The gray is the absorbed dose when the energy per 10' ergs/gm
(m-s ') unit mass imparted to matter by ionizing radiation

is one joule per kilogram. (The gray is also used
-for the ionizing radiation quantities: specific energy

ir-parted, kerma, and absorbed dose index, which
have the SI unit joule per kilogram.) 1 rad = 10 2 Gy.

Activty The bequere/ is the activity of a radionuclide 1 sec
(s ') decaying at the rate of one spontaneous nuclear

trarsition per second. 1 Ci (cJrie) = 3.7 1 I0'0 Bq.
Dose equivalent Sv The sievert is the dose ecivalent when Ine absorbed 104 ergs/gm

(m2.s 2) dose of ionizing radiation multiplied by the dinmen-
sionless factors 0 (quality factor) and N %,product
of any other multip.jing' factors) stipulated by the
International Commission on Radiological Pro.ection
is one joule per kilogram.

* Electric rapacjtanc- F The farad is the capacitanc i of a capacitor between 8.988 x 10" esu
(m 2kg '.s'.A "

2) the plates of which there appears a difference of
potential of ona volt when it is charged by a
quantity of electricity equal to one coulomb.

Electric conductance S The siemens is the electric conductanc- it a conduct- 8.988 x 10" esu
(m 2-kg '.s3 .A2) or in which a current of one ampere i', produced by (cm/sec)

an electric potential difference of one volt.

I From 'hsi, Vmhh Me't ir. .'ditd h\ H. .. Andcr,,n,. Amcrican Institute of Phvics. Nev, York. 198I.
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APPENDIX

"T'able A-2 ( tilr,,i'd)

Symbol
Name (dimensions) Definition Value in cgs units'

Electnc inductance H The henry is the inductance of a closed circuit 109 emu
(m2.kg.s 2.A 2) in which an electromotive force of one volt is (cm)

produced when the electric current in the circuit
varies uniformly at a rate of one ampere per second.

Electric potential V The voft (unit of electric potential difference and (1/2.998) x 10 2 esu
difference, electro- (M2kg.S 2A ') electromotive force) is the difference of electric (cm 1 12

.gm"'.sec 1)
motive potential between two points of a conductor carry-

ing a constant current of oric ampere, when the power
dissipated between these points is equal to one watt.

Electric resistance ft The ohm is the electric resistance between two points (1/8.988)x 10 , esu
(m2.kg.s 3.A 2) of a conductor wnen a constant difference of poten- (cm I-sec)

tial of one volt, applied between these two points,
' 'produces in this conductor a current of one ampere,

this conductor not being the source of any electro-
motive force.

Energy J The loule is the work done when the point of appli- 10' ergs
(m2.kg.s 2) cation of a force of one newton is displaced a (cm'.gm.sec 2)

* distance of one meter in the direction of the force.

Force N The newton is that force which, when applied to a 105 dyn
(m.kg.s 2) 'body having a mass of one kilogram, gives it an (cm-gm.sec 2)

acceleration of one meter per second squared.
Frequency Hz The hertz is the frequency of a periodic phenomenon cycles/sec

(s ') of which the period is one second. (sec :)
- Illuminance ly The lux is the illuminance produced by a luminous

(cd.sr.m 2) flux of one lumen uniformly distributed over a
surface of one square meter.

Lun'inous flux Im The lumen is the luminous flux emitted in a solid
%cd-sr) angle of one steradian by a point source having

a uniform intensity of one candela.
* Magnetic flux Wb The weber is the magnetic flux which, linking a 10a, Mx

(m2.kg.s 2-A ') circuit of one turn, produces in it an electro- (cm312.gm112.sec ')
motive force of one volt as it is reduced to zero
*at a uniform rate in one second.

Magnetic flux densty T The tesla is the magnetic flux density given by a 104 Gs
(kg.s 2A ') magnetic flux of one weter Der square meter. (cr, '.gn'".Sec )

Power W The watt is the Dower which gives rise ,. the pro- 107 ergs/sec
(m2.kg.s 3) duction of energy at the rate of one joule per second. (cm2.gm.sec 2)

- Pressure or stress Pa The pascal is the pressure or stress of one newton 10 dyn/cn 2

(m '.kg.s 2) per square meter. (cm 1-gm.sec 2)

Quantity of electricity C The coulomb is the quantity cf electricity trans- 2.998 x 109 esu
ported in one second by a current of one ampere. (cm312.gm12.sec ')

'For more precise work use 2.997 924 58 for 2.998 and 8.987 551 79 for 8.988.

L ihtc A-3. Sl prcfitc.

Factor Prefix Symbol Factor Prefix Symbol

* 1018 exa E 10' deci d
1- ' s  peta P 10 2 centi c

° 10'' tera, T 10 3 milli m
109 giga G . o10 6 micro pJ
tW mega M 1C nano n

, i03 kilo k 10 " pico p
10 hecto h t0 femto
10' deka da 0' atto a
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UNITS, CONSTANTS, AND CONVERSION FACTORS

UTihk A-4. (,invemion tos uni Ut-,

1. Acce~shtin
The gal is a special unit employed in geodesy and geophysics to express the acceleration due to gravity

I ft/s2 0.30460 rn/s 2 ' 1 gal -0.01000* m/s2
Standard gravity (g) =9.8067 rn/s 2  Sun's surface 274.0 rn/s2

I AU from Sun 0.005931 m/s2

2. A ngy
I degree (1 1.7453 x 10 'taed 1 second ()4.8481. 10 " rad
1 minute ()2.9089)< 10 'trad

3. Are*
The darcy is a unit for measuring the permeab ility of porous solids.

1 acre - 4046.9m I2 in.' 6.4516' - 10 'n
I are - 100.00' m' , I square mle (international) =2.5900. - 10 m'
I barn (b) l .0000' X o "in 2  1 square mile (statute)' 2.5900.- 106, m'
1 circular mill = 5.0671 x 10 '0 m2' I square (buildingl - 9.2903 m2'
I darcy -9.8692x 10 "3m! 1 square rod (rd2). square
I ft' . 0.092 903 m2 pole, or square perch = 25.293 M2'

I hectare - 10000* i' I square yard (yd") - 0.83613 M2

4. Density
I grain/gal (U.S. liquid) = 0.017118 I kg/rn3  1 ton (Short)/yd3 1186 6 kg/mi
I oz (avoirdupois)/in.3 = 1730.0 kg/rn3  Density of water (4Q) = 99.97 kg/rn1

1 lb/ftr'f 16.018 kg/rn' Density of mercury (O*C) =13595 kg/rn3

1 lb/rn.3 27680 kg/rn3  Solar mass/cubic parsec = 6.770. 10 "' kg/rn3

1 lb/gal (U.S. liqui) -119.83 kcq/rn STP gas density for
I toni ("on)/yd 3 1328.9 kg/rn' molecular weight M, 0.044615A4, kg/rn3

5. Eleticity and magnetism
A =ampere, C = coulomb, F farad. H = henry. 17= ohm. S =siemens. V =volt, T = testa, Wb = weber, =exact value.

I abainpere = 10.000' A 1 ohm centimeter = 1.0000* - o 10 1-mi
I abcouloftb 10.000* C 1 ohm circular-rnil per foot =1.6624 x 10 9 11-m
1 abarad . 000o*'10ogF I statamnpere =3.3356xI0 '0 A
I abhenry =1.OOOMxIO 10 1H statcoulomb = 3.3356, 10 ") C
I abmho - t.000*X 109 S I stalfarad =1.1127x10 "F
I abohin -1.0000'x1 X 0 to9)1stathenry 8.9876,e 10" H
I abvolt - 1.0000' XO 10V I starnho =1.1127.10 12S

Iamnpere hows - 3600C I statohm = 8.9676)(101, 1
I emu of capacitance . 1.0000'x 10lo F 1 stativolt = 299.79 V
1 emui of current =10.000* A 1 unit pole = 1.2566,,< 10 ' Wb
I emlu of electric potential =1.0000, X 10 o V Potential of electron at
1 emn of inductance 1.0000* xl B 10 HIst Bohr orbit = 27.212 V
1 ernu of resistance =1.0000* X 10 a0 Ionization potential from
I esu of capacitance =1.1127 x10 "2F Ist Bohr orbit = 13.606 V
1 esu of current '=3.3356x10 'OA Nuclear electric field at I1st
I esuj of electric potential =2.9979 x 10' V Bohr orbit =5.140 x 10" V/rn
1 esu of inductnce - 8.9876)(10" H Current in Iet Bohtrorbit = 1.054 X10 3 A
1 esu of resistance - 8.9876 x 10" 12 Dipole moment of nucleus
1 faraday (based on "t) = 9.6487 x 10' C and electron in I1st Bohr
I faraday (chemical) - 9.6496 x10'C .orbit = 0.8478 x10 2"C-rn

1 faraday (physical) = 9.6522 x 10' C . Magnetic field, atomic unit =1715 T
1 gamma - 1.0000' x10 'T Field at nucleus due to
1 gauss -1.0000x 10 'T electron in 1st Bohr
1 gilbert = =7.9577 x10 ' A(amp. turns) orbit = 9.9551. 101 A/m
1 maxwell - 1.0000' x 10 6Wb Magnetic moment, atomic
1 mnho = 10000* S unit =-2.542 x10 21J/T

1 oersted - 79.577 A/rn Earth magnetic moment =7.98 x 10"' J/T.
a. Energy
Btu = British thermal unit (thermochemical), 1 Btu (lnternationa Table) =1.000 67 Btu (thermochemical): cal calorie (thermochemical), 1
cal (International Table) =1.000 67 cal (thermochemical); J =joule; W =watt.

I Btu = 1054.4 J .I foot-poundal =0.042140 J
I Btu (mean) = 1055.9 J 1 kilowatt hour (kWh) =3.6000' x' 10" J
1 Btu (39*F) = 1059.7 J I therm - 1.0551 10"J
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I Btu (60"F) = 1054 7 J I ton (nuclear equivalent of

1 calorie = 41840' J TNT) = 4 184 x10 J

I calorie (mean) = 4.1900 J I watt hour (W.h) = 3600" J
1 calorie (5"C) = 4.1858 J 1 watt second (W.s) = 1.0000* J

I calorie (20"C) = 41819 J Energy of unit wave
. I kilocalone = 4184,0 J number (tIc) = 1.9865x t0 

2 J j

* 1 electron volt (eV) . 1 6022 10 ' J Mass energy of unit
I erg 1,0000, o10 ' J atomic weight = 1.4924x 10 10 J

I foot-pound (ft lbl) = 1.3558 J

Note I quad '. 10'5Btu
I qua per year 0472 million barrels of oil per day (1 barrel = 42 gallons)

I trillion cubic feet of gas per year
- 44.4 million tons of coal per year (for medium heating value coal at 22,5 Btu/ton)
= 33 4 million kilowatts of electricity

293 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity per year at 100% efficiency
S=95 2 billion kilowatt-hoirs of electricity per year at 32,5% efficiency

See Chaps 10 00 (Energy Demand) and 11.00 (Eneigy Supply).
7 Force

* I dyne = i0000" , 10 N I lbf/lb (thrust/weight
I kilogram-forc; = 9.8067 N (massi ratio) = 9 8067 N

1 poundal = 0.13825 N
I kip (1000 Ibf) = 4448 2 N I ton-force (2000 Ibf) = 889a.4 N
I ounce-force = 0 27801 N Proton-electron attraction
1 pound-force (Ibt) = 4.4482 N at distance &0 = 8.238 x 10 8 N

8 Frequency

1 hertz (Hz) = 1 cycle/s Frequency of free electron
I kayser = 3 10 , Hz in magnetic field H 2.7993 x 10"H

Hz.T
' Rydberg frequency (cR) = 3.2898. 10'" Hz Plasma fiequency associated ,

Frequency of 1s, Bohr with electron density N, = 8.979N.' " Hz

orbit (2cR,) =6.5797x 10"' Hz (N, in m 3)

9 Heat

*:: Btu British thermal unit (thermochemical). I Btu (International Table) - 1.000 67 Btu (thermochemical). cal calorie (thermochemical). I
S cal (International Table) 1 000 67 cal (thermochemical), J joule. K kelvin. W - watt: h - hour.

Thermal conductivity k

I Btu.ft'h.ftt.'F 1 7296 WmK 1 Btu.in /s.ft2.'F = 518 87 W/m.K

Thermal conductane C

1 Btu/h.ft1.'F 5.6745 Wim2 -.K

* Heat capacity

" I Btu/Ilb.'F = 4184 0" J/kg.K 1 cal/s 4,1840* W
1 cal,,g'C 4184 0 • J/kg.K

Thermal resistance R Thermal resistivity

1 F.h.ft.' ,Btu 0 176 23 K.m'/W 1 "Fh ftB'Otuin. - 6 9381 K.m/W
1 CIo =0.20037 K.m1W

, Thermal diffusivity

I ft 2
.h 2.580M . 10 5 m2/s

10 L ergth
1 angstrom (A) 1 0000. 16 ,0 m 1 microinch 2 5400 • - 10 " m

* I atomic unit (a.1 = 0,529 18 , 10 ,0 m 1 micron (lim) 1 0000 * 10 m
I astronomical unit (AU) = 1.4960 - 10" m 1 mil 25400 - 10 m
1 cable's length = 219 m 1 mile (lnt nautical) . 1852 0' m
I chain = 20.117 m I mile (U.S nautical) 1852 0' m
1 electron radius (r,,) = 2.818 . 10 m 1 mile (international) 1609 3 m
1 fathom = 1.8288 m 1 mile (U S statute) 1609,3 m
I fermi (femlometer) (fin) = 1 0000" 10 ' m 1 parsec (pc) 3.0857'. 10"'i m

1 foot (It) = 0 30480' m 1 pica (printer's) 4 2175 - 10 1n

I foot (U S survey) 0 30480 m 1 point (prnter's) 3 5146 - 10 m
I furlong =201 17 m 1 rod 50292 m
I hand =0 10160 m 1 solar radius (R. - 6960- -08 m
1 inch (,n I 0 02540i m Wavelength of 1 -eV
1 league (land) 4828 ,n photon (hc eV) 1: 1 2399 -r10 M in

p ' .. .. , .. . _ .. . , ,. . . . .> - .. . . . .,- . ,-, . .- . ...- -. . ,- . . . ., . .
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light year (ly) =9.460 x 10'4 m I x umi _ 1,002 X10) 13M

1 link (Gunthers or 1 yard w 0,91440 rn

It Light

Cd -_ candela. Im lume. 11lme flux from (1/60r) arim? of blackbody fit 2044K], lx = lux.

I apostilb =I tm/rn' for perectly .1lambert 3183.1 cd/rn'
dffuuing surface 1 lumen of rnaximurn-vosi

1 td/in' 15500 (cd/rn' bility radiation (5550 A) -1.470x10 3W

1 loot-candle =10.764 Mx I strlb (ab) =10 000 cd/rn'

1 loot-lamer 3.4263 cd/rn 1 ht- 10 000* lx

1? Mas
i etomic unit (iflectron) (m.l) - 9. 1095 x, 10 34 kg I ounce (avoirdupois) - 2.8350 x 10 2 kg

I atomic mass unit I oucse(troyor apothecary) - 3.1I13x 10 2 kg

(CC scale) (amu) - 1.660 57 x10 2' kg I pennyweigtht (tray) - 1.5552 x10) 3kg

I carat (metric) . 20000*x 10 ' kg I pound (Ri avoirdupois) = 0.453590kg

I dram, epothecary . 48879 X10 3 kg I pound (troy or Mpothilcary) -=0.37324 kg

I dram. avoirdupois = 1,7718x10 'kg I quirital (q) -=100.00 kg
I ama-1,0000x 10 ' kg I scruple - 1.2960 x10 3 kg

Igramma -. 4799x10 'kg I s"u -14.594 kg

i hundredweight I ton (assay) -=0.029167 kg
(grss r ong - 0.02 g1 ton (lang. 2240 lb) - 1016.0 kg

I(unredsoreight I58 k Iton (shrt, 2000 lb) - 907.18 kg

(net or short) -=45.359 kg I ton (met ton) - 1.0000* kg

I kgf.s2/m = 918067 kg

13 Mass per unit hwnqt.

I denier 1.1111 x10 'kg/r I tax 1.0000'x10 'kg/n

14. Mass per unit tomw

I perm (O C1 5.7214 xO10 kg/Pa.s.m' I b/lp-h - 1.6897x 10 'kP/J
I perm-in (OC) 1 I.4532 x 10 iZkg/Pa-sm I ton (s~r)/h = 0.25200 kg/s
Iloih =1.26M0x 10 ' kg/i

is Power -

I Stu (int)/h =0.29307 W 1 horsepowe (boiler) =9809'.5W
I1 Btu fint)'s 10551 W 1 horsepower (electric) =746.00*,W

I Stu (thermochem.)/h C.292 86W 1 horsepower (metric) =735.50'.V'

I cal (themochem )/S - 4.1840 W I horsepower (water) = 746.04 W

I force de chevai = =735 5W I horsepower (U.K.) -=745.70 W

I erg/s - 0000 X 10 'W I ton (refrigeration) = 3516.8 W
I ft.lbf/h -37662i 'W Star. M., - 0radiation = 2.97 x 10" W

I horsepower,(550 1t-lbf/s) = 745 70 W Solar unmasity - 3.M)(6IxOROW

16 Press"r or stres (foce PW r owl aea

I atmosphere (standard) .=101 325* Pa I inch o f water (39.2F) = 249.06 Pa

I atmoshere (technical =98 066.5* Pa I'kgf/cm' = 90 066.5* Pa
=l1kgf cm') 1 kip/in 2(ksi) = 6.89" X1I0'6Ps

icmg0C bar 100000* Pa I millibar = 100.00* Pa
I m=J,)1333 2Ps 1 newton/cm' = 10000Pa

I centirreter of water (4-C) =98 064 Pa I pouridal/It . 1.4882 Ps

I dyne.,cm2 = 0. 100 00' Pa i rbf 'ft. VANd Ps

I foot of waver (39 2F) = 2969 0Pa Ilfi. pi 848P
Igfcm; = 96 0665* Fa I torr (mm Hg. 0*C) = 133.32 Pa

1 inch of mercury (327) = 3386.4 Pa 7

17 Tenoeai

Degree Cets'us T.= 1,. 273 15 ,Triple point of natural

Degree Fahrenheit r.,= (t,- 32)/l,8 water = 273.16 K

Degree Fahrenheit T., (t., .. 459,67)/1 .8 .Elementary temnperature = 8.1262'. 10", K

Degree Rankine =T, 18(cflr~k)
Kefwr t.= T. -273 15 .Temperature of I1eV = 11I6WSK

1 86400s a I1year (sideiol) =3 1558 (10' %

1dra (Sidereal) = 86164 s I year (tropical) = 3.1557c 10 I r

1 ~'= 36000- 1 Atomic second (SA) = 9192631770
1 h(,,# (sidereal) = 3590 2 s '"'Cs cycles
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I mlinute .W6000 I atomic Unit (ist Bohr - 2.4189 x101?
I second (sidereal) .0,99727 s Crbt/2,1r (re)
I year (365 days) -3 1536* 10' a .Jodan's elemientary, tame (rlic) = .3996,- 10 "a

79 Torque

I Idyrl-cm 10000* -10 ' N~rm 1f-im 0 11296 N-r
I kgf M= 98067 Nrm 1. I blt . 1.3558 N-m
I ozli-n = O070616 N-m,

2V elo c 4I fl'is =0130480' Mis I AU per year - 4.7406 km/S
I in S 0,02540* m/s I parec per year - 9.7781 x 100 m/S
Ikmn/h =. 0 27778 m/s Electron in Bohr orbit = 2,1877 x 10' m/s

I knot (international) =0 51444 mis It-eV electron = 5,9309 x 105 inl/$
1 mi'h (internatsona - 0.44704' m/s Angular velocity of Earth

-' I mi'~s (international) 1609 3 m's on its axis , 7 2921 x10 'rad/s
I mi/h (international) 1.6093 km/h Mean angular velocity of

Velocity of tight (c) =29979. -Q m0 /s Earthin its orbit -19910 x 10 'radii

27 cetos,10000 -10 " Pas 1 lb/ft-s - 1.4W2 Pa-s

I centistolies 1 0000*-o 10 'm21S 1 lbf.s/ft' . 47.880 PS-S
* I ttI2 ~0092030 m'is I tf.a/n' =6GO"I Pa.s

I poise .0 10000' Pa-s I rhe = 10.000. (Pa.$)
1 pounidal sitl-' 1 4882 Pas 1 slu/fts$ = 478S0 Pai
Ilb/ftfi ~41338 -10 ' Pa-s I stokces - I v000 x10 'M21s

22 Volume 1 1galnCaarntqi) 56.1 m

I ace-oot 1233 5 m' I Wt' 0.028 317 m3i
1 barrel toil. 42 gal)011iIglo Cndinlqi) =456 03M

I1 barrel (bb,!). liquid . 31 to42 gallons 1 gallon (U.K liquid) = 45461.10 
3 

M3
1 barrel (bl). standard

for fruits. vegetables 7056 Cubic inches I gallon (U S dry) =4.4049 x10 m

r nd other dry commodities 105 ry quarts I gallont(U~ Slquid) = 37854. 10 3M'
exCept crant'emres 3 3281 bushels, struck 1 gilt (U K) = 14207 10 'in

3

measure I gill (US) . = 1.I129. 10 'im
3

*. I barrel (bbI). standard. -5826 cubic inches I in 1168710 S in'
*cranberry -~864 dry quarts I itter = I 0000x10 IM,

2 709 busheis, struck I ou ce (U K houd) = 28413x 10 " m
3

measure , IlouncejU S fluid) = 29574 .10 5 r"3
I board toolt 2,3597.- 10 mi' I cubic parsec - 2.9380 , 10O" m3
I bu" (lU S) -35239. 10 2 m' I peck (U S) =a80%6. 10 3 M3

I bushel (but. strucki mea- 1 pint (U S dry) . 5061.o l1 M3n
sure (US) ~ 2150 42' IPont (US liquid) - 4 73l , 10 4 Vi'

I busre. heaped (U S) 1 278 buss struck I quart (U S. dry) = 1 1012.* 10 3m
measure I Quail (US liquid) =9W4635. 10 'in-'

1 bushel (but, struck mes- 1 032 U S b~jshels, I store ' 1 0tM* Mn'
sure (British imperial) struck measure Solar volumne (4-R, /3) = 1 4122 10 IV'

I cord lcd) (fwewoodi 128' ft' 1 tablespoon = 1 4787 .10 5in3

1cup Imawn 23659. 10 mn' 1 teaspoon = 4 9209 .10 6iM
3

1 dramn WUS fluid) .36967. 10 m' 1-ton (register) =2 8317 in'
1 drachm (U 1 fluid) 35516 -10 mli .1 yd'1 -0 75455 ml
I flu~d ounce(U S) 1 9574 - 0~m

A-
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-1i.*bk A- 5. Prok~-4 ph)ixi wa l1~l:

Quaettv Symbol (Setsawun value on S4 (cgs) unrts Error (Porn)

Speed ofIgt tn acuunt~ C 2 991924 56 .104 fs , (0" cmae s ) 0004
2 Elerrnem.ary charge W62 1892 1 0 - CI ( 'er - 29

4- ~ ~ 1 h.03 2042 17 10 '0J@s(1 2ra~i5
3 lnkScntn t662'64176- 10 " 1.5110 "ergsc? 54

4 Electron restmfass - ft 09l0957 - 10 " ' S (0 21g) 54

S Avogadro cnstantl 6 6022045 - l02,ml I (10"l mot ' 51
fvcelI Value 60220978.10"mlo '(l0"mct 1) - 10

6 Mclw e$aconrstantl 6314 41 .10'WJ.mclt K '(110' erg-mci " ' 31
7 8citiarrr constant k 1N 1390662.1 10 Is J.K "(10 '6erg.'1 ) 32
6 Goaviatorwa consitantl 6 667200 Ont N^1mkg I I10 6 dncema'gm 'I 61s
9 MoWa 0"un127 3 1 K,

P, I afro V_ in 2241363.-10 3 m'-inl ' (10' Cm3 mot 31
10 Fatata" conrstant N~ 964845-.10' C-mcI ' (10'emn 1) 21
It aydberg conistant 1 [4w.0 3 '(m~dV,4r'c) 1097 373 177. 1I1' m (105 cmn' 007

recenti Value 1097 373 147 6. 10' m ' (105 Cm ')00003
12 Pwle struclufe conistant j4. f4r,(c/vI) 13703604 Oil

recen't vakj@ 137035963
13 Ctaava'c eiectfon radmue [.d14-) '(VIm.C ) 26179360.10 "

t
mO(O "cmnj 25

14 Spoe electron charge e~m. 1 7586$04 7 to '0 C-kg 1 (10' emugi ' 2,41
IS Electron Compon aavelenth 4., -&-n.C- 3' 3661 590 5 10 " mn(10 "cm) 16
16 soft fadus 46~ ',* 05S29 177 06. 10 ' m (0 eCin) 0.62

17 tiagnewc Run qu.antum [nC) 1 (m'2et 2 067 8606 10 "1 T-m' (10 'G-cm') 2-4
hv A4135 701 ,10 J -S C *(10 'erg sec-Ornu '1 2.6

19 Alo"% m"mS um I lu .iynm N. I N6O05655' 10 " kg(10 2"grl b I
20 Proton rest mass 16726485.10 "'kgjl~, "g-rrI 5.1

1007 274 470 u amu) 0011
ION6 15152 0l6

21. Neuton res rrrbs a. 16749S4 3.-10 0'kg(t1 'g) SA1

1 006 66S 012 u (erm 0027
22 Eiectron glfactor 'u 1 00 11596567 0.0035

recent va"u 1001 159 652 200 00004
23 Blr rmagmeton 10041~e2-'.0 9 27a fl76. 10 1. 1T '(10 " erg Gs j39
24 Nuclear inagneton IC)(042-,C) 5050624-*10 3"JT '(10 2'erg Gs 39
2S Electron magnek' fmm . 9 2646832 o 101 J.T (10 " erg Gs ')3.9

26 Proton magneticrf-.cment 14106171 .10 "iJT '010 V3ergs 'I39
W./M 658 210(4190 .0010

27 04010.1gyromane~tm law~ 2' 2675 196 7 10*rad-* ' T ' (10* rd se GOs ') 26
26 Sleen.Bft?"nannconstant I.-("60)h' 4'c' S5670 32.1 00 W m 'K ' ItIerg-sec 'cm '-K ) 125
29 Fest ra.Maion constant c, -~ 2,,ft 3 741 632. 10 '* Wrin' (10 e rg.O sec 'Ij', 54
30 Secono reejtso constant c. h C-h 1 436 796~ - ) 1'm K (10P Cm *K 31

ouar1"l Symttq (*xpress~cn) V"lu Error (ppmnj

Atorme mass ,jut u 931 Sol 6 mm 26
Protonns me" 938 27 6 Me1r 26
Neutron rmass ny 939 573 1 U~eV 26
Electron mass M. 0 51100D34 MOV 26
Elemton vot I1eV-k 11604 SO x 31

I evhc S065479cm '.26

IeV-ht 2 2417969 6 10''vw 26
I eV 16021992-10 'legs 29 t

Pirscnsat4C 6 582 173.-10 " MeVsec 26
19732656.10 "Mevcin ?6h
0 3" 3S 7GeV rhb 52

Rderg constam h 13 60S004eov .- 26
Voae-aee pl roduct Vo 12 396520e*v A. 26

Gas 1o~ 1967 19 Cal ml "K 3
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Constant Number Log

3 141 592 653 6 0497 149 872 7
2.- 6 283 185 30'72 0 798 179 868 4

4r 12 566 370 614 4 1 099 209 864 0
9 869 604 401 1 0 994 299 745 4

I er 1 772 453 850 9 0 248 574 936 3
0~ 2 718 281 828 3 0 434 294 481 9

mod y' log e 0 434 294 481 9 1 637 784 311 3I
I M InIO 2 30Z585 093 0 0 362 215 688 7

2~ 2 000 000 000 0 0 301 029 995 7
%2 1 414 213 562 4 0 150 514 997 8
%3 1 732 050 807 6 0 238,560 627 4
%10 3 162 277 660 2 0 500,00000000
In- 1 144 729 885 8 0 058 703 021 2
e 23 140 692 632 8 1<'64 76 353 8
Eule' constant~ 0 577 215 6649 1761 338 108 8
I radian 57 295 779 513 1 1 758 122 632 4

3437'746 770 78 3 536 271882 8
206 264'806 25 S 314 42t) 33 2

a'017 453292 5 241 877 367 6I
0'6000?90 888 2 d463 726 117 2

0'000 00'8.48l 6685 574 866 8
Square legrees on a sphere 129 600 41 252 961 24
Square degrees in a steradian 32 400 -~3282 806 35
For Gaussian distribution (1,,Y% 2-)exp( .2i?
Probable error 'standard error r, 0 0674 489 750 2
Probable error average error r, q 0 845 347 539 4

7 1253 314 137,p (r,,) ~2 0 476 936 276 2
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INDEX

AbAi t humidit\. 16-3 Ai. low. 13-1. 12-20. 12-25. 12-27
Ab,,ilute magnitude. 25-4. 25.13. 25-14 Aitken ruclei. l-6i
Ahrptanm cocllacivnt. 1K-4 Alachogen: plate lractu.t. 23-5
Abm, ir-nao 1,n ,en ction. ;9-10}. 22-2 ALADDIN I experinint. 21-44
Ahorp u in irndek. 19-IM Albedo. 15-I. 1-35
AlsAipotm line paranleters. 1-5 Alfvcn layer. 8-9
Acceleratitm due to gra% ity, 14-7. 14-8, 14-2 2-- 14-34) Alfli' p- 4-23.4-24
AcL eIC '.H1i. 21-23 AIfvdn waves. I-I . 3-4. 3-13-3-16. 3-24. 3-30
'Acti € ci:rmicnt,, m ,pacc pla.,mas. 10-46 - All sky camera. 10-18
Activitv indices. 4-27 All sky imaging phoomctr. 10-18

.4-32 Alouette I. 9-8
Ak. 4-29 Amc,. 21-16
Ap. 4-29 Aiplitudc flactuation., 19-9

-. K. 4-12. 4-27 Amplitude and phas.e wiatillatim. 10-84
Kin. 4-29 Anclastic damping factor. 23-Il
Kn. 4-29 Angular gyrfrequeny. 5-6
Kp. 4-2. 4-.34). 5-26. 7-5. 9-20. 8-22. 8-23. 10-N). 17-30. 17-35 Angular refraction. 10-87
K%. 4-29 Antenna pattern. 10-54

U. 4-32 Antenna temperature. I l-I
aa. 4-219 Antipxode. 10-29

"k. 4-29 Apparent brightnc,%. 25-7
am. 4-29 Applton anomaly. 9-4. 9-8. 0-40. 10-78
ap. 4-29 Appk vn di'.perioi formula. 10-3 0%

u. 
4 -32 Appleton-Hartree formula. 10.29. 10-37

u,. 4-3. Arc dis'harve. 7-7. 7-9
- - Adiafatic ,nanant.. 5-3. 5-4. 5-1 I. 5-13. 5-19. S-38. 5-45. 8-7 Archimedian spiral. .- 21. 6-8. - .- 6-25. 6-26

Advanced Incrtial Tc',t IahNwt'.. 23-44) Arcing, 7-5. 7-7. 7-9. 7-16

Adycction. 15-6, Argom. 21-47
Advcctive fog. 19-24. 18-48 Artificial nuoditicatiom: ioumphcre. 10-96
AE-C. 8-13 Artificial radiation belt,,. 5-544)
AE-D. X-13. 8-23 A'.ci'.mic uplift, 23-22
AE-E, 2-19 A'trtgeodtiw.' ti'llection. 24-8
Awml Asitriowimi azimuth. 23-34

ah',.wption. 18-21) Atronmiial latitude. 24-I
extinction. 18-15. 18-18. 1-21-18-23 Astnwriimical longtude., 24-I
rmoxkl% 18-10. JS-14. 18-26 19 "7, 19--46 A%,,iimw~lr pjr,, ~k:tcr. Ix-24,-
particles. IX-9-18-10 Asymptotic1 cime.s of acceptince. 6 3

refritne index. 18 12. IX- 16. 1 X-17 Ainiorhre [
.attcrine. 1-15. IX I ) eom,,tn oW. 2i-I
,our es. 21-15 19:ii'io,,tilin ni k'eI. - I
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